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                                      PREFACE 
 
 IT is with mingled feelings of gratitude and regret that I let  
this book go to the public. I am grateful for God's sustaining  
grace through so many years of intense work and am fully con- 
scious of the inevitable imperfections that still remain. For a  
dozen years this Grammar has been the chief task of my life. I  
have given to it sedulously what time was mine outside of my  
teaching. But it was twenty-six years ago that my great prede- 
cessor in the chair of New Testament Interpretation proposed to  
his young assistant that they together get out a revised edition  
of Winer. The manifest demand for a new grammar of the New  
Testament is voiced by Thayer, the translator of the American  
edition of Winer's Grammar, in his article on "Language of the  
New Testament" in Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible. 
 I actually began the work and prepared the sheets for the first  
hundred pages, but I soon became convinced that it was not  
possible to revise Winer's Grammar as it ought to be done without  
making a new grammar on a new plan. So much progress  
had been made in comparative philology and historical grammar  
since Winer wrote his great book that it seemed useless to go on  
with it. Then Dr. Broadus said to me that he was out of it by  
reason of his age, and that it was my task. He reluctantly gave  
it up and pressed me to go on. From that day it was in my  
thoughts and plans and I was gathering material for the great  
undertaking. If Schmiedel had pushed through his work, I  
might have stopped. By the time that Dr. James Hope Moulton  
announced his new grammar, I was too deep into the enterprise  
to draw back. And so I have held to the titanic task somehow  
till the end has come. There were many discouragements and I  
was often tempted to give it up at all costs. No one who has  
not done similar work can understand the amount of research,  
the mass of detail and the reflection required in a book of this  
nature. The mere physical effort of writing was a joy of expres- 
sion in comparison with the rest. The title of Cauer's brilliant  
book, Grammatica Militans (now in the third edition), aptly  
describes the spirit of the grammarian who to-day attacks the 
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problems of the language of the New Testament in the light of  
historical research. 
 From one point of view a grammar of the Greek New Testa- 
ment is an impossible task, if one has to be a specialist in the  
whole Greek language, in Latin, in Sanskrit, in Hebrew and the  
other Semitic tongues, in Church History, in the Talmud, in  
English, in psychology, in exegesis.1 I certainly lay no claim to  
omniscience. I am a linguist by profession and by love also, but 
I am not a specialist in the Semitic tongues, though I have a  
working knowledge of Hebrew and Aramaic, but not of Syriac  
and Arabic.  The Coptic and the Sanskrit I can use. The Latin  
and the Greek, the French and German and Anglo-Saxon com- 
plete my modest linguistic equipment. I have, besides, a smat- 
tering of Assyrian, Dutch, Gothic and Italian. 
 I have explained how I inherited the task of this Grammar  
from Broadus: He was a disciple of Gessner Harrison, of the  
University of Virginia, who was the first scholar in America to  
make use of Bopp's Vergleichende Grammatik. Broadus' views  
of grammar were thus for long considered queer by the students  
who came to him trained in the traditional grammars and unused  
to the historical method; but he held to his position to the end. 
 This Grammar aims to keep in touch at salient points with the  
results of comparative philology and historical grammar as the  
true linguistic science. In theory one should be allowed to as- 
sume all this in a grammar of the Greek N. T., but in fact that  
cannot be done unless the book is confined in use to a few tech- 
nical scholars. I have tried not to inject too much of general  
grammar into the work, but one hardly knows what is best when  
the demands are so varied. So many men now get no Greek  
except in the theological seminary that one has to interpret for  
them the language of modern philology. I have simply sought  
in a modest way to keep the Greek of the N. T. out in the middle  
of the linguistic stream as far as it is proper to do so. In actual  
class use some teachers will skip certain chapters. 
 Alfred Gudemann,2 of Munich, says of American classical  
scholars: "Not a single contribution marking genuine progress,  
no work on an extensive scale, opening up a new perspective or  
breaking entirely new ground, nothing, in fact, of the slightest  
scientific value can be placed to their credit." That is a serious  
charge, to be sure, but then originality is a relative matter. The 
 
 1 Cf. Dr. James Moffatt's remarks in The Expositor, Oct., 1910, p. 383 f.  
 2 The Cl. Rev., .June, 1909, p. 116. 
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true scholar is only too glad to stand upon the shoulders of his  
predecessors and give full credit at every turn. Who could make  
any progress in human knowledge but for the ceaseless toil of  
those1 who have gone before? Prof. Paul Shorey,2 of the Uni- 
versity of Chicago, has a sharp answer to Prof. Gudemann. He   
speaks of "the need of rescuing scholarship itself from the  
German yoke." He does not mean "German pedantry and  
superfluous accuracy in insignificant research — but . . . in all 
seriousness from German inaccuracy." He continues about "the  
disease of German scholarship" that "insists on 'sweat-boxing' 
the evidence and straining after 'vigorous and rigorous' demon- 
stration of things that do not admit of proof." There probably  
are German scholars guilty of this grammatical vice (are Amer- 
ican and British scholars wholly free?). But I wish to record my  
conviction that my own work, such as it is, would have been im- 
possible but for the painstaking and scientific investigation of the  
Germans at every turn. The republic of letters is cosmopolitan.  
In common with all modern linguists I have leaned upon Brug- 
mann and Delbrtick as masters in linguistic learning. 
 I cannot here recite my indebtedness to all the scholars whose  
books and writings have helped me. But, besides Broadus, I 
must mention Gildersleeve as the American Hellenist whose wit  
and wisdom have helped me over many a hard place. Gilder- 
sleeve has spent much of his life in puncturing grammatical  
bubbles blown by other grammarians. He exercises a sort of  
grammatical censorship. "At least whole grammars have been 
constructed about one emptiness."3 It is possible to be "grammar  
mad," to use The Independent's phrase.4 It is easy to scout all  
grammar and say: "Grammar to the Wolves."5 Browning sings 
in A Grammarian's Funeral: 
                   "He settled Hoti's business — let it be!  
                                Properly based Oun  
                    Gave us the doctrine of the enclitic De, 
                         Dead from the waist down." 
 
 1 F. H. Colson, in an article entitled "The Grammatical Chapters in Quin-  
tilian," I, 4–8 (The Cl. Quarterly, Jan., 1914, p. 33), says: "The five chapters  
which Quintilian devotes to ‘Grammatica’ are in many ways the most valuable  
discussion of the subject which we possess," though he divides "grammatica"  
into "grammar" and "literature," and (p. 37) "the whole of this chapter is  
largely directed to meet the objection that grammar is ‘tenuis et jejuna.’" 
 2 The Cl. Weekly, May 27, 1911, p. 229. 
 3 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., July, 1909, p. 229.      4 1911, 717.  
 5 Article by F. A. W. Henderson, Blackwood for May, 1906. 
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Perhaps those who pity the grammarian do not know that he  
finds joy in his task and is sustained by the conviction that his  
work is necessary. Prof. C. F. Smith (The Classical Weekly,  
1912, p. 150) tells of the joy of the professor of Greek at Bonn  
when he received a copy of the first volume of Gildersleeve's  
Syntax of Classical Greek. The professor brought it to the Semi- 
nar and "clasped and hugged it as though it were a most precious  
darling (Liebling)." Dr. A. M. Fairbairn1 once said: "No man  
can be a theologian who is not a philologian. He who is no  
grammarian is no divine." Let Alexander McLaren serve as a  
good illustration of that dictum. His matchless discourses are  
the fruit of the most exact scholarship and spiritual enthusiasm.  
I venture to quote another defence of the study of Greek which  
will, I trust, yet come back to its true place in modern education.  
Prof. G. A. Williams, of Kalamazoo College, says2: "Greek yet  
remains the very best means we have for plowing up and wrink-  
ling the human brain and developing its gray matter, and wrinkles  
and gray matter are still the most valuable assets a student can  
set down on the credit side of his ledger." 
 Dr. J. H. Moulton has shown that it is possible to make gram- 
mar interesting, as Gildersleeve had done before him. Moulton  
protests3 against the notion that grammar is dull: "And yet there  
is no subject which can be made more interesting than grammar,  
a science which deals not with dead rocks or mindless vegetables,  
but with the ever changing expression of human thought." I  
wish to acknowledge here my very great indebtedness to Dr.  
Moulton for his brilliant use of the Egyptian papyri in proof of  
the fact that the New Testament was written in the vernacular  
koinh<. Deissmann is the pioneer in this field and is still the  
leader in it. It is hard to overestimate the debt of modern New  
Testament scholarship to his work. Dr. D. S. Margoliouth, it is  
true, is rather pessimistic as to the value of the papyri: "Not one  
per cent. of those which are deciphered and edited with so much  
care tell us anything worth knowing."4 Certainly that is too 
 
 1 Address before the Baptist Theological College at Glasgow, reported in  
The British Weekly, April 26, 1906. 
 2 The Cl. Weekly, April 16, 1910. 
 3 London Quarterly Review, 1908, p. 214. Moulton and Deissmann also  
disprove the pessimism of Hatch (Essays in Biblical Greek, p. 1): "The lan- 
guage of the New Testament, on the other hand, has not yet attracted the  
special attention of any considerable scholar. There is no good lexicon.  
There is no good philological commentary. There is no adequate grammar." 
 4 The Expositor, Jan., 1912, p. 73. 
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gloomy a statement. Apart from the linguistic value of the  
papyri and the ostraca which has been demonstrated, these  
letters and receipts have interest as human documents. They  
give us real glimpses of the actual life of the common people in  
the first Christian centuries, their joys and their sorrows, the  
little things that go so far to make life what it is for us all. But  
the student of the Greek New Testament finds a joy all his own  
in seeing so many words in common use that were hitherto found  
almost or quite alone in the New Testament or LXX. But the  
grammar of the N. T. has also had a flood of light thrown on it  
from the papyri, ostraca and inscriptions as a result of the work  
of Deissmann; Mayser, Milligan, Moulton, Radermacher, Thumb,  
Volker, Wilcken and others. I have gratefully availed myself of  
the work of these scholars and have worked in this rich field for  
other pertinent illustrations of the New Testament idiom. The  
material is almost exhaustless and the temptation was constant  
to use too much of it. I have not thought it best to use so much  
of it in proportion as Radermacher has done, for the case is now  
proven and what Moulton and Radermacher did does not have  
to be repeated. As large as my book is, the space is precious for  
the New Testament itself. But I have used the new material  
freely. The book has grown so that in terror I often hold  
back. It is a long step from Winer, three generations ago, to  
the present time. We shall never go back again to that stand- 
point. Winer was himself a great emancipator in the gram- 
matical field. But the battles that he fought are now ancient  
history. 
 It is proper to state that the purpose of this Grammar is not  
that of the author's Short Grammar which is now in use in various  
modern languages of America and Europe. That book has its  
own place. The present volume is designed for advanced stu- 
dents in theological schools, for the use of teachers, for scholarly  
pastors who wish a comprehensive grammar of the Greek New  
Testament on the desk for constant use, for all who make a  
thorough study of the New Testament or who are interested in  
the study of language, and for libraries. If new editions come,  
as I hope, I shall endeavour to make improvements and correc- 
tions. Errata are sure to exist in a book of this nature.  Occa- 
sionally (cf. Accusative with Infinitive) the same subject is  
treated more than once for the purpose of fulness at special  
points. Some repetition is necessary in teaching. Some needless  
repetition can be eliminated later. I may explain also that the 
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works used by me in the Bodleian Library and the British Mu- 
seum had the citations copied twice with double opportunity for  
errors of reference, but I have guarded that point to the best of  
my ability. I have been careful to give credit in detail to the  
many works consulted. 
 But, after all is said, I am reluctant to let my book slip away  
from my hands. There is so much yet to learn. I had hoped  
that Mayser's Syntax der griechischen Papyri could have ap- 
peared so that I could have used it, but he sorrowfully writes me  
that illness has held him back. Neither Helbing nor Thackeray  
has finished his Syntax of the LXX. The N. T. Vocabulary of  
Moulton and Milligan, though announced, has not yet appeared.  
Deissmann's Lexicon is still in the future. Thumb's revision of  
Brugmann's Griechische Grammatik appeared after my book had  
gone to the press.1 I could use it only here and there. The same 
thing is true of Debrunner's revision of Blass' Grammatik des  
neatest. Griechisch. New light will continue to be turned on the  
Greek Of the N. T.  Prof. J. Rendel Harris (The Expository Times,  
Nov., 1913, p. 54 f.) points out, what had not been recently no- 
ticed, that Prof. Masson, in his first edition of Winer in 1859,  
p. vii, had said:  "The diction of the New Testament is the plain  
and unaffected Hellenic of the Apostolic Age, as employed by  
Greek-speaking Christians when discoursing on religious sub- 
jects . . . Apart from the Hebraisms — the number of which  
has, for the most part, been grossly exaggerated — the New  
Testament may be considered as exhibiting the only genuine  
fac-simile of the colloquial diction employed by unsophisticated  
Grecian gentlemen of the first century, who spoke without  
pedantry — as i]diw?tai and not as sofistai<." The papyri have  
simply confirmed the insight of Masson in 1859 and of Lightfoot  
in 1863 (Moulton, Prol., p. 242). One's mind lingers with fas- 
cination over the words of the New Testament as they meet  
him in unexpected contexts in the papyri, as when a]reth< (cf.  
1 Pet. 2 : 9) occurs in the sense of 'Thy Excellency,' e@xw para- 
sxei?n t ?̂ s ?̂ a]ret ?̂, 0. P. 1131, 11 f. (v/A.D.), or when u[per&?on (Ac.  
1:13) is used of a pigeon-house, to>n u[per&?on to<pon th?j u[parxou<shj 
au]t&? e]n Mouxinu>r oi]ki<aj, 0. P. 1127, 5-7 (A.D. 183). But the book  
must now go forth to do its part in the elucidation of the New 
 
 1 Prof. E. H. Sturtevant (Cl. Weekly, Jan. 24, 1914, p. 103) criticises Thumb  
because he retains in his revision of Brugmann's book the distinction between  
accidence and syntax, and so is "not abreast of the best scholarship of the  
day." But for the N.T. the distinction is certainly useful. 
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Testament, the treasure of the ages.1 I indulge the hope that  
the toil has not been all in vain. Marcus Dods (Later Letters,  
p. 248) says:, "I admire the grammarians who are content to  
add one solid stone to the permanent temple of knowledge in- 
stead of twittering round it like so many swallows and only  
attracting attention to themselves." I make no complaint of the  
labour of the long years, for I have had my reward in a more  
intimate knowledge of the words of Jesus and of his reporters 
and interpreters.  Ta> r[h<mata a{ e]gw> lela<lhka u[mi?n pneu?ma< e]stin kai> 
zwh< e]stin (Jo. 6:63). 
 I must record my grateful appreciation of the sympathy and  
help received from many friends all over the world as I have  
plodded on through the years. My colleagues in the Seminary  
Faculty have placed me under many obligations in making it  
possible for me to devote myself to my task and in rendering  
substantial help. In particular Pres. E. Y. Mullins and Prof.  
J. R. Sampey have been active in the endowment of the plates.  
Prof. Sampey also kindly read the proof of the Aramaic and  
Hebrew words. Prof. W. 0. Carver graciously read the proof of  
the entire book and made many valuable suggestions. Dr. S.  
Angus, of Edinburgh, read the manuscript in the first rough  
draft and was exceedingly helpful in his comments and sympa- 
thy. Prof. W. H  P. Hatch, of the General Episcopal Theological  
Seminary, New York, read the manuscript for the publishers and  
part of the proof and exhibited sympathetic insight that is greatly  
appreciated. Prof. J. S. Riggs, of the Auburn Theological Semi- 
nary, read the proof till his health gave way, and was gracious in  
his enthusiasm for the enterprise. Prof. Walter Petersen, Ph.D.,  
of Bethany College, Lindsborg, Kansas, read all the proof and  
freely gave his linguistic attainments to the improvement of the  
book. Last, but not least in this list, Mr. H. Scott, of Birken- 
head, England, read the book in galley proof, and in the Accidence  
verified all the references with minute care and loving interest,  
and all through the book contributed freely from his wealth of  
knowledge of detail concerning the Greek N. T. The references  
in Syntax were verified by a dozen of my students whose labour  
of love is greatly appreciated. Pres. J. W. Shepherd, of Rio  
Janeiro, Brazil, and Prof. G. W. Taylor, of Pineville, La., had  
verified the Scripture references in the MS., which were again  
verified in proof. The Index of Quotations has been prepared by 
 
 1 Brilliant use of the new knowledge is made by Dr. James Moffatt's New  
Testament (A New Translation, 1913). 
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Rev. W. H. Davis, of Richmond College, Va.; the Index of Greek  
Words by Rev. S. L. Watson, Tutor of N. T. Greek for this ses- 
sion in the Seminary. All this work has been done for me  
freely and gladly. The mere recital of it humbles me very much.  
Without this expert aid in so many directions the book could  
not have been produced at all. I must add, however, that all  
errors should be attributed to me. I have done the best that I  
could with my almost impossible task. I have had to put on an  
old man's glasses during the reading of the proof. 
 I must add also my sincere appreciation of the kind words  
of Prof. Edwin Mayser of Stuttgart, Oberlehrer H. Stocks of  
Cottbus, Pres. D. G. Whittinghill of Rome, Prof. Caspar Rene  
Gregory of Leipzig, the late Prof. E. Nestle of Maulbronn, Prof.  
James Stalker of Aberdeen, Prof. Giovanni Luzzi of Florence,  
Prof. J. G. Machen of Princeton, Profs. G. A. Johnston Ross and  
Jas. E. Frame of Union Seminary, and many others who have  
cheered me in my years of toil. For sheer joy in the thing Prof.  
C. M. Cobern of Allegheny College, Penn., and Mr. Dan Craw- 
ford, the author of Thinking Black, have read a large part of the  
proof. 
 I gladly record my gratitude to Mr. G. W. Norton, Misses  
Lucie and Mattie Norton, Mr. R. A. Peter (who gave in memory  
of his father and mother, Dr. and Mrs. Arthur Peter), Rev. R.  
N. Lynch, Rev. R. J. Burdette, Mr. F. H. Goodridge, and others  
who have generously contributed to the endowment of the plates  
so that the book can be sold at a reasonable price. I am in- 
debted to Mr. K. B. Grahn for kindly co-operation. I am deeply  
grateful also to the Board of Trustees of the Seminary for making  
provision for completing the payment for the plates. 
 It is a pleasure to add that Mr. Doran has shown genuine  
enthusiasm in the enterprise, and that Mr. Linsenbarth of the  
University Press, Cambridge, has taken the utmost pains in the  
final proofreading. 
 I should say that the text of Westcott and Hort is followed  
in all essentials. Use is made also of the Greek Testaments of  
Nestle, Souter, and Von Soden whose untimely death is so re- 
cent an event. In the chapter on Orthography and Phonetics  
more constant use is made, for obvious reasons, of variations  
in the manuscripts than in the rest of the book. It is now four  
hundred years since Cardinal Francisco Ximenes de Cisneros  
had printed the Greek New Testament under the auspices of  
the University of Alcahi or Complutum, near Madrid, though it 
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was not circulated till 1522. Erasmus got his edition into circu- 
lation in 1516. "The Complutensian edition of 1514 was the first  
of more than a thousand editions of the New Testament in Greek"  
(E. J. Goodspeed, The Biblical World, March, 1914, p. 166). It  
thus comes to pass that the appearance of my Grammar marks  
the four hundredth anniversary of the first printed Greek New  
Testament, and the book takes its place in the long line of aids  
to the study of the "Book of Humanity." The Freer Gospels  
and the Karidethi Gospels show how much we have to expect  
in the way of discovery of manuscripts of the New Testament. 
I think with pleasure of the preacher or teacher who under  
the inspiration of this Grammar may turn afresh to his Greek  
New Testament and there find things new and old, the vital  
message all electric with power for the new age. That will be  
my joy so long as the book shall find use and service at the hands  
of the ministers of Jesus Christ. 
                                                                        A. T. ROBERTSON. 
LOUISVILLE, KY., 1914. 
 
 
 
           PREFACE TO SECOND EDITION 
 
 THE second edition has been called for so soon that I did not  
have the opportunity for rest that I desired before preparing for  
it. But I have gone steadily through the book with eager eyes.  
The result is that some five hundred changes have been made in  
the text here and there, all for the improvement of the book in  
one way or another, besides the Addenda at the end of the book.  
Most of the changes are small details, but they are all worth  
making. The Addenda are as few as possible because of the great  
size of the volume. I have been more than gratified at the kindly  
reception accorded the book all over the world in spite of the  
distraction of the dreadful war. Many scholars have offered  
helpful criticisms for which I am deeply grateful. In particular  
I wish to mention Prof. C. M. Cobern, Allegheny College, Mead- 
ville, Penn.; Prof. D. F. Estes, Colgate University, Hamilton,  
N. Y.; Prof. Basil L. Gildersleeve, The Johns Hopkins Univer- 
sity, Baltimore; Prof. E. J. Goodspeed, the University of Chicago;  
Prof. D. A. Hayes, Garrett Biblical Institute, Evanston, Ill.;  
Prof. James Moffatt, Mansfield College, Oxford, England; Prof. 
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C. W. Peppler, Trinity College, Durham, N. C.; Prof. W. Peter- 
sen, Bethany College, Lindsborg; Kansas; Mr. William Pitfield,  
Manchester, England; Rev. Dr. Alfred Plummer, Bideford, Eng- 
land; Mr. H. Scott, Birkenhead, England; Prof. James Stalker,  
United Free Church College, Aberdeen, Scotland; Dr. Gross  
Alexander, Nashville, Tenn. I hope that future editions may  
make it possible to improve the book still further. Various minor  
repetitions have been removed, though more still remain than is  
necessary. But the book is at least made more intelligible there- 
by. The numerous cross-references help also. 
 In the Neutestamentliche Studien (1914) in honour of the seven- 
tieth birthday of Dr. Georg Heinrici of the University of Leipzig  
there is a paper by Heinrich Schlosser "Zur Geschichte der bib- 
lischen Philologie." He tells the story of "the first grammar of  
the New Testament Greek" (1655). It is by Georg Pasor and is  
entitled Grammatica Graeca Sacra Novi Testamenti Domini nostri  
Jesu Christi. His son, Matthias Pasor, Professor of Theology at  
Groningen, found his father's manuscript and let it lie for eighteen  
years because many held grammatical study to be puerile or  
pedantic and the book would have few readers. Finally he pub- 
lished it in 1655, since he held grammar to be "clavis scientiarum  
omnisque soliclae eruditionis basis  ac fundamentum." He was  
cheered by Melanchthon's "fine word": "Theologia vera est  
grammatica quaedam divinae vocis." It is only 260 years since  
1655. 
 New books continue to come out that throw light on the lan- 
guage of the New Testament. Part I (through a) of Moulton  
and Milligan's Vocabulary of the Greek Testament Illustrated from  
the Papyri and Other Non-literary Sources (1914) is now a rich  
treasure in the hands of students. Sharp's Epictetus and the New  
Testament (1914) is a very helpful monograph full of suggestions.  
A note from Dr. Albert Thumb announces that he is at work on  
a revision of his Hellenismus. So the good work goes on. 
                                                                           A. T. ROBERTSON. 
AUGUST, 1915. 
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          PREFACE TO THIRD EDITION 
 
 MY grammar has had to live and do its work in spite of the Great  
War, but the time for the Third Edition has come. In a letter Dr.  
Alfred Plummer says: "That so technical and expensive a volume  
should be already in a third edition in the fifth year of the war is  
indeed triumphant evidence of the value of the book. Scientific  
grammar is appreciated more widely than one would antecedently  
have ventured to expect." These few years have allowed time for  
a thorough verification of the multitudinous references. This  
enormous task has been done as a labor of love by Mr. H. Scott,  
of Birkenhead, England, whose patient skill has placed all users  
of the book under a debt of gratitude that can never be paid. He  
had already put his invaluable services at my disposal, but now  
his leisure permitted him to employ his really wonderful statistical  
knowledge of the Greek New Testament for the benefit of stu- 
dents. These extremely useful tables are found in the Addenda to 
this Edition. I am sure that all New Testament students will  
appreciate and profit greatly from these tables. 
 A brilliant student of mine, Rev. W. H. Davis, has found some  
striking illustrations in the papyri that appear in the Addenda, be- 
sides a number from my own readings. Dr. Davis is at work on  
the lexical aspects of the papyri and the inscriptions. If his studies  
lead him on to prepare a New Testament lexicon, the world will  
be the better for such an outcome. 
 Mr. J. F. Springer, of New York City, has also made some  
valuable contributions which appear in the Addenda. I am in- 
debted also to Prof. Robert Law, of Knox College, Toronto, for  
errata. 
 I have watched with eagerness for criticisms of the book and  
have done my best to turn them to the improvement of the gram- 
mar. It is gratifying to know that ministers are using it in their  
studies as one of the regular tools in the shop. In the classroom  
only selected portions can be covered; but the preacher can use it  
every day (as many do) in his reading and study of the Greek  
New Testament. There are many ministers who read the Greek  
New Testament through once a year, some of it every day, be- 
sides the solid, critical study of a Gospel or Epistle with commen- 
tary, lexicon and grammar. This is the work that pays one a  
hundredfold in his preaching. My own reward for the long years  
of devotion to this grammar is found in the satisfaction that 
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scholarly ministers are using the book for their own enrichment.  
I have been gratified to learn of laymen who use the book regularly. 
 Besides the correction of infelicities and errata that could be  
found here and there and the Addenda at the end of the volume  
I have inserted a detailed Table of Contents which will greatly  
aid one in finding topics in the various chapters. The minute  
subdivisions with page references will supplement the various  
Indices to great advantage. The Index of Greek words, large as  
it is, was still incomplete. It has been doubled in this edition by  
Mr. Scott's assistance. The Additional Bibliography records the  
most important recent contributions. 
 Death has been busy with New Testament linguists. Dr. Gross  
Alexander, of Nashville, has been claimed by death. Dr. George  
Heinrici, of Leipzig, is dead. Dr. Albert Thumb, of Marburg, has  
likewise passed on. Dr. H. B. Swete, of Cambridge, and Principal  
James Denney, of Glasgow, have also joined the great majority.  
These are irreparable losses, but there are others and even greater  
ones. Dr. Caspar Rene Gregory, of Leipzig, though seventy years  
old, volunteered for the army and was killed in battle in France.  
With his death perished the hope of a new and revised edition of  
Tischendorf's Novum Testamentum Graece for many years to come.  
A younger man must now take hold of this problem and make  
available for students the new textual knowledge. 
 Dr. James Hope Moulton fell a victim in April, 1917, in the  
Mediterranean Sea, to the German submarine. He was placed in  
a boat, but after several days succumbed to the exposure and  
cold. It was he who first applied in detail Deissmann's discovery  
that the New Testament was written in the current koinh< as seen  
in the Egyptian papyri. He had planned three volumes on the  
New Testament grammar. Volume I (the Prolegomena) appeared  
in 1906 (Third Ed., 1908). He had nearly finished Volume II  
(Accidence), but had done nothing on Syntax, the most important  
of all. His death is an unspeakable calamity, but his work  
will live, for his Prolegomena preserves his interpretation of the  
New Testament language. The Accidence will appear in due time  
(is already in press). Prof. George Milligan, of Glasgow, has  
completed the publication of the Vocabulary of the New Testa- 
ment. 
 The workers die, but the work goes on. It is pleasant to think  
that Greek is renewing its grip upon the world. Professors Stuart  
and Tewksbury are preparing a grammar and lexicon for Chinese  
students of the New Testament. Japan will do likewise. Prof. 
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H. P. Houghton, of Waynesburg College, Pennsylvania, is con- 
fident that Greek can be saved for the college and the university,  
for "it is the basis of true culture" (The Classical Weekly, Dec. 11,  
1916, p. 67). There is nothing like the Greek New Testament to  
rejuvenate the world, which came out of the Dark Ages with the  
Greek Testament in its hand. Erasmus wrote in the Preface to  
his Greek Testament about his own thrill of delight: "These  
holy pages will summon up the living image of His mind. They  
will give you Christ Himself, talking, healing, dying, rising, the  
whole Christ in a word; they will give Him to you in an intimacy  
so close that He would be less visible to you if He stood before  
your eyes." The Greek New Testament is the New Testament.  
All else is translation. Jesus speaks to us out of every page of the  
Greek. Many of his ipsissima verba are here preserved for us, for  
our Lord often spoke in Greek. To get these words of Jesus it is  
worth while to plow through any grammar and to keep on to the  
end. 
 At the age of sixteen John Brown, of Haddington, startled a  
bookseller by asking for a copy of the Greek Testament. He was  
barefooted and clad in ragged homespun clothes. He was a shep- 
herd boy from the hills of Scotland. "What would you do with  
that book?" a professor scornfully asked. "I'll try to read  
it," the lad replied, and proceeded to read off a passage in the  
Gospel of John. He went off in triumph with the coveted prize,  
but the story spread that he was a wizard and had learned Greek  
by the black art. He was actually arraigned for witchcraft, but  
in 1746 the elders and deacons at Abernethy gave him a vote of  
acquittal, though the minister would not sign it. His letter of  
defence, Sir W. Robertson Nicoll says (The British Weekly, Oct. 3,  
1918), "deserves to be reckoned among the memorable letters of  
the world." John Brown became a divinity student and finally  
professor of divinity. In the chapel at Mansfield College, Oxford,  
Brown's figure ranks with those of Doddridge, Fry, Chalmers,  
Vinet, Schleiermacher. He had taught himself Greek while herd- 
ing his sheep, and he did it without a grammar. Surely young  
John Brown of Haddington should forever put to shame those  
theological students and busy pastors who neglect the Greek  
Testament, though teacher, grammar, lexicon are at their dis- 
posal. 
 In Current Opinion for January, 1919, page 18, in an article  
called "Europe's Ideas of Wilson the Man," one notes a pertinent  
sentence: "President Wilson once told a member of the diplo- 
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matic corps in Washington, who repeated it later in Paris, that if  
he were going to college all over again he would pay more atten- 
tion to the Greek language, and literature, which American uni- 
versities, on the whole, neglect." So the scholar-statesman feels.  
So the preacher ought to feel. 
                                                                       A. T. ROBERTSON. 
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                                     NEW MATERIAL 
 
 
 The Ideal Grammar? Perhaps the ideal grammar of the New  
Testament Greek may never be written. It is a supremely diffi- 
cult task to interpret accurately the forms of human speech, for  
they have life and change with the years. But few themes have  
possessed greater charm for the best furnished scholars of the  
world than the study of language.1 
 The language of the N. T. has a special interest by reason of  
the message that it bears. Every word and phrase calls for  
minute investigation where so much is at stake. It is the task  
and the duty of the N. T. student to apply the results of linguistic  
research to the Greek of the N. T. But, strange to say, this has  
not been adequately done.2 
 New Testament study has made remarkable progress in the  
sphere of criticism, history and interpretation, but has lagged  
behind in this department. A brief survey of the literary history  
of the subject shows it. 
 I. The Pre-Winer Period. It was Winer who in 1822 made a  
new epoch in N. T. grammatical study by his Neutestamentliches  
Sprachidiom. It is hardly possible for the student of the present  
day to enter into sympathy with the inanities and sinuosities  
that characterized the previous treatises on the N. T. idiom.  
Not alone in the controversy between the Purists and Hebraists  
was this true, but writers like Storr, by a secret system of quid  
pro quo, cut the Gordian knot of grammatical difficulty by ex- 
plaining one term as used for another, one preposition for an- 
other, one case for another, etc. As a university tutor Winer 
 
 1 See J. Classen, De Gr. Graecae Primordiis, 1829, p. 1, who says: "Inter  
humani ingenii inventa, quae diuturna consuetudine quasi naturae iura adepta  
cunt, nullum fere magis invaluit et pervulgatum est, quam grammaticae ratio  
et usus." 
 2 "And despite the enormous advance since the days of Winer toward a  
rational and unitary conception of the N. T. language, we still labour to-day  
under the remains of the old conceptions." Samuel Dickey, Prince. Theol.  
Rev., Oct., 1903, "New Points of View." 
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combated "this absurd system of interpretation," and not  
without success in spite of receiving some sneers. He had the  
temerity to insist on this order of interpretation: grammatical,  
historical, theological. He adhered to his task and lived to see  
"an enlightened philology, as deduced and taught by Herrmann  
and his school," triumph over the previous "unbridled license."1 
 II. The Service of Winer. 
 (a) WINER'S INCONSISTENCIES. It must be said, however, that  
great as was the service of Winer to this science, he did not at all  
points carry out consistently his own principles, for he often ex- 
plained one tense as used for another. He was not able to rise  
entirely above the point of view of his time nor to make persist- 
ent application of the philosophical grammar. It is to be borne  
in mind also that the great science of comparative philology had  
not revolutionized linguistic study when Winer first wrote. In a  
true sense he was a pathfinder. 
 (b) WINER EPOCH-MAKING.--WINER IN ENGLISH. But none the  
less his work has been the epoch-making one for N. T. study.  
After his death Dr. Gottlieb Lunemann revised and improved the  
Neutestamentliches Sprachidiom. Translations of Winer's Gram- 
matik into English were first made by Prof. Masson of Edin- 
burgh, then by Prof. Thayer of Harvard (revision of Masson),  
and finally by Prof. W. F. Moulton of Cambridge, who added  
excellent footnotes, especially concerning points in modern Greek.  
The various editions of Winer-Thayer and Winer-Moulton have  
served nearly two generations of English and American scholars. 
 (c) SCHMIEDEL. But now at last Prof. Schmiedel of Zurich is  
thoroughly revising Winer's Grammatik, but it is proceeding  
slowly and does not radically change Winer's method, though  
use is made of much of the modern knowledge.2 Deissmann,3  
indeed, expresses disappointment in this regard concerning  
Schmiedel's work as being far "too much Winer and too little  
Schmiedel." But Deissmann concedes that Schmiedel's work  
"marks a characteristic and decisive turning-point in N. T.  
philology." 
 
 1 See Pref. to the sixth and last ed. by Winer himself as translated by Dr.  
J. H. Thayer in the seventh and enlarged ed. of 1869. 
 2 Winer's Gr. des neutest. Sprachid. 8. Aufl. neu bearbeitet von Dr. Paul  
Wilhelm Schmiedel, 1894—. 
 3 Die sprachl. Erforsch. der griech. Bibel, 1898, p. 20. He adds, "Der  
alte Winer war seiner Zeit ein Protest des philologischen Gewissens gegen  
die Willkur eines anmassenden Empiricismus." Cf. also Exp., Jan., 1908,  
p. 63. 
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 (d) BUTTMANN. Buttmann's Grammatik des neutestamentlichen  
Sprachgebrauchs had appeared in 1859 and was translated by  
Thayer as Buttmann's Grammar of N.T. Greek (1873), an able work. 
 (e) BLASS. It is not till the Grammatik des neutestamentlichen  
Griechisch by Prof. Blass in 1896 that any other adequate gram- 
mar appears in this field. And Blass departs a little from tradi- 
tional methods and points of view. He represents a transition  
towards a new era. The translation by H. St. John Thackeray  
has been of good service in the English-speaking world.1 
 III. The Modern Period. It is just in the last decade that  
it  has become possible to make a real advance in New Testa- 
ment grammatical study. The discovery and investigation that  
have characterized every department of knowledge have borne  
rich fruit here also. 
 (a) DEISSMANN. Deissmann2 sees rightly the immensity of the  
task imposed upon the N. T. grammarian by the very richness of  
the new discoveries. He likewise properly condemns the too fre- 
quent isolation of the N. T. Greek from the so-called "profane  
Greek."3 Deissmann has justly pointed out that the terms "pro- 
fane" and "biblical" do not stand in linguistic contrast, but  
rather "classical" and "biblical." Even here he insists on the  
practical identity of biblical with the contemporary later Greek  
of the popular style.4 
 It was in 1895 that Deissmann published his Bibelstudien, and  
his Neue Bibelstudien followed in 1897. The new era has now  
fairly begun. In 1901 the English translation of both volumes  
by Grieve appeared as Bible Studies. In 1907 came the Philol- 
 
 1 First ed. 1898, second ed. 1905, as Blass' Gr. of N. T. Gk. A revision  
of the work of Blass (the 4th German edition) by Dr. A. Debrunner has ap- 
peared as these pages are going through the press. 
 2 Die sprachl. Erforsch. der griech. Bibel, 1898, p. 5: "Durch neue Erkennt- 
nisse befruchtet steht die griechische Philologie gegenwartig im Zeichen einer  
vielverheissenden Renaissance, die fordert von der sprachliehen Erforschung  
der griechischen Bibel, dass sie in engste, Fuhlung trete mit der historischen  
Erforschung der griechischen Sprache." 
 3 Ib., p. 7. Like, for instance, Zerschwitz, Profangrac. und bibl. Sprachg.,  
1859. 
 4 Die Spr. der griech. Bibel, Theol. 1898, pp. 463-472. He aptly  
says: "Nicht die Profangracitat ist der sprachgeschichtliche Gegensatz zur  
‘biblischen,’ sondern das classische Griechisch. Die neueren Funde zur Ge- 
sehrehte der griechischen Sprache zeigen, dass die Eigentumlichkeiten des  
‘biblischen’ Formen- und Wortschatzes (bei den original-griechischen Schrif- 
ten auch der Syntax) im grossen und ganzen Eigentumlichkeiten des spateren  
und zwar zumeist des unliterarischen Griechisch uberhaupt sind." 
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ogy of the Bible. His Licht vom Osten (1908) was his next most  
important work (Light from the Ancient East, 1910, translated  
by Strachan). See Bibliography for full list of his books. The  
contribution of Deissmann is largely in the field of lexicography. 
 (b) THUMB. It was in 1901 that A. Thumb published his great  
book on the koinh<, Die griechische Sprache im Zeitalter des Hel- 
lenismus, which has done so much to give the true picture of the  
koinh<. He had already in 1895 produced his Handbuch der neu- 
griechischen Volkssprache. In 1912 the second enlarged edition  
was issued in English by S. Angus, as Handbook of Modern  
Greek Vernacular. This hook at once took front place for the  
study of the modern Greek by English students. It is the only  
book in English that confines itself to the vernacular. 
 (c) MOULTON. In 1895, J. H. Moulton, son of W. F. Moulton,  
the translator of Winer, produced his Introduction to N. T.  
Greek, in a noble linguistic succession. In 1901 he began to pub- 
lish in The Classical Review and in The Expositor, "Grammatical  
Notes from the Papyri," which attracted instant attention by  
their freshness and pertinency. In 1906 appeared his now famous  
Prolegomena, vol. I, of A Grammar of N. T. Greek, which  
reached the third edition by 1908. With great ability Moulton  
took the cue from Deissmann and used the papyri for grammatical  
purposes. He demonstrated that the Greek of the N. T. is in  
the main just the vernacular koinh< of the papyri. In 1911 the  
Prolegomena appeared in German as Einleitung in die Sprache des  
Neuen Testaments. 
 (d) OTHER CONTRIBUTIONS. It is not possible to mention here  
all the names of the workers in the field of N. T. grammar (see  
Bibliography). The old standpoint is still found in the books of  
Hatch, Essays in Biblical Greek (1889); Hoole, The Classical Ele- 
ment in the N. T. (1888); Simcox, The Language of the N. T.  
(1890); Schaff, A Companion to the Greek Testament and English  
Version (1889); Viteau, Ètude sur le grec du N. T. — Le Verbe  
(1893); Le Sujet (1896). The same thing is true of Abbott's Jo- 
hannine Vocabulary (1905) and Johannine Grammar (1906); Bur- 
ton's Syntax of the Moods and Tenses of the N. T. Greek (1888,  
third ed. 1909) is yet a genuine contribution. In Kennedy's  
Sources of N. T. Greek (1895) we see a distinct transition toward  
the new era of N. T. grammar. In 1911 Radermacher's Neu- 
testamentliche Grammatik is in fact more a grammar of the koinh<   
than of the N. T., as it is designed to be an Einleitung. The au- 
thor's Short Grammar of the Greek N. T. (1908) gives the new 
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knowledge in a succinct form. The Italian translation (1910) by  
Bonaccorsi has additional notes by the translator. Stocks (1911)  
made numerous additions to the Laut- und Formenlehre of the  
German edition. Grosheide in the Dutch translation (1912) has  
made a revision of the whole book. The French edition (1911)  
by Montet is mainly just a translation. The fourth enlarged edi- 
tion in English appeared in 1916. Many special treatises of  
great value have appeared (see Bibliography), by men like Angus,  
Buttmann, Heinrici, Thieme, Vogel, Votaw, J. Weiss, Wellhausen. 
 (e) RICHNESS OF MATERIAL. Now indeed it is the extent of 
the material demanding examination that causes embarrassment.  
And only thirty years ago K. Krumbacher1 lamented that it was  
not possible to give "a comprehensive presentation of the Greek  
language" because of the many points on which work must be  
done beforehand. But we have come far in the meantime. The  
task is now possible, though gigantic and well-nigh insurmount- 
able. But it is not for us moderns to boast because of the material  
that has come to our hand. We need first to use it. Dieterich2  
has well said that the general truth that progress is from error to  
truth "finds its confirmation also in the history of the develop- 
ment that the Greek language has received in the last two thou- 
sand years." By the induction of a wider range of facts we can  
eliminate errors arising from false generalizations. But this is a  
slow process that calls for patience. Dionysius Thrax,3 one of the  
Alexandrian fathers of the old Greek grammar (circa 100 B.C.), 
said:  Grammatikh< e]stin e]mpeiri<a tw?n para> poihtai?j te kai> sugggra- 
feu?sin w[j e]pi> to> polu> legome<nwn. Andrew Lang4 indeed is a dis- 
ciple of Dionysius Thrax in one respect, for he contends that  
students are taught too much grammar and too little language.  
They know the grammars and not the tongue. A bare outline  
can be given of the sources of the new material for such gram- 
matical study. 
 
 1 Beitr. zu einer Geseh. der griech. Spr., Kuhn's Zeits. far vergl. Sprach- 
forsch., 1882, p. 484: "Fine zusammenhangende Darstellung des Entwick- 
lungsganges der griechischen Sprache ist gegenwartig nicht moglich. Auf  
allzu vielen Punkten eines langen und viel verschlungenen Weges gebricht  
es an den Vorarbeiten, welche fur ein solches Unternehmen unerlasslich Sind." 
 2 Unters. zur Gesch. der griech. Spr. von der hell. Zeit bis zum 10. Jahrh.  
n. Chr., 1898, p. x. 
 3 As quoted in Bekker, Anec. Graeca (1816), vol. II, p. 629. Dionysius 
Thrax mentions six me<rh in grammar: a]na<gnwsij, e]ch<ghsij, glwssw?n te kai> i[sto-  
riw?n pro<xeiroj u[po<dosij, e]tumologi<aj eu!rhsij, a]nalogi<aj e]klogismo<j, kri<sij poi-  
hma<twn. A generous allowance truly! 4 Morning Post, Lond., May 5,1905. 
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 IV. The New Grammatical Equipment for N. T. Study. 
 (a) COMPARATIVE PHILOLOGY. We must consider the great ad- 
vance in comparative philology. The next chapter will deal  
somewhat at length with various phases of the historical method  
of linguistic study. 
 1. The Linguistic Revolution. A revolution has been wrought  
in the study of language. It must be confessed that grammatical  
investigation has not always been conducted on the inductive  
principle nor according to the historical method. Too often the  
rule has been drawn from a limited range of facts. What is  
afterwards found to conflict with a rule is called an "exception."  
Soon the exceptions equal or surpass the rule. Unfortunately the  
ancients did not have the benefit of our distinctions of "regular"  
and "irregular." Metaphysical speculation with lofty superi- 
ority to the facts is sometimes charged upon grammarians.1  
"Grammar and logic do not coincide."2 Comparative grammar  
is merely the historical method applied to several languages to 
gether instead of only one.3 
 2. A Sketch of Greek Grammatical History. The Greek has  
had its own history, but it is related to the history of kindred  
tongues. "From the days of Plato's Kratylus downward . . . the  
Greek disputed as to whether language originated by convention  
(no<m&) or by nature (fu<sei)."4  Indeed formal Greek grammar  
was the comparison with the Latin and began "with Dionysius   
Thrax, who utilized the philological lucubrations of Aristotle and  
the Alexandrian critics for the sake of teaching Greek to the sons  
of the aristocratic contemporaries of Pompey at Rome."5 His  
Greek grammar is still in existence in Bekker's Anecdota,6 and is  
the cause of much grotesque etymology since.7 
 This period of grammatical activity came after the great crea- 
tive period of Greek literature was over, and in Alexandria, not 
 
 1 So Dr. John H. Kerr, sometime Prof. of N. T. in the Pac. Theol. Sem.  
in conversation with me.     2 Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., 1888, p. 18. 
 3 Ib., pp. 1 ff. So Oertel, Lect. on the Study of Lang., 1901, p. 42,  
"Comparative grammar in Schleicher's sense is in its essence nothing but  
historical grammar by the comparative method." 
 4 Sayce, Prin. of Comp. Philol., 1875, p. 259 f. 
 5 Ib., p. 261.  6 Op. cit., pp. 629-643. 
 7 See Sayce, Intr. to the Sci. of Lang., 1880, vol. I, p. 19 f.; Dionysius  
Thrax's te<xnh grammatikh< was developed into a system by Apollonius Dysco- 
lus (ii/A.D.) and his son Herodian. Dionysius Thrax was born B.C. 166. Dys- 
colus wrote a systematic Gk. Syntax of accentuation in 20 books (known to  
us only in epitome) about 200 A.D. 
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in Athens.1 Rhetoric was scientifically developed by Aristotle  
long before there was a scientific syntax. Aristotle perfected log- 
ical analysis of style before there was historical grammar.2 With  
Aristotle o[ grammatiko<j was one that busied himself with the let- 
ters (gra<mmata). He was not a]gra<mmatoj; h[ grammatikh< then had 
to do with the letters and was exegetical.3 Plato does not treat  
grammar, though the substantive and the adjective are distin- 
guished, but only dialectics, metaphysics, logic.4 The Stoic gram- 
marians, who succeeded Plato and Aristotle, treated language from  
the logical standpoint and accented its psychological side.5 So 
the Alexandrian grammarians made grammatikh< more like kritikh<. 
They got hold of the right idea, though they did not attain the  
true historical method.6 
 Comparative grammar was not wholly unknown indeed to the  
ancients, for the Roman grammarians since Varro made a com- 
parison between Greek and Latin words.7 The Roman writers  
on grammar defined it as the "scientia recte loquendi et scri- 
bendi,"8 and hence came nearer to the truth than did the Alex- 
andrian writers with their Stoic philosophy and exegesis. It has  
indeed been a hard struggle to reach the light in grammar.9 But  
Roger Bacon in this "blooming time" saw that it was necessary  
for the knowledge of both Greek and Latin to compare them.10  
And Bernhardy in 1829 saw that there was needed a grammatico- 
historical discussion of syntax because of the "distrust of the  
union of philosophy with grammar."11 We needed "the view- 
 
 1 See Jebb in Whibley's Comp. to Gk. Stud., 1905, p. 147 f. 
 2 See Steinthal, Gesch. der Sprachw. bei den Griech. und Rom., 2. TI.,  
1891, p. 179. 
 3 F. Hoffmann, Uber die Entwickelung des Begriffs der Gr. bei den Alten,  
1891, p. 1. 
 4 Ib., p. 144. The early Gk. grammarians were "ohne richtiges historisches  
Bewusstsein" (Steinthal, Gesch. der Sprachw. etc., 1. Tl., 1863, p. 39). Even  
in Plato's Kratylus we do not see "das Gauze in seiner Ganzheit" (p. 40). 
 5 Ib., p. 277 f. For a good discussion of Dion. Thr. see Jannaris, Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 34 f. 
 6 See Kretschmer, Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1896, p. 1.  
 7 See Kretschmer, op. cit., p. 4. 
 8  F. Blass, Hermen. und Krit., 1892, p. 157 f. 
Steinthal, Gesch. etc., 2. Tl., 1891, p. 1, calls this time of struggle "ihre  
Blutezeit." 
 10 Roger Bacon, Oxford Gk. Gr., edited by Nolan and Hirsch, 1902, p. 27:  
"Et in hac comparatione Grammaticae Graecae ad Latinam non solum est  
necessitas propter intelligendam Grammaticam Graecam, sed omnino necqs- 
sarium est ad intelligentiam Latinae Grammaticae." 
 11 Wissenseh. Synt, der griech. Spr., 1829, pp. 7, 12. 
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point of the historical Syntax." Humboldt is quoted by Oertel1  
as saying: "Linguistic science, as I understand it, must be based  
upon facts alone, and this collection must be neither one-sided  
nor incomplete." So Bopp conceived also: "A grammar in the  
higher scientific sense of the word must be both history and  
natural science." This is not an unreasonable demand, for it is  
made of every other department of science.2 
 3. The Discovery of Sanskrit. It is a transcendent fact which  
has revolutionized grammatical research. The discovery of San- 
skrit by Sir William Jones is what did it. In 1786 he wrote thus3:  
"The Sanskrit language, whatever may be its antiquity, is of  
wonderful structure; more perfect than the Greek, more copious  
than the Latin, and more exquisitely refined than either; yet  
bearing to both of them a stronger affinity, both in the roots of  
verbs and the forms of grammar, than could have been produced  
by accident; so strong that no philologer could examine all the  
three without believing them to have sprung from some common  
source which no longer exists. There is a similar reason, though  
not so forcible, for supposing that both the Gothic and the Celtic,  
though blended with a different idiom, had the same origin with  
the Sanskrit." He saw then the significance of his own discovery,  
though not all of it, for the Teutonic tongues, the Lithuanian  
and Slav group of languages, the Iranian, Italic, Armenian and  
Albanian belong to the same Aryan, Indo-Germanic or Indo- 
European family as it is variously called. 
 4. From Bopp to Brugmann. But Bopp4 is the real founder of  
comparative philology. Before Bopp's day "in all grammars the  
mass of ‘irregular’ words was at least as great as that of the  
‘regular’ ones, and a rule without exception actually excited  
suspicion."5 Pott's great work laid the foundation of scientific  
phonetics.6 Other great names in this new science are W. von 
 
 1 Lect. on the Study of Lang., 1901, p. 47. 
 2 See C. Herrmann, Philos. Gr., 1858, p. 422: "Die Natur der philoso- 
phischen Grammatik war von Anfang an bestimmt worden als die eine  
Grenzwissenschaft zwischen Philosophie and Philologie." But it is a more  
objective task now. 
 3 Cf. Benfey, Gesch. der Sprachw., p. 348. "This brilliant discovery, de- 
clared in 1786, practically lies at the root of all linguistic science." J. H.  
Moulton, Sci. of Lang., 1903, p. 4. 
 4 See his Vergl. Gr., 1857. He began publication on the subject in  
1816. 
 5 Delbruck, Intr. to the Study of Lang., 1882, p. 25. 
 6 Etym. Forsch. auf dem Gebiet der indoger. Spr., 1833-1830. 
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Humboldt,1 Jacob Grimm,2 Schlegel,3 Schleicher,4 Max Muller,5 
Curtius,6 Verner,7 Whitney,8 L. Meyer.9 
 But in recent years two men, K. Brugmann and B. Delbruck, 
have organized the previous knowledge into a great monumental 
work, Grundriss der vergleichenden Grammatik der indogerma- 
nischen Sprachen.10 This achievement is as yet the high-water- 
mark in comparative grammar. Brugmann has issued a briefer  
and cheaper edition giving the main results.11 Delbruck has also a 
brief treatise on Greek syntax in the light of comparative gram- 
mar,12 while Brugmann has applied comparative philology to the 
Laut- and Formenlehre of Greek grammar.13 In the Grundriss  
Brugmann has Bde. I, II, while Delbruck treats syntax in Bde. 
III-V. In the new edition Brugmann has also that part of the 
syntax which is treated in Vol. III and IV of the first edi- 
tion. The best discussion of comparative grammar for begin- 
ners is the second edition of P. Giles's Manual.14 Hatzidakis  
successfully undertakes to apply comparative grammar to the 
modern Greek.15 Riemann and Goelzer have made an exhaustive  
comparison of the Greek and Latin languages.16 There are, in- 
deed, many interesting discussions of the history and principles  
growing out of all this linguistic development, such as the works 
 
 1 Always mentioned by Bopp with reverence. 
 2 Deutsche Gr., 1822. Author of Grimm's law of the interchange of let- 
ters. Next to Bopp in influence. 
 3 Indische Bibl. 
 4 Vergl. Gr. der indoger. Spr., 1876, marks the next great advance. 
 5 Lect. on the Sci. of Lang., 1866. He did much to popularize this study. 
 6 His most enduring work is his Prin. of Gk. Etym., vols. I, II, fifth ed.,  
1886. 
 7 The discovery of Verner's law, a variation from Grimm's law, according  
to which  p, t and k, pass into b, d and g, instead of f, th and h when not im- 
mediately followed by the word-accent. 
 8 Life and Growth of Lang., 1875; Sans. Gr., 1892, etc. 
 9 Vergl. Gr., 1865. 
 10 Bd. I-V, 1st ed. 1886-1900; 2d ed. 1897—; cf. also Giles-Hertel, Vergl.  
Gr., 1896. 
 11 Kurze vergl. Gr., 1902-1904. 
 12 Die Grundl. der griech. Synt., 1879. 
 13 Griech. Gr., 1900, 3. Aufl.; 4. Aufl., 1913, by Thumb. See also G. Meyer,  
Griech. Gr., 3. verm. Aufl., 1896. 
 14 A Short Man. of Comp. Philol., 1901. 
 15 Einl. in die neugr. Gr., 1892. 
 16 Gr. comparee du Grec et du Lat.: Syntaxe, 1897; Phonetique et Etude  
de Formes, 1901. Cf. also King and Cookson's Prin. of Sound and Inflexion  
as illustrated in the Gk. and Lat. Lang., 1888. 
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of Jolly,1 Delbruck,2 Sweet,3 Paul,4 Oertel,5 Moulton,6 Whit-  
ney,7 Max Muller,8 Sayce.9  It is impossible to write a grammar  
of the Greek N. T. without taking into consideration this new 
conception of language. No language lives to itself, and least of  
all the Greek of the N. T. in the heart of the world-empire.10  It 
is not necessary to say that until recently use of this science had  
not been made by N. T. grammars.11 
 (b) ADVANCE IN GENERAL GREEK GRAMMAR. There has been  
great advance in the study of general Greek grammar. The 
foundations laid by Crosby and Ktihner, Kruger, Curtius, Butt- 
mann, Madvig, Jelf and others have been well built upon by  
Hadley, Goodwin, Gildersleeve, Gerth, Blass, Brugmann, G. 
Meyer, Schanz, Hirt, Jannaris, etc. To the classical student this  
catalogue of names12 is full of significance. The work of Kuhner  
has been thoroughly revised and improved in four massive vol- 
umcs by Blass13 and Gerth,14 furnishing a magnificent apparatus  
for the advanced student. Hirt's handbook15 gives the modern  
knowledge in briefer form, a compendium of comparative gram- 
mar, while G. Meyer16 and Brugmann17 are professedly on the 
 
 1 Schulgr. und Sprachw., 1874. 
 2 Intr. to the Study of Lang., 1882; 5th Germ. ed. 1908. Uber die  
Resultate der vergl. Synt., 1872. Cf. Wheeler, The Whence and Whither of  
the Mod. Sci. of Lang., 1905; Henry, Précis de gr. du grec et du latin, 5th  
ed., 1894.   3 The Hist. of Lang., 1899. 
 4 Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., 1888; 4th Germ. ed. 1909. 
 5 Lect. on the Study of Lang., 1901. 6 The Sci. of Lang., 1903.  
 7 Lang. and the Study of Lang., 1867. 
 8 Three Lect. on the Sci. of Lang., 1891.       9 Prin. of Comp. Philol., 1875. 
 10 By "die historische Sprachforschung" the Gk. tongue is shown to be a  
member of the Indo-Germanic family; thus is gained "der sprachgeschicht- 
liche Gesichtspunkt," and then is gained " ein wesentlich richtiges Verstand- 
nis . . . fur den Entwicklungsgang der Sprache." Brugmann, Griech. Gr.,  
1885, p. 4. Cf. p. 3 in third ed., 1901. 
 11 See J. H. Moulton's Prol. to the N. T. Gk. Gr., 1906, and A. T. Robert- 
son's N. T. Syll., 1900, and Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., 1908. 
 12 The late G. N. Hatzidakis contemplated a thesaurus of the Gk. language,.  
but his death cut it short. 
 13 Ausfuhrl. Gr. der griech. Spr. von Dr. Raphael Kuhner, 1. Tl.: Elemen-,  
tar- und Formenlehre, Bd. I, II. Besorgt von Dr. Friedrich Blass, 1890, 1892. 
 14 Ib., 2. Tl. Satzlehre, Bd. I, II. Besorgt von Dr. Bernhard Gerth, 1898,  
1904. 
 15 Handb. der griech. Laut- und Formenlehre, 1902, 1. Aufl.; 2. Aufl., 1912. 
 16 Griech. Gr., 3. Aufl., 1896. 
 17 Ib., 1900; 4. Aufl., 1913, by Thumb; 3d ed. quoted in this book. A  
now (1912) Wright has given in English a Comp. Gr. of the Gk. Lang. 
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basis of comparative philology. Jannarisl is the first fairly suc- 
cessful attempt to present in one volume the survey of the prog- 
ress of the language as a whole. Schanz2 makes a much more  
ambitious undertaking and endeavours in a large number of mono- 
graphs to furnish material for a future historical grammar. Gil- 
dersleeve3 has issued only two volumes of his work, while the  
grammars of Hadley-Allen and Goodwin are too well known to  
call for remark. New grammars, like F. E. Thompson's (1907,  
new ed.) and Simonson's (2 vols., 1903, 1908), continue to appear. 
 (c) CRITICAL EDITIONS OF GREEK AUTHORS. The Greek authors  
in general have received minute and exhaustive investigation. The  
modern editions of Greek writers are well-nigh ideal. Careful  
and critical historical notes give the student all needed, sometimes  
too much, aid for the illumination of the text. The thing most  
lacking is the reading of the authors and, one may add, the study  
of the modern Greek. Butcher4 well says "Greek literature is  
the one entirely original literature of Europe." Homer, Aris- 
totle, Plato, not to say AEschylus, Sophocles and Euripides are  
still the modern masters of the intellect. Translations are better  
than nothing, but can never equal the original. The Greek lan- 
guage remains the most perfect organ of human speech and  
largely because "they were talkers, whereas we are readers."5  
They studied diligently how to talk.6 
 (d) WORKS ON INDIVIDUAL WRITERS. In nothing has the ten- 
dency to specialize been carried further than in Greek grammatical  
research. The language of Homer, Thucydides, Herodotus, the  
tragic poets, the comic writers, have all called for minute investi- 
 
 1 An Hist. Gk. Gr., chiefly of the Att. Dial., 1897. Cf. also Wackernagel,  
Die griech. Spr. (pp. 291-318), Tl. I, Abt. VIII, Kultur der Gegenw. 
 2 Beitr. zur histor. Synt. der griech. Spr., Tl. I. Cf. also Hubner, Grundr.  
zur Vorlesung tiber die griech. Synt., 1883. A good bibliography. Krum- 
bacher, Beitr. zu einer Gesch. der griech. Spr., Kuhn's Zeitschr. etc., 1885,  
pp. 481-545. 
 3 Synt. of Class. Gk., 1900, 1911. 
 4 Harv. Lect. on Gk. Subj., 1904, p. 129. See also Butcher, Some Aspects  
of the Gk. Genius, 1893, p. 2: "Greece, first smitten with the passion for  
truth, had the courage to put faith in reason, and, in following its guidance,  
to take no account of consequences." So p. 1: "To see things as they really 
are, to discern their meanings and adjust their relations was with them an  
instinct and a passion."     5 Ib.,  p. 203. 
 6 See Bernhardy, Griech. Lit., TI. I, II, 1856; Christ, Gesch. der griech.  
Lit. bis auf die Zeit Justinians, 4. revid. Aufl., 1905; 5. Aufl., 1908 ff. Par- 
nell, Gk. Lyric Poetry, 1891, etc. A. Croiset and M. Croiset, An Abr. Hist.  
of Gk. Lit., transl. by Heffelbower, 1904. 
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gation,1 and those of interest to N. T. students are the mono- 
graphs on Polybius, Josephus, Plutarch, etc. The concordances  
of Plato, Aristotle, etc., are valuable. The Apostolic Fathers,  
Greek Christian Apologists and the Apocryphal writings illus- 
trate the tendencies of N. T. speech. Cf. Reinhold, De Graec.  
Patr. Apost. (1898). The universities of America and Europe  
which give the Ph.D. degree have produced a great number of  
monographs on minute points like the use of the preposition in  
Herodotus, etc. These all supply data of value and many of  
them have been used in this grammar. Dr. Mahaffy,2 indeed, is  
impatient of too much specialism, and sometimes in linguistic  
study the specialist has missed the larger and true conception of  
the whole. 
 (e) THE GREEK INSCRIPTIONS. The Greek inscriptions speak  
with the voice of authority concerning various epochs of the lan- 
guage. Once we had to depend entirely on books for our knowl- 
edge of the Greek tongue. There is still much obscurity, but it  
is no longer possible to think of Homer as the father of Greek  
nor to consider 1000 B.C. as the beginning of Greek culture. The  
two chief names in epigraphical studies are those of August  
Boeckh (Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum) and Theodor Momm- 
sen (Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum). For a careful review of  
"the Nature of the New Texts" now at our service in the in- 
scriptions see Deissmann, Light, etc., pp. 10-20. See W. H. P.  
Hatch's article (Jour. of Bibl. Lit., 1908, pp. 134-146, Part 2)  
on "Some Illustrations of N. T. Usage from Greek Inscriptions  
of Asia Minor." Cf. also Thieme, Die Inschriften von Magnesia  
am Maander and das Neue Test. (1906), and Rouffiac, Recherches  
sur les Caracteres du Grec dans le N. T. d'apres les Inscriptions  
de Priene (1911). Deissmann, op. cit., p. 18, thinks that a]ga<[ph]n  
is rightly restored in a pagan inscription in Pisidia of the imperial  
period. For the Christian inscriptions see Deissmann, op. cit.,  
p. 19. Schliemann3  has not only restored the story of Troy to  
the reader of the historic past, but he has revealed a great civi- 
 
 1 Cf., for instance, Die Spr. des Plut. etc., T1. I, II, 1895, 1896; Krebs, Die  
Prapositionen bei Polybius, 1881; Goetzeler, Einfl. des Dion. Hal. auf die  
Sprachgesch. etc., 1891; Schmidt, De Flavii Josephi eloc. observ. crit., 1894;  
Kaelker, Quest. de Eloc. Polyb. etc. 
 2 "A herd of specialists is rising up, each master of his own subject, but  
absolutely ignorant and careless of all that is going on around him in kindred  
studies." Survey of Gk. Civilization, 1897, p. 3. 
 3 Mycenae and Tiryns, 1878. 
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lization at Mycenae.1 Homer stands at the close of a long ante- 
cedent history of linguistic progress, and once again scholars are 
admitting the date 850 or even 1000 B.C. for his poems as well as  
their essential unity, thus abandoning Wolff's hypothesis.2 They  
have been driven to this by the abundant linguistic testimony 
from the inscriptions from many parts of Greece. So vast is this  
material that numerous grammatical discussions have been made  
concerning the inscriptions, as those by Roehl,3 Kretschmer,4 
Lautensach,5 Rang,6 Meisterhans,7 Schweizer,8 Viteau,9 Wagner,10  
Nachmanson,11 etc. 
 These inscriptions are not sporadic nor local, but are found in 
Egypt, in Crete, in Asia Minor, the various isles of the sea,12 in  
Italy, in Greece, in Macedonia, etc. Indeed Apostolides13 seems 
to show that the Greeks were in Egypt long before Alexander  
the Great founded Alexandria. The discoveries of Dr. A. J. 
 
 1 See also Tsountas and Manatt, The Mycenaean Age, 1897. 
 2 Ridgeway (Early Age of Greece, vol. I, 1901, p. 635) says that the methods  
applied to dissection of the Iliad and the Odyssey would pick to pieces the  
Paradise Lost and The Antiquary. "The linguistic attack upon their age  
may be said to have at last definitely failed." (T. W. Allen, Cl. Rev., May,  
1906, p. 193.) Lang, Homer and Hiss Age (1906), advocates strongly the  
unity of the Homeric poems.   3 Inscr. Graecae Antiq., 1882. 
 4 Die griech. Vaseninschr. und ihre Spr., 1894. 
 5 Verbalfl. der att. Inschr., 1887.  6 Antiquites hellen., 1842.  
 7 Gr. der att. Inschr., 3. Aufl. von E. Schwyzer, 1900. 
 8 Gr. der perg. Inschr., 1898. 
 9 La decl. dans les inscr. att. de l'Empire, 1895. 
 10 Quest. de epigram. Graecis, 1883. 
 11 Laute und Formen der magn. Inschr., 1903; cf. also Solmsen, Inscr.  
Graecae ad illustr. Dial. sel.; Audollent, Defix. Tabellae, 1904; Michel, Rec.  
d'inscr. Graec., 1883; Dittenberger, Or. Graeci Inscr. Sel., 1903-1905; Roberts- 
Gardner, Intr. to Gk. Epigr., 1888. See Bibliography. Cf. especially the  
various volumes of the Corpus Inscr. Graecarum. 
 12 As, for example, Paton and Hicks, The Inscr. of Cos, 1891; Kern, Die  
Inschr. von Magn., 1900; Gartingen, Inschr. von Priene, 1906; Gartingen  
and Paton, Inscr. Maris Aegaei, 1903; Letronne, Rec. des inscr. lat. et grec.  
de 1'Egypte, 1842. As early as 1779 Walch made use of the inscriptions for  
the N. T. Gk. in his Observationes in Matt. ex graecis inscriptionibus. Cf.  
also the works of E. L. Hicks, Lightfoot; Ramsay. 
 13 Essai sur l'Hellenisme Egypt., 1908, p. vi. He says: "Les decouvertes  
recentes des archeologues ont dissipe ces illusions. Des ruines de Naucratis,  
de Daphne, de Gurob, et de l'Illahoun (pour ne citer que les localites dans  
lesquelles les recherches ont donne le plus de resultats) est sortie toute une  
nouvelle Grece; une Grece anterieure aux Ramses . . .; et, si les recherches se  
continuent, on ne tardera pas, nous en sommes convaincus, acquerir la  
certitude que les Grecs sont aussi anciens en Egypte qu'en Grece meme." 
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Evans in Crete have pushed back the known examples of Greek  
a thousand years or more. The linear script of Knossos, Crete,  
may be some primitive form of Greek 500 years before the first  
dated example of Phoenician writing. The civilization of the  
Hellenic race was very old when Homer wrote, — how old no  
one dares say.1  For specimens of the use of the inscriptions see  
Buck's Introduction to the Study of the Greek Dialects (Gram- 
mar, Selected Inscriptions, Glossary), 1910. 
 (f) FULLER KNOWLEDGE OF THE DIALECTS. The new knowledge 
of the other dialects makes it possible to form a juster judgment  
of the relative position of the Attic. There has been much confu- 
sion on this subject and concerning the relation of the various  
Greek races. It now seems clear that the Pelasgians, Achaeans,  
Dorians were successively dominant in Greece.2 Pelasgian ap- 
pears to be the name for the various pre-Achaean tribes, and it  
was the Pelasgian tribe that made Mycenae glorious.3 Homer  
sings the glories of the Achaeans who displaced the Pelasgians,  
while "the people who play a great part in later times — Dorians,  
AEolians, Ionians — are to Homer little more than names."4  
The Pelasgian belonged to the bronze age, the Achaean to the  
iron age.5 The Pelasgians may have been Slavs and kin to the  
Etruscans of Italy. The Achans were possibly Celts from  
northern Europe.6 The old Ionic was the base of the old Attic.7  
This old Ionic-Attic was the archaic Greek tongue, and the  
choruses in the Attic poets partly represent artificial literary  
Doric. There was not a sharp division8 between the early dia- 
lects owing to the successive waves of population sweeping over  
the country. There were numerous minor subdivisions in the  
dialects (as the Arcadian, Boeotian, Northwest, Thessalian, etc.)  
due to the mountain ranges, the peninsulas, the islands, etc.,  
and other causes into which we cannot enter. For a skilful at- 
tempt at grouping and relating the dialects to each other see  
Thumb's Handbuch, p. 54 f. The matter cannot be elaborated  
here (see ch. III). But the point needs to be emphasized that 
 
 1 A. J. Evans, Ann. Rep. of the Smiths. Inst., p. 436. 
 2 See Ridgeway, The Early Age of Greece, vol. I, p. 84. 
 3 Ib., p. 293. For the contribution of the dialects to the koinh< see ch. III. 
 4 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., 1901, p. 526.  5 Ib., p. 406. 
 6 Ridgeway, op. cit., vol. I, p. 337.   7 Ib., pp. 666-670. 
 8 Hoffmann, Die griech. Dial., Bd. I, p. 7. A more recent treatment of the  
dialects is Thumb's Handb. der griech. Dial. (1909), which makes use of all  
the recent discoveries from the inscriptions. On the mixing of the dialects  
see Thumb, p. 61 f. 
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the literary dialects by no means represent the linguistic history  
of Greece itself and still less that of the islands and other colonies  
(cf. Buck's Greek Dialects, p. 1). The blending of these dialects  
into the koinh<) was not complete as we shall see.1  "Of dialects the  
purest Hellenic is Dorian, preserved in religious odes, — pure be- 
cause they kept aloof from their subjects. The next is the AEolic,  
preserved in lyric odes of the Lesbian school. The earliest to be  
embodied in literature was Ionic, preserved in epic poems. The  
most perfect is Attic, the language of drama, philosophy and  
oratory. This arose out of the Ionic by introducing some of  
the strength of Doric-AEolic forms without sacrificing the sweet  
smoothness of Ionic."2 In general concerning the Greek dialects  
one may consult the works of Meister,3 Ridgeway,4 Hoffmann,5  
Thumb,6 Buck,7 Boisacq,8 Pezzi,9 etc. 
 (g) THE PAPYRI AND OSTRACA. Thiersch in 1841 had pointed  
out the value of the papyri for the study of the LXX in his De  
Pentateuchi versione Alexandrina, but nobody thought it worth  
while to study the masses of papyri in London, Paris and Ber- 
lin for the N. T. language. Farrar (Messages of the Books, 1884,  
p. 151) noted the similarity of phrase between Paul's correspon- 
dence and the papyri in the Brit. Mus. "N. T. philology is at  
present undergoing thorough reconstruction; and probably all the  
workers concerned, both on the continent and in English-speaking  
countries, are by this time agreed that the starting-point for the  
philological investigations must be the language of the non-literary  
papyri, ostraca, and inscriptions" (Deissmann, Light, etc., p. 55).  
The koinh< is now rich in material for the study of the vernacular  
or popular speech as opposed to the book language. This distinc- 
tion belongs to all languages which have a literature and to all  
periods of the language. It is particularly true of the modern 
 
 1 See Dieterich, Die Koinh< and die heut. kleinasiat. Mundarten-Unters. zur  
Gesch. etc., pp. 271-310. Cf. Chabert, Hist. sommaire des et. d'epigr. grecque,  
1906. 
 2 MS. Notes on Gk. Gr. by H. H. Harris, late Prof. of Gk. at Richmond  
College. 
 3 Griech. Dial., Bd. I, 1882, Bd. II, 1889; cf. Hicks, Man. of Gk. Hist.  
Inscr., 1888.       4 Op. cit. 
 5 Op. cit. and Bd. II, 1893, Bd. III, 1898. See also various volumes of the  
Samml. der griech. Dial.-Inschr. 
 6 Handb. der griech. Dial., 1909.    7 Gk. Dialects.  
 8 Les dialectes Doriens, 1891; cf. also H. W. Smyth, The Gk. Dial. (Ionic  
only), 1894. 
 9 Lingua Greca Antica, 1888. Cf. Lambert, Et. stir le dial. Cohen, 1903. 
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Greek to-day as it was true in the early period. The Athenian  
newspapers as a rule affect the kaqareu<ousa. Occasionally a  
writer like Aristophanes would on purpose write in the language  
of the street. It is not therefore a peculiarity of the koinh< that  
the vernacular Greek prevailed then. It always prevails. But  
the kaqareu<ousa has secured a more disastrous supremacy over  
the dhmotikh< than in any other language. And we are now  
able to estimate the vernacular koinh<, since the great papyri  
discoveries of Flinders-Petrie, Grenfell and Hunt and others.  
We had already the excellent discussions of Mullach,1 Niebuhr,2  
Blass,3 Foy4 and Lottich.5  But in the last fifteen years or so a  
decided impetus has been given to this phase of Greek grammatical  
research. It is in truth a new study, the attention now paid to  
the vernacular, as Moulton points out in his Prolegomena (p. 22).  
"I will go further and say that if we could only recover letters  
that ordinary people wrote to each other without being literary,  
we should have the greatest possible help for the understanding  
of the language of the N. T. generally" (Bishop Lightfoot, 1863,  
as quoted in Moulton's Prol., 2d and 3d ed., p. 242). If Lightfoot  
only lived now! Cf. Masson's Preface to Winer (1859). 
 The most abundant source of new light for the vernacular koinh<   
is found in the papyri collections, many volumes of which have  
already been published (see Index of Quots. for fuller list), while  
more are yet to be issued. Indeed, Prof. W. N. Stearns6 com- 
plains: "There would seem to be a plethora of such material  
already as evidenced by such collections as the Berlinische Ur- 
kunde and the Rainier Papyri." But the earnest student of the  
Greek tongue can only rejoice at the "extraordinary and in part  
unexpected wealth of material from the contemporary and the  
later languages."7 See the publications of Drs. Grenfell and Hunt,8 
 
 1 Gr. der griech. Vulgarspr., 1856. 
 2 Uber das Agyp.-Griech., Kl. Schr., II, p. 197 f. 
 3 Die griech. Beredsamkeit von Alex. bis auf Aug., 1865. 
 4 Lauts. der griech. Vulgarspr., 1879. 
 5 De Serm. vulg. Att., 1881. 
 6 Am. Jour. of Theol., Jan., 1906, p. 134. 
 7 Samuel Dickey, New Points of View for the Study of the Gk. of the N. T.  
(Prince. Theol. Rev., Oct., 1903). 
 8 Oxyrhyn. Pap., vols. I–XII, 1898-1916; Faytim Pap., 1900; Tebtunis  
Pap., 1902 (Univ. of Cal. Publ., pts. I, II, 1907); Hibeh Pap., pt. I, 1906; vol.  
IV, Oxyrhyn. Pap., pp. 265-271, 1904; Grenfell and Hunt, The Hibeh Pap.,  
1906, pt. I. In general, for the bibliography of the papyri see Hohlwein,  
La papyrol. grec., bibliog. raisonnee, 1905. 
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Mahaffy,1 Goodspeed,2 the Berlinische Urkunde,3 Papyri in the  
British Museum,4 the Turin Papyri,5 the Leyden Papyri,6 the  
Geneva Papyri,7 Lord Amherst's collection (Paris, 1865), etc. For  
general discussions of the papyri see the writings of Wilcken,8  
Kenyon,9 Hartel,10 Haberlin,11 Viereck,12 Deissmann,13 de Ricci,14  
Wessely.15  A great and increasing literature is thus coming into  
existence on this subject. Excellent handbooks of convenient  
size are those by H. Lietzmann, Greek Papyri (1905), and by 
G. Milligan, Greek Papyri (1910). For a good discussion of the  
papyri and the literature on the subject see Deissmann, Light,  
etc., pp. 20-41. The grammatical material in the papyri has not  
been exhausted. There are a number of excellent workers in the  
field such as Mayser,16 St. Witkowski,17 Deissmann,18 Moulton,19 
H. A. A. Kennedy,20 Jannaris,21 Kenyon,22 Voelker,23 Thumb.24 
 
 1 Flinders-Petrie Pap., 1891, 1892, 1893. 
 2 Gk. Pap. from the Cairo Mus., 1902, 1903. 
 3 Griech. Urik., 1895, 1898, 1903, 1907, etc. 
 4 F. G. Kenyon, Cat. of Gk. Pap. in the B. M., 1893; Evid. of the Pap. for  
Text. Crit. of the N. T., 1905; B. M. Pap., vol. I, 1893, vol. II, 1898. 
 5 Peyron, 1826, 1827. 
 6 Zauber Pap., 1885; Leeman's Pap. Graeci, 1843. 
 7 J. Nicole, 1896, 1900; cf. Wessely's Corpus Pap., 1895. 
 8 Griech. Papyrusurk., 1897; Archly fur Papyrusforsch. und verve. Gebiete,  
1900—. 
 9 Palaeog. of Gk. Pap., 1899; art. Papyri in Hast. D. B. (ext. vol.).  
 10 Uber die griech. Pap. 
 11 Griech. Pap., Centralbl. fiir Bibliothekswesen, 14. 1 f. 
 12 Ber. uber die altere Pap.-Lit., Jahresb. uber d. Fortschr. etc., 1898, 1899.  
 13 Art. Papyri in Encyc. Bibl. 
 14 Bul. papyrologique in Rev. des Rt. grecques since 1901. 
 15 Papyrus-Samml. since 1883. Cf. also Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul.,  
1903; Reinach, Pap. grecs et &mot. etc., 1905. 
 16 Gr. der griech. Pap., Tl. I, Laut- und Wortl., 1906. 
 17 Prodromus Gr. Pap. Grace. aetatis Lagidarum, 26. Bd. der Abhandl.  
der Phil. class. der Acad. zu Krakau, 1897, pp. 196-260. 
 18 B. S., 1901; Light, etc.; art. Hell. Griech. in Hauck's Realencyc.; art.  
Papyrus in Encyc. Bibl., etc. 
 19 Gr. Notes from the Pap., Cl. Rev., 1901; Notes on the Pap., Exp.,  
April, 1901, Feb., 1903; Characteristics of N. T. Gk., Exp., March to Dec.,  
1904; Prol. to Gr. of N. T. Gk., 1908, 3d ed., etc. 
 20 Sources of N. T. Gk., 1895; Recent Res. in the Lang. of the N. T., Exp.  
Times, May, July, Sept., 1901. 
 21 Hist. Gk. Gr., 1897; The Term koinh<, Cl. Rev., March, 1903. 
 22 Art. Papyri in Hast. D. B. 
 23 Syntax der griech. Pap., Tl. I, 1903. 
 24 Die Forsch. uber die hell. Spr. in d. Jahr. 1896-1901, Archiv far Papyrus- 
forsch., 1903, pp. 396-426; Die Forsch. uber die hell. Spr. in d. Jahr. 1902-4, 
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These are all helpful, but Cronert1 is right in urging that we  
need a comprehensive discussion of the syntax of the Ptolemaic 
papyri in order to set forth properly the relation of the papyri  
both to the N. T. Greek and to the older Attic. This will require  
time, for the mass of material is very great and is constantly 
growing.2 But enough already is clear for us to see the general  
bearing of the whole on the problem of the N. T. It is just here 
that the papyri have special interest and value. They give the  
language of business and life. The N. T. writers were partly  
a]gra<mmatoi, but what they wrote has become the chief Book of 
Mankind.3 Hear Deissmann4 again, for he it is who has done  
most to blaze the way here: "The papyrus-leaf is alive; one sees 
autographs, individual peculiarities of penmanship — in a word,  
men; manifold glimpses are given into inmost nooks and crannies  
of personal life in which history has no eyes and historians no 
glasses . . . It may seem a paradox, but it can safely be affirmed  
that the unliterary papyri are more important in these respects  
than the literary." Some of the papyri contain literary works,  
fragments of Greek classics, portions of the LXX or of the N. T.,  
though the great mass of them are non-literary documents, let- 
ters and business papers. Cf. also Deissmann, Light, etc., p. 29. 
Unusual interest attaches to the fragments containing the Logia  
of Jesus, some of which are new, dating from the second or third  
centuries A.D. and showing a Gnostic tinge.5 It is no longer pos- 
sible to say, what even Friedrich Blass6 did in 1894, that the N. T. 
Greek "is to be regarded something by itself and following laws  
of its own." That view is doomed in the presence of the papyri.  
Hatch7 in particular laboured under this error. The N. T. Greek 
 
Archiv fur Pap., 111. 4; also Jahresb. fiber die Fortschr. des Class., 1906;  
Diegriech. Papyrusurk., 1899-1905, pp. 36-40; Die griech. Spr. etc., 1901.  
 1 Archiv fur Pap.-Forsch., 1900, p. 215. 
 2 “Zum ersten Mal gewinnen wir reale Vorstellungen von dem Zustand  
und der Entwickelung der handschriftlichen Lebenslieferung im Altertum  
selbst. Neue wichtige Probleme sind damit der Philologie gestellt." N.  
Wilcken, Die griech. Papyrusurk., 1897, p. 7. Mayser's Tl. II will supply  
this need when it appears. 
 3 See Deissmann, Die sprachl. Erforsch. der griech. Bibel, 1898, p. 27. 
 4 Art. Papyri in Encyc. Bibl. 
 5 See Lo<gia  ]Ihsou?, Sayings of Jesus, by Grenfell and Hunt, 1897. New  
Sayings of Jesus, by Grenfell and Hunt, 1904. See also two books by Dr. C.  
Taylor, The Oxyrhyn. Logia, 1899; The Oxyrhyn. Sayings of Jesus, 1905;  
Lock and Sanday, Two Lect. on the Sayings of Jesus, 1897. 
 6 Theol. Literaturzeit., 1894, p. 338. 
 7 Essays in Bibl. Gk., 1892, p. 11 f. The earliest dated papyrus is now 
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will no longer be despised as inferior or unclassical. It will be  
seen to be a vital part of the great current of the Greek language.  
For the formal discussion of the bearing of the papyri on the N. T. 
Greek see chapter IV. A word should be said concerning the  
reason why the papyri are nearly all found in Egypt.1 It is due  
to the dryness of the climate there. Elsewhere the brittle material 
soon perished, though it has on the whole a natural toughness.  
The earliest known use of the papyri in Egypt is about 3400 B.C.  
More exactly, the reign of Assa in the fifth dynasty is put at  
3360 B.C. This piece of writing is an account-sheet belonging  
to this reign (Deissmann, Light from A. E., p. 22). The oldest  
specimen of the Greek papyri goes back to "the regnal year of 
Alexander AEgus, the son of Alexander the Great. That would  
make it the oldest Greek papyrus document yet discovered" 
(Deissmann, Light, etc., p. 29). The discoveries go on as far as  
the seventh century A.D., well into the Byzantine period. The 
plant still grows in Egypt and it was once the well-nigh universal  
writing material. As waste paper it was used to wrap the mum- 
mies. Thus it has come to be preserved. The rubbish-heaps at  
Faram and Oxyrhynchus are full of these papyri scraps. 
 Mention should be made also of the ostraca, or pieces of pot- 
tery, which contain numerous examples of the vernacular koinh<.  
For a very interesting sketch of the ostraca see Deissmann, Light, 
etc. (pp. 41-53). Crum and Wilcken have done the chief work on  
the ostraca. They are all non-literary and occur in old Egyptian,  
Arabic, Aramaic, Coptic, Greek and Latin. "Prof. Wilcken, in  
his Griechische Ostraka,2 has printed the texts of over sixteen 
hundred of the inscribed potsherds on which the commonest re- 
ceipts and orders of Ptolemaic and Roman Egypt were written."3 
It was the material used by the poorer classes. 
 (h) THE BYZANTINE AND THE MODERN GREEK. The Byzantine  
and modern Greek has at last received adequate'' recognition. 
 
P. Eleph. 1 (311 n.c.), not P. Hibeh, as Thackeray has it in his Gr. of the 0. T.  
in Gk., p. 56. This was true in 1907; cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., March, 1910, p. 53. 
 1 The practical limitation of the papyri to Egypt (and Herculaneum) has  
its disadvantages; cf. Angus, The Koinh<, The Lang. of the N. T. (Prince.  
Theol. Rev., Jan., 1910, p. 80). 
 2 Griech. Ostraka aus Agypten and Nubien, Bd. I, H, 1899; cf. also Crum,  
Coptic Ostraca, 2 vols. (1899); cf. Hilprecht, S. S. Times, 1902, p. 560. "In  
many Coptic letters that are written on potsherds the writers beg their cor- 
respondents to excuse their having to use an ostrakon for want of papyrus"  
(Deissmann, Exp. Times, 1906, Oct., p. 15). 
 3 E. J. Goodspeed, Am. Jour. of Theol., Jan., 1906, p. 102. 
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The student of the N. T. idiom has much to learn from the new 
books on this subject. The scorn bestowed on the koinh< by the  
intense classicists was intensified by the modern Greek, which 
was long regarded as a nondescript jumble of Greek, Albanian,  
Turkish, Italian, etc. Indeed the modern Greeks themselves 
have not always shown proper appreciation of the dignity of the  
modern vernacular, as is shown, for instance, in the recent up- 
heaval at Athens by the University students over the translation  
of the Gospels into the Greek vernacular (dhmotikh<) of to-day,  
though the N. T. was manifestly written in the vernacular of its  
day. "While the later Greeks, however, could no longer write  
classically, they retained a keen sense for the beauties of the 
classical language."1 Just as the "popular Latin finally sup- 
pressed the Latin of elegant literature,"2 so the vernacular koinh<   
lived on through the Roman and Byzantine periods and survives 
to-day as the modern Greek. There is unity in the present-day  
Greek and historical continuity with the past. Dr. Rose is pos- 
sibly extreme in saying: "There is more difference between the  
Greek of Herodotus and the Greek of Xenophon than there is  
between the Greek of the latter and the Greek of to-day."3 And  
certainly Prof. Dickey4 is right in affirming "that the Greek of 
N. T. stands in the centre of the development of which classical  
and modern Greek may be called extremes, and that of the two 
it is nearer to the second in character than the first. The inter- 
pretation of the N. T. has almost entirely been in the sole light 
of the ancient, i. e. the Attic Greek, and, therefore, to that ex- 
tent has been unscientific and often inaccurate." Hatzidakis5 
indeed complained that the whole subject had been treated with 
 
 1 Dr. Achilles Rose, Chris. Greece and Living Gk., 1898, p. 7. 
 2 R. C. Jebb, On the Rela. of Mod. to Class. Gk., in V. and D.'s Handb.:  
to Mod. Gk., 1887, p. 287. "In other words, the Bible was cast into spoken  
Latin, familiar to every rank of society though not countenanced in the  
schoolroom; and thus it foreshadowed the revolution of ages whereby the  
Roman tongue expanded into what we may label as Romance." W. Barry,  
"Our Latin Bible," in Dublin Rev., July, 1906, p. 4; cf. also art. on The  
Holy Latin Tongue, in April number. 
 3 Chris. Greece and Living Greek, p. 253. 
 4 New Points of View for the Study of N. T. Gk. (Prince. Theol. 
Oct., 1903). See also S. Angus, Mod. Methods in N. T. Philol. (Harv. Theol.  
Rev., Oct., 1911, p. 499): "That the progress of philology has thus broken  
down the wall of partition of the N. T. and removed its erstwhile isolation  
a great service to the right understanding of the book's contents." 
 5 Einl. in die neugr. Gr., 1892, p. ix; cf. also H. C. Muller, Hist. Gr. de  
hell. Spr., 1891. 
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unworthy "dilettanteism" and not without ground for the com- 
plaint. He himself did much by his great work to put the study  
of modern Greek on a scientific basis,1 but he has not worked 
alone in this important field. Another native Greek, Prof. Sopho- 
cles, has produced a Greek Lexicon of the Roman and Byzantine  
Periods in which there is an excellent discussion for that time2 of 
the koinh<, the Byzantine and the modern Greek. Other scholars  
have developed special phases of the problem, as Krumbacher,3 
who has enriched our knowledge of the Byzantine4 or Middle  
Ages Greek. Dieterich5 also has done fine work in this period of 
Greek, as has Thumb.6  Worthy of mention also is the work of  
G. Meyer,7 Geldart8 and Preste1,9 though the latter have not 
produced books of great value. See also Meyer-Lithke's gram- 
mar,10 Jannaris' Historical Greek Grammar and the writings of  
Psichari.11  In general great progress has been made and it is now 
possible to view the development of the N. T. idiom in the  
light of the modern Greek. The apparent drift in the vernacular 
 
 1 "Und wenn es mir gelingt, die wissenschaftliche Welt von ihrer wohl- 
berechtigten Zuruckhaltung abzubringen und ihr nachzuweisen, dass das  
Mittel- und Neugriechische ein vielversprechendes unkultivirtes Gebiet der  
Wissenschaft ist, woraus man viel, sehr viel bezuglich der Sprachwissenschaft  
uberhaupt wie des Altgriechischen speciell lernen kann, so ist mein Zweck  
vollkommen erreicht." Ib., p. x. 
 2 1870. One of the pressing needs is a lexicon of the papyri also. See  
Contopoulos, Lex. of Mod. Gk., 1868, and others. 
 3 Das Problem der neugr. Schriftspr., 1903. "Heute bedarf das Studien- 
gebiet der byzantinischen und neugricchischen Philologie keine Apologie," p. 3.  
In his hands the middle Gk. (Byzantine) is shown to be a rich field for the  
student both of philology and literature; cf. also Gesch. der byzant. Lit.,  
p. 20. 
 4 Gesch. der byzant. Lit. etc.; cf. also his Byz. Zeitschr. and his Beitr.  
zu einer Gesch. der griech. Spr., Kuhn's Zeitschr., 1885. 
Unters. zur Gesch. d. griech. Spr. etc., 1898; Gesch. der byz. und neugr.  
Lit., 1902. 
 5 Handb. d. neugr. Volkspr., 1895; Thumb-Angus, Handb. of Mod. Gk. Ver- 
nac., 1912; Die neugr. Sprachforsch. in d. Jahr. 1890 u. 1891 (Anz. fur indoger.  
Spr., I, 1892; VI, 1896, and IX, 1898); Die griech. Spr. im Zeitalter des  
Hellen., 1901; Die sprachgesch. Stellung des bibl. Griechisch, Theol. Runds.,  
March, 1902. 
 7 Neugr. Stud., 1894. 
 8 The Mod. Gk. Lang. in its Rela. to Anc. Gk., 1870. On the Orig. and  
Devel. of the Mod. Gk. Lang., Jour. of Philol., 1869. 
 9 Zur Entwickelungsgesch. der griech. Spr. 
 10 Gr. der romanischen Spr. 
 11 Essais de Gr. hist. Neogrecque, 1886; cf. also Boltz Die hell. Spr. der  
Gegenw., 1882. 
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koinh< of the N. T., like  i!na in the non-final clause, is too common  
for remark in the modern Greek. Indeed the N. T. had a pre- 
dominant influence on the later Greek as the chief literature of 
the period, and especially as Christianity won the victory over  
heathenism. The Byzantine Greek is in subject-matter largely 
ecclesiastical. The sermons and treatises of the Greek Christian  
Fathers constitute a large and valuable literature and amply il- 
lustrate the language of the time.1 The modern Greek is in all  
essential points the same as the Byzantine Greek of 1000 A.D.  
In forty years2 we have seen a revolution in the study of the 
modern Greek. But as late as 1887 Vincent and Dickson3 could  
say: "By many it is believed that a corrupt patois of Turkish 
and Italian is now spoken in Greece; and few even among pro- 
fessed scholars are aware how small the difference is between the 
Greek of the N. T. and the Greek of a contemporary Athenian 
newspaper." The new Greek speech was developed not out of  
the Byzantine literary language, but out of the Hellenistic popular 
speech.4  
 (i) THE HEBREW AND ARAMAIC. Less that is new has come 
from the Hebrew and Aramaic field of research. Still real ad- 
vance has been made here also. The most startling result is the 
decrease of emphasis upon Hebraisms in the N. T. style. In  
chapter IV, iii the Semitic influence on the N. T. language is dis- 
cussed. Here the literary history is sketched. 
 1. The Old View. It was only in 1879 that Guillemard5 issued  
his Hebraisms in the Greek Testament, in which he said in the  
Preface: "I earnestly disavow any claim to an exhaustive exhibi- 
tion of all the Hebraisms, or all the deviations from classical  
phraseology contained in the Greek Testament; of which I have  
gathered together and put forward only a few specimens, in the  
hope of stimulating others to fuller and more exact research."  
Even in 1889, Dr. Edwin Hatch6 says: "Biblical Greek is thus a 
 
 1 See the Migne Lib. and the new Ben Royal Lib. ed. 
 2 Dieterich, op. cit., p. 10. 
 3 Handb. to Mod. Gk., p. 3. See also Horae Hellenicae, by Stuart Blackie,  
1874, p. 115: "Byzantine Gk. was classical Gk. from beginning to end, wit''  
only such insignificant changes as the altered circumstances, combined with  
the law of its original genius, naturally produced." Cf. Rangabe, Gr. Abre- 
gee du grec actuel; Genna<dioj, Grammatikh> th?j  [Ellenikh?j Glw<sshj. 
 4 Dieterich, op. cit., p. 5. 
 5 See also A. Miller, Semit. Lehnw. in alteren Griech., Bezzenb. Beitr.  
1878, I, pp. 273 ff.; S. Krauss, Griech. und lat. Lehnw. im Tal., 1898, 1899.  
 6 Essays in Bibl. Gk., p. 11. 
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language by itself. What we have to find out in studying it is  
what meaning certain Greek words conveyed to a Semitic mind."  
Again he says1: "The great majority of N. T. words are words  
which, though for the most part common to biblical and to con- 
temporary secular Greek, express in their biblical use the concep- 
tions of a Semitic race, and which must consequently be examined  
by the light of the cognate documents which form the LXX."  
And W. H. Simcox2 says: "Thus it is that there came to exist a  
Hellenistic dialect, having real though variable differences from  
the Common or Hellenic." 
 2. A Change with Kennedy. But a turn comes when H. A. A.  
Kennedy3 says: "But while the writer began with a complete,  
though provisional, acceptance of Hatch's conclusions, the far- 
ther the inquiry was pushed, the more decidedly was he com- 
pelled to doubt those conclusions, and finally to seek to establish  
the connection between the language of the LXX and that of  
the N. T. on a totally different basis." He finds that common  
bond in "the colloquial Greek of the time."4 
 3. Deissmann's Revolt. The full revolt against the theory of a  
Semitic or biblical Greek is seen in the writings of Deissmann,5  
who says6: "The theory indicated is a great power in exegesis,  
and that it possesses a certain plausibility is not to be denied.  
It is edifying, and what is more, is convenient. But it is absurd.  
It mechanizes the marvellous variety of the linguistic elements  
of the Greek Bible and cannot be established either by the psy- 
chology of language or by history." There is here some of the  
zeal of new discovery, but it is true. The old view of Hatch is  
dead and gone. The "clamant need of a lexicon to the LXX"  
is emphasized by Deissmann7 himself. Prof. H. B. Swete of  
Cambridge has laid all biblical students under lasting obligation 
 
 1 Ib., p. 34. See also p. 9: "Biblical Gk. belongs not only to a later period  
of the history of the language than classical Gk., but also to a different coun- 
try." On page 14 we read: "It is a true paradox that while, historically as  
well as philologically, the Gk. (LXX) is a translation of the Hebrew, philo- 
logically, though not historically, the Hebrew may be regarded as a trans- 
lation of the Gk."  
 2 The Lang. of the N. T., 1890, p. 15. Note the date, as late as 1890. 
Sources of N. T. Gk., 1895, p. v.    4 Ib., p. 146. 
 5 Die sprachl. Erforsch. der griech. Bibel, 1898; B. S., 1901; Hell. Griech.,  
Hauck's Realencyc., New Light (1907), etc.  6 B. S., p. 65. 
 7 Ib., p. 73. Schleusner, 1821, is hopelessly inadequate and out of date.  
Hatch and Redpath have issued in six parts (two volumes) a splendid con- 
cordance to the LXX and other Gk. versions of the 0. T., 1892-1896, 1900. 
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to him by his contribution to the study of the Septuagint, con-  
sisting of an edition of the LXX1 with brief critical apparatus  
and a general discussion2 of the Septuagint. Brooke and McLean  
are publishing an edition of the Septuagint with exhaustive crit- 
ical apparatus.3 Students of the LXX now rejoice in Helbing's Gr.  
der Septuaginta: Laut- u. Formenlehre (1907) and Thackeray's  
Gr. of the 0. T. in Greek, vol. I (1909). Conybeare and Stock's   
Selections from the Septuagint (1905) has the old standpoint.  
Other modern workers in this department are Nestle,4 Lagarde,5  
Hartung,6 Ralf's,7 Susemihl,8 Apostolides.9 
 4. The Language of Jesus. Another point of special interest in  
this connection, which may be discussed as well now as later, is  
the new light concerning the Aramaic as the language habitually  
spoken by Jesus. This matter has been in much confusion and  
the scholars are not at one even now. Roberts10 maintains that  
Greek, not Hebrew, was "the language of the common public  
intercourse in Palestine in the days of Christ and His apostles."  
By Hebrew he means Aramaic. In The Expositor (1st series, vols.  
VI, VII) Roberts argued also that Christ usually spoke Greek.  
He was replied to (vol. VII) by Sanday. Lightfoot (on Gal. 4:6)  
holds that Jesus said  ]Abba< o[ path<r thus, Mark not having trans- 
lated it. Thomson, "The Language of Palestine" (Temple Bible  
Dict.), argues strongly that Christ spoke Greek, not Aramaic.  
Neubauer11 contends that there was spoken besides at Jerusalem  
and in Judea a modernized Hebrew, and comments12 on "how 
 
 1 The O.T. in Gk. according to the LXX, vols. I–III, 1887-1894. He does  
not give an edited text, but follows one MS. at a time with critical apparatus  
in footnotes. 
 2 An Intr. to the 0. T. in Gk., 1900; 2d ed., 1914. 
 3 The Larger Camb. LXX, 1906—. 
 4 Ed. of the LXX with Crit. Apparatus, 1880-1887; Sept.-Stud., 1886- 
1896; Urtext and ubersetz. der Bibel, 1897. Nestle died in 1913. 
 5 Sept.-Stud., 1891-1892.  6 Ib., 1886.  7 Ib., 1904. 
 8 Gesch. der griech. Lit. in der Alexandrinzeit, Bd. I, II, 1891, 1892. 
 9 Du grec Alexandrin et de ses rapports avec le grec ancien et le grec mo- 
derne, 1892. Cf. among the older discussions, Sturz, De dial. Maced. et  
Alexan., 1808; Lipsius, Gr. Unters. fiber die bibl. Grac., 1853; Churton, The  
Infl. of the LXX upon the Prog. of Chris., 1861. See also Anz, Subs. ad  
cognos. Graec. serm. vulg. e Pent. vers. Alexan., 1894. 
 10 Disc. on the Gosp., pt. I, On the Lang. Employed by Our Lord and His  
Apost., 1864, p. 316; A Short Proof that Greek was the Language of Jesus  
(1893). 
 11 On the Dial. of Palestine in the Time of Ch., Stud. Bibl., 1885. 
 12 Stud. Bibl., p. 54. 
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little the Jews knew Greek." A. Meyer1 urges that the vernacular  
of Jesus was Aramaic and shows what bearing this fact has on  
the interpretation of the Gospels. A. Julicher2 indeed says: "To 
suppose, however (as, e.g. G. B. Winer supposes, because of  
Mk. 7:34; Jo. 7: 25; 12:20) that Jesus used the Greek language 
is quite out of the question." But Young, vol. II, Dictionary of  
Christ and the Gospels (Hastings), article "Language of Christ,"  
admits that Christ used both, though usually he spoke Aramaic.  
So Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 8. But Dalman3 has done more 
than any one in showing the great importance of the Aramaic for  
the interpretation of the words of Jesus. He denies the use of a 
modernized Hebrew in Jerusalem and urges that proper names  
like Bhqesda<, xDAz;H, tyBe, are Aramaic (but see J. Rendel Harris, 
Side Lights on the N. T., p. 71 f.). Dalman further urges that  
"Aramaic was the mother tongue of the Galileans."4  J. T.  
Marshall5 makes out a plausible case for the idea of a primitive 
Aramaic Gospel before our Mark, and this would make it more  
probable that Jesus spoke Aramaic. E. A. Abbott6 also attempts 
to reproduce the original Aramaic of the words of Jesus from the  
Greek. But Prof. Mahaffy7 can still say: "And so from the very 
beginning, though we may believe that in Galilee and among His  
intimates our Lord spoke Aramaic, and though we know that  
some of His last words upon the cross were in that language, yet  
His public teaching, His discussions with the Pharisees, His talk 
 
 1 Jesu Mutterspr.: das galilaische Aram. in seiner Bedeut. fur die Erkl. der  
Reden Jesu and der Evang. uberhaupt, 1896. So Deissmann (Light, etc.,  
p. 57) says that Jesus "did not speak Gk. when He went about His public  
work," and, p. 1, "Jesus preaches in his Aramaic mother-tongue." 
 2 Art. Hellenism in Encyc. Bibl. Canon Foakes-Jackson (Interp., July, 1907,  
p. 392) says: "The Jews of high birth or with a reputation for sanctity are  
said to have refused to learn any language but their own, and thus we have  
the strange circumstance in Roman Palestine of the lower orders speaking  
two languages and their leaders only one." 
 3 The Words of Jesus considered in the Light of the post-Bibl. Jewish  
Writings and the Aram. Lang., 1902. Cf. also Pfannkuche (Clark's Bibl.  
Cab.). 
 4 Ib., p. 10. 
 5 Exp., ser. IV, VI, VIII. See also Brockelmann, Syrische Gr., 1904;  
Schwally, Idioticon des christl.-palestinischen Aramäisch, 1893; Riggs, Man.  
of the Chaldean Lang., 1866; Wilson, Intr. Syriac Meth. and Man., 1891;  
Strack, Gr. des bibl. Aramaischen. 
 6 Clue, A Guide through Gk. to Heb., 1904. 
 7 The Prog. of Hellen. in Alexan. Emp., 1905, p. 130 f. Hadley (Ess. Phil.  
and Crit., p. 413) reaches the conclusion that Jesus spoke both Gk. and Aram. 
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with Pontius Pilate, were certainly carried on mainly in the  
Greek." Zahn (Intr. to the N. T.) labours needlessly to show  
that Hebrew was no longer the language of Palestine, but he does  
not prove that Aramaic was everywhere spoken, nor that Jesus  
always spoke Aramaic. Wellhausen (Einl. in die drei erst. Evang.)  
is prejudiced in favour of the Aramaic theory. It may be admitted  
at once that Aramaic was known to the majority of the Jews in  
Palestine, particularly in Judea. Cf. Ac. 1:19:  t ?̂ diale<kt& au]tw?n  
[Akeldama<x; 22:2, a]kou<santej o!ti t ?̂  ]Ebrai~di diale<kt& prose- 
fw<nei au]toi?j ma?llon pare<sxon h[suxi<an. There is no doubt which 
language is the vernacular in Jerusalem. Cf. also 26:14. Jo- 
sephus confirms Luke on this point (War, V, 6. 3), for the people  
of Jerusalem cried out t^? patri<<& glw<ss^, and Josephus also acted  
intermediary for Titus, t^? patri<& glw<ss^ (War, VI, 2. 1). See  
also 2 Macc. 7: 8, 21. Josephus wrote his War first in Aramaic  
and then in Greek. The testimony of Papias that Matthew  
wrote his lo<gia in Aramaic bears on the question because of the  
tradition that Mark was the interpreter of Peter. The brogue  
that Peter revealed (Mt. 26:73) was probably due to his Gali- 
lean accent of Aramaic. Aramaic was one of the languages for  
the inscription on the cross (Jo. 19:20). It is clear therefore that  
the Hellenizing work of Jason and Menelaus and Antiochus  
Epiphanes received a set-back in Palestine. The reaction kept  
Greek from becoming the one language of the country. Even in  
Lycaonia the people kept their vernacular though they under- 
stood Greek (Ac. 14:11). On the other hand Peter clearly spoke  
in Greek on the Day of Pentecost, and no mention is made of  
Greek as one of the peculiar "tongues," on that occasion. It  
is clear that Paul was understood in Jerusalem when he spoke  
Greek (Ac. 22:2). Jesus Himself laboured chiefly in Galilee  
where were many gentiles and much commerce and travel. He  
taught in Decapolis, a Greek region. He preached also in the  
regions of Tyre and Sidon (Phoenicia), where Greek was neces- 
sary, and he held converse with a Greek (Syro-Phcenician)  
woman. Near Caesarea-Philippi (a Greek region), after the  
Transfiguration, Jesus spoke to the people at the foot of the  
mountain. At the time of the Sermon on the Mount Jesus ad- 
dressed people from Decapolis and Perea (largely Hellenized), be- 
sides the mixed multitudes from Galilee, Jerusalem and Judea  
(Mt. 4:25). Luke (6:17) adds that crowds came also from Tyre  
and Sidon, and Mark (3:8) gives "from Iduma." It is hardly pos- 
sible that these crowds understood Aramaic. The fact that Mark 
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twice (5:41; 7:34) uses Aramaic quotations from the words of  
Jesus does not prove that He always spoke in that tongue nor 
that He did so only on these occasions. In Mk. 14:36,  ]Abba< o[ 
path<r, it is possible that Jesus may have used both words as  
Paul did (Ro. 8:15). In the quotation from Ps. 22:1, spoken 
on the cross, Mt. 27:46 gives the Hebrew, while Mk. 15:34 
has an Aramaic adaptation. There is no reason to doubt that  
Jesus knew Hebrew also. But Thomson (Temple Bible, Lang. of  
Palestine) proves that Matthew gives the quotations made by 
Christ in the words of the LXX, while his own quotations are  
usually from the Hebrew. It is clear, therefore, that Jesus spoke 
both Aramaic and Greek according to the demands of the occa- 
sion and read the Hebrew as well as the Septuagint, if we may 
argue from the 0. T. quotations in the Gospels which are partly  
like the Hebrew text and partly like the LXX.1  In Lu. 4:17 it 
is not clear whether it was the Hebrew text or the LXX that was  
read in the synagogue at Nazareth.2 One surely needs no argu- 
ment to see the possibility that a people may be bilingual when  
he remembers the Welsh, Scotch, Irish, Bretons of the present 
day.3 The people in Jerusalem understood either Greek or Ara- 
maic (Ac. 22:2). 
 (j) GRAMMATICAL COMMENTARIES. A word must be said Con- 
cerning the new type of commentaries which accent the gram- 
matical side of exegesis. This is, to be sure, the result of the 
emphasis upon scientific grammar. The commentary must have  
other elements besides the grammatical. Even the historical 
element when added does not exhaust what is required. There  
still remains the apprehension of the soul of the author to which  
historical grammar is only an introduction. But distinct credit  
is to be given to those commentators who have lifted this kind  
of exegesis out of the merely homiletic vein. Among the older  
writers are to be mentioned Meyer, Ellicott, Godet, Broadus, 
Hackett, Lightfoot and Westcott, while among the more recent  
commentators stand out most of the writers in the International 
 
 1 See C. Taylor, The Gospel in the Law, 1869; Boehl, Alttestamentl. Cit.  
im N. T., 1878; Toy, Quota. in the N. T., 1884; Huhn, Die alttestamentl.  
Cit. etc., 1900; Gregory, Canon and Text of the N. T., 1907, p. 394. 
 2 On the Gk. in the Tal. see art. Greek in Jew. Encyc.; Krauss, Griech.  
and lat. Lehnw. im Tal.; Schurler, Jew. Hist., div. II, vol. I, p. 29 f. 
 3 See Zahn, Einl. in das N. T., ch. 11. On the bilingual character of many  
of the Palestinian Jews see Schurer, Jew. Peo. in the Time of Ch., div. II,  
vol. I, p. 48 f.; Moulton, Prol., p. 7 f. 
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Critical Commentary, Holtzmann's Hand Comm., The Expositor's  
Greek Test., Swete, Mayor, G. Milligan, Lietzmann's Handbuch, 
Zahn's Kommentar, The Camb. Gk. Test., etc. In works like these,  
grammatical remarks of great value are found. There has been  
great advance in the N. T. commentaries since Winer's day, when  
these comments "were rendered useless by that uncritical empi- 
ricism which controlled Greek philology."1 
 V. The New Point of View. It will hardly be denied, in view 
of the preceding necessarily condensed presentation of the new  
material now at hand that new light has been turned upon the 
problems of the N. T. Greek. The first effect upon many minds  
is to dazzle and to cause confusion. Some will not know how to  
assimilate the new facts and to co-ordinate them with old theories  
nor be willing to form or adopt new theories as a result of the  
fresh phenomena. But it is the inevitable duty of the student in  
this department to welcome the new discoveries and to attack  
the problems arising therefrom. The new horizon and wider out- 
look make possible real progress. It will not be possible to avoid  
some mistakes at first. A truer conception of the language is 
now offered to us and one that will be found to be richer and more  
inspiring.2 Every line of biblical study must respond to the new 
discovery in language. "A new Cremer, a new Thayer-Grimm,  
a new Winer will give the twentieth century plenty of editing to  
keep its scholars busy. New Meyers and Alfords will have fresh  
matter from which to interpret the text, and new Spurgeons and  
Moodys will, we may hope, be ready to pass the new teaching  
on to the people."3 The N. T. Greek is now seen to be not an 
abnormal excrescence, but a natural development in the Greek  
language; to be, in fact, a not unworthy part of the great stream  
of the mighty tongue. It was not outside of the world-language, 
but in the very heart of it and influenced considerably the future  
of the Greek tongue. 
 
 1 Winer, Gr. of the N. T. Idiom, Thayer's transl., p. 7. 
 2 "Nun hat man aber die Sprache der heiligen Bucher mit den Papyrus- 
denkmalern und den Inschriften der alexandrinischen und romischen Zeit  
genau verglichen, und da hat sich die gar manchen Anhanger der alten Dok- 
trin verbluffende, in Wahrheit ganz naturliche Tatsache ergeben, dass die  
Sprache des N. T. nichts anderes ist als eine fur den literarischen Zweck  
leicht temperierte Form des volkstumlich Griechisch." Krumbacher, Das  
Prob. der neugr. Schriftspr., 1903, p. 27. 
 3 J. H. Moulton, New Lights on Bibl. Gk., Bibl. World, March, 1902. 
 
 



 
 
 
 
                                        CHAPTER II 
 
 
                           THE HISTORICAL METHOD 
 
 
 I. Language as History. The scientific grammar is at bottom  
a grammatical history, and not a linguistic law-book. The seat of 
authority in language is therefore not the books about language,  
but the people who use the language. The majority of well-edu- 
cated people determine correct usage (the mos loquendi as Horace 
says). Even modern dictionaries merely record from time to  
time the changing phenomena of language. Wolff was right 
when he conceived of philology as the "biography of a nation." 
The life of a people is expressed in the speech which they use.1  
We can well agree with Benfey2 that "speech is the truest picture 
of the soul of a people, the content of all that which has brought a 
people to self-consciousness." However, we must not think that  
we can necessarily argue race from language.3 The historical 
conception of grammar has had to win its way against the purely  
theoretical and speculative notion. Etymology was the work  
of the philosophers. The study of the forms, the syntax, the 
dialects came later. The work of the Alexandrians was originally  
philology, not scientific grammar.4 
 (a) COMBINING THE VARIOUS ELEMENTS. It is not indeed easy 
to combine properly the various elements in the study of language.  
Sayce considers Steinthal too psychological and Schleicher too 
physical.5 The historical element must be added to both. Paul6  
objects to the phrase "philosophy of language" as suggesting  
"metaphysical speculations of which the historical investigation 
 
 1 See Oertel, Lect. on the Study of Lang., 1902, p. 9 f. 
 2 Kleinere Schr., 1892, 2. Bd., 4. Abt., p. 51. 
 3 See Sayce, Prin. of Comp. Philol., 1875, p. 175 
 4 See Kretschmer, Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1896, pp. 2, 3.  
 5 Prin. of Comp. Philol., p. xvi. 
 6 Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., 1888, p. xxi. "The truth is that the science  
of which we are thinking is philosophy in the same way as physics or physi- 
ology is philosophy, neither more, nor less." 
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of language needs to take no count." He prefers the term "sci- 
ence of principles." The study of language is a true science, a  
real philosophy, with a psychical as well as a physical basis. It 
is properly related to the historical natural sciences which have  
been subject "to the misdirected attempt at excluding them  
from the circle of the sciences of culture."1 Language is capable 
of almost perfect scientific treatment. Kretschmer2 outlines as  
modern advances over ancient grammar the psychological treat- 
ment of language, the physiology of sound, the use of the com- 
parative method, the historical development of the language, the  
recognition of speech as a product of human culture, and not to  
be separated from the history of culture, world-history and life 
of the peoples. He thinks that no language has yet received such  
treatment as this, for present-day handbooks are only "speech- 
pictures," not "speech-histories." 
 (b) PRACTICAL GRAMMAR A COMPROMISE. Historical practical 
grammars have to make a compromise. They can give the whole  
view only in outline and show development and interrelation in  
part. It is not possible then to write the final grammar of Greek  
either ancient or modern. The modern is constantly changing 
and we are ever learning more of the old. What was true of  
Mistriotes3 and Jannaris4 will be true of the attempts of all. 
But none the less the way to study Greek is to look at it as a  
history of the speech-development of one of the greatest of peo- 
ples. But it is at least possible now to have the right attitude,  
thanks to the books already mentioned and others by Bernhardy,5 
 
 1 Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., 1888, p. xxvii. See Von Ulrich's Grundl. und  
Gesch. der Philol., 1892, p. 22: " Zu der wissenschaftlichen Grammatik gesellt  
sich die historische Betrachtung. Sie unterscheidet die Periodisierung der  
Satze von deren loser Verknupfung, die wechselnde Bedeutung der Partikeln,  
den Gebrauch der Modi und Tempora, die erfahrungsmassig festgestellten  
Regeln der Syntax, den Sprachgebrauch der Schriftsteller." On the scientific  
study of the Gk. language sketched historically see Wackernagel, Die Kult.  
der Gegenw., Tl. I, Abt. 8, pp. 314-316. 
 2 Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., pp. 3-5. He himself here merely  
outlines the historical background of the Gk. language. 
 3 "Kata> tau?ta loipo>n h[ grammatologi<a de>n ei#nai ou#te a]migh>j i[storikh<, ou#te  
a]migh>j ai]sqhtikh> e]pisth<mh a]lla> mete<xei a]mfote<rwn.”  [Ellhnikh> Grammatologi<a, 
1894, p. 6. 
 4 "As a matter of course, I do not presume to have said the last word on  
all or most of these points, seeing that, even in the case of modern Gk., I  
cannot be expected to master, in all its details, the entire vocabulary and  
grammar of every single Neohellenic dialect." Hist. Gk. Gr., 1897, p. X. 
 5 Wissensch. Synt. der griech. Spr., 1829. 
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Christ,1 Wundt,2 Johannsen,3 Krumbacher,4 Schanz,5 G. Meyer,6  
I. Miller,7 Hirt,8 Thumb,9 Dieterich,10 Steinthal.11  The Latin  
syntax received historical treatment by Landgraf,12 not to men- 
tion English and other modern languages. 
 II. Language as a Living Organism. 
 (a) THE ORIGIN OF LANGUAGE. Speech is indeed a character- 
istic of man and may be considered a divine gift, however slowly 
the gift was won and developed by him.13 Sayce is undoubtedly  
correct in saying that language is a social creation and the effort  
to communicate is the only true solution of the riddle of speech,  
whether there was ever a speechless man or not. "Grammar has  
grown out of gesture and gesticulation."14 But speech has not  
created the capacities which mark the civilized man as higher  
than the savage.15 Max Muller remarks that "language forms an 
impassable barrier between man and beast." Growls and signs  
do not constitute "intellectual symbolism."16 Paul indeed, in op- 
position to Lazarus and Steinthal, urges that "every linguistic  
creation is always the work of a single individual only."17 The 
psychological organisms are in fact the true media of linguistic 
 
 1 Gesch. der griech. Lit., 1893. 
 2 Volkerpsychol., 1900, 3. Aufl., 1911 f. 
 3 Beitr. zur griech. Sprachk., 1890. 
 4 Beitr. zu einer Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1885. 
 5 Beitr. zur hist. Synt. der griech. Spr., Bd. I–XVII. 
 6 Ess. und Stud. zur Sprachgesch. und Volksk., Bd. I, II, 1885, 1893.  
 7 Handb. der Altertumswiss. He edits the series (1890—). 
 8 Handb. deal griech. Laut- und Formenl. Eine Einfuhr. in das sprach- 
wiss. Stud. des Griech., 1902, 2. Aufl., 1912. 
 9 Die griech. Spr. im Zeitaltcr des Hellen., 1901. 
 10 Untersuch. zur Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1898. 
 11 Gesch. der Sprachwiss. bei den Griech. und Rom., Tl. I, II, 1891. 
 12 Hist. Gr. der lat. Spr., 1903. Cf. Stolz und Schmalz, Lat. Gr., 4. Aufl.,  
1910; Draeger, Hist. Synt. der lat. Spr., Bd. I, II, 1878, 1881; Lindsay, The  
Lat. Lang., 1894. In Bd. III of Landgraf's Gr., Golling says (p. 2) that Latin  
Grammar as a study is due to the Stoics who did it "in der engsten Verbin- 
dung mit der Logik." Cf. origin of Gk. Gr. 
 13 See Whitney, Lang. and the Study of Lang., 1868, p. 399. 
 14 Sayce, Intr. to the Sci. of Lang., vol. II, p. 301. 
 15 Whitney, Darwinism and Lang., Reprint from North Am. Rev., July,  
1874. 
 16 Three Lect. on the Sci. of Lang., 1891, p. 9. See also The Silesian Horse- 
herd: "Language and thought go hand in hand; where there is as yet no  
word, there is as yet no idea." Many of the writers on animals do not  
accept this doctrine. 
 17 Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. xliii. 
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development. Self-observation and analogy help one to strike a  
general average and so make grammar practical as well as scien- 
tific. 
 (b) EVOLUTION IN LANGUAGE. Growth, then, is to be expected  
in a living tongue. Change is inseparable from life. No language 
is dead so long as it is undergoing change, and this must be true 
in spoken and written usage. It is not the function of the gram- 
marian to stop change in language, a thing impossible in itself. 
Such change is not usually cataclysmic, but gradual and varied.  
"A written language, to serve any practical purpose, must change 
with the times, just like a living dialect."1 In general, change  
in usage may be compared to change in organic structure in  
"greater or lesser fitness."2 The changes by analogy in the  
speech of children are very suggestive on this point. The vocab- 
ulary of the Greek tongue must therefore continually develop, 
for new ideas demand new words and new meanings come to old  
words. Likewise inflections vary in response to new movements. 
This change brings great wealth and variety. The idea of prog- 
ress has seized the modern mind and has been applied to the  
study of language as to everything else. 
 (c) CHANGE CHIEFLY IN THE VERNACULAR. Linguistic change  
occurs chiefly in the vernacular. From the spoken language new  
words and new inflections work their way gradually into the  
written style, which is essentially conservative, sometimes even  
anachronistic and purposely archaic. Much slang is finally ac- 
cepted in the literary style. The study of grammar was originally  
confined to the artificial book-style. Dionysius Thrax expressly  
defined grammar as e]mpeiri<a tw?n para> poihtai?j te kai> suggrafeu?sin 
w[j e]pi> to> polu> legome<nwn. It was with him a concern for the  
poets and writers, not "die Sprache des Lebens."3 Grammar  
(grammatikh<, gra<fw), then, was first to write and to understand  
what was written; then the scientific interpretation of this litera- 
ture; later the study of literary linguistic usage. It is only the 
moderns who have learned to investigate the living speech for  
its own historical value. Before the discovery of the Greek in- 
scriptions the distinction between the vernacular and the literary  
style could not be so sharply drawn for the Greek of the classical 
 
 1 Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. 481. 
 2 Ib., p. 13. Kuhner speaks of "das organische Leben der Sprache" and  
of "ein klares, anschauliches und lebensvolles Bild des grossen und kraftig  
bluhenden Sprachbaums." Ausfuhrl. Gr. der griech. Spr., 1. Bd., 1890, p. 
 3 Kretschmer, Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1896, pp. 3-5. 
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period, though Aristophanes should have taught us much. We  
have moved away from the position of Mure1 who said:  "The  
distinction between the language of letters and the vulgar tongue,  
so characteristic of modern civilization, is imperceptible or but  
little defined in the flourishing age of Greece. Numerous peculi- 
arities in her social condition tended to constitute classical ex- 
pression in speaking or writing, not, as with us, the privilege of a  
few, but a public property in which every Hellene had an equal  
interest." The people as a whole were wonderfully well educated,  
but the educated classes themselves then, as now with us, used a  
spoken as well as a literary style. Jannaris2 is clear on this point:  
"But, speaking of Attic Greek, we must not infer that all Athe- 
nians and Atticized Greeks wrote and spoke the classical Attic  
portrayed in the aforesaid literature, for this Attic is essentially  
what it still remains in modern Greek composition: a merely  
historical abstraction; that is, an artistic language which nobody  
spoke but still everybody understood." We must note therefore  
both the vernacular and the literary style and expect constant  
change in each, though not in the same degree. Zarncke indeed  
still sounds a note of warning against too much attention to the  
vernacular; though a needless one.3  In the first century A.D. the  
vernacular Greek was in common use all over the world, the char- 
acter of which we can now accurately set forth. But this non- 
literary language was not necessarily the speech of the illiterate.  
Mahaffy4 is very positive on this point. "I said just now that  
the Hellenistic world was more cultivated in argument than we 
are nowadays. And if you think this is a strange assertion, ex- 
amine, I pray you, the intellectual aspects of the Epistles of St.  
Paul, the first Christian writer whom we know to have been thor- 
oughly educated in this training. Remember that he was a practi- 
cal teacher, not likely to commit the fault of speaking over the  
heads of his audience, as the phrase is." Hatzidakis5 laments that  
the monuments of the Greek since the Alexandrian period are no  
longer in the pure actual living speech of the time, but in the ar- 
 
 1 A Crit. Hist. of the Lang. and Lit. of Anc. Greece, 1850, vol. I, p. 117. 
 2 Op. cit., 1897, p. 3 f. 
 3  Die Entst. der griech. Literaturspr., 1890, p. 2: "Denn man liefe Gefahr,  
den Charakter der Literaturdenkmaler ganzlich zu zerstoren, indem man,  
ihre eigenartige Gestaltung verkennend, sie nach den Normen einer gespro- 
chenen Mundart corrigirt." But see Lottich, De Serm. vulg. Att., 1881; and  
Apostolides, op. cit. 
 4 Prog. of Hellen. in Alex. Emp., 1905, p. 137. 
 5  Einleitung, p. 3. 
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tificial Attic of a bygone age. The modern Greek vernacular is  
a living tongue, but the modern literary language so proudly  
called kaqareu<ousa is artificial and unreal.1 This new conception  
of language as life makes it no longer possible to set up the Greek  
of any one period as the standard for all time. The English  
writer to-day who would use Hooker's style would be affected  
and anachronistic. Good English to-day is not what it was two  
hundred years ago, even with the help of printing and (part of  
the time) dictionaries. What we wish to know is not what  
was good Greek at Athens in the days of Pericles, but what was  
good Greek in Syria and Palestine in the first century A.D. The  
direct evidence for this must be sought among contemporaries,  
not from ancestors in a distant land. It is the living Greek that  
we desire, not the dead. 
 III. Greek not an Isolated Language. 
 (a) THE IMPORTANCE OF COMPARATIVE GRAMMAR. Julius  
Caesar, who wrote a work on grammar, had in mind Latin and Greek, for 
both were in constant use in the Roman world.2 Formal Sanskrit  
grammar itself may have resulted from the comparison of San-  
skrit with the native dialects of India.3 Hence comparative  
grammar seems to lie at the very heart of the science. It cannot  
be said, however, that Painini, the great Sanskrit scholar and  
grammarian of the fourth century B.C., received any impulse. 
from the Greek civilization of Alexander the Great.4 The  work 
of Panini is one of the most remarkable in history for subtle orig- 
inality, "une histoire naturelle de la langue sanscrite." The  
Roman and Greek grammarians attended to the use of words 
sentences, while the Sanskrit writers analyzed words into syl- 
lables5 and studied the relation of sounds to each other. It is 
not possible to state the period when linguistic comparison was  
first made. Max Muller in The Science of Language even says:  
"From an historical point of view it is not too much to say that  
the first Day of Pentecost marks the real beginning of the Science 
of language." One must not think that the comparative method  
is "more characteristic of the study of language than of other 
 
 1 "Eine Literatursprache ist nie eine Art Normalsprache." Schwyzer,  
Weltspr. des Altert., 1902, p. 12. 
 2 King, Intr. to Comp. Gr., p. 2. 
 3 Sayce, Prin. of Comp. Philol., p. 261. 
 4 Goblet d'Alviella, Ce que 1'Inde doit a la Grece, 1897, p. 129. 
 5 King, op. cit., p. 2 f. "The method of comparative grammar is merely  
auxiliary to historical grammar," Wheeler, Whence and Whither of the  
Mod. Sci. of Lang., p. 96. 
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branches of modern inquiry."1  The root idea of the new gram- 
mar is the kinship of languages. Chinese grammar is said to be  
one of the curiosities of the world, and some other grammatical  
works can be regarded in that light. But our fundamental obli- 
gation is to the Hindu and Greek grammarians.2 
 (b) THE COMMON BOND IN LANGUAGE. Prof. Alfredo Trom- 
betti, of Rome, has sought the connecting link in all human  
speech.3  It is a gigantic task, but it is doubtless true that all  
speech is of ultimate common origin. The remote relationships  
are very difficult to trace. As a working hypothesis the compara- 
tive grammarians speak of isolating, agglutinative and inflectional  
languages. In the isolating tongues like the Chinese, Burmese,  
etc., the words have no inflection and the position in the sen- 
tence and the tone in pronunciation are relied on for clearness  
of meaning. Giles4 points out that modern English and Persian  
have nearly returned to the position of Chinese as isolating lan- 
guages. Hence it is inferred that the Chinese has already gone  
through a history similar to the English and is starting again on  
an inflectional career. Agglutinative tongues like the Turkish ex- 
press the various grammatical relations by numerous separable  
prefixes, infixes and suffixes. Inflectional languages have made  
still further development, for while a distinction is made between  
the stem and the inflexional endings, the stems and the endings  
do not exist apart from each other. There are two great families  
in the inflexional group, the Semitic (the Assyrian, the Hebrew,  
the Syriac, the Arabic, etc.) and the Indo-Germanic or Indo-Euro- 
pean (the Indo-Iranian or Aryan, the Armenian, the Greek, the  
Albanian, the Italic, the Celtic, the Germanic and the Balto- 
Slavic).5 Ind -European also are Illyrian, Macedonian, Phrygian,  
Thracian and the newly-discovered Tocharian. Some of these  
groups, like the Italic, the Germanic, the Balto-Slavic, the Indo- 
Iranian, embrace a number of separate tongues which show an  
inner affinity, but all the groups have a general family likeness.6 
 
 1 Whitney, Life and Growth of Lang., 1875—, p. 315. 
 2 F. Hoffmann, Uber die Entwickel. des Begriffs der Gr. bei den Alten,  
1891, p. 1.  
 3 See his book, The Unity of Origin of Lang. Dr. Allison Drake, Disc. in  
Heb., Gaelic, Gothic, Anglo-Sax., Lat., Basque and other Caucasic Lang.,  
1908, undertakes to show "fundamental kinship of the Aryan tongues and  
of Basque with the Semitic tongues." 
 4 Man. of Comp. Philol., 1901, p. 36. 
 5 Brugmann, Kurze vergl. Or. der indoger. Spr., 1. Lief., 1902, p. 4. 
 6 See Misteli, Characteristik der hauptsachlichsten Typen des Sprach- 
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 (c) THE ORIGINAL INDO-GERMANIC SPEECH. It is not claimed  
that the original Indo-Germanic speech has been discovered, 
though Kretschmer does speak of "die indogermanische Ur- 
sprache," but he considers it only a necessary hypothesis and a 
useful definition for the early speech-unity before the Indo-Ger- 
manic stock separated.1 Brugmann speaks also of the original  
and ground-speech (Ur- and Grundsprache) in the prehistoric back- 
ground of every member of the Indo-Germanic family.2 The 
science of language has as a historic discipline the task of inves- 
tigating the collective speech-development of the Indo-Germanic 
peoples.3 Since Bopp's day this task is no longer impossible. The  
existence of an original Indo-Germanic speech is the working  
hypothesis of all modern linguistic study. This demands indeed  
a study of the Indo-Germanic people. Horatio Hale4 insists that  
language is the only proper basis for the classification of man- 
kind. But this test breaks down when Jews and Egyptians speak  
Greek after Alexander's conquests or when the Irish and the 
American Negro use English. The probable home and wander- 
ings of the original Indo-Germanic peoples are well discussed by 
Kretschmer.5 It is undeniable that many of the same roots exist  
in slightly different forms in all or most of the Indo-Germanic  
tongues. They are usually words that refer to the common do- 
mestic relations, elementary agriculture, the ordinary articles of  
food, the elemental forces, the pronouns and the numerals. In- 
flexional languages have two kinds of roots, predicative (nouns  
and verbs) and pronominal. Panini found 1706 such roots in 
Sanskrit, but Edgren has reduced the number of necessary San- 
skrit roots to 587.6 But one must not suppose that these hypo- 
thetical roots ever constituted a real language, though there was  
an original Indo-Germanic tongue.7 
 
baues, 1893. For further literature on comparative grammar see pp. 10 ff.  
of this book. There is an English translation of Brugmann's Bde. I and II  
called Elements of the Comp. Gr. of the Indo-Ger. Lang., 5 vols., 1886-97.  
But his Kurze vergl. Gr. (1902-4) is the handiest edition. Meillet (Intr. 
l'Etude Comp. etc., pp. 441-455) has a discriminating discussion of the litera- 
ture. 
 1 Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1896, pp. 7-9. 
 2 Kurze vergl. Gr., 1. Lief., 1902, p. 3. 
 3 Ib., p. 27. 
 4 Pop. Sci. Rev., Jan., 1888. 
 5 Einl. in die Gesch. etc., pp. 7-92. 
 6 See Max Muller, Three Lect. on the Sci. of Lang., 1891, p. 29. 
 7 Sayce, Prin. of Comp. 1875, p. vi. 
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 (d) GREEK AS A " DIALECT" OF THE INDO-GERMANIC SPEECH.  
Greek then can be regarded as one of the branches of this original  
Indo-Germanic speech, just as French is one of the descendants of  
the Latin,1 like Spanish, Portuguese, Italian. Compare also the re- 
lation of English to the other Teutonic tongues.2 To go further,  
the separation of this original Indo-Germanic speech into various  
tongues was much like the breaking-up of the original Greek into  
dialects and was due to natural causes. Dialectic variety itself  
implies previous speech-unity.3 Greek has vital relations with all  
the branches of the Indo-Germanic tongues, though in varying  
degrees. The Greek shows decided affinity with the Sanskrit, the  
Latin and the Celtic4 languages. Part of the early Greek stock  
was probably Celtic. The Greek and the Latin flourished side by  
side for centuries and had much common history. All the com- 
parative grammars and the Greek grammars from this point of  
view constantly compare the Greek with the Latin. See especially  
the great work of Riemann and Goelzer, Grammaire comparee  
du Grec et du Latin.5 On the whole subject of the relation of the  
Greek with the various Indo-Germanic languages see the excel- 
lent brief discussion of Kretschmer.6 But the hypothesis of an  
original Graeco-Italic tongue cannot be considered as proved,  
though there are many points of contact between Greek and  
Latin.7 But Greek, as the next oldest branch known to us,  
shows more kinship with the Sanskrit. Constant use of the San- 
skrit must be made by one who wishes to understand the  
historical development of the Greek tongue. Such a work as  
Whitney's Sanskrit Grammar is very useful for this purpose.  
See also J. Wackernagel, Altindische Grammatik. I, Lautlehre  
(1896). II, 1, Einleitung zur Wortlehre (1905). So Thumb's 
 
 1 See Meyer-Ltibke, Gr. der rom. Spr., 3 Bde., 1890, 1894, 1899. 
 2 See Hirt, Handb. der griech. Laut- and Formenl., 2d ed., 1912, p. 13.  
Cf. Donaldson, New Crat., p. 112 (Ethn. Affin. of the Anc. Greeks). 
 3 Whitney, Lang. and the Study of Lang., 1868, p. 185. See Brugmann,  
Griech. Gr., p. 5: "Die griechische, lateinische, indische u.s.w. Grammatik  
sind die konstitutiven Teile der indogermanischen Grammatik in gleicher  
Weise, wie z. B. die dorische, die ionische u.s.w. Grammatik die griechische  
Grammatik ausmachen." 
 4 See Holder, Altcelt. Sprachsch., 1891 ff. 
 5 Synt., 1897. Phonet. et Et. des Formes Grq. et Lat., 1901. 
 6 Einl. in die Cesch. der griech. Spr., pp. 153-170. 
 7 Prof. B. L. Gildersleeve, Johns Hopkins Univ., has always taught Greek,  
but his Latin Grammar shows his fondness for Latin. See also Henry, A  
Short Comp. Gr. of Gk. and Lat., 1890, and A Short Comp. Gr. of Eng. and  
Ger., 1893. 
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Handbuch des Sanskrit. I, Grammatik (1905). Max Muller1  
playfully remarks: "It has often been said that no one can know 
anything of the science of language who does not know Sanskrit,   
and that is enough to frighten anybody away from its study." 
It is not quite so bad, however. Sanskrit is not the parent stock  
of the Greek, but the oldest member of the group. The age of  
the Sanskrit makes it invaluable for the study of the later speech- 
developments. 
 The Greek therefore is not an isolated tongue, but sustains vital 
relations with a great family of languages. So important does  
Kretschmer consider this aspect of the subject that he devotes 
his notable Einleitung in die Geschichte der griechischen Sprache  
to the setting forth of "the prehistoric beginnings of the Greek  
speech-development."2 This effort is, of necessity, fragmentary 
and partly inferential, but most valuable for a scientific treat- 
ment of the Greek language. He has a luminous discussion of the  
effect of the Thracian and Phrygian stocks upon the Greek when  
the language spread over Asia Minor.3 
 IV. Looking at the Greek Language as a Whole. We cannot  
indeed make an exhaustive study of the entire Greek language in 
a book that is professedly concerned only with one epoch of that   
history.  As a matter of fact no such work exists. Jannaris4 in- 
deed said that "an ‘historical’ grammar, tracing in a connected  
manner the life of the Greek language from classical antiquity to  
the present time, has not been written nor even seriously at- 
tempted as yet." Jannaris himself felt his limitations when he  
faced so gigantic a task and found it necessary to rest his work 
upon the classical Attic as the only practical basis.5 But so far 
 
 1 Three Lect. on the Sci. of Lang., 1891, p. 72. 
 2 P. 5. Prof. Burrows (Disc. in Crete, 1907, pp. 145 ff.) raises the question  
whether the Greek race (a blend of northern and southern elements) made  
the Gk. language out of a pre-existing Indo-European tongue. Or did the  
northerners bring the Gk. with them? Or did they find it already in the 
AEgean? It is easier to ask than to answer these questions. 
 3 See pp. 171-243.   4 Hist. Gk. Gr., 1897, p. v. 
 5 Ib., p. xi. Thumb says: "Wir sind noch sehr weit von einer Geschichte  
oder historischen Grammatik der griechischen Sprache entfernt; der Ver-  
such von Jannaris, so dankenswert er ist, kann doch nur provisorische Gel-  
tung beanspruchen, wobei man mehr die gute Absicht and den Fleiss als  das 
sprachgeschichtliche Verstandnis des Verfassers loben muss." Die griech.  
Spr., etc., 1901, p. 1. Cf. also Krumbacher, Beitr. zu einer Gesch. der griech.  
Spr. (1884, p. 4): "Eine zusammenhangende Darstellung des Entwickelungs-  
ganges der griechischen Sprache ist gegenwartig nicht moglich." But it is 
more possible now than in 1884. 
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he departed from the pure historical method. But such a gram- 
mar will come some day. 
 (a) DESCRIPTIVE HISTORICAL GRAMMAR. Meanwhile descriptive  
historical grammar is possible and necessary. "Descriptive gram- 
mar has to register the grammatical forms and grammatical con- 
ditions in use at a given date within a certain community speaking  
a common language."1 There is this justification for taking  
Attic as the standard for classical study; only the true historical  
perspective should be given and Attic should not be taught as  
the only real Greek. It is possible and essential then to correlate  
the N. T. Greek with all other Greek and to use all Greek to  
throw light on the stage of the language under review. If the  
Greek itself is not an isolated tongue, no one stage of the lan- 
guage can be so regarded. "Wolff2 deprecates the restriction of  
grammar to a set of rules abstracted from the writings of a  
‘golden’ period, while in reality it should comprise the whole his- 
tory of a language and trace its development." H. C. Muller3  
indeed thought that the time had not arrived for a grammar of  
Greek on the historical plan, because it must rest on a greater  
amount of material than is now at hand. But since then a vast  
amount of new material has come to light in the form of papyri,  
inscriptions and research in the modern Greek. Miller's own  
book has added no little to our knowledge of the subject. Mean- 
while we can use the historical material for the study of N. T.  
Greek. 
 (b) UNITY OE THE GREEK LANGUAGE. At the risk of slight repe- 
tition it is worth while to emphasize this point. Muller4 is apolo- 
getic and eager to show that "the Greek language and literature  
is one organic, coherent whole." The dialectical variations, while  
confusing to a Certain extent, do not show that the Greek did not  
possess original and continuous unity. As early as 1000 B.C. these  
dialectical distinctions probably existed and the speech of Homer  
is a literary dialect, not the folk-speech.5 The original sources of 
 
 1 Paul, Prin. o the Hist. of Lang., 1888, p. 2. 
 2 Oertel, Lect. bn the Study of Lang., 1902, p. 27. Thumb (Theol. Litera- 
turzeit., 1903, p. 424) expresses the hope that in a future edition of his Gr.  
des N. T., Blass may do this for his book:  "Die Sprache des N. T. auf dem  
grossen Hintergrund der hellenistischen Sprachentwicklung beschreiben zu  
konnen."   3 Hist. Gr. der hell. Spr., 1891, p. 14 f. 
 4 Ib., p. 16. Op "die griechische Sprache als Einheit" see Thumb's able  
discussion in Handb. d. griech. Dial. (pp. 1-12). With all the diversity of  
dialects there was essential unity in comparison with other tongues. 
 5 Brugmann, Vergl. Gr., 1902, p. 8. 
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the Greek speech go back to a far distant time when as one single  
language an Asiatic idiom had taken Europe in its circle of in- 
fluence.1 The translator of Buttmann's Greek Grammar speaks  
of Homer "almost as the work of another language." This was 
once a common opinion for all Greek that was not classic Attic.  
But Thiersch entitled his great work Griechische Grammatik vor- 
zuglich des homerischen Dialekts, not simply because of the worth  
of Homer, "but because, on the contrary, a thorough knowledge  
of the Homeric dialect is indispensably necessary for those who  
desire to comprehend, in their whole depth and compass, the  
Grecian tongue and literature."2 But Homer is not the gauge by 
which to test Greek; his poems are invaluable testimony to the  
early history of one stage of the language. It is a pity that we 
know so little of the pre-Homeric history of Greek. "Homer pre- 
sents not a starting-point, but a culmination, a complete achieve- 
ment, an almost mechanical accomplishment, with scarcely a  
hint of origins."3 But whenever Greek began it has persisted as a  
linguistic unit till now. It is one language whether we read the  
Epic Homer, the Doric Pindar, the Ionic Herodotus, the Attic  
Xenophon, the AEolic Sappho, the Atticistic Plutarch, Paul the  
exponent of Christ, an inscription in Pergamus, a papyrus letter 
in Egypt, Tricoupis or Vlachos in the modern time. None of  
these representatives can be regarded as excrescences or imperti- 
nences. There have always been uneducated persons, but the  
Greek tongue has had a continuous, though checkered, history all  
the way. The modern educated Greek has a keen appreciation of  
"die Schonheiten der klassischen Sprache."4 Muller5 complained  
that "almost no grammarians have treated the Greek language  
as a whole," but the works of Krumbacher, Thumb, Dieterich,  
Hatzidakis, Psichari, Jannaris, etc., have made it possible to ob- 
tain a general survey of the Greek language up to the present  
time. Like English,6 Greek has emerged into a new sphere of  
unity and consistent growth. 
 
 1 Kretschmer, Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1896, p. 6. On the un- 
mixed character of the Gk. tongue see Wackernagel, Die griech. Spr., p. 294,  
Tl. I, Abt. 8 (Die Kult. der Gegenw.). On the antiquity of Gk. see p. 292 f. 
 2 Sandford, Pref. to Thiersch's Gk. Gr., 1830, p. viii. 
 3 Miss Harrison, Prol. to the Study of Gk. Rel., 1903, p. vii. 
 4 Hatzidakis, Einl. in die neugr. Gr., 1892, p. 4. 
 5 Hist. Gr. der hell. Spr., 1891, p. 2. 
 6 See John Koch, Eng. Gr., for an admirable bibliography of works on Eng.  
(in Ergeb. and Fortschr. der germanist. Wiss. im letzten Vierteljahrh., 1902,  
pp. 89-138, 325-437). The Germans have taught us how to study English! 
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 (c) PERIODS OF THE GREEK LANGUAGE. It will be of service to 
present a brief outline of the history of the Greek tongue. And  
yet it is not easy to give. See the discussion by Sophocles in his  
Greek Lexicon (p. 11f.), inadequate in view of recent discoveries  
by Schliemann and Evans. The following is a tentative outline:  
The Mycenaean Age, 1500 B.C. to 1000 B.C.; the Age of the Dia- 
lects, 1000 B.C. to 300 B.C.; the Age of the Koinh<, 300 B.C. to 330  
A.D.; the Byzantine Greek, 330 A.D. to 1453 A.D.; the modern  
Greek, 1453 A.D. to the present time. The early stage of the  
Byzantine Greek up to 600 A.D.) is really koinh< and the rest is  
modern Greek. See a different outline by Jannaris1 and Hadley  
and Allen.2 As a matter of fact any division is arbitrary, for  
the language has had an unbroken history, though there are  
these general epoc is in that history. We can no longer call the  
pre-Homeric time mythical as Sophocles does.3  In naming this  
the Mycenaean age we do not wish to state positively that the  
Mycenaeans were Greeks and spoke Greek. "Of their speech we  
have yet to read the first syllable."4 Tsountas5 and Manatt,  
however, venture to believe that they were either Greeks or of  
the same stock. They use the term "to designate all Greek  
peoples who share in the Mycenaean civilization, irrespective of  
their habitat."6 Ohnefalsch-Richter (Cont. Rev., Dec., 1912,  
p. 862) claims Cyprus as the purveyor of culture to the Creto- 
Mycenan age.  He claims that Hellenes lived in Cyprus 1200 to  
1000 B.C. The Mycenaean influence was wide-spread and comes  
"down to the very dawn of historical Greece."7  That Greek was  
known and used widely during the Mycenaean age the researches  
of Evans at Knossos, in Crete, make clear.8  The early linear 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. xxii. Cf. also Schuckburgh, Greece, 1906, p. 24 f.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 184) counts 32 centuries of the Gk. language from 1275  
B.C., the date of the mention of the Achmans on an Egyptian monument. 
 2 Gk. Gr., 1885, p. 1f. Deissmann indeed would have only three divisions,  
the Dialects up to 301 B.C., Middle Period up to 600 A.D., and Mod. Gk. up  
to the present time. Hauck's Realencyc., 1889, p. 630. Cf. Muller, Hist.  
Gr. der hell. Spr., 189 , pp. 42-62, for another outline. 
 3 Gk. Lex., etc., p. 11. 
 4 Tsountas and Manatt, The Mycenaean Age, 1897, p. 316. 
 5 Ib., p. 335 ff. 
 6 Ib., p. 235. 
 7 Ib., p. 325. See also Beloch, Griech. Gesch., I., 85: "Auch sonst kann  
kein Zweif el sein, dass die mykendische Kultur in Griechenland bis in das  
VIII. Jahrhundert geherrscht." Flinders-Petrie (Jour. of Hell. Stud., xii,  
204) speaks of 1100 to 800 B.C. as the "age of Mycenaean decadence." 
 8 Cretan Pictographs and Pre-Phoenician Script, 1895, p. 362; cf. also 
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writing of the Cretans came from a still earlier pictograph. The 
Greek dialects emerge into light from about 1000 B.C. onward and  
culminate in the Attic which flourished till the work of Alexander 
is done. The Homeric poems prove that Greek was an old language  
by 1000 to 800 B.C. The dialects certainly have their roots deep  
in the Mycenaean age. Roughly, 300 B.C. is the time when the 
Greek has become the universal language of the world, a Welt- 
sprache. 330 A.D. is the date when the seat of government was re- 
moved from Rome to Constantinople, while A.D. 1453 is the date  
when Constantinople was captured by the Turks. With all the  
changes in this long history the standards of classicity have not 
varied greatly from Homer till now in the written style, while  
the Greek vernacular to-day is remarkably like the earliest known 
inscriptions of the folk-speech in Greece.1 We know something  
of this history for about 3000 years, and it is at least a thousand  
years longer. Mahaffy has too poor an idea of modern Greek,  
but even he can say: "Even in our miserable modern pigeon- 
Greek, which represents no real pronunciation, either ancient or  
modern, the lyrics of Sophocles or Aristophanes are unmistakably 
lovely."2 
 (d) MODERN GREEK IN PARTICULAR. It is important to single out 
the modern Greek vernacular3 from the rest of the language for  
the obvious reason that it is the abiding witness to the perpetuity  
of the vernacular Greek as a living organism. It is a witness 
also that is at our service always. The modern Greek popular  
speech does not differ materially from the vernacular Byzantine,  
and thus connects directly with the vernacular koinh<. Alexandria  
was "the great culture-reservoir of the Greek-Oriental world . . . 
the repository of the ancient literary treasures."4 With this 
 
Jour. of Hell. Stud., xiv, 270-372. See Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 22, for fur- 
ther proofs of the antiquity of Gk. as a written tongue. Mosso (Palaces of  
Crete, 1907, p. 73 f.) argues that the Mycenaean linear script was used 1900  
B.C. Cf. Evans, Further Researches, 1898. 
 1 Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 13. See also Hatzidakis, Einl. in die neugr.  
Gr., 1892, p. 3. 
 2 Survey of Gk. Civiliz., 1896, p. 209. Cf. further Mosso, Dawn of Civiliz.  
in Crete, 1910; Baike, Kings of Crete, 1910; Firmen, Zeit und Dauer der  
kretisch- myken. Kult., 1909. 
 3 The modern literary language (kaqareu<ousa) is really more identical with  
the ancient classical Gk. But it is identity secured by mummifying the dead.  
It is identity of imitation, not identity of life. Cf. Thumb-Angus, Handb. of  
Mod. Gk. Vern., Foreword (p. xi f.). 
 4 Dieterich, Gesch. der byz. und neugr. Lit., 1902, p. 2. 
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general position Thumb heartily agrees.1 Hatzidakis2 even says:  
"The language generally spoken to-day in the towns differs less  
from the common language of Polybius than this last differs from  
the language Homer." Since this is true it at first seems odd  
that the students at the University of Athens should object so  
much to the translation of the N. T. into the modern vernacular.  
They forget that the N. T. is itself written in the vernacular  
koinh<. But that was so long ago that it is now classic to them.  
Certainly in the Gospels, as Wellhausen3 insists, the spoken  
Greek became literature. Knowledge of the modern Greek4 helps  
the student to escape from "the Procrustean bed of the old  
Greek" which he learned as a fixed and dead thing.5 It is prob- 
able that Roger Bacon had some Byzantine manual besides the  
old Greek grammars.6 "In England, no less than in the rest of  
Western Europe, the knowledge of Greek had died away, and  
here also, it was only after the conquest of Constantinople that a  
change was possible."7 Western Christians had been afraid of  
the corruptions of paganism if they knew Greek, and of Moham- 
medanism if they knew Hebrew (being kin to Arabic!). But at  
last a change has come in favour of the modern Greek. Boltz in- 
deed has advocated modern Greek as the common language for  
the scholars of the World since Latin is so little spoken.8 There is  
indeed need of a new world-speech, as Greek was in the N. T.  
times, but there is no language that can now justly make such a  
claim. English comes nearer to it than any other. This need  
has given rise to the artificial tongues like Volaptik and Espe- 
 
 1 "Die heutige griechische Volkssprache ist die nattirliche Fortsetzung der  
alten Koinh<." Die neugr. Spr., 1892, p. 8. See Heilmeier's book on the Ro- 
maic Gk. (1834), who first saw this connection between the mod. vern. and 
the vern. koinh<. 
 2 Transl. by J. H. Moulton in Gr. of N. T. Gk., 1906 and 1908, p. 30, from  
Rev. des Et. Grq., 1903, p. 220. Cf. Krumbacher, Das Prob. der neugr.  
Scluiftspr., 1902.   3 Einl. in die drei ersten Evang., 1905, p. 9. 
 4 See Ruger, Prap. bei Joh. Antiochenus, 1896, p. 7. 
 5 Thumb, Handb. der neugr. Volkspr., 1895, p. x. 
 6 Roger Bacon's Gk. Gr., edited by Nolan and Hirsch, 1902, p. lx f.  
 7 Ib., p. xlii. 
 8 Hell. die internat. Gelehrtenspr. der Zukunft, 1888. Likewise A. Rose:  
"Die griechische Sprache . . . hat . . . eine glanzende Zukunft vor sich."  
Die Griechen and ihre Spr., 1890, p. 4. He pleads for it as a "Weltsprache,"  
p. 271. But Schwyzer pointedly says: "Die Rolle einer Weltsprache wird  
das Griechische nicht wieder spielen." Weltspr. des Altert., 1902, p. 38. Cf.  
also A. Bolt; Die hell. Spr. der Gegenw., 1882, and Gk. the Gen. Lang. of  
the Future for Scholars. 
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ranto,1 the latter having some promise in it. But the modern 
Greek vernacular has more merit than was once conceded to it.  
The idioms and pronunciation of the present-day vernacular are 
often seen in the manuscripts of the N. T. and other Greek docu- 
ments and much earlier in inscriptions representing one or an- 
other of the early dialects. The persistence of early English forms 
is easily observed in the vernacular in parts of America or Eng- 
land. In the same way the late Latin vernacular is to be compared 
with the early Latin vernacular, not with the Latin of elegant  
literature. "Speaking generally, we may say that the Greek of a 
well-written newspaper [the literary language] is now, as a rule,  
far more classical than the Hellenistic of the N. T., but decidedly 
less classical than the Greek of Plutarch."2 What the rela- 
tion between the N. T. Greek and the modern Greek is will be 
shown in the next chapter. It should be noted here that the  
N. T. Greek had a strong moulding influence on the Byzantine,  
and so on the modern Greek because of the use of the Greek New  
Testament all over the world, due to the spread of Christianity  
throughout the Roman Empire.3 The great Christian preachers 
did not indeed use a peculiar ecclesiastical Greek, but the N. T.  
did tend to emphasize the type of koinh< in which it was writter 
"The diction of the N. T. had a direct influence in moulding  
the Greek ordinarily used by Christians in the succeeding cen- 
turies."4 Compare the effect of the King James Version on the  
English language and of Luther's translation of the Bible on 
German. 
 V. The Greek Point of View. It sounds like a truism to 
insist that the Greek idiom must be explained from the Greek 
point of view. But none the less the caution is not superfluous.  
Trained linguists may forget it and so commit a grammatical  
vice. Even Winer5 will be found saying, for instance:  "Appel- 
latives which, as expressing definite objects, should naturally 
 
 1 Cf. J. C. O'Connor, Esperanto Text-book, and Eng.-Esper. Dict. 
 2 Jebb, On the Rela. of Mod. to Class. Gk., in Vincent ands Dickson's  
Handb. to Mod. Gk., 1887, p. 294. Blass actually says: "Der Sprachge- 
brauch des Neuen Testaments, der vielfaltig vom Neugriechischen her eine  
viel bessere Beleuchtung empfangt als aus der alten klassischen Literatur."  
Kuhner's Ausf. Gr. etc., 1890, p. 25. Blass also says (ib., p. 26) that "eine  
wissenschaftliche neugriechische Grammatik fehlt." But Hatzidakis and  
others have written since. 
 3 See Reinhold, De Graecitate Patrum, 1898. 
 4 Jebb, ib., p. 290. 
 5 Gr. of the N. T. Gk., Moulton's transl., 1877, p. 147. 
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have the article, are in certain cases used without it." That  
"should" has the wrong attitude toward Greek. The appel- 
lative in Greek does not need to have the article in order to be  
definite. So when Winer often admits that one tense is used  
"for" another, he is really thinking of German and how it would  
be expressed in German. Each tongue has its own history and  
genius. Parallel idioms may or may not exist in a group of lan- 
guages. Sanskrit and Latin, for instance, have no article. It is  
not possible to parallel the Hebrew tenses, for example, with the  
Greek, nor, indeed, can it be done as between Greek and English.  
The English translation of a Greek aorist may have to be in the  
past perfect or the present perfect to suit the English usage, but  
that proves nothing as to how a Greek regarded the aorist tense.  
We must assume in a language that a good writer knew how to  
use his own tongue and said what he meant to say. Good Greek  
may be very poor English, as when Luke uses e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n tou>j 
gonei?j to> paidi<on  ]Ihsou?n (Lu. 2:27). A literal translation of this  
neat Greek idiom makes barbarous English. The Greeks simply  
did not look at this clause as we do. "One of the commonest and  
gravest errors in studying the grammar of foreign languages is  
to make a half-conjectural translation, and then reason back  
from our own language to the meaning of the original; or to ex- 
plain some idiom of the original by the formally different idiom  
which is our substantial equivalent."1 Broadus was the greatest 
teacher of language that I have known and he has said nothing 
truer than this.  After all, an educated Greek knew what he 
meant better than we do. It is indeed a great and difficult task  
that is demanded of the Greek grammarian who to-day under- 
takes to present a living picture of the orderly development of  
the Greek tongue "zu einem schonert and grorren Ganzen” and  
also show "in the most beautiful light the flower of the Greek  
spirit and life.”2 Deissmann3 feels strongly on the subject of the   
neglect of the literary development of Primitive Christianity, "a 
 
 1 Broadus, Comm. on Mt., 1886, p. 316. See also Gerber, Die Spr. als  
Kunst, 1. Bd., 18'1, p. 321: "Der ganze Charakter dieser oder jener Sprache  
ist der Abdruck der Natur des Landes, wo sie gesprochen wird. Die griechi- 
sche Sprache ist der griechische Himmel selbst mit seiner tiefdunklen Blaue,  
die sick in dem sanft wogenden agaischen Meere spiegelt." 
 2 Kuhner, Aus Gr. der griech. Spr., 1834, p. iv. How much more so  
now! 
 3 Expos. Time , Dec., 1906, p. 103. Cf. also F. Overbeck, Hist. Zeitschr.,  
neue Folge, 1882, p. 429 ff. 
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subject which has not yet been recognized by many persons in its  
full importance. Huge as is the library of books that have been  
written on the origin of the N. T. and of its separate parts, the  
N. T. has not often been studied by historians of literature; that  
is to say, as a branch of the history of ancient literature." 



 
 
 
 
                                  CHAPTER III 
  
 
                                   THE KOINH 
 
 
 The Greek of the N. T. has many streams that flow into it.  
But this fact is not a peculiarity of this phase of the language.  
The koinh< itself has this characteristic in a marked degree. If  
one needs further examples, he can recall how composite English  
is, not only combining various branches of the Teutonic group,  
but also incorporating much of the old Celtic of Britain and re- 
ceiving a tremendous impress from the Norman-French (and so  
Latin), not to mention the indirect literary influence of Latin and  
Greek. The early Greek itself was subject to non-Greek influ- 
ence as other Indo-Germanic tongues were, and in particular from  
the side of the Thracians and Phrygians in the East,1 and in the  
West and North the Italic, Celtic and Germanic pressure was  
strong.2 
 I. The Term Koinh<. The word koinh<, sc. dia<lektoj, means 
simply common language or dialect common to all, a world- 
speech (Weltsprache). Unfortunately there is not yet uniformity  
in the use of a term to describe the Greek that prevailed over  
Alexander's empire and became the world-tongue. Kuhner- 
Blass3 speak of ‘h[ koinh< oder e[llhnikh> dia<lektoj." So also Schmie- 
del4 follows Winer exactly. But Hellenic language is properly  
only Greek language, as Hellenic culture5 is Greek culture. Jan- 
naris6 suggests Panhellenic or new Attic for the universal Greek, 
 
 1 Kretschmer, Einl. in die Gesch. der griech. Spr., 1896, pp. 171-243. But  
the true Phrygians were kin to the Greeks. See Percy Gardner, New Ch.  
of Gk. Hist., p. 84. 
 2 Kretschmer, op. cit., pp. 153-170, 244-282.  
 3 Griech. Gr., Bd. I, p. 22.   4 W.-Sch., N. T. Gr., p. 17. 
 5 Mahaffy, Prog. of Hellen. in Alex. Emp., p. 3. Mahaffy does use Hel- 
lenism like Droysen in his Hist. of Hellenism, as corresponding to Hellen- 
istic, but he does so under protest (p. 3 f.). He wishes indeed that he had  
coined the word "Hellenicism." But Hogarth (Philip and Alexander, p. 277)  
had already used "Hellenisticism," saying: "Hellenisticism grew out of Hel- 
lenism." 
 6 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 6. 
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the Greek par excellence as to common usage. Hellenistic Greek 
would answer in so far as it is Greek spoken also by Hellenists  
differing from Hellenes or pure Greeks. Krumbacher applies Hel- 
lenistic to the vernacular and koinh< to the "conventional literary  
language" of the time,1 but this is wholly arbitrary. Krumbacher 
terms the Hellenistic "ein verschwommenes Idiom." Hatzida- 
kis and Schwyzer include in the koinh< both the literary and the  
spoken language of the Hellenistic time. This is the view adopted  
in this grammar. Deissmann dislikes the term Hellenistic Greek  
because it was so long used for the supposedly peculiar biblical 
Greek, though the term itself has a wide significance.2 He also  
strongly disapproves the terms "vulgar Greek," "bad Greek," 
"graecitas fatiscens," in contrast with the "classic Greek." 
Deissmann moreover objects to the word koinh< because it is used  
either for the vernacular, the literary style or for all the Greek 
of the time including the Atticistic revival. So he proposes  
"Hellenistic world-speech."3 But this is too cumbersome. It is 
indeed the world-speech of the Alexandrian and Roman period  
that is meant by the term koinh<.  There is on the other hand the  
literary speech of the orators, historians, philosophers, poets, the  
public documents preserved in the inscriptions (some even Atti- 
cistic); on the other hand we have the popular writings in the  
LXX, the N. T., the Apostolic Fathers, the papyri (as a rule) 
and the ostraca. The term is thus sufficient by itself to express  
the Greek in common use over the world, both oral and literary, 
as Schweizer4 uses it following Hatzidakis. Thumb5 identifies  
koinh< and Hellenistic Greek and applies it to both vernacular and  
written style, though he would not regard the Atticists as proper  
producers of the koinh<.  Moulton6 uses the term koinh< for both  
spoken and literary koinh<.  The doctors thus disagree very widely.  
On the whole it seems best to use the term koinh< (or Hellenistic  
Greek) both for the vernacular and literary koinh<, excluding the  
Atticistic revival, which was a conscious effort to write not koinh< 
 
 1 Munchener Sitzungsber., 1886, p. 435. 
 2 Art. Hell. Griech., Hauck's Realencyc., p. 629. 
 3 Ib., p. 630. 
 4 Gr. der perg. Inschr., p. 19 f.  5 Die griech. Spr. etc., p. 9. 
 6 Prol., p. 23. It is not necessary to discuss here the use of "Hellenistic"  
Gk. as "Jewish-Gk." (see "Semitic Influence" in ch. IV), for it is absurd.  
The notion that the koinh< is Macedonian Gk. is quite beside the mark, for  
Mac. Gk. is too barbarous. The theory of an Alexandrian dialect is obsolete.  
Du Canges, in his Glossarium called Hell. Gk. "corruptissima lingua," and  
Niebuhr (Uber das Agyp.-Griech., Kl. Schr., p. 197) calls it "jargon." 
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but old Attic.1 At last then the Greek world has speech-unity,  
whatever was true of the beginning of the Greek language.2 
 II. The Origin of the Koinh<. 
 (a) TRIUMPH OF THE ATTIC. This is what happened. Even  
in Asiatic Ionia the Attic influence was felt. The Attic ver- 
nacular, sister to the Ionic vernacular, was greatly influenced  
by the speech of soldiers and merchants from all the Greek 
world. Attic became the standard language of the Greek world  
in the fifth and the fourth centuries B.C. "The dialect of Athens, 
the so-called Attic— one of the Ionic group--prevailed over all 
other sister dialects, and eventually absorbed them. It was the  
Attic, because Athens, particularly after the Persian wars, rose  
to absolute dominion over all the other Greek communities, and  
finally became the metropolis of all Greek races."3 This is  
rather an overstatement, but there is much truth in it. This  
classic literary Attic is did more and more lose touch with the ver- 
nacular. "It is one of our misfortunes, whatever be its practical  
convenience, that we are taught Attic as the standard Greek, and  
all other forms and dialects as deviations from it . . . when many  
grammarians come to characterize the later Greek of the Middle  
Ages or of to-day, or even that of the Alexandrian or N. T.  
periods, no adjective is strong enough to condemn this ‘verdor- 
benes, veruneinigtes Attisch'" (S. Dickey, Princeton Rev., Oct.,  
1903). The literary Attic was allied to the literary Ionic; but  
even in this crowning development of Greek speech no hard and  
fast lines are drawn, for the artificial Doric choruses are used in  
tragedy and the vernacular in comedy.4 There was loss as well  
as gain as the Attic was more extensively used, just as is true 
 
 1 Blass indeed contrasts the literature of the Alex. and Rom. periods on  
this principle, but wrongly, for it is type, not time, that marks the difference.  
"If then the literature of the Alexandrian period must be called Hellenistic,  
that of the Roman period must be termed Atticistic. But the popular lan- 
guage had gone its own way." Gr. of the N. T. Gk., 1898 and 1905, p. 2. On  
the Gk. of Alexandria and its spread over the world see Wackernagel, Die  
Kult. der Gegenw., Tl. I, Abt. 8, p. 304 f. 
 2 See Kretschmer, Einl., p. 410. Dieterich: "Das Sprachgebiet der koinh<  
bildet eben ein Ganzes and kann nur im Zusamrnenhang betrachtet werden."  
Unters., p. xvi. 
 3 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., 1897, p. 3 f. On the superiority of the Attic see  
Wackernagel, Die Kult. der Gegenw., Tl. I, Abt. 8, p. 299. 
 4 Rutherford, Zur Gesch. des Atticismus, Jahrb. fur class. Phil., suppl.  
xiii, 1884, pp. 360, 399. So Audoin says: " Ce n'est point arbitrairement que  
les ecrivains grecs ont employe tel ou tel dialecte." Et. sommaire des Dial,  
Grecs. Litt., 1891, p. 4. 
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of modern English. "The orators Demosthenes and AEschines  
may be counted in the new Attic, where other leading representa- 
tives in literature are Menander, Philemon and the other writers  
of the New Comedy."1 As the literary Attic lived on in the literary  
koinh<, so the vernacular Attic survived with many changes in the 
vernacular koinh<.  We are at last in possession of enough of the 
old Attic inscriptions and the koinh< inscriptions and the papyri to 
make this clear. The march of the Greek language has been  
steadily forward on this Attic vernacular base even to this pres- 
ent day.2 In a sense, therefore, the koinh< became another dialect 
(AEolic, Doric, Ionic, Attic, koinh<) . Cf. Kretschmer, Die Ent-  
stehung der koinh<, pp. 1-37. But the koinh< was far more than a 
dialect. Kretschmer holds, it is fair to say, that the koinh< is "eine 
merkwurdige Mischung verschiedenster Dialecte" (op. cit., p. 6).  
He puts all the dialects into the melting-pot in almost equal pro- 
portions. Wilamowitz-Mollendorff considers the Ionic as the  
chief influence in the koinh<, while W. Schmidt denies all Doric 
and Ionic elements. Schwyzer rightly sees that the dialectical  
influences varied in different places, though the vernacular Attic  
was the common base. 
 (b) FATE OF THE OTHER DIALECTS. The triumph of the Attic was  
not complete, though in Ionia, at the end of the third century B.C., 
inscriptions in Attic are found, showing that in Asia Minor pure  
Ionic had about vanished. In the first century B.C. the Attic  
appears in inscriptions in Boeotia, but as late as the second cen- 
tury A.D. Ionic inscriptions are found in Asia Minor. Ionic first 
went down, followed by the AEllie. The Doric made a very stub- 
born resistance. It was only natural that the agricultural com- 
munities should hold out longest. See Thumb, Hellen., p. 28 f.  
Even to-day the Zaconian patois of modern Greek vernacular 
 
 1 Simonson, Gk. Gr., Accidence, 1903, p. 6. He has a good discussion of  
the dialects, pp. 221-265. 
 2 Riemann and Goelzer well say: "Quant au dialecte attique, grace aux  
grands ecrivains qui l'illustrerent, grace a la preponderance politique et com- 
merciale d'Athenes, grace aussi a son caractere de dialecte intermediaire entre  
l'ionien et les dialectes en a, il se repandit de bonne heure, hors de son domaine  
primitif, continua a s'etendre meme apres la chute de l'empire politique  
d'Athenes et finit par embrasser tout le monde sur le nom de langue com- 
mune (koinh> dia<lektoj)" (Phonetique, p. 16). And yet the common people  
understood Homer also as late as Xenophon. Cf. Xenophon, Com. 3, 5, 
kai> nu?n dunai<mhn a}n  ]Ilia<da o!lhn kai>  ]Odu<sseian a]po> sto<matoj ei]pei?n. Cf. Lottich,  
De Serm. vulg. Attic., 1881. On the "Growth of the Attic Dialect" fee  
Rutherford, New Phrynichus, pp. 1-31. 
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has preserved the old Laconic Doric "whose broad a holds its  
ground still in the speech of a race impervious to literature and  
proudly conservative of a language that was always abnormal to  
an extreme."1 It is not surprising that the Northwest Greek,  
because of the city leagues, became a kind of Achaean-Dorian  
koinh<2 and held on till almost the beginning of the Christian era  
before it was merged into the koinh< of the whole Graeco-Roman  
world.3 There are undoubtedly instances of the remains of the  
Northwest Greek and of the other dialects in the koinh< and so in  
the N. T. The Ionic, so near to the Attic and having flourished  
over the coast of Asia Minor, would naturally have considerable  
influence on the Greek world-speech. The proof of this will ap- 
pear in the discussion of the koinh< where remains of all the main  
dialects are naturally found, especially in the vernacular.4 
 (c) PARTIAL KOINES. The standardizing of the Attic is the  
real basis. The koinh< was not a sudden creation. There were  
quasi-koines before Alexander's day. These were Strabo's alli- 
ance of Ionic-Attic, Doric-AEolic (Thumb, Handb., p. 49). It is  
therefore to be remembered that there were "various forms of  
koinh<" before the koinh< which commenced with the conquests of  
Alexander (Buck, Gk. Dialects, pp. 154-161), as Doric koinh<, Ionic  
koinh<, Attic koinh<, Northwest koinh<. Hybrid forms are not un- 
common, such as the Doric future with Attic ou as in poihsou?nti  
(cf. Buck, p. 166). There was besides a revival here and there of  
local dialects during the Roman times. 
 (d) EFFECTS OF ALEXANDER'S CAMPAIGNS. But for the conquests  
of Alexander there might have been no koinh< in the sense of a  
world-speech. The other Greek koines were partial, this alone  
was a world-speech because Alexander united Greek and Persian,  
east and west, into one common world-empire. He respected the 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 32.   2 Ib., p. 37. 
 3 Radermacher (NT. Gr., p. 1) puts it clearly: "Es genugt zu sagen, dass die 
koinh< starksten Zusammenhang mit dem Attischen, in zweiter Linie mit dem  
Ionischen, verrat. In der altesten Periode des Hellenismus zeigt sich daneben  
geringer Einfluss arderer Dialekte, des Dorischen and Aolischen." 
 4 “Il est a peine besoin de repeter que ces caracteres s'effacenta, mesure  
que l'on descend vers l'ere chretienne. Sous Finfluence sans cesse grandis- 
sante de l’atticisime, il s'etablit une sorte d'uniformite." Boisacq, Les Dial.  
Dor., 1891, p. 204. "The Gk. of the N. T. is not, however, mere koinh<. In  
vocabulary it is fundamentally Ionic" (John Burnet, Rev. of Theol. and  
Phil., Aug., 1906, p. 95). "Fundamentally" is rather strong, but a]po<stoloj,  
as ambassador, not mere expedition, eu]logi<a, nhstei<a, give some colour to the  
statement. But what does Prof. Burnet mean by "mere koinh<? 
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customs and language of all the conquered nations, but it was in- 
evitable that the Greek should become the lingua franca of the  
world of Alexander and his successors. In a true sense Alexander 
made possible this new epoch in the history of the Greek tongue.  
The time of Alexander divides the Greek language into two peri- 
ods. "The first period is that of the separate life of the dialects  
and the second that of the speech-unity, the common speech or 
koinh<" (Kretschmer, Die Entst. d. Koinh<, p. 1). 
 (e) THE MARCH TOWARD UNIVERSALISM. The successors of 
Alexander could not stop the march toward universalism that had  
begun. The success of the Roman Empire was but another proof  
of this trend of history. The days of ancient nationalism were 
over and the koinh< was but one expression of the glacial move- 
ment. The time for the world-speech had come and it was ready 
for use. 
 III. The Spread of the Koinh<. 
 (a) A WORLD-SPEECH. What is called h[ koinh< was a world- 
speech, not merely a general Greek tongue among the Greek  
tribes as was true of the Achaean-Dorian and the Attic. It is not 
speculation to speak of the koinh< as a world-speech, for the in- 
scriptions in the koinh< testify to its spread over Asia, Egypt, Greece, 
Italy, Sicily and the isles of the sea, not to mention the papyri.  
Marseilles was a great centre of Greek civilization, and even Cy- 
rene, though not Carthage, was Grecized.1 The koinh< was in  
such general use that the Roman Senate and imperial governors 
had the decrees translated into the world-language and scattered  
over the empire.2 It is significant that the Greek speech becomes 
one instead of many dialects at the very time that the Roman 
rule sweeps over the world.3 The language spread by Alexander's  
army over the Eastern world persisted after the division of the 
kingdom and penetrated all parts of the Roman world, even  
Rome itself. Paul wrote to the church at Rome in Greek, and 
Marcus Aurelius, the Roman Emperor, wrote his Meditations  
(tw?n ei]j  [Eauto<n) in Greek. It was the language not only of letters, 
but of commerce and every-day life. A common language for all 
 
 1 See Churton, Infl. of the LXX Vers., 1861, p. 14. 
 2 Viereck, Sermo Graecus quo Senatus Popul. Rom. etc., 1888, p. xi. 
 3 See Wilamowitz-Mollendorff: "In demselben Momente, wo die casari- 
sche Weltmonarchie alle Strome hellenischer and italischer Kultur in einem  
Bette leitet, kommt die griechische Kunst auf alien Gebieten zu der Erkennt- 
nis, dass ihre Kreise erftillt sind, das einzige das ihr bleibt, Nachahmung ist."  
Uber die Entst. der griech. Schriftspr., Abhandl. deuts. Phil., 1878, p. 40. 
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men may indeed be only an ideal norm, but "the whole character  
of a common language may be strengthened by the fact of its  
transference to an unquestionably foreign linguistic area, as we  
may observe in the case of the Greek koinh<."1 The late Latin  
became a koinh< for the West as the old Babylonian had been for  
the East, this latter the first world-tongue known to us.2 Xeno- 
phon with the retreat of the Ten Thousand3 was a forerunner of  
the koinh<. Both Xenophon and Aristotle show the wider outlook  
of the literary Attic which uses Ionic words very extensively.  
There is now the "Gross-Attisch." It already has gi<nomai, e!neken, 
—twsan, ei#pa and h@negka, e]dw<kamen and e@dwkan, basi<lissa, deiknu<w 
ss, nao<j. Already Thucydides and others had borrowed ss from  
the Ionic. It is an easy transition from the vernacular Attic to  
the vernacular koinh< after Alexander's time. (Cf. Thumb's Hand- 
buch, pp. 373-380, "Entstehung der Koinh<.") On the development  
of the koinh< see further Wackernagel, Die Kultur der Gegenwart,  
Tl. I, Abt. 8, p. 301 ff.; Moulton, Prol., ch. I, II; Mayser, Gr. d.  
griech. Pap., Iap. I. But it was Alexander who made the later  
Attic the common language of the world, though certainly he had  
no such purpose in view. Fortunately he had been taught by  
Aristotle, who himself studied in Athens and knew the Attic of  
the time. "He rapidly established Greek as the lingua franca of  
the empire, and this it was which gave the chief bond of union  
to the many countries of old civilizations, which had hitherto  
been isolated. This unity of culture is the remarkable thing in  
the history of the world."4 It was really an epoch in the world's  
history when the babel of tongues was hushed in the wonderful  
language of Greece. The vernaculars of the eastern Roman  
provinces remained, though the Greek was universal; so, when  
Paul came to Lystra, the people still spoke the Lycaonian speech 
 
 1 Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. 496. See also Kaerst, Gesch. d. hel- 
lenist. Zeitalt., 101, p. 420: "Die Weiterentwicklung der Geschichte des  
Altertums, so weit sie fur unsere eigene Kultur entscheidende Bedeutung er- 
langt hat, beruht auf einer fortschreitenden Occidentalisierung; auch das im  
Oriente emporgekommene Christentum entfaltet sich nach dem Westen zu  
and gelangt hier zu seiner eigentlich weltgeschichtlichen Wirksamkeit." 
 2 Schwyzer, Die Weltspr. etc., p. 7. 
 3 See Mahaffy, Prog. of Hellen. in Alex. Emp., p. 7; cf. also Rutherford  
New Phrynichus, 1881, p. 160 f.; Schweizer, Gr. der perg. Inschr., p. 16.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 31) points out that the vase-inscriptions prove the state- 
ment of the Const. of Athens, 11. 3, that the Athenians spoke a language com- 
pounded of all Greek and barbarian tongues besides. 
 4 Mahaffy, Prog. of Hellen., etc., p. 40. 
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of their fathers.1 The papyri and the inscriptions prove beyond  
controversy that the Greek tongue was practically the same 
whether in Egypt, Herculaneum, Pergamum or Magnesia. The 
Greeks were the school-teachers of the empire. Greek was  
taught in the grammar schools in the West, but Latin was not 
taught in the East. 
 (b) VERNACULAR AND LITERARY. 
 1. Vernacular. The spoken language is never identical with the  
literary style, though in the social intercourse of the best edu- 
cated people there is less difference than with the uncultured.2 
We now know that the old Attic of Athens had a vernacular and  
a literary style that differed considerably from each other.3 This 
distinction exists from the very start with the koinh<, as is apparent  
in Pergamum and elsewhere.4 This vernacular koinh< grows right  
out of the vernacular Attic normally and naturally.5 The colo- 
nists, merchants and soldiers who mingled all over Alexander's  
world did not carry literary Attic, but the language of social and  
business intercourse.6 This vernacular koinh< at first differed little 
from the vernacular Attic of 300 B.C. and always retained the  
bulk of the oral Attic idioms. "Vulgar dialects both of the an- 
cient and modern times should be expected to contain far more 
archaisms than innovations."7  The vernacular is not a varia- 
tion from the literary style, but the literary language is a develop- 
ment from the vernacular.8 See Schmid9 for the relation between  
the literary and the vernacular koinh<. Hence if the vernacular is  
the normal speech of the people, we must look to the inscriptions  
and the papyri for the living idiom of the common Greek or koinh<. 
The pure Attic as it was spoken in Athens is preserved only in 
 
 1 Schwyzer, Weltspr., p. 29. 2 Schweizer, Gr. der perg. etc., p. 22. 
 3 See Kretschmer, Die griech. Vaseninschr. and ihre Spr., 1894; and Mei- 
sterhans, Gr. der att. Inschr., 1900. Cf. Lottich, De Serm. vulg. Attic., 1881. 
 4 Schweizer, Gr., p. 27. 
 5 Thumb, Griech. Spr. im Zeitalter etc., p. 208 f. Lottich in his De Serm.  
vulg. Attic. shows from the writings of Aristophanes how the Attic vernacular  
varied in a number of points from the literary style, as in the frequent use of  
diminutives, desiderative verbs, metaphors, etc. 
 6 Schweizer, Gr., p. 23. 
 7 Geldart, Mod. Gk. Lang. in its Rela. to Anc. Gk., 1870, p. 73. See also  
Thumb, Griech. Spr. etc., p. 10, who calls "die koinh< weniger ein Abschluss  
als der Anfang einer neuen Entwicklung." On the older Gk. koinh< see  
Wackernagel, Die Kult. der Gegenw., Tl. I, Abt. 8, p. 300 f. 
 8 Deissmann, Hell. Griech., Hauck's Realencyc., p. 633. 
 9 Atticismus, Bd. IV, pp. 577-734. A very important treatment of the  
whole question is here given. 
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the inscriptions.1 In the Roman Empire the vernacular koinh<  
would be understood almost everywhere from Spain to Pontus.  
See IV for further remarks on the vernacular 
 2. Literary. If the vernacular koinh< was the natural develop- 
ment of the vernacular Attic, the literary koinh< was the normal  
evolution of the 1iterary Attic. Thumb well says, "Where there  
is no development, there is no life."2 "In style and syntax the  
literary Common Greek diverges more widely from the collo- 
quial."3 This is natural and in harmony with the previous re- 
moval of the literary Attic from the language of the people.4 The  
growth of the literary koinh< was parallel with that of the popular  
koinh< and was, of course, influenced by it. The first prose monu- 
ment of literary Attic known to us, according to Schwyzer, is the  
Constitution of Athens5 (before 413), falsely ascribed to Xeno- 
phon. The forms of the literary koinh< are much like the Attic, as  
in Polybius, for instance, but the chief difference is in the vocab- 
ulary and meaning of the same words.6 Polybius followed the  
general literary spirit of his time, and hence was rich in new  
words, abstract nouns, denominative verbs, new adverbs.7  He  
and Josephus therefore used Ionic words found in Herodotus and  
Hippocrates, like e@ndesij, parafulakh<, not because they consciously  
imitated these writers, but because the koinh<, as shown by papyri  
and inscriptions, employed them.8 For the same reason Luke and  
Josephus9 have similar words, not because of use of one by the  
other, but because of common knowledge of literary terms, Luke  
also using many common medical terms natural to a physician  
of culture. Writers like Polybius aimed to write without pedan- 
try and without vulgarism. In a true sense then the literary koinh<  
was a "compromise between the vernacular koinh< and the literary  
Attic," between "life and school."10 There is indeed no Chinese 
 
 1 Hirt, Handb. der griech. Laut- und Formenl., 1902, p. 41. 
 2 Griech. Spr., p. 251.   3 Moulton, Prol., p. 26. 
 4 Jannaris, Hist. C-k. Gr., p. 5. Deissmann (New Light on the N. T., 1907, 
p. 3 f.) shows that part of Norden's criticism of Paul's Gk. is nothing but  
the contrast between literary koinh< and vernacular koinh<; cf. Die ant. Kunstpr.  
 5 Schwyzer, Die Weltspr. der Alt., p. 15. See also Christ, Gesch. der 
griech. Lit., p. 305. See Die pseudoxenophontische  ]Aqhnai<wn Politei<a, von 
E. Kalinka, 1913. 
 6 Schweizer, Gr.,  p. 21.   7 Christ, op. cit., p. 588.  
 8 Thumb, Griech. Spr. etc., p. 213. See also Goetzeler, De Polyb. Floc.,  
1887, p. 15. 
 9 Thumb, ib., p. 225 f. See also Krenkel, Josephus und Lukas, 1894, 
pp. 283 ff.      10 Thumb, ib., p. 8. 
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wall between the literary and the vernacular koinh<, but a constant  
inflow from the vernacular to the written style as between prose  
and poetry, though Zarncke1 insists on a thorough-going distinc- 
tion between them. The literary koinh< would not, of course, use 
such dialectical forms as tou>j pa<ntej, toi?j pragma<toij, etc., com- 
mon in the vernacular koinh<.2  But, as Krumbacher3 well shows,  
no literary speech worthy of the name can have an independent  
development apart from the vernacular. Besides Polybius and  
Josephus, other writers in the literary koinh< were Diodorus, Philo,  
Plutarch, though Plutarch indeed is almost an "Anhanger des  
Atticismus "4 and Josephus was rather self-conscious in his use of  
the literary style.5 The literary koinh< was still affected by the  
fact that many of the writers were of "un-Greek or half Greek  
descent," Greek being an acquired tongue.6 But the point must  
not be overdone, for the literary koinh< "was written by cosmopoli- 
tan scholars for readers of the same sort," and it did not make  
much difference "whether a book was written at Alexandria or  
Pergamum."7 Radermacher8 notes that, while in the oldest  
Greek there was no artificiality even in the written prose, yet in  
the period of the koinh< all the literary prose shows "eine Kunst- 
sprache." He applies this rule to Polybius, to Philo, to the N. T.,  
to Epictetus. But certainly it does not hold in the same manner  
for each of these. 
 (c) THE ATTICISTIC REACTION. Athens was no longer the centre 
of Greek civilization. That glory passed to Alexandria, to Per- 
garnum, to Antioch, to Ephesus, to Tarsus. But the great crea- 
tive epoch of Greek culture was past. Alexandria, the chief seat  
of Greek learning, was the home, not of poets, but of critics of  
style who found fault with Xenophon and Aristotle, but could  
not produce an Anabasis or a Rhetoric. The Atticists wrote, to  
be sure, in the koinh< period, but their gaze was always backward  
to the pre-koinh< period. The grammarians (Dionysius, Phryni- 
 
 1 Zarncke in Griech. Stud., Hermann Lipsius, 1894, p. 121. He considers  
the Homeric poetry a reflection of the still older historical prose and the epic  
the oldest literary form. See his Die Entst. der griech. Literaturspr., 1896.  
Cf. Wilamowitz-Mollendorff, Die Entst. der griech. Schriftspr., Verhandl. d.  
Phil., 1878, p. 36 f.  2 Hatzidakis, Einl. in die neugr. Spr., p. 6. 
 3 Das Prob. der neugr. Schriftspr., 1903, p. 6. A valuable treatment of  
this point. 
 4 Weissenberger, Die Spr. Plut. von Charonea, 1895, pp. 3, 11.  
 5 Jos., Ant., XIV, t, 1. 
 6 Susemihl, Gesch. der griech. Lit. in der Alexandrienzeit, 1. Bd., 1891, p. 2. 
 7 Croiset, An Abr. Hist. of Gk. Lit., 1904, p. 425.  8 N. T. Gr., p. 2. 
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thus, Moeris) set up Thucydides and Plato as the standards for  
pure Greek style, while Aratus and Callimachus sought to revive  
the style of Homer, and Lucian and Arrian1 even imitated Herod- 
otus. When they wished to imitate the past, the problem still  
remained which master to follow. The Ionic revival had no great  
vogue, but the Attic revival had. Lucian himself took to Attic.  
Others of the Atticists were Dionysius of Halicarnassus, Dio  
Chrysostom, Aristides, Herodes Atticus, AElian, etc. "They as- 
sumed that the limits of the Greek language had been forever  
fixed during the Attic period."2 Some of the pedantic declaimers  
of the time, like Polemon, were thought to put Demosthenes to  
the blush. These purists were opposed to change in language  
and sought, to check the departure from the Attic idiom. "The  
purists of to-day are like the old Atticists to a hair."3 The Atti- 
cists were then archaic and anachronistic. The movement was  
rhetorical therefore and not confined either to Alexandria or Per- 
gamum. The conflict between the koinh< (vernacular and literary)  
and this Atticistic reaction affected both to some extent.4 This  
struggle between "archaism and life" is old and survives to-day.5  
The Atticists were in fact out of harmony with their time,6  and  
not like Dante, who chose the language of his people for his im-  
mortal poems. They made the mistake of thinking that by  
imitation they could restore the old Attic style. "The effort and  
example of these purists, too, though criticized at first, gradually  
became a sort of moral dictatorship, and so has been tacitly if  
not zealously obeyed by all subsequent scribes down to the pres- 
ent time."7 As a result when one compares N. T. Greek,8 one 
 
 1 A sharp distinction as a rule must be made between the language of  
Arrian and Epict. The Gk. of Epict. as reported by Arrian, his pupil, is a  
good representative of the vern. koinh< of an educated man. Arrian's intro- 
duction is quite Atticistic, but he aims to reproduce Epictetus' own words as  
far as possible. 
 2 Sophocles, Lex., p. 6. Athenaeus 15. 2 said:  Ei] mh> i]atroi> h#san, ou]de>n a}n h#n  
tw?n grammate<wn mwro<teron. 
 3 Thumb, Griech. Spr. etc., p. 180. On Atticism in the koinh< see Wacker- 
nagel, Die Kult. der Gegenw., Tl. I, Abt. 8, p. 309. 
 4 Norden, Die griech. Kunstpr. bis Aug., Bd. I, 1898, p. 150. 
Thumb, ib., p. 8. 
 6 Ib., p. 252 f.    7 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 7. 
 8 Moulton, Prol., p. 26. The diction of Aristophanes is interesting as a  
specimen of varieties of speech of the time. Cf. Hope, The Lang. of Parody;  
a Study in the Diction of Aristophanes (1906). Radermacher (N. T. Gk.,  
p. 3) holds that we must even note the "barbarisches Griechisch" of writers  
like John Philoponos and Proclos. 
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must be careful to note whether it is with the book Greek (ka- 
qareu<ousa) or the vernacular (o[miloume<nh). This artificial reac- 
tionary movement, however, had little effect upon the vernacular  
koinh< as is witnessed by the spoken Greek of to-day. Consequently  
it is a negligible quantity in direct influence upon the writers of  
the N. T.1 But the Atticists did have a real influence upon the  
literary koinh< both as to word-formation2 and syntax.3  With  
Dionysius of Halicarnassus beauty was the chief element of style,  
and he hoped that the Attic revival would drive out the Asiatic  
influence.4 The whole movement was a strong reaction against  
what was termed "Asianism" in the language.5  It is not surpris- 
ing therefore that the later ecclesiastical literary Greek was largely  
under the influence of the Atticists. "Now there was but one  
grammar: Attic. It was Attic grammar that every freeman,  
whether highly or poorly educated, had learned."6  "This purist  
conspiracy" Jannaris calls it. The main thing with the Atticists  
was to have something as old as Athens. Strabo said the style  
of Diodorus was properly "antique."7 
 IV. The Characteristics of the Vernacular Koinh<. 
 (a) VERNACULAR ATTIC THE BASE. One must not feel that the 
vernacular Greek is unworthy of study. "The fact is that, during  
the best days of Greece, the great teacher of Greek was the com- 
mon people."8 There was no violent break between the vernacu- 
lar Attic and the vernacular koinh<, but the one flowed into the other  
as a living stream.9  If the reign of the separated dialects was  
over, the power of the one general Greek speech had just begun  
on the heels of Alexander's victories. The battle of Chaeronea  
broke the spirit of the old Attic culture indeed, but the Athenians 
 
 1 Schmid, Der Atticismus etc., Bd. IV, p. 578.  2 Ib., p. 606 f. 
 3 Troger, Der Sprachgeb. in der pseudolong. Schr., 1899, Tl. I, p. 61. 
 4 Schmid, ib., Bd. I, pp. 17, 25. See Bd. IV, pp. 577-734, for very valu- 
able summary of this whole subject. 
 5 Norden, Die griech. Kunstpr., 1898. 1. Bd., p. 149. So Blass calls it  
"gleichzeitige atticistische Reaction gegen die asianische Beredsamkeit."  
Die griech. Beredsamkeit etc. von Alex. bis Aug., 1865, p. 77. 
 6 Jannaris, op. cit., p. 11. See also Fritz, Die Briefe des Bischofs Syne- 
sius von Kyrene. Ein Beitr. zur Gesch. des Att. im 4. and 5. Jahrh., 1898.  
Strabo, 13. 4, 9. 
 8 Sophocles, Lex. of Rom. and Byz. Period, p. 11. 
 9 Deissmann, Die sprachl. Erforsch. etc., p. 11. Rutherford (New Phryn.,  
p. 2) says that "the debased forms and mixed vocabulary of the common   
dialect would have struck the contemporaries of Aristophanes and Plato as  
little better than jargon of the Scythian policemen." On the form of the koinh< 
see Wackernagel, Kult. etc., Tl. I, Abt. 8, p. 305. 
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gathered up the treasures of the past, while Alexander opened the  
flood-gates for the change in the language and for its spread over  
the world.1 "What, however, was loss to standard Attic was  
gain to the ecumenical tongue. The language in which Hellenism  
expressed itself was eminently practical, better fitted for life than  
for the schools. Only a cosmopolitan speech could comport with  
Hellenistic cosmopolitanism. Grammar was simplified, excep- 
tions decreased or generalized, flexions dropped or harmonized,  
construction of sentences made easier" (Angus, Prince. Rev.,  
Jan., 1910, p. 53). The beginning of the development of the ver- 
nacular koinh< is not perfectly clear, for we see rather the com- 
pleted product.2  But it is in the later Attic that lies behind the  
koinh<. The optative was never common in the vernacular Attic  
and is a vanishing quantity in the koinh<. The disappearance of  
the dual was already coming on and so was the limited use of the 
superlative, --twsan instead of —ntwn, and –sqwsan instead of –sqwn,  
gi<nomai, ss, ei#pa, ti<j instead of po<teroj, e!kastoj and not e[kateroj.3 
But while the Attic forms the ground-form4 of the koinh< it must  
not be forgotten that the koinh< was resultant of the various forces  
and must be judged by its own standards.5 There is not complete  
unanimity of opinion concerning the character of the vernacular  
koinh<. Steinthal6 indeed called it merely a levelled and debased  
Attic, while Wilamowitz7 described it as more properly an Ionic  
popular idiom. Kretschmer8 now (wrongly, I think) contends that  
the Northwest Greek, Ionic and Boeotian had more influence on  
the koinh< than the Attic. The truth seems to be the position of  
Thumb,9 that the vernacular koinh< is the result of the mingling with  
all dialects uponl the late Attic vernacular as the base. As between  
the Doric a and the Ionic h the vernacular koinh< follows the Attic 
 
 1 Christ, Gesch. der griech. Lit., 1905, p. 509 f. For "the Attic ground- 
character of the koinh<" see Mayser, Gr. der griech. Pap. (1906, p. 1).  
 2 Kaibel, Stil and Text der  ]Aqnai<wn Politei<a, p. 37. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 3. Even in the literary konh< the dual is nearly  
gone, as in Polybius and Diodorus Siculus; cf. Schmidt, De Duali Graec. et  
Emor. et Reviv., 1893, pp. 22, 25. 
 4 Gott. Gel.-Anz., 1895, p. 30 f.; Hatzidakis, Einl. in die neugr. Gr.,  
p. 168 f.; Krumbacher, Byz. Lit., p. 789. 
 5 "Die Erforschung der koinh< hat lange genug unter dem Gesichtswinkel des  
‘Klassicismus’ gestanden." Thumb, Griech. Spr. etc., p. 10. 
 6 Gesch. der Sprachw., p. 37f. 
 7 Verhandl. der 32. phil. Versamml.; p. 40. 
 8 Wochenschr. fur klass. Philol., 1899, p. 3; Die Entst. der koinh<, 1900.  
 9 Op. cit., pp. 53-101, 202f. 
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usage, and this fact alone is decisive.1 Dieterich2 indeed sums  
up several points as belonging to the “Attic koinh<” such as verbs  
in –uw instead of –umi, in –wsan instead of –wn, in contract imper- 
fects, disuse of the temporal and the syllabic augment in com- 
position, disuse of reduplication, —hn instead of --h in acc. sing.  
of adjs. in –h<j, --ou instead of –ouj in gen. sing. of third declen- 
sion, –a instead of –ou in proper names, disuse of the Attic de- 
clension, –ej for –aj in accusative plural, to<n as relative pronoun,  
i@dioj  as possessive pronoun. But clearly by "Attic koinh<" he means  
the resultant Attic, not the Attic as distinct from the other dialects. 
 Besides the orthography is Attic (cf. i!lewj, not i!laoj) and the  
bulk of the inflections and conjugations likewise, as can be seen  
by comparison with the Attic inscriptions.3 Schlageter4 sums  
the matter up: "The Attic foundation of the koinh< is to-day gen- 
erally admitted." 
 (b) THE OTHER DIALECTS IN THE Koinh<. But Kretschmer5 is  
clearly wrong in saying that the koinh< is neither Attic nor decayed  
Attic, but a mixture of the dialects. He compares the mixture  
of dialects in the koinh< to that of the high, middle and low Ger- 
man. The Attic itself is a koinh< out of Ionic, AEolic and Doric.  
The mixed character of the vernacular koinh< is made plain by  
Schweizer6 and Dieterich.7 The Ionic shows its influence in the  
presence of forms like i]di<h, spei<rhj, ei]dui?a, --ui<hj, kaq ] e!toj (cf. 
vetus), o]ste<a, xeile<wn, blabe<wn, xruse<on, --a?j, --a?doj; absence of the  
rough breathing (psilosis or de-aspiration, AEolic also); dropping  
of mi in verbs like didw?; kiqw<n (xitw<n), te<ssera, pra<ssw for pra<ttw 
(Attic also), etc. Ionic words like mon-o<fqalmoj (Herod.) instead  
of Attic e[ter-o<fqalmoj occur. Conybeare and Stock (Sel. from  
LXX, p. 48) suggest that Homer was used as a text-book in Alex- 
andria and so caused Ionisms like spei<rhj in the koinh<. The spread  
of the Ionic over the East was to be expected. In Alexander's  
army many of the Greek dialects were represented.8 In the Egyp- 
tian army of the Ptolemies nearly all the dialects were spoken.9 
The Ionians were, besides, part of the Greeks who settled in Alex- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 33 f. 
 2 Unters. zur Gesch. griech. Spr., 1898, p. 258 f. 
 3 Meisterhans, Gr. der Att. Inschr. 
 4 Der Wortsch. der ausserhalb Attikas gefundenen att. Inschr., 1912.  
 5 Wochenschr. fur klass. Phil., 1899, p. xvii. 
 6 Gr. der perg. Inschr., p. 201 f. 
 7 Unters. zur Gesch. etc., p. 259 f.   8 Arrian, II, 20. 5.  
 9 Myer, Das Heerwesen der Ptolemaer und Romer in Agypten, 1900. 
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andria.1 Besides, even after the triumph of the Attic in Greece  
the Ionic had continued to be spoken in large parts of Asia Minor.  
The Ionic influence appears in Pergamum also. The mixing of the  
Attic with foreign, before all with Ionic, elements, has laid the  
foundation for the koinh<.2 The AEolic makes a poor showing,  
but can be traced especially in Pergamum, where. Schweizer con- 
siders it one of the elements of the language with a large injection  
of the Ionic.3  AEolic has the a for h in proper names and forms  
in aj.  Boeotian-AEolic uses the ending –osan, as ei@xosan, so common  
in the LXX. Moulton4 points out that this ending is very rare  
in the papyri and is found chiefly in the LXX. He calls Boeotian- 
AEolic also "the monophthongizing of the diphthongs." In the  
Attic and the Ionic the open sound of h prevailed, while in the  
Boeotian the closed. In the koinh< the two pronunciations existed  
together till the closed triumphed.  Psilosis is also Ionic. The 
Doric appears in forms like lao<j (lew<j), nao<j (new<j), pia<zw (pie<zw),  
e]spou<daca, h[ limo<j, to< plou?toj, a]le<ktwr, kli<baonoj (kri<banoj); and in 
the pronunciation perhaps b, g, d had the Doric softer sound as  
in the modern Greek vernacular. But, as Moulton5 argues, the  
vernacular koinh< comes to us now only in the written form; and  
that was undoubtedly chiefly Attic. The Arcadian dialect possibly 
contributes a]fe<wntai, since it has a]few<sqh, but this form occurs 
in Doric and Ionic also.6 Cf. also the change of gender h[ limo<j  
(Luke) and to> plou?toj (Paul). The Northwest Greek contrib- 
uted forms like a]rxo<ntoij, tou>j le<gontej, h#tai (h@mhn cf. Messe- 
nian and Lesbian also), h]rw<toun (like Ionic), ei@xosan (cf. Boeotian),  
le<lukan. The accusative plural in —ej is very common in the  
papyri, and some N. T. MSS. give te<ssrej for te<ssaraj.7 The  
Achaen-Dorian koinh< had resisted in Northwest Greece the  
inroads of the common Greek for a century or so. The Mace- 
 
 1 H. Anz, Subsidia ad cognoscendum Graec. Serm. vulg. etc., 1894, p. 386.  
Mayser, Gr., pp. 9-24, finds numerous Ionic peculiarities in the Ptolemaic 
pap. far more than AEolic and Doric. He cites –twsan, maxai<rhj, e@sw, e!neken, 
o]re<wn, goggu<zw, paraqh<kh, te<sserej, e@kptwma, etc. On the Ionic and other non- 
Attic elements in the koinh< see Wackernagel, Kult., p. 306 f. 
 2 Kaibel, Stil Lnd Text etc., p. 37.  3 Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 202. 
 4 Prol., p. 33. The caution of Psichari (Essais de Gr. Hist. Neo-grq., 2eme  
ed., 1889, p. cxlix) is to be noted, that the vernacular is not necessarily dia- 
lectical, but "des tinee au peuple et venait du peuple." Cf. on AEolic ele- 
ments, Mayser, p. 9. He cites h[ limo<j in the pap.; Lao<j is also AEolic. 
 5 Prol., p. 34. 
 6 Moulton, ib., p. 38, n. 3. For Doric elements in the pap. see Mayser,  
Gr., p. 5 f.  7 W. H., Intr. to the Gk. N. T., App., p. 150. 
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donian Greek, spoken by many of Alexander's soldiers, naturally  
had very slight influence on the  koinh<.  We know nothing of the  
old Macedonian Greek. Polybius1 says that the Illyrians needed  
an interpreter for Macedonian. Sturz2 indeed gives a list of  
Macedonian words found in the koinh<, as a@spiloj, kora<sion, parem- 
bolh<, r[u<mh. But he also includes a]gge<llw! The Macedonians  
apparently used b instead of f as bi<lippoj, d=q as da<natoj, s=b 
as se<reqron. Plutarch3 speaks of Alexander and his soldiers  
speaking to each other Makedonisti<. For full discussion of the  
Macedonian dialect see 0. Hoffmann, Die Makedonen, ihre  
Sprache und Volkstuni, 1906, pp. 232-255. 
 (C) NON—DIALECTICAL CHANGES. It is not always possible to  
separate the various peculiarities of the koinh< into dialectical in- 
fluences. "Where Macedonian, Spartan, Boeotian, Athenian and  
Thessalian were messmates a koinh< was inevitable. Pronounced  
dialecticisms which would render unintelligible or ludicrous to  
others were dropped" (see Angus, Prince. Theol. Rev., Jan., 1910,  
p. 67). The common blood itself went on changing. It was a  
living whole and not a mere artificial mingling of various ele- 
ments. There is less difference in the syntax of the koinh< and that  
of the earlier Greek than in the forms, though the gradual disap- 
pearance of the optative, use of i!na and finite verb in the non-final  
sense rather than the infinitive or even o!ti, the gradual disuse of  
the future part. may be mentioned. It was in the finer shades  
of thought that a common vernacular would fail to hold its  
own. "Any language which aspires to be a Weltsprache (world- 
language), as the Germans say, must sacrifice much of its deli- 
cacy, its shades of meaning, expressed by many synonyms and  
particles and tenses, which the foreigner in his hurry and without  
contact with natives cannot be expected to master."4 
 
 1 Polybius, 28. 8, 9. 
 2 De Dial. Alexan. etc., 1786, p. 56 f.; see also De Dial. Macedonica et  
Alexan., 1808, pp. 37, 42; Maittaire, Graecae Ling. Dial. Sturzii, 1807, p. 184;  
Sophocles, Lex. of Rom. and Byz. Period, p. 3. Schweizer, Gr. der perg.  
Inschr., p. 27, sees very little in the Macedonian influence. 
 3 I, 592 B, 694 C. Kennedy (Sources of N. T. Gk., p. 17) says: "In any  
case, the Macedonian type of Greek, whether or not it is admissible to call it  
a special dialect, was so far removed from ordinary Attic as to make it cer- 
tain that the latter on Macedonian lips must soon and inevitably suffer thor- 
ough-going modification." 
 4 Mahaffy, Survey of Gk. Civilization, p. 220. Cf. Geldart, Mod. Gk.  
Lang. in its Rela. to Anc. Gk., p. 73, for discussion of "the levelling tendency  
common to all languages." 
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 (d) NEW WORDS, NEW FORMS OR NEW MEANINGS TO OLD 
WORDS. Naturally most change is found either in new words or  
in new meanings in old words, just as our English dictionaries must  
have new and enlarged editions every ten years or so. This growth  
in the vocabulary is inevitable unless the life of a people stops. A  
third-century inscription in Thera, for instance, shows sunagwgh<  
used of a religious meeting, pa<roikoj (not the Attic me<toikoj) for  
stranger, a]po<stoloj and kath<xhsij in their old senses like those  
Americanisms which preserve Elizabethan English (" fall" for  
"autumn," for instance).1 Here are some further examples. It is  
hard to be sure that all of these are words that arose in the koinh<,  
for we cannot mark off a definite line of cleavage. We mention 
a]ga<ph, a[gio<thj, a[gno<thj, a@qesmoj, a]qe<thsij, a]llotriepi<skopoj, a]kata<- 
lutoj, a]kroath<rion, a]nqrwpa<reskoj, a]nti<lutron, a]nakaino<w (and many  
verbs in —ow, --a<zw, --i<zw), a]nagenna<w, ba<ptisma (many words in --ma), 
baptismo<j, baptisth<j, grhgore<w (cf. also sth<kw), deisidaimoni<a, dhna<rion, 
dikaiokrisi<a, e]lehmosu<nh, e]kkake<w, e]kmukthri<zw, qeio<thj, qeo<pneustoj, logi<a,  
kathxe<w, kra<battoj, maqhteu<w, oi]kodespo<thj, o]rqri<zw, o]ya<rion, o]yw<nion, 
pro<skairoj, r[omfai<a, sumbou<lion, telw<nion, ui[oqesi<a, u[popo<dion, filadel- 
fi<a, w]ti<on, etc. Let these serve merely as examples. For others  
see the lists in Deissmann's Bible Studies, Light from the Ancient  
East, Moulton and Milligan's "Lexical Notes on the Papyri"  
(Expositor, 1908--), Winer-Schmiedel (p. 22), Thayer's Lexicon,  
(p. 691 f.), Rutherford's New Phrynichus, and the indices to the  
papyri collections. One of the pressing needs is a lexicon of the  
papyri and then of the koinh< as a whole. Many of these words  
were already in ithe literary koinh<, though they probably came from  
the vernacular.2 Some old words received slightly new forms, 
like a]na<qema ‘curse’ (a]na<qhma 'offering'), a]pa<nthsij (a]pa<nthma), a]po- 
stasi<a (a]po<stasij), a]rotria<w (a]ro<w), basi<lissa (basi<leia), gene<sia 
(gene<qlia), dekato<w (dekateu<w), luxni<a (luxni<on), misqapododia (misqo- 
dosi<a), mono<fqalmoj (e[tero<fqalmoj), nouqesi<a (nouqe<thsij), oi]kodomh< (oi]- 
 
  
 1 Hicks, St. Paul. and Hellen., in Stud. Bibl. et Eccl., 1896, p. 5. Mayser  
(Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 24-35) gives an interesting list of words that were  
chiefly "poetical" lin the classic literature, but are common in the papyri.  
The poets often use the vernacular. Some of these words are a]le<ktwr, bibrw<- 
skw, de<smioj, dw?ma, e]ktina<ssw, e]ntre<pomai, e]paite<w, e]pisei<w, qa<lpw, kataste<llw, 
koima<omai, ko<poj, laoi< = people, me<rimna, nh<pioj, oi]khth<rion, peri<keimai, prosfwne<w,  
sku<llw, ste<gh, sunanta<w, u[eto<j. New forms are given to old words as limpa<nw," 
from lei<pw, etc.  Ramsay (see The Independent, 1913, p. 376) finds e]mbateu<w  
(cf. Col. 2:18) used in the technical sense of entering in on the part of in- 
itiates in the sanctuary of Apollos at Claros in an inscription there. 
 2 See W.-Sch., p. 19, n. 8. 
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kodo<mhsij), o]neidismo<j (o@neidoj), o]ptasi<a (o@yij), pandoxeu<j (pandokeu<j),  
parafroni<a (parafrosu<nh), r[anti<zw (r[ai<nw, cf. baptizw, ba<ptw), sth<kw 
(e!sthka), tamei?on (tamiei?on), tekni<on (and many diminutives in –i<on 
which lose their force), paida<rion (and many diminutives in –a<rion),  
fusia<omai (fusa<omai), etc. 
 Words (old and new) receive new meanings, as a]nakli<nw (‘re-  
cline at table'). Cf. also a]napi<ptw, a]na<keimai, a]ntile<gw) (‘speak  
against’), a]pokriqh?nai (passive not middle, ‘to answer’), daimo<nion  
(‘evil spirit,’ ‘demon’), dw?ma (‘house-top’),  e]rwta<w (‘beg’), eu]xariste<w  
(‘thank’), e]piste<llw (‘write a letter’), o]ya<rion (‘fish’), o]yw<nion 
(‘wages’), parakale<w (‘entreat’), parrhsi<a (‘confidence’), perispa<o- 
mai (‘distract’), paideu<w (‘chastise’), ptw?ma (‘corpse’), sugkri<nw  
(‘compare’), sxolh< (‘school’), fqa<nw (‘come’), xorta<zw (‘nourish’),  
xrhmati<zw (‘be called’).1 This is all perfectly natural. Only we  
are to remember that the difference between the koinh< vocabulary  
and the Attic literature is not the true standard. The vernacular  
koinh< must be compared with the Attic vernacular as seen in the  
inscriptions and to a large extent in a writer like Aristophanes  
and the comic poets. Many words common in Aristophanes, ta- 
boo to the great Attic writers, reappear in the koinh<.  They were  
in the vernacular all the time.2 Moulton3 remarks that the ver- 
nacular changed very little from the first century A.D. to the  
third. "The papyri show throughout the marks of a real lan- 
guage of daily life, unspoilt by the blundering bookishness which  
makes the later documents so irritating." It is just in the first  
century A.D. that the koinh< comes to its full glory as a world- 
language. "The fact remains that in the period which gave birth  
to Christianity there was an international language" (Deissmann,  
Light from the Ancient East, p. 59). It is not claimed that all the  
points as to the origin of the koinh< are now clear. See Hesseling,  
De koine en de oude dialekten van Griechenland (1906). But  
enough is known to give an intelligible idea of this language  
that has played so great a part in the history of man. 
 (e) PROVINCIAL INFLUENCES. For all practical purposes the  
Greek dialects were fused into one common tongue largely as a  
result of Alexander's conquests. The Germanic dialects have  
gone farther and farther apart (German, Dutch, Swedish, Nor- 
wegian, Danish, English), for no great conqueror has arisen to 
 
 1 Schlageter (Wortsch. etc., pp. 59-62) gives a good list of words with  
another meaning in the koinh<. 
 2 Cf. Kennedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., pp. 70 f., 147, 
 3 Cl. Quar., April, 1908, p. 137, 
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bind them into one. The language follows the history of the peo- 
ple. But the unification of the Greek was finally so radical that  
"the old dialects to-day are merged into the general mass, the  
modern folk-language is only a continuation of the united, Hel- 
lenistic, common speech."1 So completely did Alexander do his  
work that the balance of culture definitely shifted from Athens  
to the East, to Pergamum, to Tarsus, to Antioch, to Alexandria.2  
This "union of oriental and occidental was attempted in every  
city of Western Asia. That is the most remarkable and interest- 
ing feature of Hellenistic history in the Greco-Asiatic kingdoms  
and cities."3 Prof. Ramsay adds: "In Tarsus the Greek qualities  
and powers were used and guided by a society which was, on the 
whole, more Asiatic in character." There were thus non-Greek  
influences which also entered into the common Greek life and  
language in various parts of the empire. Cf. K. Holl, "Das Fort- 
leben der Volkssprachen in nachchristlicher Zeit" (Hermes, 1908,  
43, p. 240).  These non-Greek influences were especially noticeable  
in Pergamum, Tarsus and Alexandria, though perceptible at other  
points also. But in the case of Phrygia long before Alexander's  
conquest there had been direct contact with the Arcadian and  
the AEolic dialects through immigration.4 The Greek inscriptions  
in the Hellenistic time were first in the old dialect of Phrygia, 
then gliding into the koinh< then finally the pure koinh<.5 Hence the  
koinh< won an easy victory in Pergamum, but the door for Phry- 
gian influence was also wide open. Thus, though the koinh< rests  
on the foundation of the Greek dialects, some non-Greek elements  
were intermingled.6 Dieterich7 indeed gives a special list of  
peculiarities that belong to the koinh< of Asia Minor, as, for in- 
stance, –an instead of –a in the accus. sing. of 3d decl., proper names  
in a?j, ti<j for o!stij, o!stij for o!j, ei#mai for ei]mi<, use of qe<lw rather than  
future tense. In the case of Tarsus "a few traces of the Doric 
 
 1 Kretschmer, Einl. in die Gesch. etc., p. 417. 
 2 Jannaris, Hit. Gk. Gr., p. 6. The multitudinous mod. Gk. patois illus- 
trate the koinh<. 
 3 W. M. Ramsay, Tarsus, Exp., Mar., 1906, p. 261. 
 4 Schweizer, dr. der perg. Inschr., pp. 15 ff.  5 Ib., p. 25. 
 6 Bruns, Die att. Bestrebungen in der griech. Lit., 1896,1p. 12, says: "Statt  
ihrer (classische attische Sprache) regiert ein gemeines Kebsweib, das aus  
irgend einer phrygischen Spelunke stammt — das ist der hellenistische Stil"!  
A slight exaggeration. Cf. Brugmann, Vergl. Gr., p. 9. 
 7 Untersuch. zur Gesch. etc., pp. 258 ff. The speech of Asia Minor has in- 
deed close affinity with that of Paul and Luke and with all the N. T. writers.  
Cf. Thieme, Die Inschr. von Magn. am Maander und das N. T., 1906. 
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dialect may perhaps have lingered" in the koinh<, as Ramsay sug- 
gests (Expositor, 1906, p. 31), who also thinks that naoko<roj for  
newko<roj in Ac. 19:35 in D may thus be explained. 
 But no hard and fast distinction can be drawn, as –an for --n  
as accusative appears in Egypt also, e.g. in qugate<ran. Is it proper  
to speak of an Alexandrian dialect?  Blass1 says so, agreeing  
with Winer-Schmiedel2 (h{   ]Alecandre<wn dia<lektoj). This is the old 
view, but we can hardly give the name dialect to the Egyptian  
Greek. Kennedy3 says: "In all probability the language of the  
Egyptian capital had no more right to be called a dialect than  
the vernacular of any other great centre of population." Schwei- 
zer4 likewise refuses to consider the Alexandrian koinh< as a dialect.  
Dieterich5 again gives a list of Egyptian peculiarities such as oi[   
instead of ai, –a instead of —aj in nominatives of third declension, 
adjectives in –h instead of —a, e]sou? for sou?, kaqei?j for e!kastoj, im- 
perfect and aorist in —a, h@mhn for h#n, disuse of augment in simple  
verbs, indicative instead of the subjunctive. Mayser (Gr. d.  
griech. Pap., pp. 35-40) gives a list of "Egyptian words" found in  
the Ptolemaic papyri. They are words of the soil, like pa<puroj  
itself. But Thumb6 shows that the majority of the so-called  
Alexandrian peculiarities were general in the koinh< like h@lqosan,  
ei#xan, ge<gonan, e[w<rakej, etc. "There was indeed a certain un- 
wieldiness and capriciousness about their language, which displays  
itself especially in harsh and fantastic word-composition." As  
examples of their words may be mentioned katanwtizo<menoj, para- 
suggra<fein, filanqrwpei?n, etc. It is to be observed also that the  
koinh< was not the vernacular of all the peoples when it was spoken  
as a secondary language. In Palestine, for instance, Aramaic was 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., 1905, p. 3 note. 
 2 Gr. des neut. Sprachid., § 3. 1, n. 4. 
 3 Sour. of N. T. Gk., 1895, p. 23. Irenaeus (Minucius Pacatus) and De- 
metrius Ixion wrote treatises on "the dialect of Alexandria" (Swete, Intr.  
to the 0. T. in Gk., p. 289). But they probably did not understand that the  
vernacular koinh<, which differed from the literary koinh<, was international  
(Thackeray, Gr. of the 0. T. in Gk., vol. I, p. 19). "It is certain that many  
forms of this later language were specially characteristic of Alexandria" (ib.). 
 4 Gr. der perg. Inschr., p. 27. 5 Unters. zur Gesch. etc., pp. 258 ff. 
 6 Die griech. Spr. etc., p. 168 ff. See also Anz, Subs. ad cognos. Graec. 
Serm. vulg. etc., 1891, p. 262. "Nec quae Apostolides homo doctus Alexan- 
drinus nuperrime protulit omnes caligines propulsaverunt. Certe nemo  
jam existet qui cum Sturzio Macedonicam dialectum ibi quaerat, sed altera  
e parte neminem puto judicare illam quae vulgo appellatur dialectum Alexan- 
drinam solis vindicandam esse Alexandrinis." Cf. Susemihl, Lit. der Alexan- 
drinerzeit. 
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the usual language of the people who could also, most of them,  
speak Greek. Moulton's parallel of the variations in modern  
English is not therefore true, unless you include also peoples like  
the Welsh, Scotch, Irish, etc. 
 But as a whole the vernacular koinh< was a single language with  
only natural variations like that in the English of various parts  
of the United States or England.1 Thumb perhaps makes too  
much of a point out of the use of e]mo<j rather than mou in Asia  
Minor in its bearing on the authorship of the Gospel of John  
where it occurs 41 times, once only in 3 Jo. and Rev. (34 times  
elsewhere in the N. T.), though it is interesting to note, as he  
does, that the infinitive is still used in Pontus. But there were  
non-Greek influences here and there over the empire as Thumb2  
well shows. Thumb3 indeed holds that "the Alexandrian popular  
speech is only one member of a great speech-development." 
 (f) THE PERSONAL EQUATION. In the vernacular koinh<, as in the 
literary language, many variations are due to differences in edu- 
cation and personal idiosyncrasies. "The colloquial language in  
its turn went off into various shades of distinction according to  
the refinement of the speaker" (Deissmann, Light from the Ancient  
East, p. 59).  The inscriptions on the whole give us a more for- 
mal speech, sometimes official decrees, while the papyri furnish a  
much wider variety. "The papyri show us the dialect of Greek  
Egypt in many forms, — the language of the Government offi- 
cial, of the educated private person, of the dwellers in the temples,  
of the peasantry in the villages."4 We have numerous examples  
of the papyri through both the Ptolemaic and the Roman rule in  
Egypt. All sorts of men from the farm to the palace are here  
found writing all sorts of documents, a will or a receipt, a love- 
 
 1 Sir Jonathan Williams, an Eng. savant, is quoted in the Louisville Cou-  
rier-Journal (May 9, 1906) as saying: "I have found in the city of Louisville  
a pronunciation and a use of terms which is nearer, to my mind, to Addison  
and the English classicists than anything which the counties of England, the  
provinces of Australia, or the moors of Scotland can offer." He added that  
the purest English known to him is spoken in Edinburgh and Louisville.  
These two cities, for geographical reasons, are not provincial. 
 2 Griech. Spr. etc., pp. 102-161; Theol. Literaturzeit., 1903, p. 421; cf.  
also Moulton, Pro:. p. 40. Moulton sets over against e]mo<j the fact that  
John's Gospel uses i!na rather than the infinitive so often. Much of the  
force of such an argument vanishes also under the personal equation. 
 3 Griech. Spr. etc., p. 171. Cf. also Zahn, Einleitung in das N. T.,  
I, 38. 
 4 Kenyon, ext. vol. of Hast. D. B., art. Papyri, p. 355b. See also id.,  
Palaeog. of the Gk. Pap., 1899. 
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letter or a dun, a memorandum or a census report, a private letter  
or a public epistle. "Private letters are our most valuable 
sources; and they are all the better for the immense differences  
that betray themselves in the education of the writers. The well- 
worn epistolary formulae show variety mostly in their spelling;  
and their value for the student lies primarily in their remarkable 
resemblances to the conventional phraseology which even the N. T.  
letter-writers were content to use."1 Deissmann2 has insisted on 
a sharp distinction between letters and epistles, the letter being  
private and instinct with life, the epistles being written for the  
public eye, an open letter, a literary letter. This is a just dis- 
tinction. A real letter that has become literature is different  
from an epistle written as literature. In the papyri therefore we  
find all grades of culture and of illiteracy, as one would to-day if 
one rummaged in the rubbish-heaps of our great cities. One need  
not be surprised at seeing to>n mh<trwj, to>n qe<sin, and even worse  
blunders. As a sample Jannaris3 gives a]ceiwqei>j u[pairatw?n gra<- 
mata mei> ei]dw<twn, for e]ciwqei>j u[p ] au]tw?n gra<mmata mh> ei]do<twn. Part 
of these are crass errors, part are due to identity of sounds in  
pronunciation, as o and w, ei and h, ei and i. Witkowski4 properly 
insists that we take note of the man and the character of work  
in each case. 
 It is obvious that by the papyri and the inscriptions we gain a  
truer picture of the situation. As a specimen of the vernacular 
koinh< of Egypt this letter of the school-boy Theon to his father has  
keen interest (see 0. P. 119). It belongs to the second century  
A.D. and has a boy's mistakes as well as a boy's spirit. The writ- 
ing is uncial. 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 27 f. 
 2 B. S., 1901, pp. 3-59. "The distinction holds good, even if we cannot go 
all the way with Deissmann in pronouncing all the Pauline writings 'letters'  
rather than 'Epistles.'" G. Milligan, Gk. Pap., p. xxxi. 
 3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 7. Quoted from Griech. Urk., Berlin, 13 2, belonging  
to year 289 A.D. 
 4 The papyri contain "exempla ex vita deprompta, cum sermo scripto- 
rum ut solutae ita poeticae orationis nullo modo veram nobis imaginem ser- 
monis illius aetatis praebeat. Etenim sermo, quem apud auctores hellinisticos  
deprehendimus, arti, non vitae, debetur." Witkowski Prodr. gr. pap. Graec.,  
etc., 1898, p. 197. He urges that in case of variations in forms or syntax one  
must inquire "utrum ab alia qua dialecto petita sit an in Aegypto nata, utrum  
ab homine Graeco an barbaro formata." Ib., p. 198. He thinks it is necessary  
that we have "librum de sermone papyrorum, librum de sermone titulorum,  
librum de sermone auctorum poeticae et pedestris orationis illius aetatis,  
librum de dialecto Macedonica tractantem." Ib. 
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 qe<wn qe<wni t&? patri> xai<rein.  
 kalw?j e]poi<hsej.  ou]k a]pe<nhxe<j me met ] e]- 
 sou? ei]j po<lin.  h[ ou] qe<lij a]pene<kkein me- 
 t ] e]sou? ei]j   ]Alecandri<an ou] mh> gra<yw se e]- 
 pistolh>n ou@te lalw? se, ou@te ui[ge<nw se,  
 `ei#ta. a}n de> e@lq^j ei]j  ]Alecandri<an, ou] 
 mh> la<bw xei?ran para<  (s)ou ou@te pa<li xai<rw 
 se lupo<n. a}m mh> qe<l^j a]pene<kai m[e] 
 tau?ta ge(i<)nete. kai> h[ mh<thr mou ei#pe  ]Ar- 
 xela<& o!ti a]nastatoi? me: a@rron au]to<n. 
 kalw?j de> e]poi<hsej.  dw?ra< moi e@pemye[j]  
 mega<la a]ra<kia.  pepla<nhkan h[mw?j e]ke[i?], 
 t ?̂ h[me<r% ib ] o!ti e@pleusej.  lupo>n pe<myon ei][j] 
 me, parakalw? se.  a}m mh> pe<my^j ou] mh> fa<- 
 gw, ou] mh> pei<nw: tau?ta.   
    e]rw?sqe< se eu@x(omai). 
  Tu?bi ih  ].   
On the other side: 
  a]po<doj qe<wni [a]]po> qewna?toj ui[w?.  
 
 Milligan (Greek Papyri, p. xxxii) admits that there may be now  
a temptation "to exaggerate the significance of the papyri." But  
surely his book has a wonderful human, not to say linguistic, in- 
terest. Take this extract from a letter of Hilarion to his wife 
Alis (P. Oxy. 744 B.C. 1):  ]Ea>n pollapollw?n te<k^j, e]a>n h#n a@rsenon, 
a@fej, e]a>n h#n qh<lea, e@kbale. 
 (g) RESUME. To all intents and purposes the vernacular koinh<  
is the later vernacular Attic with normal development under  
historical environment created by Alexander's conquests. On  
this base then were deposited varied influences from the other  
dialects, but not enough to change the essential Attic character  
of the language. There is one koinh< everywhere (cf. Thumb, Griech.  
Spr., p. 200). The literary koinh< was homogeneous, while the  
vernacular koinh< was practically so in spite of local variations  
(cf. Angus, The Koine: "The Language of the N. T.," Prince.  
Theol. Rev., Jan., 1910, p. 78 f.). In remote districts the language  
would be Doric-coloured or Ionic-coloured. 
 Phonetics and Orthography. It is in pronunciation that the  
most serious differences appear in the koinh< (Moulton, Prol., p. 5).  
We do not know certainly how the ancient Attic was pronounced,  
though we can approximate it. The modern Greek vernacular  
pronunciation is known. The koinh< stands along the path of  
progress, precisely where it is hard to tell. But we know enough 
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not to insist too strongly on "hair-splitting differences hinging  
on forms which for the scribe of our uncials had identical value  
phonetically, e.g. oi, h, ^, u, i=ee in feet, or ai=e (Angus, op. cit.,  
p. 79). Besides itacisms the i-monophthongizing is to be noticed  
and the equalizing of o and w. The Attic tt is ss except in a few  
instances (like ),( e]la<ttwn, krei<ttwn). The tendency is toward de- 
aspiration except in a few cases where the reverse is true as a  
result of analogy (or a lost digamma). Cf. e]f ] e[lpi<di. Elision is not  
so common as in the Attic, but assimilation is carried still further  
(cf. e]mme<s&). There is less care for rhythm in general, and the  
variable final consonants n and j appear constantly before con- 
sonants. The use of –ei– for –iei– in forms like pei?n, and tamei?on  
probably comes by analogy. Ou]qei<j and mhqei<j are the common  
forms till 100 B.C. when ou]dei<j and mhqei<j begin to regain their  
ascendency. 
 Vocabulary. The words from the town-life (the stage, the mar- 
ket-place) come to the front. The vocabulary of Aristophanes is  
in point. There was an increase in the number of diminutive  
forms. The koinh< was not averse to foreign elements if they were  
useful. Xenophon is a good illustration of the preparation for  
the koinh<. Cf. Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 8. 
 Word-Formation. There is the natural dropping of some old  
suffixes and the coining of new suffixes, some of which appear in  
the modern Greek vernacular. The number of compound words  
by juxtaposition is greatly increased, like plhro-fore<w, xeiro<-grafon.  
In particular two prepositions in compounds are frequent, like  
sun-anti-lamba<nomai. New meanings are given to old words. 
 Accidence. In substantives the Ionic –rhj, not –raj, is common,  
bringing nouns in –ra into harmony with other nouns of the first  
declension (Thackeray, Gr. of the 0. T. in Gk., p. 22). The Attic  
second declension disappears. Some feminine nouns in –oj be- 
come masculine. The third declension is occasionally assimilated  
to the first in forms like nu<kran, qugate<ran. Contraction is absent  
sometimes in forms like o]re<wn. Both xa<rin and xa<rita occur.  
Adjectives have forms like a]sfalh?n, plh<rhj indeclinable, pa?n for  
pa<nta (cf. me<gan), dusi< for duoi?n. The dual, in fact, has disappeared  
in all inflections and conjugations. Pronouns show the disap- 
pearance of the dual forms like e[ka<teroj and po<teroj.  Ti<j is used  
sometimes like o!stij, and o{j e]a<n is more frequent than o{j a@n about  
A.D. 1. Analogy plays a big part in the language, and this is proof  
of life. In the verb there is a general tendency toward simpli- 
fication, the two conjugations blending into one (mi verbs going). 
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New presents like a]pokte<nnw, o]pta<nw, are formed. There is con- 
fusion in the use of —a<w and –e<w verbs. We find gi<nomai, ginw<skw. 
The increase of the use of first aorist forms like e@sxa (cf. ei#pon and 
ei#pa in the older Greek). This first aorist termination appears 
even in the imperfect as in ei#xa. The use of —osan (ei@xosan, e@sxo- 
san) for —on in the third plural is occasionally noticeable. The 
form —an (de<dwkan) for —asi may be due to analogy of this same 
first aorist. There is frequent absence of the syllabic augment 
in the past perfect, while in compound verbs it is sometimes 
doubled like a]pekate<sthsan. The temporal augment is often ab- 
sent, especially with diphthongs. We have —twsan rather than 
—ntwn, —sqwsan rather than —sqwn. 
 Syntax. There is in general an absence of many Attic refine- 
ments. Simplicity is much more in evidence. This is seen in the 
shorter sentences and the paratactic constructions rather than 
the more complex hypotactic idioms. The sparing use of parti- 
cles is noticeable. There is no effort at rhetorical embellishment. 
What is called "Asianism" is the bombastic rhetoric of the arti- 
ficial orators. Atticism aims to reproduce the classic idiom. The 
vernacular koinh< is utterly free from this vice of Asianism and 
Atticism. Thackeray (op. cit., p. 23) notes that "in the breach 
of the rules of concord is seen the widest deviation from classical 
orthodoxy." This varies a great deal in different writers as the 
papyri amply testify. The nominativus pendens is much in evi- 
dence. The variations in case, gender and number of substan- 
tives, adjectives and verbs are frequent kata> su<nesin. The neuter 
plural is used with either a singular or plural verb. The com- 
parative does duty often for the superlative adjective. The 
superlative form usually has the elative sense. Prw?toj is com- 
mon (as sometimes in older Greek) when only two are compared. 
 [Eautw?n occurs for all three persons. The accusative is regaining 
its old ascendency. There is an increase in the use of the accu- 
satives with verbs and much freedom in the use of transitive 
and intransitive verbs. The growth in the use of prepositions 
is very marked both with nouns and in composition, though some 
of the old prepositions are disappearing. Few prepositions occur 
with more than two cases. Phrases like ble<pw a]po< show a de- 
parture from the old idiom. New adverbial and prepositional 
phrases are coming into use. The cases with prepositions are 
changing. The instrumental use of e]n is common. The optative 
is disappearing. The future participle is less frequent. The in- 
finitive (outside tou?, e]n t&?, ei]j to< and the inf.) is receding before 
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i!na, which is extending its use very greatly. There is a wider use  
of o!ti. Everywhere it is the language of life and not of the books. 
The N. T. use of expressions like ei]j to> o@noma, du<o du<o, once cited  
as Hebraisms, is finding illustration in the papyri (cf. Deissmann, 
Light, etc., p. 123 f.). Mh< begins to encroach on ou], especially  
with infinitives and participles. The periphrastic conjugation is 
frequently employed. The non-final use of  i!na is quite marked.  
Direct discourse is more frequent than indirect. Clearness is  
more desired than elegance. It is the language of nature, not of 
the schools. 
 V. The Adaptability of the Koinh< to the Roman World. It is 
worth while to make this point for the benefit of those who may 
wonder why the literary Attic could not have retained its suprem- 
acy in the Graeco-Roman world. That was impossible. The 
very victory of the Greek spirit made necessary a modern com- 
mon dialect. Colonial and foreign influences were inevitable and 
the old classical culture could not be assimilated by the Jews  
and Persians, Syrians, Romans, Ethiopians. "In this way a Pan-  
hellenic Greek sprang up, which, while always preserving all its  
main features of Attic grammar and vocabulary, adopted many 
colonial and foreign elements and moreover began to proceed in a  
more analytical spirit and on a simplified grammar."1 The old  
literary Attic could not have held its own against the Latin, for 
the Romans lamented that they were Hellenized by the Greeks  
after conquering them.2 Spenserian English would be an af- 
fectation to-day. The tremendous vitality of the Greek is seen  
precisely in its power to adjust itself to new conditions even to  
the present time. The failure of the Latin to do this not only  
made it give way before the Greek, but, after Latin became the 
speech of the Western world during the Byzantine period, the ver- 
nacular Latin broke up into various separate tongues, the modern 
Romance languages. The conclusion is irresistible therefore that  
the koinh< possessed wonderful adaptability to the manifold needs 
of the Roman world.3 It was the international language. Nor 
must one think that it was an ignorant age. What we call the  
"Dark Ages" came long afterwards. "Let me further insist that 
this civilization was so perfect that, as far as it reached, men were 
 
 1 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 6. 
 2 Cf. Sharp, Epictetus and the N. T. (1914), for useful comparison of lan- 
guage and thought of Epictetus and the N. T. 
 3 Lafoscade, Infl. du Lat. sur le Grec, pp. 83-158, in Biblioth. de 1'Ecole des  
hautes et., 1892. 
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more cultivated in the strict sense than they ever have been  
since. We have discovered new forces in nature; we have made  
new inventions; but we have changed in no way the methods of  
thinking laid down by the Greeks . . . The Hellenistic world was  
more cultivated in argument than we are nowadays."1 Moulton2  
cannot refrain from calling attention to the remarkable fact that  
the new religion that was to master the world began its career  
at the very time when the Mediterranean world had one ruler  
and one language. On the whole it was the best language possible  
for the Groeco-Roman world of the first century A.D. 
 
 
 1 Mahaffy, Prog. of Hellen. in Alex. Ernp., 1905, p. 137. He adds (p. 111):  
"The work of Alexandria was a permanent education to the whole Greek- 
speaking world; and we know that in due time Pergamum began to do similar  
work." 
 2 Prol., p. 6. See also Breed, Prep. of the World for Chr., 1904, ch. IX,  
The Hellenizing of the Nations, and ch. XI, The Unification of the World.  
Jannaris (op. cit., p. 8) indeed puts the LXX, N. T. and many pap. into "the  
Levantine group" of the literary language, but this is a wrong assignment  
for both the LXX and the N. T. 



  
 
 
 
 
                                 CHAPTER IV 
 
 
THE PLACE OF THE NEW TESTAMENT IN THE KOINH 
 
 
 I. The New Testament Chiefly in the Vernacular Koinh<. Ob- 
serve "chiefly," for not quite all the N. T. is wholly in the ver- 
nacular koinh< as will be shown.1 But the new point, now obvious  
to every one, is just this, that the N. T. is in the normal koinh< of  
the period. That is what one would have looked for, when you 
come to think of it. And yet that is a recent discovery, for the  
Purists held that the N. T. was in pure Attic, while the Hebraists,  
explained every peculiarity as a Hebraism. The Purists felt that   
revelation could only come in the "best" Greek, and hence it had 
to be in the Attic. This, as we now know, could only have been  
true if the N. T. writers had been Atticistic and artificial stylists. 
So the Hebraists got the better of the argument and then overdid  
it. The most popular language in the N. T. is found in the 
Synoptic Gospels. Even Luke preserves the words of Jesus in 
colloquial form. The Epistle of James and the Johannine writings  
reflect the vernacular style very distinctly. We see this also in  
the Epistles of Peter (Second Peter is very colloquial) and Jude.  
The colloquial tone is less manifest in Acts, some of Paul's Epistles 
and Hebrews. Cf. Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, p. 63f.  
Wellhausen (Einl., p. 9) stresses the fact that in the Gospels the 
Greek spoken by the people makes its entry into literature.2 
 (a) NOT A BIBLICAL GREEK. As late as 1893 Viteau3 says: "Le 
grec du N. T. est une variete du grec hebraisant." Again: "C'est 
par le grec des LXX qu'il faudrait expliquer, le plus souvent, le  
grec du N. T."4 Viteau is aware of the inscriptions and the pa- 
pyri and even says:  "The Greek of the N. T. must be compared 
continually with the post-classical Greek in its various branches:  
with the Greek of the profane writers, the Greek of the inscrip- 
 
 1 Cf. Deissmann, Light, pp. 55, 69. 
 2 Cf. Moulton, N. T. Gk. (Camb. Bibl. Ess., pp. 488 ff.) who notes a special  
deficiency in Gk. culture in Mark's Gospel and the Apocalypse. 
 3 Etude sur le Grec du N. T., Le Verbe, p. liv.  4 Ib., p. lv. 
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tions of the Alexandrian and Graeco-Roman periods, the He- 
braizing Greek, finally the Christian Greek."1 But he labours  
under Hatch's false idea of a distinct biblical Greek of which the  
N. T. is a variety; both of these ideas are erroneous. There is no  
distinct biblical Greek, and the N. T. is not a variety of the LXX  
Greek. Jowett2 over forty years ago said: "There seem to be  
reasons for doubting whether any considerable light can be  
thrown on the N. T. from inquiry into language." That proph- 
ecy is now almost amusing in the light of modern research.  
Simcox3 admitted that "the half-Hebraized Greek of the N. T. is  
neither a very elegant nor a very expressive language," but he  
found consolation in the idea that "it is a many-sided language,  
an eminently translatable language." Dr. Hatch4 felt a reaction  
against the modern Atticistic attitude toward the N. T. language:  
"In almost every lexicon, grammar and commentary the words  
and idioms of the N. T. are explained, not indeed exclusively, but  
chiefly, by a reference to the words and idioms of Attic historians  
and philosophers." In this protest he was partly right, but he  
went too far when he insisted that5 "biblical Greek is thus a  
language which stands by itself. What we have to find in study- 
ing it is what meaning certain Greek words conveyed to a Semitic  
mind." 
 Dr. Hatch's error arose from his failure to apply the Greek in- 
fluence in Palestine to the language of Christianity as he had done  
to Christian study. Judea was not an oasis in the desert, but was  
merged into the Graeco-Roman world. Rothe6 had spoken "of a  
language of the Holy Ghost. For in the Bible it is evident that  
the Holy Spirit has been at work, moulding for itself a distinc- 
tively religious mode of expression out of the language of the  
country." Cremer,7 in quoting the above, says; "We have a very  
clear and striking proof of this in N. T. Greek:" Winer8 had in- 
deed seen that “the grammatical character of the N. T. language  
has a very slight Hebrew colouring,” but exactly how slight he  
could not tell. Winer felt that N. T. Greek was "a species of a  
species," "a variety of later Greek," in a word, a sort of dialect.  
In this he was wrong, but his notion (op. cit., p. 3) that a gram- 
mar of the N. T. should thus presuppose a grammar of the later 
 
 1 Ib., p.     4 Ess. in Bibl. Gk., 1889, p. 2. 
 2 Ess. and Rev., P. 477.   5 Ib., p. 11. 
 3 Lang. of the N. T., 1890, p. 20.  6 Dogmatik, 1863, p. 238.  
 7 Biblico-Theol. Let. of N. T. Gk., 1892, p. iv. 
 8 W.-M., 1877, p. 38. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 28. 
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Greek or koinh< is quite right, only we have no such grammar even  
yet. Winer made little use of the papyri and inscriptions (p. 21  
ft. n.). We still sigh for a grammar of the koinh< though Thumb  
has related the koinh< to the Greek language as a whole. Kennedy1  
contended that there was "some general characteristic" about 
the LXX and N. T. books, which distinctly marked them off from  
the other Greek books; but "they are both children of the same 
parent, namely, the colloquial Greek of the time. This is the secret  
of their striking resemblance." Even in the Hastings' Dictionary  
Thayer2 contends for the name "Hellenistic Greek" as the proper  
term for N. T. Greek. That is better than "biblical" or "Jew- 
ish" Greek, etc. But in simple truth we had better just call it  
N. T. Greek, or the Greek of the N. T., and let it go at that. It is 
the Greek of a group of books on a common theme, as we would  
speak of the Greek of the Attic orators, the Platonic Greek, etc. 
It is not a peculiar type of Greek except so far as that is due  
the historical conditions, the message of Christianity, and the 
peculiarities of the writers. Deissmann,3  however, is the man  
who has proven from the papyri and inscriptions that the N. T. 
Greek is not a separate variety of the Greek language. He denies  
that the N. T. is like the LXX Greek, which was "a written Sem-  
itic-Greek which no one ever spoke, far less used for literary pur- 
poses, either before or after."4 Blass5 at first stood out against  
this view and held that "the N. T. books form a special group-- 
one to be primarily explained by study," but in his Grammar of  
N. T. Greek he changed his mind and admitted that "a grammar  
of the popular language of that period written on the basis of all  
these various authorities and remains" was better than limiting 
oneself "to the language of the N. T."6 So Moulton7 concludes: 
"The disappearance of that word 'Hebraic' from its prominent  
place in our delineation of N. T. language marks a change in our 
conceptions of the subject nothing less than revolutionary." The  
new knowledge of the koinh< has buried forever the old controversy;  
between Purists and Hebraists.8 The men who wrote the N. T. 
 
 1 Sour. of N. T. Gk., 1895, p. 146. 
 2 Art. Lang. of the N. T., Hast. D. B., 1900. 
 3 B. S., 1901; Hell. Griech., Hauck's Realencyc. etc. 
 4 B. S., p. 67.     6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 2. 
 5 Theol. Literaturzeit., 1895, p. 487.  7 Prol., p. 1. 
 8 Thumb, Griech. Spr. etc., p. 120. It lasted "solange die biblische  
citat als etwas isoliertes betrachtet wurde." Thumb attacks the idea of  
N. T. dialect or a peculiar biblical variety of the koinh<, pp. 162-201. For his-  
tory of the Purist controversy see W.-Th. § 1, W.-Sch. § 2. 
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were not aloof from the life of their time. "It embodied the  
lofty conceptions of the Hebrew and Christian faith in a language  
which brought them home to men's business and bosoms."1  
Wackernagel understates the matter: "As little as the LXX does  
the N. T. need to be isolated linguistically."2 

 
 (b) PROOF THAT N. T. GREEK IS IN THE VERNACULAR Koinh<. The 
proof is now at hand. We have it in the numerous contemporary  
Greek inscriptions already published and in the ever-increasing  
volumes of papyri, many of which are also contemporary. As  
early, as 1887 a start had already been made in using the inscrip- 
tions to explain the N. T. by E. L. Hicks.3 He was followed by  
W. M. Ramsay,4 but it is Deissmann who has given us most of  
the proof that we now possess, and he has been ably seconded by  
J. Hope Moulton. Deissmann5 indeed insists:  "If we are ever in  
this matter to reach certainty at all, then it is the inscriptions  
and the papyri which will give us the nearest approximation to  
the truth." Hear Deissmann6 more at length: "Until the papyri  
were discovered there were practically no other contemporary  
documents to illustrate that phase of the Greek language which  
comes before us in the LXX and N. T. In those writings, broadly,  
what we have, both as regards vocabulary and morphology, and  
not seldom as regards syntax as well, is the Greek of ordinary  
intercourse as spoken in the countries bordering on the Mediter- 
ranean, not the artifilcial Greek of the rhetoricians and litterateurs,  
strictly bound as it was by technical rules. This language of or- 
dinary life, this cosmopolitan Greek, shows unmistakable traces  
of a process of development that was still going on, and in many  
respects differs from the older dialects as from the classical 
 
 1 Thayer, Hast. D.. BL, art. Lang. of the N. T., III, p. 366. 
 2 Die griech. Spr. (Die Kult. der Gegenw., Tl. I, Abt. 8), p. 309.  
 3 Cl. Rev., 1887. 
 4 Exp. Times, vol. X, pp. 9 ff. 
 5 B. S., p. 81. Deissmann calls attention also to a booklet by Walch,  
Observ. in Matthaeun graecis inscr., 1779. So in 1850, Robinson in the  
Pref. to his N. T. Lex. says: "It was, therefore, the spoken language of  
common life, and not that of books, with which they became acquainted";  
cf. also the works of Schweizer, Nachmanson, Dittenberger, etc. 
 6 Encyc. Bibl., art. Papyri. "At the time when the ancient Greek culture  
was in conflict with Christianity, the assailants pointed sarcastically at the  
boatman's idiom of the N. T., while the defenders, glorying in the taunt,  
made this very homeliness their boast. Latin apologists were the first to  
make the hopeless attempt to prove that the literary form of the Bible as a  
whole, and of the N. T. in particular, was artistically perfect." Deissmann,  
Exp. Times, Nov., 1906, p. 59; cf. also Norden, Kunstpr., II, pp. 512 f., 526 f. 
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Attic." As Moulton1 puts it, "the Holy Ghost spoke absolutely  
in the language of the people." 
 The evidence that the N. T. Greek is in the vernacular koinh< is  
partly lexical and partly grammatical, though in the nature of  
the case chiefly lexical. The evidence is constantly growing. See  
Deissmann, Bible Studies, Light from the Ancient East; Moulton  
and Milligan's "Lexical Notes on the Papyri" (The Expositor,  
1908). We give first some examples of words, previously sup- 
posed to be purely "biblical," now shown to be merely popular  
Greek because of their presence in the papyri or inscriptions:  
a]ga<ph, a]kata<gnwstoj, a]naza<w, a]nastato<w, a]ntilh<mptwr, a]llogenh<j, 
a]fila<rguroj, au]qente<w, broxh<, e@nanti, e]ndidu<skw, e]nw<pion, e]pikata<ratoj, 
e]pisunagwgh<, eu]a<restoj, eu]proswpe<w, i[erateu<w, i[mati<zw, katape<tasma, 
kataggeleu<j, kath<gwr, kaqari<zw, ko<kkinoj, kuriako<j, leitourgiko<j, logei<a, 
neo<futoj, o]feilh<, paraboleu<omai, perissei<a, plhrofore<w, proskarte<rhsij, 
proskunhth<j, proseuxh<, prwto<tokoj, sitome<trion, sunantilamba<nomai, 
filoprwteu<w, frenapa<thj, etc. For a lively discussion of these 
words see Deissmann (Bible Studies, pp. 198-247; Light, etc., pp.  
69-107). The recovery of the inscription on the marble slab that 
warned the gentiles from the i[ero<n is very impressive. Mhqe<na 
a]llogonh? ei]sporeu<esqai e]nto>j tou? peri> to> i[ero>n trufa<ktou kai> peribo<lou. 
o{j d ] a}n lhfq ?̂ e[autw?i ai@tioj e@stin dia> to> e]cakolouqei?n qa<naton. The 
words above are no longer biblical a!pac lego<mena. But this is  
not all. Many words which were thought to have a peculiar  
meaning in the LXX or the N. T. have been found in that very  
sense in the inscriptions or papyri, such as a]delfo<j in the sense of  
‘common brotherhood,' a]qe<thsij, a]metano<htoj, a]mfo<teroi= pa<ntej, a]na- 
stre<fomai, a]nafe<rw, a]nti<lhmyij, a]pe<xw, a]po<krima, a]pota<ssomai, a]reth<, 
 a]rketo<j,   ]Asia<rxhj, a@shmoj, a]pa<zomai, a@topoj, basta<zw, bebai<wsij, 
bia<zomai, bou<lomai, ge<nhma, goggu<zw, grammateu<j, gra<fw, deipne<w, de<on 
e]sti<, diaba<llw, diasei<w, di<kaioj, dio<ti = o!ti, dixotome<w, doki<mioj, do<ki- 
moj, dw?ma, e]a<n = a@n, ei# mh<n, ei#doj, ei]j, e]kte<neia, e]kto<j, e]ktina<ssw, e]n,  
e]nedreu<w, e@noxoj, e]ntugxa<nw, e]pibalw<n e]pi<skopoj, e]rwta<w, eu]sxh<mwn,  
e]piou<sioj, eu]xariste<w, e!wj, h[gou?mai, h[liki<a, h[suxi<a, qeme<lion, qewre<w, 
i@dioj, i[lasth<rion, i!lewj, i[store<w, kaqari<zw, kaqaro<j, kaino<j, kakopa<qeia,  
kata<, kata<krima, katanta<w, kli<nh, kola<zomai, kolla<w, kolafi<zw, ko<poj, 
kora<sin, kta<omai, ku<rioj, likma<w, li<y, lou<omai, menou?nge, marturou?mai, 
meizo<teroj, mikro<j, mogila<loj, monh<, nau?j, nekroi<, nh<, nomo<j, oi]ki<aj, o[mo- 
loge<w, o@noma, o]yw<nion, para<, para<deisoj, paraqh<kh, paraku<ptw, parei- 
sfe<rw, parepi<dhmoj, pa<resij, pa<roikoj, parocu<nomai, patropara<dotoj,  
perispa<w, perite<mnw, ph?xuj, pleonekte<w, plh?qoj, plhrofore<w, pra<gma, 
 
  1 Prol., p. 5. 
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pra<ktwr, presbu<teroj, pro<qesij, prose<xw, proskartere<w, profh<thj, 
sapro<j, sku<llw, sko<loy, smara<gdinoj, souda<rion, spekoula<twr, stra<sij,  
strateu<omai, sfragi<zw, sfuri<j, suggenh<j, sumbou<lion, sunei<dhsij, sun- 
e<xw, suneudoke<w, suneuwxe<omai, suni<sthmi, sw?ma, swth<r, th<rhsij, to<poj, 
ui[o<j, ui[o>j qeou?, ui[oqesi<a, u[pozu<gion, u[popo<dion, u[po<stasij, fa<sij, fe<rw, 
fqa<nw, fi<loj, filostorgi<a, filotime<omai, xa<ragma, xa<rij t&? qe&? xrei<a, 
xro<noj, ywmi<on, yuxh>n sw?sai.  This seems like a very long list, but  
it will do mere than pages of argument to convince the reader  
that the vocabulary of the N. T. is practically the same as that of  
the vernacular koinh< in the Roman Empire in the first century  
A.D.1 This is not a complete list, for new words will be added  
from time to time, and all that are known are not here included.  
Besides neither Deissmann nor Moulton has put together such  
a single list of words, and Kenyon's in Hastings' D. B. (Papyri)  
is very incomplete. After compiling this list of words I turned to  
the list in the Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible by Thayer (art.  
"Language of the N. T.") where are found some thirty new words  
common to the N. T. and the vernacular koinh<, words not com- 
mon in the classic Greek. Thayer's list is entirely different save  
a half-dozen In his list are comprised such interesting words as 
a]llhgore<w, a]ntofqalme<w, a]pokaradoki<a, deisidaimoni<a, e]gxri<w, e]ggi<zw,  
e]pixorhxe<w, eu]doke<w, eu]kaire<w, qriambeu<w, etc.  This list can be 
largely increased also by the comparison between words that are  
common to the N. T. and the comic poets (Aristophanes, Menan- 
der, etc.) who used the language of the people. See Kennedy's  
lists in Sources of N. T. Greek (ch. VI). Many of these, as Ken- 
nedy shows, are theological terms, like ai]sqhth<rion, a]rrabw<n, bap- 
ti<zw, eu]xaristi<a, kuri<a, musth<rion, filadelfi<a. The Christians found  
in common use in the Roman Empire terms like a]delfo<j, e]pifa<neia, 
e]pifanh<j, ku<rioj, leitourgi<a, parousi<a, presbu<teroj, progra<fw, swth<r, 
swthri<a, ui[o>j qeou?. They took these words with the new popular  
connotation and gave them " the deeper and more spiritual 
 
 1 It is not meant, or course, that the bulk of the N. T. words are new as  
compared with the old Gk. Far from it. Of the 4829 words in the N. T.  
(not including proper names) 3933 belong to older classic language (literary  
and vernac.) while 996 are late or foreign words. See Jacquier, Hist. des Livres  
du N. T., tome ler, 1006, p. 25. Thayer's Lex. claimed 767 N. T. words,  
but Thayer considered 89 as doubtful and 76 as late. Kennedy (Sour. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 62) found about 550 "biblical" words. But now Deissmann  
admits only about 50, or one per cent. of the 5000 words in the N. T. (Light,  
etc., p. 72 f.). Findlay (Exp. Gk. T., 1 Cor., p. 748) gives 5594 Greek  
words in the N. T. (whole number), while Viteau (Syntaxe des Prop., p. xxx)  
gives 5420. 
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sense with which the N. T. writings have made us familiar"  
(Milligan, Greek Papyri, p. xxx). They could even find tou?   
mega<lou qeou? eu]erge<tou kai> swth?roj (GH 15, ii/B.C.). Cf. Tit. 2:13;  
2 Pet. 1:1.1 The papyri often show us how we have misunder- 
stood a word. So a]pografh<  (Lu. 2:2) is not "taxing," but "en- 
rolling" for the census (very common in the papyri). But this  
is not all, for the modern Greek vernacular will also augment the  
list of N. T. words known to belong to the oral speech. When  
this much is done, we are ready to admit the vernacular character  
of all the words not known to be otherwise. The N. T. Greek is  
like the koinh< also in using many compounded ("sesquipedalian")  
words like a]nekdih<ghtoj, a]necerau<nhtoj, a]llotriepi<skopoj, u[perentug- 
xa<nw, etc. There is also the same frequency of diminutives, some 
of which have lost that significance, as ploia<rion, w]ta<rion, w]ti<on, etc. 
The new meanings to old words are well illustrated in the list  
from the papyri, to which may be added a]nlu<w, e]ntroph<, zwopoie<w,  
sxolh<, xorta<zw, etc. 
 As to the forms we need say less, but the evidence is to the same  
effect. The papyri show examples of   ]Aku<la (and –ou) for geni- 
tive, duw?n and dusi<, e]gena<mhn, e@laba, e@legaj, e@leiya, h#lqa, h]noi<ghn,  
h[rpa<ghn, h#ca, de<dwkej, oi#dej, e@grayej, tiqw?, spei<rhj; the imperative 
has only the long forms —twsan, —sqwsan, etc. The various dialects  
are represented in the forms retained in the N. T., as the Attic in 
bou<lei, dido<asi, h@melle, etc.; the Ionic in maxairhj, gi<nomai, ginw<skw, 
etc.; the Doric in a]fe<wntai, h@tw, etc.; the AEolic in a]pokte<nnw, 3d 
plural in —san, etc.; the Northwest Greek in accusative plural in  
—ej, perfect in —an (3d plural), confusion of —aw and --ew verbs, etc.;  
the Arcadian-Cyprian group in accusative singular in —an, a]fe<wn- 
tai (also). It is curious that Thayer in Hastings' D. B., follows  
Winer's error in giving e]di<dosan as an example of a form like ei@xosan,  
for the present stem is di<do–, and san is merely the usual mi ending.  
See Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 4-20. 
 Among the syntactical peculiarities of N. T. Greek which are  
less numerous, as in the koinh<, the following are worthy of note  
and are found in the koinh<: the non-final use of  i!na; the frequent  
use of the personal pronoun; the decreased use of the possessive  
pronouns; disuse of the optative; increased use of o!ti; disuse of  
the future participle; use of participle with ei]mi<; article with the  
infinitive (especially with e]n and ei]j); a@fej and ble<pe with sub- 
junctive without conjunction; the absence of the dual; use of  
o@felon as conjunction; frequency of e]a<n; o!tan, etc., with indicative; 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 84; Wendland, Hell.-rom. Kult., p. 100. 
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interchange of e]a<n and a@n; mh< increasing upon ou]; decreased use of  
indirect discourse; ei$j=tij; disuse of some interrogative particles;  
use of i@dioj as possessive pronoun; para< and u[pe<r with compara- 
tives; disappearance of the superlative; frequency of prepositions; 
vivid use of present tense (and perfect); laxer use of particles;  
growth of the passive over the middle, etc. 
 Various phrases are common both to the N. T. and to the 
papyri, like decia>n di<dwmi, e]n toi?j = 'in house of,' a]po> tou? nu?n, ei]j to> 
dihneke<j, kaqw>j ge<graptai, e]k sumfw<nou, e[pi> to> au]to<, kat ] o@nar, kata> to>  
e@qoj, ou]x o[ tuxw<n, pare<xomai e]mauto<n, to> au]to< fronei?n. "There is 
placed before us in the N. T. neither a specific speech-form nor  
a barbaric Jewish-Greek, but a natural phase of the Hellenistic  
speech-development."1 Deissmann (Exp. Times, 1906, p. 63)  
properly holds the N. T. to be the Book of Humanity because 
it "came from the unexhausted forces below, and not from the  
feeble, resigned culture of a worn-out upper class." Swete (0. T. 
in Gk., pp. 295 ff.) shows how the LXX is influenced by the  
vernacular koinh<.  As early as 1843 B. Hase (Wellhausen, Einl.,  
p. 14) explained the LXX as "Volkssprache." Thackeray (Gram- 
mar, pp. 22 ff.) gives a good summary of "the koinh< basis of LXX  
Greek." 
 II. Literary Elements in the New Testament Greek. It is true  
then, as Blass2 sums it up, that "the language employed in 
the N. T. on the whole, such as was spoken in the lower circles  
of society, not such as was written in works of literature." The  
N. T. writers were not Atticists with the artificial straining after  
the antique Attic idiom. But one must not imagine that they 
were mere purveyors of slang and vulgarisms. Freudenthal3  
speaks of the Hellenistic Jews as "one of those societies without  
a mother-tongue which have never attained to any true excel- 
lence in literature." And even Mahaffy4 speaks of the Greek  
learned by the Jews as "the new and artificial idiom of the trad- 
ing classes" which had neither "traditions nor literature nor  
those precious associations which give depth and poetry to 
words." That is a curious mistake, for it was the Atticistic re- 
vival that was artificial. The koinh< had all the memories of a 
 
 1 Thumb, Die sprachgesch. Stell. des bibl. Griech., Theol. Runds., 1902,  
p. 93. Cf. also Arnaud, Essai sur le caractere de la langue grecque du N. T.,  
1899. Viteau (Et. sur le Grec du N. T., 2 vols., 1893, 1896) insists on the dis- 
tinction between the lit. and the vernac. elements in the N. T. 
 2 Gr. of the N. T. Gk., p. 1.   3 Hell. Stud., 1875.  
 4 Gk. Life and Thought, 1896, p. 530. 
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people's life. Instance Robert Burns in Scotland. It is to be  
said for Mahaffy, however, that he changed his mind, for he later1  
wrote:  "They write a dialect simple and rude in comparison with 
Attic Greek; they use forms which shock the purists who examine  
for Cambridge scholarships. But did any men ever tell a great 
story with more simplicity, with more directness, with more  
power? . . . Believe me against all the pedants of the world, the 
dialect that tells such a story is no poor language, but the out- 
come of a great and a fruitful education." The N. T. uses the  
language of the people, but with a dignity, restraint and pathos  
far beyond the trivial nonentities in much of the papyri remains. 
All the N. T. Greek is not so vernacular as parts of the LXX.2  
The papyri often show the literary koinh< and all grades of varia- 
tion, while the lengthy and official inscriptions3  "often approx- 
imate in style to the literary language." Long before many 
words are used in literature they belong to the diction of polite  
speech.4 In a word, the N. T. Greek "occupies apparently an in- 
termediate position between the vulgarisms of the populace and 
the studied style of the litterateurs of the period. It affords a  
striking illustration of the divine policy of putting honour on 
what man calls common.'"5 It would indeed have been strange  
if men like Paul, Luke and the author of Hebrews had shown no  
literary affinities at all. Prof. J. C. Robertson (The Classical 
Weekly, March 9, 1912, 139) in an article entitled "Reasons  
for Teaching the Greek N. T. in Colleges" says:  "Take the par- 
able of the Prodigal Son, for instance. In literary excellence this  
piece of narrative is unsurpassed. Nothing more simple, more 
direct, more forceful can be adduced from among the famous  
passages of classical Greek literature. It is a moving tragedy of 
 
 1 Prog. of Hellen. in Alex. Emp., 1905, p. 114 f. Cf. Schurer, Jew. Peo.  
in Time of Jes. Ch., div. II, vol. I, pp. 11 ff., Hellen. in the Non-Jew. Regions,  
Hellen. in the Jew. Regions. He shows how Gk. and Lat. words were common  
in the Aram. and how thoroughly Gk. the Jews of the Dispersion were. On  
this point see Schurer, Diaspora, in ext. vol. of Hast. D. B. "Greek was the  
mother-tongue of the Jews" all over the gentile world. Susemihl holds that  
in Alexandria the Jews gave "quite a considerable Hebraic tinge" to the  
koinh<, Gesch. der griech. Lit., Bd. II, 1892, p. 602. An excellent discussion  
of the literary elements in the Gk. N. T. is to be found in Heinrici's Der lit.  
Charakter der neutest. Schr. (1908). He shows also the differences between  
Palestinian and Alexandrian Judaism. 
 2 Cf. Geldart, Mod. Gk. in its Rela. to Anc. Gk., 1870, p. 180. Cf. also  
Kennedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 65; Frankel, Altert. von Perg., 1890, p. xvii. 
 3 Deissmann, B. S., p. 180.  4 Kennedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 77.  
 5 Thayer, art. Lang. of the N. T., Hast. D. B., III, 36b. 
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reconciliation. Yet its literary excellence is not accidental. The  
elements of that excellence can be analyzed." In an age of un- 
usual culture one would look for some touch with that culture.  
"I contend, therefore, that the peculiar modernness, the high in- 
tellectual standard of Christianity as we find it in the N. T., is  
caused by its contact with Greek culture."1 In his helpful article  
on N. T. Times Buhl2 underrates, as Schurer3 does, the amount  
of Greek known in Palestine. It is to be remembered also that  
great diversity of culture existed among the writers of the N. T.  
Besides, the educated men used much the same vernacular all  
over the Roman world and a grade of speech that approached  
the literary standard as in English to-day.4 One is not to stress  
Paul's language in 1 Cor. 2:1-4 into a denial that he could use  
the literary style. It is rather a rejection of the bombastic rhet- 
oric that the Corinthians liked and the rhetorical art that was so  
common from Thucydides to Chrysostom.5 It is with this com- 
parison in mind that Origen (c. Celsus, vii, 59 f.) speaks of Paul's  
literary inferiority. It is largely a matter of standpoint. Deiss- 
mann6 has done a good service in accenting the difference between  
letters and epistles. Personal letters not for the public eye are,  
of course, in the vernacular. Cicero's Letters are epistles written  
with an eye on posterity. "In letters one does not look for trea- 
tises, still less for treatises in rigid uniformity and proportion of  
parts."7 There may be several kinds of letters (private, family,  
pastoral or congregational, etc.). But when a letter is published  
consciously as literature, like Horace's Ars Poetica, for instance,  
it becomes a literary letter or epistle. Epistles may be either  
genuine or unauthentic. The unauthentic may be either merely 
 
 1 Mahaffy, Prog. of Hellen., p. 139. 2 Ext. vol. of Hast. D. B. 
 3 Jew. Peo. in Time of Jes. Ch., div. II, vol. I, p. 47 f. He admits a wide  
diffusion of a little knowledge of and easy use of Gk. among the educated  
classes in Palestine. 
 4 Cf. Norden, Ant. Kunstpr., Bd. II, pp. 482 ff., for discussion of literary  
elements in N. T. Gk. Deissmann makes "a protest against overestimating  
the literary evidence" (Theol. Runds., 1902, pp. 66 ff.; Exp. Times, 1906, p. 9)  
and points out how Norden has missed it in contrasting Paul and that ancient 
world, merely the contrast between non-literary prose and artistic lit. prose.  
 5 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 15.  
 6 B. pp. 16 ff. However, one must not think that the N. T. Epistles al- 
ways fall wholly in one or the other category. Ramsay calls attention to the 
“new category” in the new conditions, viz., a general letter to a congregation  
Let. to the Seven Chur., p. 24).  
 7 Ib., p. 11. See also Walter Lock, The Epistles, pp. 114 ff., in The Bible  
and Chr. Life, 1905. 
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pseudonymous or real forgeries. If we examine the N. T. Letters  
or Epistles in the light of this distinction, we shall see that Phile- 
mon is a personal letter. The same is true of the Pastoral Epistles;  
but Ephesians is more like an epistle from its general nature.  
The Thessalonian, Corinthian, Galatian, Colossian, Philippian  
writings are all congregational and doctrinal letters. Romans  
partakes of the nature of a letter and an epistle. Jacquier, how-  
ever (Histoire des Livres du N. T., 1906, tome 1er, p. 66), re- 
marks that "The Pauline Epistles are often more discourse than  
letter." It will thus be seen that I do not agree with Deissmann  
(Bible Studies, p. 3 f.) in calling all the Pauline writings "letters"  
as opposed to "epistles." Milligan (Greek Papyri, p. xxxi) like-  
wise protests against the sweeping statement of Deissmann.  
Deissmann gives a great variety of interesting letters from the  
papyri in his Light from the Ancient East, and argues here (pp.  
224-234) with passion that even Romans is just "a long let- 
ter." "I have no hesitation in maintaining the thesis that all  
the letters of Paul are real, non-literary letters." Hebrews is  
more like an epistle, as are James, 1 John, 1 Peter, 2 Peter, Jude  
while 2 and 3 John are again letters. The Letters to the Seven   
Churches again are epistles. This is a useful distinction and  
shows that the N. T. writers knew how to use one of the favourite  
literary methods of the Alexandrian period. Dr. Lock concludes:  
"Letters have more of historic and literary interest, epistles more  
of central teaching and practical guidance."1 That Paul could  
use the more literary style is apparent from the address on Mars  
Hill, the speech before Agrippa,2 and Ephesians and Romans.  
Paul quotes Aratus, Menander and Epimenides and may have  
been acquainted with other Greek authors. He seems also to  
have understood Stoic philosophy. We cannot tell how extensive  
his literary training was. But he had a real Hellenic feeling and  
outlook. The introduction to Luke's Gospel and the Acts show  
real literary skill. The Epistle to the Hebrews has oratorical flow  
and power with traces of Alexandrian culture. Viteau3 reminds 
 
 1 Bible and Chr. Life, p. 117. For the history and literature of ancient  
letters and epistles see Deissmann, B. S.; Susemihl, Gesch. der griech. Lit.;  
Overbeck, Uber die Anf. der patrist. Lit. The oldest known Gk. letter was  
written on a lead tablet and belongs to the iv/B.C. and comes from near  
Athens. It was discovered by Prof. Wunsch of Giessen. See art. by Dr.  
Wilhelm of Athens in Jahresh. des osterreich. archaeol. Inst. (1904, vii, pp.  
94 ff.). 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 5. 3 Le Verbe: Synt. des Prop., p. xxx. 
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us that about 3000 of the 5420 words in the Greek N. T. are  
found in ancient Attic writers, while the syntax in general "obeys  
the ordinary laws of Greek grammar."1 These and other N. T.  
writers, as James, occasionally use classic forms like i@smen, i@ste, 
i@sasi, e]c <̂esan, etc. Konig2 in his discussion of the Style of Scrip- 
ture finds ample illustration in the N. T. of the various literary  
linguistic devices, though in varying degree. See "Figures of  
Speech" (ch. XXII). But the literary element in the N. T. is sub- 
ordinate to the practical and is never artificial nor strained. We  
have the language of spirit and life. The difference between the  
old point of view and the new is well illustrated by Hort's remark  
(Notes on Orthography, p. 152 f.) when he speaks of "the popular  
Greek in which the N. T. is to a certain extent written." He con- 
ceives of it as literary koinh< with some popular elements. The  
new and the true view is that the N. T. is written in the popular  
koinh< with some literary elements, especially in Luke, Paul, He- 
brews and James. 
 Josephus is interesting as a background to the N. T. He wrote  
his War in Aramaic and secured the help of Greek writers to  
translate it, but the Antiquities was composed in Greek, probably  
with the aid of similar collaborateurs) for parts of Books XVII- 
XIX copy the style of Thucydides and are really Atticistic.3 It 
is interesting to take a portion of 1 Maccabees as we have it  
translated from the Hebrew original and compare it with the cor- 
responding portion of Josephus. The Greek of 1 Macc. is, like  
the LXX, translation Greek and intensely Hebraistic, while Jo- 
sephus smooths out all the Hebraistic wrinkles and shifts it into  
the rolling periods of Thucydides. The N. T. has slight affinities  
in vocabulary, besides Josephus, with Philo, Plutarch, Polybius,  
Strabo, Diodorus and a few other writers in the literary koinh<.4 
 Deissmann (Light from the Ancient East, p. 64) holds that  
Paul's "Greek never becomes literary." "It is never disciplined,  
say, by the canon of the Atticists, never tuned to the Asian rhythm: 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 37. Kennedy indeed (Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 134) says that  
80 per cent. of the N. T. words date from before 322 B.C. 
 2 Hast. D. B., ext. vol. 
 3 See Thackeray, art. Josephus in ext. vol. of Hast. D. B.; cf. also Schmidt,  
De Flavii. Jos. Eloc., 1893. Thumb (Die griech. Spr., p. 125) and Moulton 
(Prol., p. 233) accent the fact that Josephus has only one Hebraism, prosti<- 
qesqai with infinitive = l; Jysiho. Cf. also Raab, De Fl. Jos. Eloc. Quest., 1890. 
 4 Kennedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., pp. 50 ff. Hoole, The Class. Elem. in the  
N. T., 1888, gives an interesting list of Gk. and Rom. proper names that  
occur in the N. T. 
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it remains non-literary." But has not Deissmann given a too  
special sense to "literary"? If 1 Cor. 13 and 15, Ro. 8 and  
Eph. 3 do not rise to literary flavour and nobility of thought and  
expression, I confess my ignorance of what literature is.  Har- 
nack (Das hohe Lied des Apostels Paulus von der Liebe und seine  
religionsgeschichtliche Bedeutung, 1911) speaks of the rhythm, the  
poetic form, the real oratory, the literary grace of 1 Cor. 13. The  
best literature is not artificial nor pedantic like the work of the  
Atticists and Asian stylists. That is a caricature of literature.  
We must not forget that Paul was a man of culture as well as a  
man of the people. Deissmann (Light, p. 64 f.) does admit the  
literary quality of Hebrews. This epistle is more ornate as Origen  
saw (Eus., Eccl. Hist., VI, xxv, 11). 
 III. The Semitic Influence. This is still the subject of keen  
controversy, though not in the same way that the Purists and the  
Hebraists debated it. Now the point is whether the N. T. Greek  
is wholly in the koinh< or whether there is an appreciable Semitic  
colouring in addition. There is something to be said on both  
sides of the question. 
 (a) THE TRADITION. See I, (a), for proof of the error of this posi- 
tion. It is certain that the idea of a special Hebraic Greek for the  
N. T. is gone. Schaff1 said that the Greek spoken by the Grecian  
Jews "assumed a strongly Hebraizing character," and the N. T.  
Greek shared in this "sacred and Hebraizing character." Ac- 
cording to Hatch2 " the great majority of N. T. words . . . ex- 
press in their biblical use the conceptions of a Semitic race."  
Viteau3 calls it "Hebraizing Greek," while Simcox4 speaks of "the  
half-Hebraized Greek of the N. T." Reuss5 calls it "the Jewish- 
Greek idiom." Hadley6 considered the "Hellenistic dialect,  
largely intermixed with Semitic idioms." Westcott7 spoke of  
"the Hebraic style more or less pervading the whole N. T." But  
Westcott8 admitted that "a philosophical view of the N. T. lan- 
guage as a whole is yet to be desired," as Hatch9 lamented that  
the N. T. Greek "has not yet attracted the attention of any con- 
siderable scholar." That cannot now be said after the work of  
Blass, Deissmann, Moulton, Radermacher and others, and was an  
overstatement then. And yet the old view of "biblical Greek" 
 
 1 Comp. to the Gk. Test., 1885, pp. 22, 25. 
 2 Ess. in Bibl. Gk., p. 34.   6 Lang. of the N. T., Smith's B. D. 
 3 Synt. des Prop., p. xxxvi.   7 Art. N. T., Smith's B. D. 
 4 Lang. of the N. T., p. 20.   8 Ib. 
 5 list. of the N. T., 1885, p. 36.   9 Ess. in Bibl. Gk., p. 1. 
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for both N. T. and LXX is still championed by Conybeare and  
Stock in their grammar of the Septuagint (Selections from the  
Sept., 1905,, p. 22 f.). They insist, against Deissmann, on the  
"linguistic unity" of the LXX and of the N. T. as opposed to the  
vernacular koinh<.  They admit, of course, that the LXX is far more  
Hebraic than the N. T. This sturdy contention for the old view  
is interesting, to say the least. Wellhausen (Einl. in die drei ersten  
Evangelien) is rather disposed to accent the "Semiticisms" (Ara- 
maisms) in the Synoptic Gospels in contrast with the Attic Greek.  
Nobody now, claims the N. T. Greek to be Attic in purity. "No  
one denies the existence of Semiticisms; opinions are only divided  
with reference to the relative proportion of these Semiticisms"  
(Deissmann, Light from the Ancient East, p. 65). The old view  
is dead beyond recall. 
 (b) THE VIEW OF DEISSMANN AND MOULTON. Over against the 
old conceptio stands out in sharp outline the view of Deissmann1  
who says:  "The linguistic unity of the Greek Bible appears only  
against the background of classical, not of contemporary 'pro- 
fane' Greek." Note the word "only." Once more2: "The few  
Hebraizing expressions in those parts of the N. T. which were in  
Greek from the first are but an accidens which does not essentially  
alter the fundamental character of its language." The portions  
of the Synoptic Gospels which were either in Aramaic or made  
use of Aramnic originals he considers on a par with the LXX.  
They use translation Greek. No one "ever really spoke as he  
may have translated the Logia-collection, blessed — and cramped  
— as he was by the timid consciousness of being permitted to  
convey the sacred words of the Son of God to the Greeks."3  
Thumb4 accepts the view of Deissmann and admits "Hebraisms  
in a few cases" only and then principally the meaning of words.  
In 1879 Guillemard5 disclaimed any idea of being able to give  
"an exhaustive exhibition of all the Hebraisms," but he "put for- 
ward only a few specimens"! Moulton6 admits practically no  
Hebraisms nor Aramaisms outside of "translation Greek." "Be- 
tween these two extremes the N. T. writers lie; and of them all 
 
 1 B. S., 1901, p. 66.     2 Ib., p. 177. 
 3 Ib., p. 76. "What would we give if we could recover but one papyrus  
book with a few leaves containing genuine Aramaic sayings of Jesus! For  
those few leaves we would, I think, part willingly with the theological out- 
put of a whole century" (Deissmann, Light, p. 57). 
 4 Griech. Spr. etc., p. 121. 
 5 Hebraisms iii the Gk. Test., Pref.   6 Prol., p. 10. 
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we may assert with some confidence that, where translation is  
not involved, we shall find hardly any Greek expression used  
which would sound strangely to speakers of the koinh< in Gentile  
lands." Once more1:  "What we can assert with assurance is that  
the papyri have finally destroyed the figment of a N. T. Greek  
which in any material respect differed from that spoken by ordi- 
nary people in daily life." Moulton2 realizes "the danger of go- 
ing too far" in summing up thus the issue of the long strife  
over N. T. Hebraisms. According to Moulton (p. 18) the matter  
is complicated only in Luke, who, though a gentile, used Aramaic  
sources in the opening chapters of the Gospel and Acts.' This new  
and revolutionary view as to Semitisms is still challenged by Dal- 
man3 who finds many more Aramaisms in the Synoptic Gospels  
than Moulton is willing to admit.  Deissmann indeed is not dis- 
posed in his later writings to be dogmatic on the subject. "The  
last word has not yet been said about the proportion of Semiti- 
cisms" (Expositor, Jan., 1908, p. 67). He is undoubtedly right  
in the idea that many so-called Semiticisms are really "interna- 
tional vulgarisms." Schurer, Theol. Literaturzeitung, 1908, p.  
555, criticizes Deissmann (Licht vom Osten, 1908, p. 35) for run- 
ning the parallel too close between the N. T. and the unliterary 
scriptions. Both the Purists and the Hebraists were wrong. 
The old view cannot stand in the light of the papyri and in-  
papyri. It is truer of the LXX than of the N. T. 
 Many words and idioms heretofore claimed as Hebraisms are  
shown to be current in the vernacular koinh<. As specimens4 one  
can mention  e]nw<pion (ynep;li; according to Winer-Liinemann, p. 201,  
and "biblical" according to Kennedy, Sources of N. T. Greek,  
p. 90) as found in the papyri; presbu<teroj in the official sense  
occurs in the papyri of Egypt in combinations like presbu<teroi 
i[erei?j; e]rwta<w= 'to beg' is in the papyri;  ei$j in sense of prw?toj also; 
 
 1 Prol., p. 18. 
 2 Ib., p. 18. He quotes approvingly Deissmann's remark that "Semitisms  
which are in common use belong mostly to the technical language of religion"  
and they do not alter the scientific description of the language. Moulton  
(Interp., July, 1906, p. 380) says: "Suffice it to say that, except so far as the  
N. T. writers are quoting baldly literal translations from the LXX, or making  
equally literal translations from the Aramaic in which the Lord and His  
disciples usually spoke, we have no reason whatever to say that the N. T.  
was composed in a Greek distinguishable from that spoken all over the Roman  
Empire." 
 3 Wds. of Jes., 1902. 
 4 See Deissmann (B. S. and Light) and Moulton (Prol.). 
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proseuxh< can no longer be regarded as a word of Jewish formation 
for a Jewish place of prayer, since it appears in that sense in a 
Ptolemaic inscription in Lower Egypt in the III cent. B.C.; o@noma 
occurs also in the sense of "person"; expressions like ui[o>j qana<tou 
are found in the papyri; ble<pein a]po< occurs in a papyrus letter; 
ei]j o@noma is in inscriptions, ostraca, papyri; du<o du<o is matched in 
the papyri by tri<a tri<a (this idiom has been traced in Greek for 
2500 years.); the instrumental use of e]n as e]n maxai<r^ is common; 
the use of e]n t&? and the infinitive so common in Luke appears in 
the papyri; and even ei]j a]pa<nthsin meets us in the papyri (Tebt. 
Pap. 43, II cent. B.c.). Certainly a full list of the words and 
phrases that can no longer be called Hebraisms would be very 
formidable. Besides, the list grows continually under the re- 
searches of Deissmann, Moulton, Mayser, Thumb, Kalker, Wit- 
kowski, Milligan and other scholars. The presumption is now 
clearly against a Hebraism. The balance of evidence has gone 
over to the other side. But after all one has the conviction that 
the joy of new discovery has to some extent blurred the vision of 
Deissmann and Moulton to the remaining Hebraisms which do 
not indeed make Hebraic Greek or a peculiar dialect. But enough 
remain to be noticeable and appreciable. Some of these may 
vanish, like the rest, before the new knowledge. The LXX, 
though "translation Greek," was translated into the vernacular of 
Alexandria, and one can but wonder if the LXX did not have some 
slight resultant influence upon the Alexandrian koinh< itself. The 
Jews were very numerous in Alexandria. "Moreover, it remains 
to be considered how far the quasi-Semitic colloquialisms of the 
papyri are themselves due to the influence of the large Greek- 
speaking Jewish population of the Delta" (Swete, The Apocalypse 
of St. John, 1906, p. cxx). Thackeray (Gr. of the O. T. in Gk., 
vol. I, p. 20) Uses the small number of Coptic words in the Greek 
papyri against the notion of Hebrew influence on the koinh< in   
Egypt. However, Thackeray (p. 27) notes that the papyri so far 
discovered tell us little of the private life of the Jews of Egypt and 
of the Greek used by them specifically. The marshes of the Delta 
were not favourable for the preservation of the papyri. The 
koinh< received other foreign influences we know. The Jews of the 
Dispersion spoke the vernacular koinh< everywhere, but they read 
the LXX, "a written Semitic Greek which no one ever spoke, far 
less used for literary purposes, either before or after."1 And yet 
 
 1 Deissmann, B. S., p. 67. See also Angus, N. T. Philol., Harv. Theol.  
Rev., July, 1909, p. 453. The LXX, though translation Greek (see above), 
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the Hellenistic Jews all over the world could not read continually  
the LXX and not to some extent feel the influence of its peculiar  
style. No one to-day speaks the English of the King James Ver- 
sion, or ever did for that matter, for, though like Shakespeare, it  
is the pure Anglo-Saxon, yet, unlike Shakespeare, it reproduces  
to a remarkable extent the spirit and language of the Bible. As  
Luther's German Bible largely made the German language, so the  
King James Version has greatly affected modern English (both  
vernacular and literary). The situation is not the same, but there  
is enough of truth to justify the comparison. There are fewer  
details that preserve the Semitic character, but what does not  
disappear is the Hebrew cast of thought in a writer like John, for  
instance. No papyrus is as much a parallel to John's Gospel as  
the Book of Job, for instance. Westcottl has true insight when  
he says of N. T. Greek: "It combines the simple directness of He- 
brew thought with the precision of Greek expression. In this way  
the subtle delicacy of Greek expression in some sense interprets  
Hebrew thought." What is true of John's Gospel is true also of  
James. The numerous quotations both from the LXX and the  
Hebrew in the N. T. put beyond controversy the constant use of  
the 0. T. in Greek on the part of the N. T. writers. Besides,  
with the possible exception of Luke and the author of Hebrews,  
they all knew and used Aramaic as well as Greek. The point is  
that the N. T. writers were open to Semitic influence. How great  
that was must be settled by the facts in the case, not by pre- 
sumptions  for or against. Dr. George Milligan (Greek Papyri,  
p. xxix f.) says: "In the matter of language, we have now abun- 
dant proof that the so-called 'peculiarities' of biblical Greek are  
due simply to the fact that the writers of the N. T. for the most  
part made use of the ordinary colloquial Greek, the koinh< of their  
day. This is not to say that we are to disregard altogether the  
influence of ‘translation Greek,’ and the consequent presence of  
undoubted Hebraisms, both in language and grammar. An over- 
tendency to minimize these last is probably the most pertinent 
 
is in the vern. koinh<, and thus the N. T. writers had a double point of contact  
with the koinh<. Cf. Wackernagel, Theol. Lit., 1908, p. 38; Milligan, Epis. to  
the Th., p. lv. 
 1 Exp., 1887, p. 241. Thumb (Griech. Spr. etc., p. 132) denies any influ- 
ence on the development of the Gk. But Thayer (Hast. D. B., Lang. of the  
N. T., III, 40a) is not surprised to find "idioms having a distinctly Hebra- 
istic flavour even in native Greek circles." Cf. also Reuss, Hist. of the N. T.,  
1884, vol. I, p. 33. 
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criticism that can be directed against Dr. J. H. Moulton's Pro- 
legomena do his Grammar of N. T. Greek." So Dr. Swete  
"deprecates the induction which, as it seems to him, is being  
somewhat hastily based upon them (the papyri), that the Greek  
of the N. T. has been but slightly influenced by the familiarity of  
the writers with Hebrew and Aramaic" (Apocalypse of St. John,  
p. cxx). 
 Von Soden1 sums up the whole matter as follows: "It was  
unavoidable but that the primitive Christian writers often used  
compulsion with the Greek tongue and offended against its  
genius. They wished to bring to expression things which, up  
to that time, were foreign to the Greek spirit and only found ex- 
pression in Semitic languages. And besides, it is only natural  
that the phraseology of the Greek translation of the 0. T., to  
which they were habituated from their youth, should uncon- 
sciously flow from their pens, and still more, that when their sub- 
ject-matter brought them into close contact with the 0. T. or  
when they translated from the Aramaic dialect of Palestine, their  
Greek should receive a foreign tinge." This by no means makes  
a special N. T. dialect or even Jewish-Greek, but it admits a  
real, though slight, Semitic influence even where it is not "trans- 
lation Greek." This position is more nearly in accord with all  
the facts as we now know them. It is pleasing to find Deissmann  
(Expositor, Oct., 1907, "Philology of the Greek Bible," p. 292)  
rather reacting a bit from the first extreme position. He accents  
here strongly the influence of the LXX on the N. T. "It is one 
of the most painful deficiencies of biblical study at the present  
day that the reading of the LXX has been pushed into the back- 
ground, while its exegesis has been scarcely even begun." (Ib., 
p. 293) : "A single hour lovingly devoted to the text of the Sep- 
tuagint will further our exegetical knowledge of the Pauline  
Epistles more than a whole day spent over a commentary." (Ib., 
p. 294): "This restoration of the Greek Bible to its own epoch is  
really the distinctive feature of the work of modern scholarship."  
That hits the point. We cordially agree with his remark (Exposi- 
tor, Nov., 1907, p. 435) that the Semiticisms of the Greek Bible  
do not place the N. T. outside of the scope of Greek philology,  
but are merely its birth-marks. In the Dec. (1907) Expositor  
(p. 520) Deissmann comments feelingly on the fact that the LXX  
"has served the Christian Church of Anatolia in unbroken con- 
tinuity down to the present day." 
 
 1 Early Chr. Lit., 1906, p. 11 f. 
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 (C) LITTLE DIRECT HEBREW INFLUENCE. The Hebrew was not 
a living language any longer. Less than half of the 0. T. quota- 
tions1 in the N. T. are from the Hebrew text. It was still read  
in most of the synagogues of Palestine and it is possible that a  
modernized Hebrew was in use to some extent for literary pur- 
poses.2 Perhaps the Hebrew text was consulted by the N. T.  
writers who used it much as a modern minister refers to his Greek  
Testament. The reading of the Hebrew 0. T. would give one  
dignity of style and simplicity of expression. The co-ordination  
of clauses so common in the Hebrew is not confined to the Hebrew,  
but is certainly in marked contrast with the highly developed sys- 
tem of subordinate sentences of the Greek. But this paratactic  
construction is partly Hebraic and partly colloquial. The total  
absence of extended indirect discourse is a case in point also.  
Compare the historical books of the N. T. with Xenophon and  
Thucydides. Likewise the frequent use of kai< and the sparing  
use of particles may be mentioned. The pleonastic use of pro- 
nouns like h{n ou]dei>j du<natai klei?sai au]th<n (Rev. 3:8) finds an occa- 
sional parallel (Moulton) in the papyri, but none the less its  
frequency in the N. T. is due to the Hebrew. The same remark  
applies to the effort to express in Greek the Hebrew infinitive ab- 
solute by the participle, as ble<pontej ble<yete (Mt. 13:14), or the  
instrumental, as xar%? xai<rei (Jo. 3:29). Both of these construc- 
tions are found in the Greek, but with far less frequency. The  
use of prosti<qhmi with an infinitive for repetition, as prose<qeto tri<ton 
pe<myai. (Lu. 20:12) is in evident imitation of the Hebrew 
Ei]= Mxi does not mean ou] as in ei] doqh<setai shmei?on (Mk. 8:12), but  
is aposiopesis, the apodosis not being expressed. This use is in  
the papyri. Ou]-pa?j in the sense of ou]dei<j is due to the LXX trans- 
lation of lKo-xlo though Moulton (p. 246) has found in the papyri  
a@neu and xwri<j so used with pa?j. 
 The use of r[h?ma, in the sense of rbADA ‘thing’ is a Hebraism after  
the LXX. The classic Greek already has lo<goj in this sense. Pro<- 
swpon lamba<nein, MyniPA xWAnA is a clear Hebraism. Proswpolhmpte<w  
first appears in the N. T. So also is a]re<skein e]nw<pion< tinoj rather than 
a]re<skein tini< a Hebraism. Cf. the circumlocutions pro> prosw<pou th?j 
ei]so<dou au]tou? (Acts 13:24) rather than the simple pro> au]tou?.  The  
frequent use of the article in address, though occasional in Greek, 
 
 1 Swete, Intr. to the 0. T. in Gk., 1900, pp. 381-405. 
 2 Schurer, Jew. Peo. in Times of Ch., div. II, vol. I, p. 10. "Hebrew also  
continued to be the language of the learned, in which even the legal discus- 
sions of the scribes were carried on." 
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is like the Hebrew and Aramaic vocative. The common use of 
h#n or e]sti< and the participle suits both the Hebrew and the analy- 
tic tendency of the koinh<.  Cf. the more frequent use of the instru-  
mental e]n the frequent construction ei#nai ei]j is due to l in  
Hebrew, though in itself not out of harmony with the Greek  
genius. It occurs in the papyri.   ]Apo> prosw<pou= yneP;mi and pro> 
prosw<pou= ynep;li are both Hebraisms. The use of dido<nai in the 
sense of tiqe<nai, is due to NtanA having both senses (Thackeray, Gr. 
of the 0. T. in Gk., p. 39); cf. Deut. 28:1, dw<sei se u[pera<nw. So  
h[me<rai takes the flavour of the Hebrew MymiiyA, and ei]rh<nh is used in  
salutation like MOlwA. The superfluous pronoun calls for notice  
also. The frequency of e]n t&? with the infinitive is due to B;. So  
also ui[o<j occurs in some Hebraistic senses like NB,, but the papyri  
have some examples of ui[o<j for ‘quality,’ ‘characteristic.’  Thack- 
eray (p. 42) notes the Hebrew fondness for "physiognomical 
expressions" like o]fqalmo<j, pro<swpon, sto<ma, xei<r, pou<j, etc. The in- 
creased use of a]nh<r and a@nqrwpoj like wyxi rather than ti>j, pa?j, e!kastoj 
must be observed. The very extensive use of prepositions is ac- 
cented by the Hebrew. Kai> e]ge<neto translates yhiy;va. The use of  
a question to express wish is like the Hebrew idiom (cf. 2 Kgs.  
18:33). But these constructions are doubtless due to the LXX  
rather than to Hebrew itself. It is not possible to give in clear  
outline the influence of the Hebrew Bible on the N. T. apart  
from the LXX and the Aramaic, though there was a little of just  
that kind. Kennedy1 gives thirteen words common to the LXX  
and the N. T. (Thackeray, Gr., pp. 31 ff., gives a list of "Hebra- 
isms in Vocabulary") and counts "twenty Hebrew and Aramaic  
words which do not occur in the LXX, e.g. ziza<nion, mamwna?j, r[aka<,  
w[sanna<." The words in the N. T. known to be Hebrew and not  
Aramaic are as follows: a]baddw<n=NODbaxE; a]llhlouia<=h.yA-Ull;ha; a]mh<n 

 = NmexA; a[rmageddw<n=NODgim; rha; a[rrabw<n=NOkrAfe; ba<toj=tBa; beelzebou<b 
= bUbz; lfaBa; boanhrge<j=wg,r, ynEb; (cf. Dalman, Words of Jesus, p. 
49); bu<ssoj=CUB (cf. also bu<ssinoj); e]brai*sti< from rb,fe; h]lei<=ylixe 
(MSS. Mt. 27:46); ka<mhloj= lmAGA;  i]oudi~zw, i]oudai*smo<j, i]oudai*ko<j, 
i]oudai?oj=hdAUhy; ; korba?n=NBAr;qA; ku<minon=NOm.Ki; li<banoj=hnAObl; ; ma<nna 
= NmA; mwre<= hr,mo. ; pa<sxa= HsaP, (LXX, but same for Aramaic xhAd;Pa); 
r[abbi(ei<)=yBira; sabaw<q= tOxbAc;; sa<bbaton=tBAwa; satana?j=NFAWA; sa<p- 
feiroj=ryPisa; w[sanna<=xnA fwaOh (Dalman, Words of Jesus, 
p. 222). Some Of these were already in classical Greek (bu<ssoj, 
 
 1 Sour. of the N. T. Gk., p. 110 f. Cf. Gregory, Prol., etc., p. 102 f., for  
foreign words in the N. T. 
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li<banoj, sa<pfeiroj). Of doubtful origin are na<rdoj, ni<tron (Jer. 2:22),  
suka<minoj. This is a fairly complete list of the Hebrew words in 
the N. T. The Aramaic words will be given later. There are to  
be added, however, the very numerous Hebrew proper names,  
only a few samples of which can be given, as Maria<m=MyAr;mi; 
Melxiseke<k=qd,c,-yKil;ma; Saou<l=LUxwA; Samouh<l= lxeUmw;; ktl.  Deiss- 
mann is correct in saying ("Papyri," Encyc. Bibl.) that lexical 
Hebraisms "must be subjected to careful revision," but these  
remain. 
 Certain it is that the bulk of the examples of Hebraisms given  
by Guillemard vanish in the light of the papyri and inscriptions. 
He feared indeed that his book was "a return to old exploded  
methods." It is indeed "exploded" now, for the N. T. is not 
"unlike any other Greek, with one single exception, and abso- 
lutely unique in its peculiarities."1 There are three ways of giv- 
ing these Semitic words: mere transliteration and indeclinable, 
transliteration and declinable, Greek endings to Aramaic words.  
 (d) A DEEPER IMPRESS BY THE LXX. It is true that the 
N. T. at many points has affinities with the LXX, the "single  
exception" of Guillemard, but the LXX is not "the basis of the 
Christian Greek."2 In his second volume Viteau began to see  
that he had been too extreme in his notion that the N. T. was  
Hebraized Greek: "The language of the N. T. is not derived from 
that of the LXX; it is its sister. It is the same familiar Greek  
language which one finds employed in the one or the other. But  
the Greek of the LXX has exercised a considerable influence upon  
that of the N. T."3 But even in this volume Viteau overestimates  
the influence of the LXX on the N. T. Westcott4 had the old  
idea that the N. T. language, "both as to its lexicography and  
as to its grammar, is based on the language of the LXX." It is  
undoubtedly true5 that a very large proportion of the N. T. 
 
 1 Hebr. in the N. T., 1879, p. ix f.  2 Schaff, Comp. to the Gk. Test., p. 23. 
 3 Sujet, Compl. et Attr., 1896, p. ii. 
 4 Art. N. T., Smith's B. D. Helbing in his Gr. der LXX (1907) promises  
to investigate the Hebraisms in the second volume (p. iv). But he already  
sees that prostiqe<nai occurs in the papyri as well as constructions like e]c w#n  
e]c au]tw?n. In general (p. vii) the LXX shows the same tendency as the rest of  
the koinh< towards uniformity (the disappearance of the opt., the superl., the  
2d aorist, the middle, etc.). Cf. also Sel. from the LXX by C. S. (1905)  
with a brief Gr. of the LXX; Deissmann, Die Anf. der Sept.-Gr., Intern.  
Wochenschr., Sept. 26, 1908. 
 5 Kennedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 142 f. Cf. Brockelmann, Grundr. der  
vergl. Gr. der semit. Spr. (1907). 
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words are found in the LXX, but there are very few words that  
are found in the N. T. and the LXX and nowhere else.1 Both  
the LXX and the N. T. use the current vocabulary. There are  
indeed numerous theological terms that have a new meaning in  
the LXX, and so in the N. T., like a[gia<zein, a@fesij, ge<enna, e]kklhsi<a, 
ku<rioj, lo<goj, lutro<w, monogenh<j, pneu?ma, swthri<a, xristo<j, ktl. (See 
longer list in Swete, Introduction to 0. T. in Greek, p. 454.) So  
also many N. T. phrases are found in the LXX, like ei]kw>n 
qeou?, o]smh> eu]wdi<aj, pro<swpon pro>j pro<swpon, lamba<nein pro<swpon, 
h[ diaspora< ktl. (ib.). The 0. T. apocryphal books also are of  
interest on this point. We have a splendid treatment of the  
LXX Greek by Thackeray. He shows "the koinh< basis of LXX  
Greek," as to vocabulary, orthography, accidence and syntax 
(pp. 16-25). He notes ss, tessera<konta, finds n movable before  
consonants, nao<j, nu<ktan, plh<rhj indeclinable, a]sebh?n, disappearance  
of mi-verbs, h@lqosan, h#lqa, a]ne<bainan, e[w<rakan, o{j e]a<n, ou]qei<j, nomina- 
tivus pendens, even in apposition with genitive (cf. Apocalypse),  
constructio ad sensum, le<gwn and le<gontej with construction like 
a]phgge<lh le<gontej, recitative on, neuter plurals with plural verb,  
partial disappearance of the superlative and usually in elative sense, 
prw?toj instead of pro<teroj, e[autou<j, -w?n, --oi?j, for all three persons, 
disappearance of the optative, great increase of tou? and the  
infinitive, co-ordination of sentences with kai<, genitive absolute  
when noun in another case is present, blending of cases, in- 
crease of adverbial phrases and prepositions, ei]mi< ei]j, interchange  
between e]n and ei]j (increase of ei]j), etc. See also Psichari  
(Revue des etudes juives, 1908, pp. 173-208) for a discussion of 
the Semitic influence on the N. T. Greek. The use of ei]mi<   
occurs occasionally in the papyri, the inscriptions and koinh<  
writers, but it is extremely common in the LXX because of the  
Hebrew  l.  In the realm of syntax the LXX is far more Hebra- 
istic than the N. T., for it is a translation by Jews who at 
many points slavishly follow the Hebrew either from ignorance  
of the Hebrew or the Greek, perhaps sometimes a little of both. 
B in Judges, Ruth, 2-4 Kings, has e]gw< ei]mi with indicative, as  
e]gw< ei]mi kaqi<somai (Judges 6: 18).2 BA in Tobit 5:15 have e@somai 
dido<nai. B in Eccl. 2:17 has e]mi<shsa su>n th>n zwh<n=Myy.iHaha-tx,. 
 
 1 The 150 words out of over (?) 4800 (not counting proper names) in the   
N. T. which Kennedy (Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 88) gives as "strictly peculiar to  
the LXX and N. T." cut a much smaller figure now. New pap. may remove  
many from the list that are still left. 
 2 Cf. Swete, Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., p. 308. 
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Swete1 finds this misunderstanding of tx, common, in A in Ec- 
clesiastes and six times in 3 Kings. It is the characteristic of  
Aquila.2 No such barbarisms as these occur in the N. T., though  
the "wearisome iteration of the oblique cases of personal pro- 
nouns answering to the Hebrew suffixes" finds illustration to  
some extent in the N. T. books, and the pleonastic use of the pro- 
noun after the Greek relative is due to the fact that the Hebrew  
relative is indeclinable.3 The N. T. does not have such a con- 
struction as h@rcato tou? oi]kodomei?n (2 Chron. 3:1), though tou? ei]sel- 
qei?n with e]ge<neto (Ac. 10:25) is as awkward an imitation of the  
Hebrew infinitive construct. The LXX translators had great  
difficulty in rendering the Hebrew tenses into Greek and were  
often whimsical about it. It was indeed a difficult matter to put  
the two simple Hebrew timeless tenses into the complicated and  
highly developed Greek system, and "Vav conversive" added to  
the complexity of the problem. Conybeare and Stock, Selections  
from the LXX, p. 23, doubt if the LXX Greek always had a  
meaning to the translators, as in Num. 9:10; Deut. 33:10.  
The LXX Greek is indeed "abnormal Greek,"4 but it can be un- 
derstood.  Schurer5 is wrong when he calls it "quite a new lan- 
guage, swarming with such strong Hebraisms that a Greek could  
not understand it." It is indeed in places "barbarous Greek," but  
the people who spoke the vernacular koinh< could and did make it  
out. Many of the Hellenistic Jews knew no Hebrew or Ara- 
maic but only the koinh<. The Greek proselyte, like the Ethiopian  
eunuch, could read it, if he did need a spiritual interpreter. Schu- 
rer,6 who credits the Palestinian Jews with very little knowledge  
of the current Greek, considers "the ancient anonymous Greek  
translation of the Scriptures" to be "the foundation of all Ju- 
dae-Hellenistic culture." He is indeed right in contrasting the  
hardness of Palestinian Pharisaism with the pliable Hellenistic  
Judaism on the soil of Hellenism.7  But the Jews felt the Greek  
spirit (even if they could not handle easily oratio obliqua) not  
only in the Diaspora, but to a large extent in the cities of Pales- 
tine, especially along the coast, in Galilee and in the Decapolis. 
 
 1 Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., p. 308. 
 2 Use should be made of the transl..of Aquila, Theodotion and Symmachus,  
though they are of much less importance. Cf. Swete, p. 457 f. 
 3 Swete, ib., p. 307.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 13. 
 5 Hist. of Jew. Peo. in Time of Ch., div. II, vol. III, p. 163. 
 6 Ib., vol. I, p. 47 f., and div. II, vol. III, p. 159. 
 7 Ib., p. 157. 
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On the spread of Greek in Palestine see Milligan, N. T. Documents,  
pp. 39 ff. The prohibition,1 about the time of the siege of Jerusa- 
lem, against a Jew teaching his son Greek, shows that it had previ- 
ously been done. The quotations in the N. T. from the 0. T. show  
the use of the LXX more frequently than the Hebrew, sometimes  
the text quoted in the Synoptics is more like that of A than B, 
sometimes more like Theodotion than the LXX.2 In the Synoptic 
Gospels the quotations, with the exception of five in Matthew  
which are more like the Hebrew, closely follow the LXX. In 
John the LXX is either quoted or a free rendering of the Hebrew  
is made. The Acts quotes from the LXX exclusively. The  
Catholic Epistles use the LXX. The Epistle to the Hebrews "is 
in great part a catena, of quotations from the LXX."3 In Paul's  
Epistles more than half of the direct quotations follow the LXX. 
Here also the text of A is followed more often than the text of B.  
Swete4 even thinks that the literary form of the N. T. would  
have been very different but for the LXX. The Apocalypse in- 
deed does not formally quote the 0. T., but it is a mass of allu- 
sions to the LXX text. It is not certain5 that the LXX was 
used in the synagogues of Galilee and Judea, but it is clear that  
Peter, James, Matthew and Mark, Jewish writers, quote it, and  
that they represent Jesus as using it. In the Hellenistic syna- 
gogues of Jerusalem it would certainly be read. It would greatly  
facilitate a just conclusion on the general relation of the N. T.  
Greek to the LXX Greek if we had a complete grammar and a  
dictionary of the LXX, though we are grateful for the luminous 
chapter of Swete on the Greek of the Septuagint in his Introduc- 
tion to the 0. T. in Greek; to Kennedy for his Sources of N. T.  
Greek; to Hatch for his Essays in Biblical Greek; to Deissmann for  
his Bible Studies and his Philology of the Greek Bible (1908); to  
Helbing for his very useful Grammatik, and especially to Thack- 
 
 1 Megilla, I, 8. Cf. Hamburger, Realencyc., art. Griechentum; R. Meister,  
Prol. zu einer Gr. der Sept., (Wiener Stud., xxix, 27). 
 2 Swete, Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., p. 395. Cf. Deissmann in Exp. Times,  
Mar., 1906, p. 254, who points out that Pap. Heid. (cf. Deissmann, Die Sept.  
Pap., 1905) "assimilates such passages as are cited in the N. T., or are capa- 
ble of a Christian meaning, as far as possible, to their form in the N. T.  
text, or to the sphere of Christian thought." Heinrici shows the same thing  
to be true of Die Leip. Pap. frag. der Psalmen, 1903. 
 3 Swete, Intr., etc., p. 402. All these facts about LXX quotations come  
from Swete. 
 4 Ib., p. 404. See ib., p. 404 f., for bibliography on N. T. quotations.  
 5 Ib., pp. 29 ff. 
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eray for vol. I of his Grammar. It is now possible to make in- 
telligent and, to a degree, adequate use of the LXX in the study  
of N. T. Greek. The completion of Helbing's Syntax and of  
Thackeray's Syntax will further enrich N. T. students. The Ox- 
ford Concordance of Hatch and Redpath and the larger Cambridge  
Septuagint are of great value. Swete1 laments that the N. T.  
grammars have only "incidental references to the linguistic char- 
acteristics of the Alexandrian version." 
 The translation was not done all at once, and not by men of  
Jerusalem, but by Jews of Alexandria who knew "the patois of  
the Alexandrian streets and markets."2 One doubts,  however,  
if these translators spoke this mixture of Egyptian koinh< and  
Hebrew. On this point Swete3 differs from most scholars and in- 
sists that " the translators write Greek largely as they doubtless  
spoke it." They could not shake off the Hebrew spell in trans- 
lation. In free Greek like most of the N. T. the Semitic influence  
is far less. Mahaffy was quick to see the likeness between the  
papyri and the LXX.4 But one must not assume that a N. T.  
word necessarily has the same sense that it has either in the LXX  
or the koinh<.  The N. T. has ideas of its own, a point to be con- 
sidered later. We agree with Swete5 that the LXX is "indispen- 
sable to the study of the N. T." Nestle6 justly remarks that the  
Greek of the LXX enjoys now a much more favourable judgment  
from philologists than some twenty years ago. Conybeare and  
Stock (Sel. from the LXX, p. 22) observe that, while the vocabu- 
lary of the LXX is that of the market-place of Alexandria, the  
syntax is much more under the influence of the Hebrew original.  
The LXX does, of course, contain a few books like 4 Maccabees,  
written in Greek originally and in the Greek spirit, like Philo's  
works. Philo represents the Atticistic revival in Alexandria that  
was a real factor with a few. But the "genitivus hebraicus," like  
o[ krith>j th?j a]diki<aj, is paralleled in the papyri and the inscriptions,  
though not so often as in the LXX. Cf. Radermacher, N. T.  
Greek, p. 19. So also .(p. 21) toi?j e]c e]riqei<aj (Ro. 2:8) is like e]k   
plh<rouj in the papyri and already in the tragic poets. Thumb7  
properly takes the side of Deissmann against Viteau's exaggerated 
 
 1 Intr., p. 289.    3 Ib., p. 299. 
 2 BD., p. 9.    4 Exp. Times, iii, p. 291. 
 5 Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., p. 450 f. Hitzig, of Heidelberg, used to open his  
lectures on 0. T. by asking: "Gentlemen, have you a LXX? If not, sell  
whatever you have and buy a LXX." Nestle, LXX, in Hast. D. B., p. 438. 
 6 LXX, Hast. D. B., p. 451.  7 Griech. Spr. etc., pp. 128-132. 
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idea of LXX influence (following Hatch). It is not always easy  
to decide what is due to the use of the LXX and what to the  
development of the koinh< vernacular. One must have an open  
mind to light from either direction. Deissmannl is clearly right  
in calling for a scientific investigation of the Hebraisms of the  
LXX. Even the LXX and N. T. use of a]reth< (Is. 42:8, 12; 1  
Pet. 2: 9; 2 Pet. 1:3) is paralleled by an inscription in Caria.2  
We are not then to think of the Jews or the Christians as ever  
using in, speech or literature the peculiar Greek used in the trans- 
lation of the Hebrew 0. T., which in itself varied much in this  
respect in different parts. The same intense Hebraistic cast  
appears in the 0. T. apocryphal books which were originally in  
Hebrew and then translated, as Tobit, Ecclesiasticus, 1 Macca- 
bees, etc. Contrast with these the Greek of the Wisdom of Solo- 
mon, 2 Maccabees and the Prologue to the Greek translation of  
Ecclesiasticus, and the difference is at once manifest.3 The Wis- 
dom of Solomon is of special interest, for the author, who wrote  
in Greek and revealed knowledge of Greek culture, art, science  
and philosophy, was yet familiar with the LXX and imitated  
some of its Hebraisms, being a Jew himself. Cf. Siegfried, "Book  
of Wisdom," Hastings' D. B. It must never be forgotten that 
by far the greatest contribution of Alexandrian prose to the  
great literature of the world is this very translation of the 0. T."4  
The name Christ (Xristo<j) is found in the LXX "and so the very  
terms Christian and Christianity arose out of the language em- 
ployed by the Alexandrian interpreters."5 The only Bible known  
to most of the Jews in the world in the first Christian century was  
the LXX. The first complete Bible was the Greek Bible. The  
LXX was the "first Apostle to the Gentiles" and was freely used  
for many centuries by the Christians. Conybeare and Stock (Sel.  
from the LXX, p. 24) go so far as to say that the N. T. itself  
would not have been but for the LXX. Certainly it would not 
 
 1 Hell.-Griech., Hauck's Realencyc., p. 638. 
 2 Deissmann, B. S., pp. 95 f., 360 ff. Cf. Gautzschius, Spec. Exercit. Gr.,  
1778, p. 23. H. Anz, Subs. ad cognos. Graec. Serm. etc., 1894, p. 385, points  
out that poetic words are in the LXX also through the common speech. Cf.  
Lipsius, Gr. Unters. Uber die bibl. Grac., 1863, p. vii. 
 3 Deissmann, B. S., p. 76 f. He rightly calls attention to the fact that  
many of the Ptolemaic pap. are contemporary with the LXX and bristle  
with proof that the LXX on the whole is in the vernac. koinh< of Egypt  
The Hebraisms came from the Hebrew itself in the act of translating. 
 4 Mahaffy, Prog. of Hellen. in Alex. Emp., p. 80. 
 5 Churton, Intl. of the LXX Vers., 1861, p. 1. 
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have been what it is. "The Bible whose God is Yahweh is the  
Bible of one people, the Bible whose God is Ku<rioj is the Bible of  
the world" (Deissmann, Die Hellen. des Semit. Mon., p. 174). 
 Thackeray (Grammar of the 0. T. in Greek, pp. 25-55) gives a  
careful survey of the "Semitic Element in the LXX Greek." He  
admits that the papyri have greatly reduced the number of the  
Hebraisms heretofore noted in the LXX. He denies, however  
(p. 27), that the Greek of the LXX gives "a true picture of the  
language of ordinary intercourse between Jewish residents in  
the country." He denies also any influence of the Hebrew on the  
vernacular Greek of the Jews in Alexandria outside of the vocabu- 
lary of special Jewish words like a]krobusti<a. He thinks (p. 28)  
the Book of Tobit the best representative of the vernacular Greek  
of the Jews. There are more transliterations like geiw<raj for Ara- 
maic xrAOy.Gi (Heb. rGe) in the later books where the early books had  
pa<roikoj or prosh<lutoj. The fact of a translation argues for a  
fading of the Hebrew from the thought of the people. In the  
early books the translation is better done and "the Hebraic  
character of these books consists in the accumulation of a number  
of just tolerable Greek phrases, which nearly correspond to what  
is normal and idiomatic in Hebrew" (p. 29). But in the later  
books the Hebraisms are more numerous and more marked, due  
to "a growing reverence for the letter of the Hebrew" (p. 30).  
We cannot follow in detail Thackeray's helpful sketch of the  
transliterations from the Hebrew, the Hellenized Semitic words,  
the use of words of like sound, Hebrew senses in Greek words  
like di<dwmi= ti<qhmi after NtanA, ui[o>j a]diki<aj, o]fqalmo<j, pro<swpon, sto<ma, 
xei<r, the pleonastic pronoun, extensive use of prepositions, kai> 
e]ge<neto, e]n accompaniment or instrument, etc. 
 (e) ARAMAISMS. N. T. grammars have usually blended the  
Aramaic with the Hebrew influence. Schmiedell complains that  
the Aramaisms have received too little attention. But Dalman2  
retorts that Schmiedel himself did not do the matter justice, and  
still less did Blass. Moulton3 recognizes the distinction as just  
and shows that Aramaisms are found chiefly in Mark and Mat- 
thew, but does not point out the exact character of the Aramaisms  
in question. We take it as proved that Jesus and the Apostles,  
like most of their Jewish contemporaries in Palestine who moved  
in public life, spoke both Aramaic and Greek and read Hebrew 
 
 1 W.-Sch., Gr., § 2, 1 c. And Dalman (Words of Jesus, p. 18 f.) criticizes  
Schmiedel for not distinguishing Aramaisms from Hebraisms. 
 2 Words of Jesus, p. 18.   3 Prol., p. 8. 
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(cf. Lu. 4 : 17). Even Schurer1 admits that the educated classes  
used Greek without difficulty. There is no doubt about the Ara- 
maic. Jerome says that all the Jews of his time knew the He- 
brew 0. T. The LXX disproves that, but Hebrew was used in  
the schools and synagogues of Palestine and was clearly read by 
many. The discourses of Jesus do not give the impression that  
he grew up in absolute seclusion, though he undoubtedly used the  
Aramaic in conversation and public address on many occasions 
if not as a rule.2 The Aramaic tongue is very old and its use as a  
diplomatic tongue (Is. 36:11) implies perhaps a previous Ara- 
maic leadership.3 There was a literary as well as a vernacular  
Aramaic. The Aramaic portions of Daniel, Ezra, the Targum of  
Onkelos are in the literary Aramaic.4 Dalman5 suggests that 
Matthew wrote his Gospel originally in the Judean literary Ara- 
maic rather than the Galilean vernacular, but the reason is not  
very apparent. Zahn6 doubts the validity of Dalman's distinction  
between a Judean and a Galilean Aramaic, but Peter was recog- 
nized in Jerusalem by the Galilean pronunciation (Mt. 26: 73). 
The Galileans7 had difficulty with the gutturals and w. This  
Aramaic is not to be confounded with the later Christian Ara- 
maic or Syriac into which the N. T. was translated. The Ara- 
maic spoken in Palestine was the West Aramaic,8 not the East 
Aramaic (Babylonia). So keenly does Dalman9 feel the differ- 
ence between Hebraisms and Aramaisms that he avers that "the  
Jewish Aramaic current among the people was considerably freer 
from Hebrew influence than the Greek which the Synoptists  
write." Not many can go with him in that statement. But he 
is right in insisting on a real difference, though, as a matter of  
fact, no great point was made about it at the time. With Jo- 
sephus h[ pa<trioj glw?ssa was the Aramaic (B. J. pr. § 1; v. 6, § 3; 
 
 1 Hist. of the Jew. Peo. in Time of Ch., div. II, vol. I., p. 48. On the 
Gk. of the Mishna see Fiebig, Zeitschr. fur neutest. Wiss., 190S, 4. Heft.  
 2 Dalman, Words of Jesus, pp. 9, 11; Ch. I, § IV, (i) 4, for full discussion.  
 3 D. S. Margoliouth, Lang. of the 0. T., Hast. D. B. 
 4 Dalman, Words of Jesus, p. 80.    5 Ib., p. 81.  
 5 Einl. in das N. T., I, 1897, p. 19. 
 7 See Neubauer, Stud. Bibl., 1885, p. 51. 
 8 Meyer, Jesu Mutterspr., 1896, p. 58 f. Some of the Lat. monks actually  
thought that Jesus spoke Lat. and that the N. T. was written in that tongue!  
But Meyer (ib., p. 63 f.) will not allow that Jesus knew Gk. Chase, on the  
other hand, shows that Peter necessarily spoke Gk. on the Day of Pentecost  
(Credibility of the Acts, 1902, p. 114). 
 9 Words of Jesus, p. 42. 
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v. 9, § 2). He wrote his War originally in the native tongue for 
toi?j a@nw barba<roij. John (5:2; 19:13, 17, 20; Rev. 9:11; 16:16)  
uses  ]Ebrai*sti< in the sense of the Aramaic. So Luke has 
 ]Ebrai~j dia<lektoj (Ac. 21:40; 22:2; 26:14). The people under- 
stood Paul's Greek, but they gave the more heed when he dropped  
into Aramaic. 4 Macc. (12:7; 16:15) likewise employs   ]Ebrai~j 
fwnh<. The two kinds of Jewish Christians are even called (Ac. 
6:1)   [Ellhnistai< and   ]Ebrai?oi, though  [Ellhnistai< and Suristai<  
would have been a more exact distinction.1 It is beyond contro-  
versy that the gospel message was told largely in Aramaic, which  
to some extent withstood the influx of Greek as the vernacular 
did in Lycaonia2 (Ac. 14:11). One cannot at this point discuss  
the Synoptic problem. It is not certain that Luke, probably a 
gentile, knew either Aramaic or Hebrew, though there is a real  
Semitic influence on part of the Gospel and Acts, due, Dalman3  
holds, to the LXX example and a possible Aramaic or Hebrew 
original for the opening chapters of the Gospel, already put in- 
to Greek. Mark was probably written in Rome; not Palestine.  
Hence the Aramaic original of Mark, Bousset argues, cannot be 
considered as proved.4 He rightly insists, as against Wellhausen,5  
that the question is not between the classic Greek and Aramaic,  
but between the vernacular koinh< and Aramaic. But whatever is  
or is not true as to the original language of Mark and of Mat- 
thew, the gospel story was first told largely in Aramaic. The 
translation of the Aramaic expressions in Mark proves this be- 
yond all doubt, as taleiqa<, kou<m by to< kora<sion, e@geire (Mk. 5:41). 
Dalman6 indeed claims that every Semitism in the N. T. should 
first be looked upon as an Aramaism unless it is clear that the  
Aramaic cannot explain it. The Mishna (Neo-Hebraic) was not  
itself unaffected by the Greek, for the Mishna has numerous 
 
 1 Dalman, Words of Jesus, p. 7.  2 Schwyzer, Weltspr. etc., p. 27. 
 3 Words of Jesus, p. 38. Dalman doubts the Heb. document, but admits  
a "wealth of Hebraisms" in Lu. Vogel (Zur Charac. des Lu., p. 32 f.) argues  
for a "special source" for these opening chapters. Blass, Philol. of the Gosp.,  
p. 195, denies that Luke knew Hebrew. 
 4 Theol. Runds., Jan., 1906, pp. 2-4, 35 f. 
 5 Einl. in die drei Evang., §§ 2-4. 
 6 Words of Jesus, p. 19; cf. also Schaff, Comp. to the Gk. N. T., p. 28. In  
1877 Dr. John A. Broadus said in lecture (Sum. of the Leading Peculiarities  
of N. T. Gk. Gr., Immer's Hermen., p. 378) that the N. T. Gk. had a "Hebrew  
and Aramaic tinge which arises partly from reading Hebrew and chiefly (so  
his own correction) from speaking Aramaic." If instead of Hebrew he had   
said LXX, or had added LXX to Hebrew, he would not have missed it far. 
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Greek words and phrases that were current in the Aramaic.1 
The Aramaisms of vocabulary that one can certainly admit in the  
N. T. are the following words: a]bba<= xBAxa;   ]Akeldama<x=xmAD; lqeHE; 
all words beginning with bar= rBa like Barna<baj; beezebou<l=lyfeb;, 
lUbz;; Bhqesda<=xDAs;H, tyBe;  Bhzaqa<=xtAr;za tyBe; Gabbaqa<= 
xtAB;Ga; ge<enna=Mn.hi xGe; Golgoqa<=xTAl;GAl;GA;  e]lwi~ e]lwi~, lama> sabax- 
qanei< (or probably Heb. ylixe=h]lei<, and the rest Aramaic, Dal- 
man, Words of Jesus, p. 53 f.)= yniTaq;baw; xmAl; yhilAx, yhilAx,; e]ffaqa<= 
HtaPAt;x,; korbana?j=xnABAr;Uq; mamwna?j=xnAOmxmA; marana<, qa<=xtA xnArAmA2;  
Messi<aj=xHAywim;; pa<sxa=xHAs;Pa; farisai?oi=xyAwayriP;; r[abbo(ou)ni<(ei<)= 
yniOBri; r[aka<=xqAyre; sa<bbata=xtAB;wa; satana?j=xnAfAsA; sa<ton=xtAxsA;  
si<kera=xrAk;wi; taleiqa<, kou<m=ymiUq xtAyliF;; names of persons like 
Khfa?j=xpAyKe; Tabeiqa<=xtAybiF;, etc. 
 Aramaisms of syntax are seen in the following. The expression  
geu<esqai qana<tou seems to be in imitation of the Aramaic. Well- 
hausen (Einl. in die drei Evang., pp. 31 ff.) suggests that ei$j kaq ]  ei$j 
(Mk. 14: 19) is a hybrid between the Aramaic ei$j ei$j (but this is,  
an old Greek idiom) and the vernacular (koinh<) kaq ] ei$j.  He suggests 
also that Aramaic meanings are found in such words as sw<zein, 
poinei?n karpo<n, sumbou<lion poinei?n (dido<nai), ei]rh<nh, ei]rh<nhn dido<nai, o[do>j 
qeou?, plh<rwma, etc. As already explained, apart from the question  
of a possible original Aramaic Mark and an original Aramaic  
Matthew and Aramaic sources for the early chapters of Luke and  
the first twelve chapters of Acts,3 many of the discourses of Christ  
were undoubtedly in Aramaic. There was translation then from  
this Aramaic spoken (or written) gospel story into the vernacular  
koinh<  as we now have it in large portions of the Synoptic Gospels  
and possibly part of Acts. The conjectural efforts to restore this  
Aramaic original of the words of Jesus are suggestive, but not  
always convincing. On the whole subject of Semitic words in  
the Ptolemaic papyri see Mayser, Grammatik, pp. 40-42. The 
list includes a]r(r) abw<n, bu<ssoj, ku<minon, li<banoj, suka<minoj, xitw<n. It 
is not a very long list indeed, but shows that the Orient did have  
some little influence on the Greek vocabulary. These words oc- 
cur in older Greek writers. 
 
 1 Schurer, Hist. of the Jew. Peo., etc., div. II, vol. I, pp. 29-50. Cf. mod.  
Yiddish. 
 2 Cf. Bickel, Zeitschr. fur Cath. Theol., viii, 43. This would then mean,  
"Lord, come." Cf. Rev. 22:20. W. H. give it mara>n a]qa<. 
 3 See Blass, Philol. of the Gosp., ch. XI; Dalman, Words of Jesus, pp. 17- 
78; Wellhausen, Einl. in die drei Evang. (Die aram. Grundl. der Evang., pp.  
14-43). 
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 (f) VARYING RESULTS. It is natural that different writers  
in the N. T. should diverge in the amount of Semitic influ- 
ence manifest in their writings. They all used the vernacular  
koinh< which in itself may have had a very faint trace of Semitic  
influence. But of the nine authors of the N. T. six were prob- 
ably Palestinian Jews.1 Now these six writers (Mark, Mat- 
thew, James, Peter, Jude, John) are just the very ones who  
reveal the Semitic mould of thought. It is often merely the  
Hebrew and Aramaic spirit and background. In Mark the  
Aramaic influence appears; in Matthew2 the LXX is quoted  
along with the Hebrew, and Aramaisms occur also; in James  
there is the stately dignity of an 0. T. prophet with Aramaic  
touches (cf. his address and letter in Ac. 15) but with many  
neat turns of Greek phrase and idiom; Peter's two letters pre- 
sent quite a problem and suggest at least an amanuensis in one  
case or a different one for each letter (cf. Biggs, Int. and Crit.  
Comm.); Jude is very brief, but is not distinctly Hebraic or  
Grecian; John in his Gospel is free from minor Semitisms be- 
yond the frequent use of kai< like  v;, but the tone of the book is  
distinctly that of a noble Jew and the sum total of the impres- 
sion from the book is Semitic, while the Apocalypse has minor  
Hebraisms and many grammatical idiosyncrasies to be discussed  
later, many of which remind one of the LXX. If the absence  
of the optative be taken as a test, even when compared with  
the vernacular koinh<, Matthew, James and John do not use it  
at all, while Mark has it only once and Jude twice. Peter in- 
deed has it four times and Hebrews only once, but Luke uses the  
optative 28 times and Paul 31. The remaining three writers  
(Paul, Luke, author of Hebrews) were not Palestinian Jews.  
Paul was a Hellenistic Jew who knew his vernacular koinh< well  
and spoke Aramaic and read Hebrew. His Epistles are addressed.  
chiefly to gentile Christians and naturally show little Semitic  
flavour, for he did not have to translate his ideas from Aramaic  
into Greek. In some of his speeches, especially the one delivered  
in Aramaic, as reported by Luke in Ac. 22, a trace of the Semitic  
point of view is retained. In contrast with Ac. 22 note Paul's  
address on the Areopagus in 17. The author of Hebrews makes  
abundant use of the LXX but exhibits possible Alexandrian  
origin or training, and it is not clear that he knew either 
 
 1 Swete, Intr. to the 0. T. in Gk., p. 381. 
 2 Dalman (Wds. of Jes., p. 42) thinks that the Heb. of Mt. are due to  
the LXX. 
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Hebrew or Aramaic.1 Luke presents something of a problem, for  
he seems to have had Aramaic sources in Lu. 1 and 2 (possibly  
also Ac. 1-12), while it is uncertain whether he was familiar  
with the Aramaic. There seems little evidence that he knew  
Hebrew. Blass2 thinks that he may have read his Aramaic  
sources or had them translated for him. Curiously enough,  
though a gentile and capable of writing almost classic Attic  
(Lu. 1:1-4), yet Luke uses Semitisms not common elsewhere  
in the N. T. Dalman3 shows that the genuine Hebraisms in  
Luke like lo<gouj in sense of things (9:28 but classical authority  
for this exists), dia> sto<matoj (1:70) are due to the LXX, not the  
Hebrew. The use of e]n t&? with the infinitive occurs 34 times in  
Luke, 8 in Acts, twice in Mark, thrice in Matthew, 4 in Paul,  
4 in Heb.4 See e]n t&? u[postre<fein to>n   ]Ihsou?n (Lu. 8 : 40). Blass 
calls this an Aramaism.5 But it is not a peculiarity of the dis- 
courses of Jesus, as it is found there only in e]n t&? spei<rein 
(common to all the Synoptics, Mk. 4:4; Mt. 13:4; Lu. 8:5),  
and in Lu. 10:35; 19:15. Hence the idiom is common6 in Luke  
from some other cause. The construction occurs in "classical  
historians, in Polybius and in papyri,”7 but is most common in  
the LXX, and the parallel is wanting in the spoken Aramaic.  
Luke also freely uses kai> e]ge<neto (almost peculiar to him in the  
N. T.), which at once suggests yhiy;va. He doubtless got this from  
the LXX.8 He has three constructions, viz. kai> e]ge<neto kai> h#lqe, 
kai> e]ge<neto h#lqe and kai> e]ge<neto e]lqei?n. The first two9 are common 
in the LXX, while e]ge<neto e]lqei?n is due to the Greek vernacular10 
as the papyri testify. The superfluous a]fei<j, h@rcato, etc., are Ara- 
maisms, while ei]mi< and the participle is Aramaic, like the Hebrew,  
and also in harmony with the analytic vernacular koinh<. Nestle11  
 
 1 Biesenthal (Das Trostschreiben des Ap. Paulus an d. Heb., 1878) even  
thinks that the Ep. was written in Aram. or Heb. 
 2 Philol. of the Gosp., p. 205. 
 3 Wds. of Jes., p. 38 f. Cf. also Blass, Philol. of the Gosp., pp. 113 f., 118;  
Vogel, Zur Charac. des Lukas, p. 27.  4 Dalman, Wds. of Jes., p. 33. 
 5 Evang. sec. Lucam, p. xxii. But e]n t&? with the inf. occurs with great fre- 
quency in the LXX, 555 times in the 0. T., Apoc. and N. T. (Votaw, Inf.  
in Bib. Gk., p. 20), chiefly in the LXX (455 times, only 55 in the N. T.). It  
occurs nearly as often in the LXX as all other prepositions with the infinitive 
together.      6 Dalman, Wds. of Jes., p. 34. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 14 (1st ed.).  8 W.-M., p. 760 note. 
 9 Cf. Thackeray, ya Gr., pp. 50 ff. We have the type e]ge<neto h#lqe 145  
and e]ge<neto kai> h#lqe 269 times in the LXX, but e]ge<neto e]lqei?n only once (1 Kgs 
11:43 B).      10 Moulton, Prol., p. 17. 
 11 Zeitschr. fur neutest. Wiss., 1906, p. 279 f. 
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agrees with Blass (p. 131) in taking o[mologei?n e]n in Mt. 10:32- 
Lu. 12:8 as a Syrism.  b; with hdAOh is not in the Hebrew, nor 
o[mol. e]n in the LXX, but yDiOx is used with b; in the Jewish-Ara- 
maic and Christian-Syriac. Nestle refers to o[mologou<ntwn t&? o]no<- 
mati (Heb. 13:15) as a Hebraism, for in such a case the Hebrew 
used l;. The LXX and the Aramaic explain all the Semitisms in  
Luke. Dalmanl ventures to call the LXX Hebraisms in Luke  
"Septuagint-Graecisms" and thinks that the same thing is true  
of the other Synoptists. Certainly it is proper to investigate2 the 
words of Jesus from the point of view of the peculiarities of style  
in each reporter of them. But, after all is said, the Semitisms in  
the N. T. Greek, while real and fairly numerous in bulk, cut a  
very small figure in comparison with the entire text. One can  
read whole pages in places with little suggestion of Semitic in- 
fluence beyond the general impress of the Jewish genius and point 
of view. 
 IV. Latinisms and Other Foreign Words. Moulton3 considers 
it "hardly worth while" to discuss Latin influence on the koinh< of  
the N. T. Blass4 describes the Latin element as "clearly trace- 
able." Swete5 indeed alleges that the vulgar Greek of the Em- 
pire "freely adopted Latin words and some Latin phraseology." 
Thumb6 thinks that they are "not noteworthy." In spite of  
the conservative character of the Greek language, it yet incor- 
porated Latin civil and military terms with freedom. Inas- 
much as Judea was a Roman province, some allusion to Roman 
customs and some use of Latin military and official terms was to  
be expected,7 though certainly not to the extent of Romanizing  
or Latinizing the language. Cicero8 himself described Latin as 
provincial in comparison with the Greek. Latin words are fairly  
common in the Mishna.9 Latin names were early naturalized 
into the Greek vernacular and in the N. T. we find such Roman  
names as Aquila, Cornelius, Claudia, Clemens, Crescens, Crispus,  
Fortunatus, Julia, Junia, Justus, Linus, Lucius, Luke, Mark, 
 
 1 Wds. of Jes., p. 41.   4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 4. 
 2 Ib., p. 72.    5 Comm. on Mk., 1898, p. xliv. 
 3 Prol., p. 20.    6 Griech. Spr. etc., p. 152. 
 7 Hoole, Class. Element in the N. T., p. 4. 
 8 Pro Archia 10. Cato lamented:  a]polou?si   [Rwmai?oi ta> pra<gmata gramma<twn 
 [Ellhnikw?n a]naplhsqe<ntej (Plut., Cato Maj. 23. 3). Cf. Colin, Rome et la Grêce  
de 200 a 146 avant Jesus-Christ (1905). 
 9 Schurer, Jew. Peo. in Time of Ch., div. II, vol. I, pp. 43 ff. Krauss  
(Griech. und Lehnw. im Tal., TI. I, p. xxi) says: "One speaks of the Lan- 
guage of the Romans with the greatest respect as the speech of the soldiers." 
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Niger, Paul, Priscilla, Publius, Pudens, Rufus, Sergius, Silvanus 
(Silas), Tertius, Titus among the Christians themselves (Jewish 
and gentile), while Agrippa, Augustus (translated Sebasto<j), 
Caesar, Claudius, Gallio, Felix, Festus, Julius, Nero (Text. Rec.), 
Pilate, Tertullus are typical Roman names. Note the Roman 
cities mentioned in Ac. 28, Caesarea and Tiberias in Palestine. 
More than forty Latin names of persons and places occur in 
the N. T. The other Latin words, thirty (or thirty-one), are mili- 
tary, judicial, monetary or domestic terms. They come into the 
N. T. through the vernacular koinh<, none of them appearing in 
the LXX and but two in Polybius. "Plutarch uses Latin words 
more frequently than Polybius, but for the most part not those 
employed in the N. T."1 Jannaris2 observes that "the Roman 
administration, notwithstanding its surrendering to Greek culture 
and education, did not fail to influence the Greek language."  
But in the N. T. only these Latin words are found: a]ssa<rion (as), 
dhna<rion (denarius), e@xw= aestimo (e@xe me par^thme<non, Lu. 14:18), 
eu]raku<lwn, qriambeu<ein, kenturi<wn (centurio), kh?nsoj (census),  kodra<n- 
thj (quadrans), kolwni<a (colonia), koustwdi<a (custodia), legiw<n 
(legio), le<ntion, (linteum), liberti?noj (libertinus), li<tra (libra), ma<- 
kellon (macellum), membra<na (membrana), mi<lion (mille), mo<dioj 
(modius), ce<sthj (sextarius), praitw<rion (praetorium), sika<rioj (si- 
caries), simiki<nqion (semicinctium), souda<rion (sudarium), spekou- 
la<twr (speculator), ai[ tabe<rnai (taberna), ti<tloj (titlus), felo<nhj 
(paenula), fo<ron (forum), frage<llion (flagellum), fragello<w (flagello), 
xa<rthj (? charta), xw?roj (corus). This is at most (31) not a for- 
midable list. A few Latin phrases occur like e]rgasi<an dou?nai (ope- 
ram dare), to> i[kano>n lamba<nein (satis accipere), to> i[kano>n poiei?n (satis 
facere), sumbou<lion lamba<nein (consilium capere). But Deissmann 
(Light from the Ancient East, p. 117 f.) notes the use of e]rga<si<an 
di<dwmi, in an Oxyrhynchus papyrus letter of the vulgar type in 
2d cent. B.C. and also in an inscription in Caria with a decree of 
the Senate. A lead tablet at Amorgus shows kri<nw to> di<kaion (cf. 
Lu. 12:57). So sunai<rw lo<gon (Mt. 18:23 f.) occurs in two pa- 
pyri letters of 2d cent. A.D. (Moulton, The Expositor, April, 1901,  
p. 274 f.). Thayer3 calls attention also to su> o@y^ (Mt. 27:4) as 
 
 1 Burton, Notes on N. T. Gr., 1904, p. 15. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 7. 
 3 Lang. of the N. T., Hast. D. B. Cf. also C. Wessely, Die lat. Elem. in  
der Grac. der agyp. Papyrusurk., Wien. Stud., 24 (1902). On the whole sub- 
ject see L. Lafoscade, Infl. du Lat. sur le Grec, pp. 83-158. To> i[kano>n poiei?n is   
as old as Polybius (Moulton, Exp., Feb., 1903, p. 115). 
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being like videris. So also o@yesqe au]toi< (Ac. 18:15). Grimm1 
considers lamba<nein in Jo. 5:34, 41 equal to capto (‘to catch at’).  
The majority of these instances occur in Mark and Matthew,  
Mark using more Latinisms than any other N. T. writer. Too  
much, however, cannot be argued from this point.2 There are 
besides such adjectives as   [Hr&dianoi<, Xristianoi<, Filipph<sioi, which 
are made after the Latin model. 
 Blass3 thinks that the syntax shows a greater Latin influence,  
but admits that it is difficult to tell the difference between native  
development in the Greek and a possible Latin bent. It is in- 
deed difficult to speak with decision on this point. Ultimately  
Greek and Latin had great influence on each other, but at this  
stage the matter is at least too doubtful to appeal to with con- 
fidence.4 Paul indeed may have spoken in Latin at Lystra, ac- 
cording to Prof. Ramsay.5 Thayer6 indeed gives a longer list of  
Latin syntactical influences on N. T. Greek, but not all of them  
are certain. The anticipatory position of a]po< and pro< in expres- 
sions of time and place, as pro> e{c h[merw?n (Jo. 12:1), is a possible  
Latinism, though only of the secondary sort, since the Doric and  
the Ionic use this construction occasionally and the koinh< frequently  
(cf. Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 101). Cf. also meta> polla>j tau<taj 
h[me<raj (Ac. 1:5).7 The increased use of the subjunctive rather  
than the optative after a past tense of the indicative is a necessary  
result of the disappearance of the optative rather than a Latin- 
ism. The alleged blending of present perfect and aorist might 
  
 1 Gk.-Eng. Lex. of the N. T. 
 2 Swete, Comm. on Mk., p. xliii. Cf. Blass, Philol. of the Gosp., p. 211 f. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 4. 
 4 Viereck, Sermo Graecus, 1888, pp. 60, 66. Thumb (Griech. Spr., p. 152)  
considers the matter inconclusive, as does Moulton (Prol., p. 21). For the  
later Latinisms see Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 13 f. See also W. Schulze, Graeca  
Lat., 1891; Schwyzer, Weltspr. des Altert., p. 20. Cf. Sophocles, Lex., pp.  
25-30 for Latinisms in Gk. 
 5 Exp., Sept., 1905, and March, 1906. "As his father, and possibly also  
his grandfather, had possessed the Roman citizenship, the use of Latin speech  
and names was an inheritance in the family" (Ramsay, Exp., Aug., 1906,  
p. 160). Cf. also Ramsay, Pauline and Othet Studies (1906, p. 65), where  
he says it is "certain" that he spoke the Latin language. So holds Alex.  
"Souter (Did Paul Speak Latin?, Exp., April, 1911). At Iconium "a certain  
affectation of speaking Latin was fashionable." Moulton also thinks that  
Paul preached in Lat. at Lystra, since the earliest inscriptions there are Lat.  
(Prol., p. 233). 
 6 Lang. of the N. T., Hast. D. B. 
 7 On this matter of time see Schulze, Graeca Lat., pp. 13 ff. 
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be a Latinism, but it is at least doubtful if that is found in the  
N. T. The use of o!ti and i!na rather than the infinitive follows  
naturally as the infinitive vanishes, but it is parallel to the grow- 
ing use of ut with rogo, etc.  ]Apo< and the ablative after fula<ssein  
may be due to cavere ab or to the general analytic tendency to  
express the preposition with the case (cf. the Hebrew also).  
Other smaller details are the absence of w# with the vocative, su<n  
as equal to kai<, o!j=kai> ou$toj (qui = et hic), game<w with dative = nu- 
bere alicui, infinitive alone with keleu<w. There is no evidence that  
the absence of the article in Latin had any influence on the ver- 
nacular koinh<, though Schmid1 thinks he sees it in the irregular  
use of the article in AElian. It is interesting in this connection  
to note the development in the vernacular Latin as represented  
in the Old Latin and the Vulgate versions. Unusual cases are  
used with many verbs; prepositions are much more frequent; the  
indicative with final ut and in indirect questions; common use of  
quia and quoniam like quod with verb rather than the accusative  
and infinitive; ille, ipse, hic, is, more like the article, as the later  
Italian il, Spanish el, French le.2 
 Other foreign words had, of course, entered the koinh< or the  
earlier Greek, like bouno<j (Cyrenaic and Sicilian); r[e<dh (Gallic or  
Celtic); e]ggareu<w (even AEschylus), ga<za, para<deisoj, sanda<lion (Per- 
sian); xitw<n (Oriental); kra<battoj (cf. Latin grabatus), parembolh<,  
r[u<mh (Macedonian); a]rrabw<n, kinna<mwmon, ku<minon, mna? (Phoenician); 
bai~on, bi<bloj, bu<ssoj, si<naPi, sindw<n (Egyptian or Semitic?); ziza<- 
nion (Arabic?). On the Egyptian words in the Ptolemaic papyri  
see Mayser, Grammatik, pp. 35-40; on the Persian words, ib.,  
p. 42 f., including ga<za and para<deisoj. Si<napi is of uncertain origin.  
But Greek was known in all parts of the Roman Empire except  
parts of North Africa and the extreme west of Europe. There were  
great libraries in Alexandria, Pergamum and elsewhere. Schools  
were numerous and excellent. But none the less the mass of the  
people were ba<rbaroi to the real Greeks and inevitably brought  
laxities into the vernacular. Cf. Radermacher, N. T. Gr., pp.  
9 ff., who gives a good discussion of the Latinisms in koinh< writers. 
 
 1 Atticismus etc., p. 64. Cf. Georgi, De Latinismis N. T., iii, Vita, 1733. 
 2 On this whole subject see Ronsch, Itala und Vulgata. Das Sprachid. der  
urchristl. Itala und der Lath. Vulg. unter Berucks. der ram. Volksspr., 1875,  
p. 480 f. Cf. also The Holy Lat. Tongue, W. Barry, in Dublin Rev., April,  
1906, and Our Lat. Bible, ib., July, 1906. "The common dialect, spoken  
with local differences in every part of Italy, in Gaul, Spain and Africa, saw  
its happy moment arrive when Christianity spread over those shores" (Dub- 
lin Rev., April, 1906, p. 293). 
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 V. The Christian Addition. But was there a Christian ad- 
dition if there was no separate biblical Greek, not to say a special  
Christian Greek? Winer1 admitted "religious technical terms"  
in the Christian sense, but thought that "the subject scarcely  
lies within the limits of philological inquiry." Blass has nothing  
to say on the subject. But even Deissmann2 insisted that "the  
language of the early Christians contained a series of religious  
terms peculiar to itself, some of which it formed for the first  
time," but he added that this enrichment did not extend to the  
"syntax." Once more hear Deissmann3: "Christianity, like any  
other new movement affecting civilization, must have produced  
an effect upon language by the formation of new ideas and the  
modification of old ones." Moulton4 sounds a note of warning  
when he says that "it does not follow that we must promptly  
obliterate every grammatical distinction that proves to have  
been unfamiliar to the daily conversation of the first century  
Egyptian farmer . . . The N. T. must still be studied largely by  
light drawn from itself." Westcott5 indeed thinks the subject  
calls for "the most careful handling" in order to avoid Jewish  
usage on the one hand and the later ecclesiastical ideas on  
the other. This is obviously true. Connect the discussion of the  
Semitic influence on the N. T. with this point and recall the  
revolutionary effect that Christianity had upon the Greek lan- 
guage in the ecclesiastical Greek of the Byzantine period, and  
the difficulty will be appreciated. Mahaffy6 does not hesitate to  
say that the main cause of the persistence of Greek studies to-day  
is due to the fact that the Gospels are written in Greek. "Greek  
conquered Jew and Jew conquered Greek and the world inherited  
the legacy of their struggle through Roman hands." Under the  
influence of Christianity some of the old heathen vocabulary  
vanished and the remaining stock "was now considerably re- 
duced and modified in a Christian and modern spirit."7 The 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 36. 
 2 B. S., p. 65 (note). 
 3 Encyc. Bib., art. Papyri, p. 3562. 
 4 Prol., p. 20. Cf. Thumb, Griech. Spr., p. 182 f. 
 5 Smith's D. B., art. N. T. 
 6 The Gk. World under Rom. Sway, 1890, p. 389 f. Butcher, Harv. Lect.  
on Gk. Subj., 1894, p. 2 f., calls the power of Jew and Gk. on modern life  
one of "the mysterious forces of the spirit." "Each entered on a career of  
world-wide empire, till at length the principles of Hellenism became those  
of civilization itself, and the religion of Judea that of civilized humanity." 
 7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 10 f. 
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N. T. Greek became the standard for ecclesiastical Greek as the 
Attic had been for the ancient world. 
 Winer1 indeed curtly says: "To attempt to explain such ex-  
pressions of the apostolical terminology by quotations from Greek 
authors is highly absurd." Rutherford2 almost despairs of un- 
derstanding N. T. Greek as well as "classical Greek," since it con- 
tains so many alien elements, "but it has at least begun to be 
studied from the proper point of view," though he overestimates 
the difficulty and the difference when he speaks of "the singular  
speech in which the oracles of God are enshrined." On the other 
hand3 we must not let the papyri make us swing so far away 
from the old "biblical" Greek idea as to imagine that we can 
find in the vernacular koinh< all that Christianity has to offer. The 
Christian spirit put a new flavour into this vernacular koinh< and 
lifted it to a new elevation of thought and dignity of style that 
unify and glorify the language. This new and victorious spirit, 
which seized the best in Jew and Greek, knew how to use the 
Greek language with freedom and power.4 If the beauty of the 
N. T. writings is different from the ancient standard, there is 
none the less undoubted charm. Matthew Arnold put the Gospels 
at the acme of simplicity and winsomeness, and Renan spoke of  
Luke's Gospel as the most beautiful book in the world. Norden5 
admits that the N. T. style is less exclusive and more universal. 
There was indeed a compromise between the old and the new. 
The victory of the new brought rhythm (not the technical sort) 
and unity as the chief characteristics.6 In Christianity Hellenism 
becomes really cosmopolitan.7 If Christianity had merely used 
the Greek language and had been entirely alien to Hellenism, the  
 
 1 W.-M., p. 36, n. 3.   2 Epis. to the Rom., p. x f. 
 3 Cf. Zerschwitz, Profangriic. and bibl. Sprachg., 1859, p. 4, where he 
speaks of "dieses neue geistige Princip an der Sprache." Deissmann (Die  
sprachl. Erforsch. der griech. Bibel, p. 8) accents the difference between the  
Christian ideas and the Gneco-Rom. heathen words that express them. 
 4 Ib., p. 12. Norden (Die griech. Kunstpr., Bd. II, pp. 453 ff.) indeed  
thinks that the N. T. wants the "freedom" (Freiheit) and "serenity" (Hei- 
terkeit) of the ancient literature. This is true in part of Paul's writing,  
where passion rages fiercely, and in Rev. and other apocalyptic passages.  
But what can excel Lu. and Jo. in lucidity and beauty? " Heiterkeit — 
blitheness or repose, and Allgemeinheit — generality or breadth, are the  
supreme characteristics of the Hellenic ideal." Walter Pater, The Renais-  
sance, 1904, p. 225. 
 5 Die griech. Kunstpr., Bd. II, p. 456. 
 6 Ib., Bd. I, p. 290.    7 Ib., Bd. II, p. 463. 
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N. T. would not have belonged to Greek literature, but this  
sympathy with the best in the world must not be overworked.1 
The N. T. language is real Greek, though with the Christian  
spirit supreme in it because Christianity seized the Hellenic 
spirit and transformed it. W. Christ2 rightly calls attention to  
the fact that Christianity brought "a renewal of the human 
race," "the moral worth of man and a purer view of God." So  
"this ethical new birth of mankind" found expression in the  
N. T. The touch of life is what distinguishes the N. T. writings  
from the philosophical, historical, religious and ethical writings of  
the time.3 In the Synoptic Gospels this quality reaches its height. 
"Far above these details is the spirit, the literary conception of  
a life to be written without ornament, without reflection, without 
the writer's personality."4 This fact constitutes a literary phe- 
nomenon amounting almost to a miracle. This vital spirit dis- 
closes itself on every page and baffles analysis. It is the essence  
of the N. T. language, but "is as pervasive as the atmosphere,"  
"as intangible as a perfume."5 If some concentration and  
strength are lost, there is great adaptability.6 Thayer7 does not  
hesitate to speak of the fitness of N. T. Greek for its providential  
office. It is the language of men's business and bosoms. It is 
the language of life, not of the study nor the cloister. It is not the  
language of a bygone age, but the speech of the men of the time.  
"The Book of the people has become, in the course of centuries, 
the Book of all mankind" (Deissmann, Light, p. 142). Chris- 
tianity "began without any written book at all" except the Old  
Testament." There was only the living word — the gospel, but 
no Gospels. Instead of the letter was the spirit. The beginning,  
in fact, was Jesus Himself" (ib., p. 245). The N. T. is in close  
sympathy with both Jew and Greek, in a sense has both languages  
to draw on, can reach both the Semitic and the gentile mind, 
becomes a bond of union, in a word (as Broadus used to say) it  
is better suited to be the vehicle of truth conveyed by Jewish  
minds than classical Greek would have been. And a grammarian 
must admit that, however necessary and fundamental grammat- 
 
 1 Cf. Hatch, Infl. of Hellen. on Christ. 
 2 Gesch. der griech. Lit., 1905, p. 912. 
 3 Hicks, Gk. Phil. and Rom. Law in the N. T., 1896, p. 12. 
 4 Mahaffy, Surv. of Gk. Civiliz., 1897, p. 309. 
 5 Thayer, Hast. D. B., art. Lang. of the N. T., p. 40b. 
 6 Rodwell, N. T. Gk., 1899, p. 2. 
 7 Hast. D. B., ib. Cf. Schaff, Comp. to the Gk. N. T., p. 26. 
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ical exegesis is, it forms only the basis for the spiritual exposition  
which should follow. 
 When one comes to details, he notes that the influence of  
Christianity is chiefly lexical, not grammatical.1 But a few points  
in syntax are to be observed, as in expressions like e]n Xrist&??2; e]n 
Kuri<&; pisteu<w3 e]n with locative, ei]j with accusative, e]pi< with the  
locative or the accusative, pisteu<w with the dative, with the accu- 
sative or absolutely. As to the lexical element the lists of a!pac  
eu]rhme<na require severe sifting.4 It is too soon to pass a final verdict,  
but in the nature of the case the number would be small. Such  
words as a]nti<xristoj, e[terodidaskale<w, eu]aggelisth<j, sunstauro<w, yeu- 
da<delfoj, yeudapo<stoloj, etc., naturally spring out of the Christian  
enterprise. The vocabulary of the N. T. Greek is not very ex- 
tensive, somewhere near 5600 words, including proper names.5  
But the main point to note is the distinctive ideas given to words  
already in use, like a]ga<ph, a[gia<zw, a!gioj, a]delfo<j, a]nti<tupoj, a]ntimi- 
sqi<a, a]polu<trwsij, a]pwleia, a]po<stoloj, a]postolh<, a@rtoj, basilei<a, bap- 
ti<zw, ba<ptisma (-mo<j), glw?ssa, dia<konoj, dikaio<w, ei]rh<nh, e]kklhsi<a, 
e]klekto<j, e]lpi<zw, e]lpi<j, e]pi<skopoj, e]pistre<fomai, e@rga, eu]aggel<lion, eu]ag- 
geli<zw, e]cousi<a, zwh<, qa<natoj, i[ereu<j, kale<w, katallagh<, katalla<ssw,  
khru<ssw, klhto<j, ko<smoj, koinwni<a, lu<tron, lutro<w, meta<noia, o[do<j, pa- 
ra<klhtoj, pi<stij, pisto<j, pisteu<w, pneu?ma, pneumatiko<j, presbu<teroj, 
pro<skomma, sa<rc, stauro<j, sunei<dhsij, sw<zw, swth<r, swthri<a, tapeino<j, 
tapeinofrosu<nh, o[ ui[o>j tou? qeou?, o[ ui[o>j tou? a]nqrw<pou, ui[oqesi<a, xa<rij, Xri- 
sto<j, yuxh<, yuxiko<j. When one considers the new connotations 
that these words bear in the N. T., it is not too much "to say that  
in the history of these and such like words lies the history of  
Christianity."6 The fact that these and other terms were used 
 
 1 Cf. Thumb, griech. Spr., pp. 162-201. 
 2 Cf. Deiss., Die neutest. Formel "in Christo Jesu" untersucht, 1892. 
 3 Cf. Abb., Joh. Vocab., 1905, pp. 19-80. On the whole question see  
Buttmann, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 173 ff.; Moulton, Prol., p. 67 f. 
 4 Cf. Deiss., Hell.-Griech., Hauck's Realencyc., p. 636. Not 550 (as Ken- 
nedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 93) bibl. words, but only 50 N. T. formations  
(Deissmann, Exp., Jan., 1908; Light, p. 73). 
 5 Kennedy, Sour. of N. T. Gk., p. 88. The Eng. of the King James Vers.  
(0. T. and N. T.) contains only about 6000 words (Adey, The Eng. of the  
King James Vers.). Max Muller (Sci. of Lang., p. 16) says that we use only  
about 4000 words in ordinary Eng. 
 6 Westcott, Smith's B. D., N. T. Cf. also Hatch, Ess. in Bibl. Gk., p. 11.  
"Though Greek words were used they were the symbols of quite other than  
Greek ideas." That is, when the distinctively Christian ideas are given.  
On the influence of Gk. on other languages see Wack., Die Kult. der Gegenw.,  
Tl. I, Abt. 8, pp. 311 ff. 
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in the popular language of the day gives a sharper point to the  
new turn in the gospel message. The deification of the emperor  
made Christians sensitive about the words qeo<j, ui[o>j qeou?, qei?oj,  
ku<rioj, kuriako<j, swth<r, xa<ragma, basileu<j, basilei<a. See the lumi- 
nous discussion of Deissmann (Light, pp. 343-384). The papyri  
and the inscriptions throw almost a lurid light on these words.  
Cf. Ku<rioj Kai?sar and Ku<rioj  ]Ihsou?j (Martyrium Polycarpi, viii, 2)  
with 1 Cor. 12:1-3. The Christians did not shrink from using  
these words in spite of the debased ideas due to the emperor- 
cult, Mithraism, or other popular superstitions. Indeed, Paul (cf.  
Col. 2:1 f.) often took the very words of Gnostic or Mithra cult  
and filled them with the riches of Christ. Cf. The Expositor for  
April, 1912, "Paul and the Mystery Religions," by H. A. A.  
Kennedy. For the stimuli that Christianity derived from popu- 
lar notions of law, religion and morality see Deissmann, Light,  
pp. 283-290. The mass of the N. T. vocabulary has been trans- 
figured. The worshippers of a Caesar would indeed call him  
swth>r tou? ko<smou or ui[o>j qeou?, but the words were empty flattery.  
Deissmann1 well shows that a LXX word, for instance, in the  
mouth of a citizen of Ephesus, did not mean what it did in the  
LXX, as a]rxiereu<j, diaqh<kh, qeo<j, profh<thj, swthri<a. Much more is 
this true of the N. T. The new message glorified the current koinh<,  
took the words from the street and made them bear a new con- 
tent, linked heaven with earth in a new sense. In particular the  
N. T. writers took and greatly enriched the religious vocabulary 
of the LXX. 
 VI. Individual Peculiarities. The language of Christianity 
was not stereotyped at first and there was more play for indi- 
vidualism. If the style is not all of the man, certainly each  
writer has his own style. But style varies with the same man also  
at different stages of his own development, with varying moods  
and when discussing different themes. Style is thus a function  
of the subject. All these points of view must be kept in mind 
with several of the N. T. writers, as Paul, Luke, Peter and John,  
whose writings show marked variations. Simcox2 notes that in 
the Thessalonian and Corinthian letters Paul uses e]n panti< twelve 
 
 1 B. S., p. 83. Cf. Schleierm., Hermen., pp. 66 ff., 138 ff., who early called  
attention to the Christian element in the N. T. Cf. also Viteau, Le Verbe;  
Synt. des Prop., p. xl f. 
 2 Writers of the N. T., p. 37. A. Souter (The Exp., 1904, Some Thoughts  
on the Study of the Gk. N. T., p. 145) says: "We must take each writer's  
grammar by itself." 
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times, in the Pastoral Epistles e]n pa?si five (or six) times, while in  
Ph. 4:12 he has both. In thus accenting the individuality of the  
N. T. writers one must not forget that each writer had access to  
the common religious terminology of early Christianity. There was 
a common substratum of ideas and expressions that reappear in  
them all, though in certain cases there may have been actual use 
of documents. But one can never be sure whether Peter had  
James, or the author of Hebrews Luke's writings. Peter probably  
had some of Paul's letters when he wrote 1 Peter, and 2 Peter  
3:15f. expressly refers to them. The grammarian cannot be  
expected to settle questions of authorship and genuineness, but he  
has a right to call attention to the common facts of linguistic  
usage. Immer1 indeed complains that the linguistic peculiarities  
of the N. T. writers have been worked more in the interest of  
criticism than of exegesis. The modern method of biblical  
theology is designed to correct this fault, but there is a work 
here for the grammarian also. Winer2 declines to discuss this  
question and is horrified at the idea of grammars of each writer 
of the N. T.3  Language is rightly viewed from the point of view  
of the speaker or writer. The rapid and continued changes in  
the individual mind during the mental process of expressing  
thought find a parallel in the syntactical relations in the sentence.4 
One cannot protest too strongly against the levelling process of  
an unsympathetic and unimaginative linguistic method that puts 
all the books of the N. T. through the same syntactical mill and  
tags this tense as "regular" and that one as "irregular." It is 
not too much to say that the characteristic of the Greek litera- 
ture of this time was precisely that of individuality (cf. Plutarch's  
Lives).5  Viteau6 has a brief discussion of "The Psychological  
Character of the Syntax of the N. T.," for, added to all other  
things, there is "the influence of the moment." Differences in 
 
 1 Hermen. of the N. T., 1877, p. 132. Thayer (Lex. of N. T. Gk., p. 689)  
speaks of "the monumental misjudgments committed by some who have  
made questions of authorship turn on vocabulary alone." 
 2 W.-M., p. 1 f., remands this whole matter to the realm of N. T. rhetoric  
(cf. Wilke, 1843, N. T. Rhet.; Schleierm., Hermen.; Gersdorf, Beitr. zur  
Sprachchar. d. N. T.), but some discussion is demanded here. Schmiedel  
abbreviates Winer's comments. 
 3 W.-M., p. 4. He did not live to see Dr. Abbott's two stout volumes,  
Joh. Vocab. (1905) and Joh. Gr. (1906). 
 4 Cf. Steinthal, Intr. to the Psych. and Sci. of Lang. 
 5 Cf. Norden, Die griech. Kunstpr., Bd. I, p. 243. Cf. also Blass, Hermen.  
and Krit., p. 206.   6 Le Verbe; Synt. des Prop., pp. xli ff. 
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culture, in environment, in gifts, in temperament inevitably af- 
fect style, but this fact is not to be stressed so as to make a new  
dialect for each writer.1 In the following discussions some lexical  
comments are given besides the grammatical to give a better idea  
of the writer's style as a whole. 
 (a) MARK. Certainly Blass' theory2 of an original Aramaic  
Mark is not proven, but Peter often spoke in Aramaic, and Mark  
was bilingual like Peter. For the Aramaisms and Hebraisms of  
Mark see previous discussion (Semitic Influence). The idea that  
Mark first wrote in Latin need not be seriously discussed. Mat- 
thew and Luke have also nearly as many Latinisms as Mark.  
It is not in his vocabulary that Mark is most distinctive, for of  
the 1270 words in Mark (besides 60 proper names) only 80 are  
peculiar to him among the N. T. writers.3 He has 150 in common  
with Matthew and Luke alone, while only 15 belong to Mark and  
John and nowhere else in the N. T.4  About 40 words belong  
only to Mark and the LXX in the Greek Bible, while Mark has  
38 (besides proper names) occurring nowhere else in the N. T. or  
the LXX; but these are not all real a!pac lego<mena, for there are  
the papyri! Mark seems fond of diminutives like the vernacular  
koinh< in general (quga<trion, kora<sion, kuna<rion, etc.); ei]mi< and e@rxomai  
with the participle are common, as in Luke (cf. 1:6, h#n . . . e]k- 
dedume<noj 1:39, h#lqen khru<sswn); in fact he multiplies pictorial  
participles (cf. 14:67, i]dou?sa . . . e]mble<yasa le<gei); a@n occurs with  
past tenses of the indicative (3:11, o!tan au]to>n e]qew<roun); he loves 
the double negative (1:44, mhdeni> mhde>n ei@p^j); the article is com- 
mon (as in N. T. generally) with the infinitive and sentences  
(9:23, to> ei] du<n^); broken and parenthetic clauses are frequent  
(cf. 7:19, kaqari<zwn); at times he is pleonastic (2:20, to<te e]n 
e]kei<n^ t ?̂ h[me<r%); he uses eu]qu<j (W. H. text) 41 times; he is emo- 
tional and vivid, as shown by descriptive adjectives, questions  
and exclamations (cf. 1:24; 2:7); the intermingling of tenses  
(9:33 ff., e]phrw<ta . . . le<gei. . . ei#pen) is not due to ignorance of  
Greek or to artificiality, as Swete well says, but to "a keen sense 
 
 1 As Simcox does in Writers of the N. T., p. 1. 
 2 Philol. of the Gosp., pp. 196 ff. Cf. Marshall, Exp., ser. 4, vi, pp. 81 ff.; 
Allen, ib., ser. 6, vi, pp..436-443. 
 3 Swete, Comm. on Mk., 1898, p. xl. Thayer (Lex. of N. T. Gk., App.,  
p. 699) gives 102, but the text of some 32 is in dispute. Hawkins, Hor. Syn.',  
p. 200, gives 71. Swete gives interesting lists of Mark's vocabulary from  
various points of view. Cf. also Salmond, Mark (Gosp. of), in Hast. D. B. 
 4 Swete, Comm. on Mk., p. xliii.  Thieme (Die Inschr. von Magn. am 
Maander and das N. T., 1906, p. 4) says: "Die Gruppe der sogenannten Ha- 
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of the reality and living interest of the facts; there are 151 his- 
toric presents in the W. H. text against 78 in Matthew and 4  
in Luke; there is frequent and discriminating use of prepositions  
(2:1, 2, 10, 13); the connective is usually kai< rather than de<, sel- 
dom ou#n; there is little artistic effect, but much simplicity and great  
vividness of detail; the vernacular koinh< is dominant with little  
literary influence, though ei#ten, paidio<qen and o]yi<a are held so by  
Norden.1  Peplh<rwtai (Mk. 1:15) is paralleled by e]plhrw<qh in a  
Fayum papyrus and2 sumpo<sia sumpo<sia, prasiai> prasiai< by ta<gmata  
ta<gmata in the "Shepherd of Hermas" (Goodspeed, Bibl. World,  
1906, p. 311 f.). In general Mark is not to be considered illiterate,  
though more Semitic in his culture than Greek. Wellhausen has  
noted that D has more Aramaisms in Mark's text than B. But  
Mark's Semitisms are not really barbarous Greek, "though  
Mark's extremely vernacular language often makes us think so,  
until we read the less educated papyri" (Moulton, Camb. Bibl.  
Essays, p. 492). Even his fondness for compound (even double  
compound) verbs is like the vernacular koinh<. If the influence of  
Peter is seen in the Gospel of Mark, it was thoroughly congenial  
as to language and temperament.3 He gives an objective picture  
of Jesus and a realistic one. 
 (b) MATTHEW. The writer quotes both the Hebrew and the  
LXX and represents Jesus as doing the same. He has 65 allusions  
to the 0. T., 43 of them being verbal quotations. And yet the  
book is not intensely Hebraistic. He has the instinct for Hebrew  
parallelism and the Hebrew elaboration, and his thought and gen- 
eral outlook are Hebraistic, though his language is "colourless Hel- 
lenistic of the average type" (Moulton, Camb. Bibl. Essays, p. 484).  
We need not enter into the linguistic peculiarities of Q as distinct  
from our Greek Matthew if that hypothesis be correct. In Mt. 9:6  
we see kli<nh rather than the vulgar kra<battoj of Mark. In 12:14  
Matthew has sumbou<lion e@labon for s. e]di<doun of Mark (Moulton,  
op. cit., p. 485). He can use paronomasia as in kakou>j kakw?j a]po- 
le<sei au]tou<j (21:41). He uses to<te 91 times against 6 in Mark  
and 14 in Luke; he has h[ basilei<a tw?n ou]ranw?n 32 times, while he 
 
paxlegomena ist bedenklich zusammengeschrumpft; es handelt sich im Neuen 
Testament meistens um a!pac eu[rhme<na, nicht a!pac ei]hrme<na." 
 1 Die Ant. Kunstpr., Bd. II, p. 488.  2 Mk. 6:39 f. 
 3 Schaff, Comp. to Gk. N. T., p. 51. Cf. on Mark, Schulze, Der schrift- 
steller. Charakter and Wert des Marcus (Keil and Tzschirner's Analecta, II,  
2, 3). See Hawkins, Hor. Syn.2, pp. 114-153. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp.  
203, 261, 276, 278, 302) has comments on the narrative style of Mark. 
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has h[ basilei<a tou? qeou? 4 times (Mk. 14; Lu. 32); he uses o[ path>r o[ 
ou]ra<nioj 7 times and o[ path>r o[ e]n toi?j ou]ranoi?j 13 times; he 12 times  
quotes the 0. T. with the formula i!na (o!pwj) plhrwq ?̂ to> r[hqe<n or 
to<te e]plhrw<qh to> r[hqe<n, whereas Luke does not have it at all, Mark  
only once and John 7 times; kat ] o@nar occurs 6 times and no- 
where else in N. T.; like Luke he uses kai> i]dou< often (27 times) 
and i]dou< after the genitive absolute 11 times; he alone speaks of 
h[ a[gi<a po<lij and po<lij tou? mega<lou basile<wj; like Mark he uses 
  ]Ieroso<luma always save once (23:37), whereas Luke usually has 
  ]Ierousalh<m; o]mnu<w e]n or ei]j, common in Matthew, does not occur  
in the other Gospels;  ta<foj, not in the other Gospels, is found 
6 times; sunte<leia tou? ai]w?noj occurs 5 times, and only once more 
in the N. T. (Heb.); note the pleonastic use of a@nqrwpoj as a@nqrw- 
poj basileu<j; he twice uses ei]j to> o@noma, but the other Gospels e]n t&? 
o]no<mati or e]pi<; the oriental particularity is seen in using prose<rxomai  
51 times while Mark has it only 5 and Luke 10 times; suna<gein 
is used by Matthew 24 times; the vernacular koinh< is manifest in  
many ways as in the use of mono<fqalmoj (like Mark), kollubistai<.  
Thayer in his list (Lexicon, p. 698 f.) gives 137 words occurring  
in Matthew alone in the N. T., but 21 are doubtful readings.  
Matthew has fewer compound verbs than Mark. Matthew does  
not use adverbial polla<, while Mark has it 9 times. He has de<  
where Mark has kai< about 60 times. Matthew has o!ti after 
verbs of saying 38 times, while Mark has it 50 times. Of  
the 151 historic presents in Mark only 21 appear in Matthew, 
though Matthew has 93 historic presents in all. See Hawkins,  
Horae Synopt., p. 144 f. Matthew frequently has aorist when  
Mark has imperfect (see Allen, Matthew, p. xx f.). The periphras- 
tic tenses are less common in Matthew than in Mark and Luke  
(op. cit., p. xxii). Matthew is less fond than Mark of redundant  
phrases (op. cit., p. xxvi). The Gospel is largely in the form of  
discourses with less narrative element than Mark. The style is  
more uniform and less graphic than either Mark or Luke and so 
less individual.1 
 (c) LUKE. Whether Luke knew Hebrew or Aramaic or both, 
cannot be stated with certainty. He did make use of Aramaic  
documents or sayings in Lu. 1 and 2, and in the early part of  
the Acts. He was also quite familiar with the LXX, as his quo- 
 
 1 Cf. Dalman, Wds. of Jes., 1902; Gift, Die Originalspr. des Mt., 1887; See  
Hawkins, Hor. Syn.2, pp. 154-173; Allen, Mt., pp. xix–xxxi; Plummer, Mt.,  
p. xiii f.; Zahn, Einl. in d. N. T., Bd. II, 1898. On Matthew's style see  
Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 203, 276, 278, 300, 302, 305. 
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tations from it show. The Semitic influence in his writings has  
already been discussed. "He consciously imitates the Greek  
Bible, and in the parts of his narrative which have their scene  
in Palestine he feels it congruous to retain the rough diction of  
his sources" (Moulton, Camb. Bibl. Essays, p. 479). One thing 
is certain about him. He had a good command of the vernacular 
koinh< and even attains the literary koinh< in Lu. 1:1-4 and Ac. 
1:1-5; 17:16-34. The preface to his Gospel has often been  
compared to those of Thucydides and Herodotus, and it does not  
suffer by the comparison, for his modesty is an offset to their vain- 
glory.1 Selwyn2 thinks that Luke was a Roman citizen, and he  
was a fit companion for Paul. He exhibits the spirit of Paul in  
his comprehensive sympathy and in his general doctrinal position.3 
Renan4 calls Luke's Gospel the most literary of the Gospels. He  
writes more like an historian and makes skilful use of his mate- 
rials5 and with minute accuracy.6 His pictures in the Gospel have  
given him the title of "the painter." Norden indeed thinks that  
Luke alone among the N. T. writers received Atticistic influence  
(Kunstprosa, II, pp. 485 ff. Cf. Blass, Die Rhythmen der asianischen  
und romischen Kunstprosa, p. 42). But we need not go so far.  
His versatility is apparent in many ways, but withal he makes  
a faithful use of his materials.7 His vocabulary illustrates his 
breadth of culture, for he uses 750 (851 counting doubtful readings) 
words not occurring elsewhere in the N. T.8 Some of them are  
still a!pac lego<mena. One special item in his vocabulary is the large  
number of medical terms in his writings, as is natural, since he  
was a physician.9 His command of nautical phraseology is abun- 
 
 1 Schaff, Comp. to Gk. N. T., p. 55. He calls attention to the fact that  
the intrs. of Herodotus and Luke are about equal in length. Cf. Blass, Philol.  
of the Gosp., pp. 7 ff. 
 2 St. Luke the Prophet, 1901, p. 81. 
 3 Davidson, Intr. to N. T., ii, p. 17. 
 4 Les Evang., pp. 232, 283. 
 5 Plummer, Comm. on Luke, 1896, p. xlvii. 
 6 Ramsay, St. Paul the Traveller, 1895; Was Christ Born at Bethlehem?;  
Chase, Credibility of Acts, 1902. 
 7 Vogel (Zur Charak. des Lukas, 1899, p. 19) calls attention Ito differences  
in the speeches of Stephen, Peter and Paul in the Acts. 
 8 See the lists of Thayer (Lex., pp. 699 ff.), Plummer (Comm., pp. lii  
Hawkins (Hon Syn.2, pp. 201-207). Of the 851 some 312 occur in the Gospel  
and 478 in the Acts. 
 9 Hobart, Medical Lang. of St. Luke, 1882. Many of these occur in the  
LXX also, but plenty remain to show his knowledge of the medical phra- 
seology of the time. 
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dantly shown in Ac. 27 and 28.1 The question of a double edi- 
tion of the Gospel and Acts does not belong here.2 His language  
is that of a man of culture with a cosmopolite tone, who yet knows  
how to be popular also (Deissmann, Light, p. 241 f.). He not  
only has a rich vocabulary, but also fine command of the koinh<  
diction. In particular his style is more like that of Paul and  
the writer to the Hebrews. Among matters of detail in Luke one  
will note his use of the infinitives with e]n t&? (34 times) and of  
tou? with the infinitive (24 instances); su<n (23 times) is frequent,  
though seldom in the other Gospels; kai> au]to<j (au]th<) he has 28  
times, and often constructions like  au]to>j o[ xro<noj; kai> e]ge<neto or 
e]ge<neto de< he uses 43 times; he has de> kai> 29 times; he loves poreu<o- 
mai (88 examples); he uses ei] like an interrogative 19 times; to< 
occurs often before a clause, especially an indirect question; he  
makes frequent use of kai> i]dou<; i[kano<j is common with him; h#n   
with present participle occurs 55 times; the descriptive genitive  
is common; pro<j with the accusative occurs 296 times with him  
and very often in the rest of the N.T.; he is fond of e]nw<pion; te (and  
te kai<) is almost confined to him in the N.T.; the optative is alone  
used by Luke in indirect questions and more often otherwise than  
by any other N. T. writer save Paul. This is a literary touch  
but not Atticistic. He alone makes any special use of the future  
participle; he is fond pa?j and a!paj; w[j in temporal sense is com- 
mon in Luke, once in Mark, not in Matthew; a good many ana- 
colutha occur in Acts, and the change from direct to indirect  
discourse is frequent; the relative is often attracted to the case of  
the antecedent and often begins a sentence (Ac. 2:24); e]pista<ta   
is used 7 times (peculiar to Luke) rather than ku<rie or r[abbei<; the  
syntax is throughout in general that of the koinh< of the time.3 
 
 1 Smith, Voy. and Shipw. of St. Paul, 1882. 
 2 Blass, Philol. of the Gosp., and Acta, Apostol. Bacon (Story of St. Paul,  
1905, p. 156, note) actually urges kai> e]ge<neto in the "we" sections of Acts as a 
"pronounced Septuagintism improbable for a Greek"! Cf. Moulton, Prof,  
p. 16 f. On Luke's style see Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 1, 3, 5, 203, 250 f.,  
261, 276, 278, 280, 300, 305. 
 3 Cf. Vogel, Zur Charak. des Lukas, pp. 21-37, for criticism of the Syntax of  
Luke; Plummer, Comm. on Luke, has many sensible remarks; Wright, Gosp.  
ace. to Luke, 1900, p. xi, on Luke's literary habits, and see also Hawkins, Hor.  
Syn. 2, pp. 174-193. On relation of Luke to Josephus, cf. Bebb, Luke's  
Gosp. in Hast. D. B. On Luke's Hebraisms cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 13 f. Cf.  
Norden, Ant. Kunstpr., II, pp. 486 ff., for differences between Luke and Mark  
and Matthew. See also Harnack, Lukas der Arzt der Verfasser des dritten  
Evang. and der Apostelgesch. (1906). On p. 15 he gives a list of 84 words 
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Luke is also fond of o[ me>n ou#n (Acts). The historic present is rare  
in Luke (4 or 6 times). Luke uses the conjunctions and sub- 
ordinate clauses with more literary skill than the other N. T.  
writers. He makes choice use of words and idioms. Cf. his report  
of Paul's speech on Mars Hill. He accumulates participles, espe- 
cially in the Acts, but not without stylistic refinement. In the  
Acts he is fond of ei]j when e]n, would ordinarily be used. 
 (d) JAMES. It is at first surprising that one recognized as  
such a thorough Jew as James, the brother of our Lord, and who  
used Aramaic, should have written in such idiomatic Greek. "In  
the skilful use of the Greek language its [Epistle of James] author  
is inferior to no N. T. writer."1 There are very few Hebraisms  
in the Epistle, though the tone is distinctly Jewish, perhaps the  
earliest Christian document in the N. T. But one cannot  
think that James wrote the book in Aramaic, for the indications  
of translation are not present, as Bishop John Wordsworth once  
argued.2 There is not, however, in James studied rhetoric or  
keen dialectics. The author of Hebrews, Luke and Paul far  
surpass him in formal rhetoric. "The Epistle of James is from  
the beginning a little work of literature," "a product of popular  
literature" (Deissmann, Light, p. 235). The writer uses asyn- 
deton very often and many crisp aphorisms. Just as the  
Synoptic Gospels preserve the local colour of the country- 
side, so the Epistle of James is best understood in the open air  
of the harvest-field (ib., p. 241). The incongruity of such a 
smooth piece of Greek as this Epistle being written by a Pales- 
tinian Jew like James vanishes when we consider the bilingual  
character of the people of Palestine (cf. Moulton, Camb. Biblical  
Essays, p. 487). Nevertheless, the author has a Hebrew mould  
of thought reminiscent of 0. T. phrases. The atmosphere is  
Jewish and "international vulgarisms" do not explain it all.  
The pleonasms are just those seen in the LXX, and the book has  
the fondness for assonance so common in the 0. T. Cf. Oester- 
ley, Exp. Gk. Test., p. 394. He uses many examples that re- 
 
peculiar in the N. T. to Luke and Paul. On p. 15 of Luke the Physician  
(trans., 1907) Harnack considers the Gk. of Luke's Gospel "excellent." "It  
occupies a middle position between the koinh< and Attic Gk. (the language of 
literature)." This is not a very exact description, for Harnack here uses  
koinh< for vernac. koinh< and Attic was not the language of literature in Luke's  
time (save the Atticists), but the literary koinh<). 
 1 Thayer, Lang. of N. T., Hast. D. B. 
 2 First series of Stud. Bibl., pp. 144 ff. Cf. Mayor, Comm. on James,  
pp. ccv ff. 
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mind one vividly of the parables of Jesus and many of the ideas  
and phrases of the Sermon on the Mount are here. There is  
also a marked similarity between this Epistle and the speech of  
James in Ac. 15 and the letter there given, which was probably  
written by him.1 He is fond of repeating the same word or root,  
as qrhsko<j, qrhskei<a (1:26 f.)2; his sentences, though short, are  
rhythmical3; he is crisp, vivid, energetic; there is little in the  
forms or the syntax to mark it off from the current koinh< or  
the N. T. representatives of it, though his idiomatic use of the  
pronouns is worth mentioning, as is also that of a@ge as an in- 
terjection, the gnomic aorist, the possible nominative mesth< in  
apposition with glw?ssan (3:8). But it is in the vocabulary  
that James shows his individuality, for in this short epistle there  
are 73 (9 doubtful) words not appearing elsewhere in the N. T.,  
some of which are found in the LXX,4 like parallagh<. The  
use of sunagwgh< (2:2) of a Christian assembly is noteworthy  
(cf. e]kklhsi<a in 5:14 and e]pisunagwgh< in Heb. 10:25). He has  
many compound words like a]dia<kritoj, bookish words like e@mfutoj,  
philosophical terms like u!lh, picturesque words like o]lolu<zw, some  
of a technical nature like phda<lion, some strictly classical like 
e@oike, xrh<. 
 (e) JUDE. It is here assumed against Spitta5 and Biggs6 that  
Jude is prior to 2 Peter, the second chapter of which is so much  
like Jude. There is not in Jude the epigram of James, but he has  
a rugged rotundity of style that is impressive and vigorous, if a  
bit harsh. His style is marked by metaphor and the use of trip- 
lets. He cannot be said to be "steeped in the language of the  
LXX" with Chase,7 but there is a more Hebraistic flavour than  
is observed in James, his brother. He has literary affinities with  
some of the apocryphal books and with some of Paul's writings.  
If he shows a better command of Greek than 2 Peter, yet his 
 
 1 See this point well worked out by Mayor, James (Epis. of), Hast. D. B.  
Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 279. 
 2 Cf. Mayor, Comm., pp. cxcv ff., for exx. 
 3 Ib., p. cci f. Mayor, ch. viii, has also a luminous discussion of the "Gram- 
mar of St. James," which shows conclusively that he has little that is distinc- 
tive in his grammar. Cf. Thayer (Lex., p. 708) for list of words peculiar  
to James. 
 4 Cf. Mayor, Comm., p. cxci f. On sunagwgh< cf. Hort, Judaistic Christian- 
ity, p. 150. 
 5 Der Zweite Brief des Petrus and der Brief des Judas, 1885. 
 6 Comm. on St. Peter and St. Jude, 1901. 
 7 Jude (Epis. of), Hast. D. B. 
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"Greek is a strong and weighty weapon over which, however, he  
has not a ready command."1 Per contra, there is little that is  
peculiar in his grammar, for he shows a normal use of the Greek  
idiom. The optative occurs twice (plhqunqei<h, verse 2, and e]pitimh<sai,  
in 9) and the article is used skilfully with the participle. Cases,  
pronouns, tenses, free use of participles, indicate a real mastery  
of current Greek. The true superlative occurs in t ?̂ a[giwta<t^  
pi<stei. The idiomatic use of e@bdomoj without article is seen in  
Jude 14. The adverbial accusative is seen in to> deu<teron 5 and to>n 
o!moion tro<pon 7. For further details see Mayor on "Grammar of  
Jude and of Peter" (Comm., pp. xxvi–lv). He has 20 words  
(one doubtful) not found elsewhere in the N. T.2  A few of them  
like planh<thj occur in the LXX. Some of them have a stately  
ring like ku<mata a@gria, and a number occur which are found in  
writers of the literary koinh<. He uses h[ koiinh< swthri<a ("the safety  
of the state") in a Christian sense, and so oi[ progegramme<noi ("the  
proscribed"). But he has also command of technical Christian 
terms like a!gioi, klhtoi<, pi<stij, pneu?ma, yuxiko<j as Paul used them. 
The vividness of his style hardly justifies the term "poetic."3  
Deissmann (Light, p. 235) considers Jude a literary epistle in  
popular style and "cosmopolite" in tone (p. 242), with a certain  
degree of artistic expression. The correctness of the Greek is  
quite consonant with the authorship of the brother of Jesus, since  
Palestine was a bilingual country (Moulton, Camb. Bibl. Essays,  
p. 488). Besides, the Epistle has only 25 verses. 
 (f) PETER. As Peter was full of impulses and emotions and ap- 
parent inconsistencies, the same heritage falls to his Epistles. 
The most outstanding difference between 1 Peter and 2 Peter is  
in the vocabulary. 1 Peter has 361 words not found in 2 Peter,  
while 2 Peter has 231 not in 1 Peter.4 Many in each case are  
common words like a[gia<zw, e]lpi<zw, eu]aggeli<zw, etc., in 1 Peter, and  
basilei<a, e]paggeli<a, e]piginw<skw, etc., in 2 Peter. 1 Peter has 63 
words not in the rest of the N. T., while 2 Peter has 57 (5 doubt- 
ful); but of these 120 words only one (a]po<qesij) occurs in both.5 
This is surely a remarkable situation. But both of them have a 
 
 1 Chase, Jude (Epis. of), Hast. D. B. 
 2 See Thayer's list (Lex., p. 709). For fresh discussion of the gram. aspects  
of Jude and 2 Pet. see Mayor's Comm. (1908). He accepts the genuineness  
of Jude, but rejects 2 Peter. 
 3 Maier, Der Judasbrief, 1906, p. 169. 
 4 Bigg, Comm. on St. Peter and St. Jude, p. 225. 
 5 Thayer, Lang. of the N. T., Hast. D. B., p. 42a. 
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number of words in common that occur elsewhere also in the  
N. T., like a]nastrofh<, yuxh<, etc.1 Both use the plural of abstract  
nouns; both have the habit, like James, of repeating words,2  
while Jude avoids repetitions; both make idiomatic use of the  
article; both make scant use of particles, and there are very few  
Hebraisms; both use words only known from the vernacular 
koinh<; both use a number of classical words like a]nagkastw?j (1 
Peter, Plato), plasto<j (Her., Eur., Xen., 2 Peter)3; both use pic- 
ture-words4; both seem to know the Apocrypha; both refer to 
events in the life of Christ; both show acquaintance with Paul's  
Epistles, and use many technical Christian terms. But, on the 
other hand, 1 Peter is deeply influenced by the LXX, while 2  
Peter shows little use of it; 1 Peter is more stately and ele- 
vated without affectation, while 2 Peter has grandeur, though it  
is, perhaps, somewhat "grandiose" (Bigg) and uses a number  
of rare words like tartaro<w; 1 Peter makes clear distinctions be- 
tween the tenses, prepositions, and uses smooth Greek generally,  
while 2 Peter has a certain roughness of style and even apparent 
solecisms like ble<mma (2:8), though it is not "baboo Greek"  
(Abbott)5 nor like modern "pigeon English"; 1 Peter shows little 
originality and rhetorical power, while 2 Peter, though not so  
original as Jude, yet has more individuality than 1 Peter.  
Deissmann (Light, p. 235) says: "The Epistles of Peter and  
Jude have also quite unreal addresses; the letter-like touches are  
purely decorative. Here we have the beginnings of a Christian 
literature; the Epistles of Jude and Peter, though still possessing  
as a whole many popular features, already endeavour here and 
there after a certain degree of artistic expression." It is not for 
a grammarian to settle, if anybody can, the controversy about  
those two Epistles, but Simcox6 is not far wrong when he says 
of 2 Peter that "a superficial student is likelier than a thorough  
student to be certain that it is spurious." Spitta,7 Bigg8 and 
 
 1 Cf. Zahn, Einl. in d. N. T:, Bd. II, p. 108; B. Weiss, Einl. in d. N. T.,  
p. 445. 
 2 Bigg, Comm., p. 225 f. Cf. also Schulze, Der schriftsteller. Charakter  
und Wert des Petrus, Judas und Jacobus, 1802. 
 3 Cf. excellent lists by Chase, Hast. D. B., 1 Peter and 2 Peter. Many of  
these words are cleared up by the pap., like doki<mion and a]reth<. 
 4 Vincent, Word-Studies, vol. I, p. 621. 
 5 Exp., ser. 2, v. III. Chase, Hast. D. B., p. 808a, finds needless difficulty  
with pareisfe<rein (2 Pet. 1:5), for para< is 'alongside,’ ‘in addition.’ 
 6 Writers of the N. T., p. 64. 
 7 Der Zweite Brief des Petrus.  8 Comm. on St. Peter and Jude. 
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Zahn1 among recent writers suggest that in 2 Peter we have Peter's  
own composition, while in 1 Peter we have the Greek of an aman- 
uensis who either wrote out Peter's ideas, revised them or trans- 
lated Peter's Aramaic into Greek. We know that Peter had  
interpreters (Mark, for instance), and Josephus used such literary  
help and Paul had amanuenses. On the other hand Chase (Hast- 
ings' D. B.) and others reject 2 Peter entirely. It is worth men- 
tioning that 2 Peter and the Apocalypse, which are the two books  
that furnish most of the linguistic anomalies in the N. T., both  
have abundant parallels among the less well-educated papyri  
writers, and it is of Peter and John that the terms a]gra<mmatoi   
and i]diw?tai are used (Ac. 4:13). As we have a problem con- 
cerning 1 Peter and 2 Peter on the linguistic side, so we have  
one concerning John's Gospel and Epistles on the one hand and  
Revelation on the other. The use of the article in 1 Peter is  
quite Thucydidean in 3:3 (Bigg), and eight times he uses the 
idiom like to>n th?j paroiki<aj u[mw?n xro<non (1:17) and once that  
seen in to> bou<lhma tw?n e]qnw?n (4:3), the rule in the N. T. The  
article is generally absent with the attributive genitive and with  
prepositions as ei]j r[antismo>n ai!matoj (1:2). There is a refined  
accuracy in 1 Peter's use of w[j (Bigg), cf. 1:19; 2:16, etc. A 
distinction is drawn between mh< and ou] with the participle in 1:8. 
Once i!na occurs with the future indicative (3:1). The absence 
of a@n and the particles a@ra, ge, e]pei<, e]peidh<, te, dh<, pou, pwj is notice- 
able. 1 Peter makes idiomatic use of me<n, while 2 Peter does not  
have it. 2 Peter uses the "compact" structure of article, attribu- 
tive and noun, like 1 Peter (cf. 2 Pet. 2:1, 10, 16, 21), but the  
"uncompact" occurs also (cf. 2 Pet. 1:3, 9, 11, 14). In Jude  
and 2 Peter the commonest order is the uncompact (Mayor, Jude  
and Second Peter, p. xxii). The single article in 2 Pet. 1:1, 11 is  
used of two names for the same object. Cf. also Jude 4. The  
article with the infinitive does not occur in 2 Peter (nor Jude).  
2 Peter has some unusual uses of the infinitive after e@xw (2 Pet. 
1:15) and as result (2 Pet. 3:1 f.). 1 Peter has the article and  
future participle once (3:13) o[ kakw<swn. Both 1 Pet. (1 : 2) and 
2 Pet. (1:2) have the optative plhqunqei<h (like Jude). 1 Peter  
twice (3:14, 17) has ei] and the optative. See further Mayor on  
"Grammar of Jude and 2 Peter" (Comm., pp. xxvi–lv). 
 (g) PAUL. There was a Christian terminology apart from  
Paul, but many of the terms most familiar to us received their 
 
 1 Einl. in d. N. T. Mayor in his Comm. on Jude and 2 Peter (1907) re- 
jects 2 Peter partly on linguistic grounds. 
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interpretation from him. He was a pathfinder, but had inex-  
haustible resources for such a task. Resechl has done good ser-  
vice in putting together the words of Paul and the words of  
Jesus. Paul's rabbinical training and Jewish cast of mind led Far- 
rar2 to call him a Haggadist. Simcox3 says that "there is hardly  
a line in his writings that a non-Jewish author of his day would  
have written." Harnack4 points out that Paul was wholly un- 
intelligible to such a Hellenist as Porphyry, but Ramsay5 replies  
that Porphyry resented Paul's use of Hellenism in favour of Chris- 
tianity. But Hicks6 is certainly right in seeing a Hellenistic side  
to Paul, though Pfieiderer7 goes too far in finding in Paul merely  
"a Christianized Pharisaism" and a "Christianized Hellenism."  
Paul and Seneca have often been compared as to style and ideas,  
but a more pertinent linguistic parallel is Arrian's report of the  
lectures of Epictetus.  Here we have the vernacular koinh< of an  
educated man in the second century A.D. The style of Paul,  
like his theology, has challenged the attention of the greatest  
minds.8 Farrar9 calls his language "the style of genius, if  
not the genius of style." There is no doubt about its indi- 
viduality. While in the four groups of his letters each group  
has a style and to some extent a vocabulary of its own, yet, as in  
Shakespeare's plays, there is the stamp of the same tremendous  
mind. These differences of language lead some to doubt the  
genuineness of certain of the Pauline Epistles, especially the Pas- 
toral Group, but criticism is coming more to the acceptance of  
all of them as genuine. Longinus ranks Paul as master of the 
dogmatic style (Pau?loj o[ Tarseu>j o!ntina kai> prw?to<n fhmi proista<menon 
 
 1 Der Paulinismus und die Logia Jesu, 1904. 
 2 Life and Work of St. Paul, vol. I, p. 638. 
 3 Writers of the N. T., p. 27. 
 4 Miss. und Ausbr. des Christent., p. 354. Cf. Moffatt's transl., vol. II,  
p. 137. 
 5 Exp., 1906, p. 263. 
 6 St. Paul and Hellen., Stud. Bib., IV, i. 
 7 Urchristentum, pp. 174-478. 
 8 See Excursus I to vol. I of Farrar's Life of Paul. 
 9 Ib., p. 623. On Paul's style cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 1, 5, 251,  
276, 279, 281 f., 284 f., 289, 300-305. As to the Pastoral Epistles it has been  
pointed out that there is nothing in Paul's vocabulary inconsistent with the  
time (James, Genuin. and Author. of the Past. Epis., 1906). It is natural  
for one's style to be enriched with age. The Church Quart. Rev. (Jan.,  
1907) shows that all the new words in the Past. Epis. come from the LXX,  
Aristotle, koinh< writers before or during Paul's time. Cf. Exp. Times, 1907,  
p. 245 f. 
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do<gmatoj a]nupodei<ktou).  Baur1 says that he has "the true ring of  
Thucydides." Erasmus (ad Col. 4:16) says: " Tonat, fulgurat,  
meras flammas loquitur Paulus." Hausrath2 correctly says that  
"it is hard to characterize this individuality in whom Christian  
fulness of love, rabbinic keenness of perception and ancient will- 
power so wonderfully mingle." It is indeed the most personal3  
and the most powerful writing of antiquity. He disclaims classic  
elegance and calls himself i]diw<thj t&? lo<g& (2 Cor. 11:6), yet this  
was in contrast with the false taste of the Corinthians. But  
Deissmann (St. Paul, p. 6) goes too far in making Paul a mere  
tentmaker, devoid of culture. He is abrupt, paradoxical, bold,  
antithetical, now like a torrent, now like a summer brook. But  
it is passion, not ignorance nor carelessness. He was indeed no  
Atticist. He used the vernacular koinh< of the time with some  
touch of the literary flavour, though his quotation of three  
heathen poets does not show an extended acquaintance with Greek  
literature.4 The difference between the vernacular and the liter- 
ary koinh< is often a vanishing point. Paul's style is unhellenic in  
arrangement, but in Ro. 8 and 1 Cor. 13 he reaches the eleva- 
tion and dignity of Plato.5 Certainly his ethical teaching has  
quite a Hellenic ring, being both philosophical and logical.6  
Hatch7 considers Paul to be the foremost representative of the  
Hellenic influence on early Christianity. He shows some knowl- 
edge of Roman legal terms8 and uses arguments calling for edu- 
cated minds of a high order.9  The grammar shows little Semitic  
influence. He uses many rhetorical figures such as paronomasia,  
paradox, etc., which will be discussed in the chapter on that sub- 
 
 1 Paul, vol. II, p. 281. Cf. K. L. Bauer, Philol. Thucyd.-Paul., 1773; also  
his Rhet. Paul., 1782. Cf. Tzschirner, Observ. Pauli ap. epist., 1800; La- 
sonder, De ling. paul. idiom., 1866. 
 2 Der Apost. Paulus, p. 502. 
 3 Renan, St. Paul, p. 232. Cf. also Jacquier, Hist. des Livres du N. T.,  
tome 1er, 1906, p. 37: "Son grec, nous le verrons, n'est pas le grec litteraire,  
mais celui de la conversation." Cf. also pp. 61-70 for discussion of "Langue  
de Saint Paul." Cf. also Adams, St. Paul's Vocab. St. Paul as a Former of  
Words, 1895. 
 4 Cf. Farrar, Exc. III, vol. I of Life of St. Paul. 
 5 orden, Die Ant. Kunstpr., Bd. II, 1898, pp. 499, 509. 
 6 Hicks, St. Paul and Hellen., 1896, p. 9. 
 7 Hibbert Lect. (Infl. of Hellen. on Chris., p. 12). 
 8 Ball, St. Paul and the Rom. Law (1901). Cf. Thack., Rela. of St. Paul to  
Contemp. Thought (1900). Paul's use of no<moj shows knowledge of the Roman  
lex as well the Jewish Torah. 
 9 Mahaffy, Surv. of Gk. Civiliz., p. 310. 
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ject, some thirty kinds occurring in his writings. Farrar1 sug- 
gests that Paul had a teacher of rhetoric in Tarsus. He is noted  
for his varied use of the particles and writes with freedom and  
accuracy, though his anacolutha are numerous, as in Gal. 2:6-9.  
He uses prepositions with great frequency and discrimination.  
The genitive is employed by Paul with every variety of applica- 
tion. The participle appears with great luxuriance and in all 
sorts of ways, as imperative or indicative or genitive absolute, ar- 
ticular, anarthrous, etc. He is  ]Ebrai?oj e]c  ]Ebraiwn, but he handles 
his Greek with all the freedom of a Hellenist. He thinks in Greek  
and it is the vernacular koinh< of a brilliant and well-educated man  
in touch with the Greek culture of his time, though remaining  
thoroughly Jewish in his mental fibre. The peculiar turns in  
Paul's language are not due to Hebraisms, but to the passion of  
his nature which occasionally (cf. 2 Cor.) bursts all bounds and  
piles parenthesis and anacoluthon on each other in a heap. But  
even in a riot of language his thought is clear, and Paul often 
draws a fine point on the turn of a word or a tense or a case. To  
go into detail with Paul's writings would be largely to give the 
grammar of the N. T. In Phil. 2:1 we have a solecism in ei@ tij  
spla<gxna. His vocabulary is very rich and expressive. Thayer  
(Lexicon, pp. 704 ff.) gives 895 (44 doubtful) words that are found  
nowhere else in the N. T., 168 of them being in the Pastoral  
Epistles. Nageli2 has published the first part of a Pauline lexicon  
(from a to e) which is very helpful and makes use of the papyri  
and inscriptions. The most striking thing in this study is the  
cosmopolitan character of Paul's vocabulary. There are very  
few words which are found only in the Attic writers, like  
ai]sxro<thj, and no cases of Atticism, though even in the letters a to  
e he finds some 85 that belong to the literary koinh< as shown by  
books, papyri and inscriptions, words like a]qanasi<a, a]qete<w, etc. In  
some 50 more the meaning corresponds to that of the literary  
koinh<, as in a]nalu<w (Ph. 1:23). To these he adds words which  
appear in the literary koinh<, papyri and inscriptions after Paul's  
time, words like a[rpagmo<j, a]nazh?n, etc. Then there are words  
that, so far as known, occur first in the N. T. in the  
Christian sense, like e]kklhsi<a. But the vernacular koinh< as set 
 
 1 Life of St. Paul, vol. I, p. 630. 
 2 Der Wortsch. des Apost. Paulus, 1905. He says (p. 86): "Es uberrascht  
uns nicht mehr, dass jeder paulinische Brief eine Reihe von Wortern enthalt,  
die den ubrigen unbekannt sind." This is well said. Each letter ought to  
have words not in the others. 
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forth in the papyri and inscriptions furnishes the ground-work  
of his vocabulary, when to this is added the use of the LXX 
(including the Apocrypha) as in a]ntilamba<nomai, a[gia<zw. Espe- 
cially noteworthy are some nice Greek points that are wanting  
in Paul (as well as in the rest of the N. T.) and in the papyri and 
inscriptions, as oi$o<j te< ei]mi, ai]sqa<nomai, pa<nu, ma<la, e!pomai (seldom in 
the inscriptions), etc. Nageli sums up by saying that no one  
would think that Paul made direct use of Plato or Demosthenes  
and that his diligent use of the LXX explains all his Hebraisms  
besides a few Hebrew words like a]mh<n or when he translated He- 
brew. His Aramaisms (like a]bba<) are few, as are his Latinisms  
(like praitw<rion). "The Apostle writes in the style natural to a 
Greek of Asia Minor adopting the current Greek of the time, 
borrowing more or less consciously from the ethical writers of the 
time, framing new words or giving a new meaning to old words 
. . . His choice of vocabulary is therefore much like that of Epic- 
tetus save that his intimate knowledge of the LXX has modified 
it."1 Paul's Greek, in a word, "has to do with no school, with no 
model, but streams unhindered with overflowing bubbling right 
out of the heart, but it is real Greek" (Wilamowitz-Mollendorff,  
Die griechische Literatur des Altertums, 2. Aufl., p. 159. Cf. Die 
Kultur der Gegenwart, Tl. I, Abt. 8, 1905). Deissmann (Light, p.  
234) sees Paul wholly as "a non-literary man of the non-literary 
class in the Imperial Age, but prophet-like rising above his class 
and surveying the contemporary educated world with the con- 
of superior strength." 
 
 1  Walter Lock, Jour. of Theol. Stud., 1906, p. 298. Athletic figures are 
almost confined to Paul (and Heb.), and Ramsay (Exp., 1906, pp. 283ff.) thinks 
Tarsus left this impress on him. A further discussion of Paul's rhetoric will 
be found in the chapter on Figures of Speech. Cf. J. Weiss, Beitr. zur paulin. 
Rhetorik, 1897; Blass, Die Rhyth. der asian. and rain. Kunstpr., 1905. Deiss.  
(Theol. Literaturzeit., 1906, pp. 231 ff.) strongly controverts Blass' idea that  
Paul used conscious rhythm. Cf. Howson, Metaph. of St. Paul. On Paul's 
Hellen. see Hicks, St. Paul and Hellen. (Stud. Bibl. et Feel., 1896); Curtius, 
Paulus in Athens (Gesarnm. Abhandl., 1894, pp. 527 ff.); Ramsay, Cities of 
St. Paul (pp. 9, 30-41); Heinrici, Zum Hellen. des Paulus (2 Cor. in Meyer); 
Wilamowitz-Moll., Die griech. Lit. des Altert. (p. 157); G. Milligan, Epis. to  
the Th. (1908, p. 1v). Paul had a full and free Gk. vocab., thought in Gk.,  
wrote in Gk. as easily as in Aramaic. But his chief indebtedness seems to  
be to the LXX, the vernac. koinh< and the ethical Stoical writers. Milligan (see 
above, pp. lii–lv) has a very discriminating discussion of Paul's vocab. and 
style. Garvie (Stud. of Paul and His Gospel, p. 6 f.) opposes the notion that  
Paul had a decided Gk. influence. 
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 (h) WRITER OF HEBREWS. Bruce1 is certain that the author  
was not a disciple of Paul, while Simcox2 is willing to admit that  
he may have belonged once to the school of Philo, as Paul did to  
that of Gamaliel. Harnack suggests Priscilla as the author. If 
Paul had "imperial disregard for niceties of construction," He- 
brews shows "a studied rhetorical periodicity."3 Von Soden4 
considers that in the N. T. Hebrews is "the best Greek, scarcely  
different in any point from that of contemporary writers." This  
is the more surprising when one observes the constant quotation  
of the LXX. The grammatical peculiarities are few, like the fre- 
quent use of para< in comparison, e]pei< with apodosis (protasis sup- 
pressed), the perfect tense to emphasize the permanence of the  
Scripture record which sometimes verges close to the aorist (4:3),  
the frequent participles, the varied use of particles, periphrases,  
the absence of the harsher kinds of hiatus, the presence of rhythm  
more than in any of the N. T. books, and in general the quality  
of literary style more than in any other N. T. writing. Westcott 
notes "the parenthetical involutions." "The calculated force of  
the periods is sharply distinguished from the impetuous eloquence 
of St. Paul." The writer does not use Paul's rhetorical expres- 
sions ti< ou#n; ti< ga<r; Moulton (Camb. Bibl. Essays, p. 483) notes  
the paradox that the Epistle to the Hebrews was written by one  
who apparently knew no Hebrew and read only the LXX. The  
use of subordinate sentences is common and the position of words  
is carefully chosen. There is frequent use of me<n, and te as well as  
o!qen and dio<. The optative occurs only once and illustrates the  
true koinh<. The studied style appears particularly in ch. 11 in the  
use of pi<stei. The style is hortatory, noble and eloquent, and has  
points of contact with Paul, Luke and Peter. The vocabulary, 
like the style, is less like the vernacular than any book in  
the N. T. Of 87 words which are found in the LXX and in this  
book alone in the N. T., 74 belong to the ancient literary works  
and only 13 to the vernacular. 18 other words peculiar to this  
Epistle are found in the literary koinh<.  There are 168 (10 doubt- 
ful) words in Hebrews that appear nowhere else in the N. T.  
(cf. Thayer, Lexicon, p. 708). These 168 words are quite char- 
acteristic also, like a]fora?n, ai]sqhth<rion, panh<gurij, prwtoto<kia. West- 
 
 1 D. B., Hebrews.   2 Writers of the N. T., p. 42. 
 3 Thayer, Lang. of the N. T., Hast. D. B. 
 4 Early Chris. Lit., 1906, p. 12. On the lang. of Heb. see the careful re- 
marks of Jacquier (Hist. des Livres du N. T., tome ler, 1906, pp. 457 ff.). Cf.  
Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 1, 5, 279, 280 f., 288 f., 296 ff., 303 f.  
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cott1 considers the absence of words like eu]agge<lion, musth<rion, 
plhro<w remarkable. The chief bond of contact in the vocab- 
ulary of Hebrews with the koinh< is in the use of "sonorous" 
words like a]ntikaqi<sthmi, eu]peri<statoj, but the author is by no 
means an Atticist, though he does approach the literary koinh<.  
Deissmann2 indeed considers Hebrews as alone belonging "to an- 
other sphere: as in subject-matter it is more of a learned theo- 
logical work, so in form it is more artistic than the other books  
of the N. T." He even feels that it "seems to hang in the back- 
ground like an intruder among the N. T. company of popular  
books" (Light, p. 243). 
 (i) JOHN. The Johannine question at once confronts the mod- 
ern grammarian who approaches the books in the N. T. that are  
accredited to John. It is indeed a difficult problem.3 There is  
a triple difficulty: the Gospel presents a problem of its own (with  
the Epistles), the Apocalypse also has its burden, and there is the  
serious matter of the relation of the Gospel and Apocalypse on  
the linguistic side. Assuming that John the Apostle wrote the  
Gospel, Epistles and Apocalypse, we have the following situation.  
The Gospel of John has a well-defined character. There are few  
Hebraisms in detail beyond the use of ui[oi> fwto<j (12:36), kai< in  
the sense of "and yet" or "but" (cf. Hebrew v; and kai< in LXX)  
as in 20:14, the absence of the particles save ou#n, and the con- 
stant co-ordination of the sentences with rhythmical parallelism.  
In the formal grammar the Greek is much like the vernacular  
(and literary) koinh< but the cast of thought is wholly Hebrew. 
Ewald4  rightly calls its spirit "genuinely Hebrew," while Renan5  
even says that the Gospel "has nothing Hebrew" in its style.  
Godet6 calls the Gospel a Hebrew body with a Greek dress and  
quotes Luthardt as saying that it "has a Hebrew soul in the  
Greek language." Schaff7 compares Paul to an Alpine torrent  
and John to an Alpine lake. There is indeed in this Gospel great  
simplicity and profundity. John's vocabulary is somewhat lim- 
ited, some 114 words (12 doubtful, Thayer, Lexicon, p. 704) be- 
 
 1 Comm. on Heb., p. xlvi.  2 Exp. Times, Nov., 1906, p. 59. 
 3 Cf. Drummond, Charac. and Author. of the Fourth Gosp., 1904; Sanday,  
Crit. of the Fourth Gosp., 1905; Bacon, The Fourth Gosp: in Res. and De- 
bate, 1910. 
 4 Quoted in Schaff, Comp. to Gk. N. T., p. 67. 
 5 Ib. On p. 73 Schaff puts Jo. 1:18 side by side in Gk. and Heb The  
Heb. tone of the Gk. is clear. 
 6 Comm. sur l'Evang. de S. Jean, vol. I, pp. 226, 232. 
 7 Comp. to Gk. N. T., p. 66. 
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longing to the Gospel alone in the N. T. But the characteristic  
words are repeated many times, such as a]lh<qeia, a[marti<a, ginw<skw, 
do<ca, zwh<, ko<smoj, kri<sij, lo<goj, marture<w, pisteu<w, sko<toj, fw?j, etc. 
"He rings the changes on a small number of elementary words  
and their synonyms."1 But words like e]kklhsi<a, eu]agge<lion, meta<- 
noia, parabolh<, pi<stij, sofi<a do not occur at all. However, too  
much must not be inferred from this fact, for pisteu<w and eu]agge- 
li<zw do appear very often.2 Other characteristics of the Gospel  
are the common use of  i!na in the non-final sense, the distinctive  
force of the pronouns (especially e]kei?noj, e]mo<j, i@dioj), the vivid use  
of the tenses (like Mark), the unusual use of ou#n,3  zwh> ai]w<nioj is  
frequent (21 times, and more than all the rest of the N. T.), fre- 
quent repetition, favourite synonyms.4 The Johannine use of  
kai<, de<, a]lla<, ga<r, ei], o!ti, mh<, ou], etc., is all interesting (see Abbott).  
The prepositions, the cases, the voices, the modes all yield good 
results in Abbott's hands. The Epistles of John possess the same 
general traits as the Gospel save that ou#n does not occur at all  
save in 3 Jo. 8 while o!ti is very common.  Kai< is the usual con- 
nective. Only eight words are common alone to the Gospel and  
the Epistles in the N. T., while eleven are found in the Epistles  
and not in the Gospel. Westcott,5 however, gives parallel sen- 
tences which show how common phrases and idioms recur in the  
Gospel and the First Epistle. The Apocalypse has much in  
common with the Gospel, as, for instance, no optative is found in  
either; o!pwj is not in either save in Jo. 11:57;  i!na is very common  
in Gospel, 1 John and Apocalypse, more so than in any other  
book of the N. T. save Mark, and i!na mh< is very common in  
Gospel and Apocalypse; ou#n is almost absent from the Apocalypse 
 
 1 Abb., Joh. Vocab., p. 348. 
 2 Ib., p. 158. Abbott has luminous remarks on such words as pisteu<w,  
e]cousi<a, and all phases of John's vocabulary. 
 3 Occurs 195 times in the Gospel and only 8 of the instances in the dis- 
courses of Jesus. Nearly all of these are in the transitional sense. Cf. Abb.,  
Joh. Gr., 1906, p. 165. 
 4 On Joh. Synon. (like qewre<w, o[ra<w) see ch. III of Abbott's Joh. Vocab.,  
1905. In John o[ra<w is not used in present (though often e[w<raka), but ble<pw,  
and qewre<w. Luke uses it also in present only 3 times, Heb. 2, Jas. 2, Ac. 8,  
Apoc. 18. On the whole subject of Joh. gr. see the same author's able work  
on Joh. Gr. (1906), which has a careful and exhaustive discussion of the most  
interesting points in the Gospel. 
 5 Comm. on Epis. of Jo., pp. xli The absence of ou#n, when so character- 
istic of the Gospel, shows how precarious mere verbal argument is. Baur,  
Die Evang., p. 380, calls the Gospel the Apocalypse "transfigured." Cf.  
Blass on John's style, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 261, 276, 278 f., 291, 302. 
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as in Epistles and the discourses of Jesus, being common as tran- 
sitional particle in narrative portion of Gospel1; a@ra, common in  
other Evangelists and Paul, is not found in Gospel, Epistles or  
Apocalypse; me<n, so common in Matthew, Luke (Gospel and Acts),  
Paul and Hebrews, is not found at all in Apocalypse and John's  
Epistles and only eight times in his Gospel; w!ste, which appears  
95 times elsewhere in the N. T., is not found in Gospel, Epistles  
or Apocalypse save once in Jo. 3:16; mh< pote, fairly common in  
Matthew, Luke and Hebrews, does not occur in John's writings  
save in Jo. 7:26 (Paul uses it also once only, 2 Tim. 2:25, prefer- 
ring mh< pwj, which he alone uses, 13 exx.); marture<w is more fre- 
quent in Gospel than in 1 John and Apocalypse, but marturi<a is as  
common in Apocalypse as Gospel; o@noma is frequent in Gospel and  
Apocalypse as applied to God; oi#da is found less often in Apoca- 
lypse than in Gospel; a]lhqino<j is common in Gospel, Epistle and  
Apocalypse, though a]lhqh<j and a]lh<qeia do not appear in the Apoca- 
lypse; nika<w occurs only once in Gospel (16:33), but is common  
in 1 John and Apocalypse; di<dwmi is more frequent in Gospel and  
Apocalypse than in any other N. T. book (even Matt.); dei<- 
knumi appears about the same number of times in Gospel and  
Apocalypse; lo<goj is applied to Christ in Jo. 1:1 and Rev.  
19:13; the peculiar expression kai> nu?n e]sti<n which occurs in John 
5:25 is similar to the kai< e]smen of 1 Jo. 3:1, and the kai> ou]k ei]si< 
of Rev. 2:2, 3:9; all are fond of antithesis and parenthesis  
and repeat the article often. Over against these is to be placed  
the fact that the Apocalypse has 156 (33 doubtful) words not in  
the Gospel or Epistles, and only nine common alone to them.  
Certainly the subject-matter and spirit are different, for the Son  
of Thunder speaks in the Apocalypse. Dionysius2 of Alexandria  
called the language Of the Apocalypse barbaric and ungram- 
matical because of the numerous departures from usual Greek  
assonance. The solecisms in the Apocalypse are not in the realm  
of accidence, for forms like a]fh?kej, pe<ptwkan, didw?, etc., are com- 
mon in the vernacular koinh<.  The syntactical peculiarities are  
due partly to constructio ad sensum and variatio structurae. Some 
("idiotisms" according to Dionysius) are designed, as the expres- 
sion of the unchangeableness of God by a]po> o[ w@n (1:4). As to 
o[ h#n the relative use of o[ in Homer may be recalled. See also  
h[ ou]ai< in 11:14, o!moion ui[o<n in 14:14, ou]ai> tou>j k. in 8:13. Benson 
 
 1 Similarly te, which occurs 160 times in the Acts, is found only 8 times in  
Luke's Gospel. Cf. Lee, Speaker's Comm., p. 457. 
 2 Apud Eus. H. E., VII, xxv. 
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(Apocalypse) speaks of "a grammar of Ungrammar," which is a  
bold way of putting it. But the "solecisms" in the Apocalypse  
are chiefly cases of anacolutha. Concord is treated lightly in the  
free use of the nominative (1:5; 2:20; 3:12), in particular the  
participles le<gwn, and e@xwn (4:1; 14:14); in the addition of a  
pronoun as in 3:8; in gender and number as in 7:9; in the use  
of parenthesis as in 1:5 f. Cf. Swete, Apocalypse, p. cxviii 
 The accusative, as in the vernacular koinh< (cf. modern Greek)  
has encroached upon other cases as with kathgorei?n (12:10). The  
participle is used freely and often absolutely in the nominative as  
o[ nikw?n (2:26). Most of the variations in case are with the parti- 
ciple or in apposition, as o[ ma<rtuj after Xristou? (1:5). Moulton1 
has called attention to the numerous examples of nominative ap- 
position in the papyri, especially of the less educated kind. The  
old explanation of these grammatical variations was that they  
were Hebraisms, but Winer2 long ago showed the absurdity of  
that idea. It is the frequency of these phenomena that calls for  
remark, not any isolated solecism in the Apocalypse. Moulton3  
denies that the Apocalypse has any Hebraisms. That is possibly  
going too far the other way, for the book is saturated with the  
apocalyptic images and phrases of Ezekiel and Daniel and is very  
much like the other Jewish apocalypses. It is not so much par- 
ticular Hebraisms that meet us in the Apocalypse as the flavour  
of the LXX whose words are interwoven in the text at every turn.  
It is possible that in the Apocalypse we have the early style of  
John before he had lived in Ephesus, if the Apocalypse was writ- 
ten early. On the other hand the Apocalypse, as Bigg holds true 
 
 1 Exp., 1904, p. 71. Cf. also Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 151; Reinhold,  
Graec. Patr. etc., p. 57 f.; Schlatter, Die Spr. and Heimat des vierten  
Evang. Schl. overemphasizes the Aramaic colour of the Gospel. 
 2 W.-M., p. 671. 
 3 Prol., p. 9. Cf. also Julicher, Intr. to N. T.; Bousset, Die Offenb. Joh.,  
1896; Lee, Speaker's Comm. on Rev. Swete (Apoc. of St. John, 1906, p.  
cxx) thinks that John's "eccentricities of syntax belong to more than one  
cause: some to the habit which he may have retained from early years of  
thinking in a Semitic language; some to the desire of giving movement and  
vivid reality to his visions, which leads him to report them after the manner  
of shorthand notes, jotted down at the time; some to the circumstances in  
which the book was written." The Apoc. "stands alone among Gk. literary  
writings in its disregard of the ordinary rules of syntax, and the success with  
which syntax is set aside without loss of perspicuity or even of literary power."  
Swete welcomes gladly the researches of Deissmann, Thumb and Moulton,  
but considers it precarious to compare a literary document like the Apoc.  
with slips in business letters, etc. 
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of 2 Peter, may represent John's real style, while the Gospel and 
Epistles may have been revised as to Greek idioms by a friend or  
friends of John in Ephesus (cf. Jo. 21:24). With this theory 
compare Josephus' War and Antiquities. One is slow (despite  
Moffatt's positiveness in the Exp. Gk. Test.), in the light of Dante, 
Shakespeare, Milton, to say that John could not have written  
the Apocalypse, though it be the last of his books. Besides what  
has been said one must recall that the Apocalypse was composed  
on the Isle of Patmos, in some excitement, and possibly without  
careful revision, while the Gospel and First Epistle probably had  
care and the assistance of cultured friends. At any rate the ver- 
nacular koinh< is far more in evidence in the Apocalypse than in 
the Gospel and Epistles. "As Dante had the choice between the  
accepted language of education, Latin, and the vulgar tongue, so 
St. John had to choose between a more artificial kind of Greek,  
as perpetuated from past teaching, and the common vulgar 
speech, often emancipated from strict grammatical rules, but  
nervous and vigorous, a true living speech."' 
 VII. N. T. Greek Illustrated by the Modern Greek Vernacu- 
lar. Constant use will be made of the modern Greek in the  
course of the Grammar. Here a brief survey is given merely to 
show how the colloquial koinh< survives in present-day Greek ver- 
nacular. Caution is necessary in such a comparison. The literary  
modern Greek has its affinities with the literary koinh< or even  
with the Atticists, while the vernacular of to-day often shows 
affinities with the less educated writers of papyri of the N. T.  
time. The N. T. did indeed have a great effect upon the later 
koinh< when theological questions were uppermost at Alexandria  
and Constantinople.2  The cleavage between the literary and the 
vernacular became wider also. But apart from ecclesiastical  
terms there is a striking likeness at many points between the Ver- 
nacular koinh< and modern Greek vernacular, though modern Greek 
has, of course, Germanic and other elements3 not in the koinh<.  
The diminutive4 is more common in the modern Greek than in 
 
 1 Ramsay, Letters to the Seven Churches, 1905, p. 209. In general isee  
Seeberg, Zur Charak. des Apost. Joh., Neue Kirch. Zeitschr., 1905, pp. 51-64. 
 2 Cf. Gregory Naz., II, 13, A; Gregory Nyssa, III, 557 B; Reinhold, De  
Graec. Patr. etc., 1898. 
 3 Thumb, Indoger. Forsch., 1903, p. 359 f. Boltz (Die hell. Spr., 1881,  
p. 10) quotes Rangabe as saying that the mod. Gk. is as far removed from  
that of the LXX as from that of Xenophon. 
 4 Cf. Hatz., Einl. in d. neugr. Gr., p. 37 f., for list. 
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the koinh< and usually in i, as to> a]rni<. The optative is rare in the  
N. T.; in the modern Greek it has disappeared. The infinitive is  
vanishing before i!na in the N. T.; in the modern Greek na< has dis- 
placed it completely save with auxiliary verbs.1 The accusative2  
in modern Greek has made still further headway and is used even  
with a]po< and all prepositions. The mi verb has entirely vanished  
in modern Greek vernacular except ei#nai. The forms in —osan,  
—ousan are very common, as are the a forms in aorist and imper- 
fect. The forms in –ej (–aj) for perfect and first aorist are also  
frequent. The middle voice has almost vanished as a separate  
voice (cf. Latin). Prepositions in the vernacular (chiefly ei]j) have  
displaced the dative. The superlative is usually expressed by  
the article and the comparative. Kennedy3 gives an interesting  
list of words that appear either for the first time or with a new  
sense in the LXX or the N. T. (or the papyri) that preserve that  
meaning in the modern Greek, as dw?ma (‘roof’), qusiasth<rin (‘altar’), 
kaqhghth<j (‘professor,’ in N. T. ‘master’), cenodoxei?on (‘hotel,’ in  
N. T. cenodoxe<w = ‘entertain strangers’), paideu<w (‘chastise,’ from  
pai?j), fqa<nw (‘arrive’), xorta<zw (‘feed’), etc. The list could be greatly  
extended, but let these suffice.4 A specimen of modern Greek  
vernacular is given from Pallis' translation of Jo. 1:6-8: Bgh?ke  
e!naj a@nqrwpoj stalme<noj a]po> to> qeo<: t ] o@noma< tou  ]Iwa<nhj.  Auoto>j h#rqe gia> 
kh<rugma< gia> na> khru<cei to> fw?j, pou> na> ka<nei ki ] o!loi na> piste<youn.  De>n 
ei#tan e]kei?noj to> fw?j para> gia> na> khru<cei to> fw?j. The literary modern 
Greek in these verses differs very little from the original N. T.  
text, only in the use of u[ph?rcen, o]nomazo<menoj, dia> na<, de<n, h#to.  Moul- 
ton5 in an interesting note gives some early illustrations of  
modern Greek vernacular. In the second century A.D. e]sou?; is 
 
 1 It still persists in Pontic-Cappadocian Gk. according to Thumb, Theol.  
Literaturzeit., 1903, p. 421. 
 2 There is a riot of indifference as to case in the vernacular Byz. Gk., as 
su<n th?j gunaiko<j. Cf. Mullach, Gr. der griech. Vulgarspr., p. 27. Jean Psichari, 
 [Ro<da kai> Mh?la (1906), has written a defence of the mod. Gk. vernac. and has 
shown its connection with the ancient vernac. The mod. Gk. has like free- 
dom in the use of the genitive case (cf. Thumb, Handb., pp. 32 ff.). Prep- 
ositions have displaced the partitive gen., the genitive of material and of 
comparison (abl.), in mod. Gk. The mod. Gk. shows the acc. displacing the 
gen. and dat. of the older Gk. (op. cit., p. 35 f.) after a]kolouqw?, a]kou<w, a]pantw?, 
etc. The double acc. goes beyond anc. Gk. usages (op. cit., p. 36) as o!la ro<dina 
ta> ble<pw, 'I see everything rosy.' 
 3 Sour. of N. T. Gk., pp. 153 ff. 
 4 Cf. Thumb's Handb. der neugr. Volksspr. (1895); V. and D., Handb. to  
Mod. Gk. (1887); Thumb-Angus, Handb. of Mod. Gk. Vernac. (1912).  
 5 Prol., p. 234. 
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found in OP 528. He quotes Thumb (BZ ix, 234) who cites  
from an inscription of the first century A.D. e@xousej as nominative  
and accusative plural. And Ramsay (Cities and Bish., II, p. 537)  
gives e]pithdeu<soun as third plural form on a Phrygian inscription  
of the third century A.D. As one illustration note Paul's use of  
kate<xw (Ro. 1:18). In modern Greek dialects kate<xw=h]ceu<rw, 'I  
know.' 
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                           WORD–FORMATION 
 
 I. Etymology. Grammar was at first a branch of philosophy  
among the Greeks, and with the foundation of the Alexandrian  
library a new era began with the study of the text of Homer.1  
After Photius etymology "rules the whole later grammatical  
literature."2 The Stoic grammarians were far better in ety- 
mology than in anything else and we owe them a real debt in  
this respect, though their extended struggle as to whether anal- 
ogy or anomaly ruled in language has left its legacy in the long  
lists of "exceptions" in the grammars.3 In some grammars the  
term etymology is still applied to the whole discussion of Forms  
or Accidence, Formenlehre. But to-day it is generally applied  
to the study of the original form and meaning of words.4 The 
word e]tumologi<a is, of course, from e@tumoj and lo<goj, and e@t-umoj,  
meaning 'real' or 'true,' is itself from the same root et— from which 
e]t-eo<j, 'true,' comes. So also e]t-a<zw, 'to test.' Compare also San- 
skrit sat-yas, ‘true,’ and sat-yam, ‘truth,’ as well as the Anglo-Saxon  
soth, ‘sooth.’  To> e@tumon is the true literal sense of a word, the  
root. No more helpful remark can be made at this point than to 
insist on the importance of the student's seeing the original form  
and import of each word and suffix or prefix. This is not all that 
is needed by any means, but it is a beginning, and the right be- 
ginning.5 "It was the comparative study of languages that first 
 
 1 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet. et Et. des Formes Grq. et Lat., 1901, p. 245.  
 2 Reitzenstein, Gesch. der griech. Etym., 1897, p. vi. 
 3 Steinthal, Gesch. der Sprachw. etc., 2. pp. 347 ff. 
 4 "o[ e!tumoj lo<goj heissit ja auch 'die wahre Bedeutung '; dass man hier e@tu- 
moj sagte und nicht a]lhqh<j, liegt daran, dass ionische Sophisten, namentlich  
Prodikos, die Etymologie und Synonymik aufbrachten." F. Blass, Hermen.  
und Krit., Bd. I, Muller's Handb. d. klass. Alt., 1892, p. 183. 
 5 See Pott, Etym. Forsch., 1861; Curtius, Gk. Etym., vols. I, II, 1886;  
Prellwitz, Etym. Worterb. der griech. Spr., 1893; Brug. und Delb., Grundr.  
der vergl. Gr., 1897-1901; Skeat, Etym. Dict. of the Eng. Lang., etc. 
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gave etymology a surer hold."1 Curtius means etymology in  
the modern sense, to be sure. 
 II. Roots.2 It is not to be supposed that what are called roots  
necessarily existed in this form. They represent the original  
stock from which other words as a rule come. What the original  
words actually were we have no means of telling. They were not  
necessarily interjections, as some have supposed. Mere articu- 
late sounds, unintelligible roots, did not constitute speech. Some  
interjections are not roots, but express ideas and can often be  
analyzed, as “jemine”=Jesu Domine.3 Others, like most nursery  
words, are onomatopoetic. There is, besides, no evidence that prim- 
itive man could produce speech at will.4  But a few root-words  
appear like the Latin i (‘go’) and probably the Greek h@ (though h]e<  
is found in Epic Greek). The number of Greek roots is compara- 
tively few, not more than 400, probably less. Harris5 observes  
that of the 90,000 words in a Greek lexicon only 40,000 are what  
are termed classic words. The new words, which are constantly  
made from slang or necessity, are usually made from one of the  
old roots by various combinations, or at any rate after the anal- 
ogy of the old words.6 Words are "the small coin of language,"7 
though some of them are sesquipedalian enough. There seem to  
be two ultimate kinds of words or roots, verbs and pronouns,  
and they were at last united into a single word as fh-mi<, 'say I.' 
 
 1 Curtius, Gk. Etym., vol. I, p. 16. 
 2 The whole subject of N. T. lexicography calls for reworking. Deissmann  
is known to be at work on a N. T. Lex. in the light of the pap. and the  
inscr. Meanwhile reference can be made to his Bible Studies, Light, and  
his New Light on the N. T.; to J. H. Moulton's articles in the Exp.  
(1901, 1903, 1904, 1908); to Kennedy's Sour. of N. T. Gk. (for LXX and  
N. T.); to Thayer's N. T. Gk. Lex. and his art. on Lang., of N. T. in Hast.  
D. B.; to Cremer's Theol. Lex. of N. T.; to Mayser's Gr. d. griech. Pap. For  
the LXX phenomena see careful discussion of Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 112- 
136. Nothing like an exhaustive discussion of N. T. word-formation can yet  
be attempted. But what is here given aims to follow the lines of historical  
and comparative grammar. We must wait in patience for Deissmann's Lex.  
George Milligan is at work with Moulton on his Vocabulary of the New  
Testament. Cf. also Nageli, Der Wortsch. des Apost. Paulus, a portion of  
which has appeared. Especially valuable is Abb. Joh. Vocab. (1905). For  
the LXX cf. also Swete, Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., pp. 302-304. The indices to  
the lists of inscr. and pap. can also be consulted with profit. 
 3 Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. 181.  4 Ib., p. 187. 
 5 MS. notes on Gk. Gr. 
 6 Cf. on slang, Wedgwood, Intr. to the Dict. of the Eng. Lang.; Paul,  
Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. 175. 
 7 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 235. 
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It does not seem possible to distinguish between verbal and nomi- 
nal roots, as in English to-day the same word is indifferently verb  
or noun, "walk," for instance. The modern view is that verbs are  
nominal in origin (Hirt, Handb., p. 201). The pronominal roots  
may furnish most of the suffixes for both verbs (r[h<mata) and nouns  
(o]no<mata). Verbs, substantives and pronouns (a]ntwnomi<ai), there- 
fore, constitute the earliest parts of speech, and all the others are  
developed from these three.1 Adjectives (o]no<mata e]pi<qeta) are  
merely variations from substantives or pronouns. Adverbs (e]pir- 
rh<mata) are fixed case-forms of substantives or adjectives or pro- 
nouns. Prepositions (proqe<seij) are adverbs used with nouns or  
with verbs (in composition). Conjunctions (su<ndesmoi) are adverbs  
used to connect words and sentences in various ways. Inten- 
sive (e]pita<sewj) particles are adverbs from nominal or pronominal  
stems of a special kind. Speech has made a very small be- 
ginning with isolated words; in fact the sentence is probably as  
old as human speech, though we first discuss words.2 The number  
of root-words with the mere ending is not very great, but some  
few survive even in the N. T., where the case-ending is added  
directly to the root, as a!l-j (a!la, Mk. 9:50), with which compare  
Latin sal, English sal-t. So nau?j (Ac. 27:41), Latin nau-is. In- 
stead of a!lj the N. T. elsewhere follows the koinh< in using to> 
a!laj, and to> ploi?on instead of nau?j. In pou<j (po<d-j) the root is only  
slightly changed after the loss of d (analogy of ou#j or o]dou<j). The  
pronoun ei$j (e!n-j) is similarly explained. Pronouns and numerals  
use the root directly. In verbs we have many more such roots  
used directly with the personal endings without the thematic  
vowel o/e and sometimes without any tense-suffix for the pres- 
ent, like fh-mi< (fa-mi<). The whole subject of verbs is much more  
complicated, but in general the non-thematic forms are rapidly  
disappearing in the N. T., while in the vernacular modern Greek  
the non-thematic or mi verbs are no longer used (save in the case  
of ei#mai), as di<dw for di<dw-mi, for instance. A number of these roots  
go back to the common Indo-Germanic stock. Take dik, the root  
of dei<knu-mi. The Sanskrit has dic-a-mi; the Latin dic-o, in-dic-o,  
ju-dex; the Gothic teiho; the German zeigen. Take the thematic  
verb ske<p-to-mai. The Sanskrit root is spac (‘look’), spac= spy.  
The Zend has cpac, the Latin spec-io, spec-alum, spec-to, etc. In  
the Greek root metathesis has taken place and spek has become 
 
 1 Uber das relative Alter der einen oder der anderen Wortklasse 
sich nichts Sicheres ausmachen" (Vogrinz, Gr. des horn. Dial., 1889, p. 164).  
 2 Brug., Furze vergl. Gr., p. 281. 
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skep in ske<p-to-mai (‘to spy out’), skop-h< (‘a watching’), skop-ia<  
(‘a watch-tower’), skop-o<j (‘a spy,’ ‘a goal’), skw<y (‘owl’).1 Cf.  
Ph. 3:14 kata> skopo<n. The old Greek writers2 made musth<rion= 
mu?j threi?n! 
 III. Words with Formative Suffixes. The Indo-Germanic  
languages have a highly developed system of affixes,3 prefixes,  
infixes, suffixes. The suffixes are used for various purposes, as  
case-endings of nouns, as personal endings of verbs, as aids in the  
creation of words (formative suffixes). The Greek is rich in these  
formative suffixes, which are more or less popular at various peri- 
ods of the language. The suffixes in the Greek are quite similar to  
those in the older Sanskrit. When the formative suffixes are used  
directly with the root, the words are called primitives; when the  
stem of the word is not a root, it is called a derivative. Hence  
there are primitive and derivative verbs, primitive and deriva- 
tive substantives, primitive and derivative adjectives. There  
are, of course, in the N. T. Greek no "special" formative suffixes,  
though the koinh< does vary naturally in the relative use of these  
terminations from the earlier language. In the modern Greek a  
number of new suffixes appear like the diminutives –pouloj (pw?loj, 
‘foal’), ktl. "In all essentials the old patterns are adhered to"  
in the N. T. word-formation.4 See also Hadley-Allen (pp. 188 ff.)  
for the meaning of the Greek formative suffixes. 
 (a) VERBS. On the stem-building of the verb one can consult  
Hirt or Brugmann for the new point of view.5 Without attempt- 
ing a complete list of the new words in the koinh<,  I give what  
is, I trust, a just interpretation of the facts concerning the new  
words appearing from the time of Aristotle on that we find in the  
N. T. Hence some classes of words are not treated. 
 1. Primary or Primitive Verbs. No new roots are used to 
make verbs with old or new terminations6 in the koinh<. The ten- 
 
 1 Cf. Rachel White, Cl. Rev., 1906, pp. 203 ff., for interesting study of 
e]piskh<ptw. 
 2 Blass, Hermen. und Krit, Bd. I, p. 191. Heine, Synon. des neutest. Griech.,  
1898, has a very helpful discussion of N. T. word-building (pp. 28-65), but  
does not distinguish the koinh< words. 
 3 Next to Sans. Gk. uses more inflections and so more affixes. Cf. Jann., 
Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 45. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 61. On the whole subject of word-building see  
Brug., Griech. Gr., 1900, pp. 160-362; K.-B1., Bd. II, Ausf. Gr., pp. 254-340. 
 5 Brug. op. cit. Hirt, Handb. der griech. Laut- und Formenl., 1902, pp. 
360-391. 
 6 Schmid, Der Atticis. etc., 4. Bd., p. 702. 
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dency is all towards the dropping of the non-thematic or mi. forms  
both with the simple root and with the suffix. The remnants of  
the mi forms, which are not quite obsolete in the N. T., will be  
given in the chapter on the Conjugation of the Verb. Here may  
be mentioned a]po<llumi, which uses the suffix –nu.1 Thematic verbs  
made from the root by the addition of o/e are very common, like 
le<g-w, lei<p-w (lip). The N. T., as the koinh<, has new presents like  
kru<bw, ni<ptw, xu<nnw, etc. These kept increasing and are vouched  
for by modern Greek. Cf. Thumb, Handbook, pp. 129 ff. 
 2. Secondary or Derivative Verbs. Not all of these verbs are  
formed from nouns; many come also from verbs. Denominatives  
are made from nouns, like tima<-w from timh<, while verbals (post- 
verbals, Jannaris2) are made from verbs. The simple denomi- 
natives,3 ending in –a>w, –e<w, --eu<w, --a<zw, --i<zw are not always  
distinguished from the intensive verbals or the causative denomi- 
natives, though –a<w, –ai<nw, --u<nw more commonly represent the  
latter.  ]Opta<nw (from o@ptw) besides Ac. 1:3 appears in the LXX, 
Hermes, Tebt. Papyri. Cf. also the rare limpa<nw. The koinh< is  
rich in new verbs in --nw.  Verbs in –a<w are common in the N. T., 
as in the koinh<, like tima<w, diya<w, za<w, etc.   ]Ana-za<w occurs in Artem.,  
Photius, inscriptions, etc. In the modern Greek verbs in –a<w have 
gained at the expense of verbs in –ew.4 They belong to the oldest  
Greek speech and come from feminine stems in –a.5 Verbs in –a<zw 
show great increase in the N. T. as in the koinh< and modern Greek,6 
like a[gia<zw (a!gioj, a[gi<zw, LXX), e]ntafia<zw (e]nta<fia, Anthol., Plut.),  
nhpia<zw (nh<pioj) in Hippocrates, stugna<zw (from stugno<j) in Schol. 
on AEsch. and in LXX sinia<zw (sini<on, eccl., Byz.). Purra<zw (Mt.  
16:2 f.) occurs in LXX and Philo, but W. H. reject this passage. 
 The majority of the new verbs in –e<w are compound, as a]sxhmone<w,  
plhrofore<w (plhro-fo<roj, LXX, pap.), but dunate<w (only in N. T.)  
is to be noticed on the other side.7   ]Akaire<w (from a@kairoj) is found 
 
 1 On history of the mi verbs see Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 234. In the pap.  
verbs in -umi keep the non-thematic form in the middle, while in the active  
both appear. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 3S. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 300. 
 3 Harris, MS. Notes on Gk. Gr. 
 4 Thumb, Handb., p. 175; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 218, 300. 
 5 Sutterlin, Gesch. der Verba Denom. in Altgriech., 1891, p. 7. Cf. also  
Pfordten, Zur Gesch. der griech. Denom., 1886. Mayser (Gr., pp. 459-466) has  
an interesting list of derivative verbs in the Ptol. pap. Cf. Frankel, Gr. Den. 
 6 Thumb, Handb. of Mod. Gk., V., p. 135 f. There is frequent inter- 
change between forms in –a<z&, --i<zw and –w?. 
 7 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 61. 
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in Diodorus; eu]proswpe<w (eu]pro<swpoj) is found in Gal. 6:12 (in  
papyri, 114 B.c.; o!pwj eu]proswpw?men, Tebt. P. No. 1912 f.). Cf.  
Moulton, Expositor, 1903, p. 114. These verbs have always been  
very numerous, though –ew gradually retreats before –aw.  Grhgo- 
re<w (Arist., LXX, Jos.) is formed from the perfect e]grh<gora,  
which is not in the N. T., but Winer long ago found a similar  
form in e]pikexeire<w (Papyri Taurin. 7).1   ]Elattone<w (Arist., LXX,  
pap.) is from e@llaton.  ]Elloge<w (and –a<w) is in inscriptions and  
papyri.   ]Ecakolouqe<w (Polyb., Plut., inscriptions) is not "biblical" 
as Thayer called it.  Au]qente<w (au]qe<nthj, au]to<j and e@ntea) is in the  
koinh<, according to Moeris, for the Attic au]todike<w. (In the late 
papyri see Deissmann, Light, p. 85.) No great distinction in  
sense exists between –a<w and —e<w. 
 Verbs in –eu<w are also very common and are formed from a  
great variety of stems.  Ai]xmalwteu<w (from ai]xma<lwtoj) is read in  
2 Tim. 3:6 only by Dc EKL al. p1. Or., the form in –i<zw being  
genuine. It is, however, common in the LXX, as is e]gkrateu<omai  
(1 Cor. 9:25), from e]gkrath<j (in Aristotle).  Gumniteu<w (not gumnh- 
teu<w, Dio Chrys., Plut., Dio Cass., etc.) is found in 1 Cor. 4:11  
and is from gumnh<tj.  Zh<leue (Simplic., Democr.), not zh<lwson, is  
the correct text in Rev. 3:19 (so W. H. with ABC against xP).  
Both are from zh?loj. qriambeu<w (from qri<amboj) is in the literary  
koinh<.2    [Ierateu<w (Lu. 1:8) is from i[ereu<j and is found in the  
LXX, the koinh< writers and the inscriptions.  Mesiteu<w (Heb.  
6:17) is from mesi<thj and is found in Arist., Polyb. and papyri.  
Maqhteu<w is from maqhth<j (Plut., Jambl.); o]loqreu<w (Heb. 11:28,  
LXX) is from o@leqroj (ADE read o]leqreu<wn in Heb. 11:28). In  
Ac. 3:23 e]coleqreu<w) is the form accepted by W. H. after the  
best MSS. of the LXX.3  Pagideu<w (Mt. 22 : 15) is from  pagi<j   
and occurs in the LXX.  Para-boleu<omai is the correct word in  
Ph. 2:30 against CKLP which read para-bouleu<omai. The word  
is from para<-boloj, which has not been found in other writers, but  
an inscription (ii/A.D.) at Olbia on the Black Sea has the very  
form paraboleusa<menoj used by Paul (cf. Deissmann, Light, p. 84).  
Perpereu<omai (1 Cor. 13:4) is made from pe<rperoj and is found in 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 115. 
 2 Cf. qri<ambon ei]sa<gin, triumphum agere. Goetzeler, Einfl. d. Dion. von  
Ital. auf d. Sprachgeb. d. Plut., 1891, p. 203. Deiss. (Light, p. 368) gives  
this word (with a]reth<, e]cousi<a, do<ca, i]sxu<j, kra<toj, megaleio<thj) as proof of a paral- 
lel between the language of the imperial cult and of Christianity. 
 3 Cf. W.-M., note, p. 114. Mayser (Gr., pp. 415-509) gives a very com- 
plete discussion of "Stammbildung" in the Ptol. pap. 
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Antoninus.  Xrhsteu<omai is from xrhsto<j. Three verbs in –qw  
appear which are made from verbs in –a<w and –ew, viz. a]lh<qw  
(a]le<w), knh<qw (kna<w) nh<qw (ne<w), one (nh<qw) being found also in Plato  
Polit. (p. 289 c). Cf. modern Greek qe<tw (ti<qhmi). 
 The causative ending –o<w is usually formed on noun-stems and  
is very common, sometimes supplanting verbs in –eu<w or –i<zw, as  
a]na-kaino<w (Isocrates, a]nakaini<zw),1 a]nastato<w (from a]na<statoj, LXX,  
papyri. Cf. a]nastatoi? me, 'he upsets me,' Deissmann, Light, p. 81);  
a]f-upno<w (Anthol., classical a]fupni<zw); dekato<w (classical dekateu<w); 
dolio<w (LXX, from do<lioj); dunamo<w (LXX, eccl. and Byz., from  
du<namij); e]coudeno<w (often in LXX, but W. H. read e]coudene<w in  
Mk. 9:12, Plutarch even e]coudeni<zw);  qemelio<w (LXX) is from  
qeme<lion; kauso<w (from kau?soj, Disc., Galen); kefalio<w (Lob., ad  
Phryn., p. 95, kefali<zw, though not in any known Greek author)  
W. H. read in Mk. 12:4 with xBL as against kefalaio<w and it  
means 'beat on the head' (cf. kolafi<zw). So kolobo<w (from ko<loboj, 
Arist., Polyb., Diod.); nekro<w (from nekro<j, Plut., Epict., M. Aur.,  
inscriptions); krataio<w (LXX, eccl.), from kratu<nw; saro<w (Artem.,  
Apoll., Dysc.), from sai<rw (sa<roj); shmeio<w (from shmei?on, Theoph.,  
Polyb., LXX, Philo, Dion. Hal., etc.); sqeno<w (Rhet. Gr.), from  
sqene<w (sqe<noj); xarito<w (LXX, Jos., eccl.), from xa<rij. Verbs in –o<w  
do not always have the full causative idea,2 a]cio<w=’deem worthy’  
and dikaio<w='deem righteous.' 
 Verbs in –i<zw do not necessarily represent repetition or inten- 
sity. They sometimes have a causative idea and then again lose  
even that distinctive note and supplant the older form of the  
word. Forms in –i<zw are very common in modern Greek.   [Ranti<zw 
(LXX, Athen.), for instance, in the N. T. has displaced r[ai<nw, and  
bapti<zw (since Plato) has nearly supplanted ba<ptw. These verbs  
come from many sorts of roots and are very frequent in the N. T.,  
as the koinh< is lavish with them. The new formations in the koinh<  
appearing in the N. T. are as follows:  ai[reti<zw (from ai[reto<j, LXX,  
inscriptions); ai]xmalwti<zw (literary koinh< and LXX), from ai]xma<- 
lwtoj; a]naqemati<zw (LXX and inscriptions), from a]na<qema; a]nemi<zw 
(Jas. 1:6) is found in schol. on Hom. Od. 12, 336, the old form 
being a]nemo<w; a]teni<zw (from a]tenh<j, Arist., Polyb., Jos.); deigmati<zw  
(from dei?gma) appears in apocryphal Acts of Peter and Paul; 
dogmati<zw (from do<gma) is in Diodorus and the LXX; e]ggi<zw (from 
e]ggu<j, from Polyb. and Diod. on); e]c-upni<zw (from u!pnoj LXX, 
Plut.); qeatri<zw (from qe<atron) in ecclesiastical and Byzantine 
writers, e]kqeatri<zw being in Polybius; i[mati<zw (from i[ma<tion) is 
 
 1 Cf. Zur Gesch. der Verba Denom., p. 95.  2 Ib. 
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found in Serapeum papyrus 163 B.C.; i]oudai~zw (from  ]Ioudai?oj) is 
found in the LXX and Josephus and is formed like  e[llhni<zw and, 
similar ethnic terms; kaqari<zw (classic kaqai<rw, from kaqaro<j, LXX, 
Jos., inscriptions); krustalli<zw (from kru<stalloj, Rev. 21:11) is  
still "not found elsewhere" (Thayer); mukthri<zw (from mukth<r, the  
nose') is in the LXX; o]rqri<zw (from o@rqroj) is in the LXX; peleki<zw  
(from pe<lekuj) is common in literary koinh<; skorpi<zw (akin to skor- 
pi<oj, root skerp) is in LXX and in literary koinh<, Attic form being 
skeda<nnumi, old Ionic according to Phrynichus; splagxni<zomai (from  
spla<gxna, Heb. MymiHEva) occurs in LXX, Attic had an  active 
splagxneu<w; summorfi<zw (from su<mmorfoj) is the correct text in  
Ph. 3:10 against summorfo<w (EKL), though neither word is known  
elsewhere, perhaps coined by Paul; fulaki<zw (from rom fulakh<) is in  
LXX and Byzantine writers. Of verbs in –u<zw, goggu<zw (ono- 
matopoetic, like tonqru<zw of the cooing of doves) is in the LXX  
and the papyri. 
 Verbs in –u<nw are fairly common, like parocu<nw. Only one word  
calls for mention, sklhru<nw (from sklhro<j), which takes the place  
of the rare sklhro<w and is found in LXX and Hippocrates. No  
new verbs in –ai<nw (like eu]frainw) appear in the N. T. Verbs in  
–skw are, like the Latin verbs in –sco, generally either inchoative  
or causative. It is not a very common termination in the N. T.,  
though eu[ri<skw, ginw<skw and dida<skw occur very often, but these 
are not derivative verbs. In the N. T. the inchoative sense is  
greatly weakened. The suffix belongs to the present and the im- 
perfect only. In modern Greek it has nearly disappeared save  
in the dialects.1  Gami<skw (accepted by W. H. in Lu. 20:34)  
rather than gami<zw is causative (Arist. pol.); ghra<skw and mequ<skw  
both come from the earlier Greek.2   ]En-didu<-skw occurs in the  
LXX, Jos., inscriptions. The new present sth<kw (Mk. 11:25) is  
made from the perfect stem e!sthka (ste<kw in modern Greek). As 
in N. T., so in modern Greek desideratives in –sei<w, –sia<w drop  
out. The verbs in –ia<w still retained (a]gallia<w, a]rotr-ia<w, qum-ia<w,  
kop-ia<w) have no desiderative meaning. Of these a]gallia<w, for  
the old a]ga<llomai, is late koinh<; a]rotria<w is from Theophr. on,  
kopia<w is late in the sense of ‘toil.’ No new reduplicated verbs  
appear in the N. T. 
 (b) SUBSTANTIVES. 
 1. Primary or Primitive Substantives. Here the formative 
(stem-suffix) suffix is added to the root. It is important to seek the 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 302; Thumb, Handb., p. 133. 
 2 Cf. Donaldson, New Crat., p. 615, for discussion of –skw verbs. 
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meaning not only of the root, but of this formative suffix also  
when possible. The root has in most cases the strong form, as  
in lo<g(leg)-o-j. These substantives are thus from the same root  
as the verb. With —mo<-j, --mh<, expressing action, are formed in 
the old Greek words like qu<-mo<j, -ti-mh<. With —ma, denoting re- 
sult, we find a]nt-apo<do-ma (LXX, old Greek a]nt-apo<-do-sij, from 
a]nt-apo-di<dwmi); dia<-sth-ma (from di-i<sthmi Arist., Polyb., Philo);  
e@n-du-ma (from e]n-du<w, LXX, Strabo, Jos., Plut.); qe<lh-ma (from  
qe<lw, Arist. and LXX); kata<-kri-ma (from kata-kri<nw, Dion. Hal.,  
pap.); kata<-lu-ma (from kata-lu<-w, literary koinh< for old kat-agwgei?on,  
and with idea of place); kata<-sth-ma (kaq-i<sth-mi, Plut. and the 
LXX); kti<s-ma (from kti<zw Strabo, Dion. Hal.); pro<s-kom-ma (from 
pros-ko<p-tw, in LXX and Plut.). The suffix —si-j, meaning action  
(abstract), appears in a]na<-bley-ij (Arist., LXX); a]na<-deic-ij (from 
a]na-dei<k-nu-mi-- Plut., Diod., Strabo, Sirach); qe<lh-sij in Heb. 2:4  
(from qe<lw), a "vulgarism," according to Pollux); kata<-nuc-ij (from  
kata-nu<ss-w, LXX); kata<-krisij (from kata-kri<nw, Vettius Valens, 
eccl.); pe-poi<q-h-sij (from pe<-poiq-a, pei<qw, Josephus and Philo, 
condemned by the Atticists); pro<s-kli-sij (from pros-kli<n-w, Polyb.  
and Diod.); pro<s-xu-sij (from pros-xe<-w, Justin Martyr and later).  
The suffix —monh< is used with peis-monh< (from pei<qw, Ignatius and 
later) and epi-lhs-monh< (e]pi-lanq-a<nw, e]pi-lh<s-mwn, Sirach). Sag-h<nh  
(LXX, Plut., Lucian) has suffix —h<nh (cf. —ono, --onh, etc.).  Dia- 
spor-a< (dia-spei<rw, LXX, Plut.) and pros-eux-h< (pros-eu<x-omai, 
LXX, inscriptions) use the suffix —a (—h). Cf. a]po-graf-h< (N. T.,  
papyri), a]po-doxh< (inscriptions), broxh< (papyri),  e]mplokh< (e]mple<kw 
inscriptions), dia-tagh< (dia-ta<ssw, papyri, inscriptions, later writ- 
ings). The agent is usually —thj (Blass, Gr., p. 62), not —twr or  
—thr as in diw<kthj (from diw<kw, earliest example) and do<-thj (from 
di<-dw-mi, classic doth<r.  But cf. sw-th<r). See gnw<sthj (gi-nw<skw, 
LXX, Plut.), kti<s-thj (kti<zw, Arist., Plut., LXX), e]pi-sta<thj (only  
in Luke, e]fi<sthmi). See further under compound words for more  
examples. In modern Greek —thj is preserved, but —twr and thr  
become —torhj, —thraj. Jannaris, op. cit., p. 288; Thumb, Hand- 
book, p. 49. I pass by words in –euj, —mhn, --tron, etc. 
 2. Secondary or Derivative Substantives. Only important words  
not in common use in the older Greek can be mentioned. 
 (a) Those from verbs. Words in —mo<j expressing action. From  
verbs in —a<zw come a[gias-mo<j (ancient Greek a[gi<zw, but later form  
common in LXX and N. T.);  a[gnis-mo<j (from a[gni<zw, Dion. Hal.,  
LXX, Plut.); a]partis-mo<j (Dion. Hal., Apoll. Dysc., papyri);  
a[rpag-mo<j (a[rpa<zw is from root a[rp, like Latin rapio.  [Arpag-mo<j once 
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in Plutarch, a[rpagh< common from AEschylus)1; goggus-mo<j (from  
goggu<zw, Antonin.); e]ntafias-mo<j (Plutarch and scholia to Eur. and  
Arist., e]ntafia<zw);  i[matis-mo<j (from i[mati<zw, LXX, Theophr.,Polyb.,  
Diod., Plut., Athen.); peiras-mo<j (from peira<zw and common in 
the LXX). From verbs in –i<zw have baptis-mo<j (Blass, Gr. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 62) used by Josephus of John's baptism,2 but not in  
the N. T. of the ordinance of baptism, save in Col. 2:12, in x°  
BD*FG 47, 67**, 71, a Western reading rejected by W. H.;  
o]neidis-mo<j (Plutarch and Dion. Hal.); parorgis-mo<j (not found 
earlier than LXX nor in koinh< writers, Dion. uses parorgi<zw); poris- 
mo<j (Sap., Polyb., Jos., Plut., Test. XII Patr.); r[antis-mo<j (LXX);  
sabbatis-mo<j (Plut. and eccl. writers); swfronis-mo<j (Jos., Plut.,  
etc.); yiquris-mo<j (from yiquri<zw, LXX, Clem. Rom., Plut., ono- 
matopoetic word for the hissing of the snake). The ending –mo<j  
survives in literary modern Greek. Cf. Jannaris, op. cit., p. 288.  
The tendency to make new words in —mo<j decreased. The modern  
Greek vernacular dropped it (Thumb, Handbook, p. 62). 
 Abstract nouns in —sij are bi<w-sij (in Sirach, from bio<w); a]na- 
kai<nw-sij (a]na-kaino<-w, Etym. M. Herm.); a]pa<nth-sij (a]p-anta<-w, 
LXX, Polyb., Diod., papyri); a]po-ka<luyij (LXX, Plut.); a]po-kata<- 
sta-sij (Poly ., Diod., papyri, etc.); a]po-sta-si<a (LXX); e]kzh<th-sij 
(e]k-zhte<w, true text in 1 Tim. 1:4, Basil Caes., Didym.); e]n-do<mh-sij 
(from e]ndome<w, Jos., also e]ndw<mhsij) e]pipo<qh-sij (LXX, from e]pi- 
poqe<w); u[p-a<nth-sij (LXX, Jos., App.). Words in –sij, common  
in Hebrews, make few new formations in the later Greek.  
 ]Aga<ph begins to displace a]ga<phsij (LXX, inscription in Pisidia,  
and papyrus in Herculaneum). Abstract nouns in —ei<a (W. H.  
–i<a) are chieiiy from verbs in –eu<w as a]reskei<a (from a]reskeu<w,  
Polyb., Diod., papyri, and usually in bad sense); e]pi-po<qeia (so 
W. H., not e]pi-poqi<a, in Ro. 15:23, from e]pipoqe<w probably 
by analogy like e]piqumi<a. Not found elsewhere).  ]Eriqei<a (from  
e]riqeu<w, Arist pol. The verb from e@riqoj, 'working for hire');  
i[eratei<a (from i[erateu<w, Arist. pol., Dion. Hal., LXX, inscriptions);  
logei<a (—i<a) is from logeu<w (‘collect’) and is found in inscrip- 
tions, ostraca, papyri (see Deissmann, Light, p. 105); meqodei<a  
(from meqodeu<w, which occurs in the koinh<, from me<qodoj, but not 
the abstract noun). 
 
 1 Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 407; Donaldson, New Crat., p. 451; Light- 
foot on Ph. 2:6. 
 2 Ant. 18. 5, Cf. Sturtevant, Stud. in Gk. Noun-Formation (Cl. Philol.,  
vii, 4, 1912). For long list of derivative substantives in the Ptol. pap. see  
Mayser, Gr., pp. 416-447. 
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 From o]fei<lw we have o]feilh< (common in the papyri), o]fei<lhma  
(Plato, Arist., LXX). Words in –ma (result) are more common in  
the later Greek and gradually take an abstract idea of –sij in  
modern Greek.1 The new formations appearing in the N. T. are  
a]-gno<h-ma (0. T. Apoc., from a]gnoe<w); ai]ti<w-ma (correct text in  
Ac. 25:7, and not ai]ti<ama, from ai]tia<omai). Cf. ai]ti<wsij in  
Eustathius, p. 1422, 21. This form as yet not found elsewhere);  
a@ntlhma (from a]ntle<w, Plut., what is drawn, and then strangely a  
thing to draw with, like a]ntlhth<r or a]ntlhth<rion); a]p-au<gas-ma  
(from a]pauga<zw, and this from a]po< and au]gh<, in Wisdom and  
Philo); a]po-ski<as-ma (from a]poskia<zw, and this from a]po< and skia<.  
Only in Jas. 1:17); a]sqe<nh-ma (from a]sqene<w, in physical sense in  
Arist. hist., papyri); ba<ptis-ma (from bapti<zw), "peculiar to N. T.  
and ecclesiastical writers," Thayer). In ba<ptis-ma, as distinct  
from baptis-mo<j, the result of the act is included (cf. Blass, Gr.  
of N. T. Gk., p. 62); e]ce<ra-ma (from e]cera<w, in Dioscor., example of  
the verb, cf. Lob., ad Phryn., p. 64); h!tth-ma (from h[tta<o-mai,  
LXX, in ecclesiastical writers); i[era<teu-ma (from i[erateu<w, LXX); 
kat-o<rqw-ma (from kat-orqo<w, literary as Polyb., Diod., Strabo,  
Jos., Plut., Lucian and 3 Macc.); r[a<pis-ma (from r[api<zw, An- 
tiph., Anthol., Lucian); stere<w-ma (from stereo<w, Arist., LXX).  
Blass2 calls attention to the fact that in the later Greek words in 
–ma, like those in –sij, –thj, --toj often prefer stems with a short  
vowel, as do<ma (do<sij), qe<ma (qe<sij), though this form is already in  
the older Doric, kli<-ma, kri<-ma, po<ma (Attic pw?ma). Hence a]na<qe-ma  
in N. T., though a]na<qhma in Lu. 21:5 (W. H. acc. to BLQG, etc.),  
and in the papyri "nouns in –ma are constantly showing short  
penult."3 But a]na<qema, like qe<ma and do<ma, belongs to the list 
of primary substantives. 
 Words in --thj (agent) are fairly numerous, like baptis-th<j (from 
bapti<zw, Jos.); bias-thj (from bia<zw. Pind., Pyth. and others use  
biata<j); goggus-th<j (from goggu<zw, Theodotion and Symm. trans- 
lation of the LXX); e[llhnis-th<j (from e[llhni<zw, not in Greek  
authors, though e[llhni<zw is, as in Xen., Anab., and Strabo, etc.); e]c- 
orkis-th<j (from e]c-orki<zw, Jos., Lucian, eccl. writers); eu]aggelis-th<j 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 289. Thumb, Handb., p. 65. On frequency in  
LXX see C. and S., Sel. from LXX, p. 28. Cf. Frankel, Griech. Denom., 1906. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 62 f. For same thing in LXX (a]na<qema, pro<sqema, 
do<ma, etc.) H C. and S., Sel. from LXX, p. 28. 
 3 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 108. He instances besides a]na<qema in the  
sense of 'curse,' qe<ma, e]pi<qema, pro<sqema, pro<doma. On a]na<qema, for exx. in iii/B.C.  
inscr., see Glaser, De Rat., quae interc. inter Berm. Polyb. etc., 1894, p. 82. 
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(from eu]aggeli<zw, eccl. writers); kermatis-th<j (from kermati<zw, Nicet.,  
Max. Tyr.); kollubij-thj (found in Men. and Lys.) has no verb  
kollubi<zw, but only ko<lluboj, a small coin; lutrw-th<j (from lutro<w,  
LXX and Philo); meris-th<j (from meri<zw, Pollux); pros-kunh-th<j  
(from proskune<w, inscriptions, eccl. and Byz.); stasias-th<j (from  
stasia<zw, Diod., Dion. Hal., Jos., Ptol.); teleiw-th<j (from teleio<w,  
only in Heb. 12:2). 
 A few late words in –th<r-ion (from –thr and –ion) occur as a]kroa- 
th<rion (from a]kroa<omai, Plut. and other koinh< writers) where  
--th<rion means ‘place’; i[las-th<rion (from i[la<skomai, LXX, inscrip- 
tions, papyri, Dio Chrys.) is a substantive in the N. T., made  
probably from the adjective i[lasth<rioj (cf. swth<rioj) and means  
‘propitiatory gift’ or 'means of propitiation' and does not allude  
to the mercy seat1 or covering. However, in Heb. 9:5 i[lasth<rion  
does have the meaning of 'place of propitiation' or 'mercy seat'  
(cf. qumia-th<rion). Deissmann passed this passage by, though he is  
correct in Ro. 3:25. Cf. fulakth<rion. 
 (b) Those from substantives. Several words expressing place  
are formed after the fashion of the older Greek as a]fedrw<n (prob- 
ably from the Macedonian a@fedroj, and that from e@dra and a]po<)  
which may be compared with koprw<n; brabei?on (from brabeu<j, Me- 
nand. Mon., Opp„ Lycoph., Clem. Rom.); e]laiw<n (from e@laion,  
like a]mpel-w<n from a@mpeloj, in the LXX, Jos., inscriptions and  
papyri),2 with which compare mulw<n (--w?noj) in Mt. 24:41 accord- 
ing to DHM and most cursives instead of mu<loj. Moulton (The  
Expositor, 1903, p. 111) has found foikw<n (—w?noj), 'palm-grove,' in  
A. P. 31 (112 B.C.).  Ei]dwlei?on (–ion W. H.), found first in 1 Macc.  
and 1 Esd., is formed after the analogy of mouse-i?o-n.  Telw<nion  
(from telw<nhj) is found in Strabo.  Tetra<dion (Philo) is from tetra<j,  
the usual guard in the prisons. Several new words in —thj (qual- 
ity) appear, as a]delfo<thj (from a]delfo<j, 1 Macc., 4 Macc., Dio  
Chrys., eccl. writers); qeo<-thj (from qeo<j, Lucian, Plut.); kurio<-thj 
 
 1 See Deiss., B. S., p. 131 f., where a lucid and conclusive discussion of the  
controversy over this word is given. See also Zeitschr. fur neutest. Wiss., 4  
(1903), p. 193. 
 2 Blass is unduly sceptical (Gr., p. 64). Deiss. (B. S., p. 208 f.) finds nine  
examples of e]laiw<n= 'place of olives' or 'olive orchard' in vol. I of the Ber.  
Pap., and Moulton (Exp., 1903, p. 111; Prol., p. 49) has discovered over  
thirty in the first three centuries A.D. In Ac. 1:12 it is read by all MSS.  
and is correct in Lu. 19:29 (ag. W. H.) and 21:37 (ag. W. H.).   ]Elaiw?n is  
right in Lu. 19:37, etc. In Lu. 19:29; 21:37, question of accent. Cf.  
also a]mpelw<n (from a@mpeloj, LXX, Diod., Plut.) which is now found in  
the pap. 
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(from ku<rioj, originally adj., eccl. and Byz. writers). Suro-foini<kissa  
is the text of xAKL, etc., in Mk. 7:26 as against Su<ra Foini<kissa  
in BEFG, etc. In either case foini<kissa, not foi<nissa (Text.  
Rec.) which is the usual feminine of foi<nic, as Ki<lissa is of 
Ki<lic.  Lucian has a masculine Surofoi<nic and Justin Martyr a  
feminine Surofoini<kh. From this last foini<kissa probably comes.  
Cf. the use of basi<lissa, the Atticists preferring basili<j or  
basi<leia. 
  [Hr&diano<j (from  [Hr&<dhj) and Xrist-iano<j (from Xristo<j) first  
appear in the N. T., and are modelled after Latin patronymics  
like Caesarianus (Kaisar-iano<j, Arrian-Epictetus). Blass1 goes un- 
necessarily far in saying that the N. T. form was Xrhst-iano<j  
(from Xhrsto<j), though, of course, i and h at this time had little,  
if any, distinction in pronunciation. Megista<n is from me<gistoj  
(as nea<n from ne<oj). Cf. Latin megistanes.  Megista<n is found in  
LXX, Jos., Maneth.  Plhmmu<ra (LXX, Dion. Hal., Jos., Philo) is 
from plh<mmh. There was, of course, no "Christian" or "biblical" 
way of forming words. 
 Diminutives are not so common in the N. T. as in the Byzan- 
tine and modern Greek2 where diminutives are very numerous,  
losing often their original force. Biblari<dion (a new form, but  
compare liqari<dion) is read in Rev. 10:2 by xACP against  
biblida<rion (fragment of Aristoph.) according to C* and most of  
the cursives and bibli<on (by B). Variations occur also in the text  
of verses 8, 9, 10.  Gunaika<rion (from gunh<) is used contemptuously  
in 2 Tim. 3:6 (also in Antonin. and Epict.).   ]Ixqu<dion (from  
i]xqu<j), klini<dion and klina<rion (from kli<nh) occur from Aristoph. on.  
Kora<sion (from ko<rh, called Maced. by Blass) is used disparagingly  
in Diog. Laert. and Lucian, but in LXX and Epict. as in the N. T.  
that is not true, though it hardly has the endearing sense (some- 
times found in the diminutive) in kuna<rion (ku<nej='street-dogs'),  
but that sense appears often in paidi<on as in Jo. 21:5.   ]Ona<rion  
(from o@noj) is found in Machon and Epictetus.   ]Oya<rion (from  
o@yon) is found in Alexis and Lucian, and oyw<nion (likewise from 
o@yon) is used by Dion., Polyb., Jos., Apocrypha and papyri.   Pte- 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 63. Cf. Lipsius, Ursp. des Christennamens, 1873.  
W.-Sch. (p. 135) suggests that these two words are not after the Lat. model,  
but after the type of   ]Asiano<j, which was foreign to the European Greeks.  
But  ]Asiano<j (from  ]Asi<a) is in Thucyd. and besides is not parallel to Xristo<j, 
Xrist-iano<j. Cf. Eckinger, Die Orthog. lat. Worter in griech. Inschr., 1893,  
p. 27. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 292; Thumb, Handb., p. 62. 
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ru<gion (from pte<ruc) comes from Arist. down, but yixi<on (from  
yi<c) does not appear elsewhere. Both w]ta<rion (Anthol., Anax.) and  
w]ti<on (LXX) are from ou#j, but have lost the diminutive idea, just  
as ma<ti in modern Greek means merely 'eye' (o]mma<tion).  Blass1 
indeed accuses Luke of atticising when he uses ou#j in Lu. 22:50. 
 (g) Those from adjectives. The new substantives derived from 
adjectives in the later Greek found in the N. T. all have suffixes  
expressing quality. With –i<a we find a]po-tom-i<a (from a]po<-tomoj, 
Diod., Dion., pap.); e]lafri<a (from e]lafro<j., cf. Lob., ad Phryn., 
p. 343. Cf. ai]sxr-i<a from ai]sxro<j, Eust.); parafron-i<a (from para<- 
frwn. Greek writers use parafro-su<nh, but cf. eu]daimon-i<a from eu]- 
dai<mwn). So perissei<a (from perisso<j, LXX, inscriptions, Byz.).  
W. H. use the ending –i<a with kakopa<qe-ia (from kakopaqh<j). 
With –su<nh several new words occur from adjectives in -oj,  
with the lengthening of the preceding vowel, as a]gaqw-su<nh (from  
a]gaqo<j, eccl.); a[giw-su<nh (from a!gioj, not in earlier Greek writers);  
megalw-su<nh (from stem mege<lo of  me<gaj, LXX and eccl.). These  
forms are like i[erw-su<nh from i[ero<j (also in N. T.) which is as old as 
Herod. and Plato. Still megalo-su<nh and i[ero-su<nh are both found  
in inscriptions or in Glycas.2 Most of the words in –su<nh belong  
to the later language.3   ]Elehmo-su<nh (from e]leh<mwn, Callim. in Del., 
Diog. Laert., LXX), like other words in –su<nh, loses the n. So  
tapeino-fro-su<nh (Jos., Epict.). 
 Rather more numerous are the new words in -thj,4 as a[gio<-thj 
(from a!gioj, 2 Macc.); a[gno<-thj (from a[gno<j, inscriptions); a]dhlo<- 
thj (from a@dhloj, Polyb., Dion. Hal., Philo); a]felo<thj (from  
a]felh<j, eccl. writers, ancient Greek a]fe<leia); gumno<-thj (from gum- 
no<j, Deut., Antonin.); mataio<-thj (from ma<taioj, LXX and eccl. 
writers); megaleio<-thj (from megalei?oj, Athen., Jer.); pio<-thj (from  
Arist., Theophr., LXX).   ]Akaqa<r-thj (Rev. 17:4) is not 
supported by any Greek MSS. 
 The neuter (and often the masculine and feminine) of any ad- 
jective can be used as a substantive with or without the article, as  
to> doki<mion (from doki<mioj, Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 259 f., Dion.  
Hal., Long., LXX, papyri). Like meqo<rion (the Syrian reading for  
o!ria in Mk. 7:24) is prosfa<gion, (pros-fa<gioj, —on from pros-fa- 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 63. 
 2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 124, n. 14. On the termination —sunh see Aufrecht, Ber.  
Zeitschr. fur vergl. Sprachf., 6. Heft. 
 3 W.-M., p. 118, n. 1. 
 4 On words in --thj see Lob. ad Pliryn., p. 350; Buhler, Das griech. Secun- 
darsuffix thj, 1858; Frankel, d. Gr. Nom. Ag. (1910). 
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gei?n inscriptions), sfa<gion (sfa<gioj, --on, sfagh<, Am., Ezek.), u[po- 
lh<nion (u[polh<nioj, -on, from u[po> lhno<n, Demiopr. in Poll., Geop., LXX.  
Cf. u[po-zu<gion). As already seen, i[las-th<rion is probably the neuter  
of the adjective i[las-th<rioj, —a, —on (from i[la<skomai). So fulak- 
th<rion is th neuter of the adjective (fulak-th<rioj, —a, —on (from  
fulakth<r, fula<ssw), Dem., Diosc., Plut., LXX).1  Swth<rion and  
swthri<a (from swth<rioj) are both common in the old Greek as  
is the case with u[per-&?on (from u[per&?oj, -wioj).  Zeuk-thri<a (from  
zeuk-th<rioj, only in Ac. 27:40) reverts to the abstract form in —i<a.  
 (c) ADJECTIVES. 
 1. Primary or Primitive Adjectives. These, of course, come  
from verbal roots.   [Amar-wlo<j (from root a[mart-a<nw, Arist.,  
Plut., LX , inscriptions) is like fei<d-wloj (4 Macc. 2:9), from  
fei<d-omai.  Peiq-o<j (W. H. piq-o<j from pei<qw, as feid-o<j from fei<domai) 
is not yet found elsewhere than in 1 Cor. 2:4, but Blass2 regards  
it as "a patent corruption," peiqoi?j for peiqoi?. The evidence is 
in favour of peiqoi?j (all the uncials, most cursives and versions).  
Fa<goj (from root fag--) is a substantive in the N. T. with paroxy- 
tone accent as in the grammarians, the adjective being fag-o<j. 
The other new adjectives from roots in the N. T. are verbals in  
-toj. There is only one verbal (gerundive) in —te<oj (Lu. 5:38,  
elsewhere only in Basil), and that is neuter (blhte<on), "a survival  
of the literary language in Luke."3 The sense of capability or 
possibility is only presented by the verbal paqh-to<j (from root 
paq--, pa<sxw, eccl. writers). But the weakened sense of the verbal  
in —toj, more like an ordinary adjective, is very common in the 
later Greek.4  But they are rare in the modern Greek (Thumb, 
Handb., p. 151). These verbals correspond to the Latin participle 
in —tus,5 like gnwsto<j, or to adjectives in —bilis, like o[rato<j. They 
are common in the N. T., though not many new formations 
appear. They are usually passive like grap-to<j (from gra<fw, 
Georg. apd., LXX), though pros-h<lu-toj (pros-e<rx-omai, root 
-hluq-, LXX, Philo) is active in sense. The ancient form was 
 
 1 This termination became rather common in the later Gk., as, for instance, 
in a]nakaluph<rion, dehth<rion, qanath<rion, i]amath<rion. See also Stratton, hap- 
ters in the Hist. of Gk. Noun-Formation, 1889. 
 2 Gr. of N T. Ok., p. 64. So W.-Sch., p. 135. 
 3 Viteau, ss. sur la Synt. des Voix, Rev. de Philol., p. 38. 
 4 Jann., H st. Gk. Or., p. 297.   [Ekw<n also is wholly adjective and me<llwn,  
sometimes so Cf. Brugmann, Grundr. d. vergl. Gr., p. 429. 
 5 W.-M., . 120. Cf. Viteau, Ess. sur le Synt. de Voix, Rev. de Philol., 
p. 41. For deriv. adj. in the Ptol. pap. see Mayser, Gr., pp. 447-455. 
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e@phluj. A number of new verbals were formed on compound  
words which will be discussed later. For the syntactical aspects 
of the verbal adjectives see discussion of the participle (cf. Moul- 
ton, Prolegomena, p. 221). 
 2. Secondary or Derivative Adjectives. 
 (a) Those from verbs. Sitis-to<j (from siti<zw, Jos., Athen.) is  
to be mentioned. It is equivalent to the Latin saginatus and is  
passive in meaning. 
 (b) Those from substantives. Some new words in --inoj occur  
as a]mara<ntinoj (from a]ma<rantoj, Philost., inscriptions); kaqhmer-ino<j  
(from kaq ] h[me<ran, Athen., Plut., Jos.) is for ancient kaqhme<rioj;  
ko<kk-inoj is from ko<kkoj (LXX, Plut., Epict., papyri); o]rqr-ino<j (from  
o@rqroj, LXX, older form o@rqrioj), with which compare e]sper-ino<j 
(from e[spe<ra, from Xen. on) in the minusc. 1, 118, 209 (Lu. 12:38);  
prwino<j (so W. H., from prwi<, for the older prw<ioj, LXX, Plut., 
Athen., etc.); pu<r-inoj (from pu?r, Arist., LXX, Polyb., Plut.);  
taxino<j (from ta<xa) from Theocritus on (LXX also). 
 There are several words in –iko<j, like e]qniko<j (from e@qnoj, Polyb.,  
Diod.); keram-iko<j (from ke<ramoj, Hipp., Plat. pol., LXX) which  
supplanted the earlier kera<mioj, kerameou?j; kuri-ako<j (from ku<rioj,  
-ako<j instead of —iko<j after i, eccl. writers) is found in papyri of  
Faytim and in inscriptions of Phrygia and Lydia.1 So leitourgi- 
ko<j (from leitourgi<a, LXX, papyri) and o]niko<j (from o@noj, in a con- 
tract in the Fayum Papyri dated Feb. 8, A.D. 33). 
 Of special interest are several words in -inoj and –iko<j.  ]Ostra<l- 
inoj (from o@strakon, Hipp., Anthol., LXX), 'made of clay,'  
‘earthen’; sa<rk-inoj (from sa<rc, Aristoph., Plato, Arist.) is thus  
not a new word, but is used in Heb. 7:16 and by Paul in 1 Cor.  
3:1; Ro. 7:14 (correct text in each instance), where many  
MSS. have sark-iko<j. Indeed sa<rkinoj in these two passages must  
mean more than made of flesh or consisting in flesh, perhaps  
"rooted in the flesh" (Thayer).2 Cf. relation of a]lhq-ino<j to a]lh- 
qe<j. Still a real distinction seems to be observed between sa<rk- 
inoj and sark-iko<j in 1 Cor. 3:1 and 3:3. Sark-iko<j (from sa<rc, 
Arist., Plut., LXX) is a man who lives according to the flesh  
and is here opposed to those who are pneumat-ikoi<. (from pneu?ma, 
from Arist. down, but not in LXX, pertaining to the wind).  
But o[ yux-iko<j (from yuxh<, Arist., Polyb., down) is the man pos- 
 
 1 Deiss., B. S., p. 217 f.; Liget, p. 361; Thieme, Die Inschr. v. M., p. 15. 
 2 See comm. in loco. W.-M. (p. 123) held that sa<rkinoj was "hardly to be  
tolerated" in Heb. 7:16, but Schmiedel (p. 139) has modified that statement.  
Cf. on --inoj, Donaldson, New Crat., p. 45S. 
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sessed of mere natural life (1 Cor. 2:14) as opposed to regenerate  
(pneumat-iko<j) life (1 Cor. 2:15).  Sark-iko<j can be applied to either  
of these two distinct classes.1 But in 1 Cor. 3:3 e@ti ga>r sarkikoi< 
e]ste Paul reproaches the Corinthians. Proper names also have  
-iko<j, as  ]Ebra-i*ko<j. Note accent in Tux-iko<j.   [Rwma-i*ko<j (from 
 [Rw<mh) is read in Lu. 23:38 by the Western and Syrian MSS.,  
common in the literary koinh< (Polyb., Diod., etc.). 
 Ai]w<nioj, though found in Plato and Diod., is not a common  
adjective. But cf. LXX, 0. T. Apoc., Philo, inscriptions, papyri.  
Cf. Moulton and Milligan, Expositor, 1908, p. 174.  Doki<mioj 
is from dokimh< (Dion. Hal., Long., LXX, papyri).  Mi<sqioj is 
from misqo<j (LXX, Plut.), while  [Rwmai?oj is common in the lit- 
erary koinh<.  Meli<ssioj (from me<lissa, like qala<ssioj from qa<lassa) 
is read by the Syrian class of documents in Lu. 24:42. The  
word occurs nowhere else, though Nic. has melissai?oj and  
Eustath. meli<sseioj. 
 (g) Those from adjectives. There are only a few new adjectives  
of this character, but they present special difficulties. About  
e]piou<sioj (found only in Mt. 6:11 and Lu. 11:3 and used with  
a@rtoj) there has raged a long controversy. It has been derived  
successively from e]pi< and ou]si<a, 'bread for sustenance,' though  
ou]si<a only has the sense of u!parcij in philosophical language (an- 
other theory, 'bread of substance' in the spiritual sense); from e]pi<  
and w@n (e]po<ntioj, e]pou<sioj, like e[kw<n, e[kou<sioj, etc.), 'bread for the  
present,' though the i in e]pi< is not allowed to remain with a vowel  
save when a digamma existed as in e]pieikh<j; from e]p-iw<n (e@p-eimi, 
‘approach’), like h[ e]piou?sa (h[me<ra), ‘the next day’ (Ac. 16:11), this  
last a common idiom. Lightfoot2 has settled the matter in favour  
of the last position. See also h@remoj (from h]remh<j, adv. h]re<ma, 
Lucian, Eustath., Hesych); newteriko<j (from new<teroj, 3 Macc.,  
Polyb., Jos.). In periou<sioj (from peri-w<n, peri<eimi, LXX) no seri- 
ous problem in etymology arises, for peri< retains the i in composi- 
tion with vowels. It is used with lao<j, to express the idea that  
Israel belongs to God as his very own.3  Pist-iko<j (from pisto<j, 
 
 1 See Trench, N. T. Synon., 1S90, pp. 268 ff. 
 2 See Rev. of the N. T., pp. 194-234. Deiss., B. S., p. 214, calls attention 
to Grimm's comment on 2 Macc. 1:8 about tou>j e]piousi<ouj being added to tou?j 
a@rtouj by "three codices Sergii." Cf. W.-Sch., p. 136 f., n. 23, for full details.  
Cf. Bischoff,  ]Epiou<sioj, p. 266, Neutest. Wiss., 1906. Debrunner (Glotta, IV.  
Bd., 3. Heft, 1912) argues for e]pi> th>n ou#san hpme<ran, ‘for the day in question.’ 
 3 Cf. Lightfoot, Rev. of the N. T., pp. 234-242, for full discussion of 
periou<sioj. 
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Plato, Diog., Dion. Hal., in sense of persuading, but Artem.,  
Cedrenus and other late writers in sense of 'genuine') is hardly  
to be derived from pipi<skw or pi<w and hence= drinkable.'  
‘Genuine nard’ is a much more probable meaning. For curious  
details see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 138, n. 24.  Potapo<j is from the  
older podapo<j and occurs in Dion. Hal., Philo, Jos., papyri. 
 (d) Those from adverbs. From a@nw come a]nw<teroj (Polyb., LXX,  
Arist.) and a]nw-teriko<j (Hippoc., Galen); e]cw<-teroj (LXX, Strabo,  
etc.). See also e]sw<-teroj (only N. T.); katw<-teroj (Theoc., Hippoc.,  
Athen.). Cf. Hagen, Bildung d. griech. Adverbien. 
 (d) THE ADVERB. The adverb feidomenwj (from the participle  
feido<menoj, Plut., Mosch., Alex.) is a new word of this nature. Cf.  
o[mologoume<nwj in the older Greek. So tuxo<n, o@ntwj and u[perballo<n- 
twj. The neuter accusative singular and plural of adjectives con- 
tinue to be used adverbially.  Baqe<wj occurs also in Theoc. and 
AElian.  ]Akmh<n (Theoc., Polyb., Strabo) is in the inscriptions also  
as well as e]n a]kma?i (cf. Ditt., Syll. 326, 12).  ]Ebrai*sti< (Sirach) is  
properly formed (cf.  [Ellhnisti<) from  ]Ebrai~j.  ]Ioudai*kw?j is in Jos.  
See also e]qnikw?j (Apoll. Dysc., Diog. Laert.).  Ei#ten (correct text  
Mk. 4:28) is a rare Ionic form for ei#ta (papyri also).  Kenw?j  
is used from Arist. on.  ]Oli<gwj occurs out of the N. T. only in  
Anthol. and Aquila. Prw<twj (correct text Ac. 11:26) occurs here  
for the first time.  [Rhtw?j is found in Polyb., Strabo, Plut.  
 [Rwmai*sti< is common in the literary koinh< (Plut., App., etc.) and  
in Epictetus.  Swmatikw?j comes from Aristotle and Plutarch.  
Tupikw?j is in the ecclesiastical writers.  Fusikw?j is in Aristotle,  
Philo, etc. Mayser (Gr., pp. 455-459) has a good list of deriva- 
tive adverbs. See ch. VII for full discussion of the formation  
of the adverb. 
 IV. Words Formed by Composition (Composita). The Greek  
in the Ptolemaic papyri is not equal to modern German in the  
facility with which agglutinative compound words (dipla? Aris- 
totle termed them) are formed, but it is a good second. The N. T.  
writers make use of many of the new compounds (some new  
kinds also), but not more than the literary koinh<, though more than  
the Atticists or Purists.1 The following lists will show how fond  
the N. T. is of double prepositional compounds like a]nt-ana-plhro<w,  
a]po-kat-alla<ssw, e]pi-sun-a<gw, sun-anti-lamba<nomai, etc. So also com- 
pound prepositional adverbs like e]nw<pion, katenw<pion, kate<nanti, etc. 
On the whole subject of compound words in the Ptolemaic papyri 
see Mayser, Gr., pp. 466-506. Compound words played an in- 
 
 1 Schmid, Der Atticismus, Bd. IV, p. 730. 
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creasing role in the koinh<. Cf. Jannaris, op. cit., p. 310. See in  
particular F. Schubert, Zur mchrfachen preifixalen Zusammen- 
setzung im Griechischen, Xenia Austriaca, 1893, pp. 191 ff. 
 (a) KINDS OF COMPOUND WORDS IN GREEK: proper composition  
(su<nqesij), copulative composition (para<qesij), derivative composi- 
tion (parasu<nqesij). In the first class the principal idea is ex- 
pressed by the second part of the word, while the first and  
qualifying part is not inflected, but coalesces with the second,  
using merely the stem with connective vowel. As an example  
take oi]ko-no<moj, 'manager of the house.' The second kind of  
composition, paratactic or copulative, is the mere union of two  
independent words like para<-klhtoj. It is not common in the  
old Greek save in the case of prepositions with verbs, and even  
this usage is far more frequent in the later Greek. It is seen in  
many late compound adverbs as in u[per-a<nw. The third or deriv- 
ative composition is a new word made on a compound, whether  
proper or copulative, as ei]dwlo-latri<a (or –ei<a) from ei]dwlo-latreu<w.  
The above classification is a true grammatical distinction, but it  
will be more serviceable to follow a more practical division of the  
compound words into two classes. Modern linguists do not like  
the term "proper composition." In principle it is the same as  
copulative. 
 (b) INSEPARABLE PREFIXES. These make a cross-line in the  
study of compound words. They enter into the formation of  
verbs, substantives, adjectives and adverbs. By prefixes here is  
not meant the adverbs and prepositions so commonly used in  
composition, but the inseparable particles a]- (a]n–) privative, a]--  
collective or intensive, a]rxi--, dus--, h[mi--, nh--.  As examples of such  
new formations in the N. T. may be taken the following substan- 
tives and adjectives (chiefly verbals) with a]– privative: a]-barh<j  
(from Arist. down, papyri, in metaphysical sense); a]-genea-lo<ghtoj  
(LXX); a@-gnafoj (Thom. Mag.); a]-gno<hma (0. T. Apoc., papyri);  
a]gri-e<laioj (Arist., papyri); a]-gnoe<w (Apoc., papyri); a]-dhlo<thj   
(Polyb., Dion. Hal., Philo); a]-dia<-kritoj (from Hippocrates down);  
a]-dia<-leiptoj (Tim. Loer., Attic inscriptions, i/B.C.); a]-dia-=fqroi<a  
(not in ancient Greek); a]-dunate<w (LXX, ancient Greek means  
‘to be weak’); a]-qe<mitoj (for earlier a]-qe<mistoj); a@-qesmoj (LXX,  
Diod., Philo, Jos., Plut.); a]-qete<w (LXX, Polyb.); a]-kaire<w (Diod.);  
a]-qe<thsij (Diog. Laert., eccl. writers, papyri); a]-kata<-gnwstoj  
(2 Macc., eccl. writers, inscriptions, papyri); a]-kata-ka<luptoj  
(Polyb., LXX, Philo); a]-kata<-kritoj (earliest example); a]-kata<- 
lutoj (4 Macc., Dion. Hal.); a]-kata<-pastoj (found only here. 
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This is the reading of AB in 2 Pet. 2:14 rather than a]-kata<- 
paustoj, verbal of katapau<w, found in Polyb., Diod., Jos., Plut.,  
cf. W. H., App., p. 170; Moulton, Prol., p. 47); a]-kata-stasi<a  
(Polyb., Dion. Hal., papyri); a]-kata<-statoj (Hippoc., Polyb.,  
LXX); a]-kata<-sxetoj (LXX, Diod.); a]-kuro<w (Diod., Dion. Hal.,  
Plut., 1 Esdr.); a]-la<lhtoj (Anth. Pal.); a]-me<qustoj (LXX, Dion.  
Hal., Plut.); a]-meta<-qetoj (Polyb., LXX, Diod., Plut., inscriptions); 
a]-meta-no<htoj (Lucian, Philo, papyri); a]n-a]nti<-rhtoj (from Polyb. 
down, inscriptions); a]n-apo-lo<ghtoj (Polyb., Dion. Hal., Plut.); 
a]n-ek-di-h<ghtoj (Clem. Horn., Athen.); a]n-e<k-leiptoj (Diod., Plut., 
papyri); a]n-e<n-dektoj (Artem., Diog. Laert., eccl., Byz.); a]n-ec- 
ereu<nhtoj (LXX, Symm., Dio Cass.); a]n-ec-ixni<astoj (LXX, eccl.  
writers); a]n-ep-ai<sxuntoj (Jos.); a]n-eu<-qetoj (Moschion); a]n-i<lewj  
(reading in Jas. 2:13 of L, other MSS. have a]n-e<leoj, old Greek  
a]n-hleh<j); a@-nomoj (LXX, a]-nomi<a from Thuc.); a]n-upo<-taktoj (Artem.,  
Philb); a]-para<-batoj (Jos., Plut., papyri, etc.); a]-peirastoj (Jos.,  
eccl., old Greek a]-pei<ratoj); a]-peri<-tmhtoj (LXX, Philo, Plut.);  
a]-pro<s-itoj (lit. koinh<); a]-pro<s-kopoj (Sir., Sext., inscriptions); a@-rafoj  
(LXX, Jos.); a@-spiloj (Anthol., eccl.); a]-state<w (Anthol.); a]-stoxe<w  
(Polyb., Plut., Lucian, papyri); a]-sth<riktoj (Anthol.); a]-felo<thj 
(eccl. writers); a@-fqartoj (Arist., Wisd., Plut., inscriptions); a]-fil- 
a<gaqoj (papyri and 2 Tim. 3:3); a]-fil-a<rguroj (Diod., Hippoc., 
inscriptions, papyri).1 
 With a]rxi-- (from a@rxw) we have a]rx-a<ggeloj (eccl.); a]rx-iera- 
tiko<j (inscr., Jos.); a]rx-iereu<j (LXX, inscr.); a]rxi-poimh<n (Test.  
of 12 Patr., wooden tablet from Egypt, Deissmann, Exp. Times, 
1906, p. 61); a]rxi-sun-a<gwgoj (inscr., eccl.); a]rxi-telw<nhj (only in  
Lu. 19:2); a]rxi-tri<-klinoj (Heliod., cf. sumposi-a<rxhj in Sirach). 
Cf. a]rxi-fulaki<thj, P.Tb. 40 (B.C. 117), a]rxi-desmo-fu<lac (LXX).  
 With a]— connective or intensive are formed a]-neyio<j (for a]-nep- 
tio<j, LXX, cf. Lat. con-nepot-ius), a]-teni<zw (Polyb., Diod., Jos., 
Lucian).2 
 With dus-- we have dus-ba<staktoj (LXX, Philo, Plut.); dus- 
ente<rion (late form, correct text in Ac. 28:8, older form dus-enteri<a); 
 
 1 Cf. Hamilton, The Neg. Comp. in Gk., 1899. "The true sphere of the  
negative prefix is its combination with nouns, adjectives and verbal stems  
to form adjective compounds" (p. 17). Cf. also Margarete Heine, Subst.  
mit a privativum. Wack. (Verm. Beitr. zur griech. Sprachk., 1897, p. 4)  
suggests that %!dhj is from a]ei< and --de, not from a-- and i]dei?n. Ingenious! Cf.  
Wack. again, Das Dehnungsgesetz der griech. Composita, 1889. 
 2 Cf. on a]- connective or intensive, Don., New Crat., p. 397. Also Doder- 
lein, De a@lfa intenso, 1830. 
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dus-ermh<neutoj (Diod., Philo, Artem.); dus-no<htoj (Arist. Diog.  
Laert.); dus-fhmi<a (LXX, Dion. Hal., Plut.). 
 With h[mi-- (cf. Lat. semi) are found only h[mi-qanh<j (Dion. Hal.,  
Diod., LXX, Strabo), h[mi<-wron, (so W. H., Strabo, Geop., xP have  
--w<rion). Cf. h!misuj. 
 For nh— note nhpia<zw (Hippoc., eccl.). 
 (c) AGGLUTINATIVE COMPOUNDS (Juxtaposition or Parathesis). 
This sort of composition includes the prepositions and the cop- 
ulative composition (dvandva). This last is much more com- 
mon in the koinh< than in the older Greek. Cf. Jannaris, op. cit.,  
p. 310, and Mayser, Gr., p. 469. 
 1. Verbs. The new compound verbs are made either from  
compound substantives or adjectives or by combining adverbs  
with a verb-stem or noun-stem or by adding a preposition to the  
older verb. This last method is very frequent in the later Greek  
due to "a love for what is vivid and expressive."1 This embel- 
lishment of the speech by compounds is not absent from the sim- 
plest speech, as Blass2 shows in the case of Titus, where over thirty 
striking compound words are found, omitting verbals and other 
common ones. Moulton (Cl. Quarterly, April, 1908, p. 140) shows  
from the papyri that the compound verb is no mark of the literary 
style, but is common in the vernacular also. The preposition fills  
out the picture as in a]nti-metre<w (Lucian), and so a]nti-lamba<nw  
(Diod., Dio Cass., LXX). So also observe the realistic form of  
the preposition in e]c-astra<ptw (LXX, Tryphiod.) in Lu. 9:29;  
kata-liqa<zw (eccl. writings) in Lu. 20:6. The modern Greek  
even combines two verbs to make a compound, as paizw-gelw?.  
As examples of new compound verbs may be given a]gaqouge<w,  
a]gaqoerge<w, in 1 Tim. 6:18 (eccl.); a]gaqo-poie<w (LXX, later writers);  
a]ll-gore<w (Philo, Jos., Plut., grammatical writers); a]na-za<w (in- 
scriptions, later writers); a]na-qewr-e<w (Diod., Plut., Lucian); a]na- 
stato<-w (LXX, papyri); a]n-eta<zw (LXX, papyri); a]nti-dia-ti<qhmi 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 127. Cf. Winer, De Verb. cum Praep. compos. in N. T. usu, 
1834-43. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 70. Mostly adj., but peiq-arxei?n occurs in the list.  
Blass, ib., p. 65, even thinks that it is not the province of grammar to discuss  
the numerous compounds with prepositions. It belongs to the lexicon. The  
lists that I give are not complete for prepositional compounds because of lack  
of space. See Helbing (Gr. d. Sept., pp. 128-136) for good list of compound  
verbs in the LXX. Mayser (Gr., pp. 486-506) gives list of compound verbs  
in the Ptol. pap. The koinh< is fond of compound verbs made of noun and  
verb. Cf. ei] e]teknotro<fhsen, ei] e]cenodo<xhsen (1 Tim. 5:10). So u[yhlofronei?n  
(text of W. H. in 6:17). 
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(Philo, eccl. writers); a]nti-par-e<xro-mai (Anthol., Sap., eccl. writers,  
Byz.); a]nt-ofqalme<w (Sap., Polyb., eccl. writers); a]p-elpi<zw (LXX,  
Polyb., Diod., inscriptions); a]po-gra<fomai (papyri); a]po-qhsauri<zw  
(Sir., Diod., Jos., Epict.); a]po-kefali<zw (LXX, Epict., etc.); au]q-  
ente<w (Polyb., papyri); gonu-pete<w (Polyb., Heliod., eccl. writers);  
dia-gnwri<zw (Philo, schol. in Bekk.); dia-goggu<zw (LXX, Heliod.,  
Byz.); dia-grhgore<w (Herod., Niceph.); di-auga<zw (Polyb., Plut.);  
dia-fhmi<zw (Aratus, Dion. Hal.); di-ermhneu<w (2 Macc. Pilyb.,  
Philo); di-odeu<w (LXX, Polyb., Plut.); doul-agwge<w (Diod. Sic. and 
on); ei]rhno-poie<w (LXX, Hermes); e]k-dapana<w (Polyb.); e]k-dike<w  
(LXX, Apo11., Diod.); e]m-bateu<w (inscr.); e]n-kani<zw (LXX);  e]n- 
kake<w (Polyb., Symm. translation of LXX, Philo, Clem. Rom.); 
e]n-xri<w (Tob., Strabo, Anthol., Epict.); e]c-arti<zw (Jos., Hipp.); 
e]c-isxu<w (Sir., Strabo, Plut.); e[pi-skhno<w (Polyb.); e]pi-fau<skw  
(LXX, Acta Thom.); e]pi-xorhge<w (Dion. Hal., Phal., Diog. Laert.,  
Alex. Aphr.); e[tero-didaskale<w (eccl. writers); e[tero-zuge<w (LXX);  
eu]-areste<w (LXX, Philo, Diod.); eu]doke<w (probably simply from 
eu# and doke<w, as there is no such form as do<koj or eu@dokoj and cf. 
kara-doke<w in Polyb., Diod., Dion. Hal.); eu]qu-drome<w (Philo);  
eu]-kaire<w (from Polybius on, papyri); eu]-pros-wpe<w (P. Tb., Chrys.);  
qhrio-maxe<w (Diod., Artem., Ign.); zwo-gone<w (Theophr., Diod., 
Lucian, Plut.); zwo-poie<w (Arist., Theophr., LXX); kak-ouxe<w (from 
obsolete kak-ou?xoj, i.e. kako<n, e@xw, LXX, Diod., Dio Cass., Plut.); 
kalo-poie<w (Etym. Magn., LXX, Philo); kata-bare<w (Polyb.,  
Diod., App., Lucian papyri); kat-agwni<zwomai (Polyb., Jos., Lucian,  
Plut., AElian); kat-anta<w (Polyb., Diod., eccl. writers, papyri);  
kata-klhro-dote<w (LXX); kata-pone<w (2 and 3 Macc., Hipp., Polyb.,  
Diod., Jos., AEl., etc.); kat-ec-ousia<zw (only N. T.); kat-optri<zw  
(Athen., Diog. Laert., Philo); if the conjectural ken-em-bateu<w in  
Col. 2:18 be correct (as is now no longer probable), ken-em- 
ba<thj has to be presupposed; la-tome<w (LXX, Diod., Dion. Hal.,  
Strabo); liqo-bole<w (LXX, Diod., Plut.); logo-maxe<w (only instance  
in 2 Tim. 2:14); makro-qume<w (LXX, Plut.); meq-ermhneu<w (Polyb.,  
Diod., Sir., Plut.); meta-morfo<w (Diod., Philo); metrio-paqe<w (Philo,  
Jos.); mosxo-poie<w (LXX and eccl. writers); mu-wpa<zw (Arist.); oi]ko- 
despote<w (Lucian, Plut.); o[mei<romai is a puzzle (Fritzsche derives it  
from o[mou? and ei@rw, but other compounds with o[mou? have instru- 
mental-associative, not genitive case, as o[mi-le<w, from o!miloj  
(o[mou?, i@lh) Photius and Theophr. get it from o[mou? h[rmo<sqai; but,  
as Nicander uses mei<romai i[mei<romai, modern editors print o[mei- 
ro<menoi in 1 Th. 2:8 (o]-- W. H., elsewhere only in Job and  
Symm., Ps. 62); o]rqo-pode<w (only instance); o]rqo-tome<w (LXX, eccl. 
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writers); o]xlo-poie<w (only in Ac. 17:5); para-boleu<omai (inscr.  
ii,/A.D.); par-eis-e<rxomai (Polyb., Philo, Plut.); peri-la<pw (Diod.,  
Jos., Plut.); plhro-fore<w (LXX, eccl. writers); pro-elpi<zw (Posid.,  
Dexipp., Greg. N.); pros-eggi<zw (LXX, Polyb., Diod., Lucian);  
pros-klhro<w (Philo, Plut., Lucian); proswpo-lhmpte<w (N. T. word); 
sun-auca<nw (LXX, inscriptions); sun-aposte<llw (LXX, papyri, in- 
scriptions); strato-loge<w (Diod., Dion. Hal., Jos., Plut., etc.); 
sun-upo-kri<nomai (Polyb., Plut.) and many other verbs with sun; 
tekto-gone<w (Anthol.); tekno-trofe<w (Arist.); tetra-arxe<w (Jos.); 
tropo-fore<w (LXX and eccl. writers, so W. H. with xBDHLP,  
etc., in Ac. 13:18); trofo-fore<w (LXX and eccl. writers, so ACE  
and some cursives in Ac. 13:18); u[per-pleona<zw (Ps. Sal, He- 
rond., Herm.); u[po-limpa<nw (Themist., Dion. Hal., eccl. and Byz.);  
filo-prwteu<w (Artem., Plut.); fren-apata<w (eccl. and Byz. writers);  
xrono-tribe<w (Arist., Plut., Heliod., Byz. writers). Thus, it will  
be noticed, verbs compounded with nouns are very common in 
the koinh<. 
 Often two prepositions are used in composition with the same  
verb, where the proper meaning must be given to each. The use  
of double prepositional compounds grew rapidly in the koinh<; cf.  
Schmid, Att. IV, pp. 708 ff. Mayser gives a long list in the Ptol.  
papyri (Gr., pp. 497-504), some of which are old and some new.  
Of 162 examples 96 are new. The N. T. is in perfect accord with 
the koinh< here. So it is with a]nti-par-e<rxomai (Anthol., Wisdom, 
eccl. and Byz. writers) in Lu. 10:31; a]nt-ana-plhro<w Col. 1:24  
(Dem., Dio Cass., Apoll. Dysc.); a]nti-dia-ti<qhmi (Philo, Diod.);  
a]po-kat-alla<ssw (not in old Greek), e]pi-dia-ta<ssomai (only in  
N. T.); e]pi-sun-a<gw (LXX, AEsop, Polyb.); kat-ec-ousia<zw (only in  
N. T.); par-eis-e<rxomai (Polyb., Philo, Plut.); pro-en-a<rxomai (only  
in N. T.); sun-ana-mi<gnumi (LXX, Plut.); sun-ana-pau<omai (LXX,  
Dion. Hal., Plut.); sun-anti-lamba<nomai (LXX, Diod., Jos., inscrip- 
tions, papyri); u[per-ek-xu<nw (LXX) u[per-en-tugxa<nw (eccl.). There 
is in the papyri (P. Th. I, 66) a triple prepositional compound,  
pro-ant-an-aire<w. 
 2. Substantives. Here again the new compound substantive  
draws on verbs, substantives, adjectives, adverbs and preposi- 
tions for part or all of the word. There are also double compound  
substantives from compound substantives, adjectives, adverbs and  
prepositions like proswpolhyi<a, a]llotriepi<skopoj, diaparatribh<. The  
great majority have substantive or adjective for the second half  
of the word. These nouns are more often abstract than concrete.  
 ]Agaqo-poii<a (from adjective and verb-stem, eccl. writers); a]gaqo- 
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poio<j (adjective and verb-stem, Sirach, Plut. and later papyri);  
a]rgi-e]laioj (from a@grioj and e@laioj, Arist.); ai[mat-ek-xusi<a (from  
substantive, preposition and verb xu<nw, eccl. writers); a]kro-busti<a 
(LXX); a]lektoro-fwni<a (AEsop, Strabo, eccl. writers); a]llotri-epi<- 
skopoj (from a]llo<trioj and e]pi<-skopoj, Dion. Areop., eccl. writers.  
Deissmann finds a synonym for the word in a]llotri<wn e]piqumh- 
th>j, Fayum Papyri. See Bible Studies, p. 224); a@mf-odon (LXX,  
Aristoph., Hyper., papyri); a]na<-xusij (Sir., Polyb., Plut.); a]na- 
u<patoj in the ethical sense (LXX, Polybius on, inscriptions in  
Pergamum and Magnesia); a]na<-deicij (Strabo, Philo, Plut.); a]na- 
strofh< (Polyb., Dion. Hal., Lucian, Plut., inscriptions); a]nti<-lutron  
(one translation of Ps. 48:9, Orph.); a]nti<-xristoj (probably  
formed by John, eccl.); a]rguro-ko<poj (Plut., LXX, papyri); a]rseno- 
koi<thj (Anthol., eccl.); a]po-kara-doki<a (verb –e<w in LXX, Jos., Plut.);  
a]si-a<rxhj (inscriptions, Polyc.); gazo-fula<kion (LXX, Jos., Strabo);  
glwsso<-komon (earlier glwssokoumei?on, LXX, Jos., Plut., Longin., in- 
scriptions, papyri); deisi-daimoni<a (Polyb., Diod., Jos., Plut.); desmo- 
fu<lac (Jos., Lucian, Artem., a]rxi-desmo-fu<lac, LXX); di-ermh-ni<a  
(only in AD 1 Cor. 12:10; di-ermhneuth<j probably correct 1 Cor.  
14:28, xAKL against e[rmhneuth<j by BDFG); dia-para-tribh< (not  
found elsewhere) is the correct text for 1 Tim. 6:5, not para- 
dia-tribh<, which may be compared with para-kata-qh<-kh in 2 Tim.  
1:12, but para-qh<-kh (Herod., LXX, inscriptions, papyri) is the  
true reading; dwdeka<-fulon (Clem. of Rome, N. T. Apoc.); dikaio- 
krisi<a (Test. xii Pat., eccl., papyri); dwro-fori<a is read by MSS.  
BDFG against diakoni<a in Ro. 15:31; e]qelo-qrhski<a (from verb  
e]qe<lw and qrhski<a, eccl., cf. e]qelo-doulei<a); ei]dwlo-latrei<a (W. H. –i<a,  
two substantives, eccl.) and ei]dwlo-la<trhj (eccl.); ei]li-kri<neia (LXX,  
Theophr. Sext., Stob.); e]k-plh<rwsij (2 Macc., Dion. Hal., Philo,  
Strabo); e]k-te<neia (2 Macc., Judith, inscriptions); e@n-edron (late  
form of e]ne<dra, LXX); e]c-ana<-sta-sij (double compound, Polyb.);  
e]pi-sun-agwgh< (double compound, 2 Macc., inscriptions, Artem.,  
Ptol.); e]pi-su<-stasij (double compound, LXX, Philo, Sext.); e]pi- 
xorhgi<a (eccl.); eu]-doki<a (LXX, inscriptions); eu]r-aku<lwn (a hybrid  
from eu#roj and Lat. aquilo, like auto-mobile; so W. H. for Text.  
Rec. eu]ro-klu<dwn in Ac. 27:14, which is Etym. Magn. alone); 
h[du<-osmoj (Strabo, Theophr.);  ]Iero-solumei<thj (Jos.); kalli-e<laioj 
(Arist.); kalo-dida<skaloj (only in Tit. 2:3); kardio-gnw<sthj (eccl.  
writers); kat-aggeleu<j (inscriptions); kata<-qema (only in Rev. 22:3);  
kata<-krima (Sir., Dion. Hal., papyri); kata<-leima (xaDEFGKLP  
in no. 9:27 for u[po<-l, LXX, Gal.); kat-h<gwr (papyri; cf. Deiss- 
mann, Light, p. 90; Radermacher, Gr., p. 15); kata<-luma (LXX, 
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Polyb, Diod.); kata-pe<tasma (LXX, Jos., Aristeas, Philo, inscrip- 
tions); keno-doci<a (4 Macc., Polyb., Philo, Plut., Lucian); kosmo- 
kra<twr (Orph., eccl. writers, inscriptions); kwmo<-polij (Strabo, Ag.  
and Theod., eccl.); logo-maxi<a (only in 1 Tim. 6:4); mataio-logi<a  
(Plut., Porph.); meso-nu<k-tion (Arist., LXX, koinh< writers); meso<-  
toixon (Erat.); mes-oura<nhma (Manetho, Plut.); met-oikesi<a (LXX,  
Anthol.); misq-apo-dosi<a and -do<thj (eccl.); mwro-logi<a (Arist.,  
Plut.); nomo-dida<skaloj (eccl.); nuxq-h<meron (Alex., App., Geop.);  
oi]ko-despo<thj (Alexis, Jos., Plut., Ign., etc.); oi]ko-domh< (possibly  
Arist., Theophr., certainly LXX, Diod., Philo, Jos., Plut., con- 
demned by Phrynichus); oi]no-po<thj (Polyb., LXX, Anthol.,  
Anacr.); o]ligo-pisti<a (eccl. and Byz.); o[lo-klhri<a (LXX, Diog. 
Laert., Plut.); o[rk-wmosi<a (LXX, Jos., ta> o[rk-wmo<sia in Attic);  
o[ro-qesi<a (eccl.); o]fqalmo-douli<a (only instance is in N. T.);  
palin-genesi<a (Philo, Longin., Lucian, Plut); panto-kra<twr (LXX,  
eccl., Anthol.); para<-klhtoj (Aq. Theod., Diog. Laert., Dio Cass., 
papyri, inscriptions); para-xeimasi<a (Polyb., Diod.); parti-a<rxhj 
(LXX); peri<-qesij (Arr., Gal., Sext.); peri-ka<q-arma (LXX, Epict., 
Curt.); peri-oxh< (Theophr., Diod., Plut., etc.); peri-tomh< (LXX, 
Jos., papyri); peri-yhma (Tob., Ign.); prau-paqi<a (Philo, Ign.); pro- 
au<lion (Pollux); pro-sa<bbaton (LXX, eccl.); pros-ai<thj (lit. koinh<);  
pro<s-komma (LXX, Plut.); pro-sa<bbaton (inscriptions, 81 A.D.); 
pros-kunhth<j (inscriptions, eccl., Byz.); pros-fa<gion (inscriptions, 
o@yon  ]Attikw?j, pros-fa<gion  [Ellhhnikw?j, Moeris); proswpo-lh<mpthj 
(Chrys.); proswpo-lhmyi<a (eccl.); prwto-kaqedri<a (eccl.; prwto-klisi<a  
(eccl. writers); prwto-to<kia (LXX, Philo, Byz.); r[abd-ou?xoj (r[a<bdoj,  
e@xw, literary koinh<); r[adi-ou<rghma (literary koinh<), eccl.); sard-o<nuc 
(Jos., Plut., Ptol.); sito-me<trion (Polyb., Diod., Jos., inscriptions); 
skhno-phgi<a (Arist., LXX, Philo, inscriptions); skhno-poio<j (AElian, 
eccl.); sklhro-kardi<a (LXX); strato-pe<d-arxoj, --a<rxhj (reading of  
Syrian class in Ac. 28:16), though critical text rejects both  
(Dion. Hal., Jos., Lucian); suko-more<a (Geop.); various new words  
with su<n, like sun-aixma<lwtoj, sun-kata<-qes-ij, sun-klhrono<moj (Philo,  
inscriptions); sun-koinwno<j, sun-odi<a (LXX, Strabo, Jos., Epict., 
Plut.); sun-pres-bu<teroj, su<n-trofoj (LXX), etc.; tapeino-frosu<nh 
(Jos., Epict.); tekno-goni<a (Arist.); tetra-a<rxhj (Strabo, Jos.); ui[o- 
qesi<a (Diod., Diog. Laert., inscriptions); u[per-e<keina (Byz. and eccl.);  
u[po-grammo<j (2 Macc., Philo, eccl.); u[po<-leimma (from u[po-lei<pw,  
LXX, Arist., Theoph., Plut., Galen); u[po<-lh<nion (LXX, Demioph.); 
u[po-po<dion (LXX, Lucian, Att.); in u[po-stolh< (Jos., Plut.); u[po-tagh<  
(Dion. Hal.); u[po-tu<pwsij (Sext. Emp., Diog. Laert.); fren-a[pa<thj  
(papyri, eccl. writers); xalko-li<banon (LXX); xeiro<-grafon (Polyb.; 
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Dion. Hal., Tob., Plut., Artem., papyri); xre-ofeile<thj (from  
xre<oj or xre<wj and o]feile<thj, LXX, AEsop, Plut., Dion. Hal.);  
xrhsto-logi<a (Eust., eccl. writers); xruso<-liqoj (Diod., LXX, Jos.);  
xruso<-prasoj (only in Rev. 21:20); yeud-adelfo<j, yeud-apo<stoloj 
yeudo-dida<skaloj, yeudo<-xristoj are all compounds of yeudh<j and are 
N.T. words; yeudo-profh<thj (ancient Greek yeudo<mantij) is found  
in LXX, Philo, Jos.; yeudo<-martuj (LXX) and yeudo-marturi<a 
both go back to Plato and Aristotle. The papyri show many  
examples of such compounds. Cf. kwmo-grammateu<j, P. Tb 40  
(B.C. 117). 
 3. Adjectives. It will not be necessary to repeat the adjec- 
tives formed with inseparable prefixes (a]--, etc. The method of  
many grammars in dividing the compounds according to the  
element in the first or second part has not been followed here. It  
is believed that the plan adopted is a simpler and more rational  
exposition of the facts. These adjectives are compounded of  
two adjectives like o]ligo<-yuxoj, an adjective and substantive like  
a]kro-gwniai?oj or vice versa a]nqrwp-a<reskoj; a substantive and a  
verbal like xeiro-poih<toj; a preposition and a verb like sum-paqh<j,  
with two prepositions and verbal like par-ei<j-aktoj; an adverb  
and a preposition and a verbal like eu]-pro<s-dektoj, etc. The ad- 
jective compounds used in the N. T. characteristic of the koinh<  
are somewhat numerous.  ]Agaqo-poio<j (Sirach, Plut.); a]gri-e<laioj  
(Anthol.); a]kro-gwniai?oj (eccl.); a]llo-genh<j (LXX and Temple  
inscriptions meant for gentiles to read); a]n-eci<-kakoj (from a]na<, 
e@xomai and kako<j, Lucian, Justin M., Poll., papyri); a]nqrwp-a<reskoj  
(LXX, eccl.); a]po<-dektoj (Sext. Emp., Plut., inscriptions); a]po-sun- 
a<gwgoj (2 Esclr.); a]rti-ge<nnhtoj (Lucian, Long.); au]to<-kata<-kritoj 
(eccl. writers); baru<-timoj (Strabo); gra-w<dhj (from grau?j, ei#doj,  
Strabo, Galen); decio-la<boj (true reading in Ac. 23:23, late eccl.  
writers); deutero-prw?toj (cf. deuter-e<sxatoj, only MSS. in Lu. 6:1);  
di-qa<lassoj (Strabo, Dio Chrys., eccl.); di<-yuxoj (eccl.); e@k-qamboj  
(Polyb., eccl.); e]k-tenh<j (Polyb., Philo); e@k-tromoj (only in xD  
Heb. 12:21, other MSS., e@n-tromoj, LXX, Plut.); e@k-foboj (Arist.,  
Plut.); e]pi-qana<tioj (Dion. Hal.); e]pi-po<qhtoj (eccl.); e[tero<-glws- 
soj (LXX, Strabo, Philo); eu]-a<restoj (Wisd., eccl., inscr., but  
Xen. has eu]are<stewj) eu@-kopoj (Polyb., LXX); eu]-loghto<j (LXX,  
Philo); eu]-meta<-dotoj (Anton.); eu]-pa<r-edroj (for Text. Rec. eu]-pro<s- 
edroj, Hesych.); eu]-peri<-statoj (only in Heb. 12:1); eu]-pro<s-dektoj 
Plut., eccl.); eu]ru<-xwroj (Arist., LXX, Diod., Jos.); eu@-splagxnoj  
(Hippoc., LXX, eccl. writers); qeo-di<daktoj (eccl.); qeo<pneustoj  
(Plut., Phoc., eccl. writers, inscriptions); i]s-a<ggeloj (cf. i]so<-qeoj, 
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Philo, eccl.); i]so<-timoj (cf. i]so<yuxoj, Philo, Jos., Plut., Lucian,  
AElia, etc.); kaqhmerino<j (from kaq ] h[me<ran, Judith, Theophr., Athen.,  
Plut., Alciph., Jos.); kat-ei-dwloj (only in Ac. 17:16); keno<-docoj  
(Polyb., Diod., Philo, Anton., eccl. writers); la-ceuto<j (LXX); 
leti-ourgiko<j (LXX, eccl. writers); makro-xro<nioj (LXX, Hipp.,  
Agath.); mataio-lo<goj (Telest.); mogi-la<loj (LXX, schol. to  
Lucian); neo<-futoj (LXX, papyri, Aristophanes?); o]kta-h<meroj  
(eccl. writers); o]ligo<-pistoj (only in N. T.); o]ligo<-yuxoj (LXX,  
Artem.); o[lo-telh<j (Plut., Hexapla, eccl. writers); pan-ou?rgoj  
(Arist., koinh<, LXX); para-lutiko<j (eccl. writers); par-ei]j-aktoj  
(Strabo); par-epi<-dhmoj (Polyb., Athen., LXX); patro-para<-dotoj  
(Diod., Dion. Hal., eccl. writers); pente-kai-de<katoj (Diod., Plut.,  
etc.); polla-plasi<wn (Polyb., Plut., etc.); polu<-splagxnoj (LXX,  
Theod. Stud.); polu<-timoj (Plut., Herodian, Anatol.); potomo- 
fo<rhtoj (only in Rev. 12:15 and Hesyeh.); pro-batiko<j (from  
pro<-baton, LXX, Jo. 5:2); pro<s--kairoj (4 Macc., Jos., Dio Cass.,  
Dion. Hal., Strabo, Plut., Herodian); pro-fhtiko<j (Philo, Lucian,  
eccl.); prwto<-tokoj (LXX, Philo, Anatol., inscriptions, eccl.); shto<- 
brwtoj (LXX, Sibyll. Or.); sklhro-tra<xhloj (LXX); skwlhko<-brwtoj  
(Theophr.); su<m-morfoj (Lucian, Nicand.); sum-paqh<j (LXX); su<n- 
yuxoj (eccl. writers); sun-ek-lekto<j (only in 1 Pet. 5:13); su<n-swmoj  
(eccl. writers); su-statiko<j (Ding. Laert.); tapeino<-frwn (from ta- 
peino<j, frh<n, LXX, Plut.); tri<-stegoj (Dion. Hal., Jos., Symm.); 
fqin-opwrino<j (Arist., Polyb., Strabo, Plut.); fil-agaqo<j (Arist.,  
Polyb., Wisd., Plut., Philo); fi<l-autoj (Arist., Philo, Plut., Jos.,  
Sext.); fil-h<donoj (Polyb., Plut., Lucian, etc.); filo<-qeoj (Arist.,  
Philo, Lucian, etc.); fren-apa<thj (eccl. writers); xeir-agwgo<j  
(Artem., Plut., etc.); xeiro-poi<htoj (LXX, Polyb., Dion. Hal.,  
papyri); xruso-daktu<lioj (Jas. 2:2, elsewhere only in Hesych.).  
It will be apparent from this list how many words used in  
the N. T. appear first in Aristotle or the literary koinh<. Aris- 
totle was no Atticist and broke away from the narrow vocab- 
ulary of his contemporaries. Many of these late words are found  
in the papyri and inscriptions also, as is pointed out. But we  
must remember that we have not learned all that the papyri and  
inscriptions have to teach us. Cf. also the numeral adjective  
deka-tessarej (LXX, Polyb., papyri).1 See further chapter VII,  
Declensions. 
 4. Adverbs. The late Greek uses many new adverbs and new  
kinds of adverbs (especially compounds and prepositional ad- 
verbs). For list of the new prepositional adverbs see chapter on 
  
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 70, 
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prepositions. These are usually formed either from adjectives  
like e]n-w<pion (neuter of e]n-w<pioj) or by composition of preposition  
and adverb as in u[per-a<nw, or preposition and adjective as in e]k-pe- 
ris-sou?), or two or more prepositions (prepositional adverbs as in  
a]p-e<n-anti), or a preposition and a noun-root as in a]po-to<mwj, or a sub- 
stantive and a verb as in noun-exw?j, or an adjective and a substan-  
tive as in pan-plhqei<, or an adjective and an adverb as in pa<n-tote, 
or a preposition and a pronoun as in e]c-auth?j. In a word, the com- 
pound adverb is made from compound adjectives, substantives,  
verbs with all sorts of combinations. The koinh< shows a distinct  
turn for new adverbial combinations and the N. T. illustrates  
it very clearly. Paul, especially, doubles his adverbs as in u[per- 
ek-perissou?.  These adverbs are generally formed by parathetic  
composition and are used as prepositions in the later Greek, in- 
correctly so according to Blass.1  But it must be remembered that  
the koinh< developed according to its own genius and that even the  
Atticists could not check it. In Luke pan-plhqei<, (Lu. 23:18) and  
pan-oikei< (Ac. 16:34) are not derived from adjectives or previous  
adverbs, but from substantives (perhaps assoc. instr.). As to the  
use of adverbs as prepositions, all prepositions were originally  
adverbs (cf. e]n-anti<on). In the later language we simply can see  
the process of development in a better state of preservation. No  
magical change has come over an adverb used with a case. It is  
merely a helper of the case-idea and is part of the analytic linguistic  
development. 
 The chief compound adverbs used in the N. T. characteristic  
of the koinh< are here given. As the list of adverbs is much smaller  
than those of verbs, substantives and adjectives, compounds  
with a]-- privative are included here.  ]A-dia-lei<ptwj (Polyb., Diod.,  
Strabo, 1 Macc., papyri); a]na<-meson and a]na<-meroj is the Text. Rec.  
in Rev. 7:17 and 1 Cor. 14:27, but this is not the modern edit- 
ing, rather a]na> me<son, etc.; a]n-anti-rh<twj (Polyb., etc.); a]nti-pe<ra  
(Xen. a]nti-pe<ran, Polyb., etc.); a]p-e<nanti (Polyb., LXX, papyri  
and inscriptions); a]-peri-spa<stwj (Polyb., Plut.); a]po-to<mwj  
(Polyb., Diod., Wisd., Longin.); dhl-augw?j (so xCLD in Mk.  
8:25 for thl-augw?j); dia-panto<j is the way Griesbach and Tisch.  
print dia> panto<j; e@k-palai (Philo and on, inscriptions); e]n-tenw?j  
(Polyb., LXX, inscriptions); e!n-anti (LXX, inscriptions); e]n-w<pion  
(Theoc., LXX, papyri); e]c-a<pina (LXX, Jamb., Byz.); e]c-auth?j 
(Theogn., Arat., Polyb., Jos., etc.); e]f-a<pac (Lucian, Dio Cass., 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 65. Cf. Mayser's Gr., pp. 485 ff. Jannaris,  
§ 1490. 
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etc.); kaq-ech?j (AElian, Plut.); kat-e<n-anti (LXX, Hermas); kat- 
en-w<pion (LXX); noun-exw?j (Arist., Polyb.); pan-plhqei< (Dio Cass.);  
pan-oikei< (rejected by the Atticists for panoiki<% [LXX], Plato Eryx.,  
Philo, Jos.); pa<n-tote (Sap., Menand., Dion. Hal., condemned by 
the Atticists for e[ka<stote); par-ekto<j (LXX); pros-fa<twj (LXX, 
Polyb., Alciph.); u[per-a<nw (Arist., LXX, Polyb., Jos., Plut., etc.); 
u[per-e<keina (Byz. and eccl.); u[per-ek-perissou? (Dan. 2:22, Ald., 
Compl.); u[per-ek-perissw?j (T, W. H. marg. 1 Th. 5 : 13, Clem. 
Rom.); u[per-li<an (Eust.); u[per-perissw?j (only Mk. 7:37). There  
are two ways of writing some of these compound adverbs, either  
as single words or as two or more words. The editors differ as  
to dia> pantoj, e]f ] a!pac, e]k-pa<lai, kaq  ] h[me<ran, kaq  ] o@lou, u[pe>r e]kei?na 
etc. The editors do as they wish about it. These compound  
adverbs were still more numerous in the Byzantine writers.1 For  
further list of verbs compounded with prepositions see "Language  
of the N. T." by Thayer, in Hastings' D. B. The koinh< was fond  
of compound words, some of which deserve the term sesquipe- 
dalian, like katadunasteu<w, sunantilamba<nomai, etc. We must not for- 
get that after all these modern words from Aristotle onwards  
are only a small portion of the whole. Kennedy (Sources of N. T.  
Greek, p. 62) claims that only about 20 per cent. of the words in  
the N. T. are post-Aristotelian. Many of this 20 per cent. reach  
back into the past, though we have no record as yet to observe.  
The bulk of the words in the N. T. are the old words of the  
ancients, some of which have a distinct classic flavour, literary  
and even poetic, like ai]sqhth<rion, polupoi<kiloj. See list in Thayer's  
article in Hastings' D. B., III, p. 37. 
 These lists seem long, but will repay study. They are reason- 
ably complete save in the case of verbs compounded with preposi- 
tions and substantives so compounded. As a rule only words  
used by Aristotle and later writers are given, while Demosthenes  
is not usually considered, since he was more purely Attic. 
 V. Personal Names Abbreviated or Hypocoristic. The chap- 
ter on Orthography will discuss the peculiarities of N. T. proper  
names in general. Here we are concerned only with the short  
names formed either from longer names that are preserved or  
from names not preserved. This custom of giving short pet- 
names is not a peculiarity of Greek alone. It belonged, moreover,  
to the early stages of the language and survives still.2 It was used  
not merely with Greek names, but also with foreign names brought  
into the Greek. It is proof of the vernacular koinh< in the N. T. 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 127.  2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 293. 
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Cf. English "Tom" and "Will." These abbreviated names are  
regularly from compounds, as Zhva?j for Zhno<-dwroj (Tit. 3:13).  
Of the various forms used in these abbreviated names only  
three occur in the N. T., —aj, —h?j, --w?j. The great majority  
belong to —aj or —a?j.1   ]Ampli<aj (or —ia?j) is the reading of the 
Western and Syrian classes in Ro. 16:8 for   ]Amplia?toj (Latin 
Ampliatus);   ]Andre<aj is, according to Blass,2 "a genuine old Greek  
form," while Schmiedel3 thinks it can come from  ]Androme<dhj;  
  ]Anti<paj is an abbreviation of   ]Anti<patroj (Rev. 2:13) (found in  
inscription iii/A.D. at Pergamum4);   ]Apollw<j, possibly5 an abbre- 
viation for  ]Apollw<nioj, is the reading of D in Ac. 18:24, though 
x 15, 180 read  ]Apellh?j here, while  ]Apellh?j is read by all MSS.  
in Ro. 16:10 (cf. Doric  ]Apella?j in inscriptions, PAS, ii, 397);  
 ]Artema?j (Tit. 3:12) is an abbreviation of   ]Artemi<dwroj; Dhma?j  
(Col. 4:14; Phil. 24; 2 Tim. 4:10) is probably an abbreviation  
of  Dhmh<trioj, though Dh<marxoj is possible (Dhme<aj also=Dhma?j) not  
to mention Dhma<ratoj, Dhmo<dokoj;  ]Epafra?j (Col. 1:7; 4:12; Phil.  
23) is (Ramsay so takes it, Expositor, Aug., 1906, p. 153. Cf.  
genitive  ]Epafra?doj, PAS, iii, 375; Fick-Bechtel, p. 16) an ab- 
breviation of  ]Epafro<ditoj (Ph. 2:25; 4:18), but it does not fol- 
low that, if true, the same man is indicated in Ph. and Col.;  [Erma?j  
(Ro. 16:14) is from the old Doric form abbreviated from [Er- 
mo<dwroj;  [Ermh?j (Ro. 16:14) may be merely the name of the god  
given to a man, though Blass doubts it.6 Likewise we may note  
that qeuda?j (Ac. 5:36) is possibly an abbreviation of qeo<dwroj;  
 ]Iouni<aj (sometimes taken as feminine  ]Iouni<a, Ro. 16:7) may be  
 ]Iounia?j as abbreviation of  ]Iouniano<j; Kleo<paj (Lu. 24:18) is  
apparently an abbreviation of Kleo<patroj; Louka?j (Col. 4:14; Phil.  
24; 2 Tim. 4:11) is an abbreviation of Loukano<j and of Lou<kioj7; 
Numfa?j (Col. 4:15) is probably derived from Numfo<dwroj;  ]Olumpa?j 
 
 1 See Fick-Bechtel, Die griech. Personennamen, 1894; Pape, Worterbuch 
der griech. Eigennamen, 1842, ed. Benseler, 1870; Neil, Beitr. zur Onomatolo 
gie; W. Schulze, Graeca Lat., 1901; Hoole, the Class. Elem. in the N. T., 1888;  
Kretsch., Gesell. der griech. Spr., Die kleinasiat. Personennamen, pp. 311-370. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 71. 
 3 W.-Sch., p. 143.   4 Deiss., B. S., p. 187.  
 5 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 143 f., for objections to this derivation. In a Fayum 
pap: (Deiss., B. S., p. 149)  ]Apollw<nioj occurs o{j kai> suristi>  ]Iwna<qaj. Cf. 
Brug., Griech. Or., 1900, p. 175. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 71. Cf. also Fick-Bechtel, p. 304. Fick (xxxviii) takes 
it from  [Ermokra<thj, as also  [Erma?j. 
 7 Ramsay (Exp., Dec., 1912, pp. 504 ff.) quotes inscription of Pisid. 
Antioch where Louka?j and Lou<kioj are used for the same person. 
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(Ro. 16:15) is apparently abbreviated from  ]Olumpio<dwroj, though  
 ]Olumpiano<j is possible; Parmena?j (Ac. 6:5) is probably an abbre- 
viation of Parmeni<dhj, though Blass1 suggests Parme<nwn; Patro<baj 
(Ro. 16:14) is derived from Patro<bioj; Si<laj (Ac. 15:22, etc.) is  
the same man as Silouano<j (MSS. often Silbano<j), as Paul always 
calls him (1 Th. 1:1, etc. So Peter in 1 Pet. 5:12); Stefana?j  
(1 Cor. 1:16; 16:15, 17) may be either a modification of Ste<fa- 
noj or an abbreviation of Stefanhfo<roj; Sw<patroj (Ac. 20:4) is read  
Swsi<patroj by a dozen of the cursives and the Sah. Cop. Arm.  
versions, while Swsi<patroj is the correct text in Ro. 16:21, but  
it is not certain that they represent the same man, for Sw<patroj  
is from Beroea and Swsi<patroj from Corinth, though it is pos- 
sible.   ]Arxe<laoj, Niko<laoj appear in the N. T. in the unabbreviated 
forms, though in the Doric the abbreviated forms in –aj were used.  
On the subject of the N. T. proper names one can consult also  
Thieme, Die Inschriften von Magnesia am Maander und das N. T., 
1906, p. 39 f. He finds twenty of the N. T. names in the Mag- 
nesia inscriptions, such as  ]Apfi<a,  ]Artema?j (  ]Artemi<dwroj), etc. Kuri<a 
is a common proper name (cf. Hatch, Journal of Bibl. Lit., 1908,  
p. 145). For the papyri illustrations see Mayser, Gr. der griech. 
Papyri (Laut- und Wortlehre, 1906), p. 253 f. Cf. also Traube, 
Nomina Sacra (1907), who shows that in both B and x as well  
as D the abbreviation IHC XPC is found as well as the more 
usual IC XC.  Cf. Nestle, Exp. Times, Jan., 1908, p. 189. Moul- 
ton (Cl. Quarterly, April, 1908, p. 140) finds  ]Akousi<laoj in the  
body of a letter in a papyrus and   ]Akou?ti, the abbreviated ad- 
dress, on the back. See also Burkitt, Syriac Forms of N. T. Proper 
Names (1912), and Lambertz, Die griech. Sklavennamen (1907).  
 VI. The History of Words. This subject concerns not merely  
the new words appearing in the N. T. but all words there used. 
This is the best place for a few remarks on it. It is not enough  
to know the etymology, the proper formation and the usage in 
a given writer. Before one has really learned a word, he must  
know its history up to the present time, certainly up to the period  
which he is studying. The resultant meaning of a word in any 
given instance will be determined by the etymology, the history  
and the immediate context.2 The etymology and the history be- 
long to the lexicon, but the insistence on these principles is within 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 71. Cf. Meisterh., Gr. der att. Inschr. (pp. 114- 
118), for formation of proper names. 
 2 Cf. Heine, Synon. des neutest. Griech., p. 29. Goodell, The Gk. in Eng.,  
1886, gives a popular exhibition of the influence of Gk. on Eng. 
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the purview of grammar. The N. T. Greek on this point only  
calls for the same treatment granted all literature in all languages  
and ages. 
 Take ska<ndalon, for instance. It is a shorter form of the old  
Greek word skanda<lhqron, ‘trap-stick.’ The root skand is seen in the  
Sanskrit skandami, ‘to dart,’ ‘to leap.’ The Latin has it in scando,  
de-scendo. The termination –a<lhqron is possibly the suffix –tron,  
(–qron) for instrument and skand-a<la(n). The form skanda<lh occurs  
in Alciphro, of which ska<nd-alo-n is simply the neuter variation.  
Ska<nd-alo-n occurs first in the LXX as a translation for wqeOm or 
lOwk;mi, 'a noose,' ‘a snare,’ as in Ps. 69 (68):23. It was the trap- 
stick, the trap, the impediment; then a stumbling-block or any  
person who was an occasion of stumbling, as in Josh. 23:13. So  
Peter became a stumbling-block to Jesus, ska<ndalon ei# e]mou? (Mt.  
16:23). Christ crucified became a ska<ndalon to the Jews (1 Cor.  
1:23). Take again e]k-klhsi<a (from e@k-klhtoj, e]kkale<w). The root  
kal appears in the Latin cal-endae, con-cil-ium, nomen-cha-tor; in  
the Old High German hal-on, 'to call.' Originally e]k-klhsi<a was a  
calling-out of the people from their homes, but that usage soon  
passed away. It became the constitutional assembly of Athens  
and "we must banish from our minds all remembrance of its ety- 
mology."1  In the LXX the word is used as the equivalent of  
lhAqA, the assembly of the Israelites as a whole. In the N. T.  
the word takes a further advance. It still appears in the sense of  
‘assembly’ at times, as in 1 Cor. 11:18, but usually, as Thayer  
shows (Lexicon), the idea of the word is that of body or company  
of believers whether assembled or not, the body of Christ. This  
is true at times where the idea of assembly is impossible, as in  
Ac. 8:3. The word in this sense of body of Christians is used  
either in the local (Ac. 8:3) or the general sense (Mt. 16:18).  
In the general sense the word does not differ greatly from one  
aspect of the word basilei<a. These examples must suffice. 
 VII. The Kinship of Greek Words. The study of the family tree  
of a word is very suggestive.  Dei<k-nu-mi is a good illustration  
in point. It has the root dik which appears in the Sanskrit dic-a- 
mi, ‘to show,’ Latin dic-o, Gothic teiho, German zeigen, etc.  
On the root dik a number of Greek words are built, as di<k-h,  
‘the way pointed out,’ ‘right’ or ‘justice’; di<khn, 'after the way'  
or 'like'; dei?c-ij, 'a showing'; 'something shown'; di<k-aioj,  
‘a man who seeks to go the right way,’ ‘righteous’; dik-aio<w, ‘to 
 
 1 Hicks, Cl. Rev., 1887, p. 43. See also Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk.  
N. T., pp. 57-60. 
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make or declare one to be righteous'; dik-ai<w-sij, 'the act of declar- 
ing one righteous';  dik-ai<w-ma, ‘the thing declared to be right’;  
dik-aio-su<nh, 'the quality of being right,' ‘righteousness’; dik-ai<wj,  
‘righteously’ or ‘justly’; dik-as-th<rion or dik-0as-th?j, one who decides  
righteously'; dik-as-th<rion, 'the place for judging righteously.' 
Each of these words occurs in the N. T. save three, di<khn, dik-aiw- 
th<j, dikas-th<rion.  With these twelve words the difference in mean-  
ing is not so much due to historical development (like e]kklhsi<a) as  
to the idea of the various suffixes. It is, of course, true that the  
N. T. has a special doctrine of righteousness as the gift of God  
which colours most of these words. The point is that all these  
various points of view must be observed with each word. An- 
other illustration that will not be followed up is lu<tron (Mt.  
20:28), a]po-lu<trw-sij (Ro. 3:24). The ideas of action, agent,  
result, instrument, quality, plan, person, etc., as shown by the  
suffixes, differentiate words from each other. 
 Green in his Handbook to Grammar of N. T. Greek1 illustrates  
this point well with the root kri (krin), giving only the examples  
that occur in the N. T. They will be found interesting: first, the  
verb,; kri<n-w, a]na-kri<n-w, a]nt-apo-kri<n-omai, a]po-kri<n-omai, dia-kri<n-w, 
e]g-kri<n-w, e]pi-kri<n-w, kata-kri<n-w, sug-kri<n-w, sun-upo-kri<n-omai, u[po- 
kri<n-w; second, the substantive, kri<sij, kri<-ma, kri-th?rion, kri-th<j,  
a]na<pkri-sij, a]po-kri-ma, a]po<-kri-sij, dia<kri-sij, ei]li-kri<n-eia, kata<-kri-ma, 
kata<-kri-sij, pro<-kri-ma, u[po<-kri-sij, u[po-kri-th<j;  third, adjectives,  
kri-tiko<j, a]-dia<-kri-toj, a]-kata<-kri-toj, a]n-upo<-kri-toj, au]to-kata<-kri-toj, 
ei]li-kri-nh<j. 
 The development of this line of study will amply repay the  
N. T. student. 
 VIII. Contrasts in Greek Words or Synonyms. The Greek is  
rich in synonyms. In English one often has a choice between the  
Anglo-Saxon word or its Norman-French equivalent, as "to ask"  
or "to inquire."2 The Greeks made careful distinctions in words.  
Socrates tripped the Sophists on the exact meaning of words as  
often as anywhere. We are fortunate in N. T. study in the pos- 
session of two excellent treatises on this subject. Trench, Syno- 
nyms of the N. T., 1890, is valuable, though not exhaustive. But  
he gives enough to teach one how to use this method of investi- 
gation. Heine, Synon. des neatest. Griech., 1898, is more com- 
prehensive and equally able. The matter can only be mentioned 
 
 1 § 149, new ed., 1904. 
 2 Cf. Skeat, Prin. of Eng. Etym., 1st ser. (Native Words, 1892); 2d ser.  
(Foreign Words, 1891). 
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here and illustrated. With di<kaioj, for instance, one should com- 
pare a]gaqo<j, a!gioj, kaqaro<j, kalo<j, o!sioj, before he can obtain a  
complete idea of N. T. goodness or righteousness. We see Jesus  
himself insisting on the use of a]gaqo<j for the idea of absolute  
goodness in Mk. 10:18, ou]dei>j a]gaqo>j ei] mh> ei$j o[ qeo<j. Both a]gaqo<j 
and di<kaioj occur in Lu. 23:50. In Lu. 8:15 the phrase kardi<a 
a]gaqh> kai> kalh>  approaches Socrates' common use of kalo>j k ] a]gaqo<j  
for "the beautiful and the good." It is also the Greek way of  
saying "gentleman" which no other language can translate. To  
go no further, te<raj, du<namij and shmei?on are all three used to de- 
scribe the complete picture of a N. T. miracle.  Ne<oj is 'young'  
and 'not yet old,' kaino<j is 'recent' and 'not ancient.' 
 



 
 
 
 
 
                                  CHAPTER VI 
 
 
                  ORTHOGRAPHY AND PHONETICS 
 
 
 The term orthography is used to include all that pertains to the  
spelling of Greek words. Phonetics deals with the sounds of the  
letters. The orthography was constantly changing, but not so  
rapidly as did the sounds. Each had an independent develop- 
ment as is seen very strikingly in the modern Greek vernacular  
(Thumb, Handbook of the Mod. Gk. Vernac., p. 6). There has  
never been a fixed orthography for the Greek tongue at any stage  
of its history. There has always been an effort to have new  
phonetic spelling to correspond to the sound-change. Cf. Blass,  
Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 6. The confusion in spelling grew with the  
centuries as in English. Many delicate questions confront us at  
once. It has not seemed possible to give the explanation of all  
the varied phonetic (true or merely analogical) and orthographic  
changes in the use of the vowels and consonants. An orderly  
collection of the facts with historical side-lights is all that is  
attempted. 
 I. The Uncertainty of the Evidence. It is difficult to tell  
what is the vernacular usage in N. T. times on many points,  
though somewhat less so since the discovery of the papyri. 
 (a) THE ANCIENT LITERARY SPELLING. The difficulty is much  
increased by the comparison of the phonetic spelling of the modern  
vernacular with the historical orthography of the ancient literary  
Greek.1 This method applied to any language may lead one into  
error. Modern conversational English differs widely in orthog- 
raphy from Spenser's Faerie Queene. For most of the history  
of the Greek language no lexicons or grammars were in use.  
There were the schools and the books on the one hand and popu- 
lar usage on the other. The movement of the Atticists was just  
the opposite of the modern phonetic spelling movement in Eng- 
lish. The Atticists sought to check change rather than hasten it.  
It is to be remembered also that the Atticists were the cloister 
 
 1 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 19 f. 
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copyists of the ancient Greek writings and of the N. T. Later  
copyists reflect local types, some more conservative, some less so.  
The law of life is best here, as always, without artificial impulse or  
restraint. In seeking to restore the orthography of the ver- 
nacular of the first century A.D. one must not be handicapped by  
the literary Attic nor the modern Greek vernacular, though each  
will be of service. In simple truth one has to be less dogmatic  
these days concerning what could or could not have been in the  
past. Breasted1 calmly assures us that before 3000 B.C. "the al- 
phabetic signs, each of which stood for one consonant," were in  
use in Egypt. He adds: "Had the Egyptian been less a creature  
of habit, he might have discarded his syllabic signs 3500 years  
before Christ, and have written with an alphabet of 24 letters."  
The Greek language was a growth and did not at first have 24  
letters.  E, even in early Attic,2 not to mention Cretan, had the  
force of e, h and sometimes ei. Indeed Jannaris3 asserts that  
"the symbols h and w, in numerous cases also i, originated at  
school as mere compensatory marks, to represent positional or  
‘thetic’ e or o." It is not surprising with this origin of vowels  
(and consonants do not differ) that variations always exist in the  
sound and use of the Greek letters. Blass4 is clearly right when  
he points out that in changes in the sounds of words "it is usual  
for the spelling not to imitate the new sound off-hand," and in the  
case of the N. T. writers there was "no one fixed orthography in  
existence, but writers fluctuated between the old historical spelling  
and a new phonetic manner of writing." Moulton5 adds that the  
N. T. writers had to choose "between the literary and illiterate  
Greek of their time," and "an artificial orthography left the door  
open for not a few uncertainties." Here is a "letter of a prodigal  
son" (B.G.U. 846 ii/A.D. See Milligan, Gk. Papyri, p. 93 f.) in which  
we have "phonetic" spelling in abundance:  Kai> dia> pa<ntw[n] eu@xomai< 
sai u[geiai<nein.  To> prosku<nhma< sou [poi]w? kat ]  ai[ka<sthn h[mai<ran para> 
t&? kuri<& [Ser]a<peidei. Geinw<skein sai qe<lw ktl. There is here inter- 
change of e and ai, of i and ei. 
 (b) THE DIALECT-COLOURED VERNACULAR. The dialects explain 
some variations in orthography. One copyist would be a better  
representative of the pure vernacular koinh< while another might 
 
 1 A Hist. of Egypt, 1906, p. 45. 
 2 Meisterh., Gr. etc., p. 3; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 26 f.; Solmsen, Inscr.  
Graecae etc., pp. 52 ff. 
 3 Op. cit., p. 27. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 6.   5 Prol., p. 42. 
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live where Attic, Ionic, Doric or Northwest Greek had still posi- 
tive influence. Often what looks like a breaking-down of the lan- 
guage is but the survival or revival of old dialectical forms or  
pronunciation. But these variations are mainly due to the per- 
sonal equation. It was not till the time of Marcus Aurelius that  
the learned grammarians succeeded in formulating the artificial  
rules which afterwards prevailed for writing the old classical  
Greek. The first century A.D. was still an age of freedom in or- 
thography. Even in the fourth century A.D. the scribe of x pre- 
fers i rather than ei, while in the case of B ei often occurs where i,  
is the rule elsewhere. This is not mere itacism, but is also indi- 
vidual preference.1 "The oldest scribes whose work we possess  
(centuries 4 to 6) always kept themselves much freer from the  
schools than the later."2 But, even if Luke and Paul did not  
know the old historical spelling in the case of i mute (subscript)  
and ei, it is merely cutting the Gordian knot to "follow the By- 
zantine school, and consistently employ the historical spelling in  
the N. T." and that "without any regard to the MS. evidence."  
It is not the spelling of the Byzantine school nor of the Attic  
dialect that we are after, but the vernacular Greek of the first cen- 
tury A.D., and this is not quite "the most unprofitable of tasks,"  
as Blass would have us believe.3 
 (c) THE UNCIALS. They do complicate the situation. On some  
points, as noted above, the great uncials x and B differ, but usu- 
ally that is not true. There is a general agreement between the  
older uncials in orthography as against the later uncials and the  
cursives which fell under the spell of the Byzantine reformers,  
who sought to restore the classical literary spelling. The Syrian  
class of documents therefore fails to represent the orthography of 
 
 1 Hort, The N. T. in Orig. Gk., App., Notes on Sel. Read., p. 152. But  
in the Intr. (p. 304) Hort is not willing to admit "peculiarities of a local or  
strictly dialectic nature" in the N. T. Still Hort (Notes on Orth., p. 151) 
allows the Doric o[dage<w (o[dhge<w) in "single MS." like B and D, prosaxei?n in 
B, r[a<ssw in D, etc. Hirt (Handb. d. Griech., p. 53) attributes much of the  
vocal change to dialect-mixing and analogy. On x and B see Hort, op. cit.,  
p. 306 f.     2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 6 f. 
 3 Ib., p. 7. Hort (p. 302 f. of the Intr. to the N. T. in Orig. Gk.) makes a  
strong defence of his effort to give as nearly as possible "the spelling of the  
autographs by means of documentary evidence." There must not be "slov- 
enly neglect of philological truth." But Moulton (Prol., p. 47) does not "set  
much store by some of the minutiae which W. H. so conscientiously gather  
from the great uncials." Certainly "finality is impossible, notwithstanding  
the assistance now afforded by the papyri" (Thack., Gr., p. 71). 
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the vernacular koinh< of the first century A.D. The Syrian class, for  
instance, reads Karernaou<m, not Kafarnaou<m. But do the MSS. 
which give us the pre-Syrian types of text preserve the auto- 
graphic orthography? The fourth century is a long time from the 
first and the presumption might seem to be to some extent against  
the Neutral, Alexandrian and Western classes also. The temp- 
tation is constant to spell as people of one's time do. This diffi- 
culty is felt by every editor of classical Greek texts and often 
purely arbitrary rules are used, rules made by modern critics.  
Hort1 is willing to admit that in some instances the spellings 
found in the great uncials which are at variance with the Textus  
Receptus are due to the "literary spellings of the time" when the 
MSS. were written, "but for the most part they belong to the  
‘vulgar’ or popular form of the language." Hort could see that  
before we had the new knowledge from the papyri and inscrip- 
tions. He adds2: "A large proportion of the peculiar spellings of  
the N. T. are simply spellings of common life. In most cases  
either identical or analogous spellings occur frequently in inscrip- 
tions written in different countries, by no means always of the  
more illiterate sort." This fact showed that the unclassical spell- 
ings in the uncials were current in the Apostolic age and were the  
most trustworthy even if sometimes doubtful. "Absolute uni- 
formity belongs only to artificial times," Hort3 argues, and hence  
it is not strange to find this confusion in the MSS. The confusion  
existed in fact in the first century A.D. and probably the auto- 
graphs did not follow uniform rules in spelling. Certain it is that  
the N. T. writings as preserved in the MSS. vary. But itacism  
applies to all the MSS. to a certain extent and makes it difficult 
to know what vowel or diphthong was really before the scribe.  
In general the N. T., like the LXX, is grounded in matters of or- 
thography on the rules of the grammarians of the time of the 
Caesars (Apollonius and Herodian) rather than upon those of  
the time of Hadrian, when they had an archaistic or Atticistic 
tendency (Helbing, Grammatik d. LKX, p. 1). Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 42) thinks that "there are some suggestive signs that the great  
uncials, in this respect as in others, are not far away from the  
autographs." But Thackeray (op. cit., p. 56) denies that this 
 
 1 Op. cit.,. p. 303 f. Jann. (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 35) calls attention to the fact  
that the professional copyists not only had to copy accurately, but "in the  
received uniform spelling." Cf. also Helbing, Gr. d. LXX, p. 2. For further  
remarks on the phenomena in the LXX MSS. see Swete, 0. T. in Gk. p. 300 f. 
 2 Op. cit., p. 304.   3 Op. cit., p. 308. 
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conclusion can be drawn ipso facto of the LXX, since it was trans- 
lated (the Pentateuch certainly) some three centuries earlier than  
the N. T. was written. 
 (d) THE PAPYRI. They strengthen the case for the uncials.  
Deissmann1 and Moulton2 show that the great uncials correspond 
in orthography not only with the contemporaneous inscriptions  
as Hort had seen, but also with the papyri of the better-educated 
writers. Among the strictly illiterate papyri writers one can  
find almost anything. The case of e]a<n=a@n in relative clauses is  
worked out well by Moulton to prove this point. In the papyri 
dated B.C. the proportion of e]a<n to a@n in such cases is 13 to 29, while  
in the first century A.D. it is 76 to 9. But in the fourth century 
A.D. it is 4 to 8 and the usage disappears in the sixth century A.D.  
Thackeray (Grammar, vol. I, pp. 65 ff.) shows (after Deissmann3)  
how the LXX confirms this conclusion for e]a<n=a@n. The usage  
appears in B.C. 133; copyists are divided in different parts of the  
same book as in Exodus or Leviticus; it is predominant in the  
first and second centuries A.D., and then disappears. Thackeray  
(p. 58) traces ou]qei<j (mhqei<j) "from its cradle to its grave" (from 
378 B.C. to end of ii/A.D.) and shows how in ii/A.D.  ou]dei<j is supreme  
again. This point very strikingly confirms the faithfulness of the  
uncials in orthography in a matter out of harmony with the time 
when the MSS. were written. We may conclude then that Hort  
is right and the uncials, inscriptions and papyri give us the ver- 
nacular orthography of the koinh< with reasonable correctness. 
 II. Vowel-Changes (stoixei?a fwnh<enta). In the old times the  
vowels underwent many changes, for orthography was not fixed.  
Indeed is it ever fixed? If the Atticists had let the koinh< have a  
normal development, Dr. Rutherford would not have complained  
that Greek was ruined by their persistence "in an obsolete or- 
thography instead of spelling as they speak."4 But as early as  
403 B.C. the orator Archinos5 had a law passed in Attica prescrib- 
ing the use of the Ionic alphabet in the schools. The early Greek  
used only a, e, i, o, u, and no distinction was made in writing be- 
 
 1 B. S., pp. 202 ff.    2 Prol., pp. 42 ff. 
 3 B. S., pp. 202 ff. On the whole subject of the difficulty of N. T. orthog.  
see W.-Sch., pp. 31 ff. Deiss. (B. S., p. 180) is clearly right in denying a  
"N. T. orthography" save as individual writers, as now, have their peculiar- 
ities. For general remarks about vowel changes in LXX MSS. see Swete,  
0. T. in Gk., p. 301 f.; Thack., Gr., vol. I, pp. 71-100; Helbing, Gr., Laut- u.  
Wortl., pp. 3-14. 
 4 Nicklin, Cl. Rev., 1906, p. 115, in review of Rutherford's A Chap. in  
the Hist. of Annotation, 1905.  5 Cf. Bekker, Anec. Gr., vol. II, p. 783. 
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tween long and short vowels, as indeed was never done in "the 
case of i and u. The Ionic invented1 W for long o. Before the  
introduction of the Ionic alphabet, I.E. a and e were represented  
by e. H was at first the aspirate like Hebrew h and then now  
aspirate and now long e or a as the inscriptions amply show. It  
is very common in the early inscriptions to see e thus used as 
long and o likewise, as in e#nai and toj. Cf. e, o for spurious diph- 
thongs ei, ou. The kinship of these vowels with the Phoenician  
alphabet is plain, as a is from x, e from h, i from y, o from f, u 
from the doubling of v (and so a Greek invention). It is inter- 
esting to note that the Sanskrit has three pure vowels, a, i, u, 
while e and o are diphthongs in origin. In Sanskrit a far surpasses  
all other vowel-sounds, more than twice as many as all other vowel- 
sounds put together.2 Schleicher3 speaks of the weakening of a  
into i and u, and thus he, goes back to an original a sound for all  
the vowels. In Latin also a breaks into e, i and u.4 Even in  
Attica in the first century B.C., in spite of Archinos' law, the in- 
scriptions use sometimes ai and ae, ei and i, h and i, u and i, u and 
ui, i and ei interchangeably.5 Uniformity did not exist in one dialect,  
not to mention the persistent differences between the various Greek 
dialects. These changes were going on constantly all over the  
Greek world in the first century A.D. For the alphabetical changes 
in the dialects see Buck's Greek Dialects, pp. 15 ff. These inter- 
changes between vowels are interesting. 
 (a) THE CHANGES (INTERCHANGES) WITH a. The first sound  
made by a baby is a. These changes became dialectical peculiari- 
ties in many words like the Lesbian kre<toj (kra<toj, "ablaut" varia- 
tions), the Boeotian a!teroj (e!teroj), Doric i[aro<j (i[ero<j).6 So in the  
vernacular Attic we find , e]reth< (a]reth<) where a breaks to e before  
e (vowel assimilation), as in the Ionic-Attic a sometimes changes  
to e after i and u.7   See Kuhner-Blass6 for many examples. 
 
 1 Riem. and Goelzer, Gr. Comp. du Grec et du Lat., Phonét., p. 38.  
Cf. also Donaldson, The New Crat., pp. 207 ff.; K.-B1., Griech. Gr., Tl. I,  
Bd. I, pp. 39 ff.; Earle, Names of the Orig. Letters of the Gk. Alph. (Class- 
Papers, 1912, pp. 257 ff.); Flin.-Pet., Form. of the Gk. Alph. (1912). But  
Sir Arthur Evans gets the Gk. Alph. from Crete. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 10. 
 3 Vergl. Gr., p. 55. His opinion is now considered antiquated. 
 4 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 149 f. 
 5 Telfy, Chron. and Topog. d. griech. Ausspr. etc., 1893, p. 39. See also  
Larsfeld, Griech. Epig., 1892, pp. 494 ff.; King and Cookson, Sounds and  
Inflex. in Gk. and Lat., 1888.  6 K.-B1., Tl. I, Bd. I, p. 115 f. 
 7 Hirt, Handb. der griech. Laut- u. Formenl., pp. 115, 119. Ga<, is the form 
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a and e.   ]Aggareu<w appears as e]ggar. in x (Mt. 5:41) and xB  
(Mk. 15:21).1 The New Ionic ei!neken (more commonly e!neken) has 
nearly displaced the Attic e!neka which Blass2 admits only in  
Ac. 26:21.  Ei#ten for ei#ta appears in Mk. 4:28 as a rare Ionic  
form. Herodotus3 had both ei#ta and e@peita.   Kaqari<zw in the  
aorist (active and passive) and perfect middle has e for the second  
a in many of the best MSS. both in LXX and N. T. (cf. Mk.  
1:42; Mt. 8: 3 W. H.). Gregory, Prolegomena, p. 82, gives the  
facts. Blass4 points out that Pa<tera (Pa<tara) occurs in AC in 
Ac. 21:1.  Tessera<konta is the form given always by W. H. This  
is an Ionic form (vowel assimilation) which is not so common in  
the papyri as in the N. T. MSS.5 In modern Greek both sara<nta  
and sera<nta survive. Likewise W. H. always give the preference to  
te<ssera, though the papyri do not use it till the fourth century A.D.6  
But in the inscriptions te<ssera is found several times,7 one case in  
the first century A.D.8  Te<sseraj, however, does not occur in the  
N. T. MSS., though the papyri have it in the Byzantine age.9  The  
Ionic and the modern Greek have te<ssarej and te<ssera. The N. T.  
thus differs from the koinh< papyri, but is in harmony with the Ionic  
literature and inscriptions. In some MSS. in both LXX and N. T. 
 
in Doric and Boeotian, while ge is found in the Ionic, Attic and Cypriote  
(Meister, Griech. Dial., Bd. II, p. 29). 
 1 Deiss., B. S., p. 182, gives eu]gari<aj in a pap. (iv/A.D.). 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 20. Cf. Note in W.-Sch., p. 50; Thack., pp. 82, 135;  
Mays., p. 14. 
 3 According to Phrynichus (Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 204) both of these 
words are e]sxa<twj ba>rbara. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 20.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 46. 
 6 Ib. For assimilation between a and E in modern Gk. dialects see Dieterich,  
Unters. etc., pp. 272, 274. In mod. Gk. vernacular a frequently displaces  
initial e or o. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 14. 
 7 Dieterich, Unters. zur Gesch. der griech. Spr., p. 4; also Schweizer, Gr.  
d. perg. Inschr., p. 163. 
 8 Nachm., Laute and Formen d. magn. Inschr., p. 146. 
 9 Moulton, Prol., p. 46. For further evidence see Cronert, Mem. Graeca  
Hercul., 1903, p. 199. In the Apostolic Fathers and the N. T. Apoc. te<ssera  
and tessera<konta are common as well as e]kaqeri<sqh (Reinhold, De Graecitate  
Patr. Apostol. etc., p. 38 f. On the whole subject of a and e in the papyri see  
careful discussion of Mayser, Gr., pp. 54-60, where he mentions e]kou<w, e]ggareu<w, 
e]peleu<sasqai (for similar confusion of aorist and fut. inf. see e]kfeu<casqai, 2 Macc.  
9:22 V).  Te<ssera and tessera<konta are very common also in the LXX MSS.  
Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. LXX, p. 5; Thack., Gr., p. 62f. This spelling occurs as  
early as iv/B.C. in Pergamum (Schweizer, Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 163 f.). In  
Egypt it hardly appears before i/A.D. and is not common till ii/A.D. (Thack.,  
Gr., p. 62). The uncials give the later spelling. See "Additional Notes." 
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te<ssarej is accusative as well as nominative, like the Achaean dia- 
lect, but this is another story. x in Rev. 3:16 has xliero<j. The  
common (Ionic and Northwest Greek) use of —e<w instead of –a<w  
with verbs as in e]rwte<w will be discussed in the chapter on Verbs. 
 Conversely e is sometimes changed to a.   ]Amfia<zei is accepted  
by W. H. in Lu. 12:28 rather than either the late a]mfie<zei or the  
early a]mfie<nnusi. The form e]rauna<w instead of e]reuna<w W. H. have  
everywhere received into the text, and so with e]ceranuna<w and a]nece- 
rau<nhtoj.  xB always read it so, sometimes AC. It is supported  
by the papyri. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 113; Helbing, Gr. d. LXX,  
p. 7, for similar phenomena in the LXX. 
 Initial e often becomes a in modern Greek vernacular, as a]la- 
fro<j (e]lafro<j), a@ntera (e@ntera), etc. Cf. Thumb, Handbook, p. 14.  
So the Doric pia<zw is used in the N. T. everywhere save in Lu.  
6:38, where, however, pepiesme<noj has the original idea (‘pressed  
down,' not ‘seized’). Both occur in the LXX. The Attic forms fia<lh,  
u!aloj are retained in the N. T. (as in LXX) rather than the Ionic and  
vernacular koinh< forms in e, a mark of the influence of the literary1 koinh<. 
 Some verbs in —e<w also use –aw forms, like e]lea<w, e]lloga<w, cura<w. 
See the chapter on Verbs. 
 Changes in a take place in a few Hebrew proper names.  Kaper- 
naou<m, is the Syrian reading for Kafarnaou<m (W. H.). So W. H. read  
Maleleh<l in Lu. 3:37, not Mel. (Tisch.), and Naqanah<l.  Selaqih<l (in- 
stead of Sal.) appears in B. Thumb2 remarks that these changes  
between a and e occur to-day in the Kappadocian dialect. 
 a and h.   The Doric forms o[dago<j, o[dagw? are found in the koinh<, 
though Schweizer3 calls it hardly a Dorism. So in N. T. MSS.  
we have prosaxe<w in B (Ac. 27:27) and r[a<ssw in D (Mk. 9:18).  
The Ptolemaic papyri regularly have a]nhli<skein till ii/A.D. (May- 
ser, Gr., p. 345). For a and % see h and ^ under (c). 
 a and o. The changes4 between these two vowels are seen in  
the Lesbian u]pa< (u[po<), Arcadian triaka<sioi, Doric ei@kati (ei@kosi), etc. 
W. H. give battaloge<w in Mt. 6:7 (cf. battari<zw) instead of bat- 
tologe<w. ABK and twice x and many cursives have pro>j Kolassaei?j 
 
  1 Dieterich Unters. etc., p. 70. Cf. Thack., Gr., vol. I, p. 75 f. So Dalmati<a  
in 2 Tim. 4:10, though C has Delm. as Lat. has both. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk.,  
p. 21. Both forms are in the pap., Deiss., B. S., p. 182. 
 2 Hellen. (Griech. Spr.), p. 76. See also Rademacher, N. T. Gr., pp. 34 ff. 
 3 Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 49. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 62, xra?sqai for xrh?sqai.  
So A in 2 Macc. 6:21. 
 4 K.-B1., Tl. I, Bd. I, p. 117 f. Cf. Meisterh., Gr. etc., p. 117, where Attic  
inscr. are shown to have Neopoli<thj. 
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as the title, while in Col. 1:2 nearly all MSS. read e]n Kolossai?j.  
Blass finds the title in o also in accordance with the coins and the  
profane writers; Xen., Anab. I, 2. 6, has a variant reading in Kolas- 
sai<. In Mk. 13:35 B has mesanu<ktion and D in Lu. 11:5 instead  
of mesonu<ktion.1  In 1 Tim. 1:9 W. H. give mhtrol&<aij and patro- 
l&<aij (instead of –aloi<aij) on the authority of xDFGL. Blass2  
compares patro-kto<noj. 
 a and w.    ]Ana<gaion is read by the most and the best MSS. in  
Mk. 14:15; Lu. 22:12.   ]Anw<geon, a]nw<gaion, a]nw<gewn, a]na<geon have  
only "trifling authority."3  Gai?oj is Doric and Ionic. 
 a and ai. The papyri4 sometimes have the Epic and Ionic ai]ei<,  
though the N. T. only reads a]ei<. The i early dropped out between  
the vowels. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 103. B has ai]ei< in 1 Esd. 1:30.  
The N. T., like the LXX, has kai<w and klai<w, though the Ptole- 
maic papyri rarely have ka<w and kla<w. 
 a and au. In Lu. 2:1 xCD have   ]Agou<stou instead of  Au]gou<stou. 
This spelling of a for au is found in Pergamum by Schweizer5  
in the reflexive pronoun e[ato<n, while Meisterhans6 gives examples  
of it as early as 74 B.C. in the Attic inscriptions. Moulton7 is  
probably correct in saying that we need not assume the existence  
of this spelling in the N. T. autographs, though it is not impos- 
sible. He indorses Mayor's suggestion (Exp., VI, x, 289) "that  
a]katapa<stouj in 2 Pet. 2:14 AB may be thus explained: he com- 
pares a]xmhr&? 1:19 A." This dropping of u between vowels ex- 
tended to the dropping of u before consonants. In the modern  
Greek we have au]to<j (aftos) and a]to<j (in Pontus), whence comes  
to< (not the article).8 The examples of   ]Agou?stoj and a]to<j (a]togen- 
nhto<n, once) in the papyri are very common.9  Thackeray (Gr.,  
p. 79) finds no instances in the LXX. 
 
 1 Hort (Notes on Orth., p. 152) compares me<sabon, and Blass (Gr., p. 21)  
mesastu<lion.  Metocu< (metacu<) is in 1 Clem. and Barn. (Reinhold, De Grace.,  
p. 40 . Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 60 f., o!lloi for a!lloi. Illiterate scribes confused  
a and o, a and e in the LXX (as metoci<) and in the pap. (Thack., Gr., p. 77). 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 21. 
 3 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 151. p. 51, compare kata-faga?j and  
katw-faga?j as as parallel. Cf. Meisterh., Gr., p. 17. 
 4 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 31, 1904, p. 107.  5 Gr. etc., p. 91 f. 
 6 Gr. etc., p. 61. Cf. also Dieterich, linters. etc., p. 78.  7 Prol., p. 47. 
 8 Moulton, Exp., 1904, p. 363. So also in the Rom. period occasionally 
e]matou?, e[atou?. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 35; Wack., Kuhn's Zeitschr.,  
xxxiii, pp. 2 
 9 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 33; 1904, p. 107. He quotes Laurent (B.C.H.,  
1903, p. 356) as saying that this phenomenon was very common in the latter  
half of i/B.C. 
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 ai and e.  ai was written ae in early Boeotian and Attic inscrip- 
tions (cf. Latin transliteration) and so gradually was pronounced  
as e (Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 28). By 100 A.D. in the koinh< ai  
was the mere equivalent of e. The Egyptian papyri show abun- 
dant illustrations of it. Especially do the LXX MSS. exhibit it  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 78). The modern Greek pronounces both these  
vowel-sounds alike, as indeed did the Boeotian dialect long before  
the koinh<. Numerous examples of this interchange of spelling exist  
in the Pompeian wall-inscriptions and in the vernacular koinh< from  
100 A.D. on.1  Indeed in the N. T. MSS. it is very common to  
find –sqai and –sqe used indiscriminately, probably representing the  
common later pronunciation which was already developing in the  
first century A.D. Hort2 compares this "shortening of an identical  
sound" to the late stu<loj for stu?loj and kri<ma for kri?ma. So com- 
mon did this blending become that Blass3 places little confidence  
in the N. T. MSS. on this point. Such readings occur as e]tei?sqe  
for ai]tei?sqe and gune?kaij for gunai?kej. Sometimes only the con- 
text4 can decide between e and ai where different forms result, as  
in a]na<pese or –ai (Lu. 14:10), e@geire or —ai (Mt. 9:5), e]pa<nagkej  
(Ac. 15:28),5 e@rxesqe or –sqai in xADL (Lu. 14:17), e[te<roij or  
e[tai<roij (Mt. 11:16 Syrian reading), pare<negke or –ai (Mk. 14:36), 
etc. In Gal. 4:18 both x and B read zhlou?sqe for zhlou?sqai. B 
reads Ai]lami?tai in Ac. 2:9, from MlAyfa, the rest  ]El. The author- 
ity according to Hort6 is "usually preponderant" for e]ce<fnhj and  
e]fni<dioj instead of ai]f. So kere<a, for kerai<a is accepted7 in Mt. 5:18;  
Lu. 16:17, and krepa<lh for kraipa<lh in Lu. 21:34. Likewise  
W. H. receive Lase<a for lai?lay in Ac. 27:8. xAC in 2 Pet. 2:17  
read le<lapoj, but lai?lay is the undoubted reading in Matthew,  
Luke. The uncials all have r[e<dh, not r[ai<dh, in Rev. 18:13. So  
all the early uncials but A have Sukomore<a (not –ai<a) in Lu. 19:4.  
Hort8 accepts also felo<nhj for failo<nhj (2 Tim. 4:13), though  
Moulton9 doubts, because of the Latin paenula. 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 47. 
 2 Notes on Orth., p. 150. Cf. on at and E, Mayser, Gr., p. 107. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 9.   4 W.-Sch., p. 47. 
 5   ]Ep ] a]na<gkaij "Alexandrian only" according to Hort, Notes on Orth., 
p. 151. 
 6 Ib. 
 7 Ib. Cf. the Western kainofwni<aj for kenofwni<aj in 1 Tim. 6:20. In 1  
Th. 3:3 instead of sai<nesqai FG read sie<nesqai. Nestle (Neut.-Zeit., 1906,  
p. 361) finds parallels in the forms sianome<nwn and sianqei<j. 
 8 Notes on Orth., p. 151. 
 9 Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 107. The pap. give faino<lion. 
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 (b) THE CHANGES WITH e. The interchanges of e and a have 
already been discussed under (a), but others took place with h, i, o. 
 e and ei In the Boeotian these were freely interchanged1 and  
the same interchange occurs in the Doric, New Ionic and Attic  
as ple<wn, or plei<wn. The Attic inscriptions2 show this common  
phenomenon. The i before a vowel easily and early loses its force  
and drops out. Before the adoption of the scholastic orthography  
at Athens (B.C. 403) e stood for e, h, ei.  Sooner or later ei became  
everywhere a monophthong (Buck, Greek Dialects, p. 28). But  
the koinh< usually wrote ei before vowels rather than e (Thackeray,  
Gr., p. 81). The LXX MSS. reveal the same traits as the N. T. 
 ]Areopagi<thj is in Acts 17:34, but   @Areioj occurs (Ac. 17:19, 22). 
  ]Axrei?oj is uniform in the N. T., but in Ro. 3:12 we have  h]xrew<- 
qhsan (xABDG). In Lu. 3:13; Jo. 21:15; Ac. 15:28, W. H.  
print ple<on (Attic has even ple<onoj),3 but elsewhere the N. T. has  
forms in ei.  The derivatives all have e like pleonekte<w. But the 
N. T. has only te<leioj, teleio<w, though Herodotus always and the  
Attic usually used teleo<w.  Dc has telew?sai in Heb. 10:1.4  Of  
words with e and ei before consonants one may note that a]po- 
stei<lw in Ac. 7:34 is aorist subjunctive. (Cf. Ex. 3:10.) Both 
e!neken and ei!neken occur in the N. T. (both Ionic and Attic). The 
N. T. never has e]j, but always ei]j. However, e@sw is the uniform 
reading in the N. T. Homer used either ei@saw or e@sw. 
 e and h.  Numerous examples of long e occur in the inscriptions 
like mete (mh<te).5  These changes are probably all analogical and  
not phonetic. But in the N. T. we have only the shortening of 
h, back to short e in some words like a]na<qema, though this particular  
word (‘curse’) came to be distinct from a]na<qhma (‘votive offering’). 
  ]Ana<qhma occurs only once in the N. T. (Lu. 21:5), and even here  
xADX, etc., have a]na<qema.  Tisch. quotes Moeris as saying a]na<-  
qhma a]ttikw?j, a]na<qema e[llhnikw?j.  But the use of a]na<qema as 'curse' 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 28, as qeio<j = qeo<j; Thumb, Handb., p. 220. 
 2 Meisterh., Gr., p. 20 f. Cf. Schweizer, Gr. etc., p. 44 f. The change  
in e and ei was very common in vi/iii B.C. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 37. 
 3 But even the Arcadian dial. has ple<ona, pleo<nwn (Solmsen, Inscr. Grace., p.  
4).  Ple<on is common in the N. T. Apoc. (Reinhold, De Grace. Patr. Apost. etc.,  
p. 40). Cf. Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 40 f. On the whole subject of e  
and ei in the pap. see Mayser, Gr., pp. 67-73. They arc very numerous indeed,  
these changes in the pap., both ways.  4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 22. 
 5 Solmsen, Inscr. Graecae etc., p. 1. Arcadian dial. Cf. also Meisterh.,  
Gr., p. 3. In the Pontic dial. to-day there is a wide-spread use of e instead of 
h, as in se<pomai (Thumb, Hellen. [Griech. Spr., referred to hereafter usually as 
Hellen.] p. 149). 
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"is not an innovation of biblical Greek" (Moulton, Prolegomena,  
p. 46). In Ac. 11:11 xABDGr read h#men, not h@mhn. Perhaps this  
exchange between e and h bears on the use of sth<kete with i!na  
in Mk. 11:25; 1 Th. 3:8, and of MS. evidence for qauma<zete in 
Jo. 5:20 and e]comologh<setai in Ph. 2:11. Cf. also o@yhsqe and  
o@yesqe in Lu. 13:28. So in 13:25.  Mayser (Gr., p. 64) thinks 
that sometimes e represents an original open h as in paresteko<tej.  
The koinh< shows quite a preference for words in —ema rather than 
--hma (Mayser, Gr., p. 65 f.), and the LXX has new words in —ema,  
though some words have both forms (Thackeray, Gr., p. 80). 
 In the papyri this shortening (as in the LXX) appears in words  
like e]pi<qema, pro<sqema, etc.1  The interchanges between h and ei, hi, 
and ei will be discussed under h (c). Mayser (Gr., p. 63 f.) thus  
(h for e) explains plh<rhj as an indeclinable neuter form. 
 e and i.  Dieterich2 mentions as one of the marks of the Attic  
and Egyptian koinh< the fact that i and e interchange when used  
with l and n.  Cf. the modern Greek, and the Lesbian Greek used 
te<rtoj for tri<toj, and the Thessalian qio<j for qeo<j. It is a Doric  
characteristic. This variation appears in the inscriptions3 and in 
the papyri,4 especially in the case of legiw<n, which is also legew<n and  
even legeiw<n, not to mention a genitive legio?nwj (o and w having  
the same sound).  Legiw<n, is the reading of the best N. T. MSS. 
(xBDL; cf. Latin legio), as in the papyri. Especially in the case  
of the Latin short i does the koinh< have e.   [Aleei?j, not e[liei?j, is the 
reading in the N. T. according to the best MSS. (Mk. 1:16, etc.).5  
This is a natural assimilation after a liquid. The frequency of e 
for i in the Egyptian papyri may be due in part to the Coptic,  
which has no short i (Steindorff, Kopt. Gr., p. 13). Note a 
soldier's use of xe?ran for xei?ra(n), B.G.U. 423 (ii/A.D.).  Le<tion  
(Jo. 13:4, Latin linteum) is a change in the other direction,  
Latin i to Greek e. Blass6 says that le<nteon would have looked 
 
 1 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 108. Cf. also Moulton, Prol., p. 46, and   
Schweizer, Gr. d. perg. Inschr., pp. 47 ff., has good discussion of this short- 
ening of h to e and also w to o. "E and h interchange times without number  
from v/B.C. down to ix/A.D." (Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 36). Reinhold (De  
Graec. Patr. etc., p. 101 f.) shows howl the confusion between h and e led to 
forms like e]a>n a]ga<gete. Cf. the mod. Gk. ste<kw (sth<kw) and qe<tw (qh<tw). 
 2 Unters. etc., p. 136.   3 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., P. 43 f. 
 4 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, pp. 33, 434; 1904, p. 107. Cf. Mayser, Gr.,  
p. 80 f. 
 5   [Aliei?j occurs in pap. also. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 307; Thackeray,  
p. 84. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 22. 
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unnatural to a Greek. Nhfa<lioj also is alone well-attested,1 not  
nhfa<leoj (1 Tim. 3:2, etc.).  Poti<oloi in Ac. 28:13 represents the  
Latin Puteoli, using i for e (cf. Dittenberger, p. 145).  Simiki<nqion  
(not —eon) is the N. T. reading (Ac. 19:12) for Latin semicinctium.  
So Tibe<rioj (not Tebe<rioj) is the N. T. rendition of Tiberius in Lu. 
3:1, though the later Greek writers used Tebe<rioj, Dome<trioj, etc.2  
It is really surprising that more examples of this exchange of e  
and i do not appear. The interchanges between ei and i are dis- 
cussed under (d), those between eu and u under (f). 
 e and o. The Lesbian AEolic had stro<fw for the Doric stra<fw.  
The Ionic-Attic made it stre<fw. Meisterhans3 gives numerous ex- 
amples of this change in e and o:  o]bolo<j for o]belo<j as early as the  
middle of the fourth century B.C. Dieterich4 mentions the assimi- 
lation of e and o as one of the marks of the Egyptian koinh<. In Ac.  
18:24 x 15. 180.  Cop. arm. and in 19:1 x 180. read   ]Apellh?j for  
  ]Apolw<j, though D has  ]Apollw<nioj in 18:24. The Doric and the  
Attic inscriptions5 had  ]Ape<llw,  ]Apellw<nioj,  ]Ape<llioj, etc. In  
1 Cor. and Titus we have only   ]Apollw<j. Indeed Blass6 suggests  
that  ]Apellh?j is the reading of the a text in Acts and that   ]Apollw<j  
is an interpolation from 1 Cor. It is more likely to think that  
the two old forms of the name were still in use, though  ]Apol- 
lw<j is the correct text in Acts also. The MSS. of the N. T., even 
good uncials, have o]loqreu<w, e]coloqreu<w, o]loqreuth<j as well as the 
usual o]leqreu<w, etc. (cf. o]bolo<j for o]belo<j by assimilation), and 
Hort7 accepts the e form only in Ac. 3:23. The Syrian class  
has the o form.  Blass,8 who usually cares little for such points,  
properly insists on the documentary evidence. In Heb. 11:28 
only ADE have the e form, while in 1 Cor. 10:10 DFG read e. 
 
 1 Notes on Orth., p. 151. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 21. But always Ti<toj. Cf. Nachm., Magn.  
Inschr., p. 22, in discussion of e for Lat. i. Both legiw<n and le<ntion are read in  
Magn. inscr. (Thieme, Die Inschr. von Magn. etc., p. 8). Cf. also Schweizer,  
Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 46. For assimilation between e and i in mod. Gk. see  
Dieterich, Unters. etc., p. 272 f. 
 3 Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 22. Cf. also K.-B1., Tl. I, Bd. I, p. 118.  
 4 Unters. etc., p. 135 f. Cf. Hirt, Handb. d. Griech. etc., p. 115. 
 5 K.-B1., Tl. I, Bd. I, p. 118, and Hirt, op. cit., p. 115. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 21. Cf. Mayser (Gr., pp. 94-97) for a discussion of  
the pap. situation. 
 7 Notes on Orth., p. 152. 
 8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 21. He quotes Buresch, Rhein. Mus., p. 216 f., as  
in favour of e in the N. T. as well as the LXX.  ]Oleq. appears in the Apost.  
Fathers (Goodspeed, Index) and o]loq. in N. T. Apoc. (Reinhold, p. 40). For  
assimilation between e and o in mod. Gk. see Dieterich, Unters. etc., p. 274. 
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The LXX according to xAB reads e, though the modern Greek  
has coloqreu<w. But o@leqroj is the uniform spelling in the N. T.  
and is the rule in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 88). 
 In Mk. 8:14 B has e]pela<qento as is common in the LXX  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 89). Cf. also a]pe<deto (Heb. 12:16, LXX), 
e]ce<deto (Mk. 12:1), diedi<deto (Ac. 4:35), paredi<deto (1 Cor. 11:23),  
and e]cekre<meto (Lu. 19:48 xB). Hort (Appendix, p. 167 f.) ex-  
plains these changes as "euphonic," but it is a change of the root- 
vowel of do, a confusion of thematic and athematic conjugations. 
 e]a<n and a@n.  See also I (d) under Papyri. This is as good a  
place as any to say a word further on the interchange of these  
two forms, not strictly vowel-changes, however. We have also  
ei]a<n, (really ei]+ a@n) as in P Eleph. 1 (B.c. 311). See also ai]a<n for e]a<n, 
B.G.U. 530 (i/A.D.). The use of e]a<n= modal a@n in relative sentences,  
so common in the LXX, N. T. and papyri of i/ii A.D., is not an ex- 
change of vowels, but possibly a slurring over of the e before a.  
 @An=e]a<n survives from the ancient Greek in a few instances, as Jo.  
5:19 (xB); 12:32 (B and accepted by W. H.); 13:20 DEFG,  
etc., have e]a<n, but xBC a@n and accepted by W. H.); 16:23 (BACD,  
accepted by W. H.); 20:23 (twice and accepted by W. H., though  
AD have first e]a<n and xAD second). In Ac. 9:2 only xE have a@n  
and W. H. read e]a<n.  Blass1 thinks that as e]a<n made encroachment  
into the province of a@n "a kind of interchange of meaning between  
the two words" grew up. The modern Greek vernacular uses a@n for  
‘if.’  Hort2 considers the whole subject of the interchange between  
e]a<n and a@n after relatives "peculiarly irregular and perplexing.  
Predominantly a@n is found after consonants, and e]a<n after vowels,  
but there are many exceptions." Cf. e]a<n in Mt. 20:4 and a@n in  
Mt. 20:26 f. Moulton3 has shown that e]a<n= a@n is scarce in the  
papyri save from 100 B.C. to 200 A.D. In the Magnesian inscrip- 
tions4 only e]a<n appears, not a@n nor h@n, h@n=e]a<n is not in the  
N. T. But in the Herculaneum papyri these particles interchange  
freely.5 The Attic inscriptions uniformly have a@n with relatives.6 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 60. Omitted by Debrunner in ed. 4. 
 2 Notes on Orth., p. 173. Hort has a curious error here, for the references  
under a@n and e]a<n should be exactly reversed.   @An =e]a<n (‘if’) is rarely found  
in the pap. also. Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 434) gives a}n mh> a]podw?i. (AP 43,  
ii/B.C.). Cf. also Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 32; Mayser, Gr., p. 152 f. Mayser gives 
exx. of e]a>n=a@n and of a@n=e]a<n.  3 Prol., p. 43; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 32, etc. 
 4 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 68. See Gregory, Prol. (Nov. Test. Gr.), p.  
96, for the facts about the N. T. MSS. and e]a<n. 
 5 Cronert, Mem. Graeca Here., p. 130. 
 6 Dieterich, Unters. etc., p. 326. 
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Indeed Attic often contracts this particle e]a<n= h@n.1  But  
modal a@n is found in Xen. Mem., &$ e]a>n a[rmo<tt^, in Lysias, ou{j e]a>n  
boulhqw?sin, etc. (see Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 421). This use  
of e]a>n occurs sixty-one times in the N. T. Examples occur in  
late Greek of ei]— e]a<n, as well as ei] — a@n, instead of e]a<n. Cf. Rein- 
hold, De Graecitate Patrum Apost. etc., p. 35; Moulton, Classical  
Review, 1901, p. 32. Thackeray (Gr., pp. 65 ff.) finds that in the  
ii/B.C. the papyri nearly always have o{j a@n, while in the i/A.D. they  
nearly always have o{j e]a<n.  In the books of Exodus and Leviticus  
he notes that in the first half of each book both forms occur  
while in the second part o{j e]a<n almost vanishes. Each book may  
have been written on two rolls. 
 (c) THE CHANGES WITH h. The changes between h and a, h and 
e have already been discussed. 
 h and i. As already stated, originally H was merely the rough  
breathing, but the Ionic psilosis left a symbol useless, and heta was  
called eta.2 Thus the new letter took the old long e value in Ionic  
and Attic and also largely supplanted the long a where a became e.  
The Sanskrit used long a, the Greek h and the Latin either e or i 
This new (in spelling) h (v/B.c.) gradually turned more to the i  
sound in harmony with the growing itacism of the language, though  
there was some etacism on the other hand.3 As early as 150 B.C.  
the Egyptian papyri show evidence of the use of i for h.4 By the  
middle of the second century A.D. the confusion between h and i,  
h and ei, hi and ei is very general. By the Byzantine times it is  
complete and the itacism is triumphant in the modern Greek.5  
Reinhold6 thinks that the exchange between h and i was natural  
in view of the relation between h and e and the interchange be- 
tween e and i.  As early as the fifth century B.C. the change  
between h and i is seen on vases and inscriptions. But the Ptole- 
maic papyri show little of it and it is rare in the LXX MSS. xAB  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 85). In the N. T. times the interchanges  
between h and i, h and ei, hi and ei are not many.  In 1 Cor. 4:11  
W. H. read gumniteu<w, though L and most of the cursives have h. 
 
 1 Thumb, Hellen., p. 92. 
 2 Hirt, Handb. d. Griech. etc., p. 63. 
 3 Thumb, Hellen., p. 98 f. 
 4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 29. Cf. also Thumb, Hellen., p. 138. In Boeotia  
also h and i interchange in ii/B.C. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 46. Mayser (Gr., p. 82)  
cites from a Hom. pap. of i/B.C. e@qike for e@qhke, and per contra (p. 84) a]fh<keto 
 5 Schweizer, Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 47. He gives e]ph< for e]pi< from a Byz.  
inscr. 
 6 De Graec. Patr. etc., p. 41. Cf. also Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 34 f. 
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The N. T. always has dhna<rion, though dina<rion appears very early.1  
For ka<mhloj in Mt. 19:24 and Lu. 18:25 a few late cursive MSS.  
substitute ka<miloj (‘rope’), a word found only in Suidas and a  
scholium on Arist. But "it is certainly wrong,"2 a mere effort to  
explain away the difficulty in the text, an effort as old as Cyril  
of Alexandria on Luke. For Kurh<nioj B3 it. vg. sah. have Kuri??noj,  
while B* has Kurei?noj and A has Khru<nioj, a striking example of  
itacism, h, i, ei, u having the same sound in these MSS. The  
N. T. MSS. give simiki<nqion in Ads 19:12, but Liddell and Thayer  
both suggest shm. as an alternative spelling like the Latin semi- 
cinctium. So also the best MSS. in Rev. 18:12 read siriko<j, though  
some cursives have shriko<j (like Jos. and others), and still others  
suriko<j.3  Indeed in 1 Pet. 2:3 for xrhsto<j L and many cursives  
have Xristo<j. The heathen misunderstood the word Xristo<j and  
confounded it with the familiar xrhsto<j, pronounced much alike.  
Suetonius (Claudius 25) probably confused Christus with Chres- 
tus. In Ac. 11:26 x 61 have Xrhstianou<j, while B has Xreist.  
So in Ac. 26:28 x has Xrhstiano<n for Xrist., while B has again ei.  
The same thing occurs in 1 Pet. 4:16. 
 h and ei. The Boeotian and the Thessalian dialects early  
changed4  h for ei, ti<qeimi=ti<qhmi. Schweizer5 gives para<dhsoj for  
para<deisoj (Byzantine inscription). In Lu. 14:13 (21) we have  
a]na<peiroj (ABDEL), a]na<phroj (GHK, etc.), and --pir— (xR). This  
itacism is condemned by Phrynichus the Atticist as vulgar.6  In  
the LXX x has a]na<peiroj in Tob. 14:2 and AV show it in 2 
Macc. 8:24 (Thackeray, Gr., p. 83).  In Heb. 6:14 W. H.  
follow xABD in reading ei# mh<n rather than h# mh<n.  This form  
occurs in the LXX and in the papyri. Moulton7 has shown that  
several times in the papyri it is obviously for h# mh<n by mere ita- 
cism, and so is not due to a confusion between the Hebraistic 
use of ei] mh< =xlo mxi, thus correcting Hort. The uncials and the 
 
 1 Blass, Ausspr. d. Griech., pp. 37, 94. 
 2 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 151. 
 3 Ib., refers to sirikopoio<j in Neap. inscr. (C. I. G. 5834). In the mod.  
Gk. h=i in pronunciation. Cf. Thumb, Handb. d. neugr. Volkerspr., p. 2.  
W.-Sch. (p. 46) mention qh<bhn, qi<bhn, qei<bhn, in Ex. 2:3-6. 
 4 Cf. Blass, K.-B1., Tl. I, Bd. I, p. 135. 
 5 Perg. Inschr., p. 47. Cf. also p. 56. See numerous exx. of this change in  
Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 47 f. 
 6 Cf. Bekker, Anec., I, pp. 9, 22. It is found also in 2 Macc. 8:24. Hort  
(Notes on Orth., p. 15) shows that a@peiroj (not a@phroj) is read in Herod.  
i. 32. 
 7 Prol., p. 46; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 33. See also Thackeray, p. 83. 
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papyri here agree. Deissmann1 calls attention to the use of ei]  
ma<n in a Doric inscription of the first century B.C. Blass (Gr.  
of N. T. Gk., p. 306) observes that a papyrus reads khri<a for keiri<a  
(cf. Jo. 11:44, keir–, khr—, kir-i<aij). 
 hi and ei.  In the old Attic there was no hi in writing, only ei,  
since h was not used as a vowel. As early as 400 B.C. the Attic used  
hi and ei interchangeably, kl <̂w becoming klei<w, kl^<j=klei<j, l^tour- 
go<j=leitourgo<j, etc.2  This usage was not very common in Perga- 
mum3 nor in Magnesia.4  Cronert finds this interchange in the  
Herculaneum papyri only in the papyri copies of Epicurus and 
Polystratus.5  In the N. T leitourgo<j, —i<a, —ei?n, --iko<j are taken over  
from the Attic, but they occur also in Pergamum6 and Magne- 
sia.7  The Attic indeed carried the fondness for ei so far that it  
was used always in writing in the second singular indicative middle  
everywhere, the other dialects using ^ save the Ionic. The koinh< has 
^ save in bou<lei, oi@ei, o@yei.  In the N. T. ^ is universal according to  
W. H. save in Lu. 22:42 where bou<lei is genuine, though some  
MSS. have ei in other passages. Blass8 observes that this is a  
literary touch in Luke for the colloquial qe<leij. Hatzidakis9 notes  
how difficult this process made it to tell the difference between  
poih<s^j and poih<seij, for instance, because of this Attic intermix- 
ture of the diphthongs. Blass10 will not hear of this as a possible  
explanation in any cases, but one must remark how well this  
vowel-blending harmonized with the kinship in meaning between 
the aorist subjunctive and the future indicative (cf. dw<s^ in  
some MSS. for dw<sei in Jo. 17:2) and made it easy for the 
later so-called future subjunctive (cf. Latin) to develop. Winer- 
Schmiedel indeed accept as possible this vowel confusion in sev- 
eral instances.11  In Mk. 8:35 (Lu. 17:33) o{j a}n a]pole<sei, Lu. 12:8  
o{j a}n o[mologh<sei, 2 Cor. 12:21 mh> tapeinw<sei, Ro. 3:4 (Ps. 51:6) 
 
 1 B. S., pp. 205-8. Cf. Dittenb., Syll., No. 388, p. 570. See also Mayser,  
Gr., pp. 74-79, for careful discussion. 
 2 Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., pp. 36 ff. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 39  
and 49. See also Mayser, Gr., pp. 79 f., 126-131. 
 3 Schweizer, Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 60 f. 
 4 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 50 f.  6 Schweizer, op. cit., p. 60. 
 5 Mem. Graeca Hercul., p. 37.  7 Nachm., op. cit., p. 51. 
 8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 8. bou<lei, oi@ei, o@yei in Ap. Fathers (Goodspeed, Index). 
 9 Einl. in d. neugr. Gr., p. 306. He gives exx. from the N. T. Apoc.  
 10 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 8. 
 11 W.-Sch., p. 47. Moulton (Prol., p. 168) would take indifferently u[pa<gei  
or u[pa<g^ in Rev. 14:4. For many similar exx. in the inscr. see Dittenb.,  
o!pwj a}n u[pa<rxei (117. 17), ei[re<qhsan (352. 66), etc. 
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nikh<seij (cf. diakiwq^?j), Ac. 5:15 i!na e]piskia<sei, 8:31 e]a>n o[dhgh<sei. 
Winer-Schmiedel would find the aorist subjunctive and not the  
future indicative. This is possible but by no means certain, since  
the future indicative was undoubtedly used both with e]a<n and  
i!na (o!pwj). W. H. read  ]Iwa<nei instead of ^ in Mt. 11:4 = Lu. 7:18. 
T&?  diokhtei? occurs in papyri Brit. Mus. I, Nr. 2. 135. In 2 Coy.  
2:9 AB 109 have $̂ where ei] is probably correct. 
 h and ^.  Irrational Iota. The iota subscript was iota adscript  
till the twelfth century A.D., but as early as the third century B.C.  
it was not pronounced.1 When a was practically equal to h in 
sound, it was natural that ^ (hi) should be. The i was then dropped  
in sound long before it was subscript.2  Gradually it was felt to  
be a matter of indifference in some words whether this iota was  
written or not. Examples of h instead of ^ occur in the inscrip- 
tions of Pergamum3 as e]n h# as well as in the Attic.4  Moulton  
finds irrational i adscript (e@xwi, for instance) abundant in the 
Ptolemaic Tebt. Papyri (Classical Review, 1904, p. 106). Cf.  
Mayser (Gr., pp. 122-126) who gives many examples. In the  
N. T. i has dropped from qnh<skw.  Indeed since the second cen- 
tury B.C. i adscript in the diphthongs %, ^, & had become mute. 
Hort,5 however, argues for the retention of i in z ?̂n6 and infinitives  
in —%?n instead of the Doric-Attic form, as well as in a]q&?oj, ei]k^?, 
z&?on,  [Hr&<dhj, kruf^?, la<qr%, pantax^? pa<nt^, pr&<ra, s&<zw, u[per&?on, 
z&?on, though he hesitated to put s&<zw in the text. It is just as  
well to finish the discussion of the iota subscript here, though 
some of these examples go beyond the range of ^. The best edi- 
tors print also shmosi<%, i]di<%, mhtrol&<aij, patrol&<aij, patr&?oj, pez^?, 
Samoqr%<kh, Tr&<aj, though mimnh<skw and pra?oj. W. H. have forms  
in –oi?n also, as kataskhnoi?n (Mt. 13:32). Moulton7 gives a curious  
example of the loss of the irrational i in the case of the subjunctive 

#̂ which sometimes in the papyri appears as h#n, having lost the i,  
and taken on irrational n.  As a matter of fact iota adscript (iota 
 
 1 Blass, Pronun., etc., p. 50.  2 Hirt, Handb. d. Griech., p. 114. 
 3 Schweizer, Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 65. 
 4 Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 64. In the iv/n.e. the Attic often 
wrote ei for hi, but not for ^.  In the Thess., AEol and Ionic inscriptions 
the i with a, h, w is freely omitted or wrongly inserted (irrational i), as in 
th? po<lei, ta> o@r^, as early as vi/B.C.  Cf. K.-B1., Tl. I, Bd. I, p. 183 f. Strabo 
(14. 41) says that many regularly dropped the i in spurious diphthongs. pol- 
loi> ga>r xwri>j tou? i gra<fousi ta>j dotika<j, kai> e]kba<llousi de> to> e@qoj fusikh>n 
ai]ti<an ou][k e@xon. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 29 f. Schweizer (Perg. Inschr., p. 47) 
cites th>in eu@noian.     5 Introd. to N. T. Gk., p. 314. 
 6 Mayser, Gr., p. 121, finds no i with a?n in the pap.    7 Prol., pp. 49, 168, 187. 
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subscript not yet, of course) does not appear in the great uncials  
save h@idisan in D (Mk. 1:34) and cu<lwi in K (Lu. 23:31).1 Forms  
with and without the mute iota appear in the Herculaneum pa- 
pyri,2 as ei]kh?i or ei]kh?.  Blass3 would also restore i to a]ntipe<ra(%).  
He doubts if i was written in such new optative forms as dw<hn  
(doi<hn Attic) though it should be put in the text. 
 h and u. Since these two vowels came to be pronounced alike  
as in modern Greek,4 it was to be expected that some interchange  
would come, though any early examples are wanting. However,  
by the second century A.D. the inscriptions give many instances  
such as qh<ra (qu<ra), mhsth<rion (must.), sku?ptron (skh?ptron), etc.5  It 
is already in the Egyptian koinh< according to Thumb.6 Hence  
we are not surprised to see the N. T. MSS. get mixed over h[mei?j  
and u[mei?j.  Especially in 1 Peter does this itacism lead to a mixing  
of the historical7 standpoint as in 1:12, where u[mi?n is read by  
xABCL, etc., h[mi?n by K and most cursives Syrsch Cop. In 1 Pet.  
5:10 the MSS. similarly support u[ma?j and h[ma?j.  In 2 Cor. the  
personal relations of Paul and his converts are involved in this  
piece of orthography as in 8:7 e]c u[mw?n e]n h[mi?n (xCDE, etc.) or  
e]c h[mw?n e]n u[mi?n (B 30, 31, 37, etc.). See especially kaq ] h[ma?j in Ac.  
17:28 (B 33 Cop., etc.) which reading would make Paul identify  
himself with the Greeks on this occasion. 
 (d) THE CHANGES WITH i. For i and e see under (b); for i and 
h see under (c); for iota subscript (adscript), mute or irrational i,  
see under (c). For irrational iota see also Infinitive under Verb.  
The papyri show it in queer forms like a]lhqh?i, le<gwi, P. Oxy. 37  
(A.D. 49). 
 i and ei. The interchange between these vowel-symbols began  
very early (certainly by the sixth century B.C.8) and has been very  
persistent to the present day. The inscriptions give numerous 
examples9 in the fifth century B.C., such as a]poktinh,  ]Epafro<deitoj. 
This was apparently the beginning10 of itacism which was extended  
to u, h, and then to ^, oi, ui. Jannaris11 thinks that the introduc- 
 
 1 Gregory, Prol. (New Test. Gr.), p. 109. 
 2 Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., pp. 41 ff. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 7. The LXX phenomena are similar. Cf. Helbing,  
Griech. d. LXX, pp. 3 
 4 Hatz., Einl. in neugr. Gr., p. 304. 
 5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 48.  6 Hellen., p. 171. 
 7 Hort, Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 310. On the subject of h and u see Mayser,  
Gr., p. 85 f. He denies (p. 86) that the itacising pronunciation of h prevailed  
in the Ptolemaic period. 
 8 Jann., Hist. Gk. Or., p. 47. 9 Ib.  10 Ib.  11 Ib., p. 41. 
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tion and rapid spread of h contributed to this confusion as by  
that time ei was pronounced like i, and h was taken by many, not 
as long e, but equal to i. The confusion apparently began in the  
Boeotian dialect1 and in postclassical times, but swept the field  
in all the dialects till every ei (closed and open) was pronounced 
as i.  By 100 B.C. the Attic inscriptions show a general inter- 
change between ei and i, and in the second century A.D.2 the con- 
fusion exists between ei and i. Dieterich3 thinks that this itacism  
had its widest development in Egypt. The Ptolemaic papyri of 
ii/B.C. show itacism very frequently. It is only the more illit- 
erate scribes that use ei for i, though B has o@reion (Thackeray, 
Gr., p. 86 f.). Thumb4 considers the interchange between i and  
ei in the koinh< on a par with that between o and w. In Pergamum5 
the change from i to ei is much more common than that from ei  
to i, though forms in –i<a for –ei<a occur, as a]meli<a. The same thing 
is true in Magnesia, where h[mei?n (h[mi?n) is common.6  The Hercu- 
laneum papyri tell the same story,7 while it is so common in the  
Egyptian papyri that Moulton8 is unable to set much store by 
the minutiae gathered by W. H. from the great uncials, "for even  
W. H. admit that their paramount witness, B, 'has little authority  
on behalf of ei as against i.'" Clearly the partiality of x for i and  
of B for ei throw them both out of court as decisive witnesses on  
this point.9  So it is not merely itacism that we have to deal with 
in the numerous N. T. examples of exchange between i and ei,  
but "genuine peculiarities of original orthography" also.10 What- 
ever Dr. Hort meant, all that is true is that different scribes 
merely preferred one or the other method of representing i. The  
whole matter therefore remains in doubt and one is prepared for  
all sorts of variations in the N. T. MSS., because the koinh< no 
 
 1 K.-B1., p. 131. Mayser (Gr., pp. 87-94) has a full discussion of the prob- 
lem in the pap. of the first three centuries B.C. and finds that in Egypt the  
pronunciation of ei closely approached that of i. 
 2 Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 49. In the succeeding pages he gives  
numerous exx. in chron. order of the various interchanges between i and ei,  
many of them identical with the N. T. exx. 3 Unters. etc., p. 45. 
 4 Hellen., p. 172. The next most common interchange of vowels in the  
N. T. MSS. are ai and e, h and i or ei, oi and u (Warfield, Text. Crit. of the  
N. T., p. 103).   5 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 53 f. 
 6 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 35 f. Cf. Egyp. pap. also. 
 7 Cronert, Mem. Grace. Hercul., pp. 27 ff. 
 8 Prol., p. 47. For the LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. LXX, pp. 7 Thack.  
(Gr., p. 86 f.) thinks that the orthography in this point is older than that of 
x and A.    9 Warfield, Text. Crit. of the N. T., p. 103. 
 10 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 152. 
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longer insisted in the vernacular on the distinction between long  
or short i and ei. The examples here presented will give a fair  
idea of the situation. For the textual evidence see careful dis- 
cussion by Gregory.1 Where ei is written for i it is to be pro- 
nounced like i.  Ei is shortened to i in some abstract substantives, 
--i<a instead of –ei<a, as2   ]Attali<a, a[gni<a (possibly), perhaps a]kribi<a, 
a]lazoni<a, a]nadi<a, a]reski<a, perhaps a]peiqi<a, e]qeloqrhski<a (but qrhskei<a),  
ei]dwlolatri<a (but latrei<a), ei]likrini<a, perhaps e]kteni<a, e]pieiki<a, e]riqi<a, 
e[rmhni<a, i[erati<a, Kaisari<a, kakohqi<a, kakopaqi<a, kolaki<a, kubi<a, Laodiki<a, 
magi<a, meqodi<a, o]fqalmodouli<a (douli<a doubtful), possibly paidi<a (cf.  
Ps. 53:5), politi<a, pori<a, ptwxi<a, pragmati<a, prau*paqi<a, probably 
Samari<a, Seleuki<a, perhaps strati<a, farmaki<a, Filadelfi<a, w]feli<a.  
Deissmann3 shows that it is logei<a, not logi<a in the papyri and  
so in 1 Cor. 16:1 f. Some MSS. have e]pa<rxeia (for –ia), eu]trtape<leia  
(for –ia), late MSS. kolwnei<a. 
 The endings —eion, and –eioj appear sometimes as –ion, --ioj. So  
ai@gioj,    !Arioj (Pa<goj), a@stioj, da<nion (cf. dani<zw, danisth<j), ei]dw<lion,  
  ]Epikou<rioj, e]pith<dioj, mega<lia (cf. megalio<thj), pandoki<on, stoixi<on.  
Strong testimony exists for all these. So also –ino<j for —eino<j 
appears in o]rino<j, skotino<j, fwtino<j. 
 Further examples of i for ei are found as in the MSS. in a]dia<- 
liptoj, a]ne<kliptoj, a]li<fw, a]piqe<w, a]piqh<j, a]piqi<a, a]podedigme<noj,  @Areopa- 
gi<thj, di<gma, e]cali<fw, katalelimme<noj (Ac. 25:14), even kri<sswn, li<mma, 
litourgo<j, margari<thj (cf. poli<thj, texni<thj), mesi<thj, oi]kti<rw, para- 
digmati<zw, piqo<j u[po<limma, filo<nikoj, filoniki<a, xreofile<thj. This is  
not to mention the verb-forms i@don, i@dan, i@den which W. H. count  
alternate forms in Revelation, but which are pure examples of  
itacism. In the case of   ]Iko<nion (Ac. 13:51; 14:1) the inscriptions  
give both  ]Ik. and Ei]k.4 
 The use of ei] for i is seen in several ways also in N. T. MSS.  
In Mt. 28:3 W. H. give ei]de<a, not i]de<a. Gei<nomai and geinw<skw are  
very common in the best MSS.  [Hmei?n and u[mei?n are rarely seen, 
however.  ]Acei<nh, Galeilai<a,  ]Elamei<thj, Leuei<thj, Leueitiko<j, lei<an, 
Nineuei<thj, Peila?toj, Samarei<thj all are found, as well as trapezei<thj, 
Fareisai?oi.  Ta<xeion appears in John and Hebrews. In the Pas- 
toral Epistles, Hort5 finds —leip— for —lip— forms. Keiri<aij is 
correct in Jo. 11:44. Hort6 also prefers panoikei<, but pamplhqei<  
is undisputed. Such verb-forms occur as mei<gnumi, teima<w, tei<sw. 
 
 1 Prol., pp. 83-90. 
 2 According to Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 153. 
 3 B. S., pp. 142 f., 219 f.   5 Notes on Orth., p. 155. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 8.  6 Ib., p. 154. 
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 Semitic proper names in y have ei as  ]Addei<,   ]Arnei,  ]Eslei<, 
 ]Hlei<, Melxei<, Nhrei<.  Cf. also1    ]Admei?n,   ]Axei<m, beniamei<n, Dauei<d, 
 ]Eliakei<m,  ]Iwrei<m,  Kei<j,  Leuei<j,  Nefqalei<m, Salei<m, Semeei<n, xeroubei<n, 
Xorazei>n.  So also  ]Eleisabe<t,  ]Hlei<aj, qua<teira,  ]Ia<eiroj,  ]Iereixw<, 
 ]Iwsei<j,  ]Ozei<aj, Sa<pfeira,  Tabeiqa<. Cf. also h]lei< r[abbei< r[abbounei<, 
sabaxqanei<.  But y appears as i in  ]Aminada<b, Melxisede<k,  Sina<, Siw<n. 
Likewise the MSS. usually read  ]Anani<aj, Baraxi<aj,  ]Ezeki<aj, Zaxa- 
ri<aj,  ]Ieremi<aj,  ]Ierxoni<aj,  Maqqi<aj,  Mattaqi<aj,  Ou]ri<aj. 
 In many of these examples of changes in i and ei the testimony  
is greatly divided and one must not stickle too much for either  
spelling. The papyri and the inscriptions have nearly all of  
them. See 1 (c) for remarks on the difficulty of relying on the  
uncials in the matter of orthography. It is impossible to be dog- 
matic on the subject. 
 i. and o.  It is a peculiar change, as Blass2 observes, that we 
have in o]meiro<menoi for i[meiro<menoi (1 Th. 2:8). It appears in the 
LXX (some MSS. for Job 3:21 and Symm. at Ps. 62:2). The  
only example so far brought to light is u[peromei<resqai in Iren. 60.  
Winer-Schmiedel3 sees no comparison in katantroku< for katantikru<.  
Meisterhans4 gives a]pantroku< for a]pantikru<. 
 i and o.  Jannaris5 defends the exchange of i and oi possibly as  
early as the fifth century B.C. Certainly in the first century B.C.  
Au]goustoi?noj occurs in the inscriptions.6  Oi was exchanged with  
ei and ^ as well as with i.  In the N. T. the only example is in  
Mk. 11:8 where ACSVTXG Or. have stoiba<j for the usual stiba<j  
(from stei<bw).  N and a few other MSS. read stuba<j. Zonar.  
illustrates this also by using stoiba<j. Cf. also stoibh<, stoiba<zw,  
etc. This word thus illustrates well the common itacistic ten- 
dency, showing forms in –i, –oi, –u and —ei (in the verb). The  
LXX has only sti<xoj and stixi<zw, not stoix. (Thackeray, Gr., 
p. 92). 
 i and u.  These two vowels sometimes have the force of the  
consonants7 j (y) and u (cf. Latin). Cf. au– (af) and eu-- (ef) in  
modern Greek, and e in po<lewj.  In modern Greek "every i- or  
e-sound which collides in the middle of a word with a succeeding 
 
 1 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 155. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 22. But it is quite possible (see j) that this is a case  
of prothetic o. 
 3 W.-Sch., p. 52.   4 Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 81. 
 5 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 53. Cf. on the other side K.-BI., I, 3, p. 53. 
 6 Jann., ib., p. 52. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 112. 
 7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 27, 55, etc. 
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vowel, loses its syllabic value and becomes consonanted" (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 10).  So a!gioj = ayos.  The i is the last of the five  
original vowel-sounds in this order: a, o, u, e, i. This relative value  
has persisted in modern Greek (Thumb's Handbook, p. 12 f.).  
Jannaris1 gives a]pwqou<menoi as an illustration of this gradation in 
sound. But as a matter of fact the interchange between i and u  
is not frequent. Meisterhans2 finds only five examples in the  
Attic inscriptions, two of which, bublion and Mitulhnai?oj, are found 
in N. T. MSS. (assimilation). Examples occur in the koinh< of Asia  
Minor, though Thumb3 agrees with Kretschmer in calling it a  
"barbarism." Still the old distinction in sound between i and u  
slowly broke down till in modern Greek the two vowels have the  
same sound. bh<rulloj in Rev. 21:20 is spelled also in MSS. bh<- 
rilloj, bu<rilloj, biru<llioj, a fine illustration of itacism. D reads  
bu<bloj for bi<bloj in Mk. 12:26 and Lu. 20:42: In Ac. 20:14  
Mitulh<nh is the correct text for the old M<ut., but AE have Mitu- 
li<nh and L Mutuli<nh.  For the Trwgi<lion of Strabo and the By- 
zantine writers the Textus Receptus addition to Ac. 20:15 has  
Trwguli<a, other MSS. Trwgu<llion, Trwgu<lion.4 The LXX shows 
also h!musu in q Dan. 7:25 (13). The Ptolemaic papyri vary in 
this word (Thackeray, Gr., p. 95). In Lu. 19:8 D has h!musoi.  
 (e) THE CHANGES WITH o. For changes with a see under (a), 
for o and e under (b), for o and i under (d). 
 o and ou. The old Attic used Dio<skoroj, which Phrynichus5 pre- 
fers, though Thucyd. and Plato have the form in –ouroj also (Epic  
or Ionic). In Ac. 28:11 only some of the cursives have the form  
in –oroj. Both forms appear in the inscriptions.6 This exchange  
is rather common in the Ptolemaic papyri (Mayser, Gr., pp. 10 f., 
116 f.). In the LXX x shows sometimes o]k for ou]k (Thackeray,  
Gr., p. 91). The modern Greek dialects have much diversity of 
usage on this point. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 8. 
 
 1 Ib., p. 84.   2 Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 28 f. 
 3 Hellen., pp. 139, 193 ff. Cf. Kretschmer, Einl. in d. Gesch. d. griech.  
Spr., p. 225 f. Cronert (Mem. Grace. Hercul., p. 21 f.) gives exx. in Hercul.  
pap. Cf. Mayser, Gr., pp. 100-103, for exx. like bu<bloj, bubli<on, etc., in the pap. 
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 22. In Athens before 403 B.C. o stood for  
o, w, ou (Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 24). 
 5 Lobeck, p. 235; The New. Phryn., p. 310. Cf. K.-BI., I, p. 140 f., for this  
change in Old Attic and New Ionic. The N. T. Apoc. (Reinhold, De Graec.  
etc., p. 41) has exx. like e]bolo>mhn as the mod. Gk. vernac. (Thumb, Neugr.  
Volksspr., p. 6). Cf. Buresch, Phil. li, 89. Most common bet. vi/iii B.C. acc.  
to Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 37. 
 6 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 66 f. 
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 o and u.  The MSS. vary between1 pra?oj (Syrian) and prau~j in 
Mt. 11:29; 1 Pet. 3:4, as well as between prao<thj and prau~thj  
Pauline Epistles. W. H. adopt the form in –u. Von Soden varies 
between these forms, giving no reasons. It is the old distinction   
surviving in the koinh<. The LXX has the u form. The papyri  
have other illustrations (Mayser, Gr., p. 97). Cf.  Poti<oloi in Ac. 
28:13 for the Latin Puteoli. 
 o and w.  Originally o represented both the short and long noun 
so that it was easy with careless pronunciation for more or less con- 
fusion to exist after w came into use. The Boeotian Pindar, for  
instance, has Diw<nusoj instead of Dio<nusoj.2 The New Ionic zo<h  
(parox.) appears in lieu of zwh<.  However, the introduction of the 
Ionic alphabet in 403 B.C. kept the two vowels pretty distinct  
in Attic till the Roman time, though the change began in the 
third century B.C.3 After the second century B.C. the exchange  
of these two vowels was indiscriminate in the more illiterate  
vernacular.4 The confusion was earliest in Egypt, but the Attic  
inscriptions kept the distinction well till 100 A.D. The early un- 
cials for the LXX and the N.T. show little evidence of the inter- 
change (Thackeray, Gr., p. 89). Jannaris finds it common. The 
modern Greek makes no difference in sound between o and w ex- 
cept medial o as in not.  "In the early papyri the instances of 
confusion between o and w are innumerable."5 The inscriptions  
tell the same story about the koinh< in Magnesia6 and Pergamum.7  
In some instances,8 like do<ma for dw?ma and pro<doma an w is shortened  
to o after the analogy of e from h in qe<ma.  In the N. T. MSS. 
"probably the commonest permutation is that of o and w, chiefly  
exemplified in the endings —omen, and –wmen."9 It is useless to fol- 
low the MSS. through their variations on this point. In Ro.  
5:1 e@xwmen is supported by all the best documents and gives a  
difficult sense at first, though a better one on reflection than  
e@xomen.  In 1 Cor. 15:49 the evidence is so nearly balanced that 
 
 1 Gregory, Prol., p. 82.   2 K.-B1., I, p. 141. 
 3 Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 24 f., gives numerous exx. of the exchange  
in inscr. of various dates. 
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 37. Jann. quotes a Louvre pap. (165 B.C.) which  
has to? au]to? tro<pwi. Mayser (Gr., pp. 97 ff.) finds only two exx. of this confusion  
of o and w in the Ptol. pap. of iii/B.C., but seventy in the next two. 
 5 Ib. Cf. Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 19 f. 
 6 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 64. 
 7 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 95. Cf. Thumb, Hellen., pp. 143, 172. 
 8 Reinhold, De Graec. Patr., p. 41, and Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 108. 
 9 Hort, Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 309. 
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W. H. cannot decide between fore<swmen and fore<somen (the latter  
in the margin). Von Soden gives –sw–. This difficulty of dis- 
tinguishing between o and w in the indicative and subjunctive  
increased in later koinh< times.1 Several further N. T. examples of  
interest are a]gora<swmen (Lu. 9:13), is i!na a]napah<sontai (Rev. 14:13),  
i!na a]napau<sontai, (Rev. 6:11), e]a>n a]poqnh<skomen as read by Lachmann  
(Ro. 14:8), i!na ginw<skomen (1 Jo. 5:20), i!na diw<kontai according to  
Tisch. (Gal. 6:12), i!na die<rxomai according to Treg. (Jo. 4:15),  
dw<swmen according to Treg. and Tisch., and preceded by a]gora<- 
swmen (Mk. 6:37), i]a<somai (Mt. 13:15; cf. Is. 6:10), i!na kauqh<swmai  
or kauxh<swmai (1 Cor. 13:3), i!na curh<sontai (Ac. 21:24). In all  
these instances syntactical questions enter also besides the mere  
question of vowel interchange.2 
 The o appears instead of w in po<ma (1 Cor. 10:4; Heb. 9:10),  
pro<i*moj (Jas. 5:7), Stoi*ko<j (Ac. 17:18),3 sukomore<a, not –mwre<a (Lu. 
19:4), xreofile<thj according to W. H. and not xreofeile<thj (Soden)  
nor xrewfeile<thj according to LU, etc. (Lu. 7:41; 16:5). But w is  
correct apparently in a]gaqwsu<nh, a[giwsu<nh, e]ndw<mhsij (Rev. 21:18,  
Soden —do<m--), i[erwsu<nh, megalwsu<nh, prwi*no<j. So also the LXX, but  
pro<i*moj (Thack., Gr., p. 90). Codex B shows others in the LXX  
(ib.). In Lu. 18:5 and 1 Cor. 9:27 the MSS. vary between 
u[pwpia<zw (from u[p-w<pion) and u[popia<zw (--pei<zw old form), though 
the best MSS. read u[pwp.4  In Ro. 13:3 t&? a]gaq&? e@rg& may  
possibly be t&? a]gaqoerg&?.  So in 2 Pet. 3:6. di ] w$n may be5 for 
di ] o!n.  In Rev. 4:7 f. e@xwn, not e@xon (Soden), is read by the best 
MSS., though the substantive is z&?on. Now second century B.C.  
papyri have u[po<mnhma e@xwn where w and o are exchanged.6 
 (f) THE CHANGES WITH u.  For the changes with u and i see  
under (d), u and o under (e). 
 u and eu. Only one example of this exchange appears in the  
N. T., that of presbu<thj in Phil. 9. Here the sense seems to  
demand presbeuth<j. Bentley suggested it long ago and Lightfoot  
(comm. in loco) collected a number of instances of the omission 
 
 1 Cf. Reinhold, De Graec. Patr., p. 102; Hatz., Einl. etc., p. 306. 
 2 W.-Sch., p. 48. 
 3 Hort thinks so "perhaps." The Doric had stoia<. Blass (Gr. N. T. Gk.,  
p. 22) prefers the correct Stwi*ko<j, Von Soden Stoi*ko<j 
 4 Acc. to W.-Sch. (p. 48 f.) this is not orthographical at all, but etymolog- 
ical. Why not both? 
 5 Ib., p. 48. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 37. Doubtless other vowel-exchanges in Rev.  
may have a similar explanation and so do not violate concord of gender. 
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of e from eu, in single MSS.  Hort1 thinks it due to a scribe and  
not to Paul, since the earlier Greek shows no examples of this  
interchange. However, Wood2 has found  presbeu<teroj for presbu<- 
teroj in an Ephesian inscription (analogy: in modern Greek  
eu=ef). Thackeray (Gr., p. 97) finds this "natural error" in the  
LXX MSS. 
 u and ou. This has always been a rare exchange in the Greek,  
the Boeotian dialect having retained the original u sound of u  
after the Attic gave it up.3 The Zaconian preserves it in the  
modern Greek.4  The koinh< has sometimes xrouso<j for xruso<j.5  But  
ou was rather frequent in the koinh< to represent the Latin u as  
Drou?soj.6  In Rev. 3:18 the MSS. have kollou<rion, kollu<rion, koul- 
lou<rion, etc. (Latin collyrium). W. H. prefer kollou<rion, though  
xBC read –u<rion (so Soden).—Blass7 observes that we have long 
u —u<rion.  B in the LXX shows the same variations (Thack.,  
Gr., p. 92). The Ptolemaic papyri have few instances. Cf. change  
of u and ou (Mayser, Gr., p. 118). Thumb (Hellen., p. 193 f.) thinks  
that u in the koinh< was pronounced like German u *, i and also u.  
In Rev. 1:5 the distinction between lu<santi (xAC) and lou<santi   
(BP) is more than mere orthography, though the confusion was  
rendered easy. UI  is always so written in the N. T. uncial MSS.,8  
though the iota was sometimes dropped in, the inscriptions. 
 (g) THE CHANGES WITH w. For changes with w and a see under  
(a), for w and o under (e). 
 w and ou. The Thessalian dialect9 changed w to ou as in tou?  
koinou? for tw? koinw?. This change reappears in Rhodes and the 
AEolic-Doric.10  Buresch11 finds the change between w and ou  
common in the Egyptian vernacular, as in the Sahidic dialect oo 
is often used for w.12  It is, of course, possible, according to the  
view of Winer-Schmiedel,13 that some indicatives in ou may really 
 
 1 Notes on Sel. Read., p. 136.  2 Disc. at Ephesus, App., p. 24. 
 3 Thumb, Hellen., p. 31. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., 4th ed., p. 32 f. 
 4 Hatz., Einl. etc., p. 103.  5 Thumb, Hellen., p. 85. 
 6 Cf. Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 62. Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 71 f. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 22. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 118. 
 8 Cf. Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 46 f.; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 9 f., ob- 
serves that B occasionally divides thus u[/io<j at end of a line and so practically  
A and D. 
 9 K.-B1., p. 135. Common in mod. Gk. (Thumb, Handb., p. 8). 
 10 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 70 f. 
 11 Jahrb. f. klass. Philol., 1891, p. 434. 12 Tattam's Egyp. Gr., p. 5.  
 13 P. 52. Reinhold (De Graec. Patr. Apost., p. 41) gives similar exx.  Sunku- 
rw?nta a appears in Egyp. pap. (B. M., vol. II, cliv). Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 99 f. 
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be subjunctive as a result of this vowel-interchange. The con- 
tract form for the present participle t&? nikou?nti is read by AC in 
Rev. 2:17 and A in 2:7, a change more likely due to confu- 
sion of –a<w and –e<w verbs. So with i!na zhlou?te (Gal. 4:17) and 
i!na fusiou?sqe (1 Cor. 4:6), but the present indicative can be used  
with i!na, and one is slow to credit this form to a mere vowel- 
exchange. The same remark applies to i!na tre<fousin (W. H. marg.  
Rev. 12:6) as well as i!na ginw<skousin (Tisch. and Treg., Jo. 17:3)  
and i!na swfroni<zousin (Tisch. and Treg., Tit. 2:4). The future 
indicative with i!na as katadoulw<sousin (Gal. 2:4), proskunh<sousin 
(Rev. 9:20), staurw<sousin (Tisch., Treg., Lach., Mk. 15:20),  
sfa<cousin (Rev. 6:4) has rival readings with w, aorist subjunctive.  
It is hardly mere vocal similarity. Similar instances are mh<pote  
katapath<sousin (Mt. 7:6), e]a>n metanoh<sousin (Rev. 2:22), &$ e]a<n dou- 
leu<sousin (Ac. 7:7). In these and similar examples where the  
MSS. vary between w and ou it is probable that, as with h and e, o  
and w, the difference in mode may have been blurred by the ten- 
dency to exchange these vowels. But the syntactical question is  
not essentially altered by this incidental orthographical problem. 
 w and wu*.  Lachmann, Tregelles, W. H. all write wu in Mwush?j,  
but Thayer urges that the word is a trisyllable Mwu*sh?j (Fritzsche,  
Gesenius, Tisch., Soden). The Ionic e[wutou? is a trisyllable. Cf.  
Mayser, Gr., p. 138. Blass1 indeed says that the diphthong wu  
is non-existent in the N. T. as in the Attic. The Text. Rec.  
reads Mwsh?j, following Strabo and Josephus in the Antiquities, 
though in the LXX and Josephus elsewhere we have Mwu*sh?j. 
 (h) CONTRACTION AND SYNCOPE. In general the koinh< uses  
contraction of vowels from the standpoint of the Attic,2 though a 
strong Ionic infusion3 is present also as in forms like xeile<wn, o]re<wn,  
etc. The N. T. examples of unusual contraction find illustration4 
in the koinh<. In the N. T. contraction is rarely neglected, as  
Winer saw, though e]de<eto (xC for Lu. 8:38, though BL 33 read  
e][dei?to), noi~ (1 Cor. 1 : 10, etc.), o]ste<a (Lu. 24:39), o]ste<wn (Mt.  
23:27, etc.), o]re<wn (Rev. 6:15, Attic as well as Ionic), xeile<wn  
(Heb. 13:15), xruse<wn (Rev. 2:1, Lach., Treg.) show that the 
N. T. in this respect was like the koinh< and not the literary Attic.  
Blass5 observes that the N. T. Greek did not go quite as far in 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 10.  2 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 100. 
 3 Thumb, Hellen., p. 237. Cf. also ib., p. 63. For the mod. Gk. contrac- 
tion see p. 249. Cf. K.-B1., Bd. I, pp. 201-218. 
 4 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., pp. 100 ff.; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., pp. 68 ff.  
 5 W.-Th., p. 46; W.-M., p. 51. 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 22 f. 
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contracting vowels as the Attic did. In illustration can be men- 
tioned a]gaqoergei?n (1 Tim. 6:18), though a]gaqourgw?n is the cor- 
rect text in Ac. 14:17. But we have a]mpelourgo<j, i[erourgei?n,  
kakou?rgoj, oi]kourgo<j, panou?rgoj, not to mention the conjectural read- 
ing a]gaqoergo<j for Ro. 13:3 on the other hand. In Col. 2:16 
neomhni<a for the Attic noumhni<a is read by W. H., though supported 
only by BFG 121 f g vg.  So the LXX (Thack., Gr., p. 98). In  
the case of e]leino<j  W. H. have the regular form in Rev. 3:17, but 
e]leeino<j in 1 Cor. 15:19.  Blass1 reminds us, however, that even 
e]leino<j may represent e]lei*no<j. The N. T. likewise has nosso<j in Lu.  
2:24 (like the LXX) and nossi<a (or nossia<) in Lu. 13:34; Mt. 23: 
37.  Phrynichus2 condemned this dropping of e in neosso<j. Kammu<w  
(Mt. 13:15; Ac. 28:27, both from Is. 6:10) comes from the Epic 
and the old vernacular. Kat was an old form parallel with Kata<.  
 There are several noteworthy points about i.  The i is retained 
in a]llotriepi<skopoj (1 Pet. 4:15). The same thing is true with  
h[mi<wron (Rev. 8:1), like h[miw<bolon in the Attic inscriptions.3 The  
form e@stwn in Mk. 1:6 (already in Homer) is a twin rather than  
a syncopated form of e]sqi<wn (Mt. 11:19).4  In the N. T. the i  
is not dropped in such forms as biw<sesqe, e]nu<pnion, siwpa?n, ui[o<j. 
Blass5 calls the contraction of iei=ii=i "an entirely new kind,"  
though it appears in the koinh<, as in e]peikw?j, tamei?on, u[gei?a, etc.6  
When ei came to be equal to i, the two sounds naturally blended  
into one. Cf. the Ionic dative po<li for po<lii.  So in the N. T. we  
find pei?n (BCD), even pi?n (xAL) for piei?n in Jo. 4:9, and else- 
where in the N. T. In Mt. 6:6, etc., tamei?on is read for tamei?on.7 
On the other hand in Rev. 21:20 A reads sardio<nuc for sardo<nuc. 
W. H. read tetraarxe<w, tetraa<rxhj rather than tetrarxe<w, etc. The 
use of glwsso<komon instead of the earlier glwssoko<meion (—ion) should 
be noticed also. For the use of e]a<n = modal a@n see under (b), p. 190. 
 (i) DIPHTHONGS AND DIAERESIS. The Boeotians monoph- 
thongized the diphthongs ai, ei, oi, ou in the fourth and fifth 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 23. 
 2 Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 287. For other syncopated forms in the  
LXX see Thack., Gr., p. 99. 
 3 Meisterh., Gr. etc., p. 23.  4 Hort., Notes on Orth., p. 145. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 23. Omitted by Debrunner. 
 6 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 101. Cf. Dittenb., Or. Graec. Inscr. Sel., 
e]peikw?j (565. 19), tamei?on, (515. 26 ff.), u[gei<aj (618. 2). For the same phenomena 
in the LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. LXX, p. 10 f. 
 7 See Deiss., B. S., p. 183, for pap. illustrations of pei?n, pi?n, tamei?on. Moul- 
ton, Prol., p. 45, calls this coalescence of two successive i sounds "a universal  
law of Hellenistic phonology." Cf, for the LXX Thack., Gr., pp. 22, 63 f., 98. 
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centuries B.C.1  The Boeotians pronounced xai<rei=cheri as the  
vernacular koinh< did. Thumb (Hellenismus, p. 228) objects to "this  
emphasizing of Boeotian" by Kretschmer (Die griech. Vasenin- 
schriften; Einleit. in d. Gesch.). Moulton (Prolegomena, p. 33 f.)  
allows this Boeotian influence on the koinh< with a "perhaps." The  
itacising process still further developed this use of the diphthongs  
as monophthongs. Indeed Jannaris2 insists that the term di<fqog- 
goj as applied to sullabh< concerned the eye rather than the ear  
and meant more biliteral than bivocal. The spurious diphthongs 
show the process in a state of completion. The papyri, unlike the  
inscriptions, do not dissect a diphthong at the close of a line.3  
Where two vowels do not blend into one syllable, it is necessary  
to indicate it. Hence from very early times marks of diaeresis  
were used to show that each vowel has its own sound. The mark 
is put over the i or u which might otherwise be considered to  
unite with the preceding vowel. These marks are found in the 
oldest N. T. MSS. with such words as a[llhlou<i*a, (Rev. 19:1;  
but in the case of proper names transliterated from the Hebrew 
or Aramaic W. H. follow the Hebrew or Aramaic spelling.  
Cf. Hort, Intr., p. 313. So in other examples below),  ]Axai~a, 
 ]Axai*ko<j (1 Cor. 16:17), Bhqsai*da<, Ga<i*oj (also Gai?oj in Ac. 20:4,  
etc., but cf. Allen, Harvard Studies in Class. Philol., ii, 1891, pp.  
71 ff.), diu*li<zein (Mt. 23:24),  ]Ebrai*ti<, e]lwi~ (Mk. 15:34),  ]Ef- 
rai<m, however, or  ]Efre<m (xL in Jo. 11:54),  ]Hsai~aj, though B usu- 
ally without,4   ]Ioudai*kw?j, i]sxu~i (2 Pet. 2:11), Kai*a<faj, Ka<i*n (W. H.  
Kai<n), so W. H. Kaina<n (not Kai*na<n nor —a<m), Leuei<thj and not Leui~thj 
in W. H.,  Lwi~j (W. H. –i<j), Mwush?j in W. H., not Mwu*sh?j, Nineuei<thj  
and not Nineui~thj, pro<i*moj according to W. H., but prwi<, prwino<j. 
W. H. have Ptolemai~da in Ac. 21:7 and  [Rwmai*sti< in Jo. 19:20.  
D reads Xorazai~n. The Semitic etymology complicates the matter  
with some of these words.5 Many of the MSS. use diaeresis at  
the beginning of words as in i~na.6  xA regularly write hu*, while  
wu* is correct also.7  See Giles8 on the subject of diphthongs. For 
iota subscript see under (c). 
 (j) APHAERESIS AND PROTHETIC VOWELS. qe<lw, not e]qe<lw, is the 
only form in the N. T., as it is the common form in the koinh< and  
is that used in modern Greek. It is as old as Homer, and since 
 
 1 Hatz., Einl. etc., p. 304. Cf. K.-BI., Bd. I, pp. 243 ff. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 29.  3 Ib., p. 43. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 153 f.  
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 17. So  ]Iessai<. 
 5 Ib. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 34.  7 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 10. 
 6 Gregory, Prol. etc., p. 108. 8 Comp. Philol., pp. 158 ff. 
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250 B.C. is the only form in the Attic1 and Ionic2 inscriptions.  
The augment, however, is always h. Cronert3 finds e]qe<lw after  
consonants. The koinh< does not follow the Ionic in the use of  
kei?noj for e]kei?noj. Aphaeresis is frequent4 in the modern Greek  
vernacular, kei? and e]kei?, de<n for ou]de<n, etc. But the N. T. has  
only e]xqe<j (so LXX) in the best MSS. (cf. Jo. 4:52 xABCD;  
Ac. 7:28 xBCD; Heb. 13:8 xACD), the usual Attic form,  
though the papyri sometimes have xqe<j instead of the common  
e]xqe<j. The N. T. does not have du<romai, ke<llw, mei<romai, where 
o is dropped.  Cf. Kuhner-Blass, Tl. I, Bd. 1, p. 186. The form  
mei<romai (cf. o]meiro<menoi, in 1 Th. 2:8) occurs in Nicander for  
i[mei<romai. It is possible that in o](o[)mei<romai we have prothetic o 
instead of apharesis. Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 152; Winer- 
Schmiedel, p. 141. See Additional Notes for full list. 
 (k) ELISION. Besides the use of the movable final n and j the  
Greeks had two other methods of obviating hiatus (elision, cra- 
sis). The hiatus was distasteful to the finished writers, though  
more freedom was exercised in poetry. The avoidance of hiatus  
was always a more or less artificial matter and hiatus was un- 
avoidable in the most careful Attic writers, as in the case of o!ti,  
peri<, pro<, ti< ti, the article, relative, the small "form-words" (kai<,  
ei], mh<), etc. But the harsher hiatus like e]di<doto au]t&? would be 
avoided by the literary koinh< writers as well as by the Atticists.  
The inscriptions and the papyri show far less concern about hia- 
tus than do the literary writers of the koinh<. As might be expected  
the N. T. books agree in this matter with the vernacular koinh< 
and the MSS. vary greatly among themselves. Blass5 considers  
this situation in harmony with the tendency to greater isolation  
of the words in the later language. Indeed he thinks that only  
one6 book in the N. T. (Hebrews) shows the care of an artistic  
writer in the avoidance of hiatus. By omitting the 0. T. quota- 
tions and chapter 13 he finds that hiatus where there is a pause  
is a matter of indifference, as also with kai<. He finds fifty-two 
other instances of hiatus, whereas Romans goes beyond that num- 
 
 1 Meisterh., Gr., p. ,178. 
 2 Smyth, Ionic Dial., p. 482. Cf. Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 155. 
 3 Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 133 f. 
 4 Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 13. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 18. Cf. on hiatus K.-B1., I, pp. 190 ff. 
 6 Ib., p. 296 f. On indifference of later Gk. to hiatus see Bischoff, Neut.  
Wiss., 1906, p. 268; Thieme, ib., p. 265. Moulton (Prol., p. 92) quotes Kaelker  
(Qumst., p. 245 f.) as saying that Polyb. uses o!stij for o!j merely to avoid  
hiatus. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 160. 
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ber as far as ch. 4:18. But even then Blass has to admit cases  
of harsher hiatus in Hebrews, like a]delfoi> a!gioi, e@noxoi h#san, etc. 
 The Attic inscriptions show that the vernacular tongue did not  
care much about hiatus.1 The lighter elisions like d ] were used or  
not at will, while the heavier ones like di<kai ] o!pwj were rare. The  
same indifference to elision appears in the koinh< inscriptions2 and  
in the papyri.3  In general in the N. T. elision takes place regu- 
larly before pronouns and particles and before nouns in combina- 
tions of frequent occurrence4 like kat] oi#kon.  Blass5 has carefully  
worked out the following facts in the N. T. MSS. Te, ou#te, mh<te, 
a!ma, a@ra, ge, e]me< e@ti, i!na, w!ste, etc., do not undergo elision nor do  
noun- or verb-forms . The verse of Menander quoted in 1 Cor.  
15:33 is properly printed xrhsta>  o[mili<ai  by W. H.6 Even the  
compound words tesserakontaeth<j (Ac. 7:23) and e[katontaeth<j 
(Ro. 4:19) do not suffer elision, while tetra-a<rxhj has no eli- 
sion in xCD (Alexandrian, Hort).  Tou?t ] e@sti or toute<sti is the only 
example in the pronouns that we have in the N. T.7 It is in the  
particles then that most N. T. elisions occur, though there are  
comparatively few.  ]Alla<, according to Gregory,8  has elision in  
215 cases and fails to have it in 130, though the MSS. vary much.  
Hort9 observes that in a]lla< elision is usual before articles, pro- 
nouns and particles, but rare before nouns and verbs. Ro. 6:  
14-8:32 has many non-elisions of a]lla<, and the elision varies be- 
fore the different vowels except that it is constant before   
rarely suffers elision outside of o!j d ] a@n, but here frequently, while  
W. H. read de> au]to< in Ph. 2:18 after xBP. In 2 Cor. 3:16  
W. H. put h[ni<ka d ] a@n in the margin, text h[n. de> e]a<n (so Tisch,  
Nestle). In ou]de< elision takes place several times, as in ou]d ] a@n  
(Heb. 8:4), ou]d ] ei] (Ac. 19:2, xAB), ou]d ] i!na (Heb. 9:25), ou]d ]  
o!ti (Ro. 9:7), ou]d ] ou] (Mt. 24:21; Heb. 13:5), ou]d ] ou!twj (1 Cor.  
14:21). Blass10 further notes that prepositions seldom use elision 
 
 1 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 69 f. 
 2 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 134; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 71 f. 
 3 Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 138 f. Cf. also Thumb, Hellen. etc.,  
p. 82.      4 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 146.  
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 18. Cf. also Gregory, p. 93 f. 
 6 Moulton (Cl. Rev., Feb. 31, 1901) finds that the pap. like the Lat. have  
a vowel not used in the metre. The inscr. concur in this practice. Moulton,  
Prol., p. 45. Cf. also Mayser, Gr., pp. 155-158, 160-162. He shows that in  
the pap. it is largely a matter of indifference. On the scarcity of elision in the  
LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. LXX, p. 12 f.; Thackeray, pp. 22, 136 f. 
 7 Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 306) refers to the Oxyrhynchus pap., which 
have tou?t ei]pw<n in Jo. 20:22  8 Prol., p. 93 f. 
 9 Notes, p. 146.   10 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 18. 
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with proper names, since it was thought better, as on the in- 
scriptions, to keep the name distinct and readily discernible,  
though W. H. read di ]   ]Abraa<m in Heb. 7:9. Elision is most  
common with dia< as di ] e]so<ptrou (1 Cor. 13:12), "because there  
were already two vowels adjacent to each other" Blass1 thinks.  
 ]Anti< has elision only in a]nq ] w$n (Lu. 1:20, etc.). Elsewhere the  
prepositions show elision with pronouns and in current phrases,  
as in a]p ] a]rxh?j, a]p ]a@rti, a]p ] au]tou?, a]p ] e]mou?, e]p ] au]t&?, kat ] e]me<, kat ] 
i]di<an (kaq ] i[di<an), kat ] oi#kon, met ] e]mou?, par ] w$n, u[f ] h[mw?n ]  (u[mw?n), u[p ]  
ou]deno<j (1 Cor. 2:15).2 So the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 137). 
 (1) CRASIS. The Attic official inscriptions make little use of  
crasis, though it is fairly common in the vase-inscriptions of the  
fifth century B.C.3 In Magnesia Nachmanson finds only a few  
examples of kai< and the article.4 The same thing is true of Per- 
gamum.5 In the N. T. it is confined also to kai< and the article.  
And in the case of kai< crasis only occurs if the following word is  
a pronoun or a particle.  Kai< thus often, though not always,  
coalesces with e]gw< and the oblique cases, as ka]gw<, ka]moi<, ka]me<. If  
there is a "distinct co-ordination of e]gw> with another pronoun or 
a substantive," crasis does not take place.6  Even the MSS. vary  
greatly.7  Ka]kei?noj also is found as well as ka]kei? and ka]kei?qen.  Kai< 
likewise blends only occasionally with e]a<n in the sense of 'and if,'  
as in Mk. 16:18; Lu. 13:9; Jas. 5:15. In the sense of 'even  
if’ the crasis is more common, as in Mt. 26:35; Jo. 8:14. In  
the sense of 'if it be but' or 'if only' the crasis is uniform as in  
Mk. 5:28; 6:56; 2 Cor. 11:16.8 Cf. ka@n--kai> e]a<n (Jo. 8:14,  
16). The article suffers crasis very often in the older Greek, but  
in the N. T. it is seldom so. Hort 9 declines to accent tau]ta< for  
tau?ta in 1 Cor. 9:8 or tau]ta< for ta> au]ta< in Lu. 6:23, 26; 17:30,  
though supported in Luke by some good MSS. He does, how-  
ever, accept tou@noma in Mt. 27:57 and tou]nanti<on in 2 Cor. 2:7;  
Gal. 2:7; 1 Pet. 3:9 ("stereotyped as a single word," Blass10).  
Crasis is quite rare in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 137). 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 18. See Additional Notes. 
 2 For more minute details about the prep. see Gregory, Prol., pp. 94 ff.  
 3 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., pp. 70 ff.  4 Magn. Inschr., p. 74. 
 5 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 133. Cf. Mayser, Gr., pp. 158 ff., for the 
common pap. exx. like ka]gw<, ta]lhqe<j, etc. 6 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 145.  
 7 See Gregory, Prol., p. 96; Von Soden, I, p. 1380. 
 8 See Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 18, and W.-Sch., p. 38; Von Soden, I, p. 1380.  
Blass gives ka]pequ<mei from D (Lu. 15:16).  9 Notes on Orth., p. 145. 
 10 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 19. For scarcity in LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. LXX,  
p. 13 f. 
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 III. Consonant-Changes (stoixei?a su<mfwna). The Greek, like  
other Indo-Germanic tongues, wrote out both vowels and con- 
sonants save in the case of iota adscript, which was not always  
used. But, as with the Phoenician and Hebrew, which wrote only  
consonants, the consonants form the backbone of the language.  
Both consonants and vowels are originally pictographic. "Beth"  
(bh?ta) is 'house,' "gimul" (ga<mma) is 'camel,' "daleth" (de<lta) is 
'door,' etc.1  The Greek indeed developed the vowels a, e, i, o out  
of the Phoenician consonants aleph, he, yod, ayin.2 
 (a) ORIGIN AND CHARACTER OF THE CONSONANTS. Though  
the Greek consonants undoubtedly come chiefly from the Phoeni- 
cian symbols, they were not all used at once nor in the same  
places. At first the digraphs K□, T□ , H□ were used for the later  
X, q, F, and even after these letters won a foothold KS, XS, 
PS, FS were used in Attic for c, y.  It is only since 403 B.C. that 
the Greek alphabet (a@lfa bh?ta) has had regularly twenty-four  
letters. Jannaris3 gives an interesting study of the way the 
Greek letters looked in eighth, sixth, fifth and fourth centuries  
B.C. as shown by the inscriptions. In the inscriptions, however, 
ko<ppa continued to be used (like Latin Q) and bau? or di<gamma. 
This last, though called double ga<mma, perhaps represents the Phoe- 
nician vau. On the use of digamma in Homer see Kuhner-Blass.4  
It is a half-vowel in fact, as i and u are partly consonant in force, 
like Latin u (u) and i (j).5  The dropping of digamma affected  
many words, some of which have the rough breathing, though 
Thumb6 and Moulton7 think that this is an accident simply, and  
the rough breathing is due to analogy and not to the digamma in  
cases like kaq ] e!toj, etc. But changes in the use of the consonants 
did not cease when the Euclidean spelling reform was instituted  
403 B.C. As the vowels underwent steady development, so it was  
and is with the consonants. B early began occasionally to have  
the force of u, and g sometimes the j value of i as in modern Greek,  
and it was even inserted (irrational g).8 In general in the koinh< the 
 
 1 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 21. 2 Ib. Cf. Meisterh., Gr. etc., p. 3. 
 3 Ib., p. 24 f. On the whole subj. of changes in the pap. see Mayser, Gr.,  
pp. 163-248. For general remarks about consonant-changes in LXX MSS.  
see Swete, 0. T. in Gk., p. 301. 4 Bd. I, pp. 85-101. 
 5 Ib., pp. 77-85, 101-103. The mod. Gk. pronounces au]to<j =aftos. The  
inscr. give the form a]Futou?. Cf. Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 34. 
 6 Hellen., pp. 245 ff. 
 7 Prol., p. 44. But Sommer, Gr. Lautstudien, shows that the rough  
breathing is sometimes due to digamma. 
 8 Thumb, Hellen., p. 187 f.; cf. p. 134 f. for intervocal g. 
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consonant-changes are much fewer thhn those of the vowel. Such  
peculiarities as ss, gi<nomai, lh<myomai are common (Thackeray, Gr.,  
p. 100). 
 (b) THE INSERTION OF CONSONANTS. In the older Greek d 
is inserted in a]n-d-ro<j, and so with b in meshm-b-ri<a.1  The 
Attic used either form in e]mpi<(m)plhmi, e]mpi<(m)prhmi.  So in Ac.  
14: 17 DEP read e]mpimplw?n, (D e]n--), and in Ac. 28:6 xcBHLP 
most cursives have pi<mprasqai. The LXX MSS. show the same  
variation. D in Lu. 2:32, etc., has  ]Is-t-rah<l. The retention of  
m in all the forms (derivatives also) of lamba<nw (root lab) is in ac- 
cord with the usage of the papyri ("almost invariably")2 and the  
inscriptions of the koinh<, and is due to the Ionic la<myomai.3  Hence  
lh<myomai, e]lh<mfqhn, etc. In the Ptolemaic age (iii/i B.C.) the  
papyri give both forms. From i/iv A.D. the papyri and uncials  
(LXX and N. T.) give almost wholly forms. In the Byzantine  
period (vi/viii A.D.) the classic lh<yomai reappears. Cf. Thack- 
eray, Gr., p. 108 f.; Mayser, Gr., p. 194 f.; Cronert, Mem., p. 66.  
In the LXX the uncials give the spelling of their own date, not 
that of the translation. In Mk. 7:32 the extra g in mog(g)ila<lon  
is inserted by the Syrian class only and is not to be accepted. In  
Heb. 11:32 p is added to Samisw<n (Samyw<n).  So also in Ac. 3:7  
(xABC) d is added to sfu(d)ro<n which is as yet "unexplained."4 
In the case of   [Adramunthn&? (Ac. 27:2), read by W. H. on author- 
ity of AB 16 Copt. instead of   [Adramutthn&?, a slightly different 
situation exists. Two ways of pronouncing and spelling the  
name of the city existed. 
 (c) THE OMISSION OF CONSONANTS. There are not many 
cases where a consonant drops out of a N. T. word. In Rev.  
13:2 the correct reading (all the uncials) is undoubtedly a@rkou,  
not a@rktou. This form is found also in the LXX and in inscrip- 
tions of the first or second century A.D.5 W. H., following B and  
x, also (save in Mk. 3:22) read beezebou<l instead of beelzebou<l.  
Gi<nomai and ginw<skw are the exclusive forms in the N. T., though  
some MSS., as in the papyri and inscriptions, have gein–. Nach- 
 
 1 Blass compares the insertion of consonants in Semitic names like  @Ea-d- 
raj, Mam-b-rh?.   2 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. 
 3 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 179 f. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 64, for full references  
concerning the use of m with lamba<nw.  Cf. Gregory (Prol., p. 72) for list and  
references of the various compounds of lamba<nw and lh?myij in the N. T., 
a]na--, a]nepi--, a]nti--, a]po--, kata--, meta--, para--, pro--, pros--.  The LXX MSS.  
have lh<myomai (Q lh<yontai) and e]lh<mfqhn. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 22.  
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 24; W.-Sch., p. 64. 
 5 Ib., p. 65. 
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manson1 states clearly the facts. The Ionic as early as the fifth  
century B.C. used the gin forms, and the Doric shows the same  
situation in the fourth century. Even in Athens the gin, forms  
appear, and in the koinh< the gign forms vanish.  Golgoqa< follows 
the Hebrew tl,Gl;gu rather than the Chaldaic xHAl;GAl;Gu in having 
only one l. According to Winer-Schmiedel2 the two forms kau?da  
and klau?da (Ac. 27:16) represent two different islands near each  
other, which were confused in the MSS. It is hardly worth while  
to remark that sa<rdion (correct text in Rev. 4:3) is a substantive,  
while sa<rdinoj (Text. Rec.) is an adjective. 
 (d) SINGLE OR DOUBLE CONSONANTS. Blass3 and Winer- 
Schmiedel4 comment on the obscurity concerning the use of single  
or double consonants in the koinh<.  The phenomena in the N. T. 
in general correspond to the situation in the koinh<.5 In the modern  
Greek vernacular (cf. Thumb, Handbook, p. 27) the double con- 
sonants, except in Southeastern Greek dialects, have the value of  
only one. In the oldest Attic inscriptions in most cases where  
the doubling of consonants was possible the single consonant was 
used.6 The rule with initial r[ was that when it passed to the  
middle of a word as a result of reduplication or the prefixing of 
a preposition, etc., it was doubled. But r]erantisme<noj is read by  
xACDP in Heb. 10:22 as in Ionic and late Greek, r[erimme<noi in D  
(Mt. 9:36), and perireramme<noj in x (Rev. 19:13). Blass7 observes 
 
 1 Magn. Inschr., p. 108. Cf. also Hoffmann, Griech. Dial., Bd. III, p. 173;  
Meisterh., p. 128; Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 165; Schmid, Atticismus, Bd.  
IV., p. 579 (for the Atticistic gign); Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 91 f.;  
Reinhold, De Graec. Patr. etc., pp. 46-48. In the LXX gi<nomai and ginw<skw  
are uniform. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 21. Thack. (Gr., p. 111 f.) finds  
illustrations of the omission of intervocalic 7 in the LXX uncials as in the  
pap. (Mayser, Gr., p. 167 f.). 
 2 P. 65, where a full discussion of the geographical points is given. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 10. 
 4 P. 55; cf. also Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., pp. 225 ff. 
 5 See Thumb, Hellen., pp. 20 ff.; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., pp. 122 ff.;  
Nachm., Magn. Inschr., pp. 88 ff.; Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., pp. 74 ff.  
Cf. Mayser, Gr., pp. 211-219. For the LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp.  
14-16. The MSS. of the LXX are largely the same as those of the N. T. and  
show similar phenomena in orthography. So in Ex. 7:10 B has e@riyen,  ]Arr.  
Both a]rrabw<n, and a]rabw<n occur, and it is in the pap. that we can often find the  
true Ptolemaic spelling. A curiously has usually ge<nhma and B ge<nnhma. 
 6 Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 93. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 10, 328. Similar variations in usage as to r or rr  
appear in the inscr. of the koinh< (Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 124, a]nantirh<twj,  
etc.; Nachm., Magn. etc., p. 91) and even in the Attic inscr. (Meisterh., p. 95,  
a]narhqe<ntej, etc.). Cf. Reinhold, De Graec. etc., p.42, for exx. of e]ru<sato, etc. 
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that the Syriac versions use xmvhr for  [Rw<mh, though some Attic 
inscriptions use initial pp. In Mt. 9:20 ai[morrou?sa is correct  
(xL one r). In Ac. 10:29 BD 61 read a]natirh<twj, and in Ac. 
19:36 BL have a]nantirh<twn. In Ac. 27:43 W. H. follow xC in  
a]pori<yantaj, and in Lu. 19:35 all but the Syrian class read e]pi- 
ri<yantej and xAB have the same form in 1 Pet. 5:7. In Mt. 9:36  
the Neutral (and Alexandrian) class has e]rimme<noi, the Syrian e]rr., 
while D has r[erimm–.  In Mt. 15:30 xDL read e@riyan, while B  
and the rest have e@rriyan, but see Ac. 27:19. But in Lu. 17:2 
e@rriptai is supported by all MSS. save II and pscr. In Jo. 19:23  
a@rafoj is read by W. H., though B has app. In 2 Cor. 12:4 a@rrhta 
is right as a@rrwstoj in Mk. 6:5, 13, etc. In 2 Cor. 1:22 W. H.  
follow BCD vs. xAL in reading a]rrabw?na, a Semitic word which 
in its Semitic form has the doubling of the consonant and the  
metrical prosody – ˇ – according to Blass,1 who compares also  
the Latin arrha. W. H. have diar<caj in Mk. 14:63 after BN,  
while in Lu. 8:29 diarh<sswn is supported by ABCRUD.  In Mt. 
26:65 W. H. give die<rhcen on the authority of only qf according  
to Tisch., though BL read dierh<sseto in Lu. 5:6. But prose<rhcen  
in Lu. 6:48 is supported by xBDL and in 6:49 by BDL. In  
Ac. 16:22 perirh<cantej is the reading of all uncials save P, but 
most cursives follow P. But in Ac. 14:14 all MSS. have diarrh<- 
cantej and in Lu. 9:42 the same thing is true of e@rrhcen.  In Mk. 
2:21 e]pira<ptei is read by all the best MSS. and the Syrian class  
is divided, and the same is true of Mt. 26:67 e]ra<pisan.  In 2 Cor.  
11:25 e]rabdi<sqhn, is correct, while likewise e]ra<ntisen (Heb. 9:19,  
21) has all save late Syrian support. So –rr– in e]rre<qh (BD e]rrh<qh,  
not W. H., Mt. 5:21, etc.) is the constant reading in the N. T.  
In Eph. 3:17 (18) and Col. 2:7, all MSS. have e]rrizwme<noi. W. H.  
follow B alone in 2 Cor. 1:10; 2 Pet. 2:7 with e]ru<sato, while in 
Col. 1:13 B is joined by FGP. In 2 Tim. 3:11 AD read e]ru<sato,  
and xAC 37 give e]ru<sqhn in 2 Tim. 4:17. All MSS. have e@rrwsqe  
(Ac. 15:29).  Mu<rra (B) is changed to Mu<ra in the Syrian text (Ac. 
27:5; cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 160), but Winer-Schmiedel (p. 58)  
found only Mu<ra in the inscriptions.  Pararuw?men (Heb. 2:1) is read 
by all the pre-Syrian classes. Parrhsi<a, parrhsia<zomai (from pan- 
rhsi<a), not parh–, is the usual reading in the N. T. (see Additional  
Notes), as occasionally in the inscriptions.2  W. H. read purro<j in 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 10.  ]Arabw<n "only Western," Hort, Notes on Orth.,  
p. 148. But the pap. (Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 33; Deiss., B. S., p. 183 f.)  
frequently have a]rabw<n, and, as Deissmann remarks, people are not always par- 
ticular to preserve mere etymology. 2 CIGII, 2722. 5. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 56, 
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Rev. 6:4 and 12:3, though the evidence is pretty evenly balanced.1  
The Alexandrian class has pura<zei in Mt. 16 : 2, but W. H. reject the  
passage. The MSS. all have Xeima<rrou in Jo. 18:1. 
 The other instances outside of r are not so numerous. The  
MSS. (all but late Syrian) support (balla<ntion, not bala<ntion, as  
do the papyri.2  Blass3 argues for it also on metrical grounds.  
Ge<nhma, because given by no grammarian, was "attributed by  
Fritzsche (on Mark, pp. 619 ff.) to the carelessness of transcribers"  
(Thayer), but as sometimes in the LXX (Ezek. 36:30) so in the  
N. T. the best MSS. distinguish between ge<nnhma (from genna<w),  
'living creatures,' as gennh<mata e]xidnw?n  (Mt. 3:7) and ge<nhma (from  
gin<omai, ‘the fruits of the earth,’ as e]k tou? genh<matoj th?j a]mpe<lou (Mk. 
14:25). Phrynichus4 condemns the use of ge<nnhma=karpo<j (Dio- 
dorus, Polybius, etc.). Root of both verbs is gen.  This distinction  
between ge<nhma and ge<nnhma appears in the papyri also, though genh- 
qe<nta occurs in the Fayum Papyri (B.U. 110. 14) "undoubtedly  
from genna<w."5  So N. T. MSS. vary6 about ge<nnhma. The gram- 
marians (Lobeck, ad Phrynichum, p. 726) reject e]kxu<nw for e]kxe<w,  
but the best MSS. give e]kxu<nnw everywhere in the N. T. W. H.  
accept this AEolic form in Mt. 23:35; 26:28; Mk. 14:24; Lu.  
11:50 marg.); Lu. 22:20 (bracket the passage); and Ac. 22:20.  
So also sunxu<nnw (W. H.) in Ac. 9:22; 21:31.  Cf. u[perekxunno<me- 
non in Lu. 6:38.  Likewise MSS. support a]nabai<nnw, o]pta<nnomai,  
while the AEolic a]pokte<nnw is received by W. H. in Rev. 6:11 and 
a]poktennu<w in Mk. 12:5, though rejected elsewhere in N. T. on  
divided testimony.    @Enatoj has been restored throughout the  
N. T. by W. H. instead of e@nnatoj of the Text. Rec. The inscrip- 
tions support the N. T. MSS. in this change (Thayer). So W. H. 
give e]nenh<konta (Mt. 18:12 ff.; Lu. 15:4, 7) but e]nne<a always. 
 ]Eneo<j, not e]nneo<j, W. H. give (Ac. 9:7) as the LXX (Is. 56:10), a  
word possibly identical with a@newj (a@naoj). W. H. present7 kra<bat- 
toj instead of the krabbatoj of the Text. Rec., though kra<batoj 
would more nearly represent the Latin grabatus as it appears  
in Etym. M. (154. 34; 376. 36). Kraba<trioj is found also for the 
 
 1 The inscr. show puro<j also (Dittenb., 177. 15; 748. 20). 
 2 Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 76.            3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 11.  
 4 Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 348. 
 5 Deiss., B. S., pp. 109 f., 184. Cf. Thackeray, p. 118. 
 6 Gregory, Prol., p. 79. 
 7 In Mk. B (5) has kra<batoj, but is not followed by W. H. in Jo. and Ac.  
(6). Thumb, Hellen., p. 22, argues for bb as the correct form from mod. Gk.  
usage. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 328) cites both kra<battoj and kraba<tion from  
Arrian's Diss. Epict. and kra<battoj from the pap. Cf. Moulton's note in Einl. 
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Latin grabatarius (CIGII 2114 d i).  x, however, has 10/11 times  
the strange form kra<baktoj (–tt– only in Ac. 5:15).  Lase<a (Ac.  
27:8) is Lassai<a in some MSS.  Mamwna?j, from Aramaic xnAOmxmA,  
is correct.  Masa<omai is the right reading in Rev. 16:10 (xACP).  
Only the Western class has plhmu<rhj for plhmmu<rhj in Lu. 6:48.  
W. H. properly have r[a<koj, not r[a<kkoj, from r[h<gnumi (Mt. 9:16;  
Mk. 2:21).  In the Western interpolation in Ac. 20:15, W. H.  
read Trwgu<lion, not –u<llion nor –i<lion. Some Latin MSS. read  
hysopus for u!sswpoj in Jo. 19:29 and Heb. 9:19.  Fu<geloj, not  
–elloj, is read in 2 Tim. 1:15 by all save A and most cursives.  
Cf.  Fuge<lioj in CIGII 3027. 
 The Hebrew and Aramaic proper names call for special re- 
mark.   !Annaj =NnAHA (Josephus    @Ananoj) may be due to the drop- 
ping of a or to the analogy of    !Anna=hnA.Ha. W. H. (Ac. 1:23;  
15:22) prefer Barsabba?j (from xBAwarBa, ‘son of the Sabbath’) to  
Barsaba?j (from xbAw; rBa, 'son of Saba').1  The Text. Rec. has Fenh- 
sare<t (W. H. Gennhsare<t) in Mk. 6:53, elsewhere –nn–.2   Go<morra is 
read in LXX and N. T. (Mt. 10:15, etc.), hrAmofE.  W. H. accept 
]Elisai?oj, not   ]Eliss. (Syrian) in Lu. 4:27=fwAylix<.   ]Iessai< 
(Lu. 3:32, etc.) comes from  ywayi.  The N. T. and 1 Macc. have  
 ]Io<pph, but the ancient grammarians and lexicographers pre- 
fer   ]Io<ph.3  In Lu. 3:27  ]Iwana<n (indeclinable) is the right text.  
W. H. prefer  ]Iwa<na (vhaOy) to  ]Iwa<nhj in Lu. 8:3; 24:10. But more  
doubt exists concerning  ]Iwa<nhj, which W. H. read everywhere  
save in Ac. 4:6; 13:5; Rev. 22:8, following B and sometimes  
D. The single n prevails in D in Luke and Acts, while  ]Iwa<nnhj is 
more common in D in Matthew, Mark, John.4   x has the single 
n in the part written by the scribe of B.5  The inscriptions have  
it both ways. Blass6 finds the explanation in the Hebrew termi- 
nation –an, which was treated as a variable inflection in the Greek,  
the LXX MSS. having now  ]Iwana<n and now  ]Iwa<non. This fact  
opposes the derivation of the name  ]Iwa<nnhj from  ]Iwana<n-hj, leaving 
the –hj unexplained.7  Maria<m (MyAr;mi) = Maria<mmh in Josephus.8 
Messi<aj is from the Aramaic xHyAwim; = Hebrew haywimA.ha but the Syr- 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 57. 
 2 Cf. Pliny (Nat. Hist., V, 15. 71 for Genh.) also. In W.-Sch., p. 57, the  
point is made that the unpointed Targums do not distinguish between rsayneG;  
and rsayne.Gi. 
 3 W.-Sch., p. 56, =OpyA or yAbayA.  Cf. on this subject Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., 
p. 26 f.              4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 328, quoting E. Lippett. 
 5 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 159. 7 W.-Sch., p. 57; E. Bibl., p. 2504 f. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 11 . 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 11. 
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ian class reads Mesi<aj in Jo. 1:41 (42); 4:25. Sa<rra, Heb.  
hrAWA: (feminine of  rWa), is read by MSS. generally in N. T., though  
L has Sa<raj in Ro. 4:19 (vulg. Sarae). All the MSS. have nn  
in Sousa<nna (Lu. 8:3) after the Heb. hn.AwaOw (‘a lily’).  Xarra<n is  
supported by most MSS., though D and a few cursives have  
Xara<n in Ac. 7:2 after the Hebrew NrAHA.  The LXX has Xarra<n   
and the Greek writers (Strabo, etc.) have Ka<rrai, Latin Carrhae. 
 Doubling of the Aspirate. As a rule the aspirated mutes (q, x,  
f) are not doubled in more correct writing either in early or late  
Greek, but N. T. MSS. give examples of qq, xx, ff.  In Philemon  
2 D has  ]Affi<a, while 3 has  ]Appi<a (so vulg.) and FG, etc., even  
]Amfi<a.  In Mk. 7:34 all MSS. have o]ffaqa< (or e]ffeqa<) save D  
and two Coptic MSS. which have e]pfaqa<. W. H. give Maqqai?oj= 
Hebrew hyATima; in the N. T. (Mt. 9:9 ff., etc.), and Maqqa<n in Mt.  
1:15. W. H. read Matqa<t in Lu. 3:24, but Maqqa<t in Lu. 3:29.  
In Ac. 1:23, 26 W. H. have Maqqi<aj, but in Lu. 3:25 f. they pre- 
fer Mattaqi<aj to Maqqaqi<aj.  In Ac. 5:1, W. H. consider Saffeira  
Western and read Sapfeira (either Aramaic xrAyPisa, ' beautiful,' or 
Hebrew ryPisa 'precious stone').1  The LXX MSS. show the same  
variations. Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 121. 
 (e) ASSIMILATION OF CONSONANTS. In the early period of the  
Greek language the inscriptions often show assimilation of con- 
sonants between separate words. The words all ran together  
in the writing (scriptura continua) and to some extent in pro- 
nunciation like the modern French vernacular. Usage varied  
very early, but the tendency was constantly towards the dis- 
tinctness of the separate words (dissimilation). However, e]c 
came finally to be written e]k before consonants, though e]g, e]kk, e]x, 
e]gk and even e] (cf. Latin) are found in Attic inscriptions,2 as e]g 
nh<swn, etc. Only sporadic examples outside of e]c and e]k appear  
in the N. T. as a]ne<gliptoj in D (Lu. 12:33), a]pegdu<sei in B (Col. 
2:11), e@ggona in D (1 Tim. 5:4), eggona, not engona.3 The Attic 
inscriptions even have j assimilated in tou>l li<qouj. The most 
 
 1 On the whole subject see Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 159, and Blass, Gr. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 11. Cf. also Schweizer, Perg. etc., pp. 110 f., 114 f. Cf. for  
the pap., Mayser, Gr., pp. 190-224; Soden, I, pp. 1372 ff. 
 2 Cf. Meisterh., pp. 105-109. In North Engl. one hears "ith wood" for  
"in the wood." The MSS. of the LXX show the same phenomena as one  
sees in the N. T. MSS. and the pap., like e]g gastri<, e]m me<s&, suggra<fein, etc.  
Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 16 f.; Thack., Gr., pp. 130 ff. 
 3 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 12; Ausspr, etc., p. 123. Alexandrian  
writers followed the Attic in this assimilation. Blass compares the guttural  
use of a in a]h[li< (Mt. 27:46) in L and in the LXX   ]Aermw<n,  ]Aendw<r. 
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common assimilation between separate words is in words ending  
in --n especially with the article and e]n.  Examples like th>m po<lin,  
to>l lo<gon, to>r  [Ro<dion,  e]l  Le<sb&,  e]s Sidw?ni, etc., are very common.1  
Similar phenomena occur in the koinh< inscriptions, though the  
failure to assimilate is far more noticeable. See list of examples 
in Nachmanson.2 As a rule the papyri do not assimilate such  
cases.3 In the N. T., as in the later koinh< generally, only a few 
remnants survive of this assimilation of n between words. Blass,4  
who has used the MSS. to good purpose, finds several, as, for in- 
stance, e]g gastri< in A (Lu. 21:23), e]g Kana? in AF (Jo. 2:11), e]m 
me<s& in AC (Rev. 1:13; 2:1, etc.), in AP (Heb. 2:12), in LD  
(Mt. 18:2; Lu. 8:7), e]m prau<thti in x (Jas. 1:21), su>m Maria<m in 
AE, etc. (Lu. 2:5), su>m pa?sin in EG, etc. (Lu. 24:21). The earlier  
papyri (up to 150 B.C.) show a good deal of this assimilation be- 
tween words (Thackeray, Gr., p. 131). This assimilation between 
separate words is common in modern Greek (cf. Thumb, Handb.,  
pp. 16 ff.). So to>n pate<ra=tombatera. But a much more difficult  
matter is presented in the case of e]n and su<n in composition, 
though in general "assimilation is the rule in compounds of e]n,  
retention of n in those of su<n."5  But in 1 and 2 Peter assimila- 
tion is the rule (only two clear exceptions) for both su<n and e]n  
due possibly6 to the absence of uncials. The later papyri as a  
rule do not assimilate su<n, though often e]n.7  In the N. T. no ex- 
amples occur of e]n or su<n before c or r.8  Hort9 gives a list of what  
he considers "the certain and constant forms" of e]n and su<n in  
composition. "All other compounds of su<n and e]n are included in 
the list of alternative readings." Hort thus reads e]m– before the  
labials (p, b, f) and the liquid m except e]nperipath<sw (2 Cor. 6:16),  
possibly e]npne<wn (Ac. 9:1), and e@nprosqen once (Rev. 4:6) and  
Western class elsewhere. So assimilation takes place before the  
liquid l, as e]lloga<w).  But before the palatals k, g the usage varies,  
though before x we have e]gxri?sai (Rev. 3:18) with reading e]n. 
 
 1 Meisterh., p. 110 f. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 97. 
 2 Magn. Inschr., p. 100 f. Cf. also Schweizer, Perg. etc., p. 127; Jann.,  
Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 92. 
 3 Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 57; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 12. 
 4 Ib., pp. 11 f., 306.   5 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 149.  
 6 Ib. In general see Wecklein, Curae Epigr. ad Gr. Graeca.e etc., 1869,  
p. 47 f. 
 7 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 12. Cf. Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 61. 
 8 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 149. See for LXX Thackeray, pp. 132 
 9 Ib. For the inscr. see Nachm., Magn., p. 104 f. The Coptic shows similar  
variation. For the loss of final n in mod. Gk. vernac. see Thumb, Handb., p. 24 f. 
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We read e]ngegramme<nh in 2 Cor. 3:2 f. (xABCDFG) and e]nkai<- 
nia, e]nkaini<zw, e]nkatoike<w, e]nkauxw?mai, e]nkentri<zw, e]nkri<nw, though e]g- 
kale<w, e@gklhma, etc., and e]gkatalei<pw except in Acts.1 As to su<n  
here is Hort's decision.  Sunp– he accepts save in sumpo<sia. On the  
other hand Hort has only sunbasileu<w, sunbiba<zw, elsewhere sumb—  
as in sumbai<nw; only su<nfhmi, sunfu<w, but sumf— as in sumfe<rw. With  
the palatals Hort reads sunk– always, as in sunka<qahmai, only sugge- 
nh<j, sugkalu<ptw, but sunxrw?mai and su<gxusij. He has both sunlale<w, 
sunlupou?mai and sullamba<nw, sulle<gw; sunmaqhth<j, etc., but summor- 
fizw, su<mmorfoj.  Hort has sunzw?, etc., but su<zuge; su<nyuxoj, but  
has both sunstauro<w, etc., and sustre<fw, etc. For the detailed  
W. evidence see Gregory.2  Hort also prefers palingenesi<a, but  
is doubtful about kenxreai<, panplhqei<. 
 (f) INTERCHANGE AND CHANGING VALUE OF CONSONANTS.  
One cannot here go into the discussion of the labial, palatal, dental,  
velar stops, the spirants, liquids, nasals. One can give only the  
special variations in the N. T. The b sound was rare in the older  
Indo-Germanic languages and easily glided into u or v.3 The Greek  
bai<nw is like venio in Latin, bi<oj is like vivus though different in his- 
tory. In modern Greek b has sound of v.  In the N. T. as in the  
LXX all the uncials have u in Dauei<d (W. H.) where the minuscules  
read Dabi<d.4  In the case of beli<ar (2 Cor. 6:15) it is from rfaya lBe 
(‘lord of the forest’), while the Text. Rec. beli<al is from lafay.liB; 
(‘worthlessness’).5 The variation between rs and rr, Moulton6 ob- 
serves, runs down to modern Greek. The Attic rr did not displace  
the Ionic and early Attic rs entirely in the Attic inscriptions.7 In  
the N. T., like the rest of the koinh<, usage is divided.8  Hort (p. 149)  
prefers a@rshn except a@rrhn perhaps 4/4 times in Paul. In the Gos- 
pels and Acts qa<rsoj and the two imperatives qa<rsei, qarsei?te are  
uniform, but in 2 Cor. (5:6, 8; 7:16; 10:1, 2) and Heb. (13:6) 
 
 1 About e]n, in composition see Gregory, Prol. etc., p. 76 f.; Soden, I,  
p. 1383.   ]En in MSS. appears in composition as e]n--, e]g-- and even e]k--, as  
e]kko<phn.  On e@nprosqen in the pap. see Mayser, Gr., p. 45. 
 2 Prol. etc., p. 73 f. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 91-97, for the history of  
this subject during various stages of the language. 
 3 Cf. Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 98, 124 
 4 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 66 note. 
 5 Cf. ib., p. 58 note, for further discussion. 
 6 Prol., p. 45. Cf. also Thumb, Theol. Literaturzeit., XXVIII, p. 422. 
 7 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., pp. 99 f. 
 8 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 125; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 94. In the  
pap. a@rrhn "greatly preponderates over. a@rshn" (Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p.  
33). Cf. also Reinhold, De Graec. etc., p. 44 f. Thumb, Hellen., p. 77 f. 
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qarrei?n is the correct text.  z displaces s in a few words. Voiced  
s in union with voiced consonants had the sound of z, and z was  
pronounced sd.1   @Azwtoj (Ac. 8:40) dODw;xa, Ashdod. Lagarde's  
LXX has   ]Aseddw<d in Josh. 11:22 (A has   ]Ashdw<d, B  ]Aseldw<).  
xrAz;f, is rendered also  @Ezraj or  @Esdraj. But in the N. T. period 
z is changing from the ds sound to z.   [Armo<zw, not the Attic  
a[rmo<ttw, is the N. T. form.2  Lachmann has mazo<j for masto<j in  
Rev. 1:13. In 1 Th. 5:19 BDFG (Western class) read zbe<nnute,3  
simply phonetic spelling. Hort4 considers Zmu<rna as Western  
only in Rev. 1:11; 2:8, but the papyri and inscriptions both  
give it.5  The most noticeable feature of all is, however, that  
the Attic and Boeotian tt did not hold against the Ionic ss 
(though even Thucydides and the Tragic poets used ss). Papyri,  
inscriptions and N. T. MSS. all unite in using ss as the rule,  
though all occasionally have tt.  It does not seem possible to  
reduce the usage to an intelligent rule.6   ]Ekplhtto<menoj is ac- 
cepted by W. H. in Ac. 13:12, elsewhere ss.  Both e]la<sswn  
(Jo. 2:10; Ro. 9:12) and e]la<ttwn (1 Tim. 5:9; Heb. 7:7) are  
found, but only the "literary" (so Blass) words e]latto<w (Jo. 3:  
30; Heb. 2:7, 9) and e]lattone<w (2 Cor. 8:15). Similar diversity  
exists between h$sson (1 Cor. 11:17; 2 Cor. 12:15) and h[ssw<qhte  
(2 Cor. 12:13) on the one hand and h!tthma (1 Cor. 6 : 7; Ro.  
11:12) and h[tta?sqai (2 Pet. 2:19 f.) on the other.  In Heb. 6:9;  
10:34 W. H. read krei<ssona, elsewhere krei<ttona (Heb. 1 : 4; 7: 7, 
19, 22; 8: 6; 9:23; 11:16, 35, 40; 12:24), and Hebrews has  
some literary influence, an argument for Blass' idea above. Paul  
has krei?tton only in 1 Cor. 7:9, while krei?sson is found in 1 Cor.  
7:38; 11:17; Ph. 1:23.  Hort accepts krei?tton in 1 Pet. 3:17 
 
 1 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 113, 115. On the whole subject of the  
exchange of consonants in the pap. see Mayser, Gr., pp. 169-188, 219-224. 
For the LXX exx. (ou]de<n, ou]qe<n; glw?ssa, glw?tta; fula<ssw, fula<ttw;  
e]la<sswn, e]la<ttwn; a@rrhn, qarrw?), etc.) see Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 17-20;  
Thack., Gr., pp. 100-124. 
 2 Cf. Rutherford, New Phyrn., p. 14. 
 3 Cf. a@zbestoj in N (Mk. 9:43), e]gnwzme<noj, etc., in pap. (W.-Sch., p. 59).  
 4 Notes on Orth., p. 148. 
 5 Deiss., B. S., p. 185. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 45; Dittenb., 458. 41, iv 
Zmu<rn^. 
 6 Cf. Thumb, Hellen., pp. 53, 78 ff.; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 125;  
Nachm., Magn. etc., p. 95 f.; Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 32; Prol., p. 45;  
Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 23; Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 148; Reinhold, De  
Grace. etc., p. 43 f. Giles (Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 115) thinks that the ss  
in Athens was a literary mannerism and pronounced just like tt. 
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and 2 Pet. 2:21 (doubtful). Cf. sh<meron for the Attic th<meron.  
  @Ornic (Lu. 13:34) is called Western by Hort, though Moulton,1 
observes that it has some papyrus support and is like the modern 
Greek (Cappadocian) o]rni<x. 
 (g) ASPIRATION OF CONSONANTS. There is besides some fluc- 
tuation in the aspiration of consonants. See under (d) for the 
double aspirates like  ]Affi<a, etc. This uncertainty of aspiration is  
very old and very common in the inscriptions and papyri,2 though 
the N. T. has only a few specimens. W. H. read  [Akeldama<x in  
Ac. 1:19, xmAD; lqaHE.   So r[aka< (Mt. 5:22), xqAyre but sabaxqanei< 
(B has -kt-) in Mt. 27:46.  Gennhsare<t is correct; the Syrian  
class has –e<q in Mt. 14:34. W. H. have uniformly Kafarnaou<m,  
and read Nazare<t save in four passages, Nazare<q in Mt. 21:11;  
Ac. 10:38, and Nazara< in Mt. 4:13; Lu. 4:16. In Lu. 11:27;  
23:29 DFG have masqoi for mastoi<, likewise x in Rev. 1:13.   ]Equ<qh 
is read by cursives, Clem., Or., etc., in 1 Cor. 5:7.  In ou]qei<j and  
mhqei<j after elision of e the d has blended with the ei$j as if it were  
t and become q.  It is first found in an inscr. 378 B.C. and is the 
usual form in the pap. in iii/B.C. and first half of ii/B.C. By i/A.D.  
the d forms are supreme again (Thack., Gr., pp. 58 ff). Blass3 finds  
ou]qeno<j in Lu. 22:35 (ABQT); 2 Cor. 11:8 (xBMP); ou]qe<n, in Lu.  
23:14 (xBT); Ac. 15:9 (BHLP); 19:27 (xABHP); 26:26 (xB);  
1 Cor. 13:2 (xABCL); mhqe<n in Ac. 27:33 (xAB).  But e]couqene<w  
in the LXX and the N. T. prevails, though W. H. (after BD) read  
e]coudenhq^? in Mk. 9:12.  x and xD read the Attic pandokei?on, -eu<j 
in Lu. 10:34 f., but W. H. accept pandoxei?on, ---eu<j (from de<xomai).  
Sa<repta in Lu. 4:26 is the LXX rendering of tpar;c.  Tropofore<w  
and trofofore<w are two distinct words, though the MSS. differ 
widely in Ac. 13:18, the Neutral and Western supporting trop-  
Hort considers sfuri<j for spuri<j right (Mt. 15:37, etc.).  It is  
well attested by the papyri.4  W. H. read fo<bhqron, not fobhtron, 
in Lu. 21:11. 
 (h) VARIABLE FINAL CONSONANTS. The use of n e]felkustiko<n 
(paragogic n) cannot be reduced to any clear rule. The desire to  
avoid hiatus extended this usage, though it probably originally had 
a meaning and was extended by analogy to cases where it had none.  
Cf. English articles a, an (Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 208). 
 
 1 Prol., p. 45. Cf. Thumb, Hellen., p. 90.  2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 59..  
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 24; W.-Sch., p. 61. Cf. Meisterh., p. 48, for this  
interaspiration in the old Attic inscr. Cf. Mayser, pp. 180 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 45. The Ptol. pap. have both spellings, Deiss., B. S.,  
p. 185. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 173. 
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The same thing is true of movable final j.  In the old Attic before  
403 B.C. this movable n was seldom used. It is more frequent in the  
new Attic up to 336 B.C., and most common in the koinh<, vanishing  
again in the modern Greek, as n easily disappears in pronuncia- 
tion. Meisterhans1 has an interesting table on the subject, show- 
ing the relative frequency in different centuries. This table  
proves that in the koinh< it came to be the rule to use the movable  
n both before consonants and vowels. This is shown also by the  
inscriptions2 and the Ptolemaic papyri. Per contra note the dis- 
appearance of final n in modern Greek vernacular, when not pro- 
nounced (Thumb, Handb., pp. 24 ff.). However, as a rule, this  
movable final n occurs only with the same classes of words as in  
the Attic as after –si, esti< and e in verbs (3d sing. past tenses).  
The irrational n mentioned as common later by Hatzidakis3 is  
rare. The older N. T. MSS. (xABC) are in harmony with the  
koinh< and have the movable n and j both before consonants and  
vowels with a few exceptions. The later N. T. MSS. seem to  
feel the tendency to drop these variable consonants. Moulton4  
mentions mei<zwn (Jo. 5:36) as a good example of the irrational n  
in N. T. MSS. (ABEGMA). Cf. also the irrational n with the  
subjunctive in the papyri. So e]a>n h#n a@rsenon P. Oxy. 744 (i/B.C.) for 

#̂.  See Moulton, Prol., pp. 168, 187, for further examples. The 
failure to use this n was originally most common in pause, some- 
times even before vowels.5 Blass6 observes that it was only the 
Byzantine grammarians who made the rule that this n should be 
used before vowels and not before consonants, a rule of which 
their predecessors did not have the benefit, a thing true of many 
other grammatical rules. We moderns can teach the ancients 
much Greek! Since the N. T. MSS.7  show no knowledge of this 
later grammatical "rule," W. H. follow a mechanical one indeed, 
 
 1 Att. Inschr., p. 114. 
 2 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 137, whose. table confirms that of Meisterh.  
Cf. also Thieme, Inschr. von Magn., p. 8; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 110,  
with similar table. The pap. agree, Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 137, and  
Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 236 ff. In the LXX n e]felk. occurs before con- 
sonants also. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 22 ff.; Thack., Gr., pp. 134 ff.  
So as to movable j. Cf. me<xri u[mw?n and me<xrij ou$ in LXX. 
 3 Einl. etc., p. 111, like i[storh<qhn o[ nao<j. Cf. Schweiz., Perg. Inschr., p. 137. 
 4 Prol., p. 49. Cf. also Reinhold, De Graec., p. 37. 
 5 W.--Sch., p. 62.   6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 19. 
 7 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 147 f.; Gregory, Prol., p. 97 f. In simple truth  
n movable was not so uniform in the earlier Gk. (esp. Thuc.) as the grammars  
imply. Cf. Maasson, De littera v Graec. parag., 1881, pp. 47, 61. 
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but the only practical guide under the circumstances. They go  
by the testimony of the oldest uncials. Hort gives a considerable  
list of examples where the n is wanting in one or more of the older  
uncials, but where W. H. have n, as in a]rou?sin (Mt. 4:6), pa?sin  
(Mt. 5:15), etc. But in Lu. 1:3 e@doce is read by xBCD. In Ac.  
24:27 kate<lipe is supported by xB. There are about a dozen  
more instances in Hort's long list of alternative readings where  
W. H. prefer the form without n, rather more frequently after at,  
than after e.1 W. H., however, have ei@kosi everywhere, as was  
usually the case in the Attic inscriptions and always in the Ptole- 
maic papyri and the LXX MSS. both before vowels and con- 
sonants.2  So e@mrposqen, e@cwqen, o@pisqen in the N. T. Likewise  
pe<rusi is correct in 2 Cor. 8:10; 9:2.3 
 The variables calls for a few words more. All good MSS. give  
a@ntikruj Xi<ou in Ac. 20:15.4  But as in Attic, the N. T. MSS.  
usually have a@xri and me<xri even before vowels.   @Axri (always  
before consonants) thus precedes vowels some fifteen times, and  
once only do we certainly5 have a@xrij (Gal. 3:19), though it is  
uncertain whether it is followed by a@n or ou$.  Me<xri is always used  
in the N. T. before a consonant and once before a vowel, me<xri  
  ]Iwa<nou (Lu. 16:16). The early N. T. editors used to print ou!tw   
before consonants and ou!twj before vowels, but W. H. print ou!twj   
196 times before consonants and vowels and only ten times ou!tw   
(all before consonants). These ten instances are Mk. 2:7; Mt.  
3:15; 7:17; Ac. 13:47; 23:11; Ro. 1:15; 6:19; Ph. 3:17; Heb.  
12:21; Rev. 16:18.6 
 (i) METATHESIS. Failo<nhj (2 Tim. 4:13), Latin paenula. See  
Additional Notes. 
 IV. Breathings. 
 (a) ORIGIN OF THE ASPIRATE. As is well known, in the mod- 
ern Greek no distinction is made in pronunciation between spiri- 
tus asper and spiritus lenis, or pneu?ma dasu< and pneu?ma yilo<n. That 
 
 1 See Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 19; Gregory, Prol., p. 97. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 328, and references there given. Cf. Thack.,  
Gr., p. 135. 
 3 Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 19) quotes Attic usage for pe<rusin before vowels. 
 4 For the Hom.  a@ntikru and further items see W.-Sch., p. 63 and note.  
  @Antikruj (katantikru<) in Attic is 'downright,' not ‘over against’ (Blass, Gr. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 20). Cf. for the pap. Mayser, Gr., pp. 242 ff. 
 5 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 148. But W. H. read a@xrij ou$ in Heb. 3:13, else- 
where a@xri ou$.  For further discussions of a@xri and me<xri see W.-Sch., p. 63 note. 
 6 For illustrations from the koinh< inscr. see Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 112. 
Cf. Reinhold, p. 37 f. 
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is to say, the "rough" breathing is only a conventional sign used  
in writing. This sign is indeed a comparatively modern device, 
‘and’, in use in the MSS. generally since the eleventh century  
A.D.1  This form was an evolution from H (Phoenician □, he),  
then ├ and ┤, then ∟ and ⎦.2 This breathing (rough or smooth)  
did not find a place in the Greek alphabet, and so is not found in  
the early uncial MSS. It becomes therefore a difficult question  
to tell whether the modern ignoring of the rough breathing was  
the rule in the first century A.D. The MSS., as Hort3 points out,  
are practically worthless on this point. The original use of H as  
equal to h or the rough breathing was general in the old Attic  
and the Doric, not the AEolic and Ionic. And even in the Attic  
inscriptions the usage is very irregular and uncertain. Numerous 
examples like HEKATON occur, but some like HEN also, so that 
even H was not always rough.4 The modern English cockneys  
have no monopoly of trouble with h's. In French h is silent as  
l'homme. The Greeks always found the matter a knotty prob- 
lem. The use of H=h in the Ionic and Attic (after 403 B.C.)  
left the Greeks without a literary sign for h. The inscriptions  
show that in the vernacular H continued to be so used for some  
time. 
 (b) INCREASING DE-ASPIRATION (Psilosis). But there was a  
steady decrease in the use of the h sound. The Ionic, like the  
AEolic, was distinguished by psilosis, and the koinh< largely5 fol- 
lowed the Ionic in this respect. More certain is the use of the  
aspirated consonants x, q, f, which succeeded the older KH, TH,  
PH.6  But certainly the rough breathing was in early use as the 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 63. The marking of the rough breathing was  
general in the earlier forms in vii/A.D., ib., p. 65. 
 2 Cf. Bekker, Anec., II. 692, and Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 63. 
 3 Intr. to Gk. N. T., p.  310. Cf. also Sitterley, Praxis in MSS. of the Gk.  
Test., 1898, p. 32. See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 25 f., for remarks on breath- 
ings in the LXX MSS., where Aolic and Ionic psilosis occur in e]p ] o[dou? 
kat ] e!na as well as exx. of aspirated consonants like kaq ] o]fqalmou<j, kaq ] e]niauto<n, 
e]f ] ei#den, not to mention ou]k e[wra<kasin and ou]x i]dou<. For further remarks on  
breathings in the LXX see Swete, 0. T. in Gk., p. 302. 
 4 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 81, 91. The stop for the opening of the  
glottis (lenis) easily becomes breathed (rough). Cf. also Thumb, Unters.  
uber d. Spir. Asper. im Griech., 1888, p. 63. 
 5 Cf. Thumb., p. 73 f. The Laconic Gk. used H in interaspiration as well  
as at the beginning (ib., p. 8). Dawes (Pronun. of the Gk. Aspirates, 1894,  
p. 103) is not able to reach a final decision as to whether the Gk. aspirates are  
genuine aspirates like the Sans. according to Brugmann, Curtius, etc. 
 6 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 91. On the whole subject of the aspirated 
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inscriptions show, though not with much consistency.1  Some- 
times the rough breathing may be due to the disappearance of a  
digamma, though sometimes a smooth breathing displaces it, as  
e@rgon from Fe<rgon2 (cf. English ‘work’). Then again the disap- 
pearance of s has the same result, as i]saro<j=i[ero<j.3  It is not strange  
therefore that usage in the koinh< is not uniform. Examples like 
u[po ] au]tou?, u[f ] au]tou?, ou]k e[wrw?men, etc., appear in the Pergamum in- 
scriptions, not to mention kaq ] e!toj, kaq ] i[di<an, etc.4 The same  
story of uncertainty is told elsewhere in the koinh< as in Magnesia,5  
Herculaneum.6 Some of this variation is probably due to anal- 
ogy,7 so that though "de-aspiration was the prevailing tendency,"8  
yet the N. T. shows several examples in the opposite direction. 
 (c) VARIATIONS IN THE MSS. (Aspiration and Psilosis). The  
aspiration of the consonants k, p, t in case of elision is therefore  
a matter of documentary evidence9 and occurs in the case of a]nti<, 
e]pi<, kata<, meta<, ou]k, u[po<. The N. T. MSS. vary considerably among  
themselves as in the LXX, though some like D in the Gospels  
and Acts are wholly untrustworthy about aspiration.10 In general  
Attic literary usage cannot be assumed to be the koinh< vernacular.  
Hort11 prefers  [Adramunthno<j (Ac. 27:2) like Hadrumetum.  ]Aloa<w  
(1 Cor. 9:9 f.; 1 Tim. 5:18) is connected with a!lwj or a]lwh< and  
may be compared with a]phliw<thj (h!lioj).12  Hort (p. 144) prefers  
avats (Mk. 5:3), but ei]likrinh<j and ei]likrini<a, though ei[l. has  
ancient authority.   ]Afelpi<zontej is read by DP in Lu. 6:35  
and the LXX has several similar instances,13 not to mention one 
 
consonants see Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., pp. 194 ff., and for the dialects and  
interaspiration see K.-B1., Bd. I, pp. 107-114. 
 1 Cecil Bendall, Jour. of Philol., 1904, pp. 199 ff. 
 2 R. Weiss, De Dig. etc., 1889, p. 47. Cf. also Paues, De Dig. Hesiodes  
Quest., 1887, p. 48. 
 3 Cf. Sommer, Griech. Lautstudien, 1905, p. 2. On metathesis in aspiration,  
as e!xw (e@xw), see Meisterh., p. 102, exx. of e!xw in Attic inscr. v/B.C. See also  
article by Pernot in Rev. des Et. Grq., 1906, pp. 10-23, on La Metathese  
dans les Dial. de Chio. 
 4 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr. etc., pp. 116 ff. The Attic had only  i@dioj, but  
(Meisterh., p. 87).   5 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 83.  
 6 Cronert, Mem. Graec. Hercul., p. 152 f. 
 7 Thumb, Hellen. etc., p. 64. 
 8 Moulton, Prol., p. 44. Cf. also for the inscr., Dittenb., e]f ] e!toj (458. 71),  
kaq ] i[di<an (233. 49), and for the pap., Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901 (pp. 33, 434) and  
1904 (p. 106). Cf. also Hort, Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 312. 
 9 Ib., p. 311.   10 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 15. 
 11 Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 313; App., p. 160. 
 12 W.-Sch., p. 40.  13 Gregory, Prol., p. 91; Thack., p. 125. 
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in Hermas and in the Attic.1  In Ro. 8:20 W. H. accept e]f ]  
e]lpi<di, while various MSS. support it in Ac. 2:26; 1 Cor. 9:10; 
Ro. 4:18; 5:2; Tit. 1:2, and FG have kaq ] e]lpi<da in Tit. 3:7.  
Hort2 thinks this is due to digamma dropped as well as in the case  
of a]fi<dw (Ph. 2:23), but analogy to acpopav may be the explana- 
tion.3   @Efode is read by a few MSS. in Ac. 4:29 as e]fi?den in 
Lu. 1:25.  Gregory4 gives many examples of a]f--, e]f--, kaq-- with 
e]lpi<zw and ei#don in the LXX. W. H. offer ou]x i[dou< as an alternative 
reading in Ac. 2:7, while B reads ou]x i[do<ntej in 1 Pet. 1:8 and ou]x 
ei#don in Gal. 1:19. A has ou]x o!yesqe in Lu. 17:22. W. H.5  put 
ou]x  [Ioudai*kw?j in the margin in Gal. 2:14.  Kaq ] i[di<an appears in x 
once, in B eight times, in D three times, in D once (Mt. 14:23; 17:  
1, 19; 20:17; 24:3; Mk. 4:34; 6:31; 9:28; 13:3). But W. H. no- 
where accept it, not even when B combines with x or D.  xB have  
it in Mt. 24:3. The form kaq ] i[di<an is common in the koinh< inscrip- 
tions and the papyri. Kaqei<dwlon is read by M in Ac. 17:16. On the  
other hand kaq ] e!toj, so common in the koinh< (cf. Latin vetus), is  
not found in the N. T., all MSS. in Lu. 2:41 reading kat ] e@toj.  
Hort6 considers ou]k e@sthken (Jo. 8:44) to be merely the imperfect  
indicative of sth<kw.  So also as to e@sthken in Rev. 12:4.  x has  
e]fiorkh<seij in Mt. 5:33, a form common in the Doric inscrip- 
tions.7  DP have e]fi<orkoj in 1 Tim. 1:10. In Rev. 12:11 A  
reads ou]x h[ga<phsen, while ou]x o[li<goj is read in the LXX and pa- 
pyri as well as a number of times in Ac. (12:18 by xA, 14:28 
by x, 17:4 by B, 19:23 by xAD, 19:24 by x, 27:20 by A).  
In Ac. 5:28 D has e]fagagei?n.  W. H. print on the other hand  
a]pokatista<nei in Mk. 9:12 rather than a]pokatasta<nei though with  
hesitation.8  So likewise W. H. give e]pi<statai instead of e]fi<statai 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 16. Cf. Thumb, Unters. d. Spir. Asper, p. 65. 
 2 Notes on Orth., p. 143. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 44; Thumb, Spir. Asper, p. 71. Moulton (Cl. Rev.,  
Mar., 1910, p. 53) now says: "I am quite willing to be convinced that the  
long-lost digamma was an accessory here if no better explanation turns up."  
Thumb (Spir. Asper, pp. 11, 71) admits the possibility of the digamma ex- 
planation in some cases.    4 Prol., p. 91. 
 5 Cf. Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 313 f., where Hort really favours ou]x  [Ioud. and  
the rough breathing for all the forms of   ]Iou<daj,  ]Ioudai?oj, etc. For the varia- 
tions in the LXX MSS. see Thack., p. 125. 
 6 Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 312. 
 7 Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 363. For this transfer of aspiration cf.  
Curtius, Gk. Verb, II, 109. Nestle (Am. Jour. of Theol., July, 1909, p. 44S)  
urges that, since the Gk. of the Bible is an "east-west language," attention  
must be paid to oriental tongues. He notes that the Coptic has aspiration in  
helpis, hisos, for e]lpi<j, i@soj.   8 Notes on Orth., p. 168. 
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in 1 Th. 5:3 (like B in Sap. 6:8), a wholly unusual' absence of  
aspiration in compounds of  i!sthmi.  For the LXX phenomena  
see Thackeray, Gr., p. 127 f.  It is wholly doubtful whether o]mei<- 
romai or o[mei<romai is right (1 Th. 2:8).  Ou]k eu#ron in some MSS.  
in Lu. 24:3, and ou]k e@neken in 2 Cor. 7:12, Blass2 considers as cler- 
ical errors, though they are common in the LXX and in the in- 
scriptions.3 N. T. MSS. (late cursives) even have ai[te<w, o[stew<n,  
o!xloj, etc. For mhqei<j, ou]qei<j see this chapter p. 219, the Inter- 
change of Consonants and chapter on Pronouns, pp. 750 f. 
 (d) TRANSLITERATED SEMITIC WORDS. The aspirate in the  
case of transliterated Semitic words (chiefly proper names) causes  
some difficulty. Blass4 calls it "insoluble," though he accepts  
Hort's practice as rational,5 expressing x and f by the smooth  
breathing and h and H by the rough breathing. The MSS. dis- 
agree and are not consistent, but Blass calls the result of this  
procedure "strange." Hence Hort argues for    !Abel (h) ,   ]Abraa<m  
(x),   !Agaboj (f),   !Agar (h),   [Akeldama<x (H),  a[llhlou<i*a (h),   [Alfai?oj 
(H),  [Anani<aj (h),   !Anna (H),  [Are<taj (H),   [Arimaqai<a (h),   !Ar Magedw<n 

(h),  ]Ebe<r (f),  ]Ebrai?oj (f),   ]Ebrai~j (f),   ]Ebrai*sti< (f),6   ]Elisai?oj (f),  
]Elmada<m (x),   e]lwi~ (x),   [Emmw<r (H),   [Enw<x (H, but   ]Enw<j, x),  [Errw<m  
(h, but  ]Eslei<, x),  Eu!a (H),  h]lei< (x), but  [Hlei< (h),  ]Hlei<aj (x),  @Hr 
(f), u@sswpoj (x),7 w[sanna< (h),  [Wshe< (h).  Hort8 gives, moreover, 
the smooth breathing to all names beginning with as y as  ]Hsai<aj.  
Besides he considers it a "false association"9 to connect   ]Ieremi<aj,  
 ]Ierieixw<,  ]Ieroso<luma (--mei<thj),  ]Ierousalh<m with i[ero<j, though Blass 
retains  [Ieroso<luma rather inconsistently.10 
 (e) THE USE OF BREATHINGS WITH r AND rr. W. H. follow 
Tischendorf and Lachmann in dropping the breathings in rr as in  
a@rrhta (2 Cor. 12:4), though retaining the rough breathing with  
initial r as in r[h<mata (Ib.). Winer11 argued that the Romans  
heard an aspiration with rr, since they used Pyrrhus, Tyrrhenus,  
etc. W. H. seem justified in using the smooth breathing with the  
first r in the word r]erantisme<noi. (Heb. 10:22) by old Greek cus- 
 
 1 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 144.  3 W.-Sch., p. 39. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 16.   4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 16.  
Hort, Intr. to N. T. Gk., p. 313. Cf. also Gregory, Prol., p. 106 f., for  
list of these words. 
 6 Strange as it may seem, "Hebrew" rather than "Ebrew" is modern (Hort,  
Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 313). 
 7 Hort (Notes, etc., p. 144), however, merely follows custom and prints u!ss. 
 8 Intr. to N. T. Gk., p. 313.   9 Ib. 
 10 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 16. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 30 f. 
 11 W.-M., p. 53. 
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tom.1  The MSS., of course, give no help in the matter. The 
breathing with r is not written in the modern Greek vernacular  
text as in Pallis or Thumb. 
 (f) THE QUESTION OF Au[tou?. This is somewhat knotty. It  
seems clear that as a rule au]tou? and not au[tou? is to be printed in 
the N. T. A number of reasons converge2 on this point. The  
older Greek often used au[tou? rather than e[autou? as shown by the 
aspiration of the prepositions like a]f ] au[tou?, etc.  In the N. T.  
there is not a single case of such aspiration after elision save in a 
few single MSS. Add to this the fact that the N. T. uses the re- 
flexive pronoun much less than the earlier Greek, "with unusual 
parsimony" (Hort). Besides the personal pronouns of the first  
and second persons are frequently employed (Buttmann) where 
the reflexive might have been used. Buttmann urges also the  
point that in the N. T. we always have seautou?, not sautou?.  The 
earliest uncial MSS. of the N. T. and the LXX that use the dia- 
critical marks belong to the eighth century, but they all have 
au]tou?, not au[tou?.  Even in the early times it was largely a matter 
of individual taste as to whether the personal or the reflexive pro- 
noun was used. Blass (p. 35) indeed decides absolutely against 
au[tou?.  But the matter is not quite so easy, for the Kotin' inscrip- 
tions give examples of u[f au[tou? in first century B.C. and A.D.3 
Mayser4 also gives a number of papyri examples like kaq ] au[tou? 
meq ] au[tou?, u[f ] au[tw?n, where the matter is beyond dispute. Hort 
agrees with Winer in thinking that sometimes au[tou? must be read  
unless one insists on undue harshness in the Greek idiom. He in- 
stances Jo. 2:24, au]to>j de>   ]Ihsou?j ou]k e]pi<steusen a[uto>n au]toi?j, and 
Lu. 23:12, prou*ph?rxon ga>r e]n e@xqr% o@ntej pro>j au[tou<j. There are 
other examples where a different meaning will result from the  
smooth and the rough breathing as in 1 Jo. 5:10 (au[t&?), 18 (au]- 
to<n au]tou?, Eph. 1:5 (au]to<n), 10 (au]t&?), Col. 1:20 (au]to<n), 2:15  
(au]t&?). W. H. print au[tou? about twenty times. Winer leaves the 
matter "to the cautious judgment of the editors."  
 V. Accent. 
 (a) THE AGE OF GREEK ACCENT. The MSS. are worth as lit- 
tle for accent as for breathings. The systematic application of  
accent in the MSS., like the regular use of the spiritus lenis, dates 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 40 f. 
 2 On the whole matter see Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 144 f.; W.-M., p. 188 f.;  
Buttmann, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 111; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 35. 
 3 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., pp. 84, 144; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 161. 
 4 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 306. 
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from the seventh century A.D.1   Hort2 caustically remarks that  
most modern grammarians have merely worked out "a consistent  
system of accentuation on paper " and have not recovered the  
Greek intonations of voice, though he has little to offer on the  
subject. Chandler3 indeed laments that modern scholars scatter  
their Greek accents about rather recklessly, but he adds: "In Eng- 
land, at all events, every man will accent his Greek properly who  
wishes to stand well with the world." It is a comfort to find one's  
accents irreproachable, and Chandler rightly urges that the only  
way to use the accents properly is to pronounce according to the  
accent. The ancients were interested in Greek accent. Herodian  
in his Kaqolikh> pros&di<a investigated the accent of 60,000 words,  
but the bulk of his twenty books is lost. Chandler4 found most  
help from Gottling, though others have written at length on the  
subject.5  There are no accent-marks in the early inscriptions and  
papyri; in fact tradition ascribes the invention of these signs as a  
system to Aristophanes of Byzantium in the third century B.C.,  
though the beginnings appear in the preceding century.6  He and  
his disciple, Aristarchus, made the rules at any rate.7  The Alex- 
andrian grammarians developed these rules, which have shown a  
marvellous tenacity even to the present day in the modern Greek,  
though, of course, some words would naturally vary in accent  
with the centuries.8 There is the Harris papyrus of Homer in  
the first century A.D. which has accents, and clearly the word had  
the accent in pronunciation like English long before it was writ- 
ten out. After the fourth century A.D. the use of accentual  
rhythm in Greek in place of quantitative rhythm had a tendency 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 66. Cf. also pp. 507 ff. on the Origin and History  
of Accent. 
 2 Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 314. 
 3 Gk. Accentuation (1881), p. xxiii.  4 Ib., p. xvii. 
 5 Cf. Meister, Bemerk. zur dorischen Accentuation (1883); Hadley, On the  
Nat. and Theory of the Gk. Accent. (Ess. Phil. and Crit., pp. 110 ff.); Wheeler,  
Die griech. Nominalaccente (1885); Bloomfield, Study of Gk. Accent (Am. Jour.  
of Philol., 1883); Wack., Beitr. zur Lehre vom griech. Akzent; Brugmann,  
Griech. Gr. (1900), pp. 150 ff.; K.-B1., I, pp. 317 ff.; for further lit. see Brug- 
mann above. On accent changes in mod. Gk. see Hatz., Einl., pp. 418-440;  
Thumb, Handb., p. 28 f. For the accent in the LXX see Helbing, Gr. d.  
Sept., p. 24. Here the same MSS. present the same problems that we have  
in the N. T. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 62. 7 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 77. 
 8 Krumb., Beitr. zu einer Gesch. der griech. Spr., Kuhn's Zeitschr. fur  
Sprachl., 1885, p. 521. Cf. also Hats., Einl. etc., p. 418; Chandler, Gk. Accen- 
tuation, p. v; Brugmann, Griech, Gr., p. 150. 
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to make the accent rather more stable.1 "Of all the phonetic  
peculiarities of a language accent is the most important."2  The 
earlier use of accents and breathings was probably "for the text  
of poetry written in dialect"3 (cf. our reading-books for children).  
They were not written out "in ordinary prose till the times of 
minuscule writing," though Euthalius (A.D. 396) made use of  
them in his edition of the N. T.4 The Christian hymns early 
show signs of changing from tone (pitch) to stress as is the rule in  
modern Greek. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 6. 
 (b) SIGNIFICANCE OF ACCENT IN THE Koinh<. In Greek it is  
pitch, not stress, that is expressed by the accent, though in mod- 
ern Greek the accents indicate stress. "In the ancient Sanskrit  
and the ancient Greek the rise and fall in musical tone was very 
marked."5 In English we are familiar with stress-accent. "Had- 
ley has ably argued that the compass of tone used by the Greeks  
was a musical fifth, i.e. from C= do to G= sol, involving also the  
intermediate third or E= me."6  It was not a stronger current of  
breath,7 but a higher musical note that we have. It was in a  
word "das musikalische Moment."8  Hadley ("Nature and Theory 
of Gk. Accent," Essays Philol. and Crit., p. 111 f.) points out that  
pros&di<a comes from a root meaning ‘to sing’ (like the Latin ac- 
centus) and so o]cu<j and baru<j answer to our high and low pitch.  
Giles9 thinks that in the original Indo-Germanic language pitch 
and stress-accent were more evenly balanced. The accent singles  
out one syllable sharply and raises it higher than the rest, though 
as a matter of fact each syllable in a word has an accent or pitch  
lower down in the scale: Cf. the secondary accent in the English 
"incompatibility." The Harris papyrus of Homer even accents  
every syllable in each word.10  Then again "the accent of a sen- 
tence is as much under the influence of a law of some kind as the  
accent of the word."11 Language without accent or musical va- 
 
 1 Sophocles, Lex. of Rom. and Byz. Period, p. 48. 
 2 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 91. 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 14. 
 4 Ib. Cf. Gregory, Prol., p. 114, for specimen from Euthalius. 
 5 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 92. 
 6 Harris, MS. Notes on Gk. Gr. Cf. Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 77 f.,  
for a discussion of the musical aspect of the matter. 
 7 Arnold and Conway, The Restored Pronun. of Gk. and Lat., 1895, p. 18. 
 8 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 129. 9 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 94.  
 10 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 65. 
 11 Bloomfield, Study of Gk. Accent, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1883, p. 22. Cf.  
Plato, Crat., 399 A–B. Hirt (Der Indoger. Akzent, 1895, p. 17) contends for  
the two-tone principle. 
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riety in tone would be hopelessly monotonous and ineffective.  
An instance of the importance of accent and breathings is seen in  
ou$ ou], Ac. 19:40. 
 (c) SIGNS OF ACCENT. In practical usage (in our school gram- 
mars) there is only one distinction, the accented syllable and the  
unaccented syllables. The Greeks themselves distinguished the  
pronunciation of the acute and the circumflex. The differ- 
ence is well illustrated by ei#mi and ei]mi<. The three signs (acute  
or o]cei?a, grave or barei?a, circumflex or perispwme<nh) come to  
symbolize the higher pitch of the accented syllable.1  Originally  
the accented syllable was marked by the acute and all the unac- 
cented syllables by the grave (merely the absence of the acute),  
but by and by this use of the grave accent was felt to be useless  
and was dropped.2 Then the grave accentual mark of falling in- 
flection was used for the acute when an oxytone word comes before  
another word (not enclitic), though this "grave" accent has the  
pitch of the unaccented syllable. Similarly in contraction of two  
syllables with acute and grave (  <  >) arose the circumflex, the grave  
and the acute making acute still. The actual use in pronunciation  
of both acute and grave in the contracted syllable disappeared, so  
that the circumflex in pitch differed little, if any, from the acute.  
The difference, for instance, between the acute in dhlw<sai, and the  
circumflex in dhlw?sai at was not perceptible in sound.3 The Greek  
and the Latin agree in having the accent only on one of the three  
last syllables and thus differ from English and French for instance.  
It is not necessary here to go into the rules (not wholly arbitrary)  
which the Greeks developed for the accent of words. In the use  
of unaccented words (proclitics or enclitics) Greek does not differ  
radically from English. If the Greek has e]n oi@k&, the English has  
"at-home." If the Greek has ei]pe< moi, the English has "tell-me."4 
 (d) LATER DEVELOPMENTS IN ACCENT. There was not in- 
deed uniformity among the dialects in the use of accent. They  
agreed only in the one point of not accenting further back than  
the third syllable from the end. "In other respects the Greek  
dialects show the widest divergencies in their accentuation. The  
two antipodes are AEolic and Doric, which are so closely allied  
phonetically:  AEolic throws the accent as far back as possible in 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 66. 2 Ib., pp. 65, 68. 
 3 Hadley, Uber Wesen and Theorie der griech. Beton., 1872, pp. 409, 415. 
 4 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 96. Giles thinks that words like e]fero<meqa  
originally had the accent further back. Cf. Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet.,  
p. 80, for Plato's word of 17 syllables and Aristophanes' word of 78. 
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all words, e.g. basi<leuj=basileu<j, . . .; Doric, on the contrary, 
faithfully preserves the original oxytone accent. Between these  
two dialects lie Ionic and Attic, which, however, are much nearer 
to Doric than to AEolic. But all the dialects, including Doric,  
observe the rule that, in those forms of the verb which are capa- 
ble of being conjugated, the accent goes back as far as possible."1  
AEolic, for instance, has h! sh where the Attic has h[ sh<.  But all  
the dialects2 have e]gw<, e@gwge.  On this point in general see  
Kuhner-Blass, I, pp. 323 ff. The Dorians even had a]nqrw<poi, 
e]lu<san, etc. Perfect uniformity was no more possible in Greek  
than in English. The modern Greek preserves the three-syllable  
accent rule. Examples like e@piase, e]bra<duase are not exceptions,  
since the i and u count as consonants. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 28.  
French follows tone like the ancient Greek. Pecheur is 'fisher,' 
while pecheur is 'sinner,' for example, a difference only in quality,  
not in accent. 
 (e) N. T. PECULIARITIES. Where so much is in doubt, ex- 
cessive refinement is certainly not desirable. But the follow- 
ing points call for remark, and Gregory3 can be consulted for the  
actual evidence (very slight) from the N. T. MSS. on the subject 
of accent. D alone among the older uncials has the accent (and  
that the occasional circumflex) save by the hand of a corrector. 
 1. Shortening Stem-Vowels. There is quite a tendency in the  
koinh< towards shortening some of the stem-vowels, especially in 
words in --ma.  Hence W. H. do not follow the Attic accent here,  
but that of the koinh<, and give us kli<ma, kri<ma, mi<gma (cf. e!ligma),  
po<ma, xri<sma, though as to xri<sma Blass4 suggests that xri?sma is 
correct because of xristo<j and because B (1 Jo. 2:20, 27) has  
xrei?sma.  Analogy plays havoc with rules. Herodian5 says that  
i and u were usually shortened before So W. H. give us kh?ruc,  
khru<cai, sthri<cai (Ro. 16:25), probably foi?nic, xoi?nic. Accord- 
ing to Winer-Schmiedel6 this rule applies to y also, but W. H.  
and Blass7 do not agree. So W. H. have qli<yij, r[i<yan (Lu. 
 
 1 Henry, Comp. Gr. of Gk. and Lat., Elliott's transl., 1890, p. 93 f. Cf.  
Meister, Bemerk. zur dorischen Accentuation, p. 1. 
 2 Cf. Wheeler, Griech. Nom. etc., p. 11, and Wack., Beitr., p. 19. 
 3 Prol., p. 99 f. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 15. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 67, for further parallels. Also  
W.-M., p. 57.   5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 15.  6 P. 68. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 15. Blass urges that B has qlei?yij, but W. H. refuse  
to follow B in matters of orthography. But the Herculaneum rolls here rein- 
force B with ei before y.  On the whole subject see Lipsius, Gr. Unters., pp.  
31 ff.; Lobeck, Parall., pp. 400 ff.; Cobet, N. T. Vatic., pp. xlix ff. 
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4:35). By parity of reasoning W. H. reject the circumflex ac- 
cent in e[lku<sai, li<non, mu<ron, spi<loj, stu<loj, suntetri<fqai (Mk. 5:4), 
though suntri?bon (Lu. 9:39) and sku?la (Lu. 11:22). Cf. mu?qoj, 
margari?tai, ni?koj, si?toj, su?kon etc. W. H. read yu<xoj also. The  
length of u in ku<ptw is uncertain; a]naku<yai and paraku<yai usually  
appear in the N. T. W. H. have, however, kra?zon in Gal. 4:6  
and lai?lay in Mk. 4:37. But e[sta<nai (Ac. 12:14) is right, though  
a#rai (Mt. 24:17), qumia?sai (Lu. 1:9) because of long a. Cf. also 
e]pa?rai (Lu. 18:13), e]pifa?nai (Lu. 1:79), pra?cai. (Ac. 26:9), but  
pia<sai (Jo. 7:30). So  katalu?sai (Mt. 5:17), kateuqu?nai (Lu. 1:79)  
and kwlu?sai (Ac. 10:47). 
 2. Separate Words. These are not so easily classified. W. H.  
read a]gorai?oi, not a]go<raioi; a@ntikru,  not a]ntikru<; a]nti<pera, not a]nti- 
pe<ra(n); a]po<dektoj, not a]podekto<j but e]klekto<j, eu]loghto<j, misqwto<j;  
a]reski<a (from a]reskeu<w) with which compare e]riqi<a (from e]riqeu<w);  
a]reski<a (Attic a@xreioj), as also e@rhmoj (Attic e]rh?moj), e!toimoj (Attic 
e[toi?moj), mwro<j (Attic mw?roj), o!moioj (Attic o[moi?oj), xlwro<j (Attic xlw?- 
roj); braduth<j (3d decl.), but a[dro<thj (3d decl.); gazofula<koin, not  
--ei?on and ei]dw<lion, with which compare telw<nion, glwsso<komon being 
for the earlier glwssoko<mion; de<smh, not desmh<; dieth<j (Mt. 2:16),  
not die<thj (Attic), and so with other compounds of -ethj, like  
e[katontaeth<j, etc., but e[katontarxw?n (Ac. 23:17) is from –a<rxhj, not  
--arxoj; ei]po<n is the imperative (Mt. 18:17), for ei#pon is only  
Attic, and Charax calls ei]po<n Syracusan,1 with which one may  
compare i@de (i]de< only Attic according to the Alexandrian gram- 
marians, though Bornemann urged i]de< when verb and i@de when  
exclamation) and la<be (labe< only Attic); qrhsko<j (Jas. 1:26), not  
qrh?skoj; i[drw<j (Lu. 22:44), not i[drw?j; i[ma<nta (Mk. 1:7), not the  
Attic i[ma?nta; i@soj, not the i#soj2;  i]xqu<j (Mt. 7:10), not i]xqu?j;  
o]sfu<j (Mt. 3:4), not o]sfu?j; i]sxu<j, not i]sxu?j; klei<j in nominative  
singular (Rev. 9:1), though klei?j (1:18) and klei?daj (Mt. 16:19)  
in accusative plural, etc., with which compare pou<j (Mk. 9:45),  
not pou?j, and sh<j (Mt. 6:19), not sh?j; kti<sthj (1 Pet. 4:19),  
not ktisth<j, as gnw<sthj, etc.; kru<pth, not krupth< (Lu. 11:33); mogi- 
la<loj (Mk. 7:32), not –la?loj; mulw<n (Mt. 24:41) is read only by  
DHM and most of the cursives, mu<loj being correct; muria<dwn (--a<j)  
as in Lu. 12:1; Rev. 5:11, not the Attic muriadw?n, and so as to  
xilia<dwn; o]rguia< (Ac. 27:28), not o@rguia; ou]a< (Mk. 15:29), not  
ou]a?; poi<mnion (Lu. 12:32), not poimni<on, and tru<blion in Mk. 14:20 
 
 1 Cf. W.-M., p. 58. 
 2 As shown in W.-M. (p. 60), the N. T. MSS. have e@sw, not ei@sw, though ei]j, not e]j.  
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(called no diminutive by some),1 but tekni<on always; plh<mmura (Lu.  
6:48) is preferred by Winer-Schmiedel2 as nominative to plhm- 
mu<rhj rather than –mu<ra; ponhro<j always, not po<nhroj in the physical  
sense (Rev. 16:2) and ponhro<j in the moral (Gal. 1:4)3;  pr&?ra 
(Ac. 27:41), not prw<ra; spei?ra (Mk. 15:16), not spei<ra; flu<aroj 
(1 Tim. 5:13), not fluaro<j.  The compound adverbs e]pe<keina, u[per- 
e<keina have thrown back the accent. 
 3. Difference in Sense. With some words the accent makes a  
difference in the sense and is quite important. We have, for in- 
stance,  !Agia, not a[gia>, in Heb. 9:2. W. H. read a]lla<, not a@lla,  
in Jo. 6:23. In Jas. 1:15 W. H. have a]pokuei? (from –e<w), not  
a]poku<ei (from –ku<w). So W. H. print a#ra (interrog.) in Gal. 2:17,  
not a@ra (illative).  Au]th< and au!th are easily confused, but W. H.  
prefer au!th to au]th< in Mt. 22:39 (au]t^? in margin); Ro. 7:10;  
1 Cor. 7:12; and au]th< to au!th in Lu. 2:37; 7:12; 8:42; Ro.  
16:2.  In Rev. 2:24 the adjective baqe<a is correct, not the sub- 
stantive ba<qea (uncontracted from ba<qoj).  Deciola<boj or decio<la- 
boj is possible in Ac. 23:23 (cf. Winer-Schmiedel, p. 69). So  
W. H. give us e]gxri?sai (infinitive) in Rev. 3:18, not e@gxrisai  
(imperative). Cf. also e]pitimh<sai (Jude 9), optative, not infinitive  
--h?sai. Note the difference between fobhqh?te (subjunctive) and  
fobh<qhte (imperative) in Lu. 12:5. In Jo. 7:34, 36, W. H. prefer  
ei]mi< rather than ei#mi (not elsewhere used in the N. T. save in com- 
position with prepositions a]po<, ei]j, e]c, e]pi<, su<n). In Mk. 13:28  
and Mt. 24:32 W. H. have e]kfu<̂  (present active subjunctive),  
not e]kfu^? (second aorist passive subjunctive). In Lu. 19:29;  
21:37 W. H. prefer  ]Elaiw?n, not  ]Elaiw<n (the correct text in Ac.  
1:12, and possibly in Luke also according to the papyri, though  
 ]Elaiw?na would be the form expected).4  In Mk. 4:8, 20, W. H. put  
e]n in the text and e!n in the margin.   @Eni, not e]ni<, occurs with ou]k 
several times, once (1 Cor. 6:5) ou]k e@ni e]n.  In Lu. 9:38, W. H.  
read e]pible<yai (infinitive), not e]pi<bleyai (imperative).  In 1 Cor.  
5:11 W. H. read #̂ (subjunctive), not h@ (conjunction as Rec.). In  
Ro. 1:30 W. H. follow most editors in giving qeostugei?j (pas- 
sive), not qeostu<geij (active sense of the adjective). In Mk. 5:29  
all editors have the perfect i@atai, not the present i]a?tai. In Lu.  
22:30 W. H. read kaqh?sqe (subjunctive), not ka<qhsqe (indicative)  
nor kaqh<sesqe (future, margin).  In 1 Cor. 9:21 W. H. prefer  
kerdanw? (future indicative) to kerda<nw (aorist subjunctive), and in 
 
 1 Cf. W.-S., p. 73.  2 Ib., p. 72.  3 Ib., p 69. 
 4 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 69. On accent of the vernac. see Apostolides, 
Glkwssikai> Mele<tai (1906). 
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1 Cor. 6:2 krinou?sin (future) to kri<nousin (present indicative in  
marg.). In Mk. 12:40 we have makra<, not makr%?. In 1 Cor. 3:14  
W. H. prefer menei? (future) to me<nei (present), and in Jo. 14:17 they  
have me<nei.  In 1 Cor. 4:15 (14:19) and Mt. 18:24 no distinction  
can be made in the accent of muri<oi (‘innumerable’) and mu<rioi  
(‘ten thousand’) because of the cases. Dr. E. J. Goodspeed, of Chi- 
cago University (Expository Times, July, 1909, p. 471 f.), suggests  
w]felh<qhj in Mk. 7:11 instead of w]felhq ?̂j. It is entirely possible.  
In 1 Cor. 14:7 o!mwj is correct, not w[mw?j-o[moi<wj.  In Jo. 18:37  
W. H. give ou]kou?n, not ou@koun, in Pilate's question. In Ac. 28:6 
W. H. print pi<mprasqai (mi verb), not pempra?sqai (w verb). In 
Rev. 17:5 pornw?n (feminine) is probably right, not po<rnwn (mas- 
culine).  Prwto<tokoj (Col. 1 : 15), not prwtoto<koj, is manifestly 
right. The difference between the interrogative ti<j and the in- 
definite ti>j calls for frequent attention. In Heb. 5:12 W. H. 
have tina<, not ti<na, but in Heb. 3:16 ti<nej, not tine<j, and in 3:17  
ti<sin, not tisi<n.  While in Mt. 24:41, 1 Th. 4:6, 1 Cor. 15:8 and 
16:16 the article t&? is to be read, not the indefinite t&, which  
form does not occur in the N. T. In 1 Cor. 10:19 ti< e]stin (twice)  
is not interrogative, but the enclitic indefinite with the accent of  
e]stin.  In Jas. 3:6 troxo<j (‘wheel’) is properly read, not tro<xoj   
(‘course’).  In Mk. 4:12 W. H. read suni<wsin, not suniw?sin, as  
suni<ousin in Mt. 13:13. Winer1 considers the suggestion of fwtw?n  
for fw<twn in Jas. 1:17 "altogether absurd." 
 4. Enclitics (and Proclitics). Proclitics are regular in the N. T.  
The accent of enclitics calls for comment. As a rule W. H. do not  
accent them. So we have au]to<n tinaj (Mk. 12:13), ei#nai< tina (Ac. 
5:36), i]dou< tinej (Mt. 28:11), o[do<n ei]sin (Lu. 8 : 12), a]su<netoi< e]ste 
(Mk. 7:18), ga<r e]ste (Mk. 13:11), kai< fhsi (Ac. 10:31; 25:24).  
However, plenty of cases call for accent on the enclitic, as, for  
example, in eu[rei?n tina<j (Ac. 19:1) for emphasis, ga<r, fhsi<n (Heb. 8:5  
and cf. Mt. 14:8; Ac. 25:5, 22; 26:25; 1 Cor. 6:16; 2 Cor. 10:10)  
for clearness in punctuation, kai> ei]si<n (Mt. 19:12 and cf. Ac. 5:25)  
for emphasis, qeou? e]sme<n (1 Jo. 3:2), u[po> tinw?n (Lu. 9:8) likewise,  
ou]k ei]mi< (Jo. 1:21). In o!pou ei]mi< (Jo. 7:34, 36) the accent is regular,  
though some critics wrongly prefer ei#mi. 
 The use of e]sti<n and e@stin demands special comment. When  
unemphatic, not at the beginning of a sentence, not preceded by  
a]ll ], ei], kai<, ou]k, o!ti, tou?t ],  or a paroxytone syllable, as, for example,  
in  ]Ioudai<wn e]sti<n (Jo. 4:22), we have unaccented e]stin as in a]gro<j  
e]stin (Mt. 13:38, 39), kaqw<j e]stin (1 Jo. 3:2), etc. In some ex- 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 62. 
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amples of mild emphasis W. H. have e]sti<n, as in nu?n e]sti<n (Jo.  
4:23; 5:25), pou? e]sti<n (Mt. 2:2; Mk. 14:14). But the cases  
are numerous where e@stin is correct, as when it is emphatic, and  
expresses existence or possibility, as in ei#dej e@stin (Rev. 17:18), 
au]tou? e@stin (Ac. 2:29),  a!gion e@stin (Ac. 19:2), o[ ei$j e@stin (Rev.  
17:10), ou]dei>j e@stin  (Lu. 1:61; 7:28; 18:29).   @Estin is also the 
accent at the beginning of sentences, as in Jo. 21:25; 1 Cor. 15:41;  
1 Jo. 5:16 f.; Heb. 11:1. Cf. e]sti<n in Col. 1:15 and e@stin in 
1:17. Then again we have, according to the usual rule, e@stin  
after a]ll ]  (Jo. 13:10), ei] (1 Cor. 15:44), kai> (Mk. 12:11; 2 Cor.  
4:3), o!ti (2 Th. 2:4; Mk. 6:55; Heb. 11:6), but o!ti e]sti<n  
(Ac. 23:5) when the idea of existence is not stressed, ou]k (1 Cor.  
11:20; Ro. 8:9, etc.), tou?t ] (Mk. 7:2; Ro. 7:18). W. H. give  
only e]sti<n after pou? (Jo. 9:12; 11:57; Mk. 14:14). 
 Sometimes two enclitics come together. Here the critics differ  
and W. H.1 do not make clear the reasons for their practice. In 
Ac. 13:15 W. H. have ei@ tij e@stin and in Gal. 6:15 peritomh< ti 
e@stin, because they take go e@stin to be emphatic in both instances. In  
Jo. 6:51  W. H. have sa<rc mou e]sti<n.  But in many examples the  
first enclitic is accented and the second unaccented as in Lu. 8:46 
h!yato< mou< tij, 10:29 ti<j e]sti<n mou, Jo. 5:14 xei?ro<n soi< ti, 8:31 
maqhtai< mou< e]ste, 12:47 e]a<n ti<j mou, 14:28 mei<zwn mou< e]stin Ac. 2:25 
deciw?n mou< e]stin, 25:5 ei@ ti< e]stin,  25:14 a]nh<r ti<j e]stin, 1 Cor. 10:19 
ei]dwlo<quto<n ti< e]stin and ei@dwlo<n ti< e]stin, 11:24 tou?to< mou< e]stin, 
2 Cor. 11:16 mh< ti<j me, Ro. 3:8 kaqw<j fasi<n tinej Heb. 1:10 
xeirw?n sou< ei]sin, 2:6 de< pou< tij, Tit. 1:6 ei@ ti<j e]stin. Modern Greek 
only has a second accent when the accent is in the third syllable 
as in t ] a!rmata< maj (Thumb, Handbook, p. 29). 
 The personal pronouns now have the accent in W. H. and  
now are without it, as o]fqalm&? sou? and o]fqalmou? sou (both in 
Mt. 7:4). Cf. also e]gw< se (Jo. 17:4), su< me (17:8), but ti< e]moi> 
kai> soi< (Lu. 8:28).  With prepositions generally the enclitics are  
accented, as e]n soi< (Jo. 17:21), though e@mprosqe<n mou and o]pi<sw mou  
(Jo. 1:30 both, and so continually with these two prepositions).  
 ]Enw<pion e]mou? (Lu. 4:7) and e]nw<pio<n mou (Ac. 2:25) both appear.  
With the prepositions usually e]mou?, not mou, occurs as e!neka e]mou? 
(Mt. 5:11). It is only with pro<j that we have much trouble.  
The N. T. editors have generally printed pro<j se, but W. H. have  
that only in Mt. 25:39, elsewhere pro<j se< as in Mt. 26:18.  
Usually we have, according to W. H., pro<j me as in Mt. 25:36;  
Jo. 6:65; 7:37, etc., and where the "me" is emphatic in sense, 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 77. 
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as Mt. 3:14; 11:28, in the first of which Tisch. and Griesbach  
have pro>j me<, a usage not followed by W. H., though kept in the  
LXX text of B, as in Is. 48:16; etc.1  W. H. a few times prefer  
pro>j e]me<  (not enclitic) as in Lu. 1:43; Jo. 6:35, 37 (both ways  
here), 44 (marg.), 45; Ac. 22:8, 13; 23:22; 24:19. Occasionally  
the enclitic tine>j is found at the beginning of a sentence, as in Mt.  
27:47; Lu. 6:2; Jo. 13:29; Ph. 1:15; 1 Tim. 5:24. 
 5. Proper Names cannot always be brought under rules, for in  
Greek, as in English, men claim the right to accent their own  
names as they will. On the accent of the abbreviated proper 
names see chapter V, v. It is difficult to make a clear line of  
distinction as to why   ]Anti<paj (Rev. 2:13) is proper, but  ]Artema?j  
(Tit. 3:12), save that in  ]Artemi<dwroj the accent was already  
after m.  But cf. Kleo<paj (Lu.. 24:18) and Klwpa?j (Jo. 19:25).2 
In general one may say that proper names (geographical and  
personal) throw the accent back, if the original adjectives or sub- 
stantives were oxytone. This is for the sake of distinction.  ]Alecan- 
drino<j (Ac. 27:6; 28:11) is the adjective.   @Assoj (Ac. 20:13 f.)  
is doubtless correct, though Pape gives   ]Asso<j also.3  In   ]Axai*ko<j  
(1 Cor. 16:17) the accent is not thrown back nor is it in  ]Apollw<j 
(1 Cor. 16:12).   ]Asu<nkritoj (Ro. 16:14) retains the accent of  
the adjective, like Tro<fimoj (Ac 20:4) and  [Ume<naioj (1 Tim. 1:  
20).  But we have Bla<stoj (Ac. 12:20), Diotre<fhj (3 Jo. 9),  ]Epai<- 
netoj (Ro. 16:5),   @Erastoj (16:23),  [Ermoge<nhj. (2 Tim. 1:15),  
Eu@tuxoj (Ac. 20:9), Ka<rpoj (2 Tim. 4:13), probably  ]Onhsi<foroj 
(2 Tim. 1:16; 4:19), Pa<tara (Ac. 21:1), Pu<rroj (Ac. 20:4),  
Suntu<xh (Ph. 4:2), Swsqe<nhj (1 Cor. 1:2), Ti<mwn (Ac. 6:5), Tu<-  
xikoj (Ac. 20:4) Fi<lhtoj (2 Tim. 2:17). But Xristo<j always re- 
tains the oxytone accent whether proper name (1 Tim. 1:1) or  
verbal adjective (Mt. 16:16). In 2 Tim. 4:21 Li<noj, not Li?noj,  
is read. So Ti<toj (2 Cor. 2:13, etc.). In Ac. 27:17 Su<rtij is read 
by W. H. But fh?lic in Ac. 24:22, etc. 
 6. Foreign Words. These always give occasion for diversity  
of usage in transliterating them into another tongue. Blass4 
lets the quantity of the vowel in Latin determine the accent in  
the Greek equivalent for Latin words. So Marcus, Ma?rkoj, etc.,  
but W. H. do not accept this easy principle and give us Ma<rkoj  
in Ac. 12:25, etc.,  Kri<spoj (1 Cor. 1:14), etc. W. H. likewise 
 
 1 Cf. Lipsius, Gr. Unters., p. 61. Cf. also W.-Sch., p. 78. 
 2 In W.-Sch., p. 74 f., see remarks on the subject. 
 3 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 73. This word is, of course, not to be confounded with  
a#sson (Ac. 27:13) as Text. Rec. did.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 15. 
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throw the accent back on Latin names like Kou<artoj (Ro. 16:23), 
Pri<skilla (Ac. 18:2), Se<koundoj (Ac. 20:4), Te<rtulloj (24:2), but 
we have on the other hand Gai?oj (Ro. 16:23), not Ga<i*oj, Ou]r= 
bano<j (Ro. 16:9), Silouano<j (2 Cor. 1:19), Skeua?j (Ac. 19:14).1 
 But not even Blass attempts to bring the Semitic words under  
regular rules. Still, it is true, as Winer2 shows, that indeclinable  
Semitic words (especially proper names) have the accent, as a  
rule, on the last syllable, though the usage of Josephus is the con- 
trary, because he generally inflects the words that in the LXX  
and the N. T. are indeclinable. So   ]Aarw<n,   ]Abaddw<n,   ]Abia<,   ]Abiou<d, 
 ]Abraa<m, to take only the first two pages of Thayer's Lexicon,  
though even here we find on the other side   !Abel and   ]Abia<qar. 
If you turn over you meet   !Agar,  ]Ada<m,  ]Addei<,  ]Admei<n,   ]Azw<r, etc. 
It is not necessary here to give a full list of these proper names,  
but reference can be made to Lu. 3:23-38 for a good sample.  
In this list some indeclinable words have the accent on the penult, 
as  ]Elie<zer (29),  Zoroba<bel (27), La<mex (36), Fa<lek (35).3 The in- 
flected Semitic words often throw the accent back, as  @Azwtoj,  
 ]Ia<kwboj, La<zaroj.  Many of the Aramaic words accent the ultima,  
as  ]Abba<, Golgoqa<,  Korba<n,  ]Elwi<, sabaxqanei<, etc. For further re- 
marks on the subject see Helbing, Gr. d. Sept:, pp. 26-31. The  
difficulties of the LXX translators are well illustrated here by  
Helbing. 
 VI. Pronunciation in the Koinh<. This is indeed a knotty  
problem and has been the occasion of fierce controversy. When  
the Byzantine scholars revived the study of Greek in Italy, they  
introduced, of course, their own pronunciation as well as their  
own spelling. But English-speaking people know that spelling is  
not a safe guide in pronunciation, for the pronunciation may  
change very much when the spelling remains the same. Writing  
is originally an effort to represent the sound and is more or less  
successful, but the comparison of Homer with modern Greek is a  
fruitful subject.4  Roger Bacon, as Reuchlin two centuries later,  
adopted the Byzantine pronunciation.5 Reuchlin, who intro- 
duced Greek to the further West, studied in Italy and passed on  
the Byzantine pronunciation. Erasmus is indirectly responsible  
for the current pronunciation of ancient Greek, for the Byzan- 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 75.    2 W.-M., p. 59. 
 3 Cf. also Gregory, Prol., p. 102 f.; W.-Sch., p. 75; Westcott, Notes on  
Orth., pp. 155, 159; Thackeray, pp. 150 ff. 
 4 Blass, Ausspr. des Griech., 1888, p. 7. 
 5 Nolan, The Gk. Gr. of Roger Bacon, p. xx. 
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tine scholars pronounced ancient and modern alike. Jannaris1  
quotes the story of Voss, a Dutch scholar (1577-1649), as to how  
Erasmus heard some learned Greeks pronounce Greek in a very  
different way from the Byzantine custom. Erasmus published a  
discussion between a lion and a bear entitled De Recta Latini  
Graecique sermonis pronuntiatione, which made such an impres- 
sion that those who accepted the ideas advanced in this book were  
called Erasmians and the rest Reuchlinians. As a matter of fact,  
however, Engel has shown that Erasmus merely wrote a literary  
squib to "take off" the new non-Byzantine pronunciation, though  
he was taken seriously by many. Dr. Caspar Rene Gregory  
writes me (May 6, 1912) : "The philologians were of course down  
on Engel and sided gladly with Blass. It was much easier to go  
on with the totally impossible pronunciation that they used than  
to change it." Cf. Engel, Die Aussprachen des Griechischen,  
1887. In 1542 Stephen Gardiner, Chancellor of the University  
of Cambridge, "issued an edict for his university, in which, e.g.  
it was categorically forbidden to distinguish at from e, ei and oi  
from i in pronunciation, under penalty of expulsion from the  
Senate, exclusion from the attainment of a degree, rustication  
for students, and domestic chastisement for boys!"2  Hence  
though the continental pronunciation of Greek and Latin was  
"Erasmian," at Cambridge and Oxford the Reuchlinian influence  
prevailed, though with local modifications. Geldart,3 however,  
complains that at Eton, Rugby and Harrow so little attention  
is paid to pronouncing according to accent that most Greek  
scholars handle the accents loosely. The Classical Review (April,  
1906, p. 146 f.) has the scheme approved by the Philological So- 
cieties of Cambridge and Oxford for "The Restored Pronuncia- 
tion of Latin," which is the virtual adoption of the Continental  
principle. The modern Greeks themselves rather vehemently in- 
sist that ancient Greek should be pronounced as modern Greek  
is. Muller,4 for instance, calls the "Erasmian" pronunciation  
"false" because it treats Greek "as dead." Geldart (Modern  
Gk. Language in Its Relation to Ancient Gr., p. vii) says: "Mod- 
ern Greek is nothing but ancient Greek made easy." It is not 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 31 f. Cf. Mayser, Gr., pp. 138-151. 
 2 Blass, Pronun. of Anc. Gk., Purton's transl., p. 3. 
 3 Guide to Mod. Gk., p. X. 
 4 Hist. Gr. der hell. Spr. (pp. 26, 36). In pp. 35-40 he states the case  
against the squib of Erasmus. Cf. Engel (Die Ausspr. des Griech., 1887) who  
defends the mod. Gk. method, as already stated. 
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quite as simple as that.  Foy1 properly distinguishes between the  
old Greek vocal sounds and the modern Greek and refers to the  
development of Latin into the several Romance languages. There  
is this difference in the Greek, however, that it has only one  
modern representative (with dialectical variations) of the ancient  
tongue. One must not make the mistake of comparing the pro- 
nunciation of the modern Greek vernacular with the probable  
pronunciation of the literary Attic of the fifth century B.C. Then,  
as now, there was the literary and the vernacular pronunciation.  
The changes in pronunciation that have come in the modern  
Greek have come through the Byzantine Greek from the koinh< 
and thus represent a common stream with many rills. The vari- 
ous dialects have made contributions to the pronunciation of the  
koinh< and so of the modern Greek. In cultivated Athens at its  
best there was a closer approximation between the people and the 
educated classes. "Demosthenes, in his oration peri> stefa<nou  
called AEschines a misqwto<n, but had accented the word erroneously,  
namely, mi<sqwton, whereupon the audience corrected him by cry- 
ing misqwto<n."2  Like the modern Italian, the ancient Greek had a  
musical cadence that set it above all other European tongues.3  
We can indeed appeal to the old Greek inscriptions for the popu- 
lar pronunciation on many points.4  According to this evidence 
in the first century B.C. in Attica ai=ae, ei=i, h=i, u=i, ui=u, oi=i,  
b=u (English v).5 Clearly then in the koinh< the process of itacism 
was already at work before the N. T. was written. What was  
true of the koinh< vernacular then does not of course argue conclu- 
sively for the pronunciation of cultivated Athenians in the time  
of Socrates. In versatile Athens "a stranger, if introduced on the  
stage, is always represented as talking the language or dialect of  
the people to which he belongs."6  Blass indeed thinks that in  
Tarsus the school-teacher taught Paul Atticistic Greek! " @Ismen, 
 
 1 Lautsystem der griech. Vulgarspr., 1879, p. 83 f. 
 2 Achilles Rose, Chris. Greece and Living Gk., 1898, p. 61. 
 3 Cf. Mure, A Crit. Hist. of the Lang. and Lit. of Anc. Greece, I, p. 99;  
Bolland, Die althell. Wortbet. im Lichte der Gesch., 1897, p. 6. Cf. Pronun.  
of Gk. as deduced from Graeco-Latin Biling. Coins. By Cecil Bendall in  
Jour. of Philol., vol. XXIX, No. 58, 1904. Here the rough breathing is  
represented by h, q=th, f = ph. 
 4 Thumb, Unters. etc., 1888, p. 1. Cf. Sophocles, Hist. of Gk. Alph. and  
Pronun., 1854. 
 5 Telly, Chron. and Topog. der griech. Ausspr. nach d. Zeugnisse der  
Inschr., 1893, p. 39. 
 6 Rutherford, The New Phryn., p. 32. 7 Philol. of the Gosp., p. 9, 
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i@ste, i@sasin, he must have said, are the true forms which you  
must employ if you care to be considered a cultivated speaker or  
writer." Yet in Paul's Epistles he constantly has oi@damen, --ate, 
--asin.  The Atticistic pronunciation was no more successful than  
the Atticistic spelling, forms and syntax. We maybe sure of one  
thing, the pronunciation of the vernacular koinh< was not exactly  
like the ancient literary Attic nor precisely like the modern Greek  
vernacular, but veering more towards the latter. In Greek as  
in English the pronunciation has perhaps varied more than the  
spelling. Giles1 observes that English pronunciation "is really  
a stumbling-block in tracing the history of the English language."  
Hadley2 has a very able and sane discussion of this matter of  
changes in Greek pronunciation. He insists on change all through  
the centuries (p. 139), which is the only rational position. If we  
turn to the earliest N. T. MSS. we shall find undoubtedly traces  
of this process of change from the old Attic toward the Byzantine  
or modern Greek pronunciation. Indeed in the fourth and fifth  
centuries A.D.,3 the date of the earliest uncials, the process is  
pretty well complete. The N. T. scribes make no hesitation in 
writing ai or e; i, ei, h, ^; oi or u according to convenience or indi- 
vidual taste.4  Blass,5 contrary to his former view about Tarsus, 
says that it is impossible to suppose that there was anybody in  
the schools at Tarsus who would have taught Paul the correct  
historical spelling or pronunciation. To the student of the koinh<, 
as to us, in a sense "the Greek gra<mmata were dead symbols,  
from which must be recovered the living sounds."6  Of one thing 
we may be sure, and it is that other dialects besides the Attic  
contributed to the koinh< pronunciation. The koinh< would be 
dialect-coloured here and there in its pronunciation. Alexan- 
der's conquest, like the railroad and the steamship of the present 
day, levelled the dialectical variations in many points, whereas  
before every valley in Greece had its own pronunciation of  
certain words.7  One taught the koinh< in a Doric environment 
 
 1 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 103. Cf. also Ellis, Early Eng. Pronun. 
 2 "Gk. Pronun." in Ess. Philol. and Crit., pp. 128-140. 
Hatzidakis, Einl. etc. 
 4 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 34 f. 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 6 f. 
 6 Nicklin, Cl. Rev., Mar., 1906, p. 116. This is precisely the objection that  
Jannaris (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 33) brings against the ancient grammarians as  
"post-Christian scribes" and unable to "speak with authority of the pro- 
nunciation of classical Greek." 
 7 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 75. Cf. Oppenheim and Lucas, Byz.  
Zeitschr., 1905, p. 13, for exx. of phonetic spelling. 
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would show it somewhat. As a matter of fact the Boeotian  
dialect contributed largely to the koinh< vernacular pronunciation  
(and so the modern Greek) in points where the Boeotian differed  
radically from the old Attic.1  Boeotian Greek "modified its  
vowel-system more than any other Greek dialect."2 Thus  
already in Boeotian we find both ai and ae in the earliest in- 
scriptions and finally h.  So in Boeotian  h became3 ei in sound,  
as e]pidei<=e]peidh<.  The early Greek generally, as already shown,  
made no distinction in sign between o and w, and h was a slow  
development from e.  The Ionic dialect never took kindly to  
the rough breathing and greatly influenced the koinh< and so the  
modern Greek. By the Christian era b is beginning to be pro- 
nounced as n, as the transliteration of Latin words like Bergi<lioj 
shows.  Z is no longer ds, but z, though d seems still usually d,  
not th.  Who is right, therefore, the "Erasmians" or the Reuch- 
linians? Jannaris4 sums up in favour of the Reuchlinians, while  
according to Riemann and Goelzer5 the "Erasmians" are wholly  
right. As a matter of fact neither side is wholly right. In  
speaking of ancient Greek one must recognise other dialects  
than the literary Attic of the fifth century B.C. If you ask for the  
pronunciation of the vernacular koinh< of the first century A.D.,  
that will be found as a whole neither in the literary Attic alone  
nor in the N. T. MSS. of the fifth century A.D. The papyri and  
the inscriptions of the time throw light on a good many points,  
though not on all. But even here the illiterate papyri do not fur- 
nish a safe standard for the vernacular of a man like Paul or  
Luke. It is small wonder therefore that N. T. MSS. show much  
confusion between —sei (future indicative) and s^ (aorist subjunc- 
tive), -omen (indicative) and —wmen (subjunctive), --sqai (infinitive)  
and --sqe (indicative middle), etc. It is possibly as well to go on  
pronouncing the N. T. Greek according to the literary Attic, since  
we cannot reproduce a clear picture of the actual vernacular  
koinh< pronunciation, only we must understand frankly that this 
 
 1 Cf. Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 41. 
 2 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 540. 
 3 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., pp. 41, 46. Thumb (Hellen., p. 228) warns  
us against overemphasis of the Boeotian influence. 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 31. "The pronunciation of ancient Gk. in the manner  
of the present Greeks had been traditionally accepted at all times, before  
and through the Middle Ages, as a matter of unquestioned fact." 
 5 Phonet., p. 56. "En resume, la prononciation grecque ancienne etait,  
sur presque tous les points, differente de la prononciation moderne." 
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is not the way it was done. On the other hand the modern Greek  
method misses it by excess, as the literary Attic does by default.  
There was, of course, no Jewish pronunciation of the koinh<. The  
Coptic shows the current pronunciation in many ways and prob- 
ably influenced the pronunciation of the koinh< in Egypt. Cf. a  
German's pronunciation of English. 
 VII. Punctuation. In the spoken language the division of  
words is made by the voice, pauses, emphasis, tone, gesture, but  
it is difficult to reproduce all this on the page for the eye. Many  
questions arise for the editor of the Greek N. T. that are not easy  
of solution. Caspar Rene Gregory insists that whenever N. T.  
MSS. have punctuation of any kind, it must be duly weighed,  
since it represents the reading given to the passage. 
 (a) THE PARAGRAPH. As early as Aristotle's time the para- 
graph (para<grafoj) was known. A dividing horizontal stroke was  
written between the lines marking the end of a paragraph. Some  
other marks like > (diplh?) or ┐ (korwni<j) were used, or a slight  
break in the line made by a blank space. Then again the first  
letter of the line was written larger than the others or even made  
to project out farther than the rest.1  The paragraph was to the  
ancients the most important item in punctuation, and we owe a  
debt to the N. T. revisers for restoring it to the English N. T.  
Cf. Lightfoot, Trench, Ellicott, The Revision of the N. T., 1873,  
p. xlvi. Euthalius (A.D. 458) prepared an edition of the Greek  
N. T. with chapters (kefa<laia), but long before him Clement of  
Alexandria spoke of perikopai< and Tertullian of capitula. These  
"chapters" were later called also ti<tloi.2 The sti<xoj of Euthalius  
was a line of set length with no regard to the sense, like our prin- 
ter's ems. W. H. have made careful use of the paragraph in their  
Greek N. T. The larger sections are marked off by spaces and  
the larger paragraphs are broken into smaller sub-paragraphs  
(after the French method) by smaller spaces.3  Another division  
is made by W. H. in the use of the capital letter at the beginning  
of an important sentence, while the other sentences, though after  
a period, begin with a small letter. This is a wholly arbitrary  
method, but it helps one better to understand W. H.'s interpre- 
tation of the text. 
 
 1 On the paragraph see Thompson, Handb. of Gk. and Lat. Palaeog.,  
pp. 67 ff. Occasionally the double point (:) was used to close a paragraph.  
 2 Cf. Warfield, Text. Crit. of N. T., pp. 40 ff. 
 3 Hort. Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 319. For the sti<xoj see further Gregory,  
Prol., p. 112 f. 
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W. H.1 have also printed in metrical form passages metrical in  
rhythm like the Magnificat of Mary (Lu. 1:46-55), the fragment  
of a hymn in 1 Tim. 3:16, etc., while Lu. 2:14 and the non- 
metrical hymns in Revelation are merely printed in narrower  
columns. The Hebrew parallelism of 0. T. quotations is indicated  
also. 
 (b) SENTENCES. The oldest inscriptions and papyri show few  
signs of punctuation between sentences or clauses in a sentence,2  
though punctuation by points does appear on some of the ancient  
inscriptions. In the Artemisia, papyrus the double point (:) occa- 
sionally ends the sentence.3 It was Aristophanes of Byzantium  
(260 B.C.) who is credited with inventing a more regular system  
of sentence punctuation which was further developed by the  
Alexandrian grammarians.4  As a rule all the sentences, like the  
words, ran into one another in an unbroken line (scriptura con- 
tinua), but finally three stops were provided for the sentence by  
the use of the full point. The point at the top of the line (:) (stigmh> 
telei<a, 'high point') was a full stop; that on the line (.) (u[postigmh<)  
was equal to our semicolon, while a middle point (stigmh> me<sh) 
was equivalent to our comma.5  But gradually changes came over  
these stops till the top point was equal to our colon, the bottom  
point became the full stop, the middle point vanished, and about  
the ninth century A.D. the comma (,) took its place. About this  
time also the question-mark (;) or e]rwthmatiko<n appeared. These  
marks differed from the sti<xoi in that they concerned the sense  
of the sentence. Some of the oldest N. T. MSS. show these marks  
to some extent. B has the higher point as a period, the lower  
point for a shorter pause.6  But still we cannot tell how much, if  
any, use the N. T. writers themselves made of punctuation points.  
We may be sure that they did not use the exclamation point,  
the dash, quotation-marks, the parenthesis, etc.7  Parenthetical  
clauses were certainly used, which will be discussed elsewhere,  
though no signs were used for this structure by the ancient  
Greeks. W. H. represent the parenthesis either by the comma  
(Ro. 1:13) or the dash with comma (1 Tim. 2:7). Instead of 
 
 1 Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 319 f. 3 Thompson, Handb., etc., p. 69. 
 2 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 62.  4 Ib., p. 70; Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 67. 
 5 I follow Thompson (Handb., etc., p. 70) on this point instead of Jannaris  
(pp. 63 and 67), who makes the u[postigmh< = our comma. 
 6 Cf. Gregory, Prol., pp. 345, 348; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 17. D has  
the sti<xoi, in the way of sense-lines (Blass, ib.). 
 7 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 67. 
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quotation-marks W. H. begin the quotation with a capital letter  
with no punctuation before it, as in Jo. 12:19, 21. One way of  
expressing a quotation was by to<, as in Ro. 13:9. In the case  
of 0. T. quotations the Scripture is put in uncial type (Jo. 12:13).  
The period (peri<odoj) gives very little trouble to the modern edi- 
tor, for it is obviously necessary for modern needs. Here the  
editor has to make his interpretation sometimes when it is doubt- 
ful, as W. H. give e!n. o{ ge<gonen e]n,  not e{n o{ ge<gonen. e]n (Jo. 1:4). So 
W. H. read qauma<zete. dia> tou?to Mwush?j in Jo. 7:22, not qauma<zete  
dia> tou?to. Mwush?j, etc. The colon (kw?lon),1 ‘limb of the sentence’ 
formed a complete clause. See Jo. 3:31 for example of use of  
colon made by W. H. The comma (ko<mma) is the most common  
division of the sentence and is often necessary, as with the voca- 
tive. So Dida<skale, ti< poih<swmen; (Lu. 3:12) and many common  
examples. In general W. H. use the comma only where it is  
necessary to make clear an otherwise ambiguous clause, whether  
it be a participial (Col. 2:2) or conjunctional phrase (Col. 1:23),  
or appositive (Col. 1:18), or relative (Col. 2:3). The first chap- 
ter of Colossians has a rather unusual number of colons (2, 6, 14,  
16, 18, 20, 27, 28) as Paul struggles with several long sentences,  
not to mention the clashes (21, 22, 26). The Germans use the  
comma too freely with the Greek for our English ideas, leaving  
out the Greek!  Even Winer defended the comma after karpo<n in  
Jo. 15:2 and o[ nikw?n in Rev. 3:12, not to mention Griesbach's  
"excessive" use of the comma, Winer himself being judge.2  My  
friend, Rev. S. M. Provence, D.D. (Victoria, Tex.), suggests a full  
stop before maqw<n in Ac. 23:27 f. That would help the character  
of Claudius Lysias on the point of veracity. 
 (c) WORDS. The continuous writing of words without any  
space between them was not quite universal, though nearly so.3 
The oldest Attic inscription (Dipylon vase, probably eighth cen- 
tury B.C.) is written from right to left. With the common method  
it was not always easy for the practised eye to distinguish between  
words. Hence there arose the diastolh< or u[podiastolh< a comma 
used to distinguish between ambiguous words, as o!, ti, not o!ti.  
But W. H. make no use of this mark, not even in o!, ti to dis- 
tinguish it from the conjunction o!ti.  They print uniformly o!ti   
(Lu. 10:35; Jo. 2:5; 14:13; 1 Cor. 16:2, etc.), not to men- 
 
 1 Thompson, Handb., etc., p. 81. So Suidas. The colon is the main semi- 
division of the sentence, but mod. Eng. makes less use of all marks save the  
period and comma. 
 2 W.-M., pp. 63, 67.   3 Thompson, Handb., etc., p. 67.  
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tion doubtful cases like those in Mk. 9:11, 28; Jo. 8:25; 2  
Cor. 3:14.1  As to the marks of diaeresis (  * ) reference may be had  
to the discussion of diphthongs and diaeresis in this chapter under  
II (i). W. H., like other modern editors, use the apostrophe (  ] ) (or  
smooth breathing) to represent elision, as a]p ] a]rxh?j (Mt. 24:21).2  
The coronis is the smooth breathing used also to show when crasis  
has taken place, as in ka]moi< (Lu. 1:3).3 The hyphen, a long  
straight line, was used in the Harris-Homer MS. to connect com- 
pound words, but it is not in the N. T.4 The editors vary much 
in the way such words as a]lla< ge,< i!na ti<, tou?t ]  e@sti, etc., are printed. 
The MSS. give no help at all, for tou?to de< e]stin in Ro. 1:12 is not  
conclusive against tou?t ] e@stin elsewhere.5  W. H. prefer a[lla< ge (Lu.  
24:21; 1 Cor. 9:2), a#ra< ge (Ac. 8:30), dia< ge (Lu. 11:8; 18:5),  
ei@ ge (2 Cor. 5:3, etc.), kai< ge (Ac. 2:18; 17:27), o!j ge (Ro. 8:32),  
dia> panto<j (Mk. 5:5, etc.), dia> ti< (Mt. 9 : 11, etc.), i!na ti< (Mt. 9:4,  
etc.), ei@ pwj (Ac. 27:12), mh< pote (everywhere save in Mt. 25:9 
where  mh<pote), mh< pou (Ac. 27:29), mh< pwj (1 Cor. 9:27, etc.), mh< 
tij (1 Cor. 16:11, etc.).  So also dh?lon o!ti in 1 Cor. 15:27, o!stij  
ou#n (Mt. 18:4). But on the other hand W. H. print dio<ti as well 
as ei@te, ou@te, mh<te, w!ste, kai<per, mh<pote (once), mhde<pote, mhde<pw 
ou]de<pote, mhke<ti, ou]ke<ti, mh<pw, ou@pw, mh<tige, even mh<ge (Mt. 6:1),  
kaqa< kaqo<, kaqw<j, kaqa<per, kaqo<ti, kaqo<lou, w!sper, w[sei<, w[sperei< (1 Cor. 
15:8), etc. But W. H. give us kaq ] ei$j in Ro. 12:5, a]na> me<son in  
Mt. 13:25, etc.; Kata> mo<naj in Mk. 4:10, kaq ] o!son in Heb. 3:3.  
Adverbs like e]pe<keina (Ac. 7:43), u[pere<keina (2 Cor. 10:16), parekto<j 
(2 Cor. 11:28) are, of course, printed as one word. W. H. prop- 
erly have u!per e]gw< (2 Cor. 11:23), not u[peregw<.  In Ac. 27:33  
tessareskaide<katoj is one word, but W. H. have  [Iera> Po<lij in Col. 
4:13 and Ne<a po<lij in Ac. 16:11. It must be confessed that no  
very clear principles in this matter can be set forth, and the effort  
of Winer-Schmiedel6 at minute analysis does not throw much light  
on the subject. 
 (d) THE EDITOR'S PREROGATIVE. Where there is so much con- 
fusion, what is the editor's prerogative? Blass7 boldly advances 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 35. 
 2 See this ch. ii (k) for discussion of elision. For origin and early use of  
the apostrophe see Thompson, Handb., etc., p. 73. 
 3 See this ch. II (1) for discussion of crasis. Cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr.,  
p. 88.      4 Thompson, Handb., etc., p. 72. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 14. For the usage of Tisch. in the union and  
the separation of particles see Gregory, Prol., pp. 109-111. In most cases  
Tisch. ran the particles together as one word. 6 P. 35. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 17. Left out by Debrunner. 
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the German idea: "The most correct principle appears to be to  
punctuate wherever a pause is necessary for reading correctly."  
But Winer1 shrinks from this profusion of punctuation-marks by  
the editors, which "often intruded on the text their own interpre- 
tation of it." The editor indeed has to interpret the text with  
his punctuation, but certainly good taste demands that the mini- 
mum, not the maximum, of punctuation-marks be the rule. They  
must of necessity decide "a multitude of subtle and difficult  
points of interpretation."2  Hort indeed aimed at "the greatest  
simplicity compatible with clearness," and this obviously should  
be the goal in the Greek N. T. But the editor's punctuation may  
be a hindrance to the student instead of a help. It is the privi- 
lege of each N. T. student to make his own punctuation. 
 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 63.  2 Hort, Intr. to Gk. N. T., p. 318. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
                                             CHAPTER VII 
 
 
                         THE DECLENSIONS (KLISEIS) 
 
 
 Space will not be taken for the inflection of the nouns and pro- 
nouns, for the student of this grammar may be assumed to know  
the normal Attic inflections. Aristotle1 used the term "inflection"  
(prw?sij) of noun and verb and even adverb, but practically inflec- 
tion is applied to nouns and conjugation (kli<sij r[hma<twn=suzugi<a)  
to verbs. Noun (o@noma) does, of course, include both substan- 
tive and adjective without entering the psychological realm and  
affirming the connection between name and thing (cf. Plato's  
Cratylus). 
 
                      I. THE SUBSTANTIVE (TO "ONOMA) 
 
 The Substantive (to> o@noma) is either concrete (sw?ma) or abstract 
(pra?gma), ordinary appellative (o@noma proshgoriko<n) or proper (o@noma 
ku<rion). 
 1. History of the Declensions. It is only since the seventeenth  
century A.D. that modern grammarians distinguish for conveni- 
ence three declensions in Greek. The older grammars had ten  
or more.2  In the modern Greek vernacular the first and third de- 
clensions have been largely fused into one, using the singular of  
the first and the plural of the third.3  Thumb (Handbook, pp.  
43 ff.) divides the declension of substantives in modern Greek  
vernacular according to gender simply (masculine, feminine,  
neuter). This is the simplest way out of the confusion. In San- 
skrit five declensions are usually given as in Latin, but Whitney4  
says: "There is nothing absolute in this arrangement; it is merely  
believed to be open to as few objections as any other." Evidently 
 
 1 Donaldson, New Crat., p. 421. It is in the accidence that the practical  
identity of N. T. Gk. with the popular koinh< is best seen, here and in the lexical  
point of view (Deissmann, Exp., Nov., 1907, p. 434). 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 102; Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 264. 
 3 Ib., pp. 105, 111. Cf. Hatzidakis, Einl. etc., pp. 376 ff. 
 4 Sans. Gr., p. 111. 
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therefore the ancient Greeks did not have the benefit of our mod- 
em theories and rules, but inflected the substantives according to  
principles not now known to us. The various dialects exercised  
great freedom also and exhibited independent development at  
many points, not to mention the changes in time in each dialect.  
The threefold division is purely a convenience, but with this justi- 
fication: the first has a stems, the second o stems, the third con- 
sonant and close vowel (i, u) stems. There are some differences in  
the suffixes also, the third declension having always the genitive  
ending in –oj.  In the third declension especially it is not possible  
to give a type to which all the words in all the cases and numbers  
conform. Besides, the same word may experience variations.  
Much freedom is to be recognized in the whole matter of the de- 
clensions within certain wide limits. See metaplasm or the fluc- 
tuation between the several declensions. 
 2. The Number of the Cases (ptw<seij). The meaning and  
use of the cases will have a special chapter in Syntax (ch. XI). 
 (a) THE HISTORY OF THE FORMS OF THE CASES. This is called  
for before the declensions are discussed. The term "case" (ptw?sij,  
cases) is considered a "falling," because the nominative is regarded  
as the upright case (ptw?sij o]rqh<, eu]qei?a), though as a matter of  
fact the accusative is probably older than the nominative (ptw?sij 
o]nomastikh< or o]rqh<). The other cases are called oblique (pla<giai)  
as deviations from the nominative. In simple truth the vocative  
(klhtikh< or prosagoreu<tikh) has no inflection and is not properly a  
case in its logical relations. It is usually the noun-stem or like  
the nominative in form. There are only three other case-endings  
preserved in the Greek, and the grammars usually term them ac- 
cusative (ptw?sij ai]tiatikh<), genitive (ptw?sij genikh<) and dative 
(ptw?sij dotikh<).1  There is no dispute as to the integrity of the ac- 
cusative case, the earliest, most common of all the oblique cases 
and the most persistent. In the breakdown of the other cases  
the accusative and the prepositions reap the benefit. In truth 
the other oblique cases are variations from the normal accusative.  
But this subject is complicated with the genitive and the dative.  
It is now a commonplace in comparative philology that the 
Greek genitive has taken over the function of the ablative (a]fai- 
retikh<) also. In the singular the Sanskrit had already the same 
 
 1 Mod. Gk. vernac. has only three cases (nom., gen. and acc.) and these  
are not always formally differentiated from each other. The mod. Gk. has  
thus carried the blending of case-forms almost as far as mod. Eng. Cf. Thumb,  
Handb., p. 31. 
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ending (–aj) for genitive and ablative, while in the plural the San- 
skrit ablative had the same form as the dative (bhyas; cf. Latin  
ibus). Thus in the Sanskrit the ablative has no distinctive end- 
ings save in the singular of a stems like kamat (‘love’) where  
the ablative ending –t (d) is preserved. In Latin, as we know,  
the ablative, dative, locative and instrumental have the same  
endings in the plural. The Latin ablative singular is partly  
ablative, partly locative, partly instrumental. Some old Latin  
inscriptions show the d, as bened, in altod marid, etc. In Greek  
the ablative forms merged with the genitive as in the Sanskrit  
singular, but not because of any inherent "internal connec- 
tion between them, as from accidents affecting the outward  
forms of inflection."1 The Greek did not allow t or d to stand at  
the end of a word. So the Greek has pro<j (not pro<t for proti<).  
Kalw?j may be (but see Brugmann2) the ablative kalw?t and so all  
adverbs in —wj.  The meaning of the two cases remained distinct  
in the Greek as in the Sanskrit. It is not possible to derive the  
ablative (source or separation) idea from the genitive (or ge<noj) idea  
nor vice versa. The Greek dative (dotikh<) is even more compli- 
cated. "The Greek dative, it is well known, both in singular and  
plural, has the form of a locative case, denoting the place where  
or in which; but, as actually used, it combines, with the mean- 
ing of a locative, those of the dative and instrumental."3 This  
is only true of some datives. There are true datives like o[d&?, 
xw<r%. The Indo-Germanic stock, as shown by the Sanskrit,  
had originally three separate sets of endings for these cases. 
 
 1 Hadley, Ess. Philol. and Crit., Gk. Gen. or Abl., p. 52. Cf. also Miles,  
Comp. Synt. of Gk. and Lat., 1893, p. xvii. This blending of the cases in  
Gk. is the result of "partial confusion" "between the genitive and the ablative  
between the dative and the locative, between the locative and the instru- 
mental" (Audoin, La Decl. dans les Lang. Indo-Europ., 1898, p. 248). In  
general on the subject of the history of the eight cases in Gk. see Brugmann,  
Griech. Gr., pp. 217-250, 375 f.; Comp. Gr. of the Indo-Ger. Lang., vol. III, pp.  
52-280; Furze vergl. Gram., II, pp. 418 ff.; K.-B1., I, pp. 365-370, II, pp.  
299-307; Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 268-301; Bopp, Uber das Dem.  
und den Urspr. der Casuszeichen etc., 1826; Hartung, Uber die Casus etc.,  
1831; Hilbschmann, Zur Casuslehre, 1875; Rumpel, Casusl., 1845; Meillet,  
Intr. a l'Etude Comp., pp. 257 ff.; Penka, Die Entst. der Synkr. Casus im  
Lat., Griech. und Deutsch., 1874. See also p. 33 f. of Hubner, Grundr. zu  
Vorles. uber die gricch. Synt.; Schleicher, Vergl. Griech.; Schmidt, Griech.  
Gr., etc. 
 2 Brugmann (Griech. Gr., 1900, p. 225), who considers the j in ou!twj, ktl., 
due to analogy merely, like the j in e]ggu<-j, ktl. But he sees an abl. idea in  
e]k-to<j. Cf. also ou]rano<-qe like coeli-tus.  3 Hadley, Ess. Phil. and Crit., p. 52. 
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The Greek plural uses for all three cases either "the loca- 
tive in –si or the instrumental forms in —oij."1  "The forms in  
—aij, Latin —is, from –a stems, are a new formation on the analogy  
of forms from —o stems."2    ]Aqh<nhsi is locative plural. In the  
singular of consonant, i and u stems, the locative ending —i is used  
for all three cases in Greek, as nukti<.  In the a declension the  
dative ending –ai is the same as locative a+i.  The form –ai con- 
tracts with the stem-vowel a into % or ^.  A few examples of 
the locative here survive, as in pa<lai,  ]Olumpi<ai, qhbai-genh<j.3  
Xamai< may be either dative or locative. In the o declension also  
the dative ending –ai is the usual form, contracting with the o  
into &.  But a few distinct locative endings survive, like 
 ]Isqmoi?, oi@koi (cf. oi@k&), poi?, etc.  The Homeric infinitive do<men and  
the infinitive like fe<rein are probably locatives also without the i, 
while the infinitives in –ai (do<menai, dou?nai, leluke<nai, lu<esqai, lu?sai, 
etc.) are datives.4  The instrumental has left little of its original  
form on the Greek singular. The usual Sanskrit is a.  Cf. in 
Greek such words as a!ma, e!neka, i!na, meta<, para<, peda<, possibly 
the Doric krufa?, Lesbian a@lla.  Brugmann5 thinks the Laconic  
ph<-poka= Attic pw<-pote is instrumental like the Gothic he (English  
why). Cf. the in "the more the better," etc. Another Greek suffix  
—fi (Indo-Germanic, bhi) is found in Homer, as bi<hfi, qeo<fin  
(plural). But this –fi was used also for ablative or locative, and  
even genitive or dative. It is clear therefore that in Greek the  
usual seven (eight with the vocative) Indo-Germanic cases are  
present, though in a badly mutilated condition as to form. The  
ideas, of course, expressed by the cases continued to be expressed  
by the blended forms. In actual intelligent treatment it is simpler  
to preserve the seven case-names as will be seen later. 
 (b) THE BLENDING OF CASE—ENDINGS. This is a marked pe- 
culiarity of the Indo-Germanic tongues. Neuter nouns illustrate 
 
 1 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 287. 
 2 Ib., p. 290. For survivals of the dat. —at see the Rhodian tai?, (Bjorkegren,  
De Sonis dial. Rhod., p. 41). 
 3 Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 228. Cf. the Lat. domi, Romoe(i). For nu- 
merous exx. of loc. and dat. distinct in form in the various dialects see Meister,  
Griech. Dial., Bd. II, pp. 61 ff.; Hoffmann, Griech. Dial., Bd. I, p. 233 (dat.  
—ai, loc. --i; dat. —wi, loc. —oi). Cf. Collitz and Bechtel, Samml. d. griech. dial.  
Inschr., p. 308.  4 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 278 f. 
 5 Griech. Gr., 3. Aufl., p. 229. Cf. K.-B1., II., pp. 301-307, for examples of  
the survival of abl., loc. and instr. forms in Gk. adverbs. Cf. also Meister,  
Griech. Dial., II., p. 295, for survivals of instr. forms in Cypriotic dial. (a]ra?, 
eu]xwla?). See Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I. Tl., p. 194. 
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the same tendency, not to mention the dual. The analytic pro- 
cess has largely triumphed over the synthetic case-endings.  
Originally no prepositions were used and all the word-relations  
were expressed by cases. In modern French, for instance, there  
are no case-endings at all, but prepositions and the order of  
the words have to do all that was originally done by the case- 
forms. In English, outside of the old dative form in pronouns  
like him, them, etc., the genitive form alone remains. Finnish  
indeed has fifteen cases and several other of the ruder tongues  
have many.1 On the other hand the Coptic had no case-end- 
ings, but used particles and prepositions like NTE for genitive,  
etc. It is indeed possible that all inflectional languages passed  
once through the isolating and agglutinative stages. English may  
some day like the Chinese depend entirely on position and tone  
for the relation of words to each other. 
 (C) ORIGIN OF CASE, SUFFIXES. Giles2 frankly confesses that 
comparative philology has nothing to say as to the origin of the  
case-suffixes. They do not exist apart from the noun-stems.  
Some of them may be pronominal, others may be positional (post- 
positions), but it adds nothing to our knowledge to call some of  
the cases local and others grammatical. They are all gramma- 
tical. The ablative and the locative clearly had a local origin.  
Some cases were used less often than others. Some of the case- 
forms became identical. Analogy carried on the process. The  
desire to be more specific than the case-endings led to the use of  
prepositional adverbs. As these adverbs were used more and more  
there was "an ever-increasing tendency to find the important  
part of the meaning in the preposition and not in the case-ending."3  
In the modern Greek vernacular, as already stated, only three  
case-forms survive (nominative, genitive, accusative), the dative  
vanishing like the ablative.4 
 
 1 Farrar, Gr. Synt., p. 23. 
 2 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 271. Bergaigne (Du Role de la Deriv. dans la  
Decl. Indo-Europ., Mem. de la Soc. de Ling. de Paris, to. ii, fasc. 5) and G.  
Meyer (Zur Gesch. der indo-germ. Stammb. and Decl.) both argue that case- 
endings had no distinctive meaning in themselves nor separate existence.  
But see also Hirt, Handb. etc., pp. 231-288, for careful treatment of the cases.  
On the general subject of syncretism in the Gk. cases see Delbruck, Vergl.  
Synt., 1. Tl., pp. 189 ff., 195 f. See also Sterrett, Horn. II., N. 15, for traces of  
abl., loc. and instr. forms in Hom. (loc. –i, --qi; instr., –fi, –fin; abl., –qen). 
 3 Giles, op. cit., p. 273. 
 4 Dieterich, Unters. etc., p. 149. Cf. also Keck, Uber d. Dual bei d. griech.  
Rednern etc., 1882. 
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 3. Number (a]riqmo<j) in Substantives. The N. T. Greek has  
lost the dual (duiko<j) and uses only the singular (e[niko<j) and the  
plural (plhquntiko<j). The Sanskrit and the Hebrew had the dual,  
but the Latin had only duo and ambo (and possibly octo and vi- 
ginti) which had a plural inflection in the oblique cases. Coptic1 
had no plural nor dual save as the plural article distinguished  
words. English has only the dual twain, but we now say twins.  
The scholars do not agree as to the origin of the dual. Moul- 
ton2 inclines to the idea that it arose "in prehistoric days when  
men could not count beyond two." It is more likely that it is  
due to the desire to emphasize pairs, as hands, eyes, etc., not to  
accept "Du Ponceau's jest that it must have been invented for  
lovers and married people."3  In the oldest Indo-Germanic lan- 
guages the luxury of the dual is vanishing, but Moulton considers  
its use in the Attic as a revival.4 It never won a foothold in the  
AEolic and the New Ionic, and its use in the Attic was limited and  
not consistent.5  The dual is nearly gone in the late. Attic inscrip- 
tions,6 while in the koinh< it is only sporadic and constantly vanish- 
ing in the inscriptions and papyri.7  In Pergamum8 and Pisidia9  
no dual appears in the inscriptions. The only dual form that  
occurs in the LXX and the N. T. is du<o (not du<w) for all the cases  
(as genitive in 1 Tim. 5:19), save dusi<(n) for the dative-locative- 
instrumental, a plural form found in Aristotle, Polybius, etc., and  
called a barbarism by Phrynichus.10 Only in 4 Macc. 1:28 A  
duoi?n is found, but duei?n in xV, as in Polybius and the Atticists  
(Thackeray, p. 187). For examples of dusi<(n) see Mt. 6:24 = Lu.  
16:13; Ac. 21:33; Heb. 10:28, etc. In the papyri, however,  
du<w, duw?, duei?n occasionally appear11 along with dusi<(n). In the  
modern Greek the dual is no longer used.   @Amfw has vanished in  
the N. T. while a]mfo<teroi occurs fourteen times (Mt. 9:17, etc.), 
 
 1 Tattam's Egyp. Gr., p. 16.  2 Prol., p. 57. 
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 23. Cf. Geiger, Ursp. d. Spr., § ix. Cf. Giles, 
Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 264.   4 Prol., p. 57. 
 5 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 101.  5 Meisterhans, Att. Inschr., p. 201. 
 7 Moulton, Cl. Rey,, 1901, p. 436. 8 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 138.  
 9 Compernass, De Serm. Vulg. etc., p. 15. Tatian (p. 96 of his works) 
shows a dual. 
 10 Rutherford, New Phryn., p. 289 f. But cf. K.-BI., I, p. 362, for further 
items about the dual. 
 11 Deissmann, B. S., p. 187. For dusi<(n) in the inscriptions see Dittenberger,  
118. 22, etc. Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 313. For similar situations  
in the LXX MSS. (toi?j du<o, toi?j dusi<, and A duoi?n, x duei?n) see Helbing, Gr. d.  
Sept., p. 53. Cf. also C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 25. 
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once (Ac. 19:16) apparently in the sense of more than two, like  
the occasional use of the English "both" and the Byzantine use  
of a]mfo<teroi and "two clear examples of it in NP 67 and 69  
(iv/A.D.)."1  Once for all then it may be remarked that in the  
N. T. both for nouns and verbs the dual is ignored. The dual was  
rare in the later Ionic and the koinh< follows suit (Radermacher,  
N. T. Gk., p. 184). The syntactical aspects of number are to be  
discussed later. 
 4. Gender (ge<noj) in Substantives. In the long history of the  
Greek language gender has been wonderfully persistent and has  
suffered little variation.2  It is probably due to the natural differ- 
ence of sex that grammatical gender3 arose. The idea of sense  
gender continued, but was supplemented by the use of endings  
for the distinction of gender. This personification of inanimate  
objects was probably due to the poetic imagination of early peo- 
ples, but it persists in modern European tongues, though French  
has dropped the neuter (cf. the Hebrew) and modern English  
(like the Persian and Chinese) has no grammatical gender save in  
the third personal pronoun (he, she, it) and the relative.4 Anal- 
ogy has played a large part in gender.5 The Sanskrit, Latin and  
Greek all gave close attention to gender and developed rules that  
are difficult to apply, with many inconsistencies and absurdities.  
In Greek h!lioj is masculine and selh<nh feminine, while in German  
we have die Sonne and der Mond.  Perhaps we had better be  
grateful that the Greek did not develop gender in the verb like  
the Hebrew verb. Moulton6 thinks it "exceedingly strange" that  
English should be almost alone in shaking off "this outworn ex- 
crescence on language." The N. T., like Homer and the modern  
Greek, preserves the masculine (a]rseniko<n), feminine (qhluko<n) and 
neuter (ou]de<teron).  Some words indeed have common (koino<n) sex, 
like o[ h[ pai?j, o@noj, qeo<j, while others, applied to each sex, are called  
epicene (e]pi<koinon), like h[ a]lw<phc, a@rktoj. In German we actually  
have das Weib (‘wife’)! 
 (a) VARIATIONS IN GENDER. They are not numerous.  
a@bussoj (xw<ra) is a substantive in the LXX (Gen. 1:2, etc.) and  
the N. T. (Lu. 8:31, etc.), elsewhere so only in Diogenes Laertes. 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 80.   2 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 103. 
 3 Paul, Prim of Hist. of Lang., pp. 289 ff. Brugmann thinks that gender  
came largely by formal assimilation of adj. to subst. as a@nqrwpoj kako<j, xw<ra 
i[era<. Dan. Crawford, the Bantu missionary, claims 19 genders for Bantu. 
 4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 26 f.   5 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 64, 259. 
 6 Prol., p. 59. On the whole subject of gender see K.-B1., I, pp. 358 ff. 
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In Mk. 14:3 W. H. and Nestle properly read th>n a]la<bastron,  
though the Western and Syrian classes give to>n a]l. after Herod- 
otus, and a few of the late MSS. to> a]l. In Rev. 8:11 o[ (not h[)  
a@yinqoj is read, though x and some cursives omit the article, be- 
cause the word is a proper name. In Mk. 12:26 all editors  
have o[ ba<toj (the Attic form according to Moeris), elsewhere  
h[ ba<toj (Lu. 20:37; Acts 7:35).  qeo<j may be either masculine as  
in Ac. 19:11 or feminine as in Ac. 19:37, but in Ac. 19:27 we  
have qe<a (Text. Rec. also in 35, 37), an "apparently purposeless  
variation."1  Thieme (Die Inschr. von Magn., p. 10) says that  
h[ qeo<j is used in the inscriptions of Asia Minor in formal religious  
language. Burnet (Review of Theology and Philosophy, 1906,  
p. 96) says that in Athens h[ qeo<j was used in every-day language,  
but h[ qea< in the public prayers, thus taking the Ionic qea<. Cf.  
Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Papyri (Laut- and Wortlehre, 1906), p. 254 f.,  
for papyri illustrations. Blass2 considers h[   ]Ierousalh<m (Ac. 5:28,  
etc., the common form in LXX, Luke and Paul) feminine be- 
cause it is a place-name, and hence he explains pa?sa  ]Ieroso<luma  
(Mt. 2:3) rather than by po<lij understood.  Lhno<j in Rev. 14:19  
strangely enough has both masculine and feminine, th>n lhno<n . . .  
to>n me<gan but x fem. (bis). The feminine is the common construc- 
tion, but the masculine is found in LXX in Is. 63:2 only.  Li<qoj   
is always o[ in the N. T., even when it means a precious stone  
(Rev. 5 times), where Attic after 385 B.C.3 had h[.   Limo<j is mascu- 
line in Lu. 4:25 as in the Attic, but is chiefly feminine in Acts  
and Luke, like the Doric and late Attic, as in Lu. 15:14; Acts  
11:28.4  In Lu. 13:4, Jo. 9:7, 11 we have o[ Silwa<m, while Jose- 
phus has both h[ (War, V, 12. 2) and o[ (War, II, 16. 2). Blass5  
explains the use of o[ in the Gospels by the participle a]pestalme<noj  
in Jo. 9:7.   Sta<mnoj in Heb. 9:4 is feminine after the Attic  
instead of the Doric o[ st., as in Ex. 16:33. In Rev. 21:18 (21)  
we read also o[ u!aloj rather than h[ u!aloj as is customary with 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 60, but he adds "is explained by inscriptions." Cf.  
Nachmanson, Magn. Inschr., p. 126, for many exx. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 32. Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 160. Mk. and Jo.  
have only to>   ]Ieroso<luma and Mt. usually. 
 3 Meisterhans, Att. Inschr., p. 129. 
 4 Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157. Moulton (Prol., p. 60) finds limo<j  
now masc. and now fern. in the pap. LXX MSS. show similar variations. Cf.  
Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 45; Thack., p. 145 f., for same situation in LXX  
concerning ba<toj, a]la<bastroj (--on), lhno<j,  sta<mnoj. Cf. C. and S., Sel. from the  
LXX, p. 27, for further exx. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 32. 
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precious stones.1    !Usswpoj (Heb. 9:19; Jo. 19:29) reveals its  
gender only in the LXX (Lev. 14:6, 51 f.) where it is masc. in  
BA, fem. in E and 1 (3) Ki. 4 : 19 BA. The neuter to> a!laj occurs  
in papyri as early as third century B.C. (Moulton and Milligan,  
Expositor, 1908, p. 177). 
 (b) INTERPRETATION OF THE LXX. In Ro. 11:4 Paul uses  
t ?̂ ba<al rather than the frequent LXX t&? ba<al. The feminine is  
due, according to Burkitt, to the Q'ri, tw,B. (ai]sxu<nh). Moulton  
speaks of h[ ba<al as occurring "three times in LXX and in Ascen- 
sio Isaiae 12."2 But h[ ba<al occurs "everywhere in the pro- 
phetic books, Jer., Zeph., Hos., etc." (Thayer), though not so  
common in the historical books, far more than the "three times" of  
Moulton. In Mk. 12:11 and Mt. 21:42 the LXX au!th is due to  
txzo, though the translators may have "interpreted their own Greek  
by recalling kefalh>n gwni<aj."3  In Gal. 4:25 Paul has not mis- 
takenly used to< with   !Agar, for he is treating the name as a word  
merely. Any word can be so regarded. 
 (c) VARIATIONS IN GENDER DUE TO HETEROCLISIS AND ME- 
TAPLASM. These will be discussed a little later. Delbruck thinks  
that originally all the masculine substantives of the first or a de- 
clension were feminine and that all the feminine substantives of  
the second or o declension were masculine. 
 5. The First or a Declension. There was a general tendency  
towards uniformity4 in this declension that made it more popular  
than ever. Here only the N. T. modifications in this general de- 
velopment can be mentioned. 
 (a) THE DORIC GENITIVE—ABLATIVE SINGULAR a. This form 
survives in borra? (Lu. 13:29; Rev. 21:13) and was common in  
the Attic after 400 B.C. Note also mamwna? (Lu. 16:9). It is fre- 
quent in the LXX, papyri, inscriptions, though mainly in proper  
names. These proper names in –aj, chiefly oriental, make the  
genitive-ablative in —a? or, if unaccented —aj, in a. So Aku<la and  
 ]Aku<lou in papyri (Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 187), though, no  
gen. in N. T. (only -aj and -an)   ]Agri<ppa5 (Ac. 25:23),    ]Anani<a 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 26. Cf. Theophrast, De lapid. 49, fors h[ u!eloj. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 59. He corrects this erratum in note to H. Scott. 
 3 Ib. 
 4 Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 106. Swete, 0. T. in Gk., p. 304 f., has some  
good illustrations and remarks about the declensions in the LXX. 
 5 Both   ]Agri<ppa and   ]Agri<ppou occur in the pap. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev.,  
1901, pp. 34 and 434. This gen. in —a gradually became "a ruling principle"  
for all substantives in —aj (Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 108, 110). See Thumb, 
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(from –aj, so Thayer),   !Anna (Lu. 3:2),   ]Anti<paj (indeclinable here  
or mere slip for –a, Rev. 2:13),   [Are<ta (2 Cor. 11:32), Barabba?  
(gen. does not appear, only nom. –aj as Mk. 15:7, and accus. –a?n  
as 15:11, etc.), Barna<ba (Gal. 2:1; Col. 4:10; see Deissmann,  
Bible Studies, p. 187),   ]Epafra? (Col. 1:7),   [Erma?n (Ro. 16:14, Doric  
accusative), Zhna?n likewise (Tit. 3:13);   ]Hlei<a (Lu. 1:17) accord- 
ing to xB (so W. H.)   ]Iou<da (person, Lu. 3:33; Mk. 6:3; tribe,  
Mt. 2:6; Heb. 8:8; land, Lu. 1:39),   ]Iwna?, (Mt. 12:39),  Kaia<fa  
(Lu. 3:2; Jo. 18:13), Khfa? (1 Cor. 1:12), Klwpa? (Jo. 19:25),  
Louka?j (only in nominative, as Col. 4:14, but genitive would be –a?),  
Satana? (Mk. 1:13), Si<laj (dative Si<l%. in Ac., and genitive Si<la  
in Jos. Vit., 17),  Skeua? (Ac. 19:14),  Stefana? (1 Cor. 1:16). Nach- 
manson finds the Doric genitive fairly common with such short  
proper names and mentions Shna? in his list.1  Very common in  
modern Greek, cf. Hatzidakis, Einl., p. 76. 
 (b) THE ATTIC GENITIVE-ABLATIVE. The usual Attic form for  
the masculine gen. abl. (ou) is found also as in  Ai]ne<aj (so Lobeck,  
Prol. Pathol., p. 487),   ]Andre<ou (Mk. 1:29), Baraxi<ou (Mt. 23:35),  
 ]Ezeki<ou (so LXX),   ]Hlei<ou (Lu. 4:25),   ]Hsai<ou (Mt. 3:3, etc.),  
 ]Ieremi<ou (Mt. 2:17),  Lusani<ou (Lu. 3:1),  Ou]ri<ou (Mt. 1:6), Zaxa- 
ri<ou (Lu. 1:40). These Hebrew proper names ended in but  
receive the regular inflection for masculine nouns of the first  
declension. There are likewise some proper names in –hj with  
genitive-ablative in –ou.   ]Iannh?j and   ]Iambrh?j (2 Tim. 3:8) only  
appear in the N. T. in the nominative.  Krh<skhj (2 Tim. 4:10) and  
Pou<dhj (2 Tim. 4:21) belong to the 3d declension.  Eu]fra<thj (Rev.  
9:14; 16:12) has only accusative and dative (instrumental-loca- 
tive) in the oblique cases in the N. T., though the genitive-ablative  
form is –ou.   [Hr&<dou (Mt. 2:1) and  ]Iorda<nou (Mt. 3:5) follow the  
usual rule like %!dou (Mt. 16:18).   ]Apellh?j (Ro. 16:10),   [Ermh?j  
(Ro. 16:14), like kodra<nthj (Mt. 5:26) and felo<nhj (2 Tim. 4:13),  
have no oblique case in the N. T. save the accusative (-h?n).2  
 ]Iwa<nhj in W. H. always has genitive-ablative in –ou for the Apostle  
and in Jo. 1:42; 21:15, 16, 17, for the father of Simon Peter,  
though Bariwna? in Mt. 16:17.3  So for John Mark (Acts 12:12). 
 
 Handb., p. 49. Cf. Thackeray, Gr., pp. 160-166. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 33,  
for LXX illustrations. 
 1 Magn. Inschr., p. 120. Cf. also Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 139. 
 2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 94. 
 3 Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 159. See Nachmanson (Magn. Inschr., p.  
119) and Schweizer (Perg. Inschr., p. 138 f.) for illustrations of these points  
from the koinh<  inscr. The gen. in –ou is more common in the pap. than that in 
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Swsqe<nhj has accusative in –hn (Ac. 18:17) for the first declension  
and is heteroclite.1 We have only cestw? in Mk. 7:4. Words like  
neani<aj have the genitive-ablative in –ou (Ac. 7:58). 
 (c) Voc. in —a of masc. nouns in -thj in de<spota, e]pista<ta, kar- 
diognw?sta, u[pokrita<.   Cf. %!dh. 
 (d) WORDS IN –ra AND PARTICIPLES IN —ui?a. These come reg- 
ularly2 to have the genitive-ablative in --hj and the dative-locative- 
instrumental in –^ like the Ionic. Moulton3 indeed thinks that  
"analogical assimilation," on the model of forms like do<ca, do<chj,  
had more to do with this tendency in the koinh< than the Ionic in- 
fluence. Possibly so, but it seems gratuitous to deny all Ionic in- 
fluence where it was so easy for it to make itself felt. The "best  
MSS."4 support the testimony of the papyri and the inscriptions  
here.5  So W. H. read maxai<rhj (Rev. 13:14), plhmmu<rhj (Lu. 6:  
48), pr&<rhj (Ac. 27:30), Sapfei<r^ (Ac. 5:1), spei<rhj (Ac. 21:31;  
27:1). In Acts B is prone to have —aj, —% as with D in Ac. 5:1,  
but W. H. do not follow B here. In Ac. 5:2 suneidui<hj may be  
compared with e]pibebhkkui<hj (1 Sam. 25:20), and other examples in  
the LXX,6 but the forms –ui<aj, --ui<% still survive in the Ptolemaic  
period.7 The preference of the LXX MSS. and the early papyri  
for maxai<raj (–r%) shows that it is a matter of growth with time.  
In the early Empire of Rome –rhj forms are well-nigh universal.  
Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 142. On the other hand note the adjective 
steir%, (Lu. 1:36). Words like h[me<ra (—ra) and a]lh<qeia, mi<a (ia, eia) 
preserve the Attic inflection in —aj, %.8 
 (e) THE OPPOSITE TENDENCY TO (d). We see it in such exam- 
ples as Lu<ddaj (Ac. 9:38, but Soden reads –dhj with EHLP) and  
Ma<rqaj (Jo. 11:1). Moulton9 finds the Egyptian papyri giving  
Tamu<sqaj as genitive.   qe<rma is given by Lobeck, though not in  
N. T. (genitive –hj, Ac. 28:3), and note pru<mna in Ac. 27:41. 
 
—a. See Mayser, Gr. griech. Pap., 1906, p. 250 f. (Laut- u. Wortlehre). For  
the contracted forms see p. 252. It is also more frequent in the LXX. Cf.  
Thackeray, Gr., p. 161 f. 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 94.    2 B. S., p. 186. 
 3 Prol., p. 48; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. where a number of exx. are given like  
a]rou<rhj, kaqhkui<hj, etc. Cf. Thumb, Hellen., p. 69. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept.,  
pp. 31-33, and Thack., Gr., p. 140 f., for similar phenomena in the LXX. 
 4 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 156.   5 Deissmann, B. S., p. 186. 
 6 Gregory, Prol., p. 117. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 81. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 48. 
 8 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 25. 
 9 Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 434. For examples in Attic inscriptions see Meister- 
hans, p. 119 f. Cf.  Sousa<nnaj in LXX, C. and S., Sel. fr. the LXX, p. 26. 
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Moulton1 suggests that Nu<mfan (Col. 4:15 according to the cor- 
rect text) is not clue to a Doric Nu<mfan, but by a "reverse analogy  
process" the genitive Nu<mfhj produced the short nominative Nu<mfa  
like do<ca, do<chj.  Blass2  calls xrusa?n (Rev. 1:13) "a gross blunder,  
wrongly formed on the model of xrusa?j 1:12," but Moulton3   
holds that we have "abundant parallels." 
 (f) DOUBLE DECLENSION. This phenomenon appears in the  
case of Ne<an Po<lin (Ac. 16:11) and   [Ier%> Po<lei (Col. 4:13), the  
adjective as well as the substantive being treated separately in  
the first and third declensions. 
        (g) HETEROCLISIS (e[tero<klisij) AND METAPLASM (metaplhasmo<j). 
Blass4 makes no distinction in his treatment of heteroclisis and  
metaplasm, though the distinction is observed in Winer-Schmie- 
del.5  For practical use one may ignore the distinction and call  
all the examples metaplasm with Blass or heteroclisis with Moul- 
ton.6  The fluctuation is rare for the first declension in the N. T.  
In Ac. 28:8 editors properly read dusente<rion rather than dusente- 
ri<a (supported only by a few cursives). The form qea< (Ac. 19:27)  
and the usual Attic h[ qeo<j (Ac. 19:37) are both found. This varia- 
tion between the first and the second declensions is well illustrated  
by Gomo<rraj (2 Pet. 2:6) and Gomo<rrwn (Mt. 10:15; —oij, Mk. 6:11  
Rec.), Lu<stran (Ac. 14:6) and Lu<stroij (Ac. 14:8). Moulton7   
finds abundant parallel in the Egyptian papyri use of place-names.  
In Rev. 1:11 ABC and some cursives read qua<teiran instead of  
the usual qua<teira. So in Ac. 27:5 some of the MSS. read Mu<rran  
instead of Mu<rra as accus., a reading confirmed by Ramsay,8 who  
found the accus. in —an and the gen. in —wn. Moulton9 cites h[  
 [Ieroso<luma from two MSS. of xi/A.D. (Usener, Pelagia, p. 50). 
 The chief variation between the first and second declensions  
appears in the compounds in –arxhj and (Attic) –arxoj. Moulton10 
finds examples of it passim in the papyri and calls the minute 
work of Winer-Schmiedel "conscientious labour wasted thereon."  
But Hort11 does not think these variations in good MSS. "wholly 
 
 1 Prol., p. 48. Cf. also his paper in Proc. Camb. Philol. Soc., Oct., 1893,  
p. 12. 
 2 Gr., p. 25, but 4th ed., p. 28, cites P. Lond. I, 124, 26, xrusa?n h} a]rgura?n.  
 3 Prol., p. 48. "Falsche Analogie" acc. to W.-Sch., p. 81. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 28 f. 
 5 Pp. 83 ff. Thack. (Gr., p. 153) includes heteroclisis under metaplasm. 
 6 Prol., p. 48.       7 Ib., p. 244. 
 8 St. Paul the Traveller, p. 129. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 48. 9 Ib.  
 10 Ib. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. 
 11 Notes on Orth., p. 156. 
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irregular." In the N. T. forms in -arxhj, like most of the dialects  
and the koinh< are greatly in the majority.1  Thus in the N. T. we  
have  ]Asia<rxhj (Ac. 19:31; not in nom. in N. T.), e]qna<rxhj (2  
Cor. 11:32), patria<rxhj (Heb. 7:4), polita<rxhj (Ac. 17:6, 8),  
tetraa<rxhj (Lu. 3:19), but always xili<arxoj. In the addition of  
the b text to Ac. 28:16 the MSS. divide between stratope<darxoj  
(HLP) and –a<rxhj (cursives).   [Ekato<ntarxoj is the nominative  
in Mt. (8:5, 8; 27:54), and the accusative in —xon is found once  
in Acts (22:25). Elsewhere in all cases in Matthew, Luke and  
Acts the form in —xhj is read by the best MSS. (as Ac. 10:1). 
 The first and the third declensions show variation in di<yoj (old  
form di<ya) in 2 Cor. 11:27, where indeed B has di<y^ instead of 
di<yei.  Ni<kh (the old form) survives in 1 Jo. 5:4, but elsewhere the  
late form ni?koj prevails (as 1 Cor. 15:54 f.). The LXX likewise  
shows to< di<yoj, to> ni?koj interchangeably with the h[ forms. Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept., p. 49; Thackeray, Gr., p. 157. The dative   ]Iwa<nei  
(third declension) instead of  ]Iwa<n^ (first declension) is accepted a  
few times by W. H. (Mt. 11:4; Lu. 7:18; Rev. 1:1). Salami<n^  
(first declension) for Salami?ni (third declension) in Ac. 13:5, Hort2  
considers only Alexandrian. 
 The third declension nouns often in various N. T. MSS. have  
the accusative singular of consonant stems in —n in addition to —a,  
as xei?ran in Jo. 20:25 (xAB), 1 Pet. 5:6 (xA). This is after the  
analogy of the first declension. Other examples are a@rsenan 
Rev. 12:13 (A), asebh?n in Ro. 4:5 (xDFG), a]ste<ran in Mt. 2:10 
(xC), a]sfalh?n in Heb. 6:19 (ACD), Di<an in Ac. 14:12 (DEH),  
ei]ko<nan in Rev. 13:14 (A), mh?nan in Rev. 22:2 (A), podh<rhn in Rev. 
1:13 (A), suggenh?n in Ro. 16:11 (ABD), u[gih?n in Jo. 5:11 (x). 
Blass3 rejects them all in the N. T., some as "incredible," though  
properly recalling the Attic trih<rhn, Dhmosqe<nhn. Moulton4 finds  
this conformation to the "analogy of first declension nouns" very  
common in "uneducated papyri, which adequately foreshadows 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 28; K.-B1., I, 3, 502. Cf. also W.-M., p. 70 f;  
W.-Sch., p. 82; Soden, p. 1387 f. For illustrations from the LXX see W.-M.  
Cf. also Nachmanson, Magn. Inschr., p. 121. For numerous pap. examples  
of compounds from a@rxw see Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap. (Laut- u. Wortl.),  
p. 256 f. For the LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 37 f. Thack., Gr.,  
p. 156, finds —arxhj ousting —arxoj. 
 2 Notes on Orth., p. 156.  3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 26. Not in ed. 4. 
 4 Prol., p. 49. Cf. Gregory, Prol., p. 118; W.-M., p. 76; Jann., pp. 119,  
542; Psichari, Grec de la Sept., pp. 165 ff. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, 
34 f., for this "very common" ace, in the pap. See Mayser, Gr. d. griech,  
Pap., p. 286 f. 
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its victory in modern Greek." The inscriptions1 as well as the  
papyri have forms like gunai?kan, a@ndran, etc. It is these accusative  
forms on which the modern Greek nominative in a@rxontai is made  
(of. Thumb, Handb., p. 47) and thus blended the first and the  
third declensions.2  Hort3 will accept none of these readings in  
the N. T. because of the "irregularity and apparent capricious- 
ness" of the MS. evidence, though he confesses the strength of  
the testimony for a]sfalh?n in Heb. 6:19, suggenh?n in Ro. 16:11,  
and xei?ran in Jo. 20:25. These nouns are treated here rather  
than under the third declension because in this point they invade  
the precincts of the first. The LXX MSS. exhibit the same phe- 
nomena (e]lpi<dan, monogenh?n, etc.). See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 50;  
Thackeray, Gr., p. 147. The opposite tendency, the dropping of  
n in the first declension .accusative, so common in modern Greek,  
is appearing in the papyri, as decia> xei?ra (Volker, Papyrorum  
Graecorum Syntaxis etc., p. 30 f.). 
 (h) INDECLINABLE SUBSTANTIVES. These are sometimes inflected  
in some of the cases in the first declension. Bhqania< is accusative  
in Lu. 19:29, and so indeclinable, like Bhqfagh<, but elsewhere it is  
inflected regularly in the first declension (so –i<an Mk. 11:1, etc.)  
save once or twice in B.  Bhqsaida< has accusative Bhqsaida<n in  
Mk. 6:45; 8:22, but it may be only another alternate inde- 
clinable form (Thayer) like Magada<n. So likewise Golgoqa< has  
accusative in in Mk. 15:22. Hort4 finds "the variations  
between Mari<a and the indeclinable Maria<m" "singularly intricate  
and perplexing, except as regards the genitive, which is always  
–i<aj, virtually without variation, and without difference of the  
persons intended." It is not necessary to go through all the  
details save to observe that as a rule the mother of Jesus and  
the sister of Martha are Maria<m, while Mary of Clopas is always  
Mari<a. Mary Magdalene is now Maria<m, now Mari<a. In the  
Aramaic as in the Hebrew probably all were called Maria<m.  
Mari<a is merely the Hellenized form of Maria<m. It is probably  
splitting too fine a hair to see with Hort5 a special appropriate- 
ness in Maria<m in Jo. 20:16, 18. 
 6. The Second or o Declension. There is no distinctively  
feminine inflection in the o declension, though feminine words oc- 
 
 1 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 133. 
 2 Cf. Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 156 f.; Schmid, Atticismus, IV, 586. 
 3 Notes on Orth., p. 158. Kretschmer (Entst. der koinh<, p. 28) finds this  
ace. in —an in various dialect inscriptions. Cf. also Reinhold, De Graec. etc.,  
p. 24, for xa<ritan, etc. 4 Notes on Orth., p. 156.  5 Ib. 
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cur, like h[ o[do<j.  But the neuter has a separate inflection. Modern  
Greek preserves very few feminines in –oj.1  Thumb (Handb., p. 53 f).  
gives none. The main peculiarities in the N. T. are here noted. 
 (a) THE SO-CALLED ATTIC SECOND DECLENSION. It is nearly 
gone. Indeed the Attic inscriptions began to show variations  
fairly early.2 The koinh< inscriptions3 show only remains here and  
there and the papyri tell the same story.4 Already lao<j (as Lu. 
1:21) has displaced lew<j and nao<j (as Lu. 1:21) new<j, though new- 
ko<roj survives in Ac. 19:35.    ]Ana<gaion likewise is the true text  
in Mk. 14:15 and Lu. 22:12, not a]nw<gewn nor any of the various  
modifications in the MSS. In Mt. 3:12 and Lu. 3:17 h[ a!lwn  
may be used in the sense of h[ a!lwj (see Thayer) by metonymy.  
The papyri show a!lwj (Attic second declension) still frequently  
(Moulton and Milligan, Expositor, Feb., 1908, p. 180). Cf. same  
thing in LXX. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 49 f.; Con. and Stock,  
Sel. fr. LXX, p. 26; Thackeray, Gr., p. 144.   ]Apollw<j has accusa- 
tive in –w<n in 1 Cor. 4:6 and Tit. 3:13, though the Western and  
Syrian classes have –w< in both instances. In Ac. 19:1   ]Apollw<  is  
clearly right as only A2L 40 have –w<n.  The genitive is   ]Apollw<  
without variant (1 Cor. ter). So the adjective i!lewj is read in Mt.  
16:22 and Heb. 8:12, though a few MSS. have i!leoj in both places.  
The best MSS. have th>n Kw? in Ac. 21:1, not Kw?n as Text. Rec. Cf. 
1 Macc. 15:23. Blass5 compares albc:os of the third declension. 
 (b) CONTRACTION. There is little to say here. The adjectives  
will be treated later.  ]Ostou?n (Jo. 19:36) has o]ste<a, accus. pl., in  
the best MSS. in Lu. 24:39 and o]ste<wn in Mt. 23:27 and Heb.  
11:22. So also o]ste<wn in the Western and Syrian addition to Eph.  
5:30.   ]Orne<ou (Rev. 18:2) and o@rnea (Rev. 19:21) are without  
variant. The papyri show this Ionic influence on uncontracted  
vowels in this very word as well as in various adjectives (Moul- 
ton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 435). For examples in the LXX (as o]ste<wn, 
2 Ki. 13:21) see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 82, and Helbing, Gr. d.  
Sept., p. 36; Thackeray, p. 144; Con. and Stock, Sel. fr. LXX,  
p. 27. Moulton6 considers it remarkable that the N. T. shows 
 
 1 Jam., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 111 f. 2 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 127 f. 
 3 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 123 f.; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 142. 
 4 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. See also Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap.,  
1906, p. 259 f. For the LXX see Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 38 f., where a few  
exx. occur. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 25.  New<j appears in 2 Macc. 6:2, etc. 
 6 Prol., p. 48 f. He thinks it proof that the N. T. writers were not illiterate,  
since the pap. examples are in writers "with other indications of illiteracy."  
Cf. also Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. 
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no traces of the contraction of ku<rioj into ku<rij and paidi<on into  
paidi<n, for instance, since the papyri have so many illustrations  
of this tendency. The inscriptions1 show the same frequency of  
the –ij, –in forms which finally won the day in modern Greek. Cf.  
Thumb, Handb., p. 61. 
 (c) THE VOCATIVE. In the o declension it does not always end  
in e in the masculine singular.  qeo<j in ancient Greek is practically  
always retained in the vocative singular. The N. T. has the same  
form as in Mk. 15:34 (cf. also Jo. 20:28), but also once  
(Mt. 27:46). This usage is found occasionally in the LXX and  
in the late papyri.2  So also Paul uses Timo<qee twice (1 Tim. 1:18;  
6:20). Aristophanes had   ]Amfi<qee, Lucian Timo<qee, and the in- 
scriptions filo<qee.3  Note also the vocative ui[o>j Dauei<d (Mt. 1:20)  
and even in apposition with ku<rie (Mt. 15:22). The common use  
of the article with the nominative form as vocative, chiefly in the  
third declension, belongs more to syntax. Take as an instance of  
the second declension mh> fobou?, to> mikro>n poi<mnion (Lu. 12:32). 
 (d) HETEROCLISIS AND METAPLASM. Variations between the  
first and second declensions have been treated on p. 257. The  
number of such variations between the second and third declen- 
sions is considerable. Nou?j is no longer in the second declension,  
but is inflected like bou?j, viz. noo<j (2 Th. 2:2), noi~ (1 Cor. 14:15,  
19). So ploo<j in Ac. 27:9, not plou?.4  The most frequent inter- 
change is between forms in –oj, masculine in second declension  
and neuter in the third. In these examples the N. T. MSS. show  
frequent fluctuations.  To> e@leoj wholly supplants to>n e@leon (Attic)  
in the N. T. (as in the LXX), as, for instance, Mt. 9:13; 12:7;  
23:23; Tit. 3:5; Heb. 4:16, except in a few MSS. which read  
e@leon.  Without variant we have e]le<ouj and  e]le<ei.  On the other hand  
o[ zh?loj is the usual N. T. form as in the ancient Greek (so zh<lw,  
Ro. 13:13; 2 Cor. 11:2) , but to> zh?loj is the true text in 2 Cor.  
9:2 and Ph. 3:6. In Ac. 5:17 only B has zh<louj, and all read  
zh<lou in Acts 13:45.   #Hxoj is usually masculine and in the second  
declension, as in Heb. 12:19 (cf. Lu. 4:37; Ac. 2:2), and for the 
 
 1 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 125; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 143. On  
the origin of these forms see Hatz., Einl., p. 318; Brug., Grundr., § 62 n.;  
Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. 
 2 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, pp. 34, 434. 
 3 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 81. In the LXX both qeo<j and qee< occur. Cf. Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept., p. 34; C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 26; Thack., p. 145. 
 4 Cf. Arrian, Peripl., p. 176. See W.-Sch., p. 84, for similar exx. in the  
inscr., as r[ou?j, r[oo<j in late Gk. For pap. exx. of bou?n, plou?n and xou?n see Mayser,  
Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 257 f., 268 f. 
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earlier according to Moeris and Blass.1  In Lu. 21:25 W. H. 
read h]xou?j from h]xw< but Hort2 admits h@xouj from to> h#xoj to be  
possible, and Nestle reads h@xouj in his sixth edition. In Ac. 3:10  
C reads qa<mbou instead of qa<mbouj.  In eight instances in Paul  
(2 Cor. 8:2; Ph. 4:19; Col. 1:27; 2:2; Eph. 1:7, 2:7; 3:8,  
16) in the nominative and accusative we have to> plou?toj, but  
o[ plou?toj in Gospels, Jas., Heb., Rev. The genitive is always --tou.  
To> sko<toj instead of o[ sko<toj is read everywhere in the N. T. save  
in the late addition to Heb. 12:18 where sko<t& appears, though  
zo<f& is the true text. The form da<krusin (Lu. 7:38, 44) is from  
da<kru, an old word that is found now and then in Attic, but to> 
da<kruon appears also in Rev. 7:17; 21:4; dakru<wn may belong to  
either decl. Sa<bbaton (–tou, --t&) is the form used in the N. T. al- 
ways, as Mk. 6:2, but sa<bbasin as Mk. 1:21, etc. B has sabba<toij,  
like the LXX sometimes, in Mt. 12:1, 12.  Kath<gwr is accepted  
by W. H. and Nestle in Rev. 12:10 on the authority of A against  
xBCP, which have the usual kath<goroj. According to Winer- 
Schmiedel3 this is not Greek, but a transliteration of the Aramaic  
rvgyfq.  Blass,4 however, thinks it is formed on the model of r[h<twr. 
 Several words fluctuate between the masculine and the neuter  
in the second declension. In Lu. 14:16; Rev. 19:9, 17, several  
MSS. read dei?pnoj instead of the usual dei?pnon. Like the old Greek,  
desmo<j has the plural desma< in Lu. 8:29; Ac. 16:26; 20:23, but  
oi[ desmoi< in Ph. 1:13. Before Polybius –zugo<n was more common.  
(Thayer), but in the N. T. it is zugo<j (Mt. 11:30).   [O qeme<lioj is  
the only form of the nom. sing. in the N. T., as 2 Tim. 2:10  
(supply li<qoj); Rev. 21:19, but ta> qeme<lia (acc) in Ac. 16:24  
like the LXX and the Attic. The plural qemeli<ouj we have in Help  
11:10; Rev. 21:14, 19.  qeme<lion (acc.) may be either masculine,  
or neuter. In Ro. 11:10 o[ nw?toj is used in the quotation from the 
0. T. instead of the older to> nw?ton.  In the early Greek o[ si?toj 
(never to> si?ton) had a plural in si?ta as well as si?toi.  The same,  
thing is true of the N. T. MSS. for Ac. 7:12 except that they di- 
vide between ta> si?ta and ta> siti<a, and siti<a is the correct text. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 28. Cf. LXX MSS., for like variations in 7-6 
and o[ z., o[ e@leoj and to> e@l., o[ h#xoj and to> h#., o[ plou?toj and to> pl.. See Helbing, 
Gr. d. Sept., p. 47 f. See p. 49 for sa<bbasi and sabba<toij, da<kruon, da<krusi and 
Cf. also Thack., Gr., pp. 153 ff. 
 2 Notes on Orth., p. 158. See W.-Sch., p. 84, for exx. of h@xouj in the LXX.  
For similar variations in the inscr. see Nachrn., Magn. Inschr., p. 135. 
 3 P. 85. So also Thayer, the Rabbins' name for the devil. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 29; Deiss., Light, p. 90; Raderm., Gr., p. 15. 
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Blass1 indeed objects that siti<a does not suit the sense. Sta<dion  
has stadi<ouj rather than the Attic sta<dia in Lu. 24:13; Jo. 6:19  
(W. H. and Nestle, but Tisch. sta<dia xD), and is a marginal  
reading in Rev. 21:16 instead of stadi<wn. 
 (e) THE MIXED DECLENSION. Some substantives with spe- 
cial inflection have this. It is particularly in foreign names in  
the a and o declensions that this inflection became popular. "The  
stem ends in a long vowel or diphthong, which receives —j for nom  
inative and --n for accusative, remaining unchanged in vocative,  
genitive, and dative singular.  ]Ihsou?j is the most conspicuous of  
many N. T. examples. It plays a large part in modern Greek."2  
Hence we have  ]Ihsou?j nominative,   ]Ihsou? genitive-ablative, as  
Mt. 26:6; dative, etc., as Mt. 27:57; vocative Mk. 1:24. Some  
MSS. of the LXX have dative  ]Ihsoi? in Deut. 3:21, etc. The  
accusative is  ]Ihsou?n, as Mt. 26:4.   ]Iwsh? is the genitive of  ]Iwsh?j  
according to the reading of Mt. 27:56 in W. H. Mg. instead of  
 ]Iswh<f, but in Mk. 6:3   ]Iwsh?toj is the reading. So runs Leuei<j  
(nominative, Lu. 5: 29),  Leuei< (genitive, Lu. 3 : 24), Leuei<n (accu- 
sative, Lu. 5:27). Dative appears only in the LXX as Gen.  
34:30 Leuei<.   Manassh?j has accusative Manassh? in Mt. 1:10 and  
the genitive in –h? (Rev. 7:6), but Hort3 calls attention to the  
fact that xbB have Manassh? instead of the nominative in Mt.  
1:10, making the word indeclinable. 
 (f) PROPER NAMES.  ]Iakw<b is indeclinable in Mt. 1:2, but we  
have  ]Ia<kwbon in Mt. 4:21. Several proper names have only the  
plural, as qua<teira (Rev. 2:18, but B -rh and ABC -ran, 1:11),  
  ]Ieroso<luma (Mt. 2:1, but pa?sa 'I., 2:3),  Fi<lippoi (Ac. 16:12),  
Kau?da (Ac. 27:16), Mu<rra (Ac. 27:5), Pa<tara (Ac. 21:1), Sa<repta  
(Lu. 4:26),  So<doma (Jude 7). The Latin words mo<dioj (Mt. 5:15)  
and ma<kellon (1 Cor. 10:25) are inflected. So Latin proper names  
like  ]Iou?stoj (Ac. 18:7) and Pau?loj (Ro. 1:1). For Gomo<rraj and  
Lu<stran see 5 (g). 
 7. The Third Declension (consonants and close vowels i and 
u). The third declension could easily be divided into several  
and thus we should have the five declensions of the Sanskrit and  
the Latin. But the usual seven divisions of the third declension  
have the genitive-ablative singular in --oj (--wj). The consonantal 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 28. In the LXX MSS. we find desmoi< and —a<, zugoi<, 
and –a<, qeme<lioi and —a, nw?toi and —a, sta<dion and sta<dioi, si?toj and si?ta.  
Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 46 f.; Thack., p. 154f. 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 49. 
 3 In the LXX proper names have great liberty in inflection. This is quite  
natural in a transl. Cf. Thack., Gr., pp. 160-171. 
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stems show more sweeping changes than the vocalic (sonantic)  
stems in this declension.1 Only those changes that are related to  
the N. T. Greek can be here discussed. 
 (a) THE NOMINATIVE AS VOCATIVE. There is an increasing 
use of nominative forms as vocatives. This usage had long ex- 
isted for nouns that were oxytone or had labial or guttural stems.  
Elsewhere in general the stem had served as vocative. No  
notice is here taken of the common use of the article with the  
nominative form as vocative, like h[ pai?j (Lu. 8:54), a construc- 
tion coming under syntactical treatment. According to Winer- 
Schmieder2 the use of the singular without the article belongs also  
to syntax and the solution of W. H. is called "certainly false."  
Hort3 had suggested that in the case of quga<thr as vocative (Mk.  
5:34; Lu. 8:48; Jo. 12:15) and path<r (Jo. 17:21, 24, 25) the  
long vowel (h) was pronounced short. Why not the rather sup- 
pose that the vocative is like the nominative as in the case of la- 
bial and guttural stems? The usage is thus extended sometimes  
to these liquids. Indeed, in Jo. 17:25 we have path>r a]gaqe< the  
adjective having the vocative form. In Mk. 9:19 (Lu. 9:41) we  
have w# genea> a@pistoj and a@frwn in Lu. 12:20; 1 Cor. 15:36).  
See also w# plh<rhj (Ac. 13:10) for —ej, which might be an inde- 
clinable form like the accusative (II, 2 (f)). But these adjectives  
show that the usage is possible with substantives. There are in- 
deed variant readings in the MSS. above, which have qu<gater and  
pa<ter, but in Mt. 9:22 DGL have quga<thr. Note also a@ner (1 Cor.  
7:16) and gu<nai (Lu. 13:12). For peculiarities in nom. see (d). 
 (b) THE ACCUSATIVE SINGULAR. The theoretical distinction  
that consonant-stems had the accusative singular in –a and vocalic  
stems in –n began to break down very early. From the third cen- 
tury B.C. Jannaris4 suspects that popular speech began to have all  
accusative singulars with n, an overstatement, but still the ten-  
dency was that way. The use of n with words like po<lin, nau?n (Ac.  
27:41, only time in N. T., elsewhere vernacular ploi?on), etc., to- 
gether with the analogy of the first and second declensions, had a  
positive influence. See p. 258 for discussion of the double accusa- 
tive ending –a plus n, like a@ndran in the papyri.5  These forms belong  
in reality to the third declension, though formed after the analogy  
of the first, and so were presented when first reached in the Lis- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 121.  2 P. 90. 
 3 Notes on Orth., p. 158. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35, gives mh<thr as  
voc. three times in a iii/A.D. pap. (B.U.). 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 119.  5 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 435. 
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cussion. However, there are other consonant-stems which form 
the accusative in –n instead of –a.  In Tit.3:9 and Ph. 1:15 
we have e@rin instead of e@rida.1  So in Rev. 3:7 and 20:1 the Attic 
klei?n is read, for this is not a new tendency by any means, but 
Lu. 11:52 the MSS. have klei?da, though here also D has 
klei?n.  Klei?da is found in the LXX as in Judg. 3:25.  Xa<rita 
appears in Ac. 24:27 and Ju. 4, and A has it in Ac. 25:9, but 
the Attic xa<rin holds the field (forty times).2 In the LXX the 
Ionic and poetical xa<rita occurs only twice (Zech. 4:7; 6:14) and 
is absent from the papyri before the Roman period. Cf Thack- 
eray, Gr., p. 150. For the irrational n with mei<zw in Jo. 5:36 see 
Adjectives. In Ac. 27:40 the correct text is a]rte<mwna, not --ona, 
from nom. a]rte<mwn. 
 (c) THE ACCUSATIVE PLURAL. In Winer-Schmiedel (p. 88) 
e@reij is given as nominative and accusative except in 1 Cor. 1:11 
(e@ridej, nom.), but as a matter of fact the accusative plural 
does not appear in the N. T. except as an alternative reading 
e@reij in xcACKLP, in Tit. 3:9 (correct text e@rin). In Gal. 5:20 
W. H. put e@reij in the margin rather than e@rij, probably "an 
itacistic error."3  W. H. read ta>j klei?j in Rev. 1:18, but klei?daj  
in Mt. 16:19. In Ac. 24:27 xa<ritaj is supported by HP and 
most of the cursives against xa<rita (correct text) and xa<rin (xcEL, 
etc.). The accusative in -nj has changed into -aj with --u and --ou 
stems, as bo<aj from bou?j (Jo. 2:14 f., cf. LXX), bo<truaj from bo<- 
truj (Rev. 14:18), i]xqu<aj from i]xqu<j (Mt. 14:17).4  This simplifica- 
tion of the accusative plural was carried still further. Just as 
po<leaj had long ago been dropped for po<leij, so basile<aj has be- 
come –ei?j like the nominative, "and this accusative plural is reg- 
ular in N. T. for all words in --euj."5  In the LXX --eaj appears a 
few times, but since 307 B.C. the Attic inscriptions show --eij as 
accusative.6  It is found indeed sometimes in Xenophon and  
 
 1 Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157. For the LXX see Thack., p. 140; Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 40 f., where the N. T. situation is duplicated. 
 2 See Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 151, for illustr. of these accs. in the inscr. 
For the pap. see Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35, both xa<rita and xa<rin, etc. 
Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 271 f. 
 3 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157. 
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 26, and W.-Sch., p. 86. Arrian has i]xqu<aj.  
LXX MSS. (Thack., Gr., p. 147) show nho<j and new<j, nh?aj and nau?j, bo<aj. Cf.  
Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 43. Usually i]xqu<aj, p. 44. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 26. 
 6 Meisterh., p. 141. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 86. So the LXX. Cf. Thack., Gr.,  
p. 147 f.; Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p, 43. Wackern. (Indoger. Forsch., 1903, 
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Thucydides, though the strict Atticists disown it. Cf. gramma- 
tei?j in Mt. 23:34, etc. A few forms in —eaj survive in the in- 
scriptions.1  Nh<steij (from nh?stij) is the correct accusative in Mk.  
8:3 and Mt. 15:32.  x here reads nh<stij, but is unreliable on  
this itacism (Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157). The Achaean, Elean,  
Delphian and Phocian inscriptions2 (Northwest Greek) have ithe  
accusative plural in –ej just like the nominative (cf. Latin).3 It is  
very common in the modern Greek vernacular and in the papyri.4 
Moulton5 finds many examples like gunai?kej, mh?nej, o@ntej, pa<ntej,  
te<ktonej, te<ssarej, etc.  In the LXX  te<ssarej as accusative is very 
common as a variant in the text of Swete.6  In Herodotus tessa- 
reskai<deka is indeclinable and treiskai<deka in Attic since 300 B.C.7  
So in the N. T. some MSS. read te<ssarej (though the most still  
have te<ssaraj) as xA in Jo. 11:17, x in Ac. 27:29, AP in Rev.  
4 :4; 7: 1, x in Rev. 9:14.8  In Rev. 4:4 the best authority (x,  
AP, etc.) is really on the side of te<ssarej (second example).9  In- 
deed "in the N. T. te<ssaraj never occurs without some excellent  
authority for te<ssarej."10  In the first 900 of Wilcken's ostraca,  
Moulton (Prol., p. 243) finds forty-two examples of accusative  
te<ssarej and twenty-nine of te<ssaraj.  Moulton11 considers it prob- 
able that other nominative forms in Revelation, like a]ste<rej in A  
(Rev. 1:16), may be illustrations of this same tendency. 
 
p. 371) thinks the acc. in —eij is due not to the nom. but to compensative  
lengthening. 
 1 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 150. 
 2 Also early in Phthiotis (J. Wackernagel, Zur Nominalinfl., indoger.  
Forsch., 1903, p. 368). Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 119; Mayser, Gr. d. griech.  
Pap., 1906, p. 270 f. 
 3 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 546. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 36. Cf. Volker, Pap. Grace. Synt., p. 28. 
 5 Cl. Rev., 1901, pp. 34, 435. Cf. also Buresch, Rhein. Mus., XLVI, 218.  
 6  W.-Sch., p. 87.   7 Ib. Cf. Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 163 f. 
 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 26. Cf. Jann., p. 120. 
 9 Cf. Hort, Notes on Sel. Read., p. 138. 
 10 Moulton, Prol., p. 36. "In Rev. CB have —raj,  x 3/5, AP 3/6."  H. 
Scott. 
 11 Ib. This use of —ej as acc. may be compared with the common acc. pl.  
in —ej in the mod. Gk. vernac. Cf. Thumb, Handb., pp. 47 ff. Cf. nom. like 
o[ pate<raj (Psichari, Ess. de Gr. Hist. Neo-grecque, 1886, le partie, p. 
Even h[me<rej, poli<tej, etc. In the Eleatic dial. the loc.-dat. pl. is —oij as in  
xrhma<toij.  Cf. Meister, Bd. II, p. 61. The LXX MSS. show te<ssarej as acc.  
See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 54. The acc. in —ej rare in LXX MSS. outside of  
te<ssarej. Thack., Gr., p. 148 f. Moulton (Prol., p. 243, ed. 2) suggests that  
this tendency started with te<sarej because it is the only early cardinal that  
had a separate form for the acc. plural. 
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 (d) PECULIARITIES IN THE NOMINATIVE. In general one may 
say that the various ways of forming the nominative singular in  
Greek are blending gradually into unity, the masculine in j and  
the feminine in a or h. Many of the new substantives went over  
to the first declension.1  Luke has gen.  ]Elaiw?noj, in Ac. 1:12 from  
nom.  ]Elaiw<n, and the papyri give nearly thirty examples of this  
noun.2  Jos. also (Ant. vii, 9, 2) has  ]Elaiw?noj. On the other  
hand the use of   ]Elai<a is frequent (in Jos. also), as ei]j to> o@roj tw?n  
 ]Elaiw?n, (Mt. 21:1). But in Lu. 19:29 we have pro>j to> o@roj to>  
kalou<menon  ]Elaiw?n, (W. H.),and in Lu. 21:37 ei]j to> o@roj ktl.  In 
both these examples it would be possible to have  ]Elaiw<n, not as  
an indeclinable substantive, but as a lax use of the nominative  
with o[ kalou<menoj (cf. Revelation and papyri). So Deissmann.3  
But even so it is still possible for  ]Elaiw?n to be proper (on the  
whole probably correct) in these two disputed passages.4  It is  
even probable that the new nominative  ]Elaiw<n, is made from the  
genitive  ]Elaiw?n.5    @Ereij is a variant with e@rij in Gal. 5:20 ( marg.  
W. H.), 1 Cor. 3:3; 2 Cor. 12:20; 1 Tim. 6:4, but in 1 Cor.  
1:11 all MSS. have e@ridej.  W. H. once (Ac. 1:10) accept the  
rare form e@sqhsij (2, 3 Macc.) rather than the usual e]sqh<j, though  
the Alexandrian and Syrian classes have it also in Lu. 24:4. In  
Lu. 13:34 xD read nominative not found in ancient Greek  
(Thayer), though the Doric used the oblique cases o@rnixoj, etc.6   
Elsewhere in all MSS. the usual o@rnij occurs, as Mt. 23:37, and  
in the N. T. only the nominative singular is found.7  Another con- 
trary tendency to the usual j in the nominative singular is seen in  
w]di<n (1 Th. 5:3; cf. also Is. 37:3) for the usual w]di<j. The papyri  
show forms like o]cu<rrin. 
 One or two points about neuter substantives call for remark.  
The inflection in —aj, —aoj = —wj, has nearly vanished.8  A few ex- 
amples still survive in the inscriptions.9  In Lu. 1:36 the Ionic  
form gh<rei from gh?raj is found, as often in the LXX and Test. 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 121. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 49; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. Deiss., B. S., pp. 208 ff. 
 3 B. S., p. 210. 
 4 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 158. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 93. Moulton (Prol., pp. 69, 
235) has a full presentation of the facts. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 235. 
 6 The form o@rnici appears several times in the pap. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 
1901, p. 35. Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 149. 
 7 W.-Sch., p. 89. LXX o]rni<qwn.  
 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 26. 
 9 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 156. 
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XII Pat.1   Ke<raj always in the N. T. (as in LXX) has the Attic  
plural ke<rata (Rev. 8 times) and te<raj regularly te<rata (11 times).  
The plural kre<a (from kre<aj) is the only form in the N. T. (1 Cor.  
8:13; Rom. 14:21) as in the LXX, though a MSS. or so in each  
case has kre<aj (singular). 
 (e) THE GENITIVE-ABLATIVE FORMS. These call for little re- 
mark save in the adjective, for which see later.  Sina<pewj (from  
si<napi) is uniform in the N. T., as Mt. 17:20.  Ph<xuj has no geni- 
tive singular in the N. T. though ph<xeoj is common in the LXX,2  
but has phxw?n (from Ionic phxe<wn or through assimilation to neu- 
ters in –oj), not the Attic ph<xewn. In Jo. 21:8 only A Cyr. have  
ph<xewn and in Rev. 21:17 only x.3  For the genitive singular of 
 ]Iwsh?j and Manassh?j see 6 (e). 
 (f) CONTRACTION. It is not observed in o]re<wn (Rev. 6:15)  
and xeile<wn (Heb. 13:15). In both instances the Ionic absence  
of contraction is always found in the LXX (Prov. 12:14). This  
open form is not in the Attic inscriptions, though found in MSS.  
of Attic writers and the poets especially.4 In the koinh< it is a  
"widespread tendency" to leave these forms in —os uncontracted,  
though  e]tw?n is correct in Ac. 4:22, etc.5  So the LXX, Thackeray,  
Gr., p: 151. 
 (g) PROPER NAMES. Mwush?j has always the genitive-ablative  
Mwuse<wj (Jo. 9:28), though no nominative Mwuseu<j is known. The  
genitive Mwsh? appears usually in the LXX, as Num. 4:41, and  
the vocative Mwsh? as in Ex. 3:4. Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 163 f.  
W. H. have Mwusei? (always with v. r. –s ?̂)  as in Mk. 9:4, except 
in Ac. 7:44 where the form in -- ?̂ is due to the LXX (usual form 
there).6  The accusative is Mwuse<a once only (Lu. 16:29), else-  
where –h?n, as in Ac. 7:35 (so LXX).  Solomw<n (so in the nom- 
inative, not –w?n) is indeclinable in x in Mt. 1:6 as usually in  
the LXX. But the best MSS. in Mt. 1:6 have the accasative  
Solomw?na, a few –w?nta.  So the genitive Solomw?noj in Mt. 12:42, 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 86. So Sir. 25:3, etc. The LXX also has the Ionic gen.  
gh<rouj. See Thack., Gr., p. 149; Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 42. Cf. Mayser,  
Gr. d. Griech. Pap., p. 276.  2 As Ex. 25:9. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 87. 
 3 Hort, Notes on Orth. But Xen. and Plut. (often) have phxw?n. See  
W.-M., p. 75. In LXX note ph<xeoj and ph<xewj, ph<xewn and phxw?n. Helbing,  
Gr., p. 45; Thack., p. 151. 
 4 W.-Sch., p. 88.   5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 27. 
 6 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 158. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 581-60, for  
discussion of the decl. of proper names in the LXX. The phenomena corre- 
spond to those in N. T. MSS. Promhqeu<j had an Attic nom. –h<j, gen. —e<wj,  
Thumb, Handb., § 330. 1, 
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though a few MSS. have –w?ntoj.  The Gospels have uniformly the  
genitive in —w?noj.  But in Ac. 3:11 W. H. accept Solomw?ntoj (so  
also 5:12), though BD etc. have w?noj in 5:12.  Cf. Cenofw?ntoj 
(from nominative –w?n).  Diotr<fhj (3 Jo. 9) and   [Ermoge<nhj (2 Tim. 
1:15) occur in nom. There are other proper names (Roman and  
Semitic) which are inflected regularly like Babulw<n (Mt. 1:11), 
Galli<wn (Ac. 18: 12),  ]Elaiw<n (Ac. 1:12) Kai?sar (Mt. 22: 17), Sarw<n  
(Ac. 9:35), Sidw<n (Mt. 11:21), Si<mwn (Mt. 4:18). There should  
be mentioned also Salami<j (dative —i?ni, Ac. 13:5). Cf. proper  
names in the LXX, Thackeray, Gr., pp. 163 ff. 
 (h) HETEROCLISIS AND METAPLASM. Most of the examples 
have already been treated under the first declension 5 (g) or the  
second declension 6 (d). The accusative a!la (Mk. 9:50) is like  
the old Greek o[ a!lj.  Some MSS. (Western and Syrian classes) in  
Mk. 9:49 have a[li< also.  In Mk. 9:50 xLA have to> a!la as nomi- 
native (cf. Lev. 2:13) like ga>la.  But the best MSS. (xBDLD)  
give to> a!laj in the first two examples in 9:50 and a!la (accusative)  
in the third (so W. H.).  So also Mt. 5:13 and Lu. 14:34. Cf.  
dative a!lati in Col. 4:6.  In the LXX to> a!laj is rare (Thackeray,  
Gr., p. 152).  Papyri show to> a!laj in third century B.C. (Moulton,  
and Milligan, Expositor, Feb., 1908, p. 177). Instead of o@rnij in  
Rev. 18:2 we have the genitive o]rne<ou, from o@rneon (good old Greek  
word), o]rne<okij in Rev. 19:17, and o@rnea in 19:21. In Mk. 6:4  
and Lu. 2:44 suggeneu?si. (cf. 1 Macc. 10:88) is probably1  from  
suggeneu<j, not suggenh<j.  Cf. 1 Macc. 10:89. This is a good  
place for me to record the admiration which has possessed me as I  
have tested the work of Hort through the maze of details in the  
MS. evidence concerning the forms. 
 8. Indeclinable Words. These do not, of course, belong to  
any declension. Josephus Grecized most of the Hebrew proper  
names like  ]Ami<naboj (Mt. 1:4,  ]Aminada<b).2 Some he put in the  
first declension, many in the second and third declensions.3  Blass4  
sums the matter up by observing that "the Hebrew personal  
names of the 0. T., when quoted as such," are indeclinable. This  
is an overstatement. But certainly many that in the LXX and  
the N. T. are not inflected, might have been, such, for instance,  
as  ]Aarw<n,   ]Iakw<b, Kedrw<n, Salmw<n, Sumew<n, to go no further.5  It  
is hardly worth while to give the entire list of these words. 
 
 1 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 158. 3 W.-Sch., p. 91. 
 2 Ib. for extensive list.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 29. 
 5 Thack., Gr., p. 169, suggests that place-names in —wn are declined or in- 
declinable according to rank and distance. 
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They include such other words as the majority of those in the  
genealogy in Mt. 1 and that in Lu. 3, besides many other proper  
names,1 including such geographical names as Ai]nw<n, Bhqfagh<, 
Siw<n, Sina?, etc. 
 There are other indeclinable Hebrew and Aramaic words such  
as Korba?n (Mk. 7:11),  ma<nna (Rev. 2:17), pa<sxa (Lu. 2:41), si<- 
kera (Lu. 1:15 as in LXX). The gender (fem.) of the inde- 
clinable ou]ai< (Rev. 9:12; 11:14) is probably due, as Blass2 sug- 
gests, to qli<yij.  In 1 Cor. 9:16 ou]ai< is used as a substantive (so  
also LXX). 
 The use of o[ w}n kai> o[ h#n kai> o[ e]rxo<menoj in the nominative after 
a]po< in Rev. 1:4, etc., belongs more to syntax than to accidence.  
It is evidently on purpose (to express the unchangeableness of  
God), just as o[ dida<skaloj kai> o[ ku<rioj is in apposition with me (Jo.  
13:13) in lieu of quotation-marks. 
 
                II. THE ADJECTIVE (  @ONOMA   }EPIQETON) 
 Donaldson3 is probably right in saying that, in general, the  
explanation of the adjective belongs to syntax rather than to  
etymology.  But there are some points concerning the adjective  
that demand treatment here. 
 1. The Origin of the Adjective. Adjectives are not indis- 
pensable in language, however convenient they may be.4  In the  
Sanskrit, for instance, the adjective plays an unimportant part.  
Whitney5 says: "The accordance in inflection of substantive and  
adjective stems is so complete that the two cannot be separated  
in treatment from one another." He adds6 that this wavering  
line of distinction between substantive and adjective is even  
more uncertain in Sanskrit than in the other early Indo-Ger- 
manic tongues. Most of the Sanskrit adjectives have,three  
endings, the masculine and neuter being usually a stems while  
the feminine may have a or i, this matter being "determined in  
great part only by actual usage, and not by grammatical rule."  
So likewise Giles in his Comparative Philology has no distinct  
treatment of adjectives. The adjective is an added descriptive  
appellative (o@noma e]pi<qeton) while the substantive is an essential  
appellative (o@noma ou]siastiko<n). But substantives were doubtless 
 
 1 See further list in W.-Sch., p. 91. 3 New Crat., p. 502. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 32.   4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p.' 29. 
 5 Sans. Gr., p. 111. 
 6 Ib. Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 117, for the adjectival use of the substantive. 
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used in this descriptive sense before adjectives arose, as they are  
still so used. So, for instance, we say brother man, Doctor A.,  
Professor B., etc. Cf. in the N. T. e]n t&?  ]Iorda<n^ potam&? (Mt. 
3:6), etc. This is, indeed, apposition, but it is descriptive ap- 
position, and it is just at this point that the adjective emerges in  
the early period of the language.1  Other Greek adjectives in  
form as in idea are variations from the genitive case, the genus  
case.2  In itself the adjective is as truly a noun as the substantive.  
As to the form, while it is not necessary3  that in every case the  
adjective express its gender by a different inflection, yet the ad- 
jectives with three genders become far commoner than those  
with two or one.4 From the etymological point of view this in- 
flection in different genders is the only distinction between sub- 
stantive and adjective.5 The Greek has a much more highly  
developed system of adjectives than the Sanskrit, which has sur- 
vived fairly well in modern Greek, though a strong tendency is  
present to simplify adjectives to the one declension (--oj, —h, --on).  
Participles, though adjectives in inflection, are also verbs in sev- 
eral respects and call for separative discussion. The process of  
treating the adjective as a substantive belongs to syntax.6 The  
substantivizing of the adjective is as natural, though not so com- 
mon in Greek as in Latin, as the adjectivizing of the substantive  
which we have been discussing.7 The distinction between adjec- 
tive and substantive is hard to draw in modern Greek (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 66). In modern Greek every adjective has a special  
feminine form. The development is complete. Cf. Thumb, pp.  
66 ff. 
 2. Inflection of Adjectives. In Greek as in Sanskrit, the ad- 
jective has to follow the inflection of the substantive in the various  
declensions, the three genders being obtained by combining the  
first with the second or the third declensions. 
 (a) ADJECTIVES WITH ONE TERMINATION. Of course at first 
this may have been the way the earliest adjectives arose. Then  
the genders would be formed. But analogy soon led to the for- 
mation of most adjectives with three endings. Some of these 
 
 1 Delbruck, Syntakt. Forsch., IV, pp. 65, 259. Cf. Giles, Man. of Comp.  
Philol., p. 239. 
 2 Donaldson, New Crat., p. 474.  4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 139. 
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 30.  5 Donaldson, New Crat., p. 502.  
 6 Brug. (Griech. Gr., pp. 413-417) has no discussion of the adjective save  
from the syntactical point of view. 
 7 See Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 414 f., for numerous exx. in the earlier Gk. 
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adjectives with one ending were used only with the masculine or  
the feminine, and few were ever used with the neuter.1  Jannaris2  
considers them rather substantives than adjectives, but they il- 
lustrate well the transition from substantive to adjective, like  
a@paij, ma<kar, fuga<j.  In fact they are used of animated beings.  
In the N. T. we have a!rpac (Mt. 7:15; 1 Cor. 5:10), pe<nhj (2 Cor.  
9: 9. Cf. pla<nhtej, Jude 13 B), and suggeni<j (Lu. 1:36).  Suggeni<j 
is a later feminine form like eu]geni<j for the usual suggenh<j (both  
masculine and feminine) which Winer3 treats as a substantive (so  
Thayer). Strictly this feminine adjective belongs4 only to words  
in –th<j and –eu<j.  Blass5 quotes eu]geni<dwn gunaikw?n by way of com- 
parison. Modern Greek still has a few of these adjectives in use.  
The ancient adjectives in –hj  (eu]genh<j) have disappeared from the  
modern Greek vernacular (Thumb, Handb., p. 72). 
 (b) ADJECTIVES WITH TWO TERMINATIONS. Some adjectives 
never had more than two endings, the masculine and the femi- 
nine having the same form. In the so-called Attic second de- 
clension this is true of  i!lewj (Mt. 16:22). But a few simple  
adjectives of the second declension never developed a feminine  
ending, as, for instance, ba>rbaroj (1 Cor. 14:11), e](ai])fni<dioj (Lu.  
21: 34), swth<rioj (Tit. 2:11).6  In the N. T. h!suxoj has changed  
to h[su<xioj (1 Pet. 3:4). The adjectives in the third declension  
which end in –hj or –wn have no separate feminine form. So  
eu]genh<j (Lu. 19:12), eu]sebh<j  (Ac. 10: 7) mei<zwn (Jo. 15:13), etc.  
Then again some simple adjectives varied7  in usage in the earlier  
Greek, especially in the Attic, and some of these have only two  
endings in the N. T., like a]i~dioj (Ro. 1:20), e@rhmoj (Ac. 1:20, etc.,  
and often as substantive with gh? or xw<ra not expressed), ko<smioj  
(1 Tim. 2:9), ou]ra<nioj (Lu. 2:13; Ac. 26:19), flu<aroj (1 Tim.  
5:13), fro<nimoj (Mt. 25:2, 4, 9), w]fe<limoj (1 Tim. 4:8; 2 Tim.  
3:16).  With still others N. T. usage itself varies as in the case  
of ai]w<nioj (Mt. 25:46, etc.) and ai]wni<a (Heb. 9:12; 2 Th. 2:16,  
and often as a variant reading); e!toimoj (Mt. 25:10) and e[toi<mh  
(1 Pet. 1:5); ma<taioj (Jas. 1:26) and matai<a (1 Pet. 1:18); o!moioj  
(Rev. 4: 3, second example correct text) and o[moi<a (Rev. 9:10, 
 
 1 K.-B1., I, p. 547 f.    2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 143. 
 3 W.-M., p. 80. But cf. W.-Sch., p. 97. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 33.  5 Ib. 
 6 Cf. K.-B1., I, p. 535 f., for fuller list. Some of the simple verbals in —toj  
also had no fem., as w@nhtoj. 
 7 In the LXX we see a very slight tendency towards giving a fem. form to  
all adjs. Thack., Gr., p. 172. 
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though W. H. put o[moi<aj in the margin instead of o[moi<aj, 19); o!sioj  
(1 Tim. 2:8; so probably, though o[si<ouj may be construed with  
e]pai<rontaj instead of xei?raj).  The early Attic inscriptions furnish  
examples of two endings with such adjectives as do<kimoj (no fem- 
inine example in the N. T.) and loipo<j with either two or three  
(N. T. only three).1  The papyri furnish e@rhmoj and ou]ra<nioj as  
feminine and others not so used in the N. T., as di<kaioj, me<trioj,   
spo<rimoj.2  It was the rule with compound adjectives to have only  
two endings, for the most of them never developed a feminine  
form, as o[ (h[) a!logoj.3  This tendency survives in the inscriptions,  
especially with compounds of a– privative and prepositions, and 
in the papyri also we have abundant examples.4 The N. T. usage 
is well illustrated by 1 Pet. 1:4, ei]j klhronomi<an a!fqarton kai> a]mi<an- 
ton kai> a]ma<ranton. Cf. Jas. 3: 17. 
 (c) ADJECTIVES WITH THREE TERMINATIONS. The great ma- 
jority of Greek adjectives, like a]gaqo<j, --h<, --o<n,  developed three 
endings and continue normal (cf. Thumb, Handbook, p. 68), as  
is universal in the modern Greek. Some of the compound adjec- 
tives also had three endings, especially compounds in —iko<j and  
–ioj, as monarxikh<, a]naci<a (Plato).5 The same thing is observed in  
the inscriptions6 and the papyri.7  In the N. T. we have several  
examples, as a]rgo<j, --h< (Attic always a]rgo<j, though Epimenides has  
--h<) in 1 Tim. 5:13;. Tit. 1:12; Jas. 2:20 according to BC. In  
Mk. 4:28 au]toma<th is not entirely new, for classic writers use it.  
In 2 Jo. 13 (and probably also 1) we have e]klekth<.   In Mt. 4:13 
the MSS. give paraqalassi<a, but D has –ion.  However, in Lu.  
6:17 para<lioj is the feminine form, though occasionally the LXX  
and older Greek had –i<a, varying like the other compounds in  
–ioj. Other adjectives of three endings belong to the third and 
 
 1 Cf. Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 148. Cf. also aiw<nioj, ko<smioj, in Magnesia 
Magn. Inschr., p. 140). Aristophanes used basi<leioj, be<baioj, maka<- 
rioj, ou]ra<nioj, pa<trioj with two endings (G. Wirth, De Motione Adjectivorum, 
1580, p. 51). This is true also of Euripides (ib., p. 49 f.). For further discus- 
sion of adjectives with two endings see Wilhelm, Zur Motion der Adjec. dreier  
End. in Griech. etc., p. 23; Wilhelm, Der Sprachgebr. der Lukianos etc., p.  
23. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 57 f. On the whole the LXX shows the ex- 
tension of the fem. so that adjs. which in Attic have two or three terminations 
have three in the LXX (a@grioj, be<baioj, di<kaioj, e]leu<qeroj, ma<taioj). Thack., Gr.,  
p. 172. 
 2 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 289 f. 3 K.-B1., I, p. 538. 
 4 Cf. Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 141; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 158;  
ayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 291. 
 5 K.-B1., I, p. 538 f.   6 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 158. 
 7 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 291. 
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the first declensions, like o]cu<j, o]cei?a, o]cu<; pa?j, pa?sa, pa?n; e[kw<n, e[kou?sa, 
e[kon; me<laj, me<laina, me<lan; me<gaj, mega<lh, me<ga; plu<j, pollh<, polu<. 
Cf. the perfect active participle in –w<j, --ui?a, --o<j.  The LXX MSS.  
sometimes have pa?n as indeclinable (pa?n to>n to<pon, etc.) like 
plh<rhj.  Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 51. Indeclinable plh<rhj  
is retained by Swete in Sir. 19 : 26. Cf. Helbing, ib. See (f)  
below. 
 (d) THE ACCUSATIVE SINGULAR. Some adjectives of the third  
declension have n after the analogy of the first declension. See  
this chapter, 1, 5, (g), for the discussion in detail. W. H. reject  
them all, though in a few cases the testimony is strong.1  They are  
a]sebh?n (Ro. 4 :5), a]sfalh?n (Heb. 6:19), mei<zwn (Jo. 5:36), suggenh?n  
(Ro. 16:11), u[gih?n (Jo. 5:11).  The use of irrational n with mei<zw  
(Jo. 5:36 mei<zwn in ABEGMD) is likened by Moulton (Prol., p. 49)  
to irrational n with subjunctive #̂ (h#n).   Cf. ch. VI, II (h), p. 220. 
 (e) CONTRACTION IN ADJECTIVES. Two points are involved,  
the fact of contraction (or the absence of it) and the use of a or  
h after e, i, r.  The uncontracted forms of adjectives are not so  
common as is the case with substantives. Cf. this chapter, 1, 6,  
(b). The contracted forms are practically confined to forms in  
–ouj, like a[plou?j, diplou?j, a]rgurou?j, porfurou?j, sidhrou?j, xalkou?j, 
xrusou?j. Here again we have a still further limitation, for the  
uncontracted forms occur chiefly in the Apocalypse and in x  
and in the case of xrusou?j.2  Cf. Rev. 4:4; 5:8, where x reads  
xruse<ouj, –e<aj.  But in Rev. 2:1 xPB read xrusw?n, while AC have  
xruse<wn.  Xrusa?n in Rev. 1:13, though accepted by W. H. and  
read by xAC, is rejected by Blass, but admitted by Debrunner  
(p. 28), as shown on p. 257. P. Lond. reads xrusa?n h} a]rgura?n, and 
L. P.w (ii/iii A.D.) also has xrush?n h} a]rgurh?n.3  In each instance  
probably analogy has been at work.4 Thackeray (Gr., p. 172 f.)  
gives a very few uncontracted forms in --eoj in the LXX. W. H.  
accept the genitive baqe<wj in Lu. 24:1 and prae<wj in 1 Pet. 3:4  
instead of the usual form in –oj.  Hort5 considers the variations  
in h!misuj as "curious," but they find abundant parallel in the 
 
 1 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157 f. For pap. exx. of u[gih?n see Mayser, Gr. d.  
griech. Pap., p. 295. Thack. (Gr., p. 146) considers it a vulgarism, though it  
began as early as iv/B.C. (see Swkra<thn, trih<rhn). It is common ii/A.D. 
 2 Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 25. Cf. Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 34 f., for LXX. 
 3 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, pp. 35, 435. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 48. Cf. th>n i[erh>n kefalh<n on Rom. tomb (Kaibel, Epi- 
gram. Graeca, 1878, p. 269).  
 5 Notes on Orth., p. 158. 
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papyri as does xruse<wn above.1  In Mk. 6:23 h[mi<souj, not --eoj,  
is the genitive form, the usual (probably only) form in the pa- 
pyri.2  The neuter plural h[mi<sea has practically no support in Lu.  
19:8, though h[mi<sh is the Text. Rec. on the authority of late  
uncials and cursives.  Ta> h[mi<su has slight support. W. H. read  
ta> h[mi<sia (xBQ 382, L having itacistic —eia) and derive it from a  
possible h[mi<sioj.3  But it is possible, if not probable, that h[mi<seia  
was the earlier form changed by itacism to h[mi<sia.4  The plural of 
nh?stij is nh<steij (Mk. 8:3; Mt. 15:32), and not nh<stij as already 
shown.5  For participles in –ui<a, –ui<hj see this chapter, p. 256. 
As a rule the forms in –ui<hj and –rhj predominate, but note stei<r%, 
in Lu. 1:36.6  In the case of u[gih<j, whereas the Attic had accu- 
sative u[gia? (u[gih? in Plato, Phadr. 89 d), the N. T., like the inscrip- 
tions, papyri and the LXX, has only u[gih? (Jo. 5:11, 15; 7:23).7  
In Jo. 18: 1 xeima<rrou is almost certainly from xei<marroj instead of  
the classical xeima<rrooj.8  In 2 Pet. 2:5  o@gdoon is not contracted,  
though sometimes the papyri have o@gdouj, o@gdoun.9  
 (f) INDECLINABLE ADJECTIVES. The papyri have cleared up  
two points of much interest here. One is the use of plh<rhj in  
N. T. MSS. in an oblique case. In Mk. 4:28 Hort (Appendix,  
p. 24) suggests plh<rhj si?ton (C* two lectionaries) as probably the 
original.  In Ac. 6:5 W. H. put a@ndra plh<rhj in the margin,  
though plh<rh is read only by B among the MSS. of importance.  
In Jo. 1:14 all the MSS. (save D 5 followed by Chrys. and  
Theoph.) have plh<rhj.  Moulton10 indeed suggests that plh<rh was  
the original text, which was changed to the vulgar plh<rhj. But  
the argument can be turned round just as easily. In almost  
every N. T. instance of an oblique case of plh<rhj good uncials  
have the indeclinable form (Moulton, Prol., p. 50). The LXX  
also has examples of indeclinable plh<rhj (cf. Hort, Appendix, p. 
 
 1 Xruse<& is exceedingly common in the pap. (Moulton, Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901,  
p. 435). 
 2 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 294 f. Cf. also Deiss., B. S., p. 186; Moul- 
ton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 34. So also the LXX, Thack., Gr., p. 179. 
 3 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 15S. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 87. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d.  
Sept., p. 52. 
 4 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 87.   [Hmi<seia occurs in Antoninus Liberalis (ab. 150 A.D.)  
and oi]kei?oj is analogous. 
 5 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 157.  6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 25. 
 7 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. For adjs. with acc. in —h (and sometimes  
n added, —hn) see Dieterich, Unters., p. 175. Cf. this ch., II, 2, (d). 
 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 25. 9 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 294. 
 10 Prol., p. 50. See Cronert, Mem., p. 179; Turner, Jour. Theol. St., I, pp.  
100 ff. Milligan (N. T. Doc. s, p. 65) finds one ex. of indecl. plh<rhj B.C. 
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24). So Job 21: 24, xABC. The examples of plh<rhj so used are  
"fairly common" in the papyri1 and come as early as the second  
century B.C.2  There seems therefore no reason to refuse to con- 
sider plh<rhj in Jo. 1:14 as accusative and to accept it as the text  
in Mk. 4:28 and Ac. 6:5. The other example of indeclinable  
adjectives is found in comparative forms in –w, like plei<w. Moul- 
ton3 points out that in Mt. 26:53 xBD read plei<w dw<deka legiw?naj,  
while the later MSS. have mended the grammar with plei<ouj.  
He quotes also Cronert4 who has furnished abundant evidence  
from the papyri and literature of such a use of these forms just  
like plh<rhj.  Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Papyri, p. 63 f. 
 3. Comparison of Adjectives. The comparative is a natural  
development in the adjective, as the adjective itself is a growth  
on the substantive. 
 (a) THE POSITIVE (qetiko>n o@noma OR o@noma a[plou?n). This is the 
oldest form of the adjective, the most common and the most per- 
sistent. It is not always true that the comparative and superla- 
tive forms represent an actually higher grade than the positive.  
The good is sometimes more absolute than better or even best.  
See a]gaqo<j in Mk. 10:18, for instance. Sometimes indeed the posi- 
tive itself is used to suggest comparison as in Mt. 18:8, kalo<n soi< 
e]stin ei]selqei?n . . . h} du<o xei?raj, ktl.  This construction is common 
in the LXX, suggested perhaps by the absence of comparison in  
Hebrew.5  The tendency of the later Greek is also constantly to  
make one of the degrees do duty for two. Cf. Thackeray, Gr.,  
p. 181. But this matter belongs rather to the syntax of compari- 
son. Participles are, of course, used only in the positive save in  
a few cases where the adjective-idea has triumphed wholly over  
the verb-conception.6  Verbals in —toj sometimes have comparison,  
though ma?llon, may be freely used with participles. 
 (b) THE COMPARATIVE (sugkritiko>n o@noma). The stem may be 
(besides adjective) either a substantive (basileu<-teroj) or an adverb 
(pro<-teroj).  Cf. Monro, Homeric Grammar, p. 82. The primary  
comparative-ending –iwn, (Sanskrit iyans) is probably kin to the ad- 
jective-ending —ioj.7  This form along with the superlative –istoj is 
 
 1 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. For the indecl. plh<rhj in Acta Thomae see  
Reinhold, De Graec. etc., p. 24. Cf. Sir. 19 : 26. See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept.,  
p. 52. It is not till i/A.D. that it is common in the pap. Thack. (Gr., p. 176)  
thinks it not genuine in the LXX. 
 2 lb., p. 435. But see Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 297. 
 3 Prol., p. 50.  4 Philologus, LXI., pp. 161 ff. 5 W.-M., p. 302. 
 6 K.-BI., I, p. 553; Schwab, Die Hist. Synt. d. griech. Comparative, 3.  
Heft, 1895, pp. 152 ff.  7 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 290; Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 30, 
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probably originally qualitative in idea and does not necessarily 
imply excess. In the modern Greek these forms are not used at all.1 
They have disappeared before the secondary comparative form  
—teroj, which even in the earlier Greek is far more common. The  
ending —teroj does imply excess and appears in various words that  
are not usually looked upon as comparatives, as e!-teroj (‘one of  
two), e[ka<-teroj (‘ each of two'), h[me<-teroj (nos-ter), u[me<-teroj (vos-ter),  
u!s-teroj.2  So also deu<-teroj like pro<-teroj (cf. Latin al-ter, Eng- 
lish other) is a comparative form.3  "The comparison-suffixes iwn,  
istoj, teroj belong to the Indo-Germanic ground speech."4  In the  
N. T. the forms in —iwn), as in the papyri,5  hold their own only  
in the most common words. Schwab (op. cit., p. 5) makes —atoj  
older than --tatoj.   ]Amei<nwn is not used in the N. T. and Be<l- 
tion only as an adverb once (2 Tim. 1:18).  ]Ela<sswn appears 
four times, once about age as opposed to mei<zwn (Ro. 9:12), once  
about rank as opposed to krei<sswn (Heb. 7:7), once about excel- 
lence  (Jo. 2:10) as again opposed krei<swn, and once as an 
adverb (e@lasson, 1 Tim. 5:9) in the sense of less, not mikro<teroj 
(‘smaller’).   $Hsson (neuter only) is found in 1 Cor. 11: 17 as op- 
posed to krei?sson, and as an adverb in 2 Cor. 12:15.  Ka<llion (Ac. 
25:10) is an adverb.  Krei<sswn, is confined to Peter, Paul's Epis- 
tles and Hebrews (some eighteen examples, ten of them in Heb.). 
Mei<zwn is common (some fifty times), though some of them dis- 
place the superlative as we shall see directly. The neuter plural 
(mei?zona) appears once as mei<zw (Jo. 1:50).6  Once also (3 Jo. 4) 
the double comparative form meizo<teroj occurs, several simi- 
tlar examples appearing in the papyri, as meizo<teroj, melantw<teron, 
presbuterwt<ra.7  A few other examples in poetry and late Greek 
are cited by Winer-Moulton,8 like kreitto<teroj, meizono<teroj, meizo<- 
 
 1 Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 73. 
 2 Cf. Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 292; Brug., Indoger. Forsch., 1903, pp. 7 ff. 
 3 Cf. Ascoli in Curtius' Stud. zur griech. and lat. Gr., 1876, p. 351. 
 4 Schwab, Hist. Synt. d. griech. Comp., Heft I, 1893, p. 3. 
 5 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 298. He mentions belti<wn, e]la<sswn, 
h!sswn, plei<wn (ple<wn). For the inscr., Nachm. (Magn. Inschr., p. 143) adds  
a]mei<nwn and mei<zwn. 
 6 The pap. have many exx: of the form without n as in plei<w (ouj), etc. See 
Mayser,. Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 298 ff. But the usage varies greatly. The  
LXX MSS. show similar variations. See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 54 f. As  
LXX exx. of uniformity in form of comp. note a]gaqw<teroj and ai]sxro<teroj, but 
only e]ggi<wn(—stoj), not e]ggu<teroj (-tatoj), C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 29. Thack.  
(Gr., pp. 184 ff.) gives a careful summary of the exx. of –iwn, --istoj in the LXX. 
 7 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, pp. 35, 435. 
 8 P. 81. Cf. also Dieterich, Unters. etc., p. 180, for o]lizo<teroj. 
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teroj itself, meio<teroj, pleio<teroj.  Cf. English vernacular " lesser."  
Ta<xion (W. H. eion), not qa?sson, is the N. T. form as we read in  
the papyri also.1  Cf. Jo. 20:4, etc.  Xei<rwn is found eleven times  
(cf. Mt. 9:16). The ending  --teroj more and more the usual 
one. Cf. tomw<teroj (Heb. 4:12). Some comparative adjectives  
are derived from positive adverbs like e]cw<teroj (Mt. 8:12),  
e]sw<teroj (Ac. 16:24), katw<teroj (Eph. 4: 9). These latter adjec- 
tives are common in the LXX and the later Greek, not to say  
Attic sometimes.2  Diplo<teroj (Mt. 23:15) is for the old Attic  
diplou<steroj.  So Appian also. Cf. a[plo<teron, Anthol. Pal., III,  
158 (Dieterich, Unters., p. 181). The Ionic already had o]ligw<teroj 
and taxu<teroj (Radermacher, Gr., p. 56). Cf. a]gaqw<teroj (Hermas,  
Mand. VIII, 9, 11) and a]gaqw<tatoj (Diod., 16, 85). The rules  
for the use of —w<teroj and —o<teroj apply in the N. T. As ma?llon  
is often used with the positive in lieu of the comparative ending,  
so it is sometimes with the comparative, a double comparative  
(ma?llon krei?sson, Ph. 1:23; ma?llon peisso<tern, Mk. 7:36), a  
construction not unknown to the classic orators of Athens where  
emphasis was desired.3 Paul did not perpetrate a barbarism when  
he used e]laxisto<teroj (Eph. 3:8), a comparative on a superlative.  
It "is correctly formed according to the rule of the common  
language."4  Cf. also such a late form as e]sxatw<teroj.5 
 (C) THE SUPERLATIVE (u[perqetiko>n o@noma).  As with the com- 
parative, so with the superlative there are primary and secondary  
forms. The primary superlative ending –istoj (old Indian isthas,  
Zend. and Goth. ista)8 did not perhaps represent the true super- 
lative so much as the dative (intensive like English "very") super- 
lative.7  It was never very widely used and has become extinct in  
modern Greek.8 The koinh< inscriptions show only a few examples  
like a@gxista, e@ggista, ka<listoj, kra<tistoj, me<gistoj, plei?stoj.9  In  
the papyri Mayser10 notes be<ltiston, e]la<xiston (--i<sth also), kalli<- 
sth, ka<rtistoj, plei?stoi, taxi<sthn (—ista), xeiri<sthn. In the N. T., 
however, the superlative in –istoj is more common than that in  
–tatoj, though none too frequent in itself. They are besides usu- 
ally elative (intensive) and not true superlatives.11 D reads e@g- 
 
 1 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. Cf. also a]meino<teroj  in the older language 
(Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 34).   2 W.-M., p. 81; Thack., Gr., p. 183. 
 3 Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc., Heft III, p. 65. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 34.  5 W.-M., p. 81, Jann., p. 147. 
 6 K.-B1., I, p. 554; Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 291. 
 7 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 30.  8 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 144. 
 9 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 160; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 143. 
 10 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 298.  11 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 33. 
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gista in Mk. 6:36.  [O e]la<xistoj (1 Cor. 15:9) is a true superla- 
tive, a thing so rare in the N. T. that Blass1 attributes this ex- 
ample either to the literary language or to corruption in the  
text.1  But Moulton2 is able to find a parallel in the Tb.P. 24,  
ii/B.C. But more about true and elative superlatives in Syntax  
(ch. XI;V, xiv). In 2 Cor. 12:9, 15 (D in Ac. 13:8), we have 
h!dista.  Kra<tiste (Lu. 1:3, etc.) is "only a title" (Moulton,  
p. 78).  Ma<lista appears a dozen times only, though ma?llon is  
exceedingly common. Blass3 indeed suggests that a popular sub- 
stitute for ma<lista as for plei?sta was found in the use of perisso<j.  
This is much more true of the use of perisso<j as the equivalent of  
ma?llon or plei<wn (cf. Mt. 5:37; 27:23). Paul uses the comparative  
adverb perissote<rwj (Ph. 1:14. Cf. double comparative in Mk.  
7:36). In Heb. 7:15 (cf. 2:1; 13:19 —wj) perisso<teron e@ti kata<- 
dhlon we have more than ma?llon. Cf. me<gistoj (2 Pet. 1:4) and  
plei?stoj in Mt. 11:20; 21:8; 1 Cor. 14:27.  Ta<xista (Ac. 17:15)  
Blass4 credits again to the literary element in Luke. In u!yistoj  
we have a superlative that occurs thirteen times and always  
about God or heaven (as Mk. 5:7; 11:10). 
 When we take up the form in —tatoj in the N. T. the story is  
soon told.  Brugmann5 finds the origin of this ending in forms 
like de<katoj (cf. Latin decimus), prw?toj (cf. Latin primus), u!patoj, 
u!statoj.  It has no direct parallel in the other languages.6  Hirt7   
suggests —tamoj and —atoj as two forms which finally resulted in  
—tatoj.  It is true that the forms in —atoj faded away as superla- 
tives and e@sxaton became e]sxatw<taton in the koinh< inscriptions,8  
but this is true also of the forms in —tatoj.9  The papyri have  
"scores" of examples of superlatives in —tatoj (chiefly elative).10  
The rarity of the —tatoj forms in the N T. may be purely acci- 
dental (Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154). It is not quite true that 
 
 1 Ib.     3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 33 f. 
 2 Prol., 79.    4 Ib., p. 33. 
 5 Indog. Forsch., 1903, pp. 7-9. Ascoli (Curtius' Stud., etc., 1876, p. 351)  
suggests tri<toj (cf. Hom. tri<tatoj) also. Cf. also e@sxatoj. 
 6 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 294.  7 Ib. 
 8 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 161. 
 9 This double superl. does not appear in the N. T., but various instances  
are noted in the pap. and the later Gk. as e]laxisto<tatoj, megisto<tatoj, prw<tista.  
So Lat. minissimus, pessimissimus. Cf. W.-M., p. 81; Dieterich, Unters.,  
p. 181. 
 10 Moulton, Prol., p. 78; Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 297 f. See Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept. pp. 54-57, for corresponding infrequency of the superl. forms in  
the LXX. The compar. is driving it out. Cf. also ib., p. vii. 
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"only one example of the --tatoj superlative" (Moulton, Prol.,  
p. 78) survives in the N. T. There are three with –tatoj, besides  
those with –atoj:  a[giw<tatoj (Ju. 20), a]kribe<statoj (Acts 26:5), timiw<- 
tatoj (Rev. 18:12; 21:11). Thackeray (Gr., p. 182) finds —tatoj  
much more common in the LXX, though chiefly in the elative  
sense and in the more literary books of the LXX (Wisd., 2-4  
Mace.; Prov., Esd.).   ]Akribe<statoj (Ac. 26:5) Blass again credits 
to the literary language.   @Esxatoj and prw?toj (w from =wra, Doric 
a) are both very frequent in the N. T. See Mt. 19:30 for the  
contrasted prw?toi e@sxati ktl.  The very great number of times  
that prw?toj (prw?ton included) is used in the N. T. (some 200) in  
contrast to only ten instances of pro<teron and one of prote<ra (Eph.  
4:22) deserves comment. This seems in conflict with the ob- 
served disuse of the superlative in favour of the comparative. But  
a counter-tendency is at work here. The disappearance of dual- 
ity before plurality has worked against pro<teron. Luke does not  
use pro<teron at all and it appears only once in Grenfell and Hunt's  
four volumes of papyri.1  The LXX shows prw?toj displacing pro<te- 
roj (Thackeray, Gr., p. 183). So in English we say first story of  
a house with only two, first edition of a book which had only two,  
etc. It is almost an affectation in Greek and English, however  
good Latin it may be, to insist on pro<teroj. So in Jo. 1:15 (prw?- 
toj mou), 15:18 (prw?ton u[mw?n), Ac. 1:1 (to>n prw?ton lo<gon) we have 
merely first of two and in the two first instances the ablative con- 
struction as with the comparative. Winer properly saw this usage  
of prw?ton to be true to the Greek genius.2  In Mt. 27: 64 we have 
both e@sxatoj and prw?toj used of two, e@stai h[ e]sxa<th pla<nh xei<rwn 
th?j prw<thj.  Pro<teroj is indeed used in the sense of the former in 
Eph. 4:22, whereas pro<teron in the sense of the first of two does  
appear in Heb. 7:27 (pro<teron—e@peita).3  It is probably a de- 
fect in both Latin and Greek that the same forms were used to  
express the elative and true superlative sense (so as to compara- 
tive also).4 As the dual vanished, so it was inevitable that with  
the same principle at work either the comparative or the superla- 
tive would. Outside of  e@sxatoj and prw?toj where the principle  
crossed with a different application because pro<teroj was dis- 
appearing, it is the superlative that goes down, especially the true  
superlative as opposed to the dative (intensive). Hermas, though  
in the vernacular, still uses the superlative in the elative (inten- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 79 
 2 W.-M., p. 306. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 34. 
 4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 30. 
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sive) sense very often.1  In the N. T. then the comparative is  
beginning to take the place of the superlative, a usage occasion- 
ally found in classical Greek,2 and found now and then in the 
papyri.3  See 1 Cor. 13: 13 ta> tri<a tau?ta mei<zwn de> tou<twn h[ a]ga<ph. 
See also o[ mei?zwn (Mt. 18:4). But this matter will call for more  
comment under Syntax (ch. XIV, XIII, (i)). 
 
                            III. NUMERALS (  ]ARIQMOI). 
 No great space is demanded for the discussion of the non- 
syntactical aspects of the numerals.  
 1. The Origin of Numerals. Donaldson4 thinks that seven of  
the first ten numerals may be traced to primitive pronominal ele- 
ments. Pronouns and numerals belong to the stable elements of  
lahguage, and the numerals are rather more stable than the pro- 
nouns in the Indo-Germanic tongues.5 See the numerals in sub- 
stantial integrity in modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., pp. 80-84).  
The system of numeration is originally decimal (cf. fingers and  
toes) with occasional crossing of the duodecimal.6 There possibly  
were savages who could not count beyond two, but one doubts if  
the immediate ancestors of the Indo-Germanic peoples were so  
primitive as that.7 See previous discussion in this chapter, I, 3.  
Counting is one of the first and easiest things that the child  
learns. It is certain that the original Indo-Germanic stock had  
numerals up to 100 before it separated.8  The roots are wide- 
spread and fairly uniform. 
 2. Variety among Numerals. 
 (a) DIFFERENT FUNCTIONS. The numerals may be either sub- 
stantive, adjective or adverb. So h[ xilia<j (Lu. 14:31), xi<lioi  
(2 Pet. 3:8), e[pta<kij (Mt. 18:21).9  Number thus embraces sep- 
arate ideas. 
 (b) THE CARDINALS (o]no<mata a]riqmhtika<). They may be either 
declinable or indeclinable, and this according to no very well-de- 
fined principle. The first four are declinable, possibly from their  
frequent use." After 200 (dia-ko<sioi, --ai, --a) they have the regular 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 33. He cites the mod. Italian also which makes  
no distinction between the comp. and superl. 
 2 Schwab, Hist. Synt. d. griech. Comp., II, pp. 172 ff. 
 3 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 439.   5 Giles, Man., etc., p. 393. 
 4 New Crat., p. 294.     6 Ib. 
 7 However, see Moulton, Prol., p. 58. Cf. Taylor, Prim. Cult., I, p. 242 f. 
 8 Moulton, Prol., p. 58. 
 9 Cf. K.-B1., I, p. 621 f.     10 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 35. 
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inflection of adjectives of the second and first declensions. The  
history of ei$j, mi<a, e!n is very interesting, for which see the compara- 
tive grammars.1  Ei$j is exceedingly common in the N. T. as a  
cardinal (Mt. 25:15) and as an indefinite pronoun (Mt. 8:19),  
approaching the indefinite article. For the use of ei$j in sense  
of ordinal see Syntax, ch. XIV, xv, (a), but it may be remarked  
here that the papyri have t^? mi%? kai> ei]ka<di (Moulton, Cl. Rev.,  
1901, p. 35). The indeclinable use of ei$j (or adverbial use of kata<)  
is common in later Greek. Cf. kaq ] ei$j in Mk. 14:19; (Jo. 8:9);  
Ro. 12:5.2  So modern Greek uses e!na as neuter with which  
Mayser3 compares e!na as feminine on an early ostrakon. But the 
modern Greek declines e!naj, mi<a, e!na in all genders (Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 81).  Ou]dei<j and mhdei<j are both very common in the N. T. with  
the inflection of ei$j.   Mhqei<j occurs only once (Ac. 27:33). W. H.  
admit ou]qei<j only seven times (all in Luke and Paul, as Ac. 20:33),  
and once (Ac. 15:9) ou]de<n is in the margin. Jannaris (Hist. Gk.  
Gr., p. 170) calls this form in q chiefly Alexandrian, rare in Attic,  
but Mayser (Gr., p. 180) notes ou]dei<j as "Neubildung" while  
ou]qei<j is good Attic. For history of it see Orthography and Pho- 
netics, p. 219. The frequent use of du<o as indeclinable save in the  
plural form dusi< in the later Greek has already been commented  
on in this chapter (1, 3), as well as the disappearance of a@mfw be- 
fore a]mfo<teroi.  Indeclinable du<o is classical, and after Aristotle dusi<  
is the normal dative (Thackeray, Gr., p. 186).  Tri<a (possibly also  
tri<j) is occasionally indeclinable in the papyri.4 The common use  
of te<ssera in the koinh< and the occasional occurrence of te<ssarej  
as accusative in N. T. MSS. (like Northwest Greek) have been  
noticed in chapters VI, 2, (a), and VII, 1, 7, (c).5  Pe<nte, e{c and e[pta<   
need not detain us. The originally dual form o]ktw< is found only  
ten times, and five of them with other numerals.   ]Enne<a appears  
only five times, while de<ka is nothing like so common as e[pta<, not  
to mention the first five cardinals.   !Endeka is found six times, but  
dw<deka is quite common, due chiefly to the frequent mention of the  
Apostles. From thirteen to nineteen in the N. T., like the pa- 
pyri6 and the modern Greek, de<ka comes first, usually without kai<, 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 211; Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 311; Giles, Man., p. 394.  
On numerals in the LXX see Thack., Gr., pp. 186-190; C. and S., Sel. fr. the  
LXX, p. 30 f.    2 Cf. W.-M., p. 312. So a]na> ei$j (Rev. 21:21). 
 3 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 312. Perhaps the earliest ex. of indeclinable e!na.  
For the LXX usage cf. W.-Sch., p. 90. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 315. 
 5 Ib. Cf. also Dittenb., 674. 28.  6 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 316. 
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as de<ka o]ktw< (Lu. 13:4), though once with kai< (Lu. 13:16). But  
unlike the papyri the N. T. never has dekadu<o.1  But dekape<nte (as 
Jo. 11:18) and dekate<ssarej (as Gal. 2:1) occur several times 
each.  Ei@kosi is a dual form, while tria<konta and so on are plural.2 
 [Ekato<n is one hundred like a!-pac. W. H. accent e[katonaeth<j, not  
--e<thj.  Usually no conjunction is used with these numerals, as 
ei@kosi te<ssarej (Rev. 19:4), e[kato>n ei@kosi (Ac. 1:15), but tessara<- 
konta kai> e!c (Jo. 2:20). Cf. Rev. 13:18. In the LXX there is  
no fixed order for numbers above the "teens." Thackeray, Gr.,  
p. 188. The N. T. uses xi<lioi often and disxi<lioi once (Mk. 5:13)  
and trisxi<lioi once (Ac. 2:41). The N. T. examples of muri<oj by  
reason of case do not distinguish between mu<rioi, ‘ten thousand’  
(Mt. 18:24) and muri<oi, 'many thousands' (1 Cor. 4:15). The  
N. T. uses muria<j several times for the latter idea (‘myriads’), some- 
times repeated, as  muria<dej muria<dwn (Rev. 5:11). So also xilia<j   
is more common in the N. T. than xi<lioi, both appearing chiefly  
in Revelation (cf. 5:11). In Rev. 13:18 B and many cursives  
have xcj <=e[cako<sioi e[ch<kointa e!c, while the cursive 5 has xij < = e[cako<- 
sioi de<ka e!c.  As a rule in the N. T. MSS. the numbers are spelled  
out instead of mere signs being used. 
 (c) THE ORDINALS (o]no<mata taktika<). They describe rank and  
raise the question of order, po<stoj.3  They are all adjectives of  
three endings and all have the superlative form —toj save pro<- 
teroj and deu<-teroj which are comparative.4  In most cases the  
ordinals are made from the same stem as the cardinals.5  But  
this is not true of prw?toj nor indeed of deu<-teroj (not from du<o, but  
from deu<omai).6  Cf. the English superlative ‘first’ (with suffix -isto).  
Prw?toj has driven pro<teroj out of use in the N. T. except as an  
adverb (or to> pro<teron) save in one instance, prote<ran a]nastrofh<n   
(Eph. 4:22). The disappearance of prw?toj before the ordinal  
use of ei$j belongs to Syntax. In the N. T. as in the papyri5  the  
ordinals up to twelve are regular. From 13 to 19 the N. T., like the  
vernacular papyri7  (so Ionic and koinh< generally), puts the smaller 
 
 1 De<ka du<o is normal in the pap. of the Ptol. age. Cf. Rec., Ac. 19:7. Cf.  
Thack., Gr., p. 188. So also de<ka trei?j, and even de<ka mia?j once. Always  
de<ka te<ssarej, de<ka pe<nte, de<ka o]ktw<.  Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. 
 2 Giles, Man., p. 398. 
 3 K.-Bl, I, p. 622. Cf. Brug., po<stoj, Cl. Philol., 1907, p. 208. 
 4 These both have a superl., as prw?toj and deu<tatoj (Horn.). Brug., Gk. Gr.,  
p. 212. 
 5 Giles, Man., p. 400. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 212; Moulton, Prol., p. 95 f.  
 6 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 318. 
 7 Ib. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. 
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number first and as a compound with kai<, only the second half of  
the word in the ordinal form. So tessareskaide<katoj (Ac. 27: 27),  
not te<tartoj kai> de<katoj (Attic).1  But the papyri show examples  
of the usual Attic method,2 as e@natoj kai> ei]kosto<j. The distinction  
between the decades (like triakosto<j) and the hundreds (like tria- 
kosiosto<j) should be noted. In modern Greek all the ordinals  
have disappeared out of the vernacular save prw?toj, deu<teroj, tri<- 
toj, te<tartoj.3  The article with the cardinal is used instead. 
 (d) DISTRIBUTIVES IN THE N. T. The multiplicative distrib- 
utives (with ending –plou?j) occur in the N. T. also.   [Aplou?j as an  
adjective is found only twice (Mt. 6:22= Lu. 11:34), both times  
about the eye.  Diplou?j appears four times (as 1 Tim. 5:17).  
Cf. the Latin sim-plex, du-plex, English simple, diplomatic. The  
proportional distributives end in –plasi<wn.  As examples one 
may note e[katontaplasi<ona (Lu. 8:8) and pollaplasi<ona (Lu. 18: 
30). Cf. English "two-fold," "three-fold," etc. One of the com- 
monest ways of expressing distribution is by repetition of the  
numeral as in du<o du<o (Mk. 6:7). Cf. sumpo<sia sumpo<sia (Mk. 6:  
39 f.). In Lu. 10:1 we have a]na> du<o du<o in the text of W. H., a  
"mixed distributive" (Moulton, Prol., p. 97). The modern Greek  
has either a]po> duo< or duo> duo<) (Thumb, Handb., p. 83). It is a  
vernacular idiom which was given fresh impetus (Brugmann,  
Distributiva, p. 9) from the Hebrew idiom. Deissmann cites tri<a   
tri<a from 0. P. 121 (iii/A.D.). Moulton (Prol., p. 21) follows  
Thumb (Hellen., p. 152) in denying that it is a Hebraism. See  
further ch. XIV, xv (d). 
 (e) NUMERAL ADVERBS. These are of two kinds, either like  
a!ma (Ac. 24: 26), di<xa, 'in two' (not in the N. T., though see dixa<zw  
Mt. 10:35), or like a!pac, di<j, tri<j, etc. The one kind answers to  
multiplicatives and the other to proportionals.4 The numeral ad- 
verbs continue in use in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 189 f.). The  
modern Greek instead of the numeral adverb uses fora< (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 83). 
 
          IV. PRONOUNS (  ]ANTWNUMIAI) 
 
 1. Idea of Pronouns. It is not the idea of a subject or object  
that is set forth by the pronoun, but the relation of a subject or  
object to the speaker.5  Sometimes, to be sure, as in conversation, 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 35. So the LXX also. Thack., Gr., p. 188. 
 2 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 35. And even the use of forms like e{n kia>  
ei]kosto>n, Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 318. 
 3 Thumb, Handb. d. neugr. Volksspr., p. 56. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr.,  
p. 175.   4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 36. 5 K.-B1., I, p. 579. 
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the pronoun does not strictly stand in the place of a substantive.  
When one person addresses another, "I" and "thou" are plain  
enough from the nature of the circumstances. The pronoun in- 
dicates, but does not name the speaker, etc. In a sense then  
language is a sort of drama in which there are three characters,  
the speaker, the person addressed and the person spoken of.1   
Hence the first and second personal pronouns have no gender,  
while the third person, who may or may not be present, has gen- 
der. Giles2 cites the case of Macaulay who repeated the substan- 
tive so often as almost to make the pronoun useless, though the  
reverse tendency is more common. The right use of pronouns  
is a good index of style. 
 2. Antiquity of Pronouns. The personal pronouns are prob- 
ably the oldest part of the Indo-Germanic declension.3 Pronouns  
(and numerals) are the most persistent parts of speech. They are  
essential to the very life of a language.4 Strange enough, the  
Coptic and the Hebrew, for instance, are only alike in their pro- 
nouns and their numerals.5 In Greek as in Sanskrit and English  
the pronouns maintain themselves with great tenacity. The pro- 
nouns are also closely akin in all the Indo-Germanic tongues. Cf.  
Sanskrit aham, Greek e]gw<(n), Latin ego, Gothic ik, Anglo-Saxon  
ic, German ich, English I, French je. They retain the case-forms  
better than any other parts of speech. 
 3. Pronominal Roots. Indeed pronouns present an indepen- 
dent set of roots parallel to the verbal and nominal roots. As  
verb, noun, adjective, adverb, preposition, conjunctions, inten- 
sive particles grow up around the old verbal (and nominal) roots,  
so pronouns represent a separate history. There are two great  
root-stocks then (verbal or nominal and pronominal).6 The pro- 
nouns can be resolved into monosyllabic roots.7  One may not fol- 
low Donaldson8 (now obsolete), when he calls all the pronouns  
originally demonstrative, and yet something can be said for that  
idea. In the Sanskrit Whitney9 calls this "very limited set of  
roots, the so-called pronominal or demonstrative roots." Monro10  
remarks that noun-stems name or describe while pronouns only 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 32. He accents  pro<swpon (persona) as illustrating  
this dramatic aspect. 
 2 Giles, Man., p. 238.. 3 Ib., p. 297.  4 Ib., p. 13. 
 5 Renan, Hist. des Lang. Semit., p. 84 f. 
 6 Cf. Bopp, Uber den Einfl. der Pron. auf die Wortbild., 1832. 
 7 Donaldson, New Crat., p. 241. 
 8 Ib., p. 245.     9 Sans. Gr., p. 185. 
 10 Hom. Gr., p. 57; Bopp, Vergl. Gr., § 105. 
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point out; the one is predicative, the other demonstrative. The  
difference then is fundamental. "Pronouns are found to contain  
the same elements as those which furnish the person-endings of  
verbs." (Monro, ib.) 
 4. Classification. Pronouns are either substantive in signifi- 
cation and inflection as e]gw<, adjective as h[me<teroj, or adverb as  
ou!twj. The other classification is into nine or ten great classes:  
personal, intensive, reflexive, possessive, demonstrative, relative,  
interrogative, indefinite, distributive.1  The correlative pronouns  
can be regarded separately also. These classes will call for spe- 
cial comment in detail See also ch. XV, 1. 
 (a) THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS. In all the Indo-Germanic 
tongues the personal pronouns vary a good deal in inflection from  
the substantives and adjectives.2 The various Greek dialects  
show great variety in the inflection of the personal pronouns.3  
The nominative singular has a different stem in the first personal  
pronoun from the other cases in all the Indo-Germanic languages.  
The N. T. follows current and ancient usage fairly well in the  
form of the first and second personal pronouns. The same thing  
is true as to the enclitic and the emphatic forms in the oblique  
cases. The MSS. vary between mou and e]mou?, etc. Not only do 
MSS. give the regular pro<j me, but the papyri4 furnish ei@j me,  
peri< mou, u[po< mou. The question whether sou or sou? should be 
read is a very delicate one and rests almost wholly with the  
editor. W. H. have, for instance, e]k tou? o]fqalmou? sou and e]n t&? 
o]fqalm&? sou? in the same sentence (Mt. 7:4. Cf. also the next  
verse). Nestle here has no such refinement, but sou all through  
these verses. The third personal pronoun gave trouble in  
Greek as in some other languages. In Attic the old ou$, oi$, e!   
(without nominative) was chiefly reflexive,5  though not true of  
the Ionic. Possibly this pronoun was originally reflexive for  
all the persons, but came to be used also as the simple pronoun  
of the third person, whereas in Latin it remained reflexive and  
was restricted to the third person.6  The N. T. is like the koinh<  
 
 1 K.-B1., I, p. 579, have only five. 
 2 Hirt, Handb., p. 296. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 84, for mod. Gk. 
 3 Cf. K.-B1., I, pp. 580 ff. See briefer summary in Giles, Man., p. 298 f.,  
and Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 244 f. On the multiplicity of roots in the pers.  
pron. see Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 336. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p.302 f. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 165. 
 5 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 33. He illustrates by the Eng.: "I will lay me  
down and sleep." Cf. u[mi?n in Mt. 6:19 f. 
 6 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 341. 
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in the use of au]to<j (common also in Attic) instead of ou$ as the  
third personal pronoun. It is used in all three genders and  
in all cases save that in the nominative it usually has emphasis  
(cf. Mt. 1:21), a matter to be discussed under Syntax. Indeed  
au]to<j, whatever its etymology, is originally an intensive pro- 
noun (like Latin ipse), not a personal pronoun.1  The "frequent  
and almost inordinate use" (Thayer) of au]to<j in the LXX (cf.  
Jer. 18:3 f.) and the N. T. is noticeable. So modern Greek  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 86) 
 (b) THE INTENSIVE PRONOUN. The N. T. has nothing new to  
say as to the form of the intensive au]to<j.  It is usually in the  
nominative that it is intensive like au]to>j mo<noj (Jo. 6:15), though  
not always (cf. Jo. 14:11). The modern Greek2 uses also a  
shorter form tou?, etc. (also Pontic a]tou?), as personal pronoun. The  
use of o[ au]to<j may be compared with o[ i@dioj. See ch. XV, III, (g). 
 (c) REFLEXIVE PRONOUNS. The reflexive form is nothing but  
the personal pronoun plus the intensive au]to<j. The reflexive is  
one use of this intensive in combination with the personal pro- 
noun. They were originally separate words.3  So au]to>j e]gw< (Ro.  
7:25) which is, of course, not reflexive, but intensive. The Greek  
reflexives have no nominative and the English has almost lost  
"himself," "myself" as nominative.4 In the N. T. the first and  
second persons have a distinct reflexive form only in the singular  
(e]mautou?, seautou?). In 2 Th. 1:4 au]tou>j h[ma?j is obviously inten- 
sive, not reflexive. In 1 Cor. 7:35 h[mw?n au]tw?n it is doubtful.5  See  
ch. XV, iv, for further discussion. The contracted form sautou?  
is not found in the N. T. It is common in the Kingdom books in  
the LXX and occurs in the papyri. See even sato<n in su< ble<pe 
sato>n a]po> tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn, B.G.U. 1079 (A.D. 41). So as to au]tou?.  
Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 190. The modern Greek uses tou? e]mautou?,  
mou for the reflexive (Thumb, Handb., p. 88). The reflexive for the  
third person6 (usually e[autou? in the singular, about twenty times  
au[tou?, etc., in W. H., as au[to>n in Jo. 2:24), while the only reflexive  
form for all persons in the plural in the N. T. has no secure place  
in the N. T. for the first and second person singular. The pos- 
sible reflexive (or demonstrative?) origin of a made this usage  
natural. It appears in the papyri7 (ta> au[tou?, Pet. I. 15, 15) and the 
 
 1 Flensberg (Uber Urspr. and Bild. des Pron. au]to<j, 1893, p. 69) denies that  
it is from au#, but rather from aua. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 244. 
 2 Thumb, Handb., p. 85.       5 Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 144. 
 3 K.-Bl., I, p. 596.       6 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 33. 
 4 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 62.   7 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 303 f. 
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late inscriptions1 for the first and second person singular. In the  
modern Greek the same thing is true.2 But in the N. T. only late  
MSS. read a]f ] e[autou? against a]po> seautou? (xBCL) in Jo. 18:34. In  
Gal. 5:14 and Ro. 13:9 only Syrian uncials have e[auto<n for 
seauto<n.3  This use of e[autw?n for all three persons is fairly common  
in classical Attic. Indeed the personal pronoun itself was some- 
times so used (dokw? moi, for instance).4 
 (d) POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS (kthtikai> a]ntwnumi<ai). It is some- 
what difficult in the discussion of the pronouns to keep off  
syntactical ground, and this is especially true of the possessive  
adjectives. For the etymology of these adjectives from the cor- 
responding personal pronouns one may consult the compara- 
tive grammars.5  But it is the rarity of these adjectives in the  
N. T. that one notices at once. The third person possessives (o!j,  
sfe<teroj) have entirely disappeared.  So<j is found in only two of  
Paul's letters: 1 Cor. and Phil., and these only three times.  So<j  
is found about twenty-six times and u[me<teroj eleven (two doubtful,  
Lu. 16:12; 1 Cor. 16:17).   [Ume<teroj appears in Paul only in  
1 and 2 Cor., Gal., Ro.  [Ume<teroj appears only nine times counting  
Lu. 16:12, where W. H. have u[me<teron in the margin, and Ac. 24:6  
which W. H. reject.  It is only e]mo<j that makes any show at all in  
the N. T., occurring some seventy-five times, about half of them  
(41) in the Gospel of John. Thumb6 and Moulton7 have made a  
good deal of the fact that in Pontus and Cappadocia the use of  
e]mo<j, so<j, etc., is still common, while elsewhere the genitive per- 
sonal pronoun prevails.8 The point is that the Gospel of John  
thus shows Asiatic origin, while Revelation is by another writer.  
But one can easily go astray in such an argument. The Gospel  
of Luke has e]mo<j three times, but Acts not at all. The large  
amount of dialogue in the Gospel of John perhaps explains  
the frequency of the pronoun there. The possessive e]mo<j is  
naturally in the mouth of Jesus (or of John his reporter) more  
than so<j, for Jesus is speaking so much about himself. The  
possessive is more formal and more emphatic in the solemn 
 
 1 Schweizer, Gr. d. perg. Inschr., p. 161.  2 Thumb, Handb., p. 88. 
 3 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 167. These last two quote Lev. 19:18.  
Cf. Simcox, ib.; Dyroff, Gesch. des Pron. Reflex., 2. Abt., pp. 23 (Hefte 9  
and 10 in Schanz's Beitr. etc.). 
 4 Cf. Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 63; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 167. 
 5 Giles, Man., p. 301; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 250; Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 307. 
 6 Theol. Literaturzeit., 1893, p. 421. 
 7 Prol., p. 40 f. He admits that the other possessives do not tell the same  
story.       8 Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 89. 
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words of Jesus in this Gospel.1  This is probably the explanation  
coupled with the fact that John was doubtless in Asia also when  
he wrote the Gospel and was open to whatever influence in  
that direction was there. The discussion of details will come  
later, as will the common use of the genitive of the personal pro- 
nouns rather than the possessive adjective, not to mention the  
article. The reflexive pronoun itself is really possessive when in  
he genitive case. But this as well as the common idiom o[ i@dioj  
need only be mentioned here. The Boeotian inscriptions show 
Fi<dioj in this sense as early as 150 B.C. (Claflin, Syntax of Boeotian  
Inscriptions, p. 42). The line of distinction between the pronouns  
is thus not always distinct, as when e[autw?n (au[tw?n) is used in the  
reciprocal sense (Lu. 23:12), a usage known to the ancients.  
The necessity in the N. T. of using the genitive of personal pro- 
nouns in the third person after the disappearance of o!j is like  
the Latin, which used ejus, suus being reflexive. Farrar (Greek  
Syntax, p. 34) recalls the fact that its is modern, his being origi- 
nally neuter also. 
 (e) DEMONSTRATIVE PRONOUNS (deiktikai> a]ntwnumi<ai). But 
deictic must have a special limitation, for all pronouns were pos- 
sibly originally deictic (marking an object by its position). The  
anaphoric (a]naforikai<) pronouns develop out of the deictic by  
usage. They refer to or repeat. The true relative is a further  
development of the anaphoric, which includes demonstrative in  
the narrower sense. In a strict historical method one should be- 
gin the discussion of pronouns with the demonstratives in the  
larger sense and show how the others developed.2  But here we  
must treat the demonstrative pronouns in the narrower sense  
as distinct from the original deictic or the later relative. The  
demonstrative thus applies both to position and relation. The  
declension of the demonstratives is more akin to that of substan- 
tives than any of the other pronouns.3    !Ode4 occurs only ten times  
in. the N. T., and eight of these in the form ta<de, seven of which  
come in the formula in Rev. ta<de le<gei (as Rev. 2:1, etc.). The  
others are ta<de (Ac. 21:11), t ?̂de (Lu. 10:39), th<nde (Jas. 4:13).5 
  
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 54. Dr. Abbott (Joh. Gr., p. 295) thinks  
that John's love of contrast leads him to use u[mei?j as often as all the Synoptists. 
 2 So Riem. and Goelzer in their Phonet., pp. 316 ff. 3 Ib. 
 4 Gildersleeve (Am. Jour. of Phil., 1907, p. 235) considers SSE the pron. of  
the first person, ou$toj of the second, e]kei?noj of the third. 
 5 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 35 f. For the etymology of the dem. pron.  
see Brug., Gk. Gr., p. 242 f. 
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The inscriptions and the papyri agree with the N. T. in the great  
rarity of o@de in the later koinh<.1  But in the LXX it is commoner,  
and chiefly here also ta<de le<gei (Thackeray, Gr., p. 191). There  
are also many examples of o!j as a demonstrative, as Ro. 14:5  
and also cf. o[, h[, to< with de<, as oi[ de< in Mt. 27:4. This latter de- 
monstrative construction is very common.  Au]to<j is beginning to  
have a semi-demonstrative sense (common in modern Greek) in  
the N. T., as in Lu. 13:1, e]n aut&? kair&?. There is little to say 
on the non-syntactical side about and e]kei?noj and ou$toj save that both  
are very common in the N. T., ou$toj extremely so, perhaps four  
times as often as e]kei?noj which is relatively more frequent in John.2  
Blass3 points out the fact that ou[tos-i<, does not appear in the  
N. T. (nor in the LXX), though the adverb nun-i< is fairly common  
in Paul and twice each in Acts and Hebrews.  Ou]xi< is much more  
frequent especially in Luke and Paul. Smyth4 compares e]-kei?noj  
(kei?noj in Homer) to Oscan e-tanto. Modern Greek uses both 
forms and also e]-tou?toj and tou?toj in the nominative.5 
 Of the correlative demonstratives of quality toi?oj is not found 
in the N. T. and toio<sde only once (2 Pet. 1: 17) .  Toiou?toj (neuter 
toiou?to and -on) occurs fifty-seven times, chiefly in the Gospels 
and Paul's earlier Epistles (Gal. 5:21). We find neither to<soj  
nor to<sosde and tosou?toj (the only correlative demonstrative of  
quantity) is less frequent than toiou?toj (cf. Lu. 7:9). The neuter 
is also in --on and –o.  Of the correlatives of age thlikou?toj alone is 
found four times (cf. Jas. 3:4). See also ch. XV, 
 (f) RELATIVE PRONOUNS (a]naforikai> a]ntwnumi<ai). Homer 
shows the transition of the demonstrative to the relative, using 
five forms (o[, o! te, o!j, o!j te, o!j tij). Attic dropped o[ and o! te as 
well as o!s te.  This use of te with o[ and o!j may be compared with  
the common use of the Latin qui = et is. So the Hebrew hz, (‘this’)  
is sometimes relative. Cf. German der and English that.6  Rela- 
tives in the narrower sense grew naturally out of the anaphoric  
use of the demonstrative. The weakening of o[ to the article and  
the introduction of the longer demonstratives (o!de, ou$toj, e]kei?noj) 
left o!j more and more for the true relative use.  [O and o!j have a 
 
 1 See Nachm., Magn. p. 145; Dieterich, Unters., p. 197; Mayser, 
Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 308. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 171.  3 Ib., p. 35; Thackeray, p. 191. 
 4 The Ionic Dial., p. 448. 
 5 Cf. Thumb, Handb. d. neugr. Volkspr., p. 64. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr.,  
p. 161. 
 6 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 185 ff.; Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 35. 
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different etymology. Relative o!j= Sanskrit yas. There are thus  
Only two pure relatives that survive in the N. T., o!j and o!stij,  
for o!sper and o[sdh<pote are not found save that the Western and  
Syrian classes read o!nper in Mk. 15:6.   [Osdh<pote in Jo. 5:4 dis- 
appears with the rejection of that verse. Already the papyri1  
and the inscriptions2 show the rare occurrence of o!stij, confined as  
a rule to the nominative and gradually disappearing in the mod- 
ern Greek before o[ o[poi?oj and even pou?.3  Compare the vulgar  
"whar" in "the man whar said that."   !Ostij is, of course, merely  
o!j plus the indefinite tij in the sense of 'any one' or again of ‘some- 
body in particular.’ Both of these senses occur in the N. T. usage. 
The N. T. follows the papyri and inscriptions in using only the  
nominative of o!stij save the neuter accusative o! ti (Lu. 10:35),  
and the genitive in set phrases like e!wj o!tou (Jo. 9:18). It is  
used in both the singular and the plural, however, but is other-  
wise nearly indeclinable.   !Oj ge (Ro. 8:32) is, of course, simply  
o!j plus the intensive particle ge.    !Oj itself is many times more  
common in the N. T. than  o!stij and raises no questions save many  
syntactical ones.  Oi$oj, o[poi?oj, o!soj, h[li<koj are also relatives of  
quality, quantity and age.  Oi$oj is found only fourteen times in  
the N. T., ten of them in Paul's writings (cf. 2 Cor. 10:11).  
 [Opoi?oj can count up only five examples, four in Paul if we credit  
to him Ac. 26:29. This is a little strange when one recalls how  
common it is in the modern Greek. But the correlatives generally  
are weak in the vernacular4 koinh<.  [Opo<soj is not in the N. T.  
nor modern Greek, but o@soj (1 Cor. 7:39) holds its own. As to  
h[li<koj, it drops to four instances, two of them in the same sentence  
(Jas. 3:5). 
 (g) INTERROGATIVE PRONOUNS. Ti<j, (ti<) is fairly common in 
the N. T. both in direct (Mt. 21:31) and indirect questions (Mt.  
26:22) like the papyri usage.  Ti<j,  ti< in the Thessalian Greek  
is ki<j,5 ki<.  So Sanskrit kas, Latin quis, Gothic hwas, English who,  
German wer. In Latin and English the relative is formed from  
the same root, but not so in the Greek. In modern Greek, how- 
ever, ti<j has vanished before poi?oj (cf. o!stij before o[ poi?oj),6 ac- 
cented poio<j, though ti< (indeclinable) survives strangely enough  
in the sense of "what sort."7  In the N. T. the qualitative cor- 
 
 1 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 310. 2 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 145.  
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 167 f. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 93. 
 4 Mayser, Cr. d. griech. Pap., p. 311; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 145.  
 5 K.-B1., I, p. 613; Hoffmann, Die gr. Dial., Bd. II, p. 558. 
 6 Thumb, Handb., p. 94.   7 Ib. 
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relative poi?oj is used fairly often as a direct interrogative (cf. Mk.  
11:28) and sometimes as an indirect interrogative (Mt. 24:42).  
Potapo<j is used a few times in direct (Mt. 8:27) and indirect  
also (Lu. 7:39).  Po<soj is still used as a direct interrogative  
(Mt. 12:12) in quantitative questions and a few times in indi- 
rect questions (Mk. 15:4).  Phli<koj occurs only twice (one of  
these doubtful, Gal. 6 : 11, W. H. h[li<koij margin) and both times  
in indirect question (Heb. 7:4). The disappearance of duality  
has taken po<teroj entirely away, though po<teron occurs once as an  
adverb in an indirect question (Jo. 7:17). In the LXX we find  
po<teron only once in Job (Thackeray, Gr., p. 192). Modern Greek  
does not use phli<koj, though po<soj survives. 
 (h) INDEFINITE PRONOUNS. Like the Latin ali-quis (interrog- 
ative quis) the Greek ti>j differs from the interrogative ti<j only in  
accent. It is very common in the N. T. (as Lu. 1:5), but already  
it is giving way to ei$j (Mt. 8:19), a usage not unknown to the  
older Greek.1  In the N. T. we have ei$j tij together (Mk. 14:47;  
Lu. 22:50). Modern Greek has supplanted ti>j, ti>  by kanei<j (ka@n, 
ei$j) and kaqei<j (cf. kaq ] ei$j in N. T.).2  The negative forms mh<tij 
and ou@tij do not appear in the N. T. save that mh<ti occurs in  
questions (Mt. 12:23) and mh< tij with i!na.  But mhdei<j and ou]dei<j  
are very common. The old dei?na meets us only once (Mt. 26:18),  
but hangs on in the modern Greek.3   Ou] pa?j and mh> pa?j belong  
wholly to Syntax. 
 (1) DISTRIBUTIVE AND RECIPROCAL PRONOUNS. These pro- 
nouns have an insecure place in the N. T. with the exception of 
a@lloj, a]llh<lwn, e!kastoj and e!teroj.   [Eka<teroj like po<teroj has van- 
ished, as implying duality. It is rare in the LXX (Thackeray,  
Gr., p. 192).    @Amfw is gone, but a]mfo<teroi lingers on in some four- 
teen instances (cf. Mt. 9:17).   ]Allh<lwn (composed of a@lloj, a@l- 
loj) is naturally only in the oblique cases of the plural, but is  
fairly common (cf. Jo. 4:33). It has vanished in the modern  
Greek.   !Ekastoj on the other hand appears only in the singular  
except in Ph. 2:4 (probably twice there).  It too has disap- 
peared in the modern Greek.   !Eteroj is beside a]mfo<teroi the only  
surviving dual pronoun, and it goes down in the modern Greek  
along with a]mfo<teroi.4  It is less common (97 times) in the N. T. 
 
 1 Dieterich, Unters., p. 202; Hatz., Einl., p. 207. 
 2 Thumb, Handb., p. 95 f.   3 Ib., p. 98. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 179. The pap. (Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap.,  
p. 312) show a few examples of e[ka<teroj, mhde<teroj, o[po<teroj. Once (Prov. 
24:21) the LXX has mhqe<teroj. 
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than a@lloj (150), chiefly in Matthew; Luke, Paul, Heb., never in  
Revelation, Peter, and only once in Jo. (19:37) and Mk. (16:12)  
and this latter in disputed part. It is usually in the singular  
(73 times, plural 24). The distinction (not always observed in  
the N. T.) between a@lloj and e!teroj belongs to Syntax. The use  
of ei$j to>n e!na as reciprocal (1 Th. 5:11) and of e[autw?n (1 Cor. 6:7)  
along with other uses of a@lloj and e!teroj will receive treatment  
under Syntax. 
 
                       V. ADVERBS ( ]EPIRRHMATA) 
 1. Neglect of Adverbs. A glance at the average grammar will  
show that the grammarians as a rule have not cared much for the  
adverb, though there are some honorable exceptions. Winer has  
no discussion of the adverb save under Syntax. Still others have  
not understood the adverb. For instance, Green1 says that once  
in the N. T. "a preposition without change is employed as an  
adverb," viz. u[per e]gw< (2 Cor. 11:23). That is a perfunctory  
error which assumes that the preposition is older than the ad- 
verb. It is of a piece with the idea that regards some adverbs  
as "improper" prepositions. Donaldson2  says that, with com- 
pliments to Horne Tooke, "the old grammarian was right, who  
said that when we know not what else to call a part of speech,  
we may safely call it an adverb." Certainly it is not easy  
nor practicable always to distinguish sharply between the ad- 
verb and preposition, conjunction, interjections and other  
particles.3 But the great part played by the adverb in the  
history of the Greek language makes it imperative that justice  
shall be done to it. This is essential for the clear understand- 
ing of the prepositions, conjunctions and particles as well as  
the aldverb itself. Substantive and verb blend at many points  
and glide easily into each other in English, for instance. At- 
tention has often been called to the use of "but" in English  
as adverb, preposition, conjunction, substantive, adjective and  
pronoun.4 
 
 1 Handb. to the Gr. of the N. T., p. 138. 
 2 Gk. Gr., p. 37. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, pp. 535-643, has the most com- 
plete treatment of the adv. 
 3 Brug., Gk. Gr., p. 250. In the Sans. the line is still less clearly drawn  
between the various indeclinable words (Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 403). 
 4 Giles, Man., p. 237 f. Cf. Schroeder, Uber die form. Untersch. der Redet.,  
p. 35 f.; Delbruck, Grundr., Bd. III, p. 536 f. 
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 2. Formation of the Adverb. The name suggests a mere  
addendum to the verb, an added word (like the adjective) that is  
not necessary. But in actual fact adverbs come out of the heart  
of the language, expressions fixed by frequent usage. 
 (a) FIXED CASES. A large number1 of words retain the case- 
ending in the adverb and often with the same function. Perhaps  
the bulk of the adverbs are either the simple case used directly  
in an adverbial sense or the formation by analogy. It is just be- 
cause adverbs are usually fixed case-forms or remnants of obsolete  
case-forms that they deserve to be treated under the head of De- 
clensions. They have to be approached from the standpoint of  
the cases to understand their history. Leaving analogy for the  
moment let us see some examples of the cases that are so used.  
The cases most commonly used thus are the ablative, locative,  
instrumental and accusative.2 The dative and genitive are sel- 
dom employed as adverbs. The vocative never occurs in this  
sense, and the nominative (so occasionally in Sanskrit) only in a  
phrase like kaq ] ei$j in the addition to John's Gospel (Jo. 8:9), to> kaq ] 
ei$j (Ro. 12:5). Cf. a]na-mi<c. Examples of the various cases as used  
in the N. T. will be given without attempting to be exhaustive.  
The koinh< and the modern Greek illustrate the same general ten- 
dencies as to adverbs that we see in the earlier Greek. Here the  
N. T. is in close accord with the papyri as to adverbs in use.3 
 (1) The Accusative. The most obvious illustration of the ac- 
cusative in adverbs is the neuter of adjectives in the positive,  
comparative and superlative (singular and plural). In the com- 
parative the singular is the rule, in the superlative the plural, but  
variations occur.4  In the modern Greek accusative plural is more  
common even in the comparative (Thumb, Handb., p. 77). Take  
for the positive au@rion, eu]qu< (j added later), polla<, makra<n. The com- 
parative may be illustrated by u!steron, be<ltion, and the superlative  
by prw?ton (and prw?ta) and h!dista.  Cf. also taxi<sthn. Sometimes  
the article is used with the adjective where the adverbial idea is  
encroaching, as to> loipo<n, ta> polla<, and note also th>n a]rxh<n (Jo.  
8:25), substantive with article. But the substantive alone has  
abundant examples also, as a]kmh<n, a]rxh<n, dwrea<n, pe<ran, xa<rin. 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 250  2 Hirt, Handb. etc., pp. 320 ff. 
 3 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 456 ff. 
 4 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 251; Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 322. In the Sans.  
the acc. also is the case most widely used adverbially (Whitney, Sans. Gr.,  
408). Cf. Delbruck, Grundl., pp. 34 ff. 
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Sxedo<n is a specimen of the adverb in –don, –da.  Cf. also o[moquma- 
do<n, r[oizhdo<n.  The accusative in adverbs is specially characteristic  
of the koinh< (cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 459; Schmid,  
Attic., II, pp. 36 ff.). In the modern Greek the accusative for  
the adverbs is almost universal. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 77. 
 (2) The Ablative. All adverbs in –wj are probably ablatives.  
Kalw?j, for instance, is from an original kalw?d.  The d (Sanskrit t) is  
dropped and a final j is added.1  Cf. old Latin meritod, facilumed.2  
The ou!twj, w[j of the Greek correspond exactly with the old Sanskrit 
ta <d, ya<d.  The ending in –wj comes by analogy to be exceedingly  
common. Practically any adjective can by –wj make an adverb  
in the positive. Some, like a]dialei<ptwj, belong to the later Greek 
(koinh<).3  Participles also may yield such adverbs as feidome<nwj  
(2 Cor. 9:6), o[mologoume<nwj (1 Tim. 3:16), o@ntwj (Mk. 11:32).  
Radermacher (N. T. Gk., p. 54) cites a]rkou<ntwj, tetolmhko<twj 
(Diod., XVI, 74. 6), etc. The bulk of the adverbs in –wj are from  
adjectives and pronouns. But the examples of –wj are rare in the  
modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 77).  
 (3) The Genitive. There are not many adverbs in this case  
outside of those ending in –ou, like qu]tou?, o!pou, pou?, o[mou? and –h?j  
(e[ch?j).  This use survives in modern Greek. Cf. the local use of  
the genitive in  ]Efe<sou (Ac. 19:26). The common use of  h[me<raj,  
nukto<j verges toward the adverb.4  Cf. also tou? loipou? (Gal. 6:17).  
The genitive is almost never used adverbially in Sanskrit.5 
 (4) The Locative. This is a rare use in Sanskrit,6 but more  
frequent in Greek. Instance e]kei?, ku<kl&, oi@koi, prwi<.  So also a]ei<, 
pe<rusi, etc. Hirt7 (but not Brugmann) likewise treats examples  
like dhmosi<%, i]di<%, pez ?̂, etc., as locative. Certainly poi? is locative,  
but it does not appear in the N. T.  Cf. also t&? o@nti (article and  
participle) in adverbial sense (Ro. 7:23). 
 (5) The Instrumental. This case lends itself naturally to the  
adverb where the idea of manner (associative) is so common.8 In  
the Sanskrit it is very common for adverbs to be in the instrumen- 
tal.9  Such adverbs as a!ma (cf. ablative o!mwj from same root), ei]kh?,  
krufh?(^?), la<qra(%), ma<la, pa<nth(^), pantaxh?( ?̂), ta<xa, etc., are doubt- 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 240.  2 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 320. 
 3 Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 457 f., for further exx. Cf. the Lat.  
adv. (abl.) raro, quomodo etc., Bopp, Vergleich. Gr., § 183. Cf. also Delbruck,  
Grundl., pp. 48 ff. 
 4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 252. 5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 410. 6 Ib.  
 7 Handb. etc., p. 321. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 252 (dat. ace. to Brug.). 
 8 Hirt, Handb., p. 321.  9 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 409. 
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less instrumental. In some cases i is added to bring it in harmony  
with the locative-dative cases with which it blended.1  Brug- 
mann2 also puts here such words as a@nw, ka<tw, e@cw, a]nwte<rw, a]nw- 
ta<tw, ou@-pw.  --Pw is by ablaut from --ph (so Laconic ph<-poka). 
 (6) The Dative.  As in the Sanskrit,3 so in the Greek the dative  
is very rare in adverbs. Indeed Hirt4 is not far wrong when  
he says that it is not easy to find any dative adverbs distinct  
from the locative, though he accepts parai< xamai<, ktl. as dative  
(p. 260). Brugmann5 thinks otherwise, and one is slow to dis- 
sent from the modern master of comparative grammar. He cites 
pa<lai, xamai<, katai<, parai<, ku<kl&, spoud^?, etc. But Delbruck6  is 
against Brugmann here. Besides the dative in its proper sense is  
a little difficult to fit into an adverb. But we have given enough  
to justify the treatment of adverbs under the declensions.7 
 (b) SUFFIXES. Other adverbs are formed by suffixes which  
may be relics of lost case-endings that are no longer clear to us.  
Here only the main suffixes in use in the N. T. will be mentioned.  
For –a<ki-j take polla<kij and the numeral adverbs like tetra<kij, etc.  
For –axou? note pantaxou?.  For --de take oi@kade.  For –don take o[mo- 
qumado<n (Ac. 18:12). For –hj we may note e]cai<fnhj, e[ch?j, e]fech?j.  
Those in –qe(n) are numerous, like a@nwqen, e@cwqen, ou]rano<qen, paidio<- 
qen, etc.  Au]to<qi is common in the papyri, but not in the N. T.8  
The deictic i< appears in nuni< and ou]xi<.  An example of --ij appears  
in mo<lij (cf. mo<gij Text. Rec. in Lu. 9:39). For –ti< note  ]Ebrai*- 
sti<,  [Ellhnisti<, Lukaonisti<,  [Rwmai*sti<.  For –ka take h[ni<ka. For –n  
we have nu?n, pa<lin.  For --te we may mention o!-te, po<-te.  Then –n 
is added in the case of di<j, tri<j and various other words like a@xrij, 
eu]qu<j, xe<xrij, ou!twj, tetra<kij, xwri<j, etc.  ]Ekei?se is an instance of 
--se.  Then -toj appears in e]kto<j, e]nto<j, Finally -xa is seen in e@n- 
nuxa. The papyri furnish parallels for practically all these N. T.  
examples (and many more).9    !Apac seems to stand by itself. 
 (c) COMPOUND ADVERBS. Some adverbs are due to the blend- 
 
 1 Hirt, Handb., p. 321 f. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 252 f. Cf. Delbruck, Grundr., III, p. 581 f. 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 410. 4 Handb., p. 321. 
 5 Griech. Gr., p. 252. Cf. also p. 229 f., where he acknowledges the other  
point of view as possible.   6 Grundr., p. 60 f. 
 7 In Lat. adv. are partly remnants of case-forms and partly built by anal- 
ogy. Draeger, Hist. Synt., p. 109. For Gk. see also Lutz, Die Casus-Adv.  
bei att. Rednern (1891). 
 8 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 456. 
 9 Ib., pp. 455-459. See also Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 253-257. Cf. Donald- 
son, New Crat., pp. 449-501, for discussion of these adv. suffixes. 
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ling of several words into one word, perhaps with modification  
by analogy. The koinh< is rather rich in these compound ad- 
verbs and Paul fairly revels in them. As samples take e@kpalai  
(2 Pet. 2:3), kate<nanti (2 Cor. 12:19), katenw<pion (Eph. 1:4),  
parauti<ka (2 Cor. 4:17), a]proswpolh<mptwj (1 Pet. 1:17), para- 
xrh?ma (Lu. 1:64), u[pera<nw (Eph. 4:10), u[pere<keina (2 Cor. 10:16), 
u[perekperissou? (1 Th. 3:10), u[perli<an (2 Cor. 11:5), u[perperissw?j 
(Mk. 7:37), etc. The intense emotion in 2 Cor. explains the  
piling-up and doubling of some of these prepositional phrases.  
Occasionally a verbal clause is blended into one word and an ad- 
verb made by analogy with --wj.  So (from nou?n e@xw) nounexw?j (Mk.  
12:34), used by Aristotle and Polybius along with another ad- 
verb like nounexo<ntwj in Isocrates.1  But in Mark it is used without 
any other adverb.  [Uperballo<ntwj (2 Cor. 11:23) is made from  
the participle and is common in Attic (Xen., Plato). There are,  
besides, adverbial phrases like a]po> makro<qen (Mk. 15:40) a]p ] a@nw- 
qen, e!wj ka<tw (Mt. 27:51), etc. Cf. Con. and Stock, Sel. fr. LXX, 
p. 47. See chapter V, p. 170, for discussion of the formation of  
compound adverbs which are very common in the koinh<. Paul  
uses the idiom frequently. For the use of adverbs in the  
see Mayser's careful list from the papyri, pp. 455 ff., and Nach- 
Manson, Magn. Inschr., p. 138 f. New adverbs are continually  
made in the later Greek, though many of the older ones survive  
in the modern Greek. Cf. Thumb, Handb., pp. 78ff.  He groups 
tillem under place, time, manner and quantity. 
 (d) ANALOGY. A word is needed to accent the part played by  
analogy in the formation of adverbs, though it has already been  
alluded to. The two examples mentioned above, nounexw?j and  
u[perballo<ntwj will serve as good illustrations of the work done by  
the principle of analogy. The bulk of the –wj adverbs are abla- 
tives made by analogy.2 
 (e) THE COMPARISON OF ADVERBS. In general the adverb is  
like the adjective save that in the comparative the accusative  
singular is used, like ta<xion, and the accusative plural in the super- 
lative, like ta<xista. But, per contra, note prw?ton and katwte<rw   
(Mt. 2:16), perissote<rwj (2 Cor. 1:12), spoudaiote<rwj (Ph. 2:28),  
e]sxa<twj (Mk. 5:23), porrwte<rw (Lu. 24:28. AB –ron). Cf. fur- 
ther ch. XII, III. 
 3. Adverbial Stems.  The derivation of the adverb deserves  
a further word, though the facts have already been hinted at.  
Brief mention is all that is here called for by way of illustration. 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 240.  2 Ib. 
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 (a) SUBSTANTIVES. As N. T. examples of adverbs from sub- 
stantives may be mentioned a]rxh<n, dwrea<n, xa<rin. 
 (b) ADJECTIVES. It was and is always possible to make an  
adverb from any Greek adjective by the ablative ending –wj.  Cf.  
both taxu< (accusative) and taxe<wj (ablative). Indeed the line be- 
tween the adjective and adverb was never sharply drawn, as will  
be shown when we come to the study of the syntax of the adjec- 
tive (cf. English "looks bad," "feels bad," a different idea from  
the adverb, however). In passing note e[kou?sa (Ro. 8:20) and  
deuterai?oi (Ac. 28:13) in strict accordance with the Greek idiom.  
The comparison of adverbs is another link between adverb and  
adjective. In most cases, however, it is merely the use of the  
comparative and superlative forms of the adjective as an adverb.  
But in some cases the comparative and superlative adverb is  
made without any corresponding adjective, done by analogy 
merely. So ma?llon, ma<lista, from ma<la, a]nw<teron from the adverb  
a@nw. Cf. also e]ggu<teron (Ro. 13:11) from e]ggu<j, katwte<rw (Mt.  
2:16) from ka<tw, and porrw<teron (Lu. 24:28) from po<rrw. Com- 
parative adjectives made from positive adverbs are, on the other  
hand, seen in e]cw<teroj (Mt. 8:12), e]sw<teroj (Heb. 6:19), katw<teroj  
(Eph. 4:9).  Katwte<rw, perissote<rwj (Heb. 2:1, often in Paul;  
Gal. 1:14), spoudaiote<rwj (Ph. 2:28), tolmhrote<rwj (Ro. 15:15) 
rather than the forms in —teron are due to analogy of the abla- 
tive –wj. Adverbs made from participles can be looked upon as  
adjectival or verbal in origin, since the participle is both verb  
and adjective. 
 (c) NUMERALS. All that is necessary here is to mention such  
words as prw?ton, di<j, e[pta<kij etc.  In Ac. 11:26 we have prw<twj 
instead of prw?ton.  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 58) cites for –wj  
Clem., Hom. 9, 4; 16, 20; Polyb. vi, 5. 10; Diod., etc. 
 (d) PRONOUNS. The pronominal adverbs are very numerous,  
like ou!twj, w[sau<twj, etc., au]tou?, pote<, to<te, w!de, etc. As with the 
correlative pronouns, so the correlative adverbs are lessening.  
Of the indefinite adverbs only pote<, pou< (a few times), and pwj   
(only in ei@pwj, mh< pwj) appear.1  Forms like oi$, o!poi, poi? have van- 
ished before ou$, o!pou, pou?.  Cf. English,2 "where (rather than  
‘whither’) are you going?" Cf. also the accusative ti<. (Mk.  
10:18) = ‘why.' 
 (e) VERBS. Besides such words as nounexw?j (verbal phrase) and  
participles like o@ntwj, o[mologoume<nwj,  feidome<nwj, u[perballo<ntwj one 
should note  ]Ebrai*sti< (from  ]Ebrai~zw),   [Ellhnisti< (from  [Ellhni<zw), 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 59 f,  2 Green, Handb. to N. T. Gk., p. 137. 
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etc. In Jas. 4:13; 5:1 a@ge is used with the plural as an adverb,  
if indeed it is not in reality an interjection. The modern view of  
the imperative forms like a@ge (cf. vocative a]ge< from a]go<j) is that  
it is merely the root without suffix.1  In the case of deu?ro we  
actually have a plural deu?te.  Moulton2 illustrates the close con- 
nection between interjectional adverb and verb by the English  
"Murder!" which could be mere interjection or verbal injunction  
according to circumstances. 
 4. Use of Adverbs. This is still another way of looking at the  
subject, but it is a convenience rather than a scientific principle.  
Blass3 in his N. T. Grammar follows this method solely. 
 (a) ADVERBS OF MANNER. These are very numerous indeed,  
like pneumatikw?j, spoudai<wj, etc.  ]Esxa<twj e@xei (Mk. 5:23) is not 
like the English idiom. The phrase really means that she has it  
in the last stages. Cf. bare<wj e@xousa (Pap. Brit. M., 42).  Eu#, so  
common in Attic, has nearly gone in the N. T. (only in Mk. 14:7;  
Mt. 25:21, 23; Ac. 15:29; Eph. 6:3 quot.).  ]Esxa<twj e@xei occurs also in  
Lu. 19:17 (W. H. text, margin eu#).  Kalw?j is common.  Be<ltion, ap- 
pears once (2 Tim. 1:18) and krei?sson often (1 Cor. 7:38). The  
comparative adverb diplo<teron (Mt. 23:15) is irregular in form  
(a[plou<steron) and late.4 
 (b) ADVERBS OF PLACE. These answer the questions "where"  
and "whence." "Whither" is no longer a distinct idea in N. T.  
Greek nor the koinh< generally. Even in ancient Greek the distinc- 
tion was not always maintained.4  Blass6 carefully illustrates how  
"here" and "hither" are both expressed by such words as e]nqa<de   
(Ac. 16:28; Jo. 4:16), oddly enough never by e]ntau?qa, though  
w$de (especially in the Gospels) is the common word (Lu. 9:33,  
41). But e]kei? is very common in the sense of ‘there’ and ‘thither’  
(here again chiefly in the Gospels) as in Mt. 2:15, 22.   ]Ekei?se  
(‘thither’) is found only twice, and both times in Acts (21:3; 22:  
5), which has a literary element. So ou$ in both senses (Lu. 4:16;  
10:1) and o!pou (very common in John's Gospel, 14:3 f.). The  
interrogative pou? (Jo. 1:39; 3:8) follows suit. The indefinite  
pou< is too little used to count (Heb. 2:6) and once without local  
idea, rather 'about' (Ro. 4:19).   ]Allaxou? occurs once (Mk. 1:  
38), but pantaxou? several times (Lu. 9:6, etc.).   [Omou? is found  
four times only (Jo. 4:36, etc.), and once D adds o[mo<se (Ac. 20: 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 171. 
 2 Ib., p. 171 f. But adv. from verbs are "late and always rare," Giles,  
Man., p. 342. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gr., pp. 58 ff.  4 Ib.  5  Ib.  6 Ib. 
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18).  Pantax^?(h) likewise is read once (Ac. 21:28), Syrian class  
--ou?.  In Ac. 24:3 pa<nth(^) is contrasted with pantaxou?. Other  
adverbs of place in the N. T. are a@nw, e]nto<j, e]kto<j, e@sw, e@cw, ka<tw. 
A number of adverbs answer to the question "whence." They  
are usually words in —qen.  ]Allaxo<qen (Jo. 10:1) is found only  
once in the N. T.   @Anwqen (Mk. 15:38) is more frequent, though  
never ka<twqen.   The only pronominal forms that appear in the  
N. T. are e]kei?qen (Rev. 22:2, rather common in Matthew), e@nqen  
(Mt. 17:20), e]nt u?qen (twice in Jo. 19:18, and in contrast with 
e]kei?qen Rev. 22:2), pa<ntoqen (Mk. 1:45), o!qen (Mt. 12:44), po<qen 
(Mt. 21:25).  The last two are fairly frequent. Blass1 notes  
how "stereotyped and meaningless" the ending —qen has become  
in many examples, especially with e@mprosqen, (common in Matthew  
and Luke) and o@psqen (rare). See both in Rev. 4:6. In some  
cases by a little effort the real force of –qen may be seen, but the  
old Greek soon allowed it to become dim in these words. In the  
case of e@swqen and e@cwqen Blass2 insists on the force of —qen, only in  
Mk. 7:18, 21, 23; Lu. 11:7.  Cf. also kuklo<qen (Rev. 4:8). The  
addition of a]po< occasionally may be due either to the weakened  
sense of —qen or to a fuller expansion of its true idea. So a]p ] a@nw- 
qen twice (Mt. 27:51, so W. H. against xL a@nwqen, Mk. 15:38),  
a]po> makro<qen (Mk. 5:6; 15:40, etc.), e]k paidio<qen (Mk. 9:21).  
Blass3 observes that both makro<qen and paidio<qen are late words and  
that late writers are fond of using prepositions with —qen as Ho- 
mer had a]p ] ou]rano<qen. But Luke used only ou]rano<qen in Ac. 14:17. 
 (c) ADVERBS OF TIME. The list is not very great, and yet ap- 
preciable.  ]Aei< (Ac. 7:51) is not in the Gospels at all and is 
largely supplanted by pa<ntote (Jo. 6:34) like the koinh< and modern 
Greek.  [Hni<ka is read twice only (2 Cor. 3:15 f.).   @Epeia (1 Cor.  
12:28) and ei#ta (Mk. 4:17) are about equally frequent.   !Ote  
(Mt. 9:25) occurs 101,  o!tan (Mt. 9:15) 130 times.   [Opo<te appears  
only in the Syrian class in Lu. 6:3 against the neutral and  
Western o!te (so W. H.).  Po<te (Mt. 17:17) and pote< (Lu. 22:32)  
are both far less common than o!te and o!tan.  But to<te and  
pa<lin amply atone for this scarcity. All the numeral ad- 
verbs (a!pac, prw?ton, di<j, e[pta<kij etc.) belong here also. 
 5. Scope of Adverbs. Here again we are retracing ground and  
crossing our steps, but a brief word will be useful to show how  
from adverbs grew other parts of speech. The fact has been  
stated before. What is here called for is some of the proof and  
illustration. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 59,  2 Ib.  3 Ib. 
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 (a) RELATION BETWEEN ADVERBS AND PREPOSITIONS. When 
we come to study prepositions (ch. XIII) a fuller discussion  
of this matter will be given. Here the principle will be stated.  
"The preposition therefore is only an adverb specialized to define  
a case-usage."1 That puts the matter in a nutshell. Many of the  
older grammars have the matter backwards. The use of prepo- 
sitions with verbs is not the original one. In Homer they are  
scattered about at will. So with substantives. "Anastrophe is  
therefore no exception, but the original type"2 like ti<noj e!neka  
(Ac. 19:32). To quote Giles3 again, "between adverbs and prep- 
ositions no distinct line can be drawn." As samples of cases in 
prepositions take  par-o<j (gen.), par-ai< (dat.), per-i< (loc.), par-a< 
(instr.).  It is unscientific to speak of adverbs which "may be  
used like prepositions to govern nouns"4 and then term them  
"preposition adverbs" or "spurious prepositions." Preposi- 
tions do not "govern" cases, but more clearly define them.  
When adverbs do this, they are just as really prepositions as any  
others. These will be treated therefore in connection with the  
other prepositions. They are words like a!ma, a@neu, e@cw, o]pi<sw, etc. 
 (b) ADVERBS AND CONJUNCTIONS. These are usually of pro- 
nominal origin like o!-te (acc. plus te) ou$ (gen.), w[j (abl.), a]lla<  
(ace. plural), i!-na (instr.), etc. Some conjunctions are so early  
as to elude analysis, like de<, te<, etc.5  But in most cases the  
history can be traced. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 60) re- 
marks on the poverty of the N. T. Greek in particles, a pov- 
erty as early as the   ]Aqnhai<wn Politei<a of Aristotle, which is  
much barer than the N. T. These conjunctions and other par- 
ticles in the N. T. are cited by Blass: a]lla<, a!ma, a@ra, a@rage, a#ra, a#ra< 
ge, a@xri(j), ga<r, ge, de<, dh<, dh<pou, dio< dio<per, e]a<n, e]a<nper, ei], ei@per, ei#ta, 
ei#te, e]pa<n e]pei<, e]peidh<, e[peidh<per, e[pei<per (only as variation in Ro. 
3:30), e@peita, e!wj, h}, h#  or ei# mh<n, h@dh, h[ni<ka (h@per only variation in 
Jo. 12:43), h@toi, i!na, kaqa<, kaqa<per, kaqo<, kaqo<ti, kaqw<j, kai<, kai<per, 
kai<toi(ge), me<n menou?nge, me<ntoi, me<xri(j) ou$ (me<xri[j] variation for), mh<,  
mhde<, mh<te, mh<ti, nai<, nh<, o!mwj, o[po<te, o!pwj, o!tan, o!te, o!ti, ou], ou]xi, ou]de<, 
ou]kou?n, ou#n, ou@te, per with other words, plh<n, pri<n te, toi,  (in kai<toi, 
me<ntoi, etc.), toi-gar-ou?n, toi<nun, w[j, w[sa<n, w[sei< w!sper, w[sperei<, w!ste. 
Several of these occur only once (dh<pou, e]peidh<per, nh<, o[po<te, ou]- 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 341. Cf. also Krebs, Die Prapositionsadverbien in der  
spateren hist. Grac., Tl. I, 1884. 
 2 Giles, ib. On "Nouns used as Prep." see Donaldson, New Crat., pp. 
478 ff.       3 Ib. 
 4 Green, Handb., etc., p. 138.   6 Giles, Man., p. 343. 
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kou?n).  But Blass has not given a complete list. Cf. also dio<ti,  
o!qen, ou$, o!poi, po<te, etc.  Fifteen other Attic particles are absent  
from this N. T. list. The matter will come up again in ch. XXI. 
 (c) ADVERBS AND INTENSIVE PARTICLES. Pe<r is an older form 
of per-i<.  Usually, however, as with ge, the origin is obscure.  
Others used in the N. T. are dh<, dh<pou, me<n toi< (with other par- 
ticles). See ch. XXI. 
 (d) ADVERBS AND INTERJECTIONS. Interjections are often  
merely adverbs used in exclamation. So with a@ge, deu?ro, deu?te, e@a, 
i@de, i]dou<, ou@a, ou]ai<, w#.  Interjections may be mere sounds, but they  
are chiefly words with real meaning.   @Age and i@de are both verb- 
stems and i]dou< is kin to i@de.  The origin of the adverbs here used as  
interjections is not always clear.  Ou]ai< as in Mt. 11:21 (common  
in the LXX, N. T. and Epictetus) has the look of a dative, but one  
hesitates. As a substantive h[ ou]ai< is probably due to qli<yij or  
talaipwri<a (Thayer).  Cf. chapters XII, v, and XVI, v, (e), for use  
of article with adverb, as to> nu?n.  For the adverb like adjective,  
as h[ o@ntwj xh<ra (1 Tim. 5:5), see p. 547. In Lu. 12:49 ti< may  
be an exclamatory adverb (accusative case), but that is not  
certain.  Deu?ro sometimes is almost a verb (Mk. 10:21). The rela- 
tive adverb w[j is used as an exclamation in w[j w[rai?oi (Ro. 10:15)  
and w[j a]necereu<nhta (Ro. 11:33). The interrogative pw?j is like- 
wise so employed, as pw?j du<skolo<n e]sti (Mk. 10:24), pw?j sune<xomai  
(Lu. 12:50), pw?j e]fi<lei au]to<n (Jo. 11:36). Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T.  
Gk., p. 258. Thus we see many sorts of adverbs and many ways  
of making them. 



 
 
 
                                   CHAPTER VIII 
 
               CONJUGATION OF THE VERB ( [RHMA) 
 
 
 I. Difficulty of the Subject. The discussion of the verb gives  
greater difficulty than that of the noun for two reasons especially.  
For one thing the declension (kli<sij) of nouns is more stable than  
the conjugation (suzugi<a) of the verb. This difficulty applies to  
both the forms and the syntax of the verb.1  There is besides spe- 
cial difficulty in the Greek verb due to the ease and number of new  
verbal formations.2  Sanskrit and Greek can be compared with  
more ease than Greek and Latin. Giles3 indeed calls the Latin  
verb-system "only a mutilated fragment" of the original parent  
stock, so that "a curious medley of forms" is the result, while in  
the syntax of the verb no two Indo-Germanic languages are fur- 
ther apart than Greek and Latin. Both noun and verb have  
suffered greatly in the ravages of time in inflection. It is in de- 
clension (cases) and conjugation (personal endings) that noun and   
verb mainly differ.4  "These suffixes [used for the present tense],  
however, are exactly parallel to the suffixes in the substantive,  
and in many instances can be identified with them."5 
 II. Nature of the Verb. 
 (a) VERB AND NOUN. In itself verbum is merely 'word,' any  
word, and so includes noun also. As a matter of fact that was  
probably true originally. In isolating languages only position and  
the context can determine a verb from a noun, and that is often  
true in English to-day. But in inflected tongues the case-endings  
and the personal endings mark off noun and verb. But in simple  
truth we do not know which is actually older, noun or verb; both  
probably grew up together from the same or similar roots.6  
Schoemann,7 however, is much more positive that "the first word 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 403 f. 2 Hirt, Handb., p. 332. 3 Man., p. 404. 
 4 Steinthal, Zeitschr. fur Volkerpsych. etc., p. 351. Cf. Schleicher, Unter- 
scheidung von Nomen und Verbum etc., 4. Bd. der Abh. d. phil. etc., 1865,  
p. 509.     5 Giles, Man., p. 424. 
 6 Schroeder, Uber die form. Untersch. d. Redet. im Griech. und Lat., 1874,  
pp. 10 ff.    7 Die Lehre von den Redet. etc., 1864, p. 31.  
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which man spoke was essentially much more a verb than a noun."  
But, whether the verb is the first word or not, it is undoubtedly  
the main one and often in the inflected tongue forms a sentence in  
itself, since the stem expresses the predicate and the ending the  
subject.1 It is worth noting also that by the verb-root and the  
pronominal root (personal endings) the verb unites the two ulti- 
mate parts of speech. The verb and noun suffixes, as already  
said, are often identical (Giles, Manual, etc., p. 424). In all  
sentences the verb is the main part of speech (the word par  
excellence) save in the copula (e]sti<) where the predicate is com- 
pleted by substantive or adjective or adverb (another link be- 
tween verb and noun). "A noun is a word that designates and  
a verb a word that asserts" (Whitney, Am. Jour. of Philol., xiii,  
p. 275). A man who does not see that "has no real bottom to his  
grammatical science." 
 (b) MEANING OF THE VERB. Scholars have found much diffi- 
culty in defining the verb as distinct from the noun. Indeed there  
is no inherent difference between nouns and verbs as to action,  
since both may express that.2  The chief difference lies in the idea  
of affirmation. The verb affirms, a thing not done by a noun ex- 
cept by suggested predication. Verbs indicate affirmation by the  
personal endings. Affirmation includes negative assertions also.3  
Farrar4 cites also the German "abstract conception of existence"  
(Humboldt) and action (Tütigkeitswort), but they do not fit the  
facts. Curiously enough many ancient grammarians found time  
to be the main idea in the verb. 
 (c) PURE AND HYBRID VERBS. The close kinship between 
nouns and verbs appears in the verbal nouns which partake of  
both. The infinitive is a verbal substantive, and the participle is  
a verbal adjective. There is also the verbal in —toj and –te<oj  
Some of the properties of both verb and noun belong to each.  
They are thus hybrids. They are generally called non-finite 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 1. In the Sans. it is to be noted that the noun had  
an earlier and a more rapid development than the verb. The case-endings  
appear first in the Sans., the verb-conjugation in the Gk., though the personal  
endings are more distinct in the Sans.  2 Cf. Garnett, Philol. Ess. 
 3 Cf. Gr. Gen. of Port Royal; Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 38. 
 4 Ib. He considers the verb later than the noun because of its complex  
idea. Cf. Schramm, Uber die Bedeutung der Formen des Verbums (1884);  
Curtius, Die Bildung der Tempora und Modi im Griech. und Lat. (1846);  
Junius, Evolution of the Greek Verb from Primary Elements (1843); Lauten- 
sach, Verbalflexion der att. Inschr. (1887); Hogue, Irregular Verbs of Attic  
Prose (1889). 
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verbs, because they do not make affirmation. They have no per- 
sonal endings. They fall short of being mere verbs, but they are  
more than the noun. The pure verb has personal endings and is  
thus finite (limited). The two must be kept distinct in mind,  
though they run together sometimes in treatment. The finite  
verb has person and number expressed in the personal ending.1  
The verbum finitum has modes while the verbum infinitum, (in- 
finitive and participle) has no modes. 
 III. The Building of the Verb. This is not the place for a full  
presentation of the phenomena concerning verb-structure. The  
essential facts as to paradigms must be assumed. But attention  
can be called to the fact that the Greek verb is built up by means  
of suffixes and affixes around the verb-root. So it was originally,  
and a number of such examples survive. Afterwards analogy, of  
course, played the main part. The oldest verbs are those which  
have the simple root without a thematic vowel like fh-mi< or e@-bh-n.  
This root is the ground floor, so to speak, of the Greek verb. On  
this root the aorist and present-tense systems were built by merely  
adding the personal endings. This was the simplest form of the  
verb. There is no essential difference in form between e@-fh-n and  
e@-sth-n. We call one imperfect indicative and the other second  
aorist indicative, but they are originally the same form.2  The  
term second aorist is itself a misnomer, for it is older than  
the so-called first aorist —sa or —a. The thematic stem (vowel  
added to root) is seen in verbs like —lip-o/e.  On this model the  
rest of the verb is built. So all Greek root-verbs are either non- 
thematic or thematic. The denominative verbs like tima<-w are  
all thematic. On roots or stems then all the verbs (simple or  
compound) are built. The modes, the voices, the tenses all con- 
tribute their special part to the whole. The personal endings  
have to carry a heavy burden. They express not only person  
and number, but also voice. There are mode-signs and tense-suf- 
fixes, but no separate voice suffixes apart from the personal  
endings. The personal pronouns thus used with the verb-root  
antedate the mode and tense suffixes. The Sanskrit preserves  
the person-endings more clearly than the Greek, though the Greek  
has a more fully developed system of modes and tenses than  
the later classical Sanskrit.3  It seems certain that these pro- 
 
 1 Cf. Brug., Grundr., Bd. II, pp. 2, 837. On difference between finite and  
non-finite verbs see Curtius, Das Verbum d. griech. Spr., p. 1 f.  
 2 Hirt, Handb., p. 363 f. Cf. also Giles, Man., pp. 425 
 3 Donaldson, New Crat., pp. 570 
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nominal suffixes, like --mi, —si, --ti, are not in the nominative, but  
an oblique case1 connected with the stem: me, se, ti (cf. demon- 
strative to<). But the subject of personal endings is a very exten- 
sive and obscure one, for treatment of which see the comparative  
grammars.2 There is a constant tendency to syncretism in  
the use of these personal endings. Homer has fewer than the  
Sanskrit, but more than Plato. The dual is gone in the N. T.  
and other endings drop away gradually. The nominative pro- 
noun has to be expressed more and more, like modern English. 
 IV. The Survival of --mi Verbs. 
 (a) A CROSS DIVISION. Before we take up modes, voices,  
tenses, we are confronted with a double method of inflection that  
cuts across the modes, voices and tenses. One is called the —mi,  
inflection from the immediate attachment of the personal endings  
to the stem. The other is the –w inflection and has the the- 
matic vowel added to the stem. But the difference of inflection  
is not general throughout any verb, only in the second aorist and  
the present-tense systems (and a few second perfects), and even so  
the --mi conjugation is confined to four very common verbs ( i!hmi,  
i@sthmi, di<dwmi, ti<qhmi), except that a number have it either in the  
present system, like di<k-nu-mi. (with nu inserted here), or the aorist,  
like e@-bh-n.3  The dialects differed much in the use of non-thematic  
and thematic verbs (cf. Buck, "The Interrelations of the Greek 
Dialects," Classical Philology, July, 1907, p. 724). 
 (b) THE OLDEST VERBS. This fact is a commonplace in Greek  
grammar. It is probable that originally all verbs were –mi verbs.  
This inflection is preserved in optative forms like lu<oimi, and in  
Homer the subjunctive4  e]qe<lwmi, i@dwmi, etc. The simplest roots  
with the most elementary ideas have the —mi form.5  Hence the  
conclusion is obvious that the —mi conjugation that survives in  
some verbs in the second aorist and present systems (one or  
both) is the original. It was in the beginning le<g-o-mi with the- 
matic as well as fh-mi< with non-thematic verbs.6 
 (c) GRADUAL DISAPPEARANCE. In Latin the –mi, ending is  
seen only in inquam and sum, though Latin has many athematic  
stems. In English we see it in am. Even in Homer the —mi 
 
 1 Donaldson, New Crat., pp. 570 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 39. 
 2 Cf. Hirt, Handb., pp. 355 ff.; Giles, Man., pp. 413 ff. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 232 f. 
 4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 51.   5 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 46. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 2. Cf. Clyde, Gk. Synt., 5th ed., 1876, p. 54; Riem.  
and Goelzer, Phonet., pp. 347 
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forms are vanishing before the –w conjugation. Jannaris (Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 234) has an excellent brief sketch of the gradual  
vanishing of the –mi forms which flourished chiefly in pre-Attic  
Greek. The LXX MSS. show the same tendency towards the  
disappearance of –mi forms so noticeable in the N. T., the  
papyri and other representatives of the koinh<.  See numerous  
parallel illustrations in Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 104-110. In  
the LXX the transition to –w verbs is less advanced than in the  
N. T. (Thackeray, Gr., p. 244) and the middle –mi forms held on  
longest. In the koinh< this process kept on till in modern Greek  
vernacular ei#mai is the only remnant left. In the Attic dei<knumi,  
for instance, is side by side with deiknu<w.  In the N. T. we find  
such forms as didw? (Rev. 3:9), i[stw? (Ro. 3:31, EKL), sunistw? (2  
Cor. 3:1, BD). 
 (d) N. T. USAGE AS TO --mi VERBS. The –mi verbs in the  
N. T. as in the papyri are badly broken, but still in use. 
 1.  The Second Aorists (active and middle). We take first the  
so-called second aorists (athematic) because they come first save  
where the present is practically identical. In some verbs only  
the second aorist is athematic, the stem of the verb having dropped  
the -mi inflection. A new view1 makes the second aorist some- 
times "a reduced root," but this does not show that in the parent  
stock the old aorist was not the mere root. Analogy worked here  
as elsewhere. Kaegi2 properly calls the old aorists of verbs like  
ba<llw (e@-blh-to instead of the thematic and later e]-ba<l-e-to) "prim- 
itive aorists." In the early Epic the root-aorists and strong  
thematic aorists outnumber the s or weak aorists by three to one.3   
The important N. T. –mi verbs will now be considered. 
 Bai<nw. Only in composition in N. T. (a]na--, pros-ana--, sun-- 
ana--, a]po--, dia--, e]k--, e]m--, kata--, meta--, para--, pro--, sum--).  In the 
LXX it is rare in simplex. The papyri use it freely with nine  
prepositions.4 Note the common forms like a]ne<bh (Mt. 5:1) . The  
"contract" forms are in the imperative as in the Attic poets  
(ei@sba, kata<ba).5  Mayser6 gives no examples from the papyri, nor  
does the LXX have any (LXX only a]na<bhqi, kata<bhqi, --bhte,--bh<tw, 
--bh<twsan).7  So a]na<ba (Rev. 4:1), a]na<bate (Rev. 11:12), kata<ba  
(Syrian class in Mk. 15:30), kataba<tw (Mt. 24:17; 27:42. Cf. 
 
 1 Cf. King and Cookson, Prin. of Sound and Inflexion, 1888, pp. 225 
 2 Gk. Gr., 1893, p. 245. 
 3 Thompson, Hom. Gr., 1890, p. 127. 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 50. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 389. 6 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 364 f.  
 7 W.-Sch., p. 115. Cf. Veitch, Gk. Verb, p. 110. 
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also Mk. 13:15; 15:32; Lu. 17:31), meta<ba (Mt. 17:20). On  
the other hand note the usual kata<bhqi (Mt. 27:40, etc.), meta<- 
bhqi (Jo. 7:3), prosana<bhqi (Lu. 14:10). The forms in –a<tw, --ate,  
--a<twsan are like the Doric. 
 Ginw<skw. This verb in the Ionic and koinh< gin. form is very 
common in John's Gospel and the First Epistle. It is used in com- 
position with a]na--, dia--, e]pi--, kata--, pro--, the papyri adding still  
other compounds.1 The N. T. shows the usual second aorist forms  
like e@gnwn (Lu. 16:4). What calls for remark is the second aorist  
subjunctive gnoi? instead of gn&?.  W. F. Moulton's view2 on this  
point is confirmed by the papyri3 parallel in a]podoi? and accepted  
by W. H. and Nestle. Analogy seems to have worked here to  
make gnoi? like doi?.  But Winer-Schmiedel (p. 115) cite gnoi? from  
Hernias, Mand. IV, 1, 5 x. It is in accordance with the contrac- 
tion of –ow verbs when we find forms like gnoi?, doi?, etc., o<̂ = oi? in- 
stead of o<̂ —&?.  For gnoi? see Mk. 5:43; 9:30; Lu. 19:15. But  
see also gn&? in Jo. 7:51; 11:57 (D has gnoi?); 14:31; Ac. 22:24 
(e]pi--).  But the MSS. vary in each passage. In the LXX the  
regular gn&? occurs save in Judith 14:5, where B has e]pignoi?.  
 Di<dwmi.   This very common verb is frequently compounded  
(a]na--, a]nt--, a]po--, dia--, e]k--, e]pi--, meta--, para--, pro--) as in the 
papyri.4 The old indicative active appears only in paredosan in 
the literary preface to Luke's Gospel (1:2).5  Elsewhere the first   
aorist forms in --ka (like h$ka, e@qhka) sweep the field for both singu-  
lar and plural. These k forms for the plural appear in the Attic 
inscriptions in the fourth century B.C.6 and rapidly grow. In the  
papyri Mayser7 finds only the  k aorists. The other modes go  
regularly do<j, dw?, etc. The indicative middle occasionally, as  
the imperfect, has e for o of the root. This is possibly due to   
proportional analogy (e]ce<deto:  e]cedo<mhn=e]lu<eto: e]luo<mhn).8  These  
forms are a]pe<deto (Heb. 12:16), e]ce<deto (Mk. 12:1; Mt. 21:33;  
Lu. 20:9). The usual form a]pe<dosqe, etc., appears in Ac. 5:8;  23) 
7:9. The subjunctive active third singular shows great varia- 
tion between doi?, d&? (cf. gnoi? above), and dw<̂  (especially in 
Paul's Epistles).9 The LXX MSS. occasionally give --doi? and 
 
 1 Mayser, Or. d. griech. Pap., p. 391. 2 W.-M., p. 360 note.  
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 55. Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 137, 325,  
for o!pwj doi?.. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, pp. 37, 436. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 392.  6 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 188 f. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T.. Gk., p. 49.  7 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 367 f. 
 8 So W.-H., Notes on Orth., p. 167 f. Cf. W.-Seh., p. 121. For pap. exx.  
see Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 37.  9 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 49. 
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even d ?̂ by assimilation (Thackeray, Gr., p. 255 f.). For papyri  
examples see references under ginw<skw.  Mark four times (all the  
examples) has also doi? according to the best MSS. (4:29; 8:37; 
14:10 f.) and John one out of three (13:2). Tisch. (not W. H.)  
reads a]podoi? in 1 Th. 5:15, but all MSS. have a]pod&? in Mt.  
18:30. W. H. accept d&? in Jo. 15:16; Eph. 3:16; 1 Th. 5: 
15 (a]po--).  Most MSS. read dw<̂  in Eph. 1:17 and 2 Tim. 2:  
25, in both of which places W. H. put d&<h (opt. for doi<h) in  
the text and dw<̂  in the margin. The opt. d&<h appears in the  
LXX (Jer. 9:2) in the text of Swete. Con. and Stock, Sel. from  
LXX, p. 45, give d&<h twenty-nine times in LXX and doi<h three  
times as variant. They give an interesting list of other forms of  
di<dwmi and its compounds in the LXX.  Hort1 is doubtful about  
such a subjunctive in dw<̂  except in the epic poets. Blass2  is  
willing to take dw<̂ , and Moulton3 cites Boeotian and Delphian  
inscriptions which preserve this Homeric form. He adds that the  
subjunctive seems "a syntactical necessity" in Eph. 1:17 and 
2 Tim. 2:25. The opt. d&<h= doi<h (cf. subjunctive do<̂ = d&?) is with- 
out variant in 2 Th. 3:16; 2 Tim. 1:16, 18.4  Blass5 scouts  
the idea of a possible first aorist active e@dwsa from i!na dw<s^  
(Jo. 17:2 xcAC), dw<swmen (Mk. 6:37, xD), on the ground that ^ 
and ei, o and w so often blend in sound in the koinh<. The so-called  
future subjunctive will be discussed later (ch. XIX). 
 !Ihmi.  Not in simplex in N. T. (see p. 314 for details), but 
a]fi<hmi is quite common (especially in the Gospels), and suni<hmi  
less so. Besides a few examples occur also of a]ni<hmi, kaqi<hmi 
pari<hmi.  The papyri6 use the various prepositions freely in com- 
position with i@hmi.  The common mi second aorists, like a@fej (Mt. 
3:15), a]f ?̂ (Mk. 12:19), a]ne<ntej (Ac. 27:40), are found. In the  
indicative active, however, the form in –ka is used alone in both  
singular and plural, as a]fh<kamen (Mt. 19:27), a]fh<kate (Mt. 23:  
23), a]fh?kan (Mk. 11:6).  This is true of all the compounds of  
i!hmi in the N. T. as in LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 252). The  
form a]fh?kej (Rev. 2:4) is on a par with the second person sin- 
gular perfect active indicative as accepted by W. H. in kekopi<akej  
(Rev. 2:3), pe<ptwkej (Rev. 2:5), ei@lhfej (Rev. 11:17).7   ]Afh<kaemn   
is aorist in Mk. 10:28 as well as in its parallel Mt. 19:27 
 
 1 Notes on Orth., p. 168. Cf. also W.-Sch., p. 121. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 48 f.  3 Prol., p. 55. Cf. Dittenb., Syll., 462. 17, etc. 
 4 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 168.  5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 49, 212. 
 6 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 398. 
 7 Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 166. The evidence is "nowhere free from 
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( = Lu. 18 : 28).  So also as to sunh<kate in Mt. 13:51. The per- 
fect in –ei?ka does not, however, occur in the N. T. nor in the LXX  
(cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 51), though the papyri have it  
(Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 331). 
 !Isthmi.  This verb is used freely by itself, especially in the  
Gospels, and occurs in twenty prepositional combinations ac- 
cording to Thayer (a]n--, e]p-an--, e]c-an--, a]nq--, a]f--, di--, e]n--, e]c--, e]p--, 
e]f--, kat-ef--, sun-ef--, kaq--, a]nti-kaq--, a]po-,aq--, meq--, par--, peri--, pro--, 
sun--), going quite beyond the papyri in richness of expression.1  The  
second aorist active indicative e@sth (a]pe<sth, etc.) is common and is  
intransitive as in Attic, just like e]sta<qh (cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., 
p. 50). The other forms are regular (stw?, sth?qi, etc.) save that  
a]na<sta(like a]na<ba) is read in a few places (Ac. 9:11; 12:7; Eph. 
5:14), but sth?qi, a]na<sthqi (Ac. 9:6, 34), e]pi<sthqi, sth?te, a[nti<sthte, 
a]po<sthte, a]posth<tw.2  Winer3 cites a]po<sta, para<sta also from late 
writers and a few earlier authors for a]na<sta. The LXX shows a  
few examples also.4 
 ]Oni<nhmi. This classic word (not given in the papyri, according  
to Mayser's Grammatik) is found only once in the N. T., the sec- 
ond aorist opt. middle o]nai<mhn (Phil. 20).  
 Ti<qhmi.  The compounds of ti<qhmi in the N. T. (a]na--, pros-ana--, 
a]po--, dia--, a]nti-dia--, e]k--, e]pi--, sun-epi--, kata--, sun-kata--, meta--, pa- 
ra--, peri--, pro--, pros--, sun--, u[po—) vie with those of i!sthmi and 
equal the papyri use.5  The first aorist active in –ka alone ap- 
pears (so LXX) in the indicative singular and plural as e@qhkan  
(Mk. 6:29), but the subjunctive in –qw? (Mt. 22:44), imperative 
pro<sqej (Lu. 17:5). The middle has the regular second aorist 
e@qeto (Ac. 19:21 and often). 
 Fhmi<.   If one is surprised to see this verb put under the list of 
second aorist, he can turn to Blass,6  who says that it is "at once 
 
doubt," some MSS. read e@dwkej (Jo. 17:7 f.) and a]fh<kete (Mt. 23:23), not to 
say e[w<rakej (Jo. 8:57), e]lh<luqej (Ac. 21:22, B also). Moulton (Prol., p. 52) 
considers -ej a "mark of imperfect Gk." For further exx. of this -ej ending in  
the LXX and koinh< see Buresch, Rhein. Mus. etc., 1891, p. 222 f. For i!hmi   
and its compounds in the LXX see C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 45 f., showing 
numerous --w forms, afh?kan (Xen. h#kan), etc. 
 1 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 398. is : 
 2 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 168. a W.-M., p. 94. 
 4 Thack., Gr., p. 254. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 122 f. On i[sta<nai and its compounds  
in the LXX see interesting list in C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 43 f., giving 
-w forms, transitive e!staka, etc.  5 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 411.  
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 50. The verb is mentioned here to impress the fact 
that it is aorist as well as imperfect.  
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imperfect and aorist." It is common in the N. T. as aorist (Mt. 
4:7, for instance, e@fh.  It is not always possible to decide. 
 2. Some —mi Presents. It is difficult to group these verbs ac- 
cording to any rational system, though one or two small groups  
(like those in –numi, –hmi) appear. The presents are more com- 
mon in the N. T. than the aorists. The list is based on the un- 
compounded forms. 
 Dei<k-nu-mi. Already in the Attic deiknu<w is common, but Blass1 
observes that in the N. T. the middle-passive –mi forms are still  
rather common. It is compounded with a]na--, a]po--, e]n--, e]pi--, u[po--, 
No presents (or imperfects) occur with a]na-- and  u]po--. The word  
itself is not used very extensively. The form dei<knumi is found  
once (1 Cor. 12:31), –u<w not at all. So on the other hand dei<k- 
nu<eij occurs once (Jo. 2:18), –uj not at all.  Dei<knusin is read by  
the best MSS. (Mt. 4:8; Jo. 5:20). The middle e]ndei<knuntai ap- 
pears in Ro. 2:15.  The –mi participle active is found in Ac. 18:  
28 (e]pideinu<j) and 2 Th. 2:4 (a]podeiknu<nta). The middle –mi par- 
ticiple is seen in Ac. 9:39; Tit. 2:10; 3:2 (–u<menoj, etc.). In  
Heb. 6:11 the infinitive e]ndei<knusqai is read, but deiknu<ein (Mt. 16:  
21 B –u<nai).2 The other N. T. verbs in –umi (a]po<llumi, zw<nnumi, u[po- 
zw<nnumi, o@mnumi, sbe<nnumi, strw<nnumi, u[postrw<nnumi, ktl.) will be dis- 
cussed in alphabetical order of the simplex. The inscriptions show  
these forms still in use (Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 178). The  
verbs in --numi were the first to succumb to the –w inflection. In  
the LXX the —mi forms are universal in the middle, but in the  
active the –w forms are more usual (Thack., Gr., p. 245). 
 Di<dwmi. See under (d), 1, for list of compounds in the N. T.  
Attic Greek had numerous examples from the form dido<-w (di<dou,  
e]di<doun, –ouj, –ou). This usage is extended in the N. T. as in the  
papyri3 to didw? (Rev. 3:9), though even here BP have di<dwmi.  In  
Wisd. of Sol. 12:19 didoi?j occurs, but Lu. 22:48 has the regular  
paradi<dwj.  Di<dwsi is common (in LXX, Ps. 37:21, didoi? appears)  
and dido<asin in Rev. 17:13. The uniform imperfect e]di<dou (Mt.  
15:36) is like the Attic. Hort observes that Mk. (15:23) and  
Ac. (4:33; 27:1) prefer e]di<doun. Jo. (19:3) has, however, e]di<do- 
san and Acts once also (16:4).  Di<dou (Attic present imperative)  
is read by Syrian MSS. in Mt. 5:42 for do<j.  In Rev. 22:2 the 
 
 1 Ib., p. 48. 
 2 In the pap. both —umi and –u<w but only —umai.  Mayser, Gr. d. griech. 
Pap., p. 392. 
 3 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 37. Cf. Deiss., B. S., p. 192. Mod. Gk. has  
di<dw. 
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text has participle a]podi<dou?n, for —o<n (marg. —ou<j), while paradi- 
dw?n is read by x in Mt. 26:46 and D in Mk. 14:42, etc.1  The  
middle-passive forms in —eto (imperfect) from a present di<dw are  
like the aorist forms, which see above. So diedi<deto (Ac. 4:35) and  
paredi<deto (1 Cor. 11:23). So also subjunctive paradidoi? is found  
only once (1 Cor. 15:24) and is probably to be rejected (BG),  
though the papyri amply support it.2  In the imperfect e]di<dosan   
holds its place in the LXX, while in the present the forms  
generally prevail (Thackeray, Gr., p. 250). The LXX is quite  
behind the N. T. in the transition from --mi to —w forms. 
 Du<namai.  The use of du<n^ (Mk. 9:22; Lu. 16:2; Rev. 2:2) in- 
stead of du<nasai argues for the thematic du<nomai.  Elsewhere du<nasai  
(Lu. 6:42, etc.). This use of du<n^ is found in the poets and from  
Polybius on in prose (Thayer), as shown by inscriptions3 and  
papyri.4  Hort5 calls it a "tragic" form retained in the koinh<. It  
is not surprising therefore to find B reading du<nomai (also –o<meqa,  
--o<menoj) in Mk. 10:39; Mt. 19:12; 26:53; Ac. 4:20; 27:15;  
Is. 28:20 (so x in Is. 59:15). The papyri6 give plenty of illus- 
trations also. MSS. in the LXX give du<nomai and du<n^. 
 Ei]mi<.   The compounds are with a]p--, e]n--, e[]c-- (only e@cestin, e]co<n), 
par--, sun--, sun-par--.  The papyri7 show a much more extended use 
of prepositions. This very common verb has not undergone many  
changes, though a few call for notice. In the present indicative  
there is nothing for remark. The imperfect shows the middle 
h@mhn, h@meqa regularly (as Mt. 25:43; 23:30), as modern Greek  
uniformly has the middle present ei#mai, etc., as well as imperfect  
middle. Cf. already in ancient Greek the future middle e@somai.  
The use of seen in the papyri8 and inscriptions9 also, served  
to mark it off from the third singular h#n.  But examples of h#men  
still survive (Ro. 7:5, etc.). Moulton10 quotes from Ramsay11  
a Phrygian inscription of ei#mai for early fourth century A.D. He  
cites also the Delphian middle forms h#tai, e@wtai, Messenian h#ntai, 
 
 1 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 167. Cf. also W.-Sch., p. 121. 
 2 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 37.  3 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 177. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 355; Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36. Cf.  
also Dieterich, Untersuch., p. 222; Schmid, Atticismus, IV, p. 597; Deiss.,  
B. S., p. 193. 
 5 Notes on Orth., p. 168. Cf. Lobeck, Phryn., p. 359 f. 
 6 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 355; Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36. 
 7 Mayser, ib., p. 394. 
 8 Ib., p. 356.   9 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 178.  
 10 Prol., p. 56. D (M. shows) alone has h#n in Ac. 20:18. 
 11 Cities and Bish. of Phrygia, II, 565. 
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Lesbian e@sso, as early instances of this tendency, not to mention  
the Northwest Greek.1  The peculiar classical second person h#sqa  
is found in Mk. 14:67; Mt. 26:69, but elsewhere is (Jo. 11:21,  
32, etc.), the common form in the koinh<.2   #Hte (Ro. 6:20, for in- 
stance) is regular.  So with the imperative (Mt. 2:13, etc.).  
 @Htw (as 1 Cor. 16:22) is less common3 than the usual e@stw (Gal.  
1:8).   @Estwsan (never o@ntwn nor e@stwn), as in Lu. 12:35, is a  
form found in Attic inscriptions since 200 B.C.4  Some of the pa- 
pyri even have h@twsan.5 Mention has already (Orthography) been  
made of the irrational n with the subjunctive in the papyri,6 as 
in o!tan h#n—dhlw<sw. The use of e@ni=e@nesti (as 1 Cor. 6:5; Gal. 
3:28, etc.) an old idiom.   @Eni=e]n and in modern Greek has  
supplanted  e]sti< in the form ei#ne or ei#nai (so for ei]si<, also).7 Cf.  
Sir. 37:2. N. T. has no example of imperative e@ste. 
 Ei#mi.  Only in compounds (a]p--, ei]j--, e]c--, e]p--, sun--). The pa- 
pyri8 and the inscriptions9 show only the compound forms.  
Blass10 indeed denies that even the compound appears in the  
popular koinh<, but this is an overstatement. The Attic em- 
ployed e@rxomai for the present indicative and kept ei#mi for the fu- 
ture indicative. The koinh< followed the Ionic (and Epic) in the  
use of e@rxomai for all the tenses to the neglect of ei#mi. In the  
N. T. only Luke and the writer of Hebrews (once) use these com- 
pound forms of ei#mi and that very rarely.   @Apeimi, only occurs in  
the imperfect indicative (Ac. 17:10, a]p <̂esan).  Ei@seimi appears  
four times, two in the present indicative (Ac. 3:3; Heb. 9:6),  
two in the imperfect indicative (Ac. 21:18, 26), while ei]se<rxomai,  
appears over two hundred times.   @Eceimi also occurs four times,  
all in Acts (13:42; 17:15; 20:7; 27:43), against a host of instances 
of e]ce<rxomai.   @Epeimi is read five times in Acts and all of them in 
the participle t ?̂ e]piou<s^ (Ac. 7:26, etc.).  Su<neimi is found only in 
Lu. 8:4. B reads ei@siqi in Ac. 9:6, not ei@selqe. Blass11 rather 
 
 1 Prol., p. 37. 
 2 W.-Sch., p.,117: 
 3 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 56. Both forms in pap. and inscr. On h@mhn, h#j, 
h@meqa, h@tw, e@stwsan in the LXX see C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 31 f. Thack., 
Gr., P. 256 f. Beyond this the LXX goes very little. 
 4 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 191. 
 5 Moulton, Rev., 1901, p. 436. 
 6 Ib., p. 38.  Cf. Gen. 6:17 E, according to Moulton, Prol., p. 49.  
 7 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 51 f.; Thack., p. 257. 
 8 Mayser, GrF d. griech. Pap., p. 355. 
 9 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 157.  10 Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 52, 54.  
 11 Ib., p. 52. 
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needlessly construes e]cio<ntwn (Ac. 13:42) in the aoristic sense (so  
as to 17:10, 15; 21:18, 26).  Ei#mi is nearly gone from the LXX  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 257). 
 ]Epi<stamai. This verb occurs fifteen times in the N. T., chiefly  
in Acts (10:28, etc.) and always in the present tense.1 
 Zeu<gnumi.  Only in the compound su-zeu<gnumi and in the aorist  
active alone,  sune<zeucen (Mk. 10:9 =Mt. 19:6). 
 Zw<nnumi.  The compounds are with a]na--, dia--, peri--, u[po--. 
Curiously enough the verb does not appear in Mayser, Nach- 
manson nor Schweizer, though Mayser (p. 397) does mention  
zeu<gnumi  which on the other hand the N. T. does not give save  
the one form above. But the uncompounded form is read in the  
N. T. only three times, one aorist indicative (Ac. 12:8), one future  
indicative (Jo. 21:18), and one imperfect (Jo. 21:18, e]zw<nnuej, a  
form in –u<w, not –umi). There is only one instance of the compound  
with a]na-- and that an aorist participle (1 Pet. 1:13). The three  
examples of diaz., all in Jo. (13:4, etc.), yield no presents nor im- 
perfects. The same thing is true of the half-dozen instances of 
periz., as Lu. 12:35, The LXX has perizw<nnutai (Thackeray,  
Gr., p. 269). The one instance of u[poz. is in Ac. 27:17 and shows 
the form in –umi, u[pozwnnu<ntej.  
  $Hmai.  It is only in the compound form ka<qhmai that this verb  
is seen in the N. T. and thus very frequently, twice with sun-  
prefixed (Mk. 14:54; Ac. 26:30). It is usually the participle  
kaqh<menoj that one meets in the N. T. (as Mt. 9:9). The imper- 
fect is regularly e]ka<qhto, etc. (as Mt. 13:1), the future kaqh<somai,  
(as Mt. 19:28). No –w forms appear in the present, though ka<q^  
(Ac. 23:3) is a contract form like du<n^ for ka<qhso (already in Hy- 
perides).2 The short imperative ka<qou for ka<qhsai (as Jas. 2:3)  
is already in the LXX (cf. Mt. 22:44 from Ps. 110:1) and  
indeed in the late Attic (Blass, ib.), though chiefly postclassical.3 
 !Ihmi.  Like ei#mi this verb only appears in the N. T. in the  
compounded form (a]n–, a]f--, kaq--, par--, sun--). The same thing  
appears to be true of the papyri as given by Mayser,4 though fif- 
teen combinations greet us in the papyri. But the papyri and  
the koinh< inscriptions have not yet furnished us with the –w 
formation with i!hmi compounds which we find in a]f-- and suni<hmi 
 
 1 Just so the pap., Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 395. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 52. Cf. also for pap., Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901,  
p. 38. For LXX see Thackeray, p. 272. 
 3 W.-Sch., p. 118; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 177; Reinhold, De Graec.,  
p. 89.      4 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 398. 
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in the N. T.1 and the LXX.2 But Philo3 and the N. T. Apoc- 
rypha and early Christian writers4 follow the LXX and the  
N. T.   ]Ani<hmi indeed has only a]nie<ntej (Eph. 6:9) in the present  
stem. So also kaqi<hmi shows only kaqie<menon (--me<nhn) in Ac. 10:11; 
11:5, while pari<hmi has no present, but only an aorist (Lu. 11:  
42) and a perfect passive (Heb. 12:12).   ]Afi<hmi is the form of  
the verb that is common in the N. T. In Rev. 2:20 a]fei?j is  
probably a present from a]fe<w.5  But Blass (p. 51, of N. T. Gram- 
mar) compares the Attic a]fi<eij and ti<qeij. Only a]fi<hmi (Jo. 14:  
27) and a]fi<hsi (Mt. 3:15) occur, but in Lu. 11:4 a]fi<omen, is from  
the Ionic a]fi<w (cf. di<dw).  So also in Rev. 11:9  a]fi<ousin and in  
Jo. 20:23 marg. W. H. have a]fi<ontai.  Elsewhere a]fi<entai (Mt. 
9:2, etc.). In the imperfect h@fien from afi<w is read in Mk. 1:34;  
11:16.   ]Afe<wntai (Lu. 5:20, 23, etc.) is a perfect passive (Doric  
Arcadian, Ionic).6  Cf. Ionic e@wka.  Simcox (Language of the  
N. T., p. 38) quotes also a]ne<wntai from Herodotus. With suni<hmi  
the task is much simpler. Blass7 sums it up in a word. In Ac. 
7:25 sunie<nai, gives us the only undisputed instance of a –mi form.  
All the others are –w forms or have –w variations. However  
sunie<ntoj is correct in Mt. 13:19 and sunie<nai in Lu. 24:45. There  
is a good deal of fluctuation in the MSS. in most cases. W. H.  
read suni<ousin (Mt. 13:13), suni<wsin, (Mk. 4:12), suni<wn (Ro. 3 :  
11). In 2 Cor. 10:12 W. H. read sunia?sin after B. In the LXX  
only the compounded verb occurs, and usually the –mi forms save  
with suni<hmi (Thackeray, Gr., p. 250 f.). 
  !Isthmi.  Cf. also e]p-i<stamai. (see above) and sth<kw (from e!s- 
thka, imperfect e@sthke in Rev. 12:4, ste<kw in modern Greek). 
For the list of compounds8 see list of aorists (1). But the essen- 
tial facts can be briefly set forth. The –mi form in the present  
stem has disappeared in the active voice save in kaqi<sthsin, (Heb.  
7:28; 2 Pet. 1:8), suni<sthmi (Ro. 16:1) and suni<sthsi (2 Cor. 
10:18; Ro. 3:5; 5: 8).9  The middle (passive) forms retain the 
–mi inflection regularly with i!sthmi and its compounds (a]n--, a]f--, 
au]q--, e]c--, e]f--, pro--, sun--), as kaqi<stati (Heb. 5:1), peri<istaso 
 
 1 Mayser, ib., p. 354; Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 167. 
 2 W.-Sch p. 123. Herod. is cited for the use of e]ci<ei and meti<ei as –w presents. 
 3 Ib.      4 Reinhold, De Graec., p. 94. 
 5 So Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 167; W.-Sch., p. 123; Hatz., Einl., pp. 309, 334. 
 6 Moulton, Prol., p. 38 f. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 51. He gives the MS. variations and parallels in  
Hermas and Barn. See further A. Buttmann, Gr., p. 48. 
 8 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 398. 
 9 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 168; Blass, Gr. of N. T., p. 48. 
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(2 Tim. 2:16).1 Two --w forms supplant the --mi conjugation of 
i!sthmi and its compounds, that in –a<w and that in –a<nw, though  
usually the MSS. vary greatly between the two.2  In 1 Cor. 13:2  
xBDEFG read meqista<nai, though W. H. follow ACKL in meqi- 
sta<nein.3  The form in –a<w is found in various MSS. for i[sta<w (as  
i[stw?men Ro. 3:31), a]pokaq-- (Mk. 9:12 Rec.),  e]cista<w, kaqista<w, 
meqista<w, sunista<w, but is nowhere accepted in the W. H. text, 
though Hort4 prefers sunist%?n to sunista<nein in 2 Cor. 3:1. In  
2 Cor. 4:2 a threefold division occurs in the evidence. For suni- 
sta<nontej we have ABP (so W. H. and Nestle), for sunista<ntej 
xCD*FG, for sunistw?tej DcEKL.5  The form in –a<nw is uniformly  
given by W. H., though the form in –a<w comes from Herodotus  
on and is frequent in the LXX.6  But the --mi forms hold their 
own pretty well in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 247). The form  
in –a<nw, may be compared with the Cretan stanu<ein and is found  
in the late Attic inscriptions.7 Instances of the form in –a<nw in  
the W. H. text are Ac. 1:6; 8:9; 17:15; 1 Cor. 13:2; 2 Cor. 
3:1; 5:12; 6:4; 10:12, 18; Gal. 2:18; Ro. 3:31; 6:13, 16). In  
Mk. 9:12 W. H. (not so Nestle) accept the form a]pokatista<nei after 
B, while xD read a]pokatasta<nei (cf. Cretan stanu<w). D has this 
form also in Ac. 1:6 and 17:15. 
 Kei?ma.  This defective verb is only used in the present and  
imperfect in the N. T. as in the papyri,8 and with a number of  
prepositions in composition like the papyri also. The prepositions 
are a]na--, sun-ana--, a]nti--, a]po--, e]pi--, kata--, para--, peri--, pro--. The 
regular --mi forms are always used, and sometimes as the passive  
of ti<qhmi, as peri<keimai (Ac. 28:20; Heb. 5:2). For a]na<keimai only 
the participle a]nakei<menoj appears (so Mt. 9:10) save once a]ne<keito 
(Mt. 26:20) and twice with su<n (Mt. 9:10 Mk. 2:15). In  
Lu. 23: 53 h#n kei<menoj follows the Attic, but xB have h#n teqeime<- 
noj in Jo. 19:41.9  So in the LXX ti<qhmi partially replaces kei?mai 
(Thackeray, Gr., pp. 255, 272). 
 Kre<mamai.  This verb is used as the middle of the active krema<n- 
numi (this form not in N. T.) and does not appear in Mayser's list 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T., p. 49. 
 2 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 168; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 49. 
 3 Here Hort (Notes, etc., p. 168) differs from Westcott and prefers –a<nai.  
 4 Ib.     5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 48.  
 6 Ib. W.-Sch., p. 122. 
 7 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 177. For many --nw verbs in mod. Gk. see  
Thumb, Handb., p. 133 f. 
 8 Mayser, Or. d. griech. Pap., pp. 354, 399. For the Byz. and mod. Gk.  
usage see Dieterich, Unters., p. 223. 9 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 51. 
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for the papyri. The form1 kre<matai is read in Mt. 22:40 and the  
participle krema<menoj(n) in Gal. 3:13; Ac. 28:4. In Lu. 19:48 xB  
(so W. H. anq Nestle) read e]cekre<meto, an –w form and the only  
compound form of the verb in the N. T. The other forms are 
aorists which come from an active present krema<nnumi, ---annu<w, --a<w 
or –a<zw.  They are krema<santej (Ac. 5:30) and kremasq ?̂ (Mt. 18: 
6). But none of these presents occurs in the N. T. Cf. Veitch,  
Greek Verbs, p. 343 f., for examples of the active and the middle.  
So also no present of kera<nnumi, (compound sun--) is found in the  
N. T., but only the perfect passive (Rev. 14:10) and the aorist  
active (Rev. 18:6). 
 Mi<gnumi. The only —mi form is the compound sun-ana-mi<gnusqai 
(1 Cor. 5:9, 11) and so 2 Th. 3:14 according to W. H., instead of  
sun-ana-mi<gnusqe.  Elsewhere, as in the papyri,2 the N. T. has only  
the perfect passive (Mt. 27:34) and the aorist active (Lu. 13:1). 
 Oi@gnumi.  This verb does not appear in the N. T. in the simple  
form, but always compounded with a]n– or di-an--.  Besides it is  
always an –w verb as in the papyri3 and the LXX.4  It is worth  
mentioning here to mark the decline of the –mi forms. 
  @Ollumi.   Only in the common a]p-- and once with sun-ap-- (Heb.  
11:31). In the active only the –w forms are found as a]pollu<ei  
(Jo. 12:25), a]po<llue (Ro. 14:15). But in the middle (passive)  
only the –mi, forms5 meet us, as a]po<llutai (1 Cor. 8:11), a]pw<llunto  
(1 Cor. 10:9). So the LXX. 
   @Omnumi.  A half-dozen examples of the present tense of this  
verb occur in the N. T. All but one (o]mnu<nai, Mk. 14:71) belong  
to the –w inflection, as o]mnu<ei. (Mt. 23:21 f.). The Ptolemaic pa- 
pyri also have one example of o@mnumi, the rest from o]mnu<w.6 The  
LXX sometimes has the –mi form in the active and always in the  
middle (Thackeray, Gr., p. 279). Neither ph<gnumi. (aorist Heb.  
8:2) nor prosph<gnumi (aorist Ac. 2:23) appears in the present in  
the N. T. 
 Pi<mplhmi.  No present tense in the N. T., though a good many  
aorists, save the compound participle e]mpiplw?n, from the –w verb 
--a<w.  Mayser7 gives no papyri examples. LXX has –w form  
usually. 
 
 1 In the LXX the active goes over to the —w class. Thack., Gr., p. 273.  
 2 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 403. 
 3 Ib., p. 404. And indeed the old Attic a]noi<gw, Meisterh., p. 191.  
 4 Thack., Gr., p. 277. 
 5 So the pap. Mayser, Gr., p. 352; Thackeray, p. 246. 
 6 Mayser, ib., pp. 351 f., 404. 
 7 lb., p. 406. 
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 Pi<mprhmi.  The simple verb occurs once only, pi<mprasqai. (Ac.  
28:6) according to W. H.1  This is the only instance where a  
present occurs at all in the N. T. The papyri give no light as yet.  
No simplex in the LXX, but e]nepi<mprwn in 2 Macc. 8:6 (Thack- 
eray, Gr., p. 249). 
 [Rh<gnumi.  The compounds are with dia--, peri--, pros--.  No pres- 
ents appear save in the simple verb and diar--.  With diar. only the  
–w forms are used as dierh<sseto (Lu. 5:6), diarh<sswn (Lu. 8:29).  
But we have r[h<gnuntai (Mt. 9:17) and r[h<ssei (Mk. 9:18). May- 
ser gives no papyri examples of the present. 
 [Rw<nnumi has no presents at all in the N. T., but only the, per- 
fect passive imperative e@rrwsqe (Ac. 15:29). 
 Sbe<nnumi.  This verb has only three presents in the N. T.  
and all of the form, one active sbe<nnute (1 Th. 5:19, Tisch. 
zbenn), two middle sbe<nnutai (Mk. 9:48) and sbe<nnuntai (Mt. 25: 
8). The LXX has only --mi forms and in the more literary books  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 284). 
 Strw<nnumi.  The compounds are with kata--, u[po--.  There are  
only two present stems used in the N. T., e]strw<nnuon (Mt. 21:8)  
and u[post. (Lu. 19:36). Thus the —mi form is wholly dropped as  
in the papyri2 and the LXX.3 
 Ti<qhmi.  For the list of compounds see Aorist (1). This verb has  
preferred the —mi form of the present stem as a rule in the koinh<.  
The inscriptions4 do so uniformly and the papyri5 use the –w in- 
flection far less than is true of di<dwmi.  In the present indicative D  
has ti<qi (ti<qei) for ti<qhsi6 (Lu. 8:16). In the imperfect e]ti<qei is read  
twice (Ac. 2:47; 2 Cor. 3:13) from tiqe<w, as already in the Attic. 
So likewise e]ti<qoun (as in Attic) twice (Ac. 3:2; 4:35), but the best  
MSS. have e]ti<qesan in Mk. 6:56 (xBLD) and Ac. 8:17 (xAC,  
though B has –osan and C –eisan).7  The reading of B in Ac. 8:17  
(e]ti<qosan) calls for a present ti<qw which the papyri supply against  
the idea of Winer-Schmiedel,8 as paratiqo<menoj (BM 239), para- 
katati<qomai (B.0 326).9  Good cursives show that the late language  
used tiqe<w in the present (Mk. 10:16; 15:17). Cf. u[potiqou?sa in  
second century papyrus (B.U. 350).10  In the LXX forms pre- 
vail in the present and imperfect (Thackeray, Gr., p. 250). 
 
 1 Tisch. reads e]mpipra?sqai from pipra<w.  Nestle agrees with W. H. 
 3 Thack., Gr., p. 286. 
 2 Mayser, Gr., p. 352.  
 4 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 156; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 176. 
 5 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 352 f.  7 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 167. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 49.  8 P. 121. 
 9 Deiss., B. S., p. 192 f.; Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 37. 
 10  Ib. Mod. Gk. has qe<tw. 
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 Fhmi<.  The only N. T. compound is with sun–, none in the pa- 
pyri according to Mayser.1  In the papyri fa<skw (lengthened  
form) is usually employed for the participle and infinitive2 of  
fhmi<.  The participle is so used in the N. T. (Ac. 24:9; Ro. 1:  
22).  Su<nfhmi appears only once (Ro. 7:16). The —mi inflection  
is uniform in fhmi< both in the present and the imperfect (aorist).  
The only forms in the N. T. are fhmi< (1 Cor. 7:29), fhsi<n (Mt.  
13:29), fasi<n (Ro. 3:8), and the common e@fh (Mt. 4:7). It is  
regular –mi in the LXX. 
 Xrh<.  This impersonal verb had a poetic infinitive xrh?nai of the  
--mi inflection, but Veitch (p. 627) and L. and S. get it from xra<w.  
At any rate xrh< is found only once in the N. T. (Jas. 3:10), dei?  
having supplanted it. Mayser does not find it in the papyri nor  
Nachmanson. and Schweizer in the inscriptions. 
 3. Some —mi Perfects. There are only three verbs that show the  
active perfects without (k)a in the N. T. (mere root, athematic). 
 qnh<skw.  The compounds are a]po-- (very common), sun-apo-- 
(rare). The uncompounded verb occurs nine times and forms  
the perfect regularly as an –w verb (te<qnhka), save that in Ac. 14:  
19 DEHLP read teqna<nai instead of teqnhke<nai, but the –mi form  
is not accepted by W. H. The N. T. has always teqnhkw<j, never  
tenqnew<j.  In the LXX these shorter second perfect forms occur a  
few times in the more literary books (Thackeray, Gr., pp. 253, 270).  
They show “a partial analogy to verbs in –mi," (Blass, Gr., p. 50). 
 Oi#da  is a —mi perfect in a few forms (i@smen, i@ste) from root id– (cf.  
Latin vid-eo Greek ei#don). The word is very common in the N. T.  
and su<noida is found twice (Ac. 5:2; 1 Cor. 4:4). The present per- 
fect indicative like the papyri3 usually has oi#da, oi#daj, oi#de, oi@damen, 
–ate, --asin, which was the Ionic inflection and so naturally pre- 
vailed in the koinh<.  Three times indeed the literary Attic i@ste ap- 
pears (Jas. 1:19; Eph. 5:5; Heb. 12:17). The passage in James  
may be imperative instead of indicative.  In Ac. 26:4 i@sasin (lit- 
erary Attic also) is read. The imperfect also runs @̂dein, @̂deij, etc.  
 @Hideisan (Mk. 1:34; 14:40) is like i[sth<keisan (Rev. 7:11).4  The  
other modes go regularly ei]dw? (Mt. 9:6), ei]de<nai (1 Th. 5:12),  
ei]dw<j (Mt. 12:25). The LXX usage is in accord with the N. T.  
Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 278. 
 !Isthmi.  See Aorist (1) for compounds. The second perfect is 
in the N.T. the infinitive e[sta<nai (Lu. 13:25; Ac. 12:14; 
 
 1 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 355. 2 Ib. So inscr., Nachm., p. 157  
 3 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 372. 
 4 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 114 f. Neither oi#sqa nor @̂deisqa appears in the N. T. 
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1 Cor. 10:12) and the participle e[stw<j (Mt. 20:3, 6, etc.) though  
e[sthkw<j (—w form) also sometimes (Mk. 13:14; 15:35, etc.), e[stw?sa  
(1 Cor. 7:26; 2 Pet. 3:5), e[sto<j (Mt. 24:15; Rev. 14:1) although  
e[sthko<j also (Rev. 5:6 text, W. H. marg. –w<j). The same variation  
occurs in the papyri. Curiously enough the earlier LXX books  
show less of the short perfect than the later ones and the N. T.  
Thackeray (Gr., p. 253) suggests an "Atticistic reversion" for a  
while. The form e!staka (papyri also) belongs to the –w  form as  
well as the late present sth<kw from the perfect stem. These —mi  
perfects of  i!sthmi in are always intransitive, while e!sthka is intransi- 
tive and e!staka is transitive.2  This in brief is the story of the —mi  
verbs in the N. T.3  The new transitive perfect e!staka is common  
in the koinh< from second century B.C. onwards. Cf. Schweizer,  
Perg. Inschr., p. 185; Mayser, Gr., p. 371. 
 V. The Modes (e]gkli<seij). The meaning and use of the modes  
or moods belongs to syntax. We have here to deal briefly with  
any special items that concern the differentiation of the modes  
from each other by means of mode-signs. There is no clearly  
proper method of approaching the study of the verb. One can  
begin with tense, voice and then mode or vice versa. The first is  
probably the historical order to a certain extent, for the matter is  
complicated. Some tenses are later than others; the passive voice  
is more recent than the other two, the imperative as a complete  
system is a late growth. Since no purely historical treatment is  
possible by reason of this complicated development, a practical  
treatment is best. There are reasons of this nature for taking  
up modes first which do not apply to syntax. The two main  
ideas in a verb are action and affirmation. The state of the action  
is set forth by the tense, the relation of the action to the subject  
by voice, the affirmation by mode. Tense and voice thus have  
to do with action and mode with affirmation. Mode deals only  
with the manner of the affirmation. The same personal endings  
used for voice limit the action (hence finite verbs) in person and  
number. 
 (a) THE NUMBER OF THE MOODS OR MODES (Modi). This is 
not so simple a matter as it would at first appear. Modern gram- 
marians generally agree in declining to call infinitives, participles  
and the verbal adjectives in —to<j and —te<oj moods. Some refuse  
to call the indicative a mood, reserving the term for the variations 
 
 1 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 370 f.  2 Ib. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 119.  
 3 See Hoffmann, Die griech. Dial., Bd. II, pp. 572 ff., for —mi verbs in North 
Achaia. For the "strong" perfects, like ge<gona, see VII, (g), 2. 
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from the indicative as the normal verb by means of mode-signs.  
Thus Clyde1 thinks of "only two moods, viz. the subjunctive  
and the optative, because, these only possess, in combination with  
the personal endings, a purely modal element." There is point  
in that, and yet the indicative and imperative can hardly be  
denied the use of the term. Jannaris2 admits three moods; in- 
dicative, subjunctive and imperative. He follows Donaldson3 in  
treating the subjunctive and optative as one mood. Others, like  
Monro,4 find the three in the subjunctive, optative and impera- 
tive. Once again five moods are seen in early Greek by Riemann  
and Goelzer5: the indicative, injunctive, subjunctive, optative,  
imperative. On the injunctive see Brugmann, Griechische Gram- 
matik, p. 332, though he does not apply the term mode to the  
indicative. So Hirt, Handbuch, p. 421 f. Moulton6 admits this  
primitive division, though declining to call the indicative a mode  
save when it is a "modus irrealis." The injunctive is no longer  
regarded as a separate mood, and yet it contributed so much to  
the forms of the imperative that it has to be considered in an his- 
torical review. The indicative can only be ruled out when it is  
regarded as the standard verb and the moods as variations. Cer- 
tainly it is best to let the indicative go in also. The modern  
Greek, having no optative, has a special conditional mode (u[poqe- 
tikh<). Cf. Sanskrit. Indeed, the future indicative is considered  
by some grammarians as a separate mode. Cf. Thompson,  
Syntax of Attic Greek, p. 494; Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 151.  
Thumb accepts the four modes in modern Greek (Handbook,  
p. 115). 
 (b) THE DISTINCTIONS BETWEEN THE MOODS. These are not 
absolute, as will be seen, either in form or in syntax. The indica- 
tive and the imperative blend in some forms, the subjunctive  
and the indicative are alike in others, the injunctive is largely  
merged into the imperative and subjunctive, while the subjunc- 
tive and optative are closely akin and in Latin blend into one.  
Greek held on to the optative with separate values to each  
mood.7  Moulton8 indeed despairs of our being able to give the  
primitive root-idea of each mood. That subject belongs to 
 
 1 Gk. Synt., p. 62. Cf. Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 417. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 179.   4 Hom. Gr., p. 49. 
 3 New Crat., p. 617 f.   5 Phonet., p. 455. 
 6 Prol., p. 164 f. Farrar (Gk. Synt., p. 45) refers to Protagoras as the one  
who first distinguished the moods. 
 7 Giles, Man., p. 459.   8 Prol., p. 164, 
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syntax, but the history of the mode-forms is in harmony with  
this position. As with the cases so with the moods: each mood  
has fared differently in its development and long history. Not  
only does each mood perform more functions than one, but  
the same function may sometimes be expressed by several1 
moods. The names themselves do not cover the whole ground  
of each mood. The indicative is not the only mood that indi- 
cates, though it does it more clearly than the others and it is  
used in questions also. The subjunctive not merely subjoins, but  
is used in independent sentences also. The optative is not merely  
a wish, but was once really a sort of past subjunctive. The im- 
perative has the best name of any, though we have to explain  
some forms as "permissive" imperatives, and the indicative and  
subjunctive, not to say injunctive, invade the territory of the im- 
perative."  It is probable, but not demonstrable, that the indica- 
tive was the original verb-form, from which the, others were  
evolved by morphological changes" (Thompson, Syntax of Attic  
Greek, p. 494). The origin of the mode-signs cannot yet be ex- 
plained. 
 (c) THE INDICATIVE (o[ristikh> e@gklisij). There is indeed little  
to say as to the form of the indicative since it has no mode-sign.  
It is the mode that is used in all the Indo-Germanic languages  
unless there is a special reason to use one of the others. In fact  
it is the normal mode in speech. It is probably the earliest  
and the one from which the others are derived. Per contra it  
may be argued that emotion precedes passionless intellection.  
The indicative continues always to be the most frequent and per- 
sists when others, like the injunctive and optative, die. It is the  
only mode that uses all the tenses in Sanskrit and Greek. In the  
Sanskrit, for instance, the future is found only in the indicative (as  
in Greek save in the optative in indirect discourse to represent  
a future indicative of the direct) and the perfect appears only in  
the indicative and participle, barring many examples of the other  
modes in the early Sanskrit (Vedas). In the Sanskrit the modes are  
commonest with the aorist and the present.2 And in Greek the  
imperfect and past perfect never got beyond the indicative. The  
future barely did so, never in the subjunctive till the Byzantine  
period. The perfect subjunctive and optative, not to say impera- 
tive, were always a rarity outside of the periphrastic forms and 
 
 1 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 62. Cf. Kohlmann, Uber die Modi des griech. and  
des lat. Verbums (1883). 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 201. 
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in the koinh< have practically vanished.1  Thus we can clearly see  
the gradual growth of the modes. In modern English we have  
almost dropped the subjunctive and use instead the indicative.  
In the modern Greek the indicative survives with as much vigor  
as ever. The N. T. peculiarities of the indicative can best be  
treated under Syntax. It may be here remarked, however, that  
besides the regular indicative forms a periphrastic conjugation  
for all the tenses of the indicative appears in the N. T. The  
present is thus found as e]sti>n prosanaplhrou?sa (2 Cor. 9:12), the  
perfect as e]sti>n pepragme<non (Ac. 26:26), the imperfect as h#n dida<- 
skwn (Lu. 5:17), the past perfect as h#san proewrako<tej (Ac. 21:29),  
even the aorist as h#n blhqei<j (Lu. 23:19), the future as e@sesqe la- 
lou?ntej (1 Cor. 14:9), the future perfect as e@somai pepoiqw<j (Heb.  
2:13). This widening of the range of the periphrastic conjuga- 
tion is seen also in the LXX. Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 195. 
 (d) THE SUBJUNCTIVE (u[potaktikh<). The function of the sub- 
junctive as of the other modes will be discussed under Syntax.  
Changes come in function as in form. Each form originally had  
one function which varied with the course of time. But the bond  
between form and function is always to be noted.2  The German  
grammarians (Blass, Hirt, Brugmann, etc.) call this the conjunc- 
tive mode.  Neither conjunctive nor subjunctive is wholly good,  
for the indicative and the optative both fall often under that  
technical category.3 It is in the Greek that mode-building reaches  
its perfection as in no other tongue.4 But even in the Greek sub- 
junctive we practically deal only with the aorist and present  
tenses, and in the Sanskrit the subjunctive rapidly dies out save  
in the first person as an imperative.5  In Homer i@men is indicative6  
and i@omen is subjunctive so that non-thematic stems make the  
subjunctive with the thematic vowel o/e.  Thematic stems made  
the subjunctive with a lengthened form of it w/h.  Cf. in the Ionic,  
Lesbian, Cretan inscriptions7 forms like a]mei<yetai.  The same thing  
appears in Homer also in the transition period.8  Jannaris9 in- 
deed calls the aorist subjunctive a future subjunctive because he 
 
 1 See discussion bet. Profs. Harry and Sonnenschein in Cl. Rev., 1905-6.  
Cf. also La Roche, Beitr. zur griech. Gr., 1893; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 197. 
 2 For contrary view see Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. I.  
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 45 f. 
 4 Bd. II, p. 40.   5 Giles, Man., p. 458 f. 
 6 Ib., p. 459. In the Boeotian dial. the subj. does not appear in simple  
sentences (Claflin, Synt. of Bmotian, etc., p. 73) 
 7 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 456 f. 
 8 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 49.   9 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 179.  
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conceives of the aorist as essentially past, a mistaken idea. The  
subjunctive does occur more freely in Homer than in the later  
Greek, partly perhaps because of the fact that the line of dis- 
tinction between it and the indicative (especially the aorist sub- 
junctive and the future indicative) had not been sharply drawn.1 
Add to this the fact that poih<s^ and poih<sei came to be pronounced 
exactly alike and one can see how the confusion would come again.  
Cf. i!na dw<sei (dw<s^) in the N. T. MSS.2  On the short vocal ending  
of the subjunctive and its connection with the indicative one may  
recall e@domai, pi<omai, fa<gomai, in the N. T., futures which have a  
strange likeness to the Homeric subjunctive i@omen. They are really  
subjunctives in origin. It is still a mooted question whether the  
future indicative is always derived from the aorist subjunctive  
or in part corresponds to the Sanskrit sya.3 The only aorist  
subjunctives that call for special comment in the N. T. are the  
forms gnoi? and doi?, for which see this chapter, iv, (d), 1.4  There are  
parallels in the papyri as is there shown. The form o@yhsqe in Lu.  
13:28 (supported by AL, etc., against o@yesqe, BD) is probably a  
late aorist form like e@dwsa (dw<s^) rather than the Byzantine future  
subjunctive.5 As already pointed out, the examples in N. T. MSS.  
of the Byzantine future subjunctive are probably due to the  
blending of o with w, ei with ^, e with h, etc.  N. T. MSS., for in- 
stance, show examples of a]rkesqhsw<meqa (1 Tim. 6:8), gnw<swntai  
(Ac. 21:24), genh<shsqe (Jo. 15:8), dw<swsin (Lu. 20:10; Rev. 4:  
9), eu[rh<swsin (Rev. 9:6), zh<shtai (Mk. 5:23), h!cwsin (Rev. 3:9), 
kauqh<swmai (1 Cor. 13:3), kerdhqh<swntai (1 Pet. 3:1) , pore<swmai 
(Ro. 15:24), swqh<shtai (Ro. 11:26), etc. It is to be admitted,  
however, that the Byzantine future subjunctive was in use at the  
age of our oldest Greek N. T. MSS. Cf. Winer-Schmiedel, p. 107.  
Hort dismisses them all (Appendix, "Notes on Orthography,"  
p. 172). The present subjunctive didoi?, is parallel to doi?.  No ex- 
 
 1 Sterrett, Hom. II., Dial. of Homer, p. 27 (1907). Cf. Moulton, The Suffix  
of the Subj. (Am. Jour. of Philol., 10, 185 f.); La Roche, Die conj. and opt.  
Formen des Perfects (Beitr. I, pp. 161 ff.). 
 2 Cf. already in the Attic inscr. the spelling of the subj. in –ei. Meisterh.,  
Att. Inscr., p. 166. For this phenomenon in the pap. see Mayser, Gr. d.  
griech. Pap., p. 324. 
 3 Cf. Henry, Comp. Gr. of Gk. and Lat., Elliott's transi., 1890, p. 115 f. and  
note; Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 459. 
 4 Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 37, and 1904, p. 111, for subjs. a]podoi?, 
e]pignoi? in the pap. 
 5 Cf. a]rchsqe in Lu. 13:25, but a@rcesqe (BEG, etc.) and a@rchsqe (xAD, etc.)  
in verse 26. 
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ample of the periphrastic present subjunctive appears in the  
N. T. In Gal. 4 :17 (i!na zhlou?te) the contraction of oh is like that of  
the indicative oe,1 unless indeed, as is more probable, we have here  
(cf. also 1 Cor. 4:6, fusiou?sqe) the present indicative used with is  
as in 1 Jo. 5:20 (ginw<skomen).  In Gal. 6:12 ACFGKLP read i!na mh> 
diw<kontai. Cf. Ro. 14:19. Cf. Homer. The perfect subjunctive  
does not exist in the N. T. save in the second perfect ei]dw? (i!na 
ei]dw?men, 1 Cor. 2:12) and the periphrastic form as ^# pepoihkw<j (Jas. 
5:15. Cf. pepoiqo<tej w#men, 2 Cor. 1:9) and usually in the passive  
as #̂ peplhrwme<nh (Jo. 16:24). In Lu. 19:40 Rec. with most MSS. 
read kekra<contai (LXX). In the papyri h#n sometimes is subjunctive  
=h#i. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 38, 1904, p. 108; Prolegom- 
ena, pp. 49, 468. He cites o!sa e]a>n h#n in Gen. 6:17E. But the  
modern Greek constantly uses e]a<n with the indicative, and we find  
it in the N. T. and papyri (Deissmann, Bible Studies, pp. 203 ff.).  
Some of the papyri examples may be merely the indicative with  
e]a<n, but others undoubtedly give the irrational n. In the LXX the  
subjunctive shows signs of shrinkage before the indicative with 
e]a<n, o!tan, i!na  (Thackeray, Gr., p. 194). 
 (e) THE OPTATIVE (eu]ktikh<).  Like the subjunctive the opta- 
tive is poorly named, as it is much more than the wishing mood.  
As Giles2 remarks, difference of formation is more easily discerned  
in these two moods than difference of meaning. In the Sanskrit  
the subjunctive (save in first person) gave way before the  
optative, as in Latin the optative largely (sim originally op- 
tative) disappeared before the subjunctive.3 The Greek, as  
already stated, is the only language that preserved both the  
subjunctive and the optative,4 and finally in the modern  
Greek the optative has vanished,  mh> ge<noito being merely "the  
coffin of the dead optative."5 It is doubtful if the optative was  
ever used much in conversation even in Athens (Farrar, Greek  
Syntax, p. 142), and the unlearned scribes of the late Greek blun- 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 48. But in 1 Cor. 16 : 2 we have regularly eu]o- 
dw?tai (marg. eu]odwq ?̂). Hort (Notes on Orth., pp. 167, 172) is uncertain whether  
eu]odw?tai is perf. ind. or subj. (pres. or perf.). He cites parazhlou?men (1 Cor.  
10:22) and diabebaiou?ntai (1 Tim. 1:7) as possible pres. subjs. 
 2 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 458. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 337, for list  
of works on optative. 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 202. Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 503 f. 
 4 Giles, ib., p. 459. On the blending of subj. and opt. in Ital., Germ. and  
Balto-Slav. tongues see Brug., Kurze vergl. Gr., 2. Tl., p. 585. Cf. the Byz.  
Gk. mingling of subj. and ind. in Hatz., Einl., p. 216 f. 
 5 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 84. 
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dered greatly when they did use it (Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p.  
204). Moulton (Prol., p. 240) agrees with Thumb that the opta- 
tive was doomed from the very birth of the koinh< and its disappear- 
ance was not due to itacism between oi, and ^, which was late.  
Clyde,1  however, suggests that the blending of sound between oi   
and ^ had much to do with the disappearance of the optative.  
But apart from this fact the distinction was never absolutely  
rigid, for in Homer both moods are used in much the same way.2  
And even in the N. T., as in Homer and occasionally later, we  
find an instance of the optative after a present indicative, ou] pau<o- 
mai eu]xaristw?n i!na d&<h (Eph. 1:17, text of W. H., subj. dw<̂  or d&?  
in marg., question of editing). Jannaris3 calls the Greek optative  
the subjunctive of the past or the secondary subjunctive (cf. Latin).  
Like the indicative (and originally the subjunctive) the non-the- 
matic and thematic stems have a different history. The non-the- 
matic stems use ih (ie) and the thematic oi (composed of o and i).  
The s aorist has a+i besides the form in —eia. This two-fold  
affix for the optative goes back to the earlier Indo-Germanic  
tongues4 (Sanskrit ya and i).  The optative was never common in  
the language of the people, as is shown by its rarity in the Attic  
inscriptions.5 The Boeotian dialect inscriptions show no optative  
in simple sentences, and Dr. Edith Claflin reports only two ex- 
amples in subordinate clauses.6 The optative is rare also in the  
inscriptions of Pergamum.7 The same thing is true of the pa- 
pyri.8 In the N. T. the future optative no longer appears, nor does  
the perfect. The classic idiom usually had the perfect subjunctive  
and optative in the periphrastic forms.9  Examples of the peri- 
phrastic perfect optative survive in the papyri,10 but not in the  
N. T. There are only sixty-seven examples of the optative in the  
N. T. Luke has twenty-eight and Paul thirty-one (not including  
Eph. 1:17), whereas John, Matthew and James do not use it at all.  
Mark and Hebrews show it only once each, Jude twice and Peter  
four times. The non-thematic aorist appears in the N. T. some- 
times, as d&<h (perhaps by analogy). So W. H. read without reser- 
vation in 2 Th. 3:16; Ro. 15:5; 2 Tim. 1:16, 18. This is the 
 
 1 Gr. S., p. 85. 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 219. 3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 179. 
 4 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet.,p. 461. Cf. K.-BI., Bd. II, p.40 f.; Brug., Gk.  
Gr., pp. 337 ff.      5 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 166. 
 6 Synt. of Bceot. Dial. Inscr., pp. 77, 81. 
 7 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 191. 
 8 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 326.  9 K.-B1., Bd. II, p. 99. 
 10 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 327. 
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preferred text in Eph. 1:17; 2 Tim. 2:25, but in Jo. 15:16; Eph.  
3:16, W. H. read d&? (subjunctive).  In Eph. 1:17 the margin has  
dw<̂  (subjunctive) also.1  The inscriptions2 and the papyri3 show  
the same form (--&<hn instead of —oi<hn). In Eph. 1:17 Moulton4  
considers dw<̂  (subjunctive) absolutely necessary in spite of the  
evidence, for d&h (optative).  But see above. The aorist optative 
in —ai is the usual form, as kateuqu<nai (1 Th. 3:11), pleona<sai kai>  
perisseu<sai (1 Th. 3:12), katarti<sai (Heb. 13:21), etc., not the  
AEolic-Attic —eie.  So also poih<saien (Lu. 6:11), but yhlafh<seian 
(Ac. 17:27) according to the best MSS. (B, etc.).5  Blass6 com- 
ments on the fact that only one example of the present optative  
appears in the simple sentence, viz. ei@h (Ac. 8:20), but more  
occur in dependent clauses, as pa<sxoite (1 Pet. 3:14). The opta- 
tive is rare in the LXX save for wishes. Thackeray, Gr., p. 193. 
 (f) THE IMPERATIVE (prostaktikh<).  The imperative is a later 
development, in language and is in a sense a makeshift like the  
passive voice. It has no mode-sign (cf. indicative) and uses only  
personal suffixes.7  These suffixes have a varied and interesting  
history. 
 1. The Non-Thematic Stem. An early imperative was just  
the non-thematic present stem.8 In the imperative the aorist is  
a later growth, as will be shown directly. Forms like i!sth, dei<knu 
are pertinent. 
 2. The Thematic Stem. Cf. a@ge, le<ge.  This is merely an in- 
terjection (cf. vocative lo<ge).9  This is the root pure and simple  
with the thematic vowel which is here regarded as part of the 
stem as in the vocative lo<ge.  The accent ei]pe<, e]lqe<, eu[re<, i]de<, labe< 
was probably the accent of all such primitive imperatives at the  
beginning of a sentence.10 We use exclamations as verbs or nouns.11 
 
 1 Hort, Intr. to N. T. Gk., p. 168. Cf. LXX. 
 2 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 191. 
 3 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 326 f.; Cronert, Mem. Gr. Hercul., p. 215 f.;  
Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 111 f. Doi? also appears in pap. as opt. as well as  
subj. 
 4 Prol., p. 55. Cf. Blass' hesitation, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 49 f. 
 5 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 114. In the LXX the form in —eie is very rare. Cf. Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 68 f. The LXX has also —oisan, --aisan 3d plu. Cf.  
Thack., Gr., p. 215. Opt. is common in 4 Macc. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p 220.  8 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 464. 
 7 K.-B1., Bd. II, p. 41.   9 Ib., p. 269. 
 10 Ib., p. 464. Cf. Brug., Grundr., II, § 958; Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet.,  
p. 359. It is coming more and more to be the custom to regard the thematic  
vowel as part of the root. Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 415. 
 11 Moulton, Prol., p. 171 f. 
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In Jas. 4:13 we have a@ge nu?n oi[ le<gontej, an example that will il- 
lustrate the origin of a@ge.  Note the common interjectional use  
of i@de (so N. T.).  Cf. also accent of la<be.  The adverb deu?ro (Jo.  
11:43,  La<zare deu?ro e@cw) has a plural like the imperative in —te 
(Mt. 11:28, deu?te pro<j me pa<ntej oi[ kopiw?ntej). 
 3. The Suffix –qi.  The non-thematic stems also used the suf- 
fix –qi (cf. Sanskrit dhi, possibly an adverb; cf. "you there!"). So  
gnw?qi for second aorist active, i@sqi for present active, fa<nhqi, lu<- 
qhti for second and first aorist passive.1  In the N. T. sometimes  
this –qi is dropped and the mere root used as in a]na<ba (Rev. 4:  
1),  meta<ba (Mt. 17:20), a]na>sta (Eph. 5:14; Ac. 12:7) according  
to the best MSS.2  The plural a]na<bate (Rev. 11:12) instead of  
a]na<bhte is to be noted also. The LXX MSS. exhibit these short  
forms (a]na<sta, a]po<sta, but not a]na<ba) also. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d.  
Sept., p. 70; Con. and Stock, Sel. from LXX, p. 46. See e@mba,  
kata<ba, etc., in Attic drama. But a]na<sthqi (Ac. 8:26), e]pi<sthqi  
2 Tim. 4:2), meta<bhqi (Jo. 7:3), kata<bhqi (Lu. 19:5), prosana<bhqi  
(Lu. 14:10) occur as usual. In the papyri –qi has practically  
disappeared save in i@sqi.3 
 4. The Suffix –tw.  It is probably the ablative of the demon- 
strative pronoun (Sanskrit tad). It is used with non-thematic  
(e@stw) and thematic stems (lege<-tw). The Latin4 uses this form for  
the second person also (agito). In the case of e@stw (Jas. 1:19)  
the N. T. has also h@tw (Jas. 5:12).5  The form kataba<tw (Mt. 24:  
17) has the unlengthened stem, but e]lqa<tw is like the first aorist  
e]pistreya<tw.  The N. T. like the koinh< generally6 has the plural only  
in twsan which is made by the addition of san to tw.  Cf. e@stwsan   
(Lu. 12:35). The middle sqw (of uncertain origin)7 likewise has  
the plural in the N. T. in sqwsan.  So proseuca<sqwsan (Jas. 5:14).  
This is true of the plural of both present and aorist as in papyri  
and inscriptions. So the LXX cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 69 f. 
 5. The Old Injunctive Mood. It is responsible for more of the  
imperative forms than any other single source. "The injunctive 
 
 1 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 341.  2 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 168. 
 3 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 327. 
 4 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 466. Cf. Brug., Gk. Gr., p. 341. 
 5 So pap. and late inscr., Moulton, Prol., p. 56. 
 6 Cf. for pap. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 327. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr.,  
p. 343. It is after iii/B.C. that –twsan completely supplants —ntwn. Cf.  
Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 167. Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 149. Schweizer,  
Perg. Inschr., p. 167. 
 7 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 343 (he cfs. e[pe<sqw with e[pe<sqai); Hirt, Handb. etc., p.  
430. Giles (Comp. Philol., p. 467 f.) gets it from tw by analogy of te and sqe. 
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was simply an imperfect or aorist indicative without the aug- 
ment."1  So labou? corresponds to e]-la<beso, la<besqe was e]-la<besqe, 
lh<fqhte was e]-lh<fqhte, la<bete was e]-la<bete.2  So sxe<j (e@-sxej) may  
be compared with e@-luej (qi<gej with e@qigej), but do<j, e!j, qe<j Brug- 
mann considers of uncertain origin, possibly subjunctive.3 Forms  
like lue<te may be injunctive (e]-lu<ete)4 or merely the indicative.5   
Note the difficulty of deciding on imperative and indicative in  
forms like e]rauna?te (Jo. 5:39), pisteu<ete (Jo. 14:1) i@ste (Jas. 1:  
19). But in these cases, except Jo. 5:39, we probably have the  
imperative. In the case of i@ste the N. T. indicative would be  
oi@date.6  In the N. T. ka<qou (Jas. 2:3) is the shorter form of  
ka<qhso, though not by phonetic processes. The injunctive survives  
to some extent in the Sanskrit and borders on the subjunctive  
and the imperative and was specially common in prohibitions.7   
It consists of the bare stem with the personal endings. 
 6. Forms in –sai.   These, like ba<ptisai (Ac. 22:16), are prob- 
ably just the infinitive sigmatic aorist.8  Cf. dei?cai. Cf. also Latin  
legimini with the Homeric infinitive lege<menai.9  The infinitive is  
common in the Greek inscriptions in the sense of an imperative.10  
In the N. T. as in the papyri this use is not infrequent. So  
xai<rein (Jas. 1:1), stoixei?n (Ph. 3:16), mh> sunanami<gnusqai (2 Th.  
3:14). In modern Greek instead of the imperative in —sai the  
form lu<sou occurs with the sense of lu<qhti.11 
 7. The Form in —son (lu?son).  It is difficult of explanation. It  
may be injunctive or a verbal substantive.12 The N. T. has ei]pon   
(Mt. 4:3) rather than ei]pe< (Mt. 8:8) in about half the instances  
in W. H.13  This is merely in keeping with the common koinh< cus- 
tom of using first aorist endings with second aorist stems. The  
form ei]po<n is traced to the Syracusan dialect.14 
 8. First Person. The Sanskrit used the first person subjunctive  
as imperative of the first person. Cf. English "charge we the foe."  
The Greek continued this idiom. But already in the N. T. the  
use of the imperative a@fej (Cf. modern Greek as and third person  
subjunctive) is creeping in as a sort of particle with the subjunc- 
tive. So a@fej, e]kba<lw (Mt. 7:4). Cf. English "let" with infini- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 165. 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 332. 3 Ib.     4 Ib.  
 5 Hirt, Handb., p. 429 f. 6 W.-Sch.,p. 119.  7 Moulton, Prol., p.165. 
 8 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 372. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 345. 
 9 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 468; Hirt, Handb., p. 430; Wright, Comp. Gk.  
Gr., p. 334.    10 Moulton, Prol., p. 179 f. 
 11 V. and D., Handb., p. 81. Cf. Dieterich, Unters., p. 205. 
 12 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 345; Hirt, Handb., p. 427. 
 13 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 164.  14 K.-B1., Bd. II, p. 45. 
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tive. Cf. An deu?te a]poktei<nwmen in Mt. 21:38.  Besides a@ge, deu?te we 
may have o!ra with the subjunctive (Mt. 8:4), ble<pete with future  
indicative (Heb. 3:12). 
 9. Prohibitions. Here the aorist subjunctive with mh< held its  
own against the aorist imperative quite successfully. In the  
Sanskrit Veda the negative ma is never found with the impera- 
tive, but only with the subjunctive.1 Later the Sanskrit uses the  
present imperative with ma, but not the aorist. This piece of  
history in the Greek2 is interesting as showing how the impera- 
tive is later than the other modes and how the aorist imperative  
never won its full way into prohibitions. However, in the N. T.  
as in the inscriptions and papyri, we occasionally find the aorist 
imperative with mh< in 3d person. So mh> kataba<tw (Mt. 24:17). 
 10. Perfect Imperative. In the Sanskrit the imperative is  
nearly confined to the present tense. The perfect imperative is  
very rare in the N. T. (only the two verbs cited) as in all Greek.  
We find e@rrwsqe (Ac. 15:29; in 23:30 W. H. reject e@rrwso) and  
peri<mwso (Mk. 4:39). The perfect imperative also occurs in the  
periphrastic form as e@stwsan periezwme<nai, (Lu. 12:35). 
 11. Periphrastic Presents. Other periphrastic forms of the im- 
perative are i@sqi eu]now?n (Mt. 5:25), i@sqi e@xwn (Lu. 19:17), mh> gi<nesqe 
e[terozugou?ntej (2 Cor. 6:14) and even i@ste ginw<skontej (Eph. 5:5). 
 12. Circumlocutions. But even so other devices (see Syntax)  
are used instead of the imperative, as the future indicative (a]ga- 
ph<seij, Mt. 5:43);  i!na and the subjunctive (Eph. 5:33); a ques- 
tion of impatience like ou] pau<s^ diastre<fwn (Ac. 13:10), etc. 
 VI. The Voices (diaqe<seij). 
 (a) TRANSITIVE AND INTRANSITIVE. The point is that "tran- 
sitive" is not synonymous with "active." Transitive verbs may  
belong to any voice, and intransitive verbs to any voice. Take  
e]di<daca, e]didaca<mhn, e]dida<xqhn, which may be transitive in each voice.  
On the other hand ei]mi< gi<nomai, e]lu<qhn, are intransitive. The same  
verb may be transitive or intransitive in the same voice, as a@gw.  
A verb may be transitive in Greek while intransitive in English,  
as with katagela<w and vice versa.  This matter properly belongs  
to syntax, but it seems necessary to clear it up at once before we  
proceed to discuss voice. Per se the question of transitiveness  
belongs to the idea of the verb itself, not to that of voice. We 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Cr., p. 240. 
 2 Ib.; cf. also Delbruck, Synt. Forsch., IV, p. 120. Hence Delbruck argues  
that the aorist imper. did not come into use until after the pres. imper. The  
imper. was originally only positive, not negative. 
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actually find Green1 making four voices, putting a neuter (ou]de<- 
teron) voice (using active and middle endings) on a par with the 
others! The Stoic. grammarians2 did speak of a neuter voice as 
neither active (kathgo<rhma o]rqo<n) nor passive (u!ption), meaning the 
middle (me<sh).  Jannaris3 confounds transitiveness with voice, 
though he properly says (p. 356) that "the active voice is usually 
transitive," i.e. verbs in the active voice, not the voice itself. 
Even Whitney4 speaks of the antithesis between transitive and 
reflexive action being effaced in Sanskrit. Was that antithesis 
ever present? Farrar5 speaks of verbs with an "active meaning, 
but only a passive or middle form," where by "active" he means 
transitive. Even the active uses verbs which are either transi- 
give (a]llopaqh<j) or intransitive (au]topaqh<j). So may the other 
voices. If we clearly grasp this point, we shall have less difficulty 
with voice which does not deal primarily with the transitive idea. 
That belongs rather to the verb itself apart from voice.6 On 
transitive and intransitive verbs in modern Greek see Thumb, 
Handb., p. 112. 
 (b) THE NAMES OF THE VOICES. They are by no means good. 
The active (e]nergetikh<) is not distinctive, since the other voices ex- 
press action also. This voice represents the subject as merely act- 
ing. The Hindu grammarians called the active parasmai padam 
(‘a word for another,') and the middle (me<sh) atmane padam (‘a 
word for one's self’).7  There is very little point in the term mid- 
dle since it does not come in between the active and the passive. 
Indeed reflexive is a better designation of the middle voice if 
direct reflexive is not meant. That is rare. The middle voice 
stresses the interest of the agent. Cf. Moulton, Prolegomena,  
p. 155 f. In truth we have no good name for this voice. Passive 
(paqhtikh<) is the best term of all, for here the subject does experi- 
ence the action even when the passive verb is transitive, as in 
e]dida<xqhn. But this point encroaches upon syntax. 
 
 1 Handb. to the Gk. of N. T., p. 55. 
 2 Cf. Dion. Thr., p. 886. Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 40. 
 3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 179. 
 4 Sans. Gr., p. 200. 
 5 Gk. Synt., p. 41. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 467 f. 
 6 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 476: "The distinction between the transitive and  
intransitive meanings of the active voice depends upon the nature of the root  
in each case." 
 7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 200. Cf. also Brug., Kurze vergl. Gr., II, p. 492.  
See also Clark, Comp. Gr., p. 182, for the meaningless term "middle." It is  
as active as the "active" voice. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 119. 
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 (c) THE RELATIVE AGE OF THE VOICES. It is a matter of doubt 
as between the active and middle. The passive is known to be a  
later development. The Sanskrit passive is the ya class.1  In  
Homer the passive has not reached its full development. The pas- 
sive future occurs there only twice. The aorist middle is often used  
in passive sense (blh?to, for instance).2 That is to say, in Homer  
the passive uses all the tenses of the middle with no distinct forms  
save sometimes in the aorist. In later Greek the future middle (as  
timh<somai) continued to be used occasionally in the passive sense.  
The aorist passive in fact used the active endings and the future  
passive the middle, the passive contributing a special addition in  
each case (h, qh, hs, qhs). Some languages never developed a  
passive (Coptic and Lithuanian, for instance), and in modern  
English we can only form the passive by means of auxiliary verbs.  
Each language makes the passive in its own way. In Latin no  
distinction in form exists between the middle and the passive,  
though the middle exists as in potior, utor, plangor, etc. Giles3  
thinks that the causative middle (like dida<skomai, 'get taught') is  
the explanation of the origin of the Greek passive. Cf. ba<ptisai  
(Ac. 22:16). It is all speculation as between the active and mid- 
dle. An old theory makes the middle a mere doubling of the active  
(as ma-mi=mai).4  Another view is that the middle is the original  
and the active a shortening due to less stress in accent, or rather  
(as in ti<qemai and ti<qhmi) the middle puts the stress on the reflexive  
ending while the active puts it on the stem.5  But Brugmann6   
considers the whole question about the relation between the per- 
sonal suffixes uncertain. Of one thing we may be sure, and that  
is that both the active and the middle are very old and long  
antedate the passive. 
 (d) THE SO-CALLED "DEPONENT " VERBS. These call for a 
word (cf. ch. XVII, (k)) at the risk of trespassing on syntax.  
Moulton7 is certainly right in saying that the term should be ap- 
plied to all three voices if to any. The truth is that it should not  
be used at all. As in the Sanskrit8 so in the Greek some verbs  
were used in both active and middle in all tenses (like lu<w); some  
verbs in some tenses in one and some in the other (like bai<nw, 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 275; Thumb, Handbuch d. Skt., pp. 394ff. 
 2 Sterrett, Hom. Il., Dial. of Hom., p. 27.  4 Clyde, Gk. Syn., p. 55. 
 3 Comp. Philol., p. 477.    5 Moulton, Prol., p. 152. 
 6 Griech. Gr., p. 346. Cf. Kurze vergl. Gr., II, p. 599. Cf. Giles, Comp.  
Philol., p. 419. 
 7 Prol., p. 153,    8 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 200. 
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bh<somai); some on one voice only (like kei?mai). As concerns voice 
these verbs were defective rather than deponent.1 Note also the  
common use of the second perfect active with middle verbs (i<nomai 
ge<gona).2  A number of verbs sometimes have the future in the  
active in the N. T. which usually had it in the middle in the older  
Greek. These are: a]kou<sw (Jo. 5:25, 28, etc., but a]kou<somai, Ac.  
17:32), a[marth<sw (Mt. 18:21), a]panth<sw (Mk. 14:13), a[rpa<sw  
(Jo. 10:28), ble<yw (Ac. 28:26), gela<sw (Lu. 6:21), diw<cw (Mt.  
23:34), zh<sw (Jo. 5:25), e]piorkh<sw (Mt. 5:33, LXX), klau<sw (Lu.  
6:25), kra<cw (Lu. 19:40), pai<cw (Mk. 10:34), r[eu<sw (Jo. 7:38),  
siwph<sw (Lu. 19:40), spouda<sw (2 Pet. 1:15), sunanth<sw (Lu. 22:  
10). But still note a]poqanou?mai, e@somai, zh<somai, qauma<somai, lh<myo- 
mai, o@yomai, pesou?mai, pi<omai, te<comai, fa<gomai, feu<comai, etc. Cf. 
Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 42 f.; Winer-Schmiedel, p. 107; Moul- 
ton, Prol., p. 155. See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 89 f.; Thackeray,  
pp. 231 ff., for illustrations in the LXX. The term "deponent"  
arose from the idea that these verbs had dropped the active  
voice. Verbs do vary in the use of the voices in different stages 
of the language.  
 (e) THE PASSIVE SUPPLANTING THE MIDDLE. In Latin the 
middle and passive have completely blended and the grammars  
speak no more of the Latin middle. Greek indeed is the only  
European speech which retains the original middle form and  
usage.3 In fact, when we consider other tongues, it is not strange  
that the passive made inroads on the middle, but rather that  
there was any distinction preserved at all.4 In most modern lan- 
guages the middle is represented only by the use of the reflexive  
pronoun. The Greek itself constantly uses the active with re- 
flexive pronoun and even the middle. Jannaris5 has an interest- 
ing sketch of the history of the aorist and future middle and  
passive forms, the only forms where the two voices differ. As  
already remarked, the old Greek as in Homer6 did not distinguish  
sharply between these forms. In Homer the middle is much  
more common than in later Greek,7 for the passive has no distinct  
form in the future and not always in the aorist. In the modern  
Greek the middle has no distinctive form save lu<sou (cf. lu?sai) 
 
 1 Brug., Furze vergl. Gr., p. 598; Moulton, Prol., p. 153. 
 2 Hirt, Handb., p. 334; Moulton, Prol., p. 154. 
 3 Delbrtick, Synt. Forsch., Bd. IV, p. 69. 
 4 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 55.  5 Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 362 ff. 
 6 Sterrett, Horn. II., Hom. Dial., p. 27. 
 7 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 7. 
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and this is used as passive imperative second singular.1  Else- 
where in the aorist and future the passive forms have driven out  
the middle. These passive forms are, however, used sometimes  
in the middle sense, as was true of a]pekri<qh, for instance, in the  
N. T. The passive forms maintain the field in modern Greek and  
appropriate the meaning of the middle. We see this tendency at  
work in the N. T. and the koinh< generally. Since the passive used  
the middle forms in all the other tenses, it was natural that in  
these two there should come uniformity also.2 The result of this  
struggle between the middle and passive in the aorist and future  
was an increasing number of passive forms without the distinc- 
tive passive idea.3  So in Mt. 10:26 (mh> fobhqh?te au]tou<j) the pas- 
sive is used substantially as a middle. Cf. the continued use of  
timh<somai as future passive in the earlier Greek as a tendency the  
other way. The history of this matter thus makes intelligible  
what would be otherwise a veritable puzzle in language. Here is  
a list of the chief passive aorists in the N. T. without the passive  
idea, the so-called "deponent" passives: a]pekri<qhn (Mt. 25:9 and  
often, as John, Luke chiefly having Attic a]pekri<nato also, Ac.  
3:12), diekri<qhn (Ro. 4:20), sunupekri<qhn (Gal. 2:13), a]pelogh<qhn (Lu.  
21:14, but see 12:11), h]gallia<qhn (Jo. 5:35), e]genh<qhn (Mt. 6:10,  
but also e]geno<mhn often, as Ac. 20:18); cf. ge<gona and gege<nhmai,  
e]deh<qhn (Lu. 5:12); h]ge<rqhn (Lu. 24:34), h]duna<sqhn (Mk. 7:24,  
as New Ionic and LXX) and h]dunh<qhn (Mt. 17:16), diele<xqhn (Mk. 
9:34), e]qauma<sqhn (Rev. 13:3, but passive sense in 2 Th. 1:10), 
e]qambh<qhn (Mk. 1:27), e]nqumhqei<j (Mt. 1:20), metemelh<qhn (Mt. 21:  
32), e]fobh<qhn (Mt. 21:46), eu]labhqei<j (Heb. 11:7), etc. For the  
LXX usage see Thackeray, p. 238. The future passives without  
certain passive sense are illustrated by the following: a]nakliqh<so- 
mai (Mt. 8:11), a]pokriqh<somai (Mt. 25:37), e]panapah<setai (Lu. 
10:6), qaumasqh<somai (Rev. 17:8), koimhqh<somai (1 Cor. 15:51),  
e]ntraph<sontai (Mk. 12:6), metamelhqh<somai (Heb. 7:21), fanh<somai  
(Mt. 24:30), fobhqh<somai, (Heb. 13:6).  But we have genh<somai,  
dunh<somai, e]pimelh<somai, poreu<somai. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gr., p. 
44 f.; Winer-Schmiedel, p. 108. For the rapid development of this  
tendency in later Greek see Hatzidakis, Einl., p. 192 f. See Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 97-100, and Thackeray, p. 240 f., for simi- 
lar phenomena in the LXX. These so-called deponents appear  
in modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 113). Cf. ch. XVII, iv, (e) . 
 
 1 Thumb, Handb., p. 111. So mod. Gk. has only two voices; V. and D.,  
Handb., to Mod. Gk., p. 81.   2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 362. 
 3 Ib. koinh< exx. are numerous, like [̂de<sqhn, e]nequmh<qhn, e]poreu<qhn, e]fobh<qhn, 
etc. 
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 (f) THE PERSONAL ENDINGS. They are probably pronominal,1  
though Brugmann2 does not consider the matter as clear in all 
respects. One point to note is the heavy burden that is placed 
upon these endings. They have to express voice, person and num- 
ber, everything in truth that has to do with the subject. Mode 
and tense are indicated otherwise. There was a constant ten- 
dency to slough off these personal endings and get back to the 
mode and tense-stems. Hence di<dwmi becomes di<dw (papyri) in 
late Greek.  Le<gw was originally le<gomi.3 
 (g) CROSS-DIVISIONS. These personal endings have two 
cross-divisions. The active and middle have a separate list, the 
passive having none of its own. Then there is another cleavage 
on the line of primary and secondary tenses in the indicative, i.e. 
the unaugmented and the augmented tenses. The subjunctive 
mode falls in with the primary endings and the optative uses the 
secondary endings. But the first person active singular of the 
optative has one primary ending (as lu<oimi).4  But may it not be  
a reminiscence of the time when there was no distinction between  
subjunctive and optative? The imperative has no regular set of  
endings, as has already been shown, and does not fall in with  
this development, but pursues a line of its own. As a matter of  
fact the imperative always refers to the future. 
 (h) THE ACTIVE ENDINGS. They have received some modifica- 
tion in the N. T. Greek. The imperative can be passed by as  
already sufficiently discussed. The disappearance of the  --mi 
forms in favour of the –w inflection has been carefully treated  
also, as a]fi<omen (Lu. 11:4). The subjunctive doi? and optative d&<h  
have likewise received discussion as well as the optative —ai and  
–eie. But some interesting points remain. 
 The use of —osan instead of –on is very common in the LXX (as  
Jer. 5:23, 26) and was once thought to be purely an Alexandrian  
peculiarity (Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 37). For the  
LXX phenomena see Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 65-67; Con. and  
Stock, Sel. from the LXX, p. 32 f. The LXX is the principal  
witness to the —osan forms (Thackeray, Gr., p. 195), where they 
 
 1 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 53.  2 Gk. Gr., p. 346. 
 3 Cf. Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 54. The same thing has happened in Eng.  
where the loss is nearly complete save 2d and 3d pers. sing. 
 4 It is not worth while here to take time to make a careful discussion of each  
of these endings. For the hist. treatment of them see Brug., Griech. Gr.,  
pp. 345 ff.; Giles, Comp. Philol., pp. 413 ff.; Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., pp.  
348 ff. 
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are exceedingly frequent (ib., pp. 212 ff.). It is not so abundant  
outside of the LXX, but the Boeotians used it for the imperfect  
and optative.1  Mayser2 has found more examples of it in the  
Tebtunis Papyri, both aorist and imperfect, than Moulton3 had  
discovered. The inscriptions also show it.4  In the N. T. the con- 
tract verb e]doliou?san (Ro. 3:13) is a quotation from the LXX.  
In Jo. 15:22, 24, the imperfect ei@xosan has to be admitted. In  
2 Th. 3:6  parela<bosan is read by xAD and W. H. put it in  
the margin. The text parela<bete is supported by BFG. This  
use of the —mi inflection may be compared with the use of tw-san  
in the imperative. In the modern Greek it is common with con- 
tract verbs (cf. LXX) like e]doliou?san above. The modern Greek  
e]rwtou?sa is a new formation (Thumb, Handb., p. 171) modelled  
after it. 
 Blass5 needlessly hesitates to accept –an in the present perfect  
instead of the usual —asi, and even Moulton6 is reluctant to ad- 
mit it for Paul and Luke, preferring to regard it "a vulgarism  
due to the occasional lapse of an early scribe." It is certainly  
not a mere Alexandrianism as Buresch7 supposed. The ending  
–anti in the Doric usually dropped n and became —asi in Attic, but  
the later Cretan inscriptions show –an after the analogy of the  
aorist.8  The Alexandrian koinh< followed the Cretan. The papyri  
examples are very numerous9 and it is in the inscriptions of Per- 
gamum10 also.  Hort (Notes on Orthography, p. 166) considers it  
"curious," but has to admit it in various cases, though there is  
always some MS. evidence for –asi.  Thackeray (Gr., pp. 195,  
212) thinks that in some instances --an with the perfect is gen- 
uine in the LXX. The earliest examples are from Lydia, parei<- 
lafan (246 B.C.) and a]pe<stalkan (193 B.C.).  Cf. Dieterich, Unters.,  
p. 235 f. The N. T. examples are a]pe<stalkan (Ac. 16:36), ge<go- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 33. Cf. Dieterich, Unters., p. 242. 
 2 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 323. 
 3 Prol., p. 52; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36, 1904, p. 110. 
 4 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 148; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p.166. See fur- 
ther Dieterich, Unters., p. 242 f. Cf. Deiss., B. S., p. 191; W.-Sch., p. 112 f. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 46.  6 Prol., p. 52. 
 7 Ge<gonan and anderes Vulgargriechisch, Rhein. Mus., 1891, pp. 193 ff. Cf.  
Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36.  8 K.-B1., Bd. II, p. 48 f. 
 9 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 323 f. "A fair show in the papyri,"  
Moulton, Prol., p. 52. 
 10 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 167. Thumb (Hellen., p. 170) rightly denies  
that it is merely Alexandrian. For LXX exx. (e[w<rakan, pe<prakan, etc.) see Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 67. 
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nan (Ro. 16:7; Rev. 21:6), e@gnwkan (Jo. 17:7), ei@rhkan (Rev. 19:  
3), ei]selh<luqan (Jas. 5:4), e[w<rakan (Lu. 9:36; Col. 2:1), pe<ptwkan  
(Rev. 18:3), teth<rhkan (Jo. 17:6). On the other hand the Western  
class of documents (xADN Syr. Sin.) read h!kasin in Mk. 8:3  
instead of ei]si<n.  But it is in the LXX (Jer. 4:16), and Moulton1   
finds h!kamen in the papyri. The form of h!kw is present, but the  
sense is perfect and the k lends itself to the perfect ending by an- 
alogy. 
 Another ending that calls for explanation is the use of –ej in- 
stead of –aj in the present perfect and the first aorist (in —ka es- 
pecially). Hort considers the MS. evidence "scanty" save in  
Revelation. The papyri give some confirmation. Moulton2 
cites a]fh?kej, e@grayej, etc., from "uneducated scribes" and thinks 
that in Revelation it is a mark of "imperfect Greek." Deiss- 
mann3 finds the phenomenon common in a "badly written private  
letter" from Fayum.  Mayser4 confirms the rarity of its occur- 
rence in the papyri. In the inscriptions Dieterich5 finds it rather  
more frequent and in widely separated sections. In Mt. 23:23  
B has a]fh<kete; in Jo. 8:57 B has e[w<rakej; in Jo. 17:7 and in  
17:8 B has e@dwkej; once more in Ac. 21:22 B gives e]lh<luqej.6  It  
will hardly be possible to call B illiterate, nor Luke, whatever 
one may think of John. D has a]peka<luyej in Mt. 11:25.7  W. H.  
accept it in Rev. 2:3 (kekopi<akej), 2:4 (a]fh?kej), 2:5 (pe<ptwkej) 
11:17 (ei@lhfej), all perfects save a]fh?kej.  It is rare in the LXX  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 215); found in A (Ex. 5:22, a]pe<stalkej) and  
in e@dwkej (Ezek. 16:21; Neh. 9:10). The modern Greek has it  
as in e@desa, --ej (Thumb, Handb., p. 152). 
 We have both h#sqa (Mt. 26:69) and is (Mt. 25:21). The form  
in –qa is vanishing (Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 166). Cf. also  
Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 321. The papyri have (acts, as  
N. T., and e@fhj.  But see –mi Verbs. 
 Much more common is the use of the first aorist endings –a,  
–aj, etc., with the second aorist stem and even with the imperfect.  
This change occurs in the indicative middle as well as active.  
This matter more technically belongs to the treatment of the 
 
 1 Prol. p. 53. Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 169. The N. T. does not follow  
illiterate pap. in putting —asi to aorist stems (Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36). 
 2 Ib.; Prol., p. 52. 
 3 B. S., p. 192.   4 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 321. 
 5 Unters. etc., p. 239. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 46, cites Apoll., Synt.,  
I, 10, p 37, as saying that ei@rhkej, e@grayej, graye<tw, etc., gave the grammarians  
trouble.   6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 46.  7 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 113. 
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aorist tense, as the -a is part of the tense-stem, but it is also con- 
veniently discussed here. The Attic already had ei#pa, e@pesa, h@negka.  
The Attic inscriptions indeed show e@sxa, eu[ra<mhn and even the  
imperfects h@lpiza, e@fera.1  This tendency towards uniformity  
spread in the koinh< somewhat extensively.2  Moulton3  finds the  
strong aorists with --a chiefly in "uneducated writing" in the  
papyri, but common in general. This process of assimilation of  
the strong with the weak aorist was not yet complete.4  Blass5  
thinks it an "intermediate" form already in the ancient Greek  
which spread in the koinh<.  Cf. the liquid form h@ggeila. But both  
the strong and the weak aorists appear in the N. T. Thackeray  
(Cr., p. 195; cf. also pp. 210 ff.) notes that the --an termination  
was finally extended to all past tenses, though in the LXX the  
imperfect forms are due to later copyists. In the modern Greek  
we note it regularly with kate<laba, h@qela, ei#xa, etc. (Thumb,  
Handb., pp. 152, 160, etc.). Hort6 has a detailed discussion of the  
matter in the N. T. This mixture of usage is shown in ei#pa and  
ei#pon. The -a form is uniform with endings in –t (ei@pate, ei]pa<tw, 
ei]pa<twsan).  Both ei]po<n and ei]pe< occur.  We have a]peipa<meqa (2 
Cor. 4:2) and proei<pamen (1 Th. 4:6). The participle is usu- 
ally –w<n, but sometimes ei@paj.  Both ei#paj and ei#pej, ei#pon and  
ei@pan meet us. We always have the h@negka inflection save in the  
infinitive and the imperative. And even here we once have a]ne- 
ne<gkai (1 Pet. 2:5) and once also prose<negkon (Mt. 8:4 BC). So 
also with e@pesa we have the weak or first aorist inflection in the  
indicative and imperative plural pe<sate (Lu. 23:30; Rev. 6:16).  
But in these two examples Hort7 (against W. 1-1.) favours pe<sete  
on MS. grounds (xABD, xBC). In Lu. 14:10; 17:7 a]na<pese is  
correct. The other forms that are accepted by W. H. are e@balan 
 
 1 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 183 f. 
 2 Dieterich, Unters., p. 237 f. For the inscr. see Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., 
p. 181 f.; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 166 f. 
 3 Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36. Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 368 f. 
 4 Ib. Cf. Deiss., B. S:, p. 190 f. 2 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 45. The LXX is in harmony with this tendency also. 
Is it Cilician according to Heraclides? W.-Sch., p. 111 note. Cf. in Hom. 
forms like h@conto, e]bh<seto, where the sec. aorist endings go with the first aorist 
stern (Sterrett, Hom. 11., N. 42).   
 6 Notes on Orth., p. 164 f. See also Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 45; W.-Sch., 
p. 111 f. The LXX MSS. tally with the N. T. in the use of –a. Cf. Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept., pp. 62-65; C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 35 f.  
 7 Notes on Orth., p. 164. Moulton (Prol., p. 51) speaks of "the functionally 
useless difference of ending between the strong and the weak aorist."  
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once (Ac. 16:37); e]pe<balan twice (Mk. 14:46; Ac. 21:27); ei#dan,  
ei@damen in a few places (Mt. 13:17; Lu. 10:24; Mt. 25:37, etc.);  
the indicatives a]nei?lan (Ac. 10:39), a]nei<late (Ac. 2:23), a]nei<lato  
(Ac. 7:21), ei!lato (2 Th. 2:13), e[ceila<mhn (Ac. 23:27), e]cei<lato  
(Ac. 7:10; 12:11); eu$ran once (Lu. 8:35, or a]neu?ran, eu!ramen once  
(Lu. 23:2), and eu[ra<menoj once (Heb. 9:12); the imperatives e@l- 
qate, e]lqa<tw uniformly; both h#lqan and h#lqon, once a]ph?lqa (Rev. 
10:9), regularly h@lqamen (Ac. 21:8). There are many other ex- 
amples in various MSS. which W. H. are not willing to accept,  
but which illustrate this general movement, such as a]pe<qanan (Mt. 
8:32, etc.), e@laban (Jo. 1:12), e]la<bamen (Lu. 5:5), e]la<bate (1 Jo.  
2:27), e]ce<balan (Mk. 12:8), e@pian (1 Cor. 10:4 D), e@fugan (Lu. 8: 
34 D), kate<fagan (Mk. 4:4 D), sune<sxan (Ac. 7:57 D), gena<menoj 
(Lu. 22:41 x), etc. But let these suffice. Moulton1 is doubtful  
about allowing this –a in the imperfect. But the papyri support  
it as Deissmann2 shows, and the modern Greek3 reinforces it also  
as we have just seen. W. H. receive ei#xan in Mk. 8:7; Ac. 28:2  
(parei?xan); Rev. 9:8; ei@xamen, in 2 Jo. 5.  But D has ei#xan in Jo.  
15:22, 24; x has e@legan in Jo. 9:10; 11:36, etc. There is a dis- 
tinct increase in the use of the sigmatic aorist as in h[ma<rthsa  
(Mt. 18:15), o@yhsqe (Lu. 13:28). It appears already in the LXX  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 235). But see further under vii, (d). 
 The past perfect has the –ein forms exclusively as uniformly in 
the koi<nh.4  So ei[sth<keisan (Rev. 7:11), @̂deisan (Mk. 14:40), pe- 
poih<keisan (Mk. 15:7).  So the LXX. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept.,  
p. 68. But the imperfect e]c <̂esan (Ac. 17:15) is to be observed. 
 (i) THE MIDDLE ENDINGS. These call for less remark. bou<-  
lei (Lu. 22:42) is the only second singular middle form in —ei, for  
o@y^ (Mt. 27:4) displaces o@yei.  The inscriptions5 sometimes show  
bou<l^.  Blass6  regards bou<lei a remnant of literary style in Luke, 
 
 1 Prol., p. 52. So Buresch, Rhein. Mus., 46, 224. Hort (Notes on Orth.,  
p. 165) needlessly considers e]kxe<ete (Rev. 16:1) a second aorist upper. instead  
of the present. Cf. e]ce<xean (usual form in Rev. 16:6). Cf. WT.-Sch., p. 111.  
But kate<xeen (Mk. 14:3) is the usual Attic aorist. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 55. 
 2 B. S., p. 191, e@legaj, etc. 
 3 Cf. Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 36; Geldart's Guide to Mod. Gk., p.  
272 note. 
 4 With rare variations in the inscr. and pap. Moulton, Prol., p. 53. Cf.  
Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 320 
 5 Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 168. Cf. also Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p.  
328. The pap. do not show oi@ei and o@yei, but only bou<lei. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 47. For oi@^, o@y^, and bou<l^ in LXX MSS. see Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept., p. 60 f.; C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX, p. 33 f. B in the LXX shows a  
fondness for —ei forms (itacism). Cf. Thack., Gr., p. 217. 
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but the papyri also have bou<lei.  The occasional use of du<n^ (Mk.  
9:22 f.) has been discussed under –mi.   Verbs. It appears only  
once in the LXX, but the "poetic and apparently Ionic" e]pi<st^  
is more frequent (Thackeray, Gr., p. 217). Cf. also ka<qou (Jas. 2:3)  
as LXX and ka<q^ (Ac. 23:3). On the other hand we have fa<gesai  
and pi<esai (Lu. 17:8). This revival of the use of –sai parallel with  
–mai, –tai in the perfect of vowel verbs in the vernacular amounts  
to a "new formation" in the view of Blass.1  So Moulton, Prol.,  
p. 54 f. To call this revival a "survival" is "antediluvian philol- 
ogy." In the LXX pi<esai is universal and fa<gesai outside of the  
Pentateuch where fa<g^ holds on (Thackeray, p. 218). The –sai  
form is universal in modern Greek. The love of uniformity made  
it triumph. But see Contract Verbs for further discussion. The  
middle form h@mhn (Mt. 25:35) and h@meqa (Mt. 23:30) is like the  
koinh< generally and the modern Greek ei#mai. Cf. also e@somai.  For  
e]ce<deto (Mt. 21:33) with loss of root o and w inflection (thematic  
e) see –mi Verbs. Cf. also e]cekre<meto (Lu. 19:48). The LXX has 
--ento for –onto (Thackeray, p. 216). 
 (j) PASSIVE ENDINGS. As already observed, the passive voice 
has no distinctive endings of its own. The second aorist passive,  
like e]-fa<nh-n, is really an active form like e@-bh-n (e]-fa<nh-n, is the  
proper division).2 Cf. Latin tace-re. So e]-xa<rh-n from xaire<w. The  
first aorist in –qhn seems to have developed by analogy out of  
the old secondary middle ending in –qhj (e]-do<-qhj) parallel with  
so (Sanskrit thas).3 The future passive is a late development  
and merely adds the usual so/e and uses the middle endings.  
The ending in –qhn is sometimes transitive in Archilochus,4 as  
the middle often is, and perhaps helps to understand how in the  
koinh< these forms (first aorist passive) are so often transitive ("de- 
ponents") as in a]pekri<qhn, e]fobh<qhn, etc. The second aorist passive  
as noticed above is really an active form. So the passive forms  
have a decidedly mixed origin and history. There is nothing  
special to note about these passive endings in the N. T. save the  
increased use of them when even the passive idea does not exist.  
In some verbs s is inserted contrary to Attic practice. So ke<k- 
leistai (Lu. 11:7), le<lousmai (Heb. 10:22). It is a common  
usage in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., pp. 219 ff.). See also VII, 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 47. Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 328. 
 2 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 410, 427. 
 3 Ib., pp. 411, 422. On "Passive Formations" see Hadley, Ess. Phil. and  
Crit., p. 199. On the strong passive forms in LXX see C. and S., Sel. fr. LXX,  
p.41.    4 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 411. 
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(g), 9. In Rev. 8:12; 18:23, W. H. print fa<n^ (first aorist  
active, cf.  e]pifa?nai in Lu. 1:79) rather than the passive fan ?̂.  
Note e]kfu<^ (Mt. 24:32, but Rec. e]kfu^?, though e]kfu<^ in Mk.  
13:28), sunfuei?sai (Lu. 8:7) and pareisedu<hsan (Ju. 4) for e@dun 
(Rec. Mk. 1:32) which the LXX retains (Thackeray, Gr., p.  
235). In the LXX, when a verb had both first and second aorist  
passive forms, the first disappeared (ib., p. 237). But see (d),  
for further discussion. 
 (k) CONTRACT VERBS. The use of –sai was mentioned above.  
It appears1 in kauxa?sai (1 Cor. 4:7; Ro. 2:17, etc.) and o]duna?sai  
(Lu. 16:25) where ae regularly contracts into a. See xari<esai  
(=–ei?sai) P. Oxy. 292 (A.D. 25). 
 Verbs in –aw. The confusion with verbs in —ew is already seen  
in the Ionic (Herodotus). The LXX in general preserves the dis- 
tinction between –aw and —ew verbs, but xAB occasionally have  
the confusion (Thackeray, Gr., p. 241). In the modern Greek the  
blending is complete. One conjugation is made up, some forms  
from –aw, some from –ew (Thumb, Handb., p. 169 f.). The N. T.  
MSS. vary. W. H. receive h]rw<toun in Mt. 15:23 (xBCD), but  
h]rw<twn in Mk. 4:10 though –oun, is here supported by xC and by  
single MSS. elsewhere. Hatzidakis (Einl. in d. Neug., p. 128 f.)  
considers h]rw<toun due to Ionic influence. In Mt. 6:28 we have 
kopiou?sin, LP in B 33, but W. H. reject2 it, as they do nikou?nti in Rev. 
2:7, 17; 15:2, and katege<loun (Lu. 8:53).  In Mk. 14:5 W. H. 
read e]nebrimw?nto (xC –ou?nto) and in Jo. 11:38 e]mbrimw<menoj (xA  
–ou<menoj). So there is a variation as to h[ttw?ntai (2 Pet. 2:20) 
from h[tta<omai and h[ssw<qhte (2 Cor. 12:13) from e[sso<w after the  
analogy of e]lasso<w.3  W. H. print z ?̂n (Ro. 8:12). This is a  
matter of much dispute with the editors, but it is more than  
doubtful if W. H. are correct. On the other side see Winer- 
Schmiedel4 and Moulton.5  But both –za<w (Ro. 8:12) and xra<o- 
mai (1 Tim. 1:8) have the 17 contraction rather than a (--hw  
verbs, Moulton, Prol., p. 54). In Ro. 7:9 B even has e@zhn for 
e@zwn.  But the koinh< uses xra?sqai, though not in the N. T.6  Paul 
 
 1 Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 328, for xariei?sai. The LXX (1 Ki. 14 :  
6 A) shows a]pecenou?sai. The only certain instance in the LXX is kta?sai. (Sir.  
6:7). See Thack., p. 218. Cf. further Hatz., Einl., p. 188. 
 2 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 166. 
 3 Ib. Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 36) cites e]ni<kei and timou?ntej from pap.  
 4 Pp. 42, 116 note. 
 5 Prol., p. 54. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 61. The pap. support zh?n, not z ?̂n.  
Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 347. So in general the pap. are in harmony  
with N. T. usage here, Mayser, pp. 346 ff. 6 Moulton, Prol., p. 54. 
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has xrh?tai (pres. subj.) in 1 Tim. 1:8. Elsewhere also the a  
forms prevail in the koinh< as in diya?n and peina?n.  So pein%? (1 Cor. 
11:21), peina?n (Ph. 4:12), diy%?, (Ro. 12:20) as subjunctive (so  
pein%? same verse). The LXX keeps Attic zh?n and xrh?sqai, but  
diya?n and peina?n (Thackeray, Gr., p. 242).1 
 Verbs in --ew sometimes show forms in –aw.  So e]llo<ga in Phil.  
18, e]lloga?tai in Ro. 5:13, e]lea?te in Ju. 22, 23, and e]lew?ntoj in  
Ro. 9:16, but e]leei? in Ro. 9:18. LXX has both forms. The  
koinh< usually has the –ein? forms.2  For further examples of this  
confusion between –aw and –ew in LXX and isolated N. T. MSS.  
see Winer-Schmiedel.3  In 1 Cor. 11:6 all editors print cura?sqai  
(cf. kei<rasqai just before), though in 1 Cor. 11:5 e]curhme<nh and curh<- 
sontai (Ac. 21:24) probably come from cure<w.4  Cf. e]a<w, e]a<sw.5 
 Contraction does not always take place with ee in verbs in –ew.  
In Lu. 8:38 W. H. follow BL in giving e]dei?to but Hort6 admits  
that it is not free from doubt. Blass7 and Moulton8 consider  
e]de<eto correct and the contraction a mere correction, and it is sup- 
ported by the LXX and papyri. AP even have e]dei?to.  In Rev.  
16:1 e]kxe<ete is undoubtedly right and e]ce<xeen, in 16:2, but note 
e]kxei?tai (Mt. 9:17). In Mk. 14:3 kate<xeen is to be noticed also 
(cf. Attic aorist). On the other hand in Jo. 3:8 note pnei?, e]ce<plei 
(Ac. 18:18), plei?n, a]poplei?n (Ac. 27:1 f.).  In the LXX these 
words appear now one way, now the other.9  De<w (‘to bind’), r[e<w   
have no ee forms in the N. T. W. H. accept in text only e]couqene<w  
in all the dozen examples in the N. T. (as Lu. 18:9, e]couqenou?ntaj),  
but in Mk. 9:12 they have d instead of q.10  Observe also a]fe<wn- 
tai (Lu. 5:20, etc.) instead of a]fw?ntai or the regular a]fei?ntai.  In  
the N. T., W. H. give e]rre<qh (Gal. 3:16; Mt. 5:21, etc.), but  
Hort11 thinks the Attic e]rrh<qh should appear always in Matthew. 
 Verbs in –ow have two knotty problems. In Gal. 4:17 zhlou?te  
and 1 Cor. 4:6 fusiou?sqe are regular if indicative. But if they are  
subjunctive, the contraction oh is like the indicative oe (cf. indica- 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 116 note. Cf. kathrame<noj (Mt. 25:41). 
 2 Hatz., Einl., p. 128 f. Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 110) cites fronw?ntej and per contra 
a]gapou?ntej from pap.  3 P. 117 note. 
 4 Hort (Notes on Orth., p. 166) prefers cu<rasqai after Plut. and Lucian. 
 5 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 116 f. See further on this mixing of contract verbs, Mayser,  
Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 349. The LXX MSS. show much the same situation as  
to contract verbs that we find in the N. T. and the pap. Helbing (Gr. d. Sept.,  
pp. 110-112) gives the facts in detail. 
 6 Notes on Orth., p. 166.  9 Cf. Thack., Gr., pp. 242ff.; W.-Sch., p.115 note. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 47.  10 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 166. 
 8 Prol., p. 54.   11 Ib. BD always have it. 
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tive and subjunctive of —ow verbs). So Blass1 and Moulton.2  
Hort3 doubts the indicative here. If eu]dw?tai (1 Cor. 16:2) be  
regarded as a present subjunctive no problem in contraction is  
raised.4  But in Col. 4:17 we have the subjunctive in i!na plh- 
roi?j as in Attic for both indicative and subjunctive. In Ro.  
3:13 e]doliou?san is the common LXX form in —osan.  The other  
point is the infinitive in —ou?n, or —oi?n.  W. H. give —oi?n for  
this infinitive everywhere except plhrou?n in Lu. 9:31.5  Cf. 
and — ?̂n in W. H. Blass6 considers the —oi?n termination "hardly  
established for the N. T." since even in the N. T. the evidence is  
"small," though "of good quality " Hort contends.7  In Mt. 13:  
32 kataskhnoi?n is supported by BD (in Mk. 4:32 by B), in 1 Pet.  
2:15 fimoi?n has x, and in Heb. 7:5 a]podekatoi?n has BD. Moul- 
ton8 finds no support earlier in date than B save one inscription  
cited in Hatzitiakis (Einl., p. 193) and one papyrus of second cen- 
tury A.D. Mayser9 likewise finds no infinitive in —oi?n till after  
first century and gives some references for this late infinitive  
form. It looks as if the case will go against W. H. on this point.  
The form is probably due to some late grammarian's refinement  
and is linguistically unintelligible. 
 Piei?n, is often contracted (sounded finally ii, then i) into pei?n  
(so W. H., Jo. 4:7, 9, etc.) and in some MSS. (x 8/9 times) into  
pi?n.  But piei?n is the Syrian reading (Mt. 20:22, etc.).10  Con- 
traction in —aw, --ew, --ow verbs, of course, takes place only in the  
present, imperfect and present participle. 
 VII. The Tenses (xro<noi). 
 (a) THE TERM TENSE. It is from the French word temps, 
‘time,’ and is a misnomer and a hindrance to the understanding  
of this aspect of the verb-form. Time does come finally to enter  
relatively into the indicative and in a limited way affects the op- 
tative, infinitive and participle. But it is not the original nor the  
general idea of what we call tense.11  Indeed it cannot be shown of 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 48. Cf. K.-B1., Bd. II, p. 587. 
 2 Prol., p. 54.    3 Notes on Orth., p. 171 f. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 54. Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 167. 
 5 Hort, ib., p. 166.   6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 48. 
 7 Notes on Orth., p.166. 
 8 Prol., p. 53. Cf. Nestle (Am. Jour. of Theol., July, 1909, p. 448) for  
mastiggoi?n, in Coptic.   9 Cr. d. griech. Pap., p. 349; Raderm., p. 74.  
 10 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 170. 
 11 Cf. Delbruck, Grundl. d. griech. Synt., Bd. IV, p. 80; Brug., Griech. Gr., p.  
469 f.; Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 481 f. See Swete, 0. T. in Gk., p. 305,  
for remarks about tenses in the LXX. 
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any verb-form that it had originally any reference to time. We  
must therefore dismiss time from our minds in the study of the  
forms of the tenses as well as in the matter of syntax. It is too  
late to get a new name, however. 
 (b) CONFUSION IN NAMES. The greatest confusion prevails in  
the names given to the various tenses. The time idea appears in  
the names present, past perfect and future. The state of the ac- 
tion rules in the names aorist, imperfect and perfect. Thus it is  
clear that the time idea did not prevail with all the names that  
the grammarians used. In the indicative, indeed, in the past three  
tenses appear, in the present two, in the future one (sometimes  
two). In the other modes as a rule only three tenses are found;  
in truth, in the subjunctive, optative and imperative practically  
only two are in common usage, the aorist and the present. 
 As a matter of fact there are nine possible tenses for each  
voice in the indicative: the aorist present, the imperfect pres- 
ent, the perfect present, the aorist past, the imperfect past, the  
perfect past; the aorist future, the imperfect future, the perfect  
future. These ideas do occur. In the past the distinction is  
clear cut. In the present no sharp line is drawn between the  
aorist and durative (unfinished or imperfect) save when the peri- 
phrastic conjugation is used or when Aktionsart comes in to  
help out the word itself. In the future, as a rule, no distinction  
at all is made between the three ideas. But here again the peri- 
phrastic conjugation can be employed. As a rule the future is  
aoristic anyhow. For further discussion see Jannaris, Hist. Gk.  
Gr., p. 180; Farrar, Greek Syntax, p. 120, and the references there  
to Harris' Hermes, Harper's Powers of the Greek Tenses, and  
H. Schmidt's Doctrina Temporum Verbi Graeci et Latini. The  
modern Greek preserves as distinct forms the aorist, present, im- 
perfect; the future, the perfect and past perfect using periphrastic  
forms. Mr. Dan Crawford reports 32 tenses for Bantu. 
 (c) THE VERB-ROOT. There were originally two types of verb- 
roots, the punctiliar and the durative. The tense called aorist  
(a]o<ristoj, 'undefined action') is due to the use of the punctiliar  
verbs (the idea of a point on a line). The present tense comes  
out of the durative verb-root. But it is worth repeating that  
tenses are a later development in the use of the verb.1 
 Hence it was natural that some verbs never developed a pres- 
ent tense, like ei#don, and some made no aorist, like o[ra<w.  The de- 
fective verbs thus throw much light on the history of the tenses. 
 
 1 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 482 f. 
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Out of these two ideas grew all the tenses. Each language had its  
own development. Some aorists in Sanskrit had no presents, like  
the Greek ei#pon. Each tense in the Greek pursued its own way.  
It is a complex development as will be seen. The idea of com- 
paring the aorist to a point and the present to a line is due to  
Curtius, but it has since been worked out at length.1  Instead of  
saying "irregular" verbs, Delbruck (Vergl. Syntax, Tl. II, p. 256)  
speaks of "several roots united to one verb." 
 This Aktionsart or kind of action belongs more specifically to  
syntax.2 But it is not possible to make a modern study of the  
tense formations without having clearly in mind this important  
matter. It will come out at every turn. Along with the various  
tense-suffixes which came to be used to express the tense-distinc- 
tions as they were developed there remains also the meaning of  
the verb-root itself. This is never to be left out of sight. Prepo- 
sitions also enter into the problem and give a touch much like a  
suffix (perfective). So qnh<skein is ‘to be dying’ while a]poqanei?n is ‘to 
die’ and a]poteqnhke<nai is 'to be dead.' Cf. e@xei, and a]pe<xei, e@fagon 
and kate<fagon.  But more of this in Syntax. The point here is  
simply to get the matter in mind. 
 (d) THE AORIST TENSE (a] o<ristoj xro<noj). It is not true that 
this tense was always the oldest or the original form of the verb.  
As seen above, sometimes a durative root never made an aorist  
or punctiliar stem. But the punctiliar idea is the simplest idea  
of the verb-root, with many verbs was the original form, and logic- 
ally precedes the others. Hence it can best be treated first. This  
is clearer if we dismiss for the moment the so-called first aorists and  
think only of the second aorists of the --mi form, the oldest aorists.  
It is here that we see the rise of the aorist. Henry3 has put this  
matter tersely: "The ordinary grammars have been very unfortu- 
nate in their nomenclature; the so-called second perfects are much  
more simple and primitive than those called first perfects; the same  
is the case with the second aorists passive as contrasted with the  
first aorists," etc. The same remark applies to second aorists active  
and middle. The non-thematic second aorists represent, of course, 
 
 1 Cf. Mutzbauer, Grundl. der Tempuslehre (1893); Delbruck, Grundl. d.  
grieeh. Synt., II, pp. 13 ff.; Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 470 ff.; Giles, Man. of Comp.  
Philol., p. 480 f.; Moulton, Prol., pp. 108 ff. 
 2 Thumb (Handb., p. 123) likewise feels the necessity of a word about  
Aktionsart under Morphology. 
 3 Comp. Gr. of the Gk. and Lat., Elliott's transl., 1890, p. 105 f. note. Cf.  
Leo Meyer, Griech. Aoriste, 1879, p. 5 f. 
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the most primitive form. The survivals of these forms in the  
N. T. have been discussed under —mi Verbs. The difference between  
the strong aorist (both thematic and non-thematic) and similar  
presents is syntactical and not formal.1  The point is that the  
strong aorists and the corresponding presents represent the simple  
stem of the verb. Brugmann2 indeed treats them together. It  
is not possible to make an etymological distinction between the  
imperfects e@fhn, e@grafon and the aorists e@sthn, e@fugon.  The im- 
perfect, of course, differs from the present only in the augment  
and secondary endings.3 The kinship between the aorist and  
present stems is further shown in reduplication. Reduplication  
in the aorist, as h@gagon, is supposed to be originally causative.4 
Cf. the use of it with inceptive presents like gi(g)nw<skw.  The 
aorist was quite common in the older Sanskrit, but is rare in the  
later language.5  Cf. the blending of the aorist and the present  
perfect forms in Latin. The strong aorist (both non-thematic  
and thematic) is far more common in Homer than in the later  
Greek.6  Indeed in the modern Greek the strong aorist has well- 
nigh vanished before the weak aorist.7 
 As often, the grammars have it backwards. The so-called sec- 
ond is the old aorist, and the so-called first is the late form of the  
verb. This weak form of the aorist has a distinct tense-sign, s,  
the sigmatic aorist. The s (—sa) was not always used, as with  
liquid verbs,8 like e@steila. This sigmatic aorist appears also  
in the Sanskrit.9  The distinction was not always observed be- 
tween the two forms, and mixed aorists of both kinds occur in  
Homer, like h@conto, h@neika.10  No wonder therefore that uniformity  
gradually prevailed at the expense of the strong aorist in two  
ways, the disuse of the strong aorist (so h#ca) and the putting of  
first aorist endings to the second aorist stems, as ei#pa, e@sxa. 
 The k aorists in the indicative (e@dwka, e@qhka, h$ka) continued to  
hold their own and to be used usually in the plural also. An ex- 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 268. 
 2 Ib. Cf. also Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., pp. 396, 410, 414. So K.-B1., II,  
p. 92 f.    3 Cf. Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 453 f. 
 4 So Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 308. Cf. Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 371. Cf. K.-B1.,  
II, p. 30 f., for list.   5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 298. 
 6 See interesting lists in Sterrett's II., N. 38 ff. 
 7 V. and D., Handb. etc., p. 79 f. 
 8 K.-B1., II, p. 102 f. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 313; Delbruck, Grundl., 
etc., IV, pp. 75 ff. Hartmann (De aoristo secundo, 1881, p. 21) makes too  
much distinction between the second and first aorists. 
 9 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 313. 10 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 42. 
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tension of this usage (after the analogy of the perfect) is seen in  
the Byzantine and modern Greek1 form e]lu<qhka for e]lu<qhn. 
 There is one more aorist form, the aorist passive. As already  
shown, the so-called second aorist passive (--hn), like e]fa<nhn, e]xa<rhn,  
is merely the second aorist active.2  The so-called first aorist  
passive in --qhn is a Greek creation after the analogy of the old  
Indo-Germanic.3  Homer makes little use of either of these pas- 
sive aorists, but the second is the more frequent with him and the  
form in --qhn is very rare.4 
 If this emphasis upon the aorist forms seem unusual to modern  
students, they may be reminded that in English we have only  
two tenses (apart from the periphrastic conjugation) and that they  
are usually punctiliar, as "I sing," "I sang." One is a present  
aorist, the other a past aorist.5 We do not here enter into the  
Aktionsart of the aorist (whether ingressive, constative or effec- 
tive).6  That belongs to syntax. 
 The inscriptions agree with the development shown above in  
the aorist and support the N. T. phenomena.7  Mayser8 gives a  
careful discussion of the papyri development. In brief it is in  
harmony with what has already been observed. The non-the- 
matic strong aorist is confined to a few verbs like bh?nai, gnw?nai, 
dou?nai, du?nai, qei?nai, pri<asqai, sth?nai.  The k aorists are used ex- 
clusively in both singular and plural. The thematic strong aorist  
is disappearing before the weak sigmatic aorist. 
 In the N. T. the k aorists e@dwka, e@qhka, a]fh?ka occur always ex- 
cept that Luke (1:2 in the literary introduction) has pare<dosan.  
Elsewhere e]dwkate (Mt. 25:35), e@qhkan (Mk. 6:29), a]fh<kate (Mt.  
23:23), etc., and quite frequently.9  The LXX also nearly  
always has k with these aorists in the plural.10 
 The non-thematic aorists in the N. T. are not numerous. The  
list is found in the discussion of –mi verbs and includes a]ne<bhn, 
e@gnwn, e@sthn, e@fhn, w]na<mhn, and all the forms of dou?nai, ei$nai and  
qei?nai save the indicative active. 
 
 1 V. and D. Handb., etc., p. 81, but in particular Thumb, Handb., p. 144. 
 2 Cf. K.-B1., II, p. 93 f.  3 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 399 f. 
 4 Sterrett, Hom. IL, N. 42 f. 
 5 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 126. Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 45. 
 6 Munro, ib., p. 47. 
 7 Cf. Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., pp. 180 ff.; Nachm., Magn. Inschr., pp. 
162 ff.; Meisterh,, Att. Inschr., pp. 181, 185, 187. 
 8 Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 358-370.  9 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 119. 
 10 See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p.94 f., for similar exx. in the LXX, and Thack., 
Gr., p. 255. 
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 The thematic strong aorist in the N. T. shows the two develop- 
ments noted above. The use of –a instead of –on with the strong  
aorist-stem is very common. See this chapter, vi, (h), for N. T. list  
like e@balan, etc.  The MSS. vary much in the matter.1  The other  
change is the increased use of the sigmatic aorist. Here again  
Blass2 has a careful presentation of the facts.   ]Ebi<wsa (1 Pet.  
4:2) is a case in point instead of the old Attic e]bi<wn.  So is e]bla<- 
sthsa (Mt. 13:26; Heb. 9:4; Jas. 5:18) rather than e@blaston.  
Both e]ga<mhsa (Mt. 5:32) and e@gnma (Mt. 22:25) occur. Cf. Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 93 f., and Thackeray, Gr., pp. 233 ff., for  
LXX illustrations. 
  #Hca occurs a few times instead of the common h@gagon, as e]pa<caj  
(2 Pet. 2:5), e]pisuna<cai (Lu. 13:34).  Blass justifies it as appear- 
ing at least in dialects, LXX and late writers.3  It is part of the  
tendency towards the sigmatic aorist.  Likewise a[marth<sw is slip- 
ping in beside a[ma<rtw (Mt. 18:15; Ro. 5:14, 16, cf. verse 12).  
Blass finds it in Emped., LXX, Lob., Phryn., 732. W. H. accept  
e@dusen (Mk. 1:32 on the authority of BD (xA, etc., e@du).  Luke in  
Ac. 24:21 has the reduplicated aorist e]ke<kraca like the LXX, but  
usually the N. T. has the late form e@kraca as in Mt. 8:29 (e@kracan),  
though once the Attic a]ne<kragon appears (Lu. 23:18). Once Luke  
(Ac. 6:2) has katalei<yantaj, a form that Blass4 finds in Herm.,  
Vis. VIII, 3. 5, and Mayser5 observes a]nteilh?yai in the papyri. 
 @Oyhsqe (Lu. 13:28) finds a parallel in an old Homeric aorist  
w]ya<mhn (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 109). In Rev. 18:14 the Text. Rec.  
(without any known authority) has an aorist form eu!rhsa.  So in  
Jas. 4:13 some MSS. have e]mporeusw<meqa.  Indeed some verbs have  
dropped the strong aorist form entirely like bio<w, blasta<nw, e]gei<ro- 
mai, ktei<nw.  See careful discussion of Winer-Schmieclel, p. 109 f.  
MSS. frequently read dw<s^, dw<swmen, etc., as if from an aorist e@dwsa, 
as Jo. 17:2; Rev. 4:9.  Cf. Winer-Schmiedel, p. 120. Cf. Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 90 f., for LXX examples that further parallel  
these illustrations. 
 Conversely is to be noted a new strong aorist a]ne<qalon (Ph. 4:  
10) which Blass6 takes in a causative sense (a]neqa<lete to> u[pe>r e]mou? 
fronei?n). 
 Verbs in --zw make the aorist both in s and c.   Most of these 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 45 f.  2 Ib., p. 43. 
 3 Ib. Mayser (Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 369) finds it in the pap. as well as  
a]gagh?sai. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 43. Cf. katalei<y^ Mk. 12:19 x. 
 5 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 370.  6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 43. 
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verbs have dental stems in Attic, but some have guttural. Hence  
the s forms prevail till to-day. The LXX agrees with the N. T.  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 222 f.). So e]nu<stacan (Mt. 25:5), e]mpai?cai, 
(Mt. 20:19), e]pesth<rican (Ac. 15:32); but on the other hand  
e]sth<risen (Lu. 9:51), h!rpasen (Ac. 8:39), h[rmosa<mhn, (2 Cor. 11:2),  
slapi<s^j (Mt. 6:2).1  The tendency in the papyri and the in- 
scriptions on the whole is towards the use of s and not c with  
the verbs in --zw.2  Cf. bapti<zw, logi<zomai, nomi<zw, etc. 
 Like kale<w and tele<w3 we have e in e]fore<samen (1 Cor. 15:49) and  
e]rre<qh (Mt. 5:21), but eu]fo<rhsa (Lu. 12:16), r[hqe<n (Mt. 1:22) and  
e]pepo<qhsa (1 Pet. 2:2). Cf. also @̂nesa, h@rkese, e]me<sai. Cf. e]pei<nasa  
(Mt. 4:2), but diyh<sw, though D has —a— in Jo. 6:35 and x in Rev. 
 The liquid verbs in —ai<nw and —ai<rw generally retain a even when  
not preceded by e or i as in Attic.  So e]ba<skana (Gal. 3:1); once ker- 
danw? (1 Cor. 9:21), elsewhere —hsa; e]ceka<qara (1 Cor. 5:7); e]leu<kanan  
(Rev. 7:14); e]sh<mana (Rev. 1:1); e]pifa?nai (Lu. 1:79). In Rev. 8:12  
and 18:23 note fa<n^, not fan ?̂.  The koinh< begins to use —ana and  
--ara with all verbs, and it is well-nigh universal in modern Greek.  
The LXX agrees with the N. T. (Thackeray, Gr., p. 223). A few  
--nha forms survive in modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 140 f.). 
 The second aorist passive has a few late developments of its  
own. This substitution of the second aorist passive for the first  
is a favorite idiom in the N. T.4 The koinh< shows likewise fond- 
ness for the —hn formations.5 This is true of the inscriptions' and  
the papyri.7  This development is directly the opposite of that in  
the case of the second and first aorist active and middle. It has  
already been observed that in Homer the passive aorist is very  
rare. Perhaps the increase in the use of --hn forms is partly due  
to the general encroachment of aorist passive forms on the middle,  
and this is the simplest one. The Attic, of course, had many such 
forms also. Here are the chief N. T. examples: h]gge<lhn (a]p--, 
a]n--, di--, kat--, Lu. 8:20, etc.) is in the LXX and the papyri;  
h]noi<ghn (Mk. 7:35, etc.), but h]noi<xqhsan also (Rev. 20:12); h[r- 
pa<ghn (2 Cor. 12:2, 4), but the Attic h[rpa<sqh (Rev. 12:5); dio- 
rugh?nai is read by some MSS. in Mt. 24:43; dieta<ghn (Gal. 3:19),  
u[peta<ghn (Ro. 8:20, etc.), but the Attic diataxqe<nta (Lu. 17:9 f.); 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 105. 
 2 Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 360 ff., for careful discussion and  
references for further research. 
 3 So pone<w and fore<w(e) in the LXX. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 105. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 43. 5 Cf. Schmid, Atticismus, IV, p. 594 f. 
 6 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 171; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 190 f. 
 7 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 381 f. Cf. Reinhold, De Graac., p. 76 f. 
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kateka<hn (Rev. 8:7; 1 Cor. 3:15), but Attic e]cekau<qhsan (Ro. 1:  
27); katenu<ghn (Ac. 2:37); e]kru<bhn (Jo. 8:59). So also e]fu<hn in- 
stead of e@fun follows the analogy of e]rru<hn (Heb. 2:1) and e]xa<rhn  
(Lu. 22:5). Thus we have e]kfu ?̂ (Mk. 13:28)1 and sumfuei?sai  
(Lu. 8:6-8). Forms like e]plh<ghn (Rev. 8:12) and e]fa<nhn (Mt.  
1:20) are Attic. On the other hand the poetical e]kli<qhn (Mt. 
14:19 a]nakliqh?nai) has displaced the Attic e]kli<nhn.   ]Apekta<nqhn oc- 
casionally appears (as in Mk. 8:31 and Rev, six times) where the 
Attic would have a]pe<qanon, and e]te<xqhn (Lu. 2:11) when the Attic  
would usually have e]geno<mhn. Both e]genh<qhn (Mt. 6:10 and often  
in 1 Th.) and e]geno<mhn (Mt. 7:28) are common, as h]dunh<qhn (Mt.  
17:16) and h]duna<sqhn (Mk. 7:24). The many aorist passives in  
the deponent sense have already been noticed under VI, (e). 
 (e) THE PRESENT TENSE (o[ e]nestw>j xro<noj). The present 
indicative, from the nature of the case, is the most frequent in  
actual use and hence shows the greatest diversity of develop- 
ment. Brugmann2 finds thirty-two distinct ways of forming the  
present tense in the Indo-Germanic tongues and thirty of them  
in the Greek. But some of these represent very few verbs  
and for practical purposes a much simpler classification is suf- 
ficient.3  Unfortunately the grammars by no means agree on the  
simplification. As samples see Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p.  
425 f.; Hadley and Allen, p. 122 f.; Monro, Homeric Grammar,  
p. 9; Riemann and Goelzer, Phonetique, pp. 394 ff.; Kuhner-Blass,  
II, pp. 88 ff. In simple truth the facts are so varied that they  
lend themselves to many combinations more or less artificial.  
One of the most satisfactory is that of Monro, who has the his- 
torical instinct at least in his arrangement. 
 1. The Root Class. This is the simple non-thematic present  
like fhmi<. This is the logical one to put first, as with the aorist  
like e@-bh-n.  This class is disappearing in the N. T. though duna- 
mai, ei]mi<, ei#mi in composition (eis--, e]c--), ka<q-h-mai, kei?-mai, kre<ma-mai 
appear. 
 2. The Non-Thematic Reduplicated Present. So di<-dw-mi, i!-h- 
mi, i!-sth-mi, ki<-xrh-mi,  o]ni<nh-mi, pi<m-plh-mi, ti<-qh-mi. It was never a 
very large class, but holds on in the N. T. And –w forms are  
common with these verbs. 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 110, for exx. in Jos. and LXX. Cf. also Helbing, Gr. d.  
Sept., p. 95 f. MSS. simply read –fuh.  
 2 Grundr., II, pp. 836-1330. In Hom. the same root will form a present in  
several ways, as e@xw, i@sw, i]sxw, i]sxa<nw. Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 40. 
 3 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 423. 
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 3. The Non-Thematic Present with —na— and —nu—. So in the  
N. T. a]mfi-e<-nnu-mi, a]p-o<l-lu-mi, dei<k-nu-mi, zeu<g-nu-mi, zw<n-nu-mi, kat- 
a<g-nu-mi, kera<-nnu-mi, kore<0nnu-mi, kre-ma<-nnu-mi, mi<g-nu-mi, o@m--nu-mi, ph<g- 
nu-mi, r[h<g-nu-mi, sbe<nnu-mi, strw<nnu-mi, but these all have more 
commonly the -w forms.1 
 4. The Simple Thematic Present. So le<gw, lu<w. This was a  
constantly increasing class at the expense of the --mi verbs. It  
had several branches also including root-verbs like a@gw, gra<fw,  
a strengthened vowel like pei<q-w (piq), lei<p-w (lip), feu<g-w (fug), 
sh<pw, th<kw, trw<gw, qli<bw, pni<gw, etc., Hadley and Allen's "strong 
vowel class,"2 and the many contract denominative verbs like 
tima<-w, file<-w, a]cio<-w.  But see the i. Class for these contract verbs.  
New verbs were added to this list from nouns and some also from  
verb-stems, grhgore<-w from the old perfect e]grh<gora (this tense 
never in the N. T.),3 sth<k-w (Mk. 11: 25) from e!sthka (modern  
Greek ste<kw).4  In Lu. 1:24 perie<kruben is probably imperfect,  
not aorist, from kru<bw (kru<ptw).  Cf. e]kru<bhn.5  The LXX shows  
these new presents from perfect stems (Thackeray, Gr., p. 224 f.). 
 5. The Reduplicated Thematic Present. So  gi<nomai, (gi<gn-o-mai, 
*gi-ge<nomai), pi<pt-w (*pi-pe<t-w), ti<kt-w (*ti-te<k-w), --gn---, --pt--, --kt--, 
being weak forms of –gen--, --pet--, --tek--.  The N. T. has also 
i]sxu<-w from i@sxw (*si-se<x-w). 
 6. The Thematic Present with a Suffix. There are five (—i, —n, 
--sk –t, --q).  Each of these divisions furnishes a number of verbs. 
 (a) The i class. It is very large. This suffix is used to make  
verbs from roots and substantives. It is probable6 that originally  
the suffix was —gi.  It is thought that contract verbs in –aw, --ew,  
--ow, etc., originally had this i as j or y which was dropped.7  It  
is thus the chief way of forming denominative verbs and is pre- 
eminently a secondary suffix.8  Some of these verbs are causative,  
some intensive, some desiderative.9  The special Greek desidera- 
tive in --sei<w does not appear in the N. T., but forms like kopia<w  
are found. In particular, forms in -izw become so common that  
they no longer have an intensive, iterative or causative force,10 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 48. 2 Gr., p. 122. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 40. 
 4 Ib., p. 41. The LXX MSS. show both grhgore<w and sth<kw. Cf. Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept., p. 82. 
 5 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 41. 
 6 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 34; Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 380. 
 7 Hirt, ib., p. 383 f. 8 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 440. 
 9 Ib., pp. 445 ff. On the whole subject of contract verbs see Jann., Hist. 
Gk. Gr., pp. 207 ff.    10 Jann., ib., p. 222. 
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but are used side by side with the older form, as ba<ptw, bapti<zw; 
r[ai<nw, r[anti<zw, etc. In all the --zw forms the i has united with a  
palatal (guttural) or lingual (dental), a matter determined by the  
aorist or future. So fula<s-sw is from fula<k-jw, fra<zw from fra<d- 
jw.  Other familiar combinations are i and l, as ba<l-jw=ba<llw, i 
with n by transposition, as fa<n-jw=fai<nw, i with r likewise, as  
a@r-jw=ai@rw.  In kai<w and klai<w the u has dropped between a and i.  
In the N. T. verbs in –ai<nw, -ai<rw have –ana, --ara in the first aorist  
active as already shown under the aorist tense (d).  ]Amfia<zw (Lu.  
12:28) is an example of a new present for a]fie<nnumi. Cf. also 
a]poktennontwn (Mt. 10:28) in some MSS. for the older a]poktei<nw,  
-nnw, -njw).  See Blass1  for the variations in the MSS. at many  
places in the N. T. with this word. So e]kxu<nnw (Mt. 26:28, etc.)  
in the best MSS. for e]kxe<w. Only in Mt. 9:17 we have e]kxei?tai  
from e]kxe<w and in Rev. 16:1 e]kxe<ate2 in some MSS. 
 (b) The n class is also well represented in the N. T. with the- 
matic stems. It takes various forms. There is the n alone, as  
ka<m-nw, --an as a[mart-a<nw, --ne as a]f-ik-ne<o-mai. Sometimes the n is  
repeated in the root, as lamba<nw (lab), manqa<nw (maq), tugxa<nw (tux).  
In the koinh< (so LXX. and N. T.) this inserted n (m) is retained  
in the aorist and future of lamba<nw (e]lh<mfqhn, lh<myomai) contrary  
to literary Attic. So the papyri. 
 (g) The sk class. It is commonly called Inceptive,3 but Del- 
bruck4 considers these verbs originally terminative in idea, while  
Monro5 calls attention to the iterative idea common in Homer  
with the suffix —ske, --sko.  The verbs with sk may be either with- 
out reduplication, as bo<-skw, qhn<-skw, i[la<-skomai, fa<-skw, or with  
reduplication as gi(g)nw<-skw, di-da<-skw (for di-da<x-skw), mi-mnh<-skw,  
pa<-sxw (for pa<q-skw).  Cf. a]re<-skw, gam-i<skw, ghra<-skw, eu[r-i<skw, 
mequ<-skw. Reduplication is thus a feature with root-verbs (non- 
thematic) like di<-dw-mi and thematic like gi<(g)no-mai as well as  
the sk class. For reduplication in the aorist and the perfect  
see (h). The iterative idea of some of these sk verbs suits well the  
reduplication. 
 (6) The t class. It is not a very numerous one (about 18  
verbs), though some of the verbs are common. The verb has 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 41. The LXX has these new presents. Thack., p.225. 
 2 Blass, ib. The LXX MSS. illustrate most of these peculiarities of verbs  
in the present tense. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 82-84; 
 3 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 436. 
 4 Grundr., IV, p. 59. Cf. Brug., Grundr., II, § 669. 
 5 Hom. Gr., p. 34. 
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always a labial stem like a!p-tw, ba<p-tw, tu<p-tw.  The root may end  
in b as in kalu<p-tw, p as in tu<p-tw, or f as in ba<p-tw.  It is even 
possible that pt may represent an original pj (cf. iota class). 
 (e) The q class. Cf. a]lh<-qw, e@s-qw, knh<-qw, nh<-qw in the present. 
The modern Greek has developed many new presents on the  
basis of the aorist or the perfect (Thumb, Handb., p. 143).  
 (f) THE FUTURE TENSE (o[ me<llwn xro<noj). The origin of this 
tense has given rise to much discussion and some confusion.  
Vincent and Dickson1 even say that the first aorist is derived  
from the s future! Like the other tenses there has been a de- 
velopment along several lines. No general remark can be made  
that will cover all the facts. As already remarked, the future  
tense is fundamentally aoristic or punctiliar in idea and not dura- 
tive or linear. The linear idea can be accented by the periphrastic  
form, as e@sesqe lalou?ntej (1 Cor. 14: 9). Cf. also Mt. 24:9; Lu.  
1:20; 5:10; Mk. 13:25. But as a rule no such distinction is  
drawn. The truth is that the future tense is a late development  
in language. In the Sanskrit it is practically confined to the in- 
dicative and the participle, as in the Greek to the indicative, in- 
finitive and participle (optative only in indirect discourse, and  
rarely then, not at all in N. T.). And in the Rigveda the sya  
form occurs only some seventeen times.2 The Teutonic tongues  
have no future form at all apart from the periphrastic, which ex- 
isted in the Sanskrit also.3 In the modern Greek again the future  
as a distinct form has practically vanished and instead there  
occurs qa< and the subjunctive or qe<lw and the remnant of the in- 
finitive, like our English "shall" or "will."4  Giles5 thinks it un- 
certain how far the old Indo-Germanic peoples had developed a  
future. 
 Probably the earliest use of the future was one that still sur- 
vives in most languages. It is just the present in a vivid, lively  
sense projected into the future. So we say "I go a-fishing" as 
Simon Peter did, u[pa<gw a[lieu<ein (Jo. 21:3). The other disciples  
respond e]rxo<meqa kai> h[mei?j su>n soi<. This usage belongs to the realm 
of syntax and yet it throws light on the origin of the future tense.  
So Jesus used (Jo. 14:3) the present and future side by side (e@rxo- 
 
 1 Handb. of Mod. Gk., p. 82. 
 2 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 401. 
 3 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 446; Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 333 f. 
 4 Thumb, Handb., pp. 161 f., 173. 
 5 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 446. On the whole subject of "Indo-European  
Futures" see Hadley, Ess. Phil. and Crit., pp. 184 ff. 
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mai kai> paralh<myomai). We have seen already that a number of  
aorists and presents like fh-mi< had identically the same root and  
with no original distinction. That is, the durative idea was not  
distinguished from the aoristic or punctiliar. It is not strange,  
therefore, to see a number of these roots with primary endings (cf.  
subj. and opt. aorists) used as futures without any tense-suffix at  
all. Some were originally either present or future in sense (cf.  
e@rxomai above), others came to be used only as future. These  
verbs appear in Homer naturally, as bi<omai, e@domai, ei#mi, pi<omai, etc.1  
Cf. N. T. fa<gomai.  It is possible that those with variable vowel  
like e@domai may really be the same form as the Homeric subjunc- 
tive (like i@omen as opposed to i@men).2  Pi<omai is common in Attic.  
(N. T.) and is from aorist root (e@-pi-on).  The form fa<gomai (LXX  
and N. T.) is analogous (aorist, e@fagon).  The Attic used xe<w as  
future also, but LXX and N. T. have xew? (Blass, Gr. of N. T.  
Gk., p. 42). Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 88, for LXX illustra- 
tions to the same effect. The LXX has the classic e@domai; not in  
the N. T. (Thackeray, p. 231). 
 It used to be said that the a future was merely a variation of  
the Sanskrit sya, the y or j sound disappearing in the Greek.  
This gave a simple explanation of the s futures. But a rival the- 
ory has been advanced which derives the s future from the a  
aorist.3 The frequency of the aorist subjunctive in Homer with  
ke< (a@n) in principal clauses much like the future indicative in Attic,  
and the absence of a future passive, not to say future optative, in  
Homer give some colour to this contention.4 Thus dei<cw and the  
Latin dixo would be identical in form and meaning.5  But Brug- 
mann6 has perhaps solved the problem by the suggestion that  
both explanations are true. Thus gra<yw he derives from the  
aorist subjunctive gra<yw, a mixed tense with a double origin.  
The use of —sio/e in the Doric lends weight to the derivation of  
these verbs at least from the sya (Sanskrit) type.7  Hirt8 re- 
gards seo/e (Doric) as a combination of the s future and the e  
future (liquid verbs, for instance) and considers it a new Greek  
formation. This Doric future therefore may be as old as any, 
 
 1 Sterrett, Hom. IL, N. 38. 
 2 Giles, Man., p. 447. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 184; Riern. and Goelzer,  
Phonet., p. 438. 
 3 Ib., p. 446. Cf. also Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 401 f. 
 4 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 27.  5 Giles, Man., p. 446. 
 6 Griech. Gr., p. 320. This position is accepted by p. 105. 
 7 Ib., p. 105 f.   8 Handb. etc., p. 403 f. 
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if not the oldest suffix, in fact the really distinctively future  
suffix. In the N. T. this Doric form survives in pesou?mai1 (Mt. 
10:29).  [Re<w has r[eu<sw (Jo. 7:38), klai<w has klau<sw (Lu. 6:25),  
while feu<gw has feu<comai (Jo. 10:5). The other forms common 
in Attic have no future in the N. T. This mixed2  origin of the  
future (partly aorist subj., partly Indo-Germ. sio) shows itself 
in the Aktionsart of the tense. So Moulton notes proa<cw (Mk.  
14:28) as durative, but a@cei (1 Th. 4:14) as aoristic. Cf.  
Thumb, Handb., p. 123. 
 Thus we may gain further light3 on the Ionic-Attic future of  
verbs in –izw.  It is like the Doric —seo/e.  So we have –ise<w, drop- 
ping s we get –ie<w---iw?.  These verbs in are very common in  
the later Greek. In the N. T. the usage varies between this form  
of the future and the aoristic form in —so/e.  The LXX, like the  
Ptolemaic papyri (Thackeray, p. 228), has usually –iw? in first sin- 
gular and so metoikiw? (Ac. 7:43) and parorgiw? (Ro. 10:19), both  
quotations. Elsewhere W. H.4 prefer the forms in —i<sw, and Blass5  
thinks that in the original passages of the N. T. the —i<sw forms  
are genuine. So the forms in —i<sei (like bapti<sei) are uniform in  
the N. T. (Lu. 3:16) save kaqariei? (Heb. 9:14) and diakaqariei?,  
(Mt. 3:12).6  MSS. vary between a]foriei? and –i<sei, fwtiei? and  
—i<sei, xroniei?, and –i<sei.  Cf. Blass.7  So in Eph. 6:8; Col. 3:25,  
the MSS. vary between komiei?tai and komi<setai.  Some MSS. read  
komiou<menoi in 2 Pet. 2:13.8  All editors9 accept komiei?sqe in 1 Pet. 
5:4.  The active plural W. H.10 print as –iou?si always (as maka- 
riou?sin, Lu. 1:48) save in gnwri<sousin (Col. 4:9). 
 The syncopated futures11 from the dropping of s do not survive  
in the N. T. in kale<sw, tele<sw which always retain the s.12  So even  
a]pole<sw (Mt. 21:41), though a]polw? is common in the LXX and 
 
 1 And this pesou?mai is possibly not from pet-sou?mai, but a change of t to s.  
Cf. K.-B1., II, p. 107; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 322; Hirt. Handb., p. 404.  
Henry (Comp. Gr. of Gk. and Lat., p. 116) considers the Doric future to be the  
affix of the future twice over, as seso, seo. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 149.  3 Cf. K.-B1., II, p. 106 f.  
 4  Notes on Orth., p. 163. Cf. Mayser, Gr., p. 356. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 42. 
 6 Ib. But Blass (ib.) prefers e]ggiei? (Jas. 4:8) . 
 7 Ib. See Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 84 f., 87 f., for the LXX exx. of verbs  
in –zw. 
 8 Ib.      10 Ib. 
 9 Notes on Orth., p. 163.   11 Giles, Man., p. 446 f. 
 12 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 41 f. Brug. (Griech. Gr., p. 321) considers this  
a new formation after the aor. subj. suffix. The LXX keeps s. Cf. Helbing,  
Gr. d. Sept., p. 86; Thack., Gr., p. 230. 
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is quoted once in the N. T. (1 Cor. 1:19). However, the middle 
a]polou?mai is the N. T. form (Lu. 5:37) like a]poqanou?mai.  ]Elau<nw 
has no future in the N. T. The N. T., like the LXX, has a future  
form a]fe<lw? (Rev. 22:19) from the aorist ei#lon of ai]re<w. 
 The liquid verbs in l, n, r present few problems. They belong  
to the aorist subjunctive type of formation.1 Here again we have 
syncopation of the s.  Verbs like ba<llw (balw?), me<nw (menw?), ai@rw 
(a]rw?) form the future with the variable vowel o/e added to the  
stem without a in the N. T. as in the earlier Greek. 
 Blass2 has shown that in the N. T. the future active has largely  
displaced the future middle with verbs that were defective in the  
active voice. These futures are as follows:  a[marth<sw (Mt. 18:21), 
a]panth<sw (Mk. 14:13), a[rpa<sw (Jo. 10:28), ble<yw (Ac. 28:26),  
gela<sw (Lu. 6:21), diw<cw (Mt. 23:34), klau<sw (Lu. 6:25), kra<zw   
(Lu. 19:40 xBL), pai<cw (Mk. 10:34), r[eu<sw (Jo. 7:38), spouda<sw   
(2 Pet. 1:15), sunanth<sw (Lu. 22:10). We see this tendency al- 
ready in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 231 f.). On the other  
hand the future middle alone occurs with a]poqanou?mai (Jo. 8:24),  
gnw<somai (1 Cor. 4: 19), lh<myomai (Mt. 10:41), o@yomai (Mt. 24:30), 
pesou?mai (Doric, Mt. 10:29), pi<omai (Mk. 10:39), fa<gomai (Lu. 14: 
15), feu<comai (Jo. 10:5).  Xarh<somai (Lu. 1:14) Blass3 regards as  
Attic future from the aorist (e]xa<rhn) as compared with the future 
xairh<sw from the present. Both a]kou<sw (Jo. 5:25) and a]kou<somai, 
(Ac. 21:22, chiefly in the Acts) are found, and zh<sw (Jo. 5:25)  
and zh<somai (Jo. 11:25). 
 The so-called second future passive as seen in the case of xarh<so- 
mai above is really just the middle ending with s put to the aorist  
active stem. There is no difference in form or sense between  
bh<-so-mai and stal-h<-so-mai save the –h-- which was really a part  
of the active stem of these verbs.4 The point is that fundamentally  
these so-called second future passives are really future middles  
corresponding to active aorists like the future middles and pres- 
ents above (lh<myomai, for instance). This point is made clearer  
by the fact that the Doric5 used only active endings like a]nagra- 
fhsei? (not -etai). Homer, besides, only has one second future pas- 
sive (migh<somai, really middle) and none in -qhs--.6  Instead he uses  
the middle future as later Greek continued to do with verbs like 
timh<somai.  Cf. genh<somai from e]-gen-o<mhn. Some verbs indeed used  
both this second future passive like fanh<somai (Mt. 24:30) which 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 321.   4 Giles, Man., pp. 410, 427.  
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 42.   5 Ib., p. 447. 
 3 Ib., p. 43.     6 K.-B1., II, p. 111. 
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is punctiliar and fanou?mai (1 Pet. 4:18) which may be durative  
like the Attic as Moulton1 argues.  So pau<sontai (1 Cor. 13:8) 
and e]panapah<setai (Lu. 10:6). Cf. also a]noigh<somai (Mt. 7:7),  
a[rpagh<somai (1 Th. 4:17), fanh<somai (Mt. 24:30), u[potagh<somai  
(1 Cor. 15:28), yugh<somai (Mt. 24:12), xarh<somai (Lu. 1:14, see  
above). 
 The first future passive so-called is built upon the distinctively2  
Greek aorist in –qh–.  It is unknown to Homer, as stated above,  
and, like the second aorist passive, is aorist in origin and idea.  
Here again the Doric used the active endings3 like sunaxqhsou?nti.  
This later form in –qhs-- grew continually in usage over the merely  
middle form like timh<somai. But the passive future did not always  
have the passive sense, as has been shown in the case of a]nakiqh<- 
somai (Mt. 8:11), a]pokriqh<somai (Mt. 25:37), etc.4    ]Anoixqh<somai 
also appears in Lu. 11:9 f. in some MSS.  As an example of the  
usual forms in the N. T. take gnwsqh<somai (1 Cor. 14:7). Only  
mnhsqh<somai (not memnh<somai) and staqh<somai (not e[sth<cw) appear in 
the N. T.5 
 For a periphrastic future passive expressing continuance see  
e@sesqe misou<menoi (Mt. 10:22).6  This is naturally not a very com- 
mon idiom for this tense, though the active periphrastic future  
is less infrequent as already shown. 
 (g) THE PERFECT TENSES (te<leioi xro<noi). 
 1. The Name.  It does fairly well if we do not think of time in  
connection with the tense, a mistake that Clyde makes.7  The  
completed state does not of itself have reference to present  
time. That comes later and by usage in the indicative alone in con- 
trast to past and future. Originally the perfect was merely an in- 
tensive or iterative tense like the repetition of the aoristic present.8 
 2. The Original Perfect. The Greek perfect is an inheritance  
from the Indo-Germanic original and in its oldest form had no  
reduplication, but merely a vowel-change in the singular.9 Indeed  
191:6a (Sanskrit veda, Latin vidi, English wot) has never had re- 
duplication.10  It illustrates also the ablaut from id-- to oid-- in the  
singular, seen in Sanskrit and Gothic also.11  Cf. Latin capio,  
cepi (a to e).  Note also kei?-mai in the sense of te<-qei-mai. 
 
 1 Prol., p. 150.    7 Gk. Synt., p. 71. 
 2 Giles, Man., pp. 420, 447.  8 Giles, Man., p. 449. 
 3 Ib., p. 447.    9 Hirt, Handb. etc., pp. 406, 410. 
 4 See VI, (e), in this chapter.  10 Giles, Man., p. 449. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 36.  11 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 410. 
 6 Ib p. 204. 
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 But the vowel-change characteristic of the original perfects is  
seen in other verbs which did use reduplication. Reduplication  
will receive separate treatment a little later, as it pertains to the  
present and aorist tenses also. It may be here remarked that the  
reduplicated form of some iterative presents doubtless had some  
influence in fastening reduplication upon the perfect tense. Note  
the English "mur-mur " (Greek gog-gu<zw, a]r-ar-i<skw), where the  
syllable is doubled in the repetition. It was a natural process.  
A number of these reduplicated forms with the mere change in the  
vowel appear in the N. T. This so-called second perfect, like the  
second aorist, is a misnomer and is the oldest form.1  In Homer  
indeed it is the usual form of the perfect.2  These old root-perfects,  
old inherited perfect forms according to Brugmann,3 persist in  
the koinh< and are reasonably common in the papyri,4 the inscrip- 
tions5 and the N. T. They are of two classes: (1) real mi per- 
fects without any perfect suffix, like e[sta<nai (Ac. 12:14); (2)  
second perfects in —a, like ge<gona, le<loipa. As N. T. examples  
may be mentioned a]kh<koa (Ac. 6:11), ge<gona (1 Cor. 13:1)), ei@wqa  
(Lu. 4:16), ge<graqa (Jo. 19:22), oi#da (Jo. 10:4), o@lwla (a]p--,  
Mt. 10:6), etc. These forms are found in the LXX. Cf. Hel- 
bing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 103; Thackeray, Gr., p. 252 f. But the koinh<  
gave up the shorter (without –a) forms of the plural indicative  
active perfect of  i!sthmi (e!stamen, e!state, e[sta?sin). See this chapter, 
iv, (d), 3, for details. 
 3. The k Perfect.  This is a new type created by the Greek lan- 
guage of which no adequate explanation has yet been offered. The  
Attic inscriptions already had the k form (Meisterhans, p. 189 f.).  
It is apparently at first in the singular, as in e!sthka (pl. e!stamen), etc.6  
One might think that just as h!kw has a perfect sense like kei?mai and  
finally had a few perfect forms7 (like h!kasin), so by analogy some  
k verbs became the type and analogy did the rest. But Giles8 ob- 
serves that the stems of the twelve or fourteen k perfects in Homer  
all end in a vowel, a liquid or a nasal, not one in k. And then the 
 
 1 Riem. and Goelzer, Phonet., p. 445. 
 2 Sterrett, Hom. II., N. 43. So ge<gona, ei@wqa, le<loipa, pe<poiqa, etc. 
 3 Gk. Gr., p. 323. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 372 ff. 
 5 Nachm., Magn. Inschr., p. 159 f. 
 6 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 412 f. 
 7 In the LXX h!kamen, h!kate, h!kasin occur. The pap. add kaqhkui<aj, h[ko<twn, 
h[ke<nai. Wackern., Theol. Literaturzeit., 1908, p. 38. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept.,  
p. 103 f.; Thack., Gr., p. 269. The pap. show the perfect forms in the plural.  
Mayser, p. 372.    8 Man., p. 450. 
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three k aorists (e@dwka, e@qhka, h$ka) call for explanation. But per 
contra there are some perfects in Homer which have k stems like de<- 
dorka, e@oika, te<thka, etc. So that after all analogy may be the true  
explanation of the k perfects which came, after Homer's time, to  
be the dominant type in Greek. But the —ka perfects are rare in  
Homer. The examples are so common (de<dwka, etc.), in the koinh<  
as in the classic Greek, as to need no list. Note e!sthka intransi- 
tive and e!staka transitive. 
 4. The Aspirated Perfects. They are made from labials and  
palatals (f, x) and are absent from Homer. Even in the early  
classical period they are confined to pe<pomfa and te<trofa.1  Ho- 
mer did use this aspirate in the peculiar middle form like tetra- 
fatai.2  He has indeed te<trofa from tre<fw3 and probably just here,  
we may see the explanation by analogy of te<trofa from tre<pw 
and so of all the aspirated forms.4  An important factor was the  
fact that k, g, x were not distinguished in the middle perfect  
forms. As a N. T. example of this later aspirated perfect take 
prosenh<noxa (Heb. 11:17). Cf. also ei@lhfa, pe<praxa, te<taxa. 
 5. Middle and Passive Forms. It is only in the active that  
the perfect used the k or the aspirated form (f, x). We have  
seen already that in the koinh< some active perfect forms drop the  
distinctive endings and we find forms like e[w<rakan and e[w<rakej.  
Helbing (Gr. d. Sept., pp. 101-103) gives LXX examples of root- 
perfects like e@rrwga, k perfects like te<qeika, e!sthka and transitive  
e!staka, aspirated perfects like e@rrhxa.  The middle and passive  
perfects did use the reduplication, but the endings were added  
directly to this reduplicated stem as in le<-lu-mai. On the history  
of the ending —ka see Pfordten, Zur Geschichte des griechischen  
Perfectums, 1882, p. 29. 
 6. The Decay of the Perfect Forms. In the Sanskrit the per- 
fect appears in half the roots of the language, but in the later  
Sanskrit it tends more and more to be confused with the mere  
past tenses of the indicative (aorist and imperf.) and grows less  
common also.5 In the Latin, as is well known, the perfect and  
the aorist tenses blended. In vidi and dedi we see preserved6   
the old perfect and in dixi we see the old aorist. The Greek  
of the Byzantine period shows a great confusion between the per- 
fect and the aorist, partly due to the Latin influence.7  Finally 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 451.  5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., pp. 279, 295 f. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 325. 6 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 451. 
 3 Sterrett, Hom. IL, N. 43. 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 142. 
 4 Giles, Man., p. 451. 
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in the modern Greek vernacular the perfect form is lost save in  
the perfect passive participle like keklhme<noj. The perfect active  
is now made with e@xw and the passive participle (e@xw deme<no)  
or with e@xw and a root similar to the third singular aorist sub- 
junctive (e@xw de<sei or de<s^).  Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 161. The  
only k perfect in modern Greek is eu!rhka, "the only certain rem- 
nant of the ancient perfect" (ib., p. 148). Cf. e@xe me par^thme<non 
(Lu. 14:18). Cf. also pepwrwme<nhn e@xete th>n kardi<an u[mw?n (Mk. 
8 : 17). This is much like the English perfect in reality, not like  
the Greek e@xw and aorist participle (like e@xw a]kou<saj). Cf. Sonnen- 
schein, Greek Grammar, Syntax, 1894, p. 284. The perfect pas- 
sive in modern Greek vernacular is formed like e@xw luqh? (—ei) or  
lelume<noj ei#mai.1  But we are in no position to throw stones at the  
Greeks, for we in English have never had a perfect save the peri- 
phrastic form. How far the perfect and the aorist may have be- 
come confused in the N. T. in sense is a matter of syntax to be  
discussed later.2 
 7. The Perfect in the Subjunctive, Optative, Imperative. Hence  
the perfect is practically3 confined to the indicative. No example  
of the perfect optative occurs even in the periphrastic form. The  
subjunctive perfect, except the form ei]dw? (ei]dh?te, 1 Jo. 5 : 13), ap- 
pears only in the periphrastic conjugation, of which a few examples 
remain. So the active, as #̂ pepoihkw<j (Jas. 5:15), pepoiqo<tej w#men  
(2 Cor. 1:9), and the passive, as w#sin teteleiwme<noi (Jo. 17:23), #̂ 
keklhme<noj (Lu. 14:8), #̂ peplhrwme<nh (Jo. 16:24).  So also Jo. 17: 
19, 1 Cor. 1:10, etc. The imperative makes a little worse show- 
ing. We still have i@ste (Jas. 1:19; Eph. 5:5; Heb. 12:17 all pos- 
sible indicatives), pefi<mwso (Mk. 4:39) and e@rrwsqe (Ac. 15:29).  
The periphrastic imperative perfect is also found as e!stwsan  
periezwsme<nai (Lu. 12:35). In simple truth, as previously re- 
marked (see proof in Prof. Harry's articles), the perfect sub- 
junctive, optative and imperative never had any considerable  
vogue in Greek, not as much as in Sanskrit. In Homer the per- 
fect subjunctive active is more common than in later Greek, but  
it is rare in Homer.4 
 8. The Perfect Indicative. It is to the indicative that we turn 
 
 1 Thumb., Handb., p. 165. Certainly the aorists in -ka are very common in  
the mod. Gk. (Thumb, Handb., pp. 140, 146 ff.). 
 2 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 143 f. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 200 f. Cf. discussion between Prof. Harry and  
Prof. Sonnenschein in Cl. Rev., 1906, and La Roche, Beitr. z. griech. Gr., 1893. 
 4 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 43. 
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for the real development of the perfect. Here the perfect was for  
long very frequent indeed, and the time element comes in also.  
The ancients did not agree in the names for the three tenses of per- 
fect action in the indicative. The Stoics1 called the present perfect 
sunteliko>j (or te<leioj) xro<noj e]nestw<j, the past perfect sunteliko>j (te<- 
leioj) xro<noj par&xhme<noj, the future perfect sunteliko>j (te<leioj) xro<noj 
me<llwn.  Sometimes the present perfect was called merely o[ para- 
kei<menoj xro<noj, the past perfect o[ u[persunteliko>j xro<noj, and the future  
perfect o[ met ] o]li<gon me<llwn xro<noj (futurum exactum).  The name 
plu-perfect is not a good one. The tense occurs in the N. T.  
with 22 verbs and 15 have the augment (H. Scott). Thus teqeme- 
li<wto (Mt. 7:25) and e]lhlu<qei (Jo. 6:17), but e]be<blhto (Lu. 16:20) 
and periede<deto (Jo. 11:44). Cf. ei#xon a]pokeime<nhn (Lu. 19:20) in the 
light of modern Greek. In the N. T. the past perfect is not very  
frequent, nor was it ever as abundant as in the Latin.2 It goes  
down as a distinct form with the present perfect in modern Greek.  
Hirt3 calls attention to the fact that Homer knows the past per- 
fect only in the dual and the plural, not the singular, and that the  
singular ending is a new formation, a contraction of --ea into  
–h.  In the N. T., however, only –ein is used. It is not certain  
whether the past perfect is an original Indo-Germanic form. The  
future perfect was always a very rare tense with only two ac- 
tive forms of any frequency, e[sth<cw and teqnh<cw.  The middle and  
passive could make a better showing. In Heb. 8:11 ei]dh<sousin, is  
probably future active (from LXX),4 and in Lu. 19:40 some  
MSS., but not xBL (rejected by W. H.), give kekra<contai (cf. LXX).  
In Heb. 2:13 (another quotation from the LXX) we have the  
periphrastic form e@somai pepoiqw<j. The future perfect passive occurs  
in the N. T. only in the periphrastic form in such examples as 
e@stai dedeme<non (Mt. 16:19), e@stai lelume<na (Mt. 18:18), e@sotnai  
diamemerisme<noi (Lu. 12 : 52). Cf. e@s^ kat[a]teqeim[e<]no(s)  B.G.U. 596 
(A.D. 84). In the nature of the case the future perfect would not  
often be needed. This periphrastic future perfect is found as  
early as Homer.5  The papyri likewise show some examples.6 
 
 1 K.-B1., II, p. 2 f. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 201. Brug. calls the past perf. a "neue Bildung." 
 3 Handb. etc., p. 415 f. 
 4 So Hirt follows Wackern. in seeing a new stem here ei]dh--. Cf. ib., p. 416.  
B in Deut. 8:3 has ei@dhsan like the aorist ei@dhsa from Arist. onwards. Cf.  
Mayser, Gr., p. 370; Thack., Gr., p. 278. 
 5 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 27. 
 6 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 377. In the Boeotian inscr. the past perf.  
and the fut. perf. are both absent. 
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The present perfect and the past perfect also have the periphrastic  
conjugation. So we find with comparative indifference1  e@stin 
gegramme<na (Jo. 20:30) and in the next verse ge<graptai.  So also 
h#n gegramme<non (Jo. 19:19) and e]pege<grapto (Ac. 17:23). Cf. also  
Lu. 2:26. The active has some examples also, though not so  
many, as e[stw<j ei]mi (Ac. 25:10), and h#san proewrako<tej (Ac. 21:29). 
 9. S in Perfect Middle and Passive and Aorist Passive. It may  
be due to a variety of causes. Some of these verbs had an original 
s in the present stem, like tele<s)w, a]kou<(s)w.  Hence tete<lesmai,  
h@kousmai (h]kou<sqhn) etc.2  Others are dental stems like pei<q-w, pe<- 
peismai. Others again are n stems which in Attic (apparently  
analogical) changed to s, as fai<nw, pe<fasmai, but in the N. T. this  
n assimilates to the m as in e]chramme<noj (Mk. 11:20) from chrai<nw, 
memiamme<noj (Tit. 1:15) from miai<nw.  Then again some verbs take  
the s by analogy merely, as in the case of e@gnwsmai, e]gnw<sqhn  
(1 Cor. 13:12), ke<kleismai (Lu. 11:7), le<lousmai (Heb. 10:22). 
 (h) REDUPLICATION (diplasiasmo<j or a]nadi<plwsij). 
 1. Primitive. Now this primitive repetition of the root belongs  
to many languages and has a much wider range than merely the  
perfect tense. Hence it calls for separate treatment. It is older,  
this repetition or intensifying of a word, than either the inflection  
of nouns or the conjugation of verbs.3 Root reduplication ex- 
isted in the parent language.4 
 2. Both Nouns and Verbs. Among nouns note a]g-wgo<j, ba<r- 
baroj, be<-bhloj, etc. But it was among verbs that reduplication  
found its chief development.5 
 3. In Three Tenses in Verbs. It is in the aorist, the present  
and the perfect. This is precisely the case with the Sanskrit,  
where very many aorists, some presents and nearly all perfects  
have reduplication.6  In Homer7  the reduplication of the second 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 202 f.; Brug. (Griech. Gr., p. 330 f.) points  
out how in prehistoric times the periphrastic form alone existed in the subj.  
and opt. middle and passive, as indeed was practically true always for all  
the voices. 
 2 Ib., p. 326. Cf. Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., p. 100 f.; Thack., pp. 219 ff., for  
LXX illustr. of both s and n (m). 
 3 Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), vol. IV, p. 10. See note there for books on  
Reduplication. Add Lautensach, Gr. Stud. (1899). 
 4 Ib., p. 11. Cf. K.-B1., II, p. 8. 
 5 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 176. Fritzsche (Ques. de redupl. graeca; Curtius,  
Stud. zu griech. and lat. Gr., pp. 279 ff.) considers the doubling of the syl- 
lable (iteration) the origin of all reduplication like a]r-ar-i<skw, bi-ba<-zw. 
 6 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 222.  7 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 32. 
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aorist is much more frequent than in later Greek, but forms like 
h@gagon, h@negkon, ei#pon, persist in N. T. Greek and the koinh< gener- 
ally. Cf. e]ke<kraca in Ac. 24 : 21. The Greek present shows  
reduplication in three classes of presents, viz. the root class  
(like di<-dwmi, i!-h-mi, i!-sthmi, etc.), the thematic presents (like 
gi<-gno-mai, pi-<ptw, etc.), inceptive verbs (like gi-gnw<-skw, etc.). 
The most common reduplication in Greek is, of course, that in  
the perfect tense, where it is not like augment, mode-sign or per- 
sonal endings. It is an integral part of the tense in all modes,  
voices and persons, until we see its disappearance (p. 365) in the  
later Greek. In the vernacular the extinction is nearly complete.1  
Even presents2 like gnw<skw occur in modern Greek. Dieterich3  
gives numerous examples of dropped reduplicatiion in inscriptions  
and papyri. It is absent in the modern Greek vernacular, even  
in the participle.4 
 4. Three Methods in Reduplication. Perhaps the oldest is the  
doubling of the whole syllable, chiefly in presents and aorists, like 
gog-gu<zw, a]r-ari<skw, h@g-ag-on, etc. This is the oldest form of re- 
duplication5 and is more common in Greek than in Latin.6  The  
later grammarians called it Attic reduplication because it was less  
common in their day,7 though, as a matter of fact, Homer used it  
much more than did the Attic writers.8  But perfects have this  
form also, as a]kh<koa, e]lh<luqa, etc. But the reduplication by i is  
confined to presents like di<-dwmi, gi<-gnomai, gi-gnw<skw, etc. And  
most perfects form the reduplication with e and the repetition of  
the first letter of the verb as le<-kuka. But Homer had pe<piqon and  
other such aorists.  Ei#pon is really an example of such an aorist. 
 5. Reduplication in the Perfect. The history is probably as  
follows in the main. Originally there were some perfects without  
reduplication,9 a remnant of which we see in oi#da. The doubling 
of the whole syllable was the next step like a]k-h<koa, e]-grh<-gor-a, 
e]l-h<luqa, a]po<lwla, etc., like the present and aorist usage.10  Then  
comes the e with repetition of the initial letter of a consonant- 
 
 1 See Jann., Hist. Gr., p. 190 f., for exx. like e@takto even in Polyb., and later 
gramme<noj, etc. 
 2 Ib. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 148 f. 
 3 Unters. etc., p. 215.   6 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 409. 
 4 Thumb, Handb., p. 148 f.  7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 190. 
 5 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 369.  8 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 32. 
 9 Cf. Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), IV, p. 384. Cf. also Hirt, Handb. etc.  
p. 407; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 259. 
 10 Ib., Helbing, Gr. d. Sept., pp. 70-82, treats together augment and redu- 
plication, not a very satisfactory method. 
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stem like le-loipa. But here some further modifications crept in. 
The aspirates did not repeat, but we have te<-qeika. Those with a 
did not repeat it, but instead used the rough breathing as e!sthka 
or the smooth like e@-sxhka. This was all for euphony. But forms  
like e@-sxhka, e@-spasmai fall under another line also, for, if the verb  
begins with a double consonant, the consonant need not be used. 
So e@-gnwka, but be<-blhka, ge<-grafa.  The Cretan dialect has in- 
deed e@grattai=ge<-graptai.1  So far the N. T. phenomena are in 
harmony with the general Greek history, as indeed is the case with  
the papyri2 and the inscriptions.3  In Lu. 1:27 and 2:5, we have 
e]-mnhsteume<nh, not memn. (cf. me<mnhmai). Just as s verbs did not repeat, 
so with r[ verbs sometimes. So e]rimme<noi (Mt. 9:36), e@rrwsqe (Ac. 
15:29), etc. But in Rev. 19:13 W. H. read r]erantisme<non, though  
Hort4 advocates r]aramme<non.  D has r]erimme<noi in Mt. 9:36 above. 
This reduplication of initial r[ is contrary to Attic rule. For the 
LXX see Thackeray, Gr., p. 204 f. This use of e begins to spread 
in the koinh< and is seen in LXX MSS., as in A e]pe<grapto (Deut. 
9:10). For similar forms in Ionic and late writers see Winer- 
Schmiede1.5 Once more several verbs that begin with a liquid 
have ei as the reduplication in the Attic and Ionic, though not in 
all dialects. Perhaps euphony and analogy entered to some ex- 
tent in the case of ei@-lhfa (lamba<nw), ei@rhka (cf. e]rrh<qhn). Note 
also ei@lhxa and ei@loxa.  With verbs beginning with a vowel there  
was sometimes the doubling of the syllable as a]kh<koa, or the mere 
lengthening of the vowel as h@kousmai, or the addition of e alone 
with contraction as ei]qisme<noj, or uncontracted as e@oika (from ei@kw). 
Cf. ei@wqa.  In Jo. 3:21 (so 1 Pet. 4:3) we have ei@rgasmai as in 
Attic and ei]lkwme<noj in Lu. 16:20. In o[raw we have e[oraka in 
Paul's Epistles (1 Cor. 9:1) and sometimes a sort of double 
reduplication (like ei@wqa) as e[w<raka (Jo. 1:18). So Attic. See 
Additional Note. In Col. 2:1 the form e[o<rakan calls for notice 
both for its reduplication and its ending (cf. e[w<rakan Lu. 9: 36). 
So also a]ne<&gen (1 Cor. 16:9; x h]ne&gw<j, Jo. 1 : 51) and a]ne&gme<nh 
(2 Cor. 2:12). Indeed in this last verb the preposition may re- 
additional reduplication (treble therefore), as in h]ne&gme<nh  
(Rev. five times). See also h]mfiesme<non (Mt. 11:8 = Lu. 7:25) from 
a]mfie<nnumi.  But as a rule with compound verbs in the N. T. re- 
 
 1 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 408. 
 2 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 338 
 3 Nachm., p. 150 f.; Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 171. 
 4 Notes on Orth., p. 170. 
 5 F. 103. Cf. also K.-B1., II, p. 23, and Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 38. 
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duplication comes only between the prepositions and the verb.  
Sometimes the reduplication is not used, as in eu]aresthke<nai (Heb.,  
11:5), but xDEP have eu]hr--.  We have &]koko<mhto (Lu. 4:29), 
but oi]kodomh?sqai (Lu. 6:48).1  Cf. oi]kodomh<qh  (Jo. 2:20) for ab- 
sence of augment. Reduplication in the perfect has disappeared  
from the modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 119) and is showing  
signs of decay in the koinh<. For suppression of reduplication in  
papyri see Mayser, p. 341. 
 (i) AUGMENT (au@chsij). 
 1. The Origin of Augment. It has never been explained. It is  
generally conceded to be an independent word, an adverb, added  
to the verb, which is an enclitic after the augment like e@-lipe.2  We  
have mere conjectures for the origin of the adverb, possibly a  
locative of the pronoun-stem. In Sanskrit it is a. 
 2. Where Found. It is found in Sanskrit, Iranian, Armenian  
and Greek, and only in the past tenses of the indicative. But in  
Mt. 12:20 we actually have katea<cei. (fut. ind. of kata<gnumi, and  
in Jo. 19:31 katearw?sin) (aor. pass. subj.), probably to distinguish  
these forms from kata<gw).  So Winer-Schmiedel, p. 98. This  
"false augment" is very common in later Greek (Hatzidakis, Einl.,  
p. 64). Augment persists in modern Greek (Thumb, p. 117). 
 3. The Purpose of Augment.  It denotes past time. The sec- 
ondary endings do that also and with sufficient clearness at first.  
More than half of the past tenses of the Sanskrit do not have the  
augment.3 In Homer some verbs like o[ra<w never had augment,  
and often for metrical reasons the augment is not found in Ho- 
mer. He used much freedom in the matter.4  Jannaris5 is prob- 
ably right in the opinion that this freedom is due to the original  
fulness of the verb-endings. Augment won a firm foothold in  
prose before it did in poetry,6 but never was everywhere essential.  
It varied greatly in its history as will be shown. 
 4. The Syllabic Augment (au@chsij sullabikh<). Its use with the  
past tenses of the indicative was not exactly uniform, being less  
constant with the past perfect than with the aorist and imperfect.  
The syllabic augment occurs also with some initial vowel verbs  
due to original digamma F, s in the anlaut. So ei@asen (Ac. 28:4), 
 
 1 Moulton (Cl. Rev., Feb., 1901, p. 36) cites a]paith?sqai, e[toima<kamen from the  
pap. 
 2 Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), IV, p. 25. Jann. (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 185) thinks  
it is an archaic form of the imperf. of ei]mi< (e, en). 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 221.  5 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 185. 
 4 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 30 f.  6 Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), IV, p. 32. 
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ei@domen (Mt. 2:2), ei#pen (Mt. 2:8), ei!lato (2 Th. 2:13), etc. 
Cf. Thackeray, Gr., p. 200 f. In the N. T. it is absent from the  
past perfect more frequently than it is present, as is true of the  
papyri1 and late Greek generally.2  So, for instance, teqemeli<wto   
(Mt. 7:25), pepoih<keisan (Mk. 15:7), paradedw<kwisan (Mk. 15:10), 
e]lhlu<qei. (Jo. 6:17), etc. On the other hand the augment does  
appear in such examples as e]pepoi<qei (Lu. 11:22), e]be<blhto (Lu. 
16:20), e]gego<nei (Jo. 6:17), sunete<qeinto (Jo. 9:22), periede<deto (Jo. 
11:44), etc. It was only in the past perfect that both augment  
and reduplication appeared. The koinh< strove to destroy the dis- 
tinction between reduplication and augment so that ultimately  
reduplication vanished (Thumb, Hellenismus, p. 170). But first  
the augment vanished in the past perfect. The Attic sometimes  
had e[sth<kein (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 100). Hort (Notes on Orthog- 
raphy, p. 162) contends for i[sth<kein uniformly in the N. T. as  
more than mere itacism for ei[sth<kein, for even B has i five times  
in spite of its fondness for ei.  So W. H. uniformly, as Rev. 7:11  
and even in Jo. 1:35 and Lu. 23:49.  Cf. similar itacism between  
ei#don and i@don in the MSS. (Hort, Notes on Orthography, p. 162).  
On augment in the LXX see Conybeare and Stock, Sel. from  
LXX, pp. 36 ff.; Swete, Intr. to 0. T., p. 305; Thackeray, Gr.,  
pp. 195 ff. Syllabic augment was much more tenacious with  
the aorist and imperfect than the temporal. 
 5. The Temporal Augment (au@chsij xronkh<). The simplicity of 
the syllabic and the resulting confusion of the temporal had un- 
doubtedly something to do with the non-use of the temporal aug- 
ment in many cases.3  The koinh< shows this tendency.4 Even the  
Attic was not uniform in the use of the temporal augment. At  
bottom there is no real distinction between the temporal and syl- 
labic augment. Both express time and both make use of the syl- 
labic e. The difference is more one of the eye and ear than of  
fact. What we call the temporal augment is the result of the con- 
traction of this e with the initial vowel of the verb.5 As remarked  
above, this very confusion of result, difficult to keep clear as the  
vowel-sounds tended to blend more and more, led to the disuse  
of this e and contraction with initial vowel verbs, especially with  
diphthongs.6  Hence in the N. T. we meet such examples as the 
 
 1 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 333.  2 W.-Sch., p. 99. 
 3 See good discussion in Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 186. 
 4 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 336.   5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 185. 
 6 Ib., p. 186. Hence in mod. Gk. temporal augment is nearly gone. Al- 
ready in the LXX the movement toward the loss of the temporal augment is 
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following: of ai, e]paisxu<nqh (2 Tim. 1:16); of eu, eu]lo<ghsen (Mt.  
14:19), eu]do<khsa (Mt. 17:5), eu]nou<xisan (Mt. 19:12), eu]kai<roun  
(Mk. 6:31), eu]frai<nonto (Ac. 7:41), eu]porei?to (Ac. 11:29), eu]qu- 
dromh<samen, (Ac. 16:11), eu]xari<sthsen (Ac. 27:35).1  But on the  
other hand we have hu!riskon (Mk. 14:55), proshu<canto (Ac. 8:15),  
hu]xo<mhn (Ro. 9:3), hu]do<khsan (Ro. 15:26); of oi, oi]kodomh<qh (Jo.  
2:20), etc., but &]kodo<mhsen (Lu. 7:5), etc.; of ei, ei@camen (Gal. 2:  
5) just like Attic; of e, diermh<nusen (Lu. 24:27), diegei<reto (Jo. 6: 
18), a]ne<qh (Ac. 16:26), a]fe<qhsan (Ro. 4:7, Ps. 32:1); of o, pro- 
orw<mhn (Ac. 2:25; Ps. 16:8), and some MSS. in Lu. 13:13 (a]nor- 
qw<qh) and Ro. 9:29 (o[moiw<qhmen); of i, i@sxusen (Lu. 8:43), i[ka<nwsen, 
(2 Cor. 3:6) and i]a?to (Lu. 9:11); of w, w]ne<omai has no augment,  
w]nh<sato (Ac. 7:16), and the same, thing is true of w]qe<w, as a]pw<- 
sato (Ac. 7:27), e]cw<sen (Ac. 7:45).  ]Erga<zomai has h, not ei, as  
its augment according to W. H. So h]rga<zonto (Ac. 18:3), but  
always ei@xon. 
 6. Compound Verbs (parasu<nqeta). The language varied in the  
way it regarded compound verbs, though usually a verb derived  
from a compound is treated as a unit. So e]qhrioma<xhsa, e]liqo- 
bo<lhsan, e]mosxopoi<hsan (Ac. 7:41), e]naua<ghsa, e]profh<teusen (Mk. 7:  
6), e]parrhsia<sato (Ac. 9:27), e]sukofa<nthsa, but eu]hggeli<sato (Ac.  
8:35) in late Greek and proeuggeli<sato (Gal. 3:8). If the com- 
pound embraces a preposition, the augment as in Attic usually  
follows the preposition like a]ph<nthsan (Lu. 17:12). Some verbs  
derived from nouns already compounded are augmented like verbs  
compounded with a preposition, as dihko<nei (Mt. 8 : 15) unlike At- 
tic. As further examples note a]pedh<mhsen (Mt. 21:33), e]pequ<mhsan  
(Mt. 13:17), kathgro<roun (Mk. 15:3), e]pexei<rhsan (Lu. 1:1), a]pe- 
logei?to (Ac. 26:1), sunh<rgei (Jas. 2:22). Cf. Winer-Schmiedel,  
p. 102.  But in Mt. 7:22 and 11:13 the Syrian class of MSS.  
have proefhteu<samen and -san.  Sometimes the preposition itself is  
treated as a part of the verb when put directly to the verb, as  
h@fien (Mk. 1:34), h@noicen (Rev. 6:1), dih<noigen (Lu. 24:32), e]ka<- 
qeudon (Mt. 25:5), e]ka<qhto (Mt. 13:1), e]ka<qisen (Jo. 19:13), e]ka- 
qezeto (Jo. 4:6).  In Mt. 13:15 e]ka<mmusan (from Is. 6:10) is  
assimilation of katamu<w.  Verbs beginning with eu]-- vary in aug- 
mented tenses between eu]-- and hu]--, but when followed by a vowel,  
the verb is treated as a compound like eu]hggeli<sato above. 
 7. Double Augment. It is fairly common in the N. T. In the 
 
seen (Thack., Gr., pp. 196, 199 f.). The pap. often have –eire<qhn for --^re<qhn  
(Mayser, pp. 127, 335). 
 1 See W.-Sch., p. 100 f. Cf. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 162 f. 
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case of h@gagon and ei#pon the augment is added to the aoristic re- 
duplication. But in e[w<rwn (Jo. 6:2 in Tischendorf's text, W. H.  
e]qew<roun) there is a clear case of double augment like the double  
reduplication in e[w<raka.  So also the N. T. regularly h]dunh<qhn (Mt.  
17:16) and even h]duna<sqh (Mk. 7:24). Both e]du<nato (Mk. 6:5)  
and h]du<nato (Mk. 14:5) appear and the MSS. vary much. This  
h (analogy to h@qelon) first arises in the Attic in 300 B.C.1 With  
me<llw, h@mellon is the usual form (Jo. 4:47), though e@mellon occurs  
also (Jo. 7:39). Bou<lomai in the N. T. never has h, though the  
Text. Rec. has it in 2 Jo. 12. On the other hand qe<lw always has h  
(Gal. 4:20, h@qelon) even after the initial e was dropped.  ]Apoka- 
qi<sthmi has always a double augment, one with each preposition.  
So a]pekate<sth (Mk. 8:25) and a]pekatesta<qh (Mk. 3:5).2  So LXX  
and later Greek.3  But in Heb. 12:4 a]ntikate<sthte is the true  
text.4   ]Anoi<gw has a peculiar history. It now has single augment  
on the preposition, as h@noicen (Rev. 6:3), now double augment of  
the verb, as a]ne<&cen (Jo. 9:14), now a triple augment on verb and  
preposition, as h]ne&<xqhsan (Mt. 9:30).   ]Anexomai, on the other  
hand, has only one augment, as a]nesxo<mhn (Ac. 18:14) and a]nei<xesqe  
(2 Cor. 11:1). For double augment in the LXX see Thackeray,  
Gr., pp. 202 ff. 
 VIII. The Infinitive (h[ a]pare<mfatoj e@gklisij).  The most  
striking development of the infinitive in the koinh< belongs to  
syntax, and not accidence.5  Hence a brief discussion will here  
suffice. Blass, for instance, in his Grammar of N. T. Greek, has  
no discussion of the infinitive under "Accidence," nor has  
Moulton in his Prolegomena. But the infinitive has a very in- 
teresting history on its morphological side. 
 1. No Terminology at First. Originally it was a mere noun of  
action (nomen actionis). Not all nouns of action developed into  
infinitives. Brugmann6 quotes from Plato th>n tou? qeou? do<sin u[mi?n  
where a noun of action (do<sij) is used with the dative. This is, of  
course, not an infinitive. The older Sanskrit shows quite a variety  
of nouns of action used in a "quasi-infinitive sense,"7 governing  
cases like the verb, but having no tense nor voice. 
 2. Fixed Case-Forms. The first stage in the development was  
reached when these nouns of action were regarded as fixed ease- 
 
 1 Meist erh., Att. Inschr., p. 169.  4 Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 163. 
 2 So inscr. Letronne, Rec. II, p. 463.  5 Dieterich, Unters., p. 209. 
 3 W.-Sch., p. 103.   6 Comp. Gr. (transl.), II, p. 471. 
 7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 203. On these infs. in posse see Brug., Comp. Gr.,  
IV, p. 599. 
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forms. That stage was obtained in the Sanskrit. At first the da- 
tive was the most common case so used along with the accusative,  
genitive, ablative and sometimes the locative. In the later San- 
skrit the accusative supplanted the rest (tum or itum). Cf. the  
Latin supine.1  But the Sanskrit infinitive, while governing cases, 
never developed tense nor voice, and so remained essentially a  
substantive. 
 3. With Voice and Tense. But the second stage appears in the 
Greek and Latin where it had its most characteristic develop- 
ment.2 The infinitive becomes a real verbal substantive. Here 
voice and tense are firmly established. But while, by analogy, the  
Greek infinitive comes to be formed on the various tense and 
voice stems, that is an after-thought and not an inherent part of  
the infinitive. There was originally no voice, so that it is even 
a debatable question if timh?-sai, for instance, and haberi are not  
formed exactly alike.3 The active and the passive ideas are both 
capable of development from dunato>j qauma<sai, ‘capable for won- 
dering.’4  The passive infinitive had only sporadic development 
in single languages.5  The middle is explained in the same way as  
active and passive. The tense-development is more complete in 
Greek than in Latin, the future infinitive being peculiar to Greek.  
The Latin missed also the distinctive aorist infinitive. But here 
also analogy has played a large part and we are not to think of  
lu?sai, for instance, as having at bottom more kinship with e@lusa  
than with lu<sij.6  Indeed the perfect and future infinitives are 
both very rare in the N. T. as in the koinh< generally.7  This weak- 
ening of the future infinitive is general8 in the koinh<, even with  
me<llw as well as in indirect discourse.  In Jo. 21:25 late MSS. 
have xwrh?sai instead of xwrh<sein. Indeed the papyri in the later  
koinh< show a hybrid infinitive form, a sort of mixture of aorist and 
 
 1 Whitney, ib., p. 347. Cf. ger. of Lat. For special treatises on the inf. see  
Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), IV, pp. 595 ff.; Griech. Gr., p. 359. Cf. also Grune- 
wald, Der freie formelhafte Inf. der Limitation im Griech. (1888); Birklein,  
Entwickelungsgesch. des substant. Inf. (1888); Votaw, The Use of the Inf. in  
Bibl. Gk. (1896); Allen, The Inf. in Polyb. compared with Bibl. Gk. (1907).  
Jann. (Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 480 ff., 568 ff.) has a very good sketch of the history 
of the inf. in Gk. On p. 572 f. he discusses John's use of the inf. with verbs  
(129 exx.). Cf. Jolly, Gesch. des Inf. im Indog. (1873); Gildersleeve, Contrib. 
to the Hist. of the Articular Inf. (Transl. Am. Phil. Ass., 1878, A. J. P., vol. III, 
pp. 193 ff.; vol. VIII, pp. 329 ff.; vol. XXVII, p. 105 f.). 
 2 Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), II, p. 471. 
 3 Hirt, Handb. etc., p. 433.  6 Moulton, Prol., p. 204. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 203.   7 Votaw, Use of the Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 59. 
 6 Hirt, Handb., p. 431.   8 Moulton, Prol., p. 204. 
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future like e]peleu<sasqai (even in early papyri).1  In the LXX we  
find teu<casqai (2 Macc. 15:7) and e]kfeu<casqai in 2 Macc. 9:22.  
In other cases the two are used side by side. It is only in the  
state of the action that the infinitive has any true tense-action  
developed save in indirect discourse where the infinitive tense  
represents the time of the direct discourse. The infinitive thus  
is like a verb in that it expresses action, governs cases, has voice  
and tense.2 
 4. No Personal Endings. The infinitive never developed per- 
sonal endings and remained undefined, unlimited. The infinitive  
and the participle are thus both infinitives in this sense, that they  
are the unlimited verb so far as personal endings are concerned.  
They are both participles in that they participate in both noun  
and verb. The terms have no inherent distinction, but serve  
merely as a convenience.3 In the nature of the case neither can  
have a subject in any literal sense. But it is to be admitted even  
here that the line between the finite and the infinite verb is not  
absolute.4 Cf. the forms fe<re and fe<rein, for instance. But the  
cases used with the infinitive will be discussed in Syntax. 
 5. Dative and Locative in Form. The infinitive continued a  
substantive after the voice and tense-development. At first the  
case-idea of the form was observed, but gradually that disap- 
peared, though the form remained. The Greek infinitives are  
always either datives or locatives, "dead datives or locatives"  
usually.5 All infinitives in —ai are datives. Thus all those in –nai,  
–sai, ---e<nai, --menai (Homer), –sqai, (–qai). Those in --sqai alone give  
any trouble. It is probably a compound (s, qai), but its precise  
origin is not clear.6  The locative is seen in –ein, and Homeric –men,  
but the origin of –ein is again doubtful.7  But no distinction re- 
mains between the two cases in actual usage.8  In Homer9 the  
dative sense as well as form remain extremely common, as in- 
deed is true of all Greek where the infinitive remains. The very  
common infinitive of purpose, like h#lqon a]gora<sai, is a true dative.  
(Cf. Mt. 2:2.) But the very essence of the infinitive as a com- 
plete development is that this dative or locative form could be 
 
 1 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 385. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., Feb., 1901,  
p. 36 f. Cf. Hatz., Einl., p. 190. 
 2 Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), IV, p. 7. 4 Brug., Comp. Gr. (transl.), p.7. 
 3 K.-B1., II, p. 4.   6 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 90. 
 6 Cf. Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 469 f.; Brug., Grundr., II, § 1093. 8. 
 7 Hirt, Handb., p. 432; Giles, Man., p. 470. 
 8 Moulton, Prol., p. 202.   9 Monro, Horn. Gr., p. 154. 
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used in any case like any other substantive without inflection, an  
indeclinable substantive in a fixed case-form. 
 6. The Presence of the Article. After Homer's day it was com- 
mon and chiefly in the Attic,1 but this is a matter to be treated fur- 
ther in Syntax. The point to observe here is that the article did  
not make a substantive of the infinitive. It was that before voice  
and tense were used with it. But it is true that even in Homer  
the verbal aspect is more prominent than the substantival. In  
the vernacular the article was never much used with the infini- 
tive; perhaps for convenience it was not so employed. 
 7. The Disappearance of the Infinitive. The old forms in —ein  
and —nai remain longest (Thackey, Gr., pp. 210, 257). The  
causes for the, disappearance of the infinitive in later Greek till in  
the modern Greek vernacular it is (outside of the Pontic dialect)  
dead and gone, lie largely in the region of syntax. The infinitive  
as a whole disappears before o!ti and i!na (modern Greek na<).  Far- 
rar2 calls attention to the absence of the infinitive in Arabic. It  
was always a matter of discretion with a Greek writer whether in  
certain clauses he would use the infinitive or an object-clause  
(o!ti, o!pwj, i!na).3  Cf. Latin. The English infinitive has an inter- 
esting history also as the mutilated form of the dative of a ge- 
rund.4 
 8. Some N. T. Forms. Not many N. T. forms call for special  
remark and those have been explained already, such as —oi?n (Mt.  
13:32; Heb. 7:5), pei?n and even pi?n for piei?n (Jo. 4:9). In Lu.  
1:79 e]pifa?nai instead of the Attic e]pifh?nai is noticeable. In Ph. 
4:12 we have peina?n, not –h?n.  The Coptic has the infinitive pa- 
stiggoi?n (cf. W. H. kataskhnoi?n, Mt. 13:32 = Mk. 4:32, and a]pode- 
katoi?n in Heb. 7:5). In 1 Cor. 11:6 we find both kei<rasqai and  
cura?sqai.  In Mk. 14:71 o]mnu<nai is the regular –mi form. In Heb.  
11:5 eu]aresthke<nai is without reduplication in AKL. In Lu. 9:  
18 (11:1) a periphrastic infinitive appears, e]n t&? ei#nai au]to>n pro- 
seuxo<menon. The augment occurs with a]ne&xqh?nai. in Lu. 3:21. Cf.  
e@somai dido<nai in Tob. 5:15 B. 
 IX. The Participle (n metoxn). 
 1. The Name. This does not really distinguish this verbal ad- 
jective from the verbal substantive, the infinitive. Both are par- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 213 f. 
 2 Gk. Synt., p. 164. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 221. Thumb (Handb. of Mod. Gk.) has no  
discussion of the infinitive. 
 4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 169. Cf. Donaldson, New Crat., p. 603. 
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ticiples and both are infinitives. Voss1 calls the participles  
"mules" because they partake of both noun and verb, but the  
infinitives are hybrid in exactly the same sense. Like the infini- 
tive, the Greek participle has voice, tense, and governs cases, and  
may use the article. Unlike the infinitive the participle has reg- 
ular inflection like other adjectives. Clyde2 would include parti- 
ciples in the infinitive. So Kuhner-Blass.3  Dionysius Thrax4 
puts the participle right: Metoxh< e]sti le<cij mete<xousa th?j tw?n r[h- 
ma<twn kai> th?j tw?n o]noma<twn i]di<othtoj. 
 2. Verbal Adjectives. As a matter of fact no absolutely clear  
line can be drawn between verbal adjectives and other adjec- 
tives.5 An adjective may not only be used with a case like keno<j   
with the ablative, but may even take on a verbal, nature in cer- 
tain connections.6  Some, like kluto<j, were always purely adjec- 
tival.7  Most of the forms in –toj in Greek are adjectival, but  
many of them have a verbal idea developed also, either that of  
completion, as a]gaphto<j (‘beloved,’ Mt. 3:17) , or of possibility or  
capability, as paqhto<j (‘liable to suffering,’ Ac. 26:23) . In Greek  
these verbals in –toj never became a part of the verb as in Latin  
perfect passive participle.8  Moulton9 shows how amatus est and  
"he is loved" represent different tenses, but scriptum est and  
"it is written" agree. But there was no reason why the –toj  
should not have had a further verbal development in Greek. For  
the structure of this verbal adjective see the chapter on Forma- 
tion of Words, where a list of the chief examples is given. Moul- 
ton10 points out the wavering between the active and passive idea  
when the true verbal exists in the N. T., by the example of a]du<- 
natoj, in Ro. 8:3. Is it 'incapable' as in Ro. 15:1 or 'impos- 
sible' as is usual? Blass11 indeed denies the verbal character of the  
—toj form in the N. T. to any examples except paqhto<j (Ac. 26:23).  
But this is too extreme, as Moulton12 clearly proves.   ]Asu<netoj is  
active in Ro. 1:31 while a]su<nqetoj is middle (sunti<qemai). With  
the forms in –toj therefore two points have to be watched: first, if  
they are verbal at all, and then, if they are active, middle or pas- 
sive. There is no doubt as to the verbal character of the form in  
—te<oj, which expresses the idea of necessity. This is in fact a ge- 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 169.   7 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 474. 
 2 Gk. Synt., p. 94.    8 Ib. 
 3 II, p. 4.     9 Prol., 221. 
 4 § 19.      10 Ib. 
 5 Brug., Comp. Gr., IV, p. 605.   11 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 37. 
 6 Ib., II, p. 456,    12 Prol., p. 222. 
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rundive and is closely allied to the –toj form.1  It has both a per- 
sonal construction and the impersonal, and governs cases like the  
verb. It is not in Homer2 (though —toj is common), and the first  
example in Greek is in Hesiod.3  The N. T. shows only one ex- 
ample, blhte<on (Lu. 5:38), impersonal and governing the accusa- 
tive. It appears in a few MSS. in the parallel passage in Mk. 2:  
22. One further remark is to be made about the verbals, which  
is that some participles lose their verbal force and drop back to  
the purely adjectival function. So e[kw<n, me<llwn in the sense of  
‘future.’  Cf. eloquens and sapiens in Latin.4  In general, just  
as the infinitive and the gerind were surrounded by many other  
verbal substantives, so the participle and the gerundive come out  
of many other verbal adjectives. In the Sanskrit, as one would  
expect, the division-line between the participle and ordinary ad- 
jectives is less sharply drawn.5  
 3. True Participles. These have tense and also voice.  Brug- 
mann6 indeed shows that the Greek participle endings go back  
to the proethnic participle. Already in the Sanskrit the present,  
perfect and future tenses (and in the Veda the aorist) have parti- 
ciples in two voices (active and middle),7 thus showing an earlier  
development than the infinitive. The endings of the Greek parti- 
ciples are practically the same as those of the Sanskrit. The  
Latin, unlike the Sanskrit and the Greek, had no aorist and no  
perfect active participle, and the future participle like acturus  
may have come from the infinitive.8  The Greek has, however, two  
endings for the active, —nt for all tenses save the perfect, just like  
the Sanskrit. The perfect ending (wes, –wos, –us, Greek —wj, —ot,  
–w) is difficult of explanation, but is likewise parallel with the San- 
skrit.9 The perfect participle is more common in Homer than any  
other form of the perfect (Sterrett, Homer's Iliad, N. 44). The  
middle ending –meno is uniform and is like the Sanskrit. The Greek  
aorist passive participle ending (--qent) is peculiar to the Greek and  
is made by analogy from the old active form like fan-e<nt-j (fan-ei<j), 
 
 1 Brug., Comp. Gr., IV, p. 605. 2 Sterrett, Hom. Il., N. 28. 
 3 Hirt, Handb., p. 438. Moulton (Cl. Rev., Mar., 1904, p. 112) finds one  
ex. of —te<oj in the pap. and "the —toj participle is common in neg. forms."  
Note that he calls it a participle. 
 4 Brug., Comp. Gr., II, p. 457. 
 5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 347. 
 6 Indog. Forsch., V, pp. 89 ff. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 221. 
 7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 202. 
 8 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 474. 
 9 Hirt, Handb., p. 436 f. 
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like Latin, manens.1 The participles survive in modern Greek,  
though the active, like the third declension, takes on the form 
gra<fontaj (gra<fwn).2 
 The modern Greek uses chiefly the present active, the past  
passive participle (Dieterich, Unters., p. 206), and some middle  
or passive participles in –ou<menoj or –a<menoj (Thumb, Handb., p.  
167). The use of the aorist and perfect active participles gave  
Greek a great superiority over the Latin, which had such a usage  
only in deponent verbs like sequor, secutus. But Greek used the  
other participles far more than the Latin. English alone is a rival  
for the Greek in the use of the participle. One of the grammarians  
calls the Greeks filome<toxoi because they were a participle-loving  
people.3  The use of the tenses of the participle belongs to syntax.  
One may merely remark here that the future participle is very  
rare in the N. T. as in the papyri and koinh< generally (cf. Infinitive).  
The LXX has it seldom (Thackeray, Gr., p. 194). It is found  
chiefly in Luke in the N. T., as Lu. 22:49; Ac. 8:27; 20:22;  
22:5; 24:11, 17.4  The N. T. itself presents no special peculiari- 
ties as to the forms of the participle. In Rev. 19:13 r[eramme<non  
has been cited under the question of reduplication.   [Estw<j is  
more frequent than e[sthkw<j.  Other perfects like a]polwlw<j call  
for no comment. 
 4. In Periphrastic Use. The participle is common in the N. T.  
in the periphrastic tenses. These have been given in detail under  
the various tenses, but a summary at this point is desirable.  
This use of the participle with various forms of the verb "to be"  
is so common in all languages, ancient and modern, as hardly to  
require justification. Modern English uses it largely in its verb- 
inflection, as does modern Greek. The use of the participle as the  
predicate is found all through the Indo-Germanic languages.5  It  
is very frequent in the Sanskrit, especially in the later language.6   
Its oldest usage seems to be in the perfect tense, which exists as  
far back as we can go.7  In the N. T. the perfect optative does 
 
 1 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 473. Cf. the Sans. passive part. in –ta or –na,  
Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 340. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 206. Cf. Hatz., Einl., p. 1432% 
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 169. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 37. He cites elsewhere Mt. 27:49,  
sw<swn, Jo. 6:64, 1 Cor. 15:37; Heb. 3:5; 13:17; 1 Pet. 3:13. Then there  
are the doubtful forms kausou<mena (2 Pet. 3:10, 12) and komiou<menoi (2 Pet.  
2:13). 
 5 Brug., Comp. Gr., IV, p. 444. 
 6 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 394.  7 Brug., Comp. Gr., IV, p. 446. 
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not appear, though once a good chance for the periphrastic perfect  
optative arises as in Ac. 21:33, e]punqa<neto ti<j ei@h kai> ti< e]stin pepoih- 
kw<j.  The perfect subj. save ei]dw? is seen in the N. T. only in the  
periphrastic form both in the active, as ^# pepoihkw<j (Jas. 5:15), and  
the passive, as ^# peplhrwme<nh (Jo. 16:24).1 So 2 Cor. 9:3. The  
periphrastic perfect imperative is illustrated by e@stwsan perie- 
zwsme<nai (Lu. 12:35).  No example of the periphrastic perfect in- 
finitive appears in the N. T., so far as I have noticed, except  
katestalme<nouj u[pa<rxein (Ac. 19:36).  A periphrastic perfect par- 
ticiple also is observed in o@ntaj a]phllotriwme<nouj (Col. 1:21).  
Colloquial Attic has it (Arist. Ran. 721) and the inscriptions  
(Syll. 92852 ii/B.C.) a]pokekrime<nhj ou@shj (Moulton, Prol., p. 227). In 
the indicative the periphrastic form is the common one for the  
future perfect, both active, as e@somai pepoqw<j (Heb. 2:13), and  
passive, as e@stai lelume<na (Mt. 18:18).  Cf. Lu. 12:52. Moulton  
(Prol., p. 227) finds three papyri with aorist participles in future  
perfect sense. With gi<nomai note gego<nate e@xontej (Heb. 5:12).  
Cf. Rev. 16:10, e]ge<neto e]skotisme<nh.  Cf. 2 Cor. 6:14; Col. 1:18; 
Rev. 3:2.  The past perfect is very common in the passive, as  
h#n gegramme<non (Jo. 19:19), but less frequent in the active, as h#san 
proewrako<tej (Ac. 21:29).  In Ac. 8:16 we not only have h#n e]pi- 
peptwkw<j, but even bebaptisme<noi u[ph?rxon (cf. also 19:36). Cf. also  
h#n kei<menoj as equal to h#n teqeime<noj (Lu. 23:53); h#n e[stw<j (Lu. 5:1);  
ei#xon a]pokeime<nhn (Lu. 19:20), like e@xe par^thme<non (Lu. 14:18), since 
kei?mai is perfect in sense. The present perfect is more common  
in the periphrastic form than in the active, as e[stw<j ei]mi (Ac. 25:10),  
and especially in the passive, as gegramme<non e]sti<n (Jo. 6:31). 
 The periphrastic aorist appears only in h#n blhqei<j (Lu. 23:19)  
and only in the indicative.2  But note e]ge<neto sti<lbonta (Mk. 9:3). 
 The periphrastic future indicative is found several times in the  
active, as e@sontai pi<ptontej (Mk. 13:25), and the passive, as e@sesqe 
misou<menoi (Lu. 21 : 17).   
 The present tense is written periphrastically in the imperative,  
as i@sqi eu]now?n (Mt. 5:25; cf. Lu. 19:17), and even with gi<nomai, 
as mh> gi<nesqe e[terozugou?ntej (2 Cor. 6:14). Cf. Rev. 3:2. In 
Col. 1:18 we find an aorist subjunctive with a present parti- 
ciple, i!na ge<nhtai prwteu<wn. The present infinitive occurs in e]n t&? 
ei#nai au]to>n proseuxo<menon (Lu. 9:18; 11:1). As an example of the  
present indicative active take a! e]stin e@xonta (Col. 2:23), and of 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Or., p. 331. Kektw?mai and kekt^<mhn had no following in Gk. 
 2 Blass, Or. of N. T. Gk., p. 204. I am chiefly indebted to Blass for the  
facts in this summary. 
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the passive take o! e]stin meqermhneuo<menon, (Jo. 1:42), though this  
last is not strictly an instance in point. Cf. also e]sti>n prosana- 
plhrou?sa (2 Cor. 9:12). 
 The periphrastic imperfect is the most common of all. It is  
not unknown to the old Greek, and is abundant in the papyri and  
the koinh< generally, but it is even more frequent in the LXX  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 195) and in the Aramaic. As Blass1 shows,  
not all the examples in the N. T. are strictly periphrastic, like  
h#san . . . a]graulou?ntej (Lu. 2:8). But they are abundant enough,  
as one can see on almost any page of the Gospels. Take h#san a]na- 
bai<nontej kai> h#n proa<gwn (Mk. 10:32). So Ac. 2:2, h#san kaqh<menoi, 
and Gal. 1:22, h@mhn a]gnoou<menoj. 
 For list of important verbs in the N. T. see Additional Notes  
and my Short Grammar of the Greek N. T. (third ed.), pp. 48-56,  
241-244. For such verbs in the LXX see Thackeray, Gr., pp.  
258-920 (Table of Verbs); Helbing, Gr. d. LXX, pp. 128-135.  
For list in the papyri see Mayser, Gr., pp. 387-415. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 203. 
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               THE MEANING OF SYNTAX (SUNTACIS) 
 
 
 I. Backwardness in the Study of Syntax. What the Germans  
call Laut- und Formenlehre has received far more scientific treat- 
ment than has syntax. In 1874 Jolly1 lamented that so little  
work on syntax of a really valuable nature had been done.  
To a certain extent it was necessary that the study of the forms  
should precede that of syntax.2 The full survey of the words and  
their inflections was essential to adequate syntactical investiga- 
tion. And yet one can but feel that syntax has lagged too far  
behind. It has been the favourite field for grammatical charlatans  
to operate in, men who from a few examples drew large induc- 
tions and filled their grammars with "exceptions" to their own  
hastily made rules. Appeal was made to logic rather than to the  
actual facts in the history of language. Thus we had grammar  
made to order for the consumption of the poor students. 
 Others perhaps became disgusted with the situation and hastily  
concluded that scientific syntax was impracticable, at least for  
the present, and so confined their researches either to etymology  
or to the forms. In 1891 Muller3 sees no hope of doing anything  
soon for modern Greek syntax except in the literary high style  
on which he adds a few remarks about prepositions. Thumb4  
likewise has added a chapter on syntax to his Handbuch. If you  
turn to Whitney's Sanskrit Grammar, you will find no separate  
syntax, but merely some additional remarks on the "uses" of the  
aorist, the present, the subjunctive, etc. Monro in his Homeric  
Grammar follows somewhat the same plan, but with much more  
attention to the "uses" of cases and modes. Brugmann5 in his  
Griechische Grammatik devotes far more space to Formenlehre, 
 
 1 Schulgr. und Sprachw., p. 71. 
 2 Riem. and Goelzer, Gr. Comparee du Grec et du Lat., Synt., p. 7. 
 3 Hist. Or. der hell. Spr., p. 172. 
 4 Handb. der neugr. Volksspr., 1895; Handb. of Mod. Gk. Vernac., pp.  
179-206.      5 P. vii. 
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even in the third edition, which chiefly differs from the second in  
the increased attention to syntax. Giles in his Manual of Com- 
parative Philology, even in the secondl edition (1900), kept his  
discussion of the uses of the noun and verb apart and did not  
group them as syntax. When he wrote his first2 edition (1895)  
nothing worthy of the name had been done on the comparative  
syntax of the moods and tenses, though Delbruck had written  
his great treatise on the syntax of the noun. When Brugmann  
planned his first volume of Kurze vergleichende Grammatik (1880),  
he had no hope of going on with the syntax either with the  
"Grundriss” or the "Kurze," for at that time comparative gram- 
mar of the Indo-Germanic tongues was confined to Laut- und  
Formenlehre.3 But in the revision of Kuhner the Syntax by B.  
Gerth has two volumes, as exhaustive a treatment as Blass' two  
volumes on the Accidence. In the Riemann and Goelzer volumes  
the one on Syntax is the larger. Gildersleeve (Am. Jour. of Philol.,  
1908, p. 115) speaks of his convictions on "Greek syntax and all  
that Greek syntax implies." No man's views in this sphere are  
entitled to weightier consideration. May he soon complete his  
Syntax of Classical Greek. 
 As to the dialectical inscriptions the situation is still worse.  
Dr. Claflin4 as late as 1905 complains that the German mono-  
graphs on the inscriptions confine themselves to Laut- und For- 
menlehre almost entirely. Meisterhans in Schwyzer's revision  
(1900) is nearly the sole exception.5 Thieme6 has a few syntactical  
remarks, but Nachmanson,7 Schweizer8 and Valaori9 have noth- 
ing about syntax, nor has Dieterich.10  The same thing is true of  
Thumb's Hellenismus, though this, of course, is not a formal  
grammar. A few additional essays have touched on the syntax  
of the Attic inscriptions11and Schanz in his Beitrage has several  
writers12 who have noticed the subject.  The inscriptions do in- 
deed have limitations as to syntax, since much of the language is  
official and formal, but there is much to learn from them. Thack- 
eray has not yet published his Syntax of the LXX. nor has Hel- 
bing. 
 
 1 P. xi.   2 P. viii f. 3 Kurze vergl. Gr., 3. Lief., 1904, p. iii f.  
 4 Synt. of the Bceot. Dial. Inscr., p. 9. 
 5 Gr. der att. Inschr. But even he has very much more about the forms, 
 6 Die Inschr. von Magn. etc., 1906. 
 7 Laute und Formen der magn. Inschr., 1903. 
 8 Gr. d. perg. Inschr., Beitr. zur Laut- und Formenl. etc., 1898. 
 9 Der delph. Dial., 1901.  11 Claflin, Synt. of the Boeot. Dial. Inser., p. 10.  
 10 Unters. etc., 1898.  12 Dyroff, Weber, Keck. 
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 We are somewhat better off as to the papyri as a result chiefly  
of the work of Dr. James Hope Moulton, who has published his re- 
searches in that field as applied to the New Testament.1  Cronert  
in his Mem. Graeca Hercul. has a good many syntactical remarks  
especially on the cases,2  but no formal treatment of the subject.  
Volker3 has not finished his good beginning. No syntax has come  
from Mayser yet who stopped with Laut- und Formenlehre,  
though he is at work on one. Moulton does not profess4 to  
cover all the syntactical points in the papyri, but only those  
that throw light on some special points in the N. T. usage. 
 II. New Testament Limitations. It is evident therefore that  
the N. T. grammarian is in a poorer plight when he approaches  
syntax. And yet, strange to say, the N. T. grammars have largely  
confined themselves to syntax. Winer-Moulton, out of 799 pages,  
has only 128 not syntax. Buttmann, out of 403 pages (Thayer's  
translation), has only 74 not syntax. In Winer-Schmiedel syntax  
is reached on p. 145. Blass begins syntax on p. 72, out of 305  
pages. Moulton in his Prolegomena starts syntax on p. 57 (232  
in all). The present book has given the discussion of the forms  
more space at any rate. It is at least interesting to note that  
N. T. grammarians have reversed the example of the comparative  
philologists. Is it a case of rushing in where angels fear to tread? 
 One may plead in defence that the demands of exegesis are  
great and urgent, not to say more congenial. The distinctive  
character of the N. T. teaching is more closely allied to lexicog- 
raphy and syntax than to mere forms. That is very true, but  
many a theologian's syntax has run away with him and far from  
the sense of the writer, because he was weak on the mere forms.  
Knowledge of the forms is the first great step toward syntax.  
Deissmann even complains of Blass for assuming too much in his  
Syntax and not making enough comments "to rouse up energet- 
ically this easy-going deference of the youthful reader" (Exposi- 
tor, Jan., 1908, p. 65). 
 Blass5 urges, besides, that it is just in the sphere of syntax that 
 
 1 See Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, pp. 436 ff.; Apr., 1904, p. 150; Exp., 1904, series  
on Charact. of N. T. Gk.; Prol., 1906. 
 2 Pp. 159   3 Synt. der griech. Pap., I, Der Art., 1903. 
 4 Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 436. Debrunner (p. xi of his 4. Aufl. of Blass'  
Gramm. d. N. Griech., 1913, which he has kindly sent me as I reach this  
point in the galley proof) laments: "Par die Studien der hellenistischen (und  
der mittel- und neugriechischen) Syntax gilt leider noch das Wort polu>j me>n o[  
qerismo<j, oi[ de> e]rga<tai o]li<goi." 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 72. 
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the N. T. variations from the ancient Greek can be best observed,  
in this and the change in the meaning of words. This is true, but  
just as much so of the koinh< in general. This is just the opposite 
of Winer's view,1 who held that the N. T. peculiarities of syntax   
were very few. The explanation of the difference lies partly in  
the undeveloped state of syntax when Winer wrote, though he  
wrote voluminously enough himself, and partly in the wider con- 
ception of syntax that Blass2 holds as being "the method of em- 
ploying and combining the several word-forms and ‘form-words’  
current in the language." 
 On the other hand attention must be called to the fact that the  
study of the forms is just the element, along with vocabulary,  
mainly relied on by Deissmann in his Bible Studies to show the  
practical identity of the vernacular koinh< in the papyri and in the  
N. T. Greek. Burton3 puts it rightly when he says of the N. T.  
writers: "The divergence of their language from that of classical  
writers in respect to syntax is greater than in reference to forms  
of words, and less than in respect to the meaning of words, both  
the Jewish and the Christian influence affecting more deeply the  
meanings of words than either their form or their syntactical  
employment." Deissmann4 readily admits that Christianity has  
a set of ideas peculiar to itself, as has every system of teaching  
which leads to a characteristic terminology. 
 But one is not to think of the N. T. as jargon or a dialect of the  
koinh< in syntax.5 It is not less systematic and orderly than the  
rest of the vernacular koinh<, and the koinh< is as much a real language 
with its own laws as the Greek of Athens.6  As remarked above, 
the koinh< showed more development in syntax than in forms, but 
it was not a lawless development. It was the growth of life and  
use, not the artificial imitation of the old language of Athens by  
the Atticists. Blass properly insists on the antithesis here be- 
tween the artificial Atticist and "the plain narrator of facts or  
the letter-writer" such as we meet in the N. T. Deissmann (Ex- 
positor, Jan., 1908, p. 75) holds that Christianity in its classical  
epoch "has very little connection with official culture." "It re- 
jects — this is the second result of our inquiry — it rejects, in this 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 27. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 72; cf. p. 3 also. 
 3 Notes on N. T. Gr., 1904, p. 22.  4 B. S., p. 65. 
 5 Thumb, Die sprachgeschichtl. Steil. des bibl. Griech., Theol. nu., 1002,  
p. 97. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 3.   7 Ib., p. 72. 
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epoch, all the outward devices of rhetoric. In grammar, vocabu- 
lary, syntax and style it occupies a place in the midst of the peo- 
ple and draws from the inexhaustible soil of the popular element  
to which it was native a good share of its youthful strength."  
This is largely true. Men of passion charged with a great message  
do strike forth the best kind of rhetoric and style with simplicity,  
power, beauty. It is blind not to see charm in Luke, in John, in  
Paul, James and the writer of Hebrews, a charm that is the de- 
spair of mere "devices of rhetoric" or artificial rules of style and  
syntax. 
 It is not surprising to find variations in culture in the N. T.  
writers, men who had different antecedents (Jew or Greek), dif- 
ferent environment (Palestine, Asia Minor and possibly Egypt),  
different natural gifts and educational advantages, as seen in  
Peter and Paul. These individual peculiarities show themselves  
easily and naturally in syntax and style. See chapter IV, The  
Place of the N. T. in the koinh<, for a larger discussion of this  
matter of the peculiarities of the N. T. writers. But even in 2  
Peter and the Apocalypse one has no difficulty in understand- 
ing this simple vernacular koinh<, however far short these books  
come of the standard of Isocrates or Demosthenes. The study of  
N. T. syntax is a worthy subject and one entirely within the range  
of scientific historical treatment so far as that subject has ad- 
vanced. 
 III. Recent Advance by Delbruck. Just as Brugmann is the  
great name in the accidence of comparative grammar, so Del- 
bruck is the great name in syntax. Brugmann gladly recognises  
his own indebtedness to Delbruck. He has sought to follow Del- 
bruck in the syntax of his Griechische Grammatik1 and in the  
Kurze vergleichende Grammatik.2 It is not necessary here to re- 
count the story of how Delbruck was finally associated with  
Brugmann in the Grundriss, and the Syntax by Delbruck brought  
to completion in 1900. Brugmann tells the story well in Kurze  
vergl. Gr. (pp. v ff.) and Delbruck in the Grundriss itself. It is a  
great achievement and much led up to it. Delbruck has recounted  
the progress of comparative grammar in his Introduction to the  
Study of Language (1882). In 1872 he had published Die Re- 
sultate der vergleichenden Syntax. In 1879 he brought out Die  
Grundlagen der griechischen Syntax ("Syntaktische Forschungen," 
 
 1 P. vii. 
 2 P. ix. He feels "als Schiller unseres Begrunders and Meisters der ver- 
gleichenden Syntax." 
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Bd. IV). That marked him as the man to do for syntax what  
Brugmann would do for forms. Delbruck does not claim all the  
credit. Bernhardy in 1829 had published Wissenschaftliche Syn- 
tax der griechischen Sprache, but Bopp, Schleicher and the rest  
had done much besides. The very progress in the knowledge of  
forms called for advance in syntax. In 1883 Hubner wrote Grund- 
riss zu Vorlesungenuaber die griechische Syntax. It is not a treat- 
ment of syntax, but a systematized bibliography of the great  
works up to date on Greek syntax. It is still valuable for that  
purpose. One can follow Brugmann1 and Delbruck, Vergl. Syn- 
tax, Dritter Teil, pp. xvi–xx, for later bibliography. As the foun- 
ders of syntax Hubner2 points back to Dionysius Thrax and  
Apollonius Dyscolus in the Alexandrian epoch. The older Greeks  
themselves felt little concern about syntax. They spoke cor- 
rectly, but were not grammatical anatomists. They used the  
language instead of inspecting and dissecting it. 
 Delbruck (Vergleichende Syntax, Erster Teil, pp. 2-72) gives a  
lucid review of the history of syntactical study all the way from  
Dionysius Thrax to Paul's Principles of the History of Language.  
He makes many luminous remarks by the way also on the general  
subject of syntax. I cannot accent too strongly my own debt to  
Delbruck. 
 Syntax, especially that of the verb, has peculiar difficulties.3  
Not all the problems have been solved yet.4 Indeed Schanz so  
fully appreciates the situation that he is publishing a series of ex- 
cellent Beitrage zur historischen Syntax der griechischen Sprache.  
He is gathering fresh material. Many of the American and Euro- 
pean universities issue monographs by the new doctors of philos- 
ophy on various points of syntax, especially points in individual  
writers. Thus we learn more about the facts. But meanwhile  
we are grateful to Delbruck for his monumental work and for all  
the rest. 
 IV. The Province of Syntax. 
 (a) THE WORD SYNTAX (su<ntacij). It is from sunta<ssw and  
means 'arrangement' (constructio).5 It is the picture of the orderly  
marshalling of words to express ideas, not a mere medley of words.  
The word syntax is indeed too vague and general to express  
clearly all the uses in modern grammatical discussion, but it is 
 
 1 Griech. Gr., p. 363.  3 Giles, Comp. Philob; pp. 404 f., 475. 
 2 Grundr. zu Vorles., p. 3. 4 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 7. 
 5 Farrar (Gk. Synt., p. 54) quotes Suetonius as saying that the first Gk. gr.  
brought to Rome was by Crates Mallotes after the Second Punic War. 
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too late to make a change now.1  Gildersleeve (Am. Jour. of  
Philol., 1908, p. 269) says that some syntacticians treat "syntax  
as a rag-bag for holding odds and ends of linguistic observations." 
 (b) SCOPE OF SYNTAX. But the difficulty is not all with the  
term, for the thing itself is not an absolutely distinct province.  
What the Germans call Lautlehre (‘teaching about sounds’) is  
indeed quite to itself. But when we come to define the exact line  
of demarcation between syntax or the relation of words on the  
one hand and single words on the other the task is not always so  
easy. Ries2 indeed in his very able monograph makes the contrast  
between syntax (or construction) and single words. His scheme  
is this: Under Wortlehre (‘science of words’) he puts Formenlehre  
(‘theory of forms’) and Bedeutungslehre (‘meaning of words’).3  
He also subdivides syntax in the same way. Syntax thus treats  
of the binding of words together in all relations. Brugmann4 fol- 
lows Delbruck5 in rejecting the special use of syntax by Ries.  
Brugmann6 considers the breaking-up of the sentence by Ries  
into single words to be wilful and only conventional. It is in-  
deed true that single words have a teaching both as to the word  
itself (form-word, as prepositions) and the form (inflection).7  
That is to say, two things call for consideration in the case of  
single words: the facts as to the words and the inflection on the  
one hand and the meaning of these facts on the other. Now  
Ries refuses to give the term syntax to the meaning of these  
facts (words, inflections, etc.), but confines syntax to the other  
field of word-relations. One is bound to go against Ries here and  
side with Delbruck and Brugmann. 
 (c) CONSTRUCTION OF WORDS AND CLAUSES. We use syntax, 
therefore, both for construction of the single word and for clauses.  
But one must admit the difficulty of the whole question and not  
conceive that the ancients ran a sharp line between the form and  
the meaning of the form. But, all in all, it is more scientific to  
gather the facts of usage first and then interpret these facts. This  
interpretation is scientific syntax, while the facts of usage are  
themselves syntax. Thus considered one may properly think  
of syntax in relation to the words themselves, the forms of the 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 364. 2 Was ist Syntax? 1894, p. 142. 
 3  Ib., p. 142 f. Ries calls it a "naive misuse of the word syntax" not to  
take it in this sense. But he is not himself wholly consistent. 
 4 Griech. Gr., p. 363 f.; Kurze vergl. Gr., III, p. vii. 
 5 Grundr., V, pp. 1 
 6 Kurze vergl. Gr., III, p. vii. 7 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 363. 
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words, the clauses and sentences, the general style. Clyde makes  
two divisions in his Greek Syntax, viz. Words (p. 126) and Sen- 
tences (p. 193). But this formal division is artificial. Here, as  
usual, Delbruck has perceived that syntax deals not only with  
words (both Wortarten and Wortformen), but also with the  
sentence as a whole and all its parts (Vergl. Syntax, Erster Teil,  
p. 83). How hard it is to keep syntactical remarks out of acci- 
dence may be seen in Thackeray's vol. I and in "Morphology"  
in Thumb's Handbook as well as in Accidence of this book. 
 (d) HISTORICAL SYNTAX. But this is not to fall into the old  
pitfall of the Stoic grammarians and apply logic to the phenomena  
of grammar, using the phenomena of various grammatical cate- 
gories previously laid down. Plato indeed first applied logic to  
grammar.1 The method of historical grammar and comparative  
grammar has had a long and a hard fight against the logical and  
philosophical method of syntax. But it has at last triumphed.  
"They sought among the facts of language for the illustration  
of theories," as Dr. Wheeler2 so well puts it. We still need logic  
and philosophy in syntax, but we call these two agents into ser- 
vice after we have gathered the facts, not before, and after the  
historical and comparative methods have both been applied to  
these facts. Thus alone is it possible to have a really scientific  
syntax, one "definitely oriented" "as a social science" dealing  
with the total life of man.3 
 (e) IRREGULARITIES. We shall not therefore be surprised to  
find many so-called "irregularities" in the use of syntactical prin- 
ciples in various Greek writers. This is a point of the utmost im- 
portance in any rational study of syntax. The personal equation  
of the writer must always be taken into consideration. A certain  
amount of elasticity and play must be given to each writer if one  
is to understand human speech, for speech is merely a reflection  
of the mind's activities. If a tense brings one to a turn, perhaps  
it was meant to do so. This is not to say that there are no bar- 
barisms or solecisms. Far from it. But it is unnatural to expect  
all speakers or writers in Greek to conform slavishly to our mod- 
ern grammatical rules, of most of which, besides, they were in  
blissful ignorance. The fact is that language is life and responds  
to the peculiarities of the individual temper, and it is to be re- 
membered that the mind itself is not a perfect instrument. The 
 
 1 Sandys, Hist. of Cl. Scholarship, vol. I, p. 90. 
 2 The Whence and Whither of the Mod. Sci. of Lang., p. 97. 
 3 Ib., p. 107. 
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mind is not always clear nor logical. The ellipses, anacolutha,  
etc., of language represent1 partially the imperfections of the  
mind. "It often depends on the writer which of the two tenses  
he will use," Winer2 remarks about the aorist and the past per- 
fect. It always depends on the writer which tense and which  
everything else he will use. Pray, on whom else can it depend?  
The writer happens to be doing the writing. He decides whether  
he will conform to the usual construction or will give added pi- 
quancy by a variation. This assumes, of course, that he is an  
educated writer. If he is not, he will often have the piquancy  
just the same without knowing it. "Syntactical irregularities are  
numerous in Greek," Clyde3 observes, and, he might have added,  
in all other living languages. Greek is not, like "Esperanto,"  
made to order by any one man. In point of fact what we call  
idioms are the very peculiarities (i]diw<mata) which mark it off from  
other languages or at least characterize it. Some of these idioms  
spring out of the common intelligence of men and belong to many  
tongues, others mark the variations of certain minds which gain  
a following. Compare the rapid spread of "slang" to-day, if it  
happens to be a "taking phrase." Hence rules of syntax ought  
not to be arbitrary, though many of them are. Those that really  
express the life of language are in harmony with the facts. In  
general I would say that the fewer rules one gives the better for  
the student and for the facts. 
 V. The Method of this Grammar. 
 (a) PRINCIPLES, NOT RULES. As far as possible principles and  
not rules will be sought. The Greek grammarian is an interpreter  
of the facts, not a regulator of the facts. This point calls for  
special emphasis in syntax where the subjective element comes in  
so largely. 
 (b) THE ORIGINAL SIGNIFICANCE. The starting-point there- 
fore in the explanation of any given idiom is to find the original  
significance. This is not always possible, but it generally is. His- 
torical and comparative grammar lend strong help in this en- 
deavour. Always the best place to begin is the beginning if you  
can find it. 
 (c) FORM AND FUNCTION. I would not insist that form and  
function always correspond. One does not know that the two  
did so correspond in the beginning in all instances. It is hard to  
prove a universal proposition. But certainly one is justified in  
beginning with one function for one form wherever he finds it to 
 
 1 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 4 f. 2 W.-Th., p. 276. 3 Synt., p. 5. 
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be true. Burton1 says: "It is by no means the case that each  
form has but one function, and that each function can be dis- 
charged by but one form." Certainly the same function can come  
to be discharged by various forms, as is the case with the loca- 
tive and dative infinitive forms (labei?n, a]kou?sai).  But that is not  
to say that originally the locative and dative verbal substantive  
were identical in idea. The Sanskrit completely disproves it. It  
may very well be true that each form had one function originally,  
whereas later the same function came to be expressed by various  
forms. As a starting-point, therefore, one may assume, till he  
learns otherwise, that form and function correspond. The neces- 
sity of getting at the ground-idea of an idiom is rightly emphasized  
by Delbruck (Grundlagen, p. 1). It may indeed come to pass as  
in the English "but," that the one form may be used for most  
of the parts of speech (Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 237 f.). On  
the whole subject of the agreement of form and idea see Kuhner- 
Gerth, I, pp. 64-77. 
 (d) DEVELOPMENT. But the beginning is not the end. The ac- 
tual development of a given idiom in the Greek language up to the  
N. T. time must be observed. Each idiom has a history. Now it  
cannot be expected that the space can be given to the actual work- 
ing-out of each idiom in history as Jannaris has done in his His- 
torical Grammar, or minute comparison at every point by means  
of comparative grammar. What is essential is that the gram- 
marian shall have both these points in mind as he seeks to explain  
the development from the etymological basis. This is the only  
secure path to tread, if it can be found. Burton2 indeed distin- 
guishes sharply between historical and exegetical grammar and  
conceives his task to be that of the exegetical grammarian. For  
myself I regard exegetical grammar as the last stage in the pro- 
cess and not to be dissociated from the historical. Indeed how  
a Greek idiom is to be represented in English is a matter of little  
concern to the Greek grammarian till the work of translation is  
reached. The Greek point of view is to be observed all through  
the process till translation comes. It is Greek syntax, not English. 
 (e) CONTEXT. There is one more stage in the interpretation  
of the Greek idiom. That is the actual context in any given in- 
stance. The variation in the total result is often due to the dif- 
ference in the local colour of the context. The same idiom with  
a given etymology may not have varied greatly in the long course  
of history save as it responds to the context. In a word, etymol- 
 
 1 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 1.   2 Ib., p. 3. 
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ogy, history, context are the factors that mark the processes in  
the evolution of a Greek idiom in a given case. These are the  
things to keep constantly in mind as we approach the idioms of  
Greek syntax. We may not always succeed in finding the solu- 
tion of every idiom, but most of them will yield to this process.  
The result is to put syntax on a firmer scientific basis and take it  
out of the realm of the speculative subjective sciences. 
 (f) TRANSLATION. This is the translation of the total result,  
not of the exact Greek idiom. Translation crisply reproduces the  
result of all the processes in harmony with the language into  
which the translation is made, often into an utterly different  
idiom. It is folly to reason backwards from the translation to the  
Greek idiom, for the English or German idiom is often foreign to  
the Greek and usually varies greatly from the original Greek.  
English is English and Greek is Greek. Syntax is not transla- 
tion, though it is the only safe way to reach a correct transla- 
tion. Exegesis is not syntax, but syntax comes before real  
exegesis. The importance of syntax is rightly appreciated by  
Gildersleeve.1 
 (g) LIMITS OF SYNTAX. After all is done, instances remain where  
syntax cannot say the last word, where theological bias will in- 
evitably determine how one interprets the Greek idiom. Take u!dati   
in Ac. 1:5, for instance. In itself the word can be either locative or  
instrumental with bapti<zw.  So in Ac. 2:38 ei]j does not of itself  
express design (see Mt. 10:41), but it may be so used. When the  
grammarian has finished, the theologian steps in, and sometimes  
before the grammarian is through. 
 
 
 1 Synt. of Class. Gk., p. iv. C. and S., Sel. fr. the LXX, p. 22, observe that the  
life of a language lies in the syntax and that it is impossible to translate syntax  
completely. The more literal a translation is, like the LXX, the more it fails  
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                               THE SENTENCE 
 
 I. The Sentence and Syntax. In point of fact syntax deals  
with the sentence in its parts and as a whole. And yet it is not  
tautology to have a chapter on the sentence, a thing few gram- 
mars do. It is important, to get a clear conception of the sentence 
as well as of syntax before one proceeds to the work of detailed 
criticism. The sentence is the thing in all its parts that syntax 
treats, but the two things are not synonymous. At bottom gram- 
mar is teaching about the sentence.1 
 II. The Sentence Defined.  
 (a) COMPLEX CONCEPTION. A sentence is the expression of 
the idea or ideas in the speaker's mind. It is an opinion (senten- 
tia) expressed (au]totelh>j lo<goj). This idea is in itself complex.  
It is this combination of "the small coin of language" into an  
intelligible whole that we call a sentence.2  Just a mere word  
accidentally expressed is not a sentence. "The sentence is the  
symbol whereby the speaker denotes that two or more ideas have  
combined in his mind."3 
 (b) TWO ESSENTIAL PARTS. Only two parts are essential to  
this complex intelligible whole to form a sentence. These two  
parts are subject and predicate. A statement is made about  
something and thus an idea is expressed. These two parts are  
called substantive and verb, though the line of distinction be- 
tween substantive and verb was originally very dim, as is now  
often seen in the English ("laugh," "touch," "work," etc.).  
Many modern linguists hold that the verb is nominal in origin, 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 1. Cf. Brug., Kurze vergl. Gr., III, p. 623; Delbruck, Vergl.  
Synt., 1. Tl., pp. 73-85. 
 2 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 235. Opposed to this idea of a sentence  
as due to synthesis is the modern psychological definition of Wundt who  
defines a sentence as "die Gliederung einer Gesamtvorstellung." 
 3 Strong, Logeman and Wheeler, Intr. to the Study of the Hist. of Lang.,  
1891, p. 93. Cf. Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. iii; Sayce, Prin. of Comp.  
Philol., p. 136. 
                                      390
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since some primitive languages know only nominal sentences.  
We do not know which is the oldest, subject or predicate.1  In  
the Greek verb indeed subject and predicate are united in the  
one form, the original sentence.2 
 (c) ONE-MEMBERED SENTENCE. The sentence in form may be  
very brief, even one word in truth. Indeed the long sentence may  
not express as much as the short one. In moments of passion an  
exclamation may be charged with more meaning than a long ram- 
bling sentence.3  We have plenty of examples of one-word sentences 
in the N. T., like a]pe<xei (Mk. 14:41), profh<teuson (Mk. 14:65),  
proexe>meqa (Ro. 3:9), qe<lw (Mt. 8:3), ou]xi< (Lu. 1:60). Com- 
pare also proeu<qhti, e@rxou, poi<hson (Mt. 8:9). 
 (d) ELLIPTICAL SENTENCE. Indeed, as seen in the case of ou]xi<   
(Lu. 1:60) the sentence does not absolutely require the expression  
of either subject or predicate, though both are implied by the  
word used. This shortening or condensation of speech is com- 
mon to all the Indo-Germanic languages.4  Other examples of  
such condensation are the vocative, as ku<rie (Mt. 8:2), with which  
compare u!page, Satana (Mt. 4:10), the interjections like a@ge (Jas.  
5:1), e@a (Lu. 4:34), i]dou< (Rev. 14:14), i@de (Jo. 1:29), ou]ai< (Rev.  
8:13).  These interjections may be used alone, as e@a (Lu. 4:34),  
or with other words, as ou]ai< and i@de above. Cf. Martha's Nai<,  
Ku<rie (Jo. 11:27), two sentences. Jo. 11:35 (e]da<krusen o[[  ]Ihsou?j) 
is the shortest verse, but not the shortest sentence in the N. T. 
 (e) ONLY PREDICATE. The subject may be absent and the  
predicate will still constitute a sentence, i.e. express the complex  
idea intended. This follows naturally from the preceding para- 
graph. The predicate may imply the subject. The subject in  
Greek is involved in the verbal personal ending and often the  
context makes it clear what the subject really is. Indeed the  
Greek only expressed the personal subject as a rule where clear- 
ness, emphasis or contrast demanded it. The N. T., like the  
koinh< in general, uses the pronominal subject more frequently than  
the older Greek (cf. English). Often a glance at the context is 
 
 1 Thompson, Gk. Synt., 1883, p. xv. Delbruck (Vergl. Synt., 1. Tl., p. 77)  
quotes Schleicher as saying that nouns either have or had case-forms, verbs  
either have or had pers. endings, and that all words were originally either nouns  
or verbs. But it is not quite so easy as that unless pronouns be included in  
nouns.      2 K.-G., I, p. 2. 
 3 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 236. On sentence-building see Brug.,  
Kurze vergl. Gr., III, pp. 623-774. 
 4 Ib., p. 624 f. The mod. Gk. shows it (Thumb, Handb., p. 179). Sir W.  
R. Nicoll in Br. W. instances the Scotch "aweel." 
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all that is needed, as with kai> paregi<nonto kai> e]bapti<zonto (Jo. 3: 
23), e@rxontai (Mk. 2:3), etc. Sometimes indeed close attention is  
required to notice a change of subject which is not indicated. 
So kai> e@fagon pa<ntej kai> e]xorta<sqhsan, kai> h#ran to> perisseu?on tw?n 
klasma<twn (Mt. 14:20). For this change of subject with no indi- 
cation see Lu. 8:29; Jo. 19:31; 2 Cor. 3:16; 1 Jo. 5:16.1  Some- 
times the subject is drawn out of the verb itself, as in salpi<sei (1  
Cor. 15 : 52), ‘the trumpet shall trumpet.’  So in ou@te gamou?sin 
ou@te gami<zontai (Mt. 22:30) men have to be supplied with the first  
and women with the second verb. God is considered by some  
the unexpressed, but well-known subject, as with bre<xei (Mt. 5:  
45), ei@rhken (Ac. 13:34), le<gei (Eph. 4:8), fhsi<n (Heb. 8:5). 
 Often what is said is a matter of common remark or usage and  
the subject is designedly concealed, indefinite subject. So when  
Paul uses fhsi<n (2 Cor. 10:10) of his opponent unless we follow  
B and read fasi<.  The plural is very common in this sense as o!tan 
o]neidi<swsin u[ma?j (Mt. 5:11), mh<ti sulle<gousin; (Mt. 7:16), w[j le- 
gousin, (Rev. 2:24) like German man sagt, French on dit. Cf. 
also, not to pile up examples, Mt. 8:16; Mk. 10:13; Lu. 17:  
23; Jo. 15:6; 20:2; Ac. 3:2; Rev. 12:6.  This general or rhe- 
torical plural appears in prosfe<rousin and du<nantai (Heb. 10:1) if 
the text is genuine. Moulton (Prol., p. 58) cites kle<ptontej 
(Eurip. I. T., 1359). Sometimes the plural purposely conceals  
the identity of the person referred to, as when teqnh<kasin (Mt.  
2:20) is used of Herod the Great. The same principle applies to  
ai]tou?sin (Lu. 12:20). Then again the verb may imply the sub- 
ject, as with e@brecen (Jas. 5:17), a]pe<xei (Mk. 14:41), a@gei (Lu.  
24:21), ou] me<lei soi (Mt. 22:16), ei] tu<xoi (1 Cor. 14:10). Cf. o]ye> 
e]ge<neto (Mk. 11:19). So the modern Greek still (Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 179). Usually, then, such a verb in the N. T. is in the passive  
voice, so that the subject is involved in the action of the verb.  
Thus metrhqh<setai (Mk. 4:24), doqh<setai (Mk. 4:25), pisteu<etai  
and o[mologei?tai (Ro. 10:10), spei<retai and e]gei<retai (1 Cor. 15:42), 
etc. Sometimes indeed a verb appears to be without a sub- 
ject, when really it is not. So e@stw de< (2 Cor. 12:16) has the  
previous sentence as the subject. In 1 Pet. 2:6 the subject of  
perie<xei is the following quotation. In Ac. 21:35 sune<bh has as  
its subject the infinitive basta<zesqai.  So in general whenever the  
infinitive is used as subject, the verb is not without a subject,  
as a]ne<bh e]piske<yasqai. (Ac. 7:23). The examples are numer- 
ous, as e@cestin poiei?n (Mt. 12:2), e@doce gra<yai (Lu. 1:3), e@dei 
 
 1 See Viteau, Et. sur le Grec du N. T., Sujet, Compl. et Attr., p. 55 f. 
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die<rxesqai (Jo. 4:4), pre<pon e]sti>n plhrw?sai (Mt. 3:15), kaqh<ken zh?n 
(Ac. 22:22), e]nde<xetai a]pole<sqai (Lu. 13:33), and even a]ne<ndekto<n 
e]stin tou? mh> e]lqei?n (Lu. 17:1) and e]ge<neto tou? ei]selqei?n (Ac. 10:25) 
where the genitive infinitive form has become fixed.  ]Ege<neto does  
indeed present a problem by itself. It may have the simple in- 
finitive as subject, as diaporeu<esqai (Lu. 6:1) and ei]slqei?n (Lu. 6:  
6).  Cf. Mk. 2:15.  But often kai> e]ge<neto or e]ge<neto de< is used with  
a finite verb as a practical, though not the technical, subject. 
So kai> e]ge<neto, e]la<loun (Lu. 2:15), e]ge<neto de<, sunh<thsen (Lu. 9: 
37).  So also kai> e@stai, e]kxew? (Ac. 2:17).  One is strongly re- 
minded of the similar usage in the LXX, not to say the Hebrew 
yhiy;va.  Moulton1 prefers to think that that was a development from 
the koinh< (papyri) usage of the infinitive with gi<nomai as above, but 
I see no adequate reason for denying a Semitic influence on this 
point, especially as the LXX also parallels the other idiom, kai> 
e]ge<neto kai> h#n dida<skwn (Lu. 5:17, cf. 5:1, 12, etc.), a construction 
so un-Greek and so like the Hebrew vav.  Here kai< almost equals 
o!ti and makes the second kai< clause practically the subject of 
e]ge<neto.  The use of a o!ti or i!na clause as subject is common 
either alone or in apposition with a pronoun. Cf. Mt. 10:25 
(i!na); 1 Jo. 5:9 (o!ti); Jo. 15:12 (i!na).  In a case like a]rkei? (Jo. 
14:8), a]nh?ken (Col. 3:18), e]logi<sqh (Ro. 4:3) the subject comes 
easily out of the context. So also the subject is really implied 
when the partitive genitive is used without the expression of tine<j 
or polloi< as sunh?lqon de> kai> tw?n maqhtw?n (Ac. 21:16) and ei#pan ou#n 
e]k tw?n maqhtw?n (Jo. 16:17), a clear case of the ablative with e]k. 
The conclusion of the whole matter is that the subject is either  
expressed or implied by various linguistic devices. The strictly  
impersonal verbs in the old Greek arose from the conception of  
qeo<j as doing the thing.2 
 (f) ONLY SUBJECT. Likewise the predicate may be absent  
and only implied in the subject. Yet naturally the examples of  
this nature are far fewer than those when the predicate implies  
the subject. Sometimes indeed the predicate merely has to be  
mentally supplied from the preceding clause, as with qlibo<meqa  
(2 Cor. 1:6), a]gaph<sei (Lu. 7:42), e@xei (Lu. 20:24), lamba<nei,  
(Heb. 5:4).  Cf. Eph. 5:22. It may be that the verb would be 
 
 1 Prol., p. 17. 
 2 On the whole matter of subjectless sentences see Delbruck, Vergl. Synt.,  
3. Tl., pp. 23-37. Cf. Gildersleeve, Gk. Synt., pp. 35-41, for classical illustra- 
tions of the absence of the subject. Cf. also Moulton, Rev., 1901, p. 436,  
for exx. in the pap. of the absence of the subject in standing formulas. 
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slightly changed in form, if expressed, as skandalisqh<somai (Mk.  
14:29), u[potasse<sqwsan (Eph. 5:24), ti<qemen (2 Cor. 3:13), etc. 
Sometimes again the affirmative is to be inferred from a negative  
as in 1 Cor. 7:19; 10:24.  In Mk. 12:5 the principal verb has  
to be drawn from the idea of the two participles de<rontej and a]pok- 
tennu<ntej.  In particular with ei]de> mh< (or mh< ge) the verb is always 
absent (as Mt. 6:1), so that the idiom becomes a set phrase (Lu.  
10:6; 13:9). In Ro. 5:3 with ou] mo<non de<, kauxw<meqa, is to be  
supplied, and in 5:11 swqhso<meqa.  In Ro. 9:10 the verb has to  
come from verse 9 or 12.  In Ro. 4:9 probably le<getai (cf. verse  
6) is to be supplied.  Often ei#pen is not expressed, as in Ac. 25:22.  
In Ro. 5:18 Winer1 supplies a]pe<bh in the first clause and a]pobh- 
setai in the second. In 2 Cor. 9:7 he likewise is right in suggest- 
ing do<tw from the context, as in Gal. 2:9 after i!na ,we must 
mentally insert eu]aggelizw<meqa, eu]aggeli<zwontai. In epistolary salu- 
tations it is not difficult to supply le<gei or le<gei xai<rein as in  
Jas. 1:1; Ph. 1:1; Rev. 1:4. These are all examples of very  
simple ellipsis, as in 2 Pet. 2:22 in the proverb. Cf. also 1 Cor.  
4:21; 2 Cor. 5:13; Gal. 3:5. 
 (g) VERB NOT THE ONLY PREDICATE. But the predicate is not 
quite so simple a matter as the subject. The verb indeed is the  
usual way of expressing it, but not the only way. The verb ei]mi<,  
especially e]sti< and ei]si<n, may be merely a "form-word" like a  
preposition and not be the predicate. Sometimes it does express  
existence as a predicate like any other verb, as in e]gw> ei]mi< (Jo. 
8:58) and h[ qa<lassa ou]k e@stin e@ti (Rev. 21:1). Cf. Mt. 23:30. 
But more commonly the real predicate is another word and ei]mi<  
merely serves as a connective or copula. Thus the predicate may  
be complex. With this use of ei]mi< as copula ("form-word") the  
predicate may be another substantive, as o[ a]gro<j e]stin o[ ko<smoj 
(Mt. 13:38); an adjective, as to> fre<ar e]sti> baqu< (Jo. 4:11); a  
prepositional phrase, as e]ggu<j sou to> r[h?ma e]stin (Ro. 10:8); and  
especially the participle, as h#n dida<skwn (Mt. 7:29). Other verbs,  
besides ei]mi< may be used as a mere copula, as gi<nomai (Jo. 1:14),  
kaqi<stamai (Ro. 5:19), e!sthka (Jas. 5:9), and in particular fai<- 
nomai (2 Cor. 13:7), u[pa<rxw (Ac. 16:3).2  Predicative amplifica- 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 587. Cf. also Gildersleeve, Gk. Synt., pp. 41-44, for class. exx.  
of the omission of the pred. The ellipsis of the pred. is common in the Attic  
inscr. Cf. Meisterh., p. 196. 
 2 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., 3. Tl., p. 12, for the origin of the copula, and  
pp. 15-22 for the adj., adv., subst. (oblique cases as well as nom. as pred.).  
Cf. also Gildersleeve, Gk. Synt., pp. 30-35. 
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tions belong to apposition and will be so treated as an expansion  
of the predicate. The subject also has amplifications. 
 (h) COPULA NOT NECESSARY. Naturally this copula is not al-  
ways considered necessary. It can be readily dispensed with when 
both subject and the real predicate are present. This indeed is the  
most frequent ellipsis of all in all stages of the language, especially 
the form e]sti<.  But strictly speaking, the absence of the copula is 
not ellipsis, but a remnant of a primitive idiom, since some primi-  
tive tongues could do without the copula. Still, as Blass1 observes, 
the ellipsis never became a fixed usage save in a few phrases like 
dh?lon o!ti (1 Cor. 15:27) or o!ti . . . dh?lon (Gal. 3:11). In i!na ti<   
(Mt. 9:4), ge<nhtai has dropped out. There are many idiomatic uses 
of ti< without the copula.  So ti< h[mi?n kai> soi< (Mk. 1:24), ti< pro>j se< 
(Jo. 21:22), ou$toj de> ti< (Jo. 21:21), ti< o@feloj (Jas. 2:14), ti< ou#n  
and ti<j h[ w]fe<leia (Ro. 3:1), ti< ga<r (Ro. 3:3), etc. Exclamations,  
as well as questions, show the absence of the copula. Thus w[j  
w[rai?oi (Ro. 10:15), w[j a]necerau<nhta (Ro. 11:33), mega<lh h[   @Artemij 
  ]Efesi<wn (Ac. 19:28).  As a matter of fact the copula may be 
absent from any kind of sentence which is free from ambiguity, 
as maka<rioi oi[ kaqaroi< (Mt. 5:8),   ]Ihsou?j Xristo<j . . . o[ au]to<j (Heb. 
13:8), a@cioj o[ e]rga<thj (Mt. 10:10), e@ti mikron (Jo. 14:19), e@ti ga>r 
mikro>n o!son o!son (Heb. 10:37), pa?j . . . a@peiroj lo<gou dikaiosu<nhj (Heb. 
5:13), w[j oi[ u[pokritai< (Mt. 6:16).  Cf. Ro. 11:15 f. for several 
further examples, which could be easily multiplied not only for 
e]sti< and ei]si<, but for other forms as well, though the examples for 
the absence of ei]mi< and ei# are not very numerous. Forms of the 
imp., fut., imper., subj., opt., inf. and part. (often) are absent 
also. For ei]mi< see 2 Cor. 11:6.  For ei# see Jo. 17:21; Gal. 4:7 
bis. Observe logi<zomai and i]diw<thj in 2 Cor. 11:5 f., but the 
participle a]ll ] e]n panti> fanerw<santej e]n pa?sin ei]j u[ma?j goes over to 
the literary plural, about which see further in this chapter. Com- 
pare also 2 Cor. 8:23. In Mk. 12:26 ei]mi< is absent, though e]gw<  
is used. For further examples of the absence of e]sme<n see Ro.  
8:17; Ph. 3:15. For ei# see Rev. 15:4 (o!ti mo<noj o!sioj).  In Jo. 
14:11 both ei]mi and e]sti<n are absent, o!ti e]gw> e]n t&? patri> kai> o[ 
path>r e]n e]moi<.  The imperfect h#n may also be absent as with &$ 
o@noma (Lu. 2:25), o@noma au]t&? (Jo. 3:1), kai> to> o@noma au]th?j (Lu. 1: 
5).  In 1 Pet. 4:17 we find wanting e]sti<n e@stai.  Cf. also 
1 Cor. 15:21 for h#n and e@stai.  The other moods, besides indica- 
tive, show occasional lapses of this copula. Thus the subjunctive  

#̂  after o!pwj (2 Cor. 8:11) and after i!na (2 Cor. 8:13). The op- 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 73. Cf. Gildersleeve, Gk. Synt., pp. 41-43, 
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tative ei@h more frequently drops out in wishes, as xa<rij u[mi?n kai>  
ei]rh<nh (Ro. 1:7), o[ de> qeo>j ei]rh<nhj meta> pa<ntwn u[mw?n (Ro. 15:33), 
i!lew<j soi (Mt. 16:22).  As Blass1 observes, in the doxologies like  
eu]loghto>j o[ qeo<j (2 Cor. 1:3; Eph. 1:3) one may supply either 
e]sti<n or ei@h or even e@stw, though Winer2 strongly insists that ei@h 
is necessary because of the LXX examples. But Blass very prop- 
erly points to Ro. 1:25, o!j e]stin eu]loghto>j ei]j tou>j ai]w?naj. Cf. also 
1 Pet. 4:11, where A drops e]sti<n. The imperative shows a few 
examples of the dropping of e@ste as with the participles in Ro.  
12:9, though, of course, only the context can decide between the  
indicative and imperative. Winer3 is right against Meyer in re-  
fusing to supply e]ste< the second e]n &$ (simply resumptive) in the 
Eph. 1:13. But some clear instances of the absence of e@stw  
appear, as in Col. 4:6 o[ lo<goj u[mw?n pa<ntote e]n xa<riti, Mt. 27:19   
mhde>n soi<, 2 Cor. 8:16 xa<rij t&? qe&?, Heb. 13:4 ti<mioj o[ ga<moj. 
The infinitive ei#nai is present in Ph. 3:8, but absent in Ph. 
3:7.  The participle shows a similar ellipsis as in Jo. 1:50 ei#do<n  
se  u[poka<tw th?j sukh?j, Lu. 4:1  ]Ihsou?j de> plh<rhj.  The other verbs  
used as copula may also be absent if not needed, as with gi<nomai 
(Mt. 6:10; Ac. 10:15).   
 The absence of the copula with i]dou< is indeed like the construc- 
tion after the Heb. hne.hi as Blass4 points out, but it is also in 
harmony with the koinh< as Moulton5 shows. But it is especially 
frequent in the parts of the N. T. most allied to the 0. T. Like  
other interjections i]dou< does not need a verbal predicate, though  
it may have one. As examples see Mt. 17:5; Lu. 5:18; Rev.  
4:1.  In the last example both ei#don, and i]dou< occur and the con- 
struction follows, now one now the other, as is seen in verse 4.  
 (i) THE TWO RADIATING FOCI OF THE SENTENCE. Thus, as 
we have seen, the subject and predicate are the two foci of the   
sentence regarded as an ellipse. Around these two foci all the  
other parts of the sentence radiate, if there are any other parts.  
The sentence may go all the way from one abrupt word to a period  
a couple of pages long, as in Demosthenes or Isocrates. School-  
boys will recall a sentence in Thucydides so long that he forgot to  
finish it. Giles6 speaks of the sentence as a kingdom with many  
provinces or a house with many stories. That is true potentially.  
But the sentence is elastic and may have only the two foci (sub-  
ject and predicate) and indeed one of them may exist only by im-  
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 74.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 74.  
 2 W.-Th., p. 586,  5 Prol., p. 11. 
 3 Ib,    6 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 236. 
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plication. The context can generally be relied on to supply the 
other focus in the mind of the speaker or writer. Thus by the 
context, by look and by gesture, words can be filled to the full 
and even run over with meanings that of themselves they would 
not carry. Emotion can make itself understood with few words. 
The matters here outlined about the Greek sentence apply to 
Greek as a whole and so to the N. T. Greek.  
 (j) VARIETIES OF THE SIMPLE SENTENCE. It is immaterial 
whether the simple sentence, which is the oldest sentence, be de- 
clarative, interrogative or imperative. That affects in no way the 
essential idea. All three varieties occur in great abundance in  
the N. T. and need not be illustrated. So likewise the simple sen- 
tence may be affirmative or negative. That is beside the mark 
in getting at the foundation of the sentence. All these matters 
(and also abstract and concrete) are mere accidents that give 
colour and form, but do not alter the organic structure. For an 
extensive discussion of the various kinds of independent seri- 
tences in the N. T. (declarative, interrogative, hortatory, wish, 
command) see Viteau, Syntaxe des Propositions, pp. 17-40. The 
matter will be discussed at length in the chapter on Modes. 
 III. The Expansion of the Subject. 
 (a) IDEA-WORDS AND FORM-WORDS. There are indeed, as al- 
ready seen, two sorts of words in general in the sentence, idea- 
words and form-words, as the comparative grammars teach us.1 
The idea-words (called by Aristotle fwnai> shmantikai< have an inner 
content in themselves (word-stuff), while the form-words (fwnai> 
a@shmai) express rather relations2 between words. Substantive, 
verb, adjective, adverb are idea-words, and pronouns, prepositions, 
some adverbs (place, time, etc.), the copula are form-words. In 
reality the form-words may have been originally idea-words (cf. 
ei]mi<, for instance, and the prepositions). The distinction is a real 
one, but more logical than practical. The form-words, when 
prepositions, really help out the meanings of the cases. 
 (b) CONCORD AND GOVERNMENT. Clyde3 offers another distinc- 
tion, that between concord and government, which has something 
in it if it is not pushed too far. "In concord, the substantive 
is, as it were, a syntactical chief, and all his followers wear  
the same badge as himself; in government, the substantive ap- 
pears, as it were, in various conditions of service, and is dressed 
each time according to the particular function he discharges." 
 
 1 Cf. Brug., Kurze vergl. Gr., III, p. 631. 
 2 K.-G., I, p. 7.  3 Gk. Synt., p. 126. 
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He uses concord where the substantive is king and government  
where the verb rules. There is something in this distinction be- 
tween the two parts of the sentence, only at bottom the verb has  
concord too as well as the substantive, as can be shown, and as  
Clyde really admits by the term congruity for the case-relations  
with the verb. This distinction is not one between subject and  
predicate, but between substantive and verb. 
 (c) THE GROUP AROUND THE SUBJECT. This may be formed 
in various ways, as, for instance, by another substantive, by an  
adjective, by the article, by a pronoun, by an adverb, by a prep- 
ositional phrase (adjunct), by subordinate clause.1 Each of these  
calls for illustration and discussion. They may be explained in  
inverse order for practical reasons. 
 1. For Subordinate Clause take Lu. 1:43. 
 2. With the Article. In Ro. 7:10 we have h[ e]ntolh> h[ ei]j zwh<n. 
Here the article shows that this prepositional phrase or adjunct  
is under the wing of the substantive e]ntolh<. In the chapter on  
the Article this matter will call for more elaborate discussion. For  
the article and pronoun take ou$toj o[  ]Ihsou?j (Ac. 1:11). 
 3. The Adverb. As examples of adverbs with substantives take  
t ?̂ nu?n  ]Ierousalh<m (Gal. 4:25) and h[ de> a@nw  ]Ierousalh>n (verse 26). 
 4. The Adjective. The origin of the adjective and its close  
relation to the substantive was discussed under Declensions  
(chapter VII) and will be further shown in the chapter on Adjec- 
tives in Syntax. Take as an example o[ poimh>n o[ kalo>j (Jo. 10: 11). 
 5. The Substantive. The earliest and always a common way  
of expanding the subject was by the addition of another substan- 
tive. It was done in either of two ways. 
 (a) By an oblique case, usually the genitive. Even the dative  
may occur. The ablative is seen in ce<noi tw?n diaqhkw?n (Eph. 2:12). 
But the genitive, the case of genus or kind, is the case usually  
employed to express this subordinate relation of one word to  
another. This whole matter will be discussed under the genitive  
case and here only one example will be mentioned, o[ path>r th?j 
do<chj (Eph. 1:17), as illustrating the point. 
 (b) Apposition. This was the earliest method. Apposition is  
common to both subject and predicate. Sometimes indeed the 
 
 1 As a matter of fact any substantive, whatever its place in the sentence,  
may be the nucleus of a similar grouping. But this is a further subdivision to  
be noticed later. On the grouping of words around the subst. see Delbruck,  
Vergl. Synt., 3. Tl., pp. 200-221. For various ways of grouping words around  
the subj. in a Gk. sentence see K.-G., I, p. 52. 
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genitive is used where really the substantive is in apposition, as 
peri> tou? naou? tou? sw<matoj au]tou? (Jo. 2:21), a predicate example 
where "temple" and "body" are meant to be identical. So with  
h[ oi]ki<a tou? skh<nouj (2 Cor. 5:1) and many other examples. But in  
general the two substantives are in the same case, and with the  
subject, of course, in the nominative. As a matter of fact apposi-  
tion can be employed with any case. The use of a]nh<r, a@nqrwpoj,  
gunh< with words in apposition seems superfluous, though it is  
perfectly intelligible. The word in apposition conveys the main 
idea, as a]nh>r profh<thj (Lu. 24:19), a@nqrwpoj oi]kodespo<thj (Mt. 
21:33). Cf. a@ndrej a]delfoi< (Ac. 1:16) and a@ndra fone<a (Ac. 3:14).  
So also a@ndrej   ]Israhlei?tai (Ac. 2:22), a@ndrej  ]Aqnhai?oi (Ac. 17:22), 
an idiom common in the Attic orators. Such apposition, of  
course, is not confined to the subject, but is used in any case in  
every sort of phrase.  So pro>j gunai?ka xh<ran (Lu. 4:26), a]nqrw<p& 
oi]kodespo<t^ (Mt. 13:52, but note also 21:33), Si<mwnoj Burse<wj 
(Ac. 10:32). Sometimes the word in apposition precedes the 
other, though not usually. Thus o[ ko<smoj th?j a]kiki<aj, h[ glw?ssa  
(Jas. 3:6); kai> ga>r to> pa<sxa h[mw?n e]tu<qh, Xristo<j (1 Cor. 5:7). 
But this is largely a matter of definition. The pronoun, of  
course, may be the subject, as e]gw>  ]Ihsouj (Rev. 22:16). So 
e]gw> Pau?loj (Gal. 5:2).  Cf. nu?n u[mei?j oi[ Farisai?oi (Lu. 11:39). 
The word in apposition may vary greatly in the precise result  
of the apposition, a matter determined wholly by the word  
itself and the context. Thus in   ]Abraa>m o[ patria<rxhj (Heb. 7:4) 
a descriptive title is given. Cf. also ei] e]gw> e@niya u[mw?n tou>j po<daj, 
o[ ku<rioj kai> o[ dida<skaloj (Jo. 13:14).  Partitive or distributive ap- 
position is common, when the words in apposition do not cor- 
respond to the whole, as oi[ de> a]melh<santej a]ph?lqon, o{j me>n ei]j to>n 
i@dion a]rgro<n, o{j de> e]pi? th>n e]mpori<an au]tou? (Mt. 22:5).  Often the  
word in apposition is merely epexegetic, as h[ e[orth> tw?n   ]Ioudai<wn, 
h[ skhnophgi<a (Jo. 7:2).  Au]to<j is sometimes used in emphatic  
apposition, as o[ Xristo>j kefalh> th?j e]kklhsi<aj, au]to>j swth>r tou? sw<ma- 
toj (Eph. 5:23). The phrase tou?t ] e@stin is used in epexegetical  
apposition with the subject, as o]li<goi, tou?t ] e@stin o]ktw> yuxai< (1 Pet. 
3:20). But the phrase is a mere expletive and has no effect on  
number (as seen above) or case. It can be used indifferently with  
any case as the locative (Ro. 7:18), the instrumental (Mk. 7:2),  
the accusative (Ac. 19:4; Heb. 13:15; Phil. 12), the genitive  
(Heb. 9:11; 11:16). Any number of words or phrases may be 
in apposition, as in e]blh<qh o[ dra<kwn o[ me<gaj, o[ o@fij, o[ a]rxai?oj, o[kalou<- 
menoj Dia<boloj kai> o[ Satan?j, o[ planw?n th>n oi]koume<nhn o!lhn (Rev. 12:9). 
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An infinitive may be in apposition with the subject, as ou] ga>r dia>  
no<mou h[ e]paggeli<a, t&?  ]Abraa>m h} t&? spe<rmati au]tou?, to> klhrono<mon au]to>n  
ei#nai ko<smou (Jo. 4:13).  Cf. 1 Th. 4:3; 1 Pet. 2:15. Once more,  
a clause with o!ti or i!na may be in apposition with the subject (or  
predicate either), as au!th ga<r e]stin h[ a]ga<ph tou? qeou? i!na ta>j  
qeo>j h[mi?n (1 Hi, 5:11) and  au!th ga<r e]stin h[ a]ga<ph tou? qeou? i!na ta>j 
e]ntola>j au]tou? thrw?men (1 Jo. 5: 3). Cf. Jo. 6:29, 39, 40. For many  
more or less interesting details of apposition in the N. T. and the  
LXX see Viteau, Sujet, Complement et Attribut (1896), pp. 220- 
236. On apposition in John see Abbott, Johannine Grammar, pp.  
36 ff. On the general subject of apposition see Delbruck, Vergl.  
Syntax, Dritter Teil, pp. 195-199; Kuhner-Gerth, I, pp. 281-290. 
 IV. The Expansion of the Predicate. 
 (a) PREDICATE IN WIDER SENSE. Here predicate must be  
taken in its full sense and not merely the verb, but also the other  
ways of making a predicate with the copula. One cannot do better  
here than follow Brugmann,1 though he makes the verb, not the  
predicate, the centre of this group. It is simpler just to take the  
predicate as the other focus answering to the subject. The predi- 
cate can be expanded by other verbs, by substantives, by pro- 
nouns, by adjectives, by adverbs, by prepositions, by particles, by  
subordinate clauses. 
 (b) THE INFINITIVE AND THE PARTICIPLE. These are the 
common ways of supplementing a verb by another verb directly.  
They will both call for special treatment later and can only be  
mentioned here. Cf. h@qelen parelqei?n (Mk. 6:48) and e@laqo<n tinej 
ceni<santej (Heb. 13:2). But sometimes two verbs are used to- 
gether directly without any connective, as pou? qe<leij e[toima<swmen  
(Mt. 26:17). See discussion of asyndeton in this chapter (xii,  
Connection in Sentences). 
 (c) THE RELATION BETWEEN THE PREDICATE AND SUBSTAN- 
TIVES. This matter receives full treatment under the head of  
Cases, and a word of illustration suffices here. It is not the accusa- 
tive case alone that occurs, but any oblique case of the substan- 
tive or pronoun may be used to express this relation, as prose<xete  
e[autoi?j (Lu. 21:34). In the case of a copula this case will be the  
nominative and forms the predicate, as  au!th e]sti>n h[ e]paggeli<a (1  
Jo. 2:25). 
 (d) THE PRONOUN. It is sometimes the expanded object, as 
toiou<touj zhtei? tou>j proskunou?ntaj au]to<n (Jo. 4:23). 
 
 1 Kurze vergl. Gr., III, p. 634 f. Cf. K.-G., I, pp. 77-82; Delbruck, Vergl.  
Synt., pp. 154-181. 
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 (e) ADJECTIVES. They are common with predicates and as  
predicates. So a]pekatesta<qh u[gih<j (Mt. 12:13). Cf.  h#lqen prw?toj 
(Jo. 20:4), a]para<baton e@xei th>n i[erwsu<nhn) (Heb. 7:24). The article  
and the participle often form the predicate, as Mt. 10:20. 
 (f) THE ADVERB. The use of the adverb with the predicate  
is so normal as to call for no remark. So o[mologoume<nwj me<ga e]sti>n 
to> th?j eu]sebei<aj musth<rion (1 Tim. 3:16). Cf. ou@twj ga>r plousi<wj 
e]pixorhghqh<setai (2 Pet. 1:11). 
 (g) PREPOSITIONS. Let one example serve for prepositions:  
i!na plhrwqh?te ei]j pa?n to> plh<rwma tou? qeou? (Eph. 3:19). 
 (h) NEGATIVE PARTICLES ou] AND mh<.   These are not con- 
fined to the predicate, but there find their commonest illus- 
trations. Cf. ou] ga>r tolmw?men (2 Cor. 10:12) and mh> ge<noito (Gal.  
6:14). 
 (i) SUBORDINATE CLAUSES. Most commonly, though by no  
means always, they are expansions of the predicate. The adverbial  
clauses are mainly so, as e@graya u[mi?n i!na ei]dh?te (1 Jo. 5:13), and  
most object (substantival) clauses, as the o!ti zwh>n e@xete ai]w<nion in  
the same sentence. But adjective clauses likewise often link  
themselves on to a word in the predicate, as e]n Xrist&?  ]Ihsou? o{n  
proe<qeto (Ro. 3:24). 
 (j) APPOSITION WITH THE PREDICATE AND LOOSER AMPLIFICA- 
TIONS. It is common also, but calls for little additional remark.  
Predicative amplifications, as Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 527) calls  
them, are common. So ei]j o{ e]gw> e]te<qhn kh<ruc (1 Tim. 2:7), o{n  
proe<qeto o[ qeo>j i[lasth<rion (Ro. 3:25).  The participle with w[j is  
frequent, as h[ma?j w[j kata> sa<rka peripatou?ntaj (2 Cor. 10:2). Cf. 
1 Pet. 2:5.  Note also ei]j as ei]j ui[o<n (Ac. 7:21), a Greek idiom  
parallel to the Hebrew and very abundant in the LXX. A com- 
mon construction is to have a clause in apposition with tou?to in  
an  oblique case. So we see the accusative as tou?to ginw<skete  
o!ti h@ggiken h[ basilei<a tou? qeou?  (Lu. 10:11), ablative as in mei<zona 
tau<thj a]ga<phn ou]de>j e@xei i!na tij th>n yuxh>n au]tou? q ?̂ u[pe>r tw?n fi<lwn  
au]tou? (Jo. 15:13), locative e]n tou<t& ginw<skomen o!ti e]n au]t&? me<nomen (1 Jo. 
4:13). Cf. le<gw tou?to o!ti e!kastoj u[mw?n le<gei (1 Cor. 1:12). Like- 
wise the infinitive may be in apposition with tou?to, as e@krina e]maut&? 
tou?to, to> mh> pa<lin e]n lu<p^ pro>j u[ma?j e]lqei?n (2 Cor. 2:1). Cf. also 
Lu. 22:37 where to< kai> meta> a]no<mwn e]logi<sqh is in apposition with  
to> gegramme<non dei? telesqh?nai e]n e]moi<.  For an extended predicate  
with numerous classes see Rev. 13:16, poiei? pa<ntaj, tou>j mikrou>j 
kai> tou>j mega>louj, kai> tou>j plousi<ouj kai> tou>j ptwxou<j, kai> tou>j 
e]leuqe<rouj kai> tou>j dou<louj. 
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 V. Subordinate Centres in the Sentence.  Each of the words  
or phrases that the subject or predicate groups around itself  
may form a fresh nucleus for new combinations. Thus the long  
sentences with many subordinate clauses resemble the cell mul- 
tiplication in life. The N. T. indeed does not show so many  
complications in the sentence as the more rhetorical writers of  
Athens. In Mt. 7:19 the subject de<ndron has the participle poiou?n,  
which in turn has its own clause with mh< as negative and karpo>n    
kalo<n as object. In Jo. 5:36 the predicate mei<zw has marturi<an as  
object, which has the predicate adjective mei<zw, which in turn is  
followed by the ablative tou?  ]Iwa<nou. This is all too simple to need  
further illustration. Even adverbs may have expansive apposi- 
tives as in w$de e]n t^? patri<di sou (Lu. 4:23). Cf. Delbuick, Vergl.  
Syntax, pp. 222-227, for discussion of the adjective and its con- 
nection, and p. 228 for the adverb. 
 VI. Concord in Person. The concord between subject and  
predicate as to person is so uniform as to call for little remark.  
In Greek the person was originally expressed in the ending. In  
the later Greek the pronoun was increasingly used in addition  
(see chapter on Pronouns). But only ignorance would allow one  
to mix his persons in the use of the verb. The only problem oc- 
curs when the subject comprises two or even all three persons.  
Then, of course, the first prevails over both the second and the  
third. So e]gw> kai> o[ path>r e!n e]smen (Jo. 10:30). Cf. Mt. 9:14; 
Lu. 2:48; 1 Cor. 9:6. But in Gal. 1:8 (e]a>n h[mei?j h} a@ggeloj e]c 
ou]ranou? eu]aggeli<shtai) the reverse is true either because Paul fol- 
lows the nearest in both person and number or (Winer-Thayer,  
p. 518) because he acknowledges thus the superior exaltation of  
the angel. Then again in cases like Ac. 11:14 (swqh<s^ su> kai> pa?j 
o[ oi#koj sou) the speaker merely uses the person and number of  
the first and most important member of the group. Cf. Ac. 16:  
31. The subject of person thus easily runs into that of number,  
for the same ending expresses both. Sometimes indeed the first  
and second persons are used without any direct reference to the  
speaker or the person addressed. Paul in particular is fond of  
arguing with an imaginary antagonist. In Ro. 2:1 he calls him  
w# a@nqrwpe pa?j o[ kri<nwn.  So also 2:3. In Ro. 9:20 Paul is very  
earnest, menou?nge su> ti<j ei#; cf. also 11:17; 14:4. In 1 Cor. 10: 
30 the first person may be used in this representative way. The 
same may be true of Gal. 2:18, but not of 2:19. Ro. 7:7-25 
is not so clear. The vehemence of passion argues for Paul's 
own experience, but note se in 8:2.  Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk.,  
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p. 317. On the whole subject of agreement in person see Del- 
bruck, Vergl. Synt., p. 229 f.; Kuhner-Gerth, I, p. 82. For change  
in person see 2 Jo. 8; 1 Cor. 10:7-10. 
 VII. Concord in Number. Here we have a double concord,  
that between subject and predicate (both verb and adjective if  
copula is used) and that between substantive and adjective in  
general. It is simpler, however, to follow another division. 
 (a) SUBJECT AND PREDICATE. 
 1. Two Conflicting Principles. One follows the grammatical  
number, the other the sense (kata> su<nesin). The formal gram- 
matical rule is, of course, usually observed, a singular subject hav- 
ing a singular verb, a plural subject having a plural verb. This  
is the obvious principle in all languages of the Indo-Germanic  
group. It was once true of the dual also, though never to the  
same extent. Moulton1 aptly says: "Many Greek dialects, Ionic  
conspicuously, had discarded this hoary luxury long before the  
common Greek was born." The Attic gave it a temporary lease  
of life, "but it never invaded Hellenistic, not even when a Hebrew  
dual might have been exactly rendered by its aid." I doubt, how- 
ever, as previously shown (ch. VII, 1,3), Moulton's explanation  
that the dual probably arose in prehistoric days when men could  
count only two. That was indeed a prehistoric time! Probably  
the dual was rather the effort to accent the fact that only two  
were meant, not more, as in pairs, etc. Hence the dual verb even  
in Attic was not always used, and it was an extra burden to carry  
a special inflection for just this idea. No wonder that it vanished 
utterly in the koinh<. 
 2. Neuter Plural and Singular Verb. But the koinh< fails to re- 
spond to the Attic rule that a neuter plural inanimate subject takes  
a singular verb. Homer indeed was not so insistent and the "mod- 
ern Greek has gone back completely and exclusively to the use of  
the plural verb in this instance as in others."2  The N. T., like the  
koinh< in general, has broken away from the Attic rule and responds  
more to the sense, and also more often regards a neuter plural as  
really plural. It never was a binding rule, though more so in Attic  
than in Homer. In the vernacular koinh< the people treated the  
neuter plural like other plurals. (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 96.)  
Usually a neuter plural in the N. T. that has a personal or collective  
meaning has a plural verb.3  So e]panasth<sontai te<kna (Mt. 10:21), 
 
 1 Prol., p. 57.   2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 78. 
 3 Ib. On the whole subject of concord in number see K.-G., I, pp. 82-88;  
Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., 3. Tl., pp. 230-239; Gildersleeve, Gk. Synt., pp. 52-55. 
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ta> daimo<nia pisteu<ousin (Jas. 2:19), e@qnh e]pizhtou?sin (Mt. 6:32), ta> 
pneu<mata prose<pipton (Mk. 3:11). But the only rule on the matter 
that is true for N. T. Greek is the rule of liberty. The papyri  
show the same variety of usage.1  So does the LXX. In the ex- 
amples given above the MSS. often vary sharply and examples  
of the singular verb occur with all of them, daimo<nia more frequently  
with the singular verb, as ei]sh?lqen daimo<nia polla< (Lu. 8:30), but  
pareka<loun in next verse.  So in Lu. 4:41 we have daimo<nia e]ch<r- 
xeto and a little further on o!ti @̂deisan.  In Jo. 10:4 we see a  
similar change in the same sentence, ta> pro<bata au]t&? a]kolouqei? o!ti 
oi@dasin.  The same indifference to the Attic rule appears about  
things as about persons. Thus i!na fanerwq^? ta> e@rga tou? qeou? (Jo.  
9:3) and e]fa<nhsan ta> r[h<mata (Lu. 24:11). In Rev. 1:19 we find  
a{ ei]si>n kai> a{ me<llei gene<sqai. The predicate adjective will, of  
course, be plural, even if the verb is singular, as fanera< e]stin ta> 
te<kna (1 Jo. 3:10).  Cf. Gal. 5:19.  Winer2 and (to some extent)  
Blass3 feel called on to explain in detail these variations, but one  
has to confess that the success is not brilliant. It is better to re- 
gard this indifference to congruity as chiefly an historical move- 
ment characteristic of the koinh< as shown above. Even the Attic  
did not insist on a singular verb with a neuter plural of animate  
objects when the number of individuals was in mind. The  
neuter plural was in origin a collective singular. In 1 Cor. 10:  
11 the MSS. differ much between sune<bainen and —on. 
 3. Collective Substantives. These show a similar double usage.  
Thus we have e]kaqhto peri> au]to>n o@xloj (Mk. 3:32) and so more  
commonly with these collective substantives like o@xloj, plh?qoj, 
oi]ki<a, lao<j.  But plenty of examples of construction according  
to sense occur. So o[ de> plei?stoj o@xloj e@strwsan (Mt. 21:8).  
Sometimes we have both together, as h]kolou<qei au]t&? o@xloj polu<j,  
o!ti e]qew<roun (Jo. 6:2). Where there was such liberty each writer  
or speaker followed his bent or the humour of the moment.  
The same variation is to be noticed with the participle. Thus o[ 
o@xloj o[ mh> ginw<skwn to>n no<mon e]pa<ratoi< ei]sin (Jo. 7:49). Here the 
predicate is plural with the verb. Cf. also Lu. 23:1. But in Ac.  
5:16 the participle fe<rontej is plural, though the verb sunh<rxeto is  
singular like plh?qoj.  Cf. also Ac. 21:36; 25:24; Lu. 2:13.  It is  
not, of course, necessary that a predicate substantive should agree  
in number with the subject. So e]ste> e]pistolh> Xristou? (2 Cor. 3:3). 
 4. The Pindaric Construction. Another complication is possible 
 
 1 Moulton, Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 436. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 514 f.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 78. 
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when several subjects are united. If the predicate follows this  
compound subject, it is put in the plural nearly always. But the  
"Pindaric construction" (sxh?ma Pindariko<n) puts the verb in the  
singular. Blass says German cannot do this, and he ignores  
the N. T. examples.1  In Jas. 5:2 f. we have a striking ex- 
ample:   [O plou?toj u[mw?n se<shpen, kai> ta> i[ma<tia u[mw?n shto<brwta ge<go- 
nen, o[ xruso>j u[mw?n kai> o[ a@rguroj kati<wtai. Here kati<wtai is natural 
like the English translation, 'is cankered ' (A.V.). Note also 
Mt. 6:19, o!pou sh>j kai> brw?sij a]fani<zei (‘where moth and rust doth  
corrupt,’ A.V.). Other examples are Mk. 4:41, kai> o[ a@nemoj kai> h[ 
qa<lassa u[pakou<ei au]t&?; 1 Cor. 15:50, o!ti sa>rc kai> ai$ma basilei<an qeou?  
klhronomh?sai ou] du<natai. Here the principle of anacoluthon sug- 
gested by Moulton2 will hardly apply. It is rather the totality  
that is emphasized by the singular verb as in the English exam- 
ples. But when the predicate comes first and is followed by sev- 
eral subjects, anacoluthon may very well be the explanation, as in  
the Shakespearean examples given by Moulton. The simplest ex- 
planation (see under 5) is that the first subject is alone in mind. 
Thus in 1 Cor. 13:13 nuni> de> me<nei pi<stij, e]lpi<j, a]ga<ph, ta> tri<a 
tau?ta (cf. English  'and now abideth faith, hope, love, these three,'  
like the Greek). Cf. also 1 Tim. 6:4. However, in Mt. 5:18, e!wj 
a}n pare<lq^ o[ ou]rano>j kai> h[ gh? it seems rather the totality that is em- 
phasized as above. See Jo. 12:22. In Rev. 9:12, i]dou> e@rxetai e@ti 
du<o ou]ai> meta> tau?ta, probably the neuter conception of the interjec- 
tion prevails, though just before we have h[ ou]ai> h[ mi<a.  In Lu. 2:  
33, h#n o[ path>r au]tou? kai> h[ mh<thr qauma<zontej, the copula follows one  
plan and the participle another. So also h#n kaqh<menai (Mt. 27:61).  
Just so w@fqh Mwush?j kai>  ]Hlei<aj sunlalou?ntej (Mt. 17:3). Cf. Eph. 
4:17 f. In Rev. 21:16, to> mh?koj kai> to> pla<toj kai> to> u!yoj au]th?j i@sa 
e]sti<n, the neuter plural adjective and singular copula are regular. 
 5. Singular Verb with First Subject. It is very common indeed 
for the verb to have the singular with the first of the subjects. 
Cf. Jo. 2:2, 12; 3:22; 18:15; Ac. 11:14. But on the other hand 
we have prosporeu<ontai au]t&?  ]Ia<kwboj kai>  ]Iwa<nhj oi[ ui[oi> Zebedai<ou 
(Mk. 10:35).  Cf. also Lu. 23:12; Jo. 21:2; Ac. 5:24. In Ac.  
25:23 one participle is singular and the other plural. So in Ac. 
5:29 we meet a]pokriqei>j de> Pe<troj kai> oi[ a]po<stoloi ei#pan. With h@  
 
 1 Ib., p. 79. 
 2 Prol., p. 58. Sometimes Shakespeare used a singular verb for the sake of  
metre (Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 65), at other times more like our mod. Eng.: "It  
is now a hundred years since," etc. Cf. Gk. e@stin oi!, etc. Cf. also Riem. and  
Goelzer, Synt., p. 18; Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., pp. 263-268. 
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the verb is usually in the singular in the N. T. So Mt. 12:25 
pa?sa po<lij h} oi]ki<a merisqei?sa kaq ] e[auth?j ou] staqh<setai. Cf. also 
Mt. 5:18; 18:8; Eph. 5:5. In Gal. 1:8 Blass1 thinks it 
would be impossible to have eu]aggelizw<meqa with h[mei?j h} a@ggeloj. 
But the impossible happens in Jas. 2:15, e]an a]delfo>j h} a]delfh> 
gumnoi> u[pa<rxwsin.  We have a similar difficulty in English in  
the use of the disjunctive and other pronouns. One will  
loosely say: "If any one has left their books, they can come and  
get them." 
 6. The Literary Plural. We have already mentioned the use  
of the plural in a kind of impersonal way to conceal one's identity,  
as teqnh<kasin (Mt. 2:20), ai]tou?sin (Lu. 12:20) and the general  
indefinite plural like w[j le<gousin, (Rev. 2:24). The critics disagree  
sharply about it (the literary plural). Blass2 flatly denies that we  
have any right to claim this literary plural in Paul's Epistles be- 
cause he associates others with himself in his letters. Winer3 in- 
sists that Paul often speaks in his apostolic character when he  
uses the plural and hence does not always include others. Moul- 
ton4 considers the matter settled in favour of the epistolary plural 
in the koinh<.  He cites from the papyri several examples. So Tb.P.  
26 (ii/B.C.) o@nti moi e]n Ptolemai<dei — prose<pesen h[mi?n, B.U. 449  
iii/A.D.) a]kou<saj o!ti nwqreu<^ a]gwniou?men J.H.S. xix 92 (ii/A.D.) xai?re< 
moi, mh?ter glukuta<th, kai> fronti<zete h[mw?n.  Dick5  has made an ex- 
haustive study of the whole subject and produces parallels from  
late Greek that show how easily e]gw< and h[mei?j were exchanged.  
The matter can be clarified, I think. To begin with, there is no  
reason in the nature of things why Paul should not use the literary  
plural if he wished to do so. He was a man of culture and used to  
books even if he used the vernacular koinh< in the main. The late  
Greek writers did; the papyri show examples of it. G. Milligan 
(Thess., p. 132) cites Tb. P. 58 (ii/B.C.) eu[rh<kamen — eu$ron — bebou- 
leu<meqa; P. Hib. 44 (iii/B.c.) e]gra<yamen —o[rw?ntej — w]i<mhn; P. Heid.  
6 (iv/A.D.) pisteu<omen—gra<fw kai> fluarh<sw; and an inscription,  
possibly a rescript of Hadrian, 0. G. I. S 484, lou?men — [metepem--] 
ya<mhn —boulhqei<j—e@docen h[mei?n--e]dokima<samen--e]pi<steuon--h[ghsa<mhn 
--nomi<zw.  Besides, Blass6 admits that we have it in 1 Jo. 1:4, where  
gra<fomen does not differ in reality from gra<fw of 2:1. But in Jo.  
21:24 oi@damen probably is in contrast to John, who uses oi#mai just 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 80.   3 W.-Th., p. 517. 
 2 Ib., p. 166.    4 Prol., p. 86.  
 5 Der schriftstell. Plu. bei Paulus (1900), p. 18. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 166. 
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below. In Jo. 1:14, as certainly in 1:16, others are associated  
with the writer. The author of Hebrews also uses the singular or  
plural according to the humour of the moment. Thus peiqo<meqa— 
e@xomen (13:18) and the next verse parakalw?—a]pokatastaqw?.  Cf. 
also 6:1, 3, 9, 11, with 13:22 f.  Now as to Paul. In Ro. 1:5 
he has di ] ou$ e]la<bomen xa<rin kai> a]postolh<n.  Surely he is talking of no  
one else when he mentions a]postolh<n.  Blass1 overlooks this word  
and calls attention to xa<rin as applicable to all.  Then again in  
Col. 4:3 h[mi?n is followed in the same verse by de<demai. It is  
clear also in 1 Th. 2:18, h]qelh<samen—e]gw> me>n Pau?loj. But what  
really settles the whole matter2 is 2 Cor. 10:1-11:6.  Paul is  
here defending his own apostolic authority where the whole point  
turns on his own personality. But he uses first the singular, then 
the plural. Thus parakalw? (10:1), qarrw?, logi<zomai (10:2), stra- 
teuo<meqa (10:3), h[mei?j (10:7), kauxh<swmai, ai]sxunqh<somai (10:8),  
do<cw (10:9), e]sme<n (10:11), kauxhso<meqa (10:13), etc.  It is not 
credible that here Paul has in mind any one else than himself.  
Cf. also 2 Cor. 2:14-7:16 for a similar change from singular to  
plural. The use of the literary plural by Paul sometimes does  
not, of course, mean that he always uses it when he has a plural.  
Each case rests on its own merits. Jesus seems to use it also in 
Jo. 3:11, o{ oi@damen lalou?men kai> o{ e[wra<kamen marturou?men.  In Mk.  
4:30 (pw?j o[moiw<swmen th>n basilei<an tou? qeou?;) Christ associates others 
with him in a very natural manner. 
 (b) SUBSTANTIVE AND ADJECTIVE. The concord between ad- 
jective and substantive is just as close as that between subject  
and verb. This applies to both predicate and attributive adjec- 
tives. Here again number is confined to the singular and the  
plural, for the dual is gone. Cf. in lieu of the dual the curious 
kairo>n kai> kairou>j kai> h!misu kairou? (Rev. 12:14). When adjectives 
and participles deviate from this accord in number or gender  
(Eph. 4:17 f.; 1 Cor. 12:2; Rev. 19:14), it is due to the  
sense instead of mere grammar, kata> su<nesin.  Thus in Mk. 
9:15 we have o[ o@xloj i]do<ntej, Ac. 3:11 sune<dramen pa?j o[ lao>j 
e@kqamboi, Lu. 2:13 stratia?j ai]nou<ntwn, Mk. 8:1 o@xlou o@ntoj kai> mh> 
e]xo<ntwn, (note both), Ac. 21:36 plh?qoj kra<zontej, etc. Cf. o[ o@xloj 
e]pa<ratoi (Jo. 7:49).  In Ph. 2:6 to> ei#nai i@sa qe&? the plural adjec- 
tive differs little from i@son in adverbial sense. Cf. tau?ta ti< e]stin 
ei]j tosou<touj (Jo. 6:9), ti< a{n ei@h tau?ta (Lu. 15:26). 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 166. 
 2 Dick, Der schriftstell. Plu. bei Paulus, 1900, p. 53. Milligan, St. Paul's  
Epist. to the Thess., 1908, p. 131 f. agrees with Dick. 
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 (C) REPRESENTATIVE SINGULAR. But other points come up 
also about the number of the substantives. One is the use of  
the singular with the article to signify the whole class. The ex- 
amples are frequent, such as o[ a]gaqo>j a@nqrwpoj (Mt. 12:35), shmei?a 
tou? a]posto<lou (2 Cor. 12:12), o[ e]rga<thj (Lu. 10:7), tou?  ]Ioudai<ou  
(Ro. 3:1), to>n ptwxo<n (Jas. 2:6).  This discussion about the  
number of nouns could more properly be treated under syntax of  
nouns, but I have no such chapter. Cf. Cases. 
 (d) IDIOMATIC PLURAL IN NOUNS. Abstract substantives oc- 
cur in the plural in the N. T. as in the older Greek, an idiom for- 
eign to English. Thus pleoneci<ai (Mk. 7:22), proswpolhmyi<aij (Jas.  
2:1). Cf. also fo<noi Mt. 15:19; pa>j pornei<aj 1 Cor. 7:2.  In 2 
Cor. 12:20 and 1 Pet. 2:1 both the singular and the plural  
occur in contrast. This use of the plural of abstract substan- 
tives does indeed lay stress on the separate acts. Some words  
were used almost exclusively in the plural, or at any rate the  
plural was felt to be more appropriate. So aiw?nej in the sense  
of ‘world’ (Heb. 1:2) or ‘eternity,’ as ei]j tou>j ai]w?naj tw?n ai]w<nwn  
(Gal. 1:5), or with singular and plural, as tou? ai]noj tw?n ai]w<nwn  
(Eph. 3:21). Cf. also ta> a!gia for 'the sanctuary' (Heb. 8:2) and  
a!gia a[gi<wn for ‘the most Holy Place’ (Heb. 9:3). The word ou]ra- 
no<j is used in the singular often enough, and always so in the Gos-  
pel of John, as 1:32, but the plural is common also. Cf. Paul's  
allusion to "third heaven" (2 Cor. 12:2), an apparent reflection  
of the Jewish idea of seven heavens. In English we use "the  
heavens" usually for the canopy of sky above us, but h[ basi- 
lei<a tw?n ou]ranw?n uniformly in the N. T., as Mt. 3:2. The Hebrew 
MyimawA is partly responsible for ou]ranoi<.  The so-called "plural of  
majesty" has an element of truth in it. For further details see  
Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 83. A number of other words have  
this idiomatic plural, such as e]k deciw?n, e]c a]risterw?n, e]c eu]wnu<mwn 
(Mt. 25:33), ei]j ta> decia> me<rh (Jo. 21:6), e]n toi?j decioi?j (Mk. 16:5),  
a]po> a]natolw?n (Mt. 2:1), a]po dusmw?n (Mt. 8:11), qu<rai (Ac. 5:19),  
pu<lai (Mt. 16:18), ko<lpoi (Lu. 16:23).  But the singular of some 
of them is also found, as e]n t^? a]natol ?̂ (Mt. 2:9), e]n deci%? (Eph. 1:  
20), pro> th?j qu<raj (Ac. 12:6). The plural of i[ma<tion seems to mean 
only i[ma<tion (not xitw<n also) in Jo. 19:23 (cf. 19:2). For the  
plural ai!mata note Jo. 1:13.  The names of feasts are often plural, 
such as ta> e]gkai<nia (Jo. 10:22), ta> gene<sia (Mk. 6:21), ta> a@zuma 
(Mk. 14:1), ga<moi (Mt. 22:2), sa<bbata (Ac. 17:2). So also 
some cities have plural names, as  ]Ieroso<luma (Mt. 2:1),  ]Aqh?nai  
(Ac. 17:16), Kolossai< (Col. 1:2). Different are e]pistolai< (1 Cor. 
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16:3), ta> a]rgu<ria (Mt. 27:5), ta> o]yw<nia (Lu. 3:14), diaqh?kai (Ro.  
9:4). 
 (e) IDIOMATIC SINGULAR IN NOUNS. On the other hand the  
singular appears where one would naturally look for a plural. A  
neuter singular as an abstract expression may sum up the whole  
mass. Thus pa?n o! in Jo. 6:37 refers to believers. Cf. also  
Jo. 17:2. The same collective, use of the neuter singular is found  
in to> e@latton (Heb. 7:7).  So not to> gennw<menon (Lu. 1:35) but pa?n 
to> gegennhme<non (1 Jo. 5:4). The same concealment of the person  
is seen in to> kate<xon oi@date (2 Th. 2:6). The neuter plural in- 
deed is very common in this sense, as ta> mwra<, ta> a]sqenh?, etc. (1 Cor.  
1:27 f.). Then again the singular is used where the substantive  
belongs to more than one subject. So pepwrwme<nhn e@xete th>n kar- 
di<an (Mk. 8:17), e@qento e]n t ?̂ kardi<% au]tw?n (Lu. 1:66), e@pesan e]pi> 
pro<swpon au]tw?n (Mt. 17:6), perizwsa<menoi th>n o]sfu>n u[mw?n (Eph. 6:  
14), e]do<qh au]toi?j stolh> leukh< (Rev. 6:11), a]po> prosw<pou tw?n pate<- 
rwn (Ac. 7:45), sia> sto<matoj pa<ntwn (Ac. 3:18), e]k th?j xeiro>j au]tw?n 
(Jo. 10:39).  In 1 Cor. 6:5, a]na> me<son tou? a]delfou?, the difficulty lies  
not in me<son, but in the singular a]delfou?.  The fuller form would  
have been the plural or the repetition of the word, a]delfou? kai> 
a]delfou?.  In all these variations in number the N. T. writers  
merely follow in the beaten track of Greek usage with proper  
freedom and individuality. For copious illustrations from the  
ancient Greek see Gildersleeve, Greek Syntax, pp. 17-59.1 
 (f) SPECIAL INSTANCES. TWO or three other passages of a  
more special nature call for comment. In Mt. 21:7 (e]peka<qisen 
e]pa<nw au]tw?n) it is probable that au]tw?n refers to ta> i[ma<tia, not to th>n 
o@non kai> to>n pw?lon.  In Mt. 24:26 e]n t^? e]rh<m& and e]n toi?j tamei<oij 
are in contrast. In Mt. 27:44 oi[ l^stai< is not to be taken as plural  
for the singular. Probably both reproached Jesus at first and  
afterwards one grew sorry and turned on the other, as Lu. 23:39  
has it. In Mt. 22:1 and Mk. 12:17 ei##pen e]n parabolai?j is followed 
by only one parable, but there were doubtless others not recorded. 
In Mt. 9:8, e]do<casan ton qeo>n to>n do<nta, e]cousi<an toiau<thn toi?j  
a]nqrw<poij, we have a double sense in do<nta, for Jesus had the e]cousi<an in a 
sense not true of a]nqrw<poij who got the benefit of it.  So in Ac. 13:40  
to> ei]rhme<non e]n toi?j profh<taij is merely equivalent to e]n bi<bl& tw?n 
profhtw?n (Ac. 7:42). On these special matters see Winer- 
Schmiedel, p. 251. Cf. xeroubei<n (Aramaic dual) and karaskia<- 
zonta (Heb. 9:5). 
 
 1 Cf. also Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., 1. Tl., pp. 133-172, 3. Tl., pp. 240-248;  
K.-G., Bd. I, pp. 271 ff.; Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 369-373. 
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 VIII. Concord in Gender. Here we deal only with nouns, for  
verbs have no gender. But gender plays an important part in the  
agreement of substantive and adjective. 
 (a) FLUCTUATIONS IN GENDER. The whole matter is difficult, 
for substantives have two sorts of gender, natural and gram- 
matical. The two do not always agree. The apparent violations  
of the rules of gender can generally be explained by the conflict  
in these two points of view with the additional observation that  
the grammatical gender of some words changed or was never  
firmly settled. All the constructions according to sense are due  
to analogy (Middleton in Syntax, p. 39). For further general re- 
marks on gender see chapter on Declensions. In Ac. 11:28 Luke  
has limo>n mega<lhn, not me<gan.  In Rev. 14:19 two genders are 
found with the same word, e@balen ei]j th>n lhno>n tou? qumou? tou? qeou? to>n  
me<gan.  Cf. Lu. 4:25 and 15:14. The papyri vary also in the  
gender of this word (Moulton, Prol., p. 60). The common gender  
of qeo<j (Ac. 19:37, cf. qea<. 19:27) and similar words is discussed in  
the chapter on Declensions. In Rev. 11:4 ai[ e[stw?tej skips over  
luxni<ai curiously1 and goes back (the participle, not the article) to 
ou$toi (ou$toi< ei]sin ai[ du<o e]lai?ai kai> ai[ du<o luxni<ai ai[ e]nw<pion tou?  
kuri<ou th?j gh?j e[stw?tej) . But more about the Apocalypse later. In Mk.  
12:28, poi<a e]sti>n e]ntolh> prw<th pa<ntwn, Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 
178) thinks that pasw?n would be beside the point as it is rather the 
general idea of omnium. Is it not just construction kata> su<nesin?  
In Ph. 2:1 ei@ tij spla<xna is difficult after ei@ ti paramu<qion and ei@ 
tij koinwni<a.  Blass2 cuts the knot boldly by suggesting ei@ ti in all 
the examples here which Moulton3  accepts with the sense of si 
quid valet, but he cites papyri examples like e]pi< ti mi<an tw?n . . .  
oi]kiw?n, Par. P. 15 (ii/B.C.); ei] de< ti perissa> gra<mmata B.U. 326 (ii/A.D.).  
See also e]a>n de< ti a@lla a]paithqw?men, Amh. Pap. II, 85, 11, and e]a>n de< 
ti a@broxoj ge<nhtai, ib., 15. Cf. Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 184.  
Perhaps after all this correction may be right or the text may be  
corrupt. The scribe could easily have written tij for tina because  
of the preceding examples. A nodding scribe may even have  
thought spla<xna feminine singular. But what is one to say of 
oval in Rev. 9:12; 11:14?  Shall we think4 of qli<yij or talaipw- 
ri<a?  In Mt. 21:42 (Mk. 12:11), para> kuri<ou e]ge<neto au!th kai> e@stin’ 
 
 1 But Moulton (Cl. Rev., Apr., 1904, p. 151) cites from the pap. numerous  
false gender concords like th>n peptwko<ta, etc. Cf. Reinhold, De Graec. etc.,  
p. 57; Krumbacher, Prob. d. neugr. Schriftspr., p. 50. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 8 1 . 
 3 Prol., p. 59.     4 W.-Sch., p. 255. 
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qaumasth<, we may have a translation of the Hebrew txzo (Ps.  
(117) 118:23), for ou$toj is used just before in reference to li<qon.  
Tou?to would be the Greek idiom for au!th.  It is even possible that 
au!th may refer to kefalh>n gwni<aj.  So also t ?̂ ba<al in Ro. 11:4 
comes from the LXX (Jer. 2:8; 2:28; 7:9; Hos. 2:8). Cf. 
t ?̂ Ba<al t ?̂ dama<lei in Tobit 1:5 B. See Declensions for further 
remarks. 
 (b) THE NEUTER SINGULAR. This is not always to be regarded  
as a breach of gender. Often the neuter conveys a different con- 
ception. So in the question of Pilate, ti< e]stin a]lh<qeia (Jo. 18:38).  
Cf. also ti< ou#n o[ no<moj; (Gal. 3:19), ti< e]stin a@nqrwpoj; (Heb. 2:6), ti 
a}n ei@h tau?ta; (Lu. 15:26), ei] dokei? tij ei#nai ti mhde>n w@n; (Gal. 6:3). 
But on the other handy note ei#nai tina (Ac. 5:36), au!th e]sti>n h[ me- 
ga<lh e]ntolh< (Mt. 22:3), ti<j h[ pro<slhmyij; (Ro. 11:15), ti<j e]stin h[ 
e]lpi<j; (Eph. 1:18).  In particular observe ti< o[ Pe<troj e]ge<neto (Ac.  
12:18) and ou$toj de> ti< (Jo. 21:21). Cf. also tou?to xa<rij (twice) in  
1 Pet. 2:19 f., where tou?to is predicate and really refers to ei] u[po- 
fe<rei tij and ei] u[pomenei?te. Cf. also h[ yuxh? plei?o<n e[stin th?j trofh?j 
(Lu. 12:23).  Indeed tau?ta may be the predicate with persons, as  
tau?ta< tinej h#te (1 Cor. 6:11). The neuter adjective in the predi- 
cate is perfectly normal in cases like i[kano>n t&? toiou<t& h[ e]pitimi<a 
au!th 2 Cor 2:6).  So also a]rketo>n t ?̂ h[me<r% h[ kaki<a au]th?j (Mt. 6:34). 
Cf. also the reading of D a]resto>n in Ac. 12:3.  Blass1 treats a]rke- 
to<n above and i[kano<n e]stin, in Lu. 22:38 as like the Latin satis. 
The neuter singular in the collective or general sense to represent  
persons is not peculiar to the N. T. So to> kate<xon (2 Th. 2:6),  
pa?n o! (Jo. 17:2), to> a]polwlo<j (Lu. 19:10), etc. So the neuter  
plural also as ta> mwra> tou? ko<smou , ta> a]sqenh? (1 Cor. 1:27). The  
neuter article to>    !Agar (Gal. 4:25) deals with the word Hagar,  
not the gender of the person. In Jas. 4:4 moixali<dej in W. H.  
stands without moixaloi> kai<, but none the less may be regarded  
as comprehensive.2  Cf. genea> moixali<j (Mt. 12:39) and Hos. 2:  
4, 23.  In 1 Cor. 15:10 note ei]mi> o! ei]mi, not o!j, a different idea. 
 (C) EXPLANATORY o! e]stin AND tou? ] e@stin. A special idiom is 
the relative o! as an explanation (o! e]stin) and the demonstrative  
tou?t ] e@sti, which are both used without much regard to the gen- 
der (not to say number) of antecedent or predicate. Thus in Mk. 
3:17 o@noma Boanhrge<j, o! e]stin ui[oi> bronth?j; 12:42 lepta> du<o o! e]stin 
kodra<nthj; 15:16  th?j au]lh?j, o! e]stin praitw<rion; 15:22 Golgoqa>n 
to<pon, o! e]stin krani<ou to<poj (cf. Mt. 27:33); r[abbei<, o{ le<getai (Jo. 1:  
38): 1:42 Mesi<an o! e]stin; Col. 3:14 th>n a]ga<phn, o! e]stin su<ndesmoj; 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 76.   2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 254. 
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Eph. 6:17 ma<xairan, o! e]stin r[h?ma qeou.  Blass1 observes that it is  
only in the Apocalypse that this explanatory relative is assimilated  
to the antecedent or predicate, as lampa<dej, a! ei]sin ta> pneu<mata (Rev. 
4:5), but o]fqalmou>j e[pta<, oi! ei]sin ta> pneu<mata (5:6).  But it is other- 
wise with the ordinary relative, as o[ nao>j tou? qeou?, oi!tine<j e]ste u[mei?j (1 
Cor. 3:17) Fili<ppouj, h!tij e]sti>n prw<th po<lij (Ac. 16 : 12); u[po> tw?n 
a]ntikeime<nwn, h!tij e]sti>n au]toi?j e@ndeicij a]pwlei<aj (Ph. 1:28); e]n tai?j 
qli<yesi<n mou u[pe>r u[mw?n, h!tij e]sti>n do<ca u[mw?n (Eph. 3:13). The use of 
tou?t ] e@stin is a common idiom in the later Greek (less so in the  
older) and is exactly equivalent to the Latin id est and has no  
regard to case, number or gender. So  ]Elwi<--tou?t ] e@stin qee< mou 
(Mt. 27:46); tou?t ] e@stin tou>j a]delfou<j (Heb. 7:5). Cf. Heb. 2:  
14; 9:11, etc. See further p. 399, and ch. XV, VII, (d), 10. 
 (d) THE PARTICIPLE. It often has the construction kata> su<ne- 
sin, as in Mk. 9:26, kra<caj kai> polla> spara<caj referring to to> pneu?ma.  
Cf. Lu. 2:13 stratia?j ai]nou<ntwn; plh?qoj kra<zontej (Ac. 21:36); bow?n- 
tej (25:24).  But on the other hand note a]nasta>n plh?qoj (Lu. 23:  
1).  So also in 1 Cor. 12:2 e@qnh a]pago<menoi; Eph. 4:17 f. e@qnh e]sko- 
twme<noi; Rev. 4:8 z&?a, e!n kaq ] e!n e@xwn le<gontej; 11:15 fwnai> mega<- 
lai le<gontej (cf. fwnh>n le<gonta, Rev. 9:14); 19:14 strateu<mata 
e]ndedume<noi.  Cf. qhri<on ge<monta (Rev. 17:3).  Winer (Winer-Thayer, 
p. 526) takes e]skotwme<noi in Eph. 4:18 with u[ma?j:  Cf. also plh?qoj 
fe<rontej (Ac. 5:16). Cf. Lu. 19:37.  So (ai[ e]kklhsi<ai) a]kou<ontej (Gal. 
1:22 f.).  But in Rev. 21:14 to> tei?xoj e@xwn, seems a mere slip.  
But z&?on—e@xwn (Rev. 4:7) may be mere confusion in sound of 
e@xon and e@xwn.  See also fwnh>--le<gwn (4:1), fwnai>--le<gontej  
(11:15), luxni<ai—e[stw?tej (11:4).  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p.  
87) cites z&?on—a]stra<ptwn from Apocalypsis Anastasiae (pp. 6, 13). 
 (e) ADJECTIVES. The question of an adjective's using one  
form for more than one gender has been already discussed at  
length in the chapter on Declensions. Thus stratia?j ou]rani<ou (Lu.  
2:13) is not a breach of concord, for ou]rani<ou is feminine.  If mas- 
culine and feminine are used together and the plural adjective or  
participle occurs, the masculine, of course, prevails over the fem- 
inine when persons are considered. Thus h#n o[ path>r au]tou? kai> h[  
mh<thr qauma<zontej (Lu. 2:33).  So also  ]Agri<ppaj ka> Berni<kh a]spa- 
sa<menoi (Ac. 25:13) and even with the disjunctive h@, as a]delfo>j h} 
a]delfh> gumnoi< (Jas. 2:15). In Rev. 8:7 the neuter plural is used  
of two nouns (one feminine and one neuter), xa<laza kai> pu?r 
memigme<na. Cf. fqartoi?j, a]rguri<& h} xrusi<& (1 Pet. 1 : 18), same 
gender. So poiki<laij no<soij kai> basa<noij (Mt. 4:24), pa<shj a]rxh?j kai>  
 
                            1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 77. 
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e]cousi<aj (Eph. 1:21), etc. Thus we may note po<lij h} oi]ki<a 
merisqei?sa (Mt. 12:25), the same gender. But when different  
genders occur, the adjective is usually repeated, as in potatpoi> li<qoi 
kai> potapai> oi]kodomai< (Mk. 13:1), pa?sa do<sij kai> pa?n dw<rhma (Jas. 1:  
17), ou]rano>n kaino>n kai> gh?n kainh>n (Rev. 21:1), etc. There is em- 
phasis also in the repetition. But one adjective with the gender  
of one of the substantives is by no means uncommon. Thus in 
Heb. 9:9, dw?ra< te kai> qusi<ai mh> duna<menai, the last substantive is  
followed, while in Heb. 3:6, e]a>n th>n parrhsi<an kai> to> kau<xhma me<xri 
te<louj bebai<an kata<sxwmen, the first rules in gender.1 Per contra  
note ui[o>n a@rsen Rev. 12:5. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 86)  
cites fi<le te<knon from the Iliad, XXII, 84. 
 IX. Concord in Case. This is not the place for the syntax of  
the cases. That matter belongs to a special chapter. 
 (a) ADJECTIVES. They concur in the case of the substantive  
with which they are used. The variations are either indeclinable  
forms like plh<rhj2 in Jo. 1:14 (agreeing with au]tou? or do<can) or are  
due to anacoluthon, as Jas. 3:8 th>n de> glw?ssan ou]dei>j dama<sai du<natai 
a]nqrw<pwn: a]kata<staton kako<n, mesth>  i]ou?  (so W. H. punctuate). 
 (b) PARTICIPLES. They lend themselves readily to anacoluthon  
in case. Thus e@doce toi?j a]posto<loij kai> toi?j presbute<roij, gra<yantej 
(Ac. 15:22 f.).  See Mk. 7:19 kaqari<zwn.  Mk. 6:9 has u[podede- 
me<nouj, whereas before we have au]toi?j and ai@rwsin, but W. H.  
read e]ndu<sasqai (Nestle, e]ndu<shsqe).  In Mk. 12:40, oi[ kate<sqontej 
kai> proseuxo<menoi we have a nominative in apposition with the  
ablative a]po> tw?n grammate<wn tw?n qelo<ntwn.  In Ph. 3:18 f. tou>j 
e]x-rou<j is in agreement with the case of ou!j, while of oi[ fronou?ntej  
below skips back to polloi<.  Sometimes, as in e]pisteu<qhsan ta> lo<gia 
(Ro. 3:2), the substantive will make sense as subject or object  
of the verb. In Heb. 9:10 dikaiw<mata—e]pikei<mena in apposition  
with qusi<ai skips over the parenthetical clause between. Cf. also  
perhaps a]rca<menoi (Lu. 24:47), a]rca<menoj (Ac. 1:22. Cf. Lu. 23:5),  
a]rca<menoj (Ac. 10:37). Note this idiom in Luke's writings. 
 (c) THE BOOK OF REVELATION. It is full of variations (sole- 
cisms) from case-concord, especially in appositional clauses.  
Thus in Rev. 7: 9 after ei#don, kai> i]dou< we first have the nomina- 
 
 1 On the subject of gender see Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., 1. Tl., pp. 89-133;  
Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 365-369. 
 2 The exx. of this indecl. use of plh<rhj are abundant in MSS. of the N. T.,  
occurring in most passages of the N. T. See Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 81.  
The pap. confirm the N. T. MSS. See Moulton, Prol., p. 50. See ch. VII, 2,  
(f), of this book, for details. 
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tive with i]dou< and then the accusative with ei#don.  Thus o[ ma<rtuj 
(Rev. 1:5) retains the nominative rather than the ablative a]po>  
 ]Ihsou? Xristou?, whereas in 11:18 tou>j mikrou<j is in apposition with  
the dative toi?j dou<loij, ktl.  Cf. 20:2 where o[ o@fij (text, marg.  
acc.) is in apposition with the accusative to>n dra<konta. The  
papyri show the idiom. Cf. tou? a]delfou?—o[ dia<toxoj — (=diad.) in  
Letr. 149 (ii/A.D.),   ]Antifi<lou  !Ellhn—i[ppa<rxhj in B.G.U. 1002  
(i/B.C.).  Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 60. The Apocalypse is thus by 
no means alone. See also para> to[u? Prost]ou<mou to>n eu[ro<nta B.G.U.  
846 (ii/A.D.), h@kousa Toqh?j le<gwn P. Par. 51 (B.C. 160), e]me> le<lukaj 
polia>j e@xwn, ib. In particular the participle is common in the nom- 
inative in the Apocalypse. In the case of a]po> o[ w}n kai> o[ h#n kai> o[ 
e]rxo<menoj the nominative is evidently intentional to accent the  
unchangeableness of God (1:4).  Cf. this formula in 1:8; 4:8;  
11:17; 16:5.   [O nikw?n occurs as a set phrase, the case being ex- 
pressed by au]to<j which follows.  So in 2:26 au]t&?  (thrw?n also);  
3:12 au]to<n, 21 au]t&?.  But in t&? nikw?nti dw<sw au]t&? 2:7, 17, the case 
is regularly in the dative without anacoluthon. The wrong case  
appears with e@xwn in 1:16 (almost separate sentence) if it is 
meant to refer to au]tou? or gender if fwnh<; 9:14 (o[ e@xwn, in apposi- 
tion with a]gge<l&); 10:2 e@xwn (sort of parenthesis, cf. 1:16);  
14:14 e@xwn (loosely appended); 19:12 (loose connection of e@xwn).  
In 5:6 and 17:3 e@xwn has wrong gender and case. This parti- 
ciple seems to be strung on loosely generally, but in 21:11 f.  
the proper case and gender occur. Cf. also h[ le<gousa (2:20)  
and le<gwn (14:7).  In 14:12 oi[ throu?ntej is a loose addition like 
h[ katabai<nousa (3:12).  More difficult seems e]n kami<n& pepurwme<- 
nhj (1:15), margin pepurwme<noi.  In 19:20 th>n li<mnhn tou? puro>j 
th?j kaiome<nhj the participle agrees in gender with li<mnhn and in  
case with puro>j.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 86) cites a]pe<xw 
par ] au]tou? to>n o[mologou?nta (Amh. Pap. II, in to 113, where regu- 
larly the accusative of a participle is in apposition with a geni- 
tive or ablative). He gives also Oxy. P. I N 120, 25, ou] de<doktai 
ga>r h[mi?n e@xein ti dustuxou?ntej; Flinders-Pet. Pap. III 42 C (3) 3,  
a]dikou<meqa u[po>  ]Apollwni<ou e]mba<llwn.  Dittenberger (Or. inscr. 611) 
gives Sebastou? and ui[o<j in apposition. But the point of difficulty  
in the Revelation of John is not any one isolated discord in  
case or gender. It is rather the great number of such violations  
of concord that attracts attention. As shown above, other  
books of the N. T. show such phenomena. Observe especially  
Luke, who is a careful writer of education. Note also Paul in  
Ph. 1:30 where e@xontej (cf. this word in Rev.) is used with u[mi?n,  
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and 2 Cor. 7:5 h[mw?n—qlibo<menoi.  Similar discords occur in the  
LXX, as in Jer. 14:13; Dan. 10:5-7; 1 Macc. 13:16; 1 Macc.  
15:28; and indeed occasionally in the very best of Greek writers.  
The example in 1 Macc. 13:16 (lao>n le<gontej) is worth singling  
out for its bearing on both case and number. Nestle (Einf. in das  
griech. N. T., p. 90 f.) notes the indeclinable use of le<gwn and le< 
gontej in the LXX, like rHxel. Cf. Nestle, Phil. Sacra., p. 7. See  
also Thackeray, Gr., p. 23. One Must not be a slavish martinet in  
such matters at the expense of vigour and directness. The occa- 
sion of anacoluthon in a sentence is just the necessity of breaking  
off and making a new start. But the Apocalypse demands more  
than these general remarks. Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 534) calls  
attention to the fact that these irregularities occur chiefly in the  
description of the visions where there would naturally be some  
excitement. Moulton1 argues from the fact that the papyri of  
uneducated writers show frequent discord in case that John was  
somewhat backward in his Greek. He speaks of "the curious  
Greek of Revelation," "the imperfect Greek culture of this book."  
He notes the fact that most of the examples in both the papyri  
and Revelation are in apposition and the writer's "grammatical  
sense is satisfied when the governing word has affected the case  
of one object."2  Moulton3 cites in illustration Shakespeare's use  
of "between you and I." This point indeed justifies John. But  
one must observe the comparative absence of these syntactical  
discords in the Gospel of John and the Epistles of John. In Ac. 
4:13 both Peter and John are called a]gra<mmatoi kai> i]diw?tai. This 
need not be pushed too far, and yet it is noteworthy that 2 Peter  
and Revelation are just the two books of the N. T. whose Greek  
jars most upon the cultured mind and which show most kinship to  
the koinh< in somewhat illiterate papyri. One of the theories about  
the relation between 1 Peter and 2 Peter is that Silvanus (1 Pet. 
5:12) was Peter's scribe in writing the first Epistle, and that thus  
the Greek is smooth and flowing, while in 2 Peter we have Peter's  
own somewhat uncouth, unrevised Greek. This theory rests on  
the assumption of the genuineness of 2 Peter, which is much dis- 
puted. So also in Acts Luke refines Peter's Greek in the reports 
 
 1 Exp., Jan., 1904, p. 71; Cl. Rev., Apr., 1904, p. 151; Prol., pp. 9, 60. 
 2 Cl. Rev., Apr., 1904, p. 151; Prol., p. 9. 
 3 Ib. Merch. of Venice, iii, 2. Cf. also Harrison, Prol. to the Study  
of Gk. Rel., p. 168. In the Attic inscr. the noun is found in apposition with  
the abl., the loc. and in absolute expressions. Cf. Meisterh., Att. Inschr.,  
p. 203 f. 
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of his addresses. Now in Jo. 21:24 we seem to have the com- 
ment of a brother (or several) on the Gospel of John which he has  
read and approved. Moulton1 naturally suggests the hypothesis  
that the Gospel and Epistles of John had the smoothing hand of  
this brother of culture (perhaps in Ephesus), while in the Apoca- 
lypse we have John's own rather uncultured Greek. One may  
add to this the idea of Winer about possible excitement and pas- 
sion due to the great ideas of the book. In the Isle of Patmos  
John, if still there, would have little opportunity for scholarly  
help and the book may have gone out unrevised. There are other  
theories, but this matter of authorship is not the grammarians'  
task. 
 (d) OTHER PECULIARITIES IN APPOSITION. Further examples of  
apposition call for illustration. Thus in 1 Jo. 2:25, au!th e]sti>n h[ 
e]paggeli<a, h!n au]to>j e]phggei<lato h[mi?n, th>n zwh>n th>n ai]w<nion we have  
th?n zwh>n in the case of the relative (because nearer) and not in that of  
the antecedent. Then again in Jo. 1:38  r[abbei< is explained as  
dida<skale, vocative in the predicate (cf. also 20:16), while in 1:41  
Messi<an is naturally interpreted as Xristo<j.  In Jo. 13:13 o[ dida<- 
skaloj is in apposition with me where we would use quotation-marks.  
But this passage needs to be borne in mind in connection with 
Revelation. In 1 Cor. 16:21, t ?̂ e]m ?̂ xeiri> Pau<lou, note the geni- 
tive in apposition with the possessive pronoun e]m ?̂ according to  
the sense of the possessive, not its case. Once more the common  
use of the genitive of one substantive in practical apposition has  
already been noted in this chapter, III, (e), 5, Apposition. Thus h[ 
e[orth> tw?n a]zu<mwn (Lu. 22:1).  The use of tou?t ] e@stin with any case 
has already been alluded to under Gender. Note Mk. 7:2; Ac.  
19:4; Ro. 7:18; Phil. 12; 1 Pet. 3:20; Heb. 9:11; 11:16, etc. 
In au]to>j swth>r tou? sw<matoj (Eph. 5:23) au]to<j gives emphasis to the 
apposition. Inverse attraction of antecedent to case of the rela- 
tive (see Pronouns) is really apposition. 
 (e) THE ABSOLUTE USE OF THE CASES (nominative, genitive, abla- 
tive and accusative). These will receive treatment in the chapter  
on Cases. Some of the peculiar nominatives noted in Revelation  
are the nominativus pendens, a common anacoluthon. Cf. tau?ta   
a{ qewrei?te (Lu. 21:6), o[ nikw?n kai> o[ thrw?n (Rev. 2:26). The paren- 
thetic nominative is seen in Jo. 1:6, o@noma au]t&?  ]Iwa<nhj, where   ]Iwa<- 
nhj might have been dative. But here merely the mention of the  
fact of the absolute use of the cases is all that is called for.2 
 
 1 Prol., p. 9. See also Zahn's Intr., § 74. 
 2 Cf. Gildersleeve, Gk. Spit., p. 3; Brag., Griech, Gr., pp. 373-376. 
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 X. Position of Words in the Sentence. 
 (a) FREEDOM FROM RULES. The freedom of the Greek from  
artificial rules and its response to the play of the mind is never seen  
better than in the order of words in the sentence. In English,  
since it has lost its inflections, the order of the words in the sen- 
tence largely determines the sense. Whether a substantive is  
subject or object can usually be seen in English only thus, or  
whether a given word is verb or substantive, substantive or ad-  
jective. Even the Latin, which is an inflectional tongue, has  
much less liberty than the Greek. We are thinking, of course, of  
Greek prose, not of poetry, where metre so largely regulates the  
position of words. The N. T. indeed enjoys the same freedom1  
that the older Greek did with perhaps some additional independ- 
ence from the vernacular koinh< as contrasted with the older lit- 
erary language. The modern Greek vernacular has maintained  
the Greek freedom in this respect (Thumb, Handb., p. 200). The  
Semitic tongues also have much liberty in this matter. In Eng- 
lish it is common to see words in the wrong place that make ab- 
surd bungles, as this, for instance: "The man rode a horse with a 
black hat." In Greek one may say filei? o[ path>r to>n ui[o<n, o[ pa- 
th>r filei? to>n ui[o<n, or filei? to>n ui[o>n o[ path>r, according to the stress in  
the mind of the speaker.2 
 (b)  PREDICATE OFTEN FIRST. In Greek prose, where the rhe- 
torical element has less play, the predicate very commonly  
comes first, simply because, as a rule, the predicate is the most 
important thing in the sentence. Thus maka<rioi oi[ ptwxoi> t&? pneu<- 
mati (Mt. 5:3), eu]loghme<nh su> e]n gunaici<n (Lu. 1:42), e]ge<neto de< (Lu. 
2:1), kai> e]poreu<onto (2:3), a]ne<bh de< (2:4), etc. But this is true so  
often, not because of any rule, but simply because the predicate  
is most frequently the main point in the clause. Blass3 even  
undertakes to suggest a tentative scheme thus: predicate, sub- 
ject, object, complementary participle, etc. But Winer4 rightly  
remarks that he would be an empirical expositor who would in- 
sist on any unalterable rule in the Greek sentence save that of  
spontaneity. 
 (c) EMPHASIS. This is one of the ruling ideas in the order of  
words. This emphasis may be at the end as well as at the begin- 
ning of the sentence, or even in the middle in case of antithesis.  
The emphasis consists in removing a word from its usual position  
to an unusual one. So a[luko>n gluku> poih?sai u!dwr (Jas. 3:12). Thus 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 287.  3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 287. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk, Gr., p. 312.  4 W,-Th., p. 551, 
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in Lu. 1:12 we have kai> fo<boj e]pe<pesen e]p ] au]to<n, but in Ac. 19:17  
kai> e]pe<pesen fo<boj e]pi> pa<ntaj au]tou<j.  Sometimes the words in con- 
trast are brought sharply together, as in Jo. 17:4, e]gw< se e]do<casa,  
and 17:5, nu?n do<caso<n me su<.  So u[mw?n e]mou? Lu. 10:16. Note also  
the intentional position of o[ patria<rxhj in Heb. 7:4 &$ deka<thn 
 ]Abraa>m e@dwken e]k tw?n a]kroqini<wn, o[ patria<rxhj. So also in 1 Pet. 2:  
7, u[mi?n ou#n h[ timh> toi?j pisteu<ousin, note the beginning and the end 
of the sentence. This rhetorical emphasis is more common in the  
Epistles (Paul's in particular) than in the Gospels and Acts for  
obvious reasons. Thus observe the position of au in Ro. 11:17  
and of ka]kei?noi in verse 23. In Heb. 6:19 a]sfalh? te kai> bebai<an do 
not come in immediate contact with a@gkuran as adjectives usually  
do. Observe also the emphatic climax in teteleiwme<non at the end  
of the sentence in Heb. 7:28.  Cf. h@dh — kei?tai in Mt. 3:10. Note  
the sharpness given to ou] in 1 Cor. 1:17 by putting it first. So  
10:5.  In 1 Cor. 2:7 qeou? sofi<an throws proper emphasis upon  
qeou?. The position of the subordinate clause varies greatly. It  
often comes first, as in Lu. 1:1-4. 
 (d) THE MINOR WORDS IN A SENTENCE. In general they 
come close to the word to which they belong in sense. Thus the  
adj. is near the subst. and after it. So u!dwr zw?n (Jo. 4:10), di- 
da<skale a]gaqe< (Mk. 10:17), zwh>n ai]w<nion (ib.). But observe o!lon 
a@nqrwpon u[gih? (Jo. 7:23), both adjs. So also note di ] a]nu<drwn to<pwn,  
(Mt. 12:43), kalo>n spe<rma (Mt. 13:27), e]xqro>j a@nqrwpoj (Mt. 13: 
28), where the adj. gives the main idea. With the repeated 
article the adj. has increased emphasis in o[ poimh>n o[ kalo>j (Jo. 10:  
11). With pneu?ma a!gion this is the usual order (as Mt. 3:11), but  
also to> a!gion pneu?ma (Ac. 1:8) or to> pneu?ma to> a!gion (Jo. 14:26). In 
Ac. 1:5 the verb comes in between the substantive and adjective 
(e]n pneu<mati baptisqh<sesqe a[gi<&) to give unity to the clause. So  
in Mt. 1:20, e]k pneu<mato<j e]stin a[gi<ou.  Cf. zwh>n e@xete ai]w<nion (1 Jo.  
5:13). In Ac. 26:24 note se thus, ta> polla< se gra<mmata ei]j mani<an 
peritre<pei.  So also in 1 Cor. 10:4 e@pion comes between to< and  
po<ma. The position of the genitive varies greatly, but the same  
general principle applies. The genitive follows as in toi?j lo<goij 
th?j xa<ritoj (Lu. 4:22), unless emphatic as in tw?n a]llotri<wn th>n  
fwnh<n (Jo. 10:5).  There is sharp emphasis in tw?n i!ppwn in 
Jas. 3 : 3. A genitive may be on each side of the substantive as  
in h[mw?n oi]ki<a tou? skh<nouj (2 Cor. 5:1).  Sharp contrast may be ex- 
pressed by proximity of two genitives, as in to>n sunstratiw<thn mou, 
u[mw?n de> a]po<stolon (Ph. 2:25). There may be some contrast also  
in su< mou ni<pteij tou>j po<daj (Jo. 13:6). But the personal enclitic 
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pronouns have a tendency to come early in the sentence without 
emphasis, as pw?j h]ne&<xqhsa<n sou oi[ o]fqalmoi< (Jo. 9:10). Cf. i!na 
sou proskunh<sw th>n xe?ran B.G.U. 423 (ii/A.D.). Radermacher (N. T. 
Gr., p. 90) notes great freedom in the position of the genitive in  
the Attic authors and in the inscriptions. In the case of o[ a@nqrw- 
poj ou$toj and ou$toj o[ a@nqrwpoj one must not look for any fine-spun 
distinction, though the same general principle of emphasis exists. 
In the matter of tau?ta pa<nta (Lu. 12:30) and pa<nta tau?ta (Mt.  
6:32) the first word carries the emphasis just as in pa?j o[ o@xloj 
and o[ o@xloj pa?j. Cf. pa<nta ta> me<lh tou? sw<matoj (1 Cor. 12:12) and  
oi[ pate<rej h[mw?n pa<ntej (1 Cor. 10:1) with o[ pa?j no<moj (Gal. 5:14).  
Note the common Greek su> ti<j ei# (Jo. 8:25).  The vocative is  
often at the beginning of the sentence, as path>r di<kaie (Jo. 17:25),  
but not always, as in paraklw? de> u[ma?j, a]delfoi< (1 Cor. 1:10). In  
Jo. 14:9 ou]k e@gnwka<j me, Fi<lippe the vocative naturally comes after  
the pronoun. It comes within the sentence, as w# qeo<file (Ac. 1: 
1), or at either end according as occasion requires. Some set  
phrases come in formal order, as a@ndrej a]delfoi> kai> pate<rej (Ac. 7: 
2), like our "brethren and sisters," "ladies and gentlemen," etc.  
Other conventional phrases are a@ndrej a]delfoi> kai> pate<rej (Ac. 8:3), xwri>j 
gunaikw?n kai> paidi<wn (Mt. 14:21), nu<kta kai> h[me<ran (Ac. 20:31),  
sa>rc kai> ai$ma (Mt. 16:17), brw?sij kai> po<sij (Ro. 14:17), zw<twn 
kai> nekrw?n (Ac. 10:42); th>n gh?n kai> th>n qa<lassan (Ac. 4:24), h[li<& kai> 
lo<g& (Lu. 21:25), tou? ou]ranou? kai> th?j gh?j (Mt. 11:25), e@rg& kai> 
lo<g& (Lu. 24:19),  ]Ioudai<ouj te kai>   !Ellhnaj (Ro. 3:9), dou?loj ou]de> 
e]leu<qeroj (Gal. 3:28).  The adverb generally has second place, as  
u[yhlo>n li<an (Mt. 4:8), but not always, as li<an ga>r a]ne<sth (2 Tim.  
4:15). Blass1 notes that Matthew often puts the adverb after  
imperatives, as kataba<tw nu?n (Mt. 27:42), but before indicatives,  
as e@ti u[sterw? (Mt. 19:20), a refinement somewhat unconscious,  
one may suppose. In general the words go together that make  
sense, and the interpretation is sometimes left to the reader's in- 
sight. In Eph. 2:3, h@meqa te<kna fu<sei o]rgh?j, note the position of 
fu<sei between te<kna and o]rgh?j.  In Ro. 8:3, kate<krine th>n a[marti<an e]n 
t ?̂ sarki<, the adjunct e]n t ?̂ sarki< goes in sense with kate<krine, not  
a[marti<an.  But this matter comes up again under the Article. In 
Mt. 2:2, ei@domen ga>r au]tou? to>n a]ste<ra e]n t^? a]natol^?, probably e]n t^?  
a]natol ?̂ belongs in sense to the subject (‘we being in the east,’ etc.).2  
 (e) EUPHONY AND RHYTHM. It will not do to say that em- 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 289. 
 2 Porphyrios Logothetes as quoted by Agnes Lewis Smith in Exp. Times,  
Feb., 1908, p. 237. 
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phasis alone explains every unusual order of words in a Greek sen- 
tence. Take Jo. 9:6, for instance, e]pe<qhken au]tou? to>n phlo>n e]pi> tou>j 
o]fqalmou<j. Here au]tou? is entirely removed from o]fqalmou<j and is 
without particular emphasis. It was probably felt that the geni- 
tive of the pronouns made a weak close of a sentence. Observe  
also Jo. 9:10, sou oi[ o]fqalmoi< (cf. 9:11). Thus also 9:17, 26, 30.  
Note e@pesen au]tou? pro>j tou>j po<daj (Jo. 11:32) and ou]k a@n mou a]pe<qanen 
o[ a]delfo<j (ib.). So su< mou ni<pteij tou>j po<daj (Jo. 13:6) where some 
emphasis by contrast may exist in spite of the enclitic form mou.  
Cf.  u[mi?n e]moi< in Ph. 3:1.  But on the other hand we have o[  
a]delfo<j mou in Jo. 11:21 (cf. 11:23 sou) and tou? patro<j mou (Jo. 10:  
18).  The tendency to draw the pronouns toward the first part of  
the sentence may account for some of this transposition, as in ta>  
polla< se gra<mmata ei]j mani<an peritre<pei (Ac. 26:24), but the matter  
goes much beyond the personal pronouns, as in e]n pneu<mati baptisqh<- 
sesqe a[gi<& (Ac. 1:5),  mikra>n e@xeij du<namin (Rev. 3:8), etc. But a 
large amount of personal liberty was exercised in such trajection  
of words.1  Is there any such thing as ryhthm in the N. T.? Deiss- 
mann2 scouts the idea. If one thinks of the carefully balanced  
sentences of the Attic orators like Isocrates, Lysias and Demos- 
thenes, Deissmann is correct, for there is nothing that at all ap- 
proaches such artificial rhythm in the N. T., not even in Luke,  
Paul or Hebrews. Blass3 insists that Paul shows rhythm in  
1 Cor. and that the book is full of art. He compares4 Paul with  
Cicero, Seneca, Q. Curtius, Apuleius, and finds rhythm also in  
Hebrews which "not unfrequently has a really oratorical and 
choice order of words."5  He cites in Heb. 1:4 tosou<t& krei<ttwn 
geno<menoj tw?n a]gge<lwn o!s& diaforw<teron par ] au]tou>j 
keklhrono<mhken o@noma; 1:5; 11:32; 12:1, 8, etc. In Greek in general he  
suggests that lively and animated discourse gives rise to dislocations of  
words. Now one would think Blass ought to know something  
of Greek style. But Deissmann will have none of it. He refers  
Blass to Schramm, who wrote in 1710 of De stupenda eruditione  
Pauli apostoli and thinks that Blass is wilful and arbitrary in his 
 
 1 Boldt, De lib. Ling. Grac. et Lat. Colloc. Verb. Capita Sel., p. 186. 
 2 Theol. Literaturzeit., 1906, p. 434; Exp., Jan., 1908, p. 74. 
 3 Die Rhythmen der asian. and rim. Kunstprosa, 1905, pp. 43, 53. 
 4 Ib., pp. 73 f., 77. Cf. Hadley, On Anc. Gk. Rhythm and Metre in Ess.  
Phil. and Crit., pp. 81 ff. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 288. Cf. Zarncke, Die Entstehung der griech.  
Literatursprachen, p. 5 f., for good remarks about rhythm. See also Dewing,  
The Orig. of the Accentual Prose Rhythm in Gk., Am. Jour, of Philol., 1910,  
pp. 313-328. 
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use and proof of rhythm. On the other hand Sir W. M. Ramsay1  
contends that Paul was a better Hellenist in point of culture than  
some suppose, and knew Greek philosophy and used it. It is after  
all partly a dispute about terms. If by rhythm one means grace  
and charm of diction that naturally belong to the expression of  
elevated ideas under the stress of chastened passion, surely one  
would be hypercritical to deny it to 1 Cor. 13 and 15, Ac. 17, Ro.  
8 and 12, Eph. 3, Jo. 14-47, Heb. 2 and 11, not to mention many  
beautiful passages that seem perfect like pearls. At white heat  
nature often strikes off what is better than anything mere art can  
do even as to beauty of form and expression. Luke2 may even  
have known Thucydides, and yet one has no right to expect the  
"niceties of language3 in the vernacular which contribute so  
much to the charm of Plato." Intonation and gesture in spoken  
language take the place of these linguistic refinements to a very  
large extent. It is true that Paul's "Greek has to do with no  
school, with no model, but streams unhindered with overflowing  
bubbling direct out of the heart," but "yet is real Greek," as Wila- 
mowitz-Mollendorff4 remarks. Wilamowitz-Mollendorff does in- 
deed hold that Paul knew little Greek outside of the Greek Bible,  
but he thinks that his letters are unique in Greek literature. On  
Paul's Hellenism see chapter IV, and also G. Milligan, Epistles to  
the Thess., p. lv. On p. lvi Milligan takes the writer's view that  
the "well-ordered passages" and "splendid outbursts" in Paul's  
writings are due to natural emotion and instinctive feeling rather  
than studied art. Bultmann (Der Stil der Paulinischen Predigt  
and die Kynisch-stoische Diatribe, 1910) finds that Paul had the  
essential elements of the Stoic Diatribe in his argumentative style  
(question and answer, antithesis, parallelism, etc.). Paul's art  
is indeed like that of the Cynic-Stoic Diatribe as described by  
Wendland,5 but he does not have their refinement or overpunc- 
tiliousness.6 It is not surprising to find that occasionally N. T.  
writers show unintentional metre, as is common with speakers and  
writets of any language. In the Textus Receptus of Heb. 12:13 
there is a good hexameter, kai troxi| aj or|qaj poi|hsate |toij posin|  
 
 1 The Cities of Paul, 1908, pp. 6, 10, 34. Cf. Hicks, St. Paul and Hellen.  
 2 J. H. Smith, Short Stud. on the Gk. Text of the Acts of the Apost., Pref.  
 3 J. H. Moulton, Intr. to the Study of N. T. Gk., p. 7. 
 4 Die griech. Lit. des Altert., p. 159. Tl. I, Abt. 8, Die Kultur der Gegenw.,  
1907. W. H. P. Hatch, J.B.L., 1909, p. 149 f., suggests t ] a]g. in Jas. 1:17. 
 5 Beitr. zur Gesch. der Gk. Phil. and Rel., 1905, p. 3 f. 
J. Weiss, Beitr. zur Paulin. Rhet., 1897, p. 167 f. 
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umwn, but the critical text spoils it all by reading poiei?te. So also  
one may find two trimeters in Heb. 12:14 f. (ou$--a]po<) one in  
Jo. 4:35 (tetra<mhno<j—e@rxetai), one in Ac. 23:5 (a@rxonta--kakw?j).  
Green (Handbook to the Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 356) cites the acci- 
dental English anapaestic line "To preach the acceptable year of  
the Lord," the hexameter "Husbands, love your wives, and be  
not bitter against them," and the iambic couplet "Her ways are  
ways of pleasantness, and all her paths are peace." But surely  
no one would call these writers poets because occasional metre  
is found in their writings. There is an unconscious harmony of  
soul between matter and form. Paul does indeed quote the Greek  
poets three times, once an iambic trimeter acataleptus from the 
comic poet Menander (1 Cor. 15:33) fqeirou| sin h |qh xrh |sta omi| 
liai| kakai, though one anapaest occurs (some MSS. have xrhsq ]),  
once half an hexameter from Aratus (Ac. 17:28) tou? gar| kai 
genoj |esmen, and a full hexameter from Epimenides of Crete (Tit. 
1:12)  krhtej a| ei yeu| stai kaka| qhria |gasteres| argai. How much 
more Paul knew of Greek poetry we do not know, but he was  
not ignorant of the philosophy of the Stoics and Epicureans in  
Athens. Blass1 indeed thinks that the author of Hebrews studied  
in the schools of rhetoric where prose rhythm was taught, such as  
the careful balancing of ending with ending, beginning with be- 
ginning, or ending with beginning. He thinks he sees proof of  
it in Heb. 1:1 f., 3, 4 f.; 12:14 f., 24. But here again one is in- 
clined to think that we have rather the natural correspondence  
of form with thought than studied rhetorical imitation of the  
schools of Atticism or even of Asianism. We cannot now follow  
the lead of the old writers who saw many fanciful artistic turns  
of phrase.' Antitheses and parallelisms could be treated here as  
expressions of rhythm, but they can be handled better in the  
chapter on Figures of Speech. As a specimen of an early Chris- 
tian hymn note 1 Tim. 3:16. Harnack (The Independent, Dec.  
28, 1912) takes this as a Christmas hymn. Elizabeth (Lu. 1:  
42-45), Mary (1:46-55) and Zacharias (1:67-79) break forth  
into poetic strains with something of Hebrew spirit and form.  
In Eph. 5:14 we have another possible fragment of a Christian  
hymn. The Lord's Prayer in Mt. 6: 9-13 is given in metrical  
arrangement by W. H. Cf. Hort, Intr. to N. T. in Gk., p. 319 f.  
In general on N. T. parallelism see Briggs, Messiah of the Gospels 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 297 f. 
 2 Cf., for instance, Gersdorf, Beitr. zur Sprachcharakt. d. Schriftst. d. N.T.,  
1816, pp. 90, 502. 
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and Messiah of the Apostles.  In 1 Cor. 13 one can see the beauty  
and melody of a harmonious arrangement of words. See also the  
latter part of 1 Cor. 15. 
 (f) PROLEPSIS is not uncommon where either the substantive is  
placed out of its right place before the conjunction in a subordinate  
clause like th>n a]ga<phn i!na gnw?te (2 Cor. 2:4) and biwtika> krith<ria 
e]a>n e@xhte (1 Cor. 6:4), or the subject of the subordinate clause even  
becomes the object of the previous verb like i]dei?n to>n  ]Ihsou?n ti<j 
e]stin (Lu. 19:3).  Cf. Ac. 13:32. But this betokens no studied  
art.  Cf. Mk. 8:24; Lu. 10:26; Ro. 9:19, 20; 14:, 10; 1 Cor.  
15:36. So h[mi?n in Ac. 3:12. 
 (g) HYSTERON PROTERON. We occasionally meet also an ex- 
ample of u!steron pro<teron like a]gge<louj tou? qeou? a]nabai<nontaj kai>  
katabai<nontoj (Jo. 1:51), a natural inversion from our point of view.  
But Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 553) does not admit this figure in  
the N. T. Certainly not all the apparent examples are real. The  
order of pepisteu<kamen kai> e]gnw<kamen (Jo. 6:69) is just as true as  
that of e@gnwsan kai> e]pi<steusan (Jo. 17:8). Cf. also peripatw?n kai>  
a[llo<menoj (Ac. 3:8) and h!lato kai> periepa<tei (Ac. 14:10) where each  
order suits the special case. Cf. 1 Tim. 2:4 and 2 Pet. 1:9 for  
alleged examples that disappear on close examination. 
 (h) HYPERBATON. Adverbs sometimes appear to be in the  
wrong place, a phenomenon common in all Greek prose writers.  
In 1 Cor. 14:7 o!mwj would come in more smoothly just before  
etv, but it is perfectly intelligible where it is. Cf. also Gal.  
3:15 for similar use of o!mwj. Cf. distance of h@dh from kei?tai   
(Mt. 3:10). In Ro. 3:9 ou] pa<ntwj is our 'not at all,' while in  
1 Cor. 16:12 pa<ntwj ou]k 'wholly not,' just as in 1 Cor. 15:51  
pa<ntej ou] koimhqhso<meqa means 'all of us shall not sleep,' not 'none  
of us shall sleep.' Cf. also ou] pa<ntwj in 1 Cor. 5:9 f., an explana- 
tion of the negative mh> sunanami<gnusqai just before, 'not wholly.'  
In the case of ou] mo<non in Ro. 4:12, 16, the words ou] mo<non are  
separated and in 4:12 the repetition of the article toi?j makes ou]  
mo<non seem quite misplaced. Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 555) is  
certainly right in insisting that ou]x o!ti (2 Cor. 3:5) is not to be  
treated as o!ti ou]k. Cf. ou]x i!na—a]ll ] i!na (2 Cor. 13:7). A more 
difficult passage is found in Heb. 11:3, ei]j to> mh> e]k fainome<nwn ta> 
blepo<mena gegone<nai, where mh< is the negative of the phrase e]k faino- 
me<nwn to> blepo<menon gegone<nai.  In general the negative comes before  
the word or words that are negatived. Hence ou]k ei@wn (Ac.19:30), 
ou]k e@stin (Gal. 3:20). But note mh> polloi> dida<skaloi gi<nesqe (Jas. 
3:1).  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 257) notes the possible am- 
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biguity in Ac. 7:48 because of the use of ou]x before o[ u!yistoj   
instead of before katoikei?. Observe in strong contrasts how ot;  
stands over against a]lla< (Ro. 2:13). Blass1 has little sympathy  
with the grammatical device of hyperbaton to help out exegesis.  
The construction, found in w[j a]po> stadi<wn dekape<nte (Jo. 11:18) 
has been supposed to be a Latinism when compared with Lu.  
24:13.  So also with pro> e{c h[merw?n tou? pa<sxa (Jo. 12:1) was for- 
merly considered a Latinism. But Moulton2 shows conclusively  
that it is Doric and Ionic before the possibility of Latin influence,  
and besides is common in the koinh< papyri, a mere coincidence with  
the Latin. See also ch. XIII, VII, (m), 5. 
 (i) POSTPOSITIVES. A number of words are always postposi- 
tive in Greek. In the N. T. a@n, ga<r, ge<, de<, me<n, me<ntoi, ou#n, te never 
begin a sentence, in harmony with ancient Greek usage. These  
words commonly in the N. T. come in the second place, always so 
with me<ntoi (Jo. 4:27, etc.). In the case of me<n, the third place is 
occasionally found as 1 Pet. 2:4, the fourth as 2 Cor. 10:1, the  
fifth in Eph. 4:11; Jo. 16:22, or even the sixth in Jas. 3:17. It  
occupies the seventh place in Herm. Sim. viii, 5:1 (Mr. H. Scott  
has noted). In general these words vary in position according to  
the point to be made in relation to other words. So also ou#n is  
more commonly in the second, but varies to the third (Jo. 16:22)  
and fourth (1 Cor. 8:4). The same remark applies to ga<r, for  
which see Mk. 1:38; 2 Cor. 1:19. As to de<, may not only go  
to the fourth place (Jo. 8:16), but even appears in the fifth (1 Jo. 
2:2), ou] peri> tw?n h[mete<rwn de<.  It stands in the sixth place in 
Test. XII. Patr. Judah, 9:1 (Mr. H. Scott reports). In the case  
of ge it follows naturally the word with which it belongs as in  
Ro. 8:32 (o!j ge), even in the case of a]lla< ge (Lu. 24:21) which is  
always separated in the older Greek. Cf. also ei@ ge Eph. 3:2.  
 @An in the apodosis (not= e]a<n) or with relatives or conjunctives,  
never begins a clause in Greek. It is usually the second word in  
the apodosis, either after the verb, as ei#pon a@n (Jo. 14:2), or after  
ou]k, as ou]k a@n (Mk. 13:20), or the interrogative, as ti<j a@n (Lu. 9:46).  
With the relative a@n follows directly or as the third word, as o{j a@n  
and o{j d ] a@n (Mt. 23:16).  Te usually follows the word directly,  
as in ponhrou<j te (Mt. 22:10), even after a preposition, as su<n te 
xili<arxoij (Ac. 25:23); but note tw?n e]qnw?n te (Ac. 14:5). 
 (j) FLUCTUATING WORDS. There is another group of words  
that vary in the matter, now postpositive, now not. Thus a@ra 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 290. 
 2 Prol., pp. 100 ff. Cf. also LXX, as Amos 1:1; 4:7, etc. 
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may be first in the clause (Mt. 12:28), contrary to older Greek  
custom. So also a@rage (Mt. 7:20) and a@ra ou#n (Ro. 7:3). Except  
in a few instances like Ro. 8:1 the examples where a@ra is post- 
positive in the N. T. are in questions after the interrogative or  
after a conjunction. Once (Ro. 10:18) menou?nge begins the sen- 
tence. Toi<nun occurs only three times and twice begins the sen- 
tence (Lu. 20:25; Heb. 13:13) as toigarou?n does (Heb. 12:1).  
The indefinite ti>j sometimes comes first in the sentence, as tine>j de< 
(Lu. 6:2). Enclitics can therefore stand at the beginning, though  
not commonly so. In the case of e!neken its position is usually be- 
fore the word except with the interrogative, as ti<noj e!neken (Ac.  
19:32), or a relative, as ou$ ei!neken (Lu. 4:18). But xa<rin follows 
its case save in xa<rin ti<noj (1 Jo. 3:12).  Xwri<j precedes the word, 
but note ou$ xwri<j (Heb. 12:14). The N. T. therefore shows rather  
more freedom with these words. 
 (k) THE ORDER OF CLAUSES IN COMPOUND SENTENCES. Blass1  
considers this a matter of style rather than of grammar. When  
the whole sentence is composed of a principal clause, with one or  
more subordinate clauses, the order of these clauses is largely  
dependent on the flow of thought in the speaker's mind. In the  
case of conditional as Mt. 17:4, final as in Mt. 17:27, and rela- 
tive clauses as in Mt. 16:25, the dependent by rule precedes  
the principal clause. There is usually a logical basis for this order.  
But in Jo. 19:28 the final clause somewhat interrupts the flow  
of the sentence. Cf. also Ro. 9:11. In 2 Cor. 8:10, oi!tinej ou] 
mo<non to> poih?sai a]lla> kai> to> qe<lein proenh<rcasqe a]po> pe<rusi, there is  
no violent change of order. Logically the willing preceded the doing  
and makes the natural climax. Blass2 is undoubtedly right in 
refusing to take ti<ni lo<g& eu]hggelisa<mhn as dependent on ei] ka- 
te<xete (1 Cor. 15:2). In Jo. 10:36 we meet a somewhat tangled  
sentence because the antecedent of o!n is not expressed. Here  
le<gete is the principal verb, the apodosis of the condition, and has  
two objects (the relative clause and the o!ti clause) with a causal  
clause added. So in Jo. 10:38 we have a good example of the  
complex sentence with two conditions, a final clause, an object- 
clause, besides the principal clause.3 
 XI. Compound Sentences. 
 (a) TWO KINDS OF SENTENCES. The sentence is either simple  
or compound. The compound is nothing but two simple sentences 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 291.   2 Ib. 
 3 On the whole subject of the position of words in the sentence see K.-G.,  
Bd. II, pp. 592-604. 
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put together. All that is true of one part of this compound sen- 
tence may be true of the other as to subject and predicate. The  
same linguistic laws apply to both. But in actual usage each part  
of the compound sentence has its own special development. The  
two parts have a definite relation to each other. Originally men  
used only simple sentences. Cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 552. 
 (b) TWO KINDS OF COMPOUND SENTENCES (Paratactic and  
Hypotactic). In parataxis (para<tacij) we have co-ordination  
of two parallel clauses. Take Mk. 14:37 as an example, kai>> 
e@rxetai kai> eu[ri<skei au]tou>j kaqeu<dontaj, kai> le<gei t&? Pe<tr&. In hypo- 
taxis (u[po<tacij) one clause is subordinated to the other, as in ou]k   
oi@date ti< ai]tei?sqe (Mk. 10:38) where ti< ai]tei?sqe is in the accusative  
case, the object of oi@date. Parataxis is the rule in the speech of  
children, primitive men, unlettered men and also of Homer. Cf.  
Sterrett, Homer's Iliad, N. 49. 
 On the two kinds of sentences see Paul, Principles of Language,  
p. 139 f. See also Delbruck, Vergl. Syntax, 3. Tl., pp. 259-286;  
Brugmann, Griech. Gr., pp. 551 ff.; Kuhner-Gerth, Bd. II, p. 351. 
 (c) PARATACTIC SENTENCES. They are very common in the  
Sanskrit and in Homer (cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 555) and in  
the Hebrew. In truth in the vernacular generally and the earlier  
stages of language parataxis prevails. It is more common with  
some writers than with others, John, for instance, using it much  
more frequently than Paul or even Luke. In John kai< sometimes  
is strained to mean 'and yet,' as in 3:19; 4:20, etc.1  The  
koinh< shows a decided fondness for the paratactic construction  
which in the modern Greek is still stronger (Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 184). As in the modern Greek, so in the N. T. kai<, according  
to logical sequence of thought, carries the notion of 'but,' ‘that,’  
besides 'and yet,' introducing quasi-subordinate clauses. For  
details concerning paratactic conjunctions see chapter on Par- 
ticles. In the use of kai< (cf. Heb.7) after e]ge<neto the paratactic kai<  
borders very close on to the hypotactic o!ti. Thus e]ge<neto de> kai>  
--au]to>j to> pro<swpon e]sth<risen (Lu. 9:51). 
 (d) HYPOTACTIC SENTENCES. They are introduced either by  
relative pronouns or conjunctions, many of which are relatives in  
origin and others adverbs. The subject of conjunctions will demand  
special and extended treatment later on (chapters on Modes and  
on Particles), and so will relative clauses. On the use of the relative  
thus see Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 553. The propensity of the  
later Greek for parataxis led to an impoverishment of particles. 
 
  1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 135, 
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 Hypotactic sentences, once more, are either substantival, ad- 
jectival or adverbial, in their relation to the principal or another  
subordinate clause. Thus in Lu. 22:2 to> pw?j a]ne<lwsin is the sub- 
stantive object of e]zh<toun, as to> ti<j ei@h is of sunzhtei?n in Lu. 22:23.  
As a sample of the subject-clause in the nominative take ou] me<lei 
soi o!ti a]pollu<meqa (Mk. 4:38). In Mt. 7:12 o!sa e]a>n qe<lhte is an  
adjective sentence and describes pa<nta.  In Mt. 6:16 o!tan nhsteu<- 
hte is an adverb in its relation to gi<nesqe. 
 In the beginning the hypotactic sentence corresponded closely  
to the principal sentence. Cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 554. On  
the whole subject of substantive, adjective and adverb sentences  
see Kuhner-Gerth, Bd. II, pp. 354-465. The matter has further  
discussion under Modes (Subordinate Clauses). 
 XII. Connection in Sentences. 
 (a) SINGLE WORDS.  These have connectives in a very natural1 
way, as du<namin kai> e]cousi<an—daimo<nia kai> no<souj (Lu. 9:1). But  
common also is kai<--kai< (Jo. 2:14), te—kai< (2:15), and rarely  
te — te (Ac. 26:16). This tendency to break up into pairs is well  
shown in Ac.. 2:9-11. For see Mt. 5:17, a]lla< 2 Cor. 7:11,  
ou]de< Rev. 5:3. In enumerations the repetition of kai< gives a  
kind of solemn dignity and is called polysyndeton. Cf. Rev. 
7:12 h[ eu]logi<a kai> h[ do<ca kai> h[ sofi<a kai> h[ eu]xaristi<a kai> h[ timh> kai> h[  
du<namij kai> h[ i]sxu>j t&? qe&?.  Cf. also Rev. 4:11; 5:12; Ro. 9:4. 
Note also a similar repetition of ou@te Ro. 8:38 f.  For mh<te  
see Jas. 5:12.  So with in Mk. 10:29. Perhaps, as Blass sug- 
gests,2  polysyndeton is sometimes necessary and devoid of any  
particular rhetorical effect, as in Lu. 14:21. But asyndeton is  
frequent also. It often gives emphasis. See Mt. 15:19; Jo. 5:3; 1  
Cor. 14:24; 15:1 f. For a striking example of asyndeton see Ro.  
1:29-31, where some variety is gained by change in construction  
(case) and the use of adjective instead of substantive, peplhrw- 
me<nouj pa<s^ a]diki<% ponhri<% pleoneci<% kaki<%, mestou>j fqo<nou fo<nou  
e@ridoj do<lou kakohqi<aj, yiqurista<j, katala<louj, qeostugei?j,  
u[brista<j, u[perhfa<nouj, a]lazo<naj, e]feureta>j kakw?n, goneu?sin  
a]peiqei?j a]sune<touj, a]sunqe<touj, a]sto<rgouj, a]neleh<monaj.  
Cf. also 1 Cor. 3:12. Sometimes the connective is used with part of the list  
(pairs) and not with the rest, for the sake of variety, as in 1 Tim. 1:9 f. An ex- 
ample like eu]kai<rwj a]kai<rwj is compared by Blass3 to nolens volens. 
 
 1 On the whole subject of connection in sentences see Delbruck, Vergl. Synt.,  
3. TI., pp. 406-437; Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 551-566; K.-G., Bd. 11, pp. 224-515.  
On asyndeton in general see Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., pp. 342-358. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 277.    3 Ib. 
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 (b) CLAUSES. But connection is by no means uniform between  
sentences. This remark applies to both the paratactic and the  
hypotactic sentences. Asyndeton in sentences and clauses is on  
the whole repugnant to the Greek language in the opinion of  
Blass.1  Hence compound sentences in the N. T. usually have  
connectives, but not always. 
 1. Paratactic Sentences. The co-ordinating conjunctions form  
the most frequent means of connecting clauses into one paratactic  
sentence. These conjunctions will receive special treatment in the  
chapter on Particles and here only some illustrations can be given. 
Kai<, te, de< ou]de< mhde<, me<n and de<, ou@te, a]lla< are the most frequent 
particles used for this purpose. They are more common indeed  
in historical writings, as in the Gospels and Acts. But in the Gos- 
pels the use of kai< varies a good deal. Mark, for instance, has it  
more than 400 times, while John contains it only 100.2 Deissmann  
calls this use of kai< primitive popular Greek. The presence of  
dialogue in John hardly explains all the difference, and even in  
John the first chapter uses it much more frequently than the last.  
As a good example of the use of kai< turn to Mt. 4:23-25. Cf.  
Lu. 6:13--17 and Mk. 9:2. Te is common chiefly in the Acts, as  
14:11-13. Sometimes the use of kai< between clauses amounted  
to polysyndeton, as in Jo. 10:3, 9, 12.  De is perhaps less common  
in clauses (Jo. 4:6) except with me<n (Mt. 3:11). For de> kai< see  
Jo. 2:2.  Ou]de< is illustrated by Mt. 5:15, a]lla< 5:17, are by  
Ac. 28:21. But asyndeton appears also, as in Lu. 6:27 f., 
a]gapa?te, poiei?te, eu]logei?te, prose<xesqe, even if it be to a limited 
extent. Cf. Gal. 5:22. Blass3 points out that that is not a case  
of asyndeton where a demonstrative pronoun is used which re- 
flects the connection. Cf. thus the use of tou?ton, in Ac. 16:3; Jo.  
5:6.  Winer4 finds asyndeton frequent in cases of a climax in  
impassioned discourse, as in 1 Cor. 4:8, h@dh kekoresme<noi e]ste<: h@dh 
e[plouth<stae, xwri>j h[mw?n e]basileu<sate. The absence of the connective  
gives life and movement, as in siw<pa, pefi<mwso (Mk. 4:39). Ob- 
serve also u!page prw?ton dialla<ghqi (Mt. 5:24), u!page e@legcon (18:15),  
e@geire a#ron (Mk. 2:11), e]gei<resqe a@gwmen (Mt. 26:46), a@ge, klau<sate 
(Jas. 5:1).  This use of a@ge is common in the old Greek (Gilder- 
sleeve, Greek Syntax, p. 29). But in Jo. 1:46 we have e@rxou kai> 
i@de.  In 1 Tim. 3:16 the fragment of an early hymn is neatly bal- 
anced in Hebrew parallelism. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gr., p. 276. 
 2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 134. On the subject of asyndeton in John see Abbott,  
pp. 69 ff,  3  Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 276.  4 W.-Th., p. 538. 
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  {Oj e]fanerw<qh e]n sarki<, 
   e]dikaiw<qh e]n pneu<mati, 
    w@fqh a]gge<loij, 
  e]khru<xqh e]n e@qnesin, 
   e]pisteu<qh e]n ko<sm& 
    a]nelh<mfqh e]n do<c^. 
 
Here the connective would be quite out of place. 
 In contrast the connective may also be absent, as in u[mei?j  
proskunei?te o{ ou]k oi@date, h[mei?j proskunou?men o{ oi@damen (Jo. 4:22). So 
Ac. 25:12.  Cf. in particular 1 Cor. 15:42 ff., spei<retai e]n fqor%?,  
e]gei<retai e]n a]fqarsi<%: spei<retai e]n a]timi<%, e]gei<retai e]n do<c^:  
spei<retai e]n a]sqenei<%, e]gei<retai e]n duna<mei: spei<retai sw?ma yuxiko<n,  
e]gei<retai sw?ma pneumatiko<n. Here the solemn repetition of the verbs is like  
the tolling of a bell. Cf. also Jas. 1:19, taxu>j ei]j to> a]kou?sai, bradu>j ei]j 
to> lalh?sai, bradu>j ei]j o]rgh<n. John is rather fond of repetition with  
asyndeton in his report of Jesus' words, as e]gw< ei]mi h[ o[do>j kai> h[ 
a]lh<qeia kai> h[ zwh<: ou]dei>j e@rxetai pro>j to>n pare<ra ei] mh< di] e]mou? (14:6). 
Cf. 10:11; 15:13, etc. But this sort of asyndeton occurs else- 
where also, as in 1 Cor. 7:15, ou] dedou<lwtai o[ a]delfo<j. Cf. also 7:  
23; Rev. 22:13. A common asyndeton in Luke occurs after kai> 
e]ge<neto without another kai<, as ei#pe<n tij (11:1). 
 2. Hypotactic Sentences. In the nature of the case they usu- 
ally have connectives. The subordinating conjunctions are more  
necessary to the expression of the exact shade of thought than in  
paratactic clauses. The closeness of connection varies greatly in  
various kinds of subordinate clauses and often in clauses of the  
same kind. The use of the correlative accents this point, as oi$oj 
o[ e]poura<nioj, toiou?toi kai> oi[ e]poura<nioi (1 Cor. 15:48); w!sper—ou!twj 
(Mt. 12:40). But real antithesis may exist without the correla- 
tive, as in Mt. 5:48; 6:2.  In relative clauses the bond is very  
close and is sometimes made closer by agreement of the relative  
and antecedent not only in number and gender but even in case,  
as oi$j (Lu. 2:20) and to>n a@rton o!n (1 Cor. 10:16).  There may be  
several relative clauses either co-ordinate (Ac. 3:2 f.) or subordi- 
nate to another (Ac. 13:31; 25:15 f.). So also the use of ei#ta,  
to<te, a@ra, kai<, a]lla<, de< in the apodosis accents the logical connection  
of thought. Cf. Mt. 12:28; Mk. 13:14; Jo. 7:10; 20:21; 1  
Cor. 15:54; 2 Cor. 7:12, etc. But much closer than with tem- 
poral, comparative, conditional, or even some relative clauses is  
the tie between the principal clause and the subordinate objec- 
tive, consecutive, final and causal clauses. These are directly de- 
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pendent on the leading clause. Interrogative sentences when in  
indirect discourse really become object-clauses, like to> ti<j a@ra ei@h  
(Lu. 22:23), object of sunzhtei?n.  The o!ti, i!na, o!pwj (and w[j rarely) 
clauses are closely knit to the principal clause as subject, object  
(direct or indirect) of the verb. There is a natural interblending  
between object and causal sentences, as shown by the use of o!ti for  
both and dio<ti, in late Greek in the sense of 'that,' objective o!ti.  
Cf. quod and quia in late Latin, and English the "reason that"  
and colloquial the "reason why." In Greek o!ti even interchanges 
with ei] (cf. English "wonder if" and "wonder that"). So e]qau<masen  
ei] h@dh te<qnhken (Mk. 15:44). Cf. Ac. 8:22; 26:8. Clauses with 
the consecutive idea usually have the infinitive in the N. T. Hy- 
potactic sentences cannot be here discussed in detail, but only as  
illustrating the point of connection between sentences. Winer1 is 
hardly right in describing as asyndeton Jas. 5:13, kakopaqei? tij 
e]n u[mi?n: proseuxe<sqw, where ei] is not used, and the structure is para-  
tactic. He cites also dou?loj e]klh<qhj; mh< soi mele<tw (1 Cor. 7:21).  
The questions in Jas. 2:19 f. are also paratactic. But more cer- 
tain examples exist than these, where either a conjunction has  
dropped out or, as is more likely, we have original parataxis.  
Thus a@fej e]kba<lw (Mt. 7:4), a@fej i@dwmen (Mt. 27:49) can  
be compared with deu?te i@dete (Mt. 28:6), deu?ro a]postei<lw (Ac.  
7:34), deu?te a]poktei<nwmen (Mk. 12:7) and the common Greek  
idiom with a@ge, fe<re.  Jas. 5:1. In Mk. 15:36 note a@fete  
i@dwmen.  One verb really supplements the other much as the infin- 
itive or participle. Cf. English "let us see." In the modern Greek 
as (abbreviation of a@fej) is used uniformly as the English and al- 
most like a particle. Of a similar nature is the asyndeton with  
qe<leij sulle<cwmen (Mt. 13:28) and bou<lesqe a]polu<sw (Jo. 18:39).  
Cf. qe<lete poih<sw (Mk. 10:36). Cf. also e]gei<resqe a@gwmen (Mt. 26:  
46) above. These are all paratactic in origin, though hypotaetic  
in logical sequence. But see chapter on Modes for further details.  
In the case of o!ra, o[ra?te, ble<pete, we can find examples of both the 
conjunctional use of mh< and clear cases of asyndeton with some on  
the border line. Thus clearly conjunctional mh< is found in blepe<tw  
mh> pe<s^ (1 Cor. 10:12), ble<pete mh> e]pe<lq^ (Ac. 13:40), ble<pete mh> 
paraith<shsqe (Heb. 12:25). Asyndeton is undoubtedly in o!ra mh- 
deni> mhde>n ei@p^j (Mk. 1:44) with which compare u!page dei?con in the  
same verse. Cf. also Mt. 8:4. Thus again o[ra?te mhdei>j ginwske<tw 
(Mt. 9:30) where note two imperatives as in o[ra?te, mh> qroei?sqe 
(Mt. 24:6). But in ble<pete mh< tij u[ma?j planh<s^ (Mt. 24:4) and   
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 541. 
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o[ra?te mh< tij a]pod&? (1 Th. 5:15) the asyndeton is more doubtful,  
since mh< can be regarded as a conjunction. Cf. 2 Cor. 8:20. 
 3. The Infinitive and Participle as Connectives. A very common  
connection is made between clauses by means of the infinitive  
or the participle, sometimes with particles like w!ste and pri<n  
with the infinitive or w[j, w!sper, kai<per, with the participle, but  
usually without a particle. The infinitive often is used with  
the article and a preposition, as e]n t&? ei]selqei?n (Lu. 9:34).  
Usually the infinitive is brought into the closest connection 
with the verb as subject (to> ga>r qe<lein para<keitai< moi, Ro. 7:18)  
or object (bou<lomai proseu<xesqai a@ndraj, 1 Tim. 2:8), or in a  
remoter relation, as e]ch?lqen o[ spei<rwn tou? spei?rai (Mk. 4:3). 
The participle sometimes is an essential part of the predicate, as 
e]pau<sato lalw?n (Lu. 5:4), or again it may be a mere addendum 
or preliminary or even an independent statement. Thus observe 
ei]selqw<n, dialego<menoj kai> pei<qwn in Ac. 19:8. As further examples of 
participles somewhat loosely strung together without a connec- 
tive in more or less close relation to each other and the principal  
sentence see Ac. 12:25; 16:27; 23:27. The genitive abso- 
lute is common in such accessory participles. The only point to  
consider concerning the infinitive and participle here is the fre- 
quency with which they are used in the structure of the Greek sen- 
tence. Thus long sentences are easily constructed and sometimes  
the connection is not clear. Frequent examples of anacoluthon  
come from the free use of the participle, as will be shown later. 
See xeirotonhqei<j and stello<menoi as instances in 2 Cor. 8:19 f. 
By means of the infinitive and participle the Greek enjoyed much  
elasticity and freedom which the modern Greek has lost. In  
modern Greek conjunctions and finite verbs have very largely dis- 
placed the infinitive and the participle. Even in the N. T. a tend- 
ency in that direction is discernible, as is seen in the use of  i!na  
with qe<lw (Mk. 6:25), a]fi<hmi (Mk. 11:16). One is inclined to  
think that Viteaul overstates it when he says that the N. T. writers  
have a natural and general inability to combine and subordinate  
the elements of thought and so express them separately and make  
an abnormal use of asyndeton. I would rather say that there is  
a great simplicity and directness due partly to the colloquial style  
and the earnestness of the writers. They are men with a message  
rather than philosophical ramblers. But part of this absence of  
subordination may be due to the Hebrew temper as in John, and  
part to the general spirit of the time as less concerned, save in the 
 
 1 Le Verbe, Synt. des Prop., p. 9. 
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case of the Atticists, with the niceties of style. Clearness and force  
were the main things with these N. T. writers. They use connec- 
tives or not as best suits their purposes. But the infinitive con- 
struction and the conjunction construction must not be regarded 
as identical even in the N. T. Note kalo>n au]t&? ei] ou]k e]gennh<qh  
(Mk. 14:21), e]n tou<t& ginw<skomen o!ti (1 Jo. 5:2), boulh> e]ge<neto i!na 
(Ac. 27:42). 
 (c) TWO KINDS OF STYLE. There are indeed two kinds of style  
in this matter, the running (ei]rome<nh) and the periodic (e]n perio<doij)  
or compact (katestramme<nh), to use Aristotle's terminology.1  In  
the words of Blass2 the running or continuous style is character-   
istic of the oldest prose as well as unsophisticated, unconventional  
prose like the vernacular koinh< and hence is the usual form in the  
N. T. The periodic style, on the other hand, belongs to "artistic- 
ally developed prose" like that of Demosthenes and Thucydides.  
As a matter of fact the 0. T. narrative is also in the running style,  
while the prophets sometimes use the periodic. The longer N. T.  
sentences are usually connected by kai< or use asyndeton as shown  
above. But occasionally something approaching a real period  
appears somewhat like that of the great Greek writers, but by no  
means so frequently. Interesting examples of some length may  
be found in Lu. 1:1-4; Ac. 15:24-26; 26:10-14, 16-18; Ro.  
1:1-7; 1 Pet. 3:18-22; 2 Pet. 1:2-7; Heb. 2:2-4. In Lu. 1:  
1-4  Blass2 notes that the protasis has three clauses and the apod- 
osis two, while in Heb. 1:1-3 he finds some ten divisions of the  
sentence which is not so neatly balanced as the passage in Luke.  
It is noticeable that Luke uses this classic idiom nowhere else in  
his Gospel, while the Epistle to the Hebrews has a fluent oratorical  
style of no little beauty. Chapter 11 finds a splendid peroration  
in 12:1 f., which should belong to chapter 11 as the closing period  
in the discussion about the promises. Cf. a similar peroration,  
though not in one sentence, in Ro. 11:33-36. So also Ro. 8:31- 
39, where verses 38 and 39 form a really eloquent period. Blass3   
indeed gives a rather free interpretation to the term period and  
applies it to sentences of only two parts like a conditional sentence  
when the condition comes first, sentences with antithesis with  
me<n — de<, disjunctive clauses with h@ or parallelisms with te—kai<.  
He even finds a period in a case of asyndeton like 1 Cor. 7:27.  
But this is to make nearly all complex sentences periods. Blass' 
 
 1 Arist. Rhet., iii. 9. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 275, who amplifies  
this point.       2 Ib. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 280. 
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opinion on this point is to be borne in mind when he argues for  
literary rhythm on a considerable scale in the N. T. Paul indeed  
has some noble periods like Eph. 1:3-14; 2:14-18; 3:14-19.  
He would show many more than he does but for the fact that he  
seems to grow impatient with the fetters of a long sentence and  
breaks away in anacoluthon which mars the fulness and sym- 
metry of the sentence as a period. Cf. 2 Cor. 8:18-21; Ro. 12:  
6-8; Col. 1:9-23. In Ro. 3:7 f. the kaqw<j and o!ti clauses make  
a not very strong culmination. The ground element in Paul's  
speech is the short sentence. Only occasionally does he combine  
these into a period.1  But Paul does use antithetic and comparative  
particles and apposition. One other reason for the absence of  
rhetorical periods is the avoidance of prolonged passages of indi- 
rect discourse. In truth none of that nature occurs at all, so that  
we do not have in the N. T. passages of much length in indirect  
discourse such as one meets in Xenophon or Thucydides (cf.  
Caesar). But the quotations are usually direct either with recita- 
tive o!ti (Mt. 9:18) or without (Mt. 9:22). Winer2 well remarks  
that what the style thus loses in periodic compactness, it gains in  
animation and vividness. But the use of the participle in giving  
periodic compactness is to be noticed, as in Ac. 23:27. The at- 
traction of the relative to the case of its antecedent, as already  
observed, adds another bond of union to the compactness of the  
relative sentence as in Lu. 5:9. 
 (d) THE PARENTHESIS (pare<nqesij). Such a clause, inserted in 
the midst of the sentence without proper syntactical connection,  
is quite common in the N. T.3  Once the editors used too many  
parentheses in the N. T., but the number is still considerable.  
The term is somewhat loosely applied to clauses that really do  
not interrupt the flow of the thought. Thus it is not necessary to  
find a parenthesis in Jo. 7:39. The ga<r clause is merely ex- 
planatory. The same thing is true of Jo. 9:30 and Ac. 13:8.  
Certainly not every explanatory remark is to be regarded as pa- 
renthetical. On the other hand even a relative clause may be  
regarded as parenthetical where it is purely by the way as the  
interpretation of   [Rabbei< (Jo. 1:38 o! le<getai) and of Messi<an (o! 
e]stin, etc., Jo. 1:41). But see Mk. 7:11. Editors indeed will 
 
 1 J. Weiss, Beitr. zur Paulin. Rhet., Theol. Stud., 1897, p. 167. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 545. 
 3 For the Joh. use of parenthesis see Abbott, Joh. Gr., pp. 470-480. John  
is fond of the resumptive ay after a parenthesis, as in 2:18; 3:25; 4:28. On  
the parenthesis in general see K.-G., Bd. II, pp. 353, 602. 
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differ as to what constitutes a parenthesis as in the case of Mk.  
3:16 where W. H. use the marks of parenthesis while Nestle does  
not consider this a parenthesis. In Jo. 1:15 W. H. print a double  
parenthesis, using the dash inside the parenthetical marks. Here  
again Nestle has the colon instead of the clash and the full stop in  
lieu of the parenthetical marks. W. H. are not uniform in the in- 
dication of the parenthesis. They do it by the curved lines ( )  
as in Mk. 3:16, or the dash as in Jo. 7:22; 10:12, or merely the  
comma as in the short phrases like fhsi<n (2 Cor. 10:10), or 
again with no punctuation at all as in the case of dokei?te (Heb.  
10:29).  The insertion of one or two words in the midst of the  
sentence is the simplest form of the parenthesis, like polloi<, le<gw 
h[mi?n, zhth<sousin  (Lu. 13:24) and o!ti kata> du<namin, marturw?, kai< (2 
Cor. 8:3). Cf. fhsi<n (Mt. 14:8), e@fh (Ac. 23:35), ou] yeu<domai (Ro.  
9:1), e]n a]frosu<n^ le<gw (2 Cor. 11:21), etc.  But the insertion of  
fhsi<n and e@fh between words is rare in the N. T. Cf. Simcox,  
Language of the N. T., p. 200. A very interesting parenthesis is  
the insertion in the speech of Jesus to the paralytic, of  le<gei t&? 
paralutik&? (Mk. 2:10). Mt. (9:6) adds to<te. Lu. (5:24) has  
ei#pen t&? paralelume<n&. The Synoptists all had the same source 
here. These phrases, common also to the ancient Greek, do not  
need marks of parenthesis, and the comma is sufficient. A little  
more extended parenthesis is found in a clause like, o@noma au]t&? 
 ]Iwa<nhj (Jo. 1:6), Niko<dhmoj o@noma au]t&? (Jo. 3:1), though this again  
may be considered merely a form of apposition. A more distinct  
parenthesis still is the insertion of a note of time like h#san de>  
h[me<rai tw?n a]zu<mwn (Ac. 12:3).  Thackeray (Gr., p. 149 note) notes a  
tendency in the LXX to put numeral statements in parenthesis.  
Note also the explanatory parenthesis in Ac. 1:15 introduced by  
te.   Cf. also w!sei> h[me<rai o]ktw< in Lu. 9:28, which can be explained 
oherwise. In Mt. 24:15 the parenthetical command of Matthew 
or of Jesus, o[ a]naginw<skwn noei<tw, is indicated by W. H. only with 
the comma. In general the historical books have fewer parentheses  
than the Epistles, and naturally so. In Paul it is sometimes hard  
to draw the line between the mere parenthesis and anacoluthon.  
Cf. 1 Cor. 16:5; Ro. 5:12 (18); 9:11; 15:23-28.  Ou#n may  
look back beyond the parenthesis as in Jo. 4:7 ff. (Abbott, Jo- 
hannine Grammar, p. 470). See Jo. 10:35 kai> ou] du<natai luqh?nai 
h[ grafh<. Cf. the sharp interruption in Jo. 4:1-3. In Gal. 2:5 f.  
we have two parentheses right together marked by the dash in  
W. H.'s text, besides anacoluthon. Cf. Lu. 23:51, Col. 1:21 f. for  
parenthesis of some length. But see 2 Pet. 2:8 for a still longer 
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one, not to mention 2 Cor. 9:12; Heb. 7:20 f.; Lu. 6:4. See  
Viteau, Etude, 1896, p. 11. As illustrating once more the wide  
difference of opinion concerning the parenthesis, Blass1 comments  
on the harshness of the parenthesis in Ac. 5:14, while W. H. do  
not consider that there is a parenthesis in the sentence at all. At  
bottom the parenthesis in the text is a matter of exegesis. Thus 
if in Jo. 13:1 ff. ei]j te<loj h]ga<phsen au]tou<j be regarded as a paren- 
thesis and verses 1-5 be considered one sentence (note repetition  
of ei]dw<j) a much simpler construction is the result.2  Instead of a  
parenthesis a writer switches off to one aspect of a subject and then  
comes back in another sentence as Paul does in 1 Cor. 8:1-4. He 
resumes by the repetition of peri>--ei]dwloqu<twn oi@damen. Cf. also a  
similar resumption in Eph. 3:14 tou<tou xa<rin after the long digres- 
sion in verses 1-13. This construction is not, however, a technical  
parenthesis. 
 (e) ANACOLUTHON. But a more violent break in the connection  
of sentences than the parenthesis is anacoluthon. This is merely  
the failure to complete a sentence as intended when it was begun  
(a]nako<louqon). The completion does not follow grammatically from  
the beginning. The N. T. writers are not peculiar in this matter,  
since even in an artistic orator like Isocrates such grammatical  
blemishes, if they be so considered, are found.3  And a careful  
historian like Thucydides will have e@docen au]toi?j—e]pikalou?ntej (iii. 
36. 2). It is just in writers of the greatest mental activity and ve- 
hemence of spirit that we meet most instances of anacoluthon.  
Hence a man with the passion of Paul naturally breaks away from  
formal rules in the structure of the sentence when he is greatly  
stirred, as in Gal. and 2 Cor. Such violent changes in the sentence  
are common in conversation and public addresses. The dialogues  
of Plato have many examples. The anacoluthon may be therefore  
either intentional or unintentional. The writer may be led off by 
a fresh idea or by a parenthesis, or he may think of a better way of 
finishing his sentence, one that will be more effective. The very  
jolt that is given by the anacoluthon is often successful in making  
more emphasis. The attention is drawn anew to the sentence to  
see what is the matter. Some of the anacolutha belong to other  
languages with equal pertinence, others are peculiar to the Greek  
genius. The participle in particular is a very common occasion 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 279. 
 2 S. M. Provence, Rev. and Exp., 1905, p. 96. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 282. On the anacoluthon see K.-G., Bd. II,  
pp. 588-592. 
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for anacoluthon. The Apocalypse, as already shown, has many  
examples of anacoluthon. The more important N. T. illustra- 
tions of anacoluthon will now be given. It is difficult to make a  
clear grouping of the examples of anacoluthon in the N. T. on  
any scientific principle. But the following will answer. 
 1. The Suspended Subject. What Abbott1 calls the suspended 
subject finds illustration elsewhere than in John, though he does  
have his share. It may be looked at indeed as suspended object  
as well sometimes. The point is that the substantive, pronoun or  
participle is left by the wayside and the sentence is completed 
some other way. Thus in pa?n r[h?ma a]rgo>n o{ lalh<sousin oi[ a@nqrwpoi 
a]podw<sousin peri> au]tou?, (Mt. 12:36) observe how pa?n r[h?ma is dropped  
in the construction and peri> au]tou? used. In pa?j ou#n o!stij o[mologh<- 
sei—o[mologh<sw ka]gw> e]n au]t&? (Mt. 10:32) the same principle holds  
in regard to pa?j and e]n au]t&?.  But in the same verse the regular  
construction obtains in o!stij a]rnh<shtai—a]rnh<somai ka]gw> au]to<n. In  
Lu. 6:47 pa?j o[ erxo<menoj ktl., u[podei<cw u[mi?n ti<ni e]sti>n o!moioj we see 
a similar anacoluthon unless pa?j o[ e]rx. be regarded as a rather vio- 
lent prolepsis of the subject, which is not so likely in this instance.  
In Lu. 11:11 the anacoluthon is not quite so simple, though ti<na  
is after all left to itself (ti<na de> e]c u[mw?n to>n pate<ra ai]th<sei o[ ui[o>j 
i]xqu<n, mh a]nti> i]xqu<oj o@fin au]t&? e]pidw<sei;).  If instead of ti<na the sen- 
tence read ei] or e]a<n, all would go smoothly except that e]c u[[mw?n would 
be slightly awkward.  Observe that ai]th<sei has two accusatives  
without ti<na.  The apodosis is introduced by and as an interrog- 
ative clause expects the answer "no." But in spite of the gram- 
matical hopelessness of the sentence it has great power. In Lu.  
12:48 the matter is simpler (panti> de> &$ e]do<qh polu<, polu> zhthqh<- 
setai par ] au[tou?).  Here two things are true. We not only have the  
stranded subject (cf. par ] autou?), but it has been attracted into the  
case of the relative (inverse attraction), panti<, not pa?j. With this  
compare pa?j o{j e]rei?—a]feqh<setai au]t&? (Lu. 12:10). In 2 Cor. 12:  
17 we merely have the anacoluthon without any attraction, tina  
expecting a verb governing the accusative (mh< tina w$n a]pe<stalka 
pro>j u[ma?j, di ] au]tou?” e]pleone<kthsa u[ma?j;).  Here indeed w$n is attracted 
into the case of  tou?wn unexpressed.  A simpler instance is o[ Mwu- 
sh?j ou$toj—oi@damen ti< e]ge<neto au]t&? (Ac. 7:40; Ex. 32:1).  Blass2  
finds anacoluthon in Mk. 9:20 (i]dw>n au]to>n to> pneu?ma sunespa<- 
racen au]to<n), but surely this is merely treating pneu?ma as masculine 
(natural gender). But in Ac. 19:34 (e]pigno<ntej de> o!ti  ]Ioudai?i<oj e]stin 
fwnh> e]ge<neto mi<a e]k pa<ntwn) there is a clear case of anacoluthon in 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 32.  2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 283. 
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the change to e]k pa<ntwn.  The writings of John show similar illustra- 
tions. There is no anacoluthon in Jo. 6:22 in the text of W. H.,  
which reads ei#don o!ti instead of i]dw>n o!ti—o!te (margin of W. H.).  
But in 6:39 there is real anacoluthon (pa?n o{ de<dwke<n moi mh> a]pole<sw 
e]c au]tou?) in the change from pa?n to e]c au]tou?.  It is possible to re- 
gard pa?n mh< here1 as equivalent to ou]dei<j and not like pa?j—mh< in  
Jo. 3:16.  In 7:38 another suspended subject is found in o[ pi- 
steu<wn ei]j e]me< (cf. au]tou? further on). But 10:36 is hardly anacolu- 
thon,2 since one has merely to supply the demonstrative e]kei<n& or 
the personal pronoun au]t&? with le<gete to make the sentence run  
smoothly. In 15:2 pa?n klh?ma—au]to< we have very slight anacolu- 
thon, if any, since both may be in the same case (cf. resumptive  
use of ou$toj).  But in 15:5 the matter is complicated by the in- 
sertion of ka]gw> e]n au]t&? (o[ me<nwn e]n e]moi> ka]gw> e]n au]t&? ou$toj fe<rei). In 
17:2 (pa?n o{ de<dwkaj au]t&? dw<sei au]toi?j) we have the more usual ana- 
coluthon. In 1 Jo. 2:24 (u[mei?j o! h]kou<sate a]p ] a]rxh?j e]n u[mi?n mene<tw) 
u[mei?j may be merely prolepsis, but this seems less likely in verse 
27 (u[mei?j to> xri<sma o! e]la<bete a]p ] au]tou? me<nei e]n u[mi?n), where note the 
position of u[mei?j and e]n u[mi?n.  In Rev. 2:26 the anacoluthon  
(o[ nikw?n-dw<sw au]t&?) does not differ from some of those above.3  So  
also as to Rev. 3:12, 21, but in 2:7, 17 (t&? nikw?nti dw<sw au]t&?) the 
case is the same and may be compared with Jo. 15:2, 5. Cf. the  
probable reading (W. H. bracket au]t&?) in Rev. 6:4 as well as Mt.  
4:16 (LXX); 5: 40 (t&? qe<lonti—au]t&?), where there is no real  
anacoluthon, but a resumptive use of au]t&?.  Cf. also u[ma?j repeated  
after parenthesis in Col. 1:22.  The LXX has other similar ex- 
amples like Josh. 9:12; Ps. 103:15.  A similar resumptive use of  
4) occurs in the text (not marg. in W. H.) of Ro. 16:27. In a sim- 
ilar way a relative clause may be left as a suspended subject or 
object, as in Lu. 9:5, o!soi a}n mh> de<xwntai u[ma?j—a]potina<ssete e]p ]  
 au]tou<j.  Cf. Mt. 10:14; Lu. 10:8, 10. Cf. this with the very  
common use of resumptive oirros after the article and the participle, 
like o[ u[pomei<naj ei]j te<loj ou$toj swqh<setai, (Mt. 10:22). 
 2. Digression. A somewhat more complicated kind of anacolu- 
thon is where a digression is caused by an intervening sentence or  
explanatory clause. Those naturally occur mainly in the Epistles  
of Paul where his energy of thought and passion of soul overleap  
all trammels. In Jo. 5:44 the participle is dropped for the indica- 
tive zhtei?te.  In Jo. 21:12 (ou]dei>j e]to<lma tw?n maqhtw?n e]ceta<sai au]to<n 
Su> ti<j ei#; ei]do<tej) the question breaks the smooth flow and ei]do<tej 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 283.  2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 33.  
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 283, calls it a "very awkward instance." 
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agrees in case with ou]dei<j and number with maqhtw?n.  With this  
compare the change from i!na mh> ai@rwsin in Mk. 6:8 to the infini- 
tive mh> e]ndu<sasqai in verse 9. Nestle has, however, e]ndu<shsqe.  In  
Mk. 7:19 (kaqari<zwn pa<nta ta> brw<mata) the participle can be con- 
nected in thought, as Mark probably did, with le<gei in verse 18,  
but the intervening quotation makes Mark's explanatory adden- 
dum a real anacoluthon. The example in Jo. 1:15 Abbott1 calls  
"impressionism" due to the writer's desire to make his impression  
first and then to add the explanatory correction. He compares 
4:1 with 3:22.  In 1:15 ou$toj h#n o{n ei#pon is taken by Abbott as a  
part of the Baptist's statement, but W. H. read ou$toj h#n o[ ei]pw<n as 
a parenthetical remark of the writer. So in Jo. 20:18 kai> tau?ta 
ei#pen au]t^? does not fit in exactly after o!ti  [Ew<raka to>n ku<rion.  The 
added clause is the comment of John, not of Mary. The margin of  
Ac. 10:36 (W. H.) with o{n is a case of anacoluthon, but the text  
itself is without o!n.  In Ac. 24:6 the repetition of o{n kai< leaves eu[ro<n- 
tej cut off from e]krath<samen.  In Ac. 27:10 (qewrw? o!ti—me<llein) the 
o!ti clause is changed to the infinitive, a phenomenon noted by  
Winer2 in Plato, Gorg. 453 b. The anacoluthon in Gal. 2:6 (a]po> de> 
tw?n dokou<ntwn ei#nai ti—o[poi?oi< pote h#san ou]de<n moi diafe<rei— 
pro<swpon o[ qeo>j a]nqrw<pou ou] lamba<nei—e]moi> ga>r oi[ dokou?ntej ou]de>n  
prosane<qento) is noteworthy for the complete change of construction as shown  
by the repetition of the oi[ dokou?ntej in the nominative and followed by  
the middle instead of the passive voice. Observe the two paren- 
theses that led to the variation. It is easier in such a case to make  
a new start, as Paul does here. In Gal. 2:5 Blass3 follows D in omit- 
ting oi$j in order to get rid of the anacoluthon, as he does also in Ro.  
16:27 (&$), but it is more than likely that the difficulty of the an- 
acoluthon with oi$j led to the omission in D. One of the most strik- 
ing anacolutha in Paul's Epistles is found at the end of Ro. 5:12  
where the apodosis to the w!sper clause is wanting. The next sen- 
tence (a@xri ga<r) takes up the subordinate clause e]f ] &$ h!marton and  
the comparison is never completed. In verse 18 a new comparison  
is drawn in complete form. The sentence in Ro. 9:22-24 is with- 
out the apodosis and verse 25 goes on with the comparative w[j.  
2 Pet. 1:17 shows a clear anacoluthon, for the participle labw<n is  
left stranded utterly in the change to kai> tau<thn th>n fwnh>n h[mei?j 
h]kou<samen.  Winer4  seems to be wrong in finding an anacoluthon in  
the long sentence in 2 Pet. 2:4-10. The apodosis is really oi#den  
in verse 9 (verse 8 being a long parenthesis as W. H. rightly punc- 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 34.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 284. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 573.  4 W.-Th., p. 569. 
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tuate). However, Winer1 is justified in refusing to see anacoluthon  
in many passages formerly so regarded and that call for no dis- 
cussion now. See further Mt. 7: 9; 12:36; Mk. 2:28; 7:3 f.;  
Lu. 11:11 f.; 12:8, 10; 21:6; Jo. 6:39; 17:18; Ac. 15:22 ff.;  
19:34; 24:20; 26:3; Ro. 16:25-27; 1 Cor. 9:15; Col. 2:2; 
4:6; Eph. 3: 8; 2 Cor. 7: 5; 1 Th. 4:1; Heb. 3:15; 10:15 f.;  
1 Tim. 1:3-5; Ju. 16.  It is very common in the Apocalypse as  
in 2 Corinthians and Galatians. 
 3. The Participle in Anacolutha. It calls for a word of its own  
in the matter of anacoluthon, although, as a matter of fact, it  
occurs in both the kinds of anacoluthon already noticed. The  
reason is, the free use of the participle in long sentences (cf. Paul)  
renders it peculiarly subject to anacoluthon. The point with the  
participle is not that it is a special kind of anacoluthon in any other  
sense. Gal. 6 1,  katarti<zete, skopw?n seauto<n, mh> kai> su> peirasq ?̂j may 
be regarded as anacoluthon in the change of number, but it is a  
natural singling-out of the individual in the application. In 2 Cor. 
5:12 the ellipsis of gra<fomen tau?ta with dido<ntej is so harsh as to 
amount to anacoluthon. Cf. also qlibo<menoi in 2 Cor. 7:5. It is  
less certain about stello<menoi in 2 Cor. 8:20, for, skipping the long  
parenthesis,in verse 19, we have sunepe<myamen.  But in the paren- 
thesis itself xeirotonhqei<j is an example of anacoluthon, for regu- 
larly e]xeirotonh<qh would be the form. In 2 Cor. 9:11, 13, the  
participles ploutizo<menoi and doca<zontej have no formal connection  
with a principal verb and are separated by a long parenthesis in  
verse 12. But these participles may be after all tantamount to the  
indicative and not mere anacoluthon. Just as sequimini (sec. pl.  
mid. ind.) = e[po<menoi, so other Greek participles may correspond  
to the indicative or imperative.2 Moulton3 cites numerous ex- 
amples from the papyri which make this possible for the koinh<.  
But Moulton4 sees a sharp difference between the "hanging nom- 
inative" like e@xwn o[ no<moj in Heb. 10:1 (if du<natai be accepted,  
W. H. du<natai marg.) and e@xontej in Ph. 1:30, where, however,  
W. H. make a long parenthesis and seek to connect e@xontej with  
sth<kete (verse 27). These are indeed mere anacolutha, but one  
wonders if the connection between these and Ro. 12:6 (e@xontej) is  
so very distant after all. Participles are scattered along in this  
chapter in an "unending series"5 mingled with infinitives and  
imperatives. Thus in 12:9-13 we have participles, verse 14 the 
 
 1 Ib., p. 571. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 223.  3 Ib.  4 Ib., p. 225. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 285. 
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imperative, verse 15 infinitive, verse 16 a participles, 16b impera- 
tive, 17 participles. Here the participle does seem to be practi- 
cally equivalent to the imperative (cf. inf. also). See Participle  
(Verbal Nouns) for discussion of this point. In 2 Cor. 6:3 the  
participles skip over verse 2 and carry on the construction of  
verse 1, and it is resumed in verse 9. For a group of participles  
with the imperative see Eph. 5:15-22. Cf. also Col. 3:16. The  
point is that these various gradations in the use of the participle  
are not always clearly defined. As regards the nominative par- 
ticiple rather than the genitive absolute, Winer1 remarks that  
thus the participle gains greater prominence in the sentence. In  
Eph. 4:2 a]nexo<menoi may not be anacoluthon, but may be in ac- 
cord with h$j e]klh<qhte.  Col. 1:26 is the case of the indicative rather  
than a participle (e]fnerw<qh, not pefanerwme<non). See 1 Cor. 7:37 
where e@xwn is succeeded by e@xei, but (W. H.) e]gei<raj kai> kaqi<saj 
(Eph. 1:20).  Cf. Rev. 2:2, 9. As to Heb. 8:10 (10:16) didou<j  
is explained by Winer2 as referring to diaqh<somai without anaco- 
luthon, while Moulton3 considers it equal to an indicative and  
parallel to e]pigra<yw.  I am inclined to agree with Winer on this  
point. In 2 Cor. 5:6 Paul, after using qarrou?ntej, repeats it in  
the form of qarrou?men because of the intermediate clauses before 
he expresses eu]dokou?men the main verb.4  Finally compare e]f ] o{n a}n 
i@d^j to> pneu?ma katabai?non kai> me<non e]p ] au]to<n (Jo. 1:33) with to> pneu?ma 
katabai?non w[j peristera>n e]c ou]ranou?, kai> e@meinen e]p ] au]to<n (verse 32), 
where the last clause is the comment of the Baptist to give spe- 
cial emphasis to that point, more than the participle would. 
 4. Asyndeton Due to Absence of de< and a]lla<.  Winer5 considers 
the absence of de< or a]lla< to correspond with me<n as a species of  
anacoluthon, and Blass6 shares the same idea. As a matter of fact  
(see chapter on Particles) me<n does not require de< either by etymol- 
ogy or usage. It is rather gratuitous to call such absence an in- 
stance of anacoluthon. The examples will be discussed later, such  
as Ac. 1:1; 13:4; Ro. 11:13, etc. 
 (f) ORATIO VARIATA. 
 1. Distinction from Anacoluthon. Sometimes indeed the line  
between anacoluthon and oratio variata is not very clearly drawn.  
Thus in Lu. 17:31 (o!j e@stai e]pi> tou? dw<matoj kai> ta> skeu<h au]tou? e]n t^? 
oi]ki<%) the second clause cannot repeat the relative o!j, but has to  
use au]tou?.  Cf. 1 Cor. 8:6 (e]c ou$--kai> ei]j au]to<n), 2 Pet. 2:3 (oi$j — 
kai> au]tw?n). So also in 1 Cor. 7:13 au]th?j repeats h!tij.  Cf. Rev. 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 572. 3 Prol., p. 224.  5  Ib. 
 2 Ib., p. 573.  4 W.-Th., p. 573. 6 Op. cit., p. 286. 
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17:2.  In Ro. 2:6 ff. after the relative clause o!j a]podw<sei there  
is a subdivision of the object, on the one hand (toi?j me>n –zhtou?sin 
zwh>n ai]w<nion), on the other (toi?j de> --a]diki<% o]rgh> kai> qumo<j) where the 
nominative changes the construction and o!j cannot here be re- 
peated. In Ro. 11:22 indeed both of the phrases that extend the 
accusatives xrhsto<thta kai< a]potomi<an qeou? are put in the nominative  
(a]potomi<a, xrhsto<thj).  In Gal. 4:6 f. Paul changes from e]ste< to 
ei#.  This is all oratio variata in reality and is in accord with the  
ancient Greek idiom. Blass1 considers Tit. 1:2 f. an instance of  
oratio variata, but to>n lo<gon in all probability is to be regarded as  
in apposition with which is the object both of e]phggei<lato and  
e]fane<rwsen.  Thus W. H., but Nestle agrees with Blass. 
 2. Heterogeneous Structure. That is what oratio variata really  
is and it can be illustrated by a number of passages other than the  
relative and with less element of obscurity about them. In Rev.  
2:18 o[ e@xwn is followed by kai> au]tou? just like the relative sentences  
above. Thus also 2 Jo. 2.  In Rev. 7:9 after ei#don kai> i]dou< we find 
a mixed construction, o@xloj e[stw?tej (constr. kata> su<nesin) with i]dou<, 
peribeblhme<nouj with ei#don.  Winer2 rightly distinguishes the varia- 
tion in case in Rev. 18:12 f. (gen., acc., gen., acc.) and the similar  
phenomenon in Rev. 2:17 where there is a real distinction between  
the use of the genitive and the accusative. The use of u[podede- 
me<nouj in Mk. 6:8 is probably due to the ellipse of poreu<esqai, for  
the correct text has mh> e]ndu<sasqai just after. For similar ellipse and 
oratio variata see 2 Cor. 8:23. In Mk. 12:38 after qelo<ntwn peripatei?n  
it looks like a sudden change to find a]spasmou<j, but after all both  
are in the accusative with qelo<ntwn.  The irregularity in Mk. 3:16  
is met in the text of W. H. by a parenthesis, but it could have  
been cleared up also by &$ (referring to Pe<tron, instead of kai< as  
Winer3 suggests).  In Jo. 8:53 the continuity of  the interrogative  
form of sentence is abruptly broken by the short clause kai> oi[ pro- 
fh?tai a]pe<qanon, a very effective interruption, however. The case  
of 1 Jo. 2:2 is simple where instead of peri> tw?n o!lou tou? ko<smou 
(to be parallel with ou] peri> tw?n h[mete<rwn) John has merely peri> 
o!lou tou? ko<smou, a somewhat different conception. A similar ex- 
ample is found in Ac. 20:34 as between tai?j xrei<aij mou and toi?j 
ou#si met ] e]mou?.  Heb. 9:7 furnishes the same point in inverse order 
(u[pe>r e[autou? kai> tw?n tou? laou? a]gnohma<twn). A lack of parallel is 
shown also in Ph. 2:22 between patri> te<knon and su>n e]moi<  where 
Paul purposely puts in su<n to break a too literal carrying out of  
the figure. In Rev. 1:6 the correct text in the parenthesis has 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. p. 286.   2 W.-Th., p. 579. 3 Ib. 
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h[ma?j basilei<an, i[erei?j t&? qe&?, a different conception from basilei?j.  
See further Ac. 16:16 f. 
 3. Participles in Oratio Variata. These offer a frequent occa- 
sion for oratio variata, since they can so often be used parallel  
with subordinate clauses of various kinds. Thus in Jo. 5:44  
lamba<nontej would naturally be followed by zhtou?ntej, but we have  
zhtei?te. So, on the other hand, in 1 Cor. 7:13 kai> suneudokei?, does  
not fit in as smoothly with a@piston as kai> suneudokou?nta would. The  
same lack of parallel in the use of the participle is seen in Jo.  
15:5 (o[ me<nwn ka]gw<) and in Lu. 17:31 where the relative and the  
participle are paired off. So also Ph. 1:23 and 1 Jo. 3:24. Cf.  
the Participle in Anacolutha. In Ro. 12:6 f. participles and sub- 
stantives are placed in antithesis, as in 2 Cor. 6:3 f. we have  
participles, in 4-7a e]n, in 7b f. dia<, in 9 f. adjectives and parti- 
ciples. Cf. 2 Cor. 11:23 ff. Where adverbs, adjuncts and verbs  
are in antithesis. 
 4. Exchange of Direct and Indirect Discourse. But the most  
striking instance of oratio variata is that between direct and in- 
direct discourse. It is either from the indirect to the direct or  
from the direct to the indirect. As Blass1 justly observes, the N. T.  
writers, like all popular narrators, deal very little in indirect dis- 
course. The accusative and the infinitive is not common in the  
old sense nor is o!ti always the sign of indirect quotation. Fre- 
quently it is merely recitative o!ti and corresponds to our quotation- 
marks, as in Mk. 14:14, ei@pate t&? oi]kodespo<t^ o!ti  [O dida<skaloj 
le<gei.  So also u[mei?j le<gete o!ti blasfhmei?j (Jo. 10:36).  This re- 
version to one form of discourse from another is not unknown to  
the ancient Greek. But it is peculiarly in harmony with the N. T.  
vernacular and essentially vivid narrative style. In Lu. 5:14 we  
have a typical instance of the change from indirect to direct dis- 
course (parh<ggeilen au]t&? mhdeni> ei]pei?n, a]ll ] a]pelqw>n dei?con seauto<n). 
Exactly parallel with this is Ac. 1:4 a]lla> perime<nein th>n e]paggeli<an 
tou? patro>j h!n h]kou<sate< mou where observe mou.  Cf. also Ac. 17:3 
where after diele<cato o!ti—o[  ]Ihsou?j Luke concludes with the direct  
words of Paul o{n e]gw> katagge<llw u[mi?n.  In Jo. 13:29 we have the  
reverse process where the writer drops from the direct to the in- 
direct statement (a]go<rason w$n xrei<an e@xomen ei]j th>n e[orth<n, h} toi?j 
ptwxoi?j i!na ti d&?). So also we see the same thing in Ac. 23:23 f. 
(e[toima<sate—th?j nukto<j, kth<nh te parasth?sai i!na –diasw<swsin). But  
in Ac. 23:22 the other change occurs, as paraggei<laj mhdeni> e]kla- 
lh?sai o!ti tau?ta e]nefa<nisaj pro>j e]me<.  In W. H.'s text of Ro. 12: 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 286. 
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1f. we have parkalw? u[ma?j parasth?sai: kai> mh> sunsxhmati<zesqe (not 
--sqai).  In Mk. 11:32 the writer proceeds with his own remarks 
(e]fobou?nto to>n o@xlon) after the question rather' in the nature of ana- 
coluthon, though in Mt. 21:26 fobou<meqa is read as indeed a few 
MSS. do in Mark. So also Mt. 9:6, where the writer injects 
into the words of Jesus to<te le<gei t&? paralutik&?, we probably have 
anacoluthon rather than oratio variata (see (d) , Parenthesis). 
 (g) CONNECTION BETWEEN SEPARATE SENTENCES. So far we 
have been considering the matter of connection between the vari- 
ous parts of the same sentence, whether simple or compound, and 
the various complications that arise. But this is not all. The 
Greeks, especially in the literary style, felt the propriety of indi- 
eating the inner relation of the various independent sentences that  
composed a paragraph. This was not merely an artistic device, 
but a logical expression of coherence of thought. Particles like 
kai<, de<, a]lla<, ga<r, ou#n, dh<, etc., were very common in this connec- 
tion. Demonstrative pronouns, adverbs, and even relative pro- 
nouns were also used for this purpose. I happen to open at Mt. 
24:32-51 a paragraph of some length. The first sentence begins 
with de<.  The sentences in verses 33 and 34 have asyndeton and so 
are without a connective. In verse 36 de< reappears, while the two 
sentences in verses 37 and 38 both have ga<r. Verse 40 begins with 
to<te, a common word in this usage in Matthew, as e]n au]t ?̂ t ?̂ w!r%, is in 
Luke. Verse 42 begins with ou#n as its connective, while 43 drops 
back to de<.  In 44 dia> tou?to answers as a link of union while 45 
uses a@ra. Verses 46 f. have asyndeton while 48 has de<.  This long 
sentence completes the paragraph save the short sentence in verse 
51 introduced by e]kei?.  I think this paragraph a fair sample of the 
didactic portion of the Gospels. Asyndeton occurs, but it is not 
the rule. In the Gospel of John ou#n is a much more frequent con- 
nective between sentences than kai<, as any chapter (11 for instance) 
will show. The Beatitudes (Mt. 5:3-12) have no connectives 
at all, and are all the more effective because of the asyndeton. 
Winer1 finds this didactic asyndeton common also in James, the 
Gospel of John (cf. 14-17) and 1 John. But asyndeton is sometimes 
noticeable also in the non-didactic portions of John, as 20:14-18. 
No formal rules on the subject can be made, as the individual 
speaker or writer follows his mood of the moment in the matter. 
The point is to observe that, while asyndeton often occurs, in  
general Greek writers even in the N. T. use connectives between 
separate sentences. 
 
  1 W.-Th., p. 536. 
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 (h) CONNECTION BETWEEN PARAGRAPHS. It is only natural 
to carry the matter one step further and unite paragraph with  
paragraph. For a discussion of the origin of the paragraph see  
the chapter on Orthography and Phonetics. The paragraphs in  
our printed Greek texts are partly the work of the modern editors,  
yet not wholly so. But even in real or original paragraphs the  
connection varies greatly. In some there will be none at all, but  
an entirely new theme will be presented, whereas with others we  
merely have a new aspect of the same subject. I happen to turn  
to the sixth chapter of John. The chapter opens with meta> tau?ta, a  
real connective that refers to the incidents in chapter 5, which may  
have been a full year before. The next paragraph in W. H. begins  
at verse 14 and has ou#n.  At verse 22 there is no connective ex- 
cept t&? e]pau<rion which may be compared with the to<te of Matthew.  
The paragraph at verse 41 has ou#n again, which is very common in  
John in this connection, as can be seen illustrated also in verses  
52 and 60. At verse 66 the paragraph begins with –e]k tou<tou a real  
connective. If we go into chapter 7 we find kai< in verse 1, de< in  
verse 10, de< again in verse 14,  ou#n in verse 25, no connective in verse  
32, de< in verse 37, ou#n in verse 45. Asyndeton on the whole is  
rather more frequent in the Gospel of John than in the Synoptic  
Gospels.1  Abbott2 gives a detailed discussion of the kinds of  
asyndeton in John. In Paul's Epistles one would expect little  
asyndeton between the paragraphs especially in the argumentative  
portions. In general this is true, and yet occasionally even in  
Ro. asyndeton is met as in 9:1; 13:1. But in chapter 8 every  
paragraph has its connective particle. Note also ou#n in 12:1 at the  
beginning of the hortatory portion after the long preceding argu- 
ment. As between sentences, there is freedom in the individual  
expression on the subject. For Hort's theory of the paragraph see  
Intr. to N. T. in Gr., p. 319. By means of spaces he has a system  
of sub-paragraphs, as is plain in, the text of W. H. 
 XIII. Forecast. There are other things to be considered in  
the construction of the sentence, but enough has been treated in  
this chapter. What remains in syntax is the minute examination  
of the relations of words (cases, prepositions, pronouns, verbs in  
mood and voice and tense, infinitives and participles), the relations  
of clause with clause in the use of subordinating conjunctions,  
the particles, figures of speech (aposiopesis, ellipsis, paronomasia,  
zeugma, etc.). There is a natural order in the development of  
these matters which will be followed as far as possible in the dis- 
 
 1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 70 f.  2 Ib. Cf. W.-Th., p. 537. 
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cussion of syntax. The individual words come before the relation  
of sentences or clauses. In the discussion of words either nouns  
or verbs could be taken up first, but, as verbs are connected more  
closely with conjunctions than nouns they are best treated just  
before conjunctional clauses. Prepositions are properly discussed  
after cases. The article is a variation of the demonstrative pro- 
noun. But at best no treatment of syntax can handle every aspect  
and phase of language. The most that can be achieved is a pres- 
entation of the essential principles of N. T. syntax so that the  
student will be able to interpret his Greek N. T. according to  
correct grammatical principles derived from living language  
of the time. 



 
 
 
 
                                      CHAPTER XI 
 
 
                              THE CASES (PTWSEIS) 
 
 
 I. History of the Interpretation of the Greek Cases. 
 (a) CONFUSION. Perhaps nowhere has confusion been worse  
confounded than in the study of the Greek cases. The tendency  
has been usually to reason backwards and to explain past phenom- 
ena by present conditions. The merely logical method of syntax  
has turned the pyramid on its apex and has brought untold error  
into grammar.1 The Stoics took interest in grammar for philo- 
sophical purposes and gave the logical bent to it in lieu of the his- 
torical. Dionysius Thrax and Apollonius Dyscolus went off on  
the wrong trail in the matter of the Greek cases. 
 (b) BOPP'S CONTRIBUTION. Bopp brought daylight out of  
darkness by comparative grammar. Hubschmann2 gives an ad- 
mirable history of the matter. He illustrates the eight cases  
copiously from the Sanskrit, Zend and Persian. Thanks now to  
such workers as Schleicher, Brugmann, Delbruck, the eight Indo- 
Germanic cases are well wrought out and generally acknowledged.  
Cf. brief discussion of the forms of the Greek cases in chapter VII  
(Declensions). Greek grammarians still differ, however, in the  
terminology applied to the cases. In 1911 the Oxford and Cam- 
bridge scholars issued a tract "On Terminology in Grammar,"  
but confusion still reigns. See also W. Havers, Untersuchungen  
zur Kasussyntax der indog. Sprachen. When the Stoic gramma- 
rians wrote, the genitive and ablative had the same forms, and  
the locative, instrumental and dative likewise. There were oc- 
casional survivals of distinction like oi@koi and oi@k&, Cypriotic  
instrumental a]ra? and dative a]rai?, etc. But in general the work of  
syncretism was complete in the respects just mentioned, though 
 
 1 Hubschmann, Zur Casuslehre, p. v. 
 2 Ib. Cf. Dewischeit, Zur Theorie der Casus (1857); Rumpel, Die Casuslehre  
(1875). Hadley (Essays Phil. and Crit., Gk. Gen. as Abl., p. 46) speaks of "the  
Beckerite tendency, too frequently apparent in Kuhner, to impose a meaning on  
language rather than educe the meaning out of it." 
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in Arcadian the genitive and the locative took the same form1  
(cf. Latin Romae, domi). But the grammarians, ignorant of the  
history of the language, sought to explain the genitive and ablative  
ideas from a common source. Thus Winer2 boldly calls the gen- 
itive the "whence-case" and undertakes to explain every usage of  
the genitive from that standpoint, a hopeless exercise in grammat- 
ical gymnastics. The same sinuosities have been resorted to in  
the effort to find the true dative idea in the locative and instru- 
mental uses of the forms called dative by the grammars. 
 (c) MODERN USAGE. Some modern grammarians3 help mat- 
ters a good deal by saying true genitive, ablatival genitive, true  
dative, locatival dative, instrumental dative. This custom recog- 
nines the real case-distinctions and the historical outcome. But  
some confusion still remains because the locative and the dative 
never mean exactly the same thing and are not the same thing in  
fact. It partly depends on whether one is to apply the term 
"case" to the ending or to the relation expressed by the ending. 
As a matter of fact the term is used both ways.   @Onoma is called 
indiscriminately nominative, vocative or accusative, according to 
the facts in the context, not nominatival accusative or accusatival 
nominative. So with basilei?j or po<leij.  We are used to this in 
the grammars, but it seems a shock to say that po<lewj may be 
either genitive or ablative, that e]moi< may be either locative, instru- 
mental or dative. But why more of an absurdity than in the case 
of o@noma and po<leij?  The only difference is that in the gen.-abl. 
the syncretism of form applies to all Greek words. For various 
examples of syncretism in the forms of the Greek cases with 
fragments of distinctive endings also see Brugmann, Griech. Gr., 
p. 375 f.; Brugmann, Kurze vergl. Gr., II, p. 420 f.; and chapter 
VII (Declensions). 
 (d) GREEN'S CLASSIFICATION. I agree with B. Green,4 whom 
I shall here quote at some length: "I shall classify the uses of the  
cases under the heads of the Aryan Cases, as in every instance the 
true method of explanation of any particular idiom is to trace its  
connection to the general meaning of the original Aryan case, to 
which the case in Greek or Latin corresponds, and not arbitrarily 
to distinguish the uses of any case in Greek or Latin by terms  
which cannot be properly applied to that case; e. g., the term  
dative of manner is no explanation. Manner cannot be expressed 
 
 1 Hoffmann, Griech. Dial., Bd. I, p. 303.  2 W.-Th., p. 184 f. 
 3 Cf. Babbitt, A Gr. of Attic and Ionic Gk., 1902.  
 4 Notes on Gk. and Lat. Synt., 1897, p. 11. 
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by the true dative case. The correct explanation is that the use  
is instrumental, but the instrumental case in Greek has coalesced  
in form with the dative. This method of explanation has the ad- 
vantage of demanding fewer set terms, while at the same time it  
requires a logical connection to be made between the particular use  
in question and the fundamental meaning of the case involved.  
Such an explanation is the better the simpler the words used in it  
are." This is wonderfully well said and has the advantage of be- 
ing true, which is not always said of grammatical comments. It  
is the method of history, of science, of life. It is the method pur- 
sued in the etymology and history of a word. It is the only way  
to get at the truth about the significance of the Greek cases. 
 (e) SYNCRETISM OF THE CASES. This method of interpretation  
does not ignore the syncretism of the cases. On the other hand  
it accents sharply the blending of the forms while insisting on the  
integrity of the case-ideas. There are indeed some instances where  
either of the blended cases will make sense, like t ?̂ deci%? tou? qeou? 
u[ywqei<j (Ac. 2:33), which may be locative ‘exalted at,’ instrumen- 
tal ‘exalted by,’ or dative ‘exalted to’ (a rare idiom and in the 
older Greek), ‘the right hand of God.’  Cf. also t ?̂ e]lpi<di e]sw<qhmen 
(Ro. 8:24). So in Heb. 12:11 xar?j and lu<phj may be explained  
either as genitive or ablative. But such occasional ambiguity  
is not surprising and these instances on the "border-line" made  
syncretism possible. In general the context makes it perfectly  
clear which of the syncretistic cases is meant, just as in English  
and French we have to depend on the order of the words to show  
the difference between nominative and accusative. Yet no one  
would say that nominative and accusative are the same in Eng- 
lish and French.1 
 (f) FREEDOM IN USE OF CASE. As a matter of fact it was often  
immaterial whether a writer or speaker used one of several ways  
of expressing himself, for the Greek allows liberty and flexibility  
at many points. Thus to> ge<noj and t&? ge<nei would either answer  
for the specifying idea, proskune<w is used with either accusative or  
dative, mimnh<skomai with accusative or genitive, etc.2 But this is  
not to say that one construction is used for another or is identical  
with the other. The difference may be "subtle, no doubt, but real"  
(Moulton, Prolegomena, p. 66). Moulton properly (ib.) cites the 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 75, illustrates the rapid disappearance of  
case-endings in the Irish tongue, which as late as i/A.D. had a full set of inflec- 
tions, whereas by the fifth century only traces of the dat. plur. survive. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 180. 
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well-known distinction between the accusative and genitive with  
a]kou<w in Ac. 9:7 and 22:9 as disproof of apparent self-contradic- 
tion and a gentle hint not to be too ready to blur over case-dis- 
tinctions in Luke or elsewhere in the N. T. He notes also genitive  
and accusative with geu<esqai in Heb. 6:4 f. and the common use  
of ei]j with accusative after verbs of rest and e]n locative even  
after verbs of motion. But it is hazardous to insist always on a  
clear distinction between ei]j and e]n, for they are really originally  
the same word. The point is that by different routes one may reach  
practically the same place, but the routes are different. Indeed  
one may take so many different standpoints that the border-lines  
of the cases come very close sometimes. So e]c a]ristera?j (abl.), e]n 
a]rister%? (loc.), ei]j a]ristera<n (acc.) are all good Greek for 'on the left' 
(we have also in English 'at the left,' ‘to the left’).1  
 II. The Purpose of the Cases. 
 (a) ARISTOTLE'S USAGE. He applied the term ptw?sij to verb,  
noun, adverb, etc., but the later grammarians spoke only2 of the  
ptw?sij o]no<matoj, though as a matter of fact adverbs and prepo- 
sitions are in cases, and even conjunctions and other particles  
are usually in cases. But in ordinary parlance substantives, ad- 
jectives, pronouns, the article are in cases and have inflection.  
The cases originally had to do only with these. The adverbs were  
merely later modifications or fixed case-forms. 
 (b) WORD-RELATIONS. The cases were used to express word- 
relations, the endings serving to make it plain what the particular  
case was. The isolating languages, like the Chinese, show such  
relations by the order of the words and the tone in pronunciation.  
Modern English and French use prepositions chiefly besides the  
order of the words. These word-relations concern substantives in  
their relations with other substantives, with adjectives, with prep- 
ositions and with verbs. So adjectives and pronouns have all  
these relations. It is immaterial whether verb or substantive is  
the earliest in the use of a case with a substantive. In the old  
Sanskrit practically all the word-relations are expressed by the  
eight cases. This was a very simple plan, but as language became  
more complicated a great strain was bound to be put on each of  
these cases in order to convey clearly so many resultant ideas. 
 As a matter of fact the ground-meaning of the case-forms is not  
known.3 On Origin of Case-Forms see chapter VII, t, 2, (c). 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 67. 
 2 Cf. Steinthal, Gesch. der Sprachw., p. 259; Hubschm., Zur Casusl., p. 3. 
 3 Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 374. 
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 III. The Encroachment of Prepositions on the Cases. 
 (a) THE REASON. The burden upon the cases was too great.  
Even in the later Sanskrit a number of set case-forms (adverbs)  
came to be used with some of the cases to make clearer the exact  
relations of words, whereas in the older Sanskrit no such helpers  
were felt to be needed. This was the beginning of prepositions.  
Prepositions have a wrong name. They do not come before any- 
thing essentially, and just as often in Homer came after the noun.  
Indeed o]mma<twn a@po is not anastrophe, but the original type.1  Nor  
was the preposition originally used with verbs. The preposition  
is merely an adverb that is used with nouns or in composition  
with verbs. But more about that hereafter (Prepositions). The  
point to note here is that when the burden upon the cases grew  
too great adverbs were called in to make clearer the meaning of  
the case in harmony with the analytic tendency of language.2 
 (b) NO "GOVERNING" OF CASES. These adverbs did not  
govern cases. They were merely the accidental concomitants,  
more or less constant, of certain cases. At best "the cases could  
express relationship only in a very general way. Hence arose the  
use of adverbs to go with cases in order to make the meaning more  
specific. These adverbs, which we now call prepositions, in time  
became the constant concomitants of some cases; and when this  
has happened there is an ever-increasing tendency to find the  
important part of the meaning in the preposition and not in the  
case-ending."3 This quotation from Giles puts the matter in a  
nutshell. In spite of the average grammarian's notion that prep- 
ositions govern cases, it is not true. The utmost is that the prep- 
osition in question is in harmony with the case in question.4 
 (c) NOT USED INDIFFERENTLY. These prepositions were not  
used indifferently with all the cases. They are, of course, impos- 
sible with the vocative. But the nominative may be used with  
such adverbs, not called prepositions by the grammarians because  
it seems difficult to explain a preposition "governing" the nom- 
inative. But Paul does not hesitate to say u[per e]gw< (2 Cor. 11:23)  
though u!per is not construed with e]gw<.  Cf. also ei$j kata> ei$j (Mk.  
14:19),  kaq ] ei$j (Ro. 12:5). It is not certain that any preposi- 
tions are [see XII, (f)] used with the true dative and few with 
 
 1 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 341.  2 Ib. 
 3 Ib., p. 272 f. 
 4 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 173. Farrar (Gk. Synt., p. 94 f.) puts  
the matter succinctly: "It is the case which borrows the aid of the preposition,  
not the preposition which requires the case." 
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the instrumental (a!ma, su<n). Giles1 denies that the genitive is ever  
used with a preposition. Certainly what is called the geni- 
tive with prepositions is often the ablative. Probably e]pi< and  
a]nti< are used with the real genitive. Naturally the cases that  
are more local in idea like the locative (‘where’), the accusa- 
tive (‘whither’) which is partly local, the instrumental (‘where- 
with’) and the ablative (‘whence’) are those that are most  
frequently supplemented by prepositions.2 
 (d) ORIGINAL USE WITH LOCAL CASES. Originally most of 
the prepositions were used with either of these local cases (loc.,  
instr., abl.). Some few of them continued to be so used even in  
the N. T. This matter will come up again under the head of  
Prepositions, but we may note here that e]pi< and para< are the only  
prepositions that use three cases with any frequency3 in the N. T.,  
and in the case of e]pi< it is probably the true genitive, not the abla- 
tive. Pro<j has accusative 679 times, locative 6, and ablative 1  
(Ac. 27:34, a literary example).4 The bulk of those that have two  
are narrowing down to one case5 while a]na<, a]nti<, ei]j, e]n, pro< have  
only one, and a]mfi< has disappeared save in composition. If this  
N. T. situation, which is amply supported by the papyri, is com- 
pared with the usage of Homer, the contrast will be very great.6  
To carry the matter a step further one may note that in late  
Greek there is a constant tendency for all prepositions to be used  
with the accusative, so that in modern Greek vernacular all the  
"proper" prepositions are regularly employed with the accusa- 
tive.7 The occasional LXX use of su<n + accusative, while a mere  
error, was in line with this tendency. 
 (e) INCREASING USE OF PREPOSITIONS. The constantly in- 
creasing use of prepositions is one of the main reasons for the  
blending of the case-forms. This was already partly apparent in  
the Sanskrit in the assimilation of genitive and ablative singular  
and in the plural of ablative and dative. So the Latin locative,  
dative, ablative, instrumental, in most words merged their forms.  
Moulton8 accents the fact that it was the local cases (loc., abl.,  
instr.) in the Greek that first gave way in their endings. That is  
true with the exception of the accusative (not a purely local 
 
 1 Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 341. 
 2 Ib. But Monro, Hom Gr., p. 125, correctly admits the gen.  
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 106 f.  4 Ib.  5 Ib., p. 105 f. 
 6 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 125 
 7 Thumb, Handb., p. 98; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 366. 
 8 Prol., p. 60 f. 
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case), which has shown more persistence than any case save the  
genitive. The genitive is a non-local case and has held on, though  
the dative has disappeared in modern Greek vernacular before  
ei]j + accusative, the accusative without ei]j, and the genitive. But  
this break-down of the case-endings seen in Sanskrit, much more  
apparent in Greek and Latin, has reached its climax in modern  
English and French. In modern English the six Anglo-Saxon end- 
ings, barring pronouns, have disappeared save one, the genitive (s),  
and even that can be expressed by the prep. of. In French the  
process is complete except in prons. Modern Greek vernacular  
shows the influence of this tendency very decidedly. The Greek  
of the N. T. comes therefore in the middle of the stream of this  
analytic tendency. In the old Sanskrit it was all case and no  
preposition. In modern French it is all preposition and no case- 
ending. The case-ideas have not disappeared. They are simply  
expressed more minutely and exactly by means of prepositions.  
By and by the case-endings were felt to be useless as the prepo- 
sition was looked to entirely for the idea. The case without prep- 
osition belongs to the early stage of language history.1  When  
Delbruck2 speaks of a "living" case, he means the case-ending,  
as does Moulton3 when he asserts that "we can detect a few  
moribund traces of instrumental, locative and ablative." If he  
means the case-meaning, the instances are abundant. And even  
in case-ending it is not all one-sided, for the locative --i and the  
instrumental —oij both contributed to the common stock of forms.  
Henry4 even suggests that in o]no<ma-toj we have the ablative t (d),  
for the Latin word is nomen (nominis). 
 (f) DISTINCTION PRESERVED IN THE N. T. But the N. T. has 
not lost distinctive use of the cases and prepositions. Special  
causes explain some of the phenomena in the N. T. The excessive  
use of e]n in the N. T. is parallel to that in the LXX (cf. Jer. 21: 
5 f., 9 f.) and is doubtless due partly to the Hebrew which  
it so commonly translates as Moulton5 observes. But the so- 
called instrumental use of e]n like e]n r[omfai<%, (Rev. 6:8; cf. Mt.  
12:26 f.) is not due entirely to the Hebrew, for, while very com- 
mon in the LXX, where it is in "the plenitude of its power,"6 
yet the papyri show undoubted examples of the same instrumental 
 
 1 See further Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 376; Brug., Kurze vergl. Gr., II, p. 419. 
 2 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 193. 
 3 Prol., p. 60. 
 4 Comp. Gr. of Gk. and Lat., p. 217. 
 5 Prol., p. 61.    6 C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 82. 
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usage.1  See further Locative Case and also Prepositions (b). In- 
deed in the N. T. e]n outnumbers ei]j three to two.2  If these two  
prepositions are left out of consideration, the disappearance of  
the locative with prepositions is quite marked in the N. T., a de- 
cay already begun a good while before,3 only to be consummated  
in the modern Greek vernacular, where ei]j has displaced e]n (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 100). When one recalls that dative and instrumental  
also have gone from the modern Greek vernacular and that sto<  
with the accusative (ei]j to<n) replaces all three cases in modern Greek  
and that originally e]n and ei]j were the same preposition, he is not  
surprised to read o[ ei]j to>n a]gro<n (Mk. 13:16) where Mt. 24:18 
has o[ e]n t&? a]gr&?.  So Mt. 12:41, meteno<hsan ei]j to> kh<rugma  ]Iwna?. 
Moulton4 has a very suggestive study of pisteu<w. He omits those  
examples where the verb means ‘entrust’ and finds about forty  
others with the simple dative. In the majority of these forty the  
verb means ‘believe.’ There are some debatable passages like  
Jo. 5:24, 38; 8:31; Ac. 5:14; 16:34; 18:8. He finds only one 
passage outside of Eph. 1:13 where e]n &$ is assimilated (cf. e]sfra- 
gi<sqhte), viz. Mk. 1:15 (pisteu<ete e]n t&? eu]aggeli<&), and he follows 
Deissmann5 in taking e]n as 'in the sphere of.'  Pisteu<w e]pi< is  
found six times with the locative and seven with the accusative  
in the sense of 'repose one's trust' upon God or Christ. But pi- 
ssteu<w ei]j occurs 45 times (37 in Jo. and 1 Jo.) in the sense of  
‘mystical union with Christ,’ like Paul's e]n Xrist&?.6 
 IV. The Distinctive Idea of Each of the Cases. 
 (a) FUNDAMENTAL IDEA. The point is, if possible, to get at 
the fundamental idea of each of the eight original cases. To do  
this it is essential that one look at the Greek cases historically  
and from the Greek point of view. Foreigners may not appreciate  
all the niceties, but they can understand the respective import  
of the Greek cases.7  The N. T. writers, as we now know per- 
fectly well, were not strangers to the vernacular koinh<, nor were  
the LXX translators for that matter, though they indeed were  
hampered by translating a Semitic tongue into Greek. The  
N. T. writers were in their element when they wrote vernacular 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 61 f. 
 2 Ib., p. 62. Helbing, Die Prepos. bei Herodot and andern Histor. (1904),  
pp. 8 ff., gives a summary of the uses of e]n and ei]j. Cf. also Moulton's re- 
marks on Helbing's items (Prol., p. 62). 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 62. 
 4 Prol., p. 67 f.   6 Cf. Heitmiiller, Im Namen Jesu, I, ch. 4 
 5 In Christo, p. 46 f.  7 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 68. 
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koinh<. They knew the import of the Greek cases as used at  
that time by the people at large. 
 (b) CASES NOT USED FOR ONE ANOTHER. We have no right 
to assume in the N. T. that one case is used for another. That is  
to say, that you have a genitive, but it is to be understood as an  
accusative. Winer1 properly condemns such enallage casuum.  
Not even in 2 Cor. 6:4 (sunista<nontej e[autou>j w[j qeou? dia<konoi) do 
we have an instance of it, for the nominative (lit. plural) means ‘as  
minister of God I commend myself,’ while the accusative (diako<nouj)  
would be, 'I commend myself as a minister of God.' We are then  
to look for the distinctive idea of each case just as we find it. In  
the modern Greek, to be sure, the cases are in such confusion (da- 
tive, locative, instrumental gone) that one cannot look for the old  
distinctions. 
 (c) VITALITY OF CASE-IDEA. This independence of the case- 
idea is not out of harmony with the blending of case-forms (abl.  
and gen., loc. and instr. and dat.). This is a very different matter  
from the supposed substitution of cases alluded to above. The  
genitive continued to be a genitive, the ablative an ablative in  
spite of the fact that both had the same ending. There would be,  
of course, ambiguous examples, as such ambiguities occur in other  
parts of speech. The context is always to be appealed to in order  
to know the case. 
 (d) THE HISTORICAL DEVELOPMENT OF THE CASES. This 
is always to be considered. The accusative is the oldest of the  
cases, may, in fact, be considered the original and normal case.  
Other cases are variations from it in course of linguistic develop- 
ment. With verbs in particular which were transitive the accusa- 
tive was the obvious case to use unless there was some special  
reason to use some other. The other oblique cases with verbs  
(gen., abl., loc., instr., dat.) came to be used with one verb or the  
other rather than the accusative, because the idea of that verb  
and the case coalesced in a sense. Thus the dative with pei<qw- 
mai, the instrumental with xra<omai, etc. But with many of these  
verbs the accusative continued to be used in the vernacular (or  
even in the literary language with a difference of idea, as a]kou<w).  
In the vernacular koinh< the accusative is gradually reasserting itself  
by the side of the other cases with many verbs. This tendency  
kept up to the complete disappearance of the dative, locative and  
instrumental in modern Greek (cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 31), and the 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 180 f. The ancients developed no adequate theory of the cases  
since they were concerned little with syntax. Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 37. 
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genitive, accusative and ei]j compete for the function of the old 
dative (ib , pp. 38 ff.).1  The accusative was always the most 
popular case. Krebs2 has made a useful study of the cases in 
the literary koinh<, and Moulton3 thinks that these tendencies of 
the literary koinh< are really derived from the vernacular. But not 
all the verbs fall in with the decay of the dative-locative-instru- 
mental. Thus proskunei?n in the N. T. has the dative twice as often 
as the accusative, just the opposite of the inscriptions.4 But the 
papyri show little proof of the decay of the dative save in the 
illiterate examples.5  The accusative gains from the genitive and 
ablative in the N. T. also, as Krebs found in the later literary 
Greek. Moulton6 finds that out of 47 examples kratei?n has the 
genitive only 8 times, but diafe<rein (‘surpass’) has the ablative.  
 ]Entre<pesqai takes only the accusative, and the accusative appears  
with verbs of filling (Rev. 17:3).7  Moulton concludes his résumé  
of Krebs by calling attention to the list of verbs that were once  
intransitive, but are transitive in the koinh<.  This is a matter 
that is always changing and the same verb may be used either  
way. A verb is transitive, by the way, whether it takes the  
accusative or not; if it has any oblique case it is transitive. As 
illustrations of this varied usage Moulton cites from the N. T. 
e]nergei?n, sunergei?n, e]pe<rxesqai, katabarei?n, katalalei?n, kataponei?n,  
katisxu<ein, pleonektei?n, prosfwnei?n, u[potre<xein, xorhgei?n. He  
concludes his discussion of the matter with a needed caveat (p. 65 f.) against  
thinking that all distinctions of case are blurred in the N. T. "We  
should not assume, from the evidence just presented as to varia- 
tion of case with verbs, that the old distinctions of case-meaning  
have vanished, or that we may treat as mere equivalents those  
constructions which are found in common with the same word."  
Analogy no doubt played its part in case-contamination as well  
as in the blending of the case-endings.8 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 325. 
 2 Zur Rection der Casus in der spilt. hist. Grac., 1887-90. 
 3 Prol., p. 64.    5 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 153. 
 4 Ib.; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 436.  6 Prol., p. 65. 
 7 Ib. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 102. Cf. Thumb, Theol. Lit., XXVIII,  
p. 422, for mod. Gk. usage. As a matter of fact the acc. was always more pop- 
ular in the vernac. Gk., and no wonder that the pap. show it to be so even with  
verbs usually in the lit. lang. used with other cases. Cf. A,Volker, Pap. Graec.  
Synt., 1900, p. 5 f. 
 8 Middleton, Anal. in Synt., pp. 47-55. Farrar, Gk. Synt., overstates it  
when he says that the acc. alone has preserved its original (force. He means  
form alone. 
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 (e) THE METHOD OF THIS GRAMMAR. In the study of each  
case the method of this grammar is to begin with the root-idea of  
the particular case in hand. Out of that by means of context 
and grammatical history the resultant meaning in the particular  
instance can be reached. This is not only more simple, but it is  
in harmony with the facts of the linguistic development and usage. 
Even in an instance like e]n maxai<r^ (Lu. 22:49) the locative case  
is not out of place. The smiting (pata<comen) is conceived as located  
in the sword. Cf. e]n r[a<bd& (1 Cor. 4:21). The papyri show the 
same usage, as indeed the older classical Greek did occasionally.  
In English we translate this resultant idea by ‘with,’ but we  
have no right to assume that the Greeks thought of e]n as ‘with.’ 
The LXX shows that the Hebrew corresponded closely to the  
Greek e]n in this resultant idea. In translation we often give not  
the real meaning of the word, but the total idea, though here the  
LXX follows closely the Hebrew. One of the chief difficulties in  
syntax is to distinguish between the Greek idiom and the English  
translation of the idiom plus the context. But enough of prelim- 
inary survey. Let us now examine each case in turn. 
 V. The Nominative (ptw?sij o]rqh<, eu]qei?a, o]nomastikh<). 
 For the older books on the nominative case see Hubner, Grund- 
riss etc., p. 36. 
 (a) NOT THE OLDEST CASE. The first thing to observe about  
the nominative is that it is not the oldest case. The accusative  
is treated first in some grammars and seems to be the oldest.  
That is the proper historical order, but it seems best on the  
whole to treat the so-called "oblique" cases together. The term  
"oblique cases" (ptw<seij pla<giai) has a history. The nominative 
was not originally regarded as a case, but merely the noun (o@noma).   
So Aristotle.1  The vocative is not a real case, as we shall see di- 
rectly. Hence a case (casus) was considered w[j a]po> tou? o]no<matoj 
peptwkui?a, a real ptw?sij. All the true cases therefore were oblique.  
Indeclinable words are a@ptwta. When the nominative was con- 
sidered a case it was still called by the word for noun (o]nomastikh<,  
nominativus), the naming or noun case. The Hindu grammarians  
indeed call the nominative prathamä (‘first’) as the leading case,  
not in time, but in service. This is merely the logical arrangement  
followed by the Western scholars.2 There was once no need felt  
for a nominative, since the verb itself had its own subject in the  
personal endings.3  But originally one may suppose a word served 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 67.  2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 89.  
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 113; Giles, Man., p. 301. 
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as subject of the verb and may have become an ending. Even  
the impersonal verbs like kalw?j e@xei have the subject in the same 
way. The use of a special case for this purpose was an after- 
thought, 
 (b) REASON FOR THE CASE. Why then was the nominative 
used? Why was it ever originated? Its earliest use was in apposi- 
tion to the verbal subject alluded to above.1  Greater, precision in  
the subject was desired, and so a substantive or pronoun was put  
in apposition with the verbal ending.2  Sometimes both substan- 
tive and pronoun are employed as in au]to>j de> e]gw> Pau?loj parakalw?  
(2 Cor. 10:1). Other languages can even use other cases for  
such apposition in the predicate. Cf. English It's me, French c'est  
moi and Latin dedecori est. And the Greek itself shows abundant  
evidence of lack of concord of case in apposition (cf. Rev. in the  
N. T.).3 But the nominative is a constant resource in appositional  
phrases, whatever case the other word may be in. The whole  
subject of apposition was discussed in the chapter on the Sentence.  
Cf. o[ a@nqrwpoj ou$toj, where the same point applies.4 Cf. a]nh<r tij 
 ]Anani<aj (Ac. 5:1). In the modern Greek this usage partly re- 
places the explanatory genitive, as spuri> sina<pi, 'mustard seed'  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 33). 
 (C) PREDICATE NOMINATIVE. The predicate nominative is in 
line with the subject nominative. It is really apposition.5  The  
double nominative belongs to Greek as to all languages which use  
certain verbs as a copula like ei#nai, gi<nesqai, kalei?sqai, etc. Cf.  
su> ei# Pe<troj (Mt. 16:18).  The Latin is fond of the dative in such  
examples as id mihi honori est, and the Greek can use one dative, as 
o@noma< e]sti< moi.6  Thus in the N. T. e]klh<qh to> o@noma au]tou?  ]Ihsou?j (Lu.  
2:21), a]nh>r kalou<menoj Zakxai?oj (Lu. 19:2), h#n o@noma t&? dou<l& Ma<lxoj 
(Jo. 18:10), as well as7   ]Iwa<nhj e]sti>n o@noma au]tou? (Lu. 1:63). The  
use of the nominative in the predicate with the infinitive in indirect  
discourse (fa<skontej ei#nai sofoi<, Ro. 1:22) is proper when the sub- 
ject of the principal verb is referred to. See Indirect Discourse  
(Modes and Infinitive). But the N. T., especially in quotations  
from the LXX and passages under Semitic influence, often uses 
 
 1 Ib., p. 302. 
 2 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt,, I, p. 188. 
 3 Cf. Meisterh., Gr. d. att. Inschr., p. 203, for exx. of the free use of the  
noun in app. 
 4 Monro, Homn. Gr., p. 117. 
 5 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 393 f.; Monro, Hom. Gk., p. 114 f. 
 6 Cf. K.-G., I, p. 44.    7 Cf. W.-Scli., p. 256. 
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ei]j and the accusative rather than the predicate nom. Moulton1  
denies that it is a real Hebraism since the papyri show the idiom 
e@sxon par ] u[mw?n ei]j da<(neion) spe<rmata, K.P. 46 (ii/A.D.), where ei]j 
means ‘as’ or ‘for,’ much like the N. T. usage. But the fact that it  
is so common in the translation passages and that the LXX is so  
full of it as a translation of l; justifies Blass2 in saying that it is  
formed on a Hebrew model though it is not un-Greek. Winer3  
finds it in the late Greek writers, but the Hebrew is chiefly respon- 
sible for the LXX situation. The most frequent examples in the 
N. T. are with etym. ei#nai (e@sontai ei]j sa<rka mi<an, Mt. 19:5, which can be  
compared with Lu. 3:5; 2 Cor. 6:18; Ac. 8:23, etc.), gi<nesqai  
(e]genh<qh ei]j kefalh>n gwni<aj, Mt. 21:42, with which compare Lu. 
13:19; Jo. 16:20; Rev. 8:11, etc.), e]gei<rein ei]j basile<a (Ac. 13:22),  
e]logi<sqh ei]j dikaiosu<nhn (Ro. 4:3 ff.).  Cf. also Jo. 16:20. Probably  
the following examples have rather some idea of purpose and are  
more in accord with the older Greek idiom. In 1 Cor. 4:3, e]moi> ei]j 
e[la<xisto<n e]stin, the point is not very different. Cf. also 1 Cor. 
14:22 (ei]j shmei?on).  But observe mh> ei]j keno>n ge<nhtai (1 Th. 3:5),  
ei]j pa<ntaj a]nqrw<pouj ei]j kata<krima (Ro. 5:18), e]ge<neto h[ po<lij ei]j tri<a 
me<rh (Rev. 16:19). 
 (d) SOMETIMES UNALTERED. As the name-case the nominative 
is sometimes left unaltered in the sentence instead of being put in  
the case of the word with which it is in apposition. Cf. Rev. 1:5;  
Mk. 12:38-40; Lu. 20:27; Ac. 10:37. This is in accord with  
the ancient Greek idiom, though the Book of Rev. has rather more  
than the usual proportion of such examples. See chapter on the  
Sentence, pp. 413 ff.  In Rev. 9:11 observe o@noma e@xei  ]Apol- 
lu<wn (cf.  ]Abaddw<n also), where the nominative is retained much  
after the fashion of our quotation-marks. The same thing4 is  
noticeable in Jo. 13:13  u[mei?j fwnei?te< me   [O dida<skaloj kai>    [O ku<rioj, 
for thus W. H. print it. This is a classic idiom. Cf. Xenoph., 
Oec. 6, 14 e@xontaj, to> semno>n tou?to to> kalo<j te ka]gaqo<j.  Cf. Lu. 
19:29; 21:37, where W. H. print ei]j to> o@roj to> kalou<menon e]laiw?n. 
But we know from Ac. 1:12, (a]po> o@roj to> kalou<menon e]laiw?n.  
that e]laiw<n could be in Luke a nominative (abundantly confirmed 
 
 1 Prol., p. 71 f. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 85. "Ein starker Hebraismus," W.-Sch., p. 257. 
 3 W.-Th., p. 184. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 235, endorses Blast's view (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 85)  
that in Jo. 13:13 we have the voc. The nom. is hardly "incredible" (Blass).  
Cf. loose use of the nom. in lists in Boeot. inscr. in the midst of other cases  
(Claflin, Synt., etc., p. 46). 
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by the papyri). The most that can be said about the passages  
in Luke is that the nominative e]laiw<n is entirely possible, perhaps  
probable.1  In Rev. 1:4 (a]po> o[ w}n kai> o[ h#n kai> o[ e]rxo<menoj) the 
nominative is kept purposely, as has been shown, to accent the  
unchangeableness of God, not that John did not know how to use 
the ablative after a]po<, for in the same sentence he has a]po> tw?n 
pneuma<twn.  Moulton2 aptly describes the nominative as "resid- 
uary legatee of case-relations not obviously appropriated by  
other cases." But as a matter of fact the nominative as a rule  
is used normally and assimilation is general so that in Mt. 1:21 
(cf. 1:25 also) we read kale<seij to> o@noma au]tou?  [Ihsou?n.  Cf. Mk.  
3:16 o@noma Pe<tron and Ac. 27:1 e[katonta<rx^ o]no<mati  ]Iouli<&. Cf. 
Ac. 18:2.  It is, of course, nothing strange to see the nomina- 
tive form in apposition with a vocative, as oi[ fobou<menoi (Rev. 
19:5), pa<ter h[mw?n o[ e]n toi?j ou]ranoi?j (Mt. 6:9). This is only nat- 
ural as the article and participles have no vocative form. Cf. w# 
a@nqrwpe o[ kri<nwn (Ro. 2:3).  Cf. even ou]ai> u[mi?n, oi[ e]mpeplhsme<noi 
(Lu. 6:25), where we have really the vocative, not apposition. 
 (e) THE NOMINATIVE ABSOLUTE. The nominative is sometimes  
used absolutely, nominatus pendens, just as the genitive (abla- 
tive) and accusative are. Cf. ablative absolute in Latin, loca- 
tive in Anglo-Saxon, and nominative absolute in modern Greek  
and modern English. In titles the nominative is the natural case  
and is left suspended. Cf. Pau?loj klhto>j a]po<stoloj (1 Cor. 1:1).  
The LXX has an abnormal number of suspended nominatives,  
due to a literal translation of the Hebrew.3  But the N. T. has  
some also which are due to change of structure, as o[ nikw?n poih<sw 
au]to<n (Rev. 3:12), o[ nikw?n dw<sw au]t&? (Rev. 3:21), o[ ga>r Mwush?j 
ou$toj—ou]k oi@damen ti< e]ge<neto au]t&? (Ac. 7:40), pa?n r[h?ma a]rgo>n— 
a]podw<sousi peri> au]tou? lo<gon (Mt. 12:36), tau?ta a{ qewrei?te, e]leu<sontai 
h[me<rai (Lu. 21:6). In particular is the participle (cf. Jo. 7:38,  
o[ pisteu<wn ei]j e]me< common in such a nominative, about which see  
the chapter on the Sentence (anacoluthon). Moulton4 considers  
this one of "the easiest of anacolutha." Cf. further pa?j o!j e]rei?  
— a]feqh<setai au]t&?, (Lu. 12:10; cf. verse 8). Cf. Jo. 18:11. Some  
of the examples, like to> a]du<naton tou? no<mou, e]n &$ h]sqe<nei (Ro. 8:3), 
may be regarded as accusative as easily as nominative. The 
 
 1 See extended discussion in Moulton, Prol., pp. 69, 235. See also note in  
this Gr. in ch. on Orthog. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 256 f, 
 2 Prol., p. 69. 
 3 C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 55. 
 4 Prol., pp. 69, 225. 
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papyri1 show plenty of examples of this suspended nominative.  
For classical instances see Riemann and Goelzer, Syntaxe, p. 41.  
For elliptical nominative see Eu]di<a (Mt. 16:2). There was a con- 
stant tendency in the LXX to drift into the nominative in a long  
series of words in apposition (Thackeray, p. 23). 
 (f) THE PARENTHETIC NOMINATIVE is of a piece with what we 
have been considering. So in Jo. 1:6 we have o@noma au]t&?  ]Iwa<nhj  
all by itself. Cf. 3:1 (Niko<dhmoj o@noma au]t&?).  Similarly the nom- 
inative in expressions of time rather than the accusative may be  
explained.2  For example in Mk. 8:2 we read o!ti h@dh h[me<rai trei?j 
prosme<nousi<n moi and = Mt. 15:32. In Lu. 9:28 w[sei> h[me<rai o]ktw< the 
matter is simpler.  Blass3 compares with this passage w[j w[rw?n triw?n 
dia<sthma (Ac. 5:7) and i]dou> de<ka kai> o]ktw> e@th (Lu. 13:16). The use 
of i]dou< with the nominative is very common and may be a case of 
ellipsis. Cf. i]dou> fwnh> e]k tw?n ou]ranw?n le<gousa (Mt. 3:17). Cf. Heb.  
2:13, etc.  In Mk. 6:40 observe a]ne<pesan prasiai> prasiai<. This  
leads one to suspect that sumpo<sia sumpo<sia in verse 39 may be 
nominative also. The repetition is not a mere Hebraism, since  
the papyri show examples of it, See Eccl. 2: 16 kaqo<ti h@dh ai[ 
h[me<rai e]rxo<menai ta> pa<nta e]pelh<sqh. This use of the nominative is  
common in the papyri (cf. e@ti h[me<rai ga>r h@dh trei?j kai> nu<ktej trei?j 
qe<kla ou]k e]gh<gertai, Acta Pauli et Theclae in O.P. p. 9) and can  
be traced in the Attic vernacular back to the fifth century B.C.4  
Thumb finds it still in the modern Greek, and Hopkins (A.J.P.  
xxiv. 1) "cites a rare use from the Sanskrit:  'a year (nom.) almost,  
I have not gone out from the hermitage"' (Moulton, Prol., p. 235).  
See other papyri examples in Cl. Rev., April, 1904, p. 152. Of a  
piece with this is the nominative with adverbs (prepositions) like  
ei$j kata> ei$j (Mk. 14:19) where the first ei$j is in partitive apposition  
and the second is kept rather than made accusative. Cf. kaq ] ei$j 
(Ro. 12:5), a]na> ei$j (Rev. 21:21). Brugmann5 indeed considers  
the adverbs prw?ton, deu<teron, etc., in the nominative neuter rather  
than the accusative neuter singular. He cites a]nami<c as proof. 
Cf. the use of kai> tou?to (and also kai> tau?ta), as kai> tou?to e]pi> a]pi<stwn 
(1 Cor. 6:6).  But au]to> tou?to (2 Pet. 1:5) is probably accusative.  
The prolepsis of the nominative as in 1 Cor. 14:16 (o[ a]naplhrw?n 
to>n to<pon tou? i]diw<tou pw?j e]rei? ) is natural. Cf. examples like xro<noj 
o[ au]to<j in Boeotian inscriptions (Claflin, Syntax, etc., p. 47). 
 
 1 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1964, p. 151 f. 
 2 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 70.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 85. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 70; Meisterh., Gr., etc., p. 203. 
 5 Griech. Gr., p. 378, 
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 (g) IN EXCLAMATIONS. The nominative is natural in exclama- 
tions, a sort of interjectional nominative.1  So Paul in Ro. 7:24,  
talai<pwroj e]gw> a@nqrwpoj, and 11:33, w# ba<qoj (a possible vocative)  
plou<tou.  So. Ro. 7:24; 1 Cor. 15:57. Cf. xa<rij t&? qe&? (Ro.  
6 : 17). For parallel in papyri see Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 436. 
Cf. xa<rij toi?j qeoi?j, B.U. 843 (i/A.D.). 
 (h) USED AS VOCATIVE. It only remains to consider the nom- 
inative form which is used as a vocative. Cf. chapter VII, 7, (a),  
for details as to form. It all depends on what one means by the  
term "case" when he says that the nominative is used as a voca- 
tive. The form is undoubtedly the same as that of the vocative in  
a multitude of instances (all neuter nouns, for instance, singular  
and plural, plural of all nouns in truth). It is only in the singular  
that any distinction was made between the nominative and voca- 
tive in form, and by no means always here, as in the case of fem- 
inine nouns of the first declension, qeo<j (usually) in the second,  
liquid oxytones like poimh<n in the third, etc. But if by the voca- 
tive one means the case of address, then the nominative form in  
address is really vocative, not nominative. Thus su< path<r (Jo.  
17:21) is just as truly vocative as su, pa<ter (17:5). Indeed in  
Jo. 17:25 we have path>r di<kaie, showing that path<r is here re- 
garded as vocative. The article with the vocative in address was  
the usual Hebrew and Aramaic idiom, as indeed in Aristophanes2  
we have o[ pai?j a]kolou<qei. It is good Greek and good Aramaic too  
when we have   ]Abba< o[ path<r (Mk. 14:36) whether Jesus said one  
or both. In Mt. 11:26 (nai<, o[ path<r) we have the vocative. When  
the article is used, of course the nominative form must occur.  
Thus in Rev. 18:20 we have both together, ou]rane> kai> oi[ a!gioi.  
Indeed the second member of the address is always in the nom- 
inative form.3 Thus Ku<rie, o[ qeo<j, o[ pantokra<twr (Rev. 15:3). Cf.  
Jo. 20:28.  I shall treat therefore this as really the vocative, not  
the nominative, whatever the form may be, and now pass on to  
the consideration of the Vocative Case. 
 VI. The Vocative (ptw?sij klhtikh<). 
 (a) NATURE OF THE VOCATIVE. Dionysius Thrax called it also  
prosagoreutikh<, but in reality it is not a case at all. Practically it  
has to be treated as a case, though technically it is not (Farrar,  
Greek Syntax, p. 69). It is wholly outside of syntax in that the  
word is isolated and has no word-relations.4  The isolation of the 
 
 1 Cf. Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 41; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 115 f.  
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 86; Moulton, Prol., p. 70. 
 3 Riem. and Goelzer, p. 42.  4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 376; Giles, Man., p. 302. 
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vocative may be compared to the absolute use of the nomina- 
tive, genitive and accusative.  The native Sanskrit grammarians  
do not name it in their list of cases, and Whitney1 merely  
treats it in the singular after the other cases. Indeed the  
vocative is sometimes as much a sentence as a case, since the  
word stands to itself and forms a complete idea. Thus Maria<m  
and  [Rabbounei< (Jo. 20:16) tell the whole story of recognition  
between Jesus and Mary. When Thomas said  [O ku<rio<j mou kai> o[ 
qeo<j mou (Jo. 20:28), he gave Christ full acceptance of his deity and  
of the fact of his resurrection. 
 (b) VARIOUS DEVICES. The vocative has no case-ending, but  
has to resort to various expedients. In general it is just like the  
nominative in form. This is true in all pronouns, participles and  
various special words like qeo<j, besides the plurals, neuters and  
feminines mentioned under v, (h). Cf. the same practical situation  
in the Sanskrit.2  Farrar3 indeed conjectures that originally there  
was no difference in form at all between the nominative and voca- 
tive and that the variation which did come was due to rapid  
pronunciation in address. Thus path<r, but pe<ter. Cf. a@ner (1 Cor.  
7:16).  In most languages there is no distinction in form at all  
between nominative and vocative, and in Latin the distinction is  
rare.4  It need not be surprising, therefore, to find the nominative  
form of many singular words used as vocative as noted above  
under the discussion of the nominative. Moulton5 indeed re- 
marks:  "The anarthrous nominative should probably be regarded  
as a mere substitute for the vocative, which begins from the ear- 
liest times to be supplanted by the nominative." Even in the  
singular the distinction was only partial and not very stable at  
best, especially in the vernacular, and gradually broke down till  
"in modern Greek the forms in e are practically the only separate  
vocatives surviving." Thus Blass6 observes: "From the earliest  
times (the practice is as old as Homer) the nominative has a tend- 
ency to usurp the place of the vocative," This nominative form  
in the singular is just as really vocative as in the plural when used  
in address. The N. T. therefore is merely in line with the oldest  
Greek idiom in such examples. So quga<thr (Mk. 5:34; Lu. 8:48;  
Jo. 12:15, LXX), but see qu<gater in Mt. 9:22. In Jo. 17:21,  
24, 25, W. H. read path<r, but pa<ter in Jo. 12:28; 17: 1, 5, 11, etc.  
Moulton7 rightly refuses to follow Hort in writing pa<thr in voca- 
 
 1 Sans. Gr., p. 89.  3 Gk. Synt., p. 70.  5 Prol., p. 71. 
 2 Whitney, p. 105.  4 Ib., p. 69.   6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 86.  
 7 Prol., p. 71. Hort, Notes on Orth., p. 158. 
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tive. In the margin of Mt. 9:27 W. H. read ui[e> Dauei<d rather  
than ui[o>j D.   Mt. 1:20 has  ]Iwsh>f ui[o>j Dauei<d, and 15:22 ku<rie ui[o>j 
Dauei<d, all examples of apposition. Cf. Mt. 20:30. But in Lu.  
8:28 and 18:38 we have ui[e<.  The adjective a@frwn is vocative in  
Lu. 12:20 and 1 Cor. 15:36. Cf. also genea> a@pistoj in Lu. 9:41.  
In Acts 13:10 plh<rhj is vocative. Cf. indeclinable use of this  
word. As is well known qeo<j was usually retained in the voca- 
tive in the older Greek, not qee<.  In the N. T.  qee< only appears  
in Mt. 27:46 in quotation from the LXX where it is rare.1  
Jannaris2 indeed thinks that in the N. T. this idiom is  
rather frequent. Cf. lao<j mou you in Baruch 4:5. In Ac. 7:42  
oi#koj   ]Israh<l is vocative (from LXX). Cf. also ba<qoj plou<tou  
(Ro. 11:33), not address, but exclamation. When the vocative  
has a separate form in the singular it is usually merely the stem  
of the word, like poli?ta, dai?mon, le<on(t), etc. But it is more than  
doubtful if this usage goes back to the original Indo-Germanic  
stock.3  Cf. basileu? in Ac. 26:7. In the second declension mas- 
culine nouns in the singular show a change in the stem-vowel,  
changing to e. This usage has persisted in modern Greek verna- 
cular in most words; but note qeo<j above and the variations about  
ui[o<j.  But see a@nqrwpe (Ro. 2:1) as usual. In gu<nai (Mt. 15:28)  
k has dropped from the stem, as in forms like le<on the t vanishes  
for euphony.  In qu<gater and pa<ter the mere stem suffers recessive  
accent. In Ps. 51:6 (glw?ssan doli<an) we actually have the ac- 
cusative form used as a vocative.4  See further discussion in ch. VII  
(Declensions). 
 (c) USE OF w# WITH THE VOCATIVE.  It is rare in the N. T., 
only 17 times, all but four of these in Luke and Paul. In Blass- 
Debrunner, p. 90, the rarity of w# is attributed to the Semitic in- 
fluence. The common absence of it gives a sort of solemnity  
where it is found.5  Moulton6 observes that it is only in Luke's  
writings that it appears in the N. T. without emphasis after the  
classical fashion. Take as an instance of this literary usage 
qeo<file (Ac. 1:1), but kra<tiste qeo<file in Lu. 1:3. Moulton 
likewise notes the absence of w# in prayer in the N. T. (though  
sometimes in the LXX) and considers "the progressive omission  
of w#" in Greek not easy to explain. It came up from the verna- 
cular and then gradually vanished from the vernacular much as 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 258 f.; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 86 f.  
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 327. 
 3 Delbruck, Syntakt. Forch., IV, p. 28. 5 Jann., Hist. Gk., Gr., p. 327. 
 4 C. and S., Sel. from the Sept., p. 56. 6 Prol., p. 71. 
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our 0 has done.1  Blass2 notes that in most of the N. T. examples  
it expresses emotion, as w# gu<nai. (Mt. 15:28), w# gena> a@pistoj (Mk.  
9:19), w# plh<rhj (Ac. 13:10), etc. The tone may be one of censure  
as in Ro. 2:3; 9:20. But it is a mistake to think that the ancient  
Greeks always used w# in formal address. Simcox3 notes that  
Demosthenes often said a@ndrej   ]Aqhnai?oi just as Paul did in Ac.  
17:22.  Paul says w# a@ndrej once (Ac. 27:21). But the addresses  
in the N. T. are usually without w# (cf. Ac. 7:2). 
 (d) ADJECTIVES USED WITH THE VOCATIVE naturally have the  
same form. Thus w# a@nqrwpe kene< (Jas. 2:20), dou?le ponhre< (Mt.  
18:32), pa<ter a!gie (Jo. 17:11), kra<tiste qeo<file (Lu. 1:3). In  
Jo. 17:25 we read path>r di<kaie, clearly showing that path<r was  
regarded as a true vocative form. In Lu. 9:41 w# genea> a@pistoj  
the substantive has the same form in nominative and vocative  
and the adjective here follows suit. Cf. also Ac. 13:10; Lu. 12:20  
where the adjective alone in the vocative has nominative form. 
 (e) APPOSITION TO THE VOCATIVE. The nominative forms and  
distinctive vocative forms are freely used side by side, in apposi- 
tion, etc., when the case is vocative.4  In Mt. 1:20 we have  
 ]Iwsh?f ui[o>j Dauei<d, and in 15:22 W. H. read in the text ku<rie ui[o>j 
Dauei<d. Cf. also Mt. 20:30.  So ku<rie, o[ qeo<j, o[ pantokra<twr (Rev.  
15:3), and w# a@nqrwpe, pa?j o[ kri<nwn (Ro. 2:1). In the last instance  
the participle and article naturally are unchanged. See again 
ou]rane> kai> oi[ a!gioi, etc. (Rev. 18:20). Cf. also pa<ter h[mw?n o[ e]n toi?j 
ou]ranoi?j (Mt. 6:9).  So ku<rie< mou path<r, B.U. 423 (ii/A.D.). But two  
vocative forms are put together also. So  ]Ihsou? ui[e> tou? u[yi<stou 
(Lu. 8:28), pa<ter ku<rie tou? ou]ranou? (10:21),   ]Ihsou? ui[e> Dauei<d (18:38). 
In Ac. 13:10 the nominative form is followed by two vocative 
forms, w# plh<rhj panto>j do<lou ktl., ui[e> diabo<lou, e]xqre> pa<shj 
dikaiosu<nhj.  But plh<rhj may be here indeclinable. There is a distinct  
tendency among the less educated writers in the papyri to use the nominative  
as a convenient indeclinable (Moulton, Cl. Rev., April, 1904). So 
th?j e]pith<rhsij, N. P. 38 (iii/A.D.). 
 (f) VOCATIVE IN PREDICATE. The vocative is rarely found in  
the predicate, though not grammatical predicate. This was oc- 
 
 1 Cf. J. A. Scott, Am. Jour. of Philol., xxvi, pp. 32-43, cited by Moulton,  
Prol., p. 71. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 86. Cf. also W.-Sch., p. 257 f.; Johannessohn, Der  
Gebr. d. Kasus u. d. Prap. in d. LXX, 1910, pp. 8-13. 
 3 Lang. of the N. T., p. 76. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 378. 
 4 K.-G., I, p. 50; Giles, Man., p. 302; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 116. Cf. also  
C. and S., Sel. from the Sept., p. 55. 
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casionally the case in the older Greek by a sort of attraction to a  
real vocative in the sentence.1 But in the N. T. we only have a  
few examples in the nature of quotation or translation. So in Jo.  
1:38,  [Rabbei<, o{ le<getai meqermhneuo<menon Dida<skale; 20:16  [Rab- 
bounei<, o{ le<getai Dida<skale. 
 (g) THE ARTICLE WITH THE VOCATIVE. This idiom is frequent 
in the N. T., some 60 examples.2 It is a good Greek idiom and not  
infrequent.3  Delbruck4 finds it in harmony with the Indo-Germanic  
languages. Moulton5 denies that the coincident Hebrew and  
Aramaic use of the article in address had any influence on the  
N. T. But one must admit that the LXX translators would  
be tempted to use this Greek idiom very frequently, since the He- 
brew had the article in address.6 Cf. 3 Ki. 17:20, 21, etc. In  
Mk 5:41, the Aramaic Taleiqa< is translated to> kora<sion. One is 
therefore bound to allow some influence to the Hebrew and Ara- 
maic.7  Cf. also   ]Abba< o[ path<r in Mk. 14:36, Gal. 4:6, and Ro.  
8:15.  It is doubtless true that h[ pai?j e@geire (Lu. 8:54) has a  
touch of tenderness, and that to> mikro>n poi<mnion (Lu. 12:32) means 
‘you little flock.’  But one can hardly see such familiarity in  
o[ path<r (Mt. 11:26). But in Mk. 9:25 there may be a sort of  
insistence in the article, like 'Thou dumb and deaf spirit' (to> 
a@lalon kai> kwfo>n pneu?ma). Even here the Aramaic, if Jesus used  
it, had the article.  Moulton8 considers that basileu? in Ac. 26:7  
admits the royal prerogative in a way that would be inappropriate  
in the mockery of Jesus in Jo. 19:3 (xaire, o[ basileu>j tw?n   ]Ioudai<wn).  
But Mk. 15:18 does have basileu? tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn, due, according to  
Moulton, to "the writer's imperfect sensibility to the more delicate  
shades of Greek idiom." Possibly so, but may not the grammarian  
be guilty of slight overrefinement just here? In Mt. 27:29 the  
text of W. H. has basileu? while the margin reads o[ basileu<j.  In  
Rev. 15:3 we have o[ basileu<j tw?n ai]w<nwn. In Heb. 1:8 it is not  
certain whether (o[ qro<noj sou o[ qeo<j) o[ qeo<j is vocative or nominative.  
But o[ despo<thj o[ a!gioj kai> a]lhqino<j (Rev. 6:10) is vocative. As  
examples of participles in the vocative take o[ katalu<wn (Mt. 27:40) 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 302; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 377. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt.,  
p. 397 f.    2 Moulton, Prol., p. 70. 
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 70. Cf. K.-G., I, pp. 46 ff. 
 4 Vergl. Synt., p. 398 f.  5 Prol., p. 70. 
 6 C. and S., Sel., etc., p. 54. 
 7 Moulton in a note (p. 235) does concede some Aram. influence. In He- 
brews it only occurs, as he notes, in 0. T. citations. Cf. also Dolman, Gr., 
p. 118. 
 8 Prol., p. 70. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 327. 
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and oi[ e]mpeplhsme<noi nu?n (Lu. 6:25). In Rev. 4:11 we have also  
the vocative case in o[ ku<rioj kai> o[ qeo<j.  In Jo. 20:28 Thomas ad- 
dresses Jesus as o[ ku<rio<j mou kai> o[ qeo<j mou, the vocative like those 
above. Yet, strange to say, Winer1 calls this exclamation rather  
than address, apparently to avoid the conclusion that Thomas  
was satisfied as to the deity of Jesus by his appearance to him  
after the resurrection. Dr. E. A. Abbott2 follows suit also in an  
extended argument to show that ku<rie o[ qeo<j is the LXX way of 
addressing God, not o[ ku<rioj kai> o[ qeo<j.  But after he had written  
he appends a note to p. 95 to the effect that "this is not quite  
satisfactory. For xiii. 13, fwnei?te< me o[ dida<skaloj kai> o[ ku<rioj, and 
Rev. 4:11 a@cioj ei#, o[ ku<rioj kai> o[ qeo>j h[mw?n, ought to have been 
mentioned above." This is a manly retraction, and he adds:  
"John may have used it here exceptionally." Leave out "excep- 
tionally" and the conclusion is just. If Thomas used Aramaic he  
certainly used the article. It is no more exceptional in Jo. 20:28  
than in Rev. 4:11. 
 VII. The Accusative (h[ ai]tiatikh> ptw?sij). 
 (a) THE NAME. It signifies little that is pertinent. Varro calls  
it accusandei casus from ai]tia<omai, while Dionysius Thrax explains  
it as kat ] ai]ti<an (‘cause’), a more likely idea. Glycas calls it also  
to> ai@ton. So Priscian terms it causativus. Gildersleeve ("A Syn- 
tactician among the Psychologists," Am. Jour. Philol., Jan., 1910,  
p. 76) remarks: "The Romans took the bad end of ai]ti<a, and trans- 
lated ai]tiatikh<, accusativus — hopeless stupidity, from which  
grammar did not emerge till 1836, when Trendelenburg showed  
that ai]tiatikh> ptw?sij means casus effectivus, or causativus . . .  
The object affected appears in Greek now as an accusative, now  
as a dative, now as a genitive. The object effected refuses to give  
its glory to another, and the object affected can be subsumed under  
the object effected." With this I agree. Cf. Farrar, Greek Syntax,  
p. 81. Old English "accuse" could mean ‘betray’ or ‘show,’ but  
the "showing" case does not mark it off from the rest. Originally,  
however, it was the only case and thus did show the relations of  
nouns with other words. On the small value of the case-names see  
Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 379. But at any rate accusativus is a  
false translation of ai]tiatikh<.  Steinthal, Geschichte d. Spr., p. 295. 
 (b) AGE AND HISTORY. A more pertinent point is the age and  
history of the accusative, the oldest of all the cases. Farrar (Greek  
Syntax, p. 81) calls attention to the fact that e]gw<n (old form of 
e]gw<), Sanskrit aham, tuam, Boeotian tou<n, Latin idem, all have the 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 183.  2 Joh. Gr., pp. 93 ff. 
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accusative ending though in the nominative. If it is true that  
the accusative is the oldest case, perhaps we are to think of the  
other oblique cases as variations from it. In other words the ac- 
cusative was the normal oblique case for a noun, (especially with  
verbs) unless there was some special reason for it to be in another  
case. The other oblique cases were developed apparently to ex- 
press more exactly than the accusative the various word-relations.  
Indeed in the vernacular Greek the accusative retained its old  
frequency as the normal case with verbs that in the literary style  
used other cases.1  In the old Greek poets the same thing is no- 
ticeable. Pindar,2 for example, has "a multiplicity of accusatives."  
In the modern Greek vernacular the accusative has regained its  
original frequency to the corresponding disuse of the other oblique  
cases. Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 35. "When a find sense for lan- 
guage is failing, it is natural to use the direct accusative to ex- 
press any object which verbal action affects, and so to efface the  
difference between 'transitive' and 'intransitive' verbs."3  There  
was therefore first a decrease in the use of the accusative as the  
literary language grew, then an increase in the koinh< vernacular,4  
the later Greek,5 and especially the modern Greek vernacular.6  
This gain or rather persistence of the accusative in the vernacular  
is manifest in the N. T. in various ways. But the literary koinh<  
shows it also, as Krebs7 has carefully worked out with many verbs. 
 (c) THE MEANING OF THE ACCUSATIVE. It is not so easy to 
determine this in the view of many scholars. Delbruck8 despairs  
of finding a single unifying idea, but only special types of the ac- 
cusative. Brugmann9 also admits that the real ground-idea of the  
case is unknown, though the relation between noun and verb is  
expressed by it. The categories are not always sharply defined  
in the soul of the speaker.10  Hilbschmann11 treats the expansion 
 
 1 Mullach, Gr. der griech. Vulgarspr., pp. 328-333. 
 2 Giles, Man., p. 306. 
 3 Jebb, Vincent and Dickson's Handb. to Mod. Gk., p. 307. 
 4 Volker, Pap. Gr. Synt. Spec., p. 5 f. 
 5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 328.  6 Hatz., Einl., p. 221. 
 7 Zur Rect. der Casus in der spat. hist. Grdc. (1887-90). Cf. also Moulton,  
Prol., pp. 63 ff. 
 8 Die Grundl. d. griech. Synt., Bd. IV, p. 29; Vergl. Synt., I, p. 187. Cf.  
III, pp. 360-393. 
 9 Kurze vergl. Gr., p. 441.   10 Griech. Gr., p. 379. 
 11 Zur Casusl., p. 133. For list of books on the ace. see Hubner, Grundr.  
etc., p. 40 f. Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 44, agree with Hubschm. Cf. also  
K.-G., I, p. 291. 
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of the verb as the ground-idea of the accusative. "The relation  
of the accusative to its governing verb resembles the relation of  
the genitive to its governing substantive."1 La Roche2 considers  
it originally a local case and that the inner meaning came later. 
The usage of the accusative can indeed, for convenience, be di- 
vided into the outer (oi]ki<an, Mt. 7:24) and the inner (e]fobh<qhsan 
fo<bon me<gan, Mk. 4:41) usage. But the whole case cannot be 
discussed on this artificial principle, as Monro3 rightly sees. He  
sees hope only in the direction of the wide adverbial use of the  
accusative. In the Sanskrit certainly "a host of adverbs are  
accusative cases in form."4  Green5 calls it "the limitative case,"  
and he is not far out of the way. Farrar6 thinks that "motion  
towards" explains it all. Giles,7 while recognising all the diffi- 
culties, defines the accusative as the answer to the question  
"How far?" The word extension comes as near as any to ex- 
pressing the broad general idea of the accusative as applied to  
its use with verbs, substantives, adjectives, prepositions. It is  
far more commonly used with verbs, to be sure, but at bottom  
the other uses have this same general idea. Being the first case  
it is naturally the most general in idea. If you ask a child (in  
English) "Who is it?" he will reply "It's me." This is, however,  
not a German idiom. The accusative measures an idea as to  
its content, scope, direction. But the accusative was used in  
so many special applications of this principle that various sub- 
divisions became necessary for intelligent study. 
 (d) WITH VERBS OF MOTION. It is natural to begin with verbs 
of motion, whether we know that this was the earliest use or not,  
a matter impossible to decide. We still in English say "go home,"  
and the Latin used domum in exactly that way. Extension over  
space is, of course, the idea here. One goes all the way to his  
home. It is found in Homer and occasionally in Greek writers.8  
Modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 37, has a local accusative)  
pa<me spi<ti, ‘we are going home.’ Moulton (Prol., p. 61) notes that  
it is just the local cases that first lost their distinctive forms (abla- 
tive, locative, associative-instrumental; and the "terminal accusa- 
tive" like ire Romam disappeared also. "The surviving Greek 
 
 1 Strong, Logeman and Wheeler, Hist. of Lang., p. 128. 
 2 Der Accus. in Hom., p. 1.  5 Notes on Gk. and Lat. Synt., p. 10. 
 3 Hom. Gr., p. 92.   6 Gk. Synt., p. 81 f. 
 4 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 90.  7 Man., p. 303. 
 8 See K.-G., I, p. 311 f. for exx.; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 96. Extremely com- 
mon in Sanskrit. 
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cases thus represent purely grammatical relations, those of subject,  
object, possession, remoter object and instrument." The place- 
adverb does supply the place of the terminal accusative, but not  
entirely of the locative, ablative and instrumental. 
 Some MSS. in Ac. 27:2 read plei?n tou>j kata> th>n  ]Asi<an to<pouj, 
but the best (W. H.) have ei]j after plei?n.  In u[pepleu<samen th>n  
Ku<pron and to> pe<lagoj diapleu<santej (cf. English "sail the sea"), verses 
4 f., the prepositions in composition help to explain the case. In  
Mt. 4:15 o[do>n qala<sshj has no verb of motion and comes in  
the midst of vocatives in a way quite startling. Green1 refers to  
the LXX (Is. 9:1) for the explanation and quotes "Christ and  
Him Crucified." But the LXX gives little relief, for, while B  
does not have it, several MSS. do and without a verb. B how- 
ever reads oi[ th?n parali<an, which presents the same difficulty as to 
case.  Winer2 suggests oi]kou?ntej, with oi[, possibly correct. But  
even in Matthew the writer may have had in mind the general  
accusative notion of extension, ‘along the way of the sea.’ 
 (e) EXTENT OF SPACE. The ordinary accusative for extent of  
space does not differ materially from that of motion above. Here  
the root-idea of the case is easily perceived apart from the force  
of the verb. The point is that this is not a special development  
of the accusative, but is the normal idea of the case, extension.  
The application to space is natural. The Greek continues all  
along to have this idiom as the Latin and English. The adverb  
makra<n (Ac. 22:21) is a good example. Take Jo. 6:19 e]lhlako<tej 
w[j stadi<ouj ei@kosi pe<nte h} tria<konta, Lu. 22:41 a]pespa<sqh a]p ] au]tw?n 
w[sei> li<qou bolh<n. The accusative tells "how far." Observe in Lu.  
2:44 h#lqon h[me<raj o[do<n. Proselqw>n mikro<n (Mt. 26:39) is a good 
example of this use of the accusative.  In Ac. 1:12 sabba<tou e@xon 
o[do<n varies the construction by the insertion of e@xon.  In Lu. 24:13  
similarly we have a]pe<xousan stadi<ouj e[ch<konta.  Cf. Mt. 14:24.  
The use of a]po<, as w[j a]po> stadi<wn dekape<nte (Jo. 11:18; cf. 21:8;  
Rev. 14:20), Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 95) calls a Latinism (cf.  
a millibus passuum duobus), but Moulton (Prol., p. 101 f.) cites  
Doric and papyri parallels for pro< and makes a mere Latinism  
unlikely. So O.P. 492 (ii/A.D.) met ] e]niauto>n e!na.  Diodorus and Plu- 
tarch use the same idiom. It is clearly not a direct Latinism. In  
modern Greek the accusative is common for locality or place  
affected (Thumb, Handb., p. 35 f.). 
 (f) EXTENT OF TIME. It answers the question "how far?" in  
time, or "how long?" In the N. T. the examples of time are far 
 
 1 Handb., etc., p. 234. 2 W.-Th., p. 231. 
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more frequent than those of mere space. The locative, instru- 
mental and genitive are also used to express time, but they bring  
out a different idea, as will be shown. The accusative is thus used  
for duration or extension in the Indo-Germanic languages gener- 
ally. Cf. ti< w$de e[sth<kate o!lhn th>n h[me<ran a]rgoi< (Mt. 20:6); tosau?ta  
e!th douleu<w soi (Lu. 15:29).  A good example is e@meinan th>n h[me<ran 
e]kei<nhn (Jo. 1:39). Cf. Jo. 2:12; 11:6. In Lu. 1:75 W. H.  
(text) read pa<saij tai?j h[me<raij (instr.). Another good illustration 
is a]pedh<mhsen xro<nouj i[kanou<j (Lu. 20:9). Cf. e]k dhnari<ou th>n h[me<ran  
(Mt. 20:2) where the accusative well brings out the agreement  
between the landlord and the labourers. In nu<kta kai> h[me<ran (Mk.  
4:27) the sleeping and rising go on continually from day to day.  
Cf. h[me<ran e]c h[me<raj (2 Pet. 2:8). The papyri examples are nu- 
merous, like to<kouj didra<xmouj th?j mna?j to>n mh?na e!kaston, A.P. 50 
(ii/B.C.). Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901. The plural is like,  
wise so used, as ta>j h[me<raj—ta>j nu<ktaj (Lu. 21: 37). 
 Perhaps little difficulty is felt in the accusative in Ac. 24:25, to> 
nu?n e@xon poreu<ou. So also as to to> loipo<n (or loipo<n) in Mk. 14:41,  
to> plei?ston (1 Cor. 14:27), and even e]nekopto<mhn ta> polla< (Ro. 15: 
22). But there are uses of the accusative in expressions of time  
that do furnish trouble at first blush. In some of these the accu- 
sative seems to be merely adverbial (Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 94)  
with little stress on duration. Indeed a point of time may be in- 
dicated. Cf. to> pro<teron (Jo. 6:62),  pro<teron (Heb. 10:32),  
prw?ton (Mt. 5:24). It is not hard to see how the accusative of  
general reference came to be used here, although it is a point of  
time. Note the article (to> kaq ] h[me<ran, Lu. 19:47) in the accusa- 
tive. We can now go on to to> te<loj (1 Pet. 3:8) and even th>n a]rxh<n  
(Jo. 8:25). But a more difficult example is found in Jo. 4:52,  
e]xqe>j w!ran e[bdo<mhn, where a point of time is indicated. See also  
poi<an w!ran in Rev. 3:3; pa?san w!ran (1 Cor. 15:30). One may  
conjecture that this use of w!ran was not regarded as essentially  
different from the idea of extension. Either the action was re- 
garded as going over the hour or the hour was looked at more  
as an adverbial accusative like to> loipo<n above. Cf. also th>n h[me<- 
ran th?j penthkosth?j gene<sqai ei]j   ]Ieroso<luma (Ac. 20:16). In Blass- 
Debrunner, p. 98, examples are given from AEschylus, Euripides, 
Aristotle, Demosthenes, where w!ran=ei]j w!ran. Cf. Moulton,  
Prol., p. 63, for to> pe<mpton e@toj (0.P. 477, ii/A.D.) ‘in the fifth year.’  
To> paro<n B.U. 22 (ii/A.D.) means ‘at present’ (Moulton, Cl. Rev.,  
1901, p. 437). In the modern Greek vernacular the accusative is  
used freely to designate a point of time as well as extent of time 
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(Thumb, Handb., p. 37). So in the N. T. the accusative is widen- 
ing its scope again. In Ac. 10:30 a]po> teta<rthj h[me<raj me<xri tau<thj 
th?j w!raj h@mhn th>n e]na<thn proseuxo<menoj we can see an interesting ex-  
ample where th>n e]na<thn is explanatory of the previous note of time, 
a point of time, and yet a whole hour is meant. In Ac. 10:3 
(peri> w!ran e]na<thn) observe peri<, though some MSS. do not have the  
preposition. Cf. Mk. 13:35 mesonu<ktion (acc.) h} a]lektorofwni<aj  
(gen.) h} prwi< (loc.) for points of time.1  The papyri have examples 
of a point of time in the accusative,2 as already seen. But the  
locative is still more frequent in the N. T. for a point of time, 
as poi<% w!r% (Lu. 12:39). It is not difficult to see the appro- 
priateness of the accusative in tessareskaideka<thn sh<meron h[me<ran 
prosdokw?ntej a@sitoi diatelei?te (Ac. 27:33). It is good Greek with 
the ordinal. 
 (g) WITH TRANSITIVE VERBS. The most common accusative 
is when it is the object of a transitive verb. One cannot hope  
to pursue all the uses of the accusative in the order of historical  
development. For instance, no one knows whether cognate ac- 
cusative (of inner content or objective result) preceded the ordi- 
nary objective use of the case. Does the adverbial accusative (so  
common in adjectives) precede the accusative with verbs? These  
points have to be left unsettled. In actual usage the accusative  
with transitive verbs calls for most attention. But the term "tran- 
sitive" needs a word. It means a verb whose action passes over  
to a noun. This idea may be intransitive in another language, as,  
for instance, mh> o]mnu<ete mh<te to>n ou]rano>n mh<te th>n gh?n (Jas. 5:12). 
In English o]mnu<w is rendered by 'swear by.' Cf. e]rga<zesqe mh> th>n  
brw?sin (Jo. 6:27), English ‘work for.’  Not all Greek verbs are  
transitive, as ei]mi<, for example. The same verb may be used now  
transitively, now intransitively, as e@menon h[ma?j (Ac. 20:5) and 
e@menen par ] au]toi?j (Ac. 18:3). So o[ ble<pwn e]n t&? krupt&? (Mt. 6:4)  
and ti< de> ble<peij to> ka<rfoj (Mt. 7:3). Cf. English word "see."  
As further illustration of the freedom of the Greek verb note 
ble<pete ti< a]kou<ete (Mk. 4:24), ble<pete tou>j ku<naj (Ph. 3:2), ble<pete 
a]po> th?j zu<mhj (Mk. 8:15).3  There is indeed a difference between  
the accusative and the use of a preposition as in feu<gete th>n pornei<an 
(1 Cor. 6 : 18) and feu<gete a]po> th?j ei]dwlolatrei<aj. (1 Cor. 10:14). 
 
 1 Blass, Or. of N. T. Gk., p. 311. 
 2 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 152. O.P. 477 (21) e@toj is so used. The acc.  
is used in the Sans. for a point of time. Cf. Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 92. For  
exx. in the LXX see C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 56. Cf. also Abbott,  
Joh. Gr., p. 75.    3 Green, Handb., etc., p. 230. 
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But for practical purposes many Greek verbs were used with lib- 
erty. In the case of fobe<omai with accus. (Mt. 10:26, 28) or with  
a]po< and ablative (Mt. 10:28) we have a Hebraism. Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 102) admits that this use of a]po< is a "translation-Hebraism" 
(Nmi).  It occurs in both Mt. (10:28) and Lu. (12:4) and repre- 
sents probably the Aramaic original. Cf. o[ra?te kai> fula<ssesqe a]po< 
(Lu. 12:15) and o[ra?te kai> prose<xete a]po< (Mt. 16:6). Xen. (Cyr.,  
11. 3, 9) uses a]po< with fula<ssw. This matter will call for further  
discussion directly. 
 But we have (pp. 330 f.) observed that transitive verbs in Greek  
do not always have the accusative. The transitiveness may be  
as clearly expressed by a dative as with a]kolouqe<w, the genitive  
with e]piqume<w, the ablative with a]postere<w, etc. The accusative is  
indeed the normal case with transitive verbs, but not the only  
one. Some verbs continued to use the accusative parallel with 
the other cases. Thus e]pilanqa<nomai has ta> me>n o]pi<sw in Ph. 3:13, 
but filoceni<aj in Heb. 13:2. Sometimes the point lies in the dif- 
ference of case, as a]kou<ontej me>n th?j fwnh?j (Ac. 9:7), but th>n de> 
fwnh>n ou]k h@kousan (Ac. 22:9). Then again verbs otherwise in- 
transitive may be rendered transitive by the preposition in com- 
position. Cf. dih<rxeto th>n  ]Iereixw< (Lu. 19:1), but e]kei<nhj in 19:4. 
So parapleu?sai th>n   @Efeson (Ac. 20:16), etc. Another introduc- 
tory remark about transitive verbs is that it is not a question of  
the voice of the verb. Many active verbs are intransitive like ei]mi<;  
middle verbs may be either transitive or intransitive; even passive  
verbs may be transitive. Thus h@kouon tau?ta (Lu. 16:14), e]kth<sato 
xwri<on (Ac. 1:18), and mh> ou#n fobhqh?te au]tou<j (Mt. 10:26) are all 
transitive constructions. Cf. Mk. 8:38; Ro. 1:16; 2 Tim. 1:8  
for e]paisxu<nomai (passive) with accusative. 
 One cannot, of course, mention all the N. T. transitive verbs  
that have the accusative. Here is a list of the most frequent verbs  
that are not always transitive, but sometimes have the accusa- 
tive.1   ]Adike<w indeed may be either transitive (Mt. 20:13) or  
intransitive (Ac. 25:11), in the one case meaning 'do wrong to,'  
in the other 'be guilty.'  Bla<ptw (only twice in the N. T., Mk. 
16:18; Lu. 4:35) is transitive both times.  Bohqe<w has only da- 
tive (Mk. 9:22) and w]fele<w only accusative (Mk. 8:36). In Lu. 
17:2 we have lusitelei? au]t&?.   ]Apore<omai is always intransitive in 
the N. T. (like diap.) except in Ac, 25:20 (so ancient Greek some- 
times).   ]Apostre<fomai as in Attic, is found with the accusative in  
Tit. 1:14 and Heb. 12:25. In 2 Tim. 1:15 the aorist passive 
 
 1 See Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 87-89. Cf. also W.-Th., pp. 221 ff. 
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(a]pestra<fhsa<n me) is so used. For like use of the aorist or future  
passive with accusative see e]ntraph<sontai to>n ui[o<n mou (Mt. 21:37),  
where the earlier writers generally had dative (e]ntre<pomai); e]pai- 
sxunq ?̂ me (Mk. 8:38) from e]paisxu<nomai, whereas ai]sxu<nomai is in- 
transitive (a]po< and abl. in 1 Jo. 2:28).  So also ou]de>n a]pekri<qh  
(Mk. 15:5) as ou]de>n a]peri<nato (Mt. 27:12), but note a]peri<qh pro>j 
ou]de> e{n r[h?ma (Mt. 27:14). Cf. ti< a]pokriq ?̂ (Mk. 9:6).   For fobhqh?te  
au]tou<j see Mt. 10:26 and note fobhqh?te a]po> tw?n a]pokteino<ntwn 
(10:28) which happens to be in imitation of the Hebrew idiom  
(Nmi) as of the English "be afraid of." (Cf. above.) See Jer. 1:8.  
In Mt. 10:31 fobei?sqe is intransitive. 
 Baskai<nw in Attic Greek was used with the dative in the sense  
of 'envy,' but in Gal. 3:1 the accusative in the sense of 'be- 
witch.'  Blasfhme<w in the Attic had ei]j as in Lu. 12:10, but it  
also occurs as transitive with accusative (Mt. 27:39). In 2 Pet.  
2:12 we find e]n, not ei]j (cf. Jude 10).  ]Ephrea<zw has the accusa- 
tive, not dative as Attic, in Lu. 6:28; 1 Pet. 3:16.  So katara<omai 
has u[ma?j (some MSS. u[mi?n like Attic) in Lu. 6:28.  Cf. Mk. 11:21;  
Jas. 3:9. For loidore<w with accusative see Jo. 9:28; Ac. 23:4, and  
for lumai<nomai see Ac. 8:3.  The MSS. vary in Heb. 8:8 between 
au]tou<j and au]toi?j (as in Attic) with memfomai, but W. H. read au]- 
tou<j.  In Mt. 5:11 and 27:44 o]neidi<zw has the accusative, though  
Attic used the dative. The accusative alone occurs with u[bri<zw  
(Lu. 11:45). So also both eu]loge<w (Lu. 2:28) and kakologe<w (Ac.  
19:9) have the accusative. In Ac. 23:5 ou]k e]rei?j kakw?j is found  
with the accusative. In the margin of Jo. 1:15 W. H. give o{n 
ei#pon.  In Jo. 8:27 we have to>n pate<ra au]toui?j e@legen, with which  
compare as ou{j e@legon (Ph. 3:18), a construction common in the  
older Greek. A similar construction is found in Attic Greek with  
eu# (kalw?j) poie<w, kakw?j poie<w, etc. In the N. T., however, note au]- 
toi?j eu# poiei?n (Mk. 14:7) and kalw?j poiei?te toi?j misou?sin (Lu. 6:27). 
 The remaining verbs1 that call for discussion in this connection  
cannot be grouped very well. They will be treated simply in  
alphabetical order. In the LXX geu<omai, is fairly common with  
the accusative, and some examples occur in other later writers in- 
stead of the usual genitive.2  In the N. T. the genitive is still the  
usual case (qana<tou, Lu. 9:27; Jo. 8:52; Heb. 2:9; dei<pnou, Lu.  
14:24; dwrea?j, Heb. 6:4; mhdeno<j, Ac. 23:14), but the accusative 
 
 1 Volker, Pap. Gr. Synt. Spec., pp. 6-8, gives the following verbs as having  
the acc. in the pap.: a]lla<ssw, douleu<w, e]piqume<w, e]pitugxa<nw, e]pilanqa<nomai,  
e]ce<rxomai, eu]doke<w, kathgore<w, krate<w, kurieu<w, lupe<w, pari<stamai, poreu<omai,  
plhro<w, u[panta<w, xra<omai   2 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 77. 
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is found in Jo. 2:9 (to> u!dwr) and Heb. 6:5 (kalo>n qeou? r[h?ma). In  
Rev. 17:3 we even have ge<monta o]no<mata instead of o]noma<twn.  The 
accusative appears with gonupete<w (Mk. 10:17), but absolutely in  
Mk. 1:40, and with e@mprosqen in Mt. 27:29.  In Rev. 2:14 dida<skw   
has the dative (t&? bala<k), a construction which might a priori seem  
natural with this verb, but not so used in Greek (cf. Latin and  
English).1  Diya<w and peina<w are intransitive in the N. T. save in  
Mt. 5:6 where the accusative is used, not the class. genitive.  
Dra<ssomai appears only once (1 Cor. 3:19) in a quotation from the  
LXX and has the accusative.   ]Elee<w is transitive (Mt. 9:27,  
etc.) as is oi]kte<rw (Ro. 9:15, quotation from LXX).   ]Emporeu<o- 
mai  occurs only twice, once intransitive (Jas. 4:13), once with ac- 
cusative (2 Pet. 2:3).  ]Enedreu<w likewise occurs only twice (Lu.  
11:54; Ac. 23:21) and with accusative both times. Cf. O.P. 484  
(ii/A.D.) in sense of 'defraud' with accusative. (Moulton, Cl.  
Rev., Apr., 1904).  ]Epiqume<w is found with the genitive (Ac. 20:  
33) or with the accusative (Mt. 5:28) according to W. H. (BD, 
etc.).  ]Erag<zomai is often transitive, but th>n qa<lassan e]rga<zontai,  
(Rev. 18:17) is somewhat unusual, to say the least.  Eu]aggeli<zo- 
mai (active in Rev. 10:7; 14:6; passive Gal. 1:11; Heb. 4:6,  
etc.) has the Attic idiom of accusative of the thing and dative  
of the person (Lu. 4:43; Eph. 3:8, etc.), but examples occur of  
the accusative of the person addressed (Lu. 3:18; Ac. 8:25).  
In Ac. 13:32 Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 90 note) denies two 
accusatives to eu]agg., construing th>n –e]paggeli<an with o!ti tau<thn o[ 
qeo>j e]kpeplh<rwken. This is rather forced, but even so the o!ti clause 
would be in the accus.  Eu]doke<w is trans. in the LXX and so appears  
in the N. T. twice (Mt. 12:18, quotation from the LXX; Heb. 10:  
6, 8, LXX also).  Eu]xariste<w in 2 Cor. 1:11 occurs in the passive  
(to> xa<risma eu]xaristhq ?̂) in a construction that shows that the active  
would have had an accusative of the thing and a dative of the  
person. Cf., for instance, pleonekthqw?men in 2 Cor. 2:11 with  
e]pleone<kthsa u[ma?j (2 Cor. 12:17 f.), only eu]x. did not go so far as to  
have the accusative. On the other hand in the N. T. qarre<w is  
not transitive (2 Cor. 10:2 instr.), though in the older Greek it  
was sometimes. It occurs absolutely (2 Cor. 5:6), with e]n (2  
Cor. 7:16), with ei]j (2 Cor. 10:1).  qauma<zw has the accusative in  
Lu. 7:9, Ac. 7:31 and Ju. 16.  qriambeu<w has the accusative in 2  
Cor 2:14 and Col. 2:15, though the verb has a different sense in  
each passage.   [Ierourge<w occurs only once (Ro. 15:16) and with  
the accusative. In Heb. 2:17  i[la<skomai has accusative of the 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 80. 
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thing as in LXX, Philo and inscriptions (Blass, Gr. of N. T., p.  
88).  Kauxa<omai has accusative in 2 Cor. 9:2 and 11:30.  Klai<w   
has accusative in Mt. 2:18 (0. T. quotation unlike LXX), but e]pi<  
in Lu. 23:28. However, D omits e]pi<. Klhronome<w has only the  
accusative.  Ko<ptomai has accusative in Lu. 8:52 (e]pi< Rev. 1:7).  
Krate<w out of forty-seven instances in the N. T. has the genitive  
in eight, accusative in 37, one absolute, one tou? and inf.1  Ma- 
qhteu<w is a late word and has the accusative in Mt. 28:19 and  
Ac. 14:21. The other examples (Mt. 13:52; 27:57) are passive,  
but in Mt. 27:57 the active (intr.) is the marginal reading of  
W. H. Cf. old English verb "disciple."  Me<mfomai has the accu- 
sative, not dative, in Heb. 8:8, but the text is doubtful.  Me<nw  
is usually intransitive, but in Ac. 20:5, 23, the accusative occurs  
(sense of 'wait for'). Cf. also accusative with a]name<nw (1 Th.  
1:10), perime<nw (Ac. 1:4), u[pome<nw (Heb. 10:32) in sense of ‘en- 
dure.’  Nika<w is transitive with accusative usually, but in Rev.  
15:2 it uses e]k with ablative. So ceni<zomai is transitive with ac- 
cusative in Heb. 13:2.   @Omnumi usually has e]n (Mt. 23:16, etc., 
cf. Hebrew B; sometimes kata< (Heb. 6:13), or occurs absolutely  
(Mt. 5:34), but the accusative (sense of 'swear by,' common in  
ancient Greek, cf. Hos. 4:15 for LXX) appears only in Jas. 5:  
12, except o!rkon o{n w@mosen (Lu. 1:73), a cognate accusative. The  
papyri show it with the accusative, B.U. 543 (i/B.c.). Moulton,  
Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901.  ]Oneidi<zw has the accusative, not the dative,  
in the N. T.    [Orik<zw has the accusative in both instances that  
occur in the N. T. (Mk. 5:7; Ac. 19:13), while e]corki<zw (Mt.  
26:63) has the accusative and kata< also (se kata> tou? qeou?).   [Omo- 
loge<w is common with the accusative or absolutely, but in Mt.  
10:32 (two examples) and Lu. 12:8 (two examples) e]n is used as 
the translation of the Aramaic B;.  Moulton2 is unable to find any  
justification for this idiom in Greek and calls attention to the fact  
that both Matthew and Luke have it in a parallel passage as  
proof of the Aramaic original as the language of Jesus. One may 
note peribalei?tai e]n i[mati<oij (Rev. 3:5).  The use of e]n h[mi?n e]cele<cato 
(Ac. 15:7) is not parallel as Winer3 observes.  Here e]n h[mi?n means  
'among us.'  In Ac. 27:22 paraine<w (like parakale<w, Blass, Gr. of  
N. T., p. 90) has the accusative instead of the dative of the person.  
In 2 Cor. 12:21  penqe<w has the accusative, but e]pi< in Rev. 18:11.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 67 f.) has a very helpful discussion of pisteu<w 
 
 1 Moulton (ib., p. 235) comments on Wellhausen's remark that D prefers 
uniformly ace. with a]kou<w, kathgore<w and krate<w. 
 2 Prol., p. 104.  3 W.-Th., p. 226. 
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when not absolute and not meaning ‘entrust.’  Under the dative  
his remarks will be pertinent.  Pisteu<w is often absolute (Jo. 1:50)  
and often means 'entrust' when it has the accusative (Jo. 2:24),  
Proskune<w) in the ancient Greek uses the accusative regularly. In  
the Ptolemaic inscriptions the accusative is still the more usual  
case,1 but the N. T. uses the dative twice as often as the accusative.2  
In Jo. 4:23 the accusative and the dative occur with little differ- 
ence in result.3 Cf. also Rev. 13:4, 8. Abbott4 observes that the  
dative is the regular usage in the LXX. As to u[stere<w we find it  
used absolutely (Mt. 19:20), with the ablative (Ro. 3:23) and  
once with the accusative (e!n se u[sterei?, Mk. 10:21) as in Ps. 22:1.  
Some of the MSS. in Mark have soi, as the LXX usually.5  Feu<gw   
occurs absolutely (Mt. 2:13), with aro (Mt. 23:33), with e]k (Ac.  
27:30) or with the accusative (Heb. 11:34; 1 Tim. 6:11). So  
e]kfeu<gw is transitive (Lu. 21:36) with accusative while a]pofeu<gw  
has accusative in 2 Pet. 2:20.  Fula<ssw has, of course, the accu- 
sative, but in Ac. 21:25 two accusatives occur with the sense of  
‘shun.’  In Lu. 12:15 the middle is used with a]po< and in 1 Jo. 
5:21 fula<cate e[auta> a]po<.  Xra<omai still uses the instrumental (cf.  
utor in Latin), as Ac. 27:3, 17, etc., but in 1 Cor. 7:31 the ac- 
cusative is found (xrw<menoi to>n ko<smon) in response to the general 
accusative tendency. Cf. kataxrw<menoi, in the same verse. The  
accusative with xra<omai appears in later writers.6 
 It remains in this connection to call special attention to the in- 
transitive verbs which have the accus. by reason of a preposition  
in composition. This applies to intrans. verbs and trans. verbs  
also which in simplex used some other case.  ]Ana< furnishes one  
example in a]na-qa<llw (Ph. 4:10) if to> fronei?n there is the object 
of the verb after the transitive use in the LXX (Ezek. 17:24).  
But most probably this is the accusative of general reference.  
 ]Apelpi<zw (Lu. 6:35) is indeed transitive with accusative, but so  
is e]lpi<zw (1 Cor. 13:7; 2 Cor, 1:13, etc.) sometimes. Here are  
some examples of dia<: to> pe<lagoj diapleu<santej (Ac. 27:5), dieporeu<- 
onto ta>j po<leij (Ac. 16:4), dielqw>n th>n Makedoni<an (Ac. 19:21; cf. 
acc. in Lu. 19:1 and gen. e]kei<nhj in 19:4). In Heb. 11:29 (die<bh- 
san th>n qa<lassan w[j dia> chra?j gh?j) Blass7 notes both accusative and  
genitive (with dia<).  Even e]nerege<w has the accusative in 1 Cor.  
12:6, 11.  As examples of kata< observe kateba<rhsa u[ma?j (2 Cor. 12: 
 
 1 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 436.  5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 89. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 64.    6 Simeox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 78. 
 3 Simeox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 80.   7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 89. 
 4 Joh. Gr., p. 78. 
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16), u[ma?j katabrabeue<tw (Col. 2:18), kathgwni<santo basilei<aj (Heb.  
11:33).  Note also katasofisa<menoj to> ge<noj (Ac. 7:19). Cf. kata- 
xrw<menoi in 1 Cor. 7:31, but instrumental in 1 Cor. 9:18. For  
para< note parabai<nete th>n e]ntolh<n (Mt. 15:3) and pare<rxesqe 
th>n kri<sin (Lu. 11:42; cf. 15:29 and Mk.  Peri< furnishes  
several examples like a]delfh>n gunai?ka peria<gein (1 Cor. 9:5; cf.  
Mt. 9:35, etc.), but intransitive in Mt. 4:23. This verb, a@gw,  
however, is both transitive (Mt. 21:7) and intransitive (Mk. 1:  
38) in the simple form.  Perierxo<menai has the accusative in 1  
Tim. 5:13, but elsewhere intransitive.  So perie<sthsan au]to<n in Ac.  
25:7, but intransitive (periestw?ta) in Jo. 11:42. In Mk 6:55 
we find perie<dramon o!lhn th>n xw<ran. With pro< one notes proa<gw  
(Mt. 14:22, proa<gein au]to<n), proh<rxeto au]tou<j (Lu. 22:47), with  
which compare proeleu<setai e]nw<pion au]tou? (Lu. 1:17). In Ac. 12:  
10 both die<rxomai and  proe<xromai are used with the accusative.  
Prosfwne<w, like proskune<w, has either the accusative (Lu. 6:13)  
or the dative (Mt. 11:16). If o[ qeo<j be accepted in Ro. 8:28  
(pa<nta sunergei? o[ qeo<j), which is more than doubtful, then sunergei? 
would be transitive (cf. instr. in Jas. 2:22). For u[pe<r observe 
u[perektei<nomen e[autou<j (2 Cor. 10:14) and h[ u[pere<xousa pa<nta nou?n 
(Ph. 4:7).  With u[po< we can mention u[pome<nw (1 Cor. 13:7, but  
see me<nw) u[pepleu<samen th>n Krh<thn (Ac. 27:7) and nhsi<on de< ti 
u[podramo<ntej (Ac. 27:16). Thus it will be seen that in the N. T.  
the accusative with transitive verbs, both simple and compound,  
follows the increase in the use of the accusative in line with the  
current vernacular. 
 Sometimes indeed the object of the verb is not expressed, but  
really implied, and the verb is transitive. Thus prose<xete e[autoi?j 
(Lu. 17:3) implies to>n nou?n.  Cf. also prose<xete a]po> tw?n yeudoprofh- 
tw?n (Mt. 7:15) and e]pe<xwn pw?j (Lu. 14:7); kata> kefalh?j e@xwn (1 
Cor. 11:4). In e]piqh<setai< soi (Ac. 18:10) xei?raj must be supplied,  
and with die<tribon (Ac. 15:35) xron<on is needed. 
 (h) THE COGNATE ACCUSATIVE. It may be either that of in- 
ner content, e]xa<rhsan xara<n (Mt. 2:10), objective result a[marta<- 
nonta a[marti<an (1 Jo. 5:16), fula<ssontej fulaka<j (Lu. 2:8), or even  
a kindred word in idea but a different root, as darh<setai o]li<gaj  
(plhga<j, Lu. 12:48). Considerable freedom must thus be given  
the term "cognate" as to both form and idea. The real cognate  
accusative is a form of the Figura Etymologica as applied to either  
internal or external object. The quasi-cognate is due to analogy  
where the idea, not the form, is cognate.1  The cognate is not very 
 
 1 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 304. 
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common in the papyri,1 but in the Hebrew the idiom is very fre- 
quent.2  It is perfectly good Greek to have3 this "playing with  
paronymous terms," as a passage from Plato's Protagoras 326 D 
illustrates, u[pogra<yantej gramma>j t ?̂ grafi<di ou!tw to> grammatei?on. Cf. 
ti<j poimai<nei poi<mnhn (1 Cor. 9:7).  So also in Lu. 8:5, e]ch?lqen o[ 
spei<rwn tou? spei?rai to>n spo<ron.  Gildersleeve (Am. Jour. of Philol., 
xxxiii, 4, p. 488) objects properly to Cauer's crediting, in his  
Grammatica Militans, "the division of the accusative into the  
object affected and the object effected" to Kern, since Gilder- 
sleeve himself was using it as far back as 1867. In modern English  
this repetition of the same root condemned, but it was not so  
in Greek. Conybeare and Stock4 observe that the Hebrew and  
the Greek coincide on this point, and hence the excess of such  
accusatives in the LXX in various applications. And the N. T.,  
here unlike the papyri, shows an abundance of the cognate ac- 
cusatives. 
 The accusative of the inner content may be illustrated by th>n 
dikai<an kri<sin kri<nete (Jo. 7:24), to>n fo<bon au]tw?n mh> fobhqh?te (1 Pet.  
3:14), au@cei th>n au@chsin tou? qeou? (Col. 2:19), i!na stratu<̂  th>n kalh>n 
stratei<an (1 Tim. 1:18), a]gwni<zou to>n kalo>n a]gw?na (1 Tim. 6:12),  
w[molo<ghsaj th>n kalh>n o[mologi<an (ib.), e]qau<masa i]dw>n au]th>n qau?ma  
me<ga (Rev. 17:6). Cf. Rev. 16:9.  In Mk. 10:38, to> ba<ptisma o{ e]gw> 
bapti<zomai, and Jo. 17:26, h[ a]ga<ph h{n h]ga<phsa<j me (cf. Eph. 2:4), 
the relative shows this use of the accusative. In Jo. 17:26 and  
Eph. 2:4 (h{n h]ga<pshen h[ma?j) the cognate accusative of the inner  
content is used along with the accusative of the person also.5 
Indeed in Eph. 4:1, th?j klh<sewj h$j e]klh<qehte the relative has been 
attracted from the cognate accusative. The modern Greek keeps  
this use of the accusative. 
 Some neuter adjectives are used to express this accusative, but  
far less frequently than in the ancient Greek.6  Thus, pepoiqw>j 
au]to> tou?to (Ph. 1:6), pa<nta i]sxu<w (Ph. 4:13), nhsteu<ousin pukna< (Lu. 
5:33), pa<nta e]gkrateu<etai (1 Cor. 9:25), perhaps even tri<ton tou?to 
e@rxomai (2 Cor. 13:1), mhde>n diakrino<menoj (Jas. 1:6), ou]de>n u[ste<- 
rhsa (2 Cor. 12:11).  Cf. the interrogative ti< u[sterw? (Mt. 19:20), 
 
 1 Moulton, CI. Rev., 1901, p. 436. But note zhmei<an e]zhmiwsa<mhn, B.U. 146  (ii/iii) 
proskunei?n to> prosku<nhma Letr. 70, 79, 92 (i/B.C.). 
 2 C. and S., Sel. from the Sept., p. 56. 
 3 Ib., P. 57.     4 Ib., p. 56. 
 5 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 76, finds no instance of such a construction with  
a]gapw? in anc. Gk. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 91. Cf. Jana., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 329. 
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the relative o{ ga>r a]pe<qanen and o{ de> z ?̂ (Ro. 6:10).  Cf. also o{ nu?n 
zw? e]n sarki< (Gal. 2:20) which may be equal to 'in that,' adverbial  
accusative.1  In 2 Cor. 12:13 the accusative relative follows the 
nominative interrogative ti< e]stin o{ h[ssw<qhte.  This neuter accusa- 
tive of the adjective easily glides into the purely adverbial accu- 
native, like pa<nta pa?sin a]re<skw (1 Cor. 10:33), pa<nta mou me<mnhsqe 
(1 Cor. 11:2). 
 As a further example of the more objective result one may note  

]̂xmalw<teusen ai]xmalwsi<an (Eph. 4:8, LXX), but Winer2 rightly  
shows that this type is chiefly represented in the N. T. by the rela- 
tive. So marturi<a h{n marturei? (Jo. 5:32), diaqh<kh h{n diaqh<somai (Heb. 
8:10), blasfhmi<ai o!sa e]a>n blasfhmh<swsin (Mk. 3:28), e]paggeli<a h{n 
e]phggei<lato (1 Jo. 2:25). 
 The cognate accusative of the outward object (result also) calls  
for little discussion. Besides fula<ssontej fulaka<j (Lu. 2:8) ob- 
serve &]kodo<mhsen th>n oi]ki<an (Mt. 7:24), dh<sate desma<j (Mt. 13:30,  
but xBC have ei]j). 
 The analogous cognate accusative is seen in such constructions 
as mh> fobou<menai mhdemi<an pto<hsin (1 Pet. 3:6), biw?sai xro<non (1 Pet.  
4:2), darh<setai polla<j (o]li<gaj) in Lu. 12:47 (48), h#lqon h[me<raj 
o[do<n (Lu. 2:44), e]poreu<eto th>n o[do>n au]tou? (Ac. 8:39), and the rela- 
tive also as in o!rkon o{n w@mosen (Lu. 1:73). Cf. the instrumental  
o!rk& w@mosen (Ac. 2:30), etc. 
 (i) DOUBLE ACCUSATIVE. Some verbs may have two accu- 
satives. Indeed, if one count space and time, three accusa- 
tives are possible.3  In Mk. 10:18 (ti< me le<geij a]gaqo<n) we have  
three accusatives, one being predicate. In the Sanskrit it is very 
common to have two accusatives with one verb.4  When one  
recalls that the accusative is the old and normal case with transi- 
tive verbs, it is not surprising that some verbs use two accusatives,  
just as many transitive verbs have an accusative and a dative,  
an accusative and an ablative, an accusative and an intrumental,  
an accusative and a genitive. This double accusative is common  
in Homer5 and a "multiplicity of accusatives is a characteristic  
of Pindar's style."6  It is a common idiom in the papyri also.7  It 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 91.  3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 82. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 225.   4 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 90. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 97. 
 6 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 306. 
 7 Volker, Pap. Gr. Synt. Spec., p. 13 f.; Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 436.  
He cites me e]tei<sato u!brin th>n a]nwta<thn, B.U. 242 (ii/A.D.). For the Attic inscr. 
see Meisterh., p. 204. 
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is not unknown in Latin (cf. doceo) and English (teach). It is  
very common in modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 36), going  
beyond the ancient idiom. Middleton1 holds that the double ac- 
cusative is due to analogy, since, in a number of examples, alterna- 
tive constructions occur like accusative and ablative with ai]te<w   
(Ac. 3:2) and a]faire<omai (Lu. 16:3). Cf. two accusatives with  
w]nei<dizon in Mt, 27:44. 
 Perhaps the simplest kind of a double accusative is what is called  
the predicate accusative, really a sort of apposition. Thus ou]ke<ti 
u[ma?j le<gw dou<louj (Jo. 15:15). This appositional feature is seen  
also in the passive of those verbs where a double nominative oc- 
curs. For other examples with verbs of saying see le<gw (Mk. 10:  
18) and ei#pon in Jo. 10:35 (e]kei<nouj ei#pe qeou<j), etc. Similar to this 
is kale<w (kale<seij to> o@noma au]tou?   ]Iwa<nhn Lu. 1:13; cf.   ]Ihsou?n verse  
31;  e]ka<loun au]to>--Zaxari<an, 1:50). We happen to have the pas- 
sive of this very construction in Lu. 2:21 (e]klh<qh to> o@noma au]tou? 
  ]Ihsou?j).  Cf. further Mt. 22:43. Observe also o{n kai> w]no<masen 
Pe<tron (Lu. 6:14).  [Omologe<w appears with the double accusative  
in Jo. 9:22; 1 Jo. 4:2; 2 Jo. 7 and curiously nowhere else outside  
of John's writings.  [Hge<omai likewise has two accusatives as in 
tau?ta h!ghmai zhmi<an (Ph. 3:7). See 2 Pet. 3:15; Heb. 11:26.  
Blass2 observes that nomi<zw and u[polamba<nw do not have the dou- 
ble accusative in the N. T. Poiou?mai in the same sense does occur,  
as poiou?mai th>n yuxh>n timi<an (Ac. 20:24), and very frequently in the  
active, as poiei?j seauto>n qeo<n (Jo. 10:33).  Cf. further for poie<w  
Mt. 4:19; Lu. 19:46; Jo. 5:11; 6:15; 19:7; Eph. 2:14;  
Rev. 21:5.  Closely allied to this use of poie<w is e@xw (ei#xon   ]Iwa<nhn 
u[phre<thn, Ac. 13:5) and note Heb. 12:9; Ph. 2:29.   @Exe me par^- 
thme<non (Lu. 14:18) is to be observed. also. Cf. also seauto>n parexo<- 
menoj tu<pon (Tit. 2:7).  Lamba<nw is so used in Jas. 5:10, u[po<deigma 
la<bete—tou>j profh<taj.  Ti<qhmi may be exemplified by u[ma?j to>  
pneu?ma to> a!gion e@qeto e]pisko<pouj (A, 20:28).  Cf. Heb. 1:2 (e@qh- 
ken) and Ro. 3:25, o{n proe<qeto o[ qeo>j i[lasth<rion.  Kaqi<sthmi shows 
several examples like ti<j me kate<sthsen krith<n (Lu. 12:14). Cf. 
also Ac. 7:10; Heb. 7:28. In Gal. 2:18 we have paraba<thn e]mau- 
to>n sunista<nw.   ]Apodi<knumi shows an example in 1 Cor. 4:9 and  
proori<zw in Ro. 8:29.  For further verbs with two accusatives, not  
to weary one, see peria<gw (1 Cor. 9:5), i[kano<w (2 Cor. 3:6), e]kle<go- 
mai (Jas. 2:5), u[yo<w (Ac. 5:31). 
 This second accusative may be either substantive, adjective or 
participle. As specimens of the adjective take o[ poih<saj me u[gih? 
 
 1 Anal. in Synt., p. 25. 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 92. 
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(Jo. 5:11), tou>j toiou<touj e]nti<mouj e@xete (Ph. 2:29). In 1 Cor. 4:9 
indeed the adjective makes three accusatives and with w[j four, o[ 
qeo>j h[ma?j tou>j a]posto<louj e]sxa<touj a]pedeicen w[j e]piqanati<ouj (so  
W. H.). As an example of the participle see kate<sthsen au]to>n h[gou<menon 
(Ac. 7:10). Cf. 2 Tim. 2:8.  Sometimes w[j occurs with the second 
accusative, as in w[j profh<thn au]to>n ei#xon (Mt. 14:5). Cf. 21:26.  
In 2 Th. 3:15 note mh> w[j e]xqro>n h[gei?sqe, a]lla> nouqetei?te w[j a]del- 
fo<n.  In 1 Cor. 4:1 observe also h[ma?j logize<sqw a@nqrwpoj w[j u[phre<taj 
Xristou?.  In 2 Cor. 10:2 we have w[j with the participle, tou>j 
logizome<nouj h[ma?j w[j kata> sa<rka peripatou?ntaj.  In 2 Cor. 6:4 w[j 
qeou? dia<konoi is not exactly what w[j diako<nouj would be.  Cf. w[j with  
the predicate nominative in Ro. 8:36 (LXX). 
 Sometimes ei#nai is used as the copula before such a predicate  
accusative where the sense is not greatly altered by its absence or  
presence. As a matter of fact with ei#nai we have indirect dis- 
course with the accusative and infinitive. So u[pokrinome<nouj e[autou>j 
dikai<ouj ei#nai (Lu. 20:20); Mk. 1:17 = Mt. 4:19. Cf. sunesth<sate  
e[autou>j a[gnou>j ei#nai (2 Cor. 7:11), logi<zesqe e[autou>j ei#nai nekrou<j 
(Ro. 6:11), but ADEFG do not have ei#nai.  In Ph. 3:7 we do  
not have ei#nai, while in verse 8 we do after h[gou?mai. 
 The predicate accusative with ei]j used to be explained as an un- 
doubted Hebraism.1  But Moulton2 is only willing to admit it is  
a secondary Hebraism since the papyri show a few examples like  
e@sxon par ] h[mw?n ei]j da<(neion) spe<rmata, K.P. 46 (ii/A.D.), "a recurrent  
formula," a probable vernacular "extension of ei]j expressing des- 
tination." Moulton pertinently remarks that "as a loan" (w[j or  
just the accusative in apposition) and "for a loan" (ei]j) "do not  
differ except in grammar." But certainly the great frequency of  
ei]j in the LXX as compared with even the vernacular koinh< is due  
to the Hebrew l which it so often translates.3 Cf. dw<sete< moi th>n  
pai?da tau<thn ei]j gunai?ka (Gen. 34:12).  Cf. the similar use of ei]j and  
the accusative instead of the predicate nominative (logi<zomai ei]j  
Ro. 2:26, etc.). Winer4 shows parallels for this predicate accu- 
sative from the late Greek writers. The N. T. exhibits this ac- 
cusative in ei]j profh<thn au]to>n ei#xon (Mt. 21:46), a]neqre<yato au]to<n 
 
 1 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 332, 378, who says that it is absent in mod.  
Gk. But mod. Gk. does use gia< instead of pred. acc., as e@xw tou>j bra<xouj gia>  
kre<bbati (Thumb, Handb., p. 36). Cf. also W.-Th., p. 228; Blass, Gr. of N. T.  
Gk., p. 93.       2 Prol., p. 72. 
 3 C. and S., Sel. from the Sept., p. 81 f. Cf. also W.-Th., p. 228. 
 4 Ib. In the mod. Gk. the ace. of the thing to some extent takes the place  
of the dat. or abl. (Thumb, Handb., p. 37). 
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e[aut ?̂ ei]j ui[o<n (Ac. 7:21), e]la<bete to>n no<mon ei]j diataga>j a]gge<lwn (AC.  
7:53), h@geiren to>n Dauei>d au]toi?j ei]j basile<a (Ac. 13:22), Te<qeika< se 
ei]j fw?j e]qnw?n (Ac. 13:47, LXX). When all is said, one must ad- 
mit some Hebrew influence here because of its frequency. Ph.  
4:16 is not a case in point. See further under ei]j. 
 But there is another kind of double accusative besides the pred- 
icate accusative. It is usually described as the accusative of the  
person and of the thing. This in a general way is true of this  
group of double accusatives. Some of these were also cognate 
accusatives, as in katakli<nate au]tou>j klisi<aj (Lu. 9:14) and, accord- 
ing to some MSS., dh<sate au]ta> desma<j (Mt. 13:30), h{n a]ga<phsa<j me  
Jo. 17:26; cf. also Eph. 2:4), both of the outer and the inner ob- 
ject. Cf. the passive o{ e]gw> baptizomai (Mk. 10:38) which really  
implies two accusatives in the active. Further examples of this  
cognate accusative of the inner object with the negative pronoun 
may be seen in ou]de<n me h]dikh<sate (Gal. 4:12; cf. 5:2), mhde>n bla<- 
yan (Lu. 4:35). See also Ac. 25:10. In Mt. 27:44 the second  
accusative is likewise a pronoun, to> au]to> w]nei<dizon au]to<n, while in  
Mk. 6:34 it is an adjective, dida<skein au]tou>j polla<. 
 Indeed dida<skw is just one of the verbs that can easily have two  
accusatives (asking and teaching). Cf. also u[ma?j dida<cei pa<nta (Jo.  
14:26. In Ac. 21:21 we have a normal example, a]postasi<an di- 
da<skeij a]po> Mwuse<wj tou>j-- ]Ioudai<ouj.  In Heb. 5:12 we note three 
accusatives, but one is the accusative of general reference with  
the infinitive, tou? dida<skein u[ma?j tina> ta> stoixei?a.  Cf. Mt. 15:9 
where one accusative is predicate. In Rev. 2:14  e]di<dasken t&? Ba- 
la<k we have the dative, a construction entirely possible in the ab- 
stract,1 but elsewhere absent in the concrete. The number of  
verbs like dida<skw which may have two accusatives is not consider- 
able. They include verbs like ai]te<w in Mt. 7:9, o{n ai]th<sei o[ ui[o>j 
au]tou? a@rton, but not Mt. 6:8 where u[ma?j is merely accusative of  
general reference with the infinitive, though we do meet it with  
ai]te<w in Mk. 6:22 f.; Jo. 16:23; 1 Pet. 3:15. But instead of an  
accusative of the person we may have the ablative with a]po< as in 
Mt. 20:20 BD (against para<), ai]tou?sa< ti a]p ] au]tou?, and in 1 Jo. 5:  
15, or the ablative with para< as in Jo. 4:9, par ] e]mou? pei?n ai]tei?j, and  
the middle [̂th<sato in Ac. 9:2.  ]Erwta<w likewise has two accu- 
satives in Mt. 21:24 (e]rwth<sw u[ma?j ka]gw> lo<gon e!na); Mk. 4:10;  
Jo. 16:23.   ]Anamimnh<skw in both active and middle is used only  
with the accusative in the N. T. (mimnh<skomai only with the geni- 
tive save adverbial accusative in 1 Cor. 11:2), and two accusa- 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 80. 
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tives occur in 1 Cor. 4:17, o{j u[ma?j a]namnh<sei ta>j o[dou<j mou, and in 2  
Tim. 1:6 (se a]nazwpuri?n, both in the accusative). With u[pomimnh<- 
skw the genitive occurs once in the passive (Lu. 22:61), the accu- 
sative elsewhere, and two accusatives in Jo. 14:26, u[pomnh<sei u[ma?j 
pa<nta, and in Tit. 3:1 (au]tou>j u[pota<ssesqai).  In 1 Cor. 14:6 ob- 
serve ti< u[ma?j w]felh<sw.  In 2 Pet. 1:12 peri> tou<twn occurs rather  
than a second accusative.  Eu]aggeli<zomai usually has accusative  
of the thing and dative of the person, as in Eph. 2:17; 3:8, etc.  
But in Ac. 13:32 the accusative of person1 and thing is found, and  
the same thing is true in Ac. 14:15 (u[ma?j—e]pistre<fein), taking  
object-sentence as "thing." Indeed in Gal. 1: 9 (ei@ tij u[ma?j eu]ag- 
geli<zetai par ] o{ parela<bete) the same thing exists, for while the  
antecedent of o! would be para> tou?to, ti is really implied also, ti 
para> tou?to o!. 
 Another group of verbs in the ancient Greek with two accusa- 
tives is that of depriving, etc. Here indeed the ablative may take  
the place of one accusative, as in 1 Tim. 6:5 with the passive of  
a]postrere<w the ablative is retained (th?j a]lhqei<aj).  But in the N. T.  
neither a]postere<w, nor a]faire<w, nor kru<ptw has two accusatives.  
Either the ablative alone occurs or with a]po< (Lu. 16:3; Lu. 19:  
42; Rev. 6:16). With fula<ssesqai (Ac. 21:25) au]tou<j is the ac- 
cusative of general reference (so-called "subject") of the infini- 
tive. 
 But verbs of clothing or unclothing, anointing, etc., do have  
two accusatives, though not always. Thus e]ce<dusan au]to>n th>n  
xlamu<da (Mt. 27:31; cf. Mk. 15:20; Lu. 15:22), e]ne<dusan au]- 
to>n ta> i[ma<tia au]tou? (Mt. 27:31; cf. Mk. 15:20). But a]mfie<nnumi  
does not have two accusatives nor periti<qhmi (Mt. 27:28). In  
Lu. 23:11 some MSS. give two accusatives with peribalw<n,  
but xBLT omit au]to<n.  In Jo. 19:2 the text is beyond dispute 
i[ma<tion porfurou?n perie<balon au]to<n. Cf. peribalei?tai e]n (Rev. 3:5). 
Moreover xri<w has two accusatives in Heb. 1:9 (e@xrisen se o[ qeo>j 
e@laion), a quotation from the LXX. In Rev. 3:18 kollou<rion is  
not the object of e]gxri?sai, but of a]gora<sai.  ]Alei<fw is not used  
with two accusatives, but has the thing in the instrumental case 
(Mk. 6:13).  Plhro<w does not indeed have two accusatives in the  
N. T., but the passive with accusative in Ph. 1:11 and Col. 1:9  
really involves the idiom. 
 The following causative verbs have two accusatives.  [Orki<zw 
se to>n qeo<n (Mk. 5:7) is a case in point (cf. e]corke<w in Herod.). See 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 78 f., argues unsuccessfully against the idea  
that eu]aggeli<zomai has two accs. 
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also Ac. 19:13 and one example of e]nori<zw in 1 Th. 5:27.  
The idea is really to "cause to swear by." In Jas. 5:12 (o]mnu<ete 
mh<te to>n ou]rano>n mh<te th>n gh?n mh<te a@llon tina> o!rkon) we have two con- 
structions, one "swear by," the other the cognate accusative. So 
diamartu<romai in 2 Tim. 4:1 f.  Cf. P.O. 79 (ii/A.D.) o]mnu<w  Au]tokra<tora 
Kai<sara Ma?r[ko]n Au]rh<lion—a]lhqh? ei#n[ai] ta> pro--.  Potizw is a good 
example of the causative sense. Thus o{j a}n poti<s^ u[ma?j poth<rion 
u!datoj (Mk. 9:41). Cf. Mt. 10:42; 1 Cor. 3:2. In Ro. 12:20 
ywmi<zw has the accusative of the person, in 1 Cor. 13:3 the ac- 
cusative of the thing (cf. Jer. 23:15 for double accusative with  
both these verbs).  In Lu. 11:46 we have forti<zete tou>j a]nqrw<- 
pouj forti<a dusba<stakta. Cf. h]la<ttwsaj au]to>n braxu< ti, in Heb. 2:7 
(LXX). 
 Finally some words of doing good or ill have two accusatives. 
Thus mhde>n bla<yan au]to<n (Lu. 4:35) where the pronoun is really a 
cognate accusative, as is the case with u[ma?j ou]de>n w]felh<sei (Gal. 5: 
2).  Cf. Ac. 25:10  ]Ioudai<ouj ou]de>n h]di<khka.  In Mt. 27:22 we read 
ti< ou#n poih<sw  ]Ishou?n.  Cf. also Mk. 15:12, though D has t&? basilei?, 
(Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 91). Elsewhere in the N. T. we meet  
the dative of the person as in Mt. 21:40; Ac. 9:13. See peri> w$n 
au]th>n pepoih<kasin, P. Grenf. ii, 73 (late iii/A.D.), where w$n is attracted  
from a!= ‘of what they have done to her.’ Cf. mhde>n pra<c^j seaut&?  
kako<n (Ac. 16:28). In Mk. 7:12 the dative of the person is in  
keeping with ancient Greek usage. In Mt. 17:12 e]n au]t&? may  
be more exactly 'in his case' (xD do not have e]n), but note its  
u[ma?j in Jo. 15:21 and the likeness of this to the modern Greek  
use of ei]j with accusative as the usual dative. Blass (ib., p. 92)  
compares also the use of e]n e]moi< (Mk. 14:6) and ei]j e]me< (Mt. 26:  
10) with e]rga<zomai and observes that e]rga<zomai in Attic had some- 
times two accusatives. One may compare again the expression ti< 
a@ra o[ Pe<troj e]ge<neto (Ac. 12:18).  Le<gw and ei#pon indeed have two 
accusatives in the N. T., but in Jo. 1:15 the margin (W. H.,  
R. V.) really has this idiom. Cf. also Ac. 23:5. 
 (j) WITH PASSIVE VERBS. Indeed the accusative may be 
found with verbs in the passive voice. Draeger1 calls the accusa- 
tive with passive verbs in Latin "ein Gracismus." This accusa- 
tive may be of several kinds. See cognate accusative in Mt. 2:  
10,  e]xa<rhsan xara<n.  It occurs with the so-called passive deponents 
like a]pekri<qhn (ou]de>n a]pekri<qh, Mk. 15:5). Cf. ou]de>n a]pekri<nato (Mt.  
27:12), ou]k a]pekri<qh lo<gon (Mt. 15:23). As further instances 
note a]pestra<fhsa<n me (2 Tim. 1:15), e]ntraph<sontai to>n ui[o<n mou (Mt. 
 
 1 Hist. Synt., p. 362. 
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21:37), e]paisxunq ?̂ me (Mk. 8:38), fobhqh?te au]tou<j (Mt. 10:26). 
Cf. Mt. 14:5; 2 Tim 1:16.  To all intents and purposes these  
"deponent" forms are not regarded as passives. This use of  
the passive is common in the koinh<.  Cf. Volker, Synt. Spec., p. 15. 
 But the true passive of many verbs retains the accusative of the  
thing. This is true of verbs that have two accusatives in the ac- 
tive. So h#n kathxhme<noj th>n o[do>n tou? Kuri<ou (Ac. 18:25), a{j e]dida<x- 
qhte (2 Th. 2:15), ou]k e]ndedume<non e@nduma ga<mou (Mt. 22:11 and  
cf. Mk. 1:6; Rev. 1:13; 15:6; 19:14), e]nedidu<sketo porfu<ran  
(Lu. 16:19), e]kaumati<sqhsan kau?ma me<ga (Rev. 16:9), darh<setai pol- 
la<j (plhga<j, Lu. 12:47, o]li<gaj, 48), to> ba<ptisma o{ baptizomai bap- 
tisqh?nai (Mk. 10:38, two examples), e{n pneu?ma e]poti<sqhmen (1 Cor.  
12:13), pepei<smeqa ta> krei<ssona (Heb. 6:9), peplhrwme<noi karpo>n 
dikaiosu<nhj (Ph. 1:11; Col. 1:9  i!na plhrwqh?te th>n e]pi<gnwsin and  
cf. Ex. 31:3, e]neplhsa au]to>n pneu?ma sofi<aj) and compare 2 Tim. 1:5 
for genitive (i!na xara?j plhrwqw?), zhmiwqh?nai th>n yuxh>n au]tou? (Mk. 8: 
36= Mt. 16:26). Cf. also Ph. 3:8; Heb. 10:22. See o{ e]a>n e]c e]mou? 
w]felhq ?̂j (Mt. 15:5); ti< w]felhqh<setai (Mt. 16:26); braxu< ti par ] 
a]gge<louj h]lattwme<non (Heb. 2:9) with active (two accs.) in Heb.  
2 : 7. Once more observe a]dikou<menoi misqo>n a]dikia<j (2 Pet. 2:13).  
The predicate accusative, it should be said, becomes the nomina- 
tive in the passive, as in au]toi> ui[oi> qeou? klhqh<sontai (Mt. 5:9). Cf.  
Heb. 5:10; 2 Tim. 1:11. 
 Some verbs which have only one accusative in the active or  
middle yet retain the accusative of the thing in the passive with  
the person in the nominative. This is a freedom not possessed by  
the Latin. The person in the active was generally in the dative. 
Thus Paul a number of times uses pisteu<omai (pisteuqh?nai to> eu]ag- 
ge<lion 1 Th. 2:4; e]pisteu<qh to> martu<rion 2 Th. 1:10; cf. also 1  
Cor. 9:17; Gal. 2:7; Ro. 3:2; 1 Tim. 1:11). Then again peri- 
ba<llomai is frequently so employed, as peribeblhme<noj sindo<na (Mk. 
14:51; cf. 16:5; and especially in Rev., as 7:9, 13; 10:1; 11:3;  
12:1; 17:4; 18:16; 19:13). This is not the middle as Blass1   
has it, though the future middle does occur in Rev. 3:5 with e]n,  
and the aorist middle with the accusative in Rev. 19:8.  In Rev. 
4:4 we have peribeblhme<nouj i[mati<oij (loc.), and margin (W. H.) e]n  
i[m.  Once more peri<keimai is used as the passive of periti<qhmi with  
the accusative of the thing, though the verb itself means to 'lie  
around' instead of 'be encompassed with.' So th>n a!lusin peri<- 
keimai (Ac. 28:20). Cf. also Heb. 5:2, but in Lu. 17:2 we have  
peri< repeated. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 93. 
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 There are once more still looser accusatives with passive verbs,  
partly by analogy and partly merely an extension of the principle  
illustrated already. Thus kathxou<menoj to>n lo<gon (Gal. 6:6) does  
not really differ from as a{j e]dida<xqhte above. In dedeme<noj tou>j po<- 
daj kai> ta>j xei?raj (Jo. 11:44) we see a close parallel to peribeblh- 
me<noj above. Note active in Mt. 22:13. In diefqarme<nwn to>n nou?n  
(1 Tim. 6:5), r[erantisme<noi ta>j kardi<aj (Heb. 10:22), lelousme<noi 
to> sw?ma (10:22) the accusative seems to be rather remote and 
to come close to the accusative of general reference, but not  
quite, for the force of the verb is still felt. This is still true of 
th>n au]th>n ei]ko<na metamorfou<meqa (2 Cor. 3:18) and perhaps even of 
th>n au]th>n a]ntimisqi<an platu<nqhte (2 Cor. 6:13). In Ac. 21:3 a]n- 
afa<nantej, not a]nafane<ntej, is the correct text, as Blass1 observes. 
 The impersonal verbal in —te<on occurs only once in the N. T.  
(Lu. 5:38) and as in the ancient Greek it is used with the ac- 
cusative, oi#non ne<on ei]j a]skou>j kainou>j blhte<on.  This verbal is more 
usually transitive than the personal form in –te<oj, which is not 
found in the N. T. 
 (k) THE ADVERBIAL ACCUSATIVE. It is not very common in 
the N. T. except in the case of pure adverbs. The adverbial accusa- 
tive is really nothing more than a loose use of the accusative with  
intransitive verbs, with substantives or adjectives. It is rare in  
Homer2 and increases steadily till it becomes very common, though  
perhaps never quite so abundant as in the Sanskrit, where a veri- 
table host of such accusatives occur.3  It is a perfectly normal  
development of the case, for extension is its root-idea. This ac- 
cusative is sometimes called the accusative of general reference.  
As an example of such an accusative with an intransitive verb 
note kaqi<statai ta> pro>j to>n qeo<n (Heb. 5:1). See also a]ne<pesan oi[ 
a@ndrej to>n a]riqmo>n w[j pentakisxi<lioi (Jo. 6:10),4  to>n tro<pon e]kpor- 
neu<sasai (Jude 7), o{n tro<pon o@rnij e]pisuna<gei (Mt. 23:37) and 2  
Tim. 3:8 (o{n tro<pon).  Cf. a]nei<xesqe< mou mikro<n ti (2 Cor. 11:1). In  
Ro. 15:17 the whole verbal phrase is concerned with ta> pro>j qeo<n, 
but see Ro. 12:18, to> e]c u[mw?n meta> pa<ntwn a]nqrw<pwn ei]rhneu<ontej, 
where to> e]c u[mw?n is acc. In Ro. 1:15 to> kat] e]me< may be nom.  
In Heb. 2:17 this adv. acc. occurs with the adj. as in pisto<j  
a]rxiereu>j ta> pro>j to>n qeo<n.  So also with a subst. as in o[ Xristo>j to> 
kata> sa<rka (Ro. 9:5).  The Text. Recept. in Ac. 18:3 had skhno- 
poio>j th>n te<xnhn, but W. H. read skhnopoioi> t ?̂ te<xn^.  Indeed the 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 93.  2 Giles, Man., etc., p. 309.  
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., pp. 91, 93. 
 4 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 75. So 2 Macc. 8:16. 
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instrumental is usual in the N. T. in such instances,1 as the fol- 
lowing examples:  Surofoini<kissa t&? ge<nei (Mk. 7: 26), Ku<prioj t&? 
ge<nei, (Ac. 4:36), panti> tro<p& (Ph. 1:18), t&? prosw<p& (Gal. 1:22).  
But, on the other hand, observe tou@noma   ]Iwsh<f (Mt. 27:57),  
but elsewhere in the N. T. we have o]no<mati (Ac. 18:2).  In Ro.  
16:19 some MSS. have to> e]f ] u[mi?n.  The phrase to> kaq ] ei$j (Ro.  
12:5) is accusative, even though ei$j itself is nominative in form.  
In 1 Cor. 11:18 see also me<roj ti pisteu<w. Perhaps thus is to  
be explained the accusative with the interjection in Rev. 8:13  
ou]ai> tou>j katoikou?ntaj. Cf. ou]ai< and nominative (or vocative) in. Is.  
1:4. There is only one instance of an accusative with an adverb  
of swearing in the N. T. and that is in 1 Cor. 15:31, nh> th>n u[me- 
te<ran kau<xhsin. In Mk. 6:39 sumo<sia sumpo<sia may be looked 
at as nominative (cf. prasiai< in verse 40) or accusative (cf. Lu. 9:  
14). Brugmann2 considers kai> tou?to (1 Cor. 6:6, 8) nominative  
rather than accusative, but that seems hardly possible with au]to>  
tou?to (2 Pet. 1:5), and kai> tou?to may be accusative also (Ph. 1:  
29, etc.). Cf. tou?to me<n—tou?to de< (Heb. 10:33). In Ac. 15:  
11; 27:25 we have kaq ] o{n tro<pon. In Ph. 4:10 (a]neqa<lete to> u[pe>r 
e]mou? fronei?n) the infinitive is probably the accusative of general  
reference. Cf. to>n po<dan ponei?j a]po> skola<pou, B.U. 380 (iii/A.D.). 
 There are indeed other expressions that come more closely to  
the pure adverb. Such, for instance, are to> kaq ] h[me<ran (Lu. 11:3;  
19:47; Ac. 17:11), th>n a]rxh<n (Jo. 8:25), to> loipo<n (Mk. 14:41;  
Ph. 3:1; Heb. 10:13, etc.), to> pro<teron (Jo. 6:62, etc.), to> prw?ton  
(Jo. 10:40; 12:16); to> plei?ston (1 Cor. 14:27), ta> polla<, (Ro. 
15:22, MSS. polla<kij), ta> nu?n (Ac. 17:30), to> nu?n e@xon (Ac. 24:25),  
to> te<loj (1 Pet. 3:8). In the case of to> loipo<n (1 Cor. 7:29) 
it may be either accusative or nominative. In 2 Cor. 6:13 th>n 
a]ntimisqi<an is considered adverbial accusative by some, as is pa<nta  
with a]re<skw (1 Cor. 10:33) and with me<mnhsqe (11:2).  Observe  
also to> au]to< (Ph. 2:18; Mt. 27:44). Cf. ou]de>n xrei<an e@xw (Rev. 
3:17), and the common use of ti< in the sense of 'why' as in Mt.  
17:10 (dia> ti< in verse 19). This phase of the adverbial accusa- 
tive is common in the papyri.3 
 But the most numerous group of adverbial accusatives is found  
in the adverbs themselves. The accusative is not the only case  
used for adverbs, but it is a very common one. In Homer4 in- 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 117. Cf. Landgraf, Der Accus. der Beziehung  
nach Adj., p. 376, Archiv fur lat. Lex. and Gr., vol. X. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 378. 3 Volker, Pap. Gr. Synt. Spec., pp. 10-13. 
 4 Giles, Man., etc., p. 309. 
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deed adverbial accusatives of substantives are almost absent.  
But the N. T. shows a few in harmony with the development of  
the language. Thus a]kh<n (Mt. 15:16), dwrea<n (Mt. 10:8), xa<rin  
as a preposition (Eph. 3:1, etc.). But adjectives in the accusa- 
tive were numerous in Homer1 both in the singular and the plural.  
They occur in the positive, comparative and occasionally the su- 
perlative. As examples of the positive singular may be taken polu<  
(2 Cor. 8:22), oi]li<gon (Mk. 6:31), me<son (Ph. 2:15), taxu< (Mt.  
5:25), loipo<n (1 Cor. 1:16, etc. Cf. B.U., iv, 1079, 6). Indeed  
the participle tuxo<n (1 Cor. 16:6) is used as an adv. acc. (see  
Acc. Absolute). As an example of the plural positive note polla<   
in Ro. 16:6, though this may be construed as cognate acc. with  
e]kopi<asen.  Cf. Jas. 3:2; 1 Cor. 16:12, 19. For the comparative  
singular note ma?llon krei?sson (Ph. 1:23), spoudaio<teron (2 Cor. 8: 
22), deu<teron (1 Cor. 12:28), perisso<teron (Mk. 7:36), be<ltion (2  
Tim. 1:18), e@latton (1 Tim. 5:9) u!steron (Mt. 22:27), ta<xeion (Jo.  
13:27), etc. Cf. polu> spoudaio<teron (2 Cor. 8:22) with poll&? ma?l- 
lon (Ph. 1:23), the instrumental and usual idiom in the N. T.  
In the superlative it is usually the plural form like h!dista (2 Cor.  
12:9), ma<lista (Ac. 20:38), ta<xista (Ac. 17:15), etc. But note  
prw?ton (1 Cor. 12:28), tri<ton (ib.). The later Greek continued to  
exhibit a wealth of adverbs in the accusative.2 
 (1) THE ACCUSATIVE BY ANTIPTOSIS.3 It is not in reality a 
special use of the accusative, but merely a shifting of the noun or  
pronoun out of its usual order and into the government of the  
other preceding clause, and thus it becomes accusative whereas it  
would otherwise be nominative. So in Mk. 1:24, oi#da se ti<j ei# (cf.  
Lu. 4:34), Lu. 19:3, i]dei?n  ]Ihsou?n ti<j e]stin. But in Mt. 15:14 we 
have a kind of prolepsis (not the technical sort) without any  
change of case, tuflo>j tuflo>n e]a>n o[dhg^?.  In the case of mh< tina w$n 
a]pe<stalka pro>j u[ma?j, di ] au]tou? e]pleone<kthsa u[ma?j (2 Cor. 12:17) the  
tina is left to one side and anacoluthon takes place and the sen- 
tence is concluded by di ]  au]tou?. 
 (m) THE ACCUSATIVE BY INVERSE ATTRACTION. Thus o!r- 
kon o{n w}mosen (Lu. 1:73), to>n a@rton o{n klw?men (1 Cor. 10:16). Cf. 
to> poth<rion (1 Cor. 10:15). In Mk. 3:16 but for the parenthesis  
(kai> e]pe<qhken o@noma Si<mwni) Pe<tron we should seem to have the dative  
and the accusative in apposition. 
  
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 93. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 348 f.; Delbruck,  
Vergl. Synt., III, p. 625 f. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 331. 
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 85. 
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 (n) THE ACCUSATIVE WITH THE INFINITIVE. The grammars 
generally speak of the accusative as the subject of the infinitive. 
I confess that to me this seems a grammatical misnomer. The in- 
finitive clause in indirect discourse does correspond to a finite 
clause in English, and a clause with o!ti and the indicative may 
often be used as well as the infinitive clause. But it is not tech- 
nically scientific to read back into the Greek infinitive clause the 
syntax of English nor even of the o!ti clause in Greek. Besides, 
not only is the infinitive a verbal substantive1 and in a case like 
the verbal adjective (the participle), but being non-finite (in-fini- 
tive) like the participle (partaking of both verb and noun), it can 
have no subject in the grammatical sense. No one thinks of call- 
ing the accusative the "subject" of the participle. Take e!wj a}n  
i@dwsin to>n ui[o>n tou? a]nqrw?ou e]rxo<menon (Mt. 16:28). Here the ac- 
cusative is the object of i@dwsin and the participle is descriptive of 
ui[o<n.   Now with the infinitive in indirect discourse it is as a rule 
the infinitive, not the substantive, that is the object of the verb. 
No further case is needed with the infinitive, if the pronoun or 
substantive be the same as the subject of the principal verb. 
Thus ei@ tij a]sxhmonei?n—nomi<zei (1 Cor. 7:36). If such a word is 
used, it may be in the pred. nom. in apposition with the subject 
of the verb, as fa<skontej ei#nai sofoi< (Ro. 1:22), or the accusative 
may be used. This accusative may be with a verb that can have 
two accusatives, as in e]gw> e]mauto>n ou] logi<zomai kateilhfe<nai (Ph. 
3:13) or the accusative of general reference as in pe<poiqa<j te seau- 
to>n o[dhgo>n ei#nai tuflw?n (Ro. 2:19). This latter usage is the ex- 
planation of the accusative with the infinitive in the instances  
where the word used with the infinitive is other than the subject  
of the principal verb. Typical examples are seen in oi{ le<gousin 
au]to>n zh?n (Lu. 24:23), nomi<zontej au]to>n teqnhke<nai (Ac. 14:19), bou<- 
lomai proseu<xesqai tou>j a@ndraj (1 Tim. 2:8). In these examples the  
infinitive is the object of the verb and the affirmation is made as  
far forth as the word in the accusative. They affirm living as to  
him; considering having died or death as to him; and wish pray- 
ing as to the men. This is the psychology of this accusative with  
the infinitive. The fact that later grammarians call it the "sub- 
ject" of the infinitive cuts no figure in the matter of the origin of  
the usage. Clyde2 has interpreted the matter correctly. He sees  
that "grammarians framed this rule in ignorance of the etymology 
 
 1 For inf. as subject and as object. see ch. on Verbal Nouns. 
 2 Gk. Synt., p. 139 f. Cf. also Donaldson's Gk. Gr., § 584, and Green's  
Handb. to N. T. Gk. Gr., p. 232. 
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of infinitives," and that "since the infinitive was originally a case,  
the accusative could not originally have been its subject.". This  
descriptive accusative or accusative of definition (general refer- 
ence) has a very wide range in Greek, as seen above, and is the  
true historical explanation of the accusative with the infinitive  
(other than the accusative which may be the object of the infini- 
tive itself). When the infinitive is used with the accusative, it in- 
dicates the agent who has to do with the action by the accusative,  
since the infinitive can have no subject in the technical sense.  
This use of the accusative with the infinitive is common also when  
the infinitive is in a prepositional clause like e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n tou>j 
gonei?j to> paidi<on   ]Ihsou?n (Lu. 2:27). Here the matter becomes  
clearer for the reason that the article t&? cannot be slurred over  
and it becomes imperative to explain one of the accusatives as  
that of general reference. The context makes it clear that to> pai- 
di<on, is the object of ei]sagagei?n, while tou>j gonei?j is the accusative of 
general reference. Many examples of this sort occur. Cf. Mt. 
13:4.  In Mt. 26:32, meta> to> e]gerqh?nai< me, note the accusative me 
rather than nothing or au]to<j or e]mauto<n.  Cf. also Ac. 23:15. The 
article may be so used without a preposition, and either the nomi- 
native appear, as de<omai to> mh> parw>n qarrh?sai (2 Cor. 10:2), or the  
accusative, as t&? mh> eu[rei?n me Ti<ton (2 Cor. 2:13). Then again the 
accusative may be used with the infinitive in such constructions 
as kalo<n e]stin h[ma?j w$de ei#nai, (Mt. 17:4). Note here the infinitive 
as subject, as the infinitive as object occurs in 2 Cor. 10:2. There  
is one example of three accusatives with the infinitive in Heb. 
5:12 (pa<lin xrei<an e@xete tou? dida<skein u[ma?j tina> ta> stoixei?a). Here 
we have a verb that is used with two accusatives, and tina> is the  
accusative of general reference. Cf. the three accusatives in Lu.  
11:11. This subject will call for further discussion in the chap- 
ters on Indirect Discourse and Verbal Nouns. There was a con- 
stant tendency in the later Greek to exchange this use of the  
infinitive and accusative for the o!ti clause.1 
 (o) THE ACCUSATIVE ABSOLUTE. The absolute use of the ac- 
cusative is rare in the N. T. as compared with the earlier  
Greek.2 Usually the genitive occurs with the participle and sub- 
stantive when used absolutely. In 1 Cor. 16:6 tuxo<n is really the  
accusative absolute though used as an adverb. The most certain  
example in the N. T. is in Ac. 26:3 gnw<sthn o@nta se.  In 1 Tim.  
2:6 to> martu<rion kairoi?j i]di<oij is in the accusative without any 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 484 f. 
 2 It is rare also in the pap. Volker, Pap. Gr. Synt. Spec., p. 18. 
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immediate connection unless it is in apposition with the preceding  
clause1 (Ellicott in loco) or is loosely united with dou<j. As to to< 
a]du<naton tou? no<mou (Ro. 8:3) we have either the nominativus pen- 
dens, the accusative in apposition with the object of the sentence,  
the accusative of general reference or an instance of anacoluthon.2  
In Lu. 24:47 the Text. Recept. reads a]rca<menon, which would be  
anacoluthon, but W. H. rightly have --noi. Twice e]co<n, occurs in  
the N. T., once with h#n (Mt. 12:4) and once alone, a{ ou]k e]co<n (2  
Cor. 12:4), but in both instances in the nominative. In Ph. 1: 7  
u[ma?j o@ntaj the u[ma?j is repeated and is not accusative absolute. A  
subordinate sentence may also be in the accusative of general ref- 
erence. Thus to> ei] du<n^ (Mk. 9:23), to> ti<j a}n ei@h mei<zwon au]tw?n (Lu. 
9:46). See further chapter on Verbal Nouns. 
 (p) THE ACCUSATIVE WITH PREPOSITIONS. Only a general 
remark is needed here, since each preposition will be discussed  
later in detail. In general one may note that the accusative is  
the most frequent case with prepositions.3  Indeed in modern  
Greek these all have the accusative. Pro<j in the N. T. has abla- 
tive 1, locative 6, accusative 679 times.4  Here the preposition,  
like all prepositions, is merely an adverb that is used to express  
more exactly the idea of the case. The preposition does not tech- 
nically govern a case. The accusative with the preposition has,  
of course, its usual force, extension. The following prepositions  
occur in the N. T. with the accusative, one example being given  
in each instance)  ]Ana> me<son (Mk. 7:31), dia> to>n fo<bon (Jo. 7:13),  
ei]j th>n po<lin (Mtl 26:18), e]pi> th>n gh?n (Mt. 15:35), kata> to>n no<mon 
(Lu. 2:22), meta> h[me<raj trei?j (Lu. 2:46), para> th>n o[do<n (Mt. 20:30), 
peri> au]to<n, (Mt. 26:18), e]pi> th>n gh?n (Mt. 3:5), u[pe>r dou?lon (Phil.  
16), u[po> to>n mo<dion (Mt. 5:15). Of these ei]j is, of course, by far  
the most frequent and has only the accusative.  Dia<, meta< peri<,  
u[pe<r, u[po< have the genitive-ablative more than the accusative,  
while e]pi<, kata<, pro<j have the accusative more often. For exact  
figures see Moulten, Prol., pp. 105-107. In the chapter on Prepo- 
sitions there will be further discussion of the matter. 
 VIII. The Genitive (True) Case (h[ genikh> prw?sij). 
 (a) TWO CASES WITH ONE FORM. It is now generally ac- 
cepted by the comparative grammars that in Greek two cases  
appear under the form of the genitive: the genitive proper and the 
 
 1 For acc. in apposition with sentence in pap. see Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904,  
p. 152, to> mh> o@n, T.P. 1 (ii/B.C.). 
 2 Green, Handb., etc., p. 234. 
 3 Giles, Man., etc., p. 311,   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 106, 
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ablative.1  It is a syncretistic form. The matter has already had  
some discussion in this grammar under Declensions and calls for  
little remark here. Moulton is not too hard on Winer when he  
calls it "an utterly obsolete procedure" to speak of the genitive  
as "unquestionably the whence-case."2  Winer is followed by  
Green.3  Now the ablative is the whence-case, but the genitive is  
a different case. Delbruck4 gives an interesting sketch of the fate  
of the ablative case in the Indo-Germanic languages. In the  
Sanskrit singular the two cases (gen. and abl.) have the same  
form, except I.-G. –o (Sans. –a) stems (Sans. gen. –asya, abl. –ad).  
In the Balto-Slavic tongues ablative and genitive have the same  
endings. In the Italic languages, ablative, locative, instrumental  
(and partly dative) have the same form. Indeed in the Thessa- 
lian dialect as in the Latin some forms of the genitive and locative  
coincide (like domi). Dionysius Thrax5 had the idea that both  
cases flourished under one form in Greek, for he describes this case 
as h[ genikh> kthtikh> kai> patrikh<.  Thompson6 indeed recognises the 
two cases, but thinks it is not possible to group the uses of the  
form under these two divisions because some suit either case.  
There is a "debatable land" as Giles7 observes, but this applies to  
only a very small part of the examples and is very natural indeed.  
As a matter of fact it is not possible to give a really scientific ex- 
planation of the usage in Greek from any other standpoint. The  
ablative will therefore be treated as a separate case and the true  
genitive discussed now. 
 (b) NAME INCORRECT. The genitive case has the wrong name.  
The Latin genitivus is a translation of gennhtikh< (more like the ab- 
lative in idea). It is h[ genikh> ptw?sij.  The name genikh< comes from  
ge<noj (genus), 'kind,' and corresponds to the Latin generalis.8  Pris- 
cian9 so calls it (generalis casus). It is a pity that one still has  
to call it "genitive." 
 
 1 Delbruck, Grundl. der griech. Synt., IV, p. 37; Giles, Man., p. 319. Cf.  
Hadley, Ess. Philol., etc., p. 46 f. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 184; Moulton, Prol., p. 72. But W.-Sch., p. 259, does not  
make this error. 
 3 Handb., etc., p. 207.  4 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 200. 
 5 Bekker, Anec. Graeca, 1816, Vol. II, p. 636. 
 6 Gk. Synt., 1883, p. 59.  7 Man., p. 313. 
 8 Cf. Max Milder, Lect., I, pp. 103-105; Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 70. 
 9 Lib. V, de Casu. See Meister, Der synt. Gebrauch des Genit. in den  
kretischen Dial.-Inschr. Indoger. Forsch., XVIII, pp. 133-204. Cf. also  
Ruttgers, De accus., gen., dat. usu in inscr, archaicis cretensibus. Diss. Bonn, 
47 p. 
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 (C) THE SPECIFYING CASE. It is this and no other. The idea 
of the genitive case is at bottom simple. The genitive shows 
diai<resin and something ei]diko<n. It is the case of genus (ge<noj) 
or kind. For a very full discussion of the genitive see Del- 
bruck, Veryl. Synt., III, pp. 307-360. The genitive does indeed  
resemble the adjective, but it is not adjectival in origin,1  
though the source of the genitive ending is unknown. The ad- 
jectival possessive pronoun (like e]mo<j) is a mere variation of the  
genitive case (e]mou?) and the two may be in apposition with one 
another, as t ?̂ e]m ?̂ xeiri> Pau<lou (2 Th. 3:17). But the function  
of the case is largely adjectival as in h[me<ra paraskeuh?j (Lu. 23: 
54), though the adjective and the genitive are not exactly parallel,  
for with two substantives each idea stands out with more sharp- 
ness, as in e]n kaino<thti zwh?j (Ro. 6:4) and e]pi> plou<tou a]dhlo<thti (1 
Tim. 6:17).2  It is the specifying case, then, the case of appurte- 
nance.3  In the Sanskrit Whitney4 finds the genitive adjectival in  
idea and defining the noun more nearly. So also Kuhner-Gerth5  
who find it qualitative with nouns or verbs. But Delbruck,6  
followed by Brugmann,7 makes the verb the starting-point for ex- 
plaining the genitive. One hesitates to part company with Del- 
bruck and Brugmann, but the older view that it was first used  
with nouns seems here to have the best of it.8  It may be remarked  
that the genitive is the most persistent of all the cases in retaining  
its forms, as is seen in the English s. Indeed in the modern Greek  
the form shares with the accusative the result of the loss of the  
dative, so that we often meet a construction like au]tou? to> ei#pa (‘I 
told him so').9  One other remark is called for concerning the 
meaning of the genitive in Greek. It is that the case does not of  
itself mean all that one finds in translation. The case adheres to  
its technical root-idea. The resultant idea will naturally vary  
greatly according as the root-conception of the case is applied to  
different words and different contexts. But the varying element  
is not the case, but the words and the context. The error must  
not be made of mistaking the translation of the resultant whole 
 
 1 Giles, Man., etc., p. 311.  3 Hadley, Ess. Philol. and Crit., p. 48. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 236.   4 Sans. Gr., p. 98 f. 
 5 Tl. I, p. 331. Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 102. 
 6 Vergl. Synt., I, p6 185 f., 307-380. 
 7 Griech. Gr., p. 3851. 
 8 Giles, Man., etc., p. 315. Cf. Donaldson, Gk. Gr., pp. 464 ff. 
 9 In late Gk. the true gen. survives while the abl. fades further away.  
Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 333. 
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for the case itself. Thus in Mt. 1:12 we have metoikesi<an Babulw?- 
noj.  It is translated 'removal to Babylon.'  Now the genitive  
does not mean ‘to,’ but that is the correct translation of the  
total idea obtained by knowledge of the 0. T. What the geni- 
tive says is that it is a 'Babylon-removal.' That is all. So in 
Mt. 12:31, h[ tou? pneu<matoj blasfhmi<a, it is the 'Spirit-blasphemy.' 
From the context we know that it is blasphemy against the  
Spirit, though the genitive does not mean 'against.’  When a  
case has so many possible combinations in detail it is difficult to  
make a satisfactory grouping of the various resultant usages. A  
very simple and obvious one is here followed. But one must  
always bear in mind that these divisions are merely our modern  
conveniences and were not needed by the Greeks themselves.  
At every stage one needs to recall the root-idea of the case (genus  
or kind) and find in that and the environment and history the  
explanation. 
 (d) THE LOCAL USE. This is normally the first to begin with.  
In Greek literature it appears mainly in poetry1 and in adverbs of 
place like au]tou?, ou$, pou?, o!pou, o!mou, pantaxou?. But it is possible that 
these are locatives like a@lloqi in a shortened form.2  But on the  
other hand in Homer the genitive undoubtedly3 appears in local  
relations with the archaic genitive in —oio, though even in Homer  
the examples are chiefly stereotyped ones. There are in the N. T. 
only these examples in Luke and Acts. In Lu. 5:19 mh> eu[ro<ntej 
poi<aj ei]sene<gkwsin au]to<n and 19:4 e]kei<nhj h@mellen die<rxesqai we have 
two undoubted examples.  Blass4 indeed calls these "incorrect"  
on the ground that "classical Greek" would not have used the  
genitive thus. But it is sufficient reply to say that Luke was not  
writing classical Greek. Certainly Xenophon might have used  
poi<% e]kei<n^ (as D has in Lu. 19:4). Moulton5 finds often in the  
papyri no<tou, libo<j, though in Rev. 21:13 we have the ablatives  
a]po> no<tou.  In Ac. 19:26 we have a very striking example that  
the commentaries have failed to notice as Moulton7 observes. It 
is ou] mo<non  ]Efe<sou a]lla> sxedo>n pa<shj th?j   ]Asi<aj o[ Pau?loj pei<saj  
mete<sthsen i[kano>n o@xlon.  Moulton on the whole agrees with Hackett  
that the genitive here is dependent on o@xlon. In Homer one has 
a parallel like ou]k   @Argeoj h#en but Moulton finds none in the ver- 
nacular koinh<.  Still, since Luke did use e]kei<nhj and poi<aj, it does 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 73. Cf. K.-G., I, p. 384 f. 
 2 Delbruck, Vergl. Gr., I, p. 359.    5 Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 437. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 104.    6 Moulton, Prol., p. 73. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 109.    7 Ib. 
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not seem difficult to believe that he was ready to employ the geni- 
tive of place in Acts. 
 There is another passage in Luke also (Lu. 16:24) where the 
genitive of place occurs, i!na ba<y^ to> a@kron tou? daktu<lou au]tou? u!datoj. 
Here u!datoj emphasizes the kind of material which the speaker  
clearly has in mind.  x has u!dati.  One may note in this connec- 
tion the Homeric idiom lou<esqai potamoi?o ‘to bathe in the river.’ 
Cf. also the classic pou? gh?j.  Somewhat similar also is h[ diaspora> 
tw?n  [Ellh<nwn (Jo. 7:35) and o[do>j e]qnw?n (Mt. 10:5), which are ob- 
jective genitives but of place also. Cf. e]n Tars&? th?j Kiliki<aj (Acts  
22:3) which is described by Blass-Debrunner, p. 101, as parti- 
tive genitive. 
 (e) THE TEMPORAL USE. It is common enough. This is a  
very old use of the genitive.1  This is the true genitive.2  The  
accusative when used of time expresses duration over the period,  
the locative regards the period as a point even if it is of some  
length (cf. kairoi?j i]di<oij, 1 Tim. 6:15), while the genitive implies noth- 
ing3 as to duration. In Mt. 24:20 this distinction can be seen  
in xeimw?noj kai> sabba<t&, one the case of genus, the other a point of  
time. Brugmann4 indeed regards the genitive of time as a devel- 
opment of the partitive genitive, but this seems hardly necessary.  
Moulton,5 on the other hand, connects it with the genitive of pos- 
session and finds it very frequently in the papyri, like e@touj,  
‘in the second year.’  So tou? o@ntoj mhno<j, F.P. 124 (ii/A.D.). On  
the difference between the genitive and the accusative of time 
see h[me<raj kai> nukto<j (Lu. 18:7) and nu<kta kai> h[me<ran (Lu. 2:37), 
the genitive the time within which (kind of time), the accusative  
the time during which (all through). Cf. also nukto>j to> prw?ton 
(Jo. 19:39).  See also tou? loipou? (Gal. 6:17) and to> loipo<n (Heb.  
10:13).  Once more observe mesonu<ktion h} a]lektorofwni<aj (Mk. 13:  
35) where some MSS. have mesonukti<ou. The accusative here is 
more like the adverb o]ye< just preceding. Further examples of  
the genitive may be seen in me<shj nukto<j (Mt. 25:6), o@rqrou baqe<oj  
(Lu. 24:1).  For adverbs in expressions of time, see viii, (h). 
 (f) WITH SUBSTANTIVES. This is the chief use of the case.  
The accusative indeed is chiefly connected with the verb, while  
the genitive is mainly related to substantives.6 
 1. The Possessive7 Genitive.  In simple point of fact it is not 
 
 1 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 356. Cf. Sans., Whitney's Sans. Gr., p. 100. 
 2 Delbruck, Grundl., etc., IV, p. 45. 5 Prol., p. 73. 
 3 Monro, Hom.p. 105.   6 Giles, Man., etc., p. 311. 
 4 Griech. Gr., p. 389.   7 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 344. 
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necessary to see any particular inner connection between the  
many uses of the genitive with substantives other than the com- 
mon root-idea of the case. For convenience it suits us to group  
these usages, but one must think that the Greeks themselves  
looked at the whole matter much more simply. After all it is the  
context that varies rather than the genitive.1  The resultant idea  
is therefore a matter of exegesis rather than due to any particular  
label to be attached.2 The most obvious illustrations like pata<caj 
to>n dou?lon tou? a]rxiere<wj a]fei?len au]tou? to> w]ti<on (Mt. 26:51) call for 
little remark. It is the high-priest's servant, not another's, and  
it is the servant's ear, not another's. The possessive pronouns,  
especially e]mo<j in John's Gospel, were used to some extent in the  
N. T., but usually the genitive of the personal pronoun is found.  
In Jo. 7:16 they occur side by side. Cf. t ?̂ e]m ?̂ xeiri> Pau<lou 
(1 Cor. 16 : 21). 
 2. Attributive Genitive. Like an adjective the genitive may  
be either attributive or predicate. This is sometimes called the  
genitive of quality. But the name helps little, as all genitives  
have this idea. The sense of attribute is indeed the usual 
one with the genitive, as Pau?loj dou?loj   ]Ihsou? Xristou? (Ro.  
1:1).  Thus observe the descriptive genitive in Mt. 18:9 ei]j 
th>n ge<enan tou? puro<j, Ro. 6:6 to> sw?ma th?j a[marti<aj, to> sw?ma th?j 
tapeinw<sewj (and th?j do<chj, Ph. 3:21), to> sw?ma th?j sarko<j (Col. 1:  
22), ba<ptisma metanoi<aj (Mk. 1:4), h[me<raj o[do<n (Lu. 2:44), o[ oi]kono<- 
moj th?j a]diki<aj (Lu. 16:8).  And even expressions like ui[oi> fwto<j 
(1 Th. 5:5) are shown by the inscriptions and coins (Deissmann,  
Bib. Stud., p. 165) to be not mere Hebraisms, though far more fre- 
quent in the LXX than in the N. T. because of the Hebrew. 
Other examples are lo<goij th?j xa<ritoj (Lu. 4:22), skeu?oj e]klogh?j 
(Ac. 9:15), skeu<h o]rgh?j (Ro. 9:22), krith?j th?j a]diki<aj (Lu. 18:6),  
pa<qh a]timi<aj (Ro. 1:26), ui[o>j th?j a]ga<phj (Col. 1:13), no<mon th?j 
e]leuqeri<aj and a]kroath>j e]pilhsmonh?j (Jas. 1:25), a]pau<gasma th?j do<chj 
(Heb. 1:3), kardi<a a]pisti<aj (Heb. 3:12), r[i<za pikri<aj (Heb. 12:15),  
h[ plhgh> tou? qana<tou (Rev. 13:3), where the descriptive attribu- 
tive genitive expresses quality like an adjective indeed, but with  
more sharpness and distinctness. Cf. again e]n kaino<thti zwh?j (Ro. 
6:4) and e]pi> plou<tou a]dhlo<thti (1 Tim. 6:17). In Heb. 1:3, t&? 
r[h<mati th?j duna<mewj au]tou?, the second genitive is technically de- 
 

1 Giles, Man., etc., p. 312. 
2 Moulton, Prol., p. 72. Blass, also (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 95) thinks that  

the exact shade of the gen. idea is often a matter of theological, not gram- 
matical interpretation. 
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pendent on duna<mewj.  Cf. 2 Th. 1:7.  One may note Winer  
(Winer-Thayer, p. 237) who says that in ta> r[h<mata th?j zwh?j tau<thj 
(Ac. 5:20) the demonstrative goes in sense with r[h<mata.  This  
point (cf. p. 706) applies to o[ lo<goj th?j swthri<aj tau<thj (Ac. 13:26)  
and e]k tou? sw<matoj tou? qana<tou tou<tou (Ro. 7:24). Besides ui[oi> 
fwto<j above observe a similar idiom in te<kna fwto<j (Eph. 5:8),  
te<kna o]rgh?j (Eph. 2:3), te<kna u[pakoh?j (1 Pet. 1:14), te<kna kata<raj  
(2 Pet. 2:14), ui[oi> a]peiqi<aj (Eph. 2:2), o[ ui[o>j th?j a]pwlei<aj (2 Th.  
2:3). Cf. also oi[ ui[oi> tou? numfw?noj (Mt. 9:15); o[ ui[o>j th?j a]ga<phj 
au]tou?  (Col. 1:3), o[ a@nqrwpoj th?j a]nomi<aj (2 Th. 2:3). 
 One may instance further the use of h[me<ra o]rgh?j (Ro. 2:5), 
h[me<ra stwhri<aj 2 Cor. 6:2 quot. from 0. T.), h[me<ra e]piskoph?j (1 
Pet. 2:12), h[me<ra a]nadei<cewj (Lu. 1:80) where the LXX may be  
appealed to for abundant illustration. 
 The genitive of place or country is descriptive also. Thus Na- 
zare>t th?j Galilai<aj (Mk. 1:9), Tars&? th?j Kiliki<aj (Ac. 22:3), h!tij 
e]sti>n prw<th meri<doj th?j Makedoni<aj po<lij (Ac. 16:12), etc. This geni- 
tive of quality or descriptive genitive is largely extended in the  
LXX by reason of translation (Thackeray, p. 23). 
 3. The Predicate Genitive.  While having the copula ei#nai, gi<- 
nesqai, etc., in reality1 it is to be explained as a genitive with sub- 
stantives. It is not the copula that affects the case of the genitive  
at all. It is just the possessive genitive in the predicate instead  
of being an attribute. Often the substantive or pronoun is re- 
peated in sense before the predicate genitive. Thus ou]k e@stin a]ka- 
tastasi<aj o[ qeo<j (1 Cor. 14:33). Cf.  h[mei?j ou]k e]sme>n u[postolh?j— 
a]lla> pi<stewj (Heb. 10:39), pa?sa paidei<a ou] dokei? xara?j ei#nai (Heb. 
12:11). So h#n ga>r e]tw?n dw<deka (Mk. 5:42).  So Lu. 2:42. Cf.  
also e]a<n tinaj eu!r^ th?j o[dou? o@ntaj (Ac. 9:2), and indeed e]ge<neto gnw<- 
mhj (Ac. 20:3 is to be explained the same way. There is as  
much latitude in the predicate genitive as in the attributive  
possessive genitive.  We have ui[oi> fwto<j e]ste kai> ui[oi> h[me<raj (1 Th.  
5:5) and ou]k e]sme>n nukto>j ou]de> sko<touj (1 Th. 5:6) and h[me<raj o@ntej 
(verse 8).2  We may continue the illustrations like e]gw< ei]mi Pau<lou 
(1 Cor. 1:12), ou]k e]ste> e[autw?n (1 Cor. 6:19), tou? qeou? ou$ ei]mi< (Ac.  
27:23), pa<nta u[mw?n e]sti<n (1 Cor. 3:21), ou]x u[mw?n e]sti<n gnw?nai,  
(Ac. 1:7), i!na h[mw?n ge<nhtai h[ klhronomi<a (Lu. 20:14), ti<noj au]tw?n 
e@stai gunh< (Mk. 12:23), telei<wn e]sti>n h[ sterea> trofh< (Heb. 5:14),  
Xristou? ei#nai (2 Cor. 10:7), w$n e]sti>n Fu<geloj kai>   [Ermoge<nhj (2 Tim.  
1:15), i!na h[ u[perbolh> th?j duna<mewj $̂ tou? (2 Cor. 4:7), and finally, 
 
 1  W.-Th , p. 195. Is no distinct type, Giles, Man., p. 317.  
 2 Blass, Tr. of N. T. Gk., p. 96. 
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though by no means all that can be adduced, w$n e@stw ou]x o[- 
ko<smoj (1 Pet. 3:3). These passages not only illustrate the va- 
riety of the predicate genitive, but show that this is essentially a  
substantival genitive (cf. predicate nominative) and not a verbal  
genitive. As an example of the objective genitive in the predi- 
cate take sla<dalon ei# e]mou? (Mt. 16:23). In the modern Greek  
the predicate genitive has been still further extended (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 35). 
 4. Apposition or Definition. This is a very simple use of the  
case, but is not an extremely common idiom in the N. T., since the  
two substantives can easily be put in the same case. In the  
modern Greek mere apposition rules (Thumb, Handb., p. 33).  
But some interesting examples occur.1  It is a well-known idiom  
in Homer and certainly needs no appeal to the Hebrew for justi- 
fication.2  Kuhner-Gerth3 may also be consulted for other poetical  
examples. In the N. T. we note po<leij Sodo<mwn kai> Gomo<rraj (2  
Pet. 2:6) which Blass compares with  ]Ili<ou po<lin of Homer and  
observes4  that po<lewj quatei<rwn (Ac. 16:14) is merely the geni- 
tive of po<lij qua<teira (cf. po<lei  ]Io<pp^ in Ac. 11:5). In 2 Cor.  
11:32 the adjective is used as th>n po<lin Damaskhnw?n, while in  
Rev. 18:10 we have true apposition. One may note further tou? 
naou? tou? sw<matoj au]tou? (Jo. 2:21), to>n a]rrabw?na tou? pneu<matoj (2 Cor.  
5:5), shmei?on peritomh?j (Ro. 4:11, AC peritomh<n) , to> shmei?on th?j 
i]a<sewj (Ac. 4:22), h[ koi<mhsij tou? u!pnou (Jo. 11:13), qw<raka pi<stewj 
kai> a]ga<phj (1 Th. 5:8), to> e@rgon th?j pi<stewj (1 Th. 1:3), e]n 
t&? lo<g& th?j a]lhqei<aj tou? eu]aggeli<ou (Col. 1:5),  h[ a]ntapo<dosij th?j 
klhronomi<aj (Col. 3:24), e]n zu<m^ kaki<aj (1 Cor. 5:8), h[ o]smh> th?j 
gnw<sewj au]tou?  (2 Cor. 2:14), h[ prosfora> tw?n e]qnw?n (Ro. 15:16), to> 
meso<toixon tou? fragmou? (Eph. 2:14), o[ qeme<lioj tw?n a]posto<lwn (Eph. 
2:20), qeme<lioj metanoi<aj (Heb. 6:1), to> a]po<krima tou? qana<tou (2 
Cor. 1:9), o[ e]mplokh?j trixw?n –ko<smoj (1 Pet. 3:3), o[ ste<fanoj th?j 
zwh?j (Rev. 2:10), o[ ste<faonj th?j do<chj (1 Pet. 5:4), o[ th?j dikaiosu<nhj 
ste<fanoj (2 Tim. 4:8), h[ e[orth> tw?n a]zu<mwn (Lu. 22:1),  h[ e[orth> tou? 
pa<sxa (Jo. 13:1), h[ oi]ki<a tou? skh<nouj (2 Cor. 5: 1), h[ a]parxh> tou? pneu<- 
matoj (Ro. 8:23), th>n e]paggeli<an tou? pneu<matoj (Ac. 2:33), no<moj pi<- 
stewj (Ro. 3:27). These are by no means all, but they illustrate at  
least the freedom of the N. T. in the use of the genitive of defini-  
tion or of apposition. It is, of course, possible, as Moulton (Prol.,  
74) suggests, that the vernacular has preserved the poetical 
 
 1 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 335. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 73 f.   3 II, p. 264.  
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk.., p. 98. Cf. also W.-Sch., p. 266 f. 
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idiom in this as in so many other matters. Poetry often expresses  
better than prose the language of the people. In Eph. 4:9 ei]j ta>  
katw<tera me<rh th?j gh?j we probably have not this usage, but the  
ablative after the comparative. Cf. Ellicott in loco. In Jo. 21: 
8 to> di<ktuon tw?n i]xqu<wn the genitive merely gives the content (cf. 
material and quantity as opposed to quality). Cf. also a]la<bastron 
mu<rou (Mk. 14:3) and kera<mion u!datoj (Mk. 14:13), a]ge<lh xoi<rwn   
(Mt. 8:30) and e[kato>n ba<touj e]lai<ou (Lu. 16:6). 
 5. The Subjective Genitive. It can be distinguished from the  
objective use only by the context. Sometimes the matter is not  
clear. This genitive is the common possessive genitive looked at  
from another, angle. In itself the genitive is neither subjective  
nor objective, but lends itself readily to either point of view. The  
subjective genitive can indeed be applied to the merely possessive  
genitive noted above.1  Take Ro. 1:17 where dikaiosu<nh qeou? means  
the righteousness which God has and wishes to bestow on us. A  
typical example is found in 2 Cor. 5:14, h[ ga>r a]ga<ph tou? Xristou? 
sune<xei h[ma?j.  Mere it is unquestionably the love that Christ has for  
sinners and so for Paul that is the constraining influence in his life.  
In Ro. 8:39 the matter is explained indeed by the phrase a]po> th?j  
a]ga<phj tou? qeou? th?j e]n Xrist&?   ]Ihsou?.  Abbott2  is apparently right in  
finding only a couple of passages in the N. T. where a]ga<ph is used 
with the objective genitive (2 Th. 2:10, h[ a]g. th?j a]lhqei<aj; Lu. 
11:42, pare<rxesqe th>n kri<sin kai> th>n a]ga<phn tou? qeou?. Jo. 5:42 th>n 
a]ga<phn tou? qeou? ou]k e@xete e]n e[autoi?j might be either subjective or ob- 
jective, but see Ro. 5:5. In Ph. 4:7 h[ e]rh<nh tou? qeou? is probably 
subjective and, so ‘the peace that God has and gives,’ but the  
meaning is richer than any phrase, as Simcox3 well observes.  Cf.  
Col. 3:15. In Ro. 15:8, u[pe>r a]lhqei<aj qeou?, we seem to have the sub- 
jective genitive. Note also dikaiosu<nh pi<stewj (Ro. 4:13), which is 
explained as subjective by Paul in the phrase h[ dikaiosu<nh e]k pi<stewj  
(Ro. 10:6). In 1 Tim. 4:1, didaskali<aij daimoni<wn, we have again  
the subjective genitive. Some passages are open to doubt, as 
eu]agge<lion th?j xa<ritoj tou? qeou?  (Ac. 20:24), eu]agge<lion th?j basilei<aj 
(Mt. 4:23). 
 6. The Objective Genitive. It is. quite frequent in the N. T.,4  
especially when it is vanishing in the later Greek.5  The adnominal  
genitive preserves a remnant of the old objective genitive in mod- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 333. 
 2 Joh. Gr., pp. 84 ff. Abbott gives a very just discussion of the matter.  
 3 Lang. of the N. T., p. 87. 
 4 Green, Handb.1, etc., p. 219.  5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 334. 
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ern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 34). Here again we must appeal  
to the root-idea of the genitive as the case of genus or kind. The  
resultant idea is due to the context and one must not suppose  
that the Greek genitive means all the different English preposi- 
tions used to translate the resultant idea. Thus in Mk. 11:22  
e@xete pi<stin qeou? we rightly translate 'have faith in God,' though  
the genitive does not mean 'in,' but only the God kind of faith. 
Cf. Ro. 3:22. Take Mt. 12:31, h[ de> tou? pneu<matoj blasfhmi<a, 
where the context makes it clear that it is blasphemy 'against'  
the Holy Spirit. Another striking example is Ac. 4:9, e]pi> eu]er- 
gesi<% a]nqrw<pou a]sqenou?j, where the good deed is done 'to' a sick  
man. In Jo. 7:13, dia> to>n fo<bon tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn, it is fear 'towards'  
or 'in reference to' the Jews, while Jo. 17:2, e]cousi<a pa<shj sarko<j,  
means authority 'over' all flesh (cf. e]cousi<an pneuma<twn a]kaqa<rtwn,  
Mt. 10:1, and th?j u[mw?n e]cousi<aj, 1 Cor. 9:12).  In 1 Cor. 10:6,  
tu<poi h[mw?n, we have types 'for' us.  In Jo. 18:29 we have accu- 
sation 'against' this man, kathgori<an tou? a]nqrw<pou, etc. Each ex- 
ample calls for separate treatment. So to> shmei?on  ]Iwna? (Lu. 11:  
29) may be the sign shown in Jonah, while no<moj tou? a]ndro<j (Ro.  
7:2) is the law 'about' the husband (cf. o[ no<moj tou? leprou?, Lev.  
14:2). In 1 Pet. 2:19, dia> sunei<dhsin qeou?, it is a good conscience  
‘toward’ God, while ei]j th>n u[pakouh>n tou? Xristou? (Lu. 6:12) we have  
prayer 'to' God.   [O zh?loj tou? oi@kou sou (Jo. 2:17) is zeal ‘con- 
cerning' thy house. See Ro. 10:2; cf. also Heb. 11:26, to>n o]nei- 
dismo>n tou? Xristou?.  In Col. 2:18, qrhskei<% tw?n a]gge<lwn, it is worship 
‘paid to’ angels, while ei]j th>n u[pakouh>n tou? Xristou? (2 Cor. 10:5) is 
obedience 'to' Christ. But see per contra u[pakoh> pi<stewj (Ro. 1:5)  
which is subjective genitive. In 1 Cor. 1:6, martu<rion tou? Xristou? 
we have again witness ‘concerning’ Christ.  Cf. also o] lo<goj o[ 
tou? staurou? (1 Cor. 1:18) and a]koai> pole<mwn (Mt. 24:6). So in  
1 Cor. 8:7 h[ sunei<dhsij tou? ei]dw<lou is consciousness 'about' the 
idol, not the idol's consciousness. See also the two objective  
uses of a]ga<ph in 2 Th. 2:10 and Lu. 11:42 and possibly also  
Jo. 5:42; 2 Th. 3:5; 1 Jo. 2:5.  In Ro. 5:5 either will make  
good sense. The phrase fo<boj qeou?  (Ro. 3:18) is objective,  
and note also 2 Cor. 5:11 (to>n fo<bon tou? kuri<ou). Eph. 5:21 
is objective. See also kaq ] u[pomonh>n e@rgou a]gaqou? (Ro. 2:7), 'in' a  
good work, and ei]j dikai<wsin zwh?j (Ro. 5:18), 'to' life. Cf. a]na<sta- 
sin zwh?j—kri<sewj (Jo. 5:29). Indeed one may go on and include 
those genitives of "looser relation" usually set off to themselves.  
They are really just the objective genitive. So as to o[do>j e]qnw?n 
(Mt. 10:5), way 'to' the Gentiles; o[do>n qala<sshj (Mt. 4:15), way 
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‘by’ the sea; th>n diaspora>n tw?n   [Ellh<nwn (Jo. 7:35), dispersion  
‘among’ the Greeks; pro<bata sfagh?j (Ro. 8:36), 'doomed to'  
slaughter; qe<ra tw?n proba<twn (Jo. 10:7), door 'to' the sheep; me- 
toikesi<a Babulw?noj (Mt. 1:11 f.), and even a]polu<trwsij tw?n paraba<- 
sewn (Heb. 9:15), though this last may be regarded as an ablative.  
But baptismw?n didaxh<n (Heb. 6:2) is objective genitive. Note also  
troph?j a]poski<asma (Jas. 1:17), a shadow ‘cast by’ turning, and  
pi<stei a]lhqei<aj (2 Th. 2:13), faith in the truth. In Heb. 10:24, 
parocusmo>n a]ga<phj kai> kalw?n e@rgwn there is little cause for com- 
ment. The same remark applies to ki<ndunoi potamw?n, l^stw?n (2 
Cor. 11:26).  In Jo. 19:14 h[ parskeuh> tou? pa<sxa probably al- 
ready means the day 'before' the Sabbath (Friday).1  Cf. h[ para- 
bolh> tou? spei<rontoj (Mt. 13:18). Cf. also the genitive of price,  
xoi?nic si<tou dhnari<ou (Rev. 6:6), 'for' a penny; a]nta<llagma th?j 
yuxh?j au]tou? (Mt. 16:26), exchange 'for' his soul. Cf. Lu. 10:  
36. Enough has been said to show how carefully the genitive  
must be interpreted and what great latitude was used in connec- 
tion with it. Deissmann (St. Paul, pp. 140 f.) thinks that Paul's  
use of the genitive is "very peculiar" and transcends all rules  
about subjective and objective. He even suggests "mystic geni- 
tive" for Paul. 
 7. Genitive of Relationship. For lack of a better name this  
use of the genitives is called "genitive of membership"2 or "of re- 
lationship."3  In reality it is merely the possessive genitive of a  
special applications The substantive is not used because the con- 
text makes it clear. Thus Mari<a h[  ]Iakw<bou (Lu. 24:10) is James'  
Mary; whether mother, wife, daughter or sister, the context must  
decide. In this instance it is James' mother. Cf. Mk. 16:1.  
Mk. 15:47 gives us Mari<a h[  ]Iwsh?toj, while in 15:40 we have both  
James and Joses.  In Mt. 27:56 as in Mk. 15:40 we have the  
full construction mh<thr.  But in Jo. 19:25 Mari<a h[ tou? 
Klwpa? it is the wife (gunh<) that is meant. So in Mt. 1:6 e]k th?j tou?  
Ou]ri<ou.  In Lu. 6:16 and Ac. 1:13 we have  ]Iou<daj  ]Iakw<bou, which  
probably means the brother (a]delfo<j) of Jude in view of Jude 1  
(a]delfo>j  ]Iakw<bou) rather than son. But ui[o<j is the word usually 
to be supplied, as in  [Ia<kwbon to>n tou? Zebedai<ou (Mt. 4:21), to>n  ]Iou<- 
dan Si<mwnoj (Jo. 6:71), Si<mwn  ]Iwa<nou (Jo. 21:15 ff.), Dauei>d to>n  
tou?   ]Iessai< (Ac. 13:22).  See also Ac. 20:4, Sw<patroj Pu<rrou.  Cf. 
Lu. 3:2 where ui[o<j is used, as ui[oi< generally is for 'sons of Zebe- 
dee' (Mk. 10:35).  In Jo. 21:2 we have oi[ tou? Zebedai<ou so used. 
 
 1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 92. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of, N. T. Gk., p. 95.  3 W.-Th., p. 190. 
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But sometimes the article refers to the family in general as 
in u[po> tw?n Xlo<hj (1 Cor. 1:11).  Cf. oi[ peri> au]to<n (Lu. 22:49).  
In Mk. 5:35, a]po> tou? a]rxisunagw<gou, it is possible that oi#koj is 
to be supplied, since the man himself (verse 22) has already  
come.1  In Ac. 2:27, 31, W. H. read ei]j %!dhn, while some MSS.  
have ei]j %!dou (cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 395) and the MSS.  
vary also in Ps. 16:10 (LXX).  Cf. e]n t&? %!d^ in Lu. 16:23.  It  
is more likely that in Lu. 2:49, e]n toi?j tou? patro<j, we have the  
idea of 'house' rather than that of 'business.' Cf.  ei]j ta> i@dia  
(Jo. 19:27) and ei]j ta> i@dia and oi[ i@dioi in Jo. 1:11. See e]n toi?j 
Klaud(i<ou), P.O. 523 (ii/A.D.), for 'house' of. It is a classic idiom.  
Cf. Lysias ei]j ta> tou? a]delfou?.  These constructions are all in har- 
mony with the ancient Greek idiom.2 In an example like to> th?j  
a]lhqou?j paroimi<aj (2 Pet. 2:22) it is not the genitive that calls for  
remark so much as the article without any substantive. The  
discussion belongs to the chapter on the Article. 
 8. Partitive Genitive. Here a part of the whole is given. See  
e{n tou<twn (Mt. 6:29), to> de<katon th?j po<lewj (Rev. 11:13), e!wj 
h[mi<souj th?j basilei<aj (Mk. 6:23), h!misu kairou? (Rev. 12:14), ta> 
h[mi<sia< mou tw?n u[parxo<ntwn (Lu. 19:8), to> perisseu?on tw?n klasma<twn 
(Mt. 15:37), to> tri<ton th?j gh?j (Rev. 8:7).  See further e{n tw?n 
melw?n sou (Mt. 5:29), ti<na tw?n profhtw?n (Acts 7:52), tou>j ptwxou>j 
tw?n a[gi<wn (Rom. 15:26), oi[ loipoi> tw?n a]nqrw<pwn (Lu. 18:11),  
muria<dej muria<dwn kai> xilia<dej xilia<dwn (Rev. 5:11), ta> h[mi<sia< mou 
tw?n u[parxo<ntwn (Lu. 19:8) and the curious ta> au]ta> tw?n paqhma<twn 
(1 Pet. 5: 9). For the blending of the partitive genitive with  
the ablative and e]k and for further discussion see ix, (c). In the  
N. T. the partitive relation is usually more sharply defined by  
prepositions (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 102). Cf. Ac. 21:16,  
sunh?lqon tw?n maqhtw?n, where the partitive genitive is alone. 
 9. The Position of the Genitive. In general one may note  
that the genitive usually comes after the limiting substantive, as  
th>n ge<ennan tou? puro<j (Mt. 5:22), but the genitive comes first if it  
is emphatic like  [Ellh<nwn polu> plh?qoj (Ac. 14:1) or if there is  
sharp contrast like to>n sustratiw<thn mou, u[mw?n de> a]po<stolon (Ph..  
2:25).  In Eph. 6:9 both genitives precede, kai> au]tw?n kai> u[mw?n o[ 
ku<rioj.  If the article is used with both words we may have the  
usual order, as th>n panopli<an tou? qeou?, (Eph. 6:11), or less often the 
classic idiom, as to>n th?j pi<stewj a]rxhgo<n (Heb. 12:2). Sometimes  
indeed the article may be repeated, as o[ lo<goj o[ tou? staurou? (1 Cor.  
 
 1 Green, Handb., etc., p. 213. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 95 f. 
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1:18).1   Au]tou? usually comes after the noun in the Synoptics, as 
th>n a!lwna au]tou? (Lu. 3:17), but John sometimes puts au]tou? first2  
(1:27; 9:6; cf. sou in 9:10, sou oi[ o]fqalmoi<). Sometimes a word  
intervenes between; the substantive and the genitive as in h@meqa 
te<kna fu<sei o]rgh?j (Eph. 2:3). Cf. also Ph. 2:10; Ro. 9:21, etc.  
But note ei]j a]leu<rou sa<ta tri<a (Mt. 13:33). 
 10. Concatenation of Genitives. Two or more genitives may  
be used together. This is, of course, common in the earlier Greek.  
Paul in particular is fond of piling up genitives. Take 1 Th. 
1:3 as a typical example, mnhmoneu<ontej u[mw?n tou? e@rgou th?j pi<stewj 
kai> tou? ko<pou th?j a]ga<phj kai> th?j u[pomonh?j th?j e]lpi<doj tou? kuri<ou  
h[mw?n  ]Ihsou? Xristou?. Here we have practically all the points, viz., two 
simple genitives, two in apposition, three together, one of the per- 
son and the other of the thing. A very simple case is found in 
Ro. 8:21, th>n e]leuqeri<an th?j do<chj tw?n te<knwn tou? qeou?, and in verse 23  
th>n a]polu<trwsin tou? sw<matoj h[mw?n.  Cf. also Jo. 6:1; 2 Cor. 4:4; 
Eph. 1: 6; 4:13; Col. 1:13, etc. In Rev. 16:19 we have four  
genitives, to> poth<rion tou? oi@nou tou? qumou? th?j o]rgh?j au]tou?, and five 
occur in Rev. 19:15, counting the appositives, th>n lhno>n tou? oi@nou 
tou? qumou? th?j o]rgh?j tou? qeou? tou? pantokra<toroj. Blass3 calls this "a 
really burdensome accumulation of words," but surely the sense  
is clear enough. The governing genitive comes before the de- 
pendent genitive in Ilregular order here. But in 2 Pet. 3:2 this  
smooth order is not observed, yet all five can be readily under- 
stood:  u[po> tw?n a[gi<wn profhtw?n kai> th?j tw?n a]posto<lwn u[mw?n e]ntolh?j 
tou? kuri<ou.  Cf. Ph. 2:30 also. In 2 Cor. 3:18, a]po> kuri<ou pneu<matoj, 
it is not clear whether kuri<ou is genitive or is the ablative in apposi- 
tion with pneu<matoj.  In Jas. 2:1 it is difficult to put into brief 
compass the Greek idiom, th>n pi<stin tou? kuri<ou h[mw?n   ]Ihsou? Xristou? 
th?j do<chj.  Here  ]Ih. Xr. is in apposition with kuri<ou.  Krui<ou has  
h[mw?n and is itself the objective genitive with pi<stin, while th?j do<chj   
is probably in apposition with   ]Ih. Xr. (see Mayor in loco). 
 (g) THE GENITIVE WITH ADJECTIVES. Giles4 observes how natu- 
ral it is for adjectives to take the genitive, since many of them are  
developed from substantives in apposition. Adjectives of fulness  
can logically take either the genitive or the instrumental. Giles5  
explains how with they Latin plenus, by analogy to vacuus, the ab- 
lative is used and also because the ablative and instrumental forms 
 
 1 Cf. Green, Handy., etc., p. 215. 
 2 Abbott, Joh. Gr.,1p. 90.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 99. 
 4 Man., etc., p. 316. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 353 f. 
 5 lb. 
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we have the genitive when the participle is regarded no longer as  
are the same in Latin. Indeed even in the case of the participle 
an adjective, but as a substantive, as ta> u[pa<rxonta< mou (1 Cor. 13:  
3). Cf. Lu. 12:33; Lu. 2:27, to> ei]qisme<non tou? no<mou; and Ph. 3:8, 
to> u[pere<xon th?j gnw<sewj.  The adjective itself is so used in 1 Cor.  
10:33, to> e]mautou? su<mforon.  Cf. 1 Cor. 7:35. But different is sum- 
mo<rfouj th?j ei]ko<noj tou? ui[ou? au]tou?  (Ro. 8:29). Here we have the 
true adjective, but the genitive is due to the principle just stated.  
In sunergo<j, Ro. 16:21, we have the substantive also. The case  
with verbals in –toj may be considered genitive, but see the ab-  
lative also. Thus of oi[ a]gaphtoi> qeou? (Ro. 1:7), gennhtoi> gunaikw?n (Lu. 
7:28), e]klektoi? qeou? (Ro. 8:33), klhtoi>  ]Ihsou? (Ro. 1:6).  In didak- 
toi> qeou? (Jo. 6:45), ou]k e]n didaktoi?j a]nqrwpi<nhj sofi<aj lo<goij (1 Cor. 
2:13) one may question if we do not have the ablative. But in  
eu]loghme<noi tou? patro<j (Mt. 25:34) the genitive is likely the case.  
There is only one adjective in –iko<j in the N. T. which has the  
genitive, kritiko>j e]nqumh<sewn (Heb. 4:12).    @Acioj is very common  
with the genitive in the N. T., as a@cion th?j metanoi<aj (Mt. 3:8). But  
a]na<cioj probably has abl. because of a– privative, as a]na<cioi< e]ste 
krithri<wn e]laxi<stwn (1 Cor. 6:2).  Delbruck1 confesses his inability  
to explain this genitive, though Blass2 considers it genitive of price.  
The figure of weighing or scales seems to be involved in the word.  
In 1 Cor. 9:21 (e@nnomoj Xristou?) we have a very "bold use" of the  
genitive3 due to the substantive idea involved (no<moj).  But prob- 
ably in Heb. 3:12, kardi<a ponhra> a]pisti<aj, the genitive is dependent  
on kardi<a, not ponhra<.    @Enoxoj brings up an unusual genitive in Mt. 
26:66 e@noxoj qana<tou, and Mk. 3:29 (correct text) e@noxo<j e]stin ai]w- 
ni<ou a[marth<matoj.  Moulton4 considers this genitive "aberrant"  
and still more e@noxoj kri<sewj in Syrian class of MSS. in Mk. 3:29.  
In 1 Cor. 11:27, e@noxoj e@stai tou? sw<matoj, we have the usage of the  
pre-Syrian classes in Mk. 3:29 and not the idiom in Mt. 26:66.  
The usual construction appears also as in e@noxoj e@stai t ?̂ kri<sei (Mt.  
5:21 f.) and even e@noxoj ei]j th>n ge<ennan (ib.). In the instance  
of koinwno<j the construction is also interesting. In 2 Cor. 1:7 we 
have koinwnoi< e]ste tw?n paqhma<twn, but it is debatable if the adjec- 
tive has not here become a substantive as with koinwno>j e]mo<j (2 Cor.  
8:23; cf. sunergo<j in same verse).  Koinwno<j has also the dative, as 
koinwnoi> t&? Si<mwni (Lu. 5:10). See sunkoinwno>j au]tou? (1 Cor. 9:23)  
and in Ph. 1:7 two genitives, sunkoinwnou<j mou th?j xa<ritoj.  But in  
Rev. 1:9 we have e]n with locative. Note also mestoi> u[pokri<sewj 
 
 1 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 254.   3 Ib. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 106.  4 Cl. Rev., Apr., 1904, p. 152. 
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(Mt. 23:28) and plh<rhj xa<ritoj (Jo. 1:14).1  The case of me<toxoj  
in Heb. 3:1 (klh<sewj e]pourani<ou me<toxoi) is similar to that of koinw- 
no<j above, though more decidedly adjectival. Cf. me<soj u[mw?n (Jo.  
1:26).  In Jo.18:55 W. H. read o!moioj u[mi?n, though xCLX have  
u[mw?n, a construction sometimes found in ancient Greek.2 One 
may note also in 1 Pet. 5: 9, ta> au]ta> tw?n paqhma<twn, which is per- 
haps to be understood as the same "kinds" of sufferings, rather  
than the same sufferings. 
 (h) THE GENITIVE WITH ADVERBS AND PREPOSITIONS. At 
bottom there is little difference between the adverb and the geni- 
tive and the preposition and the genitive. The preposition is an  
adverb that is used with a case for clearer expression. The adverb  
is still an adverb when used with a case and called a preposition.  
Some adverbs indeed are only used as prepositions, but this is in  
the later stages of the language.  ]Aci<wj, like the adjective a@cioj,  
occurs with the genitive, as a]ci<wj tou? eu]aggeli<ou (Ph. 1:27; cf.  
Ro. 16:2).  The genitive is not persistent with some of the ad- 
verbs and prepositions in late Greek.3  It is more especially with  
adverbs of time that the genitive is found.4  Thus a!pac tou? e]niau- 
tou? (Heb. 9:7) di>j tou? sabba<tou (Lu. 18:12), e[pta<kij th?j h[me<raj 
(Lu. 17:4).  Gies5 indeed observes that it is only the genitive  
of place that uses prepositions. Here only specimens without  
discussion can be given. Thus a@ntikruj Xi<ou (Ac. 20:15), a]pe<nanti 
tou? ta<fou (Mt. 7:61), a]nti> xa<ritoj (Jo. 1:16), a@xri kairou? (Lu. 
4:13), dia> parabolh?j (Lu. 8:4), e]ggu<j sou (Ro. 10:8), e@nati tou? 
qeou? (Lu. 1:8), e]nanti<on tou? qeou? (Lu. 1:6), e!neken e]mou? (Mt. 5:11),  
e]nto>j u[mw?n (Lu. 17:21), e]nw<pion kuri<ou (Lu. 1:15), e]pa<nw o@rouj (Mt. 
5:14), e]pi> th?j gh?j (Rev. 6:10), e@sw th?j au]lh?j (Mk. 15:16), e!wj 
h[mw?n (Ac. 9:38), kata> tou?  ]Ihsou? (Mt. 26:59), kate<nanti u[mw?n (Mk.  
11:2), katenw<pion th?j do<chj (Ju. 24), ku<kl& tou? qro<nou (Rev. 4:6), 
me<son genea?j skolia?j (Ph. 2:15), meq ] h[mw?n (Mt. 1:23), metacu> sou? 
(Mt. 18:15), me<xri th?j sh<meron (Mt. 11:23), paraplh<sion qana<tou  
(Ph. 2:27), plhsi<on tou? xwri<ou (Jo. 4:5), peri> tou? fwto<j (Jo. 1:8),  
tou<tou xa<rin (Eph. 3:1).  @Emprosqen, o@pisqen pro<, pro<j, u[pe<r, etc., 
all have the ablative.  Cf. to> e@swqen u[mw?n (Lu. 11:39) where e@swqen  
may be looked at more as a noun.  ]En me<s& has almost the force  
of a preposition with the genitive (u[mw?n, for instance, 1 Th. 2:7). 
 (1) THE GENITIVE WITH VERBS. As already remarked, Del- 
 
 1 Jann. (Hist. G1. Gr., p. 338), after the analogy of the Lat. and the Gk.  
keno<j, e]ndeh<j, etc., considers it the abl. that we have with plh<rhj. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 106.  4 Giles, Man., p. 318. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk Gr., p. 337.  5 Ib., p. 319. 
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bruck1 begins his discussion of the genitive with the verb. In Lu. 
5:19, poi<aj ei]sene<gkwsin, the genitive is not due to the verb and is a  
rather loose almost adverbial phrase. 
 1. Very Common. In Greek the genitive with verbs cuts a  
larger figure than in Latin.2  Broadus used to say that the genitive  
with verbs means 'this and no other,' while the accusative with  
verbs means 'this and no more.' Probably therefore the genitive  
with verbs is a variation from the accusative with verbs, the  
original and normal case with verbs. This point may be illus- 
trated by a]kou<ete au]tou? (Mk. 9:7) and h@kousen to>n a]spasmo<n (Lu. 1 
41). Some verbs yield themselves naturally to the idea of the  
genitive, while others use the accusative. Others again use now  
one, now the other. The predicate genitive is passed by here,  
having been discussed under Substantives. 
 2. Fading Distinction from Accusative. But it must not be  
assumed that it is wholly a matter of indifference whether the ac- 
cusative or the genitive is used with a verb, though the accusative  
in the later Greek constantly made inroads on the genitive. Even  
in the old Greek much freedom existed. In the modern Greek the  
genitive with verbs occurs only in some dialects (Thumb, Handb., 
p. 35). Cf. mnhmoneu<ete th?j gunaiko>j Lw<t (Lu. 17:32), but mnhmo- 
neu<ete tou>j pe<nte a@rtouj (Mt. 16:9).  In pa<nta mou me<mnhsqe (1 Cor. 
11:2) both cases occur. This is all in accord with classical usage. 
So also e]pilaqe<sqai tou? e@rgou h[mw?n (Heb. 6:10), but ta> me<n o]pi<sw 
e]pilanqano<menoj. (Ph. 3:13); geu<setai< mou tou? dei<pnou (Lu. 14:24),  
but e]geu<sato to> u[dwr (Jo. 2:9); ge<mousin o]ste<wn (Mt. 23:27), but 
even ge<monta o]no<mata blasfhmi<aj (Rev. 17:3). But it is perfectly  
proper to appeal to the distinction in the cases in the apparent 
contradiction between a]kou<ontej me>n th?j fwnh?j (Ac. 9:7) and th>n de>  
fwnh>n ou]k h@kousan (22:9). The accusative (case of extent) accents  
the intellectual apprehension of the sound, while the genitive (spe- 
cifying case) calls attention to the sound of the voice without  
accenting the sense. The word a]kou<w itself has two senses which  
fall in well with this case-distinction, one 'to hear,' the other 'to 
understand.' Cf. ou$ ou]k h@kousan (Ro. 10:14) and mh> ou]k h@kousan 
(Ro. 10:18). And yet the genitive can be used where the sense  
is meant, though not stressed, as h@kousa fwnh?j (Ac. 22:7), but  
h@kousen fwnh<n (Ac. 9:4; and 26:14).3  But see further under 3. 
 
 1 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 308.  2 Giles, Man., p. 315. 
 3 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., pp. 87 ff., has an extensive discussion of the  
gen. and acc. with a]kou<w, but seems to miss the point after all. They heard the  
sound but not the words. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 103, admits this classic  
distinction sometimes in the N. T. 
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 3. Verbs of Sensation. One of the chief classes of verbs that  
may be used with the genitive is verbs of sensation. One seems  
compelled to make some division in the verbs used with the gen- 
itive for the sake of intelligible discussion. Yet as a matter of  
fact each class and each verb indeed relates itself to the root-idea  
of the genitive. That is the thing to keep in mind and not a mere  
artificial grouping of the verbs. Analogy was at work, of course,  
but the verbs after all were separate units and had independent  
development.  These groupings of the grammarians are mere  
matters of convenience. And it is a delicate matter that varies  
somewhat with the writer, this use of the genitive. By sensation we  
refer to verbs that mean to hear, smell, taste, touch, though verbs  
of seeing have the accusative. The most common verb of hearing  
is a]kou<w, about which some remarks have already been made. It  
is not necessary to give an exhaustive list of the instances of a]kou<w.  
A typical one is h@kousen sumfwni<aj kai> xorw?n, (Lu. 15:25). The gen- 
itive is used either with things, as in this illustration, or with per- 
sons, as in au]tou? a]kou<ete (Lu. 9:35). For accusative with persons  
see Eph. 4:21.  Besides the use of the accusative with this verb,  
both with the classic distinction as above and without, there may  
also be the accusative and the ablative as in Ac. 1:4  h{n a]kou<sate< 
mou. Then again the verb itself is used in the sense of hear, to un- 
derstand, and even to obey (hearken). The sense of hearken is  
often in John's Gospel with the genitive, as ou]k h@kousan au]tw?n ta>  
pro<bata (Jo. 10:8). Cf. Rev. 3:20, etc. The apparent double  
genitive in the last passage th?j fwnh?j mou is not to be attributed to  
the verb, for mou is merely possessive. Cf. Ac. 22:1.  Blass1 makes  
careful distinction between the usages in the various N. T. writers,  
but that is not to be pushed too far.  In 2 Cor. 6:2 (LXX, Is. 49: 
8) we have e]ph<kousa< sou, but u[pakou<w uses the dative (Mt. 8:27). 
But we have e]phkorw?nto au]tw?n oi[ de<omioi (Ac. 16:25) in the sense of 
hearken.  No verb of smelling is used with the genitive in the 
N. T., but e]mpne<wn a]peilh?j kai> fo<nou (Ac. 9:1) is certainly analogous.  
as Blass2 observes, who refers to the LXX for parallels (Josh. 
10:40, pa?n e]mpne<on zwh?j), for both genitive and accusative. Cf. 
Johannessohn, Der Gebr., p. 36. Thus ou] mh> geu<shtai qana<tou (Jo. 
8:52), but in Heb. 6:4 f. we have the genitive and accusative 
right together, a matter hardly accidental,3  geusame<nouj th?j dwrea?j, 
geusame<nouj qeou? r[h?ma.  But Blass4 considers the accusative here,  
as in Jo. 2:9, merely a colloquialism in harmony with the general 
 
 1 Or. of N. T. Gk., p. 103.  3 Moulton, Prol., p. 66. 
 2 Ib.     4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 101. 
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tendency to retain the accusative (see 2 above). Other verbs of 
tasting are koresqe<ntej trofh?j (Ac. 27:38) and tou<touj xorta<sai a@rtwn  
(Mk. 8:4). Cf. also metela<mbanon trofh?j (Ac. 2:46) and prosela<bonto 
trofh?j (Ac. 27:36).  Diya<w and peina<w use only the accusative 
(Matt. 5:6). The verbs of touching can be briefly disposed of.  
Thus h!yato tw?n i[mati<wn (Mk. 5:30) and often in the Gospels. So  
ka}n qhri<on qi<g^ tou? o@rouj (Heb. 12:20), but yhlafa<w has only the  
accusative (Ac. 17:27).  Perhaps the other verbs of taking hold  
of and seizing may as well be mentioned, for it is less than a step  
from the idea of touch. Thus e[no>j a]nqe<cetai (Lu. 16:13); ta> e]xo<mena 
th?j swthri<aj (Heb. 6:9); a]ntela<beto  ]Israh>l paido>j au]tou? (Lu. 1:54)  
and oi[ th?j eu]ergesi<aj a]ntilambano<menoi (1 Tim. 6:2); e]pela<beto au]tou?  
(Mt. 14:31), and e]pilabo<menoj th?j xeiro>j tou? tuflou? (Mk. 8:23), 
where the part taken hold of is indicated; e]kra<thsen th?j xeiro<j 
au]th?j (Mt. 9:25), where the part is again in genitive, but the whole  
is in the accusative in krath<saj to>n  ]Iwa<nhn (Mt. 14:3);  pia<saj au]- 
to>n th?j xeiro<j (Ac. 3:7), where the whole is in the accusative and 
the part in the genitive.  Blass1 notes that this last (pia<zw) is a  
"vulgar" word. But here, as usual, the N. T. is in harmony with  
the vernacular. The papyri2 show e@xomai with the genitive as  
well as a]ntilamba<nomai. So e]xo<meno<j mou, P. Par. 51 (B.C. 160). Besides  
Mk. 8:23 (above) the double genitive (whole and part) may be 
seen in Lu. 20:20, i!na e]pila<bwntai au]tou? lo<gou (cf. also verse 26),  
though here au]tou? is probably dependent on lo<gou.  
 4. Verbs of Emotion. These naturally have the genitive, such  
as to desire, care for, neglect, have compassion, spare, bear with,  
aim after, obtain, remember, forget, enjoy, etc.   ]Epiqume<w has 
the genitive in Ac. 20:33, a]rguri<ou h} xrusi<ou h} i[matismou?  
ou]deno<j but the accusative probably in Mt. 5:28 (text uncertain, but  
LXX has accusative, Ex. 20:17).  ]Ore<gomai also has the genitive, 
as in Heb. 11:16, krei<ttonoj o]re<gontai.  Cf. 1 Tim. 3:1, where both 
o]re<getai and e]piqumei? are used with the genitive. Cf. also o]meiro<- 
menoi u[mw?n (1 Th. 2:8).  The verbs of concern are fairly numerous  
ands uniform. Thus a]nexo<menoi a]llh<lwn (Col. 3:13) in the N. T. 
as in the older Greek. So mh> a]me<lei tou? e]n soi> xari<smaotj (1 Tim.  
4:14), mh> o]ligw<rei paidei<aj kuri<ou (Heb. 12:5).  But these three 
verbs may have the ablative.  ]Ane<xomai here is 'hold oneself back 
from.'   Like the earlier Greek also is e]pemelh<qh au]tou? (Lu. 10:34)   
and mh> tw?n bow?n me<lei t&? qe&? (1 Cor. 9:9).  Blass3 considers ou]de>n 
tou<twn t&? Galli<wni e@melen (Ac. 18:17) the personal construction, 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 101. 0-6 
 2 Moulton, Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 437.  3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 104. 
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as often in the classical Greek. But already in the Attic inscrip- 
tions (Meisterhans, p. 211) we have e]pimele<omai with the dative. 
So, too, peri< appears with the genitive in Jo. 10:13, etc. Consider 
further tw?n i]di<wn kai> ma<lista oi]kei<wn ou] pronoei? (1 Tim. 5:8) and i!na 
fronti<zwsin kalw?n e@rgwn (Tit. 3:8). In Mt. 6:34 we have meri- 
mnh<sei au[th?j, though some MSS. read ta> e[auth?j. Once again take 
tou? i]di<ou ou]k e]fei<sato (Ro. 8:32). These all are in regular order. 
In Mt. 18:27 tou? dou<lou is more likely dependent on o[ ku<rioj rather  
than on splagxnisqei<j.  Verbs of obtaining are illustrated by  
e@laxe tou? qumia?sai (Lu. 1:9), not mere "appearance,"1 though the  
accusative is elsewhere found in the N. T. as in Ac. 1:17 (cf.  
classic frequency of the accusative). On the other hand tugxa<nw 
always has the genitive in the N. T., as tou? ai]w?noj e]kei<nou tuxei?n (Lu. 
20:35).  But with e]pitugxa<nw we have e]pe<tuxon e]paggeliw?n (Heb.  
11:33) and tou?to ou]k e]pe<tuxen (Ro. 11:7).  Moulton (Cl. Rev., 
p. 437, Dec., 1901) notes genitive and accusative with e]pituxo<ntej— 
th?j   [Rwmai<wn politei<aj kai> e]pigami<an, B.U. 113 (ii/A.D.). In general 
the papyri confirm the N. T. use of these verbs. Verbs of remem- 
bering and forgetting call for little remark. Thus mnhsqh?nai diaqh<khj  
(Lu. 1:72), mnhmoneu<ete tou? lo<gou (Jo. 15:20).  Mimnh<skomai always  
has the genitive and mnhmoneu<w usually.  But a]namimnh<skw (act.,  
mid. and pass.) always has the accusative in the N. T. Cf.  
a]nemnh<sqh to> r[h?ma (Mk. 14:72), whereas ancient Greek usually had  
the genitive. With u[pomimnh<skw the usage is divided again, as the  
accusative is alone used in the active (Jo. 14:26), but the genitive  
in the passive deponent), as u[pemnh<sqh tou? r[h<matoj (Lu. 22:61;  
cf. Mk. 14:72 above).  ]Epilanqa<nomai again has usually the gen- 
itive, as filoceni<aj mh> e]pilanqa<nesqe (Heb. 13:2), but the accusative  
once (Ph. 3:13) and x in Heb. 13:2 according to classic idiom.  
Cf. Oxy. P. IV, 744, 11 and 12 (i/A.9.). We once also have e]kle<lhsqe 
th?j paraklh<sewj Heb. 12:5).  Of verbs of enjoying we have only  
e]gw< sou o]nai<mhn (Phil. 20).   ]Apolau<w does not occur in the N. T.,  
and neither a]gallia<w, nor xai<rw is used with the genitive, but only  
absolutely, with the instrumental, or with prepositions.  Ai]sqa<nomai  
appears only once (Lu. 9:45) and with accusative. 
 5. Verbs of Sharing, Partaking and Filling. Indeed, verbs of  
sharing can be looked at as taking the partitive genitive. Thus 
with mete<xein we have trape<zhj. (1 Cor. 10:21), e]k tou? e[no>j a@rtou 
(verse 17; clear1y ablative) and xa<riti (verse 30, associative in- 
strumental by analogy of sunkoinwne<w.  Cf. kekoinw<nhken ai!matoj kai>  
sarko<j (Heb. 2:14), though elsewhere in the N. T. the associative 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 102. 
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instrumental occurs with persons. Metadi<dwmi has only the ac- 
cusative and instrumental. As to metalamba<nw and proslamba<nw 
it is more doubtful if it is not ablative rather than genitive.  
Cf. ix, (f), 7, for discussion. The partitive idea is divided be- 
tween the genitive and the ablative.1  In the N. T. prepositions  
are chiefly used and with the ablative. Radermacher (N. T. Gr.,  
p. 102) finds in the partitive idea the explanation of the local and  
temporal use of the genitive, but not rightly. The true genitive is 
found with verbs of filling like e]plh<sqh h[ po<lij th?j sugxu<sewj (Ac. 19:  
29), peplhrw<kate th>n   ]Ierousalh>n th?j didaxh?j u[mw?n (Ac. 5 : 28), 
gemi<sate ta>j u[dri<aj u!datoj (Jo. 2:7), perisseu<ontai a@rtwn (Lu. 15:17), 
e]ne<plhsen a]gaqw?n (Lu. 1:53).  In Latin words of filling (plenus, etc.) use  
the ablative or instrumental, as the Greek has the ablative with 
words of lacking (u[sterou?ntai th?j do<chj (Ro. 3:23).  By analogy  
therefore we find e]k and the ablative with plhro<w, as e]plhrw<qh e]k  
th?j o]smh?j (Jo. 12:3) and gemi<zw, as e]ge<misen au]to>n e]k tou? puro<j (Rev. 
8:5).  For the instrumental with the passive see Ro. 1:29, etc.  
Indeed the accusative is seen in Ph. 1:11 and Rev. 17:3 and some  
MSS. in Ac. 2:28. 
 6. Verbs of Ruling. These probably have the true genitive,  
though verbs of excelling use the ablative. Thus in Mk. 10:42  
we have three such verbs in one sentence, oi[ dokou?ntej a@rxein tw?n  
e]qnw?n katakurieu<ousin au]tw?n kai> oi[ mega<loi au]tw?n katecousia<zousin  
au]tw?n.  Other examples are a]nqupateu<ontoj according to some MSS. in Ac.  
18:12, au]qentei?n a]ndro<j (1 Tim. 2:12), basileu<ei th?j   ]Ioudai<aj (Mt. 
2:22 xB; elsewhere e]pi<),  h[gemoneu<ontoj th?j Suri<aj (Lu. 2:2), ku- 
rieu<omen u[mw?n th?j pi<stewj (2 Cor. 1:24), katadunasteu<ousin u[mw?n (Jas. 
2:6), tetraarxou?ntoj th?j   ]Itourai<aj (Lu. 3:1).  These verbs all 
have a distinct substantive-affinity like 'be ruler of,' etc. See fur- 
ther Lu. 22:25 for kurieu<w) and e]cousia<zw, Mt. 16:18 for katisxu<w. 
 7. Verbs of Buying, Selling, Being Worthy of. It is not per- 
fectly clear what the origin of this usage is. The use of e]k  
dhnari<ou with sumfwnh<saj (Mt. 20:2) may be noted, but in 
verse 13 dhnari<ou sunefw<nhsaj.  Cf. also h]go<rasan e]c au]tw?n (Mt.  
27:7 with praqh?nai pollou? (Mt. 26:9).   ]Agora<zw is used also  
with e]n (Rev. 5:9).  So again one may note e]kth<sato xwri<on e]k 
misqou? th?j a]diki<aj (Ac. 1:18. Cf. Lu. 16:9, e]k tou? mamwna?) with 
misqou? e]cexu<qhsan(Ju. 11).  Cf. dia< with peripoie<omai (Ac. 20:28). 
These, examples show that it was easy to go from the genitive to  
and the ablative. Consider also w]nh<sato timh?j a]rguri<ou (Ac. 7:  
16), a]ssari<ou pwlei?tai (Mt. 10:29), tosou<tou a]pe<dosqe (Ac. 5:8), h]go- 
 
 1 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 340. 
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ra<sqhte timh?j (1 Cor. 6:20).  In Mk. 14:5, praqh?nai e]pa<nw dhnari<wn 
triakosi<wn, the a verb e]pa<nw has no effect on the case as is shown 
by w@fqh e]pa<nw pentakosi<oij a]delfoi?j (1 Cor. 15:6).  Blass1 compares 
the use of e]k in the Attic inscriptions with praqh?nai. And Monro 
(Homeric Grammar, p. 109) considers this the ablative, which is 
certainly possible. But on the other hand the undoubted genitive 
with a]cio<w suggests the idea of exchange or barter as the true ori- 
gin and thus a real genitive.  ]Alla<ssw is not so used itself, but 
buying and selling easily fall in with the notion of worth. Thus 
i!na u[ma?j a]ciw<s^ th?j klh<sewj (2 Th. 1:11), kataciwqh?nai th?j basilei<aj 
(2 Th. 1:5).  Cf. also 1 Tim. 5:17; Heb. 3:3; 10:29. On the 
whole one is inclined to this explanation of the usage and to treat 
it as a true genitive. Cf. Rev. 6 : 6 for the genitive of price without 
a verb. But the use of a]po< with verbs of buying and selling goes 
back in single instances to the Attic time (Radermacher, N. T. 
Gr., p. 91). So ste<fanon dido<ntej a]po> penth<konta xrusw?n, Inscr. of 
Magn., 16, 29. 
 8. Verbs of Accusing and Condemning. Blass2 observes that  
the old Greek usage of the genitive of the thing has well-nigh  
vanished in the N. T. We do have e]gkalei?sqai sta<esewj (Ac. 19:40),  
but peri<, with the genitive is the usual construction in the N. T. 
both with e]gkale<w (Ac. 23:29), kri<nw (Ac. 23:6), and even kathgo- 
re<w (Ac. 24:13).  However, in the case of kathgo<rew we do find w$n  
in Lu. 23:14 and Ac. 25:11, but in each instance the genitive  
seems to be due to attraction to the case of the suppressed ante- 
cedent tou<twn.   Ac. 24:13 for peri<.  Still the point is not ab- 
solutely certain and w$n, could be due to kathgore<w.  At any rate  
kathgore<w is also used with the genitive of the person as in i!na kath- 
gorh<swsin au]tou? (Mt. 12:10). Cf. also Mk. 15:3 where we have  
genitive and accusative, kathgo<roun au]tou? polla<.  Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 235) notes that D often has accusative with kathgore<w as with 
a]kou<w, krate<w. 
 9. Genitive Due to Prepositions in Composition. Some verbs  
have the genitive because of the preposition in composition which  
gives a distinct change in idea to the verb. The preposition is  
often repeated with the noun. As a matter of fact the only3 prep- 
osition that seems to figure thus in the N. T. is kata< which is used  
with a number of verbs with the genitive.4 Not all the kata< com- 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 105. He cites Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 173. 
 2 Ib., p. 104.    3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 106. 
 4 Jann. (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 341) comments on the blending of meaning be- 
tween prep. and verb in the later Gk. 
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pounds use the genitive. Cf. the accusative case and note as illus- 
trations of the accusative in the N. T. katagwni<zomai, katabrabeu<w,  
katadika<zw, katakri<nw, katasofi<zomai.  It may be that some of the 
verbs already instanced as using the genitive may owe it to kata<  
in composition, like kathgore<w (Mt. 12:10). But the point seems  
to be reasonably plain as to katege<lwn au]tou? (Mt. 9 : 24), e]a>n kata- 
ginw<sk^ h[mw?n h[ kardi<a (1 Jo. 3 : 20, and note verse 21), though 
h[mw?n might go with kardi<a), katakauxa?tai e@leoj kri<sewj (Jas. 2:13),  
katalalei?te a]llh<lwn (Jas. 4:11), sou katamartuou?sin (Mt. 27:13), 
katena<rkhsa h[mw?n (2 Cor. 12:13), katasthnia<swsin tou? Xristou? 
(1 Tim. 5:11), ai]sxu<nhj katafronh<saj (Heb. 12:2), kate<xeen au]tou? 
th?j kefalh?j (Mk. 14:3); but in Mt. 26:7 the text of W. H. has  
e]pi< with genitive as some MSS. in Mk. 
 10. Attraction of the Relative.  A word only is needed about  
the attraction of the relative, a matter treated properly in the  
chapter on Pronouns, which see. Here it may only be noted that  
the genitive (as of other oblique cases) of the relative sometimes  
appears with a verb when the case is due, not to the verb, but to 
the antecedent. Thus we note peri> pa<ntwn w$n e]poi<sen (Lu. 3:19), 
an idiom common in Luke, but rare elsewhere, as a]ste<rwn ou}j   
ei#dej (Rev. 1:20). 
 (j) THE GENITIVE OF THE INFINITIVE. This is more properly 
an instance of the genitive of substantives as it is the substantival  
aspect of the infinitive that is in the case. The full discussion of  
the matter belongs to the chapter on Verbal Nouns. Here it may  
simply be remarked that the infinitive with tou? is not unknown to  
ancient Greek, though nothing like so common as in the LXX  
as the translation of the Hebrew infinitive construct. But the  
Hebrew infinitive is not an exact analogy as it does not have the  
article.1  But Thucydides had already shown a fondness for this  
idiom which is thoroughly Greek. As an example from the LXX  
take tou? e]cele<sqai (Dan. 6:14).  For the N. T. note e]ch?lqen o[ 
spei<rwn tou? spei<rein (Mt. 13:3). The substantival nature of this  
infinitive with tou? is well shown in kairo>j tou? a@rcasqai (1 Pet. 4:17).  
But in general tou? with the infinitive has as wide an extension of  
meaning in the vernacular koinh< as the genitive absolute.2  The  
details come later. 
 (k) THE GENITIVE ABSOLUTE. It may indeed be ablative 
absolute as Farrar3 holds, following the analogy of the Latin.  
But, as Giles4 observes, the Latin absolute is very likely instru- 
 
 1 C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 59. 3 Gk. Synt., p. 76. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 216.   4 Man., etc., p. 339 f. 
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mental or locative. The various languages differ greatly, however,  
in the use of the absolute cases, nearly all having a turn in one  
language or another. Cf. dative in Anglo-Saxon. Since the San- 
skrit uses genitive as well as instrumental and locative (usual  
construction), Giles considers the Greek genitive absolute a true  
genitive. In this he is perhaps correct. But Brugmann (Griech.  
Gr., p. 523) discusses the genitive absolute separately from both  
genitive and ablative. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p.437. Mullach1   
observes that the genitive absolute is a mark of the higher style  
and was not much used in the vernacular. Jebb2 remarks that in  
the modern Greek the genitive absolute is more commonly para- 
phrased in harmony with the general disuse of the participle.  
However, in th vernacular koinh< "the rapid extension of the geni- 
tive absolute is very obvious feature,"3 and the N. T. is in line  
with the papyri on this point also as in most other matters of  
grammar. Moulton observes further that "in the papyri it may  
often be seen forming a string of statements, without a finite verb  
for several lines," which is rather more than can be said of the  
N. T. It naturally occurs in the N. T. chiefly in the historical  
books.  Abbott4 has felt that Mark uses the genitive absolute  
"somewhat monotonously to introduce the circumstances of a  
new narrative,” and he finds it common in Matthew in temporal  
clauses. John, he observes, has the construction nowhere in re- 
cording Christ's words, though he elsewhere5 "employs it with  
more elasticity of meaning than is found in the Triple Tradition."  
The LXX show many examples of the genitive absolute and with  
abundant freedom also.6  The normal usage in the older Greek is  
to have a genitive absolute when a participle occurs with a noun  
that is disconnected from the rest of the sentence as in a]naxwrhsa<n- 
twn au]tw?n (Mt. 2:13). Cf. 2 Cor. 2:12. But the older Greek  
did not always conform to this norm, and variations appear  
also in the N. T.  Thus sometimes the participle is found alone 
as in e]lqo<ntwn (Mt. 17:14) and ei]po<ntoj (17:26), a very frequent 
idiom in the papyri.7  Cf. a]nagnwsqe<ntwn B.U. 925 (iii/A.D.?),  
dhlwqe<ntoj B.U. 970 (ii/A.D.).  The papyri also show e]co<ntoj instead  
of the old e]co<n.8  Cf. ou]k e]co<ntoj P.O. 275 (A.D. 66). Then again the  
genitive absolute occurs when as a matter of fact the noun or  
pronoun is not absolute and the participle might have merely 
 
 1 Gr., p. 357.      5 Ib., p. 84. 
 2 V. and D., Handb., p. 334.    6 C. and S., p. 58; Thack., p. 24. 
 3 Moulton, Prol. p. 74.     7 Moulton, Prol., p. 74 
 4 Joh. Gr., p. 83.     8 Ib. 
  
  
 . 
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agreed in case with the word in question. The simplest example  
is the repetition of the pronoun in the same case as ei]selqo<ntoj 
au]tou? ei]j oi#kon oi[ maqhtai> au]tou?  (Mk. 9:28). But more noticeable is  
an example like mh> e@xontoj de> au]tou? a]podou?nai e]ke<leusen au]to<n (Mt.  
18:25), or tau?ta de> au]tou? e]nqumhqe<ntoj—e]fa<nh au]t&? (Mt. 1:20), a 
usage more common apparently in the N. T. than in the papyri.  
But note mou kinduneu<santoj ei]j qa<lassan e@swse, B.U. 423 (ii/A.D.),  
where me is implied with e@swse.  One even notes the genitive ab- 
solute when the nominative is present as in mhnsteuqei<shj th?j mhtro>j  
au]tou? Mari<aj—eu[re<qh (Mt. 1:18).  Moulton1 notes "a violent use"  
of the genitive absolute in Heb. 8: 9 from the LXX, where we  
have e]n h[mer% e]pilabome<nou mou.  Here the participle is treated al- 
most like the infinitive (as a substantive). Moulton regards it as  
due to the original Hebrew, and Westcott (in loco) cites e]n h[me<r% 
e]nteilame<nou sou au]t&? (Baruch 2:28). See further under Parti- 
ciples. 
 IX. The Ablative ("Ablatival Genitive") Case (h[ a]fairetikh> 
ptw?sij). The treatment of this case will be briefer, for it never had  
the, manifold development of the Greek genitive. In the original  
speech the genitive and ablative had no distinctive endings save  
in the o stems in the singular.2  See chapter VII, (a), for discus- 
sion of form. 
 (a) THE NAME. But the name ablativus is credited to Julius  
Caesar.3 Besides a]fairetikh< it is also called patrikh<.  The name is  
quite appropriate. 
 (b) THE MEANING. The ablative is then the 'whence' case,  
the ease of origin, source, separation or departure. Some of the  
grammars use the expression " ablatival genitive." That implies  
that the case is after all a kind of genitive. That is only true as  
to form, not as to sense, and causes some confusion. In Greek the  
ablative is not a live case in form, but in sense it is. 
 (C) RARE WITH SUBSTANTIVES. It is possible (though not 
probably correct) to regard dikaiosu<nh qeou? (Ro. 1:17) as ablative,  
qeou? being the source of the righteousness. More likely are the 
following examples:  th>n e@kbasin th?j a]nastrofh?j (Heb. 13:7), diastolh> 
  ]Ioudai<ou te kai>   !Ellhnoj (Ro. 10:12), dia<krisij kalou? kai> kakou? (Heb. 
5:14).  See Monro, Homeric Grammar, p. 146. In 2 Pet. 1: 20 we  
have a clear case of the ablative in the predicate after the copula  
gi<netai.  Here e]pilu<sewj (‘disclosure’) is in the ablative. Cf. also  
tou? qeou? in 2 Cor. 4:7.  One may note also e]ge<neto gnw<mhj (Ac. 20: 
 
 1 Prol., p. 74. 
 2 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 193.  3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 71. 
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3) as probably parallel.  In Heb. 12:11 xara?j and lu<phj may be  
considered either true genitives or ablatives. Doubtful also are 
u[postolh?j and pi<stewj in Heb. 10:39.  But we have a clear abla- 
tive in Ac. 20:37 i[kao>j de> klauqmo>j e]ge<neto pa<ntwn.  Moulton1 notes 
the obvious fact that a]po< and e]k (with abl.) are freely used for the  
old "partitive enitive." Delbruck2 thinks the genitive of material  
originally abl. Cf. viii, (f), 8, for the true genitives in the parti- 
tive sense. This partitive gen. may be illustrated by e{n tou<twn 
(Mt. 6:29) which is to be compared with e{n e]c au]tw?n (Mt. 10:29).  
In Jo. 3:25 the use of e]k makes clear the ablative, e]ge<neto zh<thsij 
e]k tw?n maqhtw?n.  Blass3 rather needlessly explains this usage by  
appeal to the Hebrew Nmi.  Note also pa?j e]c h[mw?n (Lu. 14:33).  
The matter mar be further illustrated by ti<j au]tw?n (Lu. 7:42) and  
ti<j e]c u[mw?n (Mtl 6:27).  Indeed with ti<j, as Blass4 observes, the  
N. T. nearly always uses e]c in such examples. He finds the oppo- 
site true of ti>j save in John.  Thus tine>j tw?n grammate<wn (Mt. 12:  
38), but tine>j e]c au]tw?n (Lu. 11:15. Cf. Jo. 6:64). But a]po< is also  
found with ti<j Mt. 27:21).  One may note also ti>j e]n u[mi?n (Jas. 
5:13).  A classical but curious use of this idiom, like the parti- 
tive genitive (already noted), is as the subject or object. The 
explanation lies, of course, in the ellipsis. Thus sunh?lqon kai> tw?n 
maqhtw?n, (Ac. 21:16) may be compared with ei#pan e]k tw?n maqhtw?n 
(Jo. 16:17), e]k tou? o@xlou sunebi<basan (Ac. 19:33). Cf. Rev. 11:  
9.  Take Mt. 23:34 as an example of the use as object, e]c 
au]tw?n a]poktenei?te, e]c aut]w?n mastigw<sete.  Cf. especially e]k tw?n te<knwn 
sou peripatou?ntaj (2 Jo. 4).  In Ac. 15:2 we have the full ex- 
pression tinaj a@llouj e]c aut]w?n.  Brugmann (Griech. Gr., p. 397) 
notes the syncretism between the ablative and the genitive with  
the superlative. See a like confusion in the predicate (Monro,  
Hom. Gr., p. 148).  W. Havers (Indog. Forsch., XXXI, Bd. 1,  
Heft 3, 1912) "on the splitting of the genitive in Greek" sug- 
gests that the partitive genitive was originally independent and  
adverbial.  
 (d) THE ABLATIVE WITH ADJECTIVES. The number is not 
large (cf. the Genitive with Adjectives). In Plato we have, for 
instance, e]pisth<mhj keno<j, e]leu<qeroj ai]dou?j, but see Kuhner-Gerth5 for 
a full list in the ancient writers. Thus in the N. T. we find with 
proposition kaqaro>j a]po> tou? ai!matoj (Ac. 20:26), a clear ablative.  
Cf. also e]leuqe<ra a]po> tou? no<mou (Ro. 7:3) and e]leu<qeroj e]k pa<ntwn (1 
 
 1 Prol., p. 72. C. also Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 109. 
 2 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 340.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 97.  4 Ib. 
 5 I, p. 401. The adjs. with a– privative are regarded as usually with abl. 
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Cor. 9:19). But the ablative occurs without prepositions. So 
ce<noi tw?n diaqh<kwn, (Eph. 2:12).  It is probably best to regard the 
verbal adjectives as having the ablative in these examples: a]gaphtoi> 
qeou? (Ro. 1:7), gennhtoi?j gunaikw?n (Mt. 11:11), didaktoi> qeou? (Jo.  
16:45), didaktoi?j pneu<matoj (1 Cor. 2:13), klhtoi>   ]Ihsou? Xristou? (Ro. 
1:6).  One may also suggest here eu]loghme<noi tou? patro<j (Mt. 
25:34), but on the whole it is to be regarded as a true genitive.  
The ablative with adjectives with a– privative have "plentiful  
Illustrations from papyri."1  For instance; a]ki<ndunoj panto>j kindu<nou 
Tb. P. 105 (iii/B.C.),  th?j ei]j a!pantaj eu[ergesi<aj—a]boh<qhtoj B.U. 970 
(ii/A.D.).  In Mt. 27:24 we find a]q&?o<j ei]mi a]po> tou? ai!matoj with  
a]po<.  Cf. also a@spilon a]po> tou? ko<smou (Jas. 1:27). Thus we easily  
See the ablative in a]katapa<stouj a[marti<aj (2 Pet. 2:14), a]na<cioj kri-
thri<wn (1 Cor. 6:2), a@nomaj qeou? (1 Cor. 9:21), a@peiroj lo<gou (Heb.  
5:13), a]pei<rastoj kakw?n (Jas. 1: 13). 
 Moreover, the ablative after the comparative is very common 
the N. T., apparently more so than in the papyri. Let a few 
examples suffice: i]sxuro<tero<j mou (Mt. 3:11), mikro<teron o}n pa<twn 
tw?n sperma<twn (Mk. 4 : 31), plei<onaj tw?n prw<twn (Mt. 21:36), 
plei?on th?j trofh?j (Lu. 12:23), ponhro<tera e[autou? (Mt. 12:45), 
mei<zwn tou? kuri<ou (Jo. 13:16). Cf. Jo. 21:15; 1 Cor. 10:22; 
1 Tim. 5:8.  Here the ablative idea of difference or distinction 
isll very plain. The Latin also uses the ablative in this sense. 
Cf. xh<ra mh> e@latton e]tw?n e[ch<konta (1 Tim. 5:9). In Jo. 5:36, 
marturi<an mei<zw tou?   ]Iwa<nou, it is not clear whether it is the witness  
borne by John or to him. In Ac. 4:19 qeou? after h} is genitive,  
not ablative, due to a]kou<ein.  The superlative may likewise have  
tie ablative as in prw?to<j mou (Jo. 1:15), a usage found in the  
papyri.2  Abbott3  rather needlessly endeavours to explain prw?toj 
as a substantive meaning ‘chief,’ like t&? prw<t& th?j nh<sou (Ac. 28: 
7).  Note also poi<a e]sti>n e]ntolh> prw<th pa<ntwn (Mk. 12:28) where  
pa<ntwn is neuter plural (a possible partitive genitive). Cf. e@sxaton  
pa<ntwn (1 Cor. 15:8).  The positive perisso<j may even have the  
ablative, as to> perisso>n tou<twn, (Mt. 5:37).  Cf. plei?on with the  
verb perisseu<w and the ablative plei?on tw?n –Farisai<wn (Mt. 5:  
20).  In Eph. 3:8, e]moi> t&? e]laxistote<r& pa<ntwn a[gi<wn the com- 
parative and the superlative are combined. 
 (e) THE ABLATIVE WITH PREPOSITIONS. It 1S very common 
in 'the N. T. Thus a@neu lo<gu (1 Pet. 3:1), a]pe<nanti pa<ntwn (Ac. 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., pp. 74, 235; Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 152 f. 
 2 Ib., 1901, p. 437, sou? prw?to<j ei]mi, L.P. w (ii/iii A.D.). 
 3 Joh. Gr., p. 90. 
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3:16), a]po> th?j w@raj (Mt. 9:22), a@ter o@xlou (Lu. 22:6), e]k tou? 
u!datoj (Mk. 11:10), e]kto>j au]tou? (Mt. 23:26; cf. e]nto<j in same verse), 
e@mprosqen pa<ntwn (Mt. 26:70), e]pe<keina Babulw?noj (Ac. 7:43), e@cw th?j 
oi]ki<aj (Mt. 10:14); e@cwqen th?j po<lewj (Rev. 14:20), o@pisqen tou?  ]Ihsou?  
(Lu. 23:26), o]pi<sw mou (Mt. 4:19), possibly o]ye> sabba<twn (Mt. 28:  
1), par ] au]tw?n (Mt. 2:4), parekto>j lo<gou pornei<aj (Mt. 5:32), pe<ran 
tou?   ]Iorda<nou (Mt. 19:1), plh>n tou? ploi<ou (Ac. 27:22), pro> tou? 
pa<sxa (Jo. 11:55), pro>j th?j u[mete<raj swthri<aj (Ac. 27:34), u[pe>r 
pa<ntwn, (2 Cor. 5:15, true genitive according to some), u[pera<nw 
au]th?j (Heb. 9:5), u[pere<keina u[mw?n (2 Cor. 10:16) u[perekperissou? 
w$n (Eph. 3:20), u[po> kuri<ou (Mt. 1:22), u[poka<tw tw?n podw?n (Mk. 
6:11), xwri>j parabolh?j (Mt. 13:34). In the case of o]ye> sabba<twn 
(Mt. 28:1) o]ye< means 'late from' (Moulton, Prol., p. 72). Cf. 
o]ye> th?j w!raj, Par. P. 35, 37 (ii/B.C.), o]yi<teron th?j w!raj Tb. P. 230 
(ii/B.C.) and o]ye> tou<twn in Philostratus (Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., 
p. 312). Cf. Blass-Debrunner, p. 101, for still other examples in 
late Greek. See also met ] o]li<gon tou<twn in Xen., Hellen., I, 1, 2. 
The list of such adverbs was growing constantly. This is a con- 
siderable list, but the ablative idea is patent in all with the no- 
tion of separation. An interesting example of the ablative is th>n 
a]po> sou? e]paggeli<an (Ac. 23:21). In u[pe<r, pro<, pro<j it is the com- 
parative idea that is involved and that implies separation.  
Hence it seems likely that u[po< is to be construed also with the  
ablative rather than the genitive, though this point is debatable.  
"In both Greek and Latin the ablative expresses the agent as  
the source of Ithe action, almost invariably with prepositions"  
(Buckland Green, Notes on Greek and Latin Syntax, p. 32). There  
is some truth here. For the ablative with prepositions in Cypri- 
otic see Meister, Bd. II, p. 295. See chapter on Prepositions. A  
number of adverbs are themselves in the ablative case, like kalw?j, 
ou!twj (all adverbs in --wj), a@nw, etc. 
 (f) THE ABLATIVE WITH VERBS. The ablative is not used so 
frequently with verbs as the accusative, genitive or dative, and  
yet it is by no means uncommon. Of course, wherever a]po< (cf.  
Ac. 5:2), e]k (cf1. Mk. 1:10) and para< (Mt. 2:4) are used with the  
ablative after a verb, these examples1 are not considered, but they  
throw light on the use of the same case without the preposition.  
 ]Apo< and e]k have only the ablative. The ablative is so common  
with compound verbs like a]fi<sthmi, a]postere<w, etc., that no effort  
is made to separate the simple from the compound verbs. There 
 
 1 Indeed, as Winer (W.-Th., p. 197) remarks, the prep. is most frequently  
employed. 
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are examples where the ablative seems to be due purely to the  
preposition, as tjk xa>ritoj e]cepe<sate (Gal. 5:4); cf. same word in  
2 Pet. 3:17).  But in many other instances the ablative idea in  
the verb is clue to the effect of the preposition. 
 1. Verbs of Departure and Removal. This is the simplest ablative  
with verbs. Take, for instance, ou]k a]fi<stato tou? i[erou? (Lu. 2:37)  
where the ablative idea is perfectly plain.  So also a]posth<sontai  
tinej th?j pi<stewj (1 Tim. 4:1). The predicate ablative of source 
in 2 Pet. 1:20 (e]pilu<sewj) was noticed under the discussion of  
substantives. As a rule a]po<, e]k or para< will be found with the  
mere idea of departure. So xwri<zw a]po< (1 Cor. 7:10).  In Lu. 
7:6 a]pe<xw has a]po<, but xD have merely the ablative. 
 Naturally verbs meaning to free from, to separate, to deprive of,  
to hinder from, etc., use the ablative.   ]Eleuqero<w always has a]po< 
(Ro. 6:18), as kaqari<zw a]po< (1 Jo. 1:7), ku<w a]po< (Lu. 13:16), lou<w a]po< 
(Ac. 16:33), lutro<w a]po< (Tit. 2:14), r[u<omai a]po< (Mt. 6:13),  sw<zw  
a]po< (Ro. 5:9) and e]k (Ro. 7:24).  Cf. also meqi<sthmi e]k in Lu.  
6:4.  But we have the ablative alone in a]phllotriwme<noi th?j zwh?j 
(Eph. 4:18),  a]pesterhme<nwn th?j a]lhqei<aj (1 Tim. 6:5), a]pole<lusai 
th?j a]sqenei<aj sou (Lu. 13:12), kaqirei?sqai th?j megaleio<thtoj au]th?j 
(Ac. 19:27),1  e]kratou?nto tou? mh> e]pignw?nai (Lu. 24:16), e]kw<lusen 
au]tou>j tou? boulh<matoj (Ac. 27:43). Cf. Lu. 10:42, au]th?j.  This 
use of the mere ablative was not unknown to good prose in the  
ancient Greek. Moulton2 finds it also in the papyri. Thus tou<twn 
a@fele L.Pb. (ii/B.C.), a]fele<sqai w$n e@dwkan O.P. 237 (ii /A.D.). One 
may note here again e]kpi<ptw with the ablative in Gal. 5:4 and  
2 Pet. 3:17.  Cf. kwlu<w a]po< (Lu. 6:29). 
 2. Verbs of Ceasing, Abstaining.  So one may interpret ou] bradu<nei 
ku<rioj th?j e]paggeli<aj (2 Pet. 3:9), the marginal reading in W. H.  
(1 Pet. 4:1) pe<pautai a[marti<aj, and a]pe<xesqai ei]dwloqu<twn (Ac. 15: 
28 cf. also 15:20; 1 Tim. 4:3; 1 Pet. 2:11), though a]po< also is  
used with a]pe<xomai (1 Th. 4:3; 5:22). One can only repeat that  
these divisions are purely arbitrary and merely for convenience. For 
e]k with a]napau<omai, a]po< with katapau<w see Rev. 14:13; Heb. 4:4, 10. 
 3. Verbs of Missing, Lacking, Despairing. Thus we note w$n  
tinej a]stoxh<santej (1 Tim. 1:6), lei<petai sofi<aj (Jas. 1:5), u[sterou?n- 
tai th?j do<chj (Ro. 3:23), o!swn x <̂zei (Lu. 11:8), prosdeo<meno<j tinoj 
(Ac. 17:25), e]caporhqh?nai h[ma?j kai> tou? zh?n (2 Cor. 1:8). Cf. tw?n 
a]nagkai<wn u[sterei?n  L.Pb. (ii/B.C.), tw?n deo<ntwn e]glipei?n (ib.). Moul- 
ton Cl. Rev., p. 437, Dec., 1901. 
 
 1 An "impossible". reading to Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 106. 
 2 Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 437. 
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 4. Verbs of Differing, Excelling. Here the comparative idea is  
dominant. We (observe pollw?n strouqi<wn diafe<rete u[mei?j (Mt. 10:31), 
th>n u[perba<llousan th?j gnw<sewj a]ga<phn (Eph. 3:19), u[pere<xontaj 
e[autw?n (Ph. 2:3), u[sterhke<nai tw?n u[perli<an a]posto<lwn (2 Cor. 11:5; 
cf. use of u[stere<w in sense of lack above. Here the comparative  
idea of u!steroj is uppermost. 
 5. Verbs of Asking and Hearing. These may also use the abla- 
tive. This is the usual construction with de<omai, especially in Luke,  
as de<omai< sou (Lu. 8:28). The person is in the ablative, but the  
thing will be in the accusative, as de<omai de> to> mh> parw>n qarrh?sai (2  
Cor. 10:2).  So also note h{n h]kou<sate< mou (Ac. 1:4), but both a]po<   
(Lu. 22:71) and para< (Jo. 1:40), and e]k (2 Cor. 12:6) occur. 
 6. Verbs with the Partitive Idea. Here a sharp difference exists  
between the accusative which presents the whole and the genitive  
or the ablative which accents a part. Thus in Rev. 2:17 we have  
dw<sw au]t&? tou? ma<nna where the point lies in the idea of "some" of  
the manna, but B reads to> and x e]k tou?.  In the same verse note  
the accusative dw<sw au]t&? yh?fon leukh<n.  When the whole is ex- 
pressed in the N. T. the accusative is used. Thus fagei?n ei]dwlo<quta 
(Rev. 2:14), but e]sqi<ei a]po> tw?n yixi<wn (Mt. 15:27) and e]k tou? a@r- 
tou e]sqie<tw (1 Co 11:28). Thus also pi<nwn oi#non (Lu. 7:33), but  
pi<ete e]c au]tou?  (Mt. 26:27), o{j a}n pi<̂  e]k tou? u!datoj (Jo. 4:14). Cf. 
also e]ne<gkate a]po> tw?n o]yari<wn (Jo. 21:10). Phrynichus says: e@pion 
oi@nou  ]Attikoi<, oi#non   !Ellhnej—e@fagon kre<wj  ]Attikoi<, kre<aj   
 !Ellhnej. Cf. a]po> tou? karpou? dw<sousin (Lu. 20:10), i!na la<b^ a]po> tw?n  
karpw?n (Mk. 12:2).  Cf. also 1 Jo. 4:13.  Cf. Mt. 28:1; Ac. 21:16.  
See Moulton, Introduction to the Study of N. T. Gk., p. 72,  
where the "partitive gen." is shown to be often ablative in idea.  
In modern Greek a]po< is the regular construction for the partitive  
sense, as dw?se mou a]po> tou?to, 'give me some of that' (Moulton,  
Prol., p. 245). Prepositions a]po< and e]k are thus uniformly used in  
the N. T. with (this construction of the part (clearly ablative  
therefore) save in Rev. 2:17 above and in prosela<bonto trofh?j 
(Ac. 27:36). In this last example the MSS. vary a good deal. 
Metalamba<nw (see (i), 3) may be abl. or gen. in metalambanon trofh?j 
(Ac. 2:46).  Blass1 notes that only Luke, Paul and the author  
of Hebrews, the more literary writers in the N. T., use the 
ablative (gen.) with metalamba<nw and proslamba<nw. Examples like 
Ro. 9:16; Heb. 12:11 may be regarded as either ablative or 
genitive. 
 7. Attraction cif the Relative.  Thus e]k tou? u!datoj ou$ e]gw< dw<sw  
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 100. 
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aut&? (Jo. 4:14), ou]de>n e]kto>j le<gwn w$n te oi[ profh?tai e]la<lhsan (Ac. 
26:22). Cf. Pronouns. 
 X. The Locative (" Locatival Dative ") Case (h[ topikh> ptw?sij). 
 (a) THE NAME LOCATIVE. It is derived from the Latin locus1 
land is a "grammatical neologism," but is modelled after vocative.  
Still Delbruck2 prefers "local" to locative and uses it. It is indeed  
a local case. It is worth noticing that in the Thessalian dialect  
the old genitive had this locative ending3 as did the Arkadian4  
also, though this -oi may have come from -oio.  The Latin gram- 
marians took this i for the dative.5  We have remnants of the  
ending in English here, there, where. The modern grammars gen- 
erally recognise the distinction in the three cases (locative, instru- 
mental and dative), which have usually identical endings, though  
Blass6 is correct in saying that it is not always possible to decide  
the case. However that uncertainty exists but seldom. Jannaris7  
makes four cases, counting the associative as a separate case.  
Compare the blending in the Latin. 
 (b) THE SIGNIFICANCE OF THE LOCATIVE. It is indeed the 
silmplest of cases in its etymological idea. It is the in case as 
Whitney8 finds it in the Sanskrit. It is location, a point within  
limits, the limits determined by the context, not by the case itself.  
The word itself is the main determining factor in the resultant  
sense, and each example has its own atmosphere. There is indeed  
variation in the resultant idea. Hence, besides in, we come to the  
ideas of on, at, amid, among, by, with. This development was not  
only in the early Greek9 but in the still earlier Sanskrit. The use  
of the locative without e]n is much more common in Homer than  
in the later Greek. In the modern Greek vernacular indeed the  
locative disappears along with the instrumental and dative before  
ei]j and the accusative. As to e]n it adds so little to the locative  
case that it is not surprising to find it so frequently used, especially  
as 'the locative, instrumental and dative all used the same endings. 
Thus we may compare t&? ploiari<& h#lqon (Jo. 21:8) with e]n ploi<&   
(Mt. 14:13), u!dati bapti<zw (Lu. 3:16) with bapti<zw e]n u!dati  
(Mt. 3:11), t ?̂ e]sxa<t^ h[me<r% (Jo. 6:40) with e]n t^? e]sxa<t^ h[me<r%  
(Jo. 6:44). The tendency in the older Greek was constantly  
towards the use of e]n, though the mere locative survived, es- 
 
 1 Cf. Riem. et Goelzer, Synt., p. 196.  6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 109. 
 2 Vergl. Synt., I, p.182 f., following Gaedicke.  7 Hist. of Gk. Gr., p. 342. 
 3 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., p. 307.   8 Sans. Gr., p. 101. 
 4 Hoffmann, Gr. Dial., Bd. I, p. 303.  9 Giles, Man., etc., p. 329 f. 
 5 Riem. et Goelzer, Synt., p. 197. 
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pecially in some constructions. In Mt. 13:52 MSS. vary be-  
tween the mere locative t ?̂ basilei<%, and e]n with locative and ei]j 
with accusative. 
 (c) PLACE. his was probably the original locative. Place of  
rest was put in the locative without a preposition. As already  
indicated, this usage abounds in Homer.1  Some of these distinc- 
tively locative forms persisted in the Greek as in the Latin. Thus 
oi@koi,   ]Isqmoi, Maraqw?ni,  ]Aqh<n^si, qu<rasi, humi, Corinthi, Romae 
(ai).  Brugmann (Griech. Gr., p. 226) thinks that xamai< is dative.  
Indeed the locative forms and the dative forms used as locative,  
after the blending of the three case-forms into one, still occur in  
Pindar side by side.2 The orators up to the time of Demosthenes  
use the mere locative frequently.3 The AEolic4 has me<soi= e]n me<s& 
(cf. oi@koi and oi@k&).  But the rule in Attic literary prose is to use a  
preposition with the locative of place. Thus e]n   ]Aqh<naij (1 Th.  
3:1), e]n oi@k& (1 Cor. 11:34)= ‘at home’ and usually e]n t&? oi@k&  
(Jo. 11:20).  But observe l^stai?j peri<epesen (Lu. 10:30), where  
the resultant idea is "among" and peri< is used with the verb in  
composition, but none the less it is the locative. Blass5 indeed  
remarks that the "local dative" does not occur in the N. T. He  
means the pure locative of place without a preposition, not con-  
sidering the adverb ku<kl& (Mk. 3:34), and possibly xamai< (Jo. 
18:6).  We have indeed e[te<r% o[d&? e]kbalou?sa (Jas. 2:25), possibly 
instrumental. Cf. the figurative usage in 2 Pet. 2:15, etc.  It is 
indeed a very short step to the figurative usage, poreu<esqai tai?j 
o[doi?j au]tw?n (Ac. 14:16), mhde> toi?j e@qesin peripatei?n (Ac. 21:21), 
stoixou?sin toi?j i@xnesin (Ro. 4:12).  I think that we have the pure  
locative also in t&? ploiari<& h#lqon (Jo. 21:8); u!dati bapti<zw (Lu.  
3:16), kaqari<saj t&? loutr&? tou? u!datoj (Eph. 5:26), t&? qusiasthri<& 
paredreu<ontej (1 Cor. 9:13). Cf. also e]pe<qhkan au]tou? t ?̂ kefal ?̂  (Jo. 
19:2), a]du<natoj toi?j posi<n (Ac. 14:8).  Hence it is overstating 
it to assert that the locative of place without prepositions has  
entirely disappeared from the N. T. The scarcity of this usage  
in comparison with Homer is in perfect harmony with the lin- 
guistic development. Moulton6 indeed finds the locative of place 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 100. Cf. also Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 221; 
Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 403; K.-G., I, p. 441. 
 2 Giles, Man., ec., p. 330. 
 3 Main, Loc. Ex r. in the Attic Orators (1892), p. 231. 
 4 Meister, Dialee., Bd. II, p. 193.  5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 119. 
 6 Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 153. Cf. also ib., 1901, p. 438, for  ]Eleusi?ni, Letr. 220  
(iv/A.D.). 
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in inscriptions as late as the sixth century A.D., B.C.H., 1903,  
p. 335, t&? tu<b&. 
 (d) TIME. It is expressed much more persistently with the  
mere locative. It has outlived the usage as to place and is "fairly  
frequent"1 in the N. T. Cf. Sanskrit, Latin, older Greek, Anglo- 
Saxon. Here, of course, time is regarded from the point of view of  
a point, not of duration (accusative). But the accusative is mak- 
ing inroads on the locative and is already used occasionally for  
a point of time. See Accusative. For papyri examples take toi?j 
palaioi?j xro<noij B.U. 903 (ii/A.D.) and genesi<oij, ga<moij B.U. 1  
(iii/A.D.), Moulton, Cl. Rev., April, 1904, and Dec., 1901. See also 
t ?̂ a]naba<sei, O.P. 742 (ii/B.C.). Observe the difference between the  
accusative (to> sa<bbaton h[su<xasan) and the locative (t ?̂ de> mi%? tw?n  
sabba<twn h#lqan) and the genitive (o@rqrou baqe<wj) all in the same  
sentence (Lu. 24:1). The accusative is easily differentiated from  
both the locative and the genitive. As between the locative and  
the genitive the matter is not quite so clear. Brugmann2 indeed  
thinks that originally there was little difference. The difference  
lies in the essential meaning of the two cases. The locative is a  
point and the genitive is the case of genus. Thus in Mt. 24:20 
we have i!na mh> ge<nhtai h[ fugh> u[mw?n xeimw?noj mhde> sabba<t&. It is not 
mere hair-splitting to note that winter is here set over against sum- 
mer (time within which) and that Sabbath is the point of time. In  
practical result the difference is very slight, but it is hardly just to  
regard the two usages as without difference. Cf. nukto<j (Mt. 25:  
6), nukti< (Mk. 14:30), nu<kta (Ac. 26:7).  Kair&? (Lu. 20:10) for  
‘in due time’ may be illustrated by, t&? de<onti kair&? O.P. IV, 729, 5, 
and t&? th?j o]pw<raj kair&? ib., 11.  As further examples of the mere  
locative we may note the various instances of h[me<ra.  So t^? tri<t^ 
h[me<r% (Mt. 20:19), t ?̂ mi%? sabba<twn (Jo. 20:1), t ?̂ ptw<t^ h[me<r% 
tw?n a]zu<mwn (Mk. 14:12), t ?̂ h[me<r% t ?̂ o]gdo<̂  (Ac. 7:8), t ?̂ e]sxa<t^ 
h[me<r% (Jo. 6:40), poi<% h[me<r% (Mt. 24:42), ^$ h[me<r% (Lu. 17:29 f.), 
tat ?̂ h[me<r% (Ac. 12:21), t ?̂ e]xome<n^ h[me<r% (Jo. 20:19), t ?̂ e]piou<s^  
h[me<r%(Ac. 7:26), t ?̂ e]xome<n^ h[me<r% (Ac. 21:26), and even h[me<r% 
kai> h[me<r% (2 Cor. 4:16). The substantive is not expressed in t ?̂ 
e]pifwskou<s^ (Mt. 28:1) and t ?̂ e[ch?j (Ac. 21:1).3  Cf. also sh<meron 
tau<t^ t ?̂ nukti< (Mk. 14:30), where the adverb is accusative, but 
the substantive locative. With some of these phrases e]n is also 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 119. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 405. Cf. also Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 223. 
 3 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 120, for careful discussion. Cf. Abbott,  
Joh. Gr., pp. 77 ff. 
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found as with tau<t^ (Lu. 19:42), e]kei<n^; (Lu. 6:23), o]gdo<̂  (Lu. 1:  
59), mi%? (Lu. 20:1), e]sxa<t^ (Jo. 6:44), with h[me<r% and sabba<twn  
(Lu. 4:16), h[me<r%, and genitive (Lu. 4:25), with e[ch?j (Lu. 7:11), 
where W. H. read in text e]n t&?) rather than e]n t ?̂.  The MSS.,  
especially D, vary a good deal.  Nukti<, occurs without e]n (Lu.  
12:20) and with e]n (Mt. 26:31).  So also we find sabba<t& (Mt.  
24:20), sa>bbasin (Mk. 2:24), but also e]n with each (Mt. 12:2;  
Mk. 2:23). With w!ra we have both w!r% (Lu. 2:38) and e]n 
(Lu. 12:1).  Once more fulak ?̂ occurs without e]n (Mt. 14:25) 
and with (Lu. 12:38). With  e@toj we have e]n once (as Lu.  
3:1) and without e]n twice (Jo. 2:20; Ac. 13:20), but these  
two examples (e@tesin tessera<konta, w[j e@tesin tetrakosi<oij kai> penth<- 
konta are probably associative-instrumental.1 Cf. probebhko<taj h@dh 
toi?j e@tesin, Tb.P. i (ii/A.D.) with Lu. 1:7 e]n.  Moulton observes that  
it is hard sometimes to draw the line between the locative and the  
instrumental (Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901). With e[orth< again we note the  
mere locative (Lu. 2:41) or usually e]n (Jo. 2:23). See also kairoi?j 
i]di<oij (1 Tim. 6:15), but usually e]n kair&? (Mt. 11:25, etc.). Xro<noj  
has only e]n (as Ac. 1:6) save the associative-instrumental usage  
like i[kan&? xro<n& (Ac. 8:11).  Observe also toi?j genesi<oij au]tou?,  
(Mk. 6:21). So again e[te<raij geneai?j (Eph. 3:5), but e]n in Mk.  
8:38.  Nuni< (chiefly in Paul, as Ro. 3:21) is a locative form (cf.  
ou]xi<).  Other locative adverbs to note are a]ei< (2 Cor. 6:10), e]kei?  
(Mt. 6:21) pe<rusi (2 Cor. 8:10), prwi< (Mk. 16:2). 
 (e) LOCATIVE WITH ADJECTIVES. Thus we note oi[ ptwxoi> t&? 
pneu<mati 5:3), kaqaroi> t ?̂ kardi<% (5:8), a]du<natoj toi?j posi<n (Ac. 
14:8), stereoi> t ?̂ pi<stei (1 Pet. 5:9), nwqroi> tai?j a]koai?j (Heb. 5:11),  
peritom ?̂ o]ktah<meroj (Ph. 3:5), e]leu<qeroi t^? dikaiosu<n^ (Ro. 6:20),  
tapeino>j t ?̂ kardi<% (Mt. 11:29), a]peri<tmhtoi kardi<aij (Ac. 7:51),  
a[gi<a kai> sw<mati kai> pneu<mati (1 Cor. 7:34). Cf. Ro. 12:10-13. 
In Blass-Debrunner, p. 118, these examples are treated as instru- 
mental. 
 (f) LOCATIVE WITH VERBS. Cf. dedeme<moj t&? pneu<mati (Ac. 20:  
22), peribeblhme<nouj i[mati<oij leukoi?j (Rev. 4:4, marg. e]n).  In Ro. 12: 
10-13 note the various examples of the locative with participles,  
though tai?j xrei<aij koinwnou?ntej is probably instrumental. Cf. also 
e]skotwme<noi t ?̂ dianoi<% (Eph. 4:18), zwopoihqei>j pneu<mati (1 Pet. 3:18), 
sxh<mati eu]reqei<j (Ph. 2:8). We seem to have the locative in  
kateirga<sato u[mi?n (2 Cor. 7:11), but usually e]n appears in such  
examples as e]n e]moi< (Gal. 1:24). Further examples with verbs are 
 
 1 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 405; Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., p. 225; Moulton,  
Prol., p. 75. 
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toi?j e@qesin peripatei?n (Ac. 21:21), poreuomenh t&? fo<b& (Ac. 9:31), 
o!tan peirasmoi?j peripe<shte poiki<loij (Jas. 1:2), l^stai?j perie<pesen  
(Lu. 10:30), e]stereou?nto t ?̂ pi<stei kai> e]peri<sseuon t&? a]riqm&? (Ac.  
16:5), ka<mhte tai?j yuxai?j (Heb. 12:3), e]mme<nein t ?̂ pi<stei (Ac.  
14:22), e]pime<nwsin t ?̂ a]pisti<% (Ro. 11:23; cf. 22), e]nkentrisqh<sontai 
t ?̂ i]di<% e]lai<% (Ro. 11:24), t&? s&? o]no<mati e]profhteu<samen (Mt. 7:22; 
cf. e]ceba<lomen also), ze<wn t&? pneu<mati (Ac. 18:25; cf. Lu. 10:21 
and Mk. 5:29), th? qli<yei u[pome<nontej (Ro. 12:12), and perhaps  
even bapti<sei u[ma?j pneu<mati a[gi<& (Mk. 1:8). See Ac. 16:5.  For 
the so-called instrumental use of e]n (like e]n maxai<r^, Mt. 26:52)  
see the chapter on Prepositions (cf. also Instrumental Case).  
As a matter of fact e]n always has the locative, and this use of e]n  
has he locative also. The activity of the verb is conceived as  
finding expression in the object mentioned. It is not a mere  
Hebraism, for the papyri have it as indeed the earlier Greek oc- 
casionally. But as a practical matter this use of e]n with the  
locative was nearly equivalent to the instrumental case. The  
use o[mologe<w (Mt. 10:32 = Lu. 12:8) Moulton (Prol., p.  
104) considers a Semiticism due to the common Aramaic original.  
Cf. the usual dative (Heb. 13: 15). 
 (g) THE LOCATIVE WITH SUBSTANTIVES. Cf. Heb. 11:12,  
kaqw>j ta> a@stra tou? ou]ranou? t&? plh<qei. So in Col. 2:14, to> kaq ] h[mw?n 
xeiro<grafon toi?j do<gmasin, the adjective is used as a substantive.  
In 1 Cor. 14:20 we have the locative with substantive, verb and 
adjective, mh> paidi<a gi<nesqe tai?j fresi<n, a]lla> t ?̂ kaki<% nhpia<zete, tai?j 
de> fresi>n te<leioi gi<nesqe. 
 (h) THE LOCATIVE WITH PREPOSITIONS. Just because the 
prepositions that were used with the locative were only "adverbial  
elements strengthening and directing its meaning"1 they were  
very numerous. Originally nearly all the prepositions occurred  
with the locative. Thus in Homer and epic and lyric poetry gen- 
eralk, we meet with the locative with a]mfi<, a]na<, meta<. (Buck, Class. 
Phil. II, 264), and when the so-called dative is found in Greek 
with e]n, e]pi<, para<, peri<, pro<j, u[po<, it is really the locative case.2  But 
with a compound verb the case may not always be locative, as 
instance prokei<menon h[mi?n (Heb. 12:1).  A number of the preposi- 
tions like a]mfi<, a]nti< e]n (e]ni<), e]pi<, peri<, pro<j (proti<) are themselves 
in the locative case. Cf. the locative adverbs of time already  
mentioned and  ]Ebrai*sti< (Jo. 5:2),  [Ellhnisti< (Jo. 19:20), ku<kl&   
(Mk. 3:34), the conjunction kai<, etc. There are only four prepo- 
sitions in the N. T. that use the locative. As examples note e]n t&? 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 103. 2 Monro, Hom, Gr., p. 101. 
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]Iorda<n^ (Mt. 3:6), e]pi> qu<raij (Mt. 24:33), para> t&? staur&? tou? 
 ]Ihsou? (Jo. 19:25), pro>j t&? mnhmei<& (Jo. 20:11).  But of these 
pro<j has the locative only 6 times, para<, 50, while e]pi< has it 176  
times.1    ]En, of course, having only the locative, is very common.  
One may note, here e]n prw<toij (1 Cor. 15:3) almost like an  
adverb. 
 (1) THE PREGNANT CONSTRUCTION OF THE LOCATIVE. It is 
common in the N. T. with e]n, as the accusative with ei]j after verbs  
of motion or rest. This matter comes up for discussion again  
under the head of Prepositions, but a few words are perhaps needed  
here. The identity of e]n and ei]j in origin and early usage must be  
borne in mind when one approaches these two prepositions. Cf.  
o[ ei]j to>n a]gro<n in Mk. 13:16.  On the other hand note o[ e]mba<yaj 
met ] e]mou? th>n xei?ra e]n t&? trubli<& (Mt. 26:23).  Here Mark (14:20)  
has ei]j to> trubli<on.  This interchange of e]n and ei]j is a feature of the 
LXX (Moulton, Prol., p. 245). Originally there was no difference,  
and finally e]n vanishes before ei]j in modern Greek. Each writer  
looks at the matter in his own way. Cf. English vernacular, "come  
in the house," "jump in the river," etc. So also Mt. (3:6) has 
e]bapti<zonto e]n t&?  ]Iorda<n^ potam&?, while Mk. (1:9) reads e]bapti<sqh 
ei]j to>n  ]Iorda<nhn.  Cf. e]n oi@k& e]sti<n, text of Mk. 2:1 and marg. ei]j 
oi#ko<n e]stin. This same pregnant idiom appears with para< as sta?sa  
o]pi<sw para> tou>j po<daj au]tou? (Lu. 7:38). See also Mk. 4:1. Cf.  
again e]mba<nti ei]j to> ploi?on (Mt. 8:23). But observe the locative 
with e]n in composition (Ro. 11:24).  With o@noma we have the mere  
locative (Mt. 7:22), e]n and the locative (Mt. 21:9), e]pi< and loca- 
tive (Mt. 18:5), ei]j and accusative (Mt. 10:41; 28:19).2  Cf. also  
Mt. 12:41. 
 XI. The Instrumental (" Instrumental Dative ") Case (h[ 
xrhstikh> ptw?sij). 
 (a) THE TERM INSTRUMENTAL. As applied to case it is mod- 
ern and the adjective itself appears first in the fourteenth century.3  
The Hindu grammarians, however, recognised this case.4  There  
are not wanting signs indeed that it survived in the Greek as a sep- 
arate case-form. Meister5 concludes that in the Cyprian dialect  
the instrumental was still a separate case-form (a "living" case).  
He cites a]ra?, eu]xwla?, besides su>n tu<xa, and in Kuhner-Gerth6 we  
find oi@koi locative, oi@kw instrumental, and oi@k& dative. Other exam- 
ples are a!ma, di<xa, ta<xa in later Greek, not to mention the many ad- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 106.    4 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 89. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 123 f.  5 Gk. Dial., II, p. 295. 
 3  Elem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 207.  6 I, p. 405. 
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verbs1 in –a and –h (--%, --^) like kruf ?̂, la<qr%, sig ?̂ bi<%, etc. This  
corresponds with the Sanskrit singular ending, and the plural bhis  
may be compared with the Homeric fi (fin), as qeo<fi, qeo<fin. But in  
Homer one must note that these endings for singular and plural  
are used for the locative, ablative, and possibly for the dative  
also.2  It is not always easy to draw the line of distinction between  
the locative and instrumental in Greek after the forms blended.3  
Sometimes indeed a word will make good sense, though not the  
same sense, either as locative, dative or instrumental, as t%? deci%?  
tou? qeou? u[ywqei<j (Ac. 2:33; cf. also 5:31). The grammars have  
no Greek term for the instrumental case, but I have ventured to 
call it xrhstikh> ptw?sij. The increasing use of prepositions (e]n, dia<, 
meta<) makes the mere instrumental a disappearing case in the  
N. T. as compared with the earlier Greek,4 but still it is far from  
dead. 
 (b) SYNCRETISTIC? It is a matter of dispute as to whether this 
instrumental case is not itself a mixed case combining an old asso- 
ciative or comitative case with the later instrumental. Both of  
these ideas are present in the Sanskrit case (Whitney, Sanskrit  
Grammar, p. 93). On the whole, however, one is constrained to  
doubt the existence of this so-called comitative case. Most of the  
difference is due to the distinction between persons (association,  
accompaniment) and things (means, implement, instrument). Cf.  
Delbruck, Vergl. Syntax, I, p. 231. Hence neither term covers  
exactly the whole situation. We have a similar combination in 
our English "with" which is used in both senses. So also the 
Greek su<n (cf. Latin cum) and even meta< (e]ch<lqate meta> maxairw?n 
kai> cu<lwn, Mk. 14:48).  In Mk. 14:43, met ] autou?—meta> maxairw?n, 
both senses occur together. But we may agree that the associa- 
tive was the original usage out of which the instrumental idea  
was easily and logically developed.5 The comitative usage, for  
instance, is very common in Homer6 and Herodotus.7 
 (c) PLACE. There is no example of this usage in the N. T.  
except pantax ?̂ (W. H. text, Ac. 21:28). In Jas. 2:25, e[te<r% o[d&? 
 
 1 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 99.  2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 239.  
 3 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 438. 
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 116. The mod. Gk., of course, does not use  
the instr. case at all, but only me< (meta<). Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 103. 
 5 Giles, Man., p. 334. Cf. Draeger, Hist. Synt., p. 428. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 99. 
 7 Helbing, Uber den Gebrauch des echten and sociativen Dativs bei Herod., 
p. 58 f. 
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e]kbalou?sa, we probably have the locative, though the instr. is  
possible. 
 (d) TIME. But we do find examples of the associative-instru- 
mental used with expressions of time. This is indeed a very old  
use of the instrumental, as Brugmann1 and Delbruck2 show. The  
Sanskrit had it also as the time "by the lapse of which anything  
is brought about."3  The singular, like xro<n& i[kan&? (Lu. 8:27;  
Ac. 8:11), finds parallel in the papyri,4 as is seen also in Pindar,  
Euripides, Aristophanes, Thucydides.5 For the papyri note polloi?j 
xro<noij N.P. 50 (iii/A.D.), xro<n& A.P. 77 (ii/A.D.). Cf. Polybius  
xxxii, 12, polloi?j xro<noij (Moulton, Prol., p. 76). There is no  
doubt about the plural instrumental in Ro. 16:25, xro<noij ai]wni<oij,  
a parallel to which Moulton6 finds in the epistolary formula in 
the papyri, e]rrw?sqai se eu@xomai polloi?j xro<noij. He rightly doubts 
the necessity of appealing to the Latin as W. Schulze7 does for the  
explanation of the use of the plural, since the classical t&? xro<n&  
could easily give the impulse. 
 In Jo. 2:20, tessera<konta kai> e!c e@tesin oi]kodomh<qh, we have the in- 
strumental also, though, of course, this might be looked at as a  
locative, the whole period regarded as a point of time. In an ex- 
ample like polloi?j xro<noij sunhrpa<kei au]to<n (Lu. 8:29) we probably  
have the instrumental also, though here the locative would give a  
good idea, ‘on many occasions‘ (‘oftentimes’ Rev. V.), whereas  
the marg. (‘of a long time’) gives the instrumental idea. For the  
instrumental idea Moulton8 cites from Letronne (p. 220, fourth 
century A.D.) polloi?j u!steron xro<noij.  See also w[j e@tesei tetrakosi<oij 
kai> penth<konta (Ac. 13:20).  Cf. also pa<saij tai?j h[me<raij (Lu. 1:75), 
but marg. of W. H. has accusative. As Moulton9 observes, only the  
context can decide which is locative and which instrumental in  
such examples and he suggests that this uncertainty had some- 
thing to do with the increasing use of e]n to make the locative clear  
and distinct from instrumental or dative. "Speakers of Greek were  
certainly beginning to feel that they could not trust the dative  
out alone, and we an understand the occasional employment of  
nursemaid e]n in places where she would have been better left at 
 
 1 Griech. Gr., p. 410h   2 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 246. 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 94. 
 4 Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 438; 1904, p. 153; Prol., p. 75.  
 5 Delbruck, Vergl. Srnt., I, p. 246.  6 Prol., p. 75. 
 7 Gr. Lat., p. 14. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 121, calls this "duration of 
time" "unclassical," but incorrectly as is already shown. 
 8 Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 438.   9 Ib. 
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home, or replaced by su<n."  Blass1 comments on the frequency of  
the instrumental with expressions of time in Josephus with no  
perceptible difference between it and the accusative. One can  
hardly agree to.  Blass2 explanation of the instrumental of time  
Ithat it is due to the disinclination of the writer to put another  
accusative beside the direct object of the verb. Certainly the  
accusative is the most frequent idiom in the N. T. for the idea of  
extension of time, as can be seen in Mk. 2:19; Lu. 13:8; Ac. 
13:18; Rev. 20:3, etc.  In Jo. 14:9 W. H. have tosou?ton xro<non  
in the text and put tosou<t& xro<n& in the marg. In Lu. 8:27 some  
MSS. have instead of the instrumental xro<n& i[kan&? the ablative e]k   
(a]po>) xro<nwn i[kanw?n. 
 (e) THE ASSOCIATIVE IDEA. The idea of association alone is  
responsible for a good many examples, chiefly with verbs, though  
adjectives are not wanting. Substantives cut no figure at all  
according to Blass,3 for ti<j koinwni<a fwti> pro>j sko<toj (2 Cor. 6:14) 
is an example of the pure dative (cf. also Lu. 5:10; 2 Cor. 6:16),  
and in Ro. 15:26 we have ei]j tou>j ptwxou<j and in 1 Jo. 1:3, 6, 7 
meq ]  h[mw?n.  But another example in 2 Cor. 6:14, ti<j metoxh> dikaiosu<n^ 
kai< a]nomi<%, comes much closer to the substantive use of the associa- 
tive-instrumental. But an undoubted example of a substantive  
followed by the associative-instrumental appears in ei]j u[pa<nthsin 
t&?   ]Ihsou? (Mt. 8:34). So ei]j a]pa<nthsin h[mi?n (Ac. 28:15). Cf. also 
Jo. 12:13 (au]t&?) and 1 Macc. 3:11 ei]j suna<nthsin au]t&?. There 
is nothing in this construction out of harmony with the Greek  
idiom. The verb has the associative-instrumental. The geni- 
tive with this substantive occurs in Mt. 27:32 (d text) and 1 Th.  
4:17 (but 5 text has associative-instrumental). Cf. Moulton,  
Prol., p. 14. There is no doubt as to the adjectives su<mmorfoj 
and su<mfutoj . Thus to> sw?ma su<mmorfon t&? sw<mati (Ph. 3:21) and  
su<mfutoi t&? o]moiw<mati (Ro. 6:5), but su<mmorfoj has the genitive th?j 
ei]ko<noj in Ro. 8:29 like a substantive. The other compounds in  
su<n are treated as substantives4 with the genitive, like sunaixma<- 
lwtoj, suggenh<j, sunergo<j, su<ntrofoj, me<toxoj (Heb. 1:9). But note 
e]nanti<oj au]toi?j (Mk. 6:48), u[penanti<on h[mi?n (Col. 2:14). With verbs  
the associative-instrumental is very common in the N. T. as in  
the older Gk. The most important examples will be given in  
illustration.   ]Akolouqe<w is a common instance, as h]kolou<qhsan au]t&? 
(Mk. 1:18). Cf. also sunak. (Mk. 5:37). Rather oddly e!pomai is  
not so used, but once we find sunei<peto au]t&? (Ac. 20:4). So 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 121. Cf. Schmidt, de Jos. elocut., p. 382 f. 
 2 Ib   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 115.   4 Ib. 
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diele<geto au]toi?j (Ac. 20:7), though pro<j (Mk. 9:34) also is used.  
Other compounds of dia< with this case are dialla<ghqi t&? a]delf&?  
(Mt. 5:24), dieblh<qh au]t&? (Lu. 16:1), t&? diabo<l& diakrino<menoj 
(Ju. 9), toi?j   [Ioudai<oij diakathle<gxeto (Ac. 18:28). But closely  
allied to these words are kathlla<ghmen t&? qe&? (Ro. 5:10), soi 
kriqh?nai (Mt. 5:40), w[mi<lei au]t& (Ac. 24:26), which last may have  
pro<j and accusative (Lu. 24:14). Then again note e[terozugou?ntej 
(2 Cor. 6:14), toi?j pneumatikoi?j e]koinw<nhsan (Ro. 15:27), kolla?sqai 
au]toi?j (Ac. 5:13), e]ntugxa<nei t&? qe&? (Ro. 11:2).  Cf. further a]ndri> 
de<detai (Ro. 7:2) and memigme<nhn puri<. (Rev. 15:2). In Rev. 8:4  
we may (R. V. dative) have the associative-instrumental1 tai?j 
proseuxai?j with a]ne<bh.  Moulton cites a]podw<sw soi t&? e@ngista  
doqhsome<n& o]ywni<&, B.U. 69 (ii/A.D.) 'with your next wages' (Cl.  
Rev., Dec., 1901). Cf. the old Greek au]toi?j a]ndra<sin and the 
"military dative" (Moulton, Prol., p. 61). The compounds with  
su<n that use this case are numerous. Thus sullabe<sqai (Lu. 5:7),  
sumbouleu<saj toi?j  ]Ioudai<oij (Jo. 18:14), though this might be a 
dative (cf. sumbai<nw and sumfe<rei), sunefwnh<qh u[mi?n (Ac. 5:9; cf. 
15:15),2 mi%? yux ?̂ sunaqlou?ntej t ?̂ pi<stei (Ph. 1:27, two examples 
probably of the instrumental, the first of manner), sunhkolou<qei 
au]t&? (Mk. 14:51), ai[ sunanaba?sai au]t&? (Mk. 15:41), sunane<keinto 
t&?  ]Ihsou? (Mt. 9:10), mh> sunanami<gnusqai au]t&? (2 Th. 3:14), sun- 
anapau<swmai u[mi?n (Ro. 15:32), sunh<thsen au]t&? (Lu. 9:37), moi sun- 
antila<bhtai (Lu. 10:40; cf. Ro. 8:26), sunapoqanei?n soi (Mk. 14: 
31), ou] sunapw<leto toi?j a]peiqh<sasin (Heb. 11:31), sune<ballon au]t&? 
(Ac. 17:18), u[mi?n sunbasileu<swmen (1 Cor. 4:8), sunhge<rqhte t&? 
Xrist&? (Col. 3:1),  suneish?lqen t&?  ]Ihsou?  (Jo. 18:15), sunei<peto au]t&? 
(Ac. 20:4),  sunh<rgei toi? e@rgoij (Jas. 2:22), sunh?lqen au]toi?j (Ac. 9:  
39), sunesqi<ei au]toi?j (Lu. 15:2), suneudokei?te toi?j e@rgoij (Lu. 11:48),  
suneuwxou<menoi u[mi?n (2 Pet. 2:13), suneixeto t&? lo<g& (Ac. 18:5), 
sunzh<somen au]t&? (Ro. 6:8), sunzhtei?n au]t&? (Mk. 8:11), sunezwo- 
poi<hsen t&? Xrist&? (Eph. 2:5), sunh<domai t&? no<m& (Ro. 7:22), sun- 
tafe<ntej au]t&? (Col. 2:12), sunestw?taj au]t&? (Lu. 9:32), sugkaqh<menoi 
au]toi?j (Ac. 26:30), sunkakopa<qhson t&? eu]aggeli<& (2 Tim. 1:8),  
sunkakouxei?sqai t&? la&? (Heb. 11:25),  sunkatateqeime<noj t ?̂ boul ?̂ 
(Lu. 23:51), mh> sunkekerasme<nouj t ?̂ pi<stei toi?j a]kou<sasin (Heb. 4:2, two  
examples of the instrumental), sunkoinwnei?te toi?j e@rgoij (Eph. 5:  
11), sunkri<nontej e[autou>j e[autoi?j (2 Cor. 10:12), sunlalou?ntej t&? 
 ]Ihsou? (Mk. 9:4), sunmarturei? t&? pneu<mati (Ro. 8:16), sunodeu<ontej 
au]t&? (Ac. 9:7), sunomorou?sa t ?̂ sunagwg ?̂ (Ac. 18:7), sunpaqh?sai 
 
 1 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 75. 
 2 Considered peculiar by Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 114. 
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tai?j a]sqenei<aij (Heb. 4:15), sunparo<ntej h[mi?n (Ac. 25:24), sun- 
e]pe<myamen au]toi?j (2 Cor. 8:22), suneporeu<onto au]t&? (Lu. 7:11), 
sunstaurwqe<ntoj au]t&? (Jo. 19:32), sunstoixei? t ?̂ nu?n  ]Ierousalh<n (Gal. 
4:25), mh> sunsxhmati<zesqe t&? ai]w?ni tou<t& (Ro. 12:2), suntuxei?n 
au]t&? (Lu. 8:19), sunupekri<qhsan au]t&? (Gal. 2:13), sune<xairon au]t ?̂ 
(Lu. 1:58), sunxrw?ntai Samarei<taij (Jo. 4:9), though xra<omai uses 
the strict instrumental usually; a rather long list surely, but one  
not in vain, if one gets a just idea of the N. T. usage. Some of  
these verbs occur frequently and some have pro<j or meta<. 
 (f) WITH WORDS OF LIKENESS AND IDENTITY. We find this 
usage with several adjectives. Thus o!moioj a]nqrw<p& (Lu. 6:48)  
and always, save the accusative in Rev. 14:14 and in 1:13  
(true text). In Jo. 8:55 some MSS. actually have o!moioj u[mw?n 
instead of  u[mi?n.  Cf. our vulgar "the likes of you." So also i@souj 
h[mi?n (Mt. 20:12) and i]so<timon h[mi?n pi<stin (2 Pet. 1:1).  [O au]to<j 
with the instrumental is found once only, e!n kai> to> au]to> t ?̂ e]curhme<n^  
(1 Cor. 11:5).  In 1 Th. 2:14 we find ta> au]ta> kaqw<j, and in Ph. 
1:30 to>n au]to>n a]gw?n oi$on.  Several verbs are used the same way.  
So e@oiken a]ndri< (Jas. 1:23), toi?j a]delfoi?j o[moiwqh?nai, (Heb. 2:17),  
paromoia<zete ta<foij (Mt. 23:27), e@prepen au]t&? (Heb. 2:10). Some  
MSS, have o[moi<wj au]t ?̂ in Mt. 22:39. In Rev. 4:3 o!moioj o[ra<sei 
li<q& live have two instrumental examples. 
 (g) MANNER. It is expressed by the instrumental case. This,  
like the other uses of the case in the N. T., is in harmony with  
ancient usage,1 not to say that of the koinh<.  Some N. T. adverbs  
illustrate this usage well, like dhmosi<̂  (Ac. 16:37), ei]k ?̂ (1 Cor.  
15:2), i]di<% (1 Cor. 12:11), kruf ?̂ (Eph. 5:12), la<qr% (Mt. 2:7), 
panoikei< (Ac. 16:34), panplhqei< (Lu. 23:18), pa<nt^ (Ac. 24:3), 
pez ?̂ (Mk. 6:33), ta<xa (Ro. 5:7). But the usage is abundant  
outside of adverbs, chiefly with verbs, but also with adjectives  
and even with substantives. Thus we find te<kna fu<sei o]rgh?j (Eph. 
2:3) and Ku<prioj t&? ge<nei (Ac. 4:36; cf. also 18:2, o]no<mati  ]Aku<lan, 
Pontiko>n t&? ge<nei).  See also the participle t&? o@nti (Ro. 7:23). Cf. 
also fu<sei in Gal. 2:15 and t&? prosw<t& in Gal. 1:22. Here are  
some of the chief examples with verbs:  xa<riti mete<xw (1 Cor. 10:30), 
proseuxome<n a]katakalu<pt& t ?̂ kefal ?̂ (1 Cor. 11:5), peritmhqh?te t&? 
e@qei (Ac. 15:1), t ?̂ proqe<sei prosme<nein (Ac. 11:23), o!ti panti> tro<p&,  
ei@te profa<sei ei@te a]lhqei<%, Xristo>j katagge<lletai (Ph. 1:18, all  
three examples), a]nakekalumme<n& prosw<p& katoptrizo<menoi (2 Cor. 
3:18). Blass notes also r[apti<smasin au]to>n e@labon (Mk. 14:65) as a  
vulgarism which finds a parallel in a papyrus2 of the first century 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 435.  2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 118. 
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A.D., kondu<loij e@laben. Cf. t ?̂ bi<% B.U. 45 (iii/A.D.). But often meta<  
and the genitive (meta> bi<aj, Ac. 5:26), e]n and the locative (e]n de<ka 
xilia<sin, Lu. 14:31), kata< and the accusative (Ac. 15:11) or 
the mere accusative (Mt. 23:37) occur rather than the instru- 
mental. There is one usage in the N. T. that has caused some  
trouble.  It is called1 "Hebraic" by some of the grammarians.  
The instances are rather numerous in the N. T., though nothing  
like so common as in the LXX.2 Conybeare and Stock quote Plato  
to show that it is, however, an idiom in accordance with the genius  
of the Greek language. Thus lo<g& le<gein, feu<gwn fug ?̂, fu<sei 
pefukui?an, etc. They call it the "cognate dative."  That will do if  
instrumental is inserted in the place of dative. Moulton3 admits 
that this idiom, like ble<pontej ble<yete (Mt. 13:14), is an example 
of "translation Greek," but thinks that a phrase like e]coleqreu?sai 
ou]k e]cwle<qreusan (Josh. 17:13) is much more like the Hebrew 
infinitive absolute which is reproduced by this Greek instru- 
mental or participle. Blass4 insists that the classical parallels  
ga<m& gamei?n, fug ?̂ feu<gein are not true illustrations, but merely  
accidentally similar, an overrefinement in the great grammarian,  
I conceive. The Latin has the idiom also, like curro curriculo.  
Here are some of the important N. T. instances:  a]ko^? a]kou<sete (Mt. 
13:14), a]naqe<mati a]neqemati<samen (Ac. 23:14), e]nupni<oij e]nupniasqh<- 
sontai (Ac. 2:17), e]piqumi<% e]pequ<mhsa (Lu. 22:15), qana<t& teleuta<tw 
(Mt. 15:4); o!rk& w@mosen (Ac. 2:30), e]ce<sthsan e]ksta<sei mega<l^ (Mk. 
5:42), paraggeli<% parhggei<lamen, (Ac. 5:28), proseux ?̂ proshu<cato 
(Jas. 5:17), xar%> xai<rei (Jo. 3:29; cf. 1 Pet. 1:8). Cf. also sh- 
mai<nwn poi<& qana<t& h@mellen a]poqnh<skein (Jo. 18:32) and shmei<nwn 
poi<& qana<t& doca<sei to>n qeo<n (Jo. 21:19), where the idiom seems 
more normal. Blass5 observes that this usage "intensifies the  
verb in so far as it indicates that the action is to be understood  
as taking place in the fullest sense." In Ro. 8:24 we more likely 
 
 1 Moulton, prol., p. 75.  
 2 C. and S., p. 60 f. 
 3 Prol., p. 75 f. Cf. qa<non qana<t& in Homer. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 119. 
 5 Ib. Thack. (Jour. of Theol. Stu., July, 1908, p. 598 f.) shows that in  
the Pentateuch the Hebrew infinitive absolute was more frequently rendered  
by the instr. case, while in the Books of Samuel and Kings the participle  
is the more usual. In the LXX as a whole the two methods are about equal.  
On p. 601 he observes that the N. T. has no ex. of the part. so used except in  
0. T. quotations, while several instances of the instr. occur apart from quota- 
tions, as in 22:15; Jo. 3:29; Ac. 4:17; 5:28; 23:14; Jas. 5:17. See  
also Thack., Gr., p. 48. 
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have the means than the manner. Cf. a]rkei?sqe toi?j o]ywni<oij in 
Lu.13:14. 
 (h) DEGREE OF DIFFERENCE (Measure kin to idea of man- 
ner). The accusative is sometimes used here also with the com- 
parative, as polu> ma?llon (Heb. 12:9).  But in Lu. 18:39 we have  
poll&? ma?llon (cf. Mt. 6:30). Cf. poll&? ma?llon, P. Par. 26 (ii/B.C.). 
In Ph. 1:23 we find the instrumental with the double compara- 
tive poll&? ma?llon krei?sson. In particular observe tosou<t& ma?llon 
o!s& ble<pete (Heb. 10:25) which corresponds to the English idiom 
"the more, the less" in "the more one learns, the humbler he  
grows." As a matter of fact the English "the" here is instru- 
mental also, as is seen in the Anglo-Saxon dy.  Cf. also tosou<t& 
krei<ttwn (Heb. 1:4). 
 (i) CAUSE. The instrumental may be used also to express the  
idea of cause, motive or occasion. This notion of ground wavers  
between the idea of association and means. Here are some illus- 
trations:  e]gw> de> lim&? w$de a]po<llumai (Lu. 15:17), i!na staur&? tou? 
Xristou? mh> diw<kwntai. (Gal. 6:12), lu<p^ katapoq ?̂ (2 Cor. 2:7), tine>j 
de> t ?̂ sunhqei<% e]sqi<ousin  (1 Cor. 8:7), ou] diekri<qh t ?̂ a]pisti% a]lla> 
e]nedunamw<qh t^? pi<stei (Ro. 4:20), t ?̂ a]pisti<% e]cekla<sqhsan (Ro. 11:20), 
h]leh<qhte t^? tou<twn a]peiqi<% (Rom. 11:30), t&? u[mete<r& e]le<ei i!na kai> 
au]toi> nu?n e]lehqw?sin (11:31), mh> ceni<zesqe t ?̂ e]n u[mi?n purw<sei (1 Pet. 4:  
12), toiau<taij ga>r qusi<aij eu]arestei?tai (Heb. 13:16), t&? mh> eu[rei?n me 
Ti<ton (2 Cor. 2:13), eu]dokh<santej t ?̂ a]diki<% (2 Th. 2:12).  In 1 Cor. 9: 
7 we have ti<j strateu<etai i]di<oij o]ywni<oij pote<; cf. t ?̂ u[perbol ?̂ (2 Cor. 
12:7).  But some verbs in the N. T. prefer a preposition for this 
idea, but not with the instrumental case. Thus h]galli<asen e]pi>  
t&? qe&? (Lu. 1:47), e]ceplh<ssonto e]pi> t ?̂ didax ?̂ (Mt. 7:28), e]n soi> 
eu]do<khsa (Mk. 1:11), eu]frai<nonto e]n toi?j e@rgoij (Ac. 7:41).  With 
qauma<zw we find e]n (Lu. 1:21), e]pi<, (Lu. 4:22), peri< (Lu. 2:18),  
dia< (Rev. 17:7), not to mention ei] (1 Jo. 3:13), o!ti (Lu. 11:38).1 
 (j) MEANS. But no usage of this case is more common than  
that of means. With things sometimes we call it means, with  
personk agent, though more often the agent is expressed by  
u[po< with genitive-ablative (cf. ab with the ablative in Latin).  
There is no essential difference in the root-idea. Donaldson (New  
Cratylus, p. 439) calls it the "implementive case." This is, of  
course, an idiom found with verbs. Note especially xra<omai (cf.  
Latin autor with instrumental, not ablative), t&? Pau<l& xrhsa<menoj 
(Ac. 27:3), poll ?̂ parrhsi<% xrw<meqa (2 Cor. 3:12), e]a<n tij au]t&? 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 118. Cf. for the pap. Moulton, Cl. Rev.,  
1901, p. 438. 
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nomi<mwj xrh?tai (1 Tim. 1:8), in which examples we have both  
thing and person.1  Cf. 1 Cor. 9:12, 15, etc. But see accusative  
in 1 Cor. 7:31. Among the many examples we can only select 
the most striking. Thus mh< pote i@dwsin toi?j o]fqalmoi?j (Mt. 13:15), 
e]ce<balen ta> pneu<mata lo<g& (Mt. 8:16), pe<daij kai> a[lu<sesi dede<sqai 
(Mk. 5:4), yw<xontej tai?j xersi<n (Lu. 6:1), tai?j qrici>n e]ce<masen 
(Lu. 7:38), h@leifen t&? mu<r& (ib.), (Lu. 9:32), filh<mati pa- 
radi<dwj (Lu. 22:48), tai?j magi<aij e]cestake<nai au]tou<j (Ac. 8:11),  
e@xrisen au]to>n pneumati kai> duna<mei (Ac. 10:38), a]nei?len  ]Ia<kwbon 
maxai<r^ (Ac. 12:2) deda<mastai t ?̂ fu<sei (Jas. 3:7), sunaph<xqh au]tw?n 
t ?̂ u[pokri<sei (Gal. 2:13), peplhrwme<nouj pa<s^ a]diki<%, ponhri<% ktl. 
(Ro. 1:29), xa<riti< e]ste seswsme<noi (Eph. 2:5, 8), mh> mequ<skesqe 
oi@n& (Eph. 5:18), r]erantisme<non ai!mati (Rev. 19:13), pneu<mati (Ro. 
8:14), ou] fqartoi?j, a]rguri<& h} xursi<& e]lutrw<qhte, a]lla> timi<& ai!mati 
(1 Pet. 1:18 f.) &$ tij h!tthtai (2 Pet. 2:19), e]sfragi<sqhte t&? 
pneu<mati (Eph. 1:13), phli<loij u[mi?n gra<mmasin e@graya t ?̂ e]m ?̂ xeiri< 
(Gal. 6:11, one dative and two instrumental cases). Cf. kata- 
krinou?sin au]to>n qana<t& (Mk. 10:33, but qana<tou in D, and in Mt.  
20:18 x has ei]j qa<naton).  See the frequent use of pi<stei in Heb.  
11, which is more than mere manner, though in verse 13 we  
have kata> pi<stin.  Moulton (Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901) cites dh<lwson h} 
ploi<& e]ce<rxei h} o@n&.  O.P. 112 (iii/iv A.D.). Cf. Jo. 19:40, o]qoni<oij 
meta> tw?n a]rwma<twn for proximity of meta< to the instrumental.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 76) notes "the remarkable instrumental in 
Ep. Diogn. 7,  &$ tou>j ou]ranou>j e@ktisen."  Besides some examples are 
open to doubt. Thus katakau<sei puri> a]sbe<st& (Mt. 3:12) may  
be either locative or instrumental. The same might be true of  
t&? ploiari<& h#lqon (Jo. 21:8) and e]ba<ptisen u!dati (Ac. 1:5), though  
the locative is pretty clearly right here. Then again in Ac. 22: 
25, proe<teinan toi?j i[ma?sin, we have either the instrumental or the  
dative. But in 2 Pet, 1:3 i]di<% do<c^ kai> a]ret^? (marg. in W. H.) 
are clearly instrumental, not dative. In Ro. 8: 24, t ?̂ e]lpi<di 
e]sw<qhmen, we have either the modal instrumental or the instru- 
mental of means. Cf. also 1 Cor. 14:15.  Blass2 perhaps over- 
emphasizes the influence of the Heb B;; on the N. T. Greek in what  
is called the instrumental use of e]n (the case with e]n is always  
locative, historically considered). This is a classic idiom3 and  
the papyri give numerous illustrations4  of it, though the Heb. 
 
 1 In Herod. we find a double instr. with xrh?sqai. Cf. Helbing, Der Instru- 
mental in Herod., 1900, p. 8.  2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 117. 
 3 K.-G., II, p. 464 f. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., pp. 76, 104; Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 153. 
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B; did make it more frequent in the LXX. Some of the uses  
of e]n and locative, like e]n maxai<r^ a]polou?ntai (Mt. 26:52), polemh<sw 
e]n t^? r[omfai<% (Rev. 2:16), e]n fo<n& maxai<rhj a]pe<qanon (Heb. 11:37),  
are fairly equivalent to the pure instrumental case, as a]nei?len ma- 
xai<r^ (Ac. 12:2), pesou?ntai sto<mati maxai<rhj (Lu. 21:24). But others  
without e]n in Blass' list are more debatable and may be construed  
as merely locatives after all, as seen above. Besides the exam- 
ples already mentioned, puri? a[lisqh<setai (Mk. 9:49) may be com- 
pared with e]n ti<ni au]to> a]rtu<sete (9:50) and e]n ti<ni a[lisqh<setai (Mt. 
5:13).  See further Mt. 7:2 and e]n r[a<bd& e@lqw (1 Cor. 4:21)  
which stands over against e]n a]ga<p^ pneu<mati< te prau~thtoj. 
 Some doubt remains as to whether the instrumental case is  
used for the agent. In the Sanskrit the instrumental is a common  
idiom with a perfect passive verb or participle. But the Latin  
uses the dative in such an example as is seen by mihi, not me.  
Most of the grammarians take the Greek passive perfect and verbal  
as the Latin with the dative.2  But Delbruck3 recognises the doubt  
in the matter. The one example in the N. T. is in Lu. 23:15, 
ou]de>n a@cion qana<tou e]sti>n pepragme<non au]t&?.  D here reads e]n au]t&? and  
Blass4 suggests that the right reading is without pepragme<non as in  
Ac. 25:5.  It is possible also that in 2 Pet. 2:19,  &$ tij h!tthtai, we 
lave person, not thing, of whom (Am. St. V), not of what. Cf.  
also Jas. 3:7.  One may mention here also as a possible instru- 
mental ka]gw> eu[reqw u[mi?n (2 Cor. 12:20), w[j e]gnw<sqh au]toi?j (Lu. 24: 
35), w@fqh a]gge<loij (1 Tim. 3:16), but these are most probably 
true datives. The usual way of expressing the agent in the N. T.  
is u[po< for the direct agent and dia<, for the intermediate agent, as  
in Mt. 1:22. But other prepositions are also used, like a]po< (Ac.  
2:22), e]k (Jo. 1:13), e]n (Col. 1:17), para< (Jo. 1:6), etc. See a  
real distinction between u[po< and e]n in Ro. 12:21. 
 (k) WITH PREPOSITIONS. The Greek uses the instrumental  
with only two prepositions a!ma and su<n, both with the comitative  
idea. In the Cypriotic Greek we have su>n tu<xa, the distinctive  
instrumental ending. Cf. the Sanskrit sam with the instrumental  
and the Latin cum. There is only one instance of a!ma in the N. T.  
with the instrumental, a!ma au]toi?j (Mt. 13:29), but note a!ma su>n 
au]toi?j (1 Th. 4:17; cf. also 5:10).  Su<n appears chiefly in Luke's 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 95. 
 2 K.-G., I, p. 422; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 400 f.; Meisterh., p. 210, for inscr.  
(Attic); Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 344; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 98 f., considers it a  
true dative.   3 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 300. But cf. pp. 184, 297. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 112. 
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writings, as su>n au]t ?̂ (Lu. 1:56). But in composition su<n is very  
common, as has already been shown. So sunxai<rete< moi (Ph.  
2:18). 
 XII. The Dative (True) Case (h[ dotikh> ptw?sij). 
 (a) SYNCRETISM. That of the locative, instrumental and dative  
cases has not advanced so far in Greek as has that between  
the genitive and the ablative. Monro1 thinks that "distinct  
forms for these three cases survived down to a comparatively  
late period in Greek itself." He rightly conceives that it is not  
difficult, as a rule, to distinguish the three cases in usage. Brug- 
mann2 gives various examples of how the three cases made contri- 
bution to the common endings for the final blending. 
 (b) THE DECAY OF THE DATIVE. But in modern Greek this  
syncretistic combination has vanished in the vernacular. Moul- 
ton3 can properly speak of the "decay of the dative," a decay that  
applies for the modern Greek to the locative and instrumental also.  
In the Sanskrit (Lanman) the dative, after the ablative, was the  
most infrequent case. The modern Greek simply uses ei]j and  
accusative for the 1 usual dative (and locative) ideas and me< (meta<)  
with accusative for the instrumental. We see an approach to this 
use of ei]j in the N. T., e]lehmosu<naj poih<swn eij to> e@qnoj mou (Ac. 24:17),  
th>n boulh>n tou? qeou? h]qe<thsan ei]j e[autou<j (Lu. 7:30). So ei]j u[ma?j (1 
Pet. 1:4).  Winery (Winer-Thayer, p. 213) is correct in refusing 
to consider ei]j with khru<ssw or eu]aggeli<zomai (Mk. 13:10; Lu. 24: 
47; 1 Pet. 1:25) as at all out of the way.  The pregnant idea is in  
Mk. 8:19 and Ro. 8:18.  Ei]j is found also with e@noxoj (Mt. 5: 
22), eu@qetoj (Lu 14:35), eu@xrhstoj (2 Tim. 4:11), but w]fe<limoj with 
pro<j (1 Tim. 4:8).  Only in the most illiterate papyri is the decay  
of the dative seen, as in ti<ni lo<gou, N.P. 47 (iii/A.D.), and in the  
late inscrs. like o[ bohqw?n u[mw?n,  J. H. S., XIX, 14. Cf. Moulton, Cl.  
Rev., Apr., 1904.  Per contra note e]pimelh<q[ht]i t&? paidi<&,  P. Oxy.  
744 (i/B.C.). Leaving out the locative, instrumental and da- 
tive show a contraction in the N. T. as compared with the earlier  
Greek.4 But even in the N. T. "e]n is considerably more than  
a match for ei]j," yet the vernacular revived and intensified the  
old identity of e]n and ei]j seen in the early dialects.5  Hatzidakis6  
shows how this tendency increased in the later Greek till ei]j tri- 
umphed over e]n in the modern Greek. But even in the N. T. it  
is often impossible to insist on the idea of motion or extension in 
  
 1 Hom. Gr., p. 97 f.   4 Ib. 
 2 Griech. Gr., pp. 226   5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 122. 
 3 Prol., p. 62.    6 Einl., p. 210 f. 
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ei]j, as o[ w}n ei]j to>n ko<lpon (Jo. 1:18), o[ ei]j to>n a]gro<n (Mk. 13:16). Cf.  
toi?j ei]j to>n oi#kon (Lu. 9:61). Moulton1 cites from D e]n as equiva- 
lent to ei]j in Acts 7:12; 8:23.  One may compare the disappear- 
ance of the locative with u[po< and the use of the accusative for both  
motion and rest,2 whereas in Appian and Herodian (Atticists) the  
locative is in the lead.3  Cf. the disappearance of the dative forms  
in English save in the pronouns him, whom, etc. Even Wyclif  
had "believe ye to the gospel" (Mk. 1:15). 
 (c) THE IDEA OF THE DATIVE. It is that of personal interest. 
It is sometimes used of things, but of things personified.4  Apol- 
lonios Dyscolos calls the dative the case of peripoi<hsij.  The accu- 
sative, genitive and dative are all cases of inner relations,5 but the  
dative has a distinctive personal touch not true of the others. The  
dative is not a local case. There was originally no idea of place  
in it.6 It is thus a purely grammatical ease (rein grammatisch).  
Even e@rxomai soi (Rev. 2:16) is used of a person, not place. Cf.  
e@rxetai< soi, (Mt. 21:5, from the LXX) and e]lqe< moi, P. Par. 51  
(B.C. 160). But in physical relations the dative approaches the  
accusative in idea.7  Thus we find the dative of place in Heb. 12: 
22, proselhlu<qate Siw>n o@rei kai> po<lei qeou? zw?ntoj (cf. 12:18) and 
e]ggi<zonti t ?̂ Damask&? (Ac. 22:6). Cf. h@ggisen t ?̂ pu<l^ (Lu. 7:12). 
It is not used for the notion of time. 
 (d) THE DATIVE WITH SUBSTANTIVES. I am not here insisting 
that the dative was used first with substantives rather than with  
verbs,8 but only that the dative has often a looser relation to the  
verb than the accusative or the genitive.9  It is more common to  
have the verb without the dative than without the accusative or  
genitive (Brug., ib.). This is seen also in the common use of the  
dative as the indirect object of verbs that have other cases and in  
the use of the dative with substantives somewhat after the manner  
of the genitive. Not all substantives admit of this idiom, it is  
true, but only, those that convey distinctly personal relations.  
But some of these substantives are allied to verbs that use the 
dative. So eu]xaristiw?n t&? qe&? (2 Cor. 9:12), qli<yin t ?̂ sarki< (1 Cor. 
7:28), a@nesin t&? pneu<mati< mou (2 Cor. 2:13), sko<loy t ?̂ sarki< (2 Cor. 
 
 1 Prol., p. 235.    2 Ib., p. 63. 
 3 Cf. Helbing, Die Prap. bei Herod., p. 22. Cf. Moulton, Prol., pp. 63, 107.  
 4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 98. 
 5 Wundt, Volkerpsych., 1. Bd., Tl. II, p. 126. 
 6 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 185. But see E. W. Hopkins, Trans. Am.  
Hist. Assoc., XXXVII, pp. 87 ff. 
 7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 95. 
 8 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 277.  9 Brug., Griech Gr., p. 399. 
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12:7), a]na<pausin taij yuxai?j u[mw?n (Mt. 11:29), eu]wdi<a t&? qe&? 
(2 Cor. 2:15), ei]j tafh>n toi? ce<noij (Mt. 27:7), toi?j a]pollume<noij 
mwri<a (1 Cor. 1:18). Cf. Lu. 5:14. With some of these ex- 
amples verbs occur, but the dative is not here due to the verb.  
Some of them are in the predicate also, as xa>rij t&? qe&? (Ro. 7:  
25), with which compare marg. eu]xaristw?.  See Lu. 10:5. Cf. 
toi?j a]sqene<sin (1 Cor. 8:9).  So in 1 Cor. 9:2, ei] a@lloij ou]k ei]mi> 
a]po<stoloj, a]lla< ge u[mi?n ei]mi<, the dative is not due to ei]mi<.  Cf. in  
next verse h[ e]mh> a]pologi<a toi?j e]me> a]nakri<nousin.  Cf. also au]toi?j in  
Ph. 1:28.  So no<moj e[autoi?j (Ro. 2:14), e]moi> qa<natoj (Ro. 7:13),  
and, not to multiply examples, tou?to< moi karpo>j e@rgou (Ph. 1:22), 
h[ e]pi<stasi<j moi (2 Cor. 11:28). Cf. Ro. 1:14; 8:12. In 1 Cor. 
4:3 both the dative and ei]j and accusative occur, but properly so, 
e]moi> de> ei]j e]la<xisto<n e]stin.  Cf. 1 Cor. 14:22 for the same thing. The  
dative due to attraction of the relative is seen in oi$j Lu. 9:43. 
 (e) WITH ADJECTIVES. This dative occurs naturally. These  
adjective and verbals, like the substantives, have a distinctly  
personal flavour. Here are the most striking examples: a]peiqh>j t ?̂ 
ou]rani<& o]ptasi<% (Ac. 26:19), a]resta> au]t&? (Jo. 8:29), a]rketo>n t&? 
maqht ?̂ (Mt. 10:25), a@spiloi kai> a]mw<mhtoi au]t&? (2 Pet. 3:14),  
a]stei?oj t&? qe&? (Ac. 7:20), gnwsto>j t&? a]rxierei? (Jo. 18:15), dou?la 
t ?̂ a]kaqarsi<% (Ro. 6:19), dunata> t&? qe&? (2 Cor. 10:4), swth<rioj 
pa?sin (Tit. 2:11), e]mfanh?—h[mi?n (Ac. 10 : 40), e@noxoj e@stai t&? sune- 
dri<& (Mt. 5:22), to> eu@sxhmon kai> eu]pa<redron t&? kuri<& (1 Cor. 7:35),  
i[klano>n t&? toiou<t& (2 Cor. 2:6), kalo<n soi< e]stin (Mt. 18:8), monogenh>j 
t^? mhtri< (Lu. 7:12), nekrou>j t ?̂ a[marti<% (Ro. 6:11), pisth>n t&? kuri<& 
(Ac. 16:15), ptwxou>j t&? ko<sm& (Jas. 2:5), swth<rioj pa?sin (Tit. 
2:11), &$ . . . u[ph<kooi (Ac. 7:39), fanero>n e]ge<neto t&? Faraw< (Ac.  
7:13), o@ntej au]t&? fi<loi (Ac. 19:31), w]fe<lima toi?j a]nqrw<poij (Tit. 
3:8).  Wellhausen (Einl., p. 33 f.) calls e@noxoj t&? "ungriechisch."  
But note e@noxoj e@stw toi?j i@soij e]pite[i<]moij P. Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66). 
The participle in Lu. 4:16 (Ac. 17:2) almost deserves to be classed  
with the adjectives in this connection, to> ei]wqo>j au]t&?. 
 (f) WITH ADVERBS AND PREPOSITIONS. The dative is found 
a few times with adverbs. Thus w[j o[si<wj kai> dikai<wj kai> a]me<mptwj 
u[mi?n toi? pisteu<ousin e]genh<qhmen (1 Th. 2:10), ou]ai> t&? ko<sm& (Mt. 
18:7) and so frequently (but accusative in Rev. 8:13; 12:12).  
Blass1 compares Latin vae mihi and vae me.  Brugmann2 indeed  
considers katai<, parai< pa<lai, xamai< all to be dative forms. But,  
while this is true, the dative is not used with prepositions in the 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 112. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 153, finds  
a]kolou<qwj with dat. in pap.  2 Griech. Gr., pp. 226, 228. 
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Sanskrit1 and not certainly in the Greek.2 The locative is very  
common with prepositions, and the instrumental appears with two,  
but the dative is doubtful. In reality this statement must be  
modified a bit, for e]ggu<j has the dative twice in the N. T. (Ac.  
9:38), t ?̂  ]Io<pp^; &$ e]ggu<j  (Ac. 27:8), though the genitive is the  
usual case employed. Cf. e]ggi<zw with dative, Ac. 9:3; 10:9; Jas. 
4:8. Brugmann3 admits the dative with a]nti<on, e]nanti<on, plhsi<on 
in the older Greek, though no N. T. examples occur. Delbruck  
(Grundl., p. 130) finds the dative with e]pi<. 
 (g) WITH VERBS. Here the dative finds its most extensive use. 
 1. Indirect Object. Perhaps the earliest use. Certainly it re- 
mains the one most commonly met. Indeed there are few transi- 
tive verbs that may not use this dative of the indirect object. In  
the passive of these verbs the dative is retained. Some representa- 
tive illustrations are here given.  @Afej au]t&? kai> to> i[ma<tion (Mt. 5: 
40), a@fej h[mi?n ta> o]feilh<mata h[mw?n (Mt. 6:12), a]ne&<xqhsan au]t&?  
(marg.) oi[ ou]ranoi< (Mt. 3:16), dw?te to> a!gion toi? kusi<n (Mt. 7:6), doqh?nai 
toi?j ptwxoi?j (Mk. 14:5), u[mi?n prw?ton . . a]pe<steilen (Ac. 3:26), 
a]peilhsw<meqa au]toi?j mhke<ti lalei?n (Ac. 4:17), a{ de> gra<fw u[mi?n (Gal.  
1:20), e]pe<balon au]toi?j ta>j xei?raj (Ac. 4:3), le<gei au]toi?j o!ti (Mk.  
14:27), u[mi?n dei<cei a]na<gaion (Mk. 14:15), e]rre<qh toi?j a]rxai<oij (Mt. 
5:21), prose<feron au]t&? paidi<a (Mk. 10:13), eu]aggeli<zomai u[mi?n xara>n  
mega<lhn (Lu. 2:10), w@feilen au]t&? e[kato>n dhna<ria (Mt. 18:28), pa<nta 
a]podw<sw soi (Mt. 18:26), qli<yin e]gei<rein toi?j desmoi?j mou (Ph. 1:17),  
poih<sw w$de trei?j skhna<j, soi> mi<an ktl. (Mt. 17:4), h{n au]to>j e]phggei<lato 
h[mi?n (1 Jo. 2:25).  An example like e]pei?xen au]toi?j (Ac. 3:5) is really  
the indirect object. Cf. Ac. 26:27.  In 2 Cor. 12:7, e]do<qh moi 
sko<loy t ?̂ sarki<, the moi is indirect object and sarki< may be either  
dative of advantage or locative. 
 2. Dativus Commodi vel Incommodi. The so-called dative of  
advantage or disadvantage does not differ very greatly from the  
indirect object. A good example is e@rxomai< soi (Rev. 2:5, 16).  
Moulton (Prol., p. 245) cites AEschylus (P.V. 358), a]ll] h#lqen au]t&? 
Zhno>j a@grupnon be<loj.  It is indeed rather more loosely connected  
at times and varies more in the resultant idea. Thus in marturei?te  
e[autoi?j o!ti (Mt. 23:31) we have to translate ‘against yourselves,’  
though, of course, the dative does not mean ‘against’ any more  
than it means ‘for’ or ‘in behalf of.’  The personal relation is  
expressed by the case and it may be favourable or unfavourable. 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 96. 
 2 Giles, Man., etc., p. 329, but see Prepositions (ch. XIII). 
 3 Griech. Gr., p. 455. 
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Indeed, nowhere does the personal aspect of the dative come out  
more clearly than in this usage. Thus pa<nta ta> gegramme<na—t&? 
ui[&? tou? a]nqrw<pou (Lu. 18:31), grammateu>j matqhteuqei>j t ?̂ basilei<% 
(Mt. 13:52), nu<mfhn kekosmhne<nhn t&? a]ndri< (Rev. 21:2), a]naplhrou?tai 
au]toi?j (Mt. 13:14), dikai<& nomoj ou] kei?tai (1 Tim. 1:9; note long list  
of datives), a]nastaurou?ntaj e[autoi?j to>n ui[o<n (Heb. 6:6), &$ su> memar- 
tu<rhkaj (Jo. 3:26) e@krina e[maut&? tou?to (2 Cor. 2:1), mh> merimna?te t&? 
yux^ (Mt. 6:25) a]sebe<sin teqeikw<j (2 Pet. 2:6), ei@te e]ce<sthmen, qe&?: 
ei@te swfronou?men, u[mi?n (2 Cor. 5:13), e]nei?xen au]t&? (Mk. 6:19). 
Blass1 notes how frequent this idiom is in Paul's Epistles, especially  
in the vehement passages. Thus mhke<ti e[autoi?j zw?sin (2 Cor. 5:15),  
i!na qe&? zh<sw (Gal. 2:19), a]peqa<nomen t ?̂ a[marti<% (Ro. 6:2; cf. 6:10 f.),  
e]qanatw<qhte t&? no<m&--ei]j to> gene<sqai u[ma?j e[te<r& (Ro. 7:4), eu[re<qh 
moi (Ro. 7:10), t&? i]di<& kuri<& sth<kei h} pi<ptei (Ro. 14:4), imply 
e]sqi<ei (Ro. 14:6), e[aut&? z ?̂—e[aut&? a]poqnh<skei (verse 7).  Cf. e]moi< in 
Ro. 7:21, u[mi?n in 12 Cor. 12:20 and moi with e]ge<neto in Ac. 22:6. 
A good example is a]pomasso<meqa u[mi?n, Lu. 10:11.  See e[maut&? in 2 
Cor. 2:1 and t&? pneu<mati. (2:13).  Cf. basta<zwn au[t&? to>n stauro>n 
(Jo. 19:17). In Mk. 10:33 note also the other datives, either  
the indirect objet or the direct object like e]mpai<zousin au]t&?. 
Cf. also pa?sin and poi?j  ]Ioudai<oij in 1 Cor. 9:19 f. In this con- 
nection one may note also ti< moi to> o@feloj (1 Cor. 15:32),  
ti< h[mi?n kai> soi< (Lu. 4:34).  The intense personal relation is also  
manifest in the examples in 1 Cor. 1:23 f. Cf. also 1:18, 30.  
Prof. Burkitt (Jour. of Theol. Stud., July, 1912) interprets ti< e[moi> 
kai> soi<. (Jo. 2:4) to mean 'What is it to me and thee?'  That  
is, 'What have we to do with that?'  In a word, 'Never mind!'  
like the modern Egyptian ma ‘alesh in colloquial language. The  
so-called ethical dative (cf. soi in Mt. 18:17) belongs here. A  
very simple example is e@rxomai< soi (Mt. 5:29). Moulton2  
cites a papyrus example for e@rxomai soi (Rev. 2:5, 16), though from  
an illiterate document. For me<lei see Ac. 18:17; 1 Pet. 5:7. 
 3. Direct Object. Then again the dative is often the direct  
object of transitive verbs. These verbs may be simple or com- 
pound, but they all emphasize the close personal relation like  
trust, distrust, envy, please, satisfy, serve, etc. Some of them vary  
in construction, taking now the dative, now the accusative, now. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 111. 
 2 Prol., p. 75. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 113, calls this the ethical dative.  
The so-called dative of "majesty" Blass considers a Hebraism. He compares  
a]stei?oj t&? qe&? with po<lij mega<lh t&? qe&? (Jonah, 3:3), 'a very great city.' But  
it is doubtful if the N. T. follows the LXX here. 
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a preposition. But this is all natural enough. Thus kai. h]pi<stoun 
au]tai?j (Lu. 24:11), a]peiqw?n t&? ui[&? (Jo. 3:36), e]pei<qonto au[t&? (Ac. 
5:36), u[pakou<ousin au]t&? (Mk. 1:27). Once we find the dative with  
pe<poiqa (Ph. 1:14), but elsewhere prepositions, as e]n (2 Th. 3:4),  
ei]j (Gal. 5:10), e]pi< (Lu. 18:9).  In particular pisteu<w calls for a  
word. Deissmann1 has made an exhaustive study of the subject,  
and Moulton2 has given a clear summary of results. This verb  
may be used absolutely (Jo. 20:31) or with an object clause (ib.)  
in the sense of believe. Moreover, it often means entrust (Gal.  
2:7). Leaving out these uses Moulton finds that pisteu<w occurs  
with the dative 39 times and always in the sense of believe or trust  
(especially in John, as Jo. 5:46, ei] ga>r e]pisteu<ete Mwusei? e]pisteu<ete 
a}n e]moi<.  It is rather remarkable that e]n occurs only once (Mk. 
1:15, pisteu<ete e]n t&? eu]aggeli<&) explained by Deissmann3 as mean- 
ing 'in the sphere of,' to which Moulton agrees. In Eph. 1:13  
e]n more properly belongs to e]sfragi<sqhte.  The LXX uses e]n rarely  
with pisteu<w and no other preposition. But in the N. T. ei]j  
occurs 45 times (37 times in John's Gospel and 1 Jo.) while e]pi< ap- 
pears 6 times with the locative and 7 with the accusative. Moul- 
ton objects to overrefining here between ei]j and e[pi< (at most like  
believe in and believe on). So also as to accusative and locative  
with e]pi<.  What he does properly accent is the use of these two  
prepositions by the Christian writers to show the difference be- 
tween mere belief (dative with pisteu<w) and personal trust (ei]j and  
e]pi<).  This mystic union received a further development in Paul's 
frequent e]n Xrist&?.  The relation between e]n t&? o]no<mati and e]pi> 
t&? o]no<mati is parallel.4 
 We must note other groups with the dative, like verbs of serving. 
Thus dihko<noun au]t&? (Mt. 4:11), t&? noi~ douleu<w no<m& qeou? (Ro.  
7:25, both instrumental and dative here), latreu<ein au]t&?? (Lu. 1: 
74), u[phretei?n au]t&?  (Ac. 24:23).  But in Ph. 3:3 we have the  
instrumental with latreu<w, and proskune<w uses either the dative 
(Mt. 2:2) or the accusative (Jo. 4:23), not to mention e]nw<pion  
(Lu. 4:7).  The dative with doulo<w in 1 Cor. 9:19 is merely the  
indirect object. 
 Another convenient group is verbs to please, to suffice, to be  
envious, angry, etc. Thus qe&? a]re<sai (Ro. 8:8), e]nebrimw?nto au]t ?̂ 
 
 1 In Christo, p. 46 f. My friend, Prof. Walter Petersen, of Lindsborg,  
Kan., does not believe that the dative is ever the direct object of a verb, and  
Dr. W. 0. Carver agrees with him. 
 2 Prol., p. 67 f.   3 In Christo, p. 46 f.  
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 68; Heitmuller, Im Namen Jesu, I, ch. i. 
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(Mk. 14:5), metriopaqei?n toi?j a]gnoou?sin (Heb. 5:2), o[ o]rgizo<menoj t&? 
a]delf&? (Mt. 5:22), a]rkei? soi (2 Cor. 12:9),  a]llh<loij fqonou?ntej  
(Gal. 5:26, accusative, margin of W. H.). 
 Once more, we may note verbs meaning to thank, to blame, to 
enjoin, etc. So eu]xaristw? soi (Jo. 11:41), e]gkalei<twsan a]llh<loij 
(Ac. 19:38), e]peti<mhsen au]toi?j (Mt. 12:16), toi?j a]ne<moij e]pita<ssei 
(Lu. 8:25).  So also prose<tacen au]t&? (Mt. 1:24), dieste<lleto au]toi?j 
(Mk. 8:15); e]moi> xola?te (Jo. 7:23).  But keleu<w has accusative,  
though the dative occurs in the papyri. 
 There remain verbs meaning to confess, to lie, to help, to shine, 
etc. Thus we find o[mologou?ntwn t&? o]no<mati (Heb. 13:15)1 and 
a]]nqwmologei?to t&? qe&? (Lu. 2:38), ou]k e]yeu<sw a]nqrw<poij (Ac. 5:4), 
boh<qei moi (Mt. 15:25, but w]fele<w has accusative), i!na fainwsin 
au]t ?̂ (Rev. 21:23).  In the later koinh< we find bohqe<w with accusa- 
tive or genitive (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 110). Cf. also t&? 
qe&? proseu<xesqai (1 Cor. 11:13), &$ a[nti<sthte (1 Pet. 5:9). Cf. 
two datives in Lu. 11:4. 
 4. The Dative with Intransitive Verbs.  However, this is not a  
point that it is always easy to decide, for in a]rkei? soi (2 Cor. 12:  
9) one is not sure where to place it. See above. Cf. Lu. 3:14.  
We are so prone to read the English into the Greek. The same 
remark applies in a way to ti< u[mi?n dokei? (Mt. 18:12), pre<pei a[gi<oij  
(Eph. 5:3).  But there is no doubt about ti< e]ge<neto au]t&? (Ac.  
7:40), au]t&? sumbai<nein (Mk. 10:32), and the passive constructions  
like a]polei<petai sabbatismo>j t&? la&?  (perhaps dativus commodi,  
Heb. 4:9), e]fa<nh au]t&? (Mt. 1:20), e]rrh<qh toi?j a]rxai<oij (perhaps in- 
direct object; Mt. 5:21).  The same thing is true of a number of 
the examples of "advantage or disadvantage" already given, like.  
Ro. 6:10; 14:4, etc. Cf. also me<lei t&? qe&? (1 Cor. 9:9). See  
e!n soi lei<pei (Lu. 18:22), but e!n se u[sterei? (Mk. 10:21). 
 5. Possession. The Greek, like the Latin, may use the dative 
for the idea of possession. Thus ou]k h#n au]toi?j to<poj (Lu. 2:7), u]k 
e@stin soi meri<j (Ac. 8:21), u[mi?n e]stin h[ e]paggeli<a (Ae. 2:39), ti<ni  
e@stai (Lu. 12:20), ei]si>n h[mi?n te<ssarej a@ndrej (Ac. 21:23), e@stin 
sunh<qeia u[mi?n (Jo. 18:39), e]a>n ge<nhtai< tini a]nqrw<p& e[kato>n pro<bata 
(Mt. 18:12).  The idiom is extended even to examples like ou] mh> 
e@stai soi tou?to (Mt. 16:22), e@stai xara< soi (Lu. 1:14).  Cf. Ac. 
2:43; Lu. 9:38.  This is a frequent idiom in the ancient Greek  
and a perfectly natural one. This predicative dative at bottom  
is just like the usual dative. 
 6. Infinitive as Final Dative. Giles2 calls attention to the in- 
 
 1 But note Mt.10:32  e]n, and o[mologw? e]n au]t&? in Lu. 12 : 8. 2 Man., p. 327. 
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finitive as a final dative. This was the original use of the dative  
in –ai, the expression of purpose. So h@lqomen proskunh?sai au]t&?  
(Mt. 2:2).  Here we have the dative form and the dative of pur- 
pose. Cf. the old English "for to worship." This dative form con- 
tinued, however, when the case of the infinitive was no longer  
dative. 
 7. The Dative of the Agent.  It was discussed under the instru- 
mental and there is nothing new to be said here. The one clear  
example is found in Lu. 23:15. But not very different is the idiom  
in Mt. 6:1 (pro>j to> qeaqh?nai au]toi?j) and 23:5.  Cf. also 2 Pet.  
3:14. 
 8. The Dative because of the Preposition. We have already  
had examples of this. Compound verbs often have the dative  
where the simplex verb does not. The case is due to the total  
idea of the compound verb. The dative occurs with a]nati<  
qemai in Ac. 25:14; Gal. 2:2.  So1 with a]nti<, as &$ a]nti<sthte (1  
Pet. 5:9), a]ntile<gei t&? Kai<sari (Jo. 19:12), a]ntikei<menoi au]t&? (Lu. 
13:17), t&? a[gi<& a]ntipi<ptete (Ac. 7:51).  ]Apo< in a]pota<ssomai goes 
with the dative (Mk. 6:46).  The same thing is sometimes true 
of e]n, as e]ne<paican au]t&? (Mk. 15:20), e[mble<yaj au]toi?j (Mk. 10:27).  
Sometimes with a]nti– we have pro<j, as with e]n we find e]n or pro<j   
after the verb.  With e]nei?xen au]t&? (Mk. 6:19) we must supply 
qumo<n or some such word.  Ei]j and e]pi< usually have a preposition  
after the compound verb, except that compounds of e]pi< often  
have the indirect object in the dative (especially e[piti<qhmi).  But 
compare e[pita<ssw and e]pitima<w above.  Cf. e]pe<sth au]toi?j (Lu. 2:9), 
but e]pi< repeated (Lu. 21:34).  With para< we note pare<xw and  
pari<sthmi with indirect object. In pare<sthsan au]t&? (Ac. 9:39)  
we can see either the dative or the locative. Cf. paredreu<ein  
(1 Cor. 9:13).  In 2 Pet. 1:9 we may have the possessive da- 
tive with pa<restin.  With peri< again there is doubt as between  
the locative and dative in peri<keimai (Heb. 12:1), peripei<rein   
(1 Tim. 6:10), peripi<ptw (Lu. 10:30).  Pro<j with prosti<qhmi has  
the indirect object in the dative (Mt. 6:33), but with prose<r- 
xomai the dative directly as with o@rei (Heb. 12:18, 22). With  
prose<xete e[autoi?j (Lu. 17:3) the object nou?n has to be supplied, but  
this is not the case with proskarterou?ntej t^? didax^? (Ac. 2:42), nor  
with &$ prosekli<qh (Ac. 5:36), nor with prose<pesen au]t&? (Mk. 5:33)  
nor with prosefw<nei au]toi?j (Ac. 22:2). With proskuli<w (Mt. 27:  
60) the dative is merely the indirect object, but note e]pi< in Mk.  
15:46.  Compounds of u[po< likewise generally have the dative, as 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 116. 
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u[pakou<w (Mt. 8:27), u[pa<rxw (Lu. 12:15), u[pota<ssw (Lu. 10:17), 
u[poti<qemai (1 Tim. 4:6). 
 (h) AMBIGUOUS EXAMPLES. Sometimes it is not easy to decide 
whether the case is locative, instrumental or dative. The ex- 
ample in Ac. 2:33, u[you?n t ?̂ deci%>, has already been cited. This  
may mean ‘to lift up to the right hand,’ ‘at the right hand’ or 'by  
the right hand.'  Cf. also Ro. 8:24; Jo. 21:8. But it is not often  
that there is any serious difficulty in the matter. In 2 Cor. 11:1,  
a]nei<xesqe< mou mikro<n ti a]frosu<nhj, note ablative, accusative, genitive.  
And, if some cases remain, as with the genitive and ablative, that  
cannot be finally settled, the matter must simply remain in abey- 
ance. It so happens that in Lu. 8:29f. we have all eight cases  
used if polloi?j xro<noij be here locative and not instrumental. It  
may serve as a good exercise to discriminate in this passage each  
of the cases and explain the distinctive meaning and the result in  
this special context. The cases have kept us for a good while,  
but the subject is second to none in importance in Greek syntax.  
Nowhere has, comparative philology shed more light than in the  
explanation according to historical science of the growth and  
meaning of the Greek cases. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
                                    CHAPTER XII 
 
 
                          ADVERBS (  ]EPIRRHMATA) 
 
 
   I. Special Difficulties. See chapter VII (Declensions) for dis- 
cussion of the origin, formation and history of adverbs. The  
matter will come up again in chapter XIII (Prepositions) where the  
so-called "improper" prepositions are treated. Brugmann1 has no  
syntactical handling of the subject, though Delbruck2 gives an  
exhaustive presentation of the matter. But even Delbruck gives  
less than a page to the purely syntactical phases of the adverb (p.  
643), whereas Winer3 treats the adverb only under syntax. 
 (a) NATURE OF THE ADVERB. The first difficulty is in deciding  
what is an adverb. As shown in chapter VII, the adverb not only  
has great variety in its origin, but also wide expansion in its  
use. In simple truth a large portion of the "parts of speech" are  
adverbs. Brugmann4 pointedly says that it is not possible to draw  
a sharp line between adverb, particle and preposition. The devel- 
opment of adverb into preposition, conjunction, intensive particle  
and even interjection was illustrated in chapter VII with perhaps  
sufficient fulness. To this list may be added the negative particles  
which are really adverbs. In particular in the Sanskrit is there  
difficulty in the treatment of preposition and conjunction as  
distinct from adverb, since the indeclinable words were less dis- 
tinctly divided.5 But this vagueness applies to other members  
of the Indo-Germanic group.6 In Greek and Latin no distinct  
line can be drawn between adverbs and prepositions.7 
 (b) THE NARROWER SENSE OF ADVERB. These wider and 
more specialized forms of the adverb must be dropped out of view 
 
 1 Griech. Gr., pp. 250-257. 
 2 Vergl. Synt., I, pp. 535-643.  3 W.-Th., pp. 462-473. 
 4 Griech. Gr., p. 250. On final s in adv. see Fraser, Cl. Quarterly, 1908,  
p. 265. 
 5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 403. 
 6 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 536.  7 Giles, Man., p. 341.  
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before we can do anything with the mere adverb which is not prep- 
osition, conjunction, particle nor interjection. There is a good  
deal that needs to be said concerning the syntax of the mere ad- 
verb, for, in spite of its being a fixed case-form, it has a varied and  
interesting usage in the Greek sentence. The adverb has been  
treated by the grammars as a sort of printer's devil in the sentence.  
It has been given the bone that was left for the dog, if it was left. 
 II. Adverbs with Verbs. 
 (a) COMMONEST USE. This is indeed the etymology of the  
word and the most frequent use of the pure adverb. But one can- 
not say that this was the original use, as the name e]pi<rrhma might  
suggest. The truth is that the adverb has such a varied origin  
that it is difficult to make a general remark on the subject that  
will be true. Only this may be said, that some adverbs began to  
be used with verbs, some with adjectives, some absolutely, etc.  
At first they were not regarded as strictly adverbs, but were used  
progressively so (cf. xa<rin) until with most the earlier non-adverbial  
uses ceased. 
 (b) N. T. USAGE. Winer1 suspects that the N. T. writers did  
not understand the finer shades of meaning in the Greek adverbs,  
but this is true only from the point of view of the Attic literary  
style and applies to the vernacular koinh< in general. But he is  
wholly right in insisting on the necessity of adverbs for precise  
definition in language. The grammarians find offence2 in the  
adverbs of the koinh< as in other portions of the vocabulary. Some  
of the "poetic" adverbs in Winer's list are at home in the papyri  
as in the N. T., like eu]are<stwj.  A few examples will suffice for the  
normal usage in the N. T.  See the majestic roll of the adverbs in. 
Heb. 1:1, polumerw?j kai> polutro<pwj pa<lai. Cf. spoudaiote<rwj (Ph. 
2:28), perissote<rwj and ta<xeion (Heb. 13:19), peraite<rw (Ac. 19:  
39) as examples of comparison. 
 (c) PREDICATIVE USES WITH gi<nomai AND ei]mi<.  There is nothing  
out of the way in the adverb with gi<nomai in 1 Th. 2:10, w[j o[si<wj 
kai> dikai<wj kai> a]me<mptwj u[mi?n toij pisteu<ousin e]genh<qhmen. Here the 
verb is not a mere copula. Indeed ei]mi< appears with the adverb 
also when it has verbal force. Thus kaqw>j a]lhqw?j e]sti<n (1 Th. 2:  
13) is not equivalent to kaqw?j a]lhqe<j e]stin.  Cf. kaqw>j e@stin a]lh<qeia e]n 
t&?  ]Ihsou? (Eph. 4:21). So also h[ ge<nesij ou!twj h#n (Mt. 1:18), ei] 
ou!twj e]sti>n h[ ai]ti<a tou? a]nqrw<pou (Mt. 19:10), to> ou!twj ei#nai (1 Cor. 
7:26).  Cf. 1 Cor. 7:7.  The adverb in all these instances is  
different from the adjective.  Cf. ti< me e]poi<hsaj ou!twj (Ro. 9:20) for 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 462.  2 Ib., p. 463. 
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a similar predicate use of the adverb. Cf. also ou!twj pesw<n and 
o@ntwj o[ qeo>j e]n u[mi?n e]sti<n (1 Cor. 14:25) and a]lhqw?j in Mt. 14:33.  
In Ph. 4:5, 6 o[ ku<rioj e]ggu<j, the copula e]sti<n is to be supplied and  
here the adverb is not far from the adjective idea. Cf. also 
po<rrw o@ntoj (Lu. 14:32), makra<n (Mk. 12:34), i@sa (Ph. 2:6). 
 (d) WITH   @Exw.  It has some idiomatic constructions with the  
adverb that are difficult from the English point of view. Thus  
tou>j kakw?j e@xontaj (Mt. 14:35), and with the instrumental case  
in Mk. 1:34.  Cf. Lu. 7:2.  In English we prefer the predicate  
adjective with have (He has it bad), whereas the Greek likes the  
adverb with e@xw.   So e]sxa<twj e@xei (Mk. 5:23)  and in Jo. 4:52  
komyo<teron e@sxen the comparative adverb. One must be willing for  
the Greek to have his standpoint. Cf. ou!twj e@xei in Ac. 7:1 and  
po<rrw a]pe<xei (Mk. 7:6).  Pw?j e@xousin (Ac. 15:36) needs no com- 
ment. It is a common enough Greek idiom. Cf. bare<wj e@xousa,  
P.Br.M. 42 (B.C. 168). 
 (e) WITH PARTICIPLES.   !Ama e]li<zwn (Ac. 24:26) belongs to  
the discussion of participles. But one may note here h@dh teqnhko<ta  
(Jo. 19:33) and w[j me<llontaj (Ac. 23:15).  Cf. also the use of  
h@dh with parh?lqen (Mt. 14:15), a matter that concerns the aorist  
tense. But note both nu?n and h@dh with e]sti<n in 1 Jo. 4:3. 
 (f) LOOSE RELATION TO THE VERB or any other part of the  
sentence. So a]kmh<n (cf. e@ti) in Mt. 15:16 and th>n a]rxh<n in Jo.  
8:25, for this accusative is really adverbial. Cf. also to>  loipo<n  
(Ph. 3:1), tou<nati<on (Gal. 2:7). 
 III. Adverbs Used with Other Adverbs. There is, to be sure,  
nothing unusual about this either in Greek or any other tongue. 
So polu<  ma?llon (Heb. 12:9), ma?llon krei?sson (Ph. 1:23), ma?llon  
perisso<teron (Mk. 7:36) are merely normal uses barring the double 
comparative in the two examples which, however, have their own  
explanation. The compound adverbs, which are common in the 
N. T. (as u[perperissw?j, Mk. 7:37; cf. polutro<pwj in Heb. 1:1), 
call for no more explanation than other compound words. Cf.  
kaqo<lou (Ac. 4:18). The Greek, like the German, easily makes  
compound words, and the tendency to long compound words  
grows with the history of language. See a]perispa<stwj in 1 Cor.  
7:35.  For compound adverbs see chapter VII, (c) . For the 
comparison of adverbs see ib., (e) . 
 IV. Adverbs with Adjectives. A typical illustration is found 
in 1 Tim. 3:16, o[mologoume<nwj me<ga.  So ou!tw me<gaj in Rev. 16:18. 
The instances are not very numerous in the N. T., since indeed,  
especially in the Gospels, the adjective is not excessively abundant. 
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In Ac. 24:25, to> nu?n e@xon, the participle being both verb and ad- 
jective, causes no difficulty.  In Ac. 23:20, w[j me<llwn ti a]kribe<- 
steron punqa<nesqai peri> au]tou?, we have the adverbial use of ti as well  
as a]kribe<steron.  Cf. a]perispa<stwj with eu]pa<redron in 1 Cor. 7:35. 
 V. Adverbs with Substantives. Here indeed one may recall  
that the substantive as well as the adjective gives a basis for this  
idiom (cf. Jordan River). Nu?n is a typical example in the N. T.  
Thus we find e]n t&? nu?n kair&? (Ro. 3:26), t ?̂ nu?n  ]Ierousalh<m  (Gal.  
4:25), zwh?j th?j nu?n (1 Tim. 4:8), to>n nu?n ai]w?na (2 Tim. 4:10). 
Here indeed the adverb has virtually the force of the adjective,  
just as the substantive in this descriptive sense gave rise to the  
adjective.  The English can use the same idiom as "the now  
time," though this particular phrase is awkward. The Greek has  
so much elasticity in the matter because of the article which  
gives it a great advantage over the Latin.1 Cf. also h[ de> o@ntwj 
xh<ra (1 Tim. 5:5), h[ de> a@nw  ]Ierousalh<m (Gal. 4:26), th?j a@nw  
klh<sewj (Phi 3:14), o[ to<te ko<smoj (2 Pet. 3:6). 
 VI. Adverbs Treated as Substantives.2  The very adverbs  
named above may be here appealed to. It is especially true of  
words of place and time. Thus e]k tw?n a@nw ei]mi< (Jo. 8:23), to> nai< 
(2 Cor. 1:17), ta> a@nw (Col. 3:1 f.), ta< nu?n (Ac. 5:38), e!wj tou? nu?n  
(Mk. 13:19), a]po> tou? nu?n (Lu. 1:48) and often.  Cf. toi?j e]kei?, (Mt.  
26:71), ta> w$de (Col. 4:9).  So plhsi<on always in the N. T. save  
once as preposition with genitive (Jo. 4:5). It usually has the  
article (Mt. 5:43), but may be used without it in the nominative  
case (Lu. 10:29). A striking instance of the adverb treated as  
substantive appears in xwri>j tw?n parekto<j (2 Cor. 11:28).  Other  
examples of the adverb with the article are a@xri tou? deu?ro (Ro.  
1:13), e]k tw?n ka<tw (Jo. 8:23), ei]j ta> o]pi<sw (Mk. 13:16), tou>j e@cw  
(1 Cor. 5:12), to> e@cwqen kai> to> e@swqen (Lu. 11:40), ei]j to> e@mprosqen 
(Lu. 19:4). In toi?j  makra<n and toi?j e]ggu<j (Eph. 2:17) the adverb 
is rather adjectival in idea.  In t ?̂ e[ch?j (Ac. 21:1) we have to sup- 
ply, of course, h[me<r%, though the text of Lu. 7:11 reads e]n t&? e[ch?j.   
Here the adverb is treated rather as an adjective, but the point of  
distinction between the use as substantive and adjective is not 
always clear. Cf. also h[ au@rion (Mt. 6:34),  peri> th?j sh<meron (Ac. 
19:40).  But it is not merely when the adverb has the article  
that it is treated as a substantive. Prepositions are used with  
adverbs without any article. Then it is not always clear whether  
we have two words or one. Thus editors print u[pe>r e]kei?na as well  
as u[pere<keina (2 Cor. 10:16), u[per e]k perissou? as well as u[perek- 
 
 1 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 798. 2 Cf. K.-G., I, p. 551. 
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perissou? (Eph. 3:20), u[pe>r li<an as well as u[perli<an (2 Cor. 11:5).  
Cf. e@peita, e]pa<nw, e]fa<pac, and e!wj a@rti in 1 Cor. 15:6. Thus a]po>   
pe<rusi (2 Cor. 9:2), a]p ] a@nwqen e!wj ka<tw (Mk. 15:38), a]p ] a@rti 
(Mt. 23:39), a]po> makro<qen (Mt. 27:55), a]po> prwi< (Ac. 28:23), 
a!ma prwi< (Mt. 20:1), e!wj a@rti (Mt. 11:12), e!wj tri<j (Lu. 22:34),  
e!wj e[pta<kij (Mt. 18:21 f.), e!wj e@cw (Ac. 21:5), e!wj e@sw (Mk. 14:54),  
e!wj po<te (Mt. 17:17), e!wj w$de (Lu. 23:5), etc. For this doubling  
of adverbs see e]kto>j ei] mh< (1 Cor. 14:5) in the realm of conjunctions. 
Moulton (Prol., p. 99) finds in the papyri e]k to<te, O.P. 486 (ii/A.D.),  
and note a]po> pe<rusi, (Deissmann, B. S., p. 221). 
 VII. The Pregnant Use of Adverbs. Just as the prepositions  
e]n and ei]j are used each with verbs of rest and motion (and para<,  
with locative or accusative), so adverbs show the same absence of  
minute uniformity.  Poi<, for instance, is absent from both the  
LXX and the N. T., as is o!poi.  Instead we find  pou? u[pa<gei (Jo.  
3:8) and o!pou e]gw> u[pa<gw (Jo. 13:33), but po<qen e@rxetai (Jo. 3:8)  
and o@qen e]ch?lqon (Mt. 12:44).  So also e@rxetai e]kei? (Jo. 18:3) like  
our "come here."  But on the other hand in Ac. 22:5, a@cwn kai>  
tou>j e]kei?se o@ntaj, the usual word would be e]kei?.  But e]kei?se is regu- 
lar in Ac. 21:3.  Winer1 calls this an "abuse" of language, which 
putting it rather too strongly, since it is found in the best Greek.  
It is largely a matter of usage, for with w$de and e]nqa<de the ideas of  
hic and huc had long coalesced, while e]cwqen, e@swqen, ka<tw mean  
both ‘without’ (Mt. 23:27) and ‘from without’ (Mk. 7:18), ‘with- 
in' (Mt. 7:15) and 'from within' (Mk. 7:23), 'below' (Mt. 4:6)  
and 'from below' (Jo. 8:23).  Cf. meta<ba e@nqen e]kei?.  (Mt. 17:20) and  
e@nqen--e]kei?qen (Lu. 16:26).  In Mt. 25:24, 26, suna<gwn o@qen ou] 
diesko<rpisaj, we have e]kei?qen ou$ merged into o!qen by attraction. In  
oi[ a]po> th?j  ]Itali<aj (Heb. 13:24) it is uncertain what standpoint the  
writer takes. With e]k we have not only the normal idiom like 
toi?j e]k peritomh?j (Ro. 4:12) and oi[ e]k th?j Kai<saroj oi]ki<aj (Ph. 4:22), 
but the pregnant use where Ev could have occurred. Thus a#rai ta> 
e]k th?j oi]ki<aj (Mt. 24:17) with which compare o[ ei]j to>n a]gro<n (Mk.  
13:16, e]n in Mt. 24:18). Cf. o[ path>r o[ e]c ou]ranou? in Lu. 11:13,  
though some MSS.2  do not have the second o[. The correlation of  
adverbs belongs to the chapter on Pronouns. 
 VIII. Adverbs as Marks of Style. Thus a@rti is not found in  
Mark, Luke, James, Jude nor Hebrews, though fairly often in  
Matthew, John and Paul.  Nu?n, on the other hand, is frequent  
throughout the N. T. as a whole.  Abbott3 has an interesting dis- 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 472.  2 Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 258. 
 3 Joh. Cr., pp. 22 ff. 
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eussion of kai> nu?n, in John and Luke.  Nuni< is found only in Acts,  
Paul and Hebrews, the most literary portions of the N. T. Then  
again Mark has abundant use of eu]qu<j, but not eu]qe<wj, while Mat- 
thew employs both. John uses each only three times. Abbott1   
notes that wherever Matthew uses eu]qu<j it is found in the parallel  
part of Mark.  Eu]qe<wj prevails in Luke (Gospel and Acts). Abbott  
insists on difference in idea in the two words, eu]qe<wj (‘immediately’),  
eu]qu<j (‘straightway’).  So in Matthew to<te is exceedingly common,  
while in 1 Cor. e@peita is rather frequent, though the two words  
have different ideas. Then again e]ggu<j is more common in John  
than all the Synoptists together.2  The context must often decide  
the exact idea of an adverb, as with e]kaqe<zeto ou!twj (Jo. 4:6). Cf. 
w[j h#n e]n t&? ploi<& (Mk. 4:36). 
 IX. The Adverb Distinguished from the Adjective. 
 (a) DIFFERENT MEANING. The adjective and the adverb often 
mean radically different things. Thus in Jo. 8:29, ou]k a]fh<ke<n me 
mo<non, the adjective mo<non means that 'he did not leave me alone.'  
As an adverb; if the position allowed it, it would be 'not only did  
he leave, but' etc., just the opposite. In 2 Tim. 4:11 mo<noj  
means that Luke is alone with Paul. So in Lu. 24:18 su> mo<noj  
may be contrasted with mo<non pi<steuson, (Lu. 8:50). The point is  
specially clear with prw?toj and prw?ton.  Thus in Ac. 3:26 we have 
u[mi?n prw?ton a]nasth<saj, not u[mi?n prw<toij.  It is not 'you as chief,'  
but ‘the thing is done first for you.’  So also Ro. 2:9 (  ]Ioudai<ou te 
prw?ton kai>   !Ellhnoj).  But in 1 Jo. 4:19 note h[mei?j a]gapw?men, o!ti 
au]to>j prw?toj h]ga<phsen h[ma?j.  'God is the first one who loves.' Cf.  
also h#lqen prw?toj ei]j to> mnhmei?on (Jo. 20:4) where John is the first one  
to come to the tomb.  In Jo. 1:41 the MSS. vary between prw?toj  
and prw?ton (W. H.). One can but wonder here if after all prw?toj  
is not the correct text with the implication that John also found  
his brother James. The delicate implication may have been easily  
overlooked by a scribe. Cf. also the difference between e]la<lei  
o]rqw?j (Mk. 7:35) and a]na<sthqi e]pi> tou>j po<daj sou o]rqo<j (Ac. 14:10).  
The English has a similar distinction in "feel bad" and "feel  
badly," "look bad" and "look badly." We use "well" in both  
senses. Cf. e]drai?oj in 1 Cor. 7:37. 
 (b) DIFFERENCE IN GREEK AND ENGLISH IDIOM. But the 
Greek uses the adjective often where the English has the adverb.  
That is, the Greek prefers the personal connection of the adjective  
with the subject to the adverbial connection with the verb. So  
we have au]toma<th h[ gh? karpoforei?, (Mk. 4:28) and au]toma<th h]noi<gh  
 
 1 Ib., p. 20.   2 Ib., p. 19. 
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(Ac. 12:10).  In Lu. 21:34 the same construction is found with 
e]fni<dioj h[ h[me<ra e]kei<nh. The ancient Greek idiom of the adjective  
rather than the locative of time appears in Ac. 28:13, deuterai?oi  
h@lqomen.  So o]rqrinai<. (Lu. 24:22). The same use of the adjective  
rather than the adverb meets us in 1 Cor. 9:17, ei] ga>r e[kw>n tou?to 
pra<ssw –ei] de> a@kwn, just as we see it in the ancient Greek. Cf.  
the Latin. nolens volens.  See Ro. 8:20.  In me<soj the Greek has  
an adjective that we have to use a phrase for.  Thus me<soj u[mw?n   
sth<kei (Jo. 1:26), there stands in the midst of you.'  Cf. a very  
different idea in h[me<raj me<shj (Ac. 26:13), 'middle of the day.' 
 X. Adverbial Phrases. 
 (a) INCIPIENT ADVERBS. Some of these are practically ad- 
verbs, though they retain the case-inflection and may even have  
the article. Thus th>n a]rxh<n, (Jo. 8:25), to> loipo<n (Ph. 3:1),  
tounanti<on (Gal. 2:7), to> prw?ton (Jo. 12:16), to> pro<teron (Jo. 6:62),  
to> plei?ston (1 Cor. 14:27), to> kaq ] h[me<ran (Lu. 19:47), tou? loipou? 
(Eph. 6:10), etc.  These expressions are not technically adverbs,  
though adverbial in force. Cf. also the cognate instrumental like  
xar%> xai<rei (Jo. 3:29).  So O.P. 1162, 5 (iv./A.D.). 
 (b) PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES. These adjuncts have the sub- 
stantial force of adverbs. Indeed there is little practical differ- 
ence in structure between a]po> pe<rusi (2 Cor. 9:2) and u[perli<an (2  
Cor. 11:5), u[pera<nw (Eph. 4:10) and e!wj ka<tw (Mk. 15:38). Since  
the uncial MSS. had no division between words, we have to de- 
pend on the judgment of the modern editor and on our own for  
the distinction between an adverb like paraxrh?ma (Lu. 1:64) and  
an adverbial phrase like para> tou?to (1 Cor. 12:15).  Cf. also e]pe<- 
keina (Ac. 7:43), u[pere<keina (2 Cor. 10:16), kaqo<lou (Ac. 4:18). In  
Ro. 7:13 kaq ] u[perbolh<n is used with an adjective. Other examples  
are kat ] i]di<an (Mt. 14:13), kata> mo<naj (Mk. 4:10), kata> e[kou<sion  
(Phil. 14), kat ] e]niauto<n (Heb. 10:1), e]k deute<rou (Mk. 14:72), e]k 
yuxh?j (Col. 3:23), e]c a]rxh?j (Jo. 6:64), a]p ] a]rxh?j (2 Th. 2:13),  ei]j  
keno<n, (Ph. 2:16), e]n a]lhqei<% (Mt. 22:16), e]n prw<toij (1 Cor. 15:3),  
e]n dikaiosu<n^ (Ac. 17:31), e]p ] a]lhqei<aj (Lu. 22:59), kaq ] h[me<ran  
(Mk. 14:49), e]n nukti<, (1 Th. 5:2), e]n e]ktenei<%, (Ac. 26:7), a]po> 
me<rouj (Ro. 11:25), e]k me<rouj (1 Cor. 12:27. Cf. me<roj ti, 11:18),  
kata> me<roj (Heb. 9:5), a]po> mia?j (Lu. 14:18), ei]j to> pantele<j (Heb.  
7:25). With me<son we have quite a list, like a]na> me<son (Mt. 13:25),  
e]k me<sou (Mt. 13:49), ei]j to> me<son (Mk. 6:47), dia> me<sou (Lu. 4:30), dia> 
me<son (Lu. 17:11), ei]j to> me<son (Lu. 5:19), ei]j me<son (Mk. 14:60),  
kata> me<son (Ac. 27:27), me<son, (Ph. 2:15).  In Mk. 14:30 adverb  
and phrase occur together, sh<meron tau<t^ t^? nukti<. This is not a 
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complete list br any means, but it will suffice to illustrate the  
point under discussion. A striking example is found in 1 Cor. 
12:31, kaq ] u[pebolh>n o[do>n u[mi?n dei<knumi, where the adverbial phrase 
has practically the force of an adjective with o[don. Clearly, then,  
many of the adverbs grew out of these prepositional phrases like  
parauti<ka (2 Cori 4:17), e@kpalai (2 Pet. 2:3), etc. Cf. even noun- 
exw?j (Mk. 12:34). 
 (c) PARTICIPLES. Some participles come to be used adverbially.  
This is not merely true of adverbs made from participles, like o@ntwj 
(Mk. 11:32), o[mologoume<nwj (1 Tim. 3:16), u[perballo<ntwj (2 Cor.  
11:23), but it also applies to t&? o@nti (Ro. 7:23), to> nu?n e@xon (Ac.  
24:25), tuxo<n (1 Cor. 16:6) and verbals like a]nagkastw?j (1 Pet.  
5:2).  Besides, the intensive use of the participle is adverbial  
in effect like eu]logw?n eu]logh<sw se (Heb. 6:14). Then again a case  
like yeudo<menoi (Mt. 5:11) is in point.  Cf. qe<lwn in Col. 2:18.  
See also prosqei>j ei#pen (Lu. 19:11) which Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk.,  
p. 258) compares with prosqei?sa e@teken (Gen. 38:5). See chapter  
on Verbal Nouns. 
 (d) THE VERB USED ADVERBIALLY. This is, Of course, not 
true technically, but only in the result. The old Greek idiom 
with lanqa<nw and fqa<nw, where the participle expressed the chief  
idea and the verb was subordinate, occurs twice in the N. T. So 
e@laqo<n tinej ceni<santej (Heb. 13:2) and proe<fqasen le<gwn (Mt. 17:25). 
But it must be borne in mind that the Greek idiom is perfectly  
consistent in this construction, as ‘they escaped notice in entertain- 
ing,’ ‘he got the start in saying.’  Cf. la<qr% elsewhere in N. T. It 
is not necessary Ac. 12:16, e]pe<menen krou<wn, to take the verb as 
an adverb in sense. It is simply, 'he continued knocking.'  The  
infinitive may likewise present the chief idea as in proe<laben muri<sai  
(Mk. 14:8), proseqeto pe<myai (Lu. 20:11 f.), like the Heb. Js,Oy.ra   
Halow;li.  But in Mk. 12:4 we have the regular Greek idiom1 pa<lin 
a]pe<steilen. Cf. Ac. 12:3 prose<qeto sullabei?n. This idiom is ex- 
ceedingly common in the LXX.2  In Lu. 6:48, e@skayen kai> e]ba<qunen   
(‘he dug and went deep’), we have an idiom somewhat like our  
English vernacular "he went and dug," " he has gone and done 
it," etc. Cf. Ro. 10:20 a]potolm%? kai> le<gei, Mt. 18:3 e]a>n mh> stra- 
fh?te kai> ge<nhsqe.  But I doubt if qe<lw with the infinitive is to be 
taken in the N. T. either adverbially or as the mere expletive  
for the future tense. In Jo. 7:17 qe<l^ poiei?n means ‘is willing to  
do.’  So in Jo. 8:44, etc. The text is obscure in Col. 2:18 and 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 468. 
 2 C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 97. 
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there qe<lwn may have an adverbial force. Blassl conceives that in  
Mt. 6:5, filou?sin . . . proseu<xesqai, we may translate ‘gladly pray.’ 
But what advantage has this over 'love to pray,' 'are fond of  
praying'? 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 258. Cf. W.-Th., p. 467. 



 
 
 
 
                                      CHAPTER XIII 
 
 
                        PREPOSITIONS (PROQESEIS) 
 
 
 I. The Name. As is often the case, so here the name describes  
a later development, not the original, nor the essential, idea. 
 (a) SOME POSTPOSITIVE. Prepositions may indeed be post- 
positive like the Latin mecum, the Greek tou<tou xa<rin, te<knwn pe<ri  
(anastrophe). In the Turkish tongue1 they are all postpositive.  
And Giles (Manual, p. 341) thinks that o]mma<twn a@po is earlier than  
a]po> o]mma<twn. 
 (b) NOT ORIGINALLY USED WITH VERBS. Moreover, the  
name implies that they properly belong with verbs (prae-verbia,  
proqe<seij). But we now know that the use with verbs was a much  
later development. There are indeed in Greek no "inseparable"  
prepositions, which are used only in composition with verbs. In  
the Attic, outside of Xenophon, su<n, was used mainly in composi- 
tion.2 In the N. T. a]mfi< is found only with compound words like  
a]mfiba<llw, a]mfie<nnumi.  In the Sanskrit most of the verbal pre- 
fixes can be traced to adverbs with cases.3 
 (c) EXPLANATION. Hence the name must be explained. The  
later grammarians used the term for those adverbs which were  
used in composition with verbs and in connection with the cases  
of nouns. Both things had to be true according to this definition.  
But it will be seen at once that this definition is arbitrary. The  
use with verbs in composition was the last step, not the first, in  
the development. Besides, what is to be said about those ad- 
verbs that are used, not with verbs, but with cases, and no longer  
appear as mere adverbs? Take a@neu, for instance, with the abla-  
tive. It is not found in composition with verbs nor by itself 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 95. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 123, 147. Courtoz (Les Prefixes en Grec, en Lat.  
et en Francais, 1894, p. 51) says: "Outre les dix-huit prepositions que nous  
venons de passer en revue, it y a encore, en grec, quelques particules insepa- 
rabies, qui s'emploient comme prefixes dans les mots composes. Ces particules  
sont a], a]ri ou e]ri, dus, za et nh." But these are not the "prepositions" under 
discussion.     3  Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 414.  
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apart from a noun. It is, of course, a preposition. The grammars  
call it an "improper" or adverbial preposition. It is only "im- 
proper" from the standpoint of the definition, not from that of  
the Greek language. The truth seems to be that by preposition  
one must mean a word used with cases of nouns and many of  
which came to be used in composition with verbs. The facts do  
not square with the other definition. 
 II. The Origin of Prepositions. 
 (a) ORIGINALLY ADVERBS. This is now so well recognised  
that it seems strange to read in Winer1 that "prepositions e.g.  
often assume the nature of adverbs, and vice versa," even though  
he adds "that the prepositions are adverbs originally." Giles2  
puts the matter simply and clearly when he says: "Between ad- 
verbs and prepositions no distinct line can be drawn."  Thus even  
in Homer a]mfi< peri<, etc., appear still as adverbs.3  Delbruck4 goes  
a bit further and says that originally the prepositions were place- 
adverbs. Brugmann5 qualifies that to "mostly," and he adds that  
we cannot draw a sharp line between the use as adverb and the  
use as pre-verb or preposition.6 
 (b) REASON FOR USE OF PREPOSITIONS. "The preposition is,  
therefore, only an adverb specialized to define a case-usage."7  
This definition gives the reason also. The case alone was enough  
at first to express the relation between words, but, as language  
developed, the burden on the cases grew heavier. The analytic  
tendency in language is responsible for the growth of prepositions.8  
The prepositions come in to help out the meaning of the case in a  
given context. The notion, therefore, that prepositions "govern"  
cases must be discarded definitely. Farrar9 clearly perceived this  
point. "It is the case which indicates the meaning of the preposi- 
tion, and not the preposition which gives the meaning to the case."  
This conception explains the use and the non-use of a preposition  
like e]n, for instance, with the locative, a]po< or para< with the abla- 
tive, etc. In the Sanskrit the prepositions do not exist as a sep- 
arate class of words, though a good many adverbs are coming to  
be used with the oblique cases (except the dative) to make clearer  
the case-idea.10 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 356.    2 Man., etc., p. 341. 
 3 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 659. Cf. Munro, Hom. Gr., p. 123. 
 4 Ib., p. 659. Cf. Grundl., IV, p. 134. 
 5 Griech. Gr., p. 429.   8 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 94. 
 6 lb., p. 430.     9 Ib. 
 7 Giles, Man., etc., p. 341.   10 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 414. 
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 (c) VARYING HISTORY. The adverbs that come to be used with  
the cases vary greatly in their history. Some cease to be used  
as adverbs, as su<n, for instance. Others continue (besides the  
use with cases and with verbs) to be employed occasionally as  
adverbs (a]na> ei$j, Rev. 21:21; kata> ei$j, Mk. 14:19; u!per e]gw<,  
2 Cor. 11:2). Some are used both with nouns, and in com- 
position with Verbs, like e]n, peri< and the other seventeen "proper"  
classical prepositions.  ]Amfi< occurs only in composition. Others  
are not used in composition with verbs, but are no longer mere  
adverbs like a@neu.  Others are employed both as adverb and with  
cases of noun's, like a@ma, e@cw, etc. Some occur both as preposi- 
tion and conjunction, like a@xri, me<xri, e!wj, plh<n.  Some figure as  
substantive, adverb and preposition with case, like xa<rin. 
 III. Growth in the Use of Prepositions. 
 (a) ONCE NO PREPOSITIONS. As already noted, in the Sanskrit  
there is no separate class of prepositions, though a number of ad- 
verbs are already coming to be used as prepositions, and verbs  
have some prefixes. Some adverbs in Greek are occasionally used  
with eases, like a]ci<wj and the genitive, but are not prepositions.  
Here we see the use of prepositions started, tentatively at any rate.  
We may suppose a time further back in the history of the Judo- 
Germanic tongues when no adverbs were used with cases, when  
the cases stood All alone. 
 (b) THE PREPOSITIONS STILL USED AS ADVERBS IN HOMER. Not 
only do the "adverbial" prepositions have their usual freedom,  
but a considerable number of adverbs are found in composition  
with verbs. Homer marks a distinct advance over the Sanskrit  
in the increase of prepositions. There is in Homer a real class of  
prepositions. But in Homer the limitation of the preposition to  
cases of nouns aid composition with verbs is far from being estab-  
lished.  ]Amfi<, e]n, etc., may be simply adverbs, ‘on both sides,’  
'inside.'1  So common is the separation of the preposition from the  
verb that the term tmesis is used for it, but no strict line can be  
drawn between this usage and the ordinary adverb.2 
 (c) DECREASING USE AS ADVERBS AFTER HOMER. It is not 
common thereafter for the eighteen classical prepositions, those  
used in composition with verbs as well as with cases of nouns,  
to occur separately as adverbs. It is not common, but still pos- 
sible. This list comprises a]mfi<, a]na, a]nti<, a]po<, dia<, ei]j, e]c, e]n, e]pi<, 
kata<, meta<, para<, peri<, pro<, pro<j, su<n u[pe<r, u[po<. Now these words  
were used with steady increase so that one of the marks of later 
 
 1 Monro, Hom.. Cr., p. 123.  2 Ib., p. 124. 
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Greek is the abundance of compound verbs as well as the more  
extensive use of these prepositions with the various cases. Not  
only is this true, but continually new adverbs joined the already  
large list of adverbial prepositions employed with cases. In a  
word, as Blass1 remarks, the use of a preposition with nouns was  
"a practice which in the course of the history of the language be- 
came more and more adopted in opposition to the employment of  
the simple case." The Emperor Augustus was noted for his ex- 
cessive use of prepositions in his effort to speak more clearly  
(quod quo facilius exprimeret, Suetonius).2 Other Latin writers  
show the same tendency. 
 (d) SEMITIC INFLUENCE IN N. T. The N. T. writers were 
once supposed to make such free use of prepositions because of  
the Hebrew and Aramaic. But the N. T. does not make abundant  
use of all the prepositions.   ]Amfi< has dropped out entirely save  
in composition, and a]na<, is nearly confined to the distributive use  
and a]na> me<son, a sort of compound preposition.3  It occurs only  
12 times, omitting the adverbial use in Rev. 21:21.   ]Anti< appears  
22 times, but as Moulton4 explains, five of these are due to a]nq ] w$n.  
But a]po< is very abundant in the N. T., as are dia<, ei]j, e]k, e]n, e]pi<, 
kata<, meta<, pro<j.  But para<, peri<, pro<, su<n, u[pe<r, u[po< are, like a]na<  
already going the way of a]mfi<.  Krebs has made a careful study  
of the prepositions in Polybius,5 as Helbing has done for Herod- 
otus6 and Johannessohn for the LXX.7  They show the same  
general tendency towards the increased use of some prepositions  
to the disuse of others. For the N. T., Moulton8 has made a  
careful calculation which is worth reproducing.  ]En and ei]j far  
outnumber any of the other prepositions in the N. T.9 And e]n  
leads ei]j by a good margin. Moulton takes e]n as unity and  
finds the other N. T. prepositions ranging as follows:  a]na< .0045, 
a]nti< .008, a]po< .24, dia< .24, ei]j .64, e]k .34, e]pi< .32, kata< .17, meta< .17,  
para< .07, peri< .12, pro< .018, pro<j .25, su<n .048, u[pe<r .054,  u[po< .08. 
The three commonest prepositions in Herodotus 10 are ei]j, e]n and  
e]pi< in this order. In Thucydides and Xenophon the order is e]n, 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 121. 
 2 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 95; Egger, Gr. Comp., p. 195. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 100.     4 Ib.  
 5 Die Prap. bei Polyb., 1882; cf. p. 3. 
 6 Die Prap. bei Herod. und andern Hist., 1904. 
 7 Johannessohn, Der Gebr. der Casus und der Prap. in der Sept., T1. I, 1910.  
Cf. also C. and S., p. 80 f. 
 8 Prol., p. 98.      9 Ib., p. 62.  
 10 See Helbing, Prap. bei Herod., p. 8 f., for the facts here used. 
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ei]j and e]pi<.  But Xenophon varies the order of frequency in his  
various books.  In Polybius the three chief prepositions are kata<, 
pro<j, ei]j; in Diodorus; ei]j kata<, pro<j; in Dionysius e]n e]pi<, ei]j; in 
Josephus (War) pro<j, ei]j kata<, (Ant.) ei]j, e]pi<, pro<j; in Plutarch e]n, 
pro<j, ei]j; in Dio Cassius e]n ei]j, e]pi<.  In the N. T. the three main 
ones, as seen above, are e]n, ei]j, e]k, though e]pi< is not far behind e]k.  
In the literary koinh< it will be seen that the use of ei]j is nearly double  
that of e]n, whereas in the N. T. its is ahead of e]n only in Mark and  
Hebrews.1  In the vernacular koinh<, e]n makes a rather better show- 
ing. The large increase of the adverbial prepositions in the N. T.,  
as in the koinh<, calls for special treatment a little later. It may be  
here remarked that they number 42, counting varying forms of the  
same word like o@pisqen, o]pi<sw. 
 (e) IN MODERN GREEK. The varying history of the eighteen  
prepositions goes still further.2  Thus a]nti<(j) survives in the ver- 
nacular as well as a]po< (a]pe<), dia< (gia<), ei]j (e]j, se<,  ]j), meta< (me<), kata< 
(ka<) and w[j.  Cf. Thumb, Handb., pp. 100 if. The bulk of the  
old prepositions drop out in the mediaeval period. Their place is  
supplied largely by the later prepositional adverbs, as a]na< by a@nw, 
e]c by e@cw, but partly also by a wider use of the remaining preposi- 
tions, as ei]j for e]n and pro>j, me< for su<n.  Then again all prepositions  
in the modern Greek use the accusative case as do other adverbs,  
and sometimes even with the nominative (gia> sofo<j, 'as a sage'). 
 In a sense then the Greek prepositions mark a cycle. They show  
the return of the accusative to its original frequency. They have  
lost the fine distinctions that the old Greek prepositions once pos- 
sessed when they were used to help out the ideas of the cases. They  
drop out before the rise of other prepositions which more clearly  
exhibit the adverbial side of the preposition. The so-called im- 
proper prepositions are more sharply defined in modern Greek  
(Thumb, Handb., pp. 107 ff.). But in the N. T. the prepositions  
have not gone So far in their history. 
 IV. Prepositions in Composition with Verbs. 
 (a) NOT THE MAIN FUNCTION. As has already been shown, 
this was not the original use of what we call prepositions, though  
this usage has given the name to this group of words. Besides it  
debars one technically from calling those numerous adverbs prep- 
ositions which are used with cases, but not used in composition 
with verbs. But no "inseparable" prepositions were developed 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 62. 
 2 See Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 365 f., for careful comparison between anc. 
and mod. Gk. Cf. Hatz., Einl., p. 151. 
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in Greek,1 apart from the similar use of a]mfi< already men- 
tioned. In most dialects a]mfi< was obsolete (Buck, Gk. Dialects, 
p. 102). In modern Greek a]na<--, para<-- and e]k—(ce) are used  
chiefly in composition (Thumb, Handb., p. 99), but o]x occurs  
with accusative. 
 (b) PREPOSITION ALONE. Sometimes indeed the preposition is  
used alone (ellipsis) and the verb has to be supplied, as in ou]k e@ni 
(Gal. 3:28) for ou]k e@nesti.  So u!per e]gw< in 2 Cor. 11:23. Cf. a]ll ]   
a@na (‘but up!’) in Homer. This ellipsis does not differ greatly  
from the common use of tmesis in Homer, where the preposition  
is regarded more as an adverb. 
 (c) INCREASING USE. The use of prepositions in composition  
increased with the history of the Greek language. One character- 
istic of the later Greek is the number of compound verbs employed.2  
This is a matter partly of impression and will remain so till one 
“xalike<nteroj grammarian" arrives "who will toil right through  
the papyri and the koinh< literature."3  No one is anxious for that  
task, but Krebs4 is able to say that verbs compounded with  
prepositions play a noteworthy role in the later Greek. This  
is not simply true of new compounds like e]n-kake<w, etc., but 
there is a growing tendency to use the compounds, especially  
those with dia<, kata< and su<n, to express what in the oldest Greek  
could be sufficiently indicated by the simplex."5  The N. T. does  
not indeed show as lavish a use of compound verbs as does Polyb- 
ius, the chief representative of the literary koinh< of his time. But  
these dipla? belonged to the language of the people in Aristotle's  
time6 and the papyri show a common use of compound verbs.7  
As compared with Polybius the N. T. makes less use of certain  
verbs, but the matter varies with different verbs and different  
Wiriters.8 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 123. 
 2 The LXX in particular shows a great variety of uses of the prep. with 
verbs, partly clue to transl. from the Heb., partly to the koinh<.  Cf. C. and S., 
p.88, for list. Cf. Johannessohn, Der Gebr. d. Casus and der Prap. in der LXX. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 118. Cf. W.-Th., p. 426. 
 4 Zur Rect. der Casus in der spateren hist. Grac., III. Heft, p. 3. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 115.  6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 70. 
 7 Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., pp. 486 ff. Kuhring (de praepositionum  
Graecarum in chartis Aegyptiis usu quaestiones selectae, 1906) and Rossberg  
(de praep. Grace. in chartis Aegypt. Ptol. aetatis usu, 1909) have both attacked  
the problems in the pap., as Geyer (Observationes epigraphicae de praep.  
Graec. forma et usu, 1880) has done for the inscr. 
 8 Moulton, Prol., p. 116 f. The great work on prepositions is Tycho Momm- 
sen's Beitr. zu der Lehre von den griech. Prap., 1895. 
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 (d) REPETITION AFTER VERB. Sometimes the preposition is  
repeated after verb, as in the older Greek. The prepositions 
most frequently repeated are a]po<, e]c, ei]j, e]n, e]pi<.  This is partly  
because these prepositions are so common in the N. T. and  
partly because they emphasize the local notions of ‘from,’ ‘in,’  
or 'upon,' and ‘to’ or ‘into.’  Perhaps also the preposition in  
composition is, a bit worn down. The papyri and inscriptions  
show the same repetition of the preposition, though hardly so  
frequently, if One may judge by his impressions. See a]ph?lqen 
a]p ] au]tou? (Mk. 1:42). With a]po< indeed Winer1 finds that for the  
most part the preposition is repeated in the N. T. Thus we note 
also a]parq ?̂ a]p  ] au]tw?n (Mt. 9:15), a]fairei?tai a]p ] e]mou? (Lu. 16:3,  
but not so in 10:42), a]phlla<xqai a]p ] au]tou? (Lu. 12:58), a]peqa<nete 
a]po> tw?n stoixei<wn (Col. 2:20), a]p ] au]tw?n a]poba<ntej (Lu. 5:2), a]pe<pesan 
a]po> tw?n o]fqalmw?n (Ac. 9:18), a]porfanisqe<ntej a]f ] u[mw?n (1 Th. 2:17),  
a]fori<sei a]p ]  a]llh<lwn (Mt. 25:32), a]pespa<sqh a]p ] au]tw?n (Lu. 22:41),  
a]postre<yei a]po>  ]Iakw<b (Ro. 11:26), a]poxwrei?te a]p ] e]mou? (Mt. 7:23), 
a]po<sthte a]p ] e]mou? (Lu. 13:27, but not 2:37). 
 Likewise e]k may be repeated as with e]kba<llei e]k tou? qhsaurou? 
(Mt. 13:52), e]k sou? e]celeu<setai (Mt. 2:6), e]cairou<menoj e]k tou? laou? 
(Ac. 26:17), e]celeca<mhn e]k tou? ko<smou (Jo. 15:19), e]k th?j kata> fu<sin 
e]ceko<phj (Ro. 11:24), e]ce<pesan e]k tw?n xeirw?n (Ac. 12:7), e]kporeuo<menon 
e]k tou? sto<matoj (Mt. 15:11), e]kfugei?n e]k tou? oi@kou (Ac. 19:16). 
 Verbs compounded with ei]j "uniformly repeat ei]j" (Winer- 
Thayer, p. 430). So, for instance, ei]sh<gagon (Lu. 22:54), ei]sie<nai  
(Ac. 3:3), ei]sh?lqen (Mt. 2:21), ei]sporeu<ontai (Mk. 1:21), ei]sfe<reij 
(Ac. 17:20), but see Ac. 28:30 (ei]s—pro<j). 
 With e]n we observe the repetition in some verbs appears, though  
often ei]j occurs instead both where motion is implied and where  
the idea is simply that of rest (pregnant construction). As is well  
known, e]n and ei]j are really the same word. Hence the rigid dis- 
tinction between the two prepositions cannot be insisted on. There  
are two extremes about ei]j and e]n, one to blend them entirely be- 
cause of alleged Hebraism, the other to insist on complete dis- 
tinction always. As a rule they are distinct, but ei]j frequently  
encroached on e]n, where one has to admit the practical iden- 
tity, like ei]j oi#ko<n e]stin (Mk. 2:1, marg. in W. H.), o[ w}n ei]j to>n ko<lpon 
tou? ptro<j (Jo. 1:18), etc.  For the frequent LXX examples see  
Conybeare and Stock, p. 81. Still, for the sake of uniformity,  
only examples of e]n are here given, like e]mba<yaj e]n t&? trubli<& 
(Mt. 26:23), e]mbrimw<menoj e]n e[aut&? (Jo. 11:38), e]ngegramme<nh e]n tai?j 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 427. 
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kardi<aij (2 Cor. 3:2), e]ndhmou?ntej e]n t&? sw<mati (2 Cor. 5:6), e]nergw?n 
e]n u[mi?n (Ph. 2:13), e]ne<meinan e]n t ?̂ diaqh<k^ (Heb. 8:9), e]noikei<tw e]n 
u[mi?n (Col. 3:16), e]ntrufw?ntej e]n tai?j a]pa<taij (2 Pet. 2:13). 
 A number of verbs have e]pi< repeated, such as e]pibebhkw>j e]pi< 
with accusative (Mt. 21:5), e]piba<llei e]pi< with accusative (Lu. 
5:36), e]ph?ren e]p ] e]me< (Jo. 13:18), e]falo<menoj e]p ] au]tou<j (Ac. 19:16), 
e]peleu<setai e]pi> se< (Lu. 1:35), e@pide e]pi> ta>j ktl. (Ac. 4:29) e]pe<keito 
e]p ] au]t&? (Jo. 11:38), e]pe<bleyen e]pi> th>n ktl. (Lu. 1:48), e]pe<pesen e]p ]  
au]to<n (Lu. 1:12), e]p  ] ou]deni> au]tw?n e]pipeptwko<j (Ac. 8:16), e]piri<yantej 
e]p ] au]to<n (1 Pet. 5:7), e]pitiqe<asin e]pi> tou>j ktl. (Mt. 23:4), e]poikodo- 
mei? e]pi> to>n ktl. (1 Cor. 3:12), e]poikodomhqe<ntej e]pi> t&? ktl. (Eph.  
2:20). 
 As to dia< not many verbs have it repeated, but note diapo- 
reu<esqai au]to>n dia> spori<mwn (Lu. 6:1), diesw<qhsan di ] u!datoj (1 Pet. 
3:20), die<rxetai di ] a]nu<drwn (Mt. 12:43), dih<rxeto dia> me<son (Lu.  
1:11). 
 A similar rarity as to repetition exists in the case of kata<, but  
we note kathgorei?te kat ] au]tou? (Lu. 23:14), katakauxa?sqe kata> th?j 
a]lhqei<aj (Jas. 3:14). 
 Very seldom is para< repeated as in parela<bete par ] h[mw?n (1 Th. 
4:1,  cf. 1 Th. 2:13;  2 Th. 3:6).  
 Peri< is repeated with more verbs than para<.  Thus periastra<yai 
peri> e]me< (Ac. 22:6), periezwsme<noi peri> ta> ktl.  (Rev. 15:6), peri<- 
keitai peri> to>n ktl. (Lu. 17:2), periespa?to peri> pollh<n (Lu. 10:40).  
 Pro<, like meta<, shows no example of repetition in the critical 
text, though some MSS. read proporeu<s^ pro> prosw<pou (for e]nw<pion) 
in Lu. 1:76.  
 As examples of pro<j repeated take proskollhqh<setai pro>j th>n ktl. 
(Eph. 5:31), prose<pesen pro>j tou>j ktl.  (Mk. 7:25), prosete<qh pro>j  
tou>j ktl. (Ac. 13:36).  It is seldom repeated.  
 As a lonely example of su<n repeated see sunezwopoi<hsen su>n au]t&? 
(Col. 2:13). 
 We have no example of u[po< repeated and but one of u[pe<r in  
some MSS. (not the critical text) for Ro. 8:26 (u[perentugxa<nei-  
u[pe>r h[mw?n). 
 (e) DIFFERENT PREPOSITION AFTER VERB. Once more, a dif-  
ferent preposition may be used other than the one in composition.  
This is, of course, true where the meaning differs radically, as in 
sunakolouqou?sai a]po< (Lu. 23:49), but even when the prepositions  
do not differ very greatly. Thus ei]j frequently follows compounds  
of e]n as e]mba<ntiei]j ploi?on (Mt. 8:23), e]mbalei?n ei]j th>n ge<ennan (Lu. 
12:5), e]mbapto<menoj ei]j to> ktl. (Mk. 14:20), e]mble<yate ei]j to> ktl. 
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(Mt. 6:26), e]mpeso<ntoj ei]j tou>j ktl. (Lu. 10:36), e]ne<ptusan ei]j to> ktl.  
(Mt. 26:67), e]nekentri<sqhj ei]j kalie<laion (Ro. 11:24). here is  
little cause for comment here. 
 In general the varying of the preposition is pertinent and is to  
be noted. So, for instance, a]po<, e]k, para<. Here para< calls attention  
to the fact that one is beside the place or person whence he starts;  
a]po< merely notes the point of departure, while e]k distinctly asserts  
that one had been within the place or circle before departing. Cf.  
therefore Mt. 3:16 a]ne<bh a]po> tou? u!datj and Mk. 1:10 a]nabai<nwn  
e]k tou? u!datoj.  Thus a]po< follows parabai<nw in Ac. 1:25, paralam- 
ba<nw in 1 Cor. 11:23, parafe<rw in Mk. 14:36, and pare<rxomai in 
Mt. 5:18.  Verbs compounded with e]k (besides e]k) may have a]po<   
as e]kkli<nw in 1 Pet. 3:11, or para< as e]ce<rxomai, in Lu. 2:1, while  
e]kporeu<omai shows either e]k (Mt. 15:18), a]po< (Mt. 20:29) or para<  
(Jo. 15:26).  So compounds of kata< use either a]po< as katabai<nw  
(Lu. 9:54) or e]k as ib. (Jo. 6:41). See further discussion under  
separate prepositions. 
 Compounds of a]na< likewise are followed by ei]j as with a]nabai<nw  
(Mt. 5:1), a]na<gw (Lu. 2:22), a]nable<pw (Lu. 9:16), a]nalamba- 
nomai (Mk. 16:19), a]napi<ptw (Lu. 14:10), a]nafe<rw (Lu. 24:51),  
a]ne<rxomai (Gal. 1:18); or by e]pi< as a]nabai<nw (Lu. 5:19), a]nabiba<zw 
(Mt. 13:48), a]naka<mptw (Lu. 10:6), a]nakli<nomai (Mt. 14:19), 
a]napi<ptw with accusative (Mt. 15:35) or genitive (Mk. 8:6).  
a]nafe<rw (1 Pet. 2:24); or by pro<j as a]nabai<nw (Jo. 20:17), a]naka<mptw 
(Mt. 2:12), a]nape<mpw (Lu. 23:7).  As a rule pro<j refers to per- 
sonal relations while ei]j and e]pi< differ in that e]pi< more distinctly  
marks the terminus. But the line cannot be drawn hard and fast  
between these prepositions, because e]pi< and pro<j show a variation.  
Thus verbs compounded with e]pi< may be followed by ei]j as in 
e]piba<llw (Mk. 4:37), e]pibai<nw (Ac. 20:18), e]rai<rw (Lu. 18:13),  
e]fikne<omai (2 Cor. 10:14).  e]pigra<fw is even followed by e]n in 
Ac. 17:23. On the other hand, pro<j may be followed by e]pi< as 
in prosti<qhmi (Mt. 6:27) or e]n as in prosme<nw (1 Tim. 1:3). And  
even ei@seimi has pro<j in Ac. 21:18 and ei]sfe<rw has e]pi< (Lu. 12:11).  
Dia<, in composition may be followed by ei]j as in diabai<nw (Ac. 16: 
9), pro<j (Lu. 16:26) or a]na< (1 Cor. 6:5), etc. 
 Compounds with meta< usually have ei]j, like metabai<nw (Lu. 10:7  
both e]k and ei]j), metalla<ssw (Ro. 1:26), metanoe<w (Mt. 12:41),  
metape<mpomai (Ac. 10:22), metastre<fw (Ac. 2:20), metasxhmati<zw  
(1 Cor. 4:6),  metati<qhmi (Ac. 7:16), metatre<pw (Jas. 4:9), metoi- 
ki<zw (Ac. 7:4).  But metadi<dwmi (Ro. 12:8) and metalla<ssw (Ro. 
1:25) have e]n.  
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 Peria<gw is followed by e]n in Mt. 4:23.  As to pro< in Lu. 1:17  
we have proeleu<setai followed by e]nw<pion. 
 Verbs compounded with su<n may have meta< (cf. the displacing 
of su<n by meta<, in modern Greek) as in sunai<rw (Mt. 25:19) sullalw?  
(Mt. 17:3), sumpe<mpw(2 Cor. 8:18), sumfwnw? (Mt. 20:2) and  
even sunkateyhfi<sqh meta> tw?n e!ndeka a]posto<lwn (Ac. 1:26). But 
note suna<gw ei]j (Mt. 3:12),  e]pi< (27:27) and pro<j (Mk. 7:1),  
e]pi< (1 Cor. 11:20) and ei]j (11:33 f.). 
 For u[perfornei?n para< see Ro. 12:3.  Cf. u[porba<llw e]pi< in 2 Cor.  
9:14 and u[perai<romai e]pi< in 2 Th. 2:4. 
 With u[po< we find a number of prepositions especially with u[pa<gw, 
as meta< (Mt. 5:41), ei]j (9:6), a]po< (13:44), pro<j (Jo. 13:3), e]n 
(Jas. 2:16), with which compare o]pi<sw (Mt. 16:23) and metacu<   
(18:15).  Cf. also u[postre<fw with ei]j (Lu. 1:56) and e]pi< (Ac. 
8:28).  Delicate shades of meaning will be found in all these  
prepositions without undue refinement. See Conybeare and Stock,  
p. 88, for different prepositions with verbs in the LXX. 
 (f) SECOND PREPOSITION NOT NECESSARY. But it is not 
always necessary for any preposition to follow the compound verb.  
Often the preposition with the verb may be followed by the case  
that is usual with the preposition without much regard to the  
verb itself. That is to say, the preposition in composition may be  
tantamount in result to the simple verb followed by that preposi- 
tion. This is not always true, but it sometimes happens so. It 
is not necessary to give an exhaustive list. As examples we may 
note the following:  ]Epipi<ptein au]t&? (Mk. 3:10) with the dative 
may be compared with th?j xa<ritoj e]cepe<sate (Gal. 5:4) with the 
ablative. Here the two prepositions and the cases correspond  
exactly. The instrumental case is illustrated by sunxa<rhte< moi (Lu.  
15:6).  Cf. also the ablative in Lu. 10:42 with a]faireqh<setai.  As  
an example of the locative take e]mme<nein t ?̂ pi<stei (Ac. 14:22). An 
example of the genitive is seen in sou katamarturou?sin (Mt. 26:62.   
Cf. also Mt. 16:18) and of the accusative in th>n a!lusin tau<thn peri<- 
keimai (Ac. 28:20) where a change of standpoint takes place, since  
the chain is around Paul. Cf. Heb. 12:1.  In a case like diepo- 
reu<onto ta>j po<leij (Ac. 16:4) one may either regard the accusative  
as loosely associated with the preposition (cf. dia> me<son in Lu. 17:  
11) or consider that the preposition has made an intransitive verb 
transitive (see next point). See ch. XI for further exx.  
 (g) EFFECT OF PREPOSITION ON MEANING OF THE VERB. Some- 
times there is no effect at all. The preposition is merely local as 
in e]ce<rxomai, 'go out.' The preposition may be "perfective" and 
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merely intensify the meaning of the verb, as in katesqi<w (‘eat up’),  
katadiw<kw) (‘hunt down’).  The preposition is sometimes weakened  
in idea as in a]pode<xomai, a]pokri<nomai.  Prepositions in composition  
sometimes change the meaning of the verb and blend with it. A  
resultant meaning arises with a new construction. The use of  
dia< alluded to above may be a case in point. Thus take diabai<nw  
with accusative (Heb. 11:29), die<rxomai (Lu. 19:1). The use of  
diaple<w with the accusative in Ac. 27:5 is probably the result of  
the preposition in composition. See also proa<cw u[ma?j in sense  
of 'go before' (Mt. 26:32).  Cf. further a]podekatou?n, metadi<dwmi 
sugklei<ein.  These examples will suffice, though they could be  
multiplied easily. 
 (h) DROPPING THE PREPOSITION WITH SECOND VERB. Winer1 
denies that we have in the N. T. an instance of the old Greek idiom  
of using the preposition with the first verb and dropping it with  
the repeated verb though really retained in sense. But Moulton2  
seems to show that the N. T. does offer some examples of this  
construction, like the kath?gon, h#gon, h#gon, of Euripides' Bacchides,  
1065 (English 'pulled down, down, down,' Moulton).3 He cites 
pare<labon, e@labon (Jo. 1:11 f.); proegra<fh, e]gra<fh (Ro. 15:4);  
e]chrau<nhsan, e]raunw?ntej (1 Pet. 1:10 f.); e]pendu<sasqai, e]ndusa<menoi (2  
Cor. 5:3); a]ntisth?nai, sth?nai (Eph. 6:13); kate<garon, e@fagon 
(Rev. 10:10).  These are certainly possible illustrations, though  
I have doubts about 2 Cor. 5:3 and Eph. 6:13. In Eph.  
6:13 especially sth?nai, is stronger alone than with a]nti<.  I do  
not agree that in 1 Cor. 12:2 we have an illustration in h@gesqe 
a]pago<menoi. 
 (i) INTENSIVE OR PERFECTIVE. There is still another very 
common use of the preposition in composition. It is that of  
mere adverb and intensifies or completes the idea of the verb.  
Sometimes the frequent use of the compound form tends to ob- 
scure this adverbial idea. Thus in a]pokri<nomai the force of a]po< has  
largely faded and in a]poqnh<skw it is quite obscure. Doubtless ‘die  
off’ was the original idea for the one, as 'answer back' for the  
other. The appeal to the original usage will explain the force  
of the preposition. But in most instances the idea is very clear, 
as in sunkalei? tou>j fi<louj (Lu. 15:6), ‘calls his friends together.’ 
This common function of the preposition in all the Indo-Germanic  
tongues was probably the original use with verbs. At any rate  
it is common enough in English, though we usually separate verb  
and preposition. We say "up-set" as well as "setup," but they 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 433. 2 Prol., p. 115,  3 Ib. 
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mean different things. We all see the adverbial force in "come  
home," "come back," "come away," etc., but it is the adverb just  
as truly in "fore-close," "pre-clude," etc. Indeed, prepositions when  
compounded are etymologically pure adverbs. The English may  
be compared with the Homeric Greek in the separateness of the  
adverb from the verb.1  In German the compound use of the pre- 
position is very extensive, but later Greek and Latin illustrate it  
abundantly.2  The German prepositions are either inseparable or  
detachable. As applied to the meaning of the verb the term "per- 
fective" is used for the force of the preposition, but it is not a very  
happy designation, since one is at once reminded of the perfect  
tense with which it has nothing to do.3  Moulton gives a number 
of luminous examples such as qn <̂skw ‘to be dying,’ a]poqanei?n, 'to die  
(off) '; feu<gein 'to flee,' diafugei?n ‘to escape (flee clean through) '; diw<kw  
‘to pursue,’ katadiw<kw 'to hunt down'; threi?n ‘to watch,’ sunth- 
rei?n ‘to keep safe’; ‘to work,’ e]rga<zesqai 'to work,’ katerga<zesqai ‘to  
work out (down to the end),' etc. The preposition in this "perfective"  
sense does have a bearing on the present and aorist tenses of any  
given verb, but that phase of the matter belongs to the discussion  
of the tenses. Indeed, not all of the N. T. verbs by any means show  
examples of this "perfective" use of the preposition. Moulton4  
notes this absence, as compared with Polybius, in the case of a@rxo- 
mai, qea<omai, qewre<w, logi<zomai, kinduneu<w, me<llw, o]rgi<zomai, pra<ssw 
He finds that the papyri support this "perfective" use of the preposi- 
tion as between simplex and compound. N. T. illustrations are  
interesting. Thus spa<omai (Mk. 14:47) is used of Peter's drawing  
his sword (note voice), but diaspasq ?̂ (Ac. 23:10) expresses the  
fear that Paul may be drawn in two. So e]rga<zomai is a common  
verb for doing work (as Mk. 14:6), but katerga<zomai accents the  
carrying of the work through as in Ph. 2:12, and in verse 13  
e]nergei?n is used for the idea of in-working as contrasted with the  
out-working or development taught by katerga<zesqai.  Cf. also 
mhde>n e]rgazome<nouj a]lla> periergazome<nouj (2 Th. 3:11) where the 
whole idea turns on peri<, 'doing nothing but doing about' is a  
free rendering. The same distinction is seen between e]sqi<w ‘to  
eat' (Mt. 15:2) and katesqi<w ‘to eat up (down)’ in Lu. 20:47. 
Cf. also e@fagon (Mt. 6:25) and kate<fagon (Mt. 13:4). As one  
further illustration note a@rti ginw<skw e]k me<rouj (1 Cor. 13:12) and  
to<te de> e]pignw<somai kaqw>j kai> e]pegnw<sqhn (ib.). In general, on the 
whole subject of prepositions in composition see Delbruck, Ver- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 112.   3 Moulton, Prol., p. 111. 
 2 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 815.  4 Prol., p. 116. 
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gleichende Syntax, I, pp. 660 ff. Cf. also Brugmann, Griech. Gr.,  
p. 431 f. See also ch. XVIII for further remarks. 
 (j) DOUBLE COMPOUNDS. It is always interesting to note the  
significance of both prepositions. As noted in chapter V, Word  
Formation, iv, (c), these double compounds are frequent in the  
koinh< and so in the N. T. The point to emphasize here is that each  
preposition as a rule adds something to the picture. There are  
pictures in prepositions if one has eyes to see them. For instance, 
note a]nti-par-h?lqen (Lu. 10:31 f.), sun-anti-la<bhtai (10:40. Cf. 
Ro. 8:26.  First known in LXX, but now found in papyrus and  
inscriptions third century B.C. Cf. Deissmann, Light., p. 83), 
u[per-en-tugxa<nei, (Ro. 8:26), a]nt-ana-plhrw? (Col. 1:24), sun-para-la- 
bei?n (Ac. 15:37), pros-ana-plhrw?, (2 Cor. 9:12), a]nti-dia-ti<qemai,  
(2 Tim. 2 : 25), etc. 
 V. Repetition and Variation of Prepositions. A few words  
are needed in general on this subject before we take up the prep- 
ositions in detail. 
 (a) SAME PREPOSITION WITH DIFFERENT CASES. Sometimes 
the same preposition is used with different cases and so with a dif- 
ferent resultant idea. Take dia<, for instance. In 1 Cor. 11:9 we 
have;  ou]k e]kti<sqh a]nh?r dia> th>ngunai?ka, while in verse 12 we read a]nh>r  
dia th?j gunaiko<j.  In Heb. 2:10 the whole point turns on the dif- 
ference in case, di ] o{n ta> pa<nta kai> di ] ou$ ta> pa<nta.  In Heb. 11:29 
the verb with dia< in composition has the accusative while dia<  
alone has the genitive, die<bhsan th>n  ]Eruqra>n qa<lassan w[j dia> chra?j 
gh?j.  Cf. dia> me<sou (Lu. 4:30) and dia> me<son (Lu. 17:11). But the  
resultant idea is here the same.   ]Epi< is a pertinent illustration. 
In Rev. 5:1 we find e]pi> th>n decia<n and e]pi> tou? qro<nou, while in  
Rev. 11:10 observe e]pi> th?j gh?j and e]p ] au]toi?j.  Cf. also Rev. 14:  
6.  So again in Mt. 19:28 note e]pi< qro<nou and e]pi> qro<nouj and in  
Mt. 24:2 e]pi> li<qon, but li<qoj e]pi> li<q& in Lu. 21:6.  Cf. e]pi< tou? 
and e]pi> th>n in Rev. 14:9.  So e]lpi<zw e]pi< with dative in 1 Tim. 
4:10 and accusative in 5:5.  This is all in harmony with the  
ancient Greek idiom. 
 For an interesting comparison between the Synoptic and the  
Johannine use of prepositions and the varying cases see Abbott,  
Johannine Vocabulary, pp. 357-361. The variation is especially 
noticeable in dia<, e]pi< and para<.  The LXX shows abundant use 
of the preposition after verbs. Cf. Conybeare and Stock, Selections  
from the LXX, p. 87 f., and Johannessohn, Der Gebrauch etc.  
In some stereotyped formulm one notes even in modern Greek  
a]po> karadi<aj, meta> bi<aj, kata> diabo<lou (Thumb, Handb., pp. 103 ff.). 
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 (b) REPETITION WITH SEVERAL NOUNS. When several nouns 
are used with the same preposition the preposition is repeated  
rather more frequently than in the earlier Greek.1 Winer2 thinks  
that the repetition occurs only when the two or more substantives  
do not come easily under the same category. Within limits this  
is true (cf. repetition of the article), but there is rather more free- 
dom in the later Greek on this point. In Jo. 4:23 we do have a 
similar idea in the phrase e]n pne<mati ka> a]lhqei<% as in a]po> fo<bou kai> 
prosdoki<aj in Lu. 21:26 Cf. e]n Lu<stroij kai>  ]Ikoni<& (Ac. 16:2), 
but in verse 1 observe kai> ei]j De<rbhn kai> ei]j Lu<stran, where perhaps 
the double conjunction plays some part. Indeed with kai> — kai<  
or te — kai< the preposition is commonly repeated. Thus kai> e]n 
o]li<g& kai> e]n mega<l& (Ac. 26:29), e@n te toi?j desmoi?j mou kai> e]n t^?  
a]pologi<% (Ph. 1:7). With disjunctive conjunctions the repetition is usual  
also, as a]po> a]kanqw?n h} a]po> tribo<lwn (Mt. 7:16). With antithesis the  
repetition is the rule, as mh> e]n sofi<% a]ll ] e]n duna<mei (1 Cor. 2:5. Cf.  
also verse 4). But one cannot properly insist on any ironclad rule  
when he considers a case like a]po> Mwuse<wj kai> a]po> pa<ntwn tw?n 
profhtw?n (Lu. 24:27), pro>j Si<mwna Pe<tron kai> pro>j to>n a@llon (Jo. 20:  
2), e]n duna<mei kai> e]n pneu<mati a[gi<& kai> e]n plhrofori<% (1 Th. 1:5).  In a 
comparison again the preposition is repeated, as e]p ] au]tou>j—w!sper 
kai> e]f ] h[ma?j (Ac. 11:15).  But even with disjunctive conjunctions the  
preposition is not always repeated, as e]pi> dusi>n h} trisi<n (Heb. 10:28).  
In Ac. 26:18 a]po< is not repeated, though ei]j occurs in one member  
of the sentence and e]pi< in the other.  In Jo. 16:8 peri< is repeated  
for rhetorical reasons, peri< a[marti<aj kai> peri< dikaiosu<hj kai> peri< kri<- 
sewj.  Cf. Eph. 6:12 where the repetition occurs without a con- 
junction, pro>j ta>j a]rxa<j, pro>j ta>j e]cousi<aj, pro>j tou>j kosmokra<toraj, 
etc. Cf. also Jo. 17:9. 
 (c) REPETITION WITH THE RELATIVE. The preposition is not  
always repeated with the relative. Usually the classic authors  
did not repeat the preposition with the relative when the antece- 
dent had it.3  So the N. T. shows similar examples, as e]n h[me<raij ai$j 
e]pei?den (Lu. 1:25), ei]j to> e@rgon o{ proske<klhmai (Ac. 13:2), a]po> pa<n- 
twn w$n (Ac. 13:39), etc. But the repetition is seen in such ex- 
amples as ei]j th>n gh?n tau<thn, ei]j h!n (Ac. 7:4); a]po> prw<thj h[me<raj, a]f ]  
h$j (Ac. 20:18).  In Jo. 4:53, e]kei<n^ t ?̂ w!r% e]n $̂ the preposition oc- 
curs with the relative, but not with the antecedent.  However,  
there is very little difference between the mere locative case and e]n  
added. Especially noticeable4 is a case where the antecedent is 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 158.   3 W.-Th., p. 422. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 420.    4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 174. 
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not expressed and the relative has the preposition of the antece- 
dent. So peri> w$n (ii, in Jo. 17:9 is equal to peri> tou<twn ou{j de<dwka<j 
moi.  Cf. ei]j o!n (Jo. 6:29). 
 (d) CONDENSATION BY VARIATION. Once more, the variation 
of the preposition is a skilful way of condensing thought, each  
preposition adding a new idea. Paul is especially fond of this  
idiom. Thus in Ro. 3:22 we note dikaiosu<nh de> qeou? dia> pi<stewj  ]Ihsou?  
Xristou? ei]j pa<ntaj.  Cf. verses 25 f. A particularly striking example  
is e]c au]tou? kai> di ] au]tou? kai> ei]j au]to>n ta> pa<nta (Ro. 11:36).  Cf. also  
Col. 1:16 e]n au]t&? e]kti<sqh ta> pa<nta – di ] au]tou? kai> ei]j au]to>n e@ktistai. 
Cf. e]pi<, dia<, e]n, in Eph. 4:6.  In Gal. 1:1 Paul covers source and  
agency in his denial of man's control of his apostleship by the use  
of a]po< and dia<.  See Winer-Thayer, p. 418 f. Cf. also u[po> Kuri<ou 
dia> tou? profh<tou (Mt. 1:22) for mediate and intermediate agent.  
One should not make the prepositions mere synonyms. Cf. u[pe<r 
(Ro. 5:6), a]nti< (Mt. 20:28), and peri< (Mt. 26:28) all used in  
connection with the death of Christ. They approach the subject  
from different angles. 
 VI. The Functions of Prepositions with Cases. 
 (a) THE CASE BEFORE PREPOSITIONS.1 Both in time and at  
first in order. In the Indo-Germanic tongues at first the substan- 
tive was followed by the preposition2 as is still seen in the Greek 
e!neken, xa<rin, etc. The Greek, however, generally came to put the  
preposition before the substantive as with compound verbs. 
 (b) NOTION OF DIMENSION. The prepositions especially help  
express the idea of dimension and all the relations growing out of  
that,3 but they come to be used in various abstract relations also.  
Indeed it was just the purely "local" cases (ablative, locative and  
instrumental) that came to lose their independent forms (Moulton,  
Prol., p. 60 f.), due partly to the increase in the use of prepositions. 
 (C) ORIGINAL FORCE OF THE CASE. The case retains its orig- 
itial force with the preposition and this fundamental case-idea  
must be observed. The same preposition will be used with dif- 
ferent cases where the one difference lies in the variation in case  
as already noted. Take para<, for instance, with the ablative, the  
locative or the accusative. The preposition is the same, but the  
case varies and the resultant idea differs radically.4 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 448. "La preposition ne fait que confirmer, que preciser une  
idee exprimee par un cas employe adverbialement." Riem. and Cucuel, Synt.  
Grec., 1888, p. 213. 
 2 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 653. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 433 f. 
 3 K.-G., I, p. 451. Cf. Delbruck, Grundl. etc., p. 134.   4 K.-G., I, p. 450. 
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 (d) THE GROUND-MEANING OF THE PREPOSITION. This must 
always be taken into consideration.1  It is quite erroneous to say  
that para<, for instance, means now ‘from,’ now ‘beside,’ now  
‘to.’  This is to confuse the resultant meaning of the preposition,  
case and context with the preposition itself. It is the common  
vice in the study of the prepositions to make this crucial error.  
The scientific method of studying the Greek preposition is to  
begin with the case-idea, add the meaning of the preposition it- 
self, then consider the context. The result of this combination  
will be what one translates into English, for instance, but he  
translates the total idea, not the mere preposition. It is puerile  
to explain the Greek prepositions merely by the English or  
German rendering of the whole. Unfortunately the Greeks did  
not have the benefit of our English and German. Kuhner-Gerth2  
well observe that it is often impossible to make any translation  
that at all corresponds to the Greek idiom. 
 (e) THE OBLIQUE CASES ALONE WITH PREPOSITIONS. See 
also ch. XI. The vocative was obviously out of the question,  
and the nominative only appeared with pure adverbs like a]na> ei$j   
(Rev. 21:21). Cf. Mk. 14:19; Ro. 12:5, kaq ] ei$j.  But not all  
the six oblique cases were used with equal freedom with prep- 
ositions. Certainly in the original Indo-Germanic tongues the  
dative was not used with prepositions.3  The dative is not origi- 
nally a "local" case and expresses purely personal relations.  
Delbruck thinks that the Greek dative did come to be used 
sometimes with e]pi< in Homer, e]pi> Trw<essi ma<xesqai.4  Indeed 
some N. T. examples of  e]pi< may naturally be datives like e]spla- 
gxni<sqh e[p ] au]toi?j (Mt. 14:14), makroqu<mhson e]p ] e]moi< (Mt. 18:26). 
But usually even with e]pi< the case is locative, not dative. We do  
have two examples of e]ggu<j with the dative, as Ac. 9:38; 27:8.  
Originally again the genitive was not used with prepositions,5  but  
the Greek undoubtedly uses the genitive, though not a "local"  
case, with some prepositions like a]nti<, dia<, e]pi<. 
 (f) ORIGINAL FREEDOM. That is to say, most of the preposi- 
tions could be used with ablative, locative, accusative and some  
with the genitive or instrumental. But the three first mentioned  
(‘whence,’ ‘where,’ ‘whither’ cases) called upon most of the prepo- 
sitions. The dialect inscriptions give many proofs of this matter.  
Thus a]po< and e]c both appear in the Arcadian and Cyprian dialects 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 451.    2 Ib. 
 3 Delbruck, Grundl. etc., pp. 130, 134. Cf. also Monro, Hom, Gr. p. 125. 
 4 Ib., p. 130.     5 Ib., p. 134. 
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with the locative as well as the ablative.1   ]Amfi< originally oc- 
curred with locative, accusative and genitive. The same thing  
was true of e]pi<, meta< peri< and u[po< (possibly with ablative, not  
genitive). Indeed peri< once used the ablative also.  Para< and  
pro<j were used with locative, accusative or ablative. It is pos- 
sible indeed that pro<j may have been used with five cases, adding  
true dative and true genitive to the above.2 In the case of 
four cases occur (Delbruck) since it apparently used the dative  
also. Other prepositions once were used with two cases, as a]na<   
and e]n with locative and accusative (even the gen. with e]n and ei]j   
like ei]j %!dou), whereas kata< seems to use accusative, genitive, abla- 
tive.  Pro< originally had locative as well as ablative, while u[pe<r   
had ablative (genitive?) and accusative and dia<, accusative and  
genitive.   ]Anti< has only genitive, while su<n has only instru- 
mental.   ]Amfi< still occasionally occurs in the papyri as a free  
preposition. 
 (g) NO ADEQUATE DIVISION BY CASES. It is very difficult, there- 
fore, to make any adequate division of the prepositions by the  
cases. There were indeed in early Greek two with only one case,  
eight with two, and eight with three cases. But the point to  
observe is that the usage varies greatly in the course of the cen- 
turies and in different regions, not to say in the vernacular and in  
the literary style. Besides, each preposition had its own history  
and every writer his own idiosyncrasies. For the detailed compa- 
rison of the prepositions see Helbing,3 and for the history of the  
cases with the prepositions see Krebs.4  But in the Ptolemaic  
times prepositions are more and more used with the accusative to  
the corresponding disappearance of the other oblique cases.5  In  
particular one must note (cf. ch. XI) the disappearance of the  
locative, instrumental and dative before the accusative and the  
genitive, until in the modern Greek ei]j and the accusative have  
superseded e]n and the locative and the dative proper also. Even  
su<n and the instrumental disappear in the modern Greek verna- 
cular before me< (meta<) and the accusative.6 
 (h) SITUATION IN THE N. T. But in the N. T. the matter has 
not developed that far and the cases are not so much blurred, 
 
 1 Delbruck, Grundl., p. 129. Cf. Hadley and Allen, pp. 252-260. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 449 f. 
 3 Die Prap. bei Herod., p. 8 f. Cf. Abbott, Joh. Voc., etc., pp. 357 ff.,  
for prep. in the Gospels.   4 Die Prap. bei Polyb., p. 6 f. 
 5 Mullach, Gr. Volg., pp. 376 ff.; Volker, Pap. Graec. Synt., p. 30. 
 6 Cf. Geldart, Guide to mod. Gk., p. 247; Thumb, Handb., pp. 100ff. 
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though the range of the prepositions in the matter of cases is  
greatly limited. The seventeen "proper" prepositions (a]mfi<, drops  
out) in the N. T. use the cases as will be now shown. 
 1. Those with One Case.  ]Ana<, a]nti<, a]po<, ei]j, e]k, e]n, pro<, su<n use 
only one case, eight as opposed to two in the early Greek (a]nti< 
and su<n). The cases used are not the same (accusative with a]na<  
and ei]j; genitive with a]nti<; ablative with a]po<, e]k and pro<; locative  
with e]n instrumental with su<n), but nearly half of the prepositions  
have come to one case in the N. T. In the modern Greek all the  
prepositions occur usually with the accusative (or even the nom.).  
The use of the genitive (abl.) is due to literary influence. The com- 
mon proper prepositions in modern Greek are ei]j, a]po<, me<, gia<, 
and less commonly kata<, para<, a]nti<j, and in dialects pro<j (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 98). This tendency towards case simplification is well  
illustrated by the so-called improper prepositions which use only  
one case (abl., gen. or dat.), though they do not feel the movement  
towards the accusative. 
 2. Those with Two Cases. Five (as opposed to eight) use two  
cases:  dia<, meta<, peri<, u[pe<r, u[po<. The cases used are genitive and  
accusative each with dia<, meta<, peri<; ablative and accusative with  
u[pe<r and u[po<.  In the case of peri< some of the examples can be  
explained as ablative (from around), while u[po< seems, like u[pe<r, to  
use the ablative (cf. Latin sub) and possibly the genitive also. 
 3. Those with Three Cases. Only four prepositions (as against  
eight) retain three cases:  e]pi<, kata< para<, pro<j, unless peri<, u[pe<r and  
u[po< have both ablative and genitive.  Kata< in Mt. 8:32, w!rmhsen 
kata> tou? krhmnou?, is used with the ablative.  Pro<j indeed only has  
the ablative once (Ac. 27:34) and that is due to the literary influ- 
ence on the N. T.1  If pro<j drops out, only three prepositions  
still use three cases, barring peri<, u[pe<r and u[po<.  Of these para< is  
not very common (gen. 78, acc. 60, loc. 50), still less kata<, while  
e]pi< is still frequent (acc. 464, gen. 216, loc. 176). 
 4. Possibly Four with e]pi<.  In the case of e]pi< indeed we may  
have to admit four cases, if there are examples of the pure dative  
like Mt. 18:26, makroqu<mhson e]p ] e]moi<. But at any rate e]pi< and para<  
alone show the old freedom in the use of the cases. 
 (i) EACH PREPOSITION IN A CASE. Like other adverbs the 
prepositions are fixed case-forms, some of which are still apparent.  
Thus a]nti<, is in the locative case, like e]n(i<), e]pi<, peri<.  Cf. also proti<  
(pro<j).  The forms diai< and u[pai< occur also (datives). The old dative  
parai< occurs, while para< is instrumental. So a]na<, dia<, kata<, meta< are 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 106.  
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in the instrumental case. What u[po< is we do not know. But the  
case in which the preposition may be itself has no necessary bear- 
ing on the case with, which it is used. It is just a part of the word's  
own history, but still it is always worth observing. 
 VII. Proper Prepositions in the N. T. 
 (a) ]Ana<.  The case of a]na< is not clear. Originally it was a@na  
and may be the same as the Lesbian, Thessalian and Cyprian  
o@n.  Cf. English "on." It may be compared with the Old Per- 
sian and Gothic ana, the Latin and German an. One may com- 
pare the Greek a@n and Sanskrit ana.1 The fundamental idea seems  
to be "on," "upon," "along," like German auf, and this grows  
easily to "up" like a@nw in contrast with kata< (ka<tw). Homer uses  
the adverb a@na as an ellipsis to mean "up."  The locative was  
once used with a]na<, but in the N. T. only the accusative occurs.  
The distributive use may be up and down a line or series, and  
MSS. give kata< in several of these instances (a common use of  
kata< also). While a]na< is very common in composition with verbs  
in the N. T. (over ten pages of examples in Moulton and Geden's  
Concordance), only thirteen examples of the preposition alone  
occur in the N. T. One of these (Lu. 9:3) is absent from W. H.  
(Nestle retains it), while in Rev. 21:21 (a]na> ei$j) the word is  
merely adverb (cf. Homer), not preposition.2  Of the remaining  
eleven instances, four are examples of a]na> me<son with the genitive,  
a sort of compound prepositional phrase with the idea of "be- 
tween" (like Mt. 13:25), similar to the modern Greek a]na<mesa,  
and found in the LXX, Polybius, etc. One (1 Cor. 14:27, a]na> 
me<roj, means 'in turn,’3  while the remaining six are all examples  
of the distributive use, like a]na> du<o (Lu. 10:1). The distributive  
use is in Xenophon. For examples in papyri and inscriptions  
see Radermacher, p. 15. Cf. our "analogy." In Ac. 8:30, ginw<- 
skeij a{ a]naginw<skeij, the point turns on a]na—, but it is not clear  
how a]na— turns "know" to "read."  See Ac. 10:20 a]nasta>j kata<- 
bhqi for contrast between a]na<, and kata<.  Abbott, Johannine Gr., 
pp. 222 ff., argues at length to show that the one example in John  
(2 : 6) is distributive.  ]Ana< does not survive in modern Greek ver- 
nacular (Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 366). In the papyri a]na< shows  
some new compounds not in the N. T., like a]naporeu<omai (Mayser, 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 436; K.-G., I, p. 473. On the N. T. prep. see  
also Tycho Mommsen, Beitr. zu d. Lehre von d. griech. Prap. (1895). 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 178, cites some late Gk. exx. of a]na<, as adv. Clearly  
not a Hebraism. Deiss., B. S., p. 139. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 122, cites Polyb. 
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Gr. d. Griech. Pap., p. 486). Delbruck, Vergl. Syntax, I, p. 734, con- 
siders a]na<, like a]nti<, one of the "proethnic" prepositions. It is  
rare in the papyri and the inscriptions (Radermacher, N. T. Gr.,  
p. 115). But a]nastatoi? me, ‘he upsets me’ (P. Oxy. 119, ii/iii A.D.),  
is strangely like Ac. 17:6;  oi[ th>n oi]k. a]nastatw<santej. 
 (b) This preposition is in the locative case of a@nta.  Cf.  
Sanskrit anti, Latin ante, Lithuanian ant, Gothic and, German  
ant (-ent), Anglo-Saxon andlang, and-swerian (‘answer’).  The root- 
idea is really the very word "end." Brugmann (Griech. Gr., p. 437)  
thinks it may mean "front." If so, "in front of " would be the  
idea of the word in the locative. Cf. ante-room, a]nti<oj, a]nta<w (a]p-,  
u[p--), e]nanti<oj, 'at the end' (a]nti<).  Suppose two men at each end of a  
log facing each other. That gives the etymological picture, "face  
to face." The case used with it was originally the genitive and na- 
turally so, though in modern Greek the accusative has displaced  
it.1  It is obviously the real adnominal genitive and not ablative  
(cf. Sanskrit adverb anti) that we have with a]nti< and is like the  
genitive with the adverbs a@nta, a]nti<on, a]nti<a, and the adjective  
a]nti<oj, etc.2  In Homer indeed a]nti< has just begun to be used in  
composition with verbs so that it barely escapes the list of the  
"improper" prepositions.3  Blass4 calls it "one of the preposi- 
tions that are dying out," but as a matter of fact it survives in  
modern Greek. In the N. T. it is used in composition with twenty- 
two verbs (single compounds) and occurs twenty-two times also  
with nouns and pronouns. It is not therefore very flourishing in  
the N. T. It does not occur often in the indices to the papyri  
volumes, and Mayser5 gives papyri support for some of the N. T.  
compounds like a]nqomologe<w, a]nti<keimai, a]ntilamba<nomai.  It is absent  
from the inscriptions of Magnesia and Pergamon (Radermacher,  
N. T. Gr., p. 115). In some of the compounds the original idea  
of the preposition comes out finely. Thus in a]nt-ofqalmei?n t&? 
a]ne<m& (Ac. 27:15) the preposition merely carries on the idea of  
the o]fqalmo<j.  The boat could not look at (‘eye, face to face’) or  
face the wind. This root-idea is always present in a]nti< and is the  
basis from which to discuss every example. It is equally plain in  
a word like a]nti-par-h?lqen (Lu. 10:31 f.). The priest and Levite  
passed along on the other side of the road, facing (a]nti<) the wounded  
traveller. Note a]nti-ba<llete in Lu. 24:17, where the two dis- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 368. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 740. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 437; Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 126, 149 f. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 150. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gr., p. 124.  5 Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 487. 
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ciples were exchanging words (casting them from one to the other  
as they faced each other, a]nti<) with one another, an intimate and  
vivid picture of conversation.  Cf. also the contrast between a]nti<   
and kata< e[no>j a]nqe<cetai, (‘cleave to,’ ‘cling to,’ ‘hold one's self face  
to face with’) kai> tou? e[te<rou katafronh<sei (Mt. 6:24).  In the double  
compound sun-anti-lamba<netai t ?̂ a]sqenei<% h[mw?n (Rom. 8:26; cf. Lu. 
10:40) the fundamental meaning is obvious. The Holy Spirit  
lays hold of our weakness along with (su<n) us and carries his part  
of the burden facing us (a]nti<) as if two men were carrying a log,  
one at each end. Cf. a]nti-lamba<nesqai in Ac. 20:35. The English  
word "antithesis" preserves the idea also. Note kathnth<samen a@nti- 
kruj Xi<ou (Ac. 20:15) where in both verb and preposition the idea  
of face-to-face appears. So a]p-anth<sei (Mk. 14:13), a]nti<-pera (Lu.  
8:26), e]n-anti<-on (20:26).  Now the various resultant ideas grow  
out of this root-idea because of different contexts. Take the notion  
of opposition (against). The word does not mean that in itself. 
The two disciples were talking in a friendly mood (a]nti-ba<llete), but  
if a man makes himself king he a]nti-le<gei t&? Kai<sari (Jo. 19:12) 
in a hostile sense. It is the atmosphere of rivalry that gives the  
colour of hostility. We see it also in the word a]nti<-xristoj (1 Jo.  
2:18) a]nti-pi<pete t&? pneu<mati (Ac. 7:51). In Lu. 21:15 three 
instances occur: a]nti-sth?nai, a]nt-ei]pei?n, a]nti-kei<menoi. Cf. a]nti<-dikoj 
(Mt. 5:25). There is no instance of the uncompounded preposi- 
tion in this sense. The idea of "in the place of " or "instead" comes  
where two substantives placed opposite to each other are equiva- 
lent and so may be exchanged. The majority of the N. T. ex- 
amples belong here. In o]fqalmo>n a]nti> o]fqalmou?, (Mt. 5:38; cf.  
also a]nti> o]do<ntoj) there is exact equivalence like "tit for tat." So  
also kako>n a]nti> kakou? (Ro. 12:17; 1 Th. 5:15; 1 Pet. 3:9), loidori<an 
a]nti> loidori<aj (1 Pet. 3:9). None the less does the idea of exchange  
(cf. a]nt-a<llagma, Mk. 8:37) result when a fish and a snake are  
placed opposite each other, a]nti> i]xqu<oj o@fin (Lu. 11: 11) or one's  
birthright and a mess of pottage (Heb. 12:16). In Mt. 17:27, 
a]nti> e]mou? kai> sou?, there is a compression of statement where the 
stater strictly corresponds to the tax due by Christ and Peter  
rather than to Christ and Peter themselves. But in lu<tron a]nti> 
pollw?n (Mt. 20:28; Mk. 10:45) the parallel is more exact. These  
important doctrinal passages teach the substitutionary conception  
of Christ's death, not because a]nti< of itself means "instead," which  
is not true, but because the context renders any other resultant  
idea out of the question. Compare also a]nti<lutron u[pe>r pa<ntwn  by  
Paul (1 Tim. 2:6) where both a]nti< and u[pe<r combine with lu<tron 
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in expressing this idea. Cf. a]nti<-tupoj (Heb. 9:24). In Mt. 2:22  
a]nti> tou? patro<j the substitution takes the form of succession as  
son succeeds father on the throne. Cf. a]nq-u<patoj (Ac. 13:7). In  
Jas. 4:15 a]nti> tou? le<gein the result is also substitution, the points  
of view being contrasted. In Heb. 12:2 the cross and the joy  
face each other in the mind of Jesus and he takes both, the cross  
in order to get the joy. The idea of exchange appears also  
in 1 Cor. 11:15 h[ ko<mh a]nti> peribolai<ou.  Blass1 considers xa<rin 
a]nti> xa<ritoj (Jo. 1:16) as "peculiar," but Winer2 rightly sees the  
original import of the preposition.  Simcox3 cites from Philo xa<ritaj 
ne<aj a]nti> palaiote<rwn e]pidi<dwsin as clearly explaining this "remark- 
able" passage. But really has not too much difficulty been made  
of it? As the days come and go a new supply takes the place of  
the grace already bestowed as wave follows wave upon the shore.  
Grace answers (a]nti<) to grace. The remaining examples are five  
of a]nq ] w$n in the sense of 'because' (‘therefore’), when two clauses  
or sentences correspond to each other, one the reason for the other.  
This is indeed classical enough (LXX also). Similar is a]nti> tou<tou,  
(Eph. 5:31) where the LXX (Gen. 2:24), which Paul does not  
quote, has e!neken tou<tou (cf. Mk. 10:7; Mt. 19:4). There is yet  
another idea that comes out in composition like a]nt-a]po-di<dwmi   
(Lu. 14:14) where a]po< has the meaning of ‘back’ and a]nti< of  
‘in return’ (cf. "in turn").  Cf. a]nt-apo-kri<nomai (Lu. 14:6) and  
a]nq-omologe<w (Lu. 2:38). In Col. 1:24, a]nt-ana-plhro<w, Paul uses 
a]nti< in the sense of 'in his turn' (answering over to Christ). As  
Christ, so Paul fills up the measure of suffering. One may remark  
that prepositions in composition often best show their original  
import. 
 (c)  ]Apo<.  The etymology of this preposition is very simple.  
We note the Sanskrit apa, Latin ab, Gothic af, English of, off.  
Some of the older dialects used the form a]pu<, (Arcad., Cypr., Thess.)  
and the a]pai< is to be noted.4 We may compare a@y (a]p-j)  
 with Latin aps (ab; cf. e]k, e]c).  The case of a]po< cannot be deter- 
mined, but observe a]pai<, above. In the Arcadian and Cyprian  
eoni is found with the locative, but in the literary Greek only the  
ablative is used with a]po<, a case in perfect harmony with the  
meaning of the word. The nominative a]po> o[ w@n in Rev. 1:4 is, 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 124.   2 W.-Th., p. 364. 
 3 Lang. of the N. T., p. 137. Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 225 f. The vague  
word a]nti<lhmyij (1 Cor. 12:28) is frequent in petitions to the Ptolemies (pap.).  
Cf. P. Par. 26 (B.C. 163-2). 
 4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 437. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, pp. 666 ff. 
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of course, for a theological purpose, to accent the unchangeable- 
ness of God. It is one of the most tenacious of the prepositions,  
being extremely frequent in the N. T. both with nouns and in  
composition with verbs. Jannaris1 gives an interesting sketch  
of the history of a]po< in the later Greek. In the modern Greek it  
is used with the accusative (the ablative only in set phrases).  
This accusative usage is found as early as Hermas.2   ]Ek finally  
vanished before a]po< (cf. e]n before ei]j), but in the modern Greek  
a]po< also supplants to some extent a]na<, pro<j, and u[po<.  The expla- 
nation of a]po< is somewhat complicated therefore3 since the increase  
of its use is due partly to the general tendency regarding prepo- 
sitions (cf. a]po< with ablative instead of the "partitive genitive")  
and partly to its supplanting other prepositions like e]k, para<, u[po<. 
 1. Original Significance. It can be easily perceived in the N. T.  
It is clear enough in a]po-ko<ptw, for instance, 'to cut off,' as a]p-e<koyen 
Pe<troj to>  w]ti<on (Jo. 18:26). Cf. a]po-kalu<ptw, ‘to take the veil off,’  
‘unveil’ (cf. Mt. 10:26 for contrast between kalu<ptw and a]pokal.).  
So a]po-qh<kh, ‘a treasure-house for putting things away’ (Mt. 3:12).  
Cf. a]p-edh<mhsen (Mt. 21:33) for ‘a man off from home.’  So a]p- 
e<blepen in Heb. 11:26 and a]f-orw?ntej in 12:2.  It is needless to  
multiply examples from the compound words4 like a]po-xwre<w.  
Moulton5 seems right against Blass6 in considering w[j a]po> stadi<wn  
dekape<nte (Jo. 11:18) not a real Latinism, but a mere accidental  
parallel to a millibus passuum duobus. The same idiom occurs in  
Jo. 21:8 and also in Rev. 14:20. It is indeed rather late Greek  
(Strabo, Diodorus and Plutarch), but it is not such a manifest  
Latinism as Jannaris7 supposes. It is not the meaning of airs  
that is unusual here, but merely the position. We say ten miles  
off, not off ten miles. Cf. a]po> w!raj q ], 'at 9 o'clock,' P. Oxy. 523  
(ii/A.D.). The idea of "off " or "away from" is enough to explain the  
bulk of the N. T. passages. The context as a rule does not alter  
this simple idea. Thus a]po> th?j Galilai<aj (Mt. 3:13), a]po> tou? 
u!datoj (3:16), a]po> a]natolw?n (2:1), ba<le a]po> sou?, (5:29), a]po> tou? 
ponhrou? (6:13), a]po> tou? mnhmei<ou, (Lu. 24:2), a]p ] e]mou? (Mt. 7:23), 
kate<pausen a]po> pa<ntwn (Heb. 4:4), a]po> th?j w!raj e]kei<nhj (Mt. 9:22), 
a]po> tw?n a[martiw?n (Mt. 1:21), a@fantoj e]ge<neto a]p ] au]tw?n (Lu. 24:31),  
a]na<qema a]po> tou? Xristou? (Rom. 9:3). Here the ablative case and 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 369 ff.    2 Ib., p. 373. 
 3 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 137. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 369.  
 4 Cf. Mayser, Gr. d. griech. Pap., p. 487.  5 Prol., p. 102. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 95. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 227, also sees Lat. influence 
here.        7 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 371. 
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the root-idea of the preposition make all clear. The question of  
place, time, person or abstract relations cuts very little figure  
in the matter. Wherever the ablative case is natural in Greek,  
there a]po< may appear to make clearer the case-idea of source  
or separation. Conybeare and Stock (p. 84) consider the idiom  
a]po>  ]Abraa>m e!wj Dauei<d (Mt. 1:17) a Hebraism. The construction  
is in the LXX, but there is nothing un-Greek about it. For  
a]po< in expressions of time take a]f ] h$j h[me<raj (Col. 1:9). In Mt. 
7:16, a]po> tw?n karpw?n e]pignw<sesqe, the notion of source is the real  
idea. Cf. diele<cato au]toi?j a]po< tw?n grafw?n, (Ac. 17:2). In Ac. 16: 
33, e@lousen a]po> tw?n plhgw?n, it seems at first as if the stripes  
were washed from Paul and Silas and not, as here, Paul and Silas  
washed from the stripes. Winer1 suggests the addition in thought 
of "and cleansed." Cf. kaqri<swmen e[autou>j a]po> panto>j molusmou?, (2 
Cor. 7:1), which idiom Deissmann (Bible Studies, p. 216) illus- 
trates from the inscriptions, and on p. 227 he further cites from the  
inscriptions three examples of lou<omai a]po< in illustration of Ac.  
16:33. Cf. a]p-eni<yato ta>j xei?raj (Mt. 27:24). In Ac. 15:38, to>n 
a]posta<nta a]p ] au]tw?n a]po> Pamfuli<aj, no difficulty should be found in 
the threefold use of a]po>, since the Greek, unlike the English, loves  
to repeat words in varying relations. Here we have a]po< in com- 
position, with persons, with place. See  ]Aq&?oj a]po> tou? ai!matoj (Mt.  
27:24). Certainly there was never any reason for thinking kaqaro>j  
a]po> tou? ai!matoj (Ac. 20:26) a Hebraism, since it is the pure abla- 
tive idea, and the usage is continuous from Demosthenes to late  
Greek writers and papyri.2  We even find platu>j a]po> tw?n w@mwn,  
Pap. Par. 10, 20 (Radermacher, p. 116). The Pastor Hermae  
shows a]po< after e]gkarateu<omai, kaqari<zomai, pau<omai, fula<ssomai,  
(Radermacher, p. 113). Many similar examples of this simple use of  
a]po< occur in the N. T.  Cf. the mere ablative with a]fi<stato (Lu.  
2:37) and then with a]po< (4:13). Cf. a]peqa<nete a]po< (170 (Col. 2:  
20), metano<hson a]po< (Ac. 8:22), etc. Like other prepositions a]po<  
may occur with adverbs, like a]po> to<te (Mt. 4:17). 
 2. Meaning 'Back.'  We see it clearly in a]po-di<dwmi, ‘give  
back' (Mt. 16:27). But even here the point of view is simply  
changed. The giver gives from himself to the recipient. In the  
case of a debt or reward from the recipient's point of view he is  
getting back what was his due. This idea appears in a]polamba<nw  
as in Lu. 6:34. A particularly good example is found in ar- 
 
 1  W.-Th., p. 372. 
 2 Deiss., B. S., p. 196, for numerous exx.; Moulton, Prol., p. 102. Cf.  
Kuhring, De Praep. in Usu, p. 54. 
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e]xousin to>n misqo>n au]tw?n (Mt. 6:2). Cf. a]p-e<xei (Mk. 14:41). 
This notion of receipt in full is common ("in countless instances,"  
Deissmann) for a]pe<xw in the ostraca, papyri and inscriptions.  
Cf. Deissmann, Light fr. the Anc. East, pp. 110 ff. Cf. ta>n teima>n 
a]pe<xw pa?san (i/A.D., Delphi Inscr., Bull. de Corr. Hell., 22, p. 58),  
‘I have received the whole price’ for the slave's manumission.  
Cf. a]pe<laben ta> trofei?a, P. Oxy. 37 (A.D. 49). Cf. e]cedo<mhn th>n a]po- 
doxh<n, P. Oxy. 1133,16 (A.D. 396). This idiom seems to be confined  
to composition (cf. a]po<-krima, 2 Cor. 1:9) and a]p-arxh< (Ro. 8:23). 
 3. "Translation-Hebraism" in fobei?sqai a]po<. Cf. Lu. 12:4.1   
In Mt. 10:28, fobei?sqe to>n dun., we have the usual accusative, and  
in verse 26 we even see fobhqh?te au]tou<j; but verse 28 again shows  
fobei?sqe a]po<.  In Lu. 12:1, prose<xete e[autoi?j a]po> th?j zu<mhj, we have  
the usual ablative as above. Cf. ble<pw a]po< in Mk. 8:15.   ]Apo< 
in the LXX was used to translate the Hebrew Nmi2 but not all the  
examples in the LXX are necessarily pure Hebraisms, as Cony- 
beare and Stock imply.3  Besides, the papyri show bele<pe sato>n a]po> 
tw?n   ]Ioudai<wn, B.G.U. 1079 (A.D. 41), the first reference to the  
Jews as money-lenders. Some of the N. T. examples are merely  
for the so-called "partitive genitive." Thus e]kleca<menoj a]p ] au]tw?n 
dw<deka (Lu. 6:13), e]ne<gkate a]po> tw?n o]yari<wn (Jo. 21:10), e]kxew? a]po>  
tou? pneu<matoj (Ac. 2:17),  e]sqi<ei a]po> tw?n yixi<wn (Mt. 15:27), pi<w 
a]po> tou? genh<matoj (Lu. 22:18), ti<na a]po> tw?n du<o (Mt. 27:21), etc. 
The point is not that all these phrases occur in the older Greek,  
but that they are in perfect harmony with the Greek genius in  
the use of the ablative and in the use of a]po< to help the abla- 
tive. Moulton (Prol., p. 246) cites w} a]po> tw?n Xristianw?n, Pelagia  
(Usener, p. 28) as fairly parallel with ou]ai>  — a]po> tw?n skanda<lwn  
(Mt. 18:7). The partitive use of the ablative with a]po< does  
come nearer to the realm of the genitive (cf. English of and the  
genitive), but the ablative idea is still present. One may note  
to>n a]po> Keltw?n fo<bon in Polybius XVII, 11, 2 (Radermacher,  
N. T. Gr., p. 116). Cf. e@nduma a]po> trixw?n (Mt. 3:4) with the old 
genitive of material. 
 4. Comparison with e]k.   But a]po< needs to be compared more  
particularly with e]k which it finally displaced save4 in the Epirot  
a]x or o]x.  But the two are never exactly equivalent.  ]Ek means  
‘from within’ while a]po< is merely the general starting-point.  ]Apo<   
does not deny the "within-ness"; it simply does not assert it as  
e]k does.  Thus in Mk. 1:10 we read a]nabai<nwn e]k tou? u!datoj when 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 102.   3 Sel., etc., p. 83. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 126.  4 Moulton, Prol., p. 102. 
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the assertion is made by e]k that Jesus had been in the water (cf.  
kata< — ei]j, a]na< — e]k in Ac. 8:38 f.). But in Mt. 3:16 we merely 
read a]ne<bh a]po> tou? u!datoj, a form of expression that does not deny 
the e]k of Mark. The two prepositions are sometimes combined, as 
e]celqei?n a]p ] au]th?j (Ac. 16:18) and a]foriou?sin e]k me<sou (Mt. 13:49). 
Even with the growth in the use of a]po< it still falls behind e]k in the  
N. T.1  Both a]po< and e]k are used of domicile or birthplace, but not  
in exactly the same sense.2  Thus in Jo. 1:44 see h#n de> o[ Fi<lippoj  
a]po> Bhqsaida<, e]k th?j po<lewj   ]Andre<ou, where a]po< corresponds closely 
with the German von and French de which came to be marks  
of nobility. So in verse 45,  ]Iwsh>f to>n a]po> Nazare<t, where (in  
both verses) no effort is made to express the idea that they  
came from within Nazareth. That idea does appear in verse 46,  
e]k Nazare<t.  In Lu. 2:4 both airs and k are used for one's 
home (a]po> th?j Galilai<aj e]k po<lewj Nazare<t).  Indeed e]k in this sense 
in the N. T. seems confined to polij.3  Both appear again in Jo. 
11:1.  Cf. also Jo. 7:41 f., e]k th?j Galilai<aj, a]po> Bhqlee<m, where the  
two prepositions are reversed. The Latin versions render both  
a]po< and e]k here by a.4  Cf. a]po>   [Arimaqai<aj (Jo. 19:38). Abbott5 
is clear that John does not mean to confuse the two prepositions,  
but uses each in its own sense, though situ is not found in the older  
writers for domicile. The sense of variety, as in English, may have  
led to the use of now one, now the other, since at bottom either  
answers. So Luke in Ac. 23:34 has e]k poi<aj e]parxei<aj, but a]po> 
Kiliki<aj. Cf. Ac. 1:4. Blass6 notes that outside of John the N. T. 
writers use a]po< for one's country. So even Luke in Ac. 24:18,  
a]po> th?j  ]Asi<aj.  The MSS. indeed vary in some instances between 
a]po< and e]k as in Ac. 16:39 with th?j po<lewj.  Cf. MS. variation be- 
tween a]po< and para< in Mk. 16:9.  Cf. also Ac. 13:50 for e]k—a]po<.  
In a case like of oi[ a]po> th?j  ]Itali<aj (Heb. 13:24) the preposition does  
not determine whether the persons are still in Italy or are outside  
of Italy. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 237. But Deissmann (Light, etc., 
p. 186) thinks that a]po< here means 'in,' like a]po> Fmou? in an ostra- 
con from Thebes, A.D. 192. Cf. tw?n a]p ]   ]Ocuru<gxwn po<lewj, P. Oxy. 
38, A.D. 49.   ]Apo< is also, like e]k (Ac. 10:45, etc.), used for mem- 
bers of a party in Ac. 12:1, tinaj tw?n a]po> th?j e]kklhsi<aj, an un-Attic  
usage. But on the whole the two prepositions can be readily dis- 
tinguished in the N. T. 
 5. Comparison with para<.  As to para<, it suggests that one has 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 102.   4 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 228. 
 2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 227 f.  5 Ib., p. 229. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 125.  6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 125. 
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been by the side of the one from whom he comes. In relation to 
God we find e]k tou? qeou? e]ch?lqon, (Jo. 8:42), para> tou? patro>j e]ch?lqon 
(16:27), a]po> qeou? e]ch?lqej (16:30).  Cf. pro>j to>n qeo<n (Jo. 1:1).  It 
would he overrefinement to insist on a wide and radical difference  
here between a]po<, e]k and para<; and yet they are not exactly syn- 
onymous. In the older Greek para< was the common preposition  
for the conscious personal departure.1  But in N. T. a]po< occurs  
also with persons. So a]khko<amen a]p ] au]tou? (1 Jo. 1:5), maqei?n a]f ]  
u[mw?n (Gal. 3:2), pare<labon a]po> tou? kuri<ou (1 Cor. 11:23).  One 
must not, however, read too much into a]po<, as in Gal. 2:12,  
where tina>j a]po>  ]Iskw<bou does not mean ‘with the, authority of  
James,’ though they doubtless claimed it. Cf. Mk. 15:45; 1  
Th. 3:6.  One doubts if we are justified in insisting on a radical  
distinction between para> tou? patro<j  (Jo. 10:18) and a]po> tou? kuri<ou 
(1 Cor. 11:23) save as etymology throws light on the matter.2 
 6. Compared with u[po<.  The MSS. of ancient writers,3 as of the  
N. T., varied often between a]po< and u[po<.  As instances of this va- 
riation in the N. T. take Mk. 8:31; Ac. 4:36; 10:17; Ro. 13:1.  
The MSS. often vary where a]po< is the correct text. The use of  
a]po< with the agent is not precisely like though one has only  
to compare a]po< with Latin ab and English of to see how natural  
it is for a]po< to acquire this idiom. Observe katenexqei>j a]po> tou? 
u!pnou (Ac. 20:9).  So in Jas. 1:13, a]po> qeou? peira<zomai, we trans- 
late ‘tempted of God.’  The temptation, to be sure, is presented  
as coming from God. Cf. also o[ misqo>j o[ a]fusterhme<noj a]f ] u[mw?n, 
(Jas. 5:4), where the keeping back of the reward is conceived  
as coming from you. Cf. Ac. 4:36. In Mt. 16:21, paqei?n a]po>   
tw?n presbute<rwn, 'at the hands of,' is a free rendering of the idea of  
agency or source. In Lu. 16:18, a]polelume<nhn a]po> a]ndro<j, note the  
repetition of a]po<.  This idea of removal is present in i]aqh?nai a]po< 
(Lu. 6:17) and in e]noxlou<menoi a]po< (6:18) it is agency. There may  
be a zeugma in the last clause. In Lu. 9:22, a]podokimasqh?nai a]po> tw?n 
presbute<rwn, we have the same construction as in 16:18 above  
(cf. 17:25).  Cf. h[toimasme<non a]po> tou? qeou? (Rev. 12:6) and Ac. 2:  
22 a]podedeigme<non a]po> tou? qeou?.  The use of a]po< after substantives 
throws some light on this matter. Thus th>n a]po> sou? e]paggeli<an 
(Ac. 23:21), a]po> sou? shmei?on, (Mt. 12:38). This use of a]po< after 
passive verbs came to be the rule in the later writers. Cf. Wilhelm, 
1. G. XII. 5, 29. 
 But it is not alone a form of agency that a]po< comes to express. 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 370. Cf. Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 125. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 370.    3 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 138. 
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It may also be used for the idea of cause, an old usage of a]po<. 
For instance, take a]po> th?j xara?j au]tou? u[pa<gei (Mt. 13:44), a]po> tou? 
fo<bou e@kracan (14:26), ou]ai> t&? ko<sm& a]po> tw?n skanda<lwn (18:7),  
koimwme<nouj a]po> th?j lu<phj (Lu. 22:45), ou]ke<ti i@sxuon a]po> tou? plh<qouj 
(Jo. 21:6),  ou]k e]ne<blepon a]po> th?j do<chj (Ac. 22:11).  Cf. further 
Lu. 19:3; 24:41; Ac. 12:14; 20:9; Heb. 5:7, etc. The LXX  
gives abundant illustration of the same idiom,1 the causal use of  
a]po<.  As a matter of sound see e]f ] o!n and a]f ] h$j in Heb. 7:13. 
 (d) Dia<.  Delbruck2 says: "Of the origin of dia< I know nothing  
to say." One hesitates to proceed after that remark by the master  
in syntax. Still we do know something of the history of the word  
both in the Greek and in other Indo-Germanic tongues. The form  
dia< may be in the instrumental case, but one must note diai< (dative)  
in the lyric passages of AEschylus, not to say the Thessalian di<e.3  
But there is no doubt about dia< being kin to du<o, di<j. Sanskrit  
dva, dvi (cf. trayas, tri), dvis; Latin duo, bis (cf. Sanskrit dvis,  
Greek di<j, b= u or u); German zwei; English two (fem. and neut.),  
twain (masc.), twi-ce, twi-light, be-tween, two-fold, etc. 
 1. The Root-Idea. It is manifest in dia-ko<sioi, dis-xi<lioi, di<-draxma, 
di-plou?j (cf. a[-plou?j). The etymology of the word is ‘two,’ du<o, as  
shown in these three words as well as in di<j, di-plo<w, all of which  
occur in the N. T. Thus it will be seen how persistent is the ety- 
mological force in the word. Cf. Mk. 6:37; Rev. 18:6; Mk. 5:  
13. See also di>j muria<dej (Text. Rec., du<o m. Rev. 9:16), di<-logoj  
(1 Tim. 3:8), di<-stomoj (Heb. 4:12), di<-yuxoj (Jas. 1:8), di<-draxmon 
(Mt. 17:24), Di<-dumoj (Jo. 11:16). Cf. e]sxi<sqh ei]j du<o (Mt. 27:51). 
 2. 'By Twos' or 'Between.'  But the preposition has advanced a  
step further than merely "two" to the idea of by-twain, be-tween,  
in two, in twain. This is the ground-meaning in actual usage.  
The word di-qa<lassoj originally meant 'resembling two seas' (cf.  
Euxine Sea, Strabo 2, 5, 22), but in the N. T. (Ac. 27:41) it ap- 
parently means lying between two seas (Thayer). The notion of  
interval (be-tween) is frequent in the N. T. both in composition  
and apart from composition. Thus in h[merw?n dia-genome<nwn tinw?n (Ac.  
25:13), 'some days came in between' (dia<). Cf. dia-gnw<somai ta> kaq ]  
u[ma?j (Ac. 24:22) with Latin di-gnosco, dis-cerno and Greek-English  
dia-gnosis (dia<-gnwsin, Ac. 25:21).  Dia-qh<kh is an arrangement or  
covenant between two (Gal. 3:17).  See di-airou?n, (1 Cor. 12:11); 
dia-di<dwmi, (Lu. 11:22) 'divide'; ou]qe>n di-e<krinen metacu> h[mw?n te kai>  
au]tw?n (Ac. 15:9) where meatcu< explains dia<. Cf. dia<- krisij (Heb. 5:14), dis- 
 
 1 C. and S., p. 83.   2 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 759.  
 3  K.-B1., II, p. 250. Cf. katai<, parai<, u[pai<. 
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crimination'; dia-lei?pw (Lu. 7:45), 'intervals of delay'; dia-lu<w (Ac. 
5:36), ‘dis-solve’;  dia-meri<zw (Ac. 2:45), ‘dis-tribute’;  dia-rh<gnumi 
(Lu. 8:29), ‘rend asunder’; dia-skorpi<zw (Jo. 11:52), opposed to sun- 
a<gw, ‘di-sperse’; dia-spa<w (Mk. 5:4), ‘rend in two’; dia-spe<rw (Ac. 
8:1)—‘scatter abroad’; dia-spora< (Jo. 7:35), 'dispersion'; dia-ste<llw 
(Heb. 12:20), 'divide'; dia<-sthma (Ac. 5:7), 'distance' or 'interval'; 
dia-stolh< (1 Cor. 14:7), 'distinction'; dia-ti<qemai (Lu. 22:29), 'dis- 
pose';  dia-fe<rw (Ac. 27:27, Mt. 6:26), 'bear apart,' ‘differ’; dia<- 
foroj (Ro. 12:6), ‘different'; di-xa<zw (Mt. 10:35), ‘set at variance' 
(‘cleave asunder'). These numerous examples ought to be suffi- 
cient to show what the real meaning of the word in itself is. A 
particularly noticeable instance appears in Lu. 24:51, where we 
have di-e<sth a]p ] au]tw?n. 
 The N. T. preserves this notion of interval in expressions of  
time and so it is hardly "peculiar only to literary style."1  Thus  
in Mk. 2:1 di ] h[merw?n, means 'interval of days,' ‘days between,’  
‘after some days,’ though surely no one would think that dia< 
really means 'after.' Cf. Mt. 26:61, dia> triw?n h[merw?n (cf. e]n 27: 
40); di ] e]tw?n pleio<nwn, Ac. 24:17; Gal. 2:1, dia> dekatessa<rwn e]tw?n, 
Cf. Ac. 5:7.  In Ac. 1:3, di ] h[merw?n tessera<kointa o]ptano<menoj, the 
appearance of Jesus was at intervals within the forty days. But  
see opposition to this idea in Abbott, Johannine Grammar, p.  
255 f. In the phrase dia> nukto<j (Ac. 5:19; 16:9, etc.), 'by night,'  
dia< adds little to the genitive itself. It is the real adnominal  
genitive. The preposition is very common in the N. T., especially  
with the genitive (gen. 382, acc. 279),2 though the accusative be- 
comes dominant later. 
 3. 'Passing Between' or 'Through.' The idea of interval between  
leads naturally to that of passing between two objects or parts of  
objects. 'Through' is thus not the original meaning of dia<, but  
is a very common one. The case is usually the genitive, though  
in Homer3 the accusative is common also, as we find it once in the 
N. T. (Lu. 17:11), dia< me<son samari<aj (cf. dia> me<sou, 4:30), and even 
here note the genitive after me<son.  Some MSS. in Jo. 8:59 read also  
dia> me<sou.  Blass4 wrongly calls the accusative an "inadmissible  
reading" in view of Homer and the growing use of the accusative  
in the vernacular with all prepositions (cf. modern Greek). This  
use of 'through' or ‘thorough’ is common in composition and  
sometimes has a "perfective" idea (‘clear through’) as in dia-kaqariei? 
th>n a!lwna (Mt. 3:12), 'will thoroughly cleanse.' Cf. also dia-bai<nw 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gr. Gk., p. 374. 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 145. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 105.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 132. 
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(Heb. 11:29), dia-ble<pw (Mt. 7:5), di-agge<llw (Lu. 9:60), dia-grhgore<w 
(Lu. 9:32), di-a<gw (1 Tim. 2:2), dia-de<xomai, (Ac. 7:45), dia-kate- 
le<gxomai (Ac. 18:28), dia-ma<xomai (Ac. 23:9), dia-me<nw (Lu. 1:22),  
dia-nukteu<w (Lu. 6:12), di-anu<w (Ac. 21:7), dia-paratribh< (1 Tim.  
6:5); dia-sei<w (Lu. 3:14), dia-sw<zw (Lu. 7:3), dia-fula<ssw (4:10). 
This sense of dia< is used with words of place, time, agent or ab- 
stract word. In all of these relations the root-idea of the preposi- 
tion is easily perceived. Thus in Mt. 12:43, die<rxetai di ] a]nu<drwn 
to<pwn, dia> chra?j (Heb. 11:29), dia> th?j Samari<aj (Jo. 4:4), dia> 
puro>j (1 Cor. 3:15), di ] e]so<ptrou (1 Cor. 13:12). Cf. Ac. 13:49; 
2 Cor. 8:18.  In Ro. 15:28, a]poeleu<somai di ] u[mw?n ei]j Spani<an, Winer  
(Winer-Thayer, p. 378) takes di ] u[mw?n to be 'through you,' i.e.  
‘through your city,’ ‘through the midst of you.’  In all these exam- 
ples the idiom runs just as in the older Greek. The use of dia< with  
expressions of time was never very common and gradually was  
transferred1 to ei]j.  But some examples occur in the N. T. like di ]  
o!lhj nukto<j (Lu. 5:5), which may be compared with dia> panto>j tou? 
zh?n (Heb. 2 : 15) and the common phrase dia> panto<j (Mk. 5:5).  
Here the idea of through is applied to time. Rouffiac (Recherches,  
p. 29) cites dia> tou? xeimw?noj o!lou from inscriptions of Priene 112,  
98 and 99 (i/s.c.). The agent may also be expressed by dia<.  This  
function was also performed in the ancient Greek, though, when  
means or instrument was meant, the instrumental case was com- 
monly employed.2  Dia< is thus used with inanimate and animate  
objects. Here, of course, the agent is conceived as coming in be- 
tween the non-attainment and the attainment of the object in  
view. One may compare gra<yantej dia> xeiro>j au]tw?n (Ac. 15:23) 
with du<o e]pistola>j, dia> Nhdu<mou mi<an, dia> Kroni<ou maxairofo<rou mi<an, 
B.U. 1079, A.D. 41 (Milligan, Greek Pap., p. 39). So ou] qe<lw dia>  
me<lanoj kai> kala<mou soi gra<fein (3 Jo. 13), dia> glw<sshj (1 Cor. 14: 9),  
ta> dia> tou? sw<matoj (2 Cor. 5:10), dia> tw?n o!plwn (2 Cor. 6:7), mh<te dia>  
pneu<matoj mh<te dia> lo<gou mh<te di ] e]pistolh?j (2 Th. 2:2).  In 2 Pet. 
3:5 note the difference between e]c u!datoj and di ] u!datoj.  Abstract  
ideas are frequently so expressed, as seswsme<noi dia> pi<stewj (Eph. 
2:8), dia> qelh<matoj qeou? (Eph. 1:1), dia> tou? eu]aggeli<ou (1 Cor. 4:15), 
dia> no<mou (Ro. 3:27), di ] a]pokalu<yewj (Gal. 1:12). Cf. 1 Cor. 6:14. 
When dia< occurs with the personal agent, he is regarded as the in- 
termediate agent.  Sometimes the immediate agent is also ex- 
pressed by u[po<.  So u[po< Kuri<ou dia> tou? profh<tou (Mt. 1:22, etc.).  
Cf. also dia> th?j gunaiko<j – e]k tou? qeou? (1 Cor. 11:12), where source  
and mediate agent are distinguished. In Gal. 1:1, a]p ] a]nqrw<pwn 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 374.  2 Ib., p. 375. 
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di ] a[nqrw<pou, Paul takes pains to deny both ideas. In 1 Cor. 8:6, 
e]c ou$--di ] ou$, the first refers to God the Father as the source of all 
things and the second refers to Jesus as the mediate agent by 
whom all things come into existence. Cf. Col. 1:16. Indeed 
God himself may be regarded as source, mediate agent, and ulti- 
mate object or end, as Paul does in his noble doxology in Ro. 
11:36, o!ti e]c au]tou? kai> di ] au]tou? kai> ei]j au]to>n ta> pa<nta. There are 
other instances also where God is looked upon as the intervening  
cause or agent. So di ] ou$ (Heb. 2:10; 1 Cor. 1:9). But dia< is  
often used with Christ in regard to our relation to God (cf. Paul's  
use of e]n).  Thus Ro. 1:8; 5:1, etc. Cf. di] e]mou? in Jo. 14:6, 
dia> pollw?n martu<rwn (2 Tim. 2:2), di ] a]gge<lwn (Heb. 2:2). The  
intermediate idea of dia< appears well in 1 Cor. 3:5 dia<konoi di ] w$n 
e]pisteu<sate, Heb. 3:16 dia> Mwuse<wj, Ro. 5:5 dia> pneu<matoj. In  
1 Th. 4:2, ti<naj paraggeli<aj e]dw<kamen u[mi?n dia> tou? kuri<ou  ]Ihsou? the 
matter seems turned round, but, as Paul was the speaker, he con- 
ceives Jesus as also making the commands. Abbott, Johannine  
Grammar, p. 236, rightly argues in favour of 'through him' (not 'it ')  
in Jo. 1:7.  It is important to note dia>  ]Ihsou? Xristou? (Eph. 1:5),  
pregnant with meaning. Cf. Schettler, Die paulinische Formel  
"Durch Christus," pp. 28 ff. This use of dia< occurs in the papyri  
(Wenger, Die Stellvertretung im Rechte der Papyri, 1906, p. 9 f.).  
Christ is conceived as our representative (Deissmann, Light, etc.,  
p. 340). It is not far from the notion of means like dia> pi<stewj to  
that of manner like dia> parabolh?j (Lu. 8:4). Indeed the two shade  
off into one another as di ] o[ra<matoj (Ac. 18:9). Note also di ]  
a]ga<phj (Gal. 5:6), di ] e]paggeli<aj (Gal. 3:18), dia> braxe<wn (Heb. 
13:22), di ] o]li<gwn (1 Pet. 5:12), di ] u!datoj kai> ai!matoj (1 Jo. 5:6),  
dia> gra<mmatoj kai> peritomh?j (Ro. 2:27), dia> prosko<mmatoj (14:20), dia> 
do<chj (2 Cor. 3:11), di ] u[pomonh?j (Heb. 12:1), dia> pollw?n dakru<wn  
(2 Cor. 2:4).  Cf. Rom. 2:27. But here also the notion of  
between is always present. This is true even in a case like dia> 
tw?n oi]ktirmw?n tou? qeou? (Ro. 12:1).  Cf. also dia> th?j xa<ritoj in Ro.  
12:3 with dia> th>n xa<rin in 15:15. 
 4. 'Because of.' With the accusative dia< comes to be used with  
the idea of 'because of,' ‘for the sake of,’ ‘on account of.’  The  
notion of between is still present. Take Mt. 27:18, dia> fqo<non par<- 
dwkan au]to<n.  Envy is the reason that prompted the betrayal and  
so came in between and caused the act. The accusative (exten- 
sion) is natural and helps also to distinguish this idiom from the  
others. For instance, in Heb. 2:10, di ] o{n ta> pa<nta kai> di ] ou$ ta>  
pa<nta, the two ideas are distinguished entirely by means of the 
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cases. One may note also dia> th>n gunai?ka and dia> th?j gunaiko<j (1 
Cor. 11:9, 12). Cf. dia> th>n xa<rin above.  In Ro. 8:11 the MSS.  
vary between dia> to> e]noikou?n and dia> tou? e]noikou?ntoj (MT. H., Nestle). 
Note also the difference between dia> pi<stewj and dia> th?n pa<resin  
in Ro. 3:25. Cf. also the common dia> to> o@noma (Mt. 10:22), dia> 
th>n pollh>n a]ga<phn (Eph. 2:4), dia> to>n lo<gon (Jo. 15:3), dia> to>n 
xro<non (Heb. 5:12).  Cf. Heb. 5:14; Rev. 12:11.  The personal  
ground is common also as in e]gw> zw? dia> to>n pate<ra (Jo. 6:57), di ]  
ou!j (Heb. 6:7), etc.  Cf. 1 Jo. 4:9 zh<swmen di ] au]tou?.  The aim  
(usually expressed by e!neka) may be set forth by dia< also.  So to> 
sa<bbaton dia> to>n a@nqrwpon e]ge<neto kai> ou]x o[ a@nqrpwoj dia> to>  
sa<bbaton in Mk. 2:27.  Cf. also di ] e]me< and  di ] u[ma?j in Jo. 12:30. Cf. Mk. 
13:20; Ph. 3:7.  Moulton (Prol., p. 105) cites i!na dia> se> basileu? 
tou? dikai<ou tu<xw and 20 (iii/B.c.), in illustration of Jo. 6:57.  
The Pauline phrase dia>  ]Ihsou?n (2 Cor. 4:5) is illustrated by dia> 
to>n Ku<rion in a Berlin Museum papyrus letter (ii/A. D.) which Deiss- 
mann (Light, pp. 176 ff.) thinks curiously illumines the story of  
the Prodigal Son in Lu. 15. In the modern Greek gia< (dia<) this  
notion of aim or purpose with the accusative is the usual one.1  
A common idiom in the Graeco-Roman and Byzantine Greek2 is  
the use of dia> to< and the infinitive in the sense of  i!na.  It is practi- 
cally equivalent in the N. T. to o!ti and the indicative and is fre- 
quent.  In Jo. 2:24 f. we have both constructions parallel, dia> to> 
au]to>n ginw<skein pa<ntaj, kai> o!ti ou] xrei<an ei#xen.  In the modern Greek 
we actually have gia> na< (dia> i!na) with the subjunctive. Cf. English  
"for that." The use of dia> ti< does not differ practically from ti<  
alone. 
 (e)  ]En.  Inasmuch as ei]j (e]n-j) is merely a later variation of e]n3  
it will be treated after e]n. There is an older form e]ni< (locative case),  
gill, and in Homer ei]ni< or ei]n for metrical reasons. But some of the  
dialects (Arcadian, Cretan) wrote iv like the Latin in. But compare  
Latin en-do, Umbrian en, (Latin inter), German in (ein), English  
in (en–). 
 1. Old Use of e]n with Accusative or Locative. Originally e]n was 
used with either locative or accusative, not to say genitive in a  
case like ei]n Ai@dao which Brugmann4 does not consider mere ellipsis.  
He cites also e]mpodw<n as being really e]n podw?n. But there is no man- 
ner of doubt as to the accusative and the locative. The inscrip- 
tions of many of the dialects show abundant illustrations of e]n 
 
 1 Thumb, Handb., p. 104. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 374. 3 K.-G., I, p. 468. 
 4 Griech. Gr., p. 439. Cf. Brug., Furze vergl. Gr., II, p. 465. 
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with the accusative such as the Thessalian, Boeotian, Northwest 
Greek, Arcadian, etc.1  Cf. e]n ta<gma, e]n o[pli<taj, etc.2  So i]n ta> e@rga,3 
etc. Indeed in Cypriote Greek e]n usually has the accusative.4  In  
North Arcadian e]n alone appears (not e]n-j, ei]j) and with either  
locative or accusative like Latin in.5 Besides in Homer we have 
e]n-w?pa, not to mention the common compound verbs like e]m-ba<llw,  
e]m-bai<nw, where one might look for ei]j. Cf. e]mba<nti ei]j ploi?on 
(Mt. 8:23), o[ e]mba<yaj e]n t&? trubli<& (Mt. 26:23). This so-called 
pregnant use of e]n seems very natural after all. It is only in com- 
position that the old usage is preserved in the N. T. or a case like  
e]n t&? trubli<& above after a verb of motion where ei]j might at first  
seem more natural. Cf. Lu. 9:46; 1 Cor. 11:18; Ro. 1:25. In  
Ro. 1:24 e]n occurs with pare<dwken, but ei]j in verse 26. Indeed 
(Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 130) we find e]n with di<dwmi, i!sthmi and 
ti<qhmi.  Remnants of this early usage survive in the N. T., as  
dido<nti e]n t ?̂ kardi<% (2 Cor. 8:16), de<dwken e]n t ?̂ xeiri< (Jo. 3:35),  
a]pe<qeto e]n fulak ?̂ (Mt. 14:3).  Cf. the spurious verse Jo. 5:4 
kate<bainen e]n t ?̂ kolumbh<qr%; Par. P. 10, 2 (iii/A.D.) a]nakexw<rhken 
e]n  ]Alecandre<%; Epict. (I, 11, 32) a]ne<rx^ e]n  [Rw<m^; Tob. 5:5 poreu- 
qh?nai e]n  [Ra<goij. Cf. Blass-Debrunner, p. 131. The LXX shows 
similar examples. Cf. Conybeare and Stock, p. 83. But it was  
only by degrees that e]n came to be associated exclusively with  
the locative case and ei]j with the accusative as a result of the  
triumph of the Ionic-Attic Greek.6  In Homer indeed e]n appears  
as an adverb.7  In origin therefore we are not to associate e]n  
primarily with the locative any more than in Latin, though ulti- 
mately that came to be true. Other examples of e]n in composi- 
tion in the N. T. with verbs of motion are e]mbateu<w (Col. 2:18), 
e]mbiba<zw (Ac. 27:6), e]mpi<ptw (Lu. 10:36 followed by ei]j).  The 
word therefore evidently expresses the idea of 'within,' whether  
of rest or of motion depending on the context. Compare verna- 
cular English, "Come in the house." Note in Ac. 26:20 that e]n  
is not repeated with  ]Ierosolu<moij. 
 2.  ]En Older than ei]j.  It seems certain that originally e]n stood  
alone without its, whereas in the modern Greek vernacular e]n 
 
 1 Ib., p. 438.   2 Meister, Die griech. Dial., Bd. I, p. 284. 
 3 Solmsen, Inscr. Graecae, p. 4. 
 4 Meister, Gr. Dial., Bd. II, p. 283 f. 
 5 Hoffmann, Gr. Dial., Bd. II, p. 591. Boeotian also knows only e]n with  
either loc. or ace. Cf. Claflin, Synt. of Boeotian Dial. Inscr., p. 56 f. Pindar  
shows e]n, with acc. 
 6 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 438. 7 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 147. 
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has entirely disappeared before ei]j which uses only the accusa- 
tive.1  There is once more unity, but not exactly on the same terms.  
In the Greek N. T. this process of absorption is going steadily on  
as in the koinh< generally. There is rarely much doubt as to the  
significance of e]n, whereas ei]j has already begun to resume its old  
identity with e]n, if indeed in the vernacular it ever gave, it up.2 
We may compare e]n t&? a]gr& in Mt. 24:18 with ei]j to>n a]gro<n in  
Mk. 13:16. Cf. e]pe<sxen xro<non ei]j th>n   ]Asi<an (Ac. 19:22), thre?sqai 
ei]j Kaisari<an (25:4), ei]j oi#ko<n e]stin (some MSS. in Mk. 2:1). Cf. 
Jo. 1:18. 
 In the N. T. e]n is so frequent (2698 instances) that it is still  
the most common preposition. Indeed Moulton3 thinks that its  
ultimate. disappearance is due to the fact that it had become too  
vague as "a maid of all work." 
 3. Place. The simplest use is with expressions of place, like e]n  
t ?̂ a]gor%? (Mt. 20:3), e]n deci%? (Heb. 1:3),  e]n t&? qro<n& (Rev. 3:21), 
e]n t&? ploi<& (Mt. 4:21), e]n t ?̂ po<lei (Lu. 7:37), e]n t&?  ]Iorda<n^ potam&?  
(Mt. 3:6), e]n u!dati (3:11), e]n t^? a]me<l& (Jo. 15:4).  Cf. also  
e]ch?lqen o[ lo<goj e]n t^?  ]Ioudai<% (Lu. 7:17) and e]n t&? gazofulaki<& (Jo. 
8:20).  For the "pregnant" construction of e]n after verbs of  
motion cf. chapter XI, x, (i). Cf. examples given under 1. In  
these and like examples e]n indeed adds little to the idea of the  
locative case which it is used to explain. See also e]n toi?j (Lu. 2:  
49) in the sense of 'at the house of ' (cf. ei]j ta> i@dia, Jo. 19:27) for  
which Moulton4 finds abundant illustration in the papyri. Cf. e]n 
toi?j  ]Apollwni<ou, R.L. 38 2 (iii/B.C.). The preposition in itself  
merely states that the location is within theounds marked 
by the word with which it occurs. It does not mean 'near,' but  
'in,' that is 'inside.'  The translation of the resultant idea may  
be indeed in, on, at, according to the context, but the preposition  
itself retains its own idea. There is nothing strange about the  
metaphorical use of e]n in expressions like e]n basa<noij (Lu. 16:23),  
e]n t&? qna<t& (1 Jo. 3:14), e]n do<c^ (Ph. 4:19), e]n musthri<& (1 Cor. 
2:7), etc. 
 4. Expressions of Time.  ]En may appear rather oftener than  
the mere locative. Cf. e]n t&? e]sxa<t^ h[me<r% in Jo. 6:44, but t ?̂ 
e]sxa<t^ h[me<r% in 6:54, while in 6:40 the MSS. vary. By e]n trisi>n 
h[me<raij (Jo. 2:19) it is clear that Jesus meant the resurrection 
 
 1 V. and D., Mod. Gk., p. 109 f.  2 Sirncox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 142. 
 3 Prol., p. 103. In the Ptol., papyri, Rossberg (Prap., p. 8) finds 2245  
examples of. iv and it is the most common preposition. 
 4 Prol., p. 103. On the retreat of e]n before ei]j see Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 380. 
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will take place within the period of three days. Cf. t^? tri<t^ h[me<r%  
(never with e]n in the N. T.) in Mt. 16:21.1  More common ex- 
pressions are e]n sabba<t& (Mt. 12:2), e]n t^? h[me<r% (Jo. 11:9), e]n 
t ?̂ nukti< (11:10), e]n t&? deute<r& (Ac. 7:13), e]n t&? kaqech?j (Lu. 8:1),  
e]n t&? metacu< (Jo. 4:31), e]n tai?j h[me<raij e]kei<naij (Mt. 3:1), e]n t^? 
parousi<%, (1 Th. 2:19), e]n t^? a]nasta<sei (Mk. 12:23), e]n h[me<r% kri<sewj 
(Mt. 10:15), e]n t^? e]sxa<t^ sa<lpiggi (1 Cor. 15:52), etc.  Cf. Lu. 
1:7.  Another temporal use of e]n is e]n &$ in the sense of 'while'  
(Mk. 2:19).  Cf. also e]n oi$j in Lu. 12:1. The frequent use, espe- 
cially in Luke (cf. e]n t&? u[postre<gein, 8:40), of e]n t&? with the infin- 
itive calls for a word. Examples of this idiom occur in the ancient  
Greek (16 in Xenophon, 6 in Thucydides, 26 in Plato)2 and the 
papyri show it occasionally.3 Cf. e]n t&? logi<zesqai Par. P. 63 
(ii/B.C.).  But in the LXX it is a constant translation of B; and  
is much more abundant in the N. T. as a result of the LXX  
profusion. 
 5. 'Among.'  With plural nouns e]n may have the resultant  
idea of 'among,' though, of course, in itself it is still ‘in,’ ‘within.’ 
Thus we note e]n gennhtoi?j gunaikw?n (Mt. 11:11), e@stin e]n h[mi?n (Ac. 
2:29), h#n e]n au]toi?j (4:34), e]n u[mi?n (1 Pet. 5:1), e]n toi?j h[gemo<sin 
 ]Iou<da (Mt. 2:6).  This is a common idiom in the ancient Greek.  
Not very different from this idea (cf. Latin apud) is the use e]n 
o]fqalmoi?j h[mw?n (Mt. 21:42), like Latin coram. One may note also  
e]n u[mi?n in 1 Cor. 6:2.  Cf. e]n toi?j e@qnesin, (Gal. 1:16).  See also 2  
Cor. 4:3; 8:1. 
 6. 'In the Case of,' ‘in the Person of’ or simply 'in.'  A fre- 
quent use is where a single case is selected as a specimen or  
striking illustration. Here the resultant notion is 'in the case  
of,' which does not differ greatly from the metaphorical use of  
with soul, mind, etc. Cf. Lu. 24:38. Thus with a]pokalu<ptw note 
e]n e]moi< (Gal. 1:16), ei]dw>j e]n e[aut&? (Jo. 6:61), ge<nhtai e]n e]moi< (1 Cor.  
9:15), e]n t&? chr&? ti< ge<nhtai (Lu. 23:31), e]n h[mi?n ma<qhte (1 Cor. 4:  
6), e]n t ?̂ kla<sei (Lu. 24:35).  One may note also e]n t&?  ]Ada>m pa<ntej 
a]poqnh<skousin (1 Cor. 15:22), e]n t&?  ]Ihsou? katagge<llein (Ac. 4:2), 
h[giasme<nh e]n pneu<mati a[gi<& (Ro. 15:16), h[gi<astai e]n t ?̂ gunaiki< (1 
Cor. 7:14), etc. Paul's frequent mystical use of e]n kuri<& (1 Cor. 
9:1), e]n Xrist&? (Ro. 6:11, 23, etc.) may be compared with Jesus'  
own words, mei<nate e]n e]moi<, ka]gw> e]n u[mi?n (Jo. 15:4).  Cf. also e]n t&?  
 
 1 See especially Field's valuable note on this verse showing how impossible  
it is for the resurrection to have occurred on the fourth day. Cf. also Abbott,  
Joh. Gr., p. 255 f. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 215. 3 Ib., p. 14. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 379. 
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qe&? in Col. 3:3.  The LXX usage is not quite on a par with this  
profound meaning in the mouth of Jesus and Paul, even if "ex- 
tremely indefinite" to the non-Christian.1  But Moulton2 agrees  
with Sanday and Headlam (Ro. 6:11) that the mystic indwelling  
is Christ's own idea adopted by Paul. The classic discussion of  
the matter is, of course, Deissmann's Die Neutestamentliche For- 
mel "in Christo Jesu" (1892), in which by careful study of the  
LXX and the N. T. he shows the depth and originality of Paul's  
idea in the use of e]n Xrist&?.  Moulton3 doubts if even here the  
N.T. writers make an innovation, but the fulness of the Christ- 
ian content would amply justify them if they did have to do so.  
See e]n au]t&? e]kti<sqh ta> pa<nta (Col. 1:16). As further examples cf.  
Ro. 9:1; 14:14; Ph. 3:9; Eph. 4:21. 
 7. As a Dative?  One may hesitate to say dogmatically that in  
1 Cor. 14:11, o[ lalw?n e]n e]moi> ba<rbaroj, we have e]n used merely as  
the dative (cf. ei]j in modern Greek). But t&? lalou?nti ba<baroj in  
the same verse looks that way,4 and Moulton5 cites toi?j e]n qe&? 
patri> h]gaphme<noij (Ju. 1) and reminds us of the common ground  
between the locative and dative in Sanskrit where the locative  
appears with verbs of speaking. Cf. also e]n e]moi< in Ph. 1:26.  
Note also e]n e]moi> ku<rie in late LXX books (Thackeray, Gr., p. 14).  
One may compare e]poi<hsan e]n au]t&? (Mt. 17:12). There seems  
no doubt that o[mologe<w e]n (Mt. 10:32= Lu. 12:8) is due6 to  
literal translation of the Aramaic. The use of e]n with o]mnu<nai  
(Mt. 5:34) is similar to the Hebrew B;. 
 8. Accompanying Circumstance.  It is needless to multiply un- 
duly the various uses of e]n, which are "innumerable" in the LXX 7  
where its chief extension is due to the imitation of the Hebrew B;.8  
But by no means all these uses are Hebraic. Thus e]n for the idea  
of accompanying circumstance is classical enough (cf. e]n o!ploij 
ei#nai, Xen. Anab. 5. 9, like English "The people are up in arms"),  
though the LXX abounds with it. It occurs also in the papyri.  
Cf. Tb.P. 41 (119 B.C.).  Here e]n draws close to meta< and su<n in 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 131. Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 144, con- 
siders this an "extra-grammatical" point. 
 2 Prol., p. 103. With this cf. poie<w e]n (Mt. 17:12; Lu. 23:31), an idiom  
paralleled in the LXX. Cf. e]cele<cato e]n e]moi< (1 Chron. 28:4), ]̂re<tika e]n au]t&?   
(1 Chron. 28:6). 
 3 Prol., p. 103.    5 Prol., p. 103. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 131.  6 lb., p. 104. 
 7 C. and S., Sel., etc., p. 82. Cf. Thack., Gr., p. 47, for the frequent use  
of iv of accompanying circumstance in the LXX. 
 8  Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 130. 
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usage.  Note, for instance, e]n de<ka xilia<sin u[panth?sai (Lu. 14:31), 
h#lqen e]n a[gi<aij muria<sin au]tou?  (Ju. 14), e]n pa?sin a]nalabo<ntej (Eph. 
6:16), e]n stolai?j peripatei?n (Mk. 12:38), e@rxontai e]n e]ndu<masin 
proba<twn (Mt. 7:15), e]n leukoi?j kaqezome<nouj (Jo. 20:12), meteka- 
le<sato—e]n yuxai?j (Ac. 7:14), ei]se<rxetai e]n ai!mati (Heb. 9:25), e]n 
t&? u!dati kai> e]n t&? ai!mati (1 Jo. 5:6), e]n r[a<bd& e@lqw (1 Cor. 4:21), 
e]n plhrw<mati (Ro. 15:29), e]n keleu<smati (1 Th. 4:16), peribalei?tai 
e]n i[mati<oij (Rev. 3:5; cf. Mt. 11:8). Note also e]n musthri<& lalou?men 
(1 Cor. 2:7) where 'in the form of ' is the idea. These examples  
show the freedom of the preposition in this direction. Somewhat 
more complicated is a passage like a@nqrwpoj e]n pneu<mati a]kaqa<rt& 
(Mk. 1:23), which Blass1 properly compares with pneu?ma a]ka<qarton 
e@xei. (Mk. 3:30), and the double use in Ro. 8:9, u[mei?j de> ou]k e]ste>  
e]n sarki> a]lla> e]n pneu<mati, ei@per pneu?ma qeou? oi]kei? e]n u[mi?n (followed 
by pneu?ma Xristou? ou]k e@xei.  The notion of manner is closely al- 
lied to this idiom as we see it in e]n dikaiosu<n^ (Ac. 17:31), e]n parrh- 
si<% (Col. 2:15), e]n ta<xei (Lu. 18:8, cf. taxu< and taxe<wj).  Cf. Mt. 
6:18 and Jo. 18:20. 
 9. 'Amounting to,' ‘Occasion,’ ‘Sphere.’  Moulton2 considers 
Mk. 4 : 8, e@feren ei]j tria<konta kai> e]n e[ch<konta kai> e]n e[kato<n (note sim- 
ilarity here between ei]j and e]n), as showing that e]n sometimes is 
used in the sense of 'amounting to.'  Cf. also Ac. 7:14 (LXX). 
The idiom is present in the papyri. Moulton cites proi?ka e]n drax- 
mai?j e]nnakosi<aij, B.U. 970 (ii/A.D.), th>n prw<thn do<sin e]n draxmai?j tes- 
sara<konta, O.P. 724 (ii/B.C.).  He (Prol., p. 76) quotes Hb. P. 42 
(iii/B.C.),  dw<somen e]n o]feilh<mati, as "predicative" use of e]n.  He 
compares Eph. 2:15, e]n do<gmasin, ‘consisting in decrees.’  Certain 
it is that in Rev. 5:9 h]go<rasaj e]n t&? ai!mati< sou we have price3 indi- 
cated by e]n.  Cf. Ro. 3:25; Ac. 20:28.  In a few examples e]n gives 
the occasion, as e@fugen e]n t&? lo<g& tou<t& (Ac. 7:29), e]n t ?̂ polulogi<% 
au]tw?n ei]sakousqh<sontai (Mt. 6:7), e]n tou<t& (Jo. 16:30).  Note also 
latreu<w e]n t&? pneu<mati< mou e]n t&? eu]aggeli<& (Ro. 1:9) where the 
second e]n suggests 'in the sphere of.' Cf. e]n me<tr& (Eph. 4:16), 
e]n tou<toij i@sqi (1 Tim. 4:15), e]n no<m& h!marton (Ro. 2:12).  In simple 
truth the only way to know the resultant meaning of e]n is to note 
carefully the context. It is so simple in idea that it appears in 
every variety of connection. 
 10. Instrumental Use of e]n.  See previous discussion under 
Cases. Blass4 considers it due to Hebrew influence as does Jan- 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 131.  2 Prol., p. 103.  
 3 Rare and possibly Hebraistic. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 380.  
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 130. 
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naris.1  The ancient Greek writers did use e]n with certain verbs,  
as the N. T. kai<w e]n puri< (Rev. 17:16, some MSS.), a]pokalu<ptw e]n 
puri< (1 Cor. 3:13), a[li<zw e]n ti<ni (Mt. 5:13), metre<w e]n &$ me<tr& (Mt.  
7:2).2  The construction in itself is as old as Homer.3  Cf. e]n  
o]fqalmoi?j Fide<sqai (Il. i. 587), e]n puri> kai<ein (Il. xxiv. 38). It is ab- 
normally frequent in the LXX under the influence of the Hebrew 
B;,4 but it is not so common in the N. T. Besides, the papyri  
show undoubted examples of it.5  Moulton finds Ptolemaic ex- 
amples of e]n maxai<r^, Tb.P. 16 al.; dialuo<menai e]n t&? lim&? Par. P.  
28 (ii/B.C.), while 22 has t&? lim&? dialuqh?nai and note tou>j e]nesxh- 
me<nouj e@n tisin a]gnoh<masin, Par. P. 63 (ii/B.C.).  We can only say, 
therefore, that the LXX accelerated the vernacular idiom in this  
matter. The Aramaic probably helped it on also. The blending  
of the instrumental with the locative in form facilitated this  
usage beyond a doubt,6 and the tendency to use prepositions  
abundantly helped also.7  But even so one must observe that all  
the N. T. examples of e]n can be explained from the point of view  
of the locative. The possibility of this point of view is the reason  
why e]n was so used in the beginning. I pass by examples like  
bapti<zw e]n u!dati, bapti<sei e]n pneu<mati a[gi<& kai> puri< (Mt. 3:11) as 
probably not being instances of the instrumental usage at all.  
But there are real instances enough. Take Lu. 22:49 ei] pa- 
ta<comen e]n maxai<r^;  Here the smiting can be regarded as lo- 
cated in the sword. To be sure, in English, we translate the  
resultant idea by 'with,' but e]n in itself does not mean 'with.'  
That resultant idea can only come in the proper context. So e]n 
t&? Beezebou>l a@rxonti tw?n diamoni<wn e]kba<llei (Mt. 12:24). Here the 
casting out is located in the prince of demons. Cf. kri<nw e]n a]ndri<  
(Ac. 17:31), e]n braxi<oni (Lu. 1:51), e]n do<l& (Mk. 14:1), e]n fo<n&   
maxai<rhj (Heb. 11:37).  The Apocalypse has several examples, like 
polemh<sw e]n t&? r[omfai<% (2:16), a]poktei?nai e]n r[omfai<% kai> e]n lim&? kai> 
e]n qana<t& (6:8), e]n maxai<r^ a]poktenei? (13:10).  In Rev. 14:15,  
kra<zwn e]n fwn^?, we do not necessarily have to explain it in this 
manner. Cf. Ro. 2:16; 2:28; 1 Jo. 2:3; Jas. 3:9. On the  
whole there is little that is out of harmony with the vernacular  
koinh< in the N. T. use of e]n, though Abbott8 thinks that the ex- 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 379. But see Deiss., B. S., p. 119 f. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 388. 
 3 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 144. 
 4 C. and S., p. 82; Thack., p. 47. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., pp. 12, 61, 104, 234 f.   7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 379.  
 6  Ib., p. 61.     8 Joh. Gr., p. 256. 
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amples of Deissmann and Moulton do not exactly parallel the 
mental use. For repetition of e]n see 2 Cor. 6:4 ff. 
 (f) Ei]j.  There is nothing to add to the etymology of ei]j as com- 
pare that of e]n save that ei]j is known to be really as we  
find it in the inscriptions of Argos, Crete, etc. So e]nj  ]Aqanai<an.1  
This j seems to have been added to e]n by analogy to e[c.2  Usually  
with the disappearance of n the form was ei]j, but Thucydides, like  
the Ionic and Doric writers and the poets, preferred is which was  
current in the inscriptions before 334 B.C.3 So is appears in a Phry- 
gian Christian inscription.4  But the AEolic ei]j gradually drove out  
all the other forms.5 Originally, therefore, e]n alone existed with  
either locative or accusative, and ei]j appears nowhere else save in  
the Greek. The classic use of ei]j  Ai!dou (some MSS. in Ac. 2:27,  
31 and reading in Is. 14:15) is the true genitive, according to  
Brugmann (Griech Gr., p. 439), 'in the sphere of Hades.' 
 1. Original Static Use.  In Homer ei]s-kei?sqai means merely to  
lie within.  But, though ei]j really means the same thing as e]n, it  
was early used only with the accusative, and gradually special- 
ized thus one of the usages of e]n.  The locative with e]n, however,  
continued to be used sometimes in the same sense as the accusa- 
tive with ei]j. The accusative indeed normally suggests motion  
(extension), and that did come to be the common usage of ei]j plus  
the accusative. The resultant idea would often be 'into,' but  
this was by no means always true.  Ei]j is not used much in  
composition in the N. T. and always where motion is involved  
save in the case of eis-akou<w where there seems little difference  
between ei]j and e]n (cf. 1 Cor. 14:21; Mt. 6:7). In itself ei]j  
expresses the same dimension relation as e]n, viz. in.6  It does  
not of itself mean into, unto, or to.  That is the resultant idea  
of the accusative case with verbs of motion. It is true that in  
the later Greek this static use of ei]j with the idea of rest (in) is  
far more common than in the earlier Greek. This was naturally  
so, since in the vernacular ei]j finally drove e]n out entirely and did  
duty for both, just as originally e]n did. The only difference is  
that ei]j used the one case (accusative), whereas e]n used either ac- 
 
 1 Solmsen, Inscr. Graecae, p. 46. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 438. He treats e]n, and ei]j together. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 376. 
 4 Ramsay, Cities and Bishoprics of Phrygia, II, p. 525. Cf. also Psichari,  
Etudes de Philol., 1892, p. v. 
 5 Cf. H. W. Smyth, p. 80, Transactions of Am. Philol. Assoc. for 1887.  
J. Fraser (Cl. Quarterly, 1908, p. 270) shows that in Cretan we have e]nj o]rqo<n  
(before vowel), but e]j to<n (before consonant).  6 K.-G., I, p. 468. 
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cusative or locative. But1 then the accusative was once the only  
case and must be allowed large liberty. And even, in the classic  
writers there are not wanting examples. These are usually ex- 
plained2 as instances of "pregnant" construction, but it is possible  
to think of them as survivals of the etymological idea of ei]j (e]n-j)  
with only the general notion of the accusative case. Certainly  
the vernacular laid less stress on the distinction between ei]j and  
e]n than the literary language did. Though ei]j falls behind e]n in the  
N. T. in the proportion of 2 to 3, still, as in the papyri3 and the  
inscriptions and the LXX,4 a number of examples of static ei]j oc- 
cur. Some of these were referred to under e]n, where the "pregnant"  
use of e]n for ei]j occurs.  Hatzidakis gives abundant examples of 
e]n  as ei]j and ei]j as e]n.  Cf. ei]j  ]Aleca<ndreia<n e]sti, B.U. ii. 385; ei]j tu<nbon 
kei?mai, Kaibel Epigr. 134; kinduneu<santoj ei]j qa<lassan, B.U. 423 (ii/  
A.D.). Deissmann (Light, p. 169) notes Paul's kindu<noij e]n qala<ss^ 
and that the Roman soldier in the last example writes "more vul- 
garly than St. Paul." In these examples it is not necessary nor  
pertinent to bring in the idea of 'into.' Blass5 comments on the  
fact that Matthew (but see below) has no such examples and John  
but few, while Luke has most of them. I cannot, however, follow  
Blass in citing Mk. 1:9 e]bapti<sqh ei]j to>n  ]Iorda<nhn as an example.  
The idea of motion in baptizw suits ei]j as well as e]n in Mk. 1:5. 
Cf. ni<yai ei]j (Jo. 9:7).   But in Mt. 28:19, bapti<zontej ei]j to>  
o@noma, and Ro. 6:3 f., ei]j Xristo<n and ei]j to>n qa<naton, the notion  
of sphere is the true one. The same thing may be true of bap- 
tisqh<tw ei]j a@fesin tw?n a[martiw?n (Ac. 2:38), where only the context 
and the tenor of N. T. teaching can determine whether 'into,'  
‘unto’ or merely 'in' or ‘on’ (‘upon’) is the right translation, a  
task for the interpreter, not for the grammarian. One does not  
need here to appeal to the Hebrew MweB; lbaFA as Tholuck does  
(Beitrage zur Spracherkleirung des N. T., p. 47 f.). Indeed the  
use of o@noma for person is common in the papyri (Deissmann, Bible  
Studies, p. 196 f.). Deissmann gives examples of its ei]j o@noma, e]p ]  
o]no<matoj, and the mere locative o]no<mati, from the papyri.  The  
static use of ei]j is seen in its distributive use like e]n in Mk. 4:8, ei]j 
tria<konta kai> e]n e[ch<konta kai> e]n e[kato<n.  But there are undoubted 
examples where only ‘in,’ ’on’ or ‘at’ can be the idea. Thus 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 376. 
 2 Ib., p. 377. Cf. Mullach, Gr. d. griech. Vulgarsp., p. 380. Blass, Gr. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 123, calls it a "provincialism." Cf. further Hatz., Einl., p. 210 f.; 
Moulton, Prol., p. 234 f.    3 Moulton, Prol., p. 62 f. 
 4 C. and S., Sel., p. 81.   5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 122. 
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khru<sswn ei]j ta>j sunagwga<j (Mk. 1:39) where there is some excuse  
for the "pregnant" explanation because of h#lqen.  So e]lqw>n kat&<kh- 
sen ei]j po<lin (Mt. 2:23; 4:13), but note only par&<khsen ei]j gh?n   
(Heb. 11:9) and eu[re<qh ei]j   @Azwton (Ac. 8:40). Cf. kaqhme<nou ei]j 
to> o@roj (Mk. 13:3), o[ ei]j to>n a]gro<n (Mk. 13:16), toi?j ei]j to>n oi#kon  
(Lu. 9:61), ei]j th>n koi<thn ei]si<n (Lu. 11:7), e]gkatalei<yeij ei]j %!dhn (Ac.  
2:27; cf. verse 31), toi?j ei]j makra<n (2:39), ei]j xolh<n –o@nta (Ac.  
8:23), e]pe<sxen xro<non ei]j th>n  ]Asi<an (Ac. 19:22), a]poqanei?n ei]j 
 ]Ierousalh<m, (Ac. 21:13), ei]j  [Rw<mhn marturh?sai (Ac. 23:11), threi?sqai 
ei]j Kaisari<an (Ac. 25:4), o[ w}n ei]j to>n ko<lpon (Jo. 1:18), oi[ trei?j ei]j 
to> e!n ei]sin (1 Jo. 5:8), ei]j h@n sth?te (1 Pet. 5:12). Nor is this quite 
all. In some MSS. in Mk. 2:1 we have ei]j oi#ko<n e]stin (xBDL 
e]n oi@kw).  In Ac. 2:5 the MSS. vary between ei]j and e]n as in Mk.  
10:10.  Another instance is found in Eph. 3:16, krataiwqh?nai ei]j  
to>n e@sw a@nqrwpon.  Cf. Jo. 20:7; Mk. 13:9.  But in e@sth ei]j to>  
me<son (Jo. 20:19, 26) we have motion, though e@sth ei]j to>n ai]gialo<n 
(Jo. 21:4) is an example of rest. Jo. 17:23 is normal. In Mt. 
10:41 f., ei]j o@noma profh<tou (maqhtou?, dikai<ou) one can see little dif- 
ference between ei]j and e]n.  Certainly this is true of Mt. 12:41, 
meteno<hsan ei]j kh<rugma  ]Iwna?, where it is absurd to take ei]j as 'into' or  
‘unto’ or even ‘to.’  See also sunhgme<noi ei]j to> e]mo>n o@noma (Mt.18:20). 
 2. With Verbs of Motion. But the usual idiom with ei]j was 
undoubtedly with verbs of motion when the motion and the  
accusative case combined with ei]j (‘in’) to give the resultant  
meaning of ‘into,’ ‘unto,’ ‘among,’ to,’ ‘towards’ or ‘on,’  
‘upon,’ according to the context. This is so common as to call  
for little illustration. As with e]n so with ei]j, the noun itself gives  
the boundary or limit. So ei]j th>n oi]ki<an (Mt. 2:11), as ei]j to> o@roj 
(5:1), ei]j to> praitw<rion (27:27), ei]j qa<lassan (17:27), ei]j to>n ou]rano<n 
(Rev. 10:5), ei]j e@qnh (Ac. 22:21), ei]j peirasmo<n (Mt. 6:13), ei]j to>  
mnhmei?on (Jo. 11:38), ei]j th>n o[do<n (Mk. 11:8), ei]j tou>j maqhta<j (Lu.  
6:20), ei]j tou>j l^sta<j (Lu. 10:36), ei]j kli<nhn (Rev. 2:22), ei]j 
ta> decia< (Jo. 21:6), ei]j th>n kefalh<n (Mt. 27:30), ei]j ta>j a]gka<laj 
(Lu. 2:28), ei]j o!lon to>n ko<smon (Mk. 14:9), ei]j u[ma?j(1 Th. 2:9). 
These examples fairly illustrate the variety in the use of ei]j with  
verbs of motion. For idea of ‘among’ see Jo. 21:23.  It will  
be seen at once, if one consults the context in these passages, that  
the preposition does not of itself mean 'into' even with verbs of  
motion. That is indeed one of the resultant meanings among  
many others. The metaphorical uses do not differ in princi- 
ple, such as ei]j qli<yin (Mt. 24:9), suna<gein ei]j e!n, (Jo. 11:52), ei]j 
th>n zwh<n (Mt. 18:8), ei]j kri<sin  (Jo. 5:24), ei]j u[pakoh<n (2 Cor.  
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10:5), ei]j xei?raj (Mt. 17:22), etc. For many interesting exam-  
ples of e]n and ei]j see Theimer, Die Prapositionen ei]j, e]n, e]k im N. T.,  
Beitreige zur Kenntnis des Sprachgebrauches im N. T 1896. 
 3. With Expressions of Time. Here ei]j marks either the limit  
or accents the duration expressed by the accusative. Thus in  
2 Tim. 1:12 we find fula<cai ei]j e]kei<nhn th>n h[me<ran where 'until'  
suits as a translation (cf. 'against'). Cf. Ph. 1:10, ei]j h[me<ran 
Xristou?.  Not quite so sharp a limit is ei]j to> au@rion (Mt. 6:34).  
Cf. 1 Pet. 1:11.  There is little that is added by the preposition  
to the accusative in such examples as as ei]j to> me<llon (Lu. 13:9),  
ei]j to>n ai]w?na (Mt. 21:19), ei]j genea>j kai> genea<j (Lu. 1:50), ei]j to> 
dihneke<j (Heb. 7:3), etc. Cf. Lu. 12:19. But a more definite  
period is set in cases like ei]j to>n kairo<n (Lu. 1:20), ei]j to> metacu> 
sa<bbaton (Ac. 13:42). 
 4. Like a Dative. It is not strange to see ei]j used where  
disposition or attitude of mind is set forth. Indeed already ei]j  
and the accusative occur where the dative alone would be suffi- 
cient. This is especially true in the LXX, but the papyri show  
examples also. Cf. oi[ ei]j Xristo<n (Mart. Pauli, II). Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 246) cites Tb. P. 16, ou] lh<gontej th?i [ei]j] au]tou>j au]qadi<%, "where as 
actually stands for the possessive genitive." One must remember  
the complete disappearance of the dative in modern Greek1 ver- 
nacular. Note th?j logi<aj th?j ei]j tou>j a[gi<ouj (1 Cor. 16:1), ploutw?  
ei]j pa<ntaj (Ro. 10:12), pleona<zw ei]j (Ph. 4:17), e]lehmosu<naj poih<swn 
ei]j to> e@qnoj (Ac. 24:17), leitourgo>n ei]j ta> e@qnh (Ro. 15:16), a]poble<pw 
ei]j (Heb. 11:26), le<gei ei]j (Ac. 2:25), o]mnu<w ei]j (Mt. 5:34 f.), to> 
au]to> ei]j a]llh<louj (Ro. 12:16), pisteu<ein ei]j (Mt. 18:6), xrhsto>j ei]j 
(Eph. 4:32), a]ga<phn ei]j (Ro. 5:8), etc. If one entertains hostile  
feelings the resultant idea with ei]j will be ‘against,’ though the  
word does not of itself mean that.  So in Lu. 12:10 ei]j to>n ui[o>n tou? 
a]nqrw<pou (cf. kata< in Mt. 12:32) and ei]j to> a!gion pneu?ma blasfh- 
mh<santi, bla<sfhma ei]j (Ac. 6:11), e]piboulh> ei]j (Ac. 23:30), a[marta<nein 
ei]j (Lu. 15:18), etc.  As a matter of fact all that ei]j really accent- 
uates here is the accusative case (with reference to) which happens  
to be in a hostile atmosphere. But that is not true of such ex- 
amples as h]qe<thsan ei]j e[autou<j (Lu. 7:30), ei]j th>n e]paggeli<an tou?  
qeou? (Ro. 4:20), etc.  For o@yontai ei]j in Jo. 19:37 see Abbott,  
Johannine Grammar, p. 245. In the modern Greek ei]j has dis- 
placed the dative in the vernacular. 
 5. Aim or Purpose. Sometimes indeed ei]j appears in an at- 
mosphere where aim or purpose is manifestly the resultant idea. 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 63; C. and S., p. 82; W.-Th., p. 396 f. 
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Thus we may note e]lqw>n ei]j th>n Tr&a<da ei]j to> eu]agge<lion (2 Cor. 
2:12).  Here the second ei]j suggests the purpose of his coming. 
Cf. also tou?to poiei?te ei]j th>n e]mh>n a]na<mnhsin (1 Cor. 11:24), where 
ei]j does not mean 'for,' though that is clearly the resultant idea. 
So with ei]j martu<rion au]toi?j (Mt. 8:4).  Take Ro. 11:36, for in- 
stance, where ei]j au]to<n is set over against e]c au]tou?.  Cf. again ei]j 
do<can qeou? in Ph. 1:11, ei]j fo<bon in Ro. 8:15, ei]j e@ndeicin in Ro. 
3:25,  ei]j zwn>n ai]w<nion in Jo. 6:27.  One may not doubt also that  
this is the idea in Mt. 26:28, to> peri> pollw?n e]kxunno<menon ei]j a@fesin 
a[martiw?n.  But it by no means follows that the same idea is ex- 
pressed by ei]j a@fesin in Mk. 1:4 and Ac. 2:38 (cf. Mt. 10:41),  
though that may in the abstract be true. It remains a matter  
for the interpreter to decide. One must not omit here also the  
frequent use of ei]j to> and the infinitive to express design. Cf. ei]j 
to> e]mpai?cai in Mt. 20:19, ei]j to> staurwqh?nai in 26:2. See chapter on  
Verbal Nouns for further discussion. Cf. also ei]j tou?to  (Mk. 1:38), 
ei]j au]to> tou?to (2 Cor. 5:5), a]gora<zw ei]j (Jo. 13:29), ei]j a]pa<nthsin 
(Mt. 25:6), ei]j u[pa<nthsin au]t&? (Jo. 12:13).1  Cf. cu<lwn ei]j e]laiw?na<j 
mou (Fay. P., 50 A.D.), ‘sticks for my olive-gardens' (Deissmann, 
Light, etc., p. 157), ei]j i!ppon e]noxlou<menon (P. Fl.-Pet., xxv, 226 
B.C.), 'for a sick horse' (Deissmann, B. S., p. 118). Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 112) cites &]kodo<mhsen—ei]j e[auto<n (83 N. Chr. Wadd.  
Inscr., 2614). 
 6. Predicative Use. But there remains one more use of ei]j which,  
though good koinh<, was greatly accelerated by the influence of the  
LXX.2  This is where ei]j occurs in the predicate with ei]mi< or  
gi<nomai, ktl.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 16 f.) quotes i!na mh> ei]j 
ywmi<on ge<nhtai, P. Fay. 119, 276 (100 A.D.); Heliod., AEthiop. VI, 
14, th>n ph<ran ei]j kaqe<dran poihsame<nh; and even the Attic author  
AEneas 114, gunai?kaj o[pli<santej w[j e]j a@ndraj.  Thus in Lu. 3:5,  
e@stai ta> skolia> ei]j eu]qei<aj (Is. 40:4). So e@sesqe< moi ei]j ui[ou>j kai> quga- 
te<raj (2 Cor. 6:18, LXX); e@sontai oi[ du<o ei]j sa<rka mi<an (Mt. 19:5; 
cf. Gen. 2:24); h[ lu<ph u[mw?n ei]j xara>n genh<setai (Jo. 16:20). Cf. 
Lu. 13:19.  As already remarked, this predicate use of ei]j ap- 
pears in the papyri3 and in the Apostolic Fathers,4 but not with 
 
 1 This can no longer be called a Hebraism, since the pap. have it. Moulton,  
Prol., p. 14. Cf. ei]j a]pa<nthsin, Tb. P. 43 (ii/B.C.). Rouffiac (Recherches, p. 28)  
finds ei#nai ei]j fulakh<n in inscr. of Priene 50, 39 (ii/B.C.).    2 C. and S., p. 81 f. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 71 f. Cf. K.P. 46 (ii/A.D.) e@sxon par ] u[mw?n da< (neion) 
spe<rmata, 'for a loan.' Cf. our "to wife." Moulton (Prol., p. 67) cites M.  
Aurelius, VI, 42. 
 4 C. and S., p. 81. Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 143, cites an ex. from  
Theogn. 
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the frequency that we find it in the LXX. Cf. pp. 481 f. Blass1 
credits e]ij in u!page ei]j ei]rh<nhn (Mk. 5:34) to the Hebrew through  
the LXX (cf. 1 Sam. 1:17).  Cf. also ei]j diataga>j a]gge<lwn (Ac. 
7:53) where ei]j is much like e]n. In general therefore, as with e]n  
so with ei]j we must hark back to first principles and work out to the  
resultant idea by means of the context and the history. 
 7. Compared with e]pi<, para< and pro<j. The growth in the use  
of ei]j is shown by its appearance where e]pi< or pro<j would be ex- 
pected in the older Greek. Cf. e@rxetai ei]j po<lin (Jo. 4:5), where  
the point is not 'into,' but ‘to.’  So 11:31, u[pa<gei ei]j to> mhnmei?on.  
In 11:38 D has e]pi<, not ei]j.  So in Mk. 3:7, a]nexw<rhsen pro>j th>n  
qa<lassan, DHP have ei]j. Cf. Mk. 2:13, x has ei]j for para< and 
in 7:31 xBD have ei]j, not pro<j. 
 (g)  ]Ek (e]c).  The etymology of this word is simple. Cf. Latin  
ex (e), Gallic ex, Old Irish ess, Cymric eh.  In the Greek the form  
varies thus e]k before vowels), e]g (assimilation), e] (Locrian, cf.  
Latin e), e]j or e]sj like Old Irish (Arcadian, Boeotian, Thessalian).  
The original form was e]c, then e]k like Latin ex, e. Cf. Brugmaim,  
Griech Gr., p. 147. 
 1. Meaning. The word means ‘out of,’ ‘from within,’ not  
like a]po< or para<.  It stands in contrast to e]n (e]n-j).2  In the modern  
Greek vernacular a]po< has displaced e]k except in the Epirot a]x or  
o]x.3  But in the N. T. e]k is still ahead of a]po<.  The indifference  
of the scribes4 as to which they used is shown in the MS. variations  
between e]k and a]po< as in Mt. 7:4; 17:9; Mk. 16:3.  The writings  
of John (Gospel, Epistles, Revelation) use e]k more frequently than  
any other N. T. books.5  In the late Greek (eighth century A.D.)  
we find the accusative with e]k, and this was the last usage to sur- 
vive.6  Brugmann7 indeed thinks that e]k may even rarely use the  
genuine genitive besides the ablative, but I doubt this. But it is  
certain that e]k used the locative in Arcadian, Cypriotic and Pam- 
phylian dialects after analogy of e]n (Buck, Greek Dialects, p. 101f).8 
 2. In Composition.  It is very common and sometimes with  
the "perfective" idea. So we note e]c-aporou<menoi contrasted with  
a]porou<menoi in 2 Cor. 4:8.9  Cf. also e]k-dapana<w (2 Cor. 12:15), 
 
 1Gr. of N. T. Gk.    2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 440.  
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 102. On p. 246 he cites Psichari as saying that e]k  
to<n is still "une forme vivante." 
 4 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 145. 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 381. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 126.  7 Griech. Gr., p. 440. 
 8 Delbruck, Die Grunell., p. 129; Meister, Griech. Dial., I, pp. 285, 307. 
 9 Moulton, Prol., P. 237. 
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e]k-dihge<omai (Ac. 13:41), e]k-qambe<w (Mk. 9:15), e]k-qauma<zw (Mk. 
12:17), e]k-kaqai<rw (2 Tim. 2:21), e]c-erauna<w (1 Pet. 1:10). The  
other uses in composition follow the root-idea of the word closely,  
meaning 'out of,' ‘away,’ etc., like e]ce<rxomai, e]kba<llw, etc.  ]Ek   
has a causative force in composition sometimes as in e]camarta<nw,  
‘cause to sin’ (LXX), and e]kfobei?n (2 Cor. 10:9). 
 3. Place. The preposition naturally is common with expres- 
sions of place. The strict idea of from within is common, as in 
fwnh> e]k tw?n ou]ranw?n (Mt. 3:17), e]k tou? o]fqalmou? (Lu. 6:42), e]k tw?n 
mnhmei<wn (Mt. 8:28), etc.  Often it appears in contrast with ei]j as 
in e]k th?j  ]Ioudai<aj ei]j th>n Galilai<an (Jo. 4:47), tou? e]k sko<touj u[ma?j  
kale<santoj ei]j to> fw?j (1 Pet. 2:9), where the metaphorical follows the  
literal usage. In Lu. 6:42 e]k tou? o]fqalmou? is set in opposition to  
e]n t&? o]fqalm&?.  In Ac. 8:38 f. we have both ei]j to> u!dwr and e]k tou?  
u!datoj.  So in Mk. 1:10 a]nabai<nwn e]k tou? u!datoj a previous presence  
e]n t&? u!dati is implied. In a case like katabaino<ntwn e]k tou? o@rouj (Mt. 
17:9; parallels in Mk. and Lu. 6. a]po< we are not to suppose that  
they had been in a cave, but merely up in the mountain (cf. Eng- 
lish idiom), the term "mountain" including more than the earth  
and rock. Cf. ei]j to> o@roj in Mt. 5:1. But in Mt. 8:1 we merely 
have a]po> tou? o@rouj.  Note likewise qri>c e]k th?j kefalh?j (Lu. 21:18),  
e]k tw?n xeirw?n (Ac. 12:7).  Thus we explain also krema<menon to> qhri<on 
e]k th?j xeiro>j au]tou?  (Ac. 28:4), e]k deciw?n (Mt. 20:21), e]c e]nanti<aj 
(Mk. 15:39), etc. It is not necessary to record all the verbs with  
which e]k occurs. In Lu. 5:3 e]di<dasken e]k tou? ploi<ou the teaching 
is represented as proceeding out of the boat (Jesus was in the  
boat). One may compare with this e]gei<retai e]k tou? dei<pnou (Jo. 13: 
4), a]nalu<s^ e]k tw?n ga<mwn (Lu. 12:36), a]poluli<ein to>n li<qon e]k th?j  
qu<raj (Mk. 16:3), diaswqe<nta e]k th?j qala<sshj (Ac. 28:4). 
 4. Time. With expressions of time e]k gives the point of de- 
parture, like e]k neo<thtoj (Mk. 10:20), e]c a]rxh?j (Jo. 6:64), e]c i[kanw?n 
xro<nwn (Lu. 23:8), e]k tou? ai]w?noj (Jo. 9:32), e]k pollw?n e]tw?n (Ac.  
24:10), e]k tou<tou (Jo. 6:66).  In cases where succession is involved  
the point of departure is really present. Thus with e]k deute<rou,  
(Jo. 9:24), e]k tri<tou (Mt. 26:44), h[me<ran e]c h[me<raj (2 Pet. 2:8).  
Other adverbial phrases have a similar origin as with e]k me<rouj 
(1 Cor. 12:27),  e]k me<trou (Jo. 3:34), e]c a]na<gkhj (2 Cor. 9:7),  
sumfw<nou (1 Cor. 7:5). Cf. e]k pa<lai. 
 5. Separation. The use of e]k for the idea of separation is merely  
the fuller expansion of the ablative. Thus with e]leu<qeroj e]k pa<ntwn 
(1 Cor. 9:19), a]napah<sontai e]k tw?n ko<pwn, (Rev. 14:13), u[ywqw? e]k   
th?j gh?j (Jo. 12:32), u[postre<yai e]k th?j e]ntolh?j (2 Pet. 2:21), a@r^j e]k 
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tou? ko<smou (Jo. 17:15). Cf. Jo. 17:6.  Abbott1 doubts if in the 
LXX and John e]k always implies previous existence in the evils  
from which one is delivered when used with sw<zw and thre<w.  Cer- 
tainly in Jo. 17 e]k occurs rather frequently, but thrh<sh^j e]k tou? 
ponhrou? (17:15) may still imply that the evil one once had power  
over them (cf. Jesus' prayer for Peter). Certainly in Jo. 12:27, 
sw?so<n me e]k th?j w!raj tau<thj, Jesus had already entered into the hour.  
Cf. duna<menon sw<zein e]k qana<tou (Heb. 5:7) where e]k may accentuate 
the power of God (duna<menon), though he had not yet entered into  
death. In Rev. 3:10 thrh<sw e]k th?j w!raj tou? peirasmou? we seem to  
have the picture of general temptation with the preservation of  
the saints. Cf. e@kbasij in 1 Cor. 10:13.  So in Mt. 13:41 sulle<- 
cousin e]k th?j basilei<aj the idea is 'out from among,' just as cheat or 
cockle grows in among the wheat in the same field. The two  
kingdoms coexist in the same sphere (the world). The notion of  
separation is common with a number of verbs like e]coleqreuqh<setai 
e]k tou? laou? (Ac. 3:23), h@geiren e]k nekrw?n (Jo. 12:1), h[ a]na<stasij h[ e]k 
nekrw?n (Lu. 20:35); e]celeca<mhn e]k tou? ko<smou (Jo. 15:19), etc. This  
all seems simple and clear. Not quite so apparent is nikw?ntaj e]k  
tou? qhri<ou (Rev. 15:2).  Thayer and Blass both take it like thre<w 
e]k, 'victorious over' (by separation). Cf. meteno<hsan e]k tw? ne@rgwn   
(Rev. 16:11) and Jo. 3:25, zh<thsij e]k. 
 6. Origin or Source. Equally obvious seems the use of e]k for the  
idea of origin or source. Thus e]ch?lqon e]k tou? patro<j (Jo. 16:28), ou]k 
ei]mi> e]k tou? ko<smou (17:14, 16), e]k tw?n li<qwn tou<twn e]gei?rai te<kna (Mt. 
3:9.  Naturally this usage has a wide range. Cf. e]k Nazare<t (Jo.  
1:46 f.), e]k po<lewj (Jo. 1:44), e]k th?j Samari<aj (Jo. 4:7),  ]Ebrai?oj 
e]c  ]Ebrai<wn (Ph. 3:5), e]k th?j gh?j (Jo. 3:31), e]k qeou? (Ph. 3:9), 
e]c e]qnw?n (Gal. 2:15), e]k plah<nhj (1 Th. 2:3), e]k pollh?j qli<yewj (2  
Cor. 2:4), t ?̂ e]c h[mw?n e]n u[mi?n a]ga<p^ (2 Cor. 8:7).  Cf. Lu. 12: 
15.  This list is by no means exhaustive, but it is at least sug- 
gestive. One may note here ste<fanon e]c a]kanqw?n (Mt. 27:29),  
where the material is expressed by 
 7. Cause or Occasion. Closely allied to the above is the notion  
of cause or occasion which may also be conveyed by e]k. Thus 
note to> e]c u[mw?n in Ro. 12:18, e]masw?nto e]k tou? po<nou (Rev. 16:10), 
dikaiwqe<ntaj e]k pi<stewj (Ro. 5:1), e]c e@rgwn (Gal. 3:10), e]k tou? 
eu]aggeli<ou zh?n (1 Cor. 9:14), e]c a]sqenei<aj (2 Cor. 13:4), e]k tou? ma- 
mwna? (Lu. 16:9).  Cf. also a]pe<qanon e]k tw?n u[da<twn (Rev. 8:11).  
Perhaps here belongs e]plhrw<qh e]k th?j o]smh?j (Jo. 12:3). Cf. gemi<zw  
e]k in Jo. 6:13 (Abbott, Johannine Gr., p. 253). At any rate a 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 251 f. 
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number of verbs use e]k in this general sense like w]fele<w (Mk. 
7:11), zhmiou?sqai (2 Cor. 7:9), a]dikei?sqai (Rev. 2:11), ploute<w  
(Rev. 18:3), xorta<zesqai (Rev. 19:21), kaopia<zw (Jo. 4:6), za<w (Ro.  
1:17), etc. Cf. e]blasfh<mhsan to>n qeo>n e]k th?j plhgh?j (Rev. 16:21). 
Indeed e]k with the notion of price does not differ radically from 
this idiom. Thus h]go<rasan e]c au]tw?n to>n a]gro<n (Mt. 27:7), e]th<sato 
e]k misqou? (Ac. 1:18), sumfwnh<saj e]k dhnari<ou (Mt. 20:2).  ]Ek dia- 
tagh?j, ‘by order,’ was a regular formula in the papyri (Deissmann,  
Light, etc., p. 87). Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 248, finds the 
idiom e]k tw?n tessa<rwn a]ne<mwn (Mk. 13:27) in the papyri as well as 
in Zech. 11:6. 
 8. The Partitive Use of e]k.  It is not infrequent, marking an in- 
crease over the earlier idiom.1 Thus in Jo. 16:17 e]k tw?n maqhtw?n   
is even used as the subject of ei#pan.  Cf. Ac. 21:16 without e]k.  
See also Jo. 7:40.  John is specially fond of the partitive use of  
e]k (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 115) and the inscriptions and papyri  
have it also. Cf. a]nh>r e]k tw?n prwteuo<ntwn, Petersen-Luschan, Reisen,  
p. 113, xviii. A. 5. Further examples are a@nqrwpoj e]k tw?n Farisai<wn 
(Jo. 3:1), mh< tij e]k tw?n a]rxo<ntwn (Jo. 7:48), e]k tou? o@xlou a]kou<santej 
(Jo. 7:40), qanatw<sousin e]c u[mw?n (Lu. 21:16), e]c au]tw?n a]poktenei?te 
(Mt. 23:34), ble<pousin e]k tw?n law?n (Rev. 11:9), dihko<noun e]k tw?n 
u[parxo<ntwn (Lu. 8:3), e]c au]tou? fa<g^ (Jo. 6:50), e]k tou? pneu<matoj 
de<dwken (1 Jo. 4:13), pi<nwn e]k tou? u!datoj (Jo. 4:13), ou]dei>j e]c au]tw?n 
(Jo. 17:12), etc.2  In Heb. 13:10 it is what is on the altar that  
is eaten. The use of e]k with a class or for a side or position may 
as well be mentioned here also. Thus o[ w}n e]k th?j a]lhqei<aj (Jo. 
18:37), oi[ e]k no<mou (Ro. 4:14), o[ e]k pi<stewj (Ro. 3:26), oi[ e]k peri- 
tomh?j (Ac. 11:2), oi[ e]k e]riqi<aj (Ro. 2:8), etc.  The partisan use is  
allied closely to the partitive. Cf. Ph. 4:22 oi[ e]k th?j Kai<saroj 
oi]ki<aj.  See further ch. XI, Cases. 
 9.  ]Ek and e]n.  A word in conclusion is needed about the so- 
called blending of e]k with e]n.  Blass3 doubts if this classic idiom  
appears in the N. T. The passages that seem to have it are mh>  
kataba<tw a#rai ta> e]k th?j oi]ki<aj au]tou?  (Mt. 24:17) where e]n might in- 
deed have been employed, but e]k coincides in idea with a#rai. . .  Cf.  
Mk. 13:15, where e]k does not have ta< before it.  In Lu. 11:  
13 o[ path>r o[ e]c ou]ranou? dw<sei pneu?ma a!gion W. H. bracket o[ before 
e]c, and with o[ the sending of the Holy Spirit by the Father has 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 145. 
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 100. 
 3 Ib., p. 258. Cf. also Field, Ot. Norv., Pars III, Mk. 5:30, on th>n e]c au]tou?  
du<namin.  
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caused e]c to displace e]n which would otherwise have been regular. 
In Jo. 3:13 some MSS. add o[ w}n e]n t&? ou]ran&? to o[ ui[o>j a]nqw<pou, 
thus making Jesus in heaven at that moment when he was speak- 
ing to Nicodemus.  In Col. 4:16, th>n e]k Laokiki<aj, the e]k assumes,  
of course, that an Epistle had been sent to Laodicea, and suggests  
that the Colossians get it from (e]k) them. Cf. Ro. 3:25 f. for  
examples of dia<, e]n, ei]j, pro<j, e]k. See a]po< and para<. 
 (h)  ]Epi<.  See Sanskrit api (locative case), Zend aipi, Latin ob,  
Lithuanian pi. 
 1. Ground-Meaning. It is 'upon' as opposed to u[po<.  It differs  
from u[pe<r in that e]pi< implies a real resting upon, not merely over.1   
But the very simplicity of this idea gives it a manifoldness of re- 
sultant uses true of no other preposition. Sometimes indeed in  
the causal and ethical usages the root-idea seems dim,2 but none  
the less it is there. The only safety consists in holding on to the  
root-idea and working out from that in each special context. It  
marks a delicate shade of difference from e]n is seen in w[j e]n  
ou]ran&? kai> e]pi> gh?j (Mt. 6:10). For e]n cf. Lu. 8:15. 
 2. In Composition in the N. T. It is very common, always re- 
taining the root-idea (cf. e]p-e]n-du<w, 2 Cor. 5:2), though sometimes  
the perfective idea is clear. Thus with e]p-aite<w in Lu. 16:3, e]pi- 
ginw<skw in 1 Cor. 13:12,3 e]pi<-gnwsij in Col. 1:9, e]pi-tele<w in 2  
Cor. 8:11. 
 3. Frequency in N. T. In the N. T. e]pi< is still in constant use,  
though it ultimately dropped out of the vernacular4 before e]pa<nw  
Note e!wj e]pi> dialo[ogis] mo<j, P. Oxy. 294 (A.D. 22) like a]na> ei$j, etc. 
But in the N. T. it is the one preposition still used freely with  
more than two cases (acc. 464, gen. 216, dat. and loc. 176).5 Most  
of the examples called dative in the lexicons and grammars are  
really locatives, but some of them are possibly true datives.6  So  
then e]pi< really has four cases still in the N. T. In Homer e]pi< often  
stands alone for e@p-estin. Farrar,7 quoting Donaldson, finds in  
the locative with e]pi< the idea of absolute superposition, while the  
genitive expresses only partial superposition and the accusative  
implies motion with a view to superposition and the dative would  
be superposition for the interest of one. There is some truth in  
this distinction and the case-idea must always be observed. But 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 495.  2 Ib.  3 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 113. 
 4 Jann., Mist. Gk. Gr., p. 383; Mullach, Vulg., p. 381. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 107. 
 6 K.-G., I, p. 495; Delbruck, Grundl., p. 130; Vergl. Synt., I, p. 676 f. 
 7 Greek Synt., p. 102. 
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the growth of the accusative in the later language at the expense  
of the other cases caused some confusion in the usage according  
to the standard of the earlier Greek. Simcoxl considers it "al- 
most a matter of indifference" whether in the N. T. one uses  
locative, genitive or accusative. This is somewhat true, but even  
so it does not follow that there was no difference in the cases. The  
locative accentuated mere location, the genitive brought out rather  
the kind or genus, while the accusative would present the general  
idea of extension modified by the fact that the accusative tended  
to absorb the other cases without insisting on the distinct case- 
idea. Thus sometimes either case with e]pi< would give substan- 
tially the same idea, though technical differences did exist. For  
instance, in Ac. 5:9 note e]pi< t ?̂ qu<r%, while in verse 23 we have e]pi> 
tw?n qurw?n.  So compare e]ggu<j e]stin e]pi> qu<raij (Mk. 13:29) with e!sthka 
e]pi> th>n qu<ran (Rev. 3:20). Here the notion of rest exists with all  
three cases, though in Rev. 3:20 kai> krou<w may have some effect  
on the presence of the accusative. Once more observe kaqi<s^ e]pi> 
qro<nou and kaqh<sesqe e]pi> dw<deka qro<nouj in Mt. 19:28. Rev. 4:2  
gives us e]pi> to>n qro<non kaqh<menoj, verse 9 (marg. of W. H., text of 
Nestle) t&? kaqhme<n& e]pi> t&? qro<n&, while verse 10 has  
e]pi> tou? qro<nou, three cases with the same verb. It would be over- 
refinement to insist on too much distinction here. But the cases  
afford variety of construction at any rate. In Rev. 14:9 the 
single verb lamba<nei has e]pi> tou? metw<pou au]tou? h} e]pi> th>n xei?ra au]]tou?  
(cf. Ac. 27:44).  Compare also li<qoj e]pi> li<qon in Mt. 24:2 with  
li<qoj e]pi> li<q& in Lu. 21:6.  In Ph. 2:27 the MSS. vary between 
lu<phn e]pi> lu<phn and lu<phn e]pi> lu<p^.  Cf. also e]p ] o]li<ga and e]pi> 
pollw?n in Mt. 25:21.  The use of pisteu<w e]pi< with locative or 
accusative has already been discussed. The accusative suggests  
more the initial act of faith (intrust) while the locative implies  
that of state (trust). We find ei]j also used with this verb as well  
as dative (both common in John). Once we have pisteu<w e]n   
(Mk. 1:15).  See Moulton, Prol., p. 68. But, after all is said,  
the only practical way to study e]pi< is from the point of view of  
the cases which it supplements. 
 4. With the Accusative. As already noted, it is far in excess  
of the other, cases combined. It is hardly necessary to make mi- 
nute subdivision of the accusative usage, though the preposition  
with this case follows the familiar lines. With expressions of place  
it is very common and very easy to understand. So e]lqei?n e]pi> ta>  
u!data (Mt 14:28), periepa<thsen e]pi> ta> u!data (14:29), a]napesei?n e]pi>   
 
 1 Lang. of the N. T., p. 146. 
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th?n gh?n (Mt. 15:35), sko<toj e]ge<neto e]pi> pa?san th?n gh?n (Mt. 27:45), 
poreu<ou e]pi> th>n o[do<n (Ac. 8:26), e]pe<balon ta>j xei?raj e]pi> to>n   ]Ihsou?n  
(Mt. 26:50), a]napesw>n e]pi> to> sth?qoj (Jo. 13:25).  The meta- 
phorical use is in harmony with this idiom. Thus fo<boj e]pe<pesen 
e]p ] au]to>n  (Lu. 1:12), kate<sthsaj au]to>n e]pi> ta> e@rga (Heb. 2:7), ba- 
sileu<sei e]pi> to>n oi#kon (Lu. 1:33), i!na e]piskhnw<s^ e]p ]  e]me> h[ du<namij tou?  
Xristou? (2 Cor. 12:9).  Cf. 2 Cor. 1:23, e]pikalou?mai e]pi< th>n e]mh>n  
yuxh<n.  But not all the accusative uses are so simple. In a case  
like Mt. 7:24, &]kodo<mhsen e]pi> th>n pe<tran, some idea of motion may  
be seen. But that is not true of Mt. 13:2, pa?j o[ o@xloj e]pi> to>n  
ai]gialo>n i[sth<kei. Cf. also kaqh<menon e]pi> to> telw<nion (Mt. 9:9) and 
others given above. So e]pi> to> proskefa<laion kaqeu<dwn (Mk. 4:38), 
pneu?ma h#n a!gion e]p ] au]to>n (Lu. 2:25), e@meinen e]p  ] au]to<n (Jo. 1:32), 
e]pe<sthsan e]pi> to>n pulw?na (Ac. 10:17), e]f ] u[ma?j a]napau<etai (1 Pet. 
4:14), ka<lumma e]pi> th>n kardi<an kei?tai (2 Cor. 3:15), e@sontai a]lh<qousai 
e]pi> to> au]to< (Lu. 17:35).  Here it is hard to think of any idea of  
‘whither.’1  Sometimes indeed e]pi< seems not to imply strictly  
‘upon,’ but rather ‘as far as.’  So with e@rxontai e]pi> to> mnhmei?on (Mk. 
16:2), kate<bhsan e]pi> th>n qa<lassan (Jo. 6:16), h#lqon e]pi> ti u!dwr (Ac. 
8:36).  The aim or purpose is sometimes expressed by e]pi< as e]pi> 
to> ba<ptisma (Mt. 3:7), e]f ] o{ pa<rei (Mt. 26:50).  It may express  
one's emotions as with pisteu<w e]pi< (Ro. 4:24), e]lpi<zw e]pi< (1 Pet.  
1:13), splagxni<zomai e]pi< (Mt. 15:32). Cf. e]f ] o{n gego<nei in Ac. 4:  
22 and the general use of e]pi< in Mk. 9:12 ge<graptai e]pi> to>n ui[o>n 
tou? a]nqrw<pou.  In personal relations hostility is sometimes sug- 
gested, though e]pi< in itself does not mean 'against.'  Thus w[j 
e]pi> l^sth>n e]ch<lqate (Mt. 26:55). In Mt. 12:26 e]f ] e[auto>n e]meri<sqh 
is used side by side with merisqei?sa kaq ] e[auth?j in the preceding  
verse.  Cf. also Mk. 3:26, etc. Abbott2 notes that John shows  
this usage only once (19:33). For e]pi< with the idea of degree  
or measure see e]f ] o!son (Ro. 11:13). Cf. e]pi> to> au]to< in the sense  
of 'all together' (Ac. 1:15).  With expressions of time e]pi< may  
merely fill out the accusative, as with e]pi> e@th tri<a (Lu. 4:25, 
marg. of W. H.), e]pi> h[me<raj plei<ouj (Ac. 13:31), e]f ] o!son xro<non 
(Ro. 7:1), or a more definite period may be indicated, as with 
e]pi> th>n w!ran th?j proseuxh?j (Ac. 3:1),3 e]pi> th>n au@rion (Lu. 10:35). 
It is common with adverbs like e]f ] a!pac, e]pi> tri<j, etc. 
 5. With the Genitive. The genitive with e]pi< has likewise a  
wide range of usages. Usually the simple meaning 'upon' sat- 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 136. For LXX ex. of rest see C. and S., p. 85. 
 2 Joh. Gr., p. 259. 
 3 A postclassical usage, Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 147. 
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isfies all reqUirements, as in e]pi> kli<nhj (Mt. 9:2), e]f ] ou$ &]kodo<mhto 
(Lu. 4:29), khru<cate e]pi> tw?n dwma<twn (Mt. 10:27), e]rxo<menon e]pi> 
nefelw?n (Mt. 24:30), e@qhken e]pi> tou? staurou? (Jo. 19:19), kaqi<saj e]pi> 
tou? bh<matoj (Ac. 12:21), e]pi> th?j kefalh?j (Jo. 20:7), e]pi> th?j qala<sshj 
(Rev. 5:13) e]pi> cu<lou (Ac. 5:30).  In Mk. 12:26, e]pi> tou? ba<tou 
an ellipsis in thought occurs "in the passage about the bush."  
Sometimes, indeed, as with the accusative, so with the genitive,  
e]pi<, has the idea of vicinity, where the word itself with which it is  
used has a wide meaning. Thus in Jo. 21:1 e]pi> th?j qala<sshj seems  
to mean ‘on the sea-shore,’ and so 'by the sea.'  So with e]pi> th?j o[dou?,  
(Mt. 21:19), the fig-tree being not on the path, but on the edge  
of the road. Abbott1 notes how Matthew (14:25 f.) has e]pi> th>n 
qa<lassan which is not ambiguous like the genitive in Jo. 6:19.  
Cf. Ac. 5:23 e]pi> tw?n qurw?n.  The classic idiom with e]pi< and the  
genitive in the sense of ‘towards’ is not so common in the N. T.,  
though it has not quite disappeared as Simcox2 thinks. Cf. e]ge<neto 
to> ploi?on e]pi> th?j gh?j (Jo. 6:21), kaqie<menon e]pi> th?j gh?j (Ac. 10:11),  
balousa to> mu<ron e]pi> tou? sw<matoj (Mt. 26:12), e@pipten e]pi> th?j gh?j 
(Mk. 14:35), geno<menoj e]pi> tou? to<pou (Lu. 22:40), po>n e]p ] au]th?j 
e]rxo<menon (Heb. 6:7), pesw>n e]pi> th?j gh?j (Mk. 9:20). In these ex- 
amples we see just the opposite tendency to the use of the accusa-  
tive with verbs of rest. Cf. pesei?tai e]pi> th?n gh?n (Mt. 10:29) with  
Mk. 9:20 above and balei?n e]pi> th?n gh?n (Mt. 10:34) with Mk.  
4:26.  With persons e]pi< and the genitive may yield the resultant  
meaning of ‘before’ or 'in the presence of.'  Thus e]pi< h[gemo<nwn 
(Mk. 13:9), kri<nesqai e]pi> tw?n a]di<kwn (1 Cor. 6:1), e]kto>j ei] mh> e]pi> 
du<o h} triw?n martu<rwn (1 Tim. 5:19), e]pi> Ponti<ou Peila<tou (1 Tim.  
6:13), e]pi> sou? (Ac. 23:30), e]p ] e]mou? (25:9).  Blass3 observes how  
in Ac. 25:10 e[stw>j e]pi> tou? bh<matoj Kai<saroj the meaning is 'before,'  
while in verse 17 the usual idea 'upon' is alone present (kaqi<saj e]pi> 
tou? bh<matoj).  Cf. e]pi> Ti<tou in 2 Cor. 7:14. With expressions of  
time the result is much the same. Thus e]p ] e]sxa<tou tw?n xronwn  
(1 Pet. 1:20) where e]pi< naturally occurs (cf. Ju. 18).  With e]pi> 
tw?n proseuxw?n mou) (Ro. 1:10) we have period of prayer denoted  
simply by e]pi<.  Cf. e]peu<xomai e]pi<, (Magical papyrus, Deissmann,  
Light, etc., p. 252). There is no difficulty about e]pi> th?j metoi- 
kesi<aj (Mt. 1:11).  With persons a fuller exposition is required,  
since e]pi> Klaudi<ou (Ac. 11:28) is tantamount to 'in the time of  
Claudius' or 'during the reign of Claudius.' Cf. also e]pi> a]rxiere<wj 
 @Anna (Lu. 3:2), e]pi>  ]Eliasai<ou (4:27), e]pi>   ]Abia<qar a]rxiere<wj (Mk. 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 261. 
 2 Lang of the N. T., p. 147.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 137. 
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2:26).  Cf. e]p ] au]th?j in Heb. 7:11. The idea of basis is a natural 
metaphor as in e]p ] a]lhqei<aj (Lu. 4:25), a{ e]poi<ei e]pi> tw?n a]sqenou<ntwn 
(Jo. 6:2), w[j e]pi> pollw?n (Gal. 3:16), e]pi> sto<matoj (Mt. 18:16). 
One of the metaphorical uses is with the resultant idea of ‘over,’ 
growing naturally out of 'upon.’1  Thus katasth<sei e]pi> th?j qerapei<aj 
(Lu. 12:42), though in Mt. 25:21, 23 both genitive and accusa- 
tive occur. Cf. also basilei<an e]pi> tw?n basile<wn (Rev. 17:18), o[ w@n 
e]pi> pa<ntwn, (Ro. 9:5), etc. 
 6. With the Locative. Here e]pi< is more simple, though still  
with a variety of resultant ideas. Blass2 observes that with the  
purely local sense the genitive and accusative uses outnumber the  
locative with e]pi<.  But still some occur like e]pi> pi<naki (Mt. 14:8), 
e]pi> t ?̂ phg ?̂ (Jo. 4:6), e]pi> i[mati<& palai&? (Mt. 9:16), e]pi> tau<t^ t^? 
pe<tr% oi]kodomh<sw (Mt. 16:18; cf. some MSS. in Mk. 2:4, e]f ] &$ 
kate<keito), e]pi> toi?j kraba<ttoij (Mk. 6:55), e]pi> t&? xo<rt& (Mk. 6:39),  
e]p ] e]rh<moij to<poij (Mk. 1:45), e]pe<keito e]p ] au]t&? (Jo. 11:38), e]pi<  
sani<sin (Ac. 27:44; cf. also e]pi< tinwn).  In Lu. 23:38, e]pigrafh> e]p ]  
au]t&?, the resultant idea is rather that of ‘over,’ Mt. 27:37 having 
e]pa<nw th?j kefalh?j au]tou?.  As with the accusative and genitive, so 
with the locative the idea of contiguity sometimes appears, as 
in e]pi> qu<raij (Mt. 24:33), e]pi> t ?̂ probatik ?̂  (Jo. 5:2), e]pi> t ?̂ sto%? 
(Ac. 3:11).  Here the wider meaning of the substantive makes 
this result possible.  Cf. also e]pi> t&? potam&? (Rev. 9:14).  ]Epi< is 
used very sparingly with the locative in expressions of time. Cf. 
e]pi> suntelei<% tw?n ai]w<nwn (Heb. 9:26).  The use of e]pi> pa<s^ t ?̂ 
mnei<% u[mw?n (Ph. 1:3), ou] sunh?kan e]pi> toi?j a@rtoij (Mk. 6:52), qeri<zein 
e]pi> eu]logi<aij (2 Cor. 9:6) wavers between occasion and time. Cf.  
also e]pi> t ?̂ prw<t^ diaqh<k^ (Heb. 9:15). The notion of e]pi> trisi>n ma<r- 
tusin (Heb. 10:28) is rather ‘before,’ ‘in the presence of.’ Cf. 
e]pi> nekroi?j (Heb. 9:17).  All these developments admit of satis- 
factory explanation from the root-idea of e]pi<, the locative case  
and the context. There are still other metaphorical applica- 
tions of e]pi<.   Thus in Mt. 24 47, e]pi> pa?sin, ‘over’ is the resul- 
tant meaning.  So in Lu. 12:44 e]pi> pa?sin toi?j u[pa<rxousi.  The 
notion of basis is involved in e]p ] a@rt& mon& in Mt. 4:4, e]pi> t&?  
r[h<mati< sou in Lu. 5:5, e]leu<sontai e]pi> t&? o]no<mati< mou in Mt. 24 : 5,  
e]p ] e]lpi<di in Ac. 2:26, etc. Ground or occasion likewise may be  
conveyed by e]pi<.  Thus note e]pi> tou<t& in Jo. 4:27 and in particular 
e]f ] &$, like e]pi> tou<t& o!ti, in Ro. 5:12 and 2 Cor. 5:4. Cf. e]f] &$ 
e]fronei?te (Ph. 4:10) where 'whereon' is the simple idea. See 
 
 1 For e]pi> tou? Eu]erge<tou in Prol. to Sirach see Deiss., B. S., p. 339 f. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 137. 
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also e]pi> parorgism&? u[mw?n (Eph. 4:26), cf. 2 Cor. 9:15.  The idea  
of aim or purpose seems to come in cases like e]pi> e@rgoij a]gaqoi?j 
(Eph. 2:10), e]f ] &$ kai> katelh<mfqhn (Ph. 3:12). Note also Gal.  
5:13, e]p ] e]leuqeri<%; 1 Th. 4:7, ou]k e]p ] a]kaqarsi<%, (cf. e]n a[giasm&?), e]pi< 
katastrof ?̂ (2 Tim. 2:14). Cf. e]p ] e]leuqeri<ai inscr. at Delphi ii/B.C. 
(Deissm., Light, p. 327). The notion of model is involved in 
e]ka<loun e]pi> t&? o]no<mati (Lu. 1:59) and e]pi> t&? o[moiw<mati (Ro. 5: 
14).  Many verbs of emotion use e]pi> with the locative, as e@xairen 
e]pi> pa?si (Lu. 13:17), qauma<zontej e]pi< (Lu. 2:33), etc. But some of  
the examples with these verbs may be real datives, as is possibly  
the case with the notion of addition to, like prose<qhken kai> tou?to e]pi> 
pa?sin (Lu. 3:20). 
 7. The True Dative. As we have seen, it was probably some- 
times used with e]pi<.  The N. T. examples do not seem to be very 
numerous, and yet some occur. So I would explain dia> thn u[per- 
ba<llousan xa<rin tou? qeou? e]f ] u[mi?n (2 Cor. 9:14).  This seems a clear 
case of the dative with e]pi< supplementing it. The same thing may 
be true of e]f ] u[mi?n in 1 Th. 3:7 and Ro. 16:19.  Cf. also pepoiqo<- 
taj e]f ] e[autoi?j in Lu. 18:9 and  makroqu<mhson e]p ] e]moi< in Mt. 18:26 f.  
So Lu. 1:47 e]pi> t&? qe&?.  In Lu. 12:52 f., trei?j e]pi> dusi<n, du<o e]pi>  
trisi<n, ui[o>j e]pi> patri< (cf. also e]pi> qugate<ra), the resultant sense is  
‘against.’  Cf. also profhteu?sai e]pi> laoi?j in Rev. 10:11.  In  
Jo. 12:16, h#n e]p ]  au]t&? gegramme<na, and Ac. 5:35, e]pi> toi?j a]nqrw<poij 
tou<toij the idea is rather 'about' or 'in the case of.'  Cf. also 
th?j genome<nhj e]pi> Stefa<n& (Ac. 11:19).  Here the personal relation 
seems to suit the dative conception better than the locative. The  
notion of addition to may also be dative. Cf. Lu. 3:20 above 
and Col. 3:14, e]pi> pa?sin de> tou<toij;  Heb. 8:1, e]pi> toi?j legome<noij. 
In Eph. 6:16 the best MSS. have e]n.  It is possible also to regard  
the use of e]pi< for aim or purpose as having the true dative as in  
1 Th. 4:7. 
 (i) Kata<.  There is doubt about the etymology of this prepo- 
sition. In tmesis it appears as ka<ta, and in Arcadian and Cypriote  
Greek it has the form katu<.  It is probably in the instrumental  
case,1 but an apparently dative form katai survives a few times.  
Brugmann2 compares it with Old Irish cet, Cymric cant, Latin  
com–, though this is not absolutely certain. 
 1. Root-Meaning.  Brugmann3 thinks that the root-meaning  
of the preposition is not perfectly clear, though 'down' (cf. a]na<)  
seems to be the idea. The difficulty arises from the fact that we 
 
 1 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 342. 
 2 Grieci. Or., p. 443. Cf. also Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 759 f.   3 Ib. 
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sometimes find the ablative case used when the result is down from,  
then the genitive down upon, and the accusative down along. But  
‘down’ (cf. ka<tw) seems always to be the only idea of the preposi- 
tion in itself. In the N. T. three cases occur with kata<. 
 2. Distributive Sense.  Kata< came to be used in the distribu- 
tive sense with the nominative, like a]na< and su<n, but chiefly as  
adverb and not as preposition.1  Hence this usage is not to be  
credited to the real prepositional idiom. Late Greek writers have  
it. So ei$j kata> ei$j in Mk. 14:19 (and the spurious Jo. 8:9),  
to> kaq ] ei$j in Ro. 12:5.  The modern Greek uses kaqei<j or kaqe<naj  
as a distributive pronoun.2  Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 138 f.,  
considers also ei$j kaq ] e!kastoj (A Lev. 25:10) merely the adverbial  
use of kata<.  But see kaq ] e!na in 1 Cor. 14:31, skata> de> e[orth<n (Mt.  
27:15). 
 3. kata< in Composition.  It is true to the root-idea of 'down,'  
like kate<bh in Mt. 7:25, katagagei?n in Ro. 10:6.  But the various  
metaphorical uses occur also in composition. Often kata< occurs  
with "perfective" force.3  So, for instance, observe katarti<sei  
(1 Pet. 5:10), kathgwni<santo (Heb. 11:33), katedi<wcen (Mk. 1:36),  
katadouloi? (2 Cor. 11:20), katakau<sei (Mt. 3:12), katama<qete (Mt.  
6:28), katanoh<sate (Lu. 12:24), kate<pausan (Ac. 14:18), kata- 
pi<nontej (Mt. 23:24), kataskeua<sei (Mk. 1:2), katerga<zesqe (Ph.  
2:12), kate<fagen (Mt. 13:4), kaqora?tai (Ro. 1:20). This preposi- 
tion vies with dia< and su<n in the perfective sense.  Kate<xw in Ro.  
1:18 is well illustrated by o[ kate<xwn to>n qumo<n from an ostracon  
(Deissmann, Light, p. 308). In the magical texts it means to  
‘cripple’ or to ‘bind,’ ‘hold fast.’  But in Mk. 14:45, katefi<lhse  
the preposition seems to be weakened, though the A. S.V. puts  
"kissed him much" in the margin. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev.,  
Nov., 1907, p. 220. 
 4. With the Ablative.  This construction is recognised by Brug- 
mann,4 Monro,5 Kuhner-Gerth,6 ck.7 There are some ex- 
amples of the ablative in the N. T., where 'down' and 'from'  
combine to make 'down from.'  Thus, for instance, is to be ex- 
plained e@balen ket ] au]th?j a@nemoj tufwniko<j (Ac. 27:14), where au]th?j 
refers to Krh<thn, and the meaning (cf. American Standard Revi- 
sion) is manifestly ' down from' Crete.  In 1 Cor. 11:4, profhteu<wn 
kata> kefalh?j e@xwn, we have 'down from' again, the veil hanging 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 178.   5 Hom. Gr., p. 145. 
 2 Ib.; Moulton, Prol., p. 105.   6 I, p. 475. 
 3 Cf. ib., pp. 115 ff.    7 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 760. 
 4 Griech. Gr., p. 443.  
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down from the head. In Mk. 5:13 we find w!rmhsen h[ a]ge<lh kata> 
tou? krhmnou? (Mt. 8:32= Lu. 8:33) where 'down from the cliff'  
is again the idea. 
 5. With the Genitive.  It is more usual with kata< than the abla- 
tive in the N. T. as in the earlier Greek.1  The idea is 'down upon,'  
the genitive merely accenting the person or thing affected. A  
good example of this sense in composition followed by the genitive  
appears in katakurieu<saj a]mfote<rwn (Ac. 19:16).  Some MSS. in 
Mk. 14:3 have kata< with th?j kefalh?j, but without it kate<xeen 
means 'pour down on' the head.  In 2 Cor. 8:2, h[ kata> ba<qouj 
ptwxei<a, the idea is 'down to' depth.  But with the genitive the  
other examples in the N. T. have as resultant meanings either  
‘against, throughout’ or 'by.'  These notions come from the  
original ‘down.'  Luke alone uses ‘throughout’ with the geni- 
tive and always with o!loj.  The earlier Greek had  kaq ] o!lou  
(also alone in Luke in the N. T., Ac. 4:18), though Polybius  
employed kata< in this sense.  Cf. in Lu. 4:14 kaq ] o!lhj th?j peri- 
xw<rou; Ac. 9:31 kaq ] o!lhj th?j  ]Ioudai<aj (so 9:42; 10:37).  The 
older Greek would have used the accusative in such cases. But 
cf. Polyb. iii, 19, 7, kata> th?j nh<sou diespa<rhsan.  The notion of  
‘against’ is also more common2 in the koinh<.  But in the modern  
Greek vernacular kata< (ka<) is confined to the notions of 'toward'  
and 'according to,' having lost the old ideas of 'down' and  
‘against’ (Thumb, Handb., p. 105 f.). Certainly the preposition  
does not mean 'against.'  That comes out of the context when  
two hostile parties are brought together. Cf. English vernacular  
"down on" one. This kata< then is 'down upon' rather literally 
where the Attic usually had and accusative.3  Among many 
examples note kata> tou?  ]Ihsou? marturi<an (Mk. 14:55), nu<mfhn kata>  
penqera?j (Mt. 10:35), kata> tou? pneu<matoj (Mt. 12:32), kata> tou? 
Pau<lou (Ac. 24:1), etc. Cf. no. 8:33.  Sometimes meta< and kata< 
are contrasted (Mt. 12:30) or kata< and u[pe<r (Lu. 9:50; 1 Cor. 
4:6).  The other use of kata< and the genitive is with verbs of  
swearing. The idea is perhaps that the hand is placed down on  
the thing by which the oath is taken. But in the N. T. God him- 
self is used in the solemn oath. So Mt. 26:63, e]corki<zw se kata> tou? 
qeou?.  Cf. Heb. 6:13, 16. In 1 Cor. 15:15 e]marturh<samen kata> tou?  
qeou?, may be taken in this sense or as meaning 'against.' 
 6. With the Accusative. But the great majority of examples 
 
 1 Delbruck, ib., p. 761. 
 2 Jebb, in V. and D., Handb., etc., p. 313. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 133. 
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in the N. T. use the accusative. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 116)  
notes the frequency of the accusative in the papyri where peri<   
would appear in the older Greek.  Farrar1 suggests that kata< with  
the genitive (or ablative) is perpendicular (‘down on' or ‘down  
from') while with the accusative it is horizontal (‘down along').  
Curiously enough John has only some ten instances of kata< and  
several of them are doubtful.2 On the whole, the N. T. use of the  
accusative with kata< corresponds pretty closely to the classic  
idiom. With a general horizontal plane to work from a number of  
metaphorical usages occur. But it appears freely in local expres- 
sions like a]ph?lqe kaq ] o!lhn th>n po<lin khru<sswn (Lu. 8:39), dih<rxonto 
kata> ta>j kw<maj (Lu. 9:6), kata> th>n o[do<n (Lu. 10:4), e]ge<neto limo>j kata> 
th>n xw<ran (Lu. 15:14), kata> th>n Kiliki<an (Ac. 27:5), ble<ponta kata>  
li<ba (Ac. 27:12), kata> meshmbri<an (Ac. 8:26), kata> pro<swpon (Gal.  
2:11), kat ] o]fqalmou<j (Gal. 3:1), kata> skopo<n (Ph. 3:14).  The no- 
tion of rest may also have this construction as kat ] oi#kon (Ac. 2:46).  
Cf. th>n kat ] oi#kon au]th?j e]kklhsi<an (Col. 4:15). Cf. Ac. 11:1.  In  
Ac. 13:1 a rather ambiguous usage occurs, kata> th>n ou#san e]kklhsi<an 
profh?tai. But this example may be compared with tw?n kata>  ]Iou- 
dai<ouj e]qw?n (Ac. 26:3), oi[ kaq ] u[ma?j poihtai< (Ac. 17:28, some MSS.  
kaq ] h[ma?j), no<mou tou? kaq ] u[ma?j (Ac. 18:15).  This idiom is common  
in the literary koinh< and is one of the marks of Luke's literary  
style.3  But this is merely a natural development, and kata< with  
the accusative always expressed direction towards in the ver- 
nacular.4  Schmidt (de eloc. Joseph., p. 21 f.) calls kata< a sort of  
periphrasis for the genitive in late Greek. Cf. ta> kat ] e]me< (Ph.  
1:12).  It is more than a mere circumlocution for the genitive5   
in the examples above and such as th>n kaq ] u[ma?j pi<stin (Eph. 1:15), 
to> kat ] e]me< (Ro. 1:15), to> kata> sa<rka (Ro. 9:5), ta> kat ] e]me< (Eph.  
6:21; cf. Ac. 25:14), a]ndra<sin toi?j kat ] e]coxh<n (Ac. 25:23; cf. par  
excellence).  Kata< is used with expressions of time like kat ] e]keinon 
to>n kairo<n (Ac. 12:1), kata> to> mesonu<ktion (Ac. 16:25), kaq ] e[ka<sthn 
h[me<ran (Heb. 3:13), kata> pa?n sa<bbaton (Ac. 13:27).  The notion  
of distribution comes easily with kata<, as in kata> po<lin (Lu. 8:1),  
kata> ta>j sunagwga<j (Ac. 22:19), kat ] e@toj (Lu. 2:41), kaq ] h[me<ran   
(Ac. 2:46), kaq ] e!na pa<ntej (1 Cor. 14:31), kat ] o@noma (Jo. 10:3),  
etc. See Mt. 27:15 = Mk. 15:6.  Cf. kata> du<o, P. Oxy. 886  
(iii/A.D.). As a standard or rule of measure kata< is very common 
 
 1 Gk. Synt., p. 100.    2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 266.  
 3 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 149; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 133.  
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 384. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 133. 
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and also simple. So kata> to> eu]agge<lion (Ro. 16:25) with which  
compare the headings1 to the Gospels like kata> Maqqai?on, though  
with a different sense of eu]agge<lion.  Here the examples multiply  
like kata> no<mon (Lu. 2:22), kata> fu<sin (Ro. 11:21), kata> xa<rin (Ro. 
4:4), kata> qeo<n (Ro. 8:27), kata> th>n pi<stin (Mt. 9:29), kata> du<namin  
(2 Cor. 8:3), kaq ] u[perbolh<n (Ro. 7:13), kata> sungnw<mhn (1 Cor. 
7:6), etc.  Various resultant ideas come out of different connec- 
tions. There is no reason to call kata> pa?san ai]ti<an, (Mt. 19:3)  
and kata> a@gnoian (Ac. 3:17) had Greek.  If there is the idea of  
cause here, so in 1 Tim. 6:3, kat ] eu]se<beian, the notion of tend- 
ency or aim appears. We must not try to square every detail  
in the development of kata< or any Greek preposition with our  
translation of the context nor with classic usage, for the N. T. is  
written in the koinh<.  This preposition is specially common in  
Acts and Hebrews.  Kat ] i]di<an (Mt. 14:13) is adverbial. But  
kata> pro<swpoin is not a mere Hebraism, since the papyri have it  
(Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 140). As a sample of the doubling  
up of prepositions note sunepesth kat ] au]tw?n (Ac. 16:22). 
 (j) Meta<.  Most probably meta< has the same root as me<soj, Latin  
medius, German mit (midi), Gothic mils, English mid (cf. a-mid).  
Some scholars indeed connect it with a!ma and German samt.  
But the other view is reasonably certain. The modern Greek uses  
a shortened form me<, which was indeed in early vernacular use.2  
Some of the Greek dialects use pe<da<.  So the Lesbian, Boeotian,  
Arcadian, etc. meta< seems to be in the instrumental case.3 
 1. The Root-Meaning.  It is (‘mid’) 'midst.' This simple idea  
lies behind the later developments. Cf. metacu< and a]na<mesa.  We  
see the root-idea plainly in metewri<zw (from met-e<wroj, in ‘mid-air’).  
In the N. T. we have a metaphorical example (Lu. 12:29) which  
is intelligible now in the day of aeroplanes and dirigible balloons.  
The root-idea is manifest also in me<t-wpon (Rev. 7:3), 'the space  
between the eyes.' 
 2. In Composition. The later resultant meanings predominate  
in composition such as "with" in metadi<dwmi (Ro. 12:8), metalam- 
ba<nw (Ac. 2:46), mete<xw (1 Cor. 10:30); "after" in metape<mpw (Ac.  
10:5); or, as is usually the case, the notion of change or transfer  
is the result as with meqi<sthmi (1 Cor. 13:2), metabai<nw (Mt. 8:34), 
metamorfo<w (Ro. 12:2), metame<lomai (Mt. 27:3), metanoe<w (Mt. 
3:2). 
 3. Compared with su<n.  Meta< is less frequent in composition than 
 
 1 Ib.   2 Jann., Hist. Gr. Gk., p. 388; Hatz., Einl., p. 153.  
 3 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 342. 
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su<n, though far more common as a preposition.  Simcox1 thinks  
that it is useless to elaborate any distinction in meaning between meta<, and  
su<n.  The older grammars held that su<n expressed a more intimate fellowship  
than meta<.  But in the N. T. meta< has nearly driven su<n out. 
 4. Loss of the Locative Use.  Meta< was originally used with the  
locative. It is common in Homer, but even with him the genitive  
has begun to displace it.2 Homer uses the locative with collective  
singulars and plurals.3 Mommsen4 indeed considers that in Hesiod  
a!ma, meta< and su<n, all use the instrumental case and with about  
equal frequency, while meta< with the genitive was rare. But in the  
N. T. meta<, along with peri< and u[po<, has been confined to the gen- 
itive and accusative, and the genitive use greatly predominates  
(361 to 100).5 The idea with the locative was simply between.6  
With several persons the notion of 'among' was present also.7 
 5. With the Genitive.  In Homer it occurs only five times and  
with the resultant idea of 'among.'  So once (Iliad, 13. 700, meta> 
Boiwtw?n e]ma<xonto), where indeed the idea is that of alliance with  
the Boeotians.  In Rev. 2:16, etc., meta< occurs with poleme<w in a  
hostile sense, a usage not occurring in the older Greek, which  
Simcox8 considers a Hebraism. But the papyri may give us ex- 
amples of this usage any day. And Thumb (Hellenismus, p. 125;  
cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 106) has already called attention to the  
modern Greek use of with oi]ke<w.  Deissmann (Light, p. 191)  
finds meta> stratiw<tou with oi]ke<w in an ostracon (not in hostile  
sense) and possibly with a]ntiloge<w,  'elsewhere.'  In Jo. 6:43  
meta< occurs in a hostile sense with goggu<zw and probably so with  
zh<thsij in Jo. 3:25, though Abbott9 argues for the idea of alli-   
ance here between the Baptist's disciples and the Jews to incite  
rivalry between the Baptist and Jesus. In 1 Cor. 6:6 f. we have 
the hostile sense also in legal trials, a]delfo>j meta> a]delfou? kri<- 
netai.  Cf. Jo. 16:19.  This notion gives no difficulty to English  
students, since our "with" is so used. But Moulton10  admits  
a translation Hebraism in Lu. 1:58, e]mega<lunen Ku<rioj to> e@leoj 
au]tou? met ] au]th?j.  But what about o!sa e]poi<hsen o[ qeo>j met ] au]tw?n 
 
 1 Lang. of the N. T., p. 149. Cf. Thayer, under su<n. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 444.   3 K.-G.; I, p. 505. 
 4 T. Mommsen, Die Prap. su<n and meta< bei den nachhomerischen Epikern,  
1879, p. 1 f. Cf. also Mommsen, Beitr. zu der Lehre von der griech. Prap., 1895. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 105.    8 Lang. of the N. T., p. 150. 
 6 Delbrtick, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 741 f.  9 Joh. Gr., p. 267. 
 7 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 136.   10 Prol., p. 106. 
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(Ac. 14:27) and tetelei<wtai h[ a]ga<ph meq ] h[mw?n (1 Jo. 4:17)? 
Simcox1 again finds a Hebraism in "the religious sense" which  
appears in Mt. 1:23; Lu. 1:28; Jo. 3:2, etc. But the notion  
of fellowship is certainly not a Hebraism.  Meta< has plenty of ex- 
amples of the simple meaning of the preposition. Thus to>n zw?nta 
meta> tw?n nekrw?n (Lu. 24:5), h#n meta> tw?n qhri<wn (Mk. 1:13), meta> tw?n  
telwnw?n (Lu. 5:30), meta> a]no<mwn e]logi<sqh (Lu. 22:37), an idiom not  
common to su<n and found in the classical poets.2  Cf. also skhnh> tou? 
qeou? meta> tw?n a]nqrw<pwn (Rev. 21:3), meta> diwgmw?n (Mk. 10:30), e@micen 
meta> tw?n qusiw?n (Lu. 13:1), oi#non meta> xolh?j (Mt. 27:34).  It is not  
far from this idea to that of conversation as in meta> gunaiko>j e]la<lei 
(Jo. 4:27), and general fellowship as with ei]rhneu<w (Ro. 12:18),  
sumfwne<w (Mt. 20:2), koinwni<an e@xw (1 Jo. 1:3), sunai<rw lo<gon 
(Mt. 18:23), etc.  Perhaps the most frequent use of is with  
the idea of accompaniment. So with a]kolouqe<w (Lu. 9:49), lam- 
ba<nw (Mt. 25:3), paralamba<nw (Mt. 12:45), e@rxomai (Mk. 1:29),  
a]naxwre<w (Mk. 3:7), etc. Cf. Mt. 27:66.  So with ei]mi< (Mk. 3:14),  
but sometimes the notion of help or aid is added as in Jo. 3:2; 
8:29, etc.  Cf. also h[ xa<rij meq ] u[mw?n (Ro. 16:20) and often.  
The notion of fellowship may develop into that of followers or  
partisans as in Mt. 12:30.  Sometimes the phrase of oi[ met ] au]tou?  
with the participle (Jo. 9:40) or without (Mt. 12:4) means one's  
attendants or followers (companions). The idea of accompani- 
ment also occurs with things as in e]ch<lqate meta> maxairw?n (Lu. 22: 
52), meta> tw?n lampa<dwn (Mt. 25:4), meta> sa<lpiggoj (Mt. 24:31),  
meta> braxi<onoj u[yhlou? (Ac. 13:17), some of which approach the 
instrumental idea. Cf. meta> e]piqe<sewj tw?n xeirw?n (1 Tim. 4:14), 
where the idea is rather ‘simultaneous with,’ but see meta> o!rkou 
(Mt. 14:7), meta> fwnh?j mega<lhj (Lu. 17:15). Still in all these  
cases accompaniment is the dominant note. See also mhde<n(a) 
a]polelu<sqai tw?n meta> si<tou (‘in the corn service’), B.U. 27 (ii/A.D.). 
Certainly it is not a Hebraism in Lu. 1:58, for Moulton (Prol., p. 
246) can cite A.P. 135 (ii/A.D.) ti< de> h[mei?n sune<bh meta> tw?n a]rxo<ntwn; 
In later Greek the instrumental use comes to be common with 
meta< (cf. English "with").3  In Lu. 10:37 o[ poih<saj to> e@leoj met ] au]- 
tou? Debrunner (Blass-Deb., p. 134) sees a Hebraism. But see 
Herm. S. V. 1, 1, e]poi<hse met ] e]mou?.  The metaphorical use for the  
idea of accompaniment occurs also like meta> duna<mewj kai> do<chj (Mt.  
24:30), meta> spoudh?j (Mk. 6:25), meta> dakru<wn (Heb. 12:17), meta>  
 
 1 Lang. of the N. T., p. 150.  2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 133 f. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 387. For meta< compared with para< see Abbott,  
Joh. Gr., p. 268. 
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fo<bou kai> tro<mou (2 Cor. 7:15), parrhsi<aj (Ac. 2:29), qoru<bou (Ac.  
24:18), etc. Deissmann (Bible Studies, pp. 64, 265) finds in the  
papyri examples of meta> kai< like that in Ph. 4:3.  Cf. Schmid,  
Der Atticismus, III, p. 338. In the modern Greek vernacular me< 
is confined to accompaniment, means or instrument and manner.  
Time has dropped out (Thumb, Handb., p. 103. f.). 
 6. With the Accusative. At first it seems to present more dif- 
ficulty. But the accusative-idea added to the root-idea ("midst")  
with verbs of motion would mean "into the midst" or "among."  
But this idiom does not appear in the N. T. In the late Greek ver- 
nacular meta< with the accusative occurs in all the senses of meta<   
and the genitive,1 but that is not true of the N. T. Indeed, with  
one exception (and that of place), meta> to> deu<teron katape<tasma (Heb.  
9:3), in the N. T.  meta< with the accusative is used with expres- 
sions of time. This example in Hebrews is helpful, however. The  
resultant notion is that of behind or beyond the veil obtained.  
by going through the midst of the veil. All the other examples  
have the resultant notion of "after" which has added to the root- 
meaning, as applied to time, the notion of succession. You pass  
through the midst of this and that event and come to the point  
where you look back upon the whole. This idea is "after." Cf.  
meta> du<o h[me<raj (Mt. 26:2).  In the historical books of the LXX  
meta> tau?ta (cf. Lu. 5:27) is very common.2  Simcox3 treats ou] meta> 
polla>j tau<taj h[me<raj (Ac. 1:5) as a Latinism, but, if that is not  
true of pro<, it is hardly necessary to posit it of meta<.  Cf. meta> 
h[me<raj ei@kosi Herm. Vis. IV, 1, 1. The litotes is common. Jannaris4  
comments on the frequency of meta> to< with the infinitive in the  
LXX and N. T.  So meta> to> a]nasth?nai (Acts 10:41). Cf. 1 Cor.  
11:25; Heb. 10:26, etc. This comes to be one of the common  
ways of expressing a temporal clause (cf. e]pei< or o!te). Cf. meta> 
braxu< (Lu. 22:58), meta> mikro<n (Mk. 14:70), adverbial phrases. 
 (k) Para<. 
 1. Significance. Delbruck5 does not find the etymology of para< 
clear and thinks it probably is not to be connected with parea 
(Sanskrit), which means 'distant.'  Brugmann6 connects it with the 
old word pura like Latin por—, Gothic faura, Anglo-Saxon fore (cf. 
German vor). Giles7 thinks the same root furnishes paro<j (gen.), 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 387.   3 Lang. of the N. T., p. 151. 
 2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 266.   4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 386. 
 5 Vergl. Synt., I, pp. 755, 761. 
 6 Kurze Vergl. Gr., II, p. 474; Griech. Gr., p. 446.  
 7 Comp. Philol., p. 342. 
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para< (instr.), parai< (dat.), peri< (loc.).  He also sees a kinship in  
these to pe<ran, pe<ra, pro<j. 
 2. Compared with pro<j.  In meaning1 para<, and pro<j do not  
differ essentially save that para< merely means ‘beside,’ ‘along- 
side’ (cf. our "parallel"), while pro<j rather suggests 'facing one  
another,' an additional idea of contrast. This oldest meaning  
explains all the later developments.2  Radermacher (N. T. Gr.,  
p. 116) thinks that the N. T. shows confusion in the use of para< 
(dielogi<zonto par ]  [marg. of W. H. and Nestle, e]n in text] e[autoi?j, 
Mt. 21:25) and dielogi<zonto pro>j e[autoi<j (Mk. 11:31). But is  
it not diversity the rather? 
 3. In Composition. The preposition is exceedingly common in  
composition, though with nouns it falls behind some of the others  
a good deal. Para< does not survive in modern Greek vernacular  
save in composition (like a]na< and e]k) and some of its functions go  
to a]po< and ei]j.3  All the various developments of para< appear in  
composition, and the simplest use is very common. Thus para- 
bolh< (Mk. 13:28) is a ‘placing of one thing beside another.’  So  
para-qala<ssioj (Mt. 4:13) is merely ‘beside the sea.’  Cf. also  
para-qh<kh (2 Tim. 1:14), para-kaqesqei<j (Lu. 10:39), para-lake<w 
(Ac. 28:20), para<-klhtoj (Jo. 14:16), para-le<gomai (Ac. 27:8),  
par-a<lioj (Lu. 6:17), para-me<nw (Heb. 7:23; cf. menw?n kai> para-menw?  
Ph. 1:25), para-ple<w (Ac. 20:16), para-rre<w (Heb. 2:1), para- 
ti<qhmi (Mk. 6:41), pa<r-eimi (Lu. 13:1), etc.  A specially noticeable  
word is pa<r-oinoj (1 Tim. 3:3).  Cf. also a]nti-par-h?lqen in Lu.  
10:31 f.  Sometimes para< suggests a notion of stealth as in par- 
eis-a<gw (2 Pet. 2:1), par-eis-du<w (Ju. 4), par-ei<s-aktoj (Gal. 2:4),  
but in par-eis-e<rxomai at in Ro. 5:20 this notion is not present. Cf.  
Mt. 14:15, h[ w!ra h@dh parh?lqen, ‘the hour is already far spent’ (‘gone  
by’).  Note also the Scotch "far in" like modern Greek parame<sa   
(Moulton, Prol., p. 247). A few examples of the "perfective" use  
occur as in parocu<nw (Ac. 17:16), para-pikrai<nw (Heb. 3:16), para<- 
shmoj (Ac. 28:11), para-thre<w (Gal. 4:10, but in Lu. 14:1 the  
idea of envious watching comes out). With para-frone<w the no- 
tion is rather ‘to be beside one's self,’ ‘out of mind.’  Cf. also para<- 
shmoj in Heb. 6:6, found in the ostraca (Wilcken, i. 78 f.) as a  
commercial word ‘to fall below par.’ For parenoxlei?n, (Ac. 15:19)  
see parenoxlei?n h[ma?j, P. Tb. 36 (ii/B.o.).  Para< occurs in the N. T.  
with three cases. The locative has 50 examples, the accusative 60,  
the ablative 78.4 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 509.   3 Thumb., FIandb., p. 102. 
 2 Delbruck, Die Grundl., p. 130.  4 Moulton, Prol., p. 106. 
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 4. With the Locative.  Para< with the locative is nearly confined  
to persons. Only one other example appears, i[sth<keisan para> t&? 
staur&? (Jo. 19:25). This confining of para< to persons is like the  
usual Greek idiom, though Homer1 used it freely with both.  
Homer used it also as an adverb and in the shortened form  
pa<r.  The only instance in the N. T. of the locative with para<,  
after a verb of motion is in Lu. 9:47, e@sthsen au]to> par ] e[aut&?,  
though here D reads e[auto<n.  The locative with para< leaves the  
etymological idea unchanged so that we see the preposition in its  
simplest usage. Cf. o{n a]pe<leipon para> Ka<rp& (2 Tim. 4:13) as a  
typical example of the use with persons which is much like apud  
in Latin, 'at one's house' (Jo. 1:40), 'in his society,' etc. So 
katalu<sai para< (Lu. 19:7), me<nw para<, (Jo. 14:17), ceni<zw para< (Ac. 
21:16).  Cf. Ac. 21:8. In Rev. 2:13; Mt. 28:15, para< has the  
idea of 'among.'  The phrase para> t&? qe&? (Lu. 1 : 30) is common.  
The word is used in ethical relations,2 also like par ] e]moi< (2 Cor. 
1:17). Cf. ti< a@piston kri<netai [ar ] u[mi?n (Ac. 26:8) and fro<nimoi 
par ] e[autoi?j (Ro. 12:16).  Para< with the locative does not occur  
in Hebrews. 
 5. With the Ablative. But it occurs only with persons (like the  
older Greek). The distinction between para< and a]po< and e]k has  
already been made. In Mk. 8:11 both para< and a]]po< occur, 
zhtou?ntej par ] au]tou? shmei?on a]po> tou? ou]ranou? (cf. 12:2), and in Jo. 
1:40 we have both para< and e]k, ei$j e]k tw?n du<o tw?n a]kousa<ntwn para>  
  ]Iwa<nou.  In a case like Jo. 8:38 the locative is followed by the 
ablative,3 e[w<raka para> t&? patri< — h]kou<sate para> tou? patro<j, though 
some MSS. have locative in the latter clause also. But the abla- 
tive here is in strict accordance with Greek usage as in a case like  
a]kou?sai para> sou? (Ac. 10:22).  On the other hand in Jo. 6:45 f. 
we find the ablative in both instances, o[ a]kou<saj [ara> tou? patro<j— 
o[ w}n para> tou? qeou? (cf. o[ w}n ei]j to>n ko<lpon tou? patro<j in Jo. 1:18). 
But this last para< implies the coming of Christ from the Father,  
like para> tou? patro>j e]ch?lqon, (Jo. 16:27).  Para< with the ablative  
means ‘from the side of’ as with the accusative it means 'to the  
side of.' The phrase oi[ par ] au]tou? therefore describes one's family  
or kinsmen (Mk. 3:21).  In the papyri the phrase is very common  
for one's agents, and Moulton4 has found one or two like oi[ par ]    
h[mw?n pa<ntej parallel to of oi[ par ] au]tou?  in Mk. 3:21. Cf. also ta> par ]  
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 134. 
 2 Simcox, Lang. of N. T., p. 151.  3 Abbott Joh. Gr., p. 271.  
 4 Prol., p. 106. In G. H. 36 (ii/B.C.), B. U. 998 (ii/B.C.), P. Par. 36 (ii/B.C.).  
Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 138. 
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au]tw?n (Lu. 10:7) for one's resources or property.  Rouffiac (Re- 
cherches, etc., p. 30) cites e]dapa<nhsen par ] e[autou?   
from inscription from Priene (1,11, 117). Note also h[ par ] e]mou?  
diaqh<kh (Ro. 11:27) with notion of authorship. With passive  
verbs the agent is sometimes expressed by para< as in a]pestalme<noj 
para> qeou? (Jo. 1:6), toi?j lelalhme<noij para> Kuri<ou (Lu. 1:45). Cf.  
Text. Rec. in Ac. 22:30 with kathgorei?tai para> tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn, where  
W. H. have u[po<.  Para<, occurs with the middle in Mt. 21:42, para> 
Kuri<ou e]ge<neto.  In the later Greek vernacular para< with the abla- 
tive helped supplant u[po< along with a]po<, and both para< and u[po<   
(and e]k) vanished1 "before the victorious a]po<." 
 6. With the Accusative. It is not found in John's writings at  
all2 as it is also wanting in the other Catholic Epistles. The  
accusative is common in the local sense both with verbs of  
motion and of rest. The increase in the use of the accusative  
with verbs of rest explains in part the disuse of the locative.3  
One naturally compares the encroachments of ei]j upon e]n.  We  
see the idiom in the papyri as in oi[ para> se> qeoi<., P. Par. 47 (B.C.  
153). The use of para< with the accusative with verbs of rest  
was common in Northwest Greek (Buck, Greek Dialects, p. 101).  
Thus in Mt. 4:18 we find peripatw?n para> th>n qa<lassan logically  
enough, but in 13:1 we meet e]ka<qhto para> th?n qa<lassan, and note 
kaqh<menoi para> th?n o[do<n (Mt. 20:30), e[stw>j para> th>n li<mnhn (Lu.  
5:1), e]sti>n oi]ki<a para< qa<lassan (Ac. 10:6), dida<skein para> qa<lassan 
(Mk. 4:1), a]nateqramme<noj para> tou>j po<daj (Ac. 22:3).  Cf. Ac. 
4:35.  So no difficulty arises from e@riyan para> tou>j po<daj (Mt. 15:  
30).  There is no example in the N. T. of para< in the sense of  
‘beyond,’ like Homer, but one where the idea is 'near to,' along- 
side of,' as h#lqen para> th>n qa<lassan (Mt. 15:29).  But figura- 
tively para< does occur often in the sense of 'beside the mark'  
or 'beyond.'  Once4 indeed we meet the notion of 'minus,' as 
in tessara<konta para> mi<an (2 Cor. 11:24).  Cf. para> ta<lanto<n soi 
pe<praka, B.U. 1079 (A.D. 41), where para< means ‘except.’  The  
modern Greek vernacular keeps para> tri<xa, ‘within a hair's 
breadth’ (Thumb, Handb., p. 98). The notion of 'beyond' is  
common enough in classic writers and is most frequent in He- 
brews in the N. T. It occurs with comparative forms like diafo- 
rw<teron (Heb. 1:4), plei<onoj (3:3), krei<ttosi (9:23; cf. 12:24), 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 391. 
 2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 270.  3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 138. 
 4 W.-Th., p. 404. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 138, less naturally explains  
para< here as meaning 'by virtue of,' but not Debrunner. 
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with implied comparison like h]la<ttwsaj braxu< ti (2:7), or with  
merely the positive like a[martwloi< (Lu. 13: 2; cf. 13:4). Indeed  
no adjective or participle at all may appear, as in o]feile<tai  
e]ge<nonto para> pa<ntaj (Lu. 13:4 ; cf. 13:2).  The use of the posi- 
tive with para< is like the Aramaic (cf. Wellhausen, Einl., p.  
28).  Here the notion of 'beyond ' or 'above ' is simple enough.  
Cf. para< after a@lloj in 1 Cor. 3:11 and h[me<ran in Ro. 14:5; Heb.  
11:11.  The older Greek was not without this natural use of  
para< for comparison and the LXX is full of it.1  In the later Greek  
vernacular the ablative and both retreat before para< and the  
accusative.2  In the modern Greek vernacular we find para< and  
the accusative and even with the nominative after comparison  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 75). The notion of comparison may glide  
over into that of opposition very easily. Thus in Ro. 1:25, 
e]la<treusan t ?̂ kti<sei para> to>n kti<santa, where ‘rather than’ is the 
idea (cf. "instead of ").  Cf. Ro. 4:18, par ] e]lip<da e]p ] e]lpi<di, where  
both prepositions answer over to each other, ‘beyond,’ ‘upon.’  
So in 2 Cor. 8:3 kata> du<namin and para> du<namin are in sharp contrast.  
Cf. Ac. 23:3.  In Gal. 1:8 f. par ] o! has the idea of 'beyond' and  
so ‘contrary to.’  Cf. Ro. 11:24; 12:3; 16:17.  To exceed in- 
structions is often to go contrary to them.  In a case like para>  
no<mon (Ac. 18:13), to go beyond is to go against.  Cf. English  
trans-gression, para<-ptwma.  Once more para<, with the accusative  
strangely enough may actually mean 'because of,' like propter.  
So in 1 Cor. 12:15 f. para> tou?to.  Cf. D in Lu. 5:7.  The Attic  
writers used para< thus, but it disappears in the later vernacular.3  
The notion of cause grows out of the idea of nearness and the nature  
of the context. Farrar4 suggests the English colloquial: "It's all  
along of his own neglect." 
 (l) Peri<.  There is some dispute about the etymology of peri<.  
Some scholars, like Sonne,5 connect it in etymology and meaning  
with u[pe<r.  But the point is not yet clear, as Brugmann6 con- 
tends. Whatever may be true about the remote Indo-Germanic  
root, peri< belongs to the same stem as para< and is in the locative  
case like pari in the Sanskrit.7  Cf. also Old Persian pariy, Zend  
pairi, Latin per, Lithuanian per, Gothic fair–, Old High German  
far–, fer, German ver–. The Greek uses pe<ri as an adverb (Homer) 
 
 1 C. and S., p. 85 f.; Thack., Gr., p. 23. 3 Ib., p. 390. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 389.  4 Gk. Synt., p. 104. 
 5 K. Z., 14, pp. 1ff.  Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 700. 
 6 Kurze vergl. Gr., II, p. 475. 
 7 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 447; Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 700. 
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and the AEolic dialect1 even uses pe<r instead of peri<.  The inten- 
sive particle per is this same word. 
 1. The Root-Meaning. It is 'round' (‘around’), 'on all sides'  
(cf. a]mfi<, ‘on both sides’). Cf. pe<ric (Ac. 5:16), where the root- 
idea is manifest. Cf. Latin circum, circa. The preposition has  
indeed a manifold development,2 but after all the root-idea is  
plainer always than with some of the other prepositions. The  
N. T. examples chiefly (but cf. Ac. 28:7) concern persons and  
things, though even in the metaphorical uses the notion of  
‘around’ is present. 
 2. In Composition. The idea of 'around' in the literal local  
sense is abundant. Cf. perih?gen (Mt. 4:23), periastra<yai (Ac. 22:  
6), periestw?ta (Jo. 11:42), perie<dramon (Mk. 6:55), perife<rein (Mk.  
6:55), peri-e<rxomai (Ac. 19:13), fragmo>n au]t&? perie<qhken (Mt.  
21:33). In peri-pate<w (Mt. 9:5) peri< has nearly lost its special  
force, while in periergazome<nouj (2 Th. 3:11) the whole point lies  
in the preposition. Note in Mk. 3:34, peri-bleya<menoj tou>j peri>  
au]to>n ku<kl& kaqhme<nouj, where ku<kl& explains peri< already twice ex- 
pressed.  Cf. also peri-kuklw<sousi<n se (Lu. 19:43). The perfective  
idea of peri< in composition is manifest in peri-elei?n a[marti<aj (Heb.  
10:11), 'to take away altogether.' Cf. peri-aya<ntwn pu?r e]n me<s& th?j 
au]lh?j (Lu. 22:55), where note the addition of peri< to e]n me<s&.  In  
Mk. 14:65 peri-kalu<ptw means 'to cover all round,' ‘to cover up,’  
like peri-kru<ptwin Lu. 1:24. This is the "perfective" sense. Cf.  
peri<-lupoj in Mt. 26:38.  Per contra note peri<ergoj (1 Tim. 5:13)  
for 'busybody,' busy about trifles and not about important mat- 
ters. In 1 Tim. 6:10 note perie<peiran in the sense of 'pierced  
through.' But in 2 Cor. 3 : 16, periairei?tai, 'the veil is removed  
from around the head.' 
 3. Originally Four Cases Used. These were the locative, ac- 
cusative, genitive, ablative. The locative was never common in  
prose and died out in the late Greek, not appearing in the N. T.  
Delbruck3 is very positive about the ablative in some examples in  
Homer and the earlier Greek. Indeed he thinks that the true  
genitive is a later development after the ablative with peri<.  I  
think it probable that some of these ablative examples survive in  
the N. T., though I do not stress the point.4  
 4. With the Ablative. There is some doubt as to how to explain 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 491. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 447. 
 3 Die Grundi., p. 131 f.; Vergl. Synt., I, p. 711 f.  
 4 Cf. also Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 447. 
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the ablative with peri<.  In Homer1 it is usually explained as like  
ablative of comparison. Cf. u[pe<r.  Thus peri< is taken in the sense  
of 'beyond' or 'over,' and is allied to pe<ra (pe<ran) and u[pe<r, ac- 
cording to the original sense.2  Brugmann3 cites also peri<eimi and  
perigi<gnomai where the notion of superiority comes in. With this 
compare perikratei?j gene<sqai th?j ska<fhj (Ac. 27:16), which would  
thus have the ablative in ska<fhj.  But Monro4 admits that the 
origin of this notion with peri< is not quite clear. On the other  
hand, the use of peri< in composition may throw light on the  
subject. In 2 Cor. 3:16, peri-airei?tai to> ka<lumma, 'the veil is  
taken from around.' Cf. also Ac. 27:20. The same notion  
occurs in peri-ka<qarma (1 Cor. 4:13) and periyhma (ib.), ‘off-scour- 
ing' and ‘off-scraping.’  The same idea of from around occurs  
in peri-rh<cantej ta> i[ma<tia (Ac. 16:22; cf. 2 Macc. 4:38). In Lu.  
10:40 this idea appears in a metaphorical sense with periespa?to,  
'drawn away' or 'from around,' ‘distracted.’ See perispai?, P.  
Brit. M. 42 (B.C. 168) for 'occupy.'  Cf. also the notion of 
beyond in periergoj (1 Tim. 5:13), perilei<pw (1 Th. 4:15),  
perime<nw (Ac. 1:4), periou<sioj (Tit. 2:14), perisseu<w (Jo. 6:12),  
perisso<j (Mt. 5:37).  In the last example, to> perisso>n tou<twn, note 
the ablative. There remains a group of passages of a metaphorical  
nature where the idea is that of taking something away. These  
may be explained as ablatives rather than genitives. So in Ro.  
8:3, peri> a[marti<aj, the idea is that we may be freed from sin, from  
around sin. Thayer (under peri<) explains this usage as "purpose  
for removing something or taking it away." This, of course, is  
an ablative idea, but even so we get it rather indirectly with peri<.  
See Xristo>j a!pac peri> a[martiw?n a]pe<qanen in 1 Pet. 3:18. It is worth  
observing that in Gal. 1:4 W. H. read u[pe<r rather than peri<, while  
in Heb. 5:3 W. H. have peri< rather than u[pe<r.  Cf. Mk. 14:24. 
In Eph. 6:18 f. we have deh<sei peri> pa<ntwn tw?n a[gi<wn, kai> u[pe>r e]mou?, 
where the two prepositions differ very little.  But in 1 Pet. 3:18  
(see above), u[pe>r a]di<kwn, the distinction is clearer. Cf. Jo. 16:26;  
17:9.  See Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 152 f. D has u[pe<r with  
e]kxunno<menon in Mt. 26:28 rather than peri<.  Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. 
Gk., p. 134. Cf. peri< with i[lasmo<j in 1 Jo. 2:2.  The ablative  
with u[pe<r renders more probable this ablative use of peri<.  
 5. With the Genitive.  This is the common case with peri< in the 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 133; Sterrett, The Dial. of Hom. in Hom. Il., N 47. 
 2 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 714. Cf. peraite<rw, Ac. 19 : 39.  
 3 Griech. Gr., p. 448. Cf. Furze vergl. Gr., II, p. 476. 
 4 Hom. Gr., p. 133. 
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N. T.  If the genitive and ablative examples are counted together  
(the real ablatives are certainly few) they number 291 as against  
38 accusatives.1  But in the later Greek the accusative gradually  
drives out the genitive (with the help of dia< also).2  The genitive  
was always rare with peri< in the local or temporal sense.  The N. T.  
shows no example of this usage outside of composition (Ac. 25:7),  
unless in Ac. 25:18 peri> ou$ a be taken with staqe<ntej, which is  
doubtful.3  Curiously enough the Gospel of John has the genitive  
with peri< almost as often as all the Synoptic writers and the accu- 
sative not a all in the critical text, Jo. 11:19 reading pro>j th>n 
Ma<rqan.4  This frequency in John is due largely to the abundant use  
of marture<w, le<gw, lale<w, gra<fw, etc. Cf. Jo. 1:7, 22:7, 13, 17, etc.  
Peri< may occur with almost any verb where the notion of 'about,'  
‘concerning’ is natural, like e]splagxni<sqh (Mt. 9:36), h]gana<kthsan   
(20:24), me<lei (22:16), e]legxo<menoj (Lu. 3:19), e]qau<masan (Lu. 2:  
18), etc.  The list includes verbs like a]kou<w, ginw<skw, dialogi<zomai 
e]nqume<omai, e]pizhte<w, etc.  The usage includes both persons, like 
proseu<xesqe peri> h[mw?n (1 Th. 5:25), and things, like peri> e]ndu<matoj 
ti< merimna?te (Mt. 6:28).  One neat Greek idiom is ta> peri<. Cf.  
ta> peri> th?j o[dou?, (Ac. 24:22), ta> peri>  ]Ihsou? (18:25; Mk. 5:27),  
ta> peri> e]mautou?  (Ac. 24:10).  Blass5 considers poiei?n peri> au]tou? 
(Lu. 2:27) "an incorrect phrase," which is putting it too strongly.  
Cf. lagxa<nw peri< in Jo. 19:24, like classical ma<xomai peri<.  Sometimes  
rept appears rather loosely at the beginning of the sentence, peri> 
th?j logi<aj (1 Cor. 16:1), peri>   ]Apollw< (16:12).  Sometimes peri< 
is used with the relative when it would be repeated if the antece- 
dent were expressed, as in peri> w$n e[gra<yate (1 Cor. 7:1) or where  
peri< properly belongs only with the antecedent, as in peri> w$n de<dwka<j 
moi (Jo. 17:9).  In Lu. 19:37, peri> pasw?n w$n ei#don duna<mewn, the 
preposition strictly belongs only to the antecedent which is in- 
corporated. In a case like peri? pa<ntwn eu@xomai (3 Jo. 2) the subject- 
matter of the prayer is implied in peri< as cause is involved in  
peri> tou? kaqarismou? (Mk. 1:44) and as advantage is expressed in  
peri> au]th?j (Lu. 4:38).  But this is merely due to the context. 
 6. With the Accusative.  This construction in reality occurs with 
much the same sense as the genitive. The accusative, of course,  
suggests a placing around. It is rare in the N. T., but in later  
Greek displaced the genitive as already remarked. But it does  
not survive in the modern Greek vernacular. With the accusative 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 105.  4 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 272. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 392. 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 135.  
 3 W.-Th., p. 373. 
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peri< is used of place, as in ska<yw peri> au]th<n (Lu. 13:8), peri> to>n  
to<pon e]kei?non (Ac. 28:7).  Cf. Mk. 3:8.  So with expressions of  
time, as in peri> tri<thn w!ran (Mt. 20:3).  Note the use of peri< with  
the different parts of the body, as peri> th>n o]sfu<n (Mt. 3:4), peri> to>n  
tra<xhlon (18:6).  Cf. Rev. 15:6.  Peri< is used of persons as in peri- 
astra<yai peri> e]me< (Ac. 22:6), ei#dan peri> au]tou<j (Mk. 9:14).  An  
ancient Greek idiom occurs in oi[ peri> Pau?lon (Ac. 13:13), like of 
peri> Xenofw?nta (Xen. Anab. 7, 4, 16), where the idea is 'Paul and  
his companions.’1  But in a case like oi[ peri> au]to<n (Lu. 22:49) the  
phrase has only its natural significance, ‘those about him.’  The  
still further development of this phrase for the person or persons  
named alone, like the vernacular "you all" in the Southern States  
for a single person, appears in some MSS. for Jo. 11:19,  pro>j ta>j 
peri> Ma<rqan kai> Mari<an, where only Martha and Mary are meant,2  
the critical text being pro>j th>n Ma<rqan.  Blass3 notes that only  
with the Philippian Epistle (2:23, ta> peri> e]me<) did Paul begin the  
lase of the accusative with peri< (cf. genitive) in the sense of  'con- 
cerning,' like Plato.  Cf. in the Pastoral Epistles, peri> th>n pi<stin 
(1 Tim. 1:19), peri> th>n a]lh<qeian (2 Tim. 2:18).  But Luke (10:  
40 f.) has it already.  Cf. peri> ta> toiau?ta (Ac. 19:25). But ku<kl&  
in the LXX, as in the koinh<, is also taking the place of peri< (Thack- 
eray, Gr., p. 25).  ]Amfi< could not stand before u[pe<r, and finally  
peri< itself went down.  The entrance of u[pe<r into the field of peri<   
will call for notice later. 
 (m) Pro<.  Cf. the Sanskrit pra and the Zend fra, Gothic fra,  
Lithuanian pra, Latin pro, German fur, vor, English for (for-ward),  
fore (fore-front). The case of pro< is not known, though it occurs  
a few times in Homer as an adverb.4  Cf. a]po< and u[po<.  The  
Latin prod is probably remodelled from an old *pro like an abla- 
tive, as prae is dative (or locative). 
 1. The Original Meaning.  It is therefore plain enough. It is  
simply ‘fore,’ ‘before.’  It is rather more general in idea than  
Cori and has a more varied development.5  In pro< th?j qu<raj (Ac.  
12:6) the simple idea is clear. 
 2. In Composition.  It is common also in composition, as in  
pro-au<lion (Mk. 14:68), ‘fore-court.’  Other uses in composition  
grow out of this idea of 'fore,' as pro-bai<nw (Mt. 4:21), 'to go on'  
(‘for-wards’), pro-ko<ptw (Gal. 1:14), pro-a<gw (Mk. 11:9; cf. a]ko- 
louqe<w in contrast), pro<-dhloj (1 Tim. 5:24), 'openly manifest,' 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 406.    3 Ib. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 134.   4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 149.  
 5 K.-G., I, p. 454. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl; Synt., I, p. 716. 
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'before all' (cf. Ga1.3:1, pro-egra<fh); pro-e<xw (Ro. 3:9), ‘to sur- 
pass'; pro-amarta<nw (2 Cor. 12:21), ‘to sin before,’ ‘previously’; 
pro-ori<zw (Ro. 8:29), to 'pre-ordain.'  Cf. pro<-krima (1 Tim. 5: 
21), 'pre-judgment.'  In these respects the N. T. merely follows 
in the wake of the older Greek.1  One may illustrate pro< still 
further by the comparative pro-teroj and the superlative prw?-toj 
(cf. Doric pra?-toj.).  Cf. also pro<-sw, pro-pe<rusi. 
 3. The Cases Used with pro<.  These call for little comment. It 
is barely possible that ou]rano<qi pro< in Homer may be a remnant of 
a locative use.2  Brugmann3 thinks that a true genitive is seen in 
pro> o[dou?, but this is not certain. But the ablative is probably the 
case. In very late Greek pro< even appears with the accusative.4 
It is not in the modern Greek vernacular. The ablative is due 
to the idea of comparison and is found also with the Latin pro.5 
Pro< occurs only 48 times in the N. T. and is almost confined 
to Matthew's and John's Gospels, Luke's writings and Paul's 
Epistles (12 times). 
 4. Place. Thus it occurs only in four instances, pro> th?j qu<raj 
(Ac. 12:6), pro> tw?n qurw?n (Jas. 5:9), pro> tou? pulw?noj (Ac. 12:14), 
pro> th?j po<lewj (14:13). Cf. e@mporsqen, (Mt. 5:24), which is more 
common in this sense in the N. T. Some MSS. have pro< in Ac. 
5:23.  In Cyprus (borrowing from the literary language) to-day 
we still have pro> kefalh?j, 'at the head of the table' (Thumb, 
Handb., p. 98). 
 5. Time. This is the more common idea with pro< in the N. T. 
Thus we find such expressions as tou>j pro> u[mw?n (Mt. 5:12), pro> 
kairou? (8:29), pro> tou? kataklusmou? (Mt. 24:38),  pro< tou? a]gi<stou 
(Lu. 11:38), pro> tou? pa<sxa (Jo. 11:55), pro> tw?n ai]w<nwn (1 Cor.  
2:7), pro> xeimw?noj (2 Tim. 4:21).  This is all plain sailing. Nor  
need one stumble much at the compound preposition (translation 
Hebraism) pro> prosw<pou sou (Mk. 1:2 and parallels). Cf. Ac. 13: 
24; Lu. 9:52.  Nine times we have pro> tou? with the infinitive, as 
in Lu. 2:21; 22:15; Jo. 1:48.  Here this phrase neatly expresses 
a subordinate clause of time (antecedent). Cf. ante quam. A real  
difficulty appears in pro> e{c h[merw?n tou? pa<sxa (Jo. 12:1), which  
does look like the Latin idiom in ante diem tertium Kalendas. 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 449. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 149. Cf. Delbruck, Die Grundl., p. 132. The inscr.  
show the loc. also. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 393. 
 3 Griech. Gr., p. 449. 
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 393. 
 5 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 722. 
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Jannaris1 attributes this common idiom in the late Greek writers  
to the prevalence of the Roman system of dating. This has been  
the common explanation. But Moulton2 throws doubt on this  
"plausible Latinism" by showing that this idiom appears in a  
Doric inscription of the first century B.C. (Michel, 694), pro> a[mera?n 
de<ka tw?n musthri<wn.  The idiom occurs also in the inscriptions, pro> 
ie Kalandw?n Au]rgou<stwn, I.M.A. iii. 325 (ii/A.D.), and the papyri,  
prw> du<o h[mero<n F.P. 118 (ii/A.D.).  So Moulton proves his point  
that it is a parallel growth like the Latin. Rouffiac (Recherches,  
p. 29) re-enforces it by three citations from the Priene inscrip-  
tions. Cf. also pro> pollw?n tou<twn h[merw?n Acta S.-Theogn., p. 102.  
Moulton thinks that it is a natural development from the abla-  
tive case with pro<, 'starting from,' and refers to o]ye> sabba<twn in  
Mt. 28:1 as parallel.  May it not be genuine Greek and yet  
have responded somewhat to the Latin influence as to the fre-  
quency (cf. LXX and the N. T.)?  Similarly pro> e]tw?n dekatessa<rwn 
(2 Cor. 12:2), 'fourteen years before (ago).' Abbott3 con-  
siders it a transposing of pro<, but it is doubtful if the Greek  
came at it in that way. Simcox4 calls attention to the double  
genitive with pro< in Jo. 12:1, really an ablative and a genitive. 
 6. Superiority.  Pro< occurs in the sense of superiority also, as 
in pro> pa<ntwn (Jas. 5:12; 1 Pet. 4:8).  In Col. 1:17 pro> pa<ntwn  
is probably time, as in pro> e]mou? (Jo. 10:8; Rom. 16:7). Cf.  pro>  
tou<twn pa<ntwn in Lu. 21:12. 
 (n) Pro<j.  The etymology of pro<j is not perfectly clear. It  
seems to be itself a phonetic variation5 of proti< which is found in  
Homer as well as the form poti< (Arcad. po<j, po<t in Boeotian, etc.).  
What the relation is between poti< and proti< is not certain.6  The  
Sanskrit prati is in the locative case.  The connection, if any, be-  
tween pro<j and pro< is not made out, except that pro-ti< and pra-ti  
both correspond to pro< and pra.  Thayer considers –ti< an adverbial  
suffix. 
 1. The Meaning.7  It is the same as proti< and poti<.  The root-  
idea is 'near,’ ‘near by,’ according to Delbruck,8 though Brug-  
mann9  inclines to towards.' In Homer pro<j has an adverbial 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 394. Cf. Viereck, Sermo Graecus, p. 12 f. 
 2 Prol., pp. 100. He refers also to the numerous ex. in W. Schulze, Graec. 
Lat., pp. 14-19. 
 3 Joh. Gr., p. 227.   5 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 449. 
 4 Lang. of the N. T., p. 153 f.  6 Ib. 
 7 Delbrilek, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 726. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 449. 
 8 Die Grundl., p. 132.   9 Griech. Gr., p. 449. 
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use, pro<j de< with the notion of 'besides.'1  'Near,' rather than  
‘towards,’ seems to explain the resultant meanings more satis- 
factorily. The idea seems to be ‘facing,’ German gegen. Cf. 
pro<swpon.  In o[ lo<goj h#n pro>j to>n qeo<n (Jo. 1:1) the literal idea  
comes out well, ‘face to face with God.’ 
 2. In Composition. Probably one sees the original notion in  
pros-edreu<w, ‘to sit near’ (cf. Eurip., etc.).  Some MSS. read this  
verb in 1 Cor. 9:13, though the best MSS. have paredreu<w.  But  
we do have pros-kefa<laion (Mk. 4:38) and pros-me<nw (Mt. 15:32;  
1 Tim. 5:5).  Cf. also pros-fa<gion (Jo. 21:5), and pros-ormi<zw 
(Mk. 6:53).  The other resultant meanings appear in composition  
also as ' towards ' in pros-a<gw (Lu. 9:41), ‘to’ in pros-kolla<w (Eph.  
5:31), 'besides' in pros-ofei<lw) (Phil. 19), 'for' in pros-kairoj  
(Mt. 13:21).  This preposition is common in composition and  
sometimes the idea is simply "perfective," as in pros-kartere<w  
(Ac. 1:14), pro<s-peinoj (Ac. 10:10). 
 3. Originally with Five Cases. The cases used with pro<j were  
probably originally five according to Brugmann,2 viz. locative,  
dative, ablative, genitive, accusative. The only doubt is as to  
the true dative and the true genitive. Delbruck3 also thinks that a  
few genuine datives and genitives occur. Green4 (cf. pro<) speaks  
of "the true genitive" with pro<; it is only rarely true of pro<j and  
u[pe<r.  The genitive with pro<j is wanting in the papyri and the  
Pergamon inscriptions (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 117). And  
in the N. T. no example of the genitive or dative appears. In  
Lu. 19:37 pro>j t ?̂ kataba<sei might possibly be regarded as dative  
with e]ggi<zontoj; but it is better with the Revised Version to sup- 
ply "even" and regard it as a locative. In composition (prose<xete 
e[autoi?j, Lu. 12:1) the dative is common.2  Maccabees shows  
the literary use of pro>j with dative of numbers (Thackeray, Gr.,  
p. 188). 
 4. The Ablative.  There is only one example of the ablative in  
the N. T. and this occurs in Ac. 27:34, tou?to pro>j th?j u[mete<raj 
swthri<aj u[pa<rxei.  This metaphorical usage means 'from the point  
of view of your advantage.'  It is possible also to explain it as  
true genitive, ‘on the side of.’  This is a classical idiom. So then  
pro<j in the N. T. is nearly confined to two cases. Moulton5 agrees 
  
 1 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, p. 728. Pro<j, as well as meta<, still appears as  
adv. in Polyb. Cf. Kaelker, Quest. de Eloc. Polyb., p. 283. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 448 f. 
 3 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 729 f. 
 4 Notes on Gk. and Lat. Synt., p. 163.  5 Prol., p. 106. 
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with Blass1 that this is a remnant of the literary style in Luke.  
Moulton finds the genitive (ablative) 23 times in the LXX. The  
true genitive appeared in examples like pro>j tou? potamou?, 'by the  
river' or ‘towards the river.’  In the modern Greek vernacular  
pro<j fades2 before ei]j and a]po< as the ablative use is going in the  
N. T. It is rarely used of place and time, and even so the usage  
is due to the literary language (Thumb, Handbook, p. 106). 
 5. With the Locative. Pro<j indeed occurs in the N. T. with the  
locative only seven times, so that it is already pretty nearly a  
one-case preposition. These seven examples are all of place and 
call for little remark. Cf. pro>j t&? o@rei (Mk. 5:11), pro>j t&? mnhmei<& 
(Jo. 20:11).  They are all with verbs of rest save the use with  
e]ggi<zontoj in Lu. 19:37.  See under 3.  The correct text gives  
the locative in Mk. 5:11 and Jo. 20:11, else we should have  
only five, and D reads the accusative in Lu. 19:37.  These seven  
examples illustrate well the etymological meaning of pro<j as  
‘near’ or ‘facing.’  Moulton counts 104 examples of pro<j and the  
dative (locative) in the LXX.  Four of these seven examples are  
in John's writings. Cf. especially Jo. 20:12.  Moulton (Prol., 
p. 106) notes "P. Fi. 5 pro>j t&? pulw?ni, as late as 245 A.D. " 
 6. With the Accusative.  It was exceedingly common in Homer  
and always in the literal local sense.3 The metaphorical usage with  
the accusative developed later. How common the accusative is  
with pro<j in the N. T. is seen when one notes that the number is  
679.4  This was the classic idiom5 with pro<j both literally and meta- 
phorically. It is not necessary to say that pro<j with the accusative  
means ‘towards.’  The accusative case implies extension and with  
verbs of motion pro<j (‘near’) naturally blends with the rest into  
the resultant idea of ‘towards.’  This is in truth a very natural  
use of pro<j with the accusative, as in a]nexw<rhsen pro<j th>n qa<lassan  
(Mk. 3:7).  In Mk. 11:1 note both ei]j (  ]Ieroso<luma) and pro<j (to> 
o@roj) with e]ggi<zw).  In Phil. 5 (W. H.) the margin has both with  
persons. Here Lightfoot (in loco) sees a propriety in the faith  
which is towards (pro<j) Christ and the love exerted upon (ei]j) men.  
But that distinction hardly6 applies in Ro. 3:25 f.; Eph. 4:12.  
Cf. Mk. 5:19. In Mk. 9:17  W. H. and Nestle accent pro>j se<.  
There seems to be something almost intimate, as well as personal,  
in some of the examples of pro<j.  The examples of pro<j with per- 
sons are very numerous, as in e]ceproeu<eto pro>j au]to<n (Mt. 3:5), 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 140.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 106. 
 2 Jann., Gk. Gr., p. 366.    5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 394. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 142.    6 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 155. 
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deu?te pro<j me (Mt. 11:28), etc.  But one must not think that the 
notion of motion is essential to the use of pro<j and the accusative 
(cf. ei]j and e]n). Thus in Mk. 4:1, pa?j o[ o@xloj pro>j th>n qa<lassan 
e]pi> th?j gh?j h#san, note both e]pi< and pro<j and the obvious distinc-. 
tion. Cf. also qermaino<menoj pro> to> fw?j (Mk. 14:54).  It is not 
strange, therefore, to find pro>j h[ma?j ei]si<n (Mt. 13:56), pro>j se> poiw? 
to> pa<sxa (26:18).  Cf. also ta> pro>j th>n qu<ran in Mk. 2:2.  The 
accusative with pro<j is not indeed exactly what the locative would 
be, especially with persons. In Mk. 14:49 we find kaq  ] h[me<ran 
h@mhn pro> u[ma?j e]n t&? i[er&? dida<skwn.  Abbott1 properly illustrates 
Jo. 1:1, o[ lo<goj h#n pro>j to>n qeo<n with this passage in Mk. and 
with 2 Cor. 5: 8, e]ndhmh?sai pro>j to>n ku<rion.  It is the face-to-face 
converse with the Lord that Paul has in mind. So John thus 
conceives the fellowship between the Logos and God. Cf. sto<ma 
pro>j sto<ma in 2 Jo. 12,  3 Jo. 14 and pro<swpon pro>j pro<swpon in 
1 Cor. 13:12.  But, while this use of pro<j with words of rest 
is in perfect harmony with the root-idea of the preposition it- 
self, it does not occur in the older Greek writers nor in the 
LXX.2  Jannaris3 is only able to find it in Malalas. Certainly 
the more common Greek idiom would have been para<, while meta< 
and su<n might have been employed.  Abbott,4 however, rightly 
calls attention to the frequent use of pro<j with verbs of speaking 
like le<gw, lale<w, etc., and Demosthenes has it with za<w.  So then 
it is a natural step to find pro<j employed for living relationship, 
intimate converse. Two very interesting examples of this personal 
intercourse occur in Lu. 24:14, w[mi<loun pro>j a]llh<louj, and verse 17, 
a]ntiba<llete pro>j a]llh<louj.  Cf. also pro<j with peripate<w (Col. 4:5), 
koinwni<a (2 Cor. 6:14), diaqh<kh (Ac. 3:25 as in ancient Greek), 
lo<goj (Heb. 4:13), etc.  Certainly nothing anomalous exists in 
pi<ptei pro>j tou>j po<daj (Mk. 5:22)  and  prosko<y^j pro> li<qon (Mt. 
4:6). Pro<j is not used often with expressions of time, and the 
notion of extension is in harmony with the accusative case. Cf. 
pro>j kairo<n in Lu. 8:13, pro>j w!ran in Jo. 5:35, pro>j o]li<gaj h[me<raj 
in Heb. 12:10. In pro>j e[spe<ran (Lu. 24:29) the resultant notion 
is ‘toward,’ rather than ‘for.’  Blass5 points out that pro>j to> 
paro<n (Heb. 12:11) is classical. The metaphorical uses of pro<j 
are naturally numerous.  Disposition towards one is often ex- 
pressed by pro<j, whether it be friendly as in makroqumei?te pro>j pa<ntaj   
(1 Th. 5:14) or hostile as in e]n e@xqr% o@ntej pro>j au[tou<j (Lu. 23:12). 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 273 f.   4 Joh. Gr., p. 275. 
 2 Ib.     5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 139. 
 3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 395. 
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Cf. met ] a]llh<lwn (ib.).  Pro<j does not of itself mean 'against,'  
though that may be the resultant idea as in goggusmo>j—pro>j tou>j 
 ]Ebrai<ouj (Ac. 6:1).  Cf. also pro>j plhsmonh>n th?j sarko<j (Col. 2:23) 
and pro>j tou>j ktl. (2 Cor. 5:12).  Sometimes pro<j adds nothing  
to the vague notion of extension in the accusative case and the  
idea is simply 'with reference to.'  Thus pro>j tou>j a]gge<louj 
le<gei (Heb. 1:7).  Cf. also Lu. 20:19.  Pro<j in the koinh< shares  
with ei]j and peri<, the task of supplanting the disappearing dative  
(Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 112).  In particular pro>j au]to<n, (–ou<j)  
takes the place of au]t&? (--oi?j) after le<gw, ei#pon a]pokri<nomai, as 
shown by parallel passages in the Synoptic Gospels, as in Lu. 
3:14, where MSS. vary between au]toi?j and pro>j au]tou<j.  Adjec- 
tives may have pro<j in this general sense of fitness, like a]gaqo<j   
(Eph. 4:29), dunata< (2 Cor. 10:4), i[kano<j (2 Cor. 2:16), leukai> 
pro>j qerismo<n (Jo. 4:35), etc.  Cf. also ta> pro>j to>n qeo<n (Ro. 15: 
17).  The phrase ti< pro>j h[ma?j;  (Mt. 27:4) has ancient Greek  
support.1  The notion of aim or end naturally develops also as 
in e]gra<fh pro>j nouqesi<an h[mw?n (1 Cor. 10:11), pro>j ti< ei#pen  (Jo. 
13:28), o[ pro>j th>n e]lehmosu<nhn kaqh<menoj (Ac. 3:10).  Cf. 1 Cor. 
14:26; 15:34.  Some examples of the infinitive occur also in 
this connection, like pro>j to> qeaqh?nai au]toi?j (Mt. 6:1), pro>j to>  
katakau?sai au]ta< (13:30), etc.  In pro>j to> dei?n proseu<xesqai (Lu. 
18:1) the notion is hardly so strong as 'purpose.' But see  
Infinitive.  Then again cause may be the result in certain con- 
texts as in Mwush?j pro>j th>n sklhrokardi<an u[mw?n e]pe<treyen (Mt. 
19:8).  There is no difficulty about the notion of comparison.  
It may be merely general accord as in pro>j to> qe<lhma au]tou? (Lu. 12:  
47),  pro>j th>n a]lh<qeian (Gal. 2:14), or more technical comparison as 
in ou]k a@cia ta> paqh<mata tou? nu?n kairou? pro>j th>n me<llousan do<can  
a]pokalufqh?nai (Ro. 8:18). With this may be compared pro>j fqo<non,  
in Jas. 4:5, where the phrase has an adverbial force. 
 (o) Su<n.  The older form cu<n (old Attic) appears in some MSS.  
in 1 Pet. 4:12 (Beza put it in his text here). This form cu<n is  
seen in cuno<j.  In meta-cu< both meta< and cu<(n) are combined.2  Del- 
bruck3 is indeed in doubt as to the origin of su<n, but see Momm- 
sen,4 and some (Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 343) consider cu<n and su<n, 
different. 
 1. The Meaning.  This is in little dispute. It is ‘together with.’5 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 139. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Cr., p. 454:    3 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 730. 
 4 Entwick. einiger Cosetze fur d. Gehr. d. Prap. meta<, su<n  and a!ma, 
p. 444.       5 Drug., Griech. Or., p. 454. 
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Cf. Latin cum and English con-comitant. The associative in- 
strumental is the case used with su<n as with a!ma and it is just that  
idea that it was used to express originally.1  It never departed  
from this idea, for when the notion of help is present it grows  
naturally out of that of association. The Attic, according to  
Blass,2 confines su<n, to the notion of 'including,' but the Ionic  
kept it along with meta<, for ‘with.’ 
 2. History.  It is not without interest. In Homer it is sometimes  
an adverb (tmesis). Indeed it never made headway outside of  
poetry save in Xenophon, strange to say. The Attic prose writers  
use meta< rather than su<n.  Thus in 600 pages of Thucydides we  
find meta< 400 times and cu<n 37, while Xenophon has su<n more than  
meta<.  In Demosthenes the figures run 346 of meta< and 15 of su<n,  
while Aristotle has 300 and 8 respectively.3  Monro4 thinks that  
meta< displaced su<n in the vernacular while su<n held on in the poets  
as the result of Homer's influence and finally became a sort of in- 
separable preposition like dis— in Latin (cf. a]mfi— in N. T.). In the  
modern Greek vernacular su<n is displaced by me< (meta<) and some- 
times by a!ma.5 The rarity of su<n in the N. T. therefore is in har- 
mony with the history of the language.  Its use in the N. T. is  
largely confined to Luke's Gospel and Acts and is entirely absent  
from John's Epistles and the Apocalypse as it is also from Hebrews  
and 1 Peter, not to mention 2 Thessalonians, Philemon and the  
Pastoral Epistles. It is scarce in the rest of Paul's writings and  
in Mark and Matthew,6 and John's Gospel has it only three times  
(12:2; 18:1; 21:3).  It occurs in the N. T. about 130 times  
(over two-thirds in Luke and Acts), the MSS. varying in a few  
instances. 
 3. In Composition. Here su<n is extremely common. See list of  
these verbs in chapter on Cases (Instrumental). Cf. Thayer's  
Lexicon under su<n.  The use in composition illustrates the asso- 
ciative idea mainly as in sun-a<gw (Mt. 2:4), sun-e<rxomai (Mk. 3:20),  
though the notion of help is present also, as in sun-anti-lamba<nomai.  
(Lu. 10:40), sun-erge<w (1 Cor. 16:16).  Cf. xai<rw kai> sugxai<rw   
(Ph. 2:17 f.).  The "perfective" use of su<n is seen in sun-kalu<ptw  
(Lu. 12:2), sun-klei<w (Ro. 11:32), sun-ku<ptw (Lu. 13:11). Cf.  
suntele<w, sunthre<w, etc.  In su<noida the knowing may be either with 
another, as possibly Ac. 5:2, or with one's self, as in 1 Cor. 4:4. 
 
 1 Delbruck, Die Grundl., p. 133. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 132.   4 Hom. Gr., p. 147. 
 3 Cf. Mommsen, Entw. etc., p. 4 f.  5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 366.  
 6 Cf. on the whole subject Mommsen, Entw., p. 395. 
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The verb dune<xw (Lu. 22:63; Ac. 18:5) is found in the papyri  
(Deissmann, Bible Studies, p. 160. Cf. Moulton and Milligan,  
Expositor, 1911, p. 278). As already explained, the case used is  
the associative-instrumental. In the very late Greek the accusa- 
tive begins to appear with su<n, (as indeed already in the LXX!)  
and both su<n and a!ma show1 examples of the genitive like meta<. 
 4. N. T. Usage.  There is very little comment needed on the  
N.T. usage of the preposition beyond what has already been given.2   
The bulk of the passages have the notion of accompaniment, 
like su>n soi> a]poqanei?n (Mt. 26:35).  So it occurs with me<nein (Lu.  
1:56), kaqi<sai (Ac. 8:31), etc.  Cf. also su>n o!l^ t^? e]kklhsi<% (Ac. 
15:22), where the use of su<n may subordinate the church a bit  
to the Apostles (Thayer).3  Cf. also Ac. 14:5; Lu. 23:11, where  
kai< rather than su<n might have occurred.  As applied to Christ, su<n,  
like e]n, may express the intimate mystic union, as in ke<kruptai su>n 
t&? Xrist&? e]n t&? qe&? (Col. 3:3).  The phrase oi[ su<n is used much 
like oi[ para<, oi[ peri<, oi[ meta<.  Thus Pe<troj kai> oi[ su>n au]t&? (Lu. 9:32). 
Cf. Lu. 5:9 and Mk. 2:26.  Once su<n occurs in a context where 
the idea is 'besides,' a]lla< ge kai> su>n pa?sin tou<toij (Lu. 24:21). 
Cf. Neh. 5:18.  So probably also Ph. 1:1.  It appears in the  
papyri in this sense also. Cf. Moulton and Milligan, "Lexical  
Notes on the Papyri," The Expositor, 1911, p. 276. In Mt. 8:34  
Text. Rec. reads ei]j suna<nthsin t&?  ]Ihsou?, where critical text has 
The case of   ]Ihsou?  is associative-instrumental in either in- 
stance. MSS. give sun-- in other passages.  The use of su>n t ?̂   
duna<mei tou? kuri<ou (1 Cor. 5:4) has a technical sense (‘together with’)  
seen in the magical papyri and in an Attic cursing tablet (iii/B.C.).  
Cf. Deissmann, Light, etc., p. 304 f. See also Deissmann's Die  
neut. Formel "in Christo Jesu" for discussion of su>n Xrist&?, the  
notion of fellowship in Ph. 1:23.  He now cites a graffito with  
these words to a deceased person, eu@xomai ka]gw> e]n ta<xu su>n soi> ei#nai 
(Light, p. 305). Cf. Col. 3:3.  In 1 Th. 4:17 note a!ma su>n 
au]toi?j and in 5:10 a!ma su>n au]t&? like our "together with," which  
shows also the retreat of su<n before a!ma.  For sun-epi and kata< see  
Ac. 16:22. 
 (p)  [Upe<r.  In Homer, by anastrophe, sometimes we have u!per.  
Cf. Sanskrit upari (locative case of upar), Zend upairi, Latin super,  
Gothic ufar, German uber, Anglo-Saxon ofer, English over. The 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 396 f.; Jour. of Hell. Stud., XIX, pp. 287-288. 
 2 Cf. Westcott on Jo. 1:2 for discussion of distinction between su<n and 
meta<. 
 3 Cf. the use of su>n kai< in the pap. Deiss., B. S., p.. 265 f. 
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oldest Indo-Eur. locative1 was without i.  A longer comparative  
occurs in u[pe<rteroj, and a superlative u[pe<rtatoj shortened into  
u!patoj.  Cf. Latin superus, summus, and English up, upper, upper- 
most. 
 1. The Meaning.  It is therefore clear enough. It is the very  
English word 'over' or 'upper.' Chaucer uses ‘over’ in the sense  
of 'upper.' As an adverb it does not occur in Homer, though  
Euripides (Medea, 627) has u[pe>r a@gan.  Jannaris2 calls u!per (Blass 
u[pe>r) e]gw< (2 Cor. 11:23) "the monstrous construction," which is  
rather overdoing the matter. The use of the preposition is not  
remarkably abundant in the N. T. 
 2. In Composition. The N.T. has also the compound preposi- 
tions bream.) (Eph. 1:21), u[perekperissou? (Eph. 3:20), u[pere<keina  
(2 Cor. 10:16) and the adverbs u[perli<an (2 Cor. 11:5), u[perballo<n- 
twj (2 Cor. 11:23).  The literal meaning of u[pe<r (‘over’) appears  
in u[per-a<nw (Heb. 9:5), u[pe>r au]th< (ib. D), u[per-&?on (‘upper room,’  
Ac. 1:13).  The notion of ‘excess,’ ‘more than’ (comparison),  
appears in u[per-ai<rw (2 Cor. 12:7) u[per-ekperissou? (1 Th. 3:10), 
u[per-e]xw (Ph. 4:7), u[per-nika<w (Ro. 8:37), u[per-uyo<w (Ph. 2:9),  
u[pe<r-frone<w (Ro. 12:3).  'Beyond' is rather common also, as in  
u[pe<r-akmoj (1 Cor. 7:36), u[per-auca<nw (2 Th. 1:3), u[per-bai<nw (1 Th. 
4:6), u[per-ektei<nw in 2 Cor. 10:14, u[per-e]keina (10:16), and this 
grows into the "perfective" idea as in u[per-h]fanoj (Ro. 1:30), u[per- 
u<ywsen (Ph. 2:9), u[per-oxh< (1 Tim. 2:2), u[per-pleona<zw (1 Tim. 
1:14).  Cf. English "over-zealous," "over-anxious," etc. The  
negative notion of ‘overlook’ appears in u[per-ei?don (Ac. 17:30).  
The idea of ‘defence,’ ‘in behalf of,’ ‘bending over to protect,’  
occurs in u[per-entugxa<nw (Ro. 8:26).  In the late Greek vernacular  
u[pe<r fades3 before u[pera<nw and dia< and already in the N. T. the  
distinction between peri< and u[pe<r is not very marked in some  
usages, partly due to the affinity in sound and sense.4  Passages  
where the MSS. vary between u[pe<r and peri< are Mk. 14:24; Jo.  
1:30; Ac. 12:5; Ro. 1:8; Gal. 1:4; etc. 
 3. With Genitive?  A word is needed about the cases used with  
u[pe<r.  There is no trouble as to the accusative, but it is a mooted  
question whether we have the true genitive or the ablative.  
Brugmann5 views the ,case as genitive without hesitation and  
cites the Sanskrit use of upari in support of his position. But 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 146; Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 228. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 398. 
 3 Jann., ib., p. 366.     4 Ib., p. 398.  
 5 Griech. Gr., p. 451; Kurze vergl. Gr., II, p. 464. 
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on the side of the ablative we note Kuhner-Gerth1 and Monro,2  
while Delbruck3 admits that either is possible, though leaning to  
the genitive. Where such doctors disagree, who shall decide?  
The Sanskrit can be quoted for both sides. The main argument  
for the ablative is the comparative idea in u[pe<r which naturally  
goes with the ablative. On the whole, therefore, it seems to me  
that the ablative has the best of it with 
 4. With Ablative. Certainly as between the ablative and the  
accusative, the ablative is far in the lead. The figures4 are, abla- 
tive 126, accusative 19. On the whole, therefore, u[pe<r, drops back  
along with u[po<.  There is no example of the strictly local use of 
u[pe<r in the N. T. unless oi[ baptizo<menoi u[pe>r tw?n nekrw?n (1 Cor. 15:29) 
be so understood, which is quite unlikely.5 This obscure passage  
still remains a puzzle to the interpreter, though no difficulty arises  
on the grammatical side to this or the other senses of u[pe<r. The  
N. T. examples are thus metaphorical. These uses fall into four  
divisions. 
 The most common is the general notion of 'in behalf of,' ‘for  
one's benefit.’  This grows easily out of the root-idea of 'over'  
in the sense of protection or defence. Thus in general with pros- 
eu<xomai (Mt. 5:44), de<omai (Ac. 8:24), a]gwni<zomai (Col. 4:12),  
kaqi<stamai (Heb. 5:1), prosfe<rw (ib.), etc. The point comes out 
with special force in instances where kata< is contrasted with u[pe<r  
as in ei$j u[pe>r tou? e[no>j fusiou?sqe kata> tou? e[te<rou (1 Cor. 4:6).  Cf. 
also Mk. 9:40; Ro. 8:31.  We must not, however, make the  
mistake of thinking that u[pe<r of itself literally means 'in behalf of.'  
It means 'over.' 
 It is sometimes said that a]nti< means literally 'instead' and u[pe<r   
‘in behalf of.’6  But Winer7 sees more clearly when he says:  "In  
most cases one who acts in behalf of another takes his place."  
Whether he does or not depends on the nature of the action, not 
on a]nti< or u[pe<r.  In the Gorgias of Plato (515 C.) we have u[pe>r sou? 
for the notion of 'instead.'  Neither does pro< (nor Latin pro) in  
itself mean 'instead.'  In the Alcestis of Euripides, where the  
point turns on the substitutionary death of Alcestis for her hus- 
 
 1 I, p. 486. 
 2 Hom. Gr., p. 147.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 105. 
 3 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 749.   5 Cf. W.-Th., p. 382. 
 6 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 156. Winer (W.-Th., p. 38) implies the  
same thing. 
 7 Ib. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 135, has nothing on this use of  
Moulton, Prol., p. 105, merely calls u[pe<r "the more colourless" as compared  
with a]nti<. 
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band, u[pe<r occurs seven times, more than a]nti< and pro< together.  
Cf. Thucydides I, 141 and Xenophon Anab. 7:4, 9 for the substi- 
tutionary use of u[pe<r.  In the Epistle to Diognetus (p. 84) we note  
lu<tron u[pe<r h[mw?n, and a few lines further the expression is a]ntallagh< 
Paul's combination in 1 Tim. 2:6 is worth noting, a]ntilutron   
u[pe>r pa<ntwn, where the notion of substitution is manifest. There  
are a few other passages where u[pe<r has the resultant notion of  
‘instead’ and only violence to the context can get rid of it. One  
of these is Gal. 3:13.  In verse 10 Paul has said that those under  
the law were under a curse (u[po> kata<ran).  In verse 13 he carries on  
the same image. Christ bought us "out from under" the curse  
(e]k th?j kata<raj tou? no<mou) of the law by becoming a curse "over" us  
(geno<menoj u[pe>r h[mw?n kata<ra).  In a word, we were under the curse;  
Christ took the curse on himself and thus over us (between the  
suspended curse and us) and thus rescued us out from under the  
curse. We went free while he was considered accursed (verse 13).  
It is not a point here as to whether one agrees with Paul's theology  
or not, but what is his meaning. In this passage u[pe<r has the re- 
sultant meaning of 'instead.' The matter calls for this much of  
discussion because of the central nature of the teaching involved.  
In Jo. 11:50 we find another passage where u[pe<r is explained as 
meaning substitution, i!na ei$j a@nqrwpoj a]poqa<n^ u[pe>r tou? laou? kai> mh>  
o!lon to> e@qnoj a]po<lhtai.  Indeed Abbott1 thinks that "in almost all 
the Johannine instances it refers to the death of one for the many."  
In Philemon 13, u[pe>r sou? moi diakon ?̂, the more obvious notion is 
‘instead.’  One may note e@graya u[pe>r au]tou? mh> i]do<toj gra<mmata, 
P. Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66), where the meaning is obviously 'instead of  
him since he does not know letters.' Deissmann (Light, p. 152 f.)  
finds it thus (e@grayen u[pe>r au]tou?) in an ostracon from Thebes, as in  
many others, and takes u[pe<r to mean ‘for’ or ‘as representative  
of,’ and adds that it "is not without bearing on the question of  
u[pe<r in the N. T." Cf. e@graya u[[pe>r au]t]wu? a]gramma<tou, B.U. 664  
(i/A.D.). In the papyri and the ostraca u[pe<r often bore the sense  
of 'instead of.'  In 2 Cor. 5:15 the notion of substitution must  
be understood because of Paul's use of a@ra oi[ pa<ntej a]pe<qanon as  
the conclusion2 from ei$j u[pe>r pa<ntwn a]pe<qanen. There remain a 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 276. 
 2 Cf. Thayer, p. 3, under u[pe<r.  In Pausanias (Ruger, Die Prap. bei Paus.,  
1889, p. 12) u[pe<r occurs about twice as often as a]nti<.  A. Theimer (Beitr.  
zur Kenntn. des Sprachgeb. im N. T., 1901, p. 25), speaking of Jo. 11:50,  
says: "Der Zusatz mh> o!lon to> e@qnoj a]po<lhtai die Bedeutung an Stelle  
anstatt." 
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number of passages where the notion of substitution is perfectly  
natural from the nature of the case. But in these passages one  
may stop in translation with 'in behalf of' if he wishes.  But  
there is no inherent objection in u[pe<r itself to its conveying the  
notion of 'instead' as a resultant idea. In fact it is per se as  
natural as with a]nti<.  In the light of the above one finds little  
difficulty with passages like Ro. 5:6 f.; 8:32; Gal. 2:20; Jo. 10:  
11, 15; Heb. 2:9; Tit. 2:14, etc. In Mk. 10:45 we have lu<tron 
a]nti> pollw?n and in 14:24 to> ai$ma mou—to> e]kxunno<menon u[pe>r pollw?n. 
But one may argue from 1 Jo. 3:16 that u[pe<r in case of death  
does not necessarily involve substitution. Surely the very object  
of such death is to save life. 
 The two other uses of u[pe<r may be briefly treated. Sometimes  
the resultant notion may be merely 'for the sake of,' as in u[pe<r 
th?j do<chj tou? qeou? (Jo. 11:4), u[pe>r a]lhqei<aj qeou? (Ro. 15:8), u[pe>r tou? 
o]no<matoj (Ac. 5:41), u[pe>r Xristou? (Ph. 1:29), etc. This is natural  
in relations of intimate love. 
 A more general idea is that of 'about' or 'concerning.' Here  
u[pe<r encroaches on the province of peri<.  Cf. 2 Cor. 8:23, u[pe>r 
Ti<tou, 2 Th. 2:1, u[pe>r thj parousi<aj tou? kuri<ou.  Perhaps 1 Cor. 
15:29 comes in here also.  Moulton1 finds commercial accounts  
in the papyri, scores of them, with u[pe<r in the sense of 'to.'  We  
see the free use (‘concerning’) with verbs like kauxa<omai (2 Cor.  
7:14), frone<w (Ph. 1:7), kra<zw (Ro. 9:27), e]rwta<w (2 Th. 2:1),  
etc.  The Latin super is in line with this idiom also. Cf. Jo. 1: 
30, u[pe>r ou$ e]gw> ei#pon.  In 1 Cor. 10:30, ti< blasfhmou?mai u[pe>r ou$ e]gw>  
eu]xarist&?, the preposition suits antecedent as well as relative. In  
2 Cor. 1:6 and Ph. 2:13 u[pe<r suggests the object at which one  
is aiming. Cf.  u[pe>r w$n h]boulo<meqa a]pesta<lkamen, P. Goodspeed 4  
(ii/B.c.); u[pe>r ou$ le<gwi, P. Oxy. 37 (A.D. 49); u[pe>r a]rabw?noj, P. Grenf.  
ii. 67 (A.D. 237), 'by way of earnest-money.' 
 5. The Accusative with u[pe<r calls for little remark. The literal  
local use of u[pe<r, occurs in D in Heb. 9:5, u[pe>r d ] au]th<n, "an unpar- 
alleled use,"2 in the sense of 'above,' the other MSS. having  
u[pera<nw.  The accusative with u[pe<r has the metaphorical sense of 
'above' or ‘over,’ as in ou]k e]stin maqhth?j u[pe>r dou?lon (Mt.  
10:24).  Cf. also to> o@noma to> u[pe>r pa?n o@noma (Ph. 2:9), kefalh>n u[pe>r 
pa<nta (Eph. 1:22), ou]ke<ti w[j dou?lon a]lla> u[pe>r dou?lon (Phil. 16). 
This notion easily gets into that of 'beyond' in harmony with  
the accusative case. Thus u[pe>r a{ ge<graptai (1 Cor. 4:6), peira- 
sqh?nai u[pe>r o{ du<nasqe (1 Cor. 10:13).  Cf. u[pe>r du<namin (2 Cor. 1:8), 
 
 1 Prol., p. 105.  2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 313. 
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u[pe>r pollou<j (Gal. 1:14), u[pe>r th>n lampro<thta (Ac. 26:13).  Clas- 
sical Greek only shows the beginning of the use of u[pe<r with com- 
paratives,1 but the N. T. has several instances. Thus the LXX  
often uses it with comparatives, partly because the Hebrew had no  
special form for the comparative degree.2  But the koinh< shows the  
idiom. So we find fronimw<teroi u[pe>r tou>j ui[ou<j (Lu. 16:8), tomw<teroj 
u[pe>r pa?san ma<xairan (Heb. 4:12).  In Jo. 12:43 W. H. read h@per 
in text and u[pe<r in margin after ma?llon.  But u[pe<r has the compara- 
tive sense of 'more than' after verbs, as o[ filw?n pate<ra h} mhte<ra 
u[pe>r e]me< (Mt. 10:37).  In the LXX the positive adjective occurs  
with u[pe<r as e@ndocoj u[pe>r tou>j a]delfou<j (1 Chron. 4:9).  In Ro. 12:3,  
mh> u[perfronei?n par ] o{ dei? fronei?n, note the conjunction of u[pe<r and  
para<.  Moulton (Prol., p. 237) cites u[pe>r e[auto>n fronei?n, T.P. 8  
(ii/B.C.).  Blass3 doubts whether u[perli<an, u[perekperissou? can be  
properly regarded as compounds. He would separate u[pe<r as an  
adverb, u[pe<r li<an.  But the modern editors are against him. It  
has disappeared in modern Greek vernacular before gi<a (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 105). 
 (q)  [Upo<.  Little is called for by way of etymology since u[po< is  
the positive of u[pe<r.  Cf. the Sanskrit upa, Latin sub, Gothic uf,  
possibly also German auf, English up, ab-ove. The form u[po< is of  
unknown case, but the Elean dialect4 has u]pa—, and Homer5 has  
also u[pai< (dative.) 
 1. The Original Meaning.6  This was probably 'upwards' or  
‘from under.’  Unlike kata<, u[po< never means 'downwards.'  As a  
matter of fact, 'up' and 'under' are merely relative terms. The  
very English word up is probably u[po<.  Cf. u!yi 'aloft,' u!p-tioj  
‘facing upwards,’ u!p-atoj 'uppermost,' u!yistoj.  The meaning of  
under or beneath is common in the N. T., as u[po> to>n mo<dion (Mt.  
5:15). 
 2. In Composition.  Here u[po< appears simply with the notion  
of 'under' as in u[po-ka<tw (Mk. 7:28), u[po-wpia<zw (1 Cor. 9:27), u[po- 
grammo<j (1 Pet. 2:21), u[po-po<dion (Mt. 5:35), u[po-de<w (Mk. 6:9).  
Cf. also u[po<-deigma (Jo. 13:15), u[po-zu<gion (Mt. 21:5). In u[po<- 
krisij (Mt. 23:28), u[po-krith?j (Mt. 6:2) the notion of an actor  
under a mask lies behind the resultant idea. The idea of hos- 
pitality (under one's roof) is natural with u[po-de<xomai, (Lu. 10:  
38), u[po-lamba<nw (3 Jo. 8). In Ro. 16:4 u[po-ti<qhmi has the idea  
of 'put under,' as u[po-zw<nnumi (Ac. 27:17), ‘undergird.’  In u[po- 
 
 1 Ib., p. 108.    4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 452. 
 2 C. and S., Sel. from LXX, p. 84. 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 139. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 135.  6 Ib. Cf. Brug., ib. 
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labw>n ei#pen, (Lu. 10:30) the notion of interrupting or following a  
speech comes from the idea of 'up' in u[po<, taking up the talk, etc.  
The "perfective" idea appears in u[po-lei<pw (Ro. 11:3), 'leave be- 
hind or over.'  So with u[po-tre<xw (Ac. 27:16), 'run under or past.'  
Cf. u[po-ple<w (Ac. 27: 4, 7), 'sail close by.'  But in u[po-pne<w (Ac.  
27:13) the preposition minimizes the force of the verb, blow  
softly.'  Cf. our suspicion, the French soupcon.  So with under- 
estimate. In u[po-ba<llw (Ac. 6:11) the notion of suggestion has an  
evil turn, but in u[po-mimnh<skw (Jo. 14:26) there is no such colour. 
The idea of subjection (note how these ideas appear in English  
usage all along) occurs in u[p-akou<w (Ph. 2:12), u[p-ei<kw (Heb. 13:17),  
etc. In u[p-anta<w (Mt. 8:28) the special force of u[po< has rather  
disappeared. Cf. our vulgar "meet up" with one. So u[p-enanti<oj  
(Col. 2:14). 
 3. The Cases Once Used with u[po<.  The locative was originally  
very common with u[po<, as in Homer, even with verbs of motion.1  
As a matter of fact, however, in the historical writers the locative  
and accusative with u[po< are very rare as compared with the abla- 
tive,2  though Appian and Herodian use the locative more than the  
accusative.3  But the locative retreated4 before the accusative  
with u[po< till in the N. T. and the modern Greek it has disappeared. 
In the N. T.5 the accusative shows 50 examples and the ablative  
165, but in the vernacular of the Byzantine Greek the accusative 
with u[po< disappears before a]poka<tw and u[poka<tw.6  In the modern 
Greek vernacular a]po< has displaced u[po< (Thumb, Handb., p. 102).  
Brugmann7 even thinks that u[po< once occurred with the instru- 
mental case, and he is clear that the ablative, as well as the geni- 
tive, was found with it. Delbruck8 agrees to both ablative and  
genitive. Thus originally u[po< occurred with five cases (loc., instr.,  
acc., abl., gen.). In the N. T. we meet only the accusative and  
ablative. No example of the pure genitive with u[po< occurs in 
the N. T. In Jo. 1:50 we find ei#do<n se u[poka<tw th?j sukh?j, but not 
u[po<.  So also in some other N. T. passages where a genitive with  
u[po< might have been used.  Cf. Mk. 7:28; Lu. 8:16, etc.  The  
accusative with u[po<, as in o@nta u[po> thn sukh?n (Jo. 1:48), supplants 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 140. 
 2 Helbing, Die Prap. bei Herod. and and. Histor., p. 22. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 63. 
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 399. Cf. Jebb in V. and D., Handb. to Mod. Gk.,  
p. 313. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 105.   7 Griech. Gr., p. 452 f. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 398 f.  8 Vergl. Synt., I, p. 698. 
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the genitive also in the N. T. The use of u[po< for agency and  
cause is ablative like the Latin usage with ab (a). 
 4. With the Accusative.  It is considered by Winer1 to be the  
original use of u[po<.  This indeed would accord with the notion of  
‘upwards,’ ‘up from under.’  But in the N. T., as in the later  
Greek, the accusative occurs with the notion of rest (cf. ei]j).2  The  
accusative in the N. T. takes the place of the local use of u[po< with  
locative and genitive.3  Thus we find (motion) tiqe<asin au]to>n u[po> 
to>n mo<dion (Mt. 5:15), but also (rest) o@nta u[po> th>n sukh?n (Jo. 1:48). 
Other examples with verbs of rest are u[po> th>n sikia>n kataskhnoi?n  
(Mk. 4:32), u[po> to>n ou]rano<n (Ac. 4:12), with ei]mi<, we have u[po> ta> 
xei<lh (Ro. 3:13), u[po> no<mon (Ro. 6:14 f.), u[po> paidagwgo<n (Gal.  
3:25); etc.  These examples are as freely used as those like i!na 
mou u[po> th>n ste<ghn ei]se<lq^j (Mt. 8:8). The examples are both 
local as with e]pisuna<gw (Lu. 13:34) and figurative as with tapeino<w  
(1 Pet. 5:6).  Cf. Ac. 4:12 u[po> to>n ou]rano<n with u[po> Di<a Gh?n   !Hlion 
e]pi> lu<troij P. Oxy. 48, 49, 722 (A.D. 86, 100, 91). Cf. Deissmann,  
Light, etc., p. 332. Only one instance of the use of u[po< with time  
appears in the N. T., u[po> to>n o@rqron (Ac. 5:21), where it has the  
notion of 'about' (or ‘close upon’) dawn.  John uses u[po< with the  
accusative only once4 (Jo. 1:48) and with the ablative only five  
times (Jo. 14:21; 3 Jo. 12 bis; Rev. 6:8, 13), an incidental ar- 
gument, for unity of authorship. 
 5. With the Ablative.  In the sense of efficient cause or agent it  
was the commonest classical usage and it continues so in the N. T.5  
The local and temporal uses do not occur, but only the metaphor- 
ical. These occur after passive or neuter verbs. Abbott6 thinks  
that John preferred to represent the agent as performing the act  
and so avoided u[po<.  The ancient Greek indeed used u[po< chiefly in  
this sense of agent. The use of a]poqnh<skw u[po< as the correlative  
of a]poktei<nei tij is well known.7  In the N. T. once (Rev. 6:8) u[po< 
actually occurs with the active of a]potei<nw (a]poktei?nai e[n r[omfai<%-- 
kai> u[po> tw?n qhri<wn.  This is probably due to the desire to distin- 
guish between the living agent and the lifeless causes preceding.8  
But the N. T. has neuter verbs with u[po<, like a]po<llumai (1 Cor. 
10:9), lamba<nw (2 Cor. 11:24), pa<sxw (Mk. 5:26), u[pome<nw (Heb. 
12:3).  In the case of passive verbs the usage follows the tradi- 
tional lines. Cf. Mt. 4:1 for two examples, a]nh<xqh u[po> tou? pneu<- 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 407.   5 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 157. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 308.  6 Joh. Gr., p. 279. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 135.  7 Moulton, Prol., p. 156. 
 4 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 278.  8 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 157. 
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matoj, peirasqh?nai u[po> tou? diabo<lou.  It is to be noted that in Lu. 9:8 
u[po< is not repeated with a@llwn.  The bulk of the N. T. instances of  
u[po< occur of personal agency like e]bapti<zonto u[p ] au]tou?, (Mt. 3:6),  
diespa<sqai u]p ] au]tou? (Mk. 5:4), etc.  Sometimes, when dia< is added 
to u[po<, a distinction is made between the intermediate and the 
mediate agent, as in to> r[hqe>n u[po> kuri<ou dia> tou? profh<tou (Mt. 1:22). 
Cf. 2:15.  There is nothing peculiar about the use of u[po< in 2 Pet. 
1:17, fwnh?j e]nexqei<shj u[po> th?j megaloprepou?j do<chj.1  But u[po< is 
not the only way of expressing the agent. Besides dia< for the in- 
direct agent a]po< is the most common2 substitute for u[po<, though  
and para< both are found for the notion of agency. Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 116) speaks of aro as "die eigentlich pradestinierte  
Partikel."  The instrumental case and e]n and the locative must  
also be recalled. But dia<, with the accusative (motive or cause)  
must not be confounded with this idea. Cf. Lu. 21:17 for u[po<   
with ablative and dia< with the accusative. The prepositions will  
richly repay one's study, and often the whole point of a sentence  
turns on the prepositions. In Lu. 5:19 eight prepositions occur,  
counting e@mprosqen, and many such passages are found as Gal. 2:  
1, 2.  Cf. Joy, On the Syntax of Some Prepositions in the Greek  
Dialects (1904). 
 VIII. The "Adverbial" Prepositions.  The list in the N. T. of  
those prepositions which do not occur in composition with verbs  
is considerable. As already remarked in the beginning of this  
chapter, what are called "proper" prepositions were originally  
adverbs, fixed case-forms which came to be used with nouns and  
in composition with verbs. We have followed the varied history  
of this most interesting group of words. Homer3 in particular  
used most of them at times merely adverbially. In Homer the  
"regular" prepositions often retain this adverbial force, as 
para> de<, and this separation from a verb is no longer considered a 
surgical operation" (tmesis). Cf. Seymour, Homeric Language and  
Verse, 25, 78. Some of these prepositions gradually disappeared,  
but the total use of prepositions greatly increased. This increase  
was due to the wider use of the remaining prepositions and the  
increasing use of so-called " improper" prepositions, adverbs with  
cases that never came to be used in composition with verbs. The  
Sanskrit4 had no proper class of prepositions, but a number of 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 369. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 126. But a]po< occurs in this sense in Xen. Cf.  
W.-Th., p. 369. 
 3  Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 151. 4 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 414. 
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adverbs which were sometimes used with cases. These adverbial  
prepositions varied constantly in the history of the Greek. Some  
of them, like a@neu, e]ggu<j, e!neka, come right on down from Homer  
Others drop by the way while each age sees a new crop coming on.  
 But in the late vernacular a number of these prepositional adverbs  
are followed by the preposition1 before the case, like a]poka<tw a]po<. 
In the modern Greek the improper prepositions are used either 
with the genitive (only with enclitic pronoun) or by the addition  
of   ]j, a]po<, me< with the accusative.  They are quite new formations,  
but made from ancient Greek material (Thumb, Handb., p. 107).  
From our point of view any adverb that occurs with a case may  
be regarded as a prepositional adverb,2 like a]ci<wj tou? eu]ageli<ou 
(Ph. 1:27).  Some of these prepositional adverbs, as already  
shown, occur both as adverbs, as a!ma kai> e]lipi<zwn (Ac. 24:26), and  
as prepositions, as a!ma au]toi?j (Mt. 13:29), while others appear only  
as prepositions with cases, as a@neu tou? patro<j (Mt. 10:29).  But it  
is not necessary to make a separate list on this basis.  Blass,3 who  
treats these words very scantily, is right in saying that no hard and  
fast line can be drawn between adverb and preposition here. The  
LXX shows some adverbial prepositions which do not occur in  
the N. T.4  Thus a]pa<nwqen, (Judges 16:20) may be compared  
with e]pa<nwqen (classical also), and u[poka<twqen (Dent. 9:14), which  
in ancient Greek is only an adverb. Simcox5 carefully explains  
e]nw<pion, so common in the LXX, as a translation and imitation of  
yneyfeB;, but even Conybeare and Stock6 surrender this word as not  
a Hebraism before Deissmann's proof.7 The N. T., like the koinh<  
in general, makes free use of these prepositional adverbs. I have  
given the list in my Short Grammar of the Greek New Testa- 
ment (3 ed., 1912, p. 116 f.), forty-two in all, more than twice as  
many as the "regular" prepositions.8   ]Aci<wj noted above is not in- 
cluded. Cf. a!pac tou? e]niautou? (Heb. 9:7). Conybeare and Stock  
(p. 87) even count e]xo<mena pe<traj (Ps. 140:6), but surely that is 
going too far. Cf. ta> krei<ssona kai> e]xo<mena swthri<aj (Heb. 6:9). 
There is more excuse for claiming e]sw<teron th?j lolumbh<qraj (Is. 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 366. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 150.   5 Lang. of the N. T., p. 159. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 122, 127 f.  6 Sel., p. 87. 
 4 C. and S., Sel. from LXX, p. 86 f.  7 B. S., p. 213 f. 
 8 Krebs, Die Prapositionsadverbien in der spatteren hist. Grac., I. Tl., p. 4f.,  
gives a list of 61, and 31 of his list do not appear in the N. T., while 12 are in  
the N. T. that he does not mention, viz. e@nanti, e]nw<pion, kate<nanti, katenw<pion, 
kuklo<qen, me<son, o]pi<sw, o]ye<, paraplh<sion, paraekto<j, u[pe<keina, u[perekperissou?.  
This list by Krebs shows the freedom in the koinh< development of adv. prep. 
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22:11).  It will pay us to take up briefly these adverbial prepo- 
sitions. All of them use the genitive or the ablative case except  
a!ma (instrumental) and e]ggu<j (dative). 
 1.   !Ama.  It is probably in the instrumental case itself. Brug- 
mann1 connects the word with the root of ei$j, me<a, e!n as seen in  
a!-pac, a[-plou?j, Latin semel, Sanskrit sama, English  
same.  Cf. also o[mou?, e[-kato<n.  It occurs in Homer with the associa- 
tive-instrumental case.2  The word occurs in the N. T. only ten  
times and usually as adverb, either merely with the verb as in  
Ro. 3:12, LX X, or with de> kai< (1 Tim. 5:13; Phil. 22). Cf. kai<  
in Col. 4:3.  Three of the examples are with participles (Col. 4:3  
above and Ac. 24:26; 27:40).  Twice we find a!ma su<n with the  
instrumental, a sort of double preposition after the manner of the  
later Greek (1 Th. 4:17; 5:10) and once a!ma prwi< with adverb  
(Mt. 20:1).  The use of a!ma su<n Thayer explains by taking a!ma   
as an adverb with the verb. Only once does it occur as a simple  
preposition with the instrumental, a!ma au]toi?j (Mt. 13:29).  For  
the later revival of a!ma and use like meta< see Jannaris.3  In 2 Esdr.  
17:3 sHo is translated by a!ma.  In the Acta Nerei a!ma is used only  
with the genitive (Radermacher, N. T. Or., p. 1.19). 
 2.  @Aneu.  It is of uncertain etymology.4  Homer has another  
form, a@neuen, the Eleatic a@neu-j, the Epidaurian a@neu-n, the Megarian  
a@nij.  There is, however, no doubt as to the meaning, ‘without’  
or ‘besides,’ and the case used is the ablative. There are only  
three examples in the N. T., not counting Mk. 13:2, where W. H.  
and Nestle reject a@neu xeirw?n.  Two of these (1 Pet. 3:1; 4:9)  
occur with abstract words, and one (Mt. 10:29) with tou? patro<j.  
The word is rare in the late Greek, especially with a case.5 
 3.  @Antikruj (some editors a]ntikru<).  It is a compound form that  
originally meant 'straight on,' but in later Greek occurs in the  
Sense of ‘opposite,’ ‘face to face.’  It was common in the ancient  
Greek as adverb of place or as preposition. In the N. T. we find  
it only once (Ac. 20:15) and the case used is the genitive, a@ntikruj 
Xi<ou.  It occurs in modern Greek vernacular (Thumb, Handb., p.  
109). 
 4.  ]Anti<pera (a]nti-pe<ran, Polybius, etc.). It is just a]nti< and pe<ran,  
combined. Thucydides uses a]ntipe<raj as adverbial preposition.  
Only one example occurs in the N. T. (Lu. 8:26), a]nti<pera th>j  
 
 1 Griech. Or., pp. S5, 211, 230. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Or., p. 151; Brug., Griech. Cr., p. 456. 
 3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 397.    4 Brag., Griech. Gr., p. 456.  
 5 Jann., Mist. Gk. Gr., p. 337. In Eleatic a@neuj occurs with the acc. 
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Galilai<aj.  The case is open to dispute, since a]nti< comes with the  
genitive and pe<ran with the ablative. 'Over against' would be  
genitive, 'on the other side of’ would be ablative. Either will  
make sense in Lu. 8:26.  Probably genitive is the case here. 
 5.  ]Ape<nanti.  It is a triple compound of a]po<, e]n, a]nti<.  A number  
of adverbial prepositions were formed on a]nti< as a base. In the  
N. T. we find also e@nanti, e]nanti<on, kate<nanti.  These are late, except  
e]nanti<on (from Homer on. Cf. a@nat, e@n-anta).  Polybius uses a]pe<nanti  
with the genitive, and it is common with this case in the LXX1  
(cf. Gen. 3:24).  In the N. T. it occurs only six times, and in two  
of these (Mt. 27:24; Mk. 12:41) W. H. put kate<nanti in the text  
and a]pe<nanti in the marg.  Of the remaining four examples two  
(Ac. 3:16; Ro. 3:18) have the sense merely of 'before,’ ‘in the  
sight or presence of.’  One (Mt. 27:61) has the notion of 'oppo- 
site' or 'over against,' while the fourth (Ac. 17:7) takes on a  
hostile idea; 'against.' These resultant ideas all come naturally  
out of the threefold combination. The other compounds with  
a]nti< will be noted later. 
 6.  @Ater.  This word is of unknown origin, but compare Old  
Saxon sundir, Old High German suntar, Sanskrit sanular. It is  
common in Homer and the poets generally. Later prose uses it.  
But it occurs only once in the LXX (2 Macc. 12:15) and twice  
in the N. T. (Lu. 22:6, 35).  The case is clearly the ablative,  
and the meaning is ‘without.’  One example, a@ter o@xlou, is with  
persons and the other, a@ter ballanti<ou, is with a thing. 
 7.  @Axri(j).  It is related to  me<xri<(j) whatever its origin.  Cf.  
usque in Latin and a@xri ei]j like usque ad.  As a mere adverb it  
no longer occurs in the N. T., but it is common both as a prepo- 
sition and as a conjunction. In the form a@xri ou$ (Ac. 7:18) and  
a@xri h$j h[me<raj (Mt. 24:38) it is both preposition and conjunc- 
tion (resultant temporal phrase). Leaving out these examples,  
a@xri, is found 30 times in the N. T. (W. H. text) and some MSS.  
read a@xri in Ac. 1:22 and 20:4, while in Mt. 13:30 the MSS.  
vary between a@xri, me<xri and e!wj (W. H.). The meaning is 'up  
to' and the case used is the genitive. It occurs with place (Ac.  
13:6), persons (Ac. 11:5), time (Ac. 13:11) and abstract ideas  
(Ac. 22:4, 22).  It occurs mainly in Acts, Paul's writings and  
Revelation. Cf. its use with the adverb a@xri tou? nu?n (Ro. 8:22). 
 8.  ]Eggu<j.  It is a mere adverb (see comp. e]ggu<teron, superl.  
e@ggista) possibly related to e]g-gu<n.  It is common in Homer both  
as adverb and with the genitive. The late Greek added the true 
  
 1 C. and S., Sel. from the LXX, p. 86. 
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dative and all three uses (adverb, gen., dat.) occur in the N. T.  
There are nineteen examples of the pure adverb in the N. T.  
(cf. Mt. 24:32), one the comparative (Ro. 13:11) and the su- 
perlative in some MSS. in Mk. 6:36. There are eight examples  
of the genitive with e]ggu<j (cf. Jo. 11:54).  Only four times does 
e]ggu<j have the dative (Ac. 9:38; 27:8), counting the indeclin- 
able  ]Ierousalh<m (Lu. 19:11; Ac. 1:12), in which case Luke (4)  
would have the dative uniformly and John (6) and Heb. (2) the  
genitive (H. Scott). Once (Heb. 6 : 8) it is postpositive. 
 9.  ]Ekto<j.  It is a combination of e]k and the adverbial ending  
-toj with which may be compared Latin coelitus.1  The case  
used with it is, of course, the ablative and it is just a fuller  
expression of e]k, meaning ‘without.’  In the N. T. we find it only  
eight times, four of these with the ablative, as in 1 Cor. 6:18 (cf.  
with the relative in Ac. 26:22).  Note position of e]kto>j le<gwn w$n  
in Ac. 26:22.  Three times we have e]kto>j ei] mh< (1 Cor. 14:5; 15:2;  
1 Tim. 5:19), which is a pleonasm due first to the use of e]kto>j ei]. 
Deissmann (Bible Studies, p. 118) cites an inscription of Mopsues- 
tia for "this jumbled phrase," peculiarly apropos since Paul was 
Cilician, e]kto>j ei] mh> [e]]a>n Ma<gna mo<nh qe[lh<]s^. Once (Mt. 23:26) 
e]kto<j is probably a mere adverb used as a substantive, though even  
here it may be regarded as a preposition. 
 10.  @Emprosqen.  This is merely e]n and pro<sqen which adverb  
used the ablative2 when it had a case.  In the N. T. it is still four  
times a mere adverb of place, as in Rev. 4:6, but it is usually a  
preposition with the ablative.  It occurs with words of place, as  
in Mt. 5:24, with persons (Mt. 5:16), and sometimes with the  
notion of rank (Jo. 1:15).  As a preposition it appears 44 times  
in the N. T. 
 11.  @Enanti. (Cf. e@nanta in Homer.)  It is one of the a]nti< com- 
pounds and is found" with the genitive case when it has a case.  
It is very common in the LXX even after Swete3 has properly re- 
placed it often by e]nanti<on.  The old Greek did not use it. In the  
N. T., W. H. accept it in Lu. 1:8 and Ac. 8:21 (though some  
MSS. in both places read e]nanti<ow) and reject it in Ac. 7:10.  It  
is not found in the N. T. as a mere adverb. 
 12.   ]Enanti<on.  This is, of course, merely the neuter singular of  
e]nanti<oj (cf. Mk. 6:48), and is common in the older Greek as in  
the LXX. For the papyri see e]nanti<on a]ndrw?n triw?n P. Eleph. 1 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 198, 254.   2 Ib., p. 456. 
 3 C. and S., Se1. from LXX, p. 87. The LXX used a number of prep. to  
transl. ynep;li.  Cf. Swete, Intr. to the 0. T. in Gk., p. 308. 
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(B.C. 311).  In the N. T. it does not occur as a mere adverb, but  
we find it five times as a preposition with the genitive (cf. Lu. 1:6),  
all with persons (cf. Latin coram). 
 13.  !Eneka.  It occurs in three forms in the N. T., either e!neka.  
(Lu. 6:22), e!neken (9:24) or ei!neken (18:29), but always as a prepo- 
sition (‘for the sake of’), never as mere adverb.  These variations  
existed in the earlier Greek also. In the koinh<,  e!neken is the more  
usual (Schweizer, Perg. Inschr., p. 35). Only twice, however, is it  
postpositive in the N. T., and this after the interrogative (Ac. 19:  
32) or the relative (Lu. 4:18, LXX). The case used is the genitive.  
The etymology is quite uncertain, but the form ei!neken is Ionic  
and partially in the koinh< supersedes the Attic.1  The preposition  
occurs 26 times in the N. T. Once (2 Cor. 7:12) we find it  
used with tou? and the infinitive. Cf. e!neken and dia<.  Lu. 21:12, 17. 
 14.  ]Ento<j.  It is like the Latin in-tus (opposite of e]kto<j) and  
has the same ending —toj.  It means ‘within’ and as a preposition  
is used with the genitive. The word occurs only twice in the  
N. T., once as an adverb with the article (Mt. 23:26), though  
even this may be regarded as a preposition with the article and  
the genitive (cf. e]kto<j, Mt. 23:26), and once as a preposition  
(Lu. 17:21) with the genitive. Thayer cites two passages from  
Xenophon where e]nto<j may have the idea of 'among' and claims  
that this is the idea in Lu. 17:21, because of the context. But the  
meaning in Xenophon is disputed and Liddell and Scott give only  
‘within’ for e]nto<j.  Besides, in one of the new Logia2 of Jesus we  
have a similar saying in a context that makes ‘within’ necessary  
and would seem to settle the point about the passage in. Luke: 
h[ basilei<a tw?n ou]ran?wn e]nto>j u[mw?n e]sti<n.  
 15.  ]Enw<pion.  This is the neuter singular of the adjective  
e]nw<pioj which (Thayer) is from the phrase e]n w]pi< (o[ e]n w]pi> w@n)  
Homer uses ta> e]nw<pia, but no example of the adverb or preposition  
e]nw<pion occurs before the time of the LXX. Deissmann3 thinks it  
possible, but not probable, that it was first used in this sense as a  
translation of the Hebrew ynep;oli.  A papyrus of the Thebaid from the  
second or third century B.C. has it also. As a preposition it is  
very common4 in the LXX and in the N. T. also. Curiously  
enough it does not occur in Matthew and Mark, though very 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 457. 
 2 C. Taylor, The Oxyrhyn. Sayings of Jesus, 1905, pp. 7, 11. Besides in  
Polyb. e]nto<j is always the opposite of e]kto<j. Cf. Thiemann, Quest. Polyb., 1882,  
p. 23. 
 3 B. S., p. 213.   4 C. and S., p. 87. 
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common in Luke's writings and Revelation. The Gospel of John  
has only one example and the Johannine Epistles two. Cf. also 
katenw<pion.  In the N. T., e]nw<pion is always a preposition with the 
genitive and it occurs 92 times. It appears sometimes with place  
(Rev. 4:10), but usually with persons (Lu. 5:25; 12:9 bis), and  
especially of God (1:15).  Sometimes the notion is that of judg- 
ment, as in 1 Tim. 2:3.  See Wikenhauser,  ]Enw<pioj –e]nw<pion— 
katenw<pion (Bibl. Z., 1910, pp. 263-270). 
 16.  @Ecw.  It is an adverb from e]c (cf. e@sw, e]j) and is probably  
in the ablative case like ou@tw(j).  As adverb and preposition it is  
common in the N. T. (16 times) as in the older Greek. It is  
found as preposition only with the ablative and that 19 times. It  
means 'outside' or 'without' and is used in the N. T. only with  
places, like e@cw th?j oi]ki<aj (Mt. 10:14).  John's Gospel has it 13  
times, first Ep. 1, Rev. 2; Paul has it 5, and only as adverb. 
 17.  @Ecwqen.  It is the same word plus the suffix ---qen, 'from  
without,' and was common in the poets (cf. e@swqen).  The case  
used is the ablative. In the N. T. it is much less frequent (13  
times) both as adverb and preposition than e@cw.  Indeed, if to> 
e@cwqen tou? pothri<ou (Mt. 23:25; Lu. 11:39) be not considered the  
prepositional usage, there would be only three left (Mk. 7:15;  
Rev. 11:2; 14:20).  There is the same ambiguity in the two  
passages above that was noted about e]kto<j and e]nto<j (Mt. 23:26 =  
Lu. 11:40).  Cf. 547 vi. 
 18.  ]Ep-a<nw.  This is just the preposition e]pi< and the adverb  
a@nw.  It occurs in Attic Greek both as adverb and as preposition.  
As an adverb it is rare in the N. T. (4 times), once with the rel- 
ative adverb ou$ (Mt. 2:9), once with a numeral with no effect  
on the case (1 Cor. 15:6; cf. Mk. 14:5 where the case may  
arise from praqh?nai), once where a pronoun is really implied  
(Lu. 11:44).  As a preposition we find it fifteen times in the  
N. T. Cf. e]pa<nw o@rouj (Mt. 5:14) where it has the somewhat  
weakened1 sense of 'upon' rather than 'above.' The case used  
is the genitive. Modern Greek vernacular uses it as (a]) pa<nw  ]j  
(Thumb, Handbook, p. 109). 
 19.  ]Epe<keina.  It is merely e]pi< and e]kei?na.  Thayer suggests the  
ellipsis of me<rh.  It occurs in the Attic Greek both as adverb and  
as preposition. In the N. T. it appears only once in a quotation  
from Amos 5:27 and as a preposition with the ablative in the  
sense of 'beyond' (Ac. 7:43. Cf. u[pere<keina). 
 20.   @Esw.  It is the adverb of e]j (cf. e@cw) and is in the ablative 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 129. 
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case. The form ei@sw (ei]j) does not occur in the N. T. nor in the  
LXX. Indeed the word e@sw is found only nine times in the N. T.  
and only one, e@sw th?j au]tlh?j (Mk. 15:16), is the prepositional use.  
The case used with it is the genitive. This, however, is a gen- 
uine example, while e@swqen (12 times) is never a preposition in  
the N. T., unless in Lu. 11:39, to> e@swqen u[mw?n, (see p. 642).  Cf. 
e]sw<teron th?j kolumbh<qraj (Is. 22:11). 
 21.   !Ewj.  In Homer it is both demonstrative and relative ad- 
verb (from ei$oj, ei!wj).1  Cf. w!j and w[j.  The use of e!wj as a prep- 
osition appears in Demosthenes, Aristotle, Polybius, etc. In  
Northern England and Scotland "while" is used as "till" (Lid- 
dell and Scott) and illustrates how e !wj as conjunction is used in  
the N. T. It is more common in the N. T. as preposition than  
conjunction, if the phrases e!wj ou$, e!wj o!tou be treated as conjunc- 
tions, as indeed they are, though technically composed of the  
preposition e!wj with the genitive of the relative. It is in the  
later Greek mainly, therefore, that it appears as a preposition (cf.  
LXX and papyri). The case used with it is the genitive (but  
very late Greek shows accusative sometimes), and it is found 86  
times in the N. T. and 51 of the examples are in the Synoptic  
Gospels. The preposition is used with places, like e!wj %!dou (Mt.  
11:23), e!wj ou]ranou? (Lu. 10:15), e!wj  ]Antioxei<aj (Ac. 11:22); with  
persons, like e!wj au]tou? (Lu. 4:42); with expressions of time, like  
e!wj th?j sh<meron (Mt. 27:8), e!wj w!raj e]na<thj (27:45); with abstract  
expressions, like e!wj qana<tou (Mt. 26:38); with notion of measure,  
like e!wj h[mi<souj (Mk. 6:23).  See Rom. 3:12 e!wj e[no<j (LXX).  
Cf. a]po<--e!wj in Mt. 1:17; 20:8; 27:51.  Seventeen of the ex- 
amples are uses of e!wj with an adverb, like e!wj ka<tw (Mt. 27:51),  
e!wj a@rti (Jo. 2:10), while seven instances of e!wj po<te occur, like  
Mt. 17:17.  Four times e!wj occurs with another preposition, like  
e!wj pro<j (Lu. 24:50),  e!wj e]pi< (Ac. 17:14), e!wj e@cw (21:5).  In Mk.  
14:54 note e!wj e@sw ei]j.  Once (cf. Demosthenes, Aristotle, LXX)  
we find it with the article and the infinitive e!wj tou? e]lqei?n (Ac. 8:  
40).  In e!wj te<louj (2 Cor. 1:13), the phrase is almost adverbial.  
In D (Ac. 19:26), e!wj  ]Efe<sou, Blass2 finds the notion of 'within.'  
In the LXX 2 [Heb.] Esdr. 6:20, e!wj ei$j pa<ntej, and 1 Chron. 5:  
10 A,  e!wj pa<ntej, Deissmann (B. S p. 139) sees a Hebraism. 
 22. Kate<nanti.  It is not found in the older Greek, but appears  
in the LXX and the N. T. It is especially frequent in the Book of  
Sirach.3  But in poetry we find kate<nanta and the word is merely 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 151.   3 C. and S., p. 87. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 127. 
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the threefold preposition kata<, e]n, a]nti<.  The MSS. in the N. T.  
often vary1 between kate<nanti and a]pe<nanti as in Mt. 21:2; 27:24;  
Ac. 3:16, etc.  In Mt. 27:24 and Mk. 12:41 W. H. put a]pe<nant   
in the margin.  Katenanti<on, found in Hesiod and Herodotus, does  
not occur in the N. T. There are only nine examples of kate<nanti,  
in the N. T. One of these (Lu. 19:30) is merely adverbial, while  
the rest are prepositional. The idea is ‘before,’ ‘over against,’  
‘in the presence of,’ and the case used with it is the genitive. It  
occurs with place (Mk. 13:3) and persons (Mt. 27:24).  Cf.  
kate<nanti qeou? e]n Xrist&? (2 Cor. 2:17; 12:19) and the attraction  
of relative (&$) in the dative to the genitive case of qeou?, the incor- 
porated antecedent (Ro. 4:17). 
 23. Katenw<pion.  It is just e]nw<pion (see above) and kata<.  Homer  
uses kate<nwpa with the genitive, but katenw<pion appears in the LXX.  
The N. T. shows only three examples (cf. the frequency of e]nw<pion), 
two with persons (Eph. 1:4; Col. 1:22), one with abstract word  
(Ju. 24).  The case used is the genitive and the word means 'in  
the presence of.' 
 24. Kuklo<qen.  It is an old adverb in —qen, that occasionally  
occurs in the LXX (Jer. 17:26) as a preposition.  In the N. T. it  
appears as a preposition twice with the genitive qro<nou (Rev. 4:  
3 f.) and once as an adverb (4:8).  
 25. Ku<kl& is, of course, merely an adverb in the instrumental  
case and is common from Homer down. In the LXX it is extremely  
frequent and occasionally as a preposition with the genitive (Is.  
6:2).  In the N. T. it is merely an adverb except with tou? qro<nou  
(Rev. 4:6; 5:11; 7:11). Cf. ku<kl& me<xri (Ro. 15:19). 
 26. Me<son.  As a preposition it occurs in Herodotus 7, 170, but  
was not common. It appears in the late Greek writers and the  
papyri.2  Many adverbial phrases were made from me<son which were  
used as prepositions, some of which survive in the N. T., like a]na> 
me<son, dia> me<sou (-on), ei]j me<son (and as ei]j to> me<son), e]n me<s& (and e]n t&?  
me<s&), e]k me<sou, kata> me<son.  But these will be discussed later. The 
adjective me<soj occurs with the genitive (Lu. 22:55; Jo. 1:26),  
so that it is not strange to find the adverb with the genitive as  
in Ph. 2:15, me<son genea?j.  In Mt. 14:24 W. H. put me<son in the  
margin and D reads me<son in Lu. 8:7; 10:3.  See Hatzidakis,  
Einl., p. 214, for examples. Cf. Homeric messhgu<j.  The mod- 
ern Greek vernacular uses me<sa  ]j, me<s ] a]po< (Thumb, Handbook,  
p. 108). 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 128.  
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Cr., p. 374. 
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 27. Metacu<.  Like so many of the adverbial prepositions, it is a  
compound (meta<, cu<n).  As a mere adverb, we meet it only twice in  
the N. T., once in the sense of 'meanwhile' (Jo. 4:31), once in  
the sense of 'afterwards' (Ac. 13:42), as commonly in the later  
Greek.1  Cf. twofold use of meta<.  As a preposition it occurs seven  
times in the N. T., with places (Mt. 23:35), persons (Mt. 18:15)  
and in abstract relations (Ro. 2:15).  A good example occurs in  
Ac. 15:9 where both dia< and metacu< appear. 
 28. Me<xri.  Like a@xri and e!wj, it is both preposition and con- 
junction as well as originally adverb. No example of the mere ad- 
verb is found in the N. T., as it was rare in the older Greek. The  
form is akin to a@xri and the sense is the same. If  me<xrij ou$ be treated  
as a conjunction (cf. a@xri ou$, e!wj ou$), the preposition with the  
genitive appears fifteen times with another doubtful reading in  
Mt. 13:30.  It is used with places (Ro. 15:19), persons (Lu.  
16:16), time (Ac. 10:30), abstract expressions (Ph. 2:8).  Like  
a@xri, the notion of 'measure' or ' degree' is sometimes present  
(Heb. 12:4). 
 29.   @Opisqen.  It is of uncertain etymology, perhaps related to 
It occurs in Homer both as adverb and as preposition. In  
the N. T. we find it five times as adverb and twice as preposition,  
and some MSS. have it in Rev. 1:10. The case used with it is  
the ablative. So o@pisqen tou?  ]Ihsou? (Lu. 23:26).  It means ‘from  
behind’ and so 'after' (Mt. 15:23).  It is the opposite of e@mprosqen. 
 30.   ]Opi<sw.  It is the opposite of pro<sw (cf. po<rrw) and is an 
ablative adverb from o@pij (as above).  It is very common in the  
older Greek as an adverb, but it is extremely common iris the LXX  
as a preposition.2  In the N. T. o]pi<sw occurs alone as an adverb  
only twice (Mt. 24:18; Lu. 7:38), though we meet ta> o]pi<sw seven  
times as in Mk. 13:16.  But as a preposition we find it 26 times,  
mostly with persons, as in the common o]pi<sw mou (Mt. 3:11).  
It is used with the ablative, 'behind.' Cf.  deu?te o]pi<sw mou in 
Mt. 4:19. 
 31.  ]Oye<.  This word seems to be another variation of o@pij and  
occurs in the ancient Greek, both as an adverb and as a preposition  
with the genitive (Thuc. 4, 93) with the sense of 'late on.'  But  
Philostratus shows examples where o]ye< with the ablative has  
the sense of 'after,' like o]ye> tou<twn=‘after these things.’3  Philos- 
tratus uses it also in the sense of 'late on.'  The papyri use it in  
the sense of ' late on' with the genitive.4  So o]ye> th?j w!raj  P. Par. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 129.  3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 312. 
 2 C. and S., p. 87.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 72 f. 
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37 (ii/B.C.).  Hence in Mt. 28:1, o]ye> sabba<twn may be either late  
on the Sabbath or after the Sabbath.  Either has good support.  
Moulton1 is uncertain, while Blass2 prefers 'after.'  It is a point  
for exegesis, not for grammar, to decide.  If Matthew has in mind  
just before sunset, 'late on' would be his idea; if he means after  
sunset, then ‘after’ is correct. Cf. di>j tou? sabba<tou (Lu. 18:12). 
 32. Para-plh<sion.  It is merely the neuter of the adjective  
paraplh<sioj.  This adjective usually had the associative-instru- 
mental, seldom the genitive. But the one example of the adverbial  
preposition in the N. T. (Ph. 2:27), qana<tou, has the genitive. See  
plhsi<on. 
 33. Par-ekto<j.  It is a late compound for the earlier pare<k.  It  
appears in the N. T. only three times, save in the margin of Mt.  
19:9 of W. H.'s text.  Once it is a mere adverb (2 Cor. 11:28),  
and twice it is a preposition with the ablative (Mt. 5:32; Ac.  
26:29) meaning 'without.' 
 34. Pe<ran.  It comes from the root per (cf. pera<w, ‘fare,’ ‘ferry,’  
etc.).  Ionic pe<rhn.  It is an adverb (cf. adv. pe<ra), probably  
accusative case. Both as adverb and as preposition with ablative  
(sometimes with accusative), it survives from Homer. In the  
N. T. it occurs ten times as an adverb in the phrase ei]j to> pe<ran 
(Mt. 8:18). It is found 13 times as a preposition with the abla- 
tive, chiefly in the expression pe<ran tou?  ]Iorda<nou (Mt. 4:15). 
 35.  Plh<n, Doric pla<n.  It is probably from ple<on, 'more,' and so  
is used with the ablative. In the N. T. it occurs only four times  
as a preposition with the ablative and in one of these we find ple<on 
--plh>n tou<twn (Ac. 15:28).  Twice it is a mere adverb, plh>n o!ti 
(Ac. 20:23; Ph. 1:18), unless indeed the o!ti clause is in the  
ablative. Cf. English "except that."  In all the other rather  
numerous instances plh<n is an adversative conjunction at the  
beginning of a clause (cf. de<) as in Mt. 11:22.  These three  
usages come on clown from the older Greek. 
 36. Plhsi<on, Doric plati<on.  The word is allied to pe<laj and is  
neuter adj. from plhsi<oj.  In the older Greek the adverb occurs  
absolutely or with the art. o[ plhsi<on, 'neighbour,' as in the N. T.  
(Mt. 5:43).  As a preposition it appears with the associative- 
instrumental or with the genitive. But in the N. T., it is found  
only once and with the genitive in Jo. 4:5.  In Lu. 10:29, 36, the  
genitive is also found with plhsi<on, but the word here has more of - 
the substantive idea ('neighbour') than the prepositional usage. 
 37.   [Uper-a<nw.  It is a simple compound that in the late Greek 
 
 1 Moulton, Pro1., p. 72 f.  2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 97. 
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gradually displaced1 u[pe<r.  It occurs in writers from Aristotle on  
both as adverb and as preposition and is common in the LXX.2  
In the N. T. we find it only three times and with the ablative each  
time. Twice it occurs literally of place (Heb. 9:5; Eph. 4:10)  
and once of rank (Eph. 1:21). 
 38.   [Uper-e<keina.  It is merely u[pe<r and the pronoun e]kei?na (cf.  
e]p-e<keina in Ac. 7:43) which appears in the Byzantine Greek.  It  
occurs only once in the N. T. (2 Cor. 10:16), ei]j ta> u[pere<keina u[mw?n   
with the ablative in the sense of 'beyond,’ ‘into the (regions)  
beyond you.' 
 39.   [Uper-ek-perissou?.  It is written separately in Liddell and  
Scott and some N. T. editors print it u[pe>r e]kperi<ssou?.  It is found  
in Dan. 3:22 (Ald., Compl.).  W. H. read it three times (Eph. 
3:20; 1 Th. 3:10; 5:13), though in the last passage u[perek- 
perissw?j is put in the margin by W. H. As a preposition with the  
ablative, we find it only in Eph. 3:20 (w$n, attracted to case of  
omitted antecedent). 
 40.  [Upo-ka<tw.  It is another compound word which in the an- 
cient Greek was used both as adverb and as preposition and es- 
pecially in the koinh< writers (Polybius, Diodorus, Plutarch). In  
the late Greek it gradually3 displaced u[po<.  In the LXX both u[per- 
a<nwqen and u[perka<twqen occur as prepositions as well as kato<pisqen.4 
In the N. T. it is no longer adverb, but appears as preposition  
eleven times with, the ablative, five of them with tw?n podw?n (as  
Mk. 6:11).  The examples are all literal, not metaphorical. Cf. 
u[poka<tw th?j trape<zhj (Mk. 7:28). 
 41. Xa<rin.  This word is just the accusative of xa<rij and it is  
still common as the substantive in the accusative (Lu. 1:30).  
The ancients used it freely with the genitive and with the posses- 
sive pronoun, e]mh>n xa<rin.  The idea of ‘for the sake of’ (cf. Latin  
gratia) may be due to apposition originally. The usage continues  
in the late Greek.5 Among the ancients it was generally post- 
positive, but in the LXX it is now one way, now the other. In  
the N. T. it occurs nine times, and is postpositive (as Gal. 3:19)  
always except 1 Jo. 3:12 with interrogative. It is only once in  
the Gospels (Lu. 7:47). 
 42. Xwri<j.  It is of doubtful etymology (cf. xa<w, xh<ra), but ap- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 367, 397. 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 366. 
 2 Cf. Deiss., B. S., p. 283 f.  4 C. and S., p. 86 f. 
 5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 337. Xa<rin as a prep. is in poetry till 50 B.C., when  
it appears first in prose. Cf. Meisterh., p. 222. He gives an interesting ex. of  
the prep. in Attic inscr. 
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pears in Homer freely as an adverb and in Pindar as a preposition.  
It holds on steadily in both senses. In the N. T. we have only one  
pure adverbial use (Jo. 20:7), while as a preposition with the  
ablative we find it 40 times. The usage is chiefly with persons  
(Mt. 14:21) or abstract relations (Mt. 13:34), though it may be 
used with place (Lu. 6:49).  In Ro. 10:14 note xwri>j khru<ssontoj 
without the article.  It is postpositive once, ou$ xwri<j (Heb. 12:14).  
Ramsay, C. and B., II, 391 (No. 254), cites from the inscriptions 
xwri>j ei] mh< ti pa<q^ (Moulton, Prol., p. 239). 
 Of these 42 words in the N. T. the following are only used as  
prepositions:  a@neu, a]nti<pera, a]pe<nanti, a@ter, e@nanti, e!neka, e]nw<pioin,  
e]pe<keina, katenw<pion, paraplh<sion, u[pere<keina, u[pera<nw, u[poka<tw. Of  
the rest me<son is also adjective; xa<rij substantive; plhsi<on substantive  
and adjective;  a@xri, e!wj, me<xri, plh<n, conjunctions; and the rest are  
also adverbs. 
 IX. Compound Prepositions. A considerable number of these  
adverbial prepositions are compound words. So are a]nti-kru<(j), 
a]nti<-pera, a]p-e<n-anti, e@m-prosqen, e@n-anti, e]n-anti<on, e]n-w<pion, e]p-a<nw, 
e]p-e<keina, meta-cu<, para-plh<sion, par-ekto<j, u[per-a<nw, u[per-ek-
perissou?, u[po-ka<tw. The modern Greek vernacular shows similar forms in  
a]poka<tw a]po<, a]popi<sw a]po<, a]pe<cw a]po< (Thumb, Handb., p. 110). 
See chapter XII, vi. 
 X. Prepositional Circumlocutions. Blass calls these Hebraisms  
and it is true that the frequency of these phrases in the LXX  
and the N. T. is due to the influence of the Hebrew idiom. But  
the construction itself is good Greek, though not so common, as  
the papyri show.1 
 (a) Me<son.  This word furnishes a number, one of which, a]na> 
me<son, "has turned up abundantly in the papyri."2  In the N. T.  
we find this compound preposition only four times. Moulton 
thinks that in 1 Cor. 6:5, diakri?nai ]ana> me<son tou? a]delfou?, the text is 
corrupt, but probably the phrase is not to be taken too literally  
and etymologically (cf. dia< here).  Dia> me<son is read once (Lu.  
17:11) and dia> me<sou once in W. H. (Lu. 4:30).  Ei]j me<son (Mk.  
14:60) appears once, but ei]j to> me<son (Lu. 4:35) six times.  ]Ek  
me<sou, like all the circumlocutions with me<son, is followed by the  
genitive (Mt. 13:49) and it occurs 7 times.  Kata> me<son is found  
once (Ac. 27:27).  The commonest (27 times) of these circum- 
locutions is e]n me<s& (e]mme<s& some MSS.) as in Mt. 10:16.   ]En t&? 
me<s& (Mt. 14:6; Ac. 4:7) is not a prepositional phrase. Cf.  e]k tou?   
me<sou (Col. 2:14).  See also chapter XII, x, (b). 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 129 f.  2 Moulton, Prol., p. 99 f. 
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 (b)  @Onoma.  It is sometimes adduced as an example of a prep- 
ositional circumlocution and as a pure Hebraism. Deissmann1   
has given abundant illustrations from the papyri to show that the 
use of ei]j to> o@noma, e]n t&? o]no<mati is common enough in the vernacular  
koinh< where, as in the LXX and the N. T., o@noma represents the 
person. It is more than doubtful if we are justified in considering  
these phrases as mere prepositional circumlocutions with the gen- 
itive. The examples that come nearest to it are ei]j o@noma profh<tou, 
ei]j o@noma dikai<ou, ei]j o@noma maqhtou? (Mt. 10:41 f.); but even here 
o@noma brings out the notion that one has the name or character  
of prophet, righteous man, disciple. In Mt. 28:19, o@noma has the  
idea of ‘the authority of.’ 
 (c) Pro<swpon.  This word also furnishes a number of such  
phrases which in the LXX seem to be based on Hebrew originals  
(translation Hebraisms).2  Thus a]po> prosw<pou tou? kuri<ou (Ac. 3:19) 
is like yneP;mi while pro> prosw<pou sou is like ynep;li, and kata> pro<swpon 
Peila<tou (Ac. 3:13)  Blass3 finds like ynep;Bi.  Cf. pro<swpon pro>j  
pro<swpon (1 Cor. 13:12). 
 (d) Sto<ma.  This again is a Hebraism in the LXX due to trans- 
lation. In Mt. 4:4 we have dia> sto<matoj qeou?, a quotation from 
Deut. 8:3.  In Mt. 18:16, e]pi> sto<matoj du<o martu<rwn is likewise  
from Deut. 19:15.  So in Mt. 21:16, e]k sto<matoj nhpi<wn is from  
Ps. 8:3.  Cf. also a]po> tou? sto<matoj au]tou? (Lu. 22:71), e]n t&? sto<mati< 
sou (Ro. 10:8 from Deut. 30:14). But this picturesque phrase- 
ology belongs to all language as a matter of fact. 
 (e) Xei<r.  It shows several similar examples. Thus dia> xeiro>j 
au]tw?n (Ac. 15:23), dia> tw?n xeirw?n au]tw?n (Ac. 14:3), ei]j xei?raj (Lu.  
24:7), ei]j th?n xei?ra au]tou? (Lu. 15:22), e]k xeiro>j pa<ntwn (Lu. 1:71),  
e]n t ?̂ xeiri> au]tou? (Jo. 3:35), su>n xeiri> a]gge<lou (Ac. 7:35).  Here 
again the Greek idiom follows the Hebrew particularity, but with  
perfect ease. The classical Greek is not without examples4 of  
this use of xei<r and one may note the English idiom also.5  See 
2 Sam. 15:2, a]na> xei?ra th?j o[dou? th?j pu<lhj. 
 See also e]c e]nanti<aj au]tou? (Mk. 15:39) and parekto>j lo<gou por- 
nei<aj in the margin (W. H.) of Mt. 19: 9. 
 
 1 B. S., pp. 146 f., 197. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 100. See also Heitmuller's  
proof, Im Namen Jesu, pp. 100 
 2 Moulton, Prol., pp. 81, 99; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 129 f.  3 Ib.  
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 130. 
 5 Cf. for the LXX, Swete, Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., p. 308. 



 
 
 
 
 
                                      CHAPTER XIV 
 
 
                            ADJECTIVES (  ]EPIQETA) 
 
 
 I. Origin of Adjectives. This matter was touched upon in  
the chapter on Declensions, but calls for a further word here.  
There is no absolute line of cleavage between substantive and ad- 
jective either in form or sense.1 The Alexandrian grammarians  
had no special treatment of the adjective. "The division line be- 
tween substantive and adjective, always an uncertain one in early  
Indo-European language, is even more wavering in Sanskrit than  
elsewhere."2 Indeed it is not difficult to conceive the time when  
there was no distinct adjective. The substantive would be used  
in apposition as in English, brother man, church member. Cf.  
the common use of titles also like doctor, president, governor, etc.  
This attributive use of the substantive is not a peculiarity of any  
language, but belongs to Hebrew, Sanskrit, Greek, Latin, English,  
etc. It is out of this use of the substantive that the adjective as  
a separate part of speech developed.3 The adjective is not there- 
fore a mere variation of the genitive, though, like the genitive, it  
is descriptive. The term noun (o@noma) is used to cover both sub- 
stantive and adjective, but many substantives continue to be  
used in a descriptive or adjectival sense and many adjectives in a  
substantival sense.4 The term adjective covers words of one, two  
or three genders, and indeed includes numerals and some of the  
pronouns also. But the pronouns require treatment in a separate  
chapter. Participles are verbal adjectives. See later. The close  
relation between adjective and substantive is well illustrated by  
dou?la (Ro. 6:19). Cf. dou?loi. 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 117. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 111. 
 3 "It is this change from subst. in apposition to adj. which according to  
Delbruck is the explanation of the numerous Gk. adjectives in o." Giles, Man.,  
etc., p. 239. 
 4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 117. Cf. Schoemann, Die Lehre von den Redet.  
nach den Alten, 1862, p. 15, where he makes the quality of the thing essential  
to the idea of noun. 
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 II. The Adjectival or Appositional Use of the Substantive.  
Examples have already been given in the chapter on the Sentence. 
Let one suffice here: e]n t&?   ]Iorda<n^ potam&? (Mt. 3:6).1  Cf. further 
Lu. 24:19; Ac. 1:16; 3:14.  This idiom is common enough in  
the N. T. I must demur, however, at this point to Winer's idea  
(Winer-Thayer, p. 236) that "a notion which should naturally be  
expressed by an adjective as an epithet, is sometimes, by a change  
of construction, brought out by a substantive." What I object  
to is the word "should." He is right in saying that "the N. T.  
is by no means poor2 in adjectives," but wrong in urging that the  
N. T. ought to use more. As already observed, substantives con- 
tinued to be used in a descriptive sense not only in apposition,  
but also in the genitive. This original use of the substantive  
never ceased. Hence it is useless to talk of "this substitution of  
a substantive for an adjective" and to explain it as "a Hebraistic  
mode of expression" due to "the want of adjectives in Hebrew"  
and to "the peculiar vividness of the Oriental languages" (p. 237).  
He admits, however, that the matter is not arbitrary, but the prin- 
cipal word stands in the genitive. There is this difference between  
the adjective as an epithet and the genitive. The two substan- 
tives do not merge into one idea quite so completely. Winer's ex- 
amples illustrate this point well: mhde> h]lpike<nai e]pi> plou<tou a]dhlo<thti 
(1 Tim. 6:17), i!na u[mei?j e]n kaino<thti zwh?j peripath<swmen (Ro. 6:4), 
ble<pwn to> stere<wma th?j pi<stewj (Col. 2:5), lo<goij th?j xa<ritoj (Lu. 
4:22), oi]kono<mon th?j a]diki<aj (16:8), krith?j th?j a]diki<aj (18:6), pa<qh 
a]timi<aj (Ro. 1:26), t&? r[h<mati th?j duna<mewj (Heb. 1:3), etc. It was 
just the shade of difference between the substantive in the genitive  
and the adjective that led to the expressions above. Phrases like 
ta> pneumatika> th?j ponhri<aj (Eph. 6:12) are analogous to the use of 
the adjective as substantive to be discussed directly. The use of  
ui[o<j or te<knon, with the genitive is exactly like the Hebrew idiom  
with NBe and is extremely common in the LXX and fairly so in  
the N. T. Thus  ui[oi?j a]peiqi<aj (Eph. 2:2), pe<kna fwto<j (Eph. 5:8),  
etc.  But this "Hebraistic circumlocution" turns up in inscrip- 
tions and on coins,3  so that it is clearly not un-Greek.  Deissmann,  
however, since the idiom is so common and many of the N. T. 
 
 1 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 88; K.-G., I, p. 272 f.; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 415.  
On the later distinction between adj. and subst. see Schroeder, tber die  
formelle Untersch. der Redet., 1874, pp. 195 ff. 
 2 But his notion of adjs. "formed by the apostles themselves" vanishes  
sadly in the light of the papyri. 
 3 Deiss., B. S., p. 165 f. So ui[o>j th?j gerousi<aj, ui[o>j th?j po<lewj, etc, 
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examples are quotations from the LXX or translations from the  
Aramaic, admits that the majority in the N. T. are clue to "trans- 
lation Hebraisms" and the rest to analogical formation. 
 III. The Adjective as Substantive.  Simcox1 thinks that the  
N. T. shows a more frequent use of this idiom than the earlier  
Greek. But the earlier Greek shows abundant evidence of the  
use of the adjective without the substantive as a practical sub- 
stantive, usually with the article, but not always.2 
 (a) ANY GENDER. Such adjectives may be of any gender,  
according to the gender of substantive. So o[ kalo<j, h[ e!rhmoj, to>  
xhrsto<n.  This is no peculiarity of Greek alone, though it has its  
own development in the substantival use of the adjective. Indeed  
the participle was often used as a substantive.  Thus o[ spei<rwn  
(Mt. 13:3), h[gou<menoj (Mt. 2:6).  In Ph. 3:8 we have the parti- 
ciple used as a substantive with the genitive, to> u[pere<xon th?j gnw<sewj.  
Cf. Lu. 16:1, ta> u[pa<rxonta au]tou?.  So to> e]mautou? su<mforon (1 Cor. 
10:33) where the adjective, like a substantive, has the genitive. 
 (b) WITH MASCULINE ADJECTIVES. With masculine adjectives  
the substantives naturally suggest themselves out of the con- 
text or the nature of the case.3  Thus in Mt. 11:5, tufloi> a]na- 
ble<pousin kai> xwloi> peripatou?sin, ktl.  Cf. oi[ a!gioi (1 Cor. 6:2),  
a[martwlou<j (1 Tim. 1:15), dikai<ou and tou? a]gaqou? (Ro. 5:7), e]klektw?n 
qeou? (8:33), to>n a]lhqino<n (1 Jo. 5:20), o[ a!gioj tou? qeou? (Jo. 6:69)  
and probably tou? ponhrou? (Mt. 6:13).  In Jas. 5:7, pro<i*mon kai< 
o@yimon, supply u[eto<n.  Sometimes only the context can determine  
the gender, as in Eph. 6:16; 1 Jo. 3:12). 
 (c) WITH FEMININE ADJECTIVES. These are usually exam- 
ples of the ellipsis of o[do<j, xei<r, gh?, gunh<, h[me<ra, glw?ssa.  I follow 
Blass4  mainly in these examples. Thus gh? is responsible for the  
feminine gender in th>n chra<n (Mt. 23:15; Heb. 11:29),  h[ peri<- 
xwroj (Mt. 3:5),  th>n o]reinh<n (Lu. 1:39), t ?̂ e]rh<m& (Mt. 3:2), th?j 
oi]koume<nhj (Ro. 10:18), etc.  In e]k th?j u[po> to>n ou]rano<n (Lu. 17:24)  
Blass prefers meri<doj to gh?j and urges that we do not refine too  
sharply over e]c e]nanti<aj (Mk. 15:39; Tit. 2:8).  As examples of  
the influence of o[do<j note eu]qei<aj (Lu. 3:5), poi<aj (5:19), e]kei<nhj  
(19:4).  For xei<r observe h[ a]ristera< and h[ decia< (Mt. 6:3),  e]n deci%? 
(Ro. 8:34),  t ?̂ deci%?    (Ac. 2:33).  But e]k deciw?n (2:34) may be  
compared with ei]j ta> decia> me<rh (Jo. 21:6).  The ellipsis of h[me<ra is  
noticed by Blass in t ?̂ e]xome<n^ (Lu. 13:33), t ?̂ e]piou<s^ (Ac. 16:11), 
 
 1  Lang. of the N. T., p. 91. 
 2 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 414; K.-G., I, p. 266 f. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 140,   4 Ib., p. 140 f. 
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t ?̂ e[te<r% (20:15),  t ?̂ e]pau<rion (Mt. 27:62), t^? tri<t^ (Lu. 13:32), th?j 
e[bdo<mhj (Heb. 4:4), t ?̂ mi%? tw?n sabba<twn (Ac. 20:7), me<xri th?j 
sh<meron (Mt. 11:23), a]f ] h$j (2 Pet. 3:4),  t ?̂ e[ch?j (Ac. 21:1).  But 
Blass rightly supplies w!ra with a]f ] h$j in Lu. 7:45, as with o]yi<aj   
(Mt. 8:16), prwi<aj (Mt. 27:1).  To conclude the list of feminine  
examples with t ?̂ pneou<s^ (Ac. 27:40) supply au@r%, with e]n t ?̂  [El- 
lhnik ?̂ (Rev. 9:11) supply glw<ss^ (but cf. t ?̂  ]Ebrai~di diale<kt&, Ac.  
22:2), with polla<j and o]li<gaj (Lu. 12:47 f.) supply plhga<j, with 
a]po> mia?j (Lu. 14:18) insert fwnh?j.  But kat ] i]dia<n (Mk. 6:31) and 
i]di<%, (1 Cor. 12:11), though stereotyped, may refer to o[d&?.  Cf. 
also kata> mo<naj (Mk. 4:10) as an instance of o[do>j.  So dhmosi<% (Ac. 
16:37).  Words like swth<rioj (Tit. 2:11), ai]w<nion (Jo. 6:47), eu]pe- 
ri<staton (Heb. 12:1) are, of course, feminine, not masculine. See  
chapter on Declensions. 
 (d) WITH THE NEUTER. The neuter furnishes a number of 
interesting examples. Thus poth<rion yuxrou? (Mt. 10:42), where 
u!datoj is referred to.  So u!dwr is meant by to> gluku> kai> to> pikro<n 
(Jas. 3:11).  With e]n leukoi?j (Jo. 20:12), one must insert i[mati<oij 
as with e]n malakoi?j (Mt. 11:8).  Cf. porfurou?n in Rev. 18:16. 
With tou? diopoetou?j (Ac. 19:35)  Blass1 suggests a]ga<lmatoj, and with  
to> tri<ton th?j gh?j (Rev. 8:7) we must supply me<roj ("not classical," 
Blass).  Cf. ei]j to> i[ero<n (Mt. 21:23).  In Mt. 6:13, a]po> tou? ponhrou?, 
most likely dia<boloj is meant,2 not mere evil.  In Mt. 19:17 we 
have peri> tou? a]gaqou?, explained by o[ a]gaqo<j, though the American 
Standard Version gives it ‘that which is good.’  But cf. Ro. 5:7.  
The number of these neuter adjectives used substantively in the  
N. T. is large and varied, but the older Greek shows abundant  
illustrations3 of the same thing, especially in philosophical discus- 
sions. With prepositions in particular we meet with this use of the 
neuter. Thus ei]j to> me<son (Jo. 20:19) e]n t&? krupt&? (Mt. 6:4), ei]j 
fanero<n (Mk. 4:22), meta> mikron<n (Mt. 26:73), e]n me<s& (Mt. 10:16),  
e]n o]li<g& (Ac. 26:28), e]n mega<l& (26:29), meta> braxu< (Lu. 22:58),  
etc. Cf. ei]j a]gaqa< (Jer. 24:6).  Very common is the adverbial  
usage of this neuter like braxu< (Ac. 5:34), mikro<n (Mt. 26:39),  
mo<non (Mt. 8:8), to> prw?ton (Jo. 12:16), but the adjective's rela- 
tion to the adverb will receive special treatment. See XI. Cf. t&? 
o@nti.  Sometimes the neuter singular was used in a collective sense  
for the sum total (cf. English "the all").  Thus, in Jo. 6:37, 39,  
pa?n o! (5, 17:24 o!, where persons are meant. The neuter plural is 
 
 1 Ib., p. 141. 
 2 So Rev. Vers. uniformly. Cf. Green, Handb. to Gk. N. T., p. 268. 
 3  W.-Th., p. 235. 
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common in this sense like ta> pa<nta (Col. 1:16) where the universe  
is thus described. Cf. ta> o@nta and ta> mh> o@nta (1 Cor. 1:28). B in  
the LXX (Helbing, p. 51) frequently has pa?n – pa<nta (acc. sing.  
masc.). (Cf. also Ps. of Sol. 3:10; 8:23 V;  Test. xii, Pat. Reub.  
1:10 pa?n a@rton, Gad 3:1 pa?n no<mon.)  See also the common collec- 
tive neuter in the LXX (Thackeray, Grammar, p. 174 f.). Usually  
the neuter plural is concrete, however, as in ta> o[rata> kai> a]o<rata 
(Col. 1:16), where pa<nta is thus explained.  Cf. ta> baqe<a (Rev.  
2:24), a]rxai?a (2 Cor. 5:17).  In Ro. 1:20, as Winer1 points  
out, ta> a]o<rata makes more concrete h! te a]i~dioj du<namij kai> qeio<thj. 
But one must confess that in Eph. 3:10, e]n toi?j e]pourani<oij, it is  
not clear what the idea is, whether places, things or relations.  
In Jo. 3:12 e]pi<geia and e]poura<nia seem to refer to truths. In 
1 Cor. 2:13, pneumatikoi?j pneumatika> sunkri<nontej, a like ambiguity 
exists, but the presence of lo<goij inclines one to the notion that  
Paul is here combining spiritual ideas with spiritual words. The  
neuter singular with the article is very common for the expression  
of an abstract idea. One does not have to say that the adjective  
is here used instead of the abstract substantive, but merely as an  
abstract substantive. Cf. English "the beautiful and the good"  
with "beauty and goodness." This is good ancient Greek. Cf.  
also in the papyri to> di<kaion  Tb.P. 40 (B.C. 117) and (ib.) 
kaqh<konta.  Winer2 was troubled over to> doki<mion th?j pi<stewj (1 Pet. 
1:7) and said that no such adjective existed and therefore this  
was a mere substantive. There was none in the lexica, but  
Deissmann3 has found a number of instances of the adjective in  
the papyri. So xrusou? dokimi<ou P.E.R. xii. 6 f. (93 A.D.), 'good  
gold.'  One need not be troubled over to> gnwsto<n (Ro. 1:19) any  
more than over the other neuter adjectives. Cf. to> xrhsto>n tou? 
qeou? (Ro. 2:4), to> mwro>n tou? qeou? and to> a]sqene>j tou? qeou? (1 Cor. 1:  
25), to> a]meta<qeton th?j boulh?j (Heb. 6:17), to> e]lafro>n th?j qeli<yewj 
(2 Cor. 4:17), to> a]du<naton tou? no<mou (Ro. 8:3), to> dunato>n au]tou?  (9: 
22).  It is thus frequent with the genitive. Cf. also to> kat ] e]me> pro<- 
qumon (Ro. 1:15).  See Heb. 7:7.  In Lu. 12:23, h[ yuxh> plei?o<n 
e]stin th?j trofh?j, we have plei?on because the abstract idea of thing  
is expressed. This also is a frequent Greek idiom. Cf. ou]de<n,  
(1 Cor. 7:19), o! (1 Cor. 15:10), tau?ta (1 Cor. 6:11). 
 IV. Agreement of Adjectives with Substantives. 
 (a) IN NUMBER. It is not necessary to repeat what has been 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 235. Cf. lateness of the forms in —iko<j (only two in Hom.). 
Hoffmann, Uber die Entw. des Begr. des Griech. bei den Alten, p. 2. In 1  
Tim. 5:17 note diplh?j (from –o<oj).  2 Ib.  3 B. S., p. 259 f. 
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said on this subject in chapter X, vii, (b), on concord between  
adjective and substantive in number. The normal thing is for  
adjective and substantive to agree in number. But one must not  
get the idea that "construction according to sense" of the gram- 
marians is an anomaly. "The term is unobjectionable, provided  
we remember that constructions according to the meaning are  
generally older than those 'in which meaning is overridden by  
idiom or grammatical analogy."1  Thus there is no cause for as- 
tonishment in seeing e@kqamboi with o[ lao<j in Ac. 3:11, nor plh?qoj 
kra<zontej in Ac. 21:36. 
 (b) IN GENDER. For concord in gender see chapter X, viii.  
Here again the construction according to sense is normal like stra- 
tia?j ou]rani<ou ai]nou<ntwn (Lu. 2:13), but ou]rani<ou in the same phrase  
is the feminine (cf. ai]w<nioj, etc.).  The N. T. does not have the  
Attic idiom with h!misuj of agreement with the gender of the gen- 
itive substantive, though it is still in the LXX.  Cf. ta>j h[mi<seij 
tw?n a[martiw?n (Ezek. 16:51).  Instead see e!wj h[mi<souj th?j basilei<aj 
mou (Mk. 6:23).  But au!th and qaumasth< in Mt. 21:42 (Mk. 12:11)  
are probably clue to the Hebrew txzo, the Hebrew using the fem- 
inine for abstract ideas, since it had no neuter. But even here in  
Ps. 117:23 the context has kefalh>n gwni<aj.2  One other remark is  
to be made which is that when an adjective occurs with more than  
one substantive it may agree with the gender of the nearest, as in  
pa?san po<lin kai> to<pon (Lu. 10:1), be repeated with each, as in pa?sa 
do<sij a]gaqh> kai> pa?n dw<rhma te<leion (Jas. 1:17) and e]n poi<% duna<mei h} 
e]n poi<& o]no<mati (Ac. 4:7), or agree with the masculine rather than  
the feminine or neuter, as in gumnoi< (Jas. 2:15).  With the same  
gender there may be repetition (Mt. 4:23; 9:35) or not (Mt.  
12:31). 
 (c) IN CASE. For concord in case see chapter X, ix. The main  
instances of variation here belong to the participle as in Ac. 15:  
22 f.), and in particular the Book of Revelation furnishes illustra- 
tions (Rev. 3:12, etc.), as already shown. 
 (d) Two on MORE ADJECTIVES. When two or more adjectives  
occur together the conjunction may be used as in polla> kai> bare<a 
ai]tiw<mata (Ac. 25:7) and even polla> kai> a@lla shmei?a (Jo. 20:30),  
as in Latin.3  But see e[te<rwn pollw?n  (Ac.15 : 35) and the repetition  
of the adjective with the article (Rev. 2:12). 
 V. The Attributive Adjective. The adjective (from adjaceo)  
is a word joined on to another (e]pi<qeton).  The adjective is by no 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 118. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 238; Moulton, Prol., p. 59. 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 87. 
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means the only attribute used with substantives. Thus the attri- 
bute may be substantive in apposition with another substantive, 
like a]nqrwp& oi]kodespo<t^ (Mt. 13:52), or a genitive, like h[ tou? qeou? 
makroqumi<a (1 Pet. 3:20), or an adverb, like th?j a@nw klh<sewj (Ph. 
3:14), or an adjunct, like h[ kat ] e]klogh>n pro<qesij (Ro. 9:11), or a  
pronoun, like to> e]mo>n o@noma (Mt. 18:20).1  When the article is used  
before the adjective or participle it is, of course, attributive, as in 
o[ kalo<j (Jo. 10:11), e]n t ?̂ parou<s^ a]lhqei<% (2 Pet. 1:12).  But ad- 
jectives and participles may be attributive when no article is 
used.  Thus with stratia?j ou]rani<ou (Lu. 2:13), u!dwr zw?n (Jo. 4:10.  
Cf. to> u!dwr to> zw?n, in verse 11), monogenh>j qeo<j (Jo. 1:18). The un- 
usual position of the attributive adjective, like o[ o@xloj polu<j (Jo.  
12:9), where the substantive and adjective form "a composite  
idea" (Jebb, Soph. 0. T., pp. 1199 ff.), may be illustrated from  
the papyri, 0.P.99, th?j u[parxou<shj au]t&? mhtrikh?j oi]ki<aj triste<gou 
(Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154). Cf. also e]k th?j matai<aj u[mw?n 
a]nastrofh?j patroparado<tou (1 Pet. 1:18), where, however, patro- 
parado<tou may very well be predicate (see vi). Cf. French La 
Republique Froncaise. 
 VI. The Predicate Adjective. The adjective (like the par- 
ticiple) is common as a predicate, as is the substantive. Monro2  
considers the substantive in the predicate adjectival. Cf. pro- 
noun, adverb, etc. As examples note polloi< (Mk. 5:9), o[moi<a 
(Mt. 13:31), swth<rioj (Tit. 2:11), e!toima (Lu. 14:17), baqu< (Jo.  
4:11), out of many.  But adjectives are predicate without a 
copula, as in Ti< me le<geij a]gaqo<n (Mk. 10:18), o[ poih<saj me u[gih?  
(Jo. 5:11; cf. 7:23), a]da<panon qh<sw to> eu]agge<lion (1 Cor. 9:18),  
mega<l^ t ?̂ fwn ?̂ (Ac. 26:24), a]para<baton e@xei th>n i[erwsu<nhn (Heb. 
7:24). Cf. Mk. 8:17; Jo. 5:35; 1 Cor. 11:5.  As examples  
of the verbal in -toj take paqhto<j (Ac. 26:23) and gnwsto<n  
(Ac. 4:10) with which last compare the attributive use in  
Ac. 4:16 gnwsto>n shmei?on.  Cf. Mk. 3:1.  As further interesting  
examples of the predicate adjective, note o!loj (Jo. 9:34), do<kimoi. 
fanw?men (2 Cor. 13:7), u[gih<j (Mt. 12:13), prw?toj (Jo. 20:4), e[drai?oj 
(1 Cor. 7:37), o]rqo<j (Ac. 14:10), mo<noj (Lu. 24:18; cf. Mt. 14:  
23), etc.  Cf. o!lon in Lu. 13:21.  The distinction between the  
attributive adjective and the predicate adjective lies in just this,  
that the predicate presents an additional statement, is indeed the  
main point, while the attributive is an incidental description of  
the substantive about which the statement is made. Cf. Ac. 4:10  
and 16 above for both uses of gnwsto<n.  Cf. tau<taj in Ac. 1:5. 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., I, pp. 26S ff.  2 Hom. Gr., p. 117. 
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This distinct predication1 with the adjective in an oblique case is 
seen in tou?to a]lhqe>j ei@rhkaj (Jo. 4:18) and is a classical idiom.2 
Note the use of pa<nta as predicate for o[ qeo<j in 1 Cor. 15:28 as  
with Xristo<j in Col. 3:11 for the totality of things. 
 VII. Adjective Rather than Adverb. See ch. XII, ix, for dis- 
cussion of this subject. A few items are added here. Cf. prw?toj  
Mwush?j le<gei (Ro. 10:19), 'Moses is the first who says,' with  
prw?ton dialla<ghqi t&? a]delf&? sou (Mt. 5:24), 'Be reconciled with  
thy brother as the first thing that you do.'  In Mt. 10:2 prw?toj 
Si<mwn means that first in the list is Simon, whereas prw?ton, in Jo.  
1:41, means that Andrew finds his brother Simon as the first  
thing which he does.  Prw?ton i]xqu<n (Mt. 17:27) means the first  
fish that came up.  Cf. e]n e]moi> prw<t& (1 Tim. 1:16), 'me as chief.'  
The exact idea of  prw<th in Lu. 2:2 is not certain, but most prob- 
ably Luke's idea is that there were two enrolments under Cyrenius.  
Cf. Ramsay, Was Christ Born at Bethlehem? With mo<noj and  
mo<non a like distinction is to be observed.  Take a]nexw<rhsen pa<lin 
ei]j to> o@roj au]to>j mo<noj (Jo. 6:15) and su> mo<noj paroikei?j  ]Ierousalh<m 
(Lu. 24:18).  The difference is much like that between the Eng- 
lish "alone" and "only."  So in Lu. 9:36, eu[re<qh  ]Ihsou?j mo<noj, 
‘Jesus was found alone,’ and in Mt. 17:8 (cf. Mk. 9:8), ou]de<na 
ei#don ei] mh> au]to>n  ]Ihsou?n mo<non, it is adjective, not adverb.  Cf.  
ou]k ei]mi> mo<noj (Jo. 16:32) with ou] mo<non in Ac. 21:13. Cf. 2 Jo.  
1. Contrast mo<non in Mt. 8:8 with mo<noj in Mt. 14:23.  There are  
some examples where either adverb or adjective would make good 
sense,3 as in Mk. 6:8, mhde>n ei] mh> r[a<bdon mo<non, where D reads mo<<nhn; 
Ac. 11:19, mhdeni> ei] mh> mo<non  ]Ioudai<oij, where D has mo<noij; and 1 Jo.  
5:6, ou]k e]n t&? u!dati mo<non, where B reads mo<n&.  But this is not all.  
The Greek often uses an adjective where other languages prefer  
adverbs or prepositional phrases. Latin and English have similar  
expressions for other ideas.4  Naturally this idiom is common in  
Homer.5 For time note deuterai?oi h@lqomen (Ac. 28:13), 'we came  
second-day men' (‘on the second day’).  Cf. tetartai?oj Jo. 11:  
39.  D has likewise pemptai?oi in Ac. 20:6.  So geno<menai o]rqrinai> 
e]pi> to> mnhmei?on  (Lu. 24:22), e]pist ?̂ e]fni<dioj (Lu. 21:34), au]qi<retoj 
(2 Cor. 8:17), o]ktah<meroj (Ph. 3:5). 
 VIII. The Personal Construction.  This matter belongs more  
properly to indirect discourse and the participle, but it calls for 
 
 1 Monro, ib., p. 119.    3 Ib. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 141.   4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 89. 
 5 Seymour, Hom. Lang. and Verse, p. 79. On the relation between adj.  
and adv. see Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 416 f.; Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 40 f. 
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just a word here. The Greeks were more fond of the personal  
construction than we English are. Farrar1 indeed doubts if Greek  
has a true impersonal verb. But e]ge<neto in a passage like Lu. 1:8  
comes close to it. Cf. Lu. 1:23.  We have fewer examples in the  
N. T. of the personal construction, none in truth with either dh?loj 
(1 Cor. 15:27 is impersonal construction) or with fanero<j.  But  
we do have fanerou<menoi o!ti e]ste> e]pistolh> Xristou? (2 Cor. 3:3).  
Cf. Xristo>j khru<ssetai o!ti, in 1 Cor. 15:12. Note also a@cioj i!na 
lu<sw (Jo. 1:27), but the impersonal construction is found with  
di<kaion in Ph. 1:7.  See also i[kano>j i!na in Mt. 8:8.  Dunato<j oc- 
curs with the infinitive (2 Tim. 1:12). This personal construction 
is probably due to assimilation of gender by analogy.2  Cf. dokei?  
sofo>j ei#nai (1 Cor. 3:18), perfectly regular predicate nominative.  
See good example in 1 Cor. 15:9. 
 IX. Adjectives Used with Cases.  Examples were given under  
the various oblique cases of adjectives that were construed with  
the several cases. A mere mention of the matter is all that is re- 
quired here. Thus the genitive appears with e@noxoj qana<tou (Mt.  
26:66), the ablative with ce<noi tw?n diaqhkw?n (Eph. 2:12), the da- 
tive (Mt. 20:1) and accusative with o!moioj ui[o>n a]nqrw<pou (Rev.  
14:14), the ace. with pisto>j ta> pro>j to>n qeo<n (Heb. 2:17), the da-  
tive with e@noxoj t ?̂ kri<sei (Mt. 5:21) and kalo<n soi< e]stin (Mt. 18: 
8), the instrumental with i@souj h[mi?n (Mt. 20:12), the locative with  
bradei?j t ?̂ kardi<% (Lu. 24:25).  Cf. locative in Col. 2:13 f. The  
adjective is, of course, used with various prepositions, as to> a]gaqo>n 
pro>j pa<ntaj (Gal. 6:10),  pisto<j e]n e]laxi<st& (Lu. 16:10), bradu>j ei]j 
o]rgh<n (Jas. 1:19). 
 X. Adjectives with the Infinitive and Clauses. If cases can  
occur with adjectives, it is natural that the verbal substantive  
known as the infinitive should come within that idiom anti be in  
a case. The case of the infinitive will vary with the adjective.  
Thus in a@cioj klhqh?nai, (Lu. 15:19) the infinitive is probably in  
the genitive case. Cf. also a@cioj i!na lu<sw (Jo. 1:27). With dunato>j  
kwlu?sai (Ac. 11:17) we have the accusative of general reference.  
In the case of  i[kano>j basta<sai (Mt. 3:11) we may see either the  
accusative of general reference, as above, or the dative, according  
to the original idea of the form and the common case with i[kano<j.  
Cf. also i[kano>j i!na ei]se<lq^j (Mt. 8:8).  The instances of both in- 
finitive and i!na are numerous in the N. T. As specimens of the  
infinitive anti preposition after the adjective, take taxu>j ei]j to> 
a]kou?sai, bradu>j ei]j to> lalh?sai (Jas. 1:19). Indeed the genitive 
 
 1 Gk. Synt., p. 89.  2 Middleton, Anal. in Synt., p. 15. 
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article tou? with the infinitive occurs with adjectives where it would  
not naturally be looked for, as in e!toimoi< e]smen tou? a]nelei?n (Ac. 23:15). 
Cf. e!toimo<j ei]mi poreu<esqai (Lu. 22:33).  But see further (bradei?j tou? 
pisteu<ein (Lu. 24:25). 
 XI. The Adjective as Adverb. This subject has been treated  
in the chapter on the Cases as well as in the one on Adverbs.  
Hence a few words will suffice here. The border line between ad- 
jective in the nominative and adverb gets very dim sometimes.  
Thus in English we say "I am well," "He spoke well."  Farrar1  
even says that it is "more correct" to use an adverb than an ad- 
jective in a phrase like a@smenoj u[ma?j ei#don.  But that is going too far  
even if we call it antimeria.  He quotes Milton (Par. Lost, vii, 161),  
"Meanwhile inhabit lax," and Shakespeare (Taming of Shrew; I,  
i, 89), "Thou didst it excellent." We can see the difference be- 
tween a]na<sthqi o]rqo<j (Ac. 14:10) and o]rqw?j e@krinaj (Lu. 7:43).  
But, as already observed, the difference between mo<non and mo<n&  
grows faint in 1 Jo. 5:6 and similar examples.  Hence it becomes  
very easy for the adjective form in the accusative to be used  
indiscriminately as adverb where the adjective idea disappears.  
Thus only the context can tell whether mo<non is adjective (Jo.  
8:29) or adverb (Gal. 1:23).  So as to mikro<n (Jo. 7:33 and 16:  
19), polu< (Lu. 12:48 and Ro. 3:2), o]li<gon (Mk. 1:19), etc.  
Prw?ton, for instance, is very common as an adverb (cf. Mt. 7:5,  
and even to> prw?ton is found, Jo. 10:40), but prw<twj occurs only  
once (Ac. 11:26).  It is needless to multiply here examples like  
these. Other cases are used besides the accusative to make ad- 
verbs from adjectives, as the ablative in prw<twj above, the geni- 
tive as o[mou? (Jo. 4:36), the associative-instrumental as dhmosi<%  
(Ac. 16:37).  Cf. poll&? (Ro. 5:9).  All degrees of comparison  
furnish adverbs, thus polu< (Ro. 3:2; 2 Cor. 8:22), ple<on (Jo. 21:  
15), ma<lista (Ac. 20:38).  The accusative singular of the com- 
parative is the common adverb of that degree as perisso<teron 
(Heb. 7:15), but see perissote<rwj (2 Cor. 1:12). In the super- 
lative both the singular as prw?ton (Lu. 6:42) and the plural as  
ma<lista (above). These examples sufficiently illustrate the prin- 
ciples involved. 
 XII. The Positive Adjective. 
 (a) RELATIVE CONTRAST. In discussing the positive adjective  
first one must not get the idea that the positive was originally  
the absolute idea of the adjective as distinct from the compara- 
tive or superlative. This notion of absolute goodness or great- 
 
 1 Gk. Synt., p. 90. 
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ness, etc., is itself later than the notion of comparison.1  Indeed  
the adjective itself has a relative sense and suggests the opposite,  
as light implies darkness. And then many of the oldest com- 
parative forms have no positive at all and never did have, like 
a]mfoteroj, a]ristero<j, be<lteroj, deu<teroj, etc.  More of this under the 
comparative. The point to get hold of just here is that the ad- 
jective per se (like many other words) implies contrast, and that  
originally this is hat the comparative form meant. Thus in  
Homer some comparatives in –teroj have no notion of greater or  
less degree, the idea of duality, but merely contrast, like qhlute<ra   
as opposed to male, o]re<steroj as opposed to valley, a]reistero<j op- 
posed to right, deci<teroj opposed to left, h[me<teroj opposed to u[me<teroj  
and vice versa.2   Cf. the comparative idea (and ablative case after) 
in to> perisso>n tou<twn (Mt. 5:37). 
 (b) USED AS COMPARATIVE OR SUPERLATIVE. With this no- 
tion of the relative contrast in the adjective and the first use of  
the comparative one is not surprised to find the positive still used  
alongside of the comparative. In Lu. 1:42, eu]loghme<nh su> e]n gu- 
naici<n, we do not have a mere Hebraism, though a very natural  
one in this translation from the Aramaic talk of Elizabeth. The  
Hebrew has no degrees of comparison at all and has to resort to  
circumlocutions.3  But Homer and other early Greek writers show  
a similar idiom, like di?a qea<wn, di?a gunaikw?n (Eurip., Alc, 471).4  
Other examples occur in the N. T., like a!gia a[gi<wn (Heb. 9:2 f., 
frequent in the LXX), poi<a e]ntolh> mega<lh e]n t&? no<m& (Mt. 22:36).  
Cf. basileu>j basile<wn, (Rev. 19:16), ku<rioj tw?n kurieuo<ntwn (1 Tim.  
6:15), tou? ai]w?noj tw?n ai]w<nwn (Eph. 3:21). The vernacular koinh<   
uses repetition of the adjective, as in mega<loi mega<loi, B.U. I, 229,  
mega<lwn kai> mega<lwn a]gaqw?n, Inscription of Thera (Herm. 1901, 
p. 445), qerma> qerma<, Herondas IV, 61. Cf. Radermacher, N. T.  
Gr., p. 57. The positive suggests contrast clearly in tw?n pollw?n 
(Mt. 24:12). Cf. of oi[ polloi< in Ro. 5:15, 19; 1 Cor. 10:33.  Here  
the majority is the idea, a comparative notion. Cf. Paul's use of  
tou>j plei<onaj (1 Cor. 9:19) and Matthew's o[ plei?stoj o@xloj (21:8).  
See also Mk. 12:37 o[ polu>j o@xloj and Lu. 7:11 o@xloj polu<j, and in  
2 Cor. 8:15 to> polu< and to> o]li<gon.  Hence it is not surprising in  
Lu. 16:10 to see e]n e]laxi<st& and e]n poll&? side by side (cf. e]n o]li<g&,  
kai> e]n mega<l& in Ac. 26:29), as in Mt. 5:19 also e]la<xistoj and 
 
 1 Cf. Schwab, Hist. Synt. d. griech. Comp., Heft i, 1893, p. 7 f. 
 2 Seymour, Hom. Lang. and Verse, p. 60. Cf. K.-G., II, p. 21. 
 3 C. and S., Sel. from LXX, p. 64. 
 4 Schwab, Hist. Synt. d. griech. Comp., Heft i, p. 9. 
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me<gaj are set over against each other.  Cf. also Mt. 22:38.  In  
Ac. 26:24, ta> polla> gra<mmata, we have an implied comparison.1  
 (c) WITH PREPOSITIONS.  The positive may be used with prep- 
ositions also where comparison is implied. Thus a[martwloi> para>  
pa<ntaj tou>j Galilai<ouj (Lu. 13:2).  Winer2 properly compares this  
idiom with the use of w[j in Heb. 3:2, for in the next verse the  
author uses plei<onoj do<chj as the sense of verse 2.  But in the LXX  
this is a very common idiom3 and it is found in the classical Greek. 
The correct text in Lu. 18:14 (xBL) has also dedikaiwme<noj par ]  
e]kei?non.  Cf. a@cia pro<j in Ro.  8:18. 
 (d) COMPARISON IMPLIED BY h@.  Once more the positive may 
occur with It is not necessary, in view of the preceding dis- 
cussion, to suggest the "omission" of ma?llon.4  It is true that we  
have only one such example in the N. T. kalo<n soi< e]stin ei]selqei?n 
h} blhqh?nai (Mt. 18:8).  Cf. Mk. 9:43, 45.  But the LXX again  
furnishes many illustrations5 like leukoi> h@ (Gen. 49:12).  The ancient  
Greek also is not without parallels. And there are N. T. examples,  
as in LXX, of verbs so employed like qe<lw h@ (1 Cor. 14:19) and 
lusitelei? h} (Lu. 17:2) and substantives as xara> e@stai h@ (Lu. 15: 
7). Older Greek writers show this idiom with substantives and  
verbs.6  In Mt. 18:8 we have the positive adjective both before  
and after h@ as kullo<n h} xwlo>n.  But cf. 2 Tim. 3:4 for compara- 
tive before and positive after. 
 (e) IN ABSOLUTE SENSE. After the three grades of comparison 
were once established, analogy worked to form and use positive, 
comparative and superlative. And sometimes the positive oc- 
curs in the absolute sense. So we find Christ discussing the ab- 
solute meaning of the positive a]gaqo<j in Mt. 19:17 (Mk. 10:18). 
Thus it comes to pass that sometimes the positive is more abso- 
lute than comparative or superlative which are relative of neces- 
sity. God is alone a]gaqo<j in this sense, while others are belti<onej  
and be<ltistoi.  Our God,  o[ a]gaqo>j qeo<j, is higher in ideal and fact  
than Jupiter Maximus or Zeu>j a@ristoj h]de> me<gistoj.7  Of kalo<j the  
opposite is ou] kalo<j and this is not the positive attribute ai]sxro<j.  
In Mt. 17:4 we find Peter saying fervently kalo<n e]stin h[ma?j w$de 
ei#nai. "The positive represents the highest absolute idea of a  
quality and cannot therefore be increased."8 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of -N. T. Gk., p. 143. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 240.     3 C. and S., p. 64. 
 4 Though Blass does, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 143. 
 5 C. and S., p. 64; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 143; W.-Th., p. 241. 
 6 W.-Th., p. 240 f.  7 Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc., Heft i, p. 9. 8 Ib., p. 19- 
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 XIII. The Comparative Adjective (sugkritiko>n o@noma). 
 (a) CONTRAST OR DUALITY. On the forms see chapter VII, 
3. As already observed, the first use of the comparative form  
was to express contrast or duality.1  This is clear in h[ a]ristera< 
(Mt. 6:3), though h[ decia< occurs in the same verse. But Homer  
uses deci<teroj as comparative.  Cf. also a]mfo<teroj, h[me<teroj, u[me<te- 
roj, e!teroj, e[ka<teroj, o[po<teroj, po<teroj, where the notion of two is 
accentuated. Contrast between two or duality, therefore, is clear  
in these pronouns. They will receive separate treatment later.  
Here they are merely used to illustrate the origin of the compara- 
tive form.   @Alloj (Latin alius) is also comparative,2 *a@l-ioj.  So  
is dec-i<oj3 which explains the disappearance of deci<teroj.  One of 
the comparative endings is –ioj.  This leads one to remark that  
the oldest comparative forms are not formed from positives as  
such, but from their own roots. Thus deu<teroj, which is obviously  
comparative and expresses duality, has no positive form. Cf.  
a]mfo<teroj and the examples just mentioned.4  This original com- 
parative need not be formed from an adjective at all, but from a  
substantive like, basileu<teroj, ku<nteroj, etc., in Homer where the 
comparative expresses the possession of the quality "in contra- 
distinction to objects which are without it" (Monro, Homeric Gr.,  
p. 82). So pro<teroj (from the adverb pro<) is not 'more forward,'  
but 'forward' in opposition to u!steroj, ‘backward.’  Cf. Brugmann,  
Griech. Gr., p. 415. Cf. e]leu<qeroj, 'free to come.' So e]cw<teroj  
is ‘outside,’ not 'more outside.’  These oldest forms represent  
the original meaning which was not the comparison of greater  
or less, not a matter of degree, but a question of contrast or  
duality.5  So be<lteroj, a]mei<nwn have no positive forms. There is  
indeed a distinct weakening of this original duality in adjectives  
as in pronouns.6  Cf. the dropping of the dual endings. Thus in  
the N. T. pro<teroj an adjective occurs only once, kata> th>n prote<ran 
a]nastrofh<n (Eph. 4:22).  It is rare in the papyri (Moulton, Prol.,  
p. 79). Elsewhere prw?toj holds the field when only two objects  
or persons are in view, like prw?to<j mou (Jo. 1:15), prw?toj and 
a@lloj (20:4), etc.  Cf. our 'first story' when only two stories are  
contemplated, 'first volume,' etc. And as an adverb pro<teron sur- 
vives only ten times (cf. 2 Cor. 1:15), while prw?ton is very com- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., pp. 77  2 Brug., Grundr. vergl. Gr., II, i, p. 420. 
 3 Ib. Transl. (Comp. Gr.), vol. TI, p. 132. 
 4 Schwab, Hist. Synt. d. griech. Comp., Heft i, p. 5. 
 5 Ib., pp. 4 ff. 
 6 Moulton, Prol., p. 77 f.; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 439; 1903, p. 154. 
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mon.  Luke does not use pro<teroj (adjective or adverb) so that 
prw?toj in Ac. 1:1 with lo<goj does not imply tri<toj.  Moulton1  
finds pro<teroj only once in the Grenfell-Hunt volumes of papyri so  
that this dual form vanishes before the superlative prw?toj.  Winer  
(Winer-Thayer, p. 244) sees this matter rightly and calls it a  
Latin point of view to insist on "former" and "latter" in Greek,  
a thing that the ancients did not do. 
 (b) DEGREE. The next step was for the notion of degree to  
come into the comparative. The notion of "two-ness" remained,  
but it had the added idea of more in degree. They run along  
then parallel with each other. The comparative form, therefore,  
has two ideas, that of contrast or duality (Gegensatz) and of the  
relative comparative (Steigerung), though the first was the origi- 
nal.2  Relative comparison is, of course, the dominant idea in  
most of the N. T. examples, though, as already remarked, the  
notion of duality always lies in the background. Thus a]nekto<teron 
e@stai (Mt. 10:15), bebaio<teron (2 Pet. 1:19), ei]j to> krei?sson (1 Cor.  
11:17), sofw<teron and i]sxuro<teron (1 Cor. 1:25). 
 (c) WITHOUT SUFFIXES. But the comparative did not always  
use the comparative suffixes, though this was usual. Sometimes  
ma?llon was employed with the positive, though this idiom is not  
very frequent in the N. T. Thus we find ma?llon with kalo<j (Mk.  
9:42), with maka<rion (Ac. 20:35), with a]nagkai?a (1 Cor. 12:22),  
with polla< (Gal. 4:27).  Once indeed (2 Tim. 3:4) ma?llon oc- 
curs with one adjective before h@ and not with the other after h@.  
The Greeks preferred to put both qualities in the comparative  
degree when two adjectives were compared.3  But here we have 
filh<donoi ma?llon h} filo<qeoi.  "In Jo. 3:19 ma?llon — h@ is used with  
two substantives" (H. Scott).  In Phil. 16 we have a distinc- 
tion drawn between ma<lista and ma?llon with a]delfo>n a]gaphto<n.  No 
example occurs in the N. T. of two comparatives with but in 
Ro. 9:12 we have o[ mei<zwn douleu<sei t&? e]la<ssoni and in Heb. 1:4,  
tosou<t& krei<ttwn geno<menoj o!s& diaforw<teron. 
 (d) DOUBLE COMPARISON. Sometimes indeed ma?llon, occurs  
with the comparative form itself. This applies to adjectives and  
adverbs. Thus ma?llon perisso<teron (Mk. 7:36), perissote<rwj ma?llon 
(2 Cor. 7:13).  Cf. e@ti ma?llon kai> ma?llon (Ph. 1:9), perisso<teron 
e@ti kata<dhlon (Heb. 7:15).  Recall also the double comparative  
form like vernacular English "lesser," meizote<ran (3 Jo. 4), and the  
comparative on the superlative e]laxisto<teroj (Eph. 3:8.  It oc- 
 
 1 Prol., p. 79. 
 2 Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc., Heft i, p. 21 f.  3 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 42. 
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curs in Test. xii, Pat. Jos. 17:8).  All this is due to the fading  
of the force of the comparatives suffix and the desire for em- 
phasis. Homer has xeiro<teroj, AEschylus meizonw<teroj and u[perte- 
rw<teroj, Xenophon e]sxatw<teroj, Aristophanes proterai<teroj. Cf.  
Schwab, Hist. Syntax etc., Heft iii, p. 60. Modern Greek verna- 
cular has pleio<teroj and xeiro<teroj.  The papyri give illustrations  
like presbuterwte<ra (Moulton, Prol., p. 236).  Cf. Latin double  
comparative dex-ter-ior, sinis-ter-ior.  See list in Jannaris, Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 147.  This double comparative is due to analogy and  
weakened sense of the form (Middleton, Analogy in Syntax, p. 38).  
Other means of strengthening the comparative were the accusa- 
tive adverb polu<, as in Heb. 12:9, 25 (cf. 2 Cor. 8:22), and in  
particular the instrumental poll&?, as in Lu. 18:39.  In 1 Cor.  
12:22 we have poll&? ma?llon over against a]sqene<stera.  But in  
Ph. 1:23 note poll&? ma?llon krei?sson where all this emphasis is 
due to Paul's struggling emotion. The ancient Greek used all  
these devices very often. Cf. Schwab, Hist. Syntax, etc., Heft  
iii, pp. 59 ff. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 143) rightly observes that  
in 2 Cor. 12:9 h!dista ma?llon are not to be taken together. The  
older Greek used also me<ga and makr&? to strengthen the comparison.  
Cf. Mayer, Verstarkung, Umschreibung and Entwertung der Com- 
parationsgrade in der alteren Gracitait, 1891, p. 16 f. 
 (e) WITHOUT OBJECT OF COMPARISON. Sometimes the com- 
parative form is used absolutely. It is beside the mark to say  
with Clyde1 that this idiom occurs "through politeness for the  
positive." It is not used for the positive. It is true that no ob- 
ject of comparison is expressed, but that is because the context  
makes the point perfectly clear.  In rapid familiar conversation  
this would often be true.  Blass2 also thinks that sometimes the  
comparative is no more than a positive. Winer3 more justly holds  
that the point of comparison may "ordinarily be gathered from  
the context." The point is always in the context. Thus o{ poiei?j 
poi<hson ta<xeion (Jo. 13:27) may mean more quickly than Judas  
would have done but for the exposure. Note that this is a con- 
versation and Judas would understand. In Heb. 13:19 perissote<- 
rwj and ta<xeion correspond easily, and in verse 23, e]a>n ta<xeion e@rxhtai, 
perhaps it means ‘if he come before I leave.’  None of the examples  
of Blass are convincing, for presbu<teroj, though used of an official,  
is one who is older (elder) as compared with new<teroj, and the bishop.  
is not to be a neophyte (1 Tim. 3:6). The point, of course, lies 
 
 1 Gk. Synt., p, 41. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 142.   3 W.-Th., p. 242. 
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more in length of experience than of age. Deissmann (B. S., p. 
154 f.) finds in the papyri o[ presbu<teroj o[ kw<mhj, an official title.  
Pap. Lugd. A, 35 f. (Ptol. Per.).  In Ac. 17:21 kaino<teron means,  
of course, something newer than what they had recently heard.  
Socrates said to Hippocrates when he came in (Plato, Protagoras  
309 C):  mh< ti new<teron a]gge<lleij;  Then again, in Ac. 17:22, deisi- 
daimoneste<rouj is more religious (or superstitious, as the case may be,  
a matter for exegesis. I prefer religious) than ordinary or than I  
had supposed. One does not need to deny the "elative" compara- 
tive sense of "very"1 here and elsewhere. The elative compa- 
rative is still comparative. But Blass2 denies even the elative  
comparative in a number of these examples. This is to a certain  
extent to surrender to translation the true interpretation of the 
Greek idiom.  In Ac. 18:26 a]kribe<steron e]ce<qento teaches that 
Apollos received more accurate information than he had previously  
had. Cf. e]cetasqh<setai peri> tou<tou a]kribe<steron, B.U. 388 (ii/A.D.). 
Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 439.  So in Ac. 24:22 a]kribe<steron 
ei]dw<j means that Felix more accurately than one would suppose,  
and in verse 26 pukno<teron shows that he sent for Paul more fre- 
quently than he had been doing before. Ac. 25:10 ka<llion e]pigi- 
ginw<skeij is an interesting example.  Paul hints that Festus knows  
his innocence better than he is willing to admit. Cf. be<ltion su> 
ginw<skeij (2 Tim. 1:18), ‘better- than I.'  Belti<wn occurs in the papyri  
as adjective, though not in the N. T. Thus one could go through  
all the rather numerous examples of elative comparative adjectives  
and adverbs in the N. T. and show that with proper attention  
to the context the point of (comparison appears plainly enough.  
The comparative even without the expressed object of comparison  
is not just the positive. So in Ac. 27:13 a#sson parele<gonto clearly  
means 'nearer than they could do before' (cf. paralego<menoi in verse  
8). Again in Jo. 4:52 komyo<teron e@sxen (note the construction) is  
'better than before the word of Christ was spoken.'  As further  
illustrations, not to overdo the point, note ma?llon in 2 Cor. 7:7  
(cf. Ph. 1:12), spoudaio<teroj in 2 Cor. 8:17 (cf. 2 Tim. 1:17) and 
spoudaiote<rwj in Ph. 2:28 (cf. 1 Th. 2:17), tolmhrote<rwj (Ro. 15:  
15), mei<zonej (2 Pet. 2:11), katw<tera in Eph. 4:9.  The common 
expression oi[ plei<ouj (Ac. 19:32), and tou>j plei<onaj (1 Cor. 9:19) 
for ‘the majority’ should occasion no difficulty.  In free trans- 
lation one may sometimes use 'very' or ‘rather,' but this is 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 236. He notes some "elative comparatives" in D,  
in AC. 4:16 fanero<teron, 10:28 be<ltion. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 142. 
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merely the resultant idea.  Cf. e[te<roij lo<goij plei<osin (Ac. 2:40).  
The older Greek shows this idiom.1 
 (f) FOLLOWED BY h@.  This h@ is merely the disjunctive conjunc- 
tion. But h@ is not common in the N. T. in this connection. Indeed  
Blass2 considers that it does not occur where any other construc- 
tion would be perfectly clear. As is well known in the ancient  
Greek, h@ is not common after plei<wn and e]la<ttwn with numerals.  
This use of the comparative as a mere parenthesis is in the papyri. 
Cf. Moulton. C1. Rev., 1901, p. 438. O.P. 274 (i/A.D.) plei<w ph<xeij 
e]nne<a.  Cf. Schwab, Hist. Syntax, Heft ii, pp. 84 ff.  Cf. also  
e]pa<nw in Mk. 14:5 and 1 Cor. 15:6, where it has no effect on the  
construction. In Mt. 5:20 there is an ellipsis (plei?on tw?n Far.),  
‘than that of the Pharisees.'  So in Mt. 26:53 plei<w dw<deka legiw?- 
naj occurs with no change in the case of legiw?naj. In Ac. 4:22;  
23:13; 24:11 likewise h@ is absent without change of case.  So in 
Ac. 25:6 ou] plei<ouj o]ktw> h} de<ka, for h@ here does not go with plei<ouj. 
But in Lu. 9:13 we do find ou]k ei]si>n h[mi?n plei?on h} a@rtoi pe<nte. 
And in 1 Tim. 5:9 the ablative construction occurs. In justifi- 
cation of Blass' point3 above, he points out that with two adjec- 
tives we have  h@ (2 Tim. 3:4); with a conjunction, as e]ggu<teron h} 
o!te (Ro. 13:11); with an infinitive, eu]kopw<teron ei]selqei?n h@  (ei]selqei?n 
to be repeated, Mt. 19:24.  Cf. Ac. 20:35); with a genitive  
(same form as the ablative would be if h@ were absent), like u[mw?n 
a]kou<ein ma?llon h} tou? qeou? (Ac. 4:19); with a dative, like  
a]nekto<teron g ?̂ Sodo<mwn h} t ?̂ po<lei e]kei<n^ (Mt. 10 : 15). These are all  
pertinent and striking examples. There remain others (against Blass' view) 
which are not so justified, like plei<onaj maqhta>j poiei? h}   ]Iwa<nhj 
(Jo. 4:1), h]ga<phsan ma?llon to> sko<toj h} to> fw?j (Jo. 3:19), etc. 
But it remains true that h@ is becoming rare in this usage in the  
N. T. 
 (g) FOLLOWED BY THE ABLATIVE. The ablative is the most 
common means of expressing the standard of the comparison: so  
we must take the case, and not as genitive. As remarked in the  
chapter on the cases, this ablative construction seems rather more  
common in the N. T. than in the papyri. It is found in Homer.4  
In the old Sanskrit the ablative was found with comparatives,5  
though occasionally the locative or the instrumental appeared. 
 
 1 Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc., Heft ii, p. 178; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 143. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 107 f. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 316, sustains him. 
 4 Monro, Hom., dr., p. 109. 
 5 Ziemer, Vergi. der Indoger. Comp., 1884, pp. 29 ff. 
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Indeed the various constructions after the comparative (particle  
like h@, case, preposition) occur in the other Indo-Germanic lan- 
guages.1  Schwab2 estimates that in Attic prose the ablative after  
the comparative stands in relation to h@ as 5.5 to 1 and in poetry  
18 to 1.  Blass3 thinks that in the koinh< the ablative is three times  
as common in this idiom as in Attic prose.  So in the N. T. this  
is the usual construction after the comparative.  As further ex- 
amples observe mei<zwn tou<twn (Mk. 12:31), mei<zwn tou? patro>j h[mw?n  
(Jo. 4:12), ple<on tou<twn (Jo. 21:15), sofw<teron tw?n a]nqrw<pwn 
(1 Cor. 1:25), etc. Cf. 1 Jo. 3:20; Heb. 7:26.  Sometimes the 
comparison is a little complicated, as in Mt. 5:20, u[mw?n h[ dikaio- 
su<nh plei?on tw?n grammate<wn, where ‘righteousness’ is dropped in the 
second member. Note plei?on as a fixed or stereotyped form.4  Cf. 
also Jo. 5:36.  In Mt. 21:36, a@llouj dou<louj plei<onaj tw?n prw<twn, 
note the use of comparative and superlative side by side. 
 (h) FOLLOWED BY PREPOSITIONS. Prepositions occur not in- 
frequently after the comparative. We have already seen the  
positive so used with para<, and pro<j.  Wellhausen5 considers this  
positive use like the Aramaic. In the classical Greek we see begin- 
nings of this usage.6  In the modern Greek, the normal7 way of  
expressing comparison is to use afro with the accusative and occa- 
sionally para< with the nominative. The examples of the use of  
para>  chiefly in Luke and Hebrews. Thus Lu. 3:13, mhde>n ple<on 
para> to> diatetagme<non u[mi?n; Heb. 1:4, diaforw<teron  par ]  au]tou<j 3:3,  
plei<onoj do<chj para> Mwush?n; 9:23, krei<ttosi qusi<aij para> tau<taj. So 
Heb. 11:4; 12:24.  Examples of u[pe<r in this sense occur likewise 
in Lu. 16:8, fronimw<teroi u[pe>r tou> ui[ou<j; Heb. 4:12, tomw<teroj u[pe>r 
pa?san ma<xairan.  In the LXX8 comparison was usually completed  
by means of para< or u[pe<r. 
 (i) THE COMPARATIVE DISPLACING THE SUPERLATIVE. This 
increase of the comparative in contrast to the corresponding de- 
crease of the superlative is one of the most striking peculiarities of  
the adjective in the koinh<.  Indeed one may broadly say with Blass,9  
that in the koinh< vernacular the comparative with the article takes 
 
 1 Ib., p. 1.     2 Hist. Synt. etc., Heft ii, p. 92. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 329. The abl. is sometimes used with personal pro- 
nouns after the comp. in mod. Gk. (Thumb, p. 76). 4 Blass, ib., p. 108. 
 5 Einl. in die drei ersten Evang., p. 28. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 236. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 108.   7 Thumb, Handb., p. 75 f. 
 8 C. and S., Sel., pp. 84 ff. For various prepositions so used in older Gk.  
see Schwab., Hist. Synt., Heft i, pp. 45 ff. 
 9 Hermeneutik and Kritik, p. 199. 
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over the peculiar functions of the superlative. In the modern  
Greek vernacular the comparative with the definite article is the  
only idiom employed for the true superlative.1  The form in —tatoj  
in modern Greek is rare and always elative.  Moulton2 finds the  
papyri supporting this disappearance of the superlative form be- 
fore the comparative to a certain extent. "It seems fair to con- 
clude that (1) the superlative, apart from its elative use, was  
dying, though not dead; (2) the comparative had only sporadically  
begun to be used in its place."3 He reminds us that the literary  
use had as much weight as the vulgar idiom. As a matter of fact  
the superlative form is not essentially necessary. The Armenian  
has no superlative and is like the vernacular modern Greek. The  
root-difference between the comparative and the superlative is that  
between "twoness" and "moreness."  As the notion of duality  
vanished or was no longer stressed, the need for a distinction be- 
tween the comparative and superlative vanished also. Both are  
in reality comparative in relation to the positive.4 In the N. T.  
therefore we see this blurring of distinction between comparative  
and superlative. Cf. 1 Cor. 13:13 mei<zwn de> tou<twn h[ a]ga<ph where 
three things are compared. In English we say "greatest of these."  
Sir W. M. Ramsay gives pa<ntwn mei?zon in a Christian inscription.5  
In Mt. 18:1 we have ti<j a@ra mei?zwn, etc. Cf. Mk. 9:34.  So in  
Mt. 11:11 (cf. Lu. 9:48) note o[ de> mikro<teroj (but note also mei<zwn 
au]tou?).  In Lu. 7:42 f., plei?on and to> plei?on do indeed refer to the  
two debtors (verse 41), though it is questionable if that fine point  
is here insisted on. But in 1 Cor. 12:23 the comparatives have  
their usual force. Moulton6 cites from O.P. 716 (ii/A.D.) th>n a]mei<- 
nona ai!resin dido<nti, ‘to the highest bidder.’  Winer7 indeed finds  
similar examples in Demosthenes and Athenagoras. Note the  
adverb u!steron pa<ntwn (Mt. 22:27), obviously as superlative. So  
in 1 Tim. 4:1, e]n u[ste<roij kairoi?j.  In Eph. 4:9, ta> katwtera me<rh is 
likewise in the superlative sense. The Epistle of Barnabas shows  
similar examples. Blass8 reminds us that the Italian does not dis- 
tinguish between the comparative and the superlative. The mod- 
ern Greek- to-day says o[ sofw<teroj a]po> o!louj ‘the wisest of all.’9 
 
 1 Thumb, Handb., p. 73. 
 2 Prol., p. 78; Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 439; 1904, p. 154. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T.  
Gk., p. 33. 
 3 Ib., Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 439. Cf. Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc., Heft ii, pp. 172,  
177.      4 Ib., Heft i, pp. 17 ff. 
 5 Cities and Bish. of Phrygia, II, p. 525. 
 6 Prol., p. 78 f.     8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 33. 
 7 W.-Th., p. 242.    9 Jebb, V. and D.'s Handb., p. 309. 
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Moulton1 notes the fact that, while krei<ttwn and xei<rwn in the N. T.  
are strictly comparative, they have no superlative, but he notes  
(p. 236) that the papyri show xei<ristoj, as Tb.P. 72 (ii/B.c). 
 XIV. The Superlative Adjective (u[perqetiko>n o@noma).  For  
the forms see chapter VII, II, 3, (c). As already set forth, the  
superlative is moreness rather than twoness. 
 (a) THE SUPERLATIVE VANISHING. As already remarked, the  
superlative forms are vanishing in the N. T. as in the koinh< gener- 
ally.  Blass2 observes that e@sxatoj and prw?toj are the only excep- 
tions to this disappearing tendency. Under the weakening of  
dualism pro<teroj goes down.  Usually e@sxatoj refers to more than  
two, the last of a series or last of all, like e]n e]sxa<t^ h[me<r%, (Jo. 11:  
24), e@sxaton3 pa<ntwn (1 Cor. 15:8).  Sometimes first and last are  
contrasted, like h[ e]sxa<th pla<nh xei<rwn th?j prw<thj (Mt. 27:64).  
Note comparative also.  Cf. Mt. 19:30.  So o[ prw?toj kai> o[ e@scatoj  
about Jesus (Rev. 1:17).  In the LXX e@sxatoj occurs as com- 
parative (cf. in Deut. 24:3), and even as an adverb meaning  
‘after’ in Deut. 31:29.  Cf. Thackeray, p. 184. Even more com- 
mon than e@sxatoj is prw?toj.  It is used in the usual sense often  
(Mk. 12:20), but is also common where only two are concerned  
(1 Cor. 15:45; Jo. 20:4) as already shown.  Sometimes prw?toj  
expresses mere rank as in Ac. 17:4.  In Mt. 22:38 note h[ mega<lh  
kai> prw<th e]ntolh< .  Cf. prw<th pa<ntwn in Mk. 12:28 (note gender 
also).4  These are true superlatives. Sir W. M. Ramsay (Expos- 
itor, Nov., 1912) shows that prw<th in Lu. 2:2 is not in sense of  
pro<teroj.  It is first of a series of enrolments as we now know. But  
this proves nothing as to Ac. 1:1. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p.  
60) quotes I Gr. XII, 5, 590, e@fqasaj a]la<xou prw?toj, where two are  
compared. 
 (b) A FEW TRUE SUPERLATIVES IN THE N. T. But a few other  
true superlatives survive in the N. T. Thus o[ e]la<xistoj in 1 Cor.  
15:9 is a true superlative, 'the least.'  But it is dative in Lu.  
12:26. Cf. Mt. 2:6; 5:19.  Moulton5 finds e]la<xistoj as a  
true superlative in a papyrus of second century B.C. Tb.P. 24.  
But there are very few true superlatives in the papyri.6 In Ac.  
17:15 w[j ta<xista is a true superlative.    !Uyistoj is a true super- 
 
 1 Prol., p. 78.    2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 141 f. 
 3 On this word cf. Gonnet, Degres de signif. en Grec et en Lat., 1876, p. 131. 
 4 On prw?toj in older Gk. for not more than two see Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc.,  
Heft ii, p. 175.     5 Prol., p. 79. 
 6 Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 439; 1904, p. 154. See th>n e]some<nhn plei<sthn timh<n , Tb.P. 105 
(ii/B.C.). 
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lative both when applied to God, tou? u[yi<stou (Mk. 5:7), and the  
abode of God, e]n toi?j u[yi<stoij (Mt. 21:9).  Some MSS. (D, etc.,  
W. H. marg.) have e@ggista in Mk. 6:36, which is a true super- 
lative.  In Ac. 20:38 ma<lista, 'most of all,' is probably a true  
superlative.  In 1 Cor. 14:27 to> plei?ston, ‘at the most,’ is a true  
superlative.  In Mt. 11:20 ai[ plei?ston duna<meij we probably have  
the true superlative. Cf. t ?̂  a[giwta<t^ u[mw?n pi<stei (Ju. 20) and th>n 
a]kribesta<thn ai@resin (Ac. 26:5), true superlatives in --tatoj.  In  
Rev. 18:12; 21:11 timiw<tatoj is probably elative.  Cf. monw<tatoj,  
1 Ki. 8:39. The list is indeed very small. 
 (c) THE ELATIVE SUPERLATIVE. In the sense of 'very' or ‘ex- 
ceedingly’ it comprises the great majority of the superlative forms  
that survive in the N. T.1  In the papyri the immense majority  
of superlative forms are dative. Cf. Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901,  
p. 439. Kra<tistoj is dative always in the N. T. and is indeed  
merely a sort of title.2  So kra<tiste in Lu. 1:3. So h!dista is only  
elative (2 Cor. 12:9, 15).  Me<gistoj occurs only once (2 Pet. 1:4)  
and is dative, ta> ti<mia kai> me<gista h[mi?n e]pagge<lmata (permagnus, 
Blass).  In Lu. 12:26 e]la<xiston is elative as also in 1 Cor. 4:3;  
6:2, while in Eph. 3:8 the comparative superlative e]laxisto<- 
teroj is doubtful.3  Plei?stoj, generally dative in the papyri,4 is  
so in Mk. 4:1, o@xloj plei?stoj. Ma<lista occurs some 12 times and  
is usually elative, as in Ph. 4:22. 
 (d) No DOUBLE SUPERLATIVES. The scarcity of the superla- 
tive in the N. T. removes any ground for surprise that no double  
superlatives occur. In Eph. 3:8 e]laxistote<r& is indeed a super- 
lative strengthened by the comparative.  In Gal. 6:10 the elative  
superlative ma<lista occurs by way of repetition with to> a]gaqo<n, as  
in Phil. 16 it does with a]gaphto<n.  Schwab5 gives a considerable  
list of double or strengthened superlatives from classic writers, like  
plei?ston h!distoj (Eurip., Alc.), me<giston e@xqistoj (Eurip., Med.),  
ma<lista fi<ltatoj (Eurip., Hippol.), ma<lista deino<tatoj (Thuc.), etc.  
Cf. Latin minimissimus and English "most straitest sect," "most  
unkindest cut of all," etc. 
 (e) FOLLOWED BY ABLATIVE. The superlative, like the com- 
parative, may be followed by the ablative.6  Thus with prw?ton   
(Jo. 15:18), prw?to<j mou (Jo. 1:15), and possibly in e]p ] e]sxa<tou 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 33. Blass considers t^? a[giwta<t^ (Ju. 20)  
elative. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 78. 
 3 Ib., p. 236.   5 Schwab, Hist. Synt. etc., Heft iii, pp. 70 ff. 
 4 Ib., p. 79.   6 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., pp. 11 ff. 
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tw?n h[merw?n tou<twn (Heb. 1:2), though this passage may be merely  
the genitive. 
 (f) No “HEBRAISTIC” SUPERLATIVE.  It is gratuitous to con- 
sider a]stei?oj t&? qe&? (Ac. 7:20) and similar passages superlatives. 
 XV. Numerals. For thel general discussion of the forms see  
chapter VII, III. The ordinals are indeed adjectives, as are the  
first four cardinals and all 'after two hundred. The syntactical  
peculiarities of the numerals are not many. 
 (a) Ei$j AND Prw?toj.  The use of ei$j rather than prw?toj is one  
of the most striking points to observe. Before we can agree with  
Blass1 that this is "undoubtedly a Hebrew idiom," who follows  
Winer,2 we must at least hear what Moulton3 has to say in reply.  
To begin with, in modern Greek "the cardinals beyond 4 have  
ousted the ordinals entirely."4  Then we learn from the inscriptions  
that this usage of cardinals as ordinals is as old as the Byzantine  
Greek.5  Moulton6 also quotes from papyri of the second and third 
centuries A.D. t ?̂ mi%? kai> ei]ka<di, B.U. 623 (ii/iii A.D.), a construction  
like mi%? kai> ei]ka<di tou? mhno<j in Haggai 2:1.7  The Germans, like the 
English, can say "page forty,"8  In the N. T. we only find this sub- 
stitution of the cardinal in the case of ei$j, while in the modern  
Greek the matter has gone much further. In the classic Greek  
no real analogy exists, though ei$j stands in enumerations when  
deu<teroj or a@lloj follows, and in compound numerals a closer par- 
allel is found, like ei$j kai> triakosto<j, though even here the case is 
essentially different.9  Cf. Latin unus et vicesimus, "a case of the  
formation of the ordinal being imperfectly carried out."9  Cer- 
tainly then it was possible for this development to have gone on  
apart from the Hebrew, especially when one considers that prw?toj  
is not derived from ei$j, though Moulton10 admits that the Hebrew  
has the same peculiarity. Moulton11 further objects that if Semitic  
influence had been at work we should have had t ?̂ pe<nte in the  
modern Greek, since the Hebrew used the later days of the month  
in cardinal numbers.12  Still, the striking fact remains that in the  
LXX (cf. Numb. 1:1) and in the N. T. the first day of the month  
is expressed by mi<a, not by prw<th.  This was obviously in harmony  
with the koinh< of a later time, but the first evidence of its actual 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 144.   7 C. and S., Sel., p. 31. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 248 f.    8 W.-Th., p. 249. 
 3 Prol., p. 95 f.     9 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 144. 
 4 Ib. Cf. Thumb, Handb., etc., p. 82.   10 Prol., p. 96. 
 5 Dieterich, -linters. etc., p. 18711.  11 Ib. 
 6 Prol., p. 96.     12 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 144. 
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 (d) THE DISTRIBUTIVES. There is no trouble over the classic  
use of a]na< (Mt. 20:9) and kata< (Mk. 6:40) in this sense.  We have  
already (chapter XIII, a]na< and kata<) discussed a]na> ei$j (Rev. 21:21)  
and kaq ] ei$j (Ro. 12:5).  The point here that calls for comment  
is whether du<o du<o in Mk. 6:7 is a Hebraism.  Cf. a]na> du<o [du<o]  
in Lu. 10:1.  Winer1 termed it "properly Hebraistic," while  
Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 145) more guardedly described it as  
"after the Semitic and more colloquial manner." The repetition  
of the numeral is a Hebrew way of expressing the distributive  
idea. Cf. in the N. T. also sumpro<sia sumpo<sia (Mk. 6:39),  prasiai> 
prasiai> (verse 40).  Moulton2 cites also desma>j desma<j, as the read- 
ing of Epiphanius for Mt. 13:30.  But Winer3 had himself cited  
AEschylus, Persae, 981, muri<a muri<a, and Blass4 compares in Eris,  
the lost drama of Sophocles, mi<an mi<an.  The Atticists had cen- 
sured this as "colloquial," but at any rate "it was not merely a  
creation of Jewish Greek." Deissmann5 besides quotes tri<a tri<a  
from the Oxy. Papyri. W. F. Moulton6 had already called atten- 
tion to the fact that modern Greek shows the same usage. Hence  
we must conclude, with Moulton7 and Thumb,8 that the koinh< de- 
velopment was independent of the Hebrew. Moulton9 comments  
also on the reading of B in Lu. 10:1, a]na> du<o du<o, and notes how  
in the papyri mega<lou mega<lou = the elative superlative megi<stou.  
See also kata> du<o du<o in P. Oxy. 886 (iii/A.D.). 
 For the proportionals the N. T. has only –plasi<wn, not the  
classic –pla<sioj.  Cf. e[katontaplasi<wn, Mk. 10:30 and Mt. 19:29  
xCDX;  pollaplasi<wn, Lu. 18:30 and Mt. 19:29 BL. Cf.  
Blass-Debrunner, p. 38. 
 (e) THE CARDINAL   [Epta<.  With e[bdomhkonta<kij e[pta< (Mt. 18:22)  
rather than e[pta<kij D the rendering 'until seventy times seven' is  
certainly possible in itself and follows literally the Greek words. 
The identical expression (e[bdomhkonta<kij e[pta<) occurs in Gen. 4:24 
(where the Revised Version renders it ‘seventy and seven fold’)  
and in Test. xii, Pat. Ben. 7:4.  The margin of the Revised  
Version for Mt. 18:22 gives "seventy times and seven" which 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 312. 
 2 Prol., p. 97.    4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 330. 
 3 W.-Th., p. 249; W.-M., p. 312.  5 Theol. Literaturzeit., 1898, p. 631. 
 5 W.-M., p. 312 note. Cf. Jebb in V. and D.'s Handb., p. 310. Rader- 
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 57) cites sfo<dra sfo<dra from the LXX and eu]qu>j eu]qu<j 
from the Byz. Gk. 
 7 Prol., p. 97.    8 Hellen., p. 128. 
 9 Prol., p. 97. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 330, cites from Gosp. of Pet. 35,  
a]na> du<o du<o. 
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Winer1 interprets as "seventy-seven times."  Moulton2 considers  
rightly that the passage in Genesis settles the usage in Matthew  
to which an allusion may be made. He cites a possible parallel  
from the Iliad, xxii, 349, deka<kij [te]  kai>  Fei<kosi. 
 (f) SUBSTANTIVE NOT EXPRESSED. Sometimes with numerals  
the substantive for money is not expressed. Thus a]rguri<ou muria<daj 
pe<nte (Ac. 19:19), but in Mt. 26:16 note a]rgu<ria.  The use of  
tri<ton tou?to (2 Cor. 13:1) is merely an instance of the adjective  
used absolutely without a substantive.  Cf. the neuter to> deu<teron 
(2 Cor. 13:2). 
 (g) ADVERBS WITH NUMERALS. They have no effect on the 
construction.  Thus praqh?nai e]pa<nw triakosi<wn dhnari<wn (Mk. 14:5),  
w@fqh e]pa<nw pentakosi<oij a]delfoi?j (1 Cor. 15:6), w[j disxi<lioi (Mk.  
5:13), w[sei> pentkisxi<lioi (Mt. 14:21),  e[katontaeth<j pou (Ro. 4:19). 
In the case of w[j and w[sei< we really have conjunctions.3  In e!wj   
e[pta<kij (Mt. 18:21) we have, of course, the preposition.  Cf. 
Winer-Moulton, p. 313, for classical parallels with e@latton, ple<on 
ei]j, e]n, peri<, u[pe<r, me<xri. 
 (h) Ei$j AS INDEFINITE ARTICLE. The Greek, as a rule, had 
no indefinite article. The older Greek did occasionally use tij   
with no more apparent force than an indefinite article, but usually  
nothing was used for that idea in Greek. Still in Aristophanes  
(Av. 1292) Moulton4 rightly sees ei$j ka<phloj, as an example of the  
later koinh< idiom.  Aristophanes indeed preserves much of the  
colloquial speech. In the modern Greek e!naj may be used.5  Ei$j  
became naturally more popular than e!naj since it has all three  
genders.6  Moulton7 finds numerous papyri illustrations. The  
modern languages have followed the Greek model here, for the  
English an (Scottish ane) is really one, like the German ein and  
the French un. It is therefore hardly necessary to fall back on the  
Hebrew precedents in the use of dHAx,, though it here coincided  
with the koinh< idiom.  Hence N. T. usage on this point is in full 
accord with the development of the Greek. Cf. ei$j grammateu<j 
(Mt. 8:19), mi<a paidi<skh (26:69), mi<a xh<ra ptwxh< (Mk. 12:42), ei$j 
o]feile<thj (Mt. 18:24), etc.  In Jo. 6:9 some MSS. have e!n with  
paida<rion, but the sense is not materially altered either way. Cf.  
h@kousa e[no>j a]etou? (Rev. 8:13), i]dw>n sukh?n mi<an (Mt. 21:19), etc. 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 251.    4 Prol., p. 97. 
 2 Prol., p. 98. Cf. W.-M., p. 314.   5 Thumb, Handb., p. 81. 
 3 Cf. Green, Handb., etc., p. 276.  6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 170. 
 7 Prol., p. 97. Cf. Wellhausen, End., p. 27. 
 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 144. 
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Moulton1 properly criticizs Meyer on Mt. 8:19 for his "exegeti- 
cal subtleties" in denying this idiom for ei$j in the N. T. 
 (i) Ei$j= Tij.  Sometimes indeed ei$j stands alone with prac- 
tically the same sense as tij, as in Mt. 19:16; Mk. 10:17, though  
in the parallel passage (Lu.18:18) tij a@rxwn occurs.  The use of ei$j 
with genitive (or ablative), like e[ni> tw?n politw?n (Lu. 15:15), e]n mi%? 
tw?n h[merw?n (Lu. 8:22), or the ablative, like ei$j e]c u[mw?n (Jo. 13:21),  
is, of course, merely the same idiom expanded.  Cf. ei$j tij Lu.  
22:50; Jo. 11:49.  In Mk. 14:10, o[ ei$j tw?n dw<deka, the article at  
first looks incongruous, ‘the one of the twelve,’ but the early  
papyri give illustrations of this usage also.2  It is as a pronoun  
that ei$j is to be construed here and in the rather frequent alterna- 
tive expressions ei$j — ei$j (Mt. 24:40), mi<a—mi<a (verse 41), to>n e!na 
--to>n e!teron (Mt. 6:24), e[no>j –tou? e[te<rou (ib.), ei$j—tou? e[no<j. (1 Cor. 
4:6).  Cf. ei$j kai> ei$j (Mt. 27:38) and the reciprocal use in 1 Th.  
5:11.  Cf. ei$j e!kastoj, Mt. 26:22. 
 (j) THE DISTRIBUTIVE USE OF Ei$j.  So e{n kaq ] e!n in Rev. 4:8  
and the "barbaric" (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 247) ei$j kata> ei$j (Mk.  
14:19), to> kaq ] ei$j (Ro. 12:5), a]na< ei$j e!kastoj (Rev. 21:21). This  
"barbaric" idiom came to be very common in the later Greek.  
Cf. modern Greek ka<qe, kaqe<naj=e!kastoj.  The free adverbial use  
of prepositions like e!wj, a]na<, para<, kata< is copiously illustrated in  
Winer-Schmiedel, p. 247, from the LXX and the late Greek writers.  
For the use of ou]dei<j, ou]qei<j, mhdei<j, mhqei<j see next chapter on Pro- 
nouns.  Cf. also there ou]—pa?j and pa?j –ou]. 
 
   1 Prol., p. 95.   2 Ib. 



 
 
 
 
                                      CHAPTER XV 
 
 
                       PRONOUNS (  ]ANTWNUMIAI) 
 
 
 For the antiquity and history of pronouns see iv in chapter  
VII (Declensions). We are here concerned, not with the form,  
but with the use of pronouns.1 As a matter of fact all pronouns  
fall into two classes, Deictic (deiktikai<) and Anaphoric (a]naforikai<).  
They either "point out" or they "refer to" a substantive. So we  
get the modern terms, demonstrative and relative (cf. Monro,  
Homeric Gr., p.i 168 f.). But some pronouns may be demon- 
strative or relative according to the context. The demonstrative  
or deictic was the original usage. For practical purposes we have  
to follow a more minute division. 
 I. Personal Pronouns (prwto<tupoi h} proswpikai> a]ntwnumi<ai).  
The personal pronouns (first and second persons) are deictic (I,  
thou). The reason for the use of pronouns, as already explained,  
was to avoid the repetition of the substantive. In Jo. 11:22 note  
the repetition of qeo<j.  Cf. also Lu. 6:45. 
 (a) THE NOMINATIVE. As already explained, the verb uses the  
personal pronoun as personal suffixes, so that as a rule no need  
was felt for the separate expression of the pronoun in the nom- 
inative. All verbs had the personal endings like ei]-mi<, e]s-si<, e]s-ti<.  
The use of the personal pronoun in addition to the personal end- 
ing of the verb Was due to desire for emphasis. Then the sepa- 
rate expression of the pronoun led to the gradual sloughing off  
of the personal ending. In modern English this process is nearly  
complete. In Greek this process was arrested, though in modern  
Greek all verbs ei#nai are --w verbs. In most cases, therefore,  
in Greek the existence of the personal pronoun in the nominative  
implies some emphasis or contrast. But this is not quite true of  
all examples. "The emphasis of the first and second persons is  
not to be insisted on too much in poetry or in familiar prose. 
 
 1 Cf. Schoemann, Die Lehre von den Redet. nach den Alten, p. 95: "Die  
Nomina benenrien die Dinge nach ihren Qualitaten, die Pronomina bezeichnen  
sie nach ihren Verhaltnissen." 
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Notice the frequency of  e]g&#da, e]g&#mai."1  In conversation it was  
particularly common to have the personal pronoun in the nomina- 
tive.  In the later Greek generally the personal pronouns show  
a weakening of force,2 but never to the actual obliteration of  
emphasis, not even in the Modern Greek.3  Moulton4 agrees with  
Ebeling5 that there was "no necessary emphasis in the Platonic 
h#n d ] e]gw<, e@fhn e]gw<, w[j su> fh<j."  Clearly then the frequency of the  
pronoun in the N. T. is not to be attributed to the Semitic influ- 
ence. Even Conybeare and Stock6 see that it is not necessary to  
appeal to the well-known Hebrew fondness for pronouns for this  
usage. But Blass7 thinks that some of the MS. variations may  
be due to Semitic influence. We are free therefore to approach  
the N. T. examples on their merits.8  
 1. The First Person, e]gw< and h[mei?j.  It is easy to find in the N.T. 
numerous examples where e]gw< shows contrast.  So e]gw> xrei<an 
e@xw u[po> sou? baptisqh?nai (Mt. 3:14), e]gw> de> le<gw (5:22), e]gw< se 
e]do<casa (Jo. 17:4).  Cf. e]gw< and su< in Jo. 17:23.  The amount of  
emphasis will vary very greatly according to circumstances and  
may sometimes vanish entirely so far as we can determine. Differ- 
ent shades of meaning appear also as in u[pe>r ou$ e]gw> ei#pon (Jo. 1:30),  
‘I, myself.’  Cf. ka]gw> ou]k ^@dein au]to<n (Jo. 1:33) and ka]gw> e[w<raka 
kai> memartu<rhka (verse 34) and note absence with second verb. Cf.  
Jo. 6:48; 16:33; 1 Cor. 2:1, 3.  Note absence of e]gw< in Mt. 
5:18, 20, le<gw u[mi?n.  Cf. also ti<j a]sqenei? kai> ou]k a]sqenw?; (2 Cor. 
11:29) with ti<j skandali<zetai kai> ou]k e]gw> purou?mai; (ib.) as proof that 
the point must not be pressed too far in either direction.9  Further  
examples of  e]gw<  may be seen in Ro. 7:17; Jo. 5:31, 34; 10:30; Eph.  
5:32; Ph. 4:11.  For the plural h[mei?j see h[mei?j proskunou?men (Jo. 
4:22) in opposition to u[mei?j, but then follows merely o{ oi@damen.  So  
in Ac. 4:20 note ou] duna<meqa h[mei?j a{ ei@damen and ti< kai> h[mei?j kindu- 
neu<omen; (1 Cor. 15:30).  Cf. Mt. 6:12.  The "editorial" ‘we’ has  
already received discussion (cf. The Sentence) and may be merely  
illustrated here. Blass10  considers it a "wide-spread tendency among  
Greek writers, when they speak of themselves to say h[mei?j instead 
 
 1 Gildersleeve, Synt. of Cl. Gk., part i, p. 35. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 348.   5 Gildersleeve Studies, p. 240. 
 3 Thumb, Handb., etc., p. 59 f.   6 Sel. from the LXX, p. 65. 
 4 Prol., p. 85.     7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 316. 
 8 In general the N. T. follows the classic idiom. W.-Sch., p. 194. 
 9 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 194. 
 10 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 166. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 86 f., who leaves the  
matter to the exegete. 
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of e]gw<."  This is not always true in Paul's Epistles (Ro. 1:5), for  
sometimes he associates others with him in the address at the  
beginning. There are undoubted examples in the N. T. like oi$oi< 
e]smen (2 Cor. 10:11), peiqo<meqa (Heb. 13:18), gra<fomen (1 Jo. 1:4). 
But sometimes the plural merely associates the readers or hearers  
with the writer or speaker.  So e]fore<samen (1 Cor. 15:49), o[moiw<sw- 
men, (Mk. 4:30).  Sometimes the first person singular is used in a  
representative manner as one of a class (cf. the representative  
article like o[ a]gaqo<j).  Blass1 does not find this idiom so common in  
Greek as in other languages, but it occurs in Demosthenes and 
certainly in Paul. So ti< e@ti ka]gw> w[j a[pmartwlo>j kri<nomai; (Ro. 3:7). 
Cf. in next verse blasfhmou<meqa.  See 1 Cor. 10:30; Gal. 2:18.  
In Ro. 7:7-25 special difficulties occur. 
 2. The Second Person, su< and u[mei?j.  Thus in Jo. 17:5 note the  
contrast in me su<.  Cf. Jo. 1:42 su> ei# Si<mwn—su> klhqh<s^, 2:10 su> 
teth<rhkaj, 4:9 pw?j su>  ]Ioudai?oj, 4:10 su> a}n @̂thsaj, Ro. 2:3 o!ti su>  
e]kfeu<c^, Lu. 1:76 kai> su> de< etc.  Cf. also Mt. 27:11. Sometimes  
su< has a very emphatic position, as in su> ti<j ei# (Ro. 9:20; 14:4).  
In 1 Cor. 15:36, a@frwn, su> o{ spei<reij, it is possible,2 though not  
necessary, to take su< with a@frwn (cf. Ac. 1:24).  In kai> su> e]c au]tw?n 
ei# (Lu. 22:58) one is reminded of the Latin Et tu, Brute.  See  
Lu. 10:15; Ac. 23:3; h} kai> su> ti< e]couqenei?j (Ro. 14:10).  As ex- 
amples of the plural take e@sesqe u[mei?j (Mt. 5:48), do<te au]toi?j u[mei?j 
fagei?n (Mk. 6:37). See e]kei?noj and u[mei?j contrasted in Jo. 5:38;  
u[mei?j in verse 39 and also in 44 f.  Cf. Ac. 4:7; Lu. 10:24, and  
in particular u[mei?j o@yesqe (Mt. 27:24). For u[mei?j and h[mei?j con- 
trasted see Jo. 4:22.  In Jo. 4:35, ou]x u[mei?j le<gete, we have the  
same inclusive use of the second person that we noticed in the first.  
In Ro. 2:3, 17, the second person singular occurs in the same repre- 
sentative sense that the first has also.  Cf. also Ro. 9:20; 11:17, etc.  
In Jo. 3:10, su> ei# o[ dida<skaloj, we have a case of distributed em- 
phasis.  Cf. also Mt. 16:16; Jo. 9:34; 2 Cor. 1:23, as examples  
of this sustained emphasis, where the emphasis of the pronoun  
passes on to the remainder of the sentence and contributes point  
and force to the whole.3  On the whole the Greek language has  
freedom in the construction of the pronouns.4 Moulton raises5 the 
question if in su> ei#paj (Mt. 26:64), su> le<geij (27:11), u[mei?j le<gete 
(Lu. 22:70), we do not have the equivalent of  'That is right,' 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 316 f.   2 W.-Sch., p. 195. 
 3 Renaud, The Distributed Emphasis of the Pers. Pron., 1884. 
 4 Bernhardy, Wissensch. Synt. der griech. Spr., 1829, p. 45. 
 5 Prol., p. 86. 
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but plh<n (Thayer) is against it in Mt. 26:64.  Su< occurs in John  
more frequently than in all the Synoptics put together (Abbott,  
Johannine Gr., p. 297). 
 3. The Third Person.  It has had a more radical development  
or lack of development. As a matter of fact the Greek had and  
has no definite third personal pronoun for the nominative like  
e]gw< and su<.  No nominative was as used for ou$, oi#, etc., and this pro- 
noun was originally reflexive.  Besides it is not used in the N. T.,  
though literary koinh< writers like Aristides, Arrian, Lucian, Polyb- 
ius use it.1  Where another pronoun was desired for the third  
person besides that in the personal ending, various devices were  
used. The Attic writers usually employed a demonstrative (o[ de<,  
o[ me<n, ou$toj, e]kei?noj, o{j de<, o!de, etc.).  The N. T. shows examples of 
all these constructions which will be illustrated in the discussion  
of the demonstrative pronouns. But the N. T. uses also au]to<j as  
the subject, an idiom foreign to Attic writers, but found already in  
Homer2 and common in the modern Greek, where indeed it has  
come to be itself a demonstrazive.3  Simcox4 rightly remarks that  
the main point to observe is not whether it has emphasis, but its  
appearance at all as the mere subject. All the personal pronouns  
in the nominative have more or less emphasis. The use of au]to<j   
in contrast with other persons is natural like au]to>j kai> oi[ met ]  
au]tou? (Mk. 2:25).  We are not here considering the intensive use  
of au]to<j as ‘self’ nor the use of o[ au]to<j 'the same.'  There is no dis- 
pute as to use of au]to<j as emphatic 'he' in the N. T. like the Pytho- 
gorean5 (Doric) au]to>j e@fa.  So Ac. 20:35 au]to>j ei#pen, as much as  
to say 'The Master said.'  Cf. the way in which some wives refer  
systematically to their husbands as "He."  Other undoubted  
examples are au]to>j ga>r sw<sei to>n lao<n (Mt. 1:21).  Here the em- 
phasis is so clear that the Revised Version renders:  "For he it is  
that shall save."  In Mt. 12:50 au]to<j mou a]delfo<j is resumptive,  
gathering up o!stij, and is distinctly emphatic.  Cf. likewise au]to>j 
bapti<sei, referring to o[ e]rxo<menoj in Mt. 3:11; o] thrw?n—kai> au]to<j,  
1 Jo. 3:24;  o{n a}n filh<sw au]to<j e]stin, Mk. 14:44.  Strong emphasis  
also appears in examples like; kai> au]to>j e@stin pro> pa<ntwn (Col. 1:17). 
In Mt. 8:24 au]to>j de< and Mk. 4:38 kai> au]to<j Jesus is the chief  
person in the story and the pronoun has emphasis.  Cf. likewise  
Lu. 1:16, 17; 24:21; Mt. 16:20.  In Lu. 19:2  W. H. and Nestle 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 191.  2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 164.  
 3 Thumb, Handb., p. 90. 
 4 Lang. of the N. T., p. 60. Cf. C. and S., Sel. from LXX, p. 29.  
 5 Prol., p. 86. 
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follow B in reading kai> au]to<j twice.  Some emphasis is present 
both times.  In Ac. 7:21 (Rec.) the pronoun au]to<n appears three  
times.  As regards kai> au]th<, the editors differ between this accent  
and kai> au!th in Lu. 7:12; 8:42; 1 Cor. 7:12; Ro. 7:10.  In  
Lu. 2:37; Ro. 16:2, Nestle agrees with W. H. in kai> au]th<.  But  
in Lu. 2:37 au]th> xh<ra may be a 'widow by herself.'1  There is  
no real reason for objecting to the feminine use of this idiom.  
The plural au]toi<, appears in Mk. 7:36; Lu. 2:50; 9:36.  The  
only remaining question is whether au]to<j occurs in the nominative  
free from any emphasis just like the personal ending in a word.  
It is in Luke's Gospel and the Apocalypse2 that such instances  
occur. It is not a question whether au]to<j is so used in ancient  
Greek.  Winer3 denies that any decisive passages have been  
adduced in the N. T. of such unemphatic use. Certainly the  
matter is one of tone and subjective impression to a large ex- 
tent. And yet some examples do occur where emphasis is not  
easily discernible and even where emphasis would throw the  
sentence out of relation with the context. What emphasis exists  
must be very slight. Cf. Lu. 1:22; 2:50; 6:8; 8:1, 22; 15:14;  
24:14, 25, 31; Rev. 14:10; 19:15.  Thus we see all grades of  
emphasis.  Abbott4 holds that in John au]to<j never means 'he,'  
either emphatic or unemphatic, but always 'himself.'  But in 
Jo. 2:12 (au]to>j kai> h[ mhth>r au]tou?) there is little difference between 
the emphatic 'he' and 'himself.'  Cf. also 18:1.  But the inten- 
sive idea is clear in Jo. 4:2, 12.  In 4:53 it might be either way.  
In the LXX we find au]to<j sometimes unemphatic. Cf. Gen. 3:  
15 f.; 1 Sam. 17:42; 18:16. 
 (b) THE OBLIQUE CASES OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS. 
 1. Originally Reflexive.  In pre-Homeric times the pronominal  
stem was reflexive.5 The reflexive form, as distinct from the per- 
sonal pronoun, was a later development. The personal pronouns  
may be reflexive in Hesiod, the Homeric Hymns, Pindar and the  
other Lyric poets.6  Indeed, the early Attic inscriptions7 show the  
same thing, not to mention the Dramatic poets and Herodotus.8  
It was only gradually that the distinctively reflexive form came  
into common use in the Attic prose, first for the third person, and 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 195; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 164. 
 2 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 61. 
 3 W.-M., p. 187.    4 Joh. Gr., p. 279. 
 5 Dyroff, Gesch. des Pron. Reflex., 1. Abt., p. 16. 
 6 Ib., pp. 68, 75, 80 f. 
 7 Ib., 2. Abt., p. 1 f. 8 Ib., 1. Abt., pp. 90 f., 126 f. 
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then for the first and second persons.1  The use of the personal  
pronoun in the reflexive sense survived longest in the vernacular.  
It is not "abnormal" therefore to find in the N. T. (vernacular koinh<)  
the personal pronouns where a reflexive form might have been used.  
The N. T. does not here exactly represent Attic literary prose. 
Cf. a]ra<tw to>n stauro>n au]tou? (Lu. 9:23), meta> to> e]gerqh?nai< me proa<cw 
(Mk. 14:28; cf. Lu. 10:35), ba<le a]po> sou?, (Mt. 5:29). See Ro.  
15:16, 19.  It is not necessary to split hairs here as to whether the  
reflexive idea is present. It is in perfect harmony with the Greek  
history. Indeed English does not differ here from the Greek. 
 2. Au]tou?.  The use of autou? rather than ou$ and sfw?n is noticeable.  
As a matter of fact, however, au]tou? had long been the main pronoun  
for the oblique cases of the third person.  In archaic and poetic  
forms the early use of ou$ and sfw?n survived.2  In the N. T. au]tou?,  
is the only form found, as in au]tw?, au]toi?j, au]to<n (Mt. 17:22 f.), ktl. 
 3. Genitive for Possession.  The genitive of the personal pro- 
noun is very common as a possessive rather than the possessive  
pronoun or the mere article. In Jo. 2:12 au]tou? occurs twice, but  
once (oi[ a]delfoi<) we do not have it. These examples are so common  
as to call for mere mention, as o[ path<r mou (Jo. 5:17), to>n kra<batto<n  
sou (5:8), to>n kra<batton au]tou? (5:9).  The presence of the personal  
pronoun in the genitive is not always emphatic. Thus no undue  
emphasis is to be put upon au]tou? even in its unusual position in Jo.  
9:6, nor upon sou in 9:10, nor upon mou in 9:15.  See chapter on  
The Sentence.  See also e]pa<raj tou>j o]fqalmou>j au]tou? ei]j tou>j maqhta>j 
au]tou? (Lu. 6:20), e]n t^? u[pomon ?̂ u[mw?n kth<sesqe ta>j yuxa>j u[mw?n (Lu. 21: 
19).  See also position of you in Mt. 8:8 and Jo. 11:32.  As a  
matter of fact the genitive of personal pronouns, as is common in  
the koinh< (Moulton, Prol., p. 40 f.), has nearly driven the possessive  
pronoun out. The use of the article with this genitive will be dis- 
cussed in that chapter (The Article). Cf. to>n pate<ra mou (Mt. 26: 
53) and fi<loi mou (Jo. 15:14).  Both u[mw?n in Paul (1 Cor. 9:12)  
and au]tou?, (Tit. 3:5) may be in the attributive position.  The  
position of au]tou? is emphatic in Eph. 2:10 as is that of u[mw?n, in  
1 Cor. 9:11 and h[mw?n in Jo. 11:48.  The attributive position of  
h[mw?n (2 Cor. 4:16) and au]tou? with other attributes (Mt. 27:60)  
is not unusual. 
 4. Enclitic Forms.  The first and second persons singular have  
enclitic and unenclitic forms which serve to mark distinctions of  
emphasis in a general way. We may be sure that when the long 
 
 1 Ib., 2. Abt., pp. 69, 89.  
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 152. 
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form e]mou? occurs some slight emphasis is meant, as in u[mw?n te kai> e]mou?   
(Rom. 1:12).  But we cannot feel sure that all emphasis is absent 
when the short form is used. Thus oi]kodomh<sw mou th>n e]kklhsi<an (Mt. 
16:18), pa<nta moi paredo<qh u[po> tou? patro<j mou (11:27).  With prep- 
ositions (the "true" ones) the long form is used as in ancient  
Greek except with pro<j, which uniformly has me even where em- 
phasis is obvious.1  Thus deu?te pro<j me (Mt. 11:28), kai> su> e@rx^ pro<j 
me (3:14).  Some editors here and in the LXX print pro>j me<.  But  
in Jo. 6:37 pro>j e]me< is the true text. Cf. pro>j e]me< also in P.Tb.  
421 (iii/A.D.).  With sou? the only difference is one of accent and  
we have to depend on the judgment of the editor. It is difficult,  
if not impossible, to lay down any fundamental distinction on this  
point. On sou and sou? see chapter VII, iv, 4, (a). See also 
e]comologou?mai< soi (Mt. 11:25) and ka]gw> de< soi le<gw (16:18).  Cf.  
e]gw< se (Jo. 17:4) and me su< (17:5).  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p.  
168) says that e]mou? and sou?, the emphatic forms, occur only with  
other genitives like au]tou? kai> e]mou? (Ro. 16:13).  Simcox (Language  
of the N. T., p. 55) argues that the enclitic form occurs always  
except when there is emphasis. But the trouble is that the en- 
clitic form seems to occur even where there is emphasis. The  
genitive of the third person can be used with emphasis. Cf.  
au]tw?n in Lu. 24:31.  See further chapter VII, v, 4. 
 (c) THE FREQUENCY OF THE PERSONAL PRONOUNS. It is at 
bottom a differentiation from the substantive, though the roots  
are independent of verb and substantive and antedate historical  
evidence.2  This pronoun came into play where the sense required 
it. Thus kai> e]piqe<ntej ta>j xei?raj au]toi?j a]pe<lusan (Ac. 13:3).  Cf. Mk. 
6:5.  There is no doubt of the fact that the N. T. uses the pro- 
noun in the oblique cases more frequently than is true of the older  
Greek.3  What is the explanation of this fact? The Hebrew pro- 
nominal suffixes at once occur to one as the explanation of the  
situation and Blass accepts it.4  The LXX shows a similar "lavish  
use of pronouns."5  But a glance at the modern Greek reveals the  
same fondness for pronouns, and the papyri abundantly prove  
that the usage belongs to the vernacular koinh<.6  Cf. a]nu<gw tou>j 
o]fqalmou<j mou Par.P. 51 (ii/B.C.),  La<mpwni muoqhreut ?̂ e@dwka au]t&? 
O.P. 299 (i/A.D.). Thumb7 suggests that this abundance of pro- 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 165. 
 2 Wundt, Volkerpsych., 1. Bd., 2. Ti., 1904, p. 47.  
 3 Cf. W.-Th., p. 143; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 164. 
 4 Cf. also Simcox, Lang., etc., p. 53.  6 Moulton, Prol., p. 84 f. 
 5 C. and S., Sel., etc., p. 65.   7 Hellen., p. 108 f. 
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nouns is natural in the vernacular. Blass1 finds "a quite peculiar  
and tiresome frequency" of the pronoun in the N. T. This is only  
true in comparison with literary Attic. The N. T. is here a natural  
expression of the vernacular. Thus in Lu. 6:20 note au]tou? twice,  
u[mw?n twice in Lu. 21:19, sou in Mt. 6:17 as the reflexive twice  
(a@leiyai< sou th>n kefalh>n kai> to> pro<swpo<n sou ni<yai).  It is not neces- 
sary to go as far as Moulton does and deny that there is any  
Semitic influence in the N. T. on this point. It was here in har- 
mony with the current Greek.  Cf. Lu. 24:50 for three examples 
of au]tou? (-ou<j).  Cf. se—se in Jo. 1:48.  For au]to<= ‘it’ see Ro. 7: 
20.  In Lu. 1:62 au]to< and autou? both refer to paidi<on. 
 (d) REDUNDANT.  The pronoun, was sometimes redundant.  
This was also a Hebrew idiom, but the vernacular koinh< shows sim- 
ilar examples.  The two streams flow together as above. With 
participles note t&? qe<lonti—a@fej au]t&? (Mt. 5:40), kataba<ntoj 
au]tou? –h]kolou<qhsan au]t&? (8:1), e]mba<nti au]t&? ei]j ploi?on h]kolou<qhsan 
au]t&? (8:23).  There are besides the anacolutha like o[ nikw?n kai> 
 o[ thrw?n—dw<sw au]t&? (Rev. 2:26).  Cf. also to> poth<rion—ou] mh> 
pi<w au]to< (Jo. 18:11) which does not differ radically from the  
other examples.2  Cf. also the redundant personal pronoun with  
the relative like the Hebrew idiom with the indeclinable rw,xE  
ou$--au]tou? (Mt. 3:12), h$j –au]th?j (Mk 7:25), ou{j—au]tou<j (Ac.  
15:17), oi$j—au]toi?j (Rev. 7:2).  But this idiom appeared also  
in the older Greek and is not merely Semitic.3  It occurs in 
Xenophon and Sophocles. Indeed in Rev. 17:9; e[pta> o@rh o!pou 
h[ gunh> ka<qhtai e]p ] au]tw?n, we have o!pou in sense of relative pronoun 
much like modern Greek pou?.  For the redundant antecedent see  
further under Relative. 
 (e) ACCORDING TO SENSE. See also chapter X, VII, VIII, 
The personal pronouns are sometimes used freely according to the 
sense. In Ac. 26:24, ta> polla< se gra<mmata ei]j mani<an peritre<pei, the 
position of se is probably a matter of euphony and a case in point.  
Sometimes there is no immediate reference in the context for the  
pronoun. The narrative is compressed and one must supply the 
meaning. So with au]tou? (Lu. 1:17), au]toi?j (Mt. 8:4), au]tw?n (12:  
9), au]tw?n, (Mt. 11:1), au]to<n (Jo. 20:15), au]tw?n (1 Pet. 3:14).  
But this is no peculiarity of N. T. Greek or of the koinh<.  It is 
common at all times. In Jo. 8:44, yeu<sthj e]sti>n kai> o[ path>r au]tou?, 
the au]tou? refers to yeu?doj suggested by yeu<sthj.   In 2 Cor. 5:19  
au]toi?j refers to ko<smon, as in Ro. 2:26 au]tou? has in mind a]kro<bustoj 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 165.   2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 281. 
 3 W.-Th., p. 148. Cf. C. and S., p. 65 f. 
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suggested by a]krobusti<a.  So in Ac. 8:5 au]toi?j refers to po<lin.  In  
Mk. 5:4 au]t ?̂ follows the natural gender of paidi<on rather than  
the grammatical.  But in Jo. 6:39 au]to< agrees grammatically  
with the abstract collective pa?n o!.  In Lu. 6:6 we find a usage  
much like the original Homeric absence of the pure relative.1  
We have kai> au]tou? used with a@nqrwpoj much as ou$ was.  In Mt.  
28:19 au]tou<j refers to e@qnh.  In Mk. 6:46 au]toi?j points to o@xlon. 
 (f) REPETITION OF THE SUBSTANTIVE. Sometimes indeed the 
substantive is merely repeated instead of using the pronoun.  
Thus in Jo. 11:22 we have to>n qeo<n—o[ qeo<j. This is usually due  
to the fact that the mere pronoun would be ambiguous as in the  
use of   ]Ihsou?j in Jo. 4:1.  Sometimes it may be for the sake of  
emphasis as in o[ ui[o>j tou? a]nqrw<pou (Lu. 12:8) rather than e]gw<.  
Sometimes antithesis is better sustained by the repetition of  
the substantive. Thus with ko<sm&--ko<smou (Jo. 9:5), a[marti<a- 
a[marti<aj (Ro. 5:12).  But this is no peculiarity of Greek. 
 II. The Possessive Pronouns (kthtikai> a]ntwnumi<ai). 
 (a) JUST THE ARTICLE. It is not merely the possessive relation  
that is here under discussion, but the possessive pronoun. Often  
the article alone is sufficient for that relation. Thus in e]ktei<naj 
th>n xei?ra (Mt. 8:3) the article alone makes the relation clear.  
Cf. also ta>j xei?raj (Mk. 14:46),  th>n ma<xairan (14:47), to>n a]delfo<n  
(2 Cor. 12:18).  The common use of the genitive of the personal  
pronoun is not under consideration nor the real reflexive pronoun  
like e[autou?. 
 (b) ONLY FOR FIRST AND SECOND PERSONS.  There is in the   
N. T. no possessive form for the third person. The other expe- 
dients mentioned above (usually the genitive au]tou?, au]tw?n) are  
used. The personal pronouns are substantival, while the posses- 
sive forms are adjectival.  In modern Greek no adjectival pos- 
sessive exists. Just the genitive occurs (Thumb, Handbook, p. 89).  
The possessive e]mo<j and so<j are disappearing in the papyri (Rader- 
macher, N. T. Gk., p. 61). Originally the accent2 of e]mo<j was *e@moj.  
The forms h[me<-teroj and u[me<-teroj are both comparative and imply  
emphasis and contrast, the original meaning of the comparative.3 
 (c) EMPHASIS, WHEN USED. When these possessive forms oc- 
cur in the N. T. there is emphasis. But it is not true, as Blass4 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 35. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 250.  3 Seymour, The Hom. Dial., p. 60. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 168. Brugmann (Vergl. Gr., ii. 283) derives the  
poss. from the gen., while Delbruck (V, i. 213) obtains the gen. from the  
poss. Who can tell? 
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affirms, that there is no emphasis when the genitive forms are  
used. See I, (b), 4. The possessives do not occur often in the  
N. T. For details see chapter VII, iv, 4, (d). 
 (d) WITH THE ARTICLE. The possessives in the N. T. usually  
have the article save when predicate.1 Thus h[ e]mh< (Jo. 5:30), th?j 
e]mh?j (Ro. 10:1), to> e]mo<n, (Mt. 18:20), t&? s&? (Mt. 7:3), etc.  When  
the article is absent the possessive is usually predicate as in ta> e]ma> 
pa<nta sa< e]stin, kai> ta> sa> e]ma< (Jo. 17:10; Lu. 15:31).  In mh> e@xwn 
e]mh>n dikaiosu<nhn th>n e]k no<mou (Ph. 3:9) the possessive is attributive, 
a righteousness of my own, though the article comes later. In 
Jo. 4:34 we have e]mo>n brw?nma< e]stin i!na where the attributive use 
also occurs.  But see Mt. 20:23.  One may note u[mw?n in predicate  
(1 Cor. 3:21). 
 (e) POSSESSIVE AND GENITIVE TOGETHER. Paul's free use of  
the possessive and genitive together as attributives is well illus- 
trated by to> e]mo>n pneu?ma kai> to> u[mw?n  (1 Cor. 16:18).  In 1 Cor.  
16:17 the MSS. vary between to> u[mw?n u[ste<rhma and to> u[me<teron 
(BCD) u[st.  So in 1 Jo. 2:2 we have both peri> tw?n a[martiw?n h[mw?n 
and also peri> tw?n h[mete<rwn.  Indeed the genitive may be in apposi- 
tion with the genitive idea in the possessive pronoun.  Thus t ?̂ 
e]m ?̂ xeiri> Pau<lou, (1 Cor. 16:21).  Cf. 2 Th. 3:17; Col. 4:18; Jo.  
14:24. 
 (f) OBJECTIVE USE. The possessive pronoun may be objective  
just like the genitive.  This is in full accord with the ancient 
idiom. So th>n e]mh>n a]na<mnhsin (Lu. 22:19; 1 Cor. 11:24), th>n u[me- 
te<ran kau<xhsin (15:31), t&? u[mete<r& e]le<ei (Ro. 11:31), th>n h[mete<ran 
didaskali<an (15:4).  Cf. th?j u[mw?n paraklh<sewj (2 Cor. 1:6). 
 (g) INSTEAD OF REFLEXIVE. The possessive, like the personal  
pronoun, occurs where a reflexive might have been used. Thus 
t&? s&? with katanoei?j in Mt. 7:3, a]kou<w ta> e]ma> te<kna (3 Jo. 4), e@graya 
t ?̂ e]m ?̂ xeiri< (Phil. 19).  The pronoun i@dioj is possessive, but is best  
treated as a reflexive. 
 III. The Intensive and Identical Pronoun (su<ntonoj a]ntw- 
numi<a).  The use of au]to<j was originally "purely anaphoric."2  As  
the third personal pronoun it was, of course, anaphoric. The in- 
tensive use is more emphatic. 
 (a) THE NOMINATIVE USE OF Au]to<j.  As already remarked, it is  
not always clear whether we have the emphatic 'he' or the in- 
tensive 'self' with au]to<j the nominative.  Cf. au]to>j kai> h[ mh<thr 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang., etc., p. 54. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 170. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 351, calls this the  
"determinative" pronoun. On the whole subject of aims see K.-G., I, pp. 651 ff. 
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au]tou? (Jo. 2:12).  The intensive au]to<j appears in all persons, gen- 
ders and numbers. Thus au]to>j e]gw< (Ro. 7:25; cf. e]gw> au]to<j Ac.  
10:26), au]toi> a]khko<amen (Jo. 4:42), du<nasai—au]to<j (Lu. 6:42), 
au]toi> u[mei?j (1 Th. 4:9; cf. Ac. 18:15), au]to>j o[  ]Iwa<nhj (Mt. 3:4),  
au]toi> profh?tai (Ac. 15:32), au]to> to> bibli<on (Heb. 9:19), au]ta> ta> 
e]poura<nia (9:23), au]ta> ta> e@rga (Jo. 5:36).  The article is not al- 
ways used. Cf. au]to>j Dauei<d (Lu. 20:42), au]th> Sa<rra (Heb. 11:  
11), au]toi> profh?tai, (Ac. 15:32).  Cf. e]gw< de> au]to<j  P.Oxy. 294  
(A.D. 22).  In 2 Cor. 10:1 note au]to>j e]gw> Pau?loj.  There is nothing  
particularly essential in the order whether au]to>j e]gw> or e]gw> au]to<j  
(see above).  @Egwge is not in the N. T. 
 (b) VARYING DEGREES OF EMPHASIS. For a list of the vari- 
ous shades of meaning possible with au]to<j see Thompson, Syntax  
of Attic Greek, p. 59 f. In Ro. 15:14 au]to<j occurs with the first  
person and au]toi< with the second in sharp contrast. In Shake- 
speare we have "myself" as subject: "Myself have letters" (Julius  
Caesar, iv. 3).1  Cf. Latin ipse.  In Jo. 2:24, au]to>j de>  ]Ihsou?j, we  
have Jesus himself in distinction from those who believed on  
him. In 1 Cor. 11:14 h[ fu<sij au]th< is 'nature of itself.'  Note  
au]toi> oi@date (1 Th. 3:3), 'ye for yourselves.'  In Ac. 18:15, o@yesqe 
au]toi<, we find 'ye by yourselves.'  Each instance will vary slightly  
owing to the context. Cf. au]toi<, (Ac. 16:37);  au]to>j mo<noj (Mk. 
6:47).  On au]toi> me>n ou#n see Ac. 13:4.  See a]f ] e[autw?n (Lu. 12:57),  
not au]toi<. 
 (c) Au]to<j WITH Ou$toj.  In Ac. 24:15, 20, the classical idiom au]toi<  
ou$toi occurs.  Cf. ei]j au]to> tou?to (Ro. 9:17), pepoiqw>j au]to> tou?to 
(Ph. 1:6), au]to> tou?to (2 Pet. 1:5, accusative of gen. reference).  
Cf. 2 Cor. 7:11.  The other order is found in e@graya tou?to au]to< (2  
Cor. 2:3). 
 (d) Au]to<j ALMOST DEMONSTRATIVE.  In Luke au]to>j o[ is some-  
times almost a pure demonstrative as it comes to be in later Greek.  
The sense of 'very' or 'self' is strengthened to ‘that very.’ 
Thus au]t ?̂ t ?̂ w!r%, (Lu. 2:38), e]n au]t&? t&? kair& (13:1), e]n au]t ?̂ t ?̂  
h[me<r% (23: 12).  The modern Greek freely employs this demonstra- 
tive sense. Cf. Thumb, p. 90. Moulton (Prol., p. 91) finds this  
demonstrative use of au]to>j o[ in the papyri.  So au]to>n to>n  ]Anta<n, O.P.  
745 (i/A.D.). Moulton thinks that au]to<j is demonstrative also in  
Mt. 3:4. See VI, (h), for further discussion. 
 (e) IN THE OBLIQUE CASES. It is not so common as the nom- 
inative. So au]toi?j toi?j klhtoi?j (1 Cor. 1:24).  Cf. kai> au]tou<j in Ac.  
15:27 (cf. 15:32).  But examples occur even in the first and 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 35. 
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second persons.  Thus e]mou? au]tou? (Ro. 16:2), sou? au]th?j (Lu. 2:35), 
au]tou>j h[ma?j (2 Th. 1:4), e]c u[mw?n au]tw?n (Ac. 20:30, probable text). 
Here the use is intensive, not reflexive. The same thing is pos- 
sible with u[mw?n autw?n in 1 Cor. 7:35 (cf. 11:13).  But I think this  
reflexive.  This intensive use of au]to<j with e]mou? and sou? is found in  
Attic.  In au]tw?n h[mw?n and u[mw?n only the context can decide which  
is intensive and which reflexive.  Cf. Thompson, A Syntax of Attic  
Greek, p. 64. Cf. e]c aut]w?n tw?n nekrota<fwn, 'from the grave-diggers 
themselves,'  P. Grenf. ii, 73 (iii/A.D.). 
 (f)  Au]to<j SIDE BY SIDE WITH THE REFLEXIVE.  So au]to>j e[aut&? 
(Eph. 5:27), au]toi> e]n e[autoi?j (Ro. 8:23).  Cf. 2 Cor. 1:9; 10:12.  
The distinctively reflexive pronouns are, of course, compounded of  
the personal pronouns and au]to<j. They will be treated directly.  
The N. T. does not have au]to<tatoj (cf. Latin ipsissimus).  Some  
N. T. compounds of au]to<j are au]ta<rkhj (Ph. 4:11), au]tokata<kritoj 
(Tit. 3:11), au]to<matoj (Mk. 4:28), au]to<pthj (Lu. 1:2). 
 (g)  [O Au]to<j.  The use of o[ au]to<j for identity (‘the same,’ the  
very') is close kin to the original 'self' idea.  Cf. ipse and idem.   
The idiom is frequent in the N. T. Thus o[ au]to>j ku<rioj (Ro. 10:12), 
h[ au]th> sa<rc (1 Cor. 15:39), ta> au]ta>j qusi<aj (Heb. 10:11), and with  
substantive understood to> au]to< (Mt. 5:47), tw?n au]tw?n (Heb. 2:  
14), ta> au]ta< (Lu. 6:23).  In 1 Cor. 11:5 we have the associa- 
tive instrumental case with it,  to> au]to> t^? e]curhme<n^.  But in 1 Pet.  
5:9 we actually have the genitive (‘the same sort of’), ta> au]ta> 
tw?n paqhma<twn. 
 IV. The Reflexive Pronoun (a]ntanaklastikh> a]ntwnumi<a). 
 a) DISTINCTIVE USE. As already explained in this chapter 
under Personal Pronouns, the originals of the personal pronouns  
in oblique cases were also reflexive.1 Only gradually the distinc- 
tion between personal and reflexive arose. But even so the per- 
sonal pronouns continued to be used as reflexive. Hence I cannot  
agree with Blass2 that e]mautou?, seautou?, e[autou? "have in the N. T.  
been to some extent displaced by the simple personal pronoun." It  
is rather a survival of the original (particularly colloquial) usage.  
Thus we have in Mt. 6:19 f. qhsauri<zete u[mi?n qhsaurou<j, 5:29 f. 
and 18:8 f. ba<le a]po> sou?, 6:2 mh> salpi<s^j e@mrposqe<n sou, 11:29 
a@rate to>n zugo<n mou e]f ] u[ma?j, 17:27 do>j a]nti> e]mou? kai> sou?, 18:15 
e@legcon . . . metacu> sou? kai> au]tou?.  Matthew has rather more of  
these survivals.  But see a]fi<dw ta> peri> e]me< (Ph. 2:23), to> kat ] e]me>  
pro<qumoj (Ro. 1:15).  For this idiom in Attic see Thompson, Syn- 
 
 1 Cf. Dyroff, d. Pron. Reflex., 1. Abt., p. 16.  
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 166 f. 
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tax of Attic Greek, p. 64.  This is not indeed the classic Attic  
idiom, but the vernacular Attic (as in the koinh<) is not so free from  
it. In particular the third person presents peculiar problems, since  
the ancient MSS. had no accents or breathings. The abbreviated  
reflexive au[tou? and au]tou? would look just alike. It is a matter with  
the editors. See chapter VI, iv, (f), for details. Thus W. H. give  
a]ra<tw to>n stauro>n au]tou? (Lu. 9:23), but ou]k e]pi<steuen au[to>n au]toi?j 
(Jo. 2:24).  In Lu. 9:24 we have th>n yuxh>n au]tou?, but in 14:26  
th>n yuxh>n e[autou?.  In the last passage e[autou? occurs with pate<ra and  
yuxh>n, but not with the other words.  Cf. au]t&?, Ac. 4:32.  In the  
light of the history of the personal pronouns the point is not  
very material, since au]tou?, can be reflexive also.  The Attic Greek  
used to have dokw? moi.  But Luke in Ac. 26:9 has e@doca e]maut&? as  
Paul in 1 Cor. 4:4 says e]maut&? su<noida.  Old English likewise used  
the personal pronouns as reflexive.  Thus "I will lay me down  
and sleep," "He sat him down at a pillar's base," etc.1  Cf. Ac.  
19:21, me twice. See also chapter VII, Iv, 4, (c). 
 (b) THE ABSENCE OF THE REFLEXIVE FROM THE NOMINATIVE. 
It is impossible to have a reflexive in the nominative. The in- 
tensive pronoun does occur as au]to>j e]gw< (2 Cor. 10:1).  The English  
likewise, as already shown, early lost the old idiom of "myself,"  
"himself " as mere nominatives.2  Cf. a]f ] e[autou?, Jo. 11:51, where  
au]to<j could have been employed. 
 (c) THE INDIRECT REFLEXIVE.  It is less common in the N. T.  
It does indeed occur, as in the ancient Greek. So qe<lw pa<ntaj 
a]nqrw<pouj ei#nai w[j kai> e]mauto<n (1 Cor. 7:7), sunei<dhsin de> le<gw ou]xi< 
th>n e[autou? a]lla> th>n tou? e[te<rou (10:29).  But on, the other hand, note 
e]gw> e]n t&? e]pane<rxesqai me a]podw<sw soi (Lu. 10:35), parakalw?— 
sunagwni<sasqai< moi (Ro. 15:30).  Cf. 2 Cor. 2:13.  This on the  
whole is far commoner and it is not surprising since the personal 
pronoun occurs in the direct reflexive sense.  Cf. h!n h]kou<sate< mou 
(Ac. 1:4).  In Thucydides the reflexive form is generally used for  
the indirect reflexive idea.3 
 (d) IN THE SINGULAR. Here the three persons kept their sep- 
arate forms very well.  Hence we find regularly e]mauto<n (Jo. 14:  
21), seaut&? (Ac. 16:28),  e[aut&? (Lu. 18:4).  Indeed e[autou? never  
stands for e]mautou?.4  For seautou? or seauto<n some MSS. read e[autou? 
in Mk. 12:31; Jo. 18:34; Gal. 5:14; Ro. 13:9. In 1 Cor. 10:29  
e[autou?=’one's own’ (Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 441; Prol.,  
p. 87). There was some tendency towards this usage in the an- 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 33.  3 Dyroff, Gesch. etc., Bd. I, 1892, p. 19. 
 2 Ib.     4 W.-Sch., p. 205. 
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cient Greek,1 though the explanation is not perfectly clear.2  But  
the usage is clearly found in the Atticists, Dio Chrys., Lucian  
and Philost. II.3  In Rev. 18:24 e]n au]t ?̂ is a sudden change  
from e]n soi< of the preceding verses, but is hardly to be printed  
au[t ?̂, for it is not strictly reflexive.  The same4 use of au]th<n rather  
than se< appears in Mt. 23:37 and parallel Lu. 13:34.  Cf. also  
Lu. 1:45.  But Moulton (Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 441, April,  
1904, p. 154) finds in the papyri several examples of this "un-.  
educated use of e[autou?” for first and second persons singular, sug- 
xwrw? meta> th>n e[autou? teleuth<n, B.U. 86 (ii/A.D.). Radermacher 
(N. T. Gr., p. 61) cites e]pe<graya e[aut&? (Petersen-Luschan, Reisen  
etc., p. 26, n. 32).  Thucydides has a few possible examples and  
certainly the Latin is is in point (Draeger, Historische Synt. d.  
Lat. Spr., p. 84). In early Greek Delbruck finds the reflexive  
referring indifferently to either person. The recurrence is not  
surprising. In the modern Greek the singular e[autou? occurs con- 
stantly for first and second persons and even tou? e[autou? mou, tou? 
e[autou? sou for emphasis.  Cf. "myself," "thyself," "herself" and  
vulgar " hisself." See Simcox, Language of the N. T., p. 63.  
In translation from Semitic originals we sometimes find yuxh<n 
rather than e[auto<n as in Lu. 9:24 (cf. Mk. 8:36).  Cf. Moulton,  
Prol., p. 87; Robinson, Study of the Gospels, p. 114. The form  
au[to<n (Jo. 2:24), au[t&? (Lu. 12:21) is preserved in some 20 pas- 
sages by W. H. and Nestle. 
 (e) IN THE PLURAL.  Here the matter is not in any doubt. It  
is rather too much to say with Simcox that e[autw?n is the only form  
for the reflexive plural. This is indeed true for the first and third  
persons as a]neqemati<samen e[autou<j (Ac. 23:14).  In 2 Th. 1:4 autou<j 
h[ma?j is intensive, as already shown (chapter VII). In the third  
person also only e[autw?n occurs as in Mt. 18:31.  In the second  
person plural a few examples of the reflexive u[mw?n au]tw?n apparently  
survive, as in Ac. 20:30; 1 Cor. 5:13 and probably so in 1 Cor.  
7:35; u[mi?n au]toi?j in 1 Cor. 11:13.  But the common idiom for  
the second person plural is undoubtedly e[autw?n, as prose<xete e[autoi?j  
(Lu. 17:3).  Cf. Mt. 25:9; Ro. 6:13; 1 Jo. 5:21, etc. There  
are some seventy examples of e[autw?n for first and second persons  
plural in the N. T. (Moulton, Prol., p. 87), as is the custom in  
the papyri, chiefly in illiterate documents. Cf. i!na geinw<meqa pro>j  
toi?j kaq ] e[autou<j, Tb.P. 6 (ii/B.C.); i!na komisw<meqa ta> e[autw?n, Tb.P. 47. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 167. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 421. Cf. Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 194.  
 3 W.-Sch., p..205.     4 Ib. 
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The LXX (Conybeare and Stock, Sel., p. 30) has this use of e[autw?n   
for first and second persons plural. We even find reflexive and  
personal together like u[mi?n e[autoi?j (Ex. 20:23). 
 (f) ARTICLE WITH. The reflexive is used with or without the  
article and in any position with the article. But curiously enough  
seautou? is never so found and e]mautou? only once in sharp contrast, 
mh> zhtw?n to> e]mautou? su<mforon a]lla> to> tw?n pllw?n (1 Cor. 10:33). 
Instead of this reflexive genitive (possessive) we have the genitive 
of the personal pronoun.  Cf. timw? to>n pate<ra mou (Jo. 8:49), a@fej 
to> dw?ro<n sou (Mt. 5:24). The examples of e[autou? are, of course,  
abundant as in th>n e[autou? au]lh<n (Lu. 11:21), the common idiom in  
the older Greek. But note also the order to> e@rgon e[autou? (Gal. 6:4),  
e[autou? tou>j po<daj (Ac. 21:11), dou<louj e[autou? (Lu. 19:13), kh?pon 
e]autou? (Lu. 13:19).  These are all attributive, but the sense is not  
quite the same in the two last. The use of au]tou? in such examples  
has already been noted as in Mt. 16:24.  Sometimes the MSS.  
vary between e[autou? and au]tou? as in Lu. 4:24.  The plural e[autw?n is  
likewise found thus, tou>j e[autw?n nekrou<j (Mt. 8:22), t&? kuri<& e[autw?n  
(Mt. 18:31), e[autw?n ta> i[ma<tia (Mt. 21:8).  See further chapter  
XVI. The Article. 
 (g) REFLEXIVE IN THE RECIPROCAL SENSE. This use of e[autw?n 
does not really differ in idea from a]llh<lwn.  This is in harmony with  
the ancient Greek idiom. The papyri show this same blending  
of e[autw?n with a]llh<lwn.1  Cf. P.P. 8 (ii/B.C.) three times, O.P. 260  
(i/A.D.), C.P.R. 11 (ii/A.D.) twice.  Thus we may note o!ti kri<mata 
e@xete meq ] e[autw?n (1 Cor. 6:7), lalou?ntej e[autoi?j (Eph. 5:19), nouqetou?n- 
tej e[autou<j (Col. 3:16), etc.  Sometimes it occurs side by side with 
a]llh<lwn as if by way of variety, as in a]nexo<menoi a]llh<lwn kai> xari- 
zo<menoi e[autoi?j (Col. 3:13).  Cf. also a]llh<lwn and au[tou<j in Lu.  
23:12.  In Ph. 2:3 a]llh<louj h[gou<menoi u[pere<xontaj e[autw?n, each word  
retains its own idea. 
 (h) REFLEXIVE WITH MIDDLE VOICE. Sometimes indeed the  
reflexive occurs with the middle voice where it is really superflu- 
ous, as in diemeri<santo e[autoi?j (Jo. 19:24, LXX), where2 Mt. 27:  
35 (free paraphrase of LXX) has only diemeri<santo.  So also seauto>n 
parexo<menoj (Tit. 2:7).  But usually such examples occur where  
the force of the middle is practically lost, as in h!ghmai e]mauto<n  
(Ac. 26:2), a]rnhsa<sqw e[auto<n (Lu. 9:23).  On the use of the re- 
flexive in Anglo-Saxon see Penny, A History of the Reflexive  
Pronoun in the English Language, p. 8. Cf. paralh<myomai pro>j 
e]mauto<n (Jo. 14:3). Moulton (Prol., p. 87) admits that sometimes 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 87. 2 W.-Th., p. 257. 
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e[autou? occurs without great emphasis. This use of the reflexive  
with the middle may be compared with the reflexive and the 
personal pronoun in the LXX.  So lh<myomai e]maut&? u[ma?j lao>n e]moi< 
(Ex. 6:7), ou] poih<sete u[mi?n e[autoi?j (20:23).  So English "me my- 
self," "you yourselves." Cf. Thackeray, p. 191. See further  
chapter XVII, Voice. 
 (i) THE USE OF   @Idioj. This adjective is frequent in the N. T. 
It is usually treated as a possessive, opposed1 to koino<j or dhmo<sioj. 
In the N. T. we find it, especially (17 times) in kat ] i]di<an (cf. Lu.  
9:10), in the sense of 'private.'  So this sense occurs also in Ac. 
4:32 and Heb. 7:27. Cf. i]diw?tai in Ac. 4:13 (1 Cor. 14:16).  
Sometimes also the word implies what is peculiar to one, his par- 
ticularity or idiosyncrasy, as 1 Cor. 3:8; 7:7 (cf. the classic  
idiom). Cf. our "idiot." But in general o[ i@dioj or i@dioj without  
the article (cf. e[autou?) means simply 'one's own,' a strong posses- 
sive, a real reflexive. To all intents and purposes it is inter- 
changeable in sense with e[autou?.  The examples of this reflexive  
idea are many. Thus in Mt. 9:1; Lu. 6:41; 10:34; Jo. 1:41;  
4:44, etc.  The use of oi[ i@dioi for 'one's own people' (cf. also of  
oi]kei?oi, 1 Tim. 5:8, classic idiom) is not strange. Cf. Jo. 1:11;  
13:1, etc.  Moulton2 finds the singular in the papyri as a term of  
endearment. The use of ta> i@dia for ‘one's home’ (Jo. 1:11; 19:27;  
Ac. 21:6) is seen also in the papyri. Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1901, p.  
440) cites ta> i@dia, B.U. 86 (ii/A.D.), 183 (i/A.D.), 168 (ii/iii A.D.)  
bis, etc. The papyri also illustrate Jo. 1:11, oi[ i@diiioi, for ‘one's  
relations.’  So pro>j tou>j i]di<ouj, B.U. 341 (ii/A.D.). Examples with- 
out the article are despo<taij i]di<oij (Tit. 2:9), kairoi?j i]di<oij 
(1 Tim. 6:15).  Cf. o[ i@dioj lo<goj, B.U. 16 (ii/A.D.). Moulton, Cl.  
Rev., 1901, p. 440. In Jo. 1:41 Moulton3 rightly agrees with  
Westcott in seeing in to>n i@dion an implication that some one else  
went after his brother also. The only other point that here calls  
for remark is the question whether o[ i@dioj  is used in an "exhausted"  
or unemphatic sense. Blass4 finds it so in ei]j to>n i@dion a]rgro<n (Mt.  
22:5).  Meisterhans (p. 235) finds a few examples in the Attic  
inscriptions and Deissmann finds the weakened use of i@dioj in the  
literary koinh<.  Deissmann5 argues further that this exhausted  
sense may be assumed in the N. T. because some examples in the  
LXX (Job 24:12; Prov. 27:15), etc., seem to occur. Moulton6  
 
 1 Blass, .Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 169. 
 2 Prol., p. 90.      4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 169. 
 3 Ib.       5 B. S., p. 123 f.  
 6 Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 440 f.; Prol., p. 90. 
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finds that the papyri do not support this contention. Emphasis  
is beyond dispute in most of the N. T. instances like Mt. 9:1;  
Lu. 6:41; Jo. 1:41; Ac. 1:25; Gal. 6:5, etc. Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 89) refers with point to Ro. 14:5, e]n t&? i]di<& noi~, as showing i@dioj  
the equivalent of e[autou?.  The N. T. passages may be assumed to  
show emphasis in spite of the later Byzantine  i@dioj mou (cf. e[autou?  
you in modern Greek).  Moulton1 agrees with the Revisers in using  
‘own’ in Mt. 22:5 as a "counter-attraction."  The only diffi- 
cult passage is Ac. 24:24 where B may be wrong.  But is it not  
possible that i]di<% may have a covert hint at the character of  
Drusilla?  For the present she was with Felix.  In Tit. 1:12 note 
i@dioj au]tw?n profh<thj.  Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154) cites h[mw?n  
i@dion, Ch. P. 4 (ii/A.D.), i@dion au]tou? N. P. 25 (ii/A. D.), and ei]j i]di<an mou 
xrei<an, B.U. 363 (Byz., Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 440).  In mod- 
ern Greek o[ i@dioj= o[ au]to<j (Thumb, Handb., p. 97) or ‘self,’ e]gw> o[ 
i@dioj, ‘I myself.’  Cf. th?i au]th?i in the papyrus of Eudoxus (ii/B.C.),  
but Moulton (Prol., p. 91) observes that it does not occur in the  
N. T. in this sense. 
 V. The Reciprocal Pronoun (h[ a]moibai<a a]ntwnumi<a). The use  
of the reflexive in the reciprocal sense has just been discussed (cf.  
personal pronouns as reflexive). From one point of view it might  
seem hardly necessary to give a separate discussion of reciprocal  
pronouns. But, after all, the idea is not exactly that of the mere  
reflexive.  ]Allh<lwn is, of course, reduplicated from a@lloj, one of  
the alternative pronouns.  Cf. the Latin alias and alter alters. The  
Latin idiom is common in the classic Greek and is found in Ac. 
2:12, a@lloj pro>j a@llon le<gontej; 19:32, a@lloi a@llo ti e@krazon; 21:34,  
a@lloi a@llo ti e]pefw<noun.  Cf. in the papyri a@llo e]gw<, a@llo pa<ntej, 
B.U. 1079 (A.D. 41).  But the true reciprocal a]llh<lwn has no nom- 
inative and is necessarily plural or dual (in older Greek).  It  
occurs 100 times in the N. T. (W. H.) and is fairly well distributed.  
We have examples of the genitive (Ro. 12:5 a]llh<lwn me<lh), the  
ablative (Col. 3:13 a]nexo<menoi a]llh<lwn), the accusative (1 Cor. 16: 
20 a]spa<sasqe a]llh<louj, 1 Jo. 4:7 a]gapw?men a]llh<louj), the locative  
(Ro. 15:5 e]n a]llh<loij), the dative (Gal. 5:13 douleu<ete a]llh<loij). 
The prepositions are used 48 times with a]llh<lwn.  This pronoun  
brings out the mutual relations involved. In 1 Th. 5:11, para- 
kalei?te a]llh<louj kai> oi]kodomei?te ei$j to>n e!na, note the distributive 
explaining the reciprocal. Moulton (Prol., p. 246) compares the 
modern Greek o[ e!naj to>n a@llon.  In Ph. 2:3 note both a]llh<louj  
and e[autw?n.  In 1 Th. 5:15 we have ei]j a]llh<louj kai> ei]j pa<ntaj. 
 
 1 Prol., p. 90. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 613. 
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In 2 Th. 1 : 3 note e[no>j e[ka<stou and ei]j a]llh<louj.  The N. T. does  
not, like the LXX (Ex. 10:23), use a]delfo<j as a reciprocal pro- 
noun. The middle voice is also used in a reciprocal sense as in.  
sunebouleu<santo (Mt. 26:4). Cf. chapter XVII, Voice. 
 VI. Demonstrative Pronouns (deiktikai> a]ntwnumi<ai). 
 (a) NATURE. Curiously enough the demonstrative pronoun,  
like all pronouns, has given the grammarians a deal of trouble to  
define. For a discussion of the various theories during the ages  
see Riemann and Goelzer.1  Originally all pronouns were "deictic,"  
"pointing." The "anaphoric" use came gradually.2  Indeed the  
same pronoun often continued to be now deictic, now anaphoric,  
as o!j, for instance, originally demonstrative, but later usually  
relative. Indeed the anaphoric use blends with the relative.  
Monro3 marks out three uses of pronouns, not three kinds of pro- 
nouns. The "deictic" "marks an object by its position in respect 
to the speaker." Thus e]gw<, su<, o!de, ou$toj, e]kei?noj all fall under this 
head.  The "anaphoric" pronoun "is one that denotes an object  
already mentioned or otherwise known." Thus the resumptive 
use of o!de, ou$toj, e]kei?noj, o!j, o!stij. The "relative" in the modern 
sense would be only o!j, o!stij, oi$oj, o!soj, etc.  As a matter of fact, 
for practical purposes the two Greek terms "deictic" and "ana- 
phoric" may be placed beside the Latin "demonstrative" and  
"relative." See further chapter VII, iv, 4, (e) . 
 (b) DIFFERENT SHADES OF MEANING. The demonstrative pro- 
nouns do not indeed always have the same shade of meaning.  
They may point out, as far or near (o!de, ou$toj, e]kei?noj), as in ap- 
position (e]kei?noj), as well known (e]kei?noj), as already mentioned  
(resumptive ou$toj, o!de).4  These uses belong to the various de- 
monstratives and will come out in the context. I do not care to  
press the parallel with the personal pronouns (first, second, third  
person demonstratives) as applied to o!de, ou$toj, e]kei?noj.  The pro- 
nouns had best be treated separately, not according to the spe- 
cial uses. 
 (c)   [O, h[, to<.  This was the simplest demonstrative.5 The gram- 
marians6 call this word a@rqron protaktiko<n as distinct from o!j which  
is a@rqron u[potaktiko<n.  As a matter of fact o[, h[, to< is the same word 
as the Sanskrit sa (sas), sa, tad.7  The Lithuanian nominative sing- 
 
 1 Synt., p. 763 f. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 168 f.  4 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 779. 
 3 Ib.     5 K.-BL, I, p. 603. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 145. See Gildersleeve, Synt., pp. ii, 216-226.  
 7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 189. 
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ular was ta-s, ta, and the Greek nominative plural oi[, ai[ came "in- 
stead of toi<, tai<,"  (Brugmann, Comp. Gr., vol. III, p. 327). This  
form, like der in German and this in English, was used either as  
demonstrative, article or relative. See Kuhner-Gerth, I, p. 575.  
One is not to trace actual historical connection between o[ and  
der (cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 559). Its old use was a sort of  
personal demonstrative (cf. su> de< in Lu. 1:76).1  Cf. also su> de> ti< 
and it h} kai> su> ti< (Ro. 14:10) and su> ti<j (14:4).  Cf. Brugmann,  
Griech. Gr., p. 428. This substantival use is the main one in  
Homer.2  Indeed, as a demonstrative it means rather contrast  
than far or near like o!de, ou$toj, e]kei?noj, but after all o!de is nothing 
but o[ with the ending –de.  The demonstrative use of o[ is seen in  
tou>j o!soi in Agathias3 and tw?n o!sa in Maximus of Tyre.4  This  
demonstrative as antecedent to the relative (tou>j oi!) appears in  
Justin Martyr5 and Tatian's Oration to the Greeks.6  Plato shows a  
good many examples7 (like to>n o!j, to>n o!soj). We meet in Xenophon 
and Demosthenes8 kai> to<n as demonstrative, especially to>n kai> to<n, to> 
kai> to<, ta> kai> ta<.  The modern Greek uses tou?, th?j, tw?n, etc., as short 
forms of au]tou?, etc., and Jebb9 pertinently asks if this is not "a  
return to the earliest use of o[, h[, to< as a pronoun."  The demonstra- 
tive o[ is frequent in the comic writers.  Cf. Fuller, De Articuli  
in Antiquis Graecis Comoedus Usu, p. 9. Volker (Syntax, p. 5)  
gives papyri illustrations of demonstrative o[ (o[ de<, tou? de< pro>j tou?, 
pro> tou?, ta> me<n, ta> de< etc.)."  The oblique cases have only two ex- 
amples in the N. T., one a quotation from Aratus, tou? kai< (Ac.  
17:28), the other tou>j me<n, tou>j de< (Eph. 4:11), where contrast 
exists.  It is possible indeed that to<n in Ph. 1:11 is demonstra- 
tive.  Cf. also to>n a]p  ] a]rxh?j in 1 Jo. 2:13 and th<n in 1 Cor. 
10:29.  In Mt. 14:2 (Mk. 6:14) ai[ is nearly equivalent to  
‘these.’  In Mk. 12:5 the correct text is ou{j me<n, etc.  But in  
the nominative the examples of this demonstrative in the N. T.  
are quite numerous.  There are three uses of the nominative in  
the N. T. (1) One is the demonstrative pure and simple without 
any expressed contrast.  So oi[ de> e]ra<pisan (Mt. 26:67), oi[ de> e]di<- 
stasan (Mt. 28:17).  In Mt. 26:57 oi[ de> krath<santej we may have 
 
 1 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 67. 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 176.  
 3 Reffel, Uber den Sprachgebr. des Agathias, 1894, p. 5. 
 4 Darr, Sprachl. 1899, p. 27. 
 5 Cf. Gildersleeve's ed. of First Apol., ch. 5 and note to p. 116. 
 6 Otto's ed., pp. 24, 90. 
 7 Cf. Gildersleeve, Justin Martyr, p. 116, for others. 
 8 Hadley and Allen, Gk. Gr., p. 216. 
 9 V. and D.'s Handb., etc., p. 297. 10 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 81. 
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this usage or merely the article. In Acts we often have oi[ me>n ou#n 
in this sense, usually with the participle (Ac. 1:6; 8:4, 25). But 
even in these examples there is apparently an implied contrast. 
In Mt. 16:14 and Lu. 9:19 the use of oi[ de< (3, below) refers 
to those already mentioned in an oblique case.  (2) The use of 
o[ me<n, o[ de<, etc.  This is no longer very frequent in the N. T.1  So 
o[ me>n ou!twj, o[ de> ou@twj (1 Cor. 7:7); oi[ me<n, o[ de< (Heb. 7:20, 23); 
oi[ me<n, oi[ de< (Ac. 14:4); oi[ me<n, a@lloi de<, e!teroi de< (Mt. 16:14 f:). 
In Mt. 13:23 we most likely have o{ me<n, o{ de>, not o[ me<n, o[ de<.  Cf. 
o{ me<n (Lu. 8:5).  In Ac. 17:18 note tinej, oi[ de<  and in Ro. 14:2 o{j 
me<n, o[ de<.  (3) The most common use of the demonstrative is where 
o[ de<, h[ de<, oi[ de< refer to persons already mentioned in an oblique 
case.  Thus in Mt. 2:5 oi[ de< refers to par ] au]tw?n.  So in of oi[ de< (Lu. 
23:21) the reference is to au]toi?j, while o[ de< in the next verse points 
to au]to<n.  In Mk. 14:61 o[ de< refers to  ]Ihsou?n, as in Ac. 12:15, h[ de< 
to au]th<n.  In Lu. 22:70 o[ de< has no antecedent expressed, but it 
is implied in the ei#pan pa<ntej before. 
 (d)   !Oj. The grammarians call it a@rqron u[potaktiko<n or relative.2 
It did come to be chiefly relative, as already the Sanskrit yas, ya, 
yad has lost its original demonstrative force.3  But in the Lithu- 
anian j-i-s Brugmann (Comp. Gr., III, p. 332) finds proof that the 
pro-ethnic i-o was demonstrative as well as relative.  Cf. also 
i!-na in Homer— both 'there' and 'where' and then ‘that.’  In 
Homer o!j, like w!j (w[j), is now demonstrative, now relative, and was 
originally demonstrative.4 This original demonstrative sense eon- 
tinues in Attic prose, as in the Platonic h# d ] o!j; kai> o!j; o{n me<n, o{n de< 
etc.5  However, it is not certain that the demonstrative use of o!j 
(kai> o!j, h# d ] o!j) is the same word as the relative.  Brugmann6 in- 
deed finds it from an original root, *so-s like Sanskrit sa-s.  The 
examples of this demonstrative in the nominative are few in the 
N. T. Thus note in Jo. 5:11 (correct text) o{j de> a]pekri<qh, and also 
o{j de> ou]k e@laben, in Mk. 15:23.  Indeed o{j dh< in Mt. 13:23 is close 
to the same idea.  But this verse furnishes a good example of this 
demonstrative in contrast, o{ me>n e[kato>n o{ de> e[ch<konta o{ de> tria<konta. 
This example happens to be in the accusative case (cf. Ro. 9:21), 
but the nominative appears also as in a{ me>n e@pesen (Mt. 13:4), o{j 
me>n ei]j to>n i@dion a]gro<n, o{j de< e]pi< th>n e]mpori<an (Mt. 22:5), o{j me>n  
pisteu<ei (Ro. 14:2), o!j me>n ga>r kri<nei—o!j de> kri<nei, (14:5). So 1 Cor. 11: 21.  
 
 1 Blass, .Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 145. 
 2 K.-131., I, p. 608.    4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 185. 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 195.   5 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 68.  
 6 Cf. Griech. Gr. p. 241; Comp. Gr., III, p. 335. 
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Instances of other cases occur also. I see no adequate reason for 
refusing to consider o{n me>n e@deiran, o{n de> a]pe<teinan, o{}n de> e]liqobo<lhsan 
(Mt. 21:35) examples of the demonstrative o!j.1  Cf. Lu. 23:33.  
In the accusative plural note ou{j me<n, ou{j de<, Mk. 12:5; Ac. 27:44; 
Ju. 22 f. For the dative singular, &$ me<n, &$ de<, note Mt. 25:15.  In 
1 Cor. 12:8 we have &$ me<n , a@ll& de<, ktl.  For the dative plural see 
oi$j me<n, oi$j de<, 2 Cor. 2:16.  In 1 Cor. 12:28 we have ou{j me<n  
as demonstrative without any corresponding as ou{j de<.  Cf. oi[ me>n  
ou#n in Ac. 8:4, 25; 11:19; 15:3, 30, and o[ me>n ou#n in Ac. 23:18 as  
above in (c).  The relative at the beginning of sentences or para- 
graphs, like e]n oi#j in Lu. 12:1 (cf. a]nq ] w$n verse 3), may indeed at  
bottom be a reminiscence of the old demonstrative.  Cf. Latin and  
English usage. The demonstrative is often used to connect sen- 
tences, as in Mt. 11:25; 12:1; Mk. 8:1, etc.  Cf. Blass, Gr. of 
N. T. Gk., p. 276. In Mt. 26:50, e]f ] o{ pa<rei, we may also have an 
instance of the demonstrative.  But we do not have in the N. T. 
kai> o!j, kai> to<n, to>n kai> to<n, pro> tou?.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 62) 
finds demonstrative o!sde in an inscription in Heberdey-Wilhelm,  
Reisen. N. 170. 
 (e)  !Ode.  Brugmann2 finds the enclitic –de the same that we have  
in de-u?ro, dh<, i]-de<, (?), Latin quan-de.  It corresponds to the Latin  
hic, German der hier, English this here.  It refers to what is  
"immediately near" in space or time,3 and is of relatively more  
importance than ou$toj.  As a matter of fact o!de occurs only ten  
times in the N. T. In the LXX "  o!de is much commoner than in  
the N. T." (Thackeray, Gr. of the 0. T. in Gk., vol. I, p. 191),  
especially in the more literary parts. For its rarity in papyri and  
inscriptions see Mayser, Gr., etc., p. 308. It is already failing in  
the first century B.C. (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 62). For ta<de see  
chapter VII, iv, 4, (e).  In Lu. 16:25 w$de is the correct text. In  
Ac. 15:23 ta<de is not well supported and in 2 Cor. 12:19 ta> de< is  
right.  In one of the remaining examples, t^?de h#n a]delfh< (Lu. 10:  
39),  Blass4 bluntly calls it "not even used correctly," a rather curt  
judgment. But he cites the LXX (Gen. 25:24; 38:27).  In  
Winer-Schmiedel5 this example is not considered as o!de used for 
ou$toj but rather; like the classic o!de e]gw<, oi!de h[mei?j (cf. Ex. 8:25;  
Gen. 50:18).  In Jas. 4:13, poreuso<meqa ei]j th<nde th>n po<lin, it is  
hardly necessary to take th<nde as like the classical th>n dei?na or th>n 
kai> th<n (cf. Plato), though that is a possible construction. Cf. 
 
 1 So Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 68, n. 3. 
 2 Griech. Or., p. 242.   4 Or. of N. T. Gk., p. 170. 
 3 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 65. 5 P. 216. 
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poih<somen tou?to h} e]kei?no in verse 15.  Plutarch1 seems to use th<nde in 
this sense.  More likely in James th<nde merely means ‘this’ city  
which the enterprising Jew exploits for a year before he passes on  
to the next. 
 (f) Ou$toj.  Of doubtful etymology, possibly an original root u.2  
With this combine o[, h[, to<=ou], au[, tou.  Then add to-j, ta(h), to. 
In reality, therefore, ou$toj is a doubled demonstrative (combination  
of so and to, Giles, p. 296). It is like the Latin is-te (double also).  
Ou$toj is more often anaphoric than deictic.3  In Homer4 it (deictic)  
expresses an object present to the speaker, but not near him. The  
word is limited in use in Homer and usually refers to what is  
previously mentioned (anaphoric).5  It is very common in the  
N. T. and on the whole the usage accords with that of the older  
Greek. Naturally there is much diversity in the context. 
 1. The Purely Deictic. This use is not wanting. Thus in Mt.  
3:17, ou$to<j e]stin o[ ui[o<j mou, the demonstrative identifies the one  
present as the Son of God.  For further examples of the purely  
deictic use see Mt. 12:23; 17:5; 21:10 f. (a particularly good  
illustration); 21:38; 27:37, 47, 54;  Mk. 6:3; 15:39; Lu. 4:22;  
8:25, etc.  But a still plainer example is in Jo. 21:21, when  
Simon pointed to John as ou$toj de> ti<. 
 2. The Contemptuous Use of ou$toj.  It is merely one variation of  
the purely deictic idiom due to the relation of the persons in ques- 
tion. It is rather common in the N. T. So in Mt. 26:61 ou$toj e@fh  
we find a "fling" of reproach as the witnesses testify against  
Jesus. Cf. Mt. 26:71 (parallel Lu. 22:56 kai> ou$toj), the maid  
about Peter; Mk. 2:7, the Pharisees about Jesus; Lu. 15:2; Jo.  
6:42; 9:24; 12:34; Ac. 7:40, Jews about Moses; 19:26; 28:  
4, about Paul; Lu. 15:30, the elder son at the younger; 18:11,  
the Pharisee at the publican, etc. A striking example occurs in  
Ac. 5:28. 
 3. The Anaphoric Use. The pronoun here refers to one previ- 
ously mentioned, as in Mt. 27:58 where ou$toj alludes to  ]Iwsh<f in  
verse 57, where note the anacoluthon.  So in Heb. 7:1 ou$toj points  
to the mention of Melchizedek in the preceding verse. There are  
many variations in the anaphoric idiom. The simplest is the one  
already mentioned, where the subject of discussion is merely con- 
tinued by ou$toj, as in Mt. 3:3 (cf. the Baptist in verse 1). In  
particular observe kai> ou$toj, as in Lu. 8:41; 16:1.  In Lu. 22:59 
 
 1 Quest. conviv. 1. 6. 1, th<nde th>n h[me<ran. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 242, 428.   4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 170. 
 3 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 65.   5 Ib. 
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kai> ou$toj is rather deictic.  A striking example of the continua- 
tive ou$toj occurs in Ac. 7:35, 36, 37, 38, 40.  Here the pro- 
noun is repeated as often as is desired.  So Jo. 6:42. Cf. the  
use of the pronoun because of prolepsis (Ac. 9:20).  The more  
frequent use is the resumptive or epexegetical use which is rather  
more abundant in the N. T.1  Here ou$toj is really in apposition.  
In Ro. 7:10, h[ e]ntolh> h[ e]ij zwh>n au!th ei]j qa<naton, we seem to have the 
resumptive use with a substantive.  But a clear example (different  
in number and gender)2 occurs in Mt. 13:38, to> de> kalo>n spe<rma, 
ou$toi< ei]sin.  One may note a similar use of e]kei?noj (Jo. 12:48; 16:13)  
and of au]to<j (Jo. 12:49).  Another plain instance is in Ac. 2:23,  
where tou?ton refers to  ]Ihsou?n (verse 22).  Cf. also tou?ton (2d) in  
Ac. 7:35.  In Ac. 4:10 e]n tou<t& is resumptive referring to the pre- 
ceding substantive followed by two relative clauses, while ou$toj is   
deictic.  In verse 11 again ou$toj is continuative.  In Ro. 9:6, oi[ e]c 
]Israh<l, ou$toi (cf. Gal. 3:7), the resumptive use is plain.  The par- 
ticiple before ou$toj is a very common idiom, as o[ de> u[pomei<naj ei]j te<loj 
ou$toj (Mt. 10:22; 24:13); o[ e]mba<yaj met ] e]mou? –ou$toj (26:23). Cf. 
1 Cor. 6:4; Lu. 9:48; Jo. 7:18, etc.  The participle, of course,  
often follows ou$toj, not resumptive, as in Jo. 11:37.  The rel- 
ative is followed by resumptive ou$toj as in o{j d ] a}n a]pole<s^-- 
ou$toj (Lu. 9:24), o{ qe<lw tou?to pra<ssw (Ro. 7:15 f., 20).  So Mt. 5: 
19; Mk. 6:16; Ac. 3:6; Gal. 5:17; 6:7; 2 Tim. 2:2.  The  
plural is seen in Jo. 8:26, a@--tau?ta; also in Ph. 4:9.  For a!tina 
--tau?ta see Ph. 3:7, and o!soi-ou$toi Ro. 8:14; Gal. 6:12;  
Ph. 4:8.  Cf. Winer-Schmiedel, p. 218. See o!tan—to<te, kaqw<j— 
tau?ta (Jo. 8:28).  In Ph. 1:22 tou?to resumes to> zh?n.  In 
2 Th. 3:14 tou?ton is resumptive with ei@ tij as in Jas. 1:23.  
Cf. also 1 Cor. 8:3; Ro. 8:9; Jas. 3:2.3  For e]a<n tij see Jo.  
9:31.  Sometimes only the context can clear up the exact  
reference of the anaphoric ou$toj.  So in Ac. 8:26 au!th points to 
h[ o[do<j. 
 4. In Apposition.  See also chapter X, ix.  Ou$toj itself may be  
expanded or explained by apposition. The simplest form of this  
construction is where a substantive4 is in apposition as in 2 Cor. 
13:9, tou?to kai> eu]xo<meqa, th>n u[mw?n kata<rtisin, where agreement in 
gender does not occur.  Cf. the nominative h[ pi<stij in 1 Jo. 5:4.  
Cf. 1 Th. 4:3.  Ou$toj is, of course, the antecedent of the rela- 
tive o!j, as in Mt. 11:10; Jo. 7:25;  tou?to o!  in Jo. 16:17.  In 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 65 f. 
 2 Ib.      3 Ib., p. 66.  
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 171. 
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Ph. 2:5 note tou?to—o{  kai<.  Sometimes a clause is in apposition  
with ou$toj which may be either nominative or in an oblique case.  
Thus with o!ti we have the nominative (with feminine predicate  
noun), as in au!th e]sti>n h[ kri<sij o!ti (Jo. 3 : 19). Cf. 1 Jo. 1:5; 5:9,  
11, 14. In Mk. 4:41, ti<j a@ra ou$to<j e]stin o!ti, the o!ti is almost equal  
to w!ste.  The accusative with o!ti we have in tou?to o!ti (Ro. 2:3; 
6:6; Lu. 10:11; Ac. 24:14; 1 Cor. 1:12; 15:50; 2 Cor. 5:  
14; 10:7, 11; 2 Th. 3:10; Ph. 1:6 (au]to> tou?to), 25; 1 Tim. 1:  
9; 2 Tim. 3:1; 2 Pet. 1:20; 3:3, 8.  Cf. also dia> tou?to o!ti in Jo.  
12:39.1  In Gal. 3:17, after tou?to le<gw, we have the direct dis- 
course without recitative o!ti, but the quotation is really in the  
accusative in apposition with tou?to.  Cf. also Lu. 12:18, tou?to 
poih<sw: kaqelw? mou ta>j a]poqh<kaj, and Jo. 4:17.  The genitive with  
o!ti appears in peri> tou<tou o!ti (Jo. 16:19).  The locative appears in  
e]n tou<t& o!ti, 1 Jo. 4:9, 10, 13. Cf. e]n tou<t& o!ti (Jo. 16:30; 1 Jo. 
3:19, 24) in a slightly different sense where o!ti, is really the accu- 
sative. But in general these substantive clauses have the same 
case as tou?to. 
 Closely allied to this use of o!ti is that of  i!na. Thus the nom- 
inative, po<qen moi tou?to i!na e@lq^, occurs in Lu. 1:43.  In Jo. 17:3,  
au!th de< e]stin h[ ai]w<nioj zwh> i!na, the pronoun is feminine because of  
the predicate substantive. Cf. Jo. 15:12; 1 Jo. 3:11, 23; 5:3;  
2 Jo. 6.  The accusative as the direct object of the verb is seen 
in tou?to proseu<xomai i!na in Ph. 1:9.  Cf. also tau?ta—i!na, Jo. 
15:11, 17; 1 Jo. 5:13.  The feminine substantive occurs in the  
accusative also, as in tau<thn th>n e]ntolh>n e@xomaen a]p ] autou?, i!na, 1 Jo. 
4:21.  The accusative is found also with prepositions. So ei]j  
tou?to, i!na, Ac. 9:21; Ro. 14:9; 2 Cor. 2:9; 1 Pet. 3:9; 4:6; 1  
Jo. 3:8.  In Eph. 6:22 we have ei]j au]to> tou?to i!na.  Cf. Col. 4:8.  
Likewise note dia> tou?to, i!na in 2 Cor. 13:10; 1 Tim. 1:16; Phil. 15.  
In 2 Cor. 2:3, e@graya tou?to au]to> i!na, we probably have the direct  
accusative, though tou?to au]to< could be adverbial accusative, 'for  
this very reason.'  The locative appears in e]n tou<t& e]doca<sqh i!na, Jo.  
15:8.  Cf. 1 Jo. 4:17.  The ablative case appears in Jo. 15:13, 
mei<zona tau<thj a]ga<phn ou]dei>j e@xei, i!na.  In 3 Jo. 4 the ablative plural 
is found, meizote<ran tou<twn—i!na.  The apposition in these various 
constructions varies in degree of directness.  An example of o!pwj 
with ei]j au]to> tou?to occurs in Ro. 9:17 quoted from the LXX (Ex.  
9:16).  Cf. also stello<menoi tou?to mh> in 2 Cor. 8:20. 
 In 1 Pet. 2:19 note also the use of ei] with tou?to (though xa<rij 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 217, where it is observed that elsewhere often dia> tou?to 
points to what goes before. 
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is predicate), tou?to ga>r xa<rij ei].  Here the ei] clause is in the same  
case as tou?to, nominative.  So in 1 Jo. 2:3 we have e]a<n in apposition  
with e]n tou<t& (locative). 
 In 1 Jo. 5:2 the correct text has o!tan in similar apposition with 
e]n tou<t&.  The infinitive also occurs in apposition with tou?to.  In 
Heb. 9:8 the perfect infinitive in indirect discourse with the ac- 
cusative is in apposition to tou?to which is itself accusative, tou?to 
dhlou?ntoj tou? pneu<matoj tou? a[gi<ou, mh<pw pefanerw?sqai th>n ktl.  In 
Eph. 4:17 likewise mhke<ti peripatei?n, in apposition to tou?to (after 
le<gw, is in indirect discourse, though here it is indirect com- 
mand, not indirect assertion. But in 1 Cor. 7:37 threi?n th>n e[autou? 
parqe<non is merely explanatory of tou?to kekriken.  The same thing 
is true in 2 Cor. 2:1, where the article is added to the infinitive  
which is also in the accusative, e@krina e]maut&? tou?to, to> mh>--e]lqei?n.  
In Ac. 26:16 the infinitive proxeiri<sasqai is in the accusative like  
ei]j tou?to.  Cf. ou!twj, 1 Pet. 2:15.  The nominative infinitive in  
Jas. 1:27 is in apposition with au!th (qrhskei<a kaqara> --au!th, e]pi- 
ske<ptesqai).  So also note ou!twj e]sti>n to> qe<lhma tou? qeou? –fimoi?n in  
1 Pet. 2:15.1  Cf. Ro. 1:12 where tou?to—sunparaklhqh?nai, are 
merely subject and predicate.  In 2 Cor. 7:11 the nominative 
infinitive, to> luphqh?nai, occurs with au]to> tou?to.  Indeed in Mk. 12:  
24 the causal participle is really explanatory of tou?to (dia> tou?to 
plana?sqe, mh> ei]do<tej.  It is possible to see a similar example2 in 
Lu. 8:21, a]delfoi< mou ou$toi< ei]sin oi[ --a]kou<ontej.  Here in truth  
ou$toi seems unnecessary. 
 5. Use of the Article. The article commonly occurs with the noun  
when the noun is used with ou$toj. The noun is by no means always  
necessary with ou$toj.  See 6. Indeed the resumptive dem. alone is  
often sufficient, as in Jo. 1:2, 7, etc. So au]toi> ou$toi (Ac. 24:15,  
20).  In a sense a double demonstrative thus occurs, since the ar- 
ticle was originally demonstrative. This is in exact accord with  
classic usage and calls for no special comment, except that it is  
an idiom foreign to Latin and English.  The modern Greek pre- 
serves this idiom with the demonstrative. So tou<th h[ gunai<ka, 
au]to>j o[ a@ndraj (Thumb, Handb., p. 92).  It is immaterial whether  
ou$toj comes first, as ou$toj o[ telw<nhj (Lu. 18:11), or last, as o[ a@nqrw- 
poj ou$toj (Lu. 23:47).  Cf. Jo. 9:24.  When an adjective is used  
with the substantive, then the article may be repeated with the  
adjective, as h[ xh<ra au!th h[ ptwxh< (Mk. 12:43), or ou$toj may, like  
the adjective, be brought within the rule of the article. So ti<j h[ 
 
 1 For exx. in earlier Gk. and literary koinh<, see W.-Sch., p. 217.  
 2 W.-Sch., p. 218. 
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kainh> au!th [h[ ]  u[po> sou? laloume<nh didaxh< (Ac. 17:19).1  Even if the 
second article be admitted here, the point made still applies. The  
position of ou$toj with the article, ou$toj o[ rather than o[ ou$toj, does  
not mean simply the predicate idea, though the position is predi- 
cate. But not so th>n e]cousi<an tau<thn a!pasan in Lu. 4:6.  Here  
the real predicate notion appears.  In Kuhner-Gerth (I, p. 628)  
the explanation is given that it is either apposition (ou$toj o[ a]nh<r= 
‘this, the man’) or predicative sense (o[ a]nh>r ou$toj= ‘the man here’).  
Probably so, but in actual usage the connection is much closer  
than that. See Lu. 15:24, ou$toj o[ ui[o<j mou.  Cf. the French idiom  
La Republique Francaise.  Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 324) takes the  
predicate explanation. See also chapter XVI, The Article. 
 6. Article Absent.  The article does not always occur with sub- 
stantives when ou$toj is used.  When ou$toj occurs with proper names  
in the N. T., the article is present.  So Ac. 1:11 ou$toj o[  ]Ihsou?j, 
19:26 o[ Pau?loj ou$toj, 7:40 o[ ga>r Mwu*sh?j ou$toj, 2:32  tou?ton to>n 
 ]Ihsou?n, Heb. 7:1 ou$toj ga>r o[ Melxisede<k, except in Ac. 6:14  ]Ihsou?j 
o[ Nazwrai?oj ou$toj, where the article is used with the adjective, not  
with  ]Ihsou?j.  So uniform indeed in the Greek is the presence of  
the article with the noun and ou$toj, that the absence of the article  
causes something of a jolt.  In Ro. 9:8 the conjunction of the  
words tau?ta te<kna must not deceive us.  The copula e]stin must 
be supplied between.  The American Revision indeed calls in the  
English relative to render the idiom ou] ta> te<kna th?j sarko>j tau?ta te<kna 
tou? qeou?.  Cf. the simple predicate use in 1 Cor. 6:11, kai> tau?ta< tinej 
h#te.  In Lu. 1:36, ou$toj mh>n e!ktoj e]sti<n, the substantive is predicate.  
The same thing is clearly true of Lu. 2:2, au!th a]pografh> prw<th 
e]ge<neto.  Cf. also tou?to u[mi?n shmei?on in Lu. 2:12.  Some MSS. have 
to<, but in either case the copula is supplied. The remaining exam- 
ples are not so simple, but ultimately resolve themselves into the  
predicate usage unless one has to except Ac. 24:21 (see below). In  
Lu. 7:44, tau<thn th>n gunai?ka, the article does not occur in L 47ev.  
Winer2 considers the reading without the article "unexception- 
able," since the woman was present. In Lu. 24:21 the predicate 
accusative really is found, tri<thn tau<thn h[me<ran a!gei a]f ] ou$ tau?ta 
e]ge<neto, a common Greek idiom difficult to put into English.  
It is not ‘this third day,’ but ‘this a third day.’  Cf. also 2 Pet.  
3:1, tau<thn deute<ran gra<fw e]pistolh<n.  In this instance the English  
translation resorts to the relative ‘that’ to bring out the predi- 
cate relation, ‘this is the second epistle that I write.’  In Jo. 2:11, 
 
 1 See Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 331, for this "pseudo-attributive position."  
 2 W.-Th., p. 110. 
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tau<thn e]poi<hsen a]rxh>n tw?n shmei<wn even the American Revision 
has a wrong translation, ‘this beginning of miracles.’  It is rather  
‘this Jesus did as a beginning of miracles.’  But x and Chrys. 
here have th<n.  In Jo. 4:18, tou?to a]lhqe>j ei@rhkaj, the English rela- 
tive is again necessary, ‘this is a true thing that thou didst say’  
or ‘thou didst speak this as a true thing.’  The translation ‘truly’ 
rather obscures the idea.  In Ac. 1:5, ou] meta> polla>j tau<taj h[me<raj,  
several difficulties appear.  The litotes, ou] meta> polla>j, does not  
have the usual order.1  Cf. Ac. 27:14 for met ] ou] polu<.  There is be- 
sides a use of meta< somewhat akin to that of pro< in pro> e{c h[merw?n tou? 
pa<sxa (Jo. 12:1).2  The order would more naturally be a ou] polla>j 
h[me<raj meta> tau<taj or ou] pollw?n h[merw?n meta> tau<taj. However, the 
predicate use of tau<taj without the article permits the condensa- 
tion. The free translation 'not many days hence' is essentially cor- 
rect. It is literally 'after not many days these' as a starting-point 
(from these).  In Jo. 21:14, tou?to h@dh tri<ton e]fanerw<qh  ]Ishou?j, the 
matter is very simple, ‘this already a third time,’ or to use the  
English relative, ‘this is now the third time that.’  So also in  
2 Cor. 12:14 and 13:1, tri<ton tou?to.  The most difficult instance  
to understand is in Ac. 24:21, peri> mia?j tau<thj fwnh?j h$j e]ke<kraca. 
Here ‘concerning this one voice which I cried’ makes perfectly  
obvious sense. The trouble is that it is the only N. T. example  
of such an attributive usage without the article.  Blass3 takes  
it to be equivalent to h[ fwnh> h{ e]ge<neto h#n mi<a au!th.  This is, of  
course, the normal Greek idiom and is possibly correct. But one  
wonders if a lapse from the uniform idiom may not occur here. 
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 92) cites tou<tou pra<gmatoj, tau?ta a]dikh<- 
mata, tou?to kth?ma from inscriptions in Magnesia (Petersen-Luschan,  
Reisen in Lykien, p. 35, n. 54) and e@sthsan to<de mnh?ma from a Bi- 
thynian inscription (Perrot, Exploration arch. de la Galatie, p. 24,  
N. 34). Hence one had best not be too dogmatic as to Luke's  
idiom in Ac. 24:21.  After all, the predicate use may be the orig- 
inal use, as with e]kei?noj.  Cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 426 f.;  
Thompson, Syntax of Attic Greek, p. 67. See also chapter XVI. 
 7.  Ou$toj in Contrast with e]kei?noj.  The distinction between o!de   
for what follows and ou$toj for what precedes4 (not strictly observed  
in the ancient Greek) amounts to little in the N. T., since o!de is  
so rare.  But ou$toj does, as a rule, refer to what is near or last 
mentioned and e]kei?noj to what is remote. See au!th and ou$toj in 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 221. 
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 126, 133. 
 3 Ib., p. 172.    4 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 66. 
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2 Jo. 6 f. and tou?to in 2 Cor. 13: 9.  This idiomatic use of ou$toj  
is plain in Ac. 7:19.  In 1 Jo. 5:20 ou$toj really refers to au]tou?  
(e]n t&? ui[&? au]tou?) and so no difficulty exists.  In Ac. 4:11 ou$toj is  
resumptive and takes up the main thread of the story again (cf.  
ou$toj in verse 9).  In Ac. 8:26 au!th may refer to Ga<zan, but more  
probably (see 3, end) refers to o[do<j, a more remote substantive,  
indeed. In Lu. 16:1 again only the sense1 makes it clear (a@nqrw- 
po<j tij h#n plou<sioj o!j ei#xen oi]kono<mon, kai> ou$toj) that ou$toj refers to  
oi]kono<mon.  In Lu. 18:14, kate<bh ou$toj dedikaiwme<noj ei]j to>n oi#kon au]tou? 
par ] e]kei?non the two pronouns occur in sharp contrast, one point- 
ing out the publican, the other the Pharisee. In such contrasts  
ou$toj refers to the last mentioned. This is clearly one example  
(besides 2 Jo. 6 f.) in the N. T., which curiously enough Blass  
(Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 171) does not recognise. Cf. also Jo. 
13:24;  e]kei?noj tou<t& in Jo. 5:38, and tau?ta e]kei<noij in 1 Cor. 
10:11.  In Jo. 1:7 f. both ou$toj and e]kei?noj are used of John 
and in proper idiom.2  Instead of e]kei?noj we might have had 
ou$toj properly enough because of au]tou?, but e]kei?noj calls us back  
pointedly to   ]Iwa<nhj.  Cf. Abbott, Johannine Grammar, p. 236.  
Note ou$toj o[ lo<goj—o[ maqhth>j e]kei?noj in Jo. 21:23.  In 1 Cor.  
6:13, o[ de> qeo>j kai> tau<thn kai> tau?ta katargh<sei, we find ou$toj used 
for both the near and the remote.  The number and gender  
make it clear.  In 1 Cor. 9:3 au!th points to what follows. In  
a case like e]n tou<t& xai<rw (Ph. 1:18), the main thought is meant  
by the demonstrative. So with e]n tou<t& di<dwmi: tou?to ga>r u[mi?n 
sumfe<rei (2 Cor. 8:10).  Cf. tou?to Ac. 24:14, etc. 
 8. As Antecedent of the Relative Pronoun.  The absence of the  
demonstrative pronoun before the relative pronoun will be dis- 
cussed later. This absence is in the case of a possible pronoun  
before the relative and after it also. The resumptive use of the  
demonstrative pronoun after the relative sentence has been al- 
ready treated. But3 it is "the normal correlative" ou$toj—o!j.  So 
ou$toj peri> ou$ (Mt. 11:10) ou$toj o!n, (Jo. 7:25), ou$toj o!j (Ac. 7:40),  
tou?to—o! (Ph. 2:5).  See interrogative demonstrative and rela- 
tive in ti<j e]stin ou$toj o!j (Lu. 5:21; 7:49); ti< tou?to o! (Jo. 16:17 f.). 
Cf. Lu. 24:17.  On the whole, however, the demonstrative before  
the relative is not common in the N. T. In Gal. 2:10 both au]to<  
and tou?to are incorporated into the relative clause, o{ kai> e]spou<dasa 
au]to> tou?to poih?sai. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 171. 
 2 Blass, ib., p. 172, explains e]kei?noj as showing that the discourse passes from  
John to Jesus.  But e]kei?noj refers to John.  3 Thomp., Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 66. 
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 9. Gender and Number of ou$toj.  See chapter X. In general,  
like other adjectives, ou$toj agrees with its substantive in gender  
and number, whether predicate or attributive. Cf. Jo. 2:11.  In 
1 Cor. 6:13, kai> tau<thn kai> tau?ta, note the number and gender.  
But sometimes the construction according to sense prevails.  
So the masculine, not feminine, in Ac. 8:10, ou$to<j e]stin h[  Du<na- 
mij tou? qeou?.  So skeu?oj e]klogh?j e]sti<n moi ou$toj (Ac. 9:15), ou$toi and  
e@qnh (Ro. 2:14).  Cf. also Ju. 12, ou$toi—nefe<lai, de<ndra, ku<mata, 
a]ste<rej; 2 Pet. 2:17, ou$toi< ei]sin phgai> and ou$toi — e]lai?ai (Rev. 11: 
4).  In these examples assimilation to the gender of the predicate  
does not occur. Cf. tau?ta ti<, Jo. 6:9.  In Mt. 21:42 (Mk. 12:11),  
para> kuri<ou e]ge<neto au!th the feminine occurs where the neuter would  
be natural in Greek. This is a piece of "translation" Greek (Ps.  
118:23).  In Hebrew the feminine is the case for abstract words,  
the Hebrew having no neuter gender.  In Eph. 2:8, t ?̂ ga>r xa<riti< 
e]ste seswsme<noi dia> pi<stewj: kai> tou?to ou]k e]c u[mw?n, there is no reference 
to pi<stewj in tou?to,  but rather to the idea of salvation in the clause  
before. But in 1 Pet. 2:19 f. we have two examples of the neuter  
(tou?to) on purpose to present a more separate and abstract notion  
than au!th would have done, an ancient Greek idiom, tou?to ga<r  
xa<rij ei]—tou?to xa<rij para> qe&?.  In 1 Cor. 10:6 the same prin- 
ciple applies, tau?ta de> tu<poi h[mw?n e]genh<qhsan.  A striking example  
is found in 1 Cor. 6:11, kai> tau?ta< tinej h#te.  Here tau?ta is much  
like toiou?toi, but more definite and emphatic.  For this use of  
ou$toj see also Jo. 12:34.  In Ph. 3:7, a!tina h#n moi ke<rdh, tau?ta 
h!gnmai—zhmi<an, assimilation to the gender of the predicate is also  
absent. 
 Sometimes the plural tau?ta occurs where a single object is really  
in mind. The adverbial phrase meta> tau?ta (Lu. 12:4) can refer  
either to one or more incidents.  It is not necessary to consider  
tau?ta as singular in idea in Jo. 19:36 and 1 Cor. 9:15.  But the 
usage does appear in 3 Jo. 4,  meizote<ran tou<twn ou]k e@xw xa<rin (or  
xara<n), and the adverbial accusative kai> tau?ta in Heb. 11:12.  
Some MSS. have kai> tau?ta instead of kai> tou?to in 1 Cor. 6:8. 
 But assimilation to the predicate both in gender and number 
occurs.  So in Lu. 8:14 f.  to> . . . peso<n, ou$toi< ei]sin oi[ a]kou<santej. 
The same thing1 appears in Gal. 4:24,  a!tina< e]stin a]llhgorou<mena: 
au$tai ga<r ei]sin du<o diaqh?kai.  Note the assimilation of au!th in Lu. 
2:2; 8:11; 22:53; Jo. 1:19; Ro. 11:27; 1 Cor. 9:3; 1 Jo. 2:  
25; 5:3, 4, 9, 11, etc., and ou$toj in Mt. 7:12.  
 10. The Adverbial Uses of tou?to and tau?ta. See chapter XII. 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 219. 
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Here we have kai> tou?to (adverbial accusative or nominative ab- 
solute) like Latin idque (English ‘and that too’) in 1 Cor. 6 : 6  
(CDb tau?ta), 8 (L tau?ta); Ro. 13:11; Eph. 2:8 (this last could  
be otherwise explained). Kai> tau?ta, the usual classical idiom,1  ap- 
pears in Heb. 11:12 with a concessive participle.  In tou?to me<n, 
tou?to de< (Heb. 10:33)  Blass2 sees a literary usage. In 2 Cor. 2:3  
Paul has tou?to au]to< in the adverbial sense, while Peter (2 Pet. 
1:5) turns the phrase around kai> au]to> tou?to de<.  Cf. the adverbial  
use of kefa<laion in Heb. 8:1.  The case of ou$toj in Jo. 21:21 is  
noteworthy. 
 11. The Phrase tou?t ] e@stin.  See also chapter X, viii, (c).  It is  
used without any regard to the number, gender or case of the word  
in apposition with it, exactly like the Latin id est.  There are  
eighteen examples of it given in Moulton and Geden's Concord- 
ance, all but three of them from the Acts, Romans, Philemon  
and Hebrews. It is a mark of the more formal literary style. In  
Mt. 27:46 the case explained is the vocative, in Mk. 7:2 the  
instrumental, in Ro. 7:18 the locative, in Heb. 2:14 the accu- 
sative, in Heb. 9:11 the genitive, in Heb. 7:5 the plural, in  
1 Pet. 3:20 the plural.  In Ro. 1:12 the uncontracted form  
occurs with In 1 Macc. 4:52 ou$toj o[ mh>n Xaseleu? is in appo- 
sition with the genitive.3  Here ou$toj performs the function of  
tou?t ] e@stin.  Cf. the case-irregularities in the Apocalypse. 
 12. In Combination with Other Pronouns.  Mention may be  
made of e]n tou<t& ou$toj (Ac. 4:10) and other instances of the double  
use of ou$toj.  Cf. Mk. 6:2.  Cf. ou$toj ou!tw in Mk. 2:7, tau?ta  
ou!twj (Ac. 24:9), ou!twj tou?to; (1 Cor. 5:3), and in 2 Pet. 3:11  
tou<twn ou!twj pa<ntwn.  Examples of au]to> tou?to are common in Paul 
(Ro. 9:17; 13:6; 2 Cor. 7:11; Ph. 1:6. Cf. 2 Pet. 1:5). For 
tou?to au]to< see 2 Cor. 2:3, au]to> tou?to Ro. 13:6. For au]toi> oi$toi 
see Ac. 24:15, 20.  For tou?to o!lon cf. Mt. 1:22; 26:56.  There is  
no doubt some difference between tau?ta pa<nta (Mt. 4:9; Lu.  
12:30; 16:14) and pa<nta tau?ta (Mt. 6:32).  "In the first ex- 
pression, pa<nta is a closer specification of tau?ta; in the second,  
pa<nta is pointed out demonstratively by means of tau?ta."4 
 13. Ellipsis of  ou$toj.  The demonstrative is by no means always  
used before the relative. Often the relative clause is simply the  
object of the principal verb, as in o{ le<gw u[mi?n e]n t ?̂ skoti<% ei@pate  
(Mt. 10:27).  Sometimes the implied demonstrative must be  
expressed in the English translation. The simplest form of this 
  
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 171.   2 W.-Sch., p. 219. 
 2 Ib.      4 W.-Th., p. 548. 
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idiom is where the case of the demonstrative would have been  
the same as that of the relative. Thus suggenh>j w}n ou$ a]pe<koyen 
Pe<troj to> w]ti<on (Jo. 18:26).  Cf. o!n in Ac. 1:24.  In Ac. 8:24 w$n 
is for tou<twn a{ by attraction.  But the ellipsis occurs also when a  
different case would have been found.1  So in Mt. 19:11 oi$j de<dotai 
would have been ou$toi oi$j de<d.  In Jo. 13:29 w$n would have been  
preceded by tau?ta.  Cf. also Ac. 8:19; 13:37, etc. In Ro. 10:14, 
pw?j pisteu<swsin ou$ ou]k h@kousan, the antecedent of ou$ would be either 
tou<t& (or e]pi> tou<t&) or more probably ei]j tou?ton (preposition also  
dropped).  When a preposition is used, it may belong to the rela- 
tive clause, as in pw?j e]pikale<swntai ei]j o{n ou]k e]pi<steusan (Ro. 10:14; 
cf. Jo. 19:37), or to the implied demonstrative, as in i!na pisteu<shte 
ei]j o{n a]pe<steilen (Jo. 6:29).  In Ro. 14:21 e]n &$ illustrates the prep- 
osition with the relative, while in the next verse it illustrates the  
preposition with the antecedent.  In Jo. 11:6 e]n &$ to<p& is an  
example where e]n would have been used with both antecedent and  
relative. So as to a]f ] w$n in 2 Cor. 2:3, etc.2  The same principle  
of suppressed antecedent applies to relative adverbs, as in h#lqen  
o!pou h#n (Jo. 11:32), strictly e]kei?se o!pou. 
 14. Shift in Reference.  It is possible that in Ac. 5:20, lalei?te 
e]n t&? i[er&? t&? la&? pa<nta ta> r[h<mata th?j zwh?j tau<thj, a slight change in 
sense has occurred, tau<thj more naturally going with r[h<mata.  Cf. 
e]k tou? sw<matoj tou? qana<tou tou<tou (Ro. 7:24). But the point is not 
very material. 
 (g)  ]Ekei?noj.  Cf. Latin ille.  The old form (Epic, Pindar, Tragic  
poets) was kei?noj or kh?noj (Doric and Lesbian).3  Brugmann4 indeed  
connects it with the old Indo-Germanic root ko.  The locative  
adverb e]-kei? (cf. kei?-qi, kei?-qen, Doric, Lesbian) is the immediate  
source of the pronoun kei?-noj, e]-kei?-noj.  Cf. English hi-ther.  The 
original usage was therefore predicate.5  Thus in Thuc. i, 52. 2, 
nh?ej e]kei?nai e]piple<ousi (‘ships yonder are sailing ahead’), we must  
not confuse it with ai[ nh?ej e]kei?nai (‘those ships’).  Cf. the "adver- 
bial" use of ou$toj.  By a strange coincidence, while at work on  
this paragraph (Nov., 1908), I received a letter from Rev. R. H.  
Graves, D.D., of Canton, China, concerning Chinese pronouns,  
suggested by the chapter on Pronouns in my Short Grammar of  
the Greek N. T. He says: "The ordinary pronoun for the third  
person is k'ei.  In Canton we also use k'ni.  Compare 
He mentions other accidental similarities, but I dare not venture  
into Chinese etymology. 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 158. 3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 242 f. 5 Ib., p. 426 f. 
 2 Cf. ib., p. 159. 4 Ib. 
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 1. The Purely Deictic. We have a few examples in the N. T. 
So in Jo. 13:26, e]kie?no<j e]stin &$ e]gw> ba<yw to> ywmi<on kai> dw<sw au]t& for 
Judas was present at the table.  In Mt. 26:23 we have ou$toj.  A  
gesture may also have accompanied the remark of the Pharisees 
in Jo. 9:28, su> maqhth?j ei# e]kei<nou.  Cf. also Jo. 19:21. If e]kei?noj in 
Jo. 19:35 be taken as an appeal to God as a witness to the truth  
of what the writer is saying (possible, though by no means cer- 
tain), the usage would be deictic.  Blass1 considers that "every- 
thing is doubtful" as to this verse, a doubt shared by Abbott.2  
For myself I think that e]kei?noj is here anaphoric and refers to  
au]tou? (cf. the similar reference of ou$toj to au]tou? in 1 Jo. 5:20;  
but see Remote Object). Another possible deictic example is in  
Jo. 7:11.  Jesus was not present, but in the minds of the people  
a subject of discussion. Cf. also 9:12. 
 2. The Contemptuous Use (cf. ou$toj).  It appears unmistakably  
(see 1) in Jo. 9:28, su> maqhth>j ei# e]kei<nou.  It may also exist3 in Jo.  
19:21.  Cf. the solemn repetition of e]kei?noj with o[ a@nqrwpoj in  
Mt. 26:24, as well as the change from ou$toj in verse 23. 
 3. The Anaphoric. This is the more frequent use of this pro-  
noun.  Thus in Jo. 1:8 e]kei?noj takes up ou$toj of verse 7 ( ]Iwa<nhj of  
verse 6).  In Jo. 18:5 o[ de> maqhth>j e]kei?noj resumes the story of a@lloj 
maqhth<j immediately preceding.  Cf. a@lloj and e]kei?noj in Jo. 5:43.  
In Jo. 13:25 e]kei?noj refers indeed to the preceding tou<t& (cf.  
e]kei?noj ou!twj).  In Jo. 5:19 the reference is to pate<ra just before.  
Cf. Jo. 4:25.  ]Ekei?noj de< (3 (Jo. 2:21) is continuative like ou$toj.  
The articular participle may be followed by the resumptive e]kei?noj.  
So o[ pe<myaj me—e]kei?noj Jo. 1:33).  Cf. Jo. 5:11; 2 Cor. 10:18.  
So in Jo. 1:18 the pronoun refers to qeo<j followed by o[ w@n.  Cf.  
Mk. 7:20  e]kei?no.  See Jo. 14:21.  For distinction between e]kei?noj 
and au]tou? see 2 Tim. 2:26; 3:9. 
 4. The Remote Object (Contrast).  This is not always true, as is  
shown by Jo. 18:15.  Cf. Tit. 3:7.  It is common thus to refer  
to persons who are absent.  So in Jo. 3:28.(cf. Jo. 7:11) John  
speaks of Christ in contrast to himself, a]pestalme<noj ei]mi> e@mrposqen 
ei]kei<nou.  So in verse 30, e]kei<noij—h[mw?n.  In 1 Cor. 9:25 note e]kei?noi 
me>n—h[mei?j de<.   So in 10:11 e]kei<noij—h[mw?n, 15:11 ei#te e]gw> ei@te 
e]kei?noi.  In Ac. 3:13 the contrast is sharp between u[mei?j—e]kei<nou, 
and in 2 Cor. 8:14 between u[mw?n---e]kei<nwn (cf. e]kei<nwn—u[mw?n in 
same verse).  Cf. u[mi?n — e]kei<noij in Mt. 13:11.  In Jo. 5:39 e]kei?nai 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 172.  2 Joh. Gr., pp. 285, 567.  
 3 Abbott, ib., p. 568. He cites Mt. 27: 19, 63 as exx. of the good and the  
bad sense of e]kei?noj. Cf. Lat. ille. 
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is in opposition to u[mei?j, as e]kei?noj to u[mei?j in the preceding verse. 
Cf. 2 Cor. 8:9. For a contrast between those present in the same  
narrative see ou$toj in Lu. 18:14.  Cf. e]kei?noj and au]to<j 
in 1 Jo. 2:6 and tou?to h} e]ke?no in Jas. 4:15.  It is common in ex- 
pressions of place, like dia> th?j o[dou? e]kei<nhj (Mt. 8:28), ei]j o!lhn 
th>n gh?n e]kei<nhn (9:26; cf. e]n  9:31), etc.  It is frequent also with  
general phrases of time, like e]n tai?j h[me<raij e]kei<naij (Mt. 3:1).  Cf. 
Mk. 8:1; Lu. 2:1.  It usually occurs at a transition in the nar- 
rative and refers to something previously mentioned. Blass1 notes  
that Lu. (1:39) uses also tau<taij in this phrase and that in 6:12 D  
has e]kei<naij rather than tau<taij.  In particular observe the phrase  
e]kei<nh h[ h[me<ra for the Last Day (Mt. 7:22; Mk. 14:25; Lu. 21:  
34; 17:31; Jo. 16:23, etc. Cf. Jo. 6:40, etc.). 
 5. Emphasis.  Sometimes e]kei?noj is quite emphatic.  Abbott2  
notes that in John's Gospel, outside of dialogue, e]kei?noj usually has  
considerable emphasis. Instance Jo. 1:8, 18, 33; 2:21; 3:30;  
4:25; 5:19, 38; 6:29; 8:42; 14:26; 15:26, etc.  In the First  
Epistle of John he observes that it occurs only seven times and  
all but one refer to Christ.  He is the important one in John's  
mind. Cf. au]to<j in Ac. 20:35.  But e]kei?noj is not always so em- 
phatic even in John. Cf. Jo. 9:11, 25; 10:6; 14:21; 18:17;  
Mk. 16:10 ff ; 2 Tim. 3:9. 
 6. With Apposition.  It is not common with words in apposition. 
But note Jo. 16:13, e]kei?noj, to> pneu?ma th?j a]lhqei<aj (cf. Jo. 14:26).  
Note also e]kei?no ginw<skete, o!ti (Mt. 24:43) after the fashion of  
ou$toj with o!ti.  Cf. also the resumptive uses with participles (Jo.  
1:18, etc.). 
 7. Article with Nouns except when Predicate.  When the noun  
is used with e]kei?noj in the N. T., the article always appears, except  
when predicate.  In Jo. 10:1, e]kei?noj kle<pthj e]sti<n the substantive  
is predicate, as in 10:35, e]kei<nouj ei#pen qeou<j.  With adjectives we 
may note the repetition of the article in Jo. 20:19 and the am- 
biguous position of e]kei<nh in Heb. 8:7 due to the absence of  diaqh<kh. 
With o!loj we find this order, ei]j o!lhn th>n gh?n e]kei<nhn (Mt. 9:26, etc.)  
and pa?j the same, pa?san th>n o]feilh>n e]kei<nhn (Mt. 18:32, etc.). 
 8. As Antecedent to Relative. So e]kei?no<j e]stin &$ (Jo. 13:26), 
e]kei?non u[pe>r ou$ (Ro. 14:15) e]kei<noij di ] ou!j (Heb. 6:7).  Note also  
e]kei?no<j e]stin o[ a]gapw?n (Jo. 14:21) where the articular participle is  
the practical equivalent of a relative clause. 
 9. Gender and Number. Little remains to be said about varia- 
tions in gender and number. Two passages in John call for re- 
  
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 171.  2 Joh. Gr., p. 283. 
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mark, inasmuch as they bear on the personality of the Holy Spirit. 
In 14:26, o[ de> para<klhtoj, to> pneu?ma to> a!gion o{ pe<myei o[ path>r e]n t&? 
o]no<mati< mou, e]kei?noj u[ma?j dida<cei, the relative o! follows the grammatical  
gender of pneu?ma.  ]Ekei?noj, however, skips over pneu?ma and reverts  
to the gender of para<klhtoj.  In 16:13 a more striking example 
occurs, o!tan de> e@lq^ e]kei?noj, to> pneu?ma th?j a]lhqei<aj.  Here one has to 
go back six lines to e]kei?noj again and seven to para<klhtoj.  It is 
more evident therefore in this passage that John is insisting on  
the personality of the Holy Spirit, when the grammatical gender  
so easily called for e]kei?no.  Cf. o! in Jo. 14:17, 26 and au]to< in 14:17.  
The feminine e]kei<nhj in Lu. 19:4 evidently refers to o[dou? unex- 
pressed. 
 10. Independent Use.  The frequency of e]kei?noj in John's Gospel  
may be noticed, but the Synoptics and Acts are not far behind.  
More curious, however, is the fact that in the Synoptics e]kei?noj is  
nearly always used with a substantive (adjectival) while the in- 
dependent pronominal use of the singular is almost confined to  
the Gospel of John (and First Epistle).1  All the uses in the First  
Epistle and nearly all in the Gospel are independent. As excep- 
tions note Jo. 4:39, 53; 11:51, 53; 16:23, 26, etc. On the other  
hand only two instances appear in the Apocalypse (9:6; 11:13)  
and both with substantives. 
 (h) Au]to<j.  It has undoubtedly developed in the koinh< a demon- 
strative force as already shown on p. 686, and as is plain in the mod- 
ern Greek. Moulton2  quotes plain examples from the papyri (see  
above). In the N. T. it is practically confined to Luke (and Mt.  
3:4 perhaps), where it is fairly common, especially in the Gospel.  
So e]n au]t ?̂ t ?̂ oi]ki<% (Lu. 10:7), 'in that house.'  Moulton3 notes that 
in Mt. 11:25 (parallel to Lu. 10:21) we have e]n e]kei<n& t&? kair&? 
and in Mk. 13:11 e]n e]kei<n^ t ?̂ w!r% (parallel to Lu. 12:12 e]n au]t^?  
t ?̂ w!r%).  The tendency was not foreign to the ancient Greek and  
it is common enough in the modern vernacular4 to find au]to>j o[ = 
'this.' 
 (i) THE CORRELATIVE DEMONSTRATIVES.  Only four occur in 
the N. T.  One of them appears only once and without the article, 
fwnh?j e]nexqei<shj au]t&? toia?sde (2 Pet. 1:17).  It has died in the ver- 
nacular (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 63) like o!de, thliko<sde and  
toso<sde. Thlikou?toj appears once as predicate, thlikau?ta o@nta (Jas. 
 
 1 Abbott, ib. For the Joh. use of e]kei?noj see Steitz and A. Buttmann,  
Stud. in Krit. (1859, p. 497; 1860, p. 505; 1861, p. 267). Cf. Blass, Gr. of N.T.  
Gk., p. 172. 
 2 Prol., p. 91.  3 Ib.  4 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 320, 351. 
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3:4), elsewhere attributive.  The article is not used. This cor- 
relative of age always refers to size in the N. T. (2 Cor. 1:10;  
Heb. 2:3). Once indeed it is in connection with ou!twj me<gaj 
(Rev. 16:18) and so redundant.  The other two are toiou?toj and 
tosou?toj.  Toiou?toj is the demonstrative of quality (Latin talis) 
and it is used with a good deal of freedom.  It is, of course, merely  
toi?oj and ou$toj combined.  The compound form alone occurs in the 
N. T. and became more frequent generally.1  Toiou?toj without a  
substantive is used either without the article (Lu. 9:9) or more  
usually with the article in the attributive position (Mt. 19:  
14; Ac. 19:25; Ro. 1:32; 1 Cor. 7:28; 2 Cor. 10:11, etc.). In 
Jo. 4:23, toiou<touj zhtei? tou>j proskunou?ntaj, the articular parti- 
ciple is in the predicate accusative. When used with substan- 
tives toiou?toj may be anarthrous, as in Mt. 9:8; 18:5; Mk. 4:  
33; Heb. 7:26; 8:1; Jas. 4:16, etc., but the article occurs also  
(Mk. 6:2; 9:37; 2 Cor. 12:3).  In Mk. 6:2 we have the order 
ai[ duna<meij toiau?tai (cf. ou$toj, e]kei?noj).  It comes before the substan- 
tive (Jo. 9:16) or after (Ac. 16:24).  It is used as the antece- 
dent of oi$oj (Mk. 13:19; 1 Cor. 15:48; 2 Cor. 10:11) following 
oi$oj.  But note also toiou<touj o[poi?oj in Ac. 26:29, toiou?toj o!j  in  
Heb. 7:26 f.; 8:1, and in 1 Cor. 5:1 toiau<th h!tij.  We even have  
toiou?toj w[j in Phil. 9. Cf. poi?oj—toiou?toj in a Logion of Jesus,  
P.Oxy. IV, p. 3, 1.  tosou?toj (to<soj, ou$toj) is the pronoun of degree  
(Latin tantus), both size, tosau<thn pi<stin (Mt. 8:10), and quantity,  
a@rtoi tosou?toi (Mt. 15:33).  It occurs with the article only once,  
o[ tosou?toj plou?toj (Rev. 18:16).  Sometimes it appears without a  
substantive, as in Ac. 5:8; Gal. 3:4; Heb. 1:4, etc.  It is the 
correlative with o!soj in Heb. 1:4 tosou<t& — o!s&, 7:20-22 kaq ]  
o!son—kata> tosou?to, and in 10:25 tosou<t&-o!s&.  It is worth 
while at this point to note the correlative adverbs, ou!twj w!ste 
(Ac. 14:1), ou!twj w[j (1 Cor. 4:1), ou!twj—o!pwj (Mt. 5:16).  Cf.  
w!ste—ou!twj de< (Ro. 15:20). 
 VII. Relative Pronouns ( ]anaforikai> a]ntwnumi<ai). 
 (a) LIST IN THE N. T. The only relatives in the N. T. (not  
counting adverbs) are o!j, o!stij, oi$oj, o[poi?oj, o!soj, h[li<koj, and o[ in 
the Apocalypse.  The others have fallen by the way.  Some MSS.  
read o!nper in Mk. 15:6, while o[sdh<per in Jo. 5:4 is not in the  
critical text.  The LXX has o!per (a!per) five times,2 but h[li<koj not  
at all. These relative pronouns do not occur with uniform fre- 
quency as will be seen.   !Oj is the only one very common. 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 162. 
 2 Thack., Gr. of 0. T. in Gk., vol. I, p. 192. 
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 (b) THE NAME "RELATIVE." It is not very distinctive.1 The  
idea of relation (anaphoric use) belongs to the demonstrative and  
to the personal pronouns also. The anaphoric demonstrative use  
is indeed the origin of the relative.2  The transition from demon- 
strative to relative is apparent in Homer in the case of both  
o[ and o!j.  Sometimes it is difficult in Homer to tell the demon- 
strative and the relative apart.3  Cf. English that, German der.  
Homer often used te and tij with o[ and o!j to distinguish the rela- 
tive from the demonstrative.4  Gradually the relative use, as dis- 
tinct from the anaphoric demonstrative, won its way. 
 (c) A BOND BETWEEN CLAUSES. The relative becomes then the  
chief bond of connection between clauses. Indeed many of the  
conjunctions are merely relative adverbs, such as w[j, o!te, o!pwj,  
etc.  The relative plays a very important part in the structure  
of the subordinate sentence in Greek.  That matter will receive  
due treatment in chapter XIX, Mode.  The agreement of the  
relative with antecedent in person, number, gender, and some- 
times case, is just the natural effort to relate more exactly the  
two clauses with each other.  These points will receive discussion  
under o!j which best exemplifies them. The assimilation is at  
bottom the same that we see in other adjectives (cf. demon- 
strative pronouns).  The assimilation of the relative in person,  
gender, number, and even case of the antecedent may be com- 
pared to assimilation in the adjective and even verbs (com- 
pound verbs especially) and prepositions. Cf. Josef Liljeblad,  
De Assimilatione Syntactica aped Thuc. Questiones, 1900, p. 1). 
 (d)   !Oj. 
 1. In Homer. See discussion of the demonstrative o!j for origin.5   
But already in Homer the relative sense, a@rqron u[potaktiko<n, is the 
main one, and the demonstrative is on the decline.6 
 2. Comparison with Other Relatives.  Though o!j in the N. T.  
far outnumbers all the other relatives, yet the distinction between 
 
 1 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 81. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 556; Baron, Le Pron. Rel. et la Conj., 1891, p. 25.  
He notes that o!j went from dem. to rel. before O did. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 186 ff. 
 4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 35.  !Oste survives in Pindar, Bacch., Ion. and  
Trag. choruses. Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 68 f. 
 5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 195. Baron, Le Pron. Rel. et la Conj. en Grec, p.  
35. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., III, p. 295 f.; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 243. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 186. So 65 yap is ambiguous. On the anaphoric  
demonstr. o!j cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., III, p. 310; Brug., Griech. Gr., p.  
241. 
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o!j and the other relatives is breaking down. Indeed in the ver- 
nacular it may be questioned if it was ever preserved. One may  
compare the unchangeable Hebrew rw,xE.  Moulton1 observes that  
in Polybius the distinction between o!j and o!stij has "worn rather  
thin." In the LXX o!j is frequent,2 but in the modern Greek o!j   
"is used rarely even in writing."3  It is wholly absent in the 
vernacular. The modern Greek vernacular uses pou? or o!pou.  In  
the oblique cases the conjunctive pronoun tou?, th?j is added to pou? 
(cf. the Hebrew idiom).  See Thumb, Handb., p. 93.  Jebb (Vin- 
cent and Dickson's Handb., etc., p. 303) calls it "a curious ex- 
ample of false analogy" and finds an instance in Aristophanes  
(Birds, 1300), me<lh o!pou.  Here o!pou=e]n oi$j.  The vernacular car- 
ried it further. He cites modern English vernacular, "The men  
as he met." Indeed in Rev. 2:13 o!pou really points to an un- 
expressed par ] u[mi?n.  In Col. 3:11 o!pou is almost personal.  The  
occasional apparent confusion between o!j and interrogative pro- 
nouns will be discussed directly.  On the whole, o!j in the N. T.,  
as in the koinh< generally, is still used in accord with the classic  
idiom. 
 3. With Any Person.  In itself, of course, o!j, like all relatives,  
has no person. So the first person in 1 Cor. 15:10, the second  
person in Ro. 2:23, the third person in Mt. 5:19; Lu. 6:48 f.;  
1 Cor. 4:17. These examples may suffice. 
 4. Gender.  This is not so simple. The normal thing is for the  
relative to agree with the antecedent in gender, as in 1 Cor. 4:17, 
Timo<qeon, o!j e]sti<n mou te<knon. So in Col. 1:24 u[pe>r tou? sw<matoj 
au]tou?, o! e]stin h[ e]kklhsi<a; Col. 2:10 e]n au]t&?, o!j e]stin h[ kefalh< (cf.  
Eph. 4:15) Col. 2:17 sabba<twn, a! (some MSS. o!) e]stin skia> tw?n 
mello<ntwn;  Rev. 5:6 o]fqalmou>j e[pta<, oi! ei]sin ta> [e[pta>] pneu<mata.  In 
Rev. 21:8, to> me<roj au]tw?n e]n t ?̂ li<mn^ t ?̂ kaiome<n^ puri> kai> qei<& o! e]stin  
o[ qa<natoj o[ deu<teroj, the agreement is regular, but the idea of o! may  
be more inclusive than merely4 me<roj. Cf. 1 Pet. 3 : 4. 
 On the other hand the relative is assimilated in gender to the  
predicate substantive. This is also a perfectly natural agreement.  
Winer5 considers that this is true particularly when the predicate 
presents the main idea.  See Mk. 15:16, th?j au]lh?j, o! e]stin praitw<rion; 
Gal. 3:16, t&? spe<rmati< sou, o!j e]stin Xristo<j; Eph. 6:17, th>n ma<xairan 
 
 1 Prol., p. 92.    2 Thack., Gr., vol. I, p. 192. 
 3 V. and D., Handb., etc., p. 56. "The disuse of o!j in common speech is  
characteristic; so simple a form ceased to satisfy the desire of emphasis."  
Jebb in V. and D., p. 302. 
 4 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 231 f.   5 W.-M., p. 207. 
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tou? pneu<matoj, o! e]stin r[h?ma qeou?; Rev. 4:5, lampa<desj—a! ei]sin ta>  
e[pta> pneu<mata (but some MSS. ai!).  Cf. 2 Th. 3:17.  The MSS. vary  
in a number of instances between agreement with antecedent and 
predicate.  So Col. 1:27, tou? musthri<ou tou<tou—o!j (or o!) e]stin 
Xristo<j.  Cf. also 1 Tim. 3:16, where the true text o!j is changed  
in the Western class of documents to o! to agree with musth<rion. 
See also Eph. 1:13 f., t&? pneu<mati —o! (MSS. o!j) e]stin a]rrabw<n.  
So ai! or a! in Rev. 5:8.  In Mt. 13:31 f. ko<kk& is followed first by 
o!n and then by o! (cf. sperma<twn). 
 In another group of passages the change is made according to  
the real gender rather than the grammatical. Thus in Ac. 15:17 
ta> e@qnh e]f ] ou!j (cf. 26:17), Jo. 6:9 paida<rion o!j e@xei, Ro. 9:23 f.  
skeu<h e]le<ouj—ou!j, Col. 2:19 kefalh>n e]c ou$, Phil. 10 te<knou o!n,  Rev. 
13:14 qhri<& o!j.  In Gal. 4:19 as is preceded by both u[ma?j and 
tekni<a.  In 2 Jo. 1, e]klet ?̂ kuri<% kai> toi?j te<knoij au]th?j, ou!j the gram- 
matical gender (feminine and neuter followed by masculine) is  
ignored entirely. Cf. Ph. 2:15.   
 In a passage like 1 Cor. 15:10, ei]mi> o! ei]mi, there is no mistake.  
See o!j above in verse 9.  It is not 'who I am,' but 'what I am,' not  
exactly oi$oj either, but a more abstract idea than that. Cf. o! in  
Jo. 4:22, used twice for the object of worship, God. So in 1 Jo. 
1:1 observe o{ h#n—o{ a]khko<amen, o{ e[wra<kamen (cf. verse 3) for Jesus. 
One may recall here that the collective abstract neuter, pa?n o! 
(Jo. 6:37, 39; 17:2), is used for the disciples. Cf. o!---ka]kei?noi 
(Jo. 17:24). 
 Sometimes also the relative agrees neither with the antece- 
dent nor with a predicate substantive, hut gathers the general  
notion of ‘thing.’  A good example occurs in 1 Jo. 2:8, e]ntolh>n 
kainh>n gra<fw u[mi?n, o! e]stin a]lhqe<j, 'which thing is true.’1  So Eph.  
5:5, pleone<kthj, o! (Western and Syrian classes read o!j) e]stin ei]dw- 
lola<trhj, 'which thing is being an idolater.'  A particularly good  
example is Col. 3:14 where o! comes in between a feminine and a 
masculine, th>n a]ga<phn, o! e]stin su<ndesmoj.  In Mk. 12:42 we have a  
similar example, lepta> du<o, o! e]stin kodra<nthj. 
 Indeed o! e]stin comes to be used as a set expression, like tou?t ]  
e@stin, without any regard to the antecedent or the predicate, as  
o! e]stin ui[oi> bronth?j, Mk. 3:17.  Three phrases go together in this  
matter, o! e]stin, o! e[rmhneu<etai, o! le<getai.  The two latter occur in 
the periphrastic form also. Indeed the examples just noted above  
may very well be explained from this point of view. So Mt. 1: 
23,  ]Emmanouh>l o! e]stin meqermhneuo<menon meq ] h[mw?n o[ qeo<j, where ob- 
 
 1 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 302. 
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serve the neuter participle like o!.  Cf. Ac. 4:36. In Mt. 27:33, 
Golgoqa> o! e]stin krani<ou to<poj lego<menoj, the participle is masculine  
like to<poj (cf. Mk. 15:22).  In Jo. 1:39 o{ le<getai meqermhneuo<- 
menon connects two vocatives.  Cf. 20:16.  In Jo. 1:41 note  
the accusative and nominative connected with neuter participle, 
Messi<an o! e]stin meqermhneuo<menon Xristo<j, occurs between 
verb-forms, as in Mk. 5:41; 7:34; or genitives as in Heb. 7:2;  
Rev. 20:12; 21:17; or whole clauses, as in Mk. 15:34. But see  
Jo. 9:7; Rev. 20:2.  In Ac. 9:36, however, the personal con- 
struction occurs, Tabeiqa<, h{ diermhneuome<nh le<getai Dorka<j. See also 
chapter X, VIII, (c). 
 Once more, o! is used to refer to a verbal idea or to the whole 
sentence. Instance Mt. 12:4, tou>j a@rtouj th?j proqe<sewj e@fagon o! 
ou]k e]co>n h#n au]t&? fagei?n.  Here probably to> fagei?n is the idea referred 
to,1  though in Mk. 2:26 and Lu. 6:4 we have ou!j.  The neuter  
gender is only natural here.  In Ac. 2:32 ou$ is most likely 'where- 
of,'  though ‘of whom,’ referring to  ]Ihsou?n, is possible.  So as to  
3:15.  But there is no doubt as to Ac. 11:30, o{ kai> e]poi<hsai;  
26:10, o{ kai> e]poi<hsa; Gal. 2:10, o{ kai> e]spou<dasa au]to> tou?to poih?sai 
(note here the use of au]to> tou?to in the relative clause); Col. 1:29  
ei]j o{ kai> kopiw? (cf. ei]j o! in 2 Th. 1:11; 2:14; 1 Pet. 2:8).  Cf. also 
o{ kai> u[ma?j a]nti<tupon nu?n sw<zei ba<ptisma (1 Pet. 3:21).  Per contra 
see in the papyri o!n used like o! after analogy of toiou?to(n).2  Note in  
passing o! o[ in Lu. 2:15, like ^$ h! te  in Heb. 9:2. 
 5. Number.  Here again, as a rule, the relative concurs with the  
antecedent in number, as in a]sth>r o!n (Mt. 2:9), qeou? o!j (Ro. 2:6).  
The construction according to sense is not infrequent, as in plh?qoj  
oi! (Lu. 6:17 f.), kata> po<lin pa?san e]n ai$j (Ac. 15:36, note distributive  
idea), mwrologi<a h} eu]trapeli<a a! (Eph. 5:4, where feminine singular 
could have occurred because of h@), genea?j—e]n oi$j (Ph. 2:15), deu- 
te<ran u[mi?n gra<fw e]pistolh>n, e]n ai$j (2 Pet. 3:1, referring to both, 
probably).  Cf. o! — le<gontaj (Rev. 5:13).  On the other hand note  
the change from the plural to the singular in h[me<rai dw<deka a]f ] h$j 
(Ac. 24:11), and e]n ou]ranoi?j — e]c ou$ (Ph. 3:20).  For the neuter  
plural in the relative (cf. tau?ta) to cover a vague general idea  
see w$n, in 1 Tim. 1:6, a]nq ] w$n Lu. 1:20, e]n oi$j  Lu. 12:1 (cf. Ac. 
26:12), e]f ] oi$j Ro. 6:21, etc.  Cf. Col. 2:22. 
 6. Case. 
 (a) Absence of attraction normal. The obvious way is for the  
case of the relative to be due to the construction in which it is  
used or to follow the same law as other nouns and pronouns (so 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 233.  2 Mayser, Gr., p. 310. 
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with prepositions).  That is to say, assimilation of case is not a ne- 
cessity.  It was indeed in a sense an after-refinement. One must  
not get the notion that assimilation of case had to be. Thucy- 
dides,1 for instance, did not use it so extensively in his rather com- 
plicated sentences, where the relative clauses stand to themselves.  
Indeed the absence of it is common enough in the N. T., outside  
of Luke. Cf. Mt. 13:31 ko<kk& o!n, Mk. 13:19 kti<sewj h!n Jo. 2:22  
lo<g& o!n, (cf. 4:50), Jo. 4:5 xwri<ou o! (CD ou$), Tit. 3:5 e@rgwn a!, 
Mt. 27:60 mnhmei<& o!, Ac. 8:32 grafh?j h!n.  Not to be exhaustive,  
one may refer to the rather long list in Winer-Schmiedel2 (Mt.  
13:44, 48; 23:35; Lu. 13:19, 21; Ac. 1:4; 4:10; 1 Tim. 6:21;  
Heb. 6:19; 8:2; 9:7; 1 Pet. 1:8; Rev. 1:20, etc.).  The absence  
of assimilation in case is not only common in the old Greek, but  
also in the LXX, the Apocrypha and the papyri. In Aristotle  
attraction is nearly confined to the more recondite essays (Schind- 
ler, De Attractionis Pronominum Rel. Usu Aristotelico, p. 94). 
 (b) Cognate accusative.  The accusative in Ro. 6:10, o{ a]pe<qanen, 
o{ z ?̂,  and Gal. 2:20, o{ zw?, may be called adverbial.  In reality  
it reproduces the idea of the verb (cognate acc.).  Cf. Mk. 10:38 f. 
 (g) Attraction to the case of the antecedent. This is very com- 
mon in the N. T., especially in the writings of Luke. The  
papyri, even "the most illiterate of them,"3 show numerous ex- 
amples of attraction, "a construction at least as popular in late  
as in classical Greek." This applies to the LXX also. The MSS.  
naturally vary sometimes, some having attraction, others not.  
Indeed Blass4 finds this "always" in the passages in W. H. with- 
out attraction save in Heb. 8:2. Cf. h!n (h$j) in Mk. 13:19, o!n (&$)  
in Jo. 2:22; 4:50, etc.  On the whole attraction seems the more  
common. But this "idiomatic attraction of the relative" "occurs  
only twice in Matthew (18:19; 24:50) and once in Mark (7:13),"  
whereas it "is very common in Luke" (Plummer, Comm., p. li).  
The effect of "this peculiar construction" was to give "a sentence  
more internal unity and a certain periodic compactness."5  No  
instance of attraction of a nominative to an oblique case occurs  
in the N. T., though this idiom is found in the ancient Greek.6  
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 173.   2 P. 226. 
Moulton, Prol., p. 93. Attraction of the relative to the case of the ante- 
cedent is not unknown in Lat. Cf. Draeger, Hist. Synt., Bd. II, p. 507. Hom.  
shows only one instance. Middleton (Analogies in Synt., p: 19) considers  
analogy the explanation of the origin of attraction. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 173.    5 W.-Th., p. 163. 
 6 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 71; W.-Sch., p. 227, 
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It is usually the accusative case that is assimilated into another  
oblique case. Thus the accusative may be attracted into the gen- 
itive, as pra<gmatoj ou$ (Mt. 18:19), lo<gou ou$ (Jo. 15:20), pa<ntwn w$n   
(Ac. 1:1; 3:21; 22:10), diaqh<khj h$j (Ac. 3:25), e]paggeli<aj h$j   
(7:17), e]qnw?n w$n (7:45), pneu<matoj a[gi<ou ou$ (Tit. 3:6).  Cf. also 
Ac. 9:36; 22:10; 1 Cor. 6:19; 2 Cor. 10:8, 13; Eph. 1: 8; Heb.  
6:10; 9:20; Jas. 2:5.  In several instances it is the accusa- 
tive of the inner object that is attracted. Cf. Eph. 1:19 f.  So 
paraklh<sewj h$j parakalou<meqa (2 Cor. 1:4), xa<ritoj h$j e]xari<twsen  
(Eph. 1:6), klh<sewj h$j e]klh<qhte (4:1), fwnh?j h$j e]ke<kraca (Ac. 24:21),  
e@rgwn a]sebei<aj w$n h]se<bhsan (Ju. 15).1  There are examples also of  
the accusative attracted to the ablative. So e]k tw?n kerati<wn w$n 
(Lu. 15:16), e]k tou? u!datoj ou$ (Jo. 4:14), a]po> tw?n o]yari<wn w$n (21:10),  
e]k tou? pneu<matoj ou$ (1 Jo. 3:24).  Cf. Jo. 7:31.  Then again the 
assimilation of the accusative to the pure dative might have been  
expected, but curiously enough I find so far no example of it in  
the N. T. In 1 Cor. 7:39 there is an instance of the relative at-  
tracted from the accusative to the dative of an omitted antece- 
dent, e]leuqe<ra e]sti>n &$ qe<lei gamhqh?nai, unless gamhqh?nai be repeated,  
when &$ is the necessary case.  However, several examples occur  
where the accusative is attracted to the locative or the instru- 
mental. Instances of the locative are found in e]n h[me<r% ^$--e]n 
w!r% ^$ (Mt. 24:50.  This is not an instance of one preposition  
for antecedent and relative), e]pi> pa?sin oi$j (Lu. 2:20; 9:43; 24:25),  
e]n t&? o]no<mati< sou &$ (Jo. 17:11 f.),2 e]n—qli<yesin ai$j (Ac. 7:16), e]n 
a]ndri> &$ (17:31), e]pi> t&? lo<g& &$ (20:38), e]pi> t ?̂ a]kaqarsi<% ^$ (2 Cor.  
12:21), e]pi> e@rgoij a]gaqoi?j oi$j (Eph. 2:10),2 e]n t&? mnh<mati &$ (2 Th.  
1:4), e]n t&? pothri<& &$ (Rev. 18:6).  This is probably true also  
of 1 Cor. 7:20, e]n t ?̂ klh<sei $̂ e]klh<qh, where h!n would have been the 
cognate accusative.3  For attraction to the instrumental see para- 
do<sei $̂ (Mk. 7:13), do<c^ $̂ (Jo. 17:5, but W. H. have h!n in margin),  
shmei<oij oi$j (Ac. 2:22), qusi<aij ai#j (Heb. 10:1, but W. H. as).  In  
a few instances it is an open question whether we have attraction 
or not.  Thus in Jo. 13:5, t&? lenti<& &$ h#n diezwsme<noj, either the in- 
strumental &$ or the accusative o! (cf. Jo. 21:7) is correct.  In Ac. 
9:17, e]n t ?̂ o[d&? $̂ h@rxou, the cognate accusative h!n is possible, though 
the locative originally is more likely. In 1 Th. 3:9, e]pi> pa<s^ t ?̂ 
xar%? $̂ xai<romen, a cognate accusative was possible (h!n) attracted 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 174; Moulton, Prol., p. 93. 
 2 But in W.-Sch. (p. 225) ois is held to be essential to the structure. For  
attraction in John see Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 298, 
 3 But see per contra W.-Sch., p. 223. 
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to the locative or an original instrumental. In Col. 1:23, tou? eu]- 
aggeli<ou ou$ h]kou<sate, either the accusative or the genitive might  
occur with a]kou<w.  But in 2 Tim. 1:13, lo<gwn w!n par ] e]mou? h@kousaj,  
the accusative was almost certainly the original form.1  Cf. Ac.  
1:4 h{n h]kou<sate< mou.  Plummer (On Luke, p. li) notes that this  
attraction in Luke is particularly frequent after pa?j (Lu. 2:20;  
3:19; 9:43, etc.).  In Lu. 5:9, e]pi> t ?̂ a@gr% tw?n i]xqu<wn w$n ( $̂) 
sune<labon, the attraction in some MSS. is to the locative, in others  
to the genitive. 
 A few instances are found in the N. T. where the attraction is  
from some other case than the accusative. A clear case of a loca- 
tive assimilated to a genitive appears in Ac. 1:22, e!wj th?j hpme<raj h$j 
a]nelh<mfqh.  This is in accord with the ancient Greek idiom.  The  
very same construction appears in the LXX (Lev. 23:15.  Cf.  
Bar. 1:19).  In 1 Tim. 4:6  A reads didaskali<aj $̂ parhkolou<qhkaj, 
but the rest have h$j.  A dative has been attracted into the geni- 
tive along with incorporation and the preposition in Ro. 4:17, 
kate<nanti ou$ e]pi<steusen qeou?= kate<nanti tou? qeou? $̂ e]pi<steusen. So the 
phrase a]f ] h$j (Ac. 24:11; 2 Pet. 3:4, but Lu. 7:45 w!raj) is an ab- 
breviation of etc, a]f ] h[me<raj $̂ (locative attracted to ablative).  In  
Ac. 20:18 we actually have a]po> prw<thj h[me<raj a]f ] h$j e]pe<bhn, but 
as a point of departure (ablative) rather than a point of location  
(locative).  Cf. also a]f ] h$j h[me<raj (Col. 1:6, 9) where the incorpo- 
ration resolves itself into a]f ] h[me<raj $̂.  So likewise a@xri h$j h[me<raj 
(Mt. 24:38; Lu. 1:20; 17:27; Ac. 1:2) really comes from a@xri 
h[me<raj $̂ (locative to genitive).  In Heb. 3:9 a can be regarded as  
adverb 'where' or as relative 'wherewith' (marg. of the Ameri- 
ican Revision).  If it is relative, &$ was probably the unattracted  
form (instrumental to genitive like peirasmou?).  In Mk. 10:38 f.,  
to> ba<ptisma o{ bapti<zomai, the relative is in the cognate accusative  
retained with the passive verb.2  See further chapter on Cases. 
 (5) Inverse attraction.  What is called inverse attraction is due  
to the same tendency to identify antecedent and relative, only the  
assimilation is that of the antecedent to the relative. In itself this  
phenomenon is no more peculiar than the other. Plato„ who  
uses the ordinary attraction very often, seldom has inverse attrac- 
tion (Cleef, De Attractionis in Enuntionibus Rel. Vsv Platonico,  
pp. 44-46).  No inverse attraction is found in Pisidian Greek  
(Compernass, De Serm. Gr., p. 13). The examples are not very  
numerous in the N. T., but the ancient Greek amply supports the 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 225. Hort in note to text says:  "w$n probably a primitive  
error for o{n."     2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 226 f. 
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idiom.1  One example, li<qon o{n a]pedoki<masan, occurs in Mt. 21:42;  
Mk. 12:10= Lu. 20:17.  It is from the LXX (Ps. 118:22).  In  
1 Pet. 2:7 W. H. read Mos. Cf. also Lu. 1:73, o!rkon o{n w@msen, 
which might have been o!rkou ou$ after mnhsqh?nai.2  See also 1 Cor. 
10:16, to>n a#rton o{n klw?men.  Hence also to> poth<rion o{ eu]logou?men, of 
verse 16.  If o!n is a part of the text (not W. H.) in Ac. 10:36, we  
have to>n lo<gon o!n.3  Sometimes anacoluthon occurs also as in pa?n 
r[h?ma a]rgo>n o!—peri> au]tou?, Mt. 12:36; pa?j o{j e]rei?—a]feqh<setai au]t&?, 
Lu. 12:10; panti> &$ e]do<qh—zhthqh<setai par ] au]tou?, 12:48; pa?n o{ 
de<dwken—e]c au]tou?, Jo. 6:39;  pa>n o{ de<dwkaj au]t&? dw<sei au]toi?j, 17:2. 
In 2 Cor. 12:17, mh< tina w$n – di ] au]tou?, we have anacoluthon, but  
not attraction.  In Mt. 25:24,  suna<geij o!qen ou] diesko<rpisaj, we  
have e]kei?qen o!pou shortened to o!qen.  There is not inverse attrac- 
tion in ou]dei>j o!j (1 Cor. 6:5) since e@ni precedes ou]dei<j. 
 (e) Incorporation.  But the most striking instance of this close  
unity between antecedent and relative is the incorporation of the  
antecedent into the relative clause with identity of case. I count  
54 such examples in Moulton and Geden.4  They are fairly well  
distributed through the different portions of the New Testament. 
1) The simplest form of such incorporation is where no change of 
case is required. Thus Lu. 24:1, fe<rousai a{ h[toi<masan a]rw<mata; Jo. 
6:14, i]do<ntej a{ e]poi<hsen shmei?a (W. H.); Mt. 7:2, e]n &$ ga>r kri<mati 
kri<nete kriqh<sesqe, kai> e]n &$ me<tr& metrei?te metrhqh<seati u[mi?n= Mk. 4: 
24 = Lu. 6:38; Mt. 24:44, ^$ ou] dokei?te w!r%=Lu. 12:40 (not Mt.  
24:50).  For further examples of this simple incorporation see  
Mt. 23:37 = Lu. 13:34 (the set phrase, adverbial accusative, o{n 
tro<pon), so also Ac. 1:11; 7:28; 15:11; 27:25; Mk. 2:19 (o!son 
xro<non; but not Lu. 12:46= Mt. 24:50); Lu. 17:29 f.; Jo. 9:14; 
11:6; 17:3; Ac. 7:20; 25:18; probably 26:7; Ro. 2:16; 7:  
19; 9:24 (ou!j—h[ma?j note); 16:2; Ph. 3:18 (but probably only  
predicate accusative like Mk. 15:12); 2 Tim. 1:6 (di ] h!n).  In 
1 Jo. 2:25 there is not exactly incorporation, but apposition to  
the relative.  In Lu. 8:47; Ac. 22:24 and Heb. 2:11 the case  
is the same also, but the preposition would have been needed  
only with the relative. Cf. Phil. 10; 2 Tim. 1:12; Heb. 13:11.  
See w$n—ponhrw?n, Ac. 25:18, where there is incorporation and  
attraction to the case of the antecedent. The same thing is true 
 
 1 Cf. Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 71. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175. 
 3 Cf. Blass, ib., and Comm. on Acts in loco. 
 4 This is more than "occasional," as Blass says (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 174).  
He rightly notes the absence of the article. 
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of Rev. 17:8, where blepo<ntwn agrees with w$n.  In Heb. 13:11,  
w$n zw<wn—tou<twn, the substantive is incorporated, but the demon- 
strative is repeated afterwards. Cf. also o{--au]to> tou?to (Gal. 2:10). 
It is possible that Ro. 4:17 belongs here, the preposition kate<nanti,  
being understood twice. The same thing may be true of Lu. 1:4, 
peri> w$n kathxh<qhj lo<gwn th>n a]sfa<leian (either lo<gwn [or peri> lo<gwn]  
peri> w$n or peri> lo<gwn ou!j). 
 2) But sometimes besides incorporation there has resulted a  
change of case also. The antecedent may be drawn into the case  
of the relative (cf. inverse attraction)  as in Mk. 6:16, o!n e]gw> a]pe- 
kefa<lisa  ]Iwa<nhn ou$toj h]ge<rqh.  Here the demonstrative pronoun is  
resumptive. The change is made from nominative to accusative.  
The same thing is true of the spurious passage in Jo. 5:4, 4.)  
dh<pote katei<xeto nosh<mati (change from genitive to instrumental).  
This is probably true of Ac. 21:16, a@gontej par ] &$ cenisqw?men Mna<- 
swni< tini Kupri<&.  The resolution of this passage is not certain,  
but it may be a@gontej Mna<swna par ] &$ (change from accusative  
to locative).1  But pro>j Mna<swna may be correct. 
 In Ro. 6:17, u[phkou<sate ei]j o{n paredo<qhte tu<pon didaxh?j, the  
resolved form would probably be tu<p& didaxh?j ei]j o{n paredo<qhte. In Heb.  
7:14, ei]j h{n fulh<n, the substantive would have been in apposition  
with e]c  ]Iou<da (the ablative).  In Heb. 10:10 e]n &$ qelh<mati the ac- 
cusative to> qe<lhma is present in the preceding sentence.  The same  
thing is true of 1 Pet. 1:10, peri> h$j swthri<aj (swthri<an just before). 
In 2 Cor. 10:13 we have in the same sentence the substantive re- 
peated (once incorporated and attracted to the case of the relative,  
but the relative itself attracted to the case of kano<noj), kata> to> me<tron 
tou? kano<nouj ou$ e]me<risen h[mi?n o[ qeo>j me<trou. 
 3) In a few instances the attraction has been that of the relative  
to the case of the antecedent, transferred to the relative clause.  
See Ac. 25:18, w$n e]gw> u[peno<oun ponhrw?n.  For examples with prepo- 
sitions (see chapter on Prepositions) note:  peri> pa<ntwn w$n e]poi<shen 
ponhrw?n (Lu. 3:19), peri> paw?n w$n ei#don duna<mewn (19:37), where  
the incorporation is only partial. It is clear therefore that in  
the great majority of instances there is no change of case re- 
quired. Very many also are set phrases like o{n tro<pon, $̂ w!r%, $̂ 
h[me<r%, di ] h{n ai]ti<an, etc.  For presence of the antecedent see Jo.  
16:17 f. 
 7. Absence of Antecedent.  It so often happens that the rela- 
tive has no antecedent that it calls for special consideration. 
  
 1 Thompson (Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 71 f.) finds this change only in the acc.  
But this is not Attic. 
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The clause indeed often becomes a substantive rather than an  
adjective clause.   !Oj thus occurs in general statements as in Mt.  
10:14; 23:16, 18 (cf. also pa?j o!j, Lu. 12:48; 14:33; Ac. 2:21;  
Gal. 3:10).  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 173) gives a large number  
of such instances of the general or indefinite use of o!j.  So as o!j e@xei 
w#ta a]kou<ein a]koue<tw (Mk. 4:9), where the relative clause is the sub- 
ject of a]koue<tw.  This is the indefinite relative.  Cf. Mk. 4:25.  
Here the relative and the antecedent (if expressed) are in the same 
case (nominative).  Cf. 1 Cor. 15:10, ei]mi< o! ei]mi; Lu. 9:50, etc. 
Both may be in the accusative as in o{ de> u[mi?n le<gw pa?sin le<gw (Mk.  
13:37), mh> ei]dw>j o{ le<gei (Lu. 9:33).  Cf. Mk. 15:12; Lu. 11:6;  
Jo. 1:45; 6:29; 19:37, etc.  But the relative may be in the ac- 
cusative when the antecedent would have been in the nominative.  
So o{ lalei? gi<netai (Mk. 11:23).  Cf. Jo. 1:26; 4:18, etc. 
 So both may be examples of the genitive, as suggenh>j w}n ou$ a]pe<- 
koyen Pe<troj to> w]ti<on (Jo. 18:26) where ou$= tou<tou ou$.  So in 1 Cor. 
7:1 peri> w$n=peri> tou<twn (or pragma<twn) peri> w$n.  But in a@xri ou$ 
(Rev. 2:25) we really have a@xri kairou? &$ (or e]n &$).  In Lu. 23:41,  
a@cia w$n e]pra<camen, the resolution is tou<twn a! (gen. and acc.).  So in  
Jo. 17:9 peri> w$n de<dwkaj=peri> tou<twn ou!j.  In Ac. 21:24  
xhntai peri> sou? ou]de<n=tou<twn a!, etc.  Exactly so w$n in Lu. 9:36; 23: 
14; Ac. 8:24; 22:15; 25:11; Ro. 15:18; 2 Cor. 12:17. In Ac. 
26:16, ma<rtura w$n te ei#de<j me w$n te o]fqh<somai< soi, it is the second 
w$n that gives trouble.  The antecedent would be tou<twn and the  
relative before attraction either a (ace. of general reference) or  
oi$j (locative or instrumental). In Ro. 4:7 w$n has as its unex- 
pressed antecedent ou$toi.  CF. also Ac. 13:25.  In Mt. 6:8 (so  
Jo. 13:29), w$n xrei<an, the antecedent would be in the accusative.  
So also peri> w$n.   Ac. 24:13.  In Lu. 17:1 di ] ou$ is resolved into tou<t& 
di ] ou$ (dative).  In Ro. 10:14, pw?j pisteu<swsin ou$ ou]k h@kousan, we  
probably have ou$=ei]j tou?ton (or tou<t&) ou$. 
 The examples of the ablative are not many.  See Jo. 7:31  
where w$n after plei<ona shmei?a is to he resolved into tou<twn a! (abl.  
and acc.).  So in Ac. 26:22 e]kto>j w$n= e]kto>j tou<twn a!.  In Heb. 5:8  
a]f ] w$n= a]po> tou<twn a!, while in 2 Cor. 2:3 a]f ] w$n = a]po> tou<twn a]f ] w$n. 
Cf. Lu. 6:34, par ] w$n;  1 Cor. 10:30.  In Ac. 13:39, a]po> pa<ntwn w$n,  
the one preposition covers both ablatives. 
 For the dative I note oi$j de<dotai (Mt. 19:11), where the antece- 
dent like pa<ntej would have been in the nominative.  Cf. Lu. 7:43,  
47 &$;  Ro. 15:21 oi$j and 2 Pet. 1:9 &$.  In 1 Cor. 7:39, &$ qe<lei 
gamhqh?nai, the antecedent would have been in the dative also.  
So also 2 Cor. 2 : 10 &$;  Ro. 6:16 &$ twice.  In 2 Tim. 1.12, oi#da &$ 
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pepi<steuka, it is the accusative rather followed by dative, au]ton &$. 
In Mt. 20:23 (Mk. 10:40) the antecedent of oi$j is probably  
tou<twn.  In Ro. 10:14 the antecedent of ou$ would be tou<t&. 
 Some few examples of the locative appear also. Cf. e]f ] oi$j, Ro.  
6:21, where the antecedent would have been e]pi> tou<toij.  So Ro.  
2:1 and 14:22 e]n &$ implies e]n tou<t& (cf. also 1 Pet. 2:12; 3:16),  
but not so verse 21 where e]n &$ refers to an involved ti or mhde<n.  In  
Ro. 7:6 e]n &$ may involve tou<t& e]n &$.  In Heb. 2:18 e]n &$ (=e]n 
tou<t& e]n &$) really has a causal force.  In Ph. 4:11 e]n oi$j=e]n tou< 
toij e]n oi$j, but in 2 Tim. 3:14 e]n oi$j=e]n tou<toij a{.  Cf. 2 Pet. 2:12  
(but tau?ta e]n oi$j may be correct). 
 I have noticed no examples of the instrumental. But great  
freedom and variety are manifest. 
 8. Prepositions with the Antecedent and Relative. The prep- 
osition may be used twice1 "in the case of a, sharper division of  
the relative clause." So ei]j th>n gh?n tau<thn, ei]j h!n, Ac. 7:4; a]po> 
prw<thj h[me<raj a]f ] h$j 20:18.  Then again the preposition may occur 
with the antecedent, but not with the relative, though implied,  
as in e]n panti> xro<n& &$ ei]sh?lqen Ac. 1:21.  So the margin in Ro.  
2:16 e]n hpme<r% ^$.  Cf. Lu. 1:25.  It is possible also so to under- 
stand e]n t^? o[d&? $̂ h@rxou Ac. 9:17.  But it is clearly true of a]po> pa<n- 
twn w$n, Ac. 13:39. 
 On the other hand the preposition may occur with the relative,  
but not with the antecedent. Thus e]kei<n^ t ?̂ w!r% e]n ^$, Jo. 4:53. 
When the antecedent is absent, the preposition may be the one  
common to both, as in a]f ] w$n (2 Cor. 2:3), or which belongs to only  
one.  Cf. par ] w$n (Lu. 6:34), e]f ] oi$j (Ro. 6:21), e]n oi$j (Ph. 4:11),  
u[pe>r ou$ (1 Cor. 10:30), e]n &$ (Ro. 14:22), as ei]j o!n (Ro. 10:14), peri> 
w$n (1 Cor. 7:1), etc.  This "one" may be the antecedent, as  
in the following examples, ei]j o!n (Jo. 6:29) =ei]j tou?ton o!n, peri> 
w$n (Jo. 17:9) = peri< tou<twn ou!j, u[pe>r a! (1 Cor. 4:6) =u[pe>r tau?ta 
a!, a]f ] w$n, (Heb. 5:8)= a]po> tou<twn a!, ei]j o!n (Jo. 19:37)= ei]j tou?ton o!n, 
etc.  Or the "one" may be the relative, as di ] ou$ (Lu. 17:1)= 
tou<t& di ] ou$, e]f ] o!n (Heb. 7:13)= ou$toj e]f ] o!n, etc. The use of  
prepositions is common in the same way with the relative and its  
incorporated antecedent. See e]n &$ kri<mati (Mt. 7:2), a@xri h$j 
h[me<raj (Lu. 1:20), di ] h{n ai]ti<an (Lu. 8:47), par ] &$--Mna<swni (Ac.  
21:16), ei]j o{n—tu<pon (Ro. 6:17), a]f ] h$j h[me<raj (Col. 1:9), peri> 
h$j swthri<aj (1 Pet. 1:10), etc. Cf. Ro. 16:2. 
 9. Relative Phrases. Some of the abbreviated prepositional  
clauses come to be used at the beginning of principal sentences 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 174. 
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like the free use of conjunctions and relatives.  Cf. Latin use of  
qui.  Cf. Draeger, Hist. Syntax, Bd. II, p. 512.  So a]nq ] w$n (Lu.  
12:3), e]n oi$j (12:1), dio< (Heb. 3:7), peri> w$n (1 Cor. 7:1), ou$  
xa<rin (Lu. 7:47), di ] h{n ai]ti<an (2 Tim. 1:6).  Cf. o!qen (Heb. 3:1). 
Indeed (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 228) e]n &$ may be here equal to 
tou<t& o!ti, a]nq ] w$n= a]nti> tou<twn o!ti, e]f ] &$=e]pi> tou<t& o!ti (2 Cor. 5:4), 
dio<ti (1 Th. 2:8)= dia> tou?to o!ti, e]f ] oi$j (Ro. 6:21), etc.  The tem- 
poral and causal use of the relative phrases is common. Cf. e]n 
&$ (Heb. 2:18).  Indeed kaqo< (Ro. 8:26) is kaq ] o!!j kaqo<ti (Ac. 2:45)  
is kaq ] o!ti, kaqa<per (Ro. 4:6) is kaq ] a!per. Cf. e]f ] o!son (Mt. 9:15),  
kaq ] o!son (Heb. 3:3). 
 Adverbs show the same phenomena as other relative forms.  
Thus in Ro. 5:20 ou$ has no antecedent.  In 1 Cor. 16:6  ou$= 
e]kei?se ou$.  So o!pou in Jo. 11:32 =e]kei?se o!pou and in Jo. 20:19  
=e]ntau?qa o!pou.  In 2 Sam. 14:15 o!= conjunction. 
 10. Pleonastic Antecedent.  The redundant antecedent incorpo- 
rated into the relative clause has attracted considerable attention.  
In Herodotus 4, 44 o{j—ou$toj occurs,1 and Blass2 cites Hyper.  
Eux. § 3, w$n—tou<twn.  But in ancient Greek it was a very rare  
usage.  In Winer-Schmiedel3 examples of pleonastic ou$toj are cited  
from Xenophon, Diodorus Siculus, Pausanias, Sophocles.  Pleo- 
nastic au]to<j appears in Aristophanes, Birds, 1237, oi$j qute<on au]toi?j. 
Reference also is made to Sophocles and Lucian.  In the LXX the  
idiom is extremely common, manifestly under the influence of  
the Hebrew Ol rw,xE (cf. Aramaic d;).  It "is found in all parts of  
the LXX and undoubtedly owes its frequency to the Hebrew  
original. But the fact that it is found in an original Greek work,  
such as 2 Macc. (xii, 27 e]n ^$ . . . e]n autt ?̂) and a paraphrase such  
as 1 Esdras (iii, 5, 9; iv, 54, 63; vi, 32), is sufficient to warrant its  
presence in the koinh<."4  For numerous examples of the idiom in  
the LXX see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 200, and Winer-Moulton, p. 185.  
Cf. also Conybeare and Stock, Selections, pp. 65 ff. As a matter  
of fact the examples are not very numerous in the N. T. It occurs 
several times in Rev. (3:8 h{n—au]th<n, 7:2 oi$j e]do<qh au]toi?j, 7:9 
o{n—au]to<n, 13:8 ou$--au]tou?, 20:8 w$n—au]tw?n).  Outside of the 
Apocalypse, which so strongly bears the influence of the LXX, the  
usage is infrequent. See Mt. 3:12, ou$ to> ptu<on e]n t ?̂ xeiri> au]tou?, an  
example hardly parallel as a matter of fact. But a clearer instance  
is Mk. 1:7 ( = Lu. 3:16 f.), ou$--au]tou?, and still more so 7:25, h$j 
ei#xe to> quga<trion au]th?j.  Cf. also oi!a—toiau<th (Mk. 13:19), oi$oj— 
  
 1 K.-G., II, p. 433.   3 P. ,201. Cf. also W.-M., p. 185. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175.  4 Mack., Gr. of 0. T. in Gk., p. 46. 
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thlikou?toj (Rev. 16:18), oi!a—ou!twj (Mk. 9:3), o!pou—e]kei? (Rev. 
12:6, 14), o!pou—e]p  ] au]tw?n, (Rev. 17:9).1  In Arc. 15:17, e]f ] ou{j— 
e]p ] au]tou<j, we have a quotation from the LXX (Amos 9:12).  "The  
N. T. examples are all from places where Aramaic sources are  
certain or suspected" (Moulton, Prol., p. 95). One almost wonders,  
after this admission, why Moulton, p. 94, seems so anxious to  
prove that the idiom in the N. T. is not a Hebraism. By his own  
admission it seems a practical Hebraism there, though the idiom  
had an independent development in the Greek. The early sporadic  
examples in the ancient Greek2 blossom out in the later Greek  
again and in the modern Greek become very common. Psichari3  
considers it rather far-fetched in Moulton to appeal to the modern  
Greek vernacular, o[ giatro>j pou? to>n e@steila, ‘the doctor whom I  
sent for,’ since the modern Greek vernacular just as readily uses  
pou? without au]to<n.  Psichari complains that Thumb4 also has  
not explained clearly this idiom. But Psichari, believes that the  
idiom existed in the vernacular koinh< (and so fell in readily with  
the Hebrew usage) and has persisted to the present day. He  
considers5 the example from a papyrus of the third century A.D.  
(P.Oxy. I, 117,15) decisive, e]c w$n — e]c au]tw?n.  See also P. Amh. II,  
11, 26, o!per fanero>n tou?to e]ge<neto.  Moulton6 has given abundant ex- 
amples from Old English. So in Chaucer (Knightes Tale, 1851 f.): 
      " Namely oon,  
  That with a spore was thirled his brest-boon." 
 
He compares also the German der du bist.  Simcox7 cites vernacu- 
lar English "a thing which I don't like it." Evidently therefore  
the idiom has had independent development in various languages  
in the vernacular. According to Jannaris (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 353)  
the relative is in such cases regarded as "a mere, connective." 
 In Gal. 3:1, oi$j —e]n u[mi?n,  W. H. reject e]n u[mi?n.  In Gal. 2:10, o{—  
au]to> tou?to, we have the intensive use of au]to<, but tou?to is pleonastic.  
In 1 Pet. 2:24, o{j —au]to<j, we have again intensive au]to<j. 
 11. The Repetition of o!j.  Winer8 rightly remarks that it is a  
misapprehension of the Greek genius to expect the relative rather  
than au]to<j or ou$toj in a case like Jo. 1:7; Lu. 2:36; 19:2; Ac. 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175; Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 59. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175, cites ou$ h[ pnoh> au]tou?, from Clem. Cor. 21. 9.  
 3 Essai sur le grec de la Sept., p. 182. 
 4 Hellen., p. 128. 
 5 Cf. also Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 353.   6 Prol., p. 94.  
 7 Lang. of the N. T., p. 59. Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p.1113. 
 8 W.-M., p. 186. 
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10:36.  The old Greek could, and commonly did,1 use ou$toj or  
more usually au]to<j with kai< to continue the narrative.  Blass2  
rather curiously calls it "negligent usage."  Cf. Lu. 13:4, e]f ] ou{j 
e@pesen o[ pu<rgoj kai> a]pe<kteinen au]tou<j; 1 Cor. 8:6, e]c ou$--kai> ei]j auto<n 
and di ] ou$ — kai> di ] au]tou? (cf. Heb. 11:4); 2 Pet. 2:3, oi$j — kai> 
au]tw?n; Rev. 17:2, meq ] h$j — kai> au]th?j.  In Lu. 17:31 kai> o[ occurs  
rather than kai> au]to<j.  Cf. Jo. 13:24.  In Jo. 1:33, e]f ] o{n –kai> e]p ]  
au]to<n, the repetition of the relative would have been impracticable.  
But in 1 Cor. 7:13 Paul might very well have written h!tij—kai> 
o!j rather than kai> ou$toj (a sort of parenthesis).  It is common,3 
also, to have neither the relative repeated nor the demonstrative. 
So o!j ge tou? i]di<ou ui[ou? ou]k e]fei<sato, a]lla> u[pe>r h[mw?n pa<ntwn  
pare<dwken au]to<n, (Ro. 8:32).  Cf. Ph. 4:9.  
 But the relative may be repeated. A good many such examples  
occur in the N. T.  Kai< may be used, as w$n kai> w$n (Ro. 4:7).  Cf. 
also ou$— &$ kai< (Ac. 27:23) and w$n te –w$n te — (Ac. 26:16).  Cf. 
1 Cor. 15:1 f., o{--o{ kai> -- e]n &$ kai> -- di ] ou$ kai>.  See Jo. 21:20. 
But examples occur also of the repetition of the relative with- 
out any conjunction, as in o{j — o{n— par ] ou$ (Ac. 24:6).  See 1 Cor.  
4:17.  Cf. o!sa –o!sa, etc. (Ph. 4:8).  This repetition of o!j is  
specially frequent in Paul. Cf. Col. 1:24, 28 f.; Eph. 3:11 f.; 1  
Cor. 2:7 f., though it is not exactly "peculiar" to him (Winer- 
Moulton, p. 209).  In 1 Jo. 1:1 o{ is repeated without conjunction  
three times, while in verse 3 o{ is not repeated with the second  
verb. In 1 Pet. 1: 6-12 four sentences begin with a relative. In 
Ro. 9:4 f. we have oi!tinej — w$n— w$n — kai> e]c w$n. 
 The use of a]nq ] w$n o!sa together (Lu. 12:3) finds abundant par- 
allel in the LXX, easily falling in with the Hebrew construction4  
with rw,xE.  Thus a double relative occurs. 
 In Ro. 4:21 the conjunction of o!ti o! is merely accidental; but  
that is not true of o! — o!ti in 1 Jo. 4:3.  Cf. also oi$on o!ti in Ro. 9:6. 
 12. A Consecutive Idea. This may be implied in o!j.  Thus in  
Lu. 7:4, a@cioj e]stin &$ pare<c^ tou?to. One is reminded of qui in  
Latin.5  Cf. also ti<j e]stin ou$toj o!j kai> a[marti<aj a]fi<hsin; (Lu. 7:49).  
A particularly good example is 1 Cor. 2:16, ti<j ga>r e@gnw nou?n 
kuri<ou, o{j sunbiba<sei au]to<n;  See chapter XIX, Mode. 
 13. Causal.  !Oj may also introduce a causal sentence. So o!j  
 
 1 Bernhardy, p. 304; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 354; Jelf, 833.2; K.-G., II,  
p. 432.       2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175, 
 3 "Normal" indeed. Thompson, Synt., p. 70.  
 4 Thack., Gr. of 0. T. in Gk., p. 25. 
 5 Cf. Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 369. 
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ge in Ro. 8:32.  Cf. Latin quippe qui.  This is perfectly regular 
in ancient Attic. Cf. Thompson, Syntax of Attic Greek, p. 374. 
See also chapter XIX, Mode. 
 14. In Direct Questions.  The passage in Mt. 26:50, e[tai?re, 
e]f ] o{  pa<rei, is the only one in the N. T. where such a construction is 
possible. There is no doubt as to the occasional use of o!stij 
(see (e), 9), o[po<soj, o[po<teroj, o!pwj in direct questions in the ancient 
Greek. For examples see Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 473 f. See 
further chapter XIX, Mode. This double use of relative pronouns 
is on a par with the double use of interrogative stems (cf. indefi- 
nite) so common in the Indo-Germanic tongues.1 The Latin qui 
and quis are kin in root and usage. Moulton2 rightly considers it 
“superfluous to say that this usage cannot possibly be extended to 
direct question." Winer3 explained the "misuse" as belonging to 
late Greek. A few examples4 of o!j in a direct question do occur. So 
in Euseb., P. E. vi, 7: 257 d, Gaisford edition, w$n e!neka; Just., Cohort.  
5 (p. 253 A), di ] h{n ai]ti<an — prose<xeij  [Omh<r&;  Apophth., 105 C,  
 ]Arse<nie, di ] o{ e]ch?lqej.  Certainly the idiom was chiefly in the ver- 
nacular and rare even there. Blass5 conjectures a slip in the text, 
ai#re having been changed to e[tai?re, and Chrysostom had an  
imperative in his text. We may suppose "a rather harsh ellipsis"  
of the principal verb and treat it as an ordinary relative.6    !Oj may  
indeed here be demonstrative as suggested by Noah K. Davis.7 
There was undoubtedly in the later Greek considerable confusion  
in the use of the relatives and the interrogatives. It is not im- 
possible for o!j here to be interrogative. That is as much as one 
can at present say.  Blass thought it "quite incredible." 
 15. In Indirect Questions.  Here the matter is much clearer. 
Even Blass8 admits that "relatives and interrogatives become  
confused in Greek as in other languages." In the classical lan- 
guage o!j (still more o!stij) is "frequently" so employed.  This use  
comes from Homer on down and occurs in Aristophanes, Sophocles,  
Herodotus, Xenophon, Plato, Lysias. Thucydides9 uses it side  
by side with o!stij.  The papyri have it as Moulton has shown.10  
 
 1 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gr., p. 74. 
 2 Prol., p. 93.     3 W.-M., p. 208. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 331; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 474. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 176.  6 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 68. 
 7 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 178. 
 8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175. 
 9 Thompson, Synt., p. 74. Cf. also Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 473; Moulton,  
Prol., p. 93. 
 10 Prol., p. 93; Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 441. 
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Cf. fra<zontej e]n h$i kw<mhi oi]kou?sin, R. L. 29 (iii/B.C.); fronti<saj di ] w$n 
dei? tau?ta e]rgasqh?nai, P.P. ii. 37 (ii/B.C.).  It is a little surprising, 
however, to find Blass1 saying that this usage "is wanting in the  
N. T."  W. F. Moulton2 in his footnote gives undoubted examples  
of o!j in indirect questions after verbs of knowing, declaring, etc.  So 
oi#den—w$n xrei<an e@xete, Mt. 6:81;  a]paggei<late a{ a]kou<ete, 11:4; 
ei]dui?a o{ ge<gonen,  Mk. 5:33; a]ne<gnwte o{ e]poi<hsen, Lu. 6:3 (cf. Mt. 12:3  
ti<); mh> ei]dw>j o{ le<gei<, 9:33;  di ] h{n ai]ti<an h!yato au]tou? a]ph<ggeilen, 8:47  
(cf. Ac. 22:24); dida<cei u[ma?j a! dei? ei]pei?n, 12:12.  But not 2 Tim. 1:12.  
And then in 1 Tim. 1:7 we find a{ le<gousin and peri> ti<nwn diabe- 
baiou?ntai used side by side after mh> noou?ntej.  Cf. also Jo. 18:21. 
One may compare3 also Lu. 11:6, ou]k e@xw o{ paraqh<sw au]t&?, with 
Mk. 8:2 (Mt. 15:32), ou]k e@xousin ti< fa<gwsin. See also w[j i]a<qh 
in Lu. 8 : 47, and note w[j in Lu. 23:55; 24:35, not to mention 
o!soj, o[poi?oj. 
 16. The Idiom ou]dei<j e]stin o!j.  It occurs in the N. T., as Mk.  
9:39; 10:29; Lu. 1:61; 18:29; 1 Cor. 6:5.  For ou]dei<j e]stin o{j 
ou] see Mt. 10:26 (cf. Lu. 8:17).  Here one is reminded of the old  
idiom ou]dei>j o!stij.  Mayser (Grammatik, p. 310) calls attention to 
the papyri use of o!n=o! after analogy of  tosou?to(n). Cf. ti<j—o{j ou] 
in Ac. 19:35.  The N. T. does not use4 e@stin o!j, ei]si>n oi!=ti>j, tine<j. 
 (e)   !Ostij. 
 1. Varied Uses.  The form is, of course, merely o!j and tij.  But  
we have seen a variety of uses of o!j, and tij likewise is not entirely  
uniform. Hence the combination cannot be expected to be so. 
 2. The Distinction between o!j and o!stij.  It was not ironclad  
in the ancient language, as may be seen by reference to the Epic,  
Ionic, Attic poets, and to Herodotus (once Thucydides).5   Blass6  
finds that the distinction between them is no longer regularly  
preserved in the N. T., least, of all in Luke, best of all in Paul.  
Moulton7 finds some examples in the papyri of o!stij in the sense  
of o!j, but doubts if the two relatives are ever absolutely convert- 
ible and thinks that on the whole the classical distinction remains  
undisturbed, though sometimes during the koinh< period it had worn  
rather thin.8  But Jannaris9 holds that o!stij, having a wider scope 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p.1175.  3  W.-Sch., p. 237. 
 2 W.-M., p. 207 f.   4 Ib., p. 236. 
 5 Cf. Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 69, for the exx. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 172 f. 
 7 Prol., p. 91. 
 8 Ib.; Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 441 f. 
 9 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 352. 
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than o!j, in postclassical times was used indiscriminately for o!j.  
He is supported by Kaelker about Polybius.1  But in the vernacu- 
lar modern Greek o!ti is alone common, other forms of o!stij being  
rare, though o!tinoj and o!tinwn are found (Thumb Handb., p. 93 f.).  
Kruger2 calls o!j "objective" and o!stij "qualitative and generic."  
W. F. Moulton3 defines o!stij as properly indicating the class or  
kind to which an object belongs. But no exact parallel can be  
drawn nor uniform distinction preserved. Each has its own his- 
tory. Jebb4 takes o!stij to refer to class in ancient Greek and hence  
is either indefinite or causal. In the modern Greek it is still in- 
definite, but has also in the vernacular displaced o!j in the mascu- 
line and feminine nominative. In the LXX o@stij is less frequent  
than o!j and is almost confined to the nominative and accusative.5  
In the papyri6 it is less frequent than o!j and is usually in the nom- 
inative as in the N. T. (Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154). 
 3. The Indefinite Use.  This is, as a matter of fact, still the  
least frequent in the N. T. There are about 27 of the indef- 
inite and 120 of the definite use (Scott). Cf. o!stij se> r[api<zei ei]j 
th>n decia>n siago<na (Mt. 5:39), o!stij a]rnh<shtai< me (10:33), o!ti a}n 
ai]th<shte (Jo. 14:13), o!stij e]a>n $̂ (Gal. 5:10).  Thus it is used with  
indicative or subjunctive, with or without a@n (e]a<n).  Cf. Mt. 13:12.  
In Mk. 8:34 ei@ tij does not differ very greatly from o!stij.  Cf.  
also e]a<n mh<, Mk. 10:30.  Pa?j o!stij is, of course, indefinite also.  Thus  
Mt. 7:24;  pa?n o! ti e]a>n poih?te (Col. 3:17), etc. For pa?sa yuxh> h!tij a@n 
see Ac. 3:23 (LXX).  In P. Par. 574 (iii/A.D.) note o!stij pot ] ou#n ei#. 
 4. The Definite Examples.  These are partly causal clauses. Some  
indeed seem merely descriptive. Thus Mt. 7:15, tw?n yeudoprofhtw?n 
o!tinej e@rxontai.  Cf. also Mt. 7:26; 13:52; 21:33, etc.  The value  
of the pronoun sometimes does not differ greatly from oi$oj and ex- 
presses quality. Thus eu]nou?xoi oi!tinej, Mt. 19:12; a@lloij gewrgoi?j 
oi!tinej, 21:41; parqe<noij ai!tinej, 25:1, etc.  Once indeed we actu- 
ally have toiau<th h!tij (1 Cor. 5:1).  Cf. also potaph> h[ gunh> h!tij (Lu.  
7:39).  See also Gal. 4:24, 26.  Then again it may be merely 
explanatory as in gunai?kej pollai>--ai!tinej h]kolou<qhsan t&?   ]Ihsou? 
(Mt. 27:55).  Cf. Mk. 15:7; Lu. 12:1; Col. 3:5; Rev. 11:8,  
etc.  This use of o!stij is particularly frequent with proper names. 
 
 1 Quest., p. 245 f. 
 2 Gr., p. 139. For the confusion between o!j and o!stij see also Brug.,  
Griech. Gr., p. 558 f. 
 3 W.-M., p 209, n. 3, where a very helpful discussion occurs. 
 4 V. and D., Handb. to Mod. Gk., p. 302. 
 5 Thack., Gr., p. 192.   6 Mayser, Gr., p. 310. 
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So Lu. 2:4, ei]j  po<lin Dauei>d h!tij kalei?tai Bhqlee<m.  Cf. also Lu. 
8:26; Ac. 16:12, etc.  Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 303, takes the ex- 
planatory or illustrative examples= 'now he,' one that.'  Moul- 
ton1 points out that o!stij at the beginning of a parable (cf. Mt.  
20:1) is really a type and so appropriate.  In an example like 
Lu. 1:20, toi?j lo<goij mou oi!tinej plhrwqh<sontai, Moulton takes it to 
be 'which for all that' (almost adversative), while in Lu. 10:42 
h!tij ou]k a]faireqh<setai au]th?j= ‘and it shall not be taken away from 
her.’ There is no doubt about the causal use of o!stij (cf. qui and 
quippe qui).  See Jo. 8:53,  ]Abraa>m o!stij a]pe<qanen (‘seeing that he  
died'); Ac. 10:47, oi!tinej to> pneu?ma to> a!gion e@labon (‘since they re- 
ceived the Holy Spirit’).  Cf. also Ac. 7:53; Ro. 2:15; 6:2; Heb.  
8:6; 10:35; Eph. 3:13; Ph. 4:3; Col. 3:5; Jas. 4:14; 1 Pet.  
2:11, etc. 
 5. Value of o!j?  It is a matter of dispute whether in the N. T.,  
as usually in modern Greek, o!stij has come already to have merely  
the force of o!j.  There are undoubted examples where it is equal  
to o!sper (‘which very’).  So Ac. 11:28, h!tij e]ge<neto, e]pi> Klaudi<ou.  
Cf. also Ac. 13:31; 16:16; 1 Cor. 3:17, etc. Blass2 goes further  
and finds o!stij in Luke purely in the sense of o!j.  He is supported  
by Jebb3 who says that "no natural interpretation can make it  
more in Lu. 2:4."  In Acts at any rate a fairly good case can be  
made out for this weakened sense of o!stij.  Cf. 8:14 f. Pe<tron kai>  
 ]Iwa<nhn oi!tinej, 12:10 th>n pu<lhn h!tij, 17:10.  See also Rev. 12:13. 
Moulton4 gives an exact parallel from the papyri for Mt. 27:62, 
t ?̂ e]pau<rion h!tij e]sti>n meta> th>n paraskeuh<n (au@rion h!tij e]sti>n ie). He 
quotes Hort also (Comm., 1 Pet. 2:11) in favour of the position  
that in some places in the N. T. no distinction can be drawn be- 
tween o!j and o!stij.  Blass5 denies that Paul uses o!stij as the equiv- 
alent of o!j.  I confess that I fail to see a great deal of difference  
between o!itinej and oi$j in Ro. 16:4,  oi!tinej and oi! in 16:7.  Cf.  
also o!j and h!tij in verses 5 f. 
 6. Case.  There is little here that calls for comment. We do  
not have attraction or incorporation. As a matter of fact only  
three cases occur (nom., gen., ace.).6  The stereotyped phrase 
 
 1 Prol., p. 92.   !Ostij as 'who indeed' is common in Pisidia. Cf. Comper- 
nass, De Serm. Grace., p. 13. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 173.   4 Prol., p. 91. 
 3 V. and D., Handb., p. 302.   5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 173. 
 6 The pap. show the same situation. Moulton, Cl. Rev., April, 1904, p. 154.  
Thus h!ntina BM 77 (viii/A.D.), o!ntina inscr. J.H.S., 1902, p. 349, e]c o!tou BM  
190 (iii/?), e!wj o!tou NP. 56 (iii/A.D.). 
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with e!wj and the genitive, e!wj o!tou, occurs five times.  Cf. Mt.  
5:25; Lu. 12:50 (Luke three times, Matthew and John once  
each).  This is the only form of the shortened inflection. The  
LXX once1 (2 Macc. 5:10) has h!stinoj, elsewhere o!tou . The accu- 
sative is found in the N. T. only in the neuter singular o!ti (absent  
from modern Greek).  But see (note 6, p. 728) occasional o!ntina 
and h!ntina in the papyri.  So Lu. 10:35, o!ti a]n prosdapanh<s^j. Cf.  
o!ti a@n, Jo. 2:5; 14:13; 15:16; o!ti e]a<n, Mk. 6:23; 1 Cor. 16:  
2 f.; Col. 3:17;  o!ti alone, Jo. 8:25; Ac. 9:6.  The other examples  
are all in the nominative.  In Ac. 9:6 the clause is nominative. 
 7. Number.  In general the number of o!stij agrees with that  
of the antecedent.  But in a few instances o!stij agrees with the  
predicate.  So with 1 Cor. 3:17, nao>j oi!tinej—u[mei?j, Eph. 3:13,  
qli<yesin h!tij—do<ca.  Cf. Ac. 16:12. 
 8. Gender. Likewise o!stij in general agrees with the antece- 
dent in gender.  So Eph. 1:22 f. e]kklhsi<a h!tij—to> sw?ma, Gal.  
4:24 mi<a h!tij-- !Agar.  Cf. Rev. 11:8.  But the gender of the  
predicate may be followed as in Ac. 16:12, Fili<ppouj (fem., H.  
Scott says, but Thayer has oi[) h!tij —po<lij; 1 Tim. 3:15, oi@k& 
qeou? — h!tij — e]kklhsi<a.  In Ph. 1:28, h!tij — e@ndeicij, the antece- 
dent is the general idea of the preceding clause. One example of  
o!ti is neuter singular (2 Cor. 3:14, o!ti e]n Xrist&? katargei?tai),  
and several times the neuter plural (Jo. 21:25, a!tina e]a>n gra<fh- 
tai).  So Gal. 4:24; 5:19.  Cf. the absence of the neuter in the  
modern Greek. The masculine and feminine, both singular and  
plural, are very frequent. Cf. Mt. 2:6; 7:15; Lu. 2:4; 23:  
55.  See further for number, gender and case, chapter X, VII, 
VIII, IX. 
 9. Direct Questions.  Examples of o!stij in direct questions are  
found in Aristophanes and Plato as quoted by Jannaris.2  An ex- 
ample of it occurs also in 1 Chron. 17:6, o!ti ou]k w]kodomh<sate< moi 
oi#kon ke<drinon; Here the Hebrew has hmAlA.   Cf. also 2 Ki. 8:14 
in AB, o!ti where other MSS. have ti<.  In Barn. Ep. c. 10 we have 
o!ti de> Mwu*sh?j ei@rhken; Vulgate has quare.3  Jannaris4 gives a 
number of instances for the later Greek.  And yet Blass5 calls it  
"quite incredible," a remark impossible to justify in the light of  
the facts. It is, indeed, unusual, but there is no a priori reason 
 
 1 Thack., Gr., p. 192.  2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 473.  
 3 Cf. W.-M., p. 208. 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 473. It is more usual in the second of two questions.  
Cf. Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 398. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 176. 
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why the N. T. writers could not occasionally use o!stij as a direct  
interrogative.  One may note also the use of el in a direct question.1   
The N. T. examples are all confined to o! ti.  In Mt. 7:14 o!ti is  
certainly merely causal, not exclamatory nor interrogative. In  
Mk. 2:16 o!ti (sec.) read by BL 33, is accepted by W. H. and  
Nestle as interrogative.  AC al. read ti< o!ti, while xD have dia> ti<.  
It is possible, to be sure, that o!ti may be an "abbreviation"2 or  
"ellipsis"3  for ti< o!ti.  But it is more probable that it is here re- 
garded as tantamount to an interrogative (ti< o!ti or dia> ti<).  Moul- 
ton (Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154) quotes o!ti ti< in B.U. 607 (ii/A.D.) gra<yon 
moi o!ti ti< e@pracaj.  But in Mk. 9:11 the Greek uncials all give the  
first o!ti.  This is all the more remarkable since the second o!ti is  
clearly a conjunction.  The Latin MSS. give variously quare, quia,  
quid, etc., and some Greek cursives pw?j ou#n.  'Why' is the natural  
and obvious idea.4  So in Mk. 9:28 o!ti is read by the great  
mass of MSS. (including xBCL), though AD and a number of  
others have dia> ti<, some even have o!ti dia> ti< (conflate reading), a  
few ti< o!ti.  In John 8:25 both W. H. and Nestle print as a ques- 
tion, Th>n a]rxh>n o!ti kai> lalw? u[mi?n;  The Latin versions have quod or  
quia.  It is a very difficult passage at best.  Th>n a]rxh>n o!ti may be  
taken to mean 'Why do I speak to you at all?' (th>n a]rxh<n = o!lwj).  
But there may be ellipsis,5  'Why do you reproach me that (o!ti)  
I speak to you at all?'  If necessary to the sense, o!ti may be  
taken here as interrogative.6  Moulton7 admits the N. T. use of  
o!stij in a direct question.  Recitative o!ti is even suggested in  
Winer-Schmiede1,8 but the occasional interrogative use of o!ti is  
sufficient explanation.  But the passage in Jo. 8:25 is more than  
doubtful.  Chrysostom takes o!ti there as relative, Cyril as causal.9 
 10. Indirect Questions.  In ancient Greek o!stij is exceedingly  
common in indirect questions, sharing the honours with ti<j.10  The  
astonishing thing about this use of o!stij is its almost entire ab- 
sence from the N. T. (cf. modern) Greek, where it is not used in  
this sense). No example has yet been shown from the papyri.  
Indeed the relative forms, the se-called indirect interrogatives,  
are not common in the N. T. in that sense. The direct interroga- 
 
 1 Lachmann, Praef., p. 43.  5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 176. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T., p. 176.  6 Simcox, Lang. of N. T., p. 68. 
 3 W.-M., p. 208.    7 Prol., p. 94. 
 4 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 68. 
 8 P. 238. The use of  o!ti ti< lends colour to the notion of recitative o!ti.  
 9 Abbott, Job. Gr., p. 143. 
 10 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 473. 
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tives are the rule in the N. T. in indirect questions.1  Only one  
instance of o!ti in an indirect question is found in the N. T., Ac. 
9:6, lalhqh<setai< soi o!ti se dei? poiei?n.  Even this reading, though 
supported by xABC, Blass2 rejects "in view of the general  
practice elsewhere," a needless conclusion. Why not call it a  
"literary" mark in Luke?    !Opwj is so used once (Lu. 24:20),  
o!pou not at all (not even Jo. 14:4), oi$oj in 1 Th. 1:5, and o[poi?oj   
only in 1 Cor. 3:13; Gal. 2:6; 1 Th. 1:9; Jas. 1:24. See  
further chapter XIX. 
 (f) Oi$oj. 
 1. Relation to o!j.  This correlative form is related to o!j as  
qualis is to qui. The antecedent toiou?toj is not, of course, always  
expressed.  But it is qualitative, and not a mere relative like o!j or  
even o!stij.  In the modern Greek the word has disappeared except  
the form o!gioj (o[ oi$oj)3 in the dialects and is rare (14 times) in  
the N. T. Mayser4 merely mentions it in his Grammatik d.  
griech. Papyri.  It is in the N. T. usually without toiou?toj, as  
in Mt. 24:21, but it is several times followed by toiou?toj, as in  
1 Cor. 15:48; 2 Cor. 10:11.  A rather unusual instance is oi$oj--  
thlikou?toj seismo>j ou!pw me<gaj (Rev. 16:18).  In 2 Cor. 12:20 oi$on   
is, of course, first person. So oi$oi 1 Th. 1:5. 
 2. Incorporation.  No instance of attraction occurs, but an ex- 
ample of incorporation is found in 2 Tim. 3:11, oi!ouj diwgmou>j 
u[ph<negka.  In Rev. 16:18 the addition of thlikou?toj ou!tw me<gaj  
after oi$oj is by way of explanatory apposition.  But in Mk. 13:19, 
oi!a ou] ge<gonen toiau<th, the incorporation is redundant after the  
fashion of o{n — au]to<n. 
 3. Indirect Question.5  Like o!j we have oi$oj so used.  Cf. 1 Th.  
1:5, oi@date oi$oi e]genh<qhmen.  In 2 Tim. 3:11 we may have an in- 
direct question also.  The Textus Receptus for Lu. 9:55 (D  
has poi<ou) has another instance of the use of oi$oj in an indirect 
question, ou]k oi@date oi!ou pneu<mato<j e]ste u[mei?j.  
 4. Number.  Oi$oj may agree in number with the predicate  
rather than the antecedent. So 1 Cor. 15:48, oi$oj — toiou?toi.  
Note the difference in the position of the negative in of ou]x oi!ouj and  
oi$on ou], 2 Cor. 12:20.  Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 179, calls to>n  
au]to>n—oi$on (Ph. 1:30) peculiar. 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175; W.-Sch., p. 236 f.; Viteau, Prop., pp.  
62 ff. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 87, 168; Thumb, Handb., p. 94. 
 4 P. 311.   5 Cf. K.-G., II, p. 439, for exx. in the older Gk. 
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 5. Oi$o<n te< e]stin.  The only example1 in the N. T. is in Ro. 9:  
6, ou]x oi$on de> o!ti, where note the absence of te.  It does not occur  
in exclamations. 
 (g)   [Opoi?oj. 
 I. Qualitative.  It corresponds td the interrogative poi?oj.  It  
is very rare in the N. T. (see Declensions), but occurs in modern  
Greek vernacular for 'whoever' (Thumb, p. 93). In the literary  
modern Greek o[ o[poi?oj, Jannaris2 thinks that the use of the article  
was due to the Italian il quale and the French lequel (cf. Old  
English the which), since educated scribes objected to the ver- 
nacular o!pou and pou?.3 
 2. Double Office.  Like oi$oj, o!soj and h[li<koj it has the double  
office of relative and indirect interrogative.4  Four of the N. T.  
instances are indirect questions (1 Cor. 3:13; Gal. 2:6; 1 Th.  
1:9; Jas. 1:24). In Gal. 2:6, o[poi?oi< pote, we have the indefinite  
form ('whatever kind').5  Note here the use of ti and o[poi?oi.  In  
1 Cor. 3:13 the antecedent is expressed and repeated by redun- 
dant au]to<. 
 3. Correlative.  Only one instance is correlative, Ac. 26:29,  
toiou<touj o[poi?oj.  Cf. qualiscumque.  Note here the difference in  
number. 
 (h)   !Osoj. 
 1. Quantitative.  It is found in the LXX like oi$oj and o[poi?oj6  
and survives in the modern Greek.7  There are a hundred and  
eight instances in the N. T. (W. H. text) which display great  
variety of usage. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 63) notes that in  
Philo o!soj is often equal to oi!. 
 2. Antecedent.  The presence of the antecedent is not common  
outside of pa<ntej o!soi (Ac. 5:36, 37), pa<nta o!sa (very common, as  
Mt. 7:12; 13:46; 18:25; Mk. 11:24, etc.), o!soi—ou$toi (also  
frequent, as Ro. 8:14; Gal. 6:12, etc.). Cf. o!soi—au]toi?j in Jo.  
1:12.  But in Mk. 3:28 o!sa has a[marth<mata and blasfhmi<ai as 
antecedents and naturally is neuter.  Cf. Ac. 3:24; 9:39; Rev.  
21:16.  It is common without antecedent both in the masculine  
(o!soi Mt. 14:36) and the neuter (o!sa Mk. 9:13). 
 3. Attraction.  This was possible in Jo. 6:11, e]k tw?n o]yari<wn 
 
 1 For a different explanation =ou] dh< pou e]kpept. see Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk.,  
p. 179.      2 Gk. Gr., p. 167. 
 3 V. and D., Handb., p. 303. 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 93. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 318. It is rare in anc. Gk. in this sense. K.-G.,  
II, p. 439. Cf. o!pwj Lu. 24:20. 
 6 Thack., Gr., p. 192.  7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Or., p. 168. 
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o!son h@qelon, but it does not occur.  In Lu. 11:8, dw<sei au]t&? o!swn 
xr <̂zei, the regular construction occurs.  In Winer-Schmiedel1 it  
is stated that attraction is found in the N. T. with o!soj.  I find  
no real examples outside of the few cases of incorporation now  
to be mentioned.2 
 4. Incorporation.  In Ac. 9:13 o!sa kaka< is an instance. Mk.  
2:19 has o!son xro<non.  The other examples (Ro. 7:1; 1 Cor.  
7:39; Gal. 4:1) are all instances of e]f ] o!son xro<non. 
 5. Repetition.  In Mk. 6:30 we have in W. H. o!sa kai> o!sa  
(not Tisch.).  But in Ph. 4:8 o!sa is repeated six times without  
kai<.  In Heb. 10:37 o!son o!son (LXX) is in imitation of the Hebrew  
in Hab. 2:3.  Cf. also Is. 26:20 and D on Lu. 5:3 where o!son  
o!son=o]li<gon of the other MSS.3  But that this is not an essential  
Hebraism, but a vernacular idiom in harmony with the Hebrew,  
is now clear.4 
 6. With a@n.  Note the use as an indefinite relative (Mk. 6:56;  
Lu. 9:5; Jo. 11:22; Ac. 2:39; 3:22, etc.) and with e]a<n (Mt.  
7:12; 18:18; 23:3; Mk. 3:28, etc.). 
 7. Indirect Questions.  The instances are fairly numerous. So  
a]kou<ontej o!sa poiei? (Mk. 3:8); a]pa<ggeilon o!sa—pepoi<hken (5:19).  
Cf. 5:20; Lu. 8:39; 9:10; Ac. 4:23; 2 Tim. 1:18, etc. 
 8. In Comparison.   !Oson (o!s&) is used in comparative sentences  
usually with tosou?to (tosou<t&).  Cf. Mk. 7:36; Heb. 1:4; 8:6;  
10:25. 
 9. Adverbial.  ]Ef ] o!son (Mt. 9:15; 25:40;. Ro. 7:1, etc.) and  
kaq ] o!son (Heb. 3:3; 7:20; 9:27) partake of the nature of con- 
junctions. 
 (i)   [Hli<koj.  This form was used to express both age and size.  
Hence the corresponding ambiguity of  h[liki<a.  Cf. for age Jo.  
9:21, for stature Mt. 6:27.  The pronoun is absent from the  
LXX, never very common, but survives in the literary modern  
Greek.5  It appears also in the papyri.6  Like the other relatives it  
might have had a double use in the N. T. (relative and indirect in- 
terrogative).  But the few examples are all indirect interrogatives: 
Col. 2:1  ei]de<nai h[li<kon a]gw?na e@xw, Jas. 3:5 i]dou> h[li<kon pu?r h[li<khn  
 
 1 P. 224. 
 2 But in the pap. Moulton finds a]rourw?n –o!swn (Prol., p. 93). As a matter  
of fact in the N. T. o!soj nowhere occurs outside of the nom. and acc. except  
in Lu. 11:8 and Heb. 1:4; 8:6; 10:25. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 179. Blass also cites Aristoph., Vesp., 213. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 97; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., 330. 
 5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 168.  6 Mayser, Gr., p. 311. 
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u!lhn a]na<ptei. The examples in James may be regarded as exclam- 
atory. Note also that h[li<kon refers to smallness and h[li<khn to great- 
ness of the size.  In Gal. 6:11 W. and Nestle read phli<koij in  
the text and h[li<koij in the margin.  This again is indirect question 
after i@dete. 
 (j)  [O AS RELATIVE.  The use of the t forms of o[, h[, to< as relative 
is very old in Greek. It appears in Homer1 and is common in  
Herodotus.  In Arkadian o[ appears as demonstrative, as article  
and as relative (Meister, Die griech. Dialekten, Bd. II, p. 116).  
Cf. also South Ach. (Hoffmann, Griech. Dial., pp. 257, 292-300).  
Jannaris2 gives examples of it from Ionic (where very common),  
Doric and Attic (inscriptions), and sporadically in the later Greek.  
In modern Greek it survives only in sententious sayings with 
and in Crete and Southeast Greek (Thumb, p. 94). Mayser3 finds  
a few doubtful instances in the papyri. Wilcken (Archiv, I) gives  
some examples from B. M. as to< moi de<dwkej (p. 292), th>n a]ga<phn th>n 
poiei?j (p. 301), and Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 155) quotes pro>j to>  
du<nome from B.U. 948 (iv/v A.D.) "very illiterate." Mayser (op.  
cit.) gives numerous examples of o[ kai< which "first in Roman time"  
appears in the nominative.  He compares this with the relative  
use o!j kai< and is inclined to regard o[ kai< as relative.  The analogy  
of the Latin qui et favours the relative idea, but the article alone is  
sufficient in Greek. I would not insist on the relative for Sau?loj o[  
kai> Pau?loj (Ac. 13:9), though admitting the possibility of it.  It  
means (Deissmann), not 'Saul who is henceforth Paul,' but 'also  
Paul.'  Cf. also Hatch, Jour. of Bibl. Lit., Pt. II, p. 141 f., 1908.  
In truth this use of o[ kai< with double names was very common in  
N. T. times.4  Dieterich5 sees no instance of o[ as relative in the  
N. T.  But in Rev. 1:4, 8; 11:17, we have o[ h#n. One either has  
to say that here o[ is used as a relative or that it is a relative.  It  
all comes to the same in the end. It may be a bit artificial, o[ w}n 
kai> o[ h#n kai> o[ e]rxo<menoj, but the antique and vernacular relative o[   
came in as a resource when John did not wish to use geno<menoj of  
God, and since there is no aorist particinle for ei]mi<.  Psychologically 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 182 ff. For hist. of the matter see K.-B1., I, pp.  
608 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 353. Cf. also Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 560; Meisterh., Gr.,  
p. 156; Dieterich, Byz. Arch., pp. 1, 198 f.  3 Gr., pp. 310 IL 
 4 See Schmid, Der Atticismus, p. 338; Volker, Synt. d. griech. Pap.,  
p. 6; Ramsay, Cities and Bish. of Phrygia, XIX,. 429; Deiss., B. S., pp. 313 ff.;  
Moulton, Prol., p. 83. 
 5 Unters., p. 199. Winer (W.-Th., p. 107) rejects o[ kai< as relative. 
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the article is called for here between two articles, but grammar  
can do nothing with it. If h#n is treated as a substantive, that  
would call for to< as in to> de<  a]ne<bh (Eph. 4:9). Moulton1 finds  
several examples in late papyri of o[ as relative (for o[ as demon- 
strative see pp. 693 ff.), like th>n xi?ra th>n de<dwken (p. 304). The only 
real difficulty in Rev. 1:4, 8, etc., is the nominative use, and  
that was not insuperable when the exigencies of the sentence de- 
manded it.  It is possible that this phrase had come to be a set  
phrase among the Christians for the eternity and unchangeable- 
ness of God. For the possible use of ti<j as relative see under  
VIII. 
 VIII. Interrogative Pronouns (a]ntwnumi<ai e]rwthtikai<) 
 (a) Ti<j.  The root of the interrogative ti<j (Thess. ki<j.  Cf. Ionic  
kw?j, ko<teroj), indefinite tij (cf. te), is at bottom the same as the  
Indo-Germanic root quis and Latin quis (aliquis, que).2  Curiously  
enough some of the grammars, Monro's Homeric Grammar, for  
example, give no separate or adequate discussion of the inter- 
rogative pronouns. 
 1. Substantival or Adjectival.  Ti<j is either adjectival as ti<na  
misqo>n e@xete; (Mt. 5:46), or, as more commonly, substantival like 
ti<j u[pe<deicen; (Mt. 3:7). 
 2. The Absence of Gender.  That it appears only in the nom- 
inative and accusative is noteworthy. This fact probably had  
something to do with the gradual retreat of ti<j before poi?oj.3  The  
neuter in the N. T. occurs with adjectives only, as ti< a]gaqo<n in  
Mt. 19:16. 
 3. Ti<j=poi?oj.  An opposite tendency is seen in the use of ti<j=  
poi?oj.4  Hatzidakis5 has shown examples of this idiom as early as  
Euripides.  As New Testament illustrations one may note ti<j 
ou$to<j e]stin o!j (Lu. 7:49), ti<nej oi[ lo<goi ou$toi ou{j a]ntiba<llete (Lu.  
24:17; cf. poi?a 24:19), ti<j e]stin ou$toj o[ ui[o>j tou? a]nqrw<pou (Jo. 12:34). 
Cf. Lu. 4:36.  Only once6 is poi?oj used with the article (Jas.  
4:14, and here B omits h[), while we find ti<j h[ sofi<a (Mk. 6:2),  
ti<j h[ ai]ti<a (Ac. 10:21); etc.  Sometimes ti<j and poi?on are used to- 
gether.  It might seem at first as if the distinction were here  
insisted on, as in ei]j ti<na h} poi?on kairo<n (1 Pet. 1:11) and poi?on 
oi#kon — h} ti<j to<poj (Ac. 7:49).  But, tautology seems plain in the  
last example and may be true of 1 Pet. 1:11, but not certainly 
 
 1 Cl. Rev., April, 1904, p. 155. 
 2 Cf. Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 194; Brug., Griech. Gr.,.pp. 117, 244. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 163.  5 Einl., p. 207 f. 
 4 lb., p. 164.    6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 176. 
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so.1  In Mk. 4:30 W. H. read e]n ti<ni, but some MSS. have e]n poi<%.  
Cf. also ti<j kai> potapo<j in Lu. 7:39, which is not tautological. 
 4. Indeclinable ti<.  In Jo. 18:38, ti< e]stin a]lh<qeia, the neuter in  
the predicate calls for no special remark.  So Gal. 3:19. Cf.  
Latin quid and English what in such a sentence.  This idiom be- 
longs to the ancient Greek and distinguishes between the essence  
of a thing (ti<) and the classification of a thing (ti<j), as Gilder- 
sleeve puts it (Syntax of Cl. Gk., p. 59). Cf. u[mei?j ti<nej e]ste<; (Ac. 
19:15) and ti< e]stin a@nqrwpoj (Heb. 2:6). But this explana- 
tion will not hold for 1 Jo. 3:2, ti< e]s<meqa, nor Ac. 13:25, ti< 
e]me> u[ponoei?te.  The text in Acts is not certain.  The koinh< shows  
this development outside of the N. T.2  In the modern Greek "the  
neuter ti<, is used with all genders and cases both in the singular  
and plural" (Vincent and Dickson, Handb., p. 55). Cf. ti< w!ra 
ei#nai 'what o'clock is it?'  Ti< gunai?ka; 'which woman?' Thumb,  
Handb., p. 94.  It is not unusual in classical Greek3 to have ti< as  
predicate to tau?ta, as in Lu. 15:26 ti< a}n ei@h tau?ta, Jo. 6:9 tau?ta ti< 
e]stin.  So probably ti< tau?ta poiei?te; (Ac. 14:15), though ti< here  
may be 'why' and not predicative.  The usual construction ap- 
pears in Ac. 17:20 ti<na qe<lei tau?ta ei#nai (cf. Jo. 10:6), 11:17 e]gw> 
ti<j h@mhn; cf. Lu. 8:9.  In Ac. 21:33 ti<j and ti< are sharply dis- 
tinguished.  The use of ti< with gi<nomai is hardly in point here  
(Ac. 5:24; 12:18) as it is found in the Attic4 ti< ge<nwmai.  In  
Jo. 21:21 ou$toj de> ti<; we must supply genh<setai. 
 5. Predicate Use of ti< with tou?to.  In Ac. 23:19, ti< e]stin o{ e@xeij,  
we find the full expression. In Lu. 16:2, ti< tou?to a]kou<w peri> sou?, we 
meet the abbreviated idiom.  Cf. Ac. 14:15 ti< tau?ta (see also  
9).  Cf. Lu. 1:66; Ac. 5:24.  The phrase ti< pro>j h[ma?j (Mt. 27:  
4), ti< pro>j se< (Jo. 21:22) is matched by the Attic ti< tau?ta e]moi<  
(Kuhner-Gerth, II, 417; Blass, Gr. of. N. T. Gk., p. 177).  Cf.  
ou$toj ti<, (Jo. 21:21). Blass (ib.) also cllnpares ti< ga<r moi tou>j 
e@cw kri<nein, (1 Cor. 5:12) with the infinitive in Arrian, Diss.  
Epict., ii, 17. 14. Ti< e]moi> kai> soi< (Jo.12:4, etc.) is in the LXX  
(2 Ki. 3:13), but it is also a Greek idiom (ellipsis, Kuhner- 
Gerth, ib.).  
 6. In Alternative Questions.  Quality in general is nearly gone  
from the koinh<.  Ti<j when po<teroj might have been used is not  
unknown in ancient Greek.5  Indeed even in Latin quis occurs  
sometimes instead of the more usual uter.6  In the LXX po<teroj 
  
 1 Blass, Gr. of N, T., p. 176.  4 Ib. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 164.  5 Jelf, 874, obs. 4. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 177.  6 Draeger, Hist. Synt., p. 103. 
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is supplanted by ti<j and the particle po<teron occurs only once, and  
that in Job (literary).1  Moulton2 finds only one example of po<te- 
roj in the papyri, and that unintelligible.  So in the N. T. po<teroj  
does not occur as an adjective.  So in Mt. 9:5 ti< ga<r e]stin eu]ko- 
pw<teron ei]pei?n—h} ei]pei?n, 21:31 ti<j e]k tw?n du<o e]poi<hsen, 27:21 ti<na 
qe<lete a]po> tw?n du<o.  Cf. also 23:17, 19; 27:17; Mk. 2:9; Lu. 7:42;  
22:27; 1 Cor. 4:21; Ph. 1:22.  Moulton3 notes that "whether,  
adjectivally, is as archaic as po<teroj," and predicts that "the best  
of the two" will be the English of the future. 
 7. The Double Interrogative. Cf. ti<j po<qen in Soph., Tr. 421.  
It is common in other Indo-Germanic languages.4  Cf. ti<j ti<noj 
e]sti>n e]rga<thj, Hom. Clem. 2, 33.  So ti<j ti< a@r^ in Mk. 15:24. 
Some MSS. have ti<j ti< also in Lu. 19:15, but not xBDL (W. H.  
and Nestle read ti<).  Cf. h[li<kon---h[li<khn in Jas. 3:5. 
 8. As Relative.   Just as o!j and o!stij came to be used as inter- 
rogatives, so ti<j drifted occasionally to a mere relative. We have  
seen (1 Tim. 1: 7) how the relative and the interrogative come to  
be used side by side.  "In English, the originally interrogative  
pronouns 'who' and ‘which’ have encroached largely on the use  
of the primitive relative 'that.'"5  Moulton's sketch of the facts6  
makes it clear that in the N. T. ti<j may be relative if the exigencies  
call for it. Moulton finds it only in the illiterate papyri, but the  
usage is supported by inscriptions7 and by the Pontic dialect to- 
day.8  Moulton9 gives from the papyri, eu$ron georgo>n ti<j au]ta> 
e[lku<s^, B.U. 822 (iii/A.D.); ti<noj e]a>n xri<an e@x^j, B. M. 239 (iv/A.D.).  
From the inscriptions see ti<j a}n kakw?j poih<sei, J.H.S., XIX, 299. 
Moulton9 also quotes Jebb on Soph., 0. T. 1141: "Ti<j in clas- 
sical Greek can replace o!stij only where there is an indirect ques- 
tion." The plainest New Testament example of ti<j as o!j appears  
to be Mk. 14:36 ou] ti< e]gw> qe<lw a]lla> ti< su<. Cf. Mt. 26:39 ou]x w[j 
e]gw> qe<lw, a]ll ] w[j su<.  But it is not much more so than Mt. 15:32 
ou]k e@xousin ti< fa<gwsin (cf. Mk. 8:1 f.) and Mk. 6:36 i!na—a]go- 
ra<swsin e[autoi?j ti< fa<gwsin. Cf. ou]k e@xei pou? – kli<n^ (Mt. 8:20), 
but o!pou—fa<gw (Mk. 14:14). See in the papyri, ou]de>n e@xw ti< poi- 
h<sw soi, B.U. 948 (iv/v A.D.), as quoted by Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1904, 
p.155). But even so Xenophon has this idiom, and Sophocles, Oed. 
 
 1 Thack., Gr., p. 192.   4 Thompson, Synt., p. 74. 
 2 Prol., p. 77.    5 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 67. 
 3 Ib.     6 Prol., p. 93 f.; Cl. Rev., Apr., 1904, p. 154 f.  
 7 Dieterich, Unters., p. 200. 
 8 Thumb, Theol. Literzaturzeit., xxviii, p. 423, (quoted in Moulton, Prol., 
 p. 94).     9 Prol., p. 93. 
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Col. 317, has ou]k e@xw ti< fw?, which looks like an indirect question. 
Cf. Winer-Moulton, p. 211; Winer-Schmiedel, p. 240. It is not  
necessary to bring1 under this construction ou] ga>r ^@dei ti< a]pokriq ?̂ 
(Mk. 9:6) nor Mk. 13:11.  Here the idiom is really that of in- 
direct question (deliberative question).  Cf. the direct question in  
Mt. 6:31 with the indirect in 6:25.  So in Mt. 10:19 (first ex- 
ample) and see 9.  But the second example in Mt. 10:19 (doqh<se 
tai—ti< lalh<shte) may be the relative use.  Cf. also Lu. 17:8. 
In Ac. 13:25 the punctuation can (so Nestle, but not W. H.) be  
made so that ti< is relative, ti< e]me> u[ponoei?te ei#nai, ou]k ei]mi> e]gw<.  It is 
possible also thus to construe Lu. 19:3, i]dei?n  ]Ihsou?n ti<j e]stin, in- 
stead of taking ti<s e]stin as an accusative of general reference. Cf.  
Mk. 1:24, oi#da< se ti<j ei# (Lu. 4:34 also).  Cf. the prolepsis su> ti<j 
ei# in Jo. 8:25.  So Ro. 14:4, 10.  The rhetorical questions in  
Lu. 11:5; 15:4, 8; Jas. 3:13 are not, of course, instances of this 
usage.2  Perhaps the anacoluthon in Lu. 11:11 (ti<na de> e]c u[mw?n to>n  
pate<ra ai]th<sei—e]pidw<sei) may have arisen because of this idiom. 
The distinction between ti<j and o!j is, of course, usually maintained  
(Jo. 16:18; Ac. 23:19; Heb. 12:7).  It is at least noteworthy  
that in 1 Cor. 15:2 Paul changes from o!j (used four times) to ti<ni  
lo<g&.  An indirect question comes with a jolt and makes one  
wonder if here also the relative use of ti<j does not occur.  In Mt. 
26:62 (ou]de>n a]pokri<n^ ti< ou$toi< sou katamarturou?sin) we may have 
an indirect question (cf. Mk. 14:60), though pro<j would be usual  
(cf. Mt. 27:14).  It is better to follow W. H. with two separate  
questions3 and even so ti<= ti< e]stin o!.  The use of ti<j as relative  
Blass4 calls "Alexandrian and dialectical."  The LXX (Lev. 21: 
17 a@nqrwpoj ti<ni e]a>n $̂, Deut. 29:18 a]nh>r—ti<noj, Ps. 40:6 ou]k e@stin 
ti<j) does show examples of it, but it is not confined to Egypt, as  
has been already shown.5  Brugmann (Griech. Gr., p. 561) finds  
ti<j as relative in Boeotian and even rarely in the older Attic. 
 9. Adverbial Use.  The neuter accusative ti< is frequently used  
in the sense of 'why' in the N. T.  This is classical and common  
and calls for little comment. It still appears in modern Greek 
(Thumb, p. 94). See Mt. 7:3 (ti< ble<peij to< ka<rfoj) 8:26 (ti< deiloi<   
e]ste;) 19:17; 20:6, etc.  In Ac. 14:15 ti< tau?ta poiei?te we prob- 
ably have ti<= ‘why.’  Cf. Mk. 11:3. In Mk. 2:24 ti< poiou?sin toi?j 
sa<bbasin o{ ou]k e@cestin; note 'why,' though ti< is followed by o!.  It 
 
 1 As Simcox does, Lang. of the N. T., p. 69 f. 
 2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 241; Moulton, Prol., p. 93. 
 3 W.-Sch., p. 241; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 331. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 175.   5 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 241. 
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is interesting to note pw?j h} ti<,  Mt. 10:19 Lu. 12:11.  In Jo.  
14:22 ti< ge<gonen o!ti we see the full form of the idiom ti< o!ti  
(Lu. 2:49; Ac. 5:4, 9).  Here ti< still = ‘why.’  But in i!na ti<  
(1 Cor. 10:29 and Mt. 9:4; 27:46; Lu. 13:7; Ac. 4:25; 7:26)  
ti< is really the subject of ge<nhtai (ellipsis).  It is not unknown in  
Attic Greek.1  W. H. never print i[nati< (cf. Mt. 9:4; Lu. 13:7).  
It is common in LXX. 
 10. With Prepositions.  There is very little difference between  
ti<= ‘why’ and dia> ti<= 'because of what' (Mt. 15:2, 3; 17:19;  
Lu. 24:38, etc.). Kata > ti< (‘according to what’) is practically ‘how.’  
Cf. Lu. 1:18.  For e]n ti<ni see Mt. 5:13.  But pro>j ti< (Jo. 13:28)=  
‘for what purpose.’  In Jo. 13:22 peri> ti<noj le<gei there is no such  
idea.  But purpose again is expressed by ei]j ti< (Mt. 14:31; 26:8;  
Mk. 14:4; Ac. 19:3). 
 11. With Particles.  Paul in particular is fond of the rhetorical  
use of ti< ga<r (Ro. 3:3; 4:2, etc.), ti< ou#n (3:1, 9, etc.), ti< e@ti (3:7;  
9:19), a]lla> ti< (11:4), h@ ti< (11:2).  Cf. ti<j a@ra in Lu. 22:23 and  
ti< a@ra 1:66;  Ac. 12:18. 
 12. As Exclamation.  In Mt. 7:14 W. H. read o!ti (causal), not  
ti< stenh> h[ pu<lh.  But in Lu. 12:49 kai> ti< qe<lw ei] h@dh a]nh<fqh there is 
no doubt of the text. W. H. punctuate as a question, but Nestle  
as an exclamation. Examples of exclamatory ti<—‘how’ are found  
in 2 Sam. 6:20; Song of Sol. 7:6 and in the modern Greek, ti< 
kalo>j a@nqrwpoj!  Cf. Mullach, Vulg., pp. 210, 321; Winer-Moulton,  
p. 562. Blass2 compares the Hebrew hmA.  On the whole it is best  
to take ti< in Lu. 12:49= ‘how.’ 
 13. Indirect Questions.  It is, of course, the ancient idiom3 to  
have ti<j in an indirect question. But in the N. T. the indirect in- 
terrogative o!stij has disappeared in this idiom save in Ac. 9:6  
(MSS. divided here).  A good example of ti<j occurs in Ac. 10: 
29 punqa<nomai ti<ni lo<g& metepe<myasqe< me.  In Luke we meet the 
neuter article rather frequently before the indirect question.  So  
to> ti< a}n qe<loi (1:62), to> ti<j a}n ei@h (9:46).  Cf. 22:23, 24, etc.  
Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 158) sees no special point in the article  
(cf. English " the which"). Paul sometimes uses it also (Ro. 8:26;  
1 Th. 4:1 to> pw?j).  The question is brought out rather more sharply  
by the article. The Attic use of to> ti<, to> poi?on) (Thompson, Synt.,  
p. 74) in reference to something previously mentioned is like  
our "The what?" Cf. Herm., Sim., VIII, i, 4, Clem., Hom., i, 6. 
14. Ti<j or ti<j.  Sometimes it is difficult to decide whether ti<j 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 240.   2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 177.  
 3 Thompson, Synt., p. 74. Cf. Brug., Gliech. Gr., p. 561. 
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or ti>j is right.  So 1 Pet. 5:8 W. H. have  zhtw?n katapiei?n with tina> 
in the margin.  But Nestle actually prints zhtw?n ti<na katapiei?n.  
In Heb. 5:12 W. H. read tina> and Nestle tina (both indefinite).  
In Jas. 5:13 the reading is, of course, tij, not ti<j.  So 1 Cor. 7:18. 
 (b) Poi?oj. 
 1. Qualitative.  It occurs sixteen times in direct questions.  It  
is still used in its original qualitative sense.  Clearly this is true 
in Jo. 12:33, shmai<nwn poi& qana<t& h@mellen a]poqnh<skein (cf. 18:32),  
Ro. 3:27 (dia> poi<ou no<mou; tw?n e@rgwn;).  The same thing is true  
of 1 Cor. 15:35 (poi<& sw<mati e@rxontai), cf. also 1 Pet. 2:20.  In 
1 Pet. 1:11 we find both ti<na and poi?on in apparent contrast.  
Other possible instances are Jo. 10:32; Ac. 7:49 (LXX); Jas. 4: 
14.  The common e]n poi<% e]cousi<%. (Mt. 21:23; Mk. 11:28; Ac. 
4:7, LXX, etc.) seems also to retain the qualitative force.  Cf. also  
Lu. 24:19.  The qualitative sense is clear in poi<ou pneu<mato<j e]ste 
(Lu. 9:55), a spurious passage, however. 
 2. Non-qualitative.  But some examples clearly have lost the  
qualitative sense.  In the modern Greek poio<j is used regularly1=  
ti<j, and is the usual interrogative.  Note the accent poio<j.  Indeed  
examples of this weakened sense of poi?oj Jannaris2 finds as early  
as AEschylus and Euripides.  See (a), 3.  In Mt. 24:42 ou]k oi@date 
poi<% h[me<r% o[ ku<rioj u[mw?n e@rxetai there seems to be merely the force  
of ti<j, not quality.  Cf. also 24:43 poi<% fulak^?, Lu. 12:39 poi<%  
w!r%, Ac. 23:34 poi<aj e]parxei<aj, Rev. 3:3 poi<an w!ran.  This is 
probably true also of Mt. 22:36 poi<a e]ntolh<  (Mk. 12:28).  In  
Lu. 5:19 poi<aj and 6:32 f. poi<a xa<rij either point of view will  
answer. 
 3. In Indirect Questions. It occurs sixteen times (not counting  
Lu. 9:55) in this construction against four for o[poi?oj.  Cf. in- 
dicative in Mt. 21:24; 24:42; Jo 12:33; 21:19, and the sub- 
junctive in Lu. 5:19 mh> poi<aj ei]sene<gkwsin.  Poi?oj is found in the  
LXX and in the papyri. 
 (c) Po<soj. 
 1. Less Frequent than poi?oj.  It occurs chiefly in the Synoptic  
Gospels (twenty-seven times in W. H. text). 
 2. Meaning.  It is used in the sense of 'how much' (po<s& Mt.  
12:12), 'how great' (po<son Mt. 6:23), and of ‘how many’ (po<souj 
a@rtouj e@xete; Mt. 15:34).  Eleven examples of po<s& occur almost  
like an adverb (Mt. 7:11; 10:25, etc.).  The use of po<soj xro<noj  
— w[j (Mk. 9:21) is noteworthy. 
 
 1 Thumb, Handb., p. 94. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 163. Cf. Dieterich, Unters., p. 202. 
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 3. In Indirect Questions. See ou]k a]kou<eij po<sa sou katamarturou?sin; 
(Mt. 27:13). Cf. Ac. 21:20, etc. 
 4. The Exclamatory Use.  This is found in Lu. 15:17 po<soi 
mi<sqioi tou? patro<j mou, and in 2 Cor. 7:11 po<shn kateirga<sato u[mi?n 
spoudh<n.  The exclamatory use of tw?j may be mentioned (Mk.  
10:23 f.; Jo. 11:36).  Cf. w[j in Ro. 10:15 and 11:33. Cf.  
po<soj—w[j in Mk. 9:21. 
 (d) Phli<koj. 
 1. Rare.  It is found only twice in the N. T. (Gal. 6:11; Heb.  
7:4) and W. H. put h[li<koij in the margin of Gal. 6:11.  It is  
rare also1 in the LXX (cf. Zech. 2:2), and has disappeared from  
the modern Greek vernacular. 
 2. Indirect Questions. Both of the N. T. examples are indirect  
questions. The example in Heb. 7:4 describes greatness of Mel- 
chisedek (how great), the one in Gal. 6:11 presents the size of  
the letters (how large). 
 (e) Potapo<j. 
 It is the late form for podapo<j.  It no longer in the N. T. means  
‘from what country,’ but merely ‘of what sort’= poi?oj.  It is  
found only once in LXX (Susanna 0 54, "where it keeps some- 
thing of its original local meaning").2  It exists in the late Greek  
vernacular.3  It occurs once in a direct question (Mt. 8:27) and  
once probably in an exclamation (2 Pet. 3:11).  Four times we  
find it in indirect questions (Mk. 13:1; Lu. 1:29; 7:39; 1 Jo.  
3:1).  In Lu. 7:39 it is contrasted with ti<j. 
 (f) Po<teroj. 
 As a pronoun it has vanished from the LXX (Thackeray, Gr.,  
p. 192) and from the papyri (Moulton, Prol., p. 77). The only  
example in the N. T. (cf. LXX, Thackeray, p. 192) is in an alter- 
native indirect question as the conjunction po<teron (Jo. 7:17).  
Cf. Latin utrum—an.  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 176) cites Herm.,  
Sim., ix, 28. 4. 
 IX. Indefinite Pronouns (a]ntwnumi<ai a]o<ristoi). 
 (a) Ti>j. 
 1. The Accent.  Jannaris4 calls it "irrational" to accent the  
nominative ti>j rather than ti<j.  But then the nominative singular  
never has an accent unless at the beginning of a sentence or in  
philosophical writings (Thompson, Syntax, p. 76) and cannot  
otherwise be distinguished in looks from ti<j the interrogative. 
 2. Relation to ti<j. The same connection is seen in the Latin 
 
 1 Thackeray, Gr., p. 192. 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 95. 
 2 Ib.    4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 163. 
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quis, ali-quis and quis-quis (cf. ti<stij in Argive dialect).1  Brug- 
mann2 considers —ki— in ou]-ki<, polla<ki-j the same word as ti and  
cites ki>j in the Thessalian dialect. Just as in modern Greek ti<j 
disappears before poio<j, so tij vanishes before kanei<j (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 95).  But in the N. T. tij is still very common, espe- 
cially in Luke and Acts.  In general the usage is in harmony with  
that of ancient Greek.  We do not have e@nioi in the N. T.  In  
Ac. 25:26 note ti gra<yai and ti< gra<yw.  Cf. Lu. 7:40.  See tij 
ti<,  Ro. 8:24, in margin of W. H. 
 3.  Tij as Substantive.  As a substantive tij may be equal to  
‘any one,’ ‘anybody’ or 'anything,' as in ou]de> to>n pate<ra tij e]pi- 
ginw<skei, Mt. 11:27; pw?j du<natai< tij, 12:29; ei@ tij qe<lei, 16:24;  
e]a<n tij u[mi?n ei@p^ ti (note both examples like tino<j ti Lu. 19:8; cf. 
Mk. 11:25; Col. 3:13), Mt. 21:3.  For several instances of ti= 
'anything' see Ac. 25:5, 8, 11.  But the substantive use of tij may  
be = ‘somebody’ or 'something,' as e@rxetai< tij Lu. 8:49, dramw>n 
de< tij Mk. 15:36, u[po< tinoj Heb. 3:4.  Cf. Lu. 8:46.  Often the  
partitive genitive (or ablative) occurs with tij as substantive. So 
tine>j tw?n grammate<wn Mt. 12:38, tij tw?n maqhtw?n Lu. 11:1, tij e]k 
tou? o@xlou 12:13.  The plural is usually = 'some,' as Mk. 9:1; 1  
Cor. 9:22.  In Homer tij was sometimes "public opinion, the  
man in the street" (Gladstone, quoted in Thompson's Syntax, p. 
75).  This idiom is very nearly represented by ei#pen de< tij e]k tou? 
o@xlou, Lu. 12:13 (cf. 11:1; 7:36).  In Heb. 2:6, diemartu<rato 
pou< tij, the tij is really quite definite in the writer's mind, though  
he writes thus. 
 4. With Numerals = 'About.' With numerals tij sometimes  
in classical Greek gives an approximate idea rather than exact  
reckoning, like our "about."  No certain instances of this idiom 
appear in the N. T. Certainly not Ac. 19:14, where tinoj, not  
tinej, is the correct text.  In Lu. 7:19, proskalesa<menoj du<o tina>j 
tw?n maqhtw?n, the meaning may be 'about two,' but it could mean 
‘certain two’ just as well.  The same thing is true of Ac. 23:23,  
proskalesa<meno<j tinaj du<o, where it is even less likely that the idea  
is 'about two.'  Classical also is ei$j tij (Lu. 22:50; Jo. 11:49,  
and probably Mk. 14:47).  The adjectival uses of tij are quite  
varied. 
 5. With Substantives.   Here tij may = a kind of,' as a]parxh<n  
tina, Jas. 1:18.  Cf. Ac. 17:20, though this is not true of Col. 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 244. 
 2 Ib. Interrogative and indefinite is at bottom the same word. Cf. Har- 
tung, Uber die Casus in der griech. and Sprache, p. 279. 
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2:23 because of the negative.1  But the commonest use of tij  
with substantives is= ‘certain' (really rather uncertain!).  Thus 
i[ereu<j tij, Lu. 1:5; a@nqrwpo<j tij, Lu. 14:2, 16; 15:11, etc. Cf. ti 
u!dwr, Ac. 8:36.  Sometimes it is difficult to give more force to  
tij than the English indefinite article.  Cf. nomiko<j tij, Lu. 10:25;  
krith<j tij h#n e@n tini po<lei, Lu. 18:2.  Indeed it is nearly always 
true that our "certain" is too emphatic. 
 6. With Adjectives.  The effect is rhetorical.2  There is "a  
double adjectival sense."3  Thus Ac. 8:9, tina me<gan,=’a very  
great man’ (‘some great man’), in his own estimation.  Blass4  
needlessly considers this passage an interpolation. Cf. also Heb. 
10:27, fobera< tij e]kdoxh<, where tij rather intensifies fobera<. The  
tone may tend to soften the matter as in Heb. 2:7, 9, braxu< ti. 
But in Lu. 24:41 ti brw<simon, Jo. 1:46 ti a]gaqo<n, Ac. 25:26  
a]sfale<j ti, Ro. 14:14 ti koino<n, 2 Cor. 11:16 mikro<n ti, we have 
rather the substantive use of ti.  But in tuflo<j ti, Lu. 18:35,  
both are adjectives.  Cf. a@lloj tij (Lu. 22:59) and e!tero<j tij 
(Ac. 27:1). 
 7. As Predicate.  Here tij may be emphatic = 'somebody in  
particular,' as Ac. 5:36, le<gwn ei#nai< tina e[auto<n (cf. 8:9).  See also  
Gal. 2:6, a]po> tw?n dokou<ntwn ei#nai< ti, where note difference between  
ti and tinej.  In Gal. 6:3 note in ei] dokei? tij ei#nai< ti mhde>n w@n, both 
senses of tij.  But the predicate may have the other meaning of  
ti (‘anyone,’ ‘anything’).  So 1 Cor. 3:7; 10:19; Gal. 6:15.  In  
Gal. 2:6 compare ti< and o[poi?oi. 
 8. The Position of tij.  It is not material. It naturally follows  
the substantive or adjective as in ei]j kw<mhn tina<, Lu. 10:38, but  
we often have the other order as in tina xh<ran Lu. 21:2.  Tine<j 
may indeed begin a sentence (Ph. 1:15; 1 Cor. 8:7). 
 9. As Antecedent.  In Mt. 16:28 tinej is the antecedent of  
oi!tinej, but here oi!tinej is more definite than of would have been.  
Cf. Lu. 9:27.  In 2 Cor. 10:2 note tinaj tou>j l. 
 10. Alternative.  It is used to express alternative ideas, as tine>j 
me<n—tine>j de< in Ph. 1:15.  Cf. u[po> tinw?n – u[po> tinw?n—a@llwn de< 
in Lu. 9:7 f. and tij — e@teroj in 1 Cor. 3:4. 
 11. The Negative Forms ou@ tij, mh< tij.  These are not printed  
as single words by W. H., except mh<ti as an interrogative particle 
expecting the answer No, as in Mt. 26:22, mh<ti e]gw< ei]mi, ku<rie; cf. 
Jo. 4:33.  It is all a matter with the editor whether in i!na mh< tij 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 242. 
 2 W.-M., p. 212 f.; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 178. 
 3 Moulton in W.-M., p. 213. 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 178. 
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ei@p^, 1 Cor. 1:15 (cf. Eph. 2:9), we may not really have mh<tij.  
The separation in Heb. 3:13; 4:11 is against it.  Cf., for instance,  
mh< tina (2 Cor. 12:17) and mh<ti in the next verse. The anacolu- 
thou with tina here is noticeable. 
 12. Indeclinable ti.  The use of tij with spla<gxna kai> oi]ktirmoi, 
(Ph. 2:1) may be compared with indeclinable ti.  Indeclinable  
ti itself survives in modern Greek ka@ti (Moulton, Prol., p. 244), 
 (b) Ei$j = Tij. 
 This is merely one usage of ei$j, the cardinal numeral.  The  
idiom is common after Plutarch, but traces of it occur earlier.1  
Moulton2 sees no difference between ei$j and tij in Aristophanes,  
Av., 1292. The papyri furnish similar examples. "The fact that  
ei$j progressively ousted tij in popular speech, and that even in  
classical Greek there was a use which only needed a little diluting  
to make it essentially the same, is surely enough to prove that the  
development lay entirely within the Greek language, and only by  
accident agrees with Semitic."3  This use of ei#j alone, with geni- 
tives, with substantives, was treated at the close of the chapter on  
Adjectives.  For ei$j tij see tij.   For ei$j — ei$j as alternative pro- 
noun see later, and for ei$j— ou] and ou]dei<j (mhdei<j) see Negative  
Pronouns under xi. 
 (c) Pa?j =‘any one’ no matter who, ‘anything’ no matter what.  
Cf. quidvis.4  We see this construction in Ac. 2:21 (LXX), pa?j o{j 
e]a>n e]pikale<shtai.  So Gal. 3:10 (LXX); Lu. 14:33.  Pa?j with  
a participle may have the same force, like panto>j a]kou<ontoj to>n 
lo<gon, Mt. 13:19 (cf. Lu. 11:4), and pa?j o[ o]rgizo<menoj, Mt. 5:22,  
etc.  For pa?j—ou] 'no one' see negative pronouns.  For the  
adjectival uses of pa?j, see chapter on Adjectives and chapter on  
Article. 
 (d)  [O Dei?na.  This rare pronoun was current chiefly in colloquial  
speech (Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 166).  It survives in-the modern  
Greek (Thumb, p. 98). It means "Mr. So-and-So." It occurs  
only once in the N. T., pro>j to>n dei?na, Mt. 26:18. 
 X. Alternative or Distributive Pronouns (a]ntwnumi<ai dath- 
ri<ai). 
 I apply a term from AEschylus in lieu of a better one.  The re- 
ciprocal pronoun a]llh<lwn has been already treated. 
 (a)  ]Amfo<teroi.  @Amfw has vanished5 from the koinh<.   ]Amfoteroi  
has taken its place.  It continues in the later Greek,6  but Thumb 
 
 1 Hatz., Einl., p. 207; W.-Sch., p. 243.  4 Thompson, Synt., p. 77. 
 2 Prol., p. 97.     5 Moulton, Prol., p. 57. 
 3 Ib.      6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 320. 
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does not give it for modern Greek. It is frequent in the LXX,1  
but is found only fourteen times in the N. T. It occurs without  
the article in all but five instances. So Mt. 9:17.  Once the  
article is used with the substantive, a]mfotera ta> ploi?a, Lu. 5:7.  
The other four examples have the article before the pronoun,  
like oi[ a]mfo<teroi, Eph. 2:18.  It is possible, even probable, that  
in two instances duality has disappeared from the word. It seems  
certain that three items are referred to in Ac. 23:8 and in Ac. 19:  
16 the seven sons of Sceva are alluded to.  A corruption of the text  
is possible (cf. the Bezan text for 19:16), but it is hardly neces- 
sary to postulate that in view of "the undeniable Byzantine use"2  
of a]mfo<teroi for more than two (cf. "both" in old English).  The  
papyri show undoubted examples also and "the Sahidic and some  
later versions took a]mfote<rwn, as all.'"3  But Moulton4  hesitates  
to admit in Luke "a colloquialism of which early examples are so  
rare," a rather surprising objection from Dr. Moulton. On the  
whole one is safe in the two passages in Acts here quoted to admit  
the free use of a]mfo<teroi.  The papyri examples bearing on this  
usage include N.P. 67, 69 (iv/A.D.) "where it is used of four men"  
(Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154), probably also B.M. 336 (ii/A.D.).  
See Bury, Cl. Rev., XI, p. 393, for the opposite view. Nestle (Berl.  
Phil. Woch., 1900, N. 47) shows that German also uses "beide"  
for three and more persons. 
 (b)  !Ekastoj.  In the LXX e[ka<teroj is still used to a limited ex- 
tent (Gen. 40:5) and occasionally= e!kastoj, without dual idea (cf.  
a]mfo<teroi), as often in the papyri.5  In O.P. 256 (i/A.D.) and B.M.  
333 (ii/A.D.) e[ka<teroj is used of three and of four in G. H. 23a  
(ii/B.C.).  See Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 440, and proper use of 
e[ka<teroj in P.Oxy. 905 (A.D. 170), pro>j to> e[ka<teron me<roj.  But in the  
N. T. e[ka<teroj does not appear.   !Ekastoj is common in the N. T.,  
but comes to be replaced in modern Greek by ka<qe, kaqei<j and  
kaqe<naj (cf. kaq ] ei$j in the N. T.).6 
 1. Without Substantive. This is indeed the usual idiom, as in  
Mt. 16:27; Jo. 6:7. 
 2. With Substantive.  Never with the article.  So Eph. 4:16;  
Heb. 3:13; Rev. 22:2. Thus very rare. 
 
 1 Thack., Gr., p. 192. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 80.  3 Ib.  4 Ib. 
 5 Ib., p. 79. Cf. Thack., Gr., p. 192. 
 6 Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 96; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 178. On the whole  
subject of distrib. pron. see Brug., Die distrib. tend die kollekt. Num. der  
indoger. Spr., 1907. 
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 3. With  ei$j.  This is very frequent.  So ei$j e!kastoj Mt. 26:22,  
etc. We even have a]na> ei$j e!kastoj, Rev. 21:21.  But in Ac. 21:19, 
e]chgei?to kaq ] e{n e!kaston w$n e]poi<hsen we must not1 connect e!kaston 
with e!n. 
 4. With Genitive.  It is common also with the genitive, as in  
Lu. 13:15; Eph. 4:7. 
 5. Partitive Apposition.  This is frequent also.  Thus a]fh?te  
e!kastoj Mt. 18:35, e]poreu<onto pa<ntej---e!kastoj Lu. 2:3, etc.  The  
same thing is true in Eph. 5:33 u[mei?j kaq ] e!na e!kastoj.  This is a  
classical construction.2 
 6. Rare in Plural. So e!kastoi. Ph. 2:4, but even here W. H.  
have e!kastoj in the margin. 
 7. Repetition.  Note the repetition of  e!kastoj in Heb. 8:11  
(from Jer. 31:34).  This translation of  wyxi, by e!kastoj rather than  
a]nh<r is an instance of independence of Hebrew literalism. Cf.  
Mt. 18:35 with Gen. 13:11; Ro. 15:2 and Eph. 4:25 with Is.  
3:5 (Winer-Schmiedel, p. 246).  For a]nh<r=e!kastoj in the LXX  
(literal books) see Thackeray, Gr., p. 192. 
 (c)  @Alloj.  Cf. Latin alius, English else. 
 1. Used absolutely = ‘An-other,’ ‘One Other.’  This is the com- 
monest use of the pronoun.  Cf. 1 Cor. 12:8-10 where a@ll&   
occurs six times.  So Mt. 13:5-8 where a@lla appears three times.  
But it is found alone also, as a@llouj, Mt. 27:42.  For a@lloj tij 
see Lu. 22:59. Cf. ou]de>n a@llo (Gal. 5:10) 'nothing else.'  It  
occurs in modern Greek vernacular. 
 2. For Two.  But a@lloj occurs where the idea of two is present  
(pair). Here e!teroj might have been used, but even in Euripides,  
I. T. 962 f., Blass3 finds qa<teron—to> d ] a@llo, though he considers it  
a "most striking encroachment" for a@lloj to supplant e!teroj in this 
fashion.  Moulton (Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 440) cites th?j me>n mia?j—th?j 
d ] a@llhj G. H. 23a (ii/B.c.); du<o, to>n me>n e!na—kai> to>n a@llon B.U. 456  
(iv/A.D.).  Moulton4 explains the existence of kai> th>n a@llhn (siago<na) 
in Lu. 6:29 as a failure on Luke's part to correct his source, a  
like failure appearing in Mt. 5:39, unless that was his source.  
But the matter goes much further than that. In Mt. 12:13  
h[ a@llh refers to the other hand (xei<r).  In Jo. 19:32 note tou? 
prw<tou—kai> tou? a@llou.5  Cf. also Jo. 18:16; 20:3 f. In Jo. 5:32  
e]gw< and a@lloj are contrasted.  So Mt. 25:16, ta> pe<nte ta<lanta— 
a@lla pe<nte, for which Blass6 finds "complete illustration in classi- 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 246 f.    4 Prol., p. 79. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 179.   5 W.-Sch., p. 245. 
 3 Ib., p. 180.     6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 180, 
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cal authors."  There are other N. T. examples such as a@llhn in  
Mt. 19:9, ta> du<o—a@lla du<o Mt. 25:17, a@llhn Mk. 10:11, a@llon  
10:12, a@llon para<klhton Jo. 14:16. 
 3. As Adjective.  Common.  Cf. Mt. 2:12; 4:21; and in  
particular Rev. 14:6, 8, 15, 17, 18 and 1 Cor. 15:39, 41. 
 4. With the Article.  It is not frequent. The article sharply  
refers to a preceding example. Cf. Mt. 5:39; Mt. 27:61. John  
alludes to himself in his Gospel as o[ a@lloj maqhth<j (18:16; 20:2,  
3, 4).  The article may be repeated, as in Jo. 18:16; 19:32. 
 5. The Use of a@lloj a@llo = 'One One Thing, One Another.'  This  
is classical and is illustrated in Ac. 19:32; 21:34. In Ac. 2:12,  
a@lloj pro> a@llon, the idiom is almost reciprocal like a]llh<lwn. 
 6. In Contrast for 'Some — Others.'  We have a@llh me<n—a@llh 
de<, 1 Cor. 15:39 and 41;  a{ me<n –a@lla de<, Mt. 13:4 f. (cf. kai> 
a@llo, Mk. 4:5); oi[ me<n –a@lloi de<--e!teroi de<, Mt. 16:14; kai< 
a@lloi--a@lloi de<, Mk. 8:28; u[po> tinw?n—a@llwn, Lu. 9:8;  o[ ei$j — 
o[ a@lloj, Rev. 17:10. 
 7. Ellipsis of a@lloj is possible in Ac. 5:29, Pe<troj kai> oi[ (sc.  
a@lloi) a]po<stoloi.  Blass1 cites also Ac. 2:14, Pe<troj su>n toi?j (sc. 
loipoi?j) e!ndeka.  But psychologically this explanation is open to  
doubt. 
 8. The Use of a@lloj and e!teroj Together.  Blass2 finds this  
"probably only for the sake of variety."  Certainly in 1 Cor.  
12:9 f. no real distinction can be found between a@lloj and e!teroj,  
which are here freely intermingled. But I am bound to insist on  
a real difference in Gal. 1:6 f.  The change is made from e!teron  
to a@llo for the very reason that Paul is not willing to admit that  
it is a gospel on the same plane (a@llo) as that preached by him.  
He admits e!teron, but refuses a@llo.  The use of ei] mh< by Paul does  
not disturb this interpretation.  The same thing would seem to  
be true of 2 Cor. 11:4, a@llon  ]Ihsou?n – pneu?ma e!teron – eu]agge<lion 
e!teron.  It may be that variety (as in 1 Cor. 12:9 f.) is all that  
induces the change here. But it is also possible that Paul stig- 
matizes the gospel of the Judaizers as gmpov (cf. Gal. 1:6) and  
the Spirit preached by them, while he is unwilling to admit an- 
other (a@llon) Jesus even of the same type as the one preached  
by him. 
 9.  =’Different.’  Besides, it is not to be forgotten that in  
ancient Greek a@lloj itself was used for 'different kind.'  Thomp- 
son (Syntax, p.76) cites a@lla tw?n dikai<wn from Xen., Mem., IV, 4. 25.  
Cf. also a]lla< in the sense of 'but.'  Cf. a]lla> a@llh in 1 Cor. 15:39. 
 
 1 lb.  2 Ib., p. 318. 
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Indeed in 1 Cor. 15:39, 41, a@llh me<n—a@llh de< it is expressly  
stated that the glory is not h[ au]th<.  In verse 40 e[te<ra occurs.  
Here a@lloj seems to be used in the sense of 'dfferent,' like  
e!teroj.  In Latin alius was often used where earlier Latin would  
have used alter.  Cf. Draeger, Hist. Synt., p. 105. 
 10. ]Allo<trioj.  This variation of a@lloj has the same relation to  
it that alienus has to alius.  It means 'belonging to another,'  
and occurs fourteen times in the N. T.  Cf. Ro. 15:20.  The con- 
trast with au]tw?n is seen in Mt. 17:25.  In Heb. 11:34 it has the  
notion of alienus. 
 (d)  !Eteroj. 
 1. Absolutely.  So often as in Lu. 14:19 f., but it is also used  
more frequently with substantives than is a@lloj.  Cf. Lu. 4:43;  
Ac. 7:18 (LXX), etc.  For e!tero<j tij see Ac. 8:34; Ro. 13:9.  
For the genitive with e!teroj cf. Mt. 8:21; Gal. 1:19. 
 2. With Article.  The article is also more common with e!teroj  
than with a@lloj.  Cf. Mt. 10:23; 11:16, etc. 
 3. Second of Pair.  A common, probably the original, use of  
gmpos is for the second of a pair. Cf. Latin alter.  It is the only  
surviving dual pronominal word in the N. T. (except a]mfo<- 
teroi), and is common in the LX.X1 and the papyri.2  For su>n 
e[te<r% mi%?, see P.Tb. 421 (iii/A.D.).  The examples are rather abun- 
dant in the N. T. of this dual (comparative) sense (e!-teroj).  So 
to>n e!na—to>n e!teron, Mt. 6:24; su<--h} e!teron, 11:3; e]n t&? e[te<r& 
ploi<&, Lu. 5:7.  Cf. also Lu. 7:19 f.; 14:31; 16:13; 17:34 f.;  
18:10; 20:11.3  Not radically different from this conception is  
the use of it for 'next,' as in Lu. 6:6, e]n e[te<r& sabba<t&, 9:56 ei]j 
e[te<ran kw<mhn Ac. 20:15 t ?̂ e[te<r%.  Cf. also Mt. 10:23.  See also, 
to>n e!teron in Ro. 2:1; 13:8 = 'neighbour.' 
 4. =’Different.’  The sense of 'different' grows naturally out  
of the notion of duality.  The two things happen just to be dif- 
ferent.  Cf. Latin alius and alienus.  The word itself does not  
mean 'different,' but merely 'one other,' a second of two.  It does  
not necessarily involve "the secondary idea of difference of kind"  
(Thayer). That is only true where the context demands it.  But  
note how Latin alter lends itself to the notion of change.  Thomp- 
son4 suggests that this sense may be "an euphemism for kako<j."  
The N. T. examples are rather numerous. So e]ge<neto—to> ei#doj 
tou? prosw<pou au]tou? e!teron, Lu. 9:29.  Cf. also Ac. 2:4; Ro. 7:23;  
1 Cor. 14 : 21; 2 Cor. 11 : 4; Gal. 1 : 6; Heb. 7 : 11, 13, 15; Ju. 7. 
 
 1 Thack., Gr., p. 192.  3 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 244. 
 2 Mayser, Gr., p. 312.  4 Synt., p. 77. 
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Cf. also e[te<rwj in Ph. 3:15 and e]n e[te<r% morf^ Mk. 16:12 (dis- 
puted part of Mark.)1  Cf. Ac. 17:21.  We have already seen 
that a@lloj may be equal to 'different' (1 Cor. 15:39).   !Eteroj 
occurs in verse 40 in the sense of 'different.'  Ramsay (on Gal. 
1:6) argues that, when e!teroj occurs in contrast with a@lloj, it 
means not 'different' (as Lightfoot in loco), but 'another of the 
same kind.'  Moulton (Prol., p. 246) stands by Lightfoot in spite 
of Ramsay's examples. 
 5. =’Another’ of Three or More.  But e!teroj comes also to be  
employed merely for ‘another’ with more than two and with no  
idea of difference. This usage probably grew out of the use with 
two groups. So Lu. 10:1, a]ne<deicen e[te<rouj e[bdomh<konta du<o.  In 
Mt. 12:45, e[pta> e!tera pneu<mata ponhro<tera e[autou?, the notion of 
difference is present.  This difference may also be implied by  
Luke in 23:32, kai> e!teroi kakou?rgoi du<o. Cf. Lu. 8:3.  But this is 
hardly true of Ac. 2:13.  In Ac. 4:12 the point of e!teron is rather  
that no other name at all than that of Jesus, not that of difference 
in kind.  In Lu. 19:16-20 we have this order, o[ prw?toj, o[ deu<te- 
roj, o[ e!teroj.  So in 1 Cor. 4:6, ei$j u[pe>r tou? e[no>j fusiou?sqe kata> tou? 
e[te<rou, the third is again presented by e!teroj.  Then, again, e!teroi 
occupies third place in Mt. 16:14 and Heb. 11:36.  In Mt. 15: 
30 it comes in the fifth place.  Blass2 admits that this use of 
grepoc "at the close of enumerations may be paralleled from Attic 
writers." See further Lu. 3:18; Ro. 8:39; 1 Tim. 1:10.  But 
in 1 Cor. 12:8-10 e!te<r& occurs in the third and the eighth places. 
We are not surprised then to learn that the papyri furnish plenty 
of examples where e!teroj refers to more than two.3  Blass indeed 
considers this extension not correct, and Moulton seems surprised  
that Luke should change the correct a@lloj (Mk. 4:5-8 Mt. 
13:5-8) to e!teron in Lu. 8:6-8.  But Luke is reinforced by Paul 
in this laxity as to e!teroj.  Cf. plla> kai> e!tera in Lu. 3:18.  Moul- 
ton (Cl. Rev., 1904, p. 154) calls this "incorrect e!teroj" and finds 
it in the papyri, as in O.P. 494 (ii/A.D.).  But we do not need to 
hold grepos in leading strings. The "subtlety" (Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 
440) is only called for in that case. 
 6. In Contrast.  !Eteroj may also be used in contrast for ‘the 
one,' ‘the other.’  So 1 Cor. 15:40, e[te<ra me<n—e[te<ra de<.  It is 
common in contrasts with other pronouns.  Thus with ei$j in 
Mt. 6:24; o[ ei$j in Lu. 7:41; Lu. 17:34 ff.; with tij, Lu. 11:15 f.; 
with o{ me<n, Lu. 8:5 f.; with oi[ me<n and a@lloi, Mt. 16:14.  But 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 245.  3 Moulton, Prol., p. 79.  
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 179. 
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neither ou]de<teroj (mhd--) nor ou]qe<teroj (mhq--) occurs in the N. T., 
though mhqe<teroj is read in Prov. 24:21.  In Clem. Hom. XIX, 12  
we have ou]qe<teroj. 
 (e) OTHER ANTITHETIC PRONOUNS.  For ei$j—ei$j (Mk. 10:37), 
qei$j – o[ de< (Gal. 4:24 f.), o[ ei$j—o[ a@lloj (Rev. 17:10) see ei$j under  
Numeral Adjectives.  So likewise tij may be contrasted with  
tij (Ph. 1:15), with a@lloj (Lu. 9:7 f.), with e!teroj (1 Cor. 3:4).  
For the very common o[ me<n—o[ de>, o{j me<n—o{j de< see Demonstrative 
Pronouns.  The repetition of the substantive is to be noted also. 
So oi#koj e]pi> oi$kon pi<ptei, Lu. 11:17; o[ satana?j to>n satana?n e]kba<llei, 
Mt. 12:26 ( = Lu. 11:18).  This notion of repetition is seen in  
h[me<r% kai> h[me<r% (2 Cor. 4:16; cf. Heb. mOydA mOY).  Cf. also ei$j kai>  
ei$j (Mt. 20:21; 24:40 f.; 27:38, etc.); o[ ei$j –o[ e!teroj, Lu. 7:41. 
For ei$j—kai> ei$j—kai> ei$j see Mk. 9:5 = Mt. 17:4 = Lu. 9:33.  
This threefold repetition of ei$j is rhetorical.1  The distributive 
use of ei$j with kata< and a]na< (e{n kaq ] e{n, ei$j kaq ] ei$j, a]na> ei$j) was 
treated under Numeral Adjectives. 
 XI. Negative Pronouns (a]ntwnumi<ai a]rnhtikai<<). 
 (a) Ou]dei<j. 
 1. History. Note this accent rather than ou]dei?j.  Ou]dei<j is sup- 
planted in modern Greek vernacular by kanei<j, but ou]de<n survives  
as negative particle in form de<n.  Cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr.,  
p. 171. 
 2. Ou]qei<j.  This is made from are ou@te ei$j.  (sometimes also from  
ou]de> ei$j, 'not even,' Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 146) and occurs  
sometimes in the best N. T. MSS. Cf. W. H.'s text for Lu. 22:  
35; 23:14; Ac. 15:9; 19:27; 26:26; 1 Cor. 13:2; 2 Cor. 11:9.  
Jannaris2 finds it a peculiarity of the Alexandrian school. Meister- 
hans3 has shown from the inscriptions how ou]qei<j and mhqei<j came to  
be practically universal during the third century and the first half  
of the second century B.C. Thackeray4 has reinforced this position  
from the uncials for the LXX. The papyri are in full accord.5  In  
the fourth and fifth centuries A.D., the date of the great uncials,  
ou]qei<j and mhqei<j had disappeared from current speech, and yet a  
number of instances survive in the MSS. of the 0. T. and the N. T.,  
though others were probably replaced by ou]dei<j and mhdei<j.6  In- 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 246. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 170. But see Schwyzer, Perg. Inschr., p. 114, for idea  
that the change is due to t and d being pronounced alike. 
 3 Att. Inschr., p. 259. 
 4 Gr., pp. 551f. 
 6 Thumb, Hellen., p. 14; Mayser, Gr., p. 150 f.  6 Thack., Gr., p. 60, 
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deed ou]qei<j was a sort of fashion (Moulton, Cl. Rev., Mar., 1910,  
p. 53) that came in iv/B.C. and vanished ii/A.D.  It was nearly  
extinct in N. T. times.  See further chapters VI, III (g), and 
VII, III 2. 
 3. Gender.  The feminine form is less frequent in the N. T. than  
the masculine and neuter.  The word occurs with substantives  
(Mk. 6:5), with other pronouns (a@lloj, Ac. 4:12; e!teroj, 17:21),  
but usually alone, as in Mt. 5:13; 6:24.  It is common with the  
genitive (Lu. 18:34).  The adverbial use of ou]de<n is seen in Gal.  
4:1 ou]de>n diafe<rei dou<lou, but the cognate accusative is a possible  
explanation (Gal. 2:6).  Cf. ou]den in 1 Cor. 7:19. In Rev. 3:  
17, ou]de>n xrei<an e@xw, the neuter is not to be construed with xrei<an. 
 4. Ou]de> ei$j.  This is, of course, more emphatic than ou]dei<j. The  
usage appears often in Xenophon, Demosthenes and other clas- 
sic writers, the LXX and the Atticists.1  For examples in the  
N. T. see Mt. 27:14; Jo. 1:3; Ac. 4:32; Ro. 3:10.  The same  
principle appears in ou]k e@stin e!wj e[no<j, Ro. 3:12 (Ps. 14:1, 3).  Cf.  
also the separation of ou]—pote< in 2 Pet. 1:21.2 
 5. Ei$j —ou].  It is after the analogy of pa?j—ou] and distinctly  
emphatic, and is found in Demosthenes.3  Cf. Lu. 12:6, e{n e]c 
au]tw?n ou]k e@stin.  So likewise Mt. 10:29, e{n e]c au]tw?n ou] pesei?tai. In 
Mt. 5:18 we have e!n—ou] mh<.  For ou]dei>j o!stij see o!stij. 
 (b) Mhdei<j.  In general the history of mhdei<j is parallel to that  
of ou]dei<j.  It is naturally much less frequent and its use instead of  
ou]dei<j belongs to the discussion of Modes and Negative Particles.  
It follows in that matter the fate of mh<.  Mhqei<j appears only once  
in the text of the N. T., Ac. 27:33.  The use of  mhde>n w@n, Gal. 6:3,  
may be compared with ou]qe<n ei]mi, 1 Cor. 13:2. In 1 Th. 4:12 
note mhdeno>j xrei<an e@xhte. 
 (c) Ou@tij AND Mh<tij.  These were treated under tij.  Following  
the editors in the separation of these forms, it is to be observed  
that mh<ti as mere particle occurs not merely in questions like mh<ti 
ou$to<j e]stin o[ Xristo<j; Jo. 4:29, but also with ei].  So ei] mh<ti in 1  
Cor. 7:5; 2 Cor. 13:5.  But in Lu. 9:13,  ei] mh<ti poreuqe<ntej h[mei?j 
a]gora<swmen, it is possible to take mh<ti as the object of a]gora<swmen. 
Cf. Jo. 6:12, i!na mh< ti a]po<lhtai.  But note mh<tige 1 Cor. 6:3.  
The use of tij with the conjunction mh< is not infrequent (Mk. 13:5)  
and with the negative adverb mh< also (Jo. 3:3, 5, etc.).  So we  
have, contrary to the usual classic idiom, ou]—tij, mh<--tij.4  The 
 
 1 W.-Sch., p. 248; Schmid, Atticismus, II, p. 137 f. 
 2 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 249.    3 Ib., p. 178. 
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 256. 
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undoubted separation of ou] and mh< from tij in such examples as 
Mt. 11:27; 12:19; Lu. 8:51; 12:4; Jo. 7:4; 10:28; Ac. 28:21; of  
1 Cor. 4: 5, etc., argues for the same thing where mh< tij and 
mh< ti happen to come together.  The koinh< (Moulton, Prol., p.  
246) supports the use of tij with the negative: Tb.P. 1 (ii/B.C.) 
mhdemia?j krath<sewj mhde> kuriei<aj tino>j e]ggai<ou periginome<nhj. 
 (d) WITH Pa?j. 
 1. Ou] pa?j.  Used together the words call for little in the way of  
explanation. Ou] merely negatives pa?j as in classic Greek and= 
‘not every one.’  Thus in Mt. 7:21, ou] pa?j o[ le<gwn—ei]seleu<setai,  
Jesus did not mean to say that 'no one' who thus addressed him  
could enter the kingdom of heaven. He merely said that 'not  
every one' would. Cf. also ou] pa?sa sa<rc 1 Cor. 15:39.  The same 
principle applies to the plural ou] pa<ntej xwrou?si to>n lo<gon, Mt. 19:  
11.  Cf. Ac. 10:41; Ro. 9:6; 10:16.  But my friend, Mr. H.   
Scott, notes that in Ro. 10:16 and 1 Cor. 15:39 ou] pa?j can 
well mean 'no,' and that in Mt. 7:21 and the other clauses  
where a]lla<, occurs the a]lla< negatives the whole of the preceding  
clause.  This is certainly worth considering.  Cf. Mt. 7:21 ou] pa?j 
o[ le<gwn, with pa?j o[ a]kou<wn, in 7:26. 
 2. Ou]—pa?j.  Here we have a different situation.  The nega- 
tive goes with the verb.  A negative statement is made as to  
pa?j.  The result is the same as if ou]dei<j had been used with an  
affirmative verb.  So Mt. 24:22 (Mk. 13:20) ou]k a{n e]sw<qh pa?sa 
sa<rc, the idea is 'no flesh,' not 'not all flesh,' i.e. ‘some flesh,’ 
would have been lost.  Cf. Lu. 1:37 ou]k a]dunath<sei — pa?n r[h?ma, Ro. 
3:20 (Gal. 2:16) ou] dikaiwqh<setai pa?sa sa<rc.  See also Ac. 10:14 
ou]de<pote—pa?n.  Cf. ou]de> pa?n Rev. 7:16; 9:4.  It is true that this 
idiom is very common in the LXX1 as a translation of lKo—xlo.  
Cf. Ex. 12:16, 43; 20:10, etc.  But it is not without analogy  
also 'in the papyri use of pa?j "with prepositions and adjectives of 
negative meaning. Thus a@neu or xwri>j pa<shj u[perqe<sewj, a recurrent  
formula, a]nupeu<qenoi panto>j e]pi<mou, Tb.P. 105 (ii/B.C.); di<xa pa<shj 
e]cousi<aj, Plutarch, Cons. ad Uxor., 1 (cf. Heb. 7:7)."2  Clearly the  
construction was in harmony with the koinh<. 
 3. Mh< — pa?j.  The same principle applies.  Cf. 1 Cor. 1:29,  
o!pwj mh> kauxh<shtai pa?sa sa<rc.  Here it is 'no flesh' as above with  
ou] – pa?j.  See also Rev. 7:1.  On the other hand mh> pa?j (1 Jo. 
4:1)= 'not every' like ou] pa?j. 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 215. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 246. Cf. Cl. Rev., Dec., 1901, p. 442; Apr., 1904,  
p. 155. 
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 4. Ou] mh<--pa?n in Rev. 21:27 does not differ at all from the 
ou]—pa?j and mh<--pa?j is in construction. 
 5. Pa?j—ou]).  Here the ancient Greek idiom to a certain extent  
comes to one's relief.1  But the xlo — lKo lies behind the LXX  
translation. It is less harsh than ou] —pa?j.  Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T.  
Gk., p. 178. The denial about pa?j is complete as with ou]—pa?j. 
See 1 Jo. 2:21, pa?n yeu?doj e]k th?j a]lhqei<aj ou]k e@stin. Cf. 1 Jo. 3:15; 
Eph. 5:5; Rev. 22:3. 
 6. Pa?j — mh< falls into the same category. Cf. Jo. 3:16; 6:39;  
12:46; Eph. 4:29; 5:3.  Here also the denial is universal. But  
most probably mhdei<j would have pleased an older Greek more. 
 7. Pa?j—ou] mh<.  In Rev. 18:22 the same explanation holds. 
 8. Ou]—pa<ntej.  With the plural ou]k ei]si>n  pa<ntej e]c h[mw?n, 1 Jo. 
2:19, the matter is not so clear.  Two translations are possible,  
as is seen in the American Revision. The text there is:  "they all are  
not of us."  The margin has: "not all are of us."  The analogy of  
ou]—pa?j in the singular favours the first. 
 9. Pa<ntej ou].  With pa<ntej ou] koimhqhso<meqa, 1 Cor. 15:51, the 
ou] goes with the verb.  The effect is the same as pa?j—ou], above.  
‘We all shall not sleep’ means that 'none' of us shall sleep. 
‘We shall all be changed.’  Per contra, see ou] pa<ntej Ro. 10:16= 
‘not all.’ 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 215. 
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                     THE ARTICLE (TO   @ARQRON) 
 
  
 I. Other Uses of o[, h[ to<.  For the demonstrative o[ and the  
relative o[ see chapter on Syntax of Pronouns.  It is confusing to  
say with Seyffart1:  "Der Artikel hat die ursprungliche demon- 
strative Bedeutung."  It is then just the demonstrative, not the  
article at all.  Why call the demonstrative the article?  Great con- 
fusion of idea has resulted from this terminology. It is important  
to keep distinct the demonstrative, the article and the relative. 
 II. Origin and Development of the Article. 
 (a) A GREEK CONTRIBUTION. The development of the Greek 
article is one of the most interesting things in human speech.2  
Among the Indo-Germanic languages it is "a new Greek depar- 
ture."3  It is not found in Sanskrit nor in Latin. It does not ap- 
pear to be pro-ethnic4 and first shows itself in Homer. Indeed,  
the existence of the genuine article in Homer is denied by some.5   
But it seems an overrefinement to refuse to see the article in such  
Homeric phrases as oi[ ple<onej, oi[ a@ristoi, etc.6  And it is beyond 
dispute that it is in the Attic prose, particularly in Plato, that the  
Greek article reaches its perfection.7  The article has shown re- 
markable persistency and survives with very little modification in  
modern Greek.8  In the N. T. the usage is in all essentials in har- 
mony with Attic, more so than is true of the papyri.9  But Volker10  
finds the papyri in practical accord at most points with Attic.  
Simcox11 points out that even the Hebrew article does not differ  
radically in use from the Greek article. 
 
 1 Hauptr. der gricch. Synt., p. 1. 
 2 Cf. Schneider, Vorles. uber griech. Gr. 
 3 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 41. 
 4 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., I, pp. 507 ff. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 424.  
 5 Delbruck, op. cit. Cf. also Thompson, Synt., p. 41 f. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 178 ff.    7 Thompson, Synt., p. 41 f. 
 8 Cf. Thumb, Handb., pp. 40 ff.; Jebb. in V. and D.'s Handb., p. 193 f. 
 9 Moulton, Prol., p. 80 f. 
 10 Synt. d. griech. Pap., pp. 5 ff.  11 Lang. of the N. T., p. 45. 
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 (b) DERIVED FROM THE DEMONSTRATIVE. The Greek article 
is the same form as the demonstrative o[, h[, to<.  Indeed the Ger- 
man der is used as demonstrative, article, relative.  So English  
the is related to the demonstrative that (also relative).  Clyde  
(Greek Syntax, p. 6) calls the article a "mere enfeeblement"  
of the demonstrative. So the French le, the Italian il, the  
Spanish el, all come from the Latin demonstrative ille.  But  
while this is true, the demonstrative, relative and article should  
not be confused in idea. The Greek grammarians applied a]rqron  
to all three in truth, but distinguished them as a@rqron protaktiko<n 
(dem.), a@rqron u[potaktiko<n (rel.), a@rqron o[ristiko<n (art.).  Some, how- 
ever, did not distinguish sharply between the demonstrative and  
the article.  The article always retained something of the demon- 
strative force (Gildersleeve, Syntax, Part II, p. 215). It is an  
utter reversal of the facts to speak of the demonstrative use of  
the article. It is only of recent years that a really scientific study  
of the article has been made.1  Even Brugmann2 gives no sep- 
arate treatment for the article. But Part II of Gildersleeve's  
Syntax (1911, pp. 215-332) has a really scientific treatment of  
the article.  Professor Miller collected material for it.  But even  
here I must demur against "the substantive use of the article"  
(p. 216) instead of plain substantival demonstrative.  Gildersleeve  
uses "article" in two senses (form and idea).  The Latin word  
articulus has the same root as the Greek a@rqron (ar– as seen in  
a]r-ar-i<skw, ‘to fit,’ ‘join’).  The origin of the article from the de- 
monstrative can probably be seen in Homer. Monro3 thinks it  
due to apposition of a substantive with the demonstrative o[.  So  
Iliad, 4. 501, h[ d ] e[te<roio dia> krota<foio pe<rhsen ai]xhm> xalkei<h.  Here 
ai]xmh< explains h[ and h[ wavers between demonstrative and ar- 
ticle and illustrates the transition. So with new proper names o[  
anticipates the name which is loosely added later. "In Attic the  
article shows that a particular known person is spoken of; in  
Homer it marks the turning of attention to a person."4 In Homer  
the article usually marks contrast and not mere definiteness.  
But this contrast or singling out of the special object is in essence  
the real article which is thus attributive. 
 III. Significance of the Article.  The article, unlike the demon- 
strative, does not point out the object as far or near. It is not  
deictic. There is either contrast in the distinction drawn or allu- 
sion (anaphoric) to what is already mentioned or assumed as well 
 
 1 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 794.  3 Hom. Gr., p. 178. 
 2 Griech. Gr.     4 Ib. 
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known. The article is therefore to> o[ristiko>n a@rqron, the definite 
article.  The article is associated with gesture and aids in pointing  
out like an index finger.  It is a pointer.  It is not essential to  
language, but certainly very convenient and useful and not "otio- 
sum loquacissimae gentis instrumentum," as Scaliger1 called it.  
The Greek article is not the only means of making words definite.  
Many words are definite from the nature of the case.2  The word  
itself may be definite, like gh?, ou]rano<j,  ]Ihsou?j. The use of a prepo- 
sition with definite anarthrous nouns is old, as e]n oi@k&.  Possessive  
pronouns also make definite, as do genitives. The context itself  
often is clear enough. The demonstrative may be used besides  
the article. Whenever the Greek article occurs, the object is cer- 
tainly definite. When it is not used, the object may or may not  
be. The article is never meaningless in Greek, though it often  
fails to correspond with the English idiom, as in h[ sofi<aj, o[ Pau?loj. 
It is not a matter of translation.  The older language and higher  
poetry are more anarthrous than Attic prose.  Dialects vary in  
the use of the article, as do authors.  Plato is richer in the article  
than any one.  Its free use leads to exactness and finesse (Gilder- 
sleeve, Syntax, Part II, p. 215 f.). 
 IV. The Method Employed by the Article. The Greek article  
points out in one of three ways.3  It distinguishes: 
 (a) INDIVIDUALS FROM INDIVIDUALS. The article does not 
give the reason for the distinction drawn between individuals.  
That is usually apparent in the context. The translators of the  
King James Version, under the influence of the Vulgate, handle  
the Greek article loosely and inaccurately.4 A goodly list of  
such sins is given in "The Revision of the New Testament,"5 such  
as 'a pinnacle' for to> pteru<gion (Mt. 4:5).  Here the whole point  
lies in the article, the wing of the Temple overlooking the abyss.  
So in Mt. 5:1 to> o@roj was the mountain right at hand, not 'a  
mountain.'  On the other hand, the King James translators missed  
the point of meta> gunaiko<j (Jo. 4:27) when they said ‘the woman.’  
It was 'a woman,' any woman, not the particular woman in ques- 
tion. But the Canterbury Revisers cannot be absolved from all  
blame, for they ignore the article in Lu. 18:13, t&? a[martwl&?.  The  
vital thing is to see the matter from the Greek point of view and 
 
 1 Quoted by Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 57. 
 2 The old idea that the article was necessary to make a word definite is  
seen in Madvig, Synt. of the Gk. Lang., p. 8. 
 3 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 70. 
 4 Ib.     5 Lightfoot, Trench, Ellicott, p. xxx f, 
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find the reason for the use of the article.  In Mt. 13:55, o[ tou? 
te<ktonoj ui[o<j, it is the son of the (well known to us) carpenter.  In  
1 Cor. 4:5 o[ e@painoj means the praise due to each one.  Cf. o[ 
misqo<j in Ro. 4:4.  In 1 Cor. 5:9, e]n t^? e]pistol ?̂, Paul refers to a  
previous letter which the Corinthians had received.  In 15:8, t&?  
e]ktrw<mati, Paul speaks thus of himself because he alone of the  
Apostles saw Jesus after His Ascension.  The examples of this  
use are very numerous in the N. T. Thus in Mt. 5:15, to>n  
mo<dion, th>n luxni<an, the article singles out the bushel, the lamp- 
stand present in the room. In 15:26, toi?j kunari<oij, Jesus points  
to the little dogs by the table. In Lu. 4:20, to> bibli<on a]podou>j t&? 
u[phre<t^, the roll was the usual one and the attendant was there at  
his place.  So in Jo. 13:5, ba<llei u!dwr ei]j to>n nipth?ra, the basin was  
there in the room.  The article in Jo. 7:17, gnw<setai peri> th?j 
didaxh?j, means the teaching concerning which they were puzzled. 
 (b) CLASSES FROM OTHER CLASSES. The (generic) article is 
not always necessary here any more than under (a). See pnhrou>j 
kai> a]gaqou<j (Mt. 5:45); di<kaioj u[pe>r a]di<kwn (1 Pet. 3:18).  Cf. in  
particular 1 Cor. 12:13 ei@te  ]Ioudai?oi ei@te   !Ellhnej, 12:29.  So also 
pou? sofo<j; pou? grammateu<j; (1 Cor. 1:20).  But it is quite common 
to use the article with different classes.  So in Mt. 8:20 note ai[ 
a]lw<pekej, ta> peteina<.  So ai[ gunai?kej (Eph. 5:22), oi[ a@ndrej (5:25),  
ta> te<kna (6:1), oi[ pate<rej (6:4), oi[ dou?loi (6:5).  In these ex- 
amples the vocative often has the article. Cf. Col. 3:18 ff.  A  
good example of the use with classes is found in Mt. 5:3-10  
(the Beatitudes), oi[ ptwxoi<, etc. Cf. tou>j sofou>j, ta> a]sqen ?̂, etc., 
in 1 Cor. 1:27.  So oi[ a]kroatai< and oi[ poihtai< in Ro. 2:13.  Cf.  
Rev. 11:18; 22:14.  It is very common to find the singular used  
with the article in a representative sense for the whole class.  
So in o[ ui[o>j tou? a]nqrw<pou (Mt. 8:20, and often) Jesus calls himself  
the Son of Mankind.  Cf. Lu. 10:7, o[ e]rga<thj, where the labourer  
represents all labourers.  In Mt. 18:17 note o[ e]qniko>j kai> o[ telw<nhj.  
The Gospel of John is especially rich in examples of this kind  
(both ideals and types).1  Other examples are Mt. 12:35 o[ a]gaqo>j 
a@nqrwpoj, 12:29 tou? i]sxurou?, Jas. 5:6 to>n di<kaion, 2 Cor. 12:12 
tou? a]posto<lou, Gal. 4:1 o[ klhrono<moj, Mt. 13:3 o[ spei<rwn.  But  
even here the article is not always needed.  So  ]Ioudai<ou te prw?ton 
kai>    !Ellhnoj (Ro. 2:9).  Cf. kalou? te kai> kakou?, Heb. 5:14.  In  
examples like o[ ou]rano>j kai> h[ gh? (Mt. 24:35), where there is only  
one of the kind, the explanation is not far from the class from class 
 
 1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 47. On literature upon the article see E. Schwartz  
in the Index to Eusebius, p. 209. 
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idea. So qeo<j, like proper names, may use the article where we do  
not need it in English (Jo. 3:16).  Volker (Syntax, p. 19) notes in 
the papyri examples like gunh> kai> ui[oi<, h[ gunh> kai> oi[ ui[oi<, gunh> kai> oi[  
ui[oi<, o[ a]nh>r kai> te<kan. For the generic article see further Gilder- 
sleeve, Syntax, pp. 255 ff. 
 (c) QUALITIES FROM OTHER QUALITIES. The English does not 
use the article with abstract qualities unless they have been pre- 
viously mentioned. But French and German are like the Greek  
in the use of the article here. It is not necessary to have the ar- 
ticle with qualities.  So in 1 Cor. 12 : 9-11 the gifts mentioned  
have no article.  So in chapter 13, a]ga<phn in verses 1-3, but 
h[ a]ga<ph in 4, 8; but pi<stij, e]lpi<j a]ga<ph (verse 13).  In 1 Jo. 4:18  
fo<boj is first without the article, then is repeated with the article,  
while h[ a]ga<ph each time.  There is much of the same freedom as  
to the use or non-use of the article here as elsewhere.  Cf. Ro.  
12:7, 9; 13:9 f.; Col. 3:5. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 150)  
from the standpoint of the German sees more difficulty in the  
absence than in the presence of such articles. But he is correct  
in saying that the relative in Col. 3:5 explains the use of the ar- 
ticle. It is interesting to observe that in the list of attributes of  
God in the songs in Rev. 4:11; 5:13; 7:12, the article is ex- 
pressed with each quality, while in 5:12 one article (th<n) is used  
with the whole list.  In Ro. 13:7 the article is used with each  
thing and quality. It is possible that t&? here is the article also  
for which the participle has to be supplied. But for the absence  
of me<n and de< one might suspect t&? to be the demonstrative.  In 
Ro. 16:17, skopei?n tou>j ta>j dixostasi<aj ka> ta> ska<ndala para> th>n  
didaxh>n h{n u[mei?j e]ma<qete poiou?ntaj, note how neatly tou<j, ta<j, ta< th<n 
come in and illustrate the three uses of the article.  Note also the  
neat classic idiom tou>j—poiou?ntaj.  For the article with abstract 
nouns see further Gildersleeve, Syntax, pp. 257 ff. 
 V. Varied Usages of the Article. 
 (a) WITH SUBSTANTIVES. 
 1. Context. Whether the substantive is pointed out as an in- 
dividual, class or quality, the context makes clear. The English  
may or may not have need of the article in translation. But  
that point cuts no figure in the Greek idiom. Thus in Ac. 27:23,  
tou? qeou? ou$ ei]mi<, the article points out the special God whose Paul  
is and is to be preserved in English. In the very next verse, o[ qeo<j,  
we in English do not need the article, even if, as is unlikely, the  
angel has the notion of "the special God.".  Cf. also Jo. 1 : 1.  
In Mt. 23:2, oi[ grammatei?j kai> oi[ Farisai?oi, the two classes are 
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distinguished as in English.  In Ro. 11:36, h[ do<ca, it is the glory  
due to God.  See o[ misqo<j, 1 Cor. 9:18 (cf. Ro. 4:4). 
 2. Gender of the Article.  It will, of course, be that of the sub- 
stantive. Cf. th<n  — to<n — to< in Lu. 2:16.  But sometimes the  
construction is according to the sense.  So in Mt. 4:13, th>n Nazara<,  
because of the implied po<lin.  Cf. also Kafarnaou>m th<n.  But in  
Gal. 4:25, to> de>   !Agar, Paul purposely uses the grammatical gen- 
der of the word rather than the natural feminine.  Cf. also o[ a]mh<n  
(Rev. 3:14), where Jesus is meant.  But note the usual to> a]mh<n  
in 1 Cor. 14:16.  The N. T. does not have the neuter article  
with the plural of a Hebrew word, as we occasionally see in the  
LXX (Thackeray, p. 34). Cf. t&? beelei<m, (Ezek. 27:4). 
 3. With Proper Names.  This seems rather odd to us in English,  
since the proper name itself is supposed to be definite enough.  
But at bottom the idiom is the same as with other substantives.  
We do not use the article with home, husband, wife, church,  
unless there is special reason to do so. The word itself is usually  
sufficient. We must rid ourselves of the notion that any substan- 
tive requires the article. But, just because proper names are so  
obviously definite, the article was frequently used where we in  
English cannot handle it. But this is very far from saying that  
the article meant nothing to the Greek. It meant definiteness to  
him. We often have the same difficulty with the article with  
classes and qualities. Sometimes we can see the reason for the  
use of the article with proper names. So to>n  ]Ihsou?n o!n Pau?loj 
khru<ssei, Ac. 19:13.  But in most instances the matter seems  
quite capricious to us. The writer may have in mind a previous  
mention of the name or the fact of the person being well known.  
In 2 Tim. 4:9-21 the proper names are all anarthrous. The same  
thing is true of Ro. 16, even when the adjective is not anar- 
throus, as in  ]Apellh?n to>n do<kimon e]n Xrist&? (verse 10).  So in the 
ancient Greek for the most part the article was not used with  
proper names (Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 229). Its use with per- 
sons is a mark of familiar style, but Plato uses it for anaphora  
or for contrast. In some sections it is common to use the  
article with titles, as The Reverend Doctor So-and-So. In South  
Germany der is used with the name alone.1 
 It seems needless to make extended observations about the  
presence or absence of the Greek article with names of countries,  
cities, rivers, persons. The usage among Greek writers greatly  
varies about rivers,, mountains, etc. Cf. Kallenberg, Stu. uber den 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 113. 
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griech. Art., 1891).  See exhaustive treatment by Gildersleeve  
(Syntax, pp. 236-253) and his paper in American Journal of Philol.,  
XI, pp. 483-487. Different words vary. "Names of cities most  
rarely have the article when connected with prepositions,"1 but  
that is true of other words also.   ]Ierousalh<m does not have the  
article save when an adjective is used (so Gal. 4:25 f.; Rev. 3:  
12) except in one instance (Ac. 5:28).  Curiously   ]Ieroso<luma has  
the article (in the oblique cases) only2 in Jo. 2:23; 5:2; 10:22;  
11:18.  As instances of the article used with a city mentioned  
the second time (anaphoric) see Ac. 17:10, ei]j Be<roian, and 17: 
13, e]n t ?̂ Beroi<%; 17:15, e!wj  ]Aqhnw?n; and 17:16, e]n tai?j  ]Aqh<naij.  
For further details see Winer-Schmiedel, p. 152 f. 
 Substantives in apposition with proper names may have the 
article, as in  [Hr&<dhj o[ basileu<j, Mt. 2:1; and o[ basileu>j  [Hr&<dhj,  
Mt. 2:3; or not, as  [Hr&<dou basileu<wj, Lu. 1:5.  In basileu? 
 ]Agri<ppa, Ac. 25:26, it is like our 'King George.'  So in Xeno- 
phon, when the King of Persia is meant we find basileu<j.  In  
Mt. 3:6, o[  ]Iorda<nhj potamo<j, we have the usual order, but see  
the order reversed and the article repeated in Rev. 9:14; 16:12.  
Cf. tou? o@rouj Sina< (Ac. 7:30) and o@rouj Sina< (Gal. 4:24), to> o@roj 
Siw<n (Rev. 14:1) and Siw>n o@rei (Heb. 12:22).  For the article  
with appositive proper names see Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 231. 
Cf.  ]Iou<daj o[  ]Iskariw<thj, Mt. 10:4;  [Hr&<dhj o[ tetraa<rxhj and  
 ]Iwa<nhj o[ baptisth<j, 14:1 f.;  ]Ishou?j o[ Nazarhno<j, Mk. 10:47; Ac. 
1:13, Si<mwn o[ zhlwth<j, etc.  Here the word in apposition has  
the article, but not the proper name.3  Cf. 1 Cor. 1:1. 
 In the Gospels as a rule  ]Ihsou?j has the article.  Xristo<j in the  
Gospels usually has the article= the Anointed One, the Messiah.  
In the Epistles it usually is like a proper name and commonly  
without the article,4 illustrating the development of Christology  
in the N. T. Indeclinable proper names usually have the article  
if the case would not otherwise be clear. Cf. the list in Mt. 1:  
2-16, where the nominative has no article, but the accusative  
does have it. So  ]Israh<l in Ro. 10:19, but to>n  ]Israh<l in 1 Cor.  
10:18.  See also Mt. 22:42; Mk. 15:45; Lu. 2:16; Ac. 7:8;  
15:1 f.; Ro. 9:13; Heb. 11:17.  The use of to>n Barabba?n in Lu.  
23:18 is not abrupt.  In Xenophon's Anabasis the article is not  
often used with proper names unless the person is previously 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 112. 
 2 Ib. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 153. 
 3 See further W.-Sch., p. 153. 
 4  Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 152. 
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mentioned.1  In Homer the article appears only occasionally with  
a proper name when a new person is introduced, and "marks  
the turning of attention to a person,"2 rather than pointing to a  
particular person as in Attic. "In short the Homeric article  
contrasts, the Attic article defines."  But, as a matter of fact, no  
satisfactory principle can be laid down for the use or non-use of  
the article with proper names.3  For good discussion of the matter  
see Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., XI, pp. 483 ff. In modern  
Greek the article occurs with all kinds of proper names (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 41). Moulton (Prol., p. 83) admits the inability of  
scholars to solve "completely the problem of the article with  
proper names." Abbott (Joh. Gr., p. 57 f.) notes that John gen- 
erally introduces a proper name without the article and then  
uses it. The papyri also follow this classical idiom of using the  
article with proper names when mentioned a second time. So when  
a man's father or mother is given in the genitive, we usually have  
the article. Cf. Deissmann, Phil. Wochenschrift, 1902, p. 1467;  
Moulton, Prol., p. 83. The papyri throw no great light on the  
subject. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 95), claims that the papyri  
confirm the N. T. usage. In the papyri slaves regularly have the  
article, even when the master does not (Volker, Syntax, p. 9).  
For Sau?loj o[ kai> Pau?loj (Ac. 13:9) the papyri show numerous  
parallels. Cf. Deissmann, Bible Studies, pp. 313 ff. Mayser (Gr.  
d. griech. Pap., p. 310 f.), as already shown, takes o[ here as rela- 
tive. See also Hatch, Journal of Bibl. Lit., Part II, 1908, p. 141 f.  
In Luke's list (Lu. 3:23-38)   ]Iwsh<f has no article, while all the  
long line of genitives have tou? including tou? qeou?.  Among the  
ancient writers o[ qeo<j was used of the god of absolute religion in  
distinction from the mythological gods.4  Gildersleeve (Syntax,  
pp. 232-236) gives a full discussion of the subject.  In the N. T.,  
however, while we have pro>j to>n qeo<n (Jo. 1:1, 2), it is far more  
common to find simply qeo<j, especially in the Epistles. But the  
word is treated like a proper name and may have it (Ro. 3:5)  
or not have it (8:9).  The same thing holds true about pneu?ma 
and pneu?ma a!gion, ku<iroj, Xristo<j.  These words will come up for 
further discussion later. 
 
 1 Zucker, Beobachtungen fiber den Gebr. des Artik. bei Personenn. in Xen.  
Anabasis, p. 6.    2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 179. 
 3 Cf. Schmidt, De Articulo in nominibus propriis apud Att. scriptores (1890);  
K.-G., I, pp. 602 ff.; Kallenberg, Stu. uber den griech. Artikel (1891). 
 4 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 48. Cf. also B. Weiss, Der Gebr. des  
Artikels bei den Gottesnamen, Th. Stu. Krit., 1911, pp. 319-392. 
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 4. Second Mention (Anaphoric).  The use of the article with   
the second mention of a word is very frequent. Thus in Jo. 6:9, 
a@rtouj kai> o]ya<ria, but in verse 11 tou>j a@rtouj--kai> e]k tw?n o]yari<wn. 
See Lu. 9:13, 16. Cf. u!dwr in Jo. 4:10 and to> u!dwr in verse 11.  So  
ma<goi in Mt. 2:1, but tou>j ma<gouj in verse 7;  ziza<nia in 13:25, but  
ta> ziza<nia in verse 26.  Cf. Ac. 9:4, 7; 9:11, 17; Jas. 2:2, 3;  
Rev. 15:1, 6. In Jo. 4:43, ta>j du<o h[me<raj, the article refers to  
verse 40.  Cf. Jo. 20:1 with 19:41; 12:12 with 12:1; Heb.  
5:4 with 5:1; 2 Cor. 5:4 with 5:1.  In Ac. 19:13 we have  
Pau?loj, but o[ Pau?loj in 19:15. Volker (Syntax, p. 21 f.) finds  
the anaphoric use of the article common enough in the papyri. 
 (b) WITH ADJECTIVES. The discussion of the adjective as at- 
tributive or predicate comes up later. Thus kalo>j o[ no<moj (1 Tim.  
1:8) is a different construction from tw?n a[gi<wn profhtw?n (Jo. 10:11). 
 1. The Resumptive Article.  The use of the article and the  
adjective is perfectly normal in tw?n a[gi<wn profhtw?n, (2 Pet. 3:2). 
Cf. t ?̂ e]sxa<t^ h[me<r% (Jo. 6:40).  See also Lu. 1:70; Jas. 2:7.  
This repetition of the article with the adjective as in o[ poimh>n o[  
kalo<j above is quite common also.  Abbott1 thinks that this re- 
duplication of the article "adds weight and emphasis to the ar- 
ticle." Cf.  t^? tri<t^ h[me<r% (Lu. 9:22) with t ?̂ h[me<r% t ?̂ tri<t^ (18:33). 
Abbott2 considers that as a rule John reduplicates the article with  
the adjective only in utterances of the Lord or in weighty sayings  
about him. Cf. Jo. 1: 9, 41; 2:1; 3:16; 5:43; 7:18; 10:11,  
14.  But this is hardly true of Jo. 6:13; 18:10.  He notes also  
that in John the possessive adjective, when articular, nearly always  
has the reduplicated article. Cf. ta> pro<bata ta> e]ma<, (10:27).  So  
to>n a]delfo>n to>n i@dion in Jo. 1:41.  In Homer the substantive usu- 
ally comes before the article and the adjective.  The resumptive  
article "repeats the noun in order to add the qualifying word."3  
Cf. Rev. 1:17; 3:7; 22:16, where the article is repeated, twice.  
Cf. also Ac. 12:10. So tw?n du<o tw?n a]kousa<ntwn (Jo. 1:40).  In 
Lu. 6:45 both the article and adjective are repeated after the  
form of the first part of the sentence, o[ ponhro>j e]k tou? ponhrou? 
profe<rei to> ponhro<n.  See in the papyri to> kitw<nion au]th?j to> leuko>n 
to> para> soi< P.Tb. 421 (iii/A.D.). 
 2. With the Adjective Alone. It appears so with all genders and  
both numbers. Cf. o[ a!gioj (Mk. 1:24), t ?̂ e]rh<m& (Mt. 3:2), ta> 
a]gaqo<n (Gal. 6:10), oi[ ptwxoi< (Mt. 5:3), ta> ne<aj (Tit. 2:4), to> 
o]rata< (Col. 1:16), ta> polla< in Ho. 15:22, oi[ sofoi< in 1 Cor. 1: 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., P. 63.  3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 181. 
 2 Ib., p. 64.  
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27, ai[ e!toimoi, in Mt. 25:10, etc.  All these examples are obvious 
enough.  The ellipsis is simple and usually supplied from the con- 
text.  The three uses of the article occur with the adjective alone. 
The individual use appears in such examples as o[ a!gioj tou? qeou?  
(Jo. 6:69), o[ di<kaioj (Ac. 22:14), o[ a]lhqino<j (1 Jo. 5:20), o[ ponhro<j 
(1 Jo. 5:18), to> polu< and to> o]li<gon (2 Cor. 8:15), to> a]gaqo<n 
sou (Phil. 14), to> a]du<naton tou? o]li<gon (Ro. 8:3), th>n chra<n (Mt. 
23:15), toi?j a[gi<oij (Ph. 1:1), e]n toi?j e]pourani<oij (Eph. 1:3).  The 
generic or representative (class from class) is very common also, 
more frequent indeed. So o[ di<kaioj (1 Pet. 4:18), tou? a]gaqou? (Ro.  
5:7), to>n ptwxo<n (Jas. 2:6),  tou>j ptwxou<j (2:5), oi[ plou<sioi (5:1). 
So ta> kaka< and ta> a]gaqa< (Ro. 3:8), to> a]gaqo<n (Lu. 6:45).  Cf. in 
particular Ro. 12:21 u[po> tou? kakou?, e]n t&? a]gaq&? to> kako<n.  Cf. also 
Ro. 13:3 f., to> a]gaqo<n (Gal. 6:10), to> i[kano<n (Ac. 17:9), to> kalo<n 
(2 Cor. 13:7), to> a!gion (Mt. 7:6), ta> o!ria (Mt. 19:1), tw?n 
spori<mwn (Mk. 2 : 23).  The use of the neuter singular with the 
article as the equivalent of an abstract substantive Blass1 notes 
as "a peculiar usage of Paul (and Hebrews)" and considers that 
"this is the most classical idiom in the language of the N. T., 
and may be paralleled from the old heathen literature, from Thu- 
cydides in particular." But he cautions us against thinking that 
Paul imitated Thucydides, since Strabo2 and all other writers of 
the koinh<, not to mention the papyri,3 show the same construction. 
Deissmann has made it plain from the papyri that to> doki<mion 
u[mw?n th?j p[i<stewj in Jas. 1:3 (cf. 1 Pet. 1:7) belongs here.  See 
also to> mwro>n tou? qeou? (1 Cor. 1:25), to> u[mw?n au]tw?n su<mforon (7:35), 
to> e]lafro>n th?j qli<yewj (2 Cor. 4:17), to> th?j u[mete<raj a]ga<phj gnh<sion 
(8:8), to> gnwsto>n tou? qeou? (Ro. 1:19), to> xrhsto>n tou? qeou?, (2:4), 
to> perisso<n (3:1), to> dunato>n au]tou? (9:22), to> e]pieike>j u[mw?n (Ph. 4:5), 
to> a]meta<qeton th?j boulh?j (Heb. 6:17), to> au]th?j a]sqene<j (7:18). Ex- 
amples of the plural in this abstract sense occur in ta> pneuma- 
tika> (Eph. 6:12), ta> a]o<rata (Ro. 1:20), ta> krupta> tw?n a]nqrw<pwn 
(2:16), ta> krupta> tou? sko<touj (1 Cor. 4:5), ta> pa<nta (Col. 1:16),  
ta> o[rata> kai> ta> a]o<rata (ib.).  The neuter adjective with the ar- 
ticle sometimes appears in the collective sense for persons.  So 
to> e@latton (Heb. 7:7), to> dwdeka<fulon h[mw?n (Ac. 26:7), ta> mwra> 
tou? ko<smou—ta> a]sqenh? tou? ko<smou (1 Cor. 1:27 f.).  See further 
Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 262. 
 3. The Article not Necessary with the Adjective.  Blass,4 who 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 155. 
 2 Cf. Schmid, Atticismus, IV, p. 608. 
 3 Deiss., B. S., p. 259.  4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 156. 
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has the best discussion of the use of the article with adjectives,  
notes that it is not accidental that, while we have e]n t&? faner&?  
(Text. Rec., Mt. 6:4), yet ei]j fanero>n e]lqei?n prevails (Mk. 4:22;  
Lu. 8:17), since the thing is not yet in existence. But it is a  
rather fine point, since both e]n krupt&? (Jo. 7:4, 10) and ei]j kru<pthn 
(a subst. Lu. 11:33) occur as well as e]n t&? faner&? (Mt. 6:4,  
Text. Rec.).  In Ro. 2:28 e]n t&? faner&? is genuine.  In Jas. 4:  
17 note kalo>n poiei?n.  The adjective alone may express class as in  
Mt. 5:45; Lu. 10:21; Ro. 1:14; 1 Cor. 1:20. 
 4. With Numerals. The article with numbers is more common  
in Greek than in English and is a classic idiom (Gildersleeve,  
Syntax, p. 228). Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 315) notes that with  
numerals the article points out a certain number now brought  
forward. So e[pta> --oi[ pe<nte –o[ ei$j—o[ a@lloj (Rev. 17:10). 
 (c) WITH PARTICIPLES.  In all essential respects the article is  
used with the participle exactly as with the adjective. The article  
is not necessary to the participle when used as an attribute (Jas.  
4:17), though it is most commonly found (Heb. 12:1, 2).  For  
the predicate use see Jo. 10:12.  The participle with the article 
is common without the substantive, as of oi[ penqou?ntej (Mt. 5:4). 
The neuter for a person appears in to> gennw<menon (Lu. 1:35).  In 
to> a[polwlo<j (Lu. 10:10) we have the collective neuter singular.  
The abstract singular is seen in to> u[pere<xon th?j gnw<sewj (Ph. 3:8)  
and the abstract plural in ta> diafe<ronta (Ro. 2:18).  Cf. ta> 
u[pa<rxonta< mou (‘my belongings’) in 1 Cor. 13:3, for the more in- 
dividual use.  The representative or generic sense is found in o[ 
spei<rwn (Mt. 13:3).  The article with the participle is very com- 
mon as the equivalent of a relative clause.1  In Mt. 5:32 pa?j o[ 
a]polu<wn and o!j e]a<n—gamh<s^ are parallel.  See also Col. 1:8.  So  
oi[ pepisteuko<tej (Tit. 3:8), o[ ei]pw<n (2 Cor. 4:6).  Cf. Mt. 7:21. 
The article is repeated with participles if they refer to different  
persons (Rev. 1:3) or even if the same person is meant where  
different aspects are presented (Rev. 1:4, where o[ h#n comes in  
between). But note t&? a]gapw?nti h[ma?j kai> lu<santi h[ma?j (1:5). 
 Winer2 makes a special point of the use of a definite participle 
with an indefinite pronoun like tine<j ei]sin oi[ tara<ssontej u[ma?j  (Gal.  
1:7), mh< tij u[ma?j e@stai o[ sulagwgw?n (Col. 2:8), a@lloj e]sti>n o[ marturw?n 
(Jo. 5:32).3  He also notes the definite subject where the German  
would have an indefinite one as in ou]k e@stin o[ suni<wn (Ro. 3:11). 
Cf. also the article and the future participle in o[ katakrinw?n (Ro. 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., I, p. 594.  2 W.-M., p. 136. 
 3 More frequent in John than in the Synoptists. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 59 f. 
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8:34), Ac. 20:22 ta> sunanth<sonta. Cf. Is. 1:31, ou]k e@stai o[ sbe<swn. 
More of this when the Participle is reached (ch. XX). For the 
repeated article see t ?̂ xa<riti t ?̂ doqei<s^ (1 Cor. 1:4).  See further 
VI, Position with Attributives. 
 (d) WITH THE INFINITIVE.  This idiom is so common that it 
must be merely touched upon here and the discussion of it re- 
served for the Articular Infinitive. In general it may be said that 
in the Attic and the koinh< the article is used with the infinitive  
in any case (save vocative) and very much as with any abstract  
substantive. The Iliad does not have the article and the infinitive,  
but it occurs once in the Odyssey1 and is in Pindar. Examples  
of the articular infinitive may be seen in the nominative to> kaqi<sai 
(Mt. 20:23), the accusative to> lalei?n (1 Cor. 14:39; cf. Ac. 25:11), 
the genitive e]lpi>j pa?sa tou? sw<zesqai (Ac. 27:20; cf. Lu. 24:29), 
the ablative e]kratou?nto tou? mh> e]pignw?nai (Lu. 24:16; cf. 2 Cor. 1: 
8), the locative e]n t&? spei<rein (Mt. 13:4), the instrumental t&? mh> 
eu[rei?n (2 Cor. 2:13).  The dative does not occur in the N. T.  
with the article, but see qea<sasqai (Mt. 11:7).  For the articular  
infinitive with prepositions see pp. 1068-1075.  The article is  
frequently missing with ei]j pei?n rely in the vernacular koinh< (papyri), as  
Herodotus three times has a]nti> ei#nai.2  Cf. Clyde, Greek Syntax,  
p. 13 f.  But enough for the present.  The articular infinitive is  
curiously rare in the Gospel of John, "almost non-existent."3  It  
occurs only four times and only with prepositions (Jo. 1:48; 2:  
24; 13:19; 17:5). 
 (e) WITH ADVERBS. This is no peculiarity of the koinh< not to  
say of the N. T.  It is common in the older Greek with adverbs  
of place, time, quality, rank, manner.4 It is not necessary to re- 
peat what is said under Cases and Adverbs concerning the ad- 
verbial expressions (really adjectives), like to> prw?ton (Jo. 12:16),  
to> loipo<n (Ph. 4:8), ta> polla< (Ro. 15:22).  The point to note is  
that the article is used somewhat freely with adverbs as with  
substantives and adjectives.  As examples observe ta> a@nw and ta> 
ka<tw (Jo. 8:23), h[ au@rion (Mt. 6:34, ellipsis of h[me<ra), h[ e]pau<rion 
(27:62), h[ sh<meron (Ac. 20:26), o[ a]mh<n (Rev. 3:14), to> a]mh<n (1 Cor.  
14:16), to> nu?n (Lu. 5:10), ta> nu?n (Ac. 4:29), o[ plhsi<on (Lu. 10:27)  
and note plhsi<on alone 'neighbour' in Lu. 10:29 and 36, to> nai<  
and to> ou] (2 Cor. 1:17), to> e@cwqen (Mt. 23:25), oi[ e@cwqen (1 Tim.  
3:7), oi[ e@cw (Mk. 4:11, W. H. text), to> e]nto<j (Mt. 23:26), ta> e@mpro- 
sqen and ta> o]pi<sw (Ph. 3:13 f.), etc.  Note two adverbs in Heb. 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 179.  3 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 69. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., pp. 81, 216.  4 K.-G., I, p. 594 f. 
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12:27, to>  ]Eti a!pac (quotation).  In some of these examples there  
is the ellipsis of a word (note different genders), but not always.  
There are besides the adjectival uses of the adverb, like o[ e@sw a@n- 
qrwpoj (Eph. 3:16), o[ e@cw a@nqrwpoj (2 Cor. 4:16), o[ nu?n kairo<j (Ro.  
3:26).  Clyde1 compares to> nu?n with Scotch "the noo." 
 (f) WITH PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES.2 Cf. of oi[ a]po> th?j  ]Itali<aj 
(Heb. 13:24), oi[ e]k no<mou (Ro. 4:14), oi[ e]k peritomh?j (Ac. 11:2), oi[ 
kaq ] e!na (Eph. 5:33), to> e]k me<rouj (1 Cor. 13:10), ta> peri> u[mw?n (Ph.  
1:27), oi[ su>n au]t&?  (Lu. 9:32), to> kaq ] h[me<ran (Lu. 11:3), to> kat ] e]me<  
(Ph. 1:12; cf. Ro. 1:15), to> kata> sa<rka (Ro. 9:5), to> e]c u[mw?n (12:  
18), to> a]na> dhna<rion (Mt. 20:10, W. H. text);  oi[ peri> Pau?lon (Ac. 
13:13, classic idiom), oi[ met ] au]tou? (Mk. 1:36), toi?j e]n t^? oi]ki<% 
(Mt. 5:15), ta> kata> to>n no<mon (Lu. 2:39), ta> e]n toi?j ou]ranoi?j and 
ta> e]pi> th?j gh?j (Eph. 1:10), th>n ei]j pa<ntaj tou>j a[gi<ouj (1:15), to> 
kaq ] ei#j (Ro. 12:5), o[ e]n t&? faner&? (2:28 f.), etc.  In Ac. 18:15  
note no<mou tou? kaq ] u[ma?j, where the article occurs with the preposi- 
tional phrase, but not with the substantive.  On oi[ peri<= a man  
and his followers see Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 264. 
 (g) WITH SINGLE WORDS OR WHOLE SENTENCES.  Here the 
word is used verbatim, as to> e]gw< (Plato, Crat., 405 .d).3  Cf. to>    @Eti  
a!pac dhloi? above (Heb. 12:27) and to>    !Agar (the name Hagar,  
Gal. 4:25).  So to> de>   ]Ane<bh (Eph. 4:9).  With sentences the ar- 
ticle sometimes marks the quotation as in to> Ei] du<n^ (Mk. 9:23), 
to> Ou] foneu<seij—w[j seauto<n (Mt. 19:18 f.), e]n t&?   ]Agaph<seij to>n 
plhsi<on w[j seauto<n (Gal. 5:14), to> ga>r  Ou] moixeu<seij and e]n t&? 
 ]Agaph<seij ktl. (Ro. 13:9), to> Kai> meta> a]no<mwn e]logi<sqh (Lu. 22:37). 
In particular the article is fairly common in Luke and occurs a few  
times in Paul with indirect questions. The modern Greek shows  
this essentially classical idiom.4  Blass5 remarks that the article  
makes no essential difference to the meaning of the question. It  
does this at least: it makes clearer the substantival idea of the in- 
direct question and its relation to the principal clause. See 1 Th. 
4:1 paraela<bete par ] h[mw?n to> pw?j dei? u[ma?j, Ro. 8:26 to> ga>r ti< 
proseucw<meqa, Lu. 1:62 e]ne<neuon to> ti< a}n qe<loi kalei?sqai, 9:46 ei]sh?l- 
qen dialogismo>j to> ti<j a}n ei@h mei<zwn, 19:48 ou]x hu!riskon to> ti< 
poih<swsin, 22:2 e]zh<toun to> pw?j a]ne<lwsin,  22:4 sunela<lshen to> pw?j  
parad&? 22:23 sunzhtei?n to> ti<j ei@h,  22:24 e]ge<neto filoneiki<a to> ti<j 
dokei?, Ac. 4:21 mhde>n eu[ri<skontej to> pw?j kola<swntai,  22:30 gnw?nai to> 
ti<  kathgorei?tai. 
 
 1 Gk. Synt., p. 14.    2  Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 263.. 
 3 Thompson, p. 45. Cf. Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 265. 
 4 Jebb, V. and D.'s Handb., p. 295 f.  5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 158. 
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 (h) WITH GENITIVE ALONE.  This is also a common idiom in  
the ancient Greek.1  The koinh< uses this idiom very often (Rader- 
macher, N. T. Gk., p. 94), as seen both in the inscriptions and  
the papyri. The article stands alone, but the ellipsis is usually  
very plain, as is shown by the gender and number as well as the  
context. So  ]Ia<kwboj o[ tou? Zebedai<ou (Mt. 10:2), where ui[o<j is im- 
plied; Maria< h[ tou? Klwpa?, (Jo. 19:25), where gunh< is to be supplied;  
Mari<a h[  ]Iakw<bou (Lu. 24:10), where mh<thr is meant; to> th?j do<chj   
(1 Pet. 4:14), where pneu?ma is to be understood; oi[ tou? Zebedai<ou  
(Jo. 21:2), where ui[oi< is meant, etc.  In 1 Cor. 15:23 maqhtai< is  
probably to be supplied (cf. Gal. 5:24), and a]delfo<j in Lu. 6:16  
(cf. Ju. 1).  The neuter plural is common for the notion of "affairs"  
or "things."  So ta> e[autw?n and ta> Xristou?   ]Ihsou? (Ph. 2:21), ta> 
Kai<saroj and ta> tou? qeou? (Lu. 20:25), ta> th?j au@rion (marg. W. H.,  
Jas. 4:14), ta> tou? ko<smou (1 Cor. 7:33), ta> th?j sarko<j and ta> tou? 
pneu<matoj (Ro. 8:5), ta> th?j ei]rh<nhj (14:19), etc.  One may note also  
here e]n toi?j tou? patro<j mou (Lu. 2:49) for ‘house of my Father.’  
Cf. e]n toi?j Klaud(i<ou), P.Oxy. 523 (ii/A.D.).  See ei]j ta> i@dia and oi[  
i@dioi (Jo. 1:11).  The neuter singular has an abstract use like to> 
th?j a]lhqou?j paroimi<aj (2 Pet. 2:22), to> th?j sukh?j (Mt. 21:21). 
 (i) NOUNS IN THE PREDICATE. These may have the article  
also.  As already explained, the article is not essential to speech.  
It is, however, "invaluable as a means of gaining precision, e.g.  
qeo>j h#n o[ lo<goj."2  As a rule the predicate is without the article,  
even when the subject uses it. Cf. Mk. 9:50; Lu. 7:8.  This  
is in strict accord with the ancient idiom.3  Gildersleeve (Syn- 
tax, p. 324) notes that the predicate is usually something new and  
therefore the article is not much used except in convertible prop- 
ositions. Winer,4 indeed, denies that the subject may be known  
from the predicate by its having the article.  But the rule holds  
wherever the subject has the article and the predicate does not.  
The subject is then definite and distributed, the predicate indefi- 
nite and undistributed. The word with the article is then the  
subject, whatever the order may be.  So in Jo. 1:1, qeo>j h#n o[ lo<goj, 
the subject is perfectly clear.  Cf. o[ lo<goj sa>rc e]ge<neto (Jo. 1:14).  
It is true also that o[ qeo>j h#n o[ lo<goj (convertible terms) would have 
 
 1 K.-G., I, p. 268 f.; Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 280 f. The neuter article with  
the gen. is extremely common in Herod. Cf. Staurac, Uber den Gebr. d. Gen.  
bei Herod., p. 25. 
 2 Milden, The Limitations of the .Pred. Position in Gk., p. 9 f. 
 3 Cf. Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 46; Gildersleeve, Synt., p.. 325.  
 4 Winer-Moulton, p. 142. 
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been Sabellianism.1  See also o[ qeo>j a]ga<ph e]sti<n (1 Jo. 4:16).  "God"  
and "love" are not convertible terms any more than " God" and 
"Logos" or "Logos" and "flesh." Cf. also oi[ qeristai> a@ggeloi< ei]sin 
(Mt. 13:39), o[ lo<goj o[ so>j a]lh<qeia< e]stin (Jo. 17:17), o[ no<moj a[marti<a; 
(Ro. 7:7).  The absence of the article here is on purpose and  
essential to the true idea.  Cf. also a]nqrwpokto<noj and yeu<sthj (Jo. 8: 
44).  In Eph. 5:23, a]nh<r e]stin kefalh<, the context makes it clear  
(W. H. marg. a]nh>r kefalh< e]stin) that a]nh<r is subject even without the  
article.  In Jo. 9:34, e]n a[marti<aij su> e]gennh<qhj o!loj, the article with  
o!loj is not needed, a neat use of the predicate adjective. But the  
article is quite frequent with the predicate in the N. T. and in  
strict accord with old usage. It is not mere haphazard, however,  
as Winer rather implied. Hence W. F. Moulton,2 in his note to  
Winer, properly corrects this error. He finds that when the article  
is used in the predicate the article is due to a previous mention of  
the noun (as well known or prominent) or to the fact that subject  
and predicate are identical.3  The words that are identical are  
convertible as in the older idiom.4  If he had added what is in  
Winer-Schmiedel,5 that the article also occurs when it is the only  
one of its kind, he would have said all that is to be said on the  
subject. But even here Moulton's rule of identity and converti- 
bility apply. The overrefinement of Winer-Schmiedel's many sub- 
divisions here is hardly commendable. In a word, then, when  
the article occurs with subject (or the subject is a personal pro- 
noun or proper name) and predicate, both are definite, treated  
as identical, one and the same, and interchangeable. The usage  
applies to substantives, adjectives and participles indifferently. 
Cf. o[ lu<xnoj tou? sw<mato<j e]stin o[ o]fqalmo<j (Mt. 6:22), u[mei?j e]ste> to> 
a!laj th?j gh?j (Mt. 5:13), o[ de> a]rgo<j e]stin o[ ko<smoj (13:38), su> ei# o[ 
Xristo<j (16:16), ei$j e]stin o[ a]gaqo<j (19:17), ti<j a@ra e]sti>n o[ pisto>j 
dou?loj (24:45), tou?to< e]stin to> sw?ma< mou, tou?to< e]stin to> ai$ma< mou (26:26,  
28), su> ei# o[ basileu<j (27:11), su> ei# o[ ui[o>j mou (Mk. 1:11),  ou]x ou$to<j 
e]stin o[ te<ktwn (6:3), ou$to<j e]stin o[ klhrono<moj (12:7), ou] ga<r e]ste 
u[mei?j oi[ lalou?ntej (13:11), h[ zwh> h#n to> fw?j (Jo. 1:4), o[ profh<thj 
ei# su< (1:21), su> ei# o[ dida<skaloj (3:10), ou$to<j e]stin o[ profh<thj (6:14), 
ou$to<j e]stin o[ a@rtoj (6:50; cf. 51), to> pneu?ma< e]stin to> zwopoiou?n (6:63), 
e]gw< ei]mi to> fw?j (8:12), ou]x ou$to<j e]stin o[ kaqh<menoj (9:8; cf. 19 f.),  
e]gw< ei]mi h[ qu<ra (10:7), e]gw< ei]mi o[ poimh<n (10:11), e]gw< ei]mi h[ a]na<stasij 
kai> h[ zwh< (11:25, note both articles), e]gw< ei]mi h[ o[do>j kai> h[ a]lh<qeia kai> 
 
 1 See per contra, Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 48.  2 W.-M., p. 142. 
 3 Cf. Donaldson, New Crat., p. 522; Middleton, Gk. Art., p. 54. 
 4 Thompson, Synt., p. 46.     5 P. 159. 
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h[ zwh< (14:6, note three separate articles), e]kei?no<j e]stin o[ a]gapw?n 
me (14:21), ou$to<j e]stin o[ li<qoj (Ac. 4:11), ou$to<j e]stin h[ du<namij 
(8:10), ou]x ou$to<j e]stin o[ porqh<saj (9:21), ou$to<j e]stin o[ a@nqrwpoj 
(21:28), ou]k a@ra su> ei# o[ Ai]gu<ptioj (21:38), h[ kefalh> o[ Xristo<j  
e]stin (1 Cor. 11:3), o[ de> ku<rioj to> pneu?ma< e]stin (2 Cor. 3:17), au]to<j 
e]stin h[ ei]rh<nh h[mw?n (Eph. 2:14), h[mei?j h[ peritomh< (Ph. 3:3), h[mei?j 
ga<r e]smen h[ peritomh< (3:3),  h[ a[marti<a e]sti>n h[p a]nomi<a (1 Jo. 3:4), 
e]gw> ei]mi to>   @Alfa kai> to>   #W (Rev. 1:8), e]gw< ei]mi o[ prw?toj kai>  
o[ e@sxatoj (1:17, note both articles), su> ei# o[ talai<pwroj (3:17), etc. 
This list is not exhaustive, but it is sufficient to illustrate the points  
involved. Note o[ basileu<j (Mt. 27:11) and basileu<j (Jo. 1:49).  Even  
the superlative adjective may have the article as in Rev. 1:17 above.  
But see oi[ e@sxatoi prw?toi kai> oi[ prw?toi e@sxatoi (Mt. 20:16) for the 
usual construction.  Cf. e]sxa<th w!ra (1 Jo. 2:18). See further e]n 
e]sxa<taij h[me<raij, Jas. 5:3; 2 Tim. 3:1; e]n kair&? e]sxa<t&, 1 Pet. 1:5,  
and t ?̂ e]sxa<t^ h[me<r%, Jo. 6:39.  For the common predicate accu- 
sative see chapter XI (Cases), vii, (i). In the N. T. most examples 
are anarthrous (Jo. 5:11; 15:15), and note 1 Cor. 4:9 h[ma?j tou>j 
a]posto<louj e]sta<touj a]pe<deicen.  Cf. Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 326. 
 (j) DISTRIBUTIVE. Cf. e]k dhnari<ou th>n h[me<ran (Mt. 20:2), a!pac 
tou? e]niautou? (Heb. 9:7), di>j tou? sabba<tou (Lu. 18:12), e[pta<kij 
th?j h[me<raj (Lu. 17:4).  This is, to be sure, an ancient idiom fa- 
miliar also to the English (cf. our "by the yard," "by the pound,"  
etc.).  It is found in the papyri.1  But e!kastoj is not used in the  
N. T. with the article.  Cf. oi[ kaq ] e!na e!kastoj (Eph. 5:33).  We  
have once a]mfo<tera ta> ploi?a (Lu. 5:7), and several times oi[ a]mfo<- 
teroi (Eph. 2:18), ta> a]mfo<tera (2:14).  Cf. tou>j du<o in Eph. 2:15.  
Cf. Thompson, Syntax of Attic Gk., p. 51. 
 (k) NOMINATIVE WITH THE ARTICLE =VOCATIVE. This matter 
was sufficiently discussed in the chapter on Cases. It is an occa- 
sional Greek idiom repeated in the Hebrew and Aramaic regu- 
larly and frequent in N. T. As examples see nai<, o[ path<r (Mt. 
11:26) to> a@lalon kai> kwfo>n pneu?ma (Mk. 9:25), h[ pai?j (Lu. 8:54),  
o[ basileu<j (Jo. 19:3). 
 (1) As THE EQUIVALENT OF A POSSESSIVE PRONOUN. The 
article does not indeed mean possession. The nature of the case  
makes it plain that the word in question belongs to the person  
mentioned. The French can say j'ai mal a la tete, a]lgw? th>n 
kefalh<n.2  The examples in the N. T. are rather numerous. See, 
 
 1 Volker, Synt. d. griech. Pap., p. 8. Volker notes also the presence of 
e!kastoj or of a]na<, kata<, e]k, pro<j. 
 2 Cf. Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 16. See K.-G., I, p. 556. 
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for instance, a]peni<yato ta>j xei?raj (Mt. 27:24; cf. Lu. 13:13).  In  
Mt. 4:20 we have ta> di<ktua, while in verse 21 we find ta> di<ktua 
au]tw?n.  Cf. kate<seise t ?̂ xeiri<. (Ac. 21:40; cf. Mk. 7:32), to>n ui[o>n to>n 
monogenh? (Jo. 3:16), t&? noi~ douleu<w (Ro. 7:25), tou? patro<j (1 Cor. 
5:1). Ti<ton kai> to>n a]felfo<n, (2 Cor. 12:18; cf. also 8:18).1  Cf. 
Mt. 8:3; Jo. 1:41. 
 (m) WITH POSSESSIVE PRONOUNS. The article is always used 
in the N. T. with these pronouns unless the pronoun is predicate. 
So ta> e]ma> pa<nta sa< e]stin kai> ta> sa> e]ma< (Jo. 17:10) h[me<teroj (Ac. 
2:11) and u[me<teroj (Jo. 7:6; cf. Lu. 6:20).  The article is fre- 
quently repeated as in o[ kairo>j o[ e]mo<j (Jo. 7:6).  It was usual  
with possessives in the ancient Greek.2  The Gospel of John shows 
o[ e]mo<j very frequently.  Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 65 f.  With i@dioj  
the article is customary, as in ei]j th>n i]di<an po<lin (Mt. 9:1).  This  
construction is very common in the N. T. A few times we meet  
i@dioj without the article, as in i]di<oij o]ywni<oij (1 Cor. 9:7), kairoi?j 
i]di<oij (1 Tim. 2:6).  The anarthrous examples may be only mem- 
bers of a class, not the particular individual in the case. See  
further ch. XV, Pronouns. 
 (n) WITH Au]to<j.  It is only necessary to mention the order  
au]th> h[ kti<sij (Ro. 8:21), and h[ au]th> sa<rc (1 Cor. 15:39), to set  
forth the distinction in the position of the article with au]to<j.  So  
au]to> to> pneu?ma (Ro. 8:26), but to> au]to> pneu?ma (1 Cor. 12:8).  See  
Pronouns. 
 (o) WITH DEMONSTRATIVES. The essential facts have been al- 
ready stated in the chapter on Pronouns. Here a bare summary  
is sufficient.   !Ode occurs in the N. T. once with the article, ei]j th<nde 
th>n po<lin (Jas. 4:13).  The usual position of the demonstrative  
with the article has already been discussed also. It may be re- 
peated here that we must not confuse this predicate (appositional)  
position of ou$toj, e]kei?noj with the ordinary predicate position of  
adjectives. The construction may be paralleled to some extent  
by the French la republique francaise. Still in Homer3 tou?ton to>n 
a@nalton= 'this man,' a@naltoj, ‘that he is.’  Here we probably see 
the origin of the idiom ou$toj o[.   So fixed did the usage become that  
in the Attic inscriptions the construction is uniform.4  The Boeotian  
inscriptions reveal the same thing.5 The order is immaterial,  
whether o[ a@nqrwpoj ou$toj (Lu. 2:25) or ou$toj o[ a@nqrwpoj (14:30). 
 
 1 Cf. A. Souter, art. Luke, Hastings' D.C.G., who takes to<n = 'his,' i.e.  
Luke. For pap. exx. see Volker, Synt. d. griech. Pap., p. 7. 
 2 Thompson, Gk. Synt., p. 51.   4 Meisterh., Att. Inschr., p. 231. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 181.   5 Claflin, Synt. of B.D. Inscr., p. 42. 
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In general it may be noted that the absence of the article with  
the noun means that ou$toj is a real predicate, as in Jo. 2:11, 
tau<thn e]poi<hsen a]rxh>n tw?n shmei<wn.  Cf. Lu. 24:21; Ac. 1:5.  Even 
with proper names the article occurs, as in ou$toj o[   ]Ihsou?j (Ac. 
1:11).  For further details see chapter on Pronouns.  It may be 
remarked that the rigidity apparent in the use of the article in  
connection with ou$toj and e]kei?noj does not exist in the case of the 
correlative demonstratives.  The article is wanting in the N. T. 
in connection with toio<sde and thlikou?toj.  Tosou?toj occurs once 
only with the article, a true attributive, o[ tosou?toj plou?toj (Rev. 
18:16). Toiou?toj, on the other hand, usually appears with the 
article and in the attributive position, as in tw?n toiou<twn paidi<wn 
(Mk. 9:37), though once the predicate position is found, ai[ duna<meij 
toiau?tai (Mk. 6:2).  Most of the examples have no substantive,  
like oi[ toiou?toi (Ro. 16:18), ta> toiau?ta (Gal. 5:21). 
 (p) WITH   !Oloj, Pa?j (  !Apaj).   !Apaj is found chiefly in Luke and  
Acts. The MSS. vary greatly between a!paj and pa?j.  The text 
of W. H. now has pa?j in the margin (Lu. 9:15), now a!paj (15:13).  
Blass1 fails to find any satisfactory rule for the use of a!paj, the  
Attic distinction of a!paj after a consonant and pa?j after a vowel  
not holding (cf. Lu. 1:3), though in general a!paj does occur (when 
used at all) after a consonant (cf. Mt. 6:32).   !Apaj, when used 
with a substantive in the N. T., is always with the article. Once 
only does it appear in the attributive position, th>n a!pasan makroqu- 
mi<an (1 Tim. 1:16), ‘the total sum of his long-suffering.’  Else- 
we have either the order o[ lao>j a!paj (Lu. 19:48) or a!panta 
to>n lao<n (Lu. 3:21).  If  ou$toj also is used, we have th>n e]cousi<an 
tau<thn a!pasan (Lu. 4:6).  Cf. oi[ au]tou? a!pantej (Ac. 16:33). 
 The construction of pa?j is varied and interesting. It is an ex- 
ceedingly common adjective in all parts of the N. T. In general 
it may be said that the idiom of the N. T. is in harmony with the  
ancient Greek in the use of rag and the article.2  In the singular 
pa?j may be used without the article in the sense of 'every.'  So 
pa<nta peirasmo<n (Lu. 4:13), pa?n sto<ma (Ro. 3:19), pa?san sunei<dhsin  
a]nqrw<pwn (2 Con 4:2), pa?n sto<ma (Mt. 3:10), etc. Blass3 dis- 
tinguishes between e!kastoj= 'each individual' and pa?j ='any one 
you please.' 
 Pa?j o[= 'all.'  So pa?sa h[ po<lij (Mt. 8:34) = 'all the city' (die ganze  
Stadt).4  This is the order and it is very common. Cf. pa?san th<n 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 161. Cf. Diels, Gott. Gel.-Anz., 1894, pp. 298 ff. 
 2 Cf. K.-G., I, pp. 631 ff. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 161.   4 W.-Sch., p. 187. 
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gh>n (Mt. 27:45), panti> t&? oi@k& (Ac. 10:2).  Even without the ar- 
ticle pa?j may be 'all,' if it is a proper noun, like pa?sa  ]Ieroso<luma  
(Mt. 2:3), pa?j   ]Israh<l (Ro. 11:26).  In Ac. 2:36, pa?j oi#koj  
 ]Israh<l, there is only one "house of Israel," so that 'all' is the  
idea.  Winer1 says that it is treated as a proper name. Abstract  
substantives also may be used with or without the article. There  
is very little difference in idea between pa<s^ gnw<sei (1 Cor. 1:5)  
and pa?san th>n gnw?sin (1 Cor. 13:2).  With the abstract word  
"every" and "all" amount practically to the same thing.  There  
is an element of freedom in the matter.  So pa?san th>n pi<stin (1  
Cor. 13:2), but pa<s^ sofi<% (Ac. 7:22).  There may indeed be  
occasionally the difference between a specific instance like pa<s^ t ?̂ 
qli<yei h[mw?n (2 Cor. 1:4) and a general situation like pa<s^ qli<yei 
(ib.).2  But see pa<s^ u[pomon ?̂ (2 Cor. 12:12), pa<s^ a[gni<% (1 Tim.  
5:2), meta> parrhsi<aj pa<shj (Ac. 4:29), etc.  See also pa?sa sa<rc= 
rWABA-lKA (Lu. 3:6), usually with ou] (Mt. 24:22).  But note again  
plhrw?sai pa?san dikaiosu<nhn (Mt. 3:15) and pa<shj th?j prosdoki<aj  
(Ac. 12:11).  See pa?sa e]cousi<a (Mt. 28:18), pa<shj pleoneci<aj  
(Lu. 12:15).  Cf. 2 Tim. 1:15.  In Ph. 1:3, pa<s^ t ?̂ mnei<%, the  
article is pertinent as in pa?sa h[ kti<sij (Ro. 8:22).  But in Col. 
1:15, 23; 1 Pet. 2:13 pa?sa kti<sij has its true idea of 'every created 
thing.'  But what about prwto<tokoj pa<shj kti<sewj (Col. 1:15)? 
See also Co1.1:9 ff. and pa?san xara<n (Jas. 1:2).  Other examples  
somewhat open to doubt are pa?sa oi]kodomh< (Eph. 2:21) which is  
most probably 'every building' because of ei]j nao<n.  So in Eph. 
3:15 pa?sa patria< is 'every family,' though 'all the family' is  
possible.  In 2 Tim. 3:16 pa?sa grafh< is 'every Scripture,' if  
separate portions are referred to.  Cf. Jo. 19:37, e[te<ra grafh<.  
Usually in the singular in the N. T. we have h[ grafh<, but twice  
grafh< occurs alone as definite without the article, once in 1 Pet. 
2:6, e]n graf ?̂, once in 2 Pet. 1:20, grafh?j.  Twice in the plural  
(Ro. 1:2; 16:26) the article is absent.  In Col. 4:12 e]n panti> qelh<- 
mati tou? qeou? it is 'every,’ ‘whatever be the will of God for you’  
(Moffatt).  In Jas. 1:17, pa?sa do<sij, we have 'every,' as in panto>j  
prosw<pou (Ac. 17 : 26).3 
 Pa?j o[ and the participle is a very common construction in the  
N. T. Here the idea is 'every,' and o[ and the participle are in  
apposition. Thus pa?j o[ a]kou<wn (Mt. 7:26) is practically equivalent  
to pa?j o!stij a]kou<ei (7:24).  Cf. pa?j o[ o]rgizo<menoj (Mt. 5:22), pa?j o[ 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 111. Cf. 1 Sam. 7:2 f. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 162) calls  
this imitation of Hebrew. 
 2 Blass. Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 162.  3 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 187. 
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ble<pwn (5:28), pa?j o[ a]polu<wn (5:32), pa?j o[ ai]tw?n (7:8), etc.  But  
sometimes we find pa?j without the article as in panto>j a]kou<ontoj 
(Mt. 13:19), panti> o]fei<lonti (Lu. 11:4), where some MSS. read 
t&?.  See panti> t&? pisteu<onti (Ro. 1:16).  The abstract neuter pa?n 
to< is regular.  So pa?n to> ei]sporeuo<menon (Mt. 15:17), pa?n to> o]feilo<- 
menon (18:34).  Cf. pa?n o! in Jo. 6:37, 39. 
 The idiom o[ pa?j= 'the whole,' ‘the totality,’ is not frequent in  
the singular. It occurs twice.1  See to>n pa<nta xro<non (Ac. 20:18),  
o[ pa?j no<moj (Gal. 5:14), das gesamte Gesetz.2  Cf. also Barn. 4:9, 6  
pa?j xronoj.  Here the whole is contrasted with a part.  [O pa?j no<moj= 
‘the entire law,’ ‘the whole law.’  It was never so common a con- 
struction in the ancient Greek3 as pa?j o[. 
 In the plural pa<ntej is used sometimes without the article. The  
article is not necessary with proper names, like pa<ntej  ]Aqhnai?oi 
(Ac. 17:21).  Cf. pa<ntej  ]Ioudai?oi (26:4).  But the article is absent  
elsewhere also, as in pa<ntej e]rga<tai a]diki<aj (Lu. 13:27), pa<ntaj 
a]nqrw<pouj (Ac. 22:15; cf. Ro. 5:12, 18), pa?sin a]gaqoi?j (Gal. 6:6; 
cf. pa?sin toi?j in 3:10), pa<ntwn a[gi<wn (Eph. 3:8), pa<ntej a@ggeloi 
(Heb. 1: 6).  These examples are not numerous, however. Cf.  
1 Pet. 2:1; 2 Pet. 3:16.  Blass4 considers it a violation of clas- 
sical usage not to have the article in Eph. 3:8 and 2 Pet. 3:16,  
because of the adjectives, and in Lu. 4:20, pa<ntwn e]n t ?̂ suna- 
gwg ?̂, because of the adjunct.  But that objection applies chiefly to  
the literary style. See of oi[ a!gioi pa<ntej (2 Cor. 13:12).  The usual 
construction is pa?sai ai[ geneai<. (Mt. 1:17), pa<ntaj tou>j a]rxierei?j 
(2:4), etc.  Sometimes we have the other order like ta>j po<leij  
pa<saj (Mt. 9:35).  Cf. 2 Cor. 13:12. Pa?j may be repeated with  
separate words (Mt. 3:5).  For the use with the participle see  
Mt. 8:16.  A few examples of the attributive position are found,  
like oi[ pa<ntej a@ndrej (Ac. 19:7)= 'the total number of the men,' as  
in the ancient idiom.  See, also, ai[ pa?sai yuxai< (Ac. 27:37), tou>j su>n 
au]toi?j pa<ntaj a[gi<ouj (Ro. 16:15), oi[ su>n e]moi> pa<ntej a]delfoi< (Gal. 
1:2), tou>j pa<ntaj h[ma?j (2 Cor. 5:10).  The last example= 'we the  
whole number of us.' Cf. Ac. 21:21. 
 But we also find oi[ pa<ntej without a substantive, as in 2 Cor. 5:  
15; 1 Cor. 9:22; Ro. 11:32; Eph. 4:13; Ph. 2:21.  In 1 Cor. 10:17, 
oi[ pa<ntej e]k tou? e[no>j a@rtou mete<xomen, note the contrast with tou? e[no<j. 
Still more common is ta> pa<nta for 'the sum of things,' the all.'  
Cf. Ro. 8:32; 11:36; 1 Cor. 11:12; 12:6, 19 (cf. here ta> pa<nta 
 
 1 Green, Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 192. Cf. W.-Sch., p. 189. 
 2 W.-Sch., p. 189. 
 3 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 52 f.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 161. 
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and e!n); 2 Cor. 5:18; Col. 1:17, etc.  The use of pa<ntej alone  
(1 Cor. 12:29), or of  pa<nta (1 Cor. 13:7), calls for no comment. 
 The story of o!loj is brief. It is never attributive in position in  
the N. T. It has also an indefinite meaning which pa?j does not  
have. Thus e]niauto>n o!lon (Ac. 11:26)= 'a whole year.'  Pa?j does  
not have this idea apart from the article.  So Jo. 7:23, o!lon a@n- 
qrwpon u[gih?, 'a whole man sound.'  Cf. Lu. 5:5; Ac. 28:30.  In  
Mk. 12:30 compare e]c o!lhj kardi<aj (e]n o!l^ kardi<% Mt. 22:37)  
with e]c o!lhj th?j yuxh?j.  In this sense the plural also is found as in  
o!louj oi@kouj (Tit. 1:11).  One may compare o!lh  ]Ierousalh<m (Ac.  
21:31), with pa?sa  ]Ieroso<luma (Mt. 2:3).  We usually have in  
the N. T. the order o!lh h[ po<lij (Mk. 1:33), but sometimes h[ 
po<lij o!lh (Ac. 21:30).  Sometimes we have o!loj and pa?j in the  
same sentence as in 2 Cor. 1: 1; 1 Th. 4:10.  The word may be  
repeated several times (Mt. 22:37; Mk. 12:30, 33).  It occurs  
alone also as a predicate (Jo. 9:34), or with tou?to (Mt. 1:22). 
 (q) WITH Polu<j.  There is a peculiar use of the article with  
polu<j that calls for a word.  The regular construction with the  
article (attributive) like to> polu> au]tou? e@leoj (1 Pet. 1:3) occurs in  
the singular (cf. o[ to> polu<, 2 Cor. 8:15) and much more frequently  
in the plural.  So oi[ polloi< alone (Ro. 5:15; 12:5; Heb. 12:15;  
1 Cor. 10:17), ta> polla< (Ro. 15:22).  With the substantive added  
note u[da<twn pollw?n (Rev. 17:1), ai[ a[marti<ai ai[ pollai< (Lu. 7:47),  
ta> polla> gra<mmata (Ac. 26:24).  This is all in harmony with  
classic idiom2 as well as the frequent use of polu<j without the ar- 
ticle in an indefinite sense. But in o[ o@xoloj polu<j (Jo. 12:9, 12)  
Moulton3 finds "a curious misplacement of the article." Moulton 
cites a piece of careless Greek from Par.P. 60, a]po> tw?n plhrwma<twn 
a]rxei<wn.  It is possible that o@xloj polu<j came to be regarded as one 
idea. Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 284) cites a few rare attributive  
examples of the type o[ a]nh>r a]gaqo<j from Homer and AEschylus  
where the adjective is appositive rather than predicative. The  
Homeric examples may be demonstrative. One may note also 
e]k th?j matai<aj u[mw?n a]nastrofh?j patroparado<tou (1 Pet. 1:18) and u[po> 
t ?̂j legome<nhj peritomh?j e]n sarki> xeiropoih<tou (Eph. 2:11).  See 
VI, (c), 5.  We do find the usual order o[ polu>j o@xloj in Mk. 12 :  
37.  But it is a fact that o@xloj polu<j is the usual order in the  
N. T. (Mt. 26:47 Mk. 5:24;. Lu. 7:11; 9:37; Jo. 6:2, 5).  The  
analogy of pa?j, o!loj, ou$toj may have played some part in the matter.  
For o@xloi polloi< see Mt. 19:2; Lu. 14:25.  In Mt. 21:8 (parallel 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 190. 
 2 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 53.  3 Prol., p. 84. 
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with Mk. 12:37, o[ polu>j o@xloj) we have o[ plei?stoj o@xloj, but it  
is difficult to lay much stress on this point of variation. One is  
reminded of the constant French idiom, but that is merely an  
independent parallel. The idiom oi[ plei<onej may be seen in 1 Cor.  
9:19. See further ch. XIV. 
 (r)   @Akroj,  !Hmisuj,  @Esxatoj,  Me<soj. As to a@kroj, it does not  
appear as an adjective in the N. T.  In Lu. 16:24 and Heb. 11:21  
to> a@kron is a substantive. The same thing is probably true of a@krou  
and a@krwn in Mk. 13:27 and Mt. 24:31.  This is in harmony with  
the Septuagint (Ex. 29:20; Is. 5: 26).1  The same situation is 
repeated in the case of h!misuj.  Cf. e!wj h[misouj th?j basilei<aj (Mk. 
6:23), h!misu kairou? (Rev. 12:14).  Cf. h!misu alone (Rev. 11:9, 11).  
But e@sxa<t^ is used attributively as in h[ e]sxa<th pla<nh (Mt. 27:64), 
t ?̂ e]sxa<t^ h[me<r% (Jo. 6:39, etc.), to> e@sxaton lepto<n (Lu. 12:59), 
etc.  The construction o[ e@sxatoj alone (Rev. 2:8) and ta> e@sxata 
tou? a]nqrw<pou (Lu. 11:26) is classical.2  So is indeed also pa<ntwn 
e@sxatoj (Mk. 9:35), e]n kair&? e]sxa<t& (1 Pet. 1:5).  ]Ep ] e]sxa<- 
tou tw?n h[merw?n (Heb. 1:2) is probably a substantive use. But  
in 2 Pet. 3:3 e]p ] e]sxa<twn tw?n h[merw?n we may have the parti- 
tive construction in the predicate position. There is no doubt of 
it as to me<soj.  Here also we find usually to> me<son (like to> a@kron 
above) absolutely (Mk. 3:3), or the various prepositional phrases  
like ei]j me<son (Mk. 14:60), e]nme<s& (Mk. 6:47), dia> me<sou (Lu. 4:30),  
a]na> me<son (Mk. 7:31), kata> me<son (Ac. 27:27), e]k me<sou (Mt. 13:49)  
or me<son as preposition (Ph. 2:15).  But the old partitive construc- 
tion occurs in me<shj nukto<j (Mt. 25:6), h[me<raj me<shj (Ac. 26:13)  
without the article.  The true predicate is found in to> katape<tasma 
tou? naou? me<son (Lu. 23:45).  So me<soj in Ac. 1:18.  Cf. also to> 
ploi?on me<son th?j qala<sshj (Mt. 14:24, marg. W. H.), where me<son   
is probably a preposition.  In Jo. 19:18, me<son to>n  ]Ihsou?n, we have  
‘Jesus in the midst.’  There is, however, no example in the N. T.  
like the old classic idiom which is seen in the LXX. Cf. e]k me<shj 
th?j po<lewj (Ezek. 11:23).3  See also ch. XIV. 
 (s) WITH   @Alloj AND   !Eteroj.  The article is frequent with  
a@lloj but never in the sense of ‘the rest of,’ like ancient Greek.  
But oi[ a@lloi. (1 Cor. 14:29) is close to it.  It is used where only  
two are meant, as in o[ Pe<troj kai> o[ a@lloj maqhth<j (Jo. 20:3), h[ a@llh 
Mari<a (Mt. 28 : 1). The order o[ maqhth>j o[ a@lloj occurs (Jo. 18:16).  
Cf. also tou? a@llou tou? sunstaurwqe<ntoj (Jo. 19:32) where the ar- 
ticle is repeated, like toi?j loipoi?j toi?j, etc. (Rev. 2:24).  Blass4 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 190.  3 Ib.; Thompson, Synt., p. 53. 
 2 Ib.    4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 180. 
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says that no Attic writer would have said tai?j e[te<raij po<lesin= 
‘the remaining cities’ (Lu. 4:43).  He considers ei]j th>n e[te<ran  
(Mt. 10:23 xB) "incorrect" for 'the next' city, as well as o[ 
e!teroj= ‘the third’ in Lu. 19:20.  But it is not the use of the ar- 
ticle here that displeases Blass, but the free interchange of a@lloj  
and e!teroj in the koinh<.  See ch. XV, Pronouns. 
 (t) Mo<noj.  This need detain us but a moment. The essential  
facts are succinctly given by Winer-Schmiedel.1  Without the ar- 
ticle mo<noj occurs usually even with proper names, as  ]Ihsou?j mo<noj  
(Lu. 9:36).  So mo<n& qe&? (Ro. 16:27; 1 Tim. 1:17).  But the pred- 
icate use occurs also.  So Mt. 12:4 toi?j i[ereu?si mo<noij; (24:36) 
path?r mo<noj (xBD); mo<noi oi[ maqhtai< (Jo. 6:22); mo<noj o[ a]rxiereu<j 
(Heb. 9:7).  The articular attributive use is found a few times,  
as in tou? mo<nou qeou? (Jo. 5:44).  Cf. Jo. 17:3; 1 Tim. 6:15 f.; 
Ju. 4. See ch. XIV. 
 VI. Position with Attributives.  The article does not make a 
word or phrase attributive. It may be attributive without the 
article. It is necessary to go over much of the same ground again  
(Adjectives and Participles, Genitives, Adverbs and Adjuncts) in 
order to get the subject clearly before us. 
 (a) WITH ADJECTIVES. So e@rgon a]gaqo<n (Ph. 1:6) is attribu- 
tive= 'a good work,' though it is anarthrous.  Cf. also e@rgoij  
a]gaqoi?j (Eph. 2:10). Cf. mikra> zu<mh (1 Cor. 5:6).  But when the  
article is used before a word or phrase there is no doubt about its 
being attributive. 
 1. The Normal Position of the Adjective.  It is between the 
article and the substantive, as in to> kalo>n o@noma (Jas. 2:7), o[ 
a]gaqo>j a@nqrwpoj (Mt. 12:35), to> e]mo>n o@noma (18:20).  In this normal 
attributive type the adjective receives greater emphasis than the  
substantive.2  Cf. correct text Lu. 12:12; 1 Cor. 10:3 (correct 
text); 1 Jo. 5:20.  So tou? makari<ou qeou? (1 Tim. 1:11).  There 
must be a special reason for the other construction.3  
 2. The Other Construction (Repetition of the Article).  In the  
order4  o[ poimh>n o[ kalo<j (Jo. 10:11) both substantive and adjective 
receive emphasis and the adjective is added as a sort of climax in  
apposition with a separate article.5  Cf. o[ ui[o<j mou o[ a]gaphto<j (Mt. 
 
 1 P. 190.   2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 158. 
 3 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 47. 
 4 For copious classical exx. of both positions see Gildersleeve, Syntax,  
p. 281 f. 
 5 In Jas. 3:7, t ?̂ fu<sei t ?̂ a]nqrwpi<n^, the repeated article makes for greater 
clearness. 
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17:5), th>n gh?n th>n a]gaqh<n (Lu. 8:8), to> fw?j to> a]lhqino<n, (Jo. 1:9),  
to> u!dwr to> zw?n (4:11), o[ kairo>j o[ e]mo<j (7:6), h[ a@mpeloj h[ a]lhqinh<  
(15:1), to> pneu?ma to> ponhro<n (Ac. 19:15).  Cf. also Mt. 6:6; Lu. 
7:47; Jo. 6:13; 1 Cor. 12:31; 2 Cor. 6:7; Eph. 6:13; Col.  
1:21; Heb. 13:20; 1 Jo. 1:2; 2:25; 4:9.  There is an apparent  
difficulty in Heb. 9:1, to< te a!gion kosmiko<n, which may be compared 
with o[ o@xloj polu<j, p. 774 (Jo. 12:9).1  Perhaps both a!gion and  
kosmiko<n were felt to be adjectives. 
 3. Article Repeated Several Times.  So in Ac. 12:10, th>n pu<lhn 
th>n sidhra?n th>n fe<rousan.  Cf. to> pu?r to> ai]w<nion to> h[toimasme<non (Mt.  
25:41), o[ maqhth>j o[ a@lloj o[ gnwsto<j (Jo. 18:16), th>n r[omfai<an th>n  
di<stomon th>n o]cei?an (Rev. 2:12).  In particular note the repetition 
of the article in Heb. 11:12; Rev. 3:14; 17:1; 21:9.  In Rev.  
1:5 note four articles, o[ ma<rtuj o[ pisto<j, o[ prwto<tokoj— kai> o[ 
a@rxwn.  Cf. Rev. 12:9; 1 Pet. 4:14.  For this common classic  
idiom see Gildersleeve, Syntax, pp. 328 ff. In Ph. 1:29, u[mi?n e]xa- 
ri<sqh to> u[pe>r Xristou?, the two infinitives following, each with to< 
explain the first to<. 
 4. One Article with Several Adjectives. When several adjectives  
are used we find an article with each adjective if the adjectives  
accent different aspects sharply.  So o[ prw?toj kai> o[ e@sxatoj kai> o[  
zw?n (Rev. 1:17; cf. 22:13). Cf. also o[ w@n — kai> o[ e]rxo<menoj (1:4, 
8).  But ordinarily the one article is sufficient for any number of  
adjectives referring to the same substantive.  So o[ talai<pwroj kai>  
e]leino>j kai> ptwxo>j kai> tuflo>j kai> gumno<j (Rev. 3:17).  In Mt. 24:  
45, o[ pisto>j dou?loj kai> fro<nimoj, the kai> carries over the force of 
the article.2  So likewise the presence of another attribute may  
explain the probable predicate position patroparado<tou (1 Pet. 1:  
18) and xeiropoih<tou (Eph. 2:11).3  See further (c), 5. 
 5. With Anarthrous Substantives.  There is still another order.4  
It is ei]rh<nhn th>n e]mh<n (Jo. 14:27).  Here the substantive is indefinite  
and general, while the attribute makes a particular application.  
Cf. no<moj o[ duna<menoj (Gal. 3:21). Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 93)  
finds this idiom frequent in koinh<. So gunai?ka th>n eu]genesta<thn 
(I. G., XII, 7 N. 240, 13). 
 6. With Participles. The participle may come between the ar- 
ticle and the substantive like the attributive adjective, as in th>n   
h[toimasme<nhn u[mi?n basilei<an (Mt. 25:34).  Cf. 1 Tim. 1:10; Ro. 
8:18; 1 Cor. 12:22; 1 Pet. 1:13.  On the other hand (cf. 5), 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 177. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 160.  3 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 181. 
 4 It is common enough in classic Gk. Cf. Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 283. 
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all else may come between the article and the participle, as in  
1 Pet. 1:10, oi—profhteu<santej.  A long clause (including a rela- 
tive clause) may come between the article and the participle, as in  
Ro. 16:17, tou>j—poiou?ntaj.  Once more, the participle may come  
in the midst of the attributive phrases, as in 1 Pet. 1:3, o[—a]na- 
gennh<saj, or immediately after the article, as in 2 Pet. 1:3.  Either  
the participle or the modifier may occur outside of the attributive  
complex (Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 289 f.). Gildersleeve gives co- 
pious illustrations of the various constructions of the attributive  
participle.  The article may be repeated after the substantive, 
like to> u!dwr to> zw?n  above (Jo. 4:11), oi[ grammatei?j oi[ -- kataba<ntej 
(Mk. 3:22).  Cf. Jo. 5:12; 1 Cor. 15:54; 1 Pet. 1:25; 5:10;  
Ac. 7:37; Heb. 13:20.  The article may occur with the parti- 
ciple when not with the substantive. This supplementary ad- 
dition of the article is more common with the participle than 
with other adjectives.1  Cf. paidi<oij toi?j e]n a]gor%? kaqhme<noij (Lu.  
7:32), gunai?kej ai[ sunakolouqou?sai au]t&? (23:49), a]gge<lou tou?  
o]fqe<ntoj au]t&? (Ac. 7:35), xrusi<ou tou? a]pollume<nou (1 Pet. 1:7), and in  
particular ou]de> ga>r o@noma< e]stin e!teron to> dedome<non (Ac. 4:12). Cf.  
also Ac. 1:12; Gal. 3:21; Ro. 2:14 (e@qnh ta> mh> no<mon e@xonta).  But 
in qeou? tou? e]gei<rantoj (Gal. 1:1), Xristou? tou? do<ntoj (1:4), the 
proper names are definite without the article. So  ]Ihsou?n to>n 
r[uo<menon (1 Th. 1:10), etc.  Participles in apposition with per- 
sonal pronouns may also have the article. Cf. e]gw< ei]mi o[ lalw?n 
soi (Jo. 4:26), t&? qe<lonti e]moi< (Ro. 7:21), su> o[ kri<nwn (Jas. 4: 
12), h[mi?n toi?j peripatou?sin (Ro. 8:4), h[ma?j tou>j pisteu<ontaj (Eph. 
1:19), au]toi?j toi?j pisteu<ousin (Jo. 1:12), etc.  Note two articles  
in 1 Th. 4:15, 17, h[mei?j oi[ zw?ntej oi[ perileipo<menoi. Cf. Eph. 1:  
12; 1 Jo. 5:13 (u[mi?n —toi?j p.); 1 Cor. 8:10.  The artic. part.  
may be in appos. with the verb, as in e@xwmen oi[ katafugo<ntej  
(Heb. 6:18; cf. 4:3).  Cf., on the other hand, h[mei?j, a]porfa- 
nisqe<ntej (1 Th. 2:17).  The article and participle may follow 
tine<j, as in tinaj tou>j pepoiqo<taj (Lu. 18:9),  tine<j ei]sin oi[ tara<sson- 
tej (Gal. 1:7). If the substantive has the article and the par- 
ticiple is anarthrous, the participle may be (cf. above) predicate. 
So th>n fwnh>n e]nexqei?san (2 Pet. 1:18), toi?j pneu<masin—a]peiqh<sasin  
(1 Pet. 3:19 f.), a[rpage<nta to>n toiou?ton (2 Cor. 12:2), to>n a@ndra 
tou?ton sullhmfqe<nta (Ac. 23:27).  Cf. Lu. 16:14; Jo. 4:6; Ro. 
2:27; 1 Cor. 14:7; 2 Cor. 3:2; 11:9; Heb. 10:2; 1 Pet. 1:12.  
The presence of the article with the participle here would radically  
change the sense. The same article may be used with several par- 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 243. 
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ticiples, as in tou? a]gaph<santo<j me kai> parado<ntoj (Gal. 2:20), t&? 
a]gapw?nti kai> lu<santi (Rev. 1:5).  The use of the article with the  
participle in the predicate is illustrated by qeo>j o[ dikaiw?n: ti<j o[ ka- 
takrinw?n; (Ro. 8:33; cf. Jo. 5:45).   In questions the pronoun, 
though coming first, may sometimes be really predicate. Then  
again the article may be absent from both substantive and parti- 
ciple (predicate or attributive), as in gunh> ou#sa (Mk. 5:25), qe&?   
zw?nti (1 Th. 1:9), a]nqrw<p& oi]kodomou?nti (Lu. 6:48). 
 (b) WITH GENITIVES. From the nature of the case the genitive  
as the genus-case is usually attributive. In general the construc- 
tion in the N. T. follows the ancient idiom.1 
 1. The Position between the Article and the Substantive.  This  
is common enough, and especially so in 1 and 2 Peter. So h[ tou? 
qeou? makroqumi<a (1 Pet. 3:20); 1:17; 2:15, 3:1.  See in partic- 
ular demonstrative pronouns like t ?̂ e]kei<nou xa<riti (Tit. 3:7). 
Plato (Soph., 254a) has ta> th?j tw?n pollw?n yuxh?j o@mmata.  For a 
series of such genitives in this position see o[ — ko<smoj (1 Pet. 3:3).  
For adjective and genitive see 3:4, o[ krupto>j th?j kardi<aj a@nqrwpoj. 
Cf. Mt. 12:31; 1 Pet. 5:1.  In 1 Pet. 4:14 the article is re- 
peated, to. th?j do<chj kai> to> tou? qeou? pneu?ma. See also Jo. 1:40, 
tw?n du<o tw?n a]kousa<nton. 
 2. Genitive after the Substantive without Repetition of the Ar- 
ticle.2  This is even more common.  Thus to>n fo<bon tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn  
(Jo. 20:19), th?j a]ga<phj tou? qeou? (Ro. 8:39).  Cf. 2 Cor. 4:4; Ro.  
8:2; 1 Th. 1:3.  Sometimes the two types are combined, thus 
h[ e]pi<geioj h[mw?n oi]ki<a tou? skh<nouj (2 Cor. 5:1), th?j tw?n a]posto<lwn 
u[mw?n e]ntolh?j tou? kuri<ou kai> swth?roj (2 Pet. 3:2).  The personal pro- 
nouns illustrate either order except that you is nearly always out- 
side (but see tw?n patrikw?n mou parado<sewn, Gal. 1:14, and e]n t^? 
prw<t^ mou a]pologi<%, 2 Tim. 4:16); either, as is usual, o[ ku<rio<j mou 
(Jo. 20:28) or mou tou>j o]fqalmou<j (Jo. 9:11).  We find t ?̂ au]tou?  
xa<riti (Ro. 3:24) and to>n lao>n au]tou? (Mt. 1:21) and au]tou? e]n t^? 
a]ga<p^ (Jo. 15:10. Cf. 9:6; 11:32), th>n e[autou? au]lh<n (Lu. 11:  
21) and th>n sa<rka e[autou? (Gal. 6:8), th>n genea>n th>n e[autou? (Lu. 16:  
8) and e[autw?n ta> i[ma<tia (Mt. 21:8).  Cf. also to> o@noma< sou (Mt.  
6:9), h[ decia< sou xei<r (Mt. 5:30; but not 5:29).  Cf. also 1 Tim. 
5:23), sou th>n kefalh<n (Mt. 6:17), to>n a@rton h[mw?n (6:11), u[mw?n 
tou? e@rgou (1 Th. 1:3), th>n u[mw?n a]ga<phn  (Col. 1:8), etc.  With the 
partitive the usual (but see Jo. 6:70; 9:16, 40) position is this: 
to> tri<ton th?j gh?j (Rev. 8:7).  Cf. 1 Cor. 15:9. 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., I, p. 597; Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 49,  
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 159, 
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 3. Repetition of Article with Genitive.  The genitive may fol- 
low the other substantive with a repeated article.  Here the ar- 
ticle closely resembles the original demonstrative. So o[ lo<goj o[ 
tou? staurou? (1 Cor. 1:18), t&? e@qei t&? Mwuse<wj (Ac. 15:1), th>n dida- 
skali<an th>n tou? swth?roj h[mw?n (Tit. 2:10).  This construction is 
not very common.1 
 4. The Article Only with Genitive.  Cf. e]cousi<aj kai> e]pitroph?j 
th?j tw?n a]rxiere<wn (Ac. 26:12).  Cf. Ac. 1:12, o@rouj tou?, with Lu.  
19:29, to> o@roj to<.  Here again the article is almost pure demon- 
strative as in Jas. 1:25, no<mon te<leion to>n th?j e]leuqeri<aj= 'perfect  
law, that of liberty.'  Volker (Syntax, p. 16) finds abundant illus- 
trations of these positions in the papyri. So with proper names 
like Mari<a h[   ]Iakw<bou (Mk. 15:40), Dauei>d to>n tou?  ]Iessai< (Ac. 
13:22), etc.  Cf. Mt. 4:21. 
 5. Article Absent with Both.  The genitive may still be attribu- 
tive and both substantives definite. Cf. pu<lai %!dou (Mt. 16:18),  
shmei?on peritomh?j (Ro. 4:11), no<mou pi<stewj (3:27), etc.  The con- 
text must decide whether the phrase is definite or not.  Cf. qeou? 
ui[o<j (Mt. 27:54), eu]ergesi<% a]nqrw<pou (Ac. 4: 9). 
 6. The Correlation of the Article.  In such cases, according to  
Middleton,2 if two substantives are united by the genitive, the  
article occurs with both or is absent from both.3  But note (H.  
Scott) that (1) the genitive may be anarthrous if it is a proper  
name, (2) the governing noun may be anarthrous if it depends  
on a preposition. The normal type may be well illustrated by  
t&? no<m& th?j a[marti<aj (Ro. 7:23) and no<m& a[marti<aj (7:25).  The  
genitive a[marti<aj is an abstract noun which may or may not have  
the article.  But no<m& is definite in either instance in ‘the law of  
sin.’  See again t&? no<m& tou? qeou? (7:22) and no<m& qeou? (7:25). Qeo<j 
can be definite with or without the article.  So, again, to> fro<nhma 
tou? pneu<matoj (8:6) and pneu?ma qeou?, pneu?ma Xristou? (8:9), o[moiw<mati 
sarko<j (8:3) and to> fro<nhma th?j sarko<j (8:6).  Cf. also o[ nomo<j tou? 
pneu<matoj th?j zwh?j (8:2), th>n e]leu<qeri<an th?j do<chj tw?n te<knwn tou?  
qeou? (8:21), th>n dwrea>n tou? a[gi<ou pneu<matoj (Ac. 2:38), bi<bloj gene<sewj 
 ]Ihsou? Xristou? (Mt. 1:1).  Cf. 1 Th. 1:3;. Rev. 1:1.  These ex- 
amples could be multiplied indefinitely. If one member of the  
group is a proper name, the article does not always appear. So 
t ?̂ e]kklhsi<% qessalonike<wn (1 Th. 1:1), but tai?j e]kklhsi<aij th?j Gala- 
ti<aj (Gal. 1:2).  Note also qeou? patro>j h[mw?n (Eph. 1:2) and o[ qeo>j  
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 159. 
 2 The Doctrine of the Gk. Art., 1833. Cf. Mk. 10:25 W. H. text and marg. 
 3 Cf. W. F. Moulton' remarks, W.-M., pp. 146, 174, 175. 
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kai> path>r tou? kuri<ou h[mw?n (1:3).  Cf. also to> e@rgon Kuri<ou (Ph. 2:30), 
to> pneu?ma Xristou? (1 Pet. 1:11; cf. Ac. 16:7).  Such examples as  
these with proper names are after all "very rare."1  See Mt. 1:  
12; 16:13; Ac. 2:38; Rev. 12:17.  Then again other phrases  
otherwise definite do not require the article. So the prepositional 
phrase e]n deci%? tou? qeou? (Ro. 8:34; cf. Heb. 1:3), but note t ?̂ 
deci%? tou? qeou? (Ac. 2:33).  In general, where the word without the 
article is not otherwise definite, it is indefinite even when the other  
one has the article. One is indefinite, the other definite. So  
a]rxh>n tw?n shmei<wn (Jo. 2:11)— 'a beginning of miracles.' In Mk. 1:  
1, a]rxh> tou? eu]aggeli<ou  ]Ihsou? Xristou?, the notion may be the same,  
though here a]rxh< is more absolute as the title of the book. In  
Ro. 3:25 it is possible to take ei]j e@ndeicin th?j dikaiosu<nhj au]tou?= 'for 
a showing of his righteousness,' while in 3:26 pro>j th>n e@ndeicin th?j 
dikaiosunhj au]tou? may refer to the previous mention of it as a more  
definite conception.  Compare also th>n tou? qeou? dikaiosu<nhn (Ro. 10: 
3) and dikaiosunh qeou? (3:21), where, however, as in 1:17, the idea  
may be, probably is, 'a righteousness of God,' not 'the righteous- 
ness of God.'  In examples like this (cf. qeou? ui[o<j, Mt. 27:54) only  
the context can decide.  Sometimes the matter is wholly doubtful. 
Cf. ui[o>j a]nqrw<pou (Heb. 2:6) and to>n ui[o>n tou? a]nqrw<pou (Mt. 16:13).  
In an example like dia<konoj tou? Xristou? (Col. 1:7), therefore, the 
idea is a minister of the Christ, not the minister of Christ. So sfra- 
gi?da th?j dikaiosu<nhjs (Ro. 4:11), a[plo<thti th?j koinwni<aj (2 Cor. 9:13).  
Hence ui[o>j tou? qeou? (Mt. 4:3, 6; Lu. 4:3) and o[ ui[o>j tou? qeou? (Jo. 
1:49; Mt. 16:16; Jo. 11:27) do not mean the same thing.  The  
devil is represented as admitting that Jesus is a son of God, not 
the Son of God.  In Jo. 5:25 Jesus claims o!ti oi[ nekroi> a]kou<sousin 
th?j fwnh?j tou? ui[ou? tou? qeou?.  In Jo. 10:36 Jesus uses argumentum  
ad hominem and only claims to be ui[o>j tou? qeou?.  Cf. the sneer of 
the passers-by in Mt. 27:40 (W. H.), ui[o>j tou? qeou?, and the demand  
of Caiaphas in 26:63, o[ ui[o>j tou? qeou?.  In Jo. 5:27 ui[o>j a]nqrw<pou 
may be either 'the son of man' or 'a son of man.' Cf. a simi- 
lar ambiguity in the Aramaic barnasha.  The point may become  
very fine indeed. Cf. panto>j a]ndro>j h[ kefalh> o[ Xristo<j and kefalh> 
gunaiko>j o[ a]nh<r (1 Cor. 11:3).  At any rate man is not affirmed to 
be woman's head in quite the same sense that Christ is man's 
head.  But see also kefalh> tou? Xristou? o[ qeo<j.  In these examples 
the anarthrous substantive is predicate as is the case with a]nh<r 
e]stin kefalh> th?j gunaiko>j w[j o[ Xristo>j kefalh> th?j e]kklhsi<aj (Eph. 
5:23). Hence the matter is not to be stressed here, as another 
 
 1 W.-M., footnote, p. 146. 
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principle comes into play.  It is possible also that the qualita- 
tive force of anarthrous nouns comes in here (Eph. 5:23, kefalh> 
th?j gunaiko<j, kefalh> th?j e]kklhsi<aj, swth>r tou? sw<matoj). See VIII, (j). 
Cf. ce<noi tw?n diaqhkw?n th?j e]paggeli<aj (Eph. 2:12). So e[orth> tw?n 
 ]Ioudai<wn (Jo. 5:1) = 'a feast of the Jews,' a@rxwn tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn (3:  
1).  Cf. Ac. 6:1.  Cf. ba<ptisma metanoi<aj ei]j a@fesin a[martiw?n (Mk. 
1:4) and ei]j a@fesin tw?n a[martiw?n u[mw?n (Ac. 2:38), ei[j koinwni<an tou? 
ui[ou? (1 Cor. 1:9), prepositional phrase.  But enough of a some- 
what thorny subject.1 
 (c) WITH ADJUNCTS OR ADVERBS. In general the same usage  
applies to adjuncts as to adjectives. 
 1. Between the Article and the Noun.  Thus h[ a@nw klh?sij (Ph.  
3:14), h[ kat ] e]klogh>n pro<qesij (Ro. 9:11), h[ par ] e]mou? diaqh<kh (11:27),  
o[ e]n e]laxi<st& a@dikoj (Lu. 16:10),  th>n e]n t&? s&? o]fqalm&? doko<n (Mt.  
7:3), oi[ e]k peritomh?j pistoi< (Ac. 10:45), tai?j pro<teron e]n t^? a]gnoi<% 
u[mw?n e]piqumi<aij (1 Pet. 1:14).  Cf. Ro. 2:27. 
 2. Article Repeated.2  Thus pa<ntwn tw?n sperma<twn tw?n e]pi> th?j 
gh?j (Mk. 4:31), ai[ duna<meij ai[ e]n toi?j ou]ranoi?j (13:25), th?j a]polu- 
trw<sewj th?j e]n Xrist&?  ]Ihsou? (Ro. 3:24), ta> paqh<mata ta> dia> tou? 
no<mou (7:5), h[ e]ntolh> h[ ei]j zwh<n (7:10).  See further Mt. 5:16; 
Lu. 20:35; Jo. 1:45; Ac. 8:1; 24:5; 26:4; Ro. 4:11; 8:39;  
15:26; 16:1; 1 Cor. 2:11 f.; 4:17; 2 Cor. 2:6; 9:1; 11:3;  
Ph. 3:9; 1 Th. 1:8; 1 Tim. 1:14; Rev. 5:5; 11:2, 19, etc. In 
Eph. 1:15 we find both constructions th>n kaq ] upma?j pi<stin kai> th>n 
ei]j pa<ntaj tou>j a[gi<ouj.  In Rev. 8:3 (9:13), to> qusiasth<rion to> xru- 
sou?n to> e]nw<pion tou? qro<nou, the article is repeated with both adjec- 
tive and adjunct. 
 3. Only with Adjunct. So oi]konomi<an qeou? th>n e]n pi<stei (1 Tim. 
1:4), dikaiosu<nhn th>n e]k pi<stewj (Ro. 9:30), e]n a]ga<p^ t ?̂ e]n Xrist&?  
 ]Ihsou? (2 Tim. 1:13).  For numerous classic illustrations of these  
three positions see Gildersleeve, Syntax, pp. 285 ff. 
 4. Only with the Noun. In such cases the adjunct may be either  
attributive or predicate. Only the context can decide. In conver- 
sation the tone of voice, the manner, the inflection make clear  
what in written speech is ambiguous. Still in most instances in  
the N. T. the point is plain.3  The cases here dealt with are those  
that occur without other defining phrases. In Eph. 6:5 some  
MSS. read toi?j kuri<oij kata> sa<rka.  So in Lu. 16:10 we find both o[ 
e]n e]laxi<st&? a@dikoj and o[ pisto>j e]n e]laxi<st&.  I see no point in Blass' 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., I, p. 607 f. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 133, for long list of exx. 
 3 Ib., pp. 135 ff.; p. 179 f.; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 159 f. 
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remark1 that "the closely connected predicative clause could not  
be severed by the insertion of the article." The article could easily  
have been repeated or the same order preserved in both clauses.  
It is much simpler and truer to say that the need of another article  
was not felt. The same remark applies to toi?j plousi<oij e]n t&? nu?n 
ai]w?ni (1 Tim. 6:17), tw?n a]peiqou<ntwn e]n t^?  ]Ioudai<% (Ro. 15:31), to>n 
 ]Israh>l kata> sa<rka (1 Cor. 10:18), ta> e@qnh e]n sakri< (Eph. 2:11),  
tw?n e]ntolw?n e]n do<gmasin (2:15), o[ de<smioj e]n kuri<& (4 : 1), oi[ nekroi> e]n 
Xrist&? (1 Th. 4:16), th?j koinwni<aj ei]j au]tou<j (2 Cor. 9:13), to>n  
do<kimon e]n Xrist&? (Ro. 16:10), oi[ koimhqe<ntej e]n Xrist&? (1 Cor. 15:  
18).  Cf. Ph. 1:1.  In Col. 1:4, th>n pi<stin u[mw?n e]n Xrist&?, and 
Ph. 4:19, to> plou?toj au]tou? e]n do<c^ e]n Xrist&?  ]Ihsou? more than 
one adjunct occurs outside the article.  Cf. Eph. 3:4, 13.  Blass2  
considers this idiom peculiar to the N. T., but pertinent examples 
are cited3 from Herodotus V, 108, h[ a]ggeli<a peri> tw?n Sardi<wn, 
Thucydides, II, 52. 1, etc.  The vernacular character of the N. T.  
diction renders it more frequent. It is not common in classic  
Greek.4 
 5. When Several Adjuncts Occur.  "It often becomes inconve- 
nient and clumsy to insert all of these between the article and the  
substantive."5  Even so, but at bottom the matter does not differ  
in principle from the examples above. We have seen the same  
freedom with a second attributive adjective (cf. Mt. 24:45).  
See a good example of two adjuncts in Eph. 1:15, th>n kaq ] u[ma?j 
pi<stin e]n t&? kuri<&  ]Ihsou?.  The first attribute may be adjective,  
genitive, adverb or adjunct.  So to> kaq ] h[mw?n xeiro<grafon toi?j 
do<gmasin (Col. 2:14), th?j e]mh?j parousi<aj pa<lin pro>j u[ma?j (Ph. 1:26), 
th>n e]k qeou? dikaiosu<nhn e]pi> t ?̂ pi<stiei (3:9), th>n e]mh>n a]nastrofh<n pote 
e]n t&?  ]Ioudai*sm&? (Gal. 1:13).  Cf. Ph. 1:5.  The article and the  
participle readily yield examples like o[ kata> polu> a]nagennh<saj ei]j  
e]lpi<da (1 Pet. 1:3), tou>j e]n duna<mei qeou? frouroume<nouj dia> pi<stewj 
(1:5).  But sometimes the several adjuncts (cf. adjectives and  
genitives) are inserted between the article and the substantive.  
So th?j e]n t&? ko<sm& e]n e]piqumi<% fqora?j (2 Pet. 1:4).  Cf. Ac. 21:  
28.  For similar position of several genitives and adjuncts see  
2 Pet. 2:7; Lu. 1:70.  In particular note Ro. 16:17 for the  
various phrases between tou<j and poiou?ntaj.  Note the many ad- 
juncts in Ro. 3:25 f. See further VI, (a), 6. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 160. 
 2 p. 159.    3 W.-Sch., p. 180. 
 4 The three regular positions are common. Cf. Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 286.  
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 160. 
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 6. Phrases of Verbal Origin.  Phrases that are consciously verbal  
in origin readily do without the repeated article.1  So in Ro. 6:3 
we have ei]j to>n qa<naton au]tou? e]bapti<sqhmen and in the next verse we  
read suneta<fhmen au]t&? dia> tou? bapti<smatoj ei]j to>n qa<naton. It is plain,  
therefore, that here ei]j to>n qa<naton is to be construed with bapti<sma- 
toj, not with suneta<fhmen.  In other examples the verbal construction 
appears in other contexts.  It is, however, possible that the usage  
with the verb renders the anarthrous construction more frequent. 
So Ph. 1:26, th?j e]mh?j parousi<aj pa<lin pro>j u[ma?j, may be compared with  
parei?nai pro>j u[ma?j (Gal. 4:20).  Cf. also paqh<mata u[pe<r (Col. 1:24)  
with pa<sxein u[pe<r (1 Pet. 2:21), qli<yesin u[pe<r (Eph. 3:13) with  
qlibo<meqa u[pe<r (2 Cor. 1:6).  The classic idiom shows similar  
examples.2  
 7. Exegetical Questions.  Sometimes it is quite important for  
doctrinal reasons to be careful to note whether the adjunct is  
attributive or predicate.  Thus in Ro. 8:3, kate<krine th>n a[marti<an 
e]n t ?̂ sarki<, if e]n t^? sarki< is attributive with a[marti<an, there is a defi- 
nite assertion of sin in the flesh of Jesus. But if the phrase is  
predicate and is to be construed with kate<krine, no such statement  
is made. Here the grammarian is helpless to decide the point.  
The interpreter must step in and appeal to the context or other  
passages for light. One conversant with Paul's theology will feel  
sure that e]n sarki< is here meant to be taken as predicate. The 
same ambiguity arises in verse 2, o[ no<moj tou? pneu<matoj th?j zwh?j e]n 
Xrist&? h]leuqe<rwse<n se a]po> tou? no<mou th?j a[marti<aj kai> tou? qana<tou.  
Here it is reasonably clear that e]n Xrist&? is predicate with h]leuqe<rwsen.  
So in Ro. 3:25 probably e]n t&? au]tou? ai!mati, as well as ei]j e!ndeicin is 
predicate with proe<qeto.  Another example from Romans is found 
in 5:8, where ei]j h[ma?j belongs to suni<sthsin, not a]ga<phn. So in 
Jo. 15:11 e]n u[mi?n is construed with #̂ not h[ e]mh<.  For further  
illustration see Ac. 22:18; 1 Cor. 2:7; 9:18; Eph. 2:7; 3:12;  
5:26; Ph. 1:14; 3:9; Col. 1:9; Phil. 20; Heb. 13:20. 
 8. Anarthrous Attributives.  Examples occur also of attribu- 
tives when the article is absent from both substantive and ad- 
junct. Thus a@nqrwpon tuflo>n e]k geneth?j (Jo. 9:1), a@nqrwpoj e]n 
pneu<mati a]kaqa<rt& (Mk. 1:23), xara> e]n pneu<mati a[gi<& (Ro. 14:17), 
e@ti kaq ] u[perbolh>n o[do<n (1 Cor. 12:31), etc.  Note in particular  
2 Cor. 11:23, 27.  The older Greek furnishes illustration of this  
idiom.3  
  
 1 W.-Th., p. 136; W.-Sch., p. 180. 
 2 W.-Sch., p. 180. 
 3 Ib. But Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 159) doubts it. 
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 (d) SEVERAL ATTRIBUTIVES WITH Kai<. 
 1. Several Epithets Applied to the Same Person or Thing.  See  
already under VI, (a), 4.  Usually only one article is then used.  
For classic examples see Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 330.  So, for in- 
stance, o[ talaipwroj kai> e]leino>j kai> ptwxo>j kai> tuflo>j kai> gumno<j (Rev. 
3:17).  This is the normal idiom in accord with ancient usage. So 
Mk. 6:3 o[ ui[o>j th?j Mari<aj kai> a]delfo>j  ]Iakw<bou, Lu. 6:49 o[ de> a]kou<saj 
kai> mh> poih<saj, Ac. 3:14 to>n a!gion kai> di<kaion, Jas. 3:9 to>n ku<rion 
kai> pate<ra, 2 Pet. 2:20 (3:2) tou? kuri<ou kai> swth?roj, 1 Tim. 4:3  
toi?j pistoi?j kai> e]pegnwko<si.   also Gal. 1:7; Eph. 6:21; 1 Tim. 
6:15; Heb. 3:1; Rev. 1:9 (both o[ and t ?̂).  When a second  
article does occur, it accents sharply a different aspect of the  
person or phase of the subject.  So in Rev. 1:17 o[ prw?toj kai> o[ 
e@sxatoj, kai> o[ zw?n, one article would have been sufficient, but would  
have obscured the separate affirmations here made. Cf. also to> 
 @Alfa kai> to>  #W in 1:8; 21:6.  In Jo. 21:24 W. H. read o[ marturw?n  
peri> tou<twn kai> o[ gra<yaj tau?ta, but they bracket kai> o[.  The second 
article is very doubtful.  A similar superfluity of the second ar- 
ticle appears in the second h[ (brackets W. H.) in Ac. 17:19, 
and in the second to< in 1 Pet. 4:14, to> th?j do<chj kai> to> tou? qeou? 
pneu?ma (due probably to the second genitive to emphasize each).  
So Jo. 1:40.  See pp. 762, 782.  Outside of special cases like these  
only one article is found when several epithets are applied to the  
same person.  The presence of a genitive with the group of words  
does not materially alter the construction.  The genitive may occur  
with either substantive and apply to both.1  So o[ qeo>j kai> path>r 
h[mw?n (1 Th. 3:11) and tou? kuri<ou h[mw?n kai>  swth?roj (2 Pet. 1:11). 
As a matter of fact such genitives (see above) occur either inside  
or outside of the regimen of the article. Cf. t&? qe&? kai> patri> h[mw?n 
(Ph. 4:20), o[ qeo>j kai> path>r tou? kui<ou h[mw?n (1 Pet. 1:3; 2 Cor.  
1:3; Eph. 1:3).  The presence of  h[mw?n, with kuri<ou does not 
affect the construction any more than the use of kuri<ou itself or  
h[mw?n above.  In Ph. 3:3 one adjunct comes before one participle,  
the other after the other participle, but only one article occurs. 
A most important passage is 2 Pet. 1:1, tou? qeou? h[mw?n kai> swth?roj 
 ]Ihsou? Xristou?.  Curiously enough Winer2 endeavours to draw a  
distinction between this passage, "where there is not even a pro- 
noun with swth?roj" and the identical construction in 2 Pet. 1:11,  
tou? kuri<ou h[mw?n kai> swth?roj  ]Ihsou? Xristou?, which he cites3 as an 
example of "merely predicates of the same person."  Stranger 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Sch., p. 155. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 130.   3 Ib., p. 126.  
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still, he bases his objection on doctrinal grounds, a matter that  
does not per se concern the grammarian. The matter is handled  
in Winer-Schmiedel,1 where it is frankly admitted that the con- 
struction in 2 Pet. 1:1 is the same as that in 1:11 and also in  
2:20; 3:2, 18.  Schmiedel says also that "grammar demands  
that one person be meant." In Ju. 4, to>n mo<non despo<thn kai> ku<rion 
h[mw?n  ]Ihsou?n Xristo<n, the same point holds, but the fact that  
ku<rioj is so often anarthrous like a proper name slightly weakens  
it. The same remark applies also to 2 Th. 1:12, tou? qeou? h[mw?n   
kai> kuri<ou  ]Ihsou? Xristou?, and Eph. 5:5, e]n t^? basilei<% tou? Xristou? 
kai> qeou?; (since qeou? often occurs without the article).  One person  
may be described in these three examples, but they are not so 
clear as the type tou? kuri<ou h[mw?n kai> swth?roj (2 Pet. 1:1, 11).  In 
Tit. 2:13, tou? mega<lou qeou? kai> swth?roj h[mw?n Xristou?  ]Ihsou?, it is 
almost certain that one person is again described. Cf. also th>n 
makari<an e]lpi<da kai> e]pifa<neian th?j do<chj where the one article unites 
closely the two substantives.  Moulton2 quotes most pertinently  
papyri examples of vii/A.D., which show that among Greek-speak- 
ing Christians "our great God and Saviour" was a current form 
of speech as well as the Ptolemaic formula, tou? mega<lou qeou?  
eu]erge<tou kai> swth?roj (G. H. 15, ii/B.C.).  He cites also Wendland's 
argument3 that the rival rendering in Titus is as great an "ex- 
egetical mistake" as to make two persons in 2 Pet. 1:1.  Moul- 
ton's conclusion4 is clear enough to close the matter:  "Familiarity  
with the everlasting apotheosis that flaunts itself in the papyri  
and inscriptions of Ptolemaic and Imperial times lends strong  
support to Wendland's contention that Christians, from the latter  
part of i/A.D. onward, deliberately annexed for their divine Master  
the phraseology that was impiously arrogated to themselves by  
some of the worst of men." 
 2. When to be Distinguished.  Then the article is repeated. So 
Mt. 23:2 oi[ grammatei?j kai> oi[ Farisai?oi, Mk. 2:18 oi[ maqhtai> 
 ]Iwa<nou kai> oi[ Farisai?oi, 6:21 toi?j megista?sin au]tou? kai> toi?j  
xilia<rxoij  kai> toi?j prw<toij 11: 9 oi[ proa<gontej kai> oi[ a]kolouqou?ntej 
11:18 (cf. 14:43) oi[ a]rxierei?j kai> oi[ grtammatei?j, Mk. 12:13 tw?n  
Farisai<wn kai> tw?n  [Hr&dianw?n, 11: 39 tou? pothri<ou kai> tou? pi<nakoj,  
15:6 stou>j fi<louj kai> tou>j gei<tonaj, 23:4 tou>j a]rxierei?j kai> tou>j  
o@xlouj, Jo. 4:37 o[ spei<rwn kai> o[ qeri<zwn, 1 Cor. 3:8 o[ futeu<wn kai> o[ 
poti<zwn, Jas. 3:11 to> gluku> kai> to> pikro<n, Ac. 26:30 o[ basileu>j kai> o[ 
h[gemw<n, Rev. 18:20 oi[ a!gioi kai> oi[ a]po<stoloi kai> oi[ profh?tai. Cf. Rev. 11: 
4; 
 
 1 P. 158.   3 On Swth<r in ZNTW, v. 335 f. 
 2 Prol., p. S4.   4 Prol., p. 84. 
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13:16; 2 Th. 1:8.  The list can be extended almost indefinitely.1   
But these are examples of the same number, gender and case.  
Nor have I referred to abstract words of quality like the list in 
Rev. 7:12, or examples like ta>j sunagwga>j kai> ta>j a]rxa>j kai> ta>j 
e]cousi<aj (Lu. 12:11).  It is not contended that these groups are  
all absolutely distinct (cf. oi[ grammatei?j kai> oi[ Farisai?oi), but that  
they are treated as separate.  Even with the scribes and Pharisees  
they did not quite coincide. Cf. Mt. 21:45; Ac. 11:6.  The use  
of another attributive may sometimes be partly responsible for  
two articles.  So Lu. 8:24 t&? a]ne<m& kai> t&? klu<dwni tou? u!datoj, Mk.  
2:18 oi[ maqhtai?  ]Iwa<nou kai> oi[ Farisai?oi, 11:15 ta>j trape<zaj tw?n 
kollubistw?n kai> ta>j kaqe<draj tw?n pwlou<ntwn.  Cf. also Lu. 20:20; 
Ac. 25:15; 1 Cor. 11:27; Rev. 13:10. 
 3. Groups Treated as One.  Sometimes groups more or less dis- 
tinct are treated as one for the purpose in hand, and hence use  
only one article. Cf ta>j fi<laj kai> gei<tonaj (Lu. 15:9), tou>j nomikou>j 
kai> Farisai<ouj (14:3), ta> platei<aj kai> r[u<maj (14:21),  tw?n presbute<rwn 
kai> grammate<wn (Mk. 15:1), tw?n  ]Epikouri<wn kai> Stwkw?n (Ac. 17:  
18), tw?n Farisai<wn kai> Saddoukai<wn (Ac. 23:7), tw?n a]posto<lwn kai> 
profhtw?n (Eph. 2:20), t ?̂ a]pologi<% kai> bebaiw<sei tou? eu]aggeli<ou 
(Ph. 1:7), to> pla<toj kai> mh?koj kai> ba<qoj kai> u!yoj (Eph. 3:18), th>n 
klh?sin kai> e]klogh<n (2 Pet. 1:10).  Cf. th<n in Tit. 2:13.  So in Mt.  
17:1 (W. H. text) we have to>n Pe<tron kai>  ]Ia<kwbon kai>  ]Iwa<nhn, where 
the three are one group.  This is probably more frequent in ex- 
amples where a genitive occurs also, or some other attribute.2  
So Ph. 1:20 th>n a]pokaradoki<an kai> e]lpi<da mou, 1:19 th?j u[mw?n deh<sewj 
kai> e]pixorhri<aj tou?  pneu<matoj, 2:17 t ?̂ qusi<% kai> leitourgi<% th?j  
pi<stewj. Cf. also 1 Th. 2:12; 3:7; Mt. 24:3; Ro. 1:20; Col. 2:8; Eph.  
3:5; 2 Cor. 1:6; 1 Pet. 2:25; Ph. 1:25.  These are all the simplest  
and clearest illustrations. 
 4. Point of View. Obviously, therefore, whether one or more  
articles are to be used depends on the point of view of the speaker  
or writer. In geographical terms the matter of freedom is well  
illustrated. Thus in 1 Th. 1: 7 we have e]n t ?̂ Makedoni<% kai> e]n t^?  
 ]Axai<%, while in the very next verse we meet e]n t ?̂ Makedoni<% kai>  
 ]Axai<%, as in Ac. 19:21.  These two Roman provinces are distinct,  
but adjacent.  Cf. also th?j  ]Ioudai<aj kai> Samari<aj (Ac. 8:1; cf. 1:  
8), th?j  ]Ioudai<aj kai> Falilai<aj kai> Samari<an (9:31), where these sec- 
tions of Palestine are treated together.  Cf. Ac. 27:5.  In Ac.  
15:3 note th<n te Foini<khn kai> Samari<an, the two sections treated  
together are not even contiguous.  In Ac. 15:23, kata> th>n  ]Antio<- 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Th., p. 128.   2 W.-Sch., p. 156 f. 
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xeian kai> Suri<an kai> Kiliki<an, we have a city grouped with two coun- 
tries (as in Lu. 5:17; Mt. 4:25), while in 15:41 we meet th>n 
Suri<an kai> th>n Kiliki<an (W. H. text).  Hence no absolute conclu- 
sions can be drawn from the one article in Ac. 16:6, th>n Frugi<an 
kai> Galaltikh>n xw<ran (cf. reverse order in 18 : 23) as to the separate- 
ness1 of the terms "Phrygia" and " Galatic region." Cf. also 
Lu. 3:1, th?j  ]Itourai<aj kai>  Traxwni<tidoj xw<raj. But the matter is 
not wholly whimsical.  In Ac. 2:9 f. note the th<n with Meso- 
potami<an, which stands alone, while we have also Po<ton kai> th>n  
 ]Asi<an, probably because the province of Asia (not Asia Minor as  
a whole) is meant. Then again we meet ta> me<rh th?j Libu<hj th?j kata> 
Kurh<nhn, because of the details stated.  In Ac. 6:9 the use of tw?n 
twice divides the synagogues into two groups (men from Cilicia  
and Asia on the one hand, men from Alexandria, Cyrene and  
Libertines (?) on the other). The matter is simple geography but  
for Liberti<nwn, and may be after all if we only knew what that  
term means. See Winer-Schmiedel, p. 158. Cf. also Rev. 14:7,  
where two words have articles and two do not, and Ac. 15:20,  
where three words in the list have articles and one, pniktou?, does  
not.  So in Ac. 13:50 we have to>n Pau?lon kai> B., while in 15:2  
we find t&? P. kai> t&? B.  Then (cf. 4) in Mt. 17:1 observe the one  
article with Peter, James and John, while in Heb. 11:20 we see 
eu]lo<ghsen  ]Isaa>k to>n  ]Iakw>b kai> to>n  ]Hsau?.  The articles here empha- 
size the distinction between subject and object as in Mt. 1:2-16. 
Cf. also tw?n a]p. kai> tw?n pr. (Ac. 15:4) and oi[ a]p. kai> oi[ pr. (15:6)  
with tw?n a]p. kai> pr. tw?n (16:4). 
 5. Difference in Number. If the words combined differ in  
number, usually each one has its own article. The reason is that  
they generally fall into separate classes. So o[ a]naginw<skwn kai> oi[  
a]kou<ontej (Rev. 1:3), th?j sarko>j kai> tw?n dianoiw?n (Eph. 2:3), th>n 
a]se<beian kai> ta>j kosmika>j e]piqumi<aj (Tit. 2:12).  But one article may  
also be found, as in t&? ko<sm& kai> a]gge<loij kai> a]nqrw<poij (1 Cor. 4:9). 
Here, however, the anarthrous words "particularize the t&? ko<sm&."2  
Yet in 1 Jo. 2:16 pa?n to> e]n t&? ko<sm& is "particularized" by three 
words each with the article. 
 6. Difference in Gender.  So, if the gender is different, there is  
likewise usually the repetition of the article. Cf. Ac. 17:18 to>n  
 ]Ishou?n kai> th>n a]na<stasin, Mt. 22:4 oi[ tau?roi< mou kai> ta> sitista<, Lu. 
10:21 tou? ou]ranou? kai> th?j gh?j, Ac. 13:50 ta>j eu]sxh<monaj kai> tou>j 
prw<touj, Ro. 8:2 th?j a[marti<aj kai> tou?  qana<tou, Col. 4:17 to> di<kaion  
 
 1 Cf. W. M. Ramsay, Expos., 1895, July, pp. 29-40,  
 2 W.-Th., p. 127. 
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kai> th>n i]so<thta, Eph. 2:1 toi?j paraptw<masin kai> tai?j a[marti<aij, 
Heb. 3:6 th>n parrhsi<an kai> to> kau<xhma.  Though usual, the re- 
peated article is not necessary.1  See ta>j o[dou>j kai> fragmou<j (Lu. 
14:23), tw?n o[lokautwma<twn kai> qusiw?n (Mk. 12:33), ta> e]nta<lmata kai> 
didaskali<aj (Col. 2:22). 
 If indeed the words differ in both gender and number, in that  
case it is still more customary to have separate articles. Cf., 
for instance, Lu. 14:26, to>n pate<ra e[autou? kai> th>n mhte<ra kai> th>n  
gunai?ka kai> ta> te<kna kai> tou>j a]delfou>j kai> ta>j a]delfa<j. So also Ac. 
15:4, 20; 26:30; Col. 2:13; 1 Tim. 5:23; Rev. 2:19. The  
papyri illustrate the N. T. usage of the article with several sub- 
stantives (cf. Volker, Syntax, p. 20).  So o[ h!lioj kai> selh<nh, Pap. L,  
Dieterich, Abraxas, p. 195. 9. 
 7. With Disjunctive Particle.  If a disjunctive preposition be  
used, there will naturally be separate articles (even when kai< is  
the connective), whatever be true about number and gender.  So 
metacu> tou? naou? kai> tou? qusiasthri<ou (Mt. 23:35 = Lu. 11:51).  So  
when the conjunction occurs as in to>n no<mon h} tou>j profh<taj (Mt.  
5:17), t&? patri> h} t^? mhtri> (15:5), to> sko<toj h} to> fw?j (Jo. 3:19),  
u[po> to>n mo<dion h} u[po> thn kli<nhn. (Mk. 4:21), t&? la&? h} toi?j e@qesi (Ac. 
28:17).  Blass2 makes the point that outside of Ac. 14:5, tw?n 
e]qnw?n te kai>  ]Ioudai<wn, we generally find the repeated article with  
te kai<.  Even here  ]Ioudai<wn as a proper name does not need the  
article. Cf.  ]Ioudai<wn te kai>  [Ellh<nwn in 14:1, but o! te strathgo>j 
kai> oi[ a]rxierei?j (5:24) with difference in number also. 
 VII. Position with Predicates.  It is not the use of the article  
with the predicate noun, like ou$toj e]stin o[ klhrono<moj (Mk. 12:7),  
that is here before us.  That point has already been discussed  
under v, (i).  When the article occurs with the substantive, but  
not with the adjective, the result is the equivalent of a relative  
clause. Cf. mega<l^ fwn ?̂ (Ac. 14:10) and fwn ?̂ mega<l^ (7:57)= 
‘with a loud voice,’ with mega<l^ t ?̂ fwn ?̂ (26:24)= ‘with the voice  
elevated.'  See also a]nakekalumme<n& prosw<p& (2 Cor. 3:18)— ‘with  
unveiled face’ and a]katakalu<pt& t ?̂ kefal ?̂ (1 Cor. 11:5) = ‘with  
the head unveiled.’  Cf. Mk. 3:1, e]chramme<nhn e@xwn th>n xei?ra.  
Other examples are pepwrwme<nhn th>n kardi<an (Mk. 8:17), th>n martu- 
ri<an mei<zw (Jo. 5:36), th>n a]ga<phn e]ktenh? (1 Pet. 4:8), th>n a]nastrofh>n 
kalh<n (2:12), a]para<baton th>n i[erwsu<nhn (Heb. 7:24), ta> ai]sqhth<ria 
gegumnasme<na (5:14).  In all these and similar examples the point 
is quite different from that of the attributive position of the article.  
Most of the instances occur with e@xw.  Note the absence of the 
 
 1 Ib.   2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 163. 
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article with a]pografh> prw<th (Lu. 2:2) because it is in the pred- 
icate.  Cf. tou?to a]lhqe>j ei@rhkaj (Jo. 4:18).  The position of au]t ?̂  
t ?̂ kaloume<n^ (Lu. 1:36) may be noted. D in Mk. 7:5 reads koi- 
nai?j tai?j xersi<n.1  Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 292) considers this 
use of the predicate position "a gnomon of artificial style" out- 
side of the more simple combinations. See also Milden, The 
Limitations of the Predicative Position in Greek (1900, p. 43). It 
is noticeable in prepositional phrases, as in Xen., Anab., 1, 3, 14, 
dia> fili<aj th?j xw<raj. 
 VIII. The Absence of the Article.  I do not care to use the 
term "omission" in connection with the article. That word im- 
plies that the article ought to be present. As has been already  
shown, the article is not the only means of showing that a word is  
definite. This luxury in language did not become indispensable.  
The servant never became master. There remained in the classic  
period many parallel phrases which were intelligible without the  
article. Indeed, new phrases came into use by analogy without  
the article. I do not think it is necessary to devote so much space  
to this phase of the subject as is done in most grammars. Most  
of the cases have already come up for discussion in one way or  
another. It is sufficient here to give a résumé of the chief idioms  
in the N. T. which are without the article and are still definite.  
Much of the modern difficulty about the absence of the Greek  
article is due to the effort to interpret it by the standard of the  
English or German article. So Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 119)  
speaks of "appellatives, which as expressing definite objects should  
have the article"! Even Gildersleeve, in discussing the "Absence  
of the Article" (note the phrase, Syntax, p. 259), says. that "prep- 
ositional phrases and other formulae may dispense with the ar- 
ticle as in the earlier language," and he adds "but anaphora or  
contrast may bring back the article at any time and there is no  
pedantical uniformity." Admirably said, except "dispense with"  
and "bring back," dim ghosts of the old grammar. Moulton2  
cites Jo. 6:68, r[h<mata zwh?j ai]wni<ou, which should be translated 
‘words of eternal life’ (as marg. of R. V.).  There are indeed "few  
of the finer points of Greek which need more constant attention"'  
than the absence of the article. The word may be either definite  
or indefinite when the article is absent. The context and history  
of the phrase in question must decide. The translation of the  
expression into English or German is not determined by the mere 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 315. 
 2 Prol., p. 83. Ib. 
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absence of the Greek article. If the word is indefinite, as in Jo.  
4:27; 6:68, no article, of course, occurs. But the article is ab- 
sent in a good many definite phrases also. It is about these that  
a few words further are needed.  A brief summary of the various  
types of anarthrous definite phrases is given.1  A sane treatment  
of the subject occurs in Winer-Schmiedel.2 
 (a) WITH PROPER NAMES. Here the article is used or not at the  
will of the writer. So to>n  ]Ihsou?n o{n Pau?loj khru<ssei (Ac. 19:13),  
but to>n Pau?lon in verse 15.  The reason is apparent in these three  
examples.  Words in apposition with proper names are usually  
anarthrous.  Cf. Mt. 3:6 = Mk. 1:5.  See further v, (a), 3. 
 (b) WITH GENITIVES.  We have seen that the substantive  
may still be definite if anarthrous, though not necessarily so.  
Cf. pu<lai %!dou (Mt. 16:18), a]na<stasij nekrw?n (Ac. 23:6), xa<riti qeou?  
(1 Cor. 15:10), lo<gon qeou? (1 Th. 2:13), poth<rion kuri<ou (1 Cor.  
10:21), ui[e> diabo<lou (Ac. 13:10), etc.3  In particular, personal  
pronouns in the genitive were not always felt to need the article.  
Cf. kh?pon e[autou? (Lu. 13:19).  See further v, (h).  The LXX uses  
this idiom freely (Blass-Debrunner, p. 151). English can show the  
same construction. 
  "Eye of newt and toe of frog, 
  Wool of bat and tongue of dog, 
  Adder's fork and blind worm's sting,  
  Lizard's leg and hornet's wing." — Macbeth. 
 (c) PREPOSITIONAL PHRASES.  These were also often consid- 
ered definite enough without the article. So e]n oi@k& (1 Cor. 11:34.  
Cf. e]n t&? oi@k&, 'in the house,' Jo. 11:20)= 'at home.'  So we say  
"go to bed," etc. Moulton4 pertinently cites English "down  
town," "on change," "in bed," "from start to finish."  This  
idiom is not therefore peculiar to Greek.  It is hardly necessary  
to mention all the N. T. examples, so common is the matter. 
 Thus with a]na< observe a]na> me<roj (1 Cor. 14:27).  With a]po< note  
a]p ] a]grou? (Mk. 15:21), a]p ] a]gora?j (Mk. 7:4), a]p ] ou]ranou? (Lu.  
17:29),  a]p ] ou]ranw?n (Heb. 12:25), a]po> a]natolh?j (Rev. 21:13), a]po>   
a]natolw?n, (Mt. 2:1), a]p ] a]rxh?j (1 Jo. 1:1), a]po> katabolh?j (Mt. 13:  
35), a]po> me<rouj (Ro. 11:25), a]po> nekrw?n (Lu. 16:30).  Cf. Rev.  
21:13, a]po> borra?, a]po> no<tou, a]po> dusmw?n.  So a@xri kairou? (Lu. 4:13). 
 For dia> note dia> nukto<j (Ac. 5:19), dia> me<sou (Lu. 4:30), dia> me<son 
(17: 11). 
 
 1 See on the whole subject K.-G., I, pp. 598  2 Pp. 162 ff. 
 3 See extensive list in W.-Sch., p. 166 f.   4 Prol., p. 82. 
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For ei]j see ei]j %!dhn (Ac. 2:27), ei]j ou]rano<n (1 Pet. 3:22),  
ei]j a[gro<n (Mk. 16:12), ei]j qa<lassan (Mt. 17:27), ei]j oi#kon (Mk.  
3:20), ei]j pro<swpon (Mk. 12:14), ei]j me<son (Mk. 14:60), ei]j oi]ki<an  
(2 Jo. 10), ei]j te<loj (Mt. 10:22). 
 For e]n may be noticed e]n ou]ran&? (Mt. 6:20), e]n ou]ranoi?j (Heb.  
12:23), e]n u[yi<stoij (Lu. 2:14), e]n deci%? (Heb. 1:3), e]n ko<sm&  
(Col. 2:20), e]n a]gr&? (Lu. 15:25),  e]n a]gor%? (Lu. 7:32), e]n oi@k& (1  
Cor. 14:35), e]n e]kklhsi<%= 'at church' (1 Cor. 14:19), e]n prosw<p&  
(2 Cor. 5:12), e]n h[me<r% (Ro. 13:13), e]n kair&? (Mt. 24:45), e]n  
a]rx ?̂ (Jo. 1:1), e]n sarki< (2 Cor. 10:3), e]n a]nqrw<poij (Lu. 1:25),  e]n 
nukti< (Ac. 18:9). 
 Examples of e]c are e]k me<rouj (1 Cor. 12:27), e]k yuxh?j (Eph. 6:6),  
e]k neo<thtoj (Ac. 26:4), e]c a]rxh?j (Jo. 6:64), e]k deciw?n (Mt. 27:38),  
e]c eu]wnu<mwn (Mt. 25:41), e]c a]risterw?n (Lu. 23:33), e]k me<sou (2 Th.  
2:7), e]k kardi<aj (Ro. 6:17), e]k nekrw?n (Lu. 9:7), e]c ou]ranou? (Jo.  
1:32). 
 For e!wj observe e!wj %!dou (Mt. 11:23), e!wj ou]ranou? (Mt. 11:23), e!wj 
dusmw?n (Mt. 24:27), e!wj e[spe<raj (Ac. 28:23), e!wj te<louj (1 Cor. 1:8). 
 Examples of e]pi<< are e]pi> gh?j (Lu. 2:14), e]pi> qu<raij (Mt. 24:33),  
e]pi> pro<swpon (Lu. 5:12). 
 For kata< see kat ] o]fqalmou<j (Gal. 3:1), kata> li<ba kai> kata> xw?ron  
(Ac. 27:12), kata> meshmbri<an (Ac. 8:26), kat ] a]rxa<j (Heb. 1:10),  
kata> pro<swpon (Ac. 25:16), kata> me<roj (Heb. 9:5), kata> sa<rka (2 Cor.  
10:3), kata> a]nqrw<pouj (1 Pet. 4:6). 
 For me<xri observe me<xri mesonukti<ou (Ac. 20:7), me<xri te<louj 
(Heb. 3:6). 
 For para< note para> qa<lassan (Ac. 10:32), para> potamo<n (Ac. 
16:13). 
 For peri< see peri< meshmbri<an (Ac. 22:6). 
 For pro< see pro> kairou? (Mt. 8:29). 
 For pro<j observe pro<swpon pro>j pro<swpon (1 Cor. 13:12), pro>j 
e[spe<ran (Lu. 24:29). 
 For u[po< see u[p ] ou]rano<n (Lu. 17:24). 
 It will be noted that this usage after all is confined to a rather  
narrow range of words, some of which, like ou]rano<j and gh?, repre- 
sent single objects.  More of this a little later.  Most of these  
examples have articular parallels.  See also v, (f). For classic  
examples see Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 259 f. The papyri furnish  
abundant parallels (Volker, Syntax, pp. 15-17) as do the inscrip- 
tions (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 92). 
 (d) WITH BOTH PREPOSITION AND GENITIVE. It is not sur- 
prising to find no article with phrases which use both preposition 
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and genitive like ei]j eu]agge<lion qeou? (Ro. 1:1), a]po> o]fqalmw?n sou 
(Lu. 19:42), e]k deciw?n mou (Mt. 20:23), a]p ] a]rxh?j ko<smou (Mt. 
24:21), para> kairo>n h[liki<aj (Heb. 11:11), e]n kair&? peirasmou? (Lu. 
8:13), a]po> katabolh?j ko<smou (Mt. 25:34), e]n braxi<oni au]tou? (Lu. 
1:51), etc. 
 (e) TITLES OF BOOKS OR SECTIONS.  These may be without  
the article, being already specific enough. So Eu]agge<lion kata> 
Ma<rkon before the Gospel in many MSS., a]rxh> tou? eu]aggeli<ou (Mk.  
1:1), bi<bloj gene<sewj  ]Ihsou? Xristou? (Mt. 1:1),  ]Apoka<luyij  ]Ihsou? 
Xristou? (Rev. 1:1).  A good example of anarthrous headings may  
be seen in 1 Pet. 1 f. (cf. Hort, 1 Peter, p. 15), where no article  
occurs in the whole opening sentence of five lines. The article  
is used quite idiomatically in 1 Peter. 
 (f) WORDS IN PAIRS. These often do without the article.  
Very often, of course, the article is used. Words for day and night  
(as in English) frequently occur together. Cf. nukto>j kai> h[me<raj  
(Mk. 5:5), h[me<raj kai> nukto<j (Rev. 4:8).  They occur singly also  
without the article, as nukto<j (Jo. 3:2), h[me<raj (Rev. 21:25),  
me<shj nukto<j (Mt. 25:6).  See also other pairs like e]n ou]ran& ei@te 
e]pi> gh?j (1 Cor. 8:5; cf. 2 Pet. 3:5), pate<ra h} mhte<ra (Mk. 7:10),  
zw?ntaj kai> nekrou<j (1 Pet. 4:5).  Indeed the anarthrous construc- 
tion is common in contrast with h@, ei@te, ou@te, mh<te, ou]—a]lla< (cf. 
Ro. 6:14).  For long lists of anarthrous words (definite and in- 
definite together) see Ro. 8:35; 1 Cor. 3:22; 12:13, 28; 2 Cor.  
11:25 f.; 1 Pet. 1:2; Heb. 12:18, 23; 1 Tim. 3:16.1  Cf. also  
a]nh>r e]k gunaiko<j (1 Cor. 11:8).  Some of these usages belong to  
proverbs, formulae and enumerations. See Gildersleeve, Syntax,  
p. 260. The koinh< (inscriptions and papyri) shows the idiom (Ra- 
dermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 94). 
 (g) ORDINAL NUMERALS. The article is usually absent in ex- 
pressions of time. The ancient idiom is here followed.2  The ordi- 
nal was often felt to be definite enough alone. This was true of the  
predicate. Cf. a]pografh> prw<th (Lu. 2:2), h#n w!ra tri<th (Mk. 15:25), 
h#n w[j e!kth (Jo. 19:14).  Cf. Eph. 6:2; Ac. 2:15.  But it was not  
confined to the predicate by any means, nor even to prepositional 
phrases like a]po> prw<thj h[me<raj (Ac. 20:18), e!wj tri<tou ou]ranou? (2  
Cor. 12:2), a]po> teta<rthj h[me<raj (Ac. 10:30), peri> w!ran e!kthn, 
(Ac. 10:9), e]n e@tei pentekaideka<t& (Lu. 3:1), e!wj w!raj e]na<thj (Mk. 
15:33), etc.  Cf. Ac. 23:23.  The same construction occurs also 
 
 1 Cf. W.- Sch., p. 168; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 149. 
 2 Thompson, Synt., etc., p. 54; W.-Th., p. 126. See further J. Thompson,  
Cl. Rev., 1906, p. 304; Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 261. 
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in dielqo<ntej prw<thn fulakh>n kai> deute<ran (Ac. 12:10).  Cf. Mk. 
15:33, genome<nhj w!raj e!kthj.  Examples with the article are not  
wanting.  Cf. Mt. 27:64; Lu. 12:38; Ac. 10:40. 
 (h) IN THE PREDICATE. As already shown in v, (i), in the predi- 
cate the article is often absent. See v, (i). Cf. qeo<j h#n o[ lo<goj  
(Jo. 1:1), o[ qeo>j a]ga<ph e]sti<n (1 Jo. 4:8), etc.  This is the rule unless  
the terms be convertible or the predicate is singled out as promi- 
nent. For the superlative without the article see also 1 Jo. 2:18.  
Cf. 1 Pet. 1:5, e]n e]sxa<t& kair&?. 
 (i) ABSTRACT WORDS.  In English the presence, not the ab- 
sence, of the article with abstract words needs explanation. Hence  
the anarthrous lists in Gal. 5:20 f., 22 f., seem to us much more  
in harmony with our idiom than the lists with the article in Rev.  
5:12, 13; 7:12.  In German,1  however, the opposite is often  
true. The article is often absent in the Greek, where the German  
would have it. Cf. Ro. 1:29.  See iv, (c), for discussion of article  
with abstract nouns.  No vital difference was felt between articu- 
lar and anarthrous abstract nouns (Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 259). 
 (j) QUALITATIVE FORCE.  This is best brought out in anarthrous  
nouns. So ei] e@cestin a]ndri> gunai?ka a]polu?sai (Mk. 10:2; cf. 1 Cor. 
7:10), paradw<sei a]delfo>j a]delfo>n ei]j qa<naton kai> path?r te<knon—
te<kna e]pi> gonei?j (13 : 12), w[[j monogonou?j para> patro<j (Jo. 1:14), 
goneu?sin a]peiqei?j (Ro. 1:30).  Cf. also Eph. 5:23, a]nh<r e]stin kefalh> th?j 
gunaiko<j, o[ Xristo>j kefalh> th?j e]kklhsi<aj and au]to>j swth>r tou?  
sw<matoj.  In ai[ gunai?kej toi?j a]ndra<sin (verse 24) note the generic article,  
class and class.  See ui[o<j—path<r (Heb. 12:7).2 
 (k) ONLY OBJECT OF KIND. These partake of the nature of  
proper names and often occur without the article. They also  
often have the article. Some of these anarthrous examples ap- 
pear in prepositional phrases like e]c a]risterw?n (Lu. 23:33), e]k  
deciw?n (ib.), etc.  These may be passed by (already discussed). The  
point is best illustrated by such words as e]c a]risterw?n (2 Pet. 
3:5).  Cf. English "heaven and earth."  Cf. (f), Words in Pairs.  
qala<ssa we find sometimes anarthrous with prepositions (Ac. 7:36;  
10:32) and in Lu. 21:25 h]xou?j qala<sshj kai> sa<lou.  But it has the  
article in contrast with gh?.3  See also Lu. 21:25 e]n h[li<& kai> selh<n^ kai> 
a@stroij, Mt. 13:6 h[li<ou a]natei<lantoj, 1 Cor. 15:41 do<ca h[li<ou.  So we 
can say "sun, moon and stars," etc. qa<natoj should also be noted.  
Cf. 1 Cor. 15:21; Mt. 16:28; 20:18; Lu. 23:15; Ph. 1:20, etc.  It  
is anarthrous as subject, object, with adjectives and with preposi- 
 
 1 Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 150. 
 2 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 82 f.; W.-Sch., p. 170.  3 W.-Th., p. 121. 
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tions.  Many of these examples occur with prepositions like Lu. 21:  
25 above, or with a genitive like ui[e> diabo<lou (Ac. 13:10).1  Cf. 1 Pet.  
5:8.  The word qeo<j, like a proper name, is freely used with and  
without the article.  But it is "beyond comparison the most fre- 
quently in the Epistles without the article."2  I doubt that. As  
subject o[ qeo<j, but as a predicate, qeo>j h#n o[ lo<goj (Jo. 1:1); as  
genitive, gnw<sewj qeou? (Ro. 11:33); with prepositions, e]n qe&? (Jo.  
3:21); with adjectives, qeo>j eu]loghto<j (Ro. 9:5); with participles  
also, qe&? zw?nti kai> a]lhqin&? (1 Th. 1:9); in conjunction with path<r  
(Gal. 1:1).  These illustrations can be greatly multiplied.  So  
also pneu?ma and pneu?ma a!gion may occur with and without the ar- 
ticle.  Garvie3 quotes Bartlet on Acts as saying that when pneu?ma  
a!gion is anarthrous it describes the human condition, not the divine  
agency.  But it may be questioned if this is not a purely artificial  
rule, as there are evident exceptions to it.  The use of pneu?ma with  
a genitive like pneu?ma Xristou? (Ro. 8:9) and with a preposition,  
e]k pneumatoj (Jo. 3:5), accounts for some examples.  An example  
like of ou@pw h#n pneu?ma (Jo. 7:39) merely illustrates the use of pneu?ma  
like qeo<j as substantially a proper name.  As for Middleton's rule  
that the article is present when the personality of the Holy Spirit  
is taught,4 that is illustrated by Jo. 14:26, to> pneu?ma to> a!gion, where  
the Holy Spirit is spoken of in distinction from the Father and  
the Son. Cf. also 15:26.  See also to> pneu?ma to> a!gion (Lu. 3:22),  
at the baptism of Jesus.  Ku<rioj, like qeo<j and pneu?ma, is often prac- 
tically a proper name in the N. T.  In the Gospels it usually refers  
to God, like the 0. T. Lord, while in the Epistles of Paul in par- 
ticular it nearly always means the Lord Jesus.5  It is not merely in  
a prepositional phrase like the common e]n kuri<& (1 Cor. 7:22), or  
the genitive like to> e@rgon kuri<ou (1 Cor. 16:10), but especially  
ku<rioj  ]Ihsou?j Xristo<j (Ph. 1:2; 2:11, etc.). In the Gospels o[  
Xristo<j is usually a verbal adjective= ‘the Anointed One,’ the  
Messiah (Mt. 2:4; Jo. 1:41).  In Mt. 1:1; Mk. 1:1, we have  
Xristo<j as a proper name and even in the words of Jesus as re- 
ported in Mk. 9:41, Xristou?, and in the address of Peter in Ac. 2:  
38,  ]Ihsou? Xristou?.  It was a natural growth.  In Paul's Epistles  
Xristo<j is more frequent than o[ Xristo<j.6  There is even a de- 
velopment in Paul's use of   ]Ihsou?j Xristo<j and Xristo>j  ]Ihsou?j. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 148.   4 Cf. W.-M., footnote, p. 151. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 122.    5 W.-Th., p. 124. 
 3 Expos., Oct., 1909, p. 327. 
 6 See Rose's list for Paul's use of ku<rioj Xristo<j, etc., in Middleton's Doc- 
trine of the Gk. Art., pp. 486 ff. It is based on Textus Rec. 
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In his earlier Epistles the former is the rule (cf. 1 Th. 1:1), while  
in the later Epistles he prefers Xristo>j  ]Ihsou?j (2 Tim. 1:1).  
Other examples of this idiom are seen in ko<smoj, which even in the  
nominative is anarthrous, e]moi> ko<smoj e]stau<rwtai (Gal. 6:14). Cf.  
Ro. 4:13. See also e]n ko<sm& (Ro. 5:13) and a]po> katabolh?j ko<smou 
(Lu. 11:50), etc.  No<moj is a word that is used with a deal of free- 
dom by Paul. In general when no<moj is anarthrous in Paul it  
refers to the Mosaic law, as in e]panapau<̂  nom& (Ro. 2:17).  So 
e]a>n no<mon pra<ss^j (2:25), etc.  It occurs so with prepositions, as  
e]n no<m& (2:23), and in the genitive, like e]c e@rwn no<m& (Gal. 2:16). 
Cf. e]gw> dia> no<mou no<m& a]pe<qanon (2:19), u[po> no<mon a]lla> u[po> xa<rin 
(Ro. 6:14).  In e!teron no<mon  (7:23) no<moj = 'principle,' and is here  
indeterminate.  In 2:14, e@qnh ta> mh> no<mon e@xonta, the Mosaic law  
is meant, but not in e[autoi?j ei]si>n no<moj.  It is at least problematical  
whether no<moj in 2:13, of oi[ a]kroatai> no<mou, and oi[ poihtai> no<mou (note 
the article with the other words) means the Mosaic law and so  
really definite or law as law (the hearers of law, the doers of law).1 
 IX. The Indefinite Article.  The Greek had no indefinite article.  
It would have been very easy if the absence of the article in  
Greek always meant that the noun was indefinite, but we have  
seen that this is not the case. The anarthrous noun may per se  
be either definite or indefinite. But the Greek made an approach  
to the modern indefinite article in the use of ei$j and tij. The later  
writers show an increasing use of these words as the practical  
equivalent of the present indefinite article. This matter has al- 
ready been discussed under these two words (ch. XV). An 
example of tij is seen in nomiko<j tij (Lu. 10:25).  The tendency 
was constantly for ei$j to displace tij, so that "in modern Greek  
the process is complete,"2 i.e. ei$j drives out tij in this sense.  
This use of ei$j is seen in the papyri and need not be denied in the  
N. T.3  As a N. T. example of ei$j= 'a' see ei$j grammateu<j (Mt.  
8:19).4  The indefinite article does not appear with predicates in 
the modern Greek.5  Unus in the sense of the indefinite article  
is one of the peculiarities of the Latin Vulgate (Jacquier, Le 
N. T. dans l’ Egl. Chr., Tome II, p. 122). 
 
 1 For a full and detailed discussion of the whole matter see W.-Sch., pp.  
174 ff. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 96. See Thumb, Handb., p. 41. 
 3 Moulton, ib., p. 97. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 164 f. 
 4 Cf. for LXX use, C. and S., Sel., p. 25. 
 5 Thumb., Handb., p. 42. 



 
 
 
 
 
                                      CHAPTER XVII 
 
 
                              VOICE (DIAQESIS, Genus) 
 
 
 1. Point of View. For a discussion of the nature of the verb  
see chapter VIII, Conjugation of the Verb, I and II. 
 (a) DISTINCTION BETWEEN VOICE AND TRANSITIVENESS. See 
(b), and chapter VIII, for a discussion of this point. The  
matter might have been well reserved for syntax, but it seemed  
worth while to set forth at once the fundamental facts about  
voice. It is here assumed, therefore, that one understands that  
voice per se does not deal with the question of transitive or in- 
transitive action. That point concerns the verb itself, not the  
voice. Active and middle verbs may be either transitive or in- 
transitive. Passive verbs may even be transitive, though usually  
intransitive, in one sense of "transitive." But Gildersleeve1 holds  
that "a transitive verb is a verb that passes over to a passive 
rather than one that passes over to an object." That is truer of  
Latin than of Greek, which, "with a lordliness that reminds one  
of English;" makes a passive out of any kind of an active. Ter- 
minology in syntax is open to dispute at many points, but I see  
only hopeless confusion here unless voice is kept to its real mean- 
ing. In Kuhner-Gerth2 it is held that "the active has a double  
meaning," either intransitive or transitive. My point is that the  
voice per se has nothing to do with that question. Some verbs  
are intransitive, some are transitive, some are used either way.  
This freedom in the use of verbs increased till in the later Greek  
verbs that were once intransitive become transitive.3  Brugmann4 
properly separates the question of transitive and intransitive 
verbs from that of voice (cf. iterative, intensive, inchoative, de- 
siderative verbs). Some of the intransitive uses of verbs were due  
to the absence of the reflexive pronoun, as in perih?ge (Mk. 6 : 6),  
a]porri<yantaj (Ac. 27:43).5  The modern Greek preserves the same 
 
 1 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 279. 4 Griech. Gr., p. 467. 
 2 Bd. I, p. 89.    5 Jebb.,V. and D.'s Handb., p. 318. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 357. 
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freedom in the use of transitive and intransitive verbs and has  
peculiarities of its own.1 
 (b) MEANING OF VOICE. Voice relates the action to the sub- 
ject. The use of voice then is to direct attention to the subject,  
not to the object. That concerns transitive and intransitive verbs.  
Stahl2 puts it crisply: "The voice of the verb describes a relation  
of the verb-idea to the subject." 
 (c) NAMES OF THE VOICES. Cf. chapter VIII, VI, (b). The  
names come from Dionysius Thrax (about B.C. 30), but "he has  
no inkling of a middle sense,"3 showing that already the middle  
is disappearing before the passive. The terminology is very poor.  
Gildersleeve4 calls the fashion of the Germans "a positively in- 
decent nomenclature," since they call the voices genera (ge<nh),  
"based on a fancied resemblance to the genders." We in English  
follow the French voix (Latin vox), found first in this sense in the  
Grammatica graeca nova of J. Weller (A.D. 1635).5 
 (d) HISTORY OF THE VOICES.  See chapter VIII, vi, (c), (d), (e).  
Cf. also Jannaris, Historical Gr., p. 362 f.; Moulton, Prol., p. 152.  
In the pro-ethnic language there were probably both active and  
middle. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Syntax, Bd. II, p. 413. There was  
no passive as there was none in the Sanskrit, save in the present  
system.6  The rise of the passive meaning with the use of middle  
and active endings was sure to bring confusion and a tendency  
towards simplification. It was inevitable that the three voices  
should go back to two. In the actual outcome, the passive,  
though an interloper, ousts the middle of its forms and of most of  
its uses.7  In the modern Greek vernacular, therefore, we find only  
two voices as to form, for the passive has taken over the meaning  
of the middle also (Thumb, Handb., p. 111 f.). In the beginning  
there were only active and middle. In the end we find only active  
and passive. 
 (e) HELP FROM THE SANSKRIT. The verb development in the  
Indo-Germanic languages has been more independent than that  
of nouns. Latin, for instance, has recast its verb-system, and it  
is quite difficult to compare the Greek and Latin voices. Sanskrit 
 
 1 Thumb., Handb., p. 112 f. 
 2 Krit.-hist. Synt. d. griech. Verbums, p. 42. 
 3 Thompson, Synt., p. 158. 
 4 Notes on Stahl's Synt. of the Gk. Verb in Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908,  
p. 275. 
 5 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 233. 
 6 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 201.  7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 362. 
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and Greek have preserved the voices best of all. Hence the San- 
skrit can throw a good deal of light on the Greek voices.1 
 (f) DEFECTIVE VERBS. Not all verbs were used in all the voices. 
Some were used only in one, some in two, some in all three. Then 
again, some verbs had one voice in one tense, another voice in 
another tense. This is just like the Sanskrit,2 and just what one 
would expect from a living language in contrast with an artificial 
one. Brugmann,3 indeed, divides verbs, as to voices, according to 
this principle (those with active only, middle only, with both, etc.). 
In the N. T. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 180) finds the same general 
use of the voices as in the older Greek, the same difficulty in differ- 
entiating the voices, and the same "arbitrariness" in the use of 
individual verbs. But much of this difficulty is due to coming at 
the matter with preconceived rules. Blass' treatment of the voices 
is quite unsatisfactory. Cf. further for this matter, chapter VIII, 
VI, (d). 
 II. The Active Voice (dia<qesij e]nergetikh<).  The Stoics called 
the active o]rqh< also. 
 (a) MEANING OF THE ACTIVE VOICE. In this voice the sub- 
ject is merely represented as acting or existing, for state (cf. ei]mi<)  
must be included as well as action. It is not certain whether the 
active or the middle is the older; but the active is far the more 
common. 
 (b) EITHER TRANSITIVE OR INTRANSITIVE. There is nothing 
peculiar in the N. T. about this. Each verb has its own history. 
One originally transitive may become intransitive and vice versa.4 
Cf. a@gw which may be intransitive a@gwmen (Mt. 26:46; cf. the 
interjectional a@ge, Jas. 4:13) or transitive h@gagon au]to<n (Lu. 19:35). 
In a@rantej (Ac. 27:13, 17) the object is probably understood (th>n 
nau?n).  Cf. also au]ca<nw in Mt. 6:28 and 2 Cor. 9:10.  Ba<llw is 
usually transitive, even in Jo. 13:2 (cf. Ac. 22:23), but it is  
intransitive in Ac. 27:14 (e@balen, ‘rushed’).  Cf. blasta<nw in Jas. 
5:18 (tr.) and in Mt. 13:26 (intr.).  So bre<xw is transitive in 
Lu. 7:38, but intransitive in Mt. 5:45.  ]Egei<rw is usually tran- 
sitive (Mt. 10:8), but see Mt. 26:46.  Eu]aggeli<zw, is transitive  
in Rev. 10:7, but intransitive in 14:6.   @Exw is transitive except  
when used with adverbs, when, as in ancient Greek, it may be  
intransitive.  Cf. tou>j kakw?j e@xontaj (Mt. 4:24), e]sxa<twj e@xei (Mk. 
 
 1 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 404 f. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 200. 
 3 Griech. Gr., pp. 459ff.  Cf. Thompson, Synt., p. 159. 
 4 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 357. 
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5:23), h@dh e@xonta (Jo. 11:17), ou!twj e@xei (Ac. 7:1), to> nu?n e@xon 
(Ac. 24:25).  Kli<nw is transitive in Mt. 8:20, but intransitive in  
Lu. 9:12.  In Ac. 7:42 stre<fw is intransitive, though also transi- 
tive elsewhere. In the N. T. qriambeu<w is transitive and the same  
is true of maqhteu<w.  But in Text. Rec. e]maqh<teuse is intransitive in  
Mt. 27:57.  Cf. du<nw intransitive in Lu. 4:40 and fu<w in Heb.  
12:15.  Let these serve as specimens of many such verbs in the  
N. T. Modern Greek is specially rich in intransitive active verbs  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 112) and verbs that oscillate from one use  
to the other. 
 (c) EFFECT OF PREPOSITIONS IN COMPOSITION. These may 
make the verb transitive or the result may be just the opposite.  
As examples of transitive compounds from an intransitive simplex  
take diabai<nw (Heb. 11:29), but intransitive in Lu. 16:26.  So 
dih<rxeto th>n  ]Iereixw< (Lu. 19:1), pare<rxesqe th>n kri<sin (11:42).  On 
the other hand, intransitive compounds abound. The compounds  
of a@gw (simplex either tr. or intr.) which are often intransitive 
are a]pa<gw (Mt. 7:13), para<gw (Mt. 9:9), peria<gw (Ac. 13:11),  
proa<gw (Lu. 18:39), u[pa<gw (Jo. 3:8); but not a]na<gw.  Cf. also  
paradi<dwmi in Mk. 4:29.  With ba<llw note e]piba<llw in Mk. 4:37 
and the peculiar e]pibalw<n, in 14:72.  Examples of several intran- 
sitive compounds of e@xw occur in the N. T. Thus a]pe<xw (Mk.  
14:41), e]ne<xw (Mk. 6:19), e]pe<xw (Lu. 14:7; Ac. 19:22), perie<xw  
(1 Pet. 2:6), prose<xw (Mt. 7:15), u[pere<xw (Ph. 4:7).  Here the  
substantive has dropped out in most cases and the verb comes to  
stand alone (cf. prose<xw nou?n).  Cf. a]naka<mptw (Mt. 2:12), e]kkli<nw   
(Ro. 16:17) and prosko<ptw (Jo. 11:9).  Katapau<w is transitive  
in Ac. 14:18, but intransitive in Heb. 4:4, 10.  Cf. a]porri<ptw in  
Ac. 27:43.  Stre<fw shows intransitive compounds with a]na– (Ac.  
5:22), a]po– (Ac. 3:26), e]pi– (Lu. 2:39).  The modern Greek  
surpasses even the koinh< in its facility for making all sorts of com- 
pound verbs (tr. and intr.) and in particular verbs compounded .  
with nouns, like e]teknotro<fhsen and e]cenodo<xhsen (1 Tim. 5:10). Cf. 
Thumb, Handb., p. 112. 
 (d) DIFFERENT TENSES VARY. Thus where both second and  
first aorists occur, the second is intransitive and the first transitive.  
Cf. e@sth (Lu. 6:8), but e@sthsen au]to< (Mk. 9:36).  This distinction  
applies to all the compounds of i!sthmi.  Acts 27:28 (diasth<santej)  
is no exception, as th>n nau?n is to be supplied.  Some of the "strong"  
or primitive perfect actives are intransitive when the present is  
transitive. Thus a]ne<&ga (1 Con 16:9) from a]noi<gw, a]po<lwla (Mt.  
10:6) from a]po<llumi, e[sta<nai (Lu. 13:25) from i!sthmi, pe<poiqa  
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(Ro. 2:19) from pei<qw, se<shpa (Jas. 5:2) from sh<pw.  Moulton1  
seems to confuse "transitive" with "active," and "intransitive"  
with "middle" in his discussion of these perfects: "We have a  
number of cases in which the 'strong' perfect active attaches itself  
in meaning to the middle." The middle is not in itself intransitive,  
nor is the active in itself transitive. "The conjecture that the  
perfect originally had no distinction of active and middle, its  
person-endings being peculiar throughout, affords the most prob- 
able explanation of the facts: when the much later —ka perfect  
arose, the distinction had become universal." It is doubtless true  
that in the primitive —a perfect there was no distinctive middle  
form. But why seek for a middle sense in the primitive perfect  
active because it happens in many cases to be intransitive? It  
does happen that ge<gona (Jo. 1:4) is found with gi<nomai and e]lh<luqa   
(Jo. 17:1) from e@rxomai, two intransitive middles. It is also true  
that future middles are the rule with a few verbs which have  
this primitive, but not always intransitive, perfect. So it is with 
a]kh<koa (trans., Ac. 6:11), ei@lhfa (trans., Rev. 11:17), pe<ponqa  
(intr. as the verb itself is, Lu. 13:2), te<tuxa (trans., Heb. 8:6).  
So with ke<kragen (Jo. 1:15, intr. like the verb itself), though  
kekra<comai (some MSS. in Lu. 19:40) is future perfect middle.  
Oi#da (Jo. 10:4) is transitive, though defective, while e@oika (Jas.  
1:6), like ei@wqa (Mk. 10:1), is intransitive.  But ge<grafa (Jo.  
19:22) is transitive. 
 (e) THE ACTIVE AS CAUSATIVE.  But this usage is not due to 
the voice, and is, besides, common to all languages.2  Cf. the Hebrew  
Hiphil conjugation. Viteau (" Essai sur la Syntaxe des Voix dans  
le Grec du N. T.," Revue de Philologie, 1894, p. 2) says that the  
Greek voices would not be strange to a Jew who was used to the  
seven conjugations of the Hebrew verb. But the point is not  
strictly parallel. In one sense this idiom is due to the fact that  
what one does through another he does himself.3  Cf. to>n h!lion 
au]tou? a]nate<llei. (Mt. 5:45), strictly causative.  But in Jo. 19:1, 
e@laben o[ Pila<toj to>n  ]Ihsou?n kai> e]masti<gwsen, the other kind of causa- 
tive occurs.  So also with perie<temen (Ac. 16:3).  There was in- 
deed a remarkable increase in the LXX in the number of verbs  
used in the causative sense, many of which had been usually in- 
transitive. Cf. basileu<w, which occurs 36 times in the causative  
sense in the LXX (cf. Judg. 9:6).4  The Hebrew Hiphil is partly 
 
 1 Prol., p. 154.   2 Cf. Jann., list. Gk. Gr., p. 359.  
 3 Gildersleeve, Synt. of Cl. Gk., p. 63. 
 4 C. and S., Sel., p. 76. 
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responsible for this increase.1  See further verbs in –ow, like  
katadoulo<w (Gal. 2:4). 
 (f) ACTIVE WITH REFLEXIVES.  Certainly there is nothing  
unusual in this construction.  Cf. sw?son seauto<n (Mk. 15:30), 
e@balen e[auto<n (Jo. 21:8), prose<xete e[autoi?j (Lu. 17:3).  Cf. Jo. 
21:18.  Blass2 indeed says that the "active for middle" occurs. 
One hesitates to subscribe to that dictum. It is indeed true that  
the use of the reflexive pronoun with the active brings out much  
more sharply the reflexive relation than the mere middle. It is  
not necessary to say that katadouloi? (2 Cor. 11:20) is used "for"  
the middle. It is true that peira<zw in the koinh< supplants the Attic  
peira<omai, but this is not due to a confusion of voice.  With poie<w  
the N. T. does show a number of examples of the active where  
the middle was more common in the Attic, though the N. T. 
generally has poiei?sqai a]nabolh<n, lo<gon, porei<an, spoudh<n.  And 
the MSS. vary greatly between active and middle of poie<w 
with words like monh<n (Jo. 14:23), kopeto<n (Ac. 8:2), sunwmosi<an  
(23:13), but not with sumbou<lion (Mk. 15:1), e]kdi<khsin, (Lu.18:7 f.),  
sustrofh<n (Ac. 23:12), po<lemon (Rev.11:7).  But this is precisely  
what we find in the (inscriptions and papyri). Cf. Rader- 
macher, N. T. Gr., p. 120.  So even bia<zw and e]pilanqa<nw (Mayser,  
Gr., p. 386).  The same tendency appears in modern Greek  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 114).  Cf. die<rrhcen ta> i[ma<tia au[tou? (Mt.  
26:65).  In these examples Blass has in my judgment read too  
much into the active voice. But it is certain that in prose<xete  
e[autoi?j (Lu. 12:1) there is more emphasis on the reflexive idea than  
in fula<ssesqe (12:15).  Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 157. 
 (g) IMPERSONAL ACTIVE. Some impersonal verbs occur in the  
active. Cf. perie<xei e]n t ?̂ graf ?̂ (1 Pet. 2:6), and e@brecen (Jas.  
5:17). 
 (h) INFINITIVES.  These do not always reflect the force of the  
voice, especially in the " epexegetic" use,3  like our English "fair  
to see," "good to eat." Cf. kriqh?nai and labei?n, Mt. 5:40.  The  
infinitive has no voice in Sanskrit.  See further under Infinitive  
(ch. XX, Verbal Nouns). 
 (i) ACTIVE VERBS AS PASSIVES OF OTHER VERBS.4  Thus a]po- 
qnh<skw is more common than the passive of  a]poktei<nw (--kte<nnw) 
though examples of this passive occur in the N. T. (Rev. 6:11,  
etc.).  W. H. read kakw?j e@xei in Mt. 17:15 rather than kakw?j 
pa<sxei (cf. poiw? kalw?j, etc.).  So e]kpi<ptw (Ac. 27:17, 26, 29) occurs 
 
 1 Thack., Gr. of the 0. T. in Gk., p. 24.  3 Cf. Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 63. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 183.   4 Thompson, Synt., p. 172. 
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as passive of e]kba<llw, but note e]kba<llesqai in Mt. 8:12.  Cf.  
Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 75.  In 1 Cor. 11:18 a]kou<w has the classic  
turn I am told.'  But in 5:11 a]kou<etai the passive itself occurs  
in the sense ‘It is reported.’  But in all such cases the distinction  
between the voices is not really lost. 
 III. The Middle Voice (dia<qesij me<sh) 
 (a) ORIGIN OF THE MIDDLE. See chapter VIII, vi, (c), for the  
uncertainty as to the priority of active and middle. That ques- 
tion is an open one and must be left open. Both active and  
middle appear in Sanskrit and in Homer. The prehistoric situation  
is purely speculative. Logically the active would seem to come  
first, though the difference in form may be due to variation in  
sound (ablaut).1  Probably at first there was neither active nor  
middle, the distinction being a development. In the Sanskrit2  
we meet a full system of both active and middle forms for all the  
tenses (not all the modes), the participle, however, having only a  
partial system and the infinitive no voice at all. But each verb  
has its own development and that was by no means uniform.  
Some had a very limited use as to voice, tense and mode. In  
Homer indeed the middle is rather more common than in later  
Greek.3  It is only in the Sanskrit, Zend (Old Persian), Greek and  
Gothic that the middle is kept as a distinct voice.4  In the Gothic  
only remnants of the middle are found,5 while in Latin the middle  
as a separate voice disappears.6  It is very difficult to run a parallel  
between the Latin and Greek voices. But there is a considerable  
remnant of Latin middles like miror, sequor, utor (cf. Draeger, Hist.  
Syntax, pp. 145 ff.).  The final disappearance of the Greek future  
and aorist middle before the passive is well sketched by Jannaris.7  
But at first we are not to think of the passive at all, that inter- 
loper that finally drove the middle out of use. 
 (b) MEANING OF THE MIDDLE.  It is urged that the term  
"middle" is good because the voice in meaning stands between  
the active and the passive.8  But, unfortunately for that idea,  
the middle is older than the passive. It is true that the passive  
arose out of the middle and that the middle marks a step towards 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 152. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 200.  3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 7. 
 4 Cf. 0. Hoffmann, Das Prasens der indoger. Grundspr., 1889, p. 25. In  
the Bantu language Mr. Dan Crawford finds 16 voices (reflexive, reciprocal,  
intensive, etc., all having special forms). 
 5 Giles, Comp. Philol., p. 406.  7 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 362 f. 
 6 Ib p. 405.    8 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 57. 
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the passive.  The passive idea existed before there was a sepa- 
rate passive form, a thing never true of all tenses and all verbs.  
The Hebrew Hithpael conjugation is somewhat parallel,1 but not  
wholly so.  The only difference between the active and middle  
voices is that the middle calls especial attention to the subject.  
In the active voice the subject is merely acting; in the middle the  
subject is acting in relation to himself somehow.  What this pre- 
cise relation is the middle voice does not say.  That must come out  
of the context or from the significance of the verb itself.  Gilder- 
sleeve2 is clearly right in holding that the interpretation of the  
difference between active and middle is in many cases more  
lexical than grammatical. "The middle adds a subjective ele- 
ment."3  Sometimes the variation from the active is too minute  
for translation into English. This "word for one's self" is often  
very difficult of translation, and we must not fall into the error  
of explaining the force of the middle by the English translation. 
 (c) OFTEN DIFFERENCE FROM ACTIVE ACUTE. As examples  
note:  ai[re<w, ‘I take’;  ai[re<omai, 'I take to myself' (‘choose’); a]namimnh<- 
skw, 'I remind'; a]namimnh<skomai, 'I remind myself' (‘remember’);  
a]pe<xw, 'I hold off'; a]pe<xomai, 'I hold myself off' (‘abstain’);  
a]podi<dwmi, 'I give back'; a]podi<domai, 'I give back of my own'  
(‘sell’); a]po<llumi, 'I destroy'; a]po<llumai, I perish'; a!ptw, ‘I fasten';  
a!ptomai, 'I touch'; a@rxw, 'I rule'; a@rxomai, 'I begin'; bouleu<w, 'I  
counsel'; bouleu<omai, 'I take counsel' (‘deliberate’); game<w, 'I  
marry' (‘bridegroom’), game<omai (‘bride’); geu<w ‘I give to taste’;  
geu<omai, 'I taste'; gra<fw, 'I enrol'; gra<fomai, 'I indict' (but 'enrol  
one's self' in Lu. 2:5); danei<zw, 'I lend'; danei<zomai, ‘I borrow’;  
dida<skw, ‘I teach’; dida<skomai, ‘I get taught’;  i!sthmi ‘I place’;  
i!stamai, ‘I stand’; lanqa<nw, ‘I escape notice’; lanqa<nomai, ‘I forget’;  
misqo<w, ‘I let,’ misqo<omai, ‘I hire’; pau<w, 'I make to cease'; pau<omai,  
‘I cease’; pei<qw, 'I persuade'; pei<qomai, 'I obey'; fai<nw, 'I show';  
fai<nomai, ‘I appear’; fobe<w, ‘I frighten’; fobe<omai, 'I fear.'  These  
examples in the N. T. illustrate the difference between the two  
voices.4 
 (d) THE USE OF THE MIDDLE NOT OBLIGATORY.5 This remark 
may sound like a truism, but it is justified when one can read  
this:  "As the active is used in place of the middle, so the middle 
 
 1 Ewald, Heb. Gr., § 243.  2 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 277. 
 3 Viteau, Essai sur la Synt. des Voix, p. 17. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 153. 
 4 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 360; Clyde Gk. Synt., p. 58 f.; Farrar, Gr.  
Synt., p. 117 f.; Thompson, Synt., pp. 168 ff. 
 5 Gildersleeve, Synt. of Class. Gk., p. 66. 
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often stands for the active which would naturally be expected."1  
Winer2 also speaks of the two voices being used "interchangeably."  
But Winer loses one of his examples, for W. H. have sugkalei? in  
Lu. 15:9, as in verse 6.  Winer correctly says that "it depended  
on the writer" which he would use. Of course, but that is not to  
say that no distinction existed. In Jas. 4:2 f., ai]tei?te kai> ou] lam- 
ba<nete, dio<ti kakw?j ai]tei?sqe, the middle seems rather on purpose  
(‘ye ask for yourselves amiss,’ Farrar, Gk. Syntax, p. 118). Blass3  
calls this "an arbitrary interchange," though he admits in general  
the N. T. use of ai]te<w for ordinary requests (as from God), but  
ai]te<omai in business transactions (its usual use in he N. T., Mt.  
27:20; Lu. 23:23).  This may be the very point in Jas. 4:2 f.  
and 1 Jo. 5:14.  Moulton4 agrees with Mayor (James in loco) on  
the correctness of the distinction. Mayor (in loco) says: "When  
ai]tei?te is thus opposed to ai]tei?sqe, it implies using the words,  
without the spirit of prayer."  See the same distinction drawn in  
Mk. 6:22-25; 10:35, 38 (Mt. 20:20, 22); 1 Jo. 5:15.  Blass (Gr.  
of N. T. Gk., p. 186 note) observes that Herod's offer to Salome  
gave her business relations to him justifying her use of the middle  
(Mk. 6:24 f.).  When the active and the middle occur side by  
side the attention is drawn to the distinction. It is to be recalled  
again that the same verb varied in different stages of the language  
in the voice used. Hence it is hardly pertinent to bring an in- 
dictment against the N. T. writers, because the middle is not used  
with all verbs just as it was in the Attic Greek. As a matter of  
fact, Homer differs from the Attic. Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 186)  
succinctly says that "the New Testament writers were perfectly  
capable of preserving the distinction between the active and the  
middle." So in Mk. 14:47 note spasa<menoj th>n ma<xairan, while in 
Mt. 26:51 we have a]pe<spasen th>n ma<xairan au]tou?.  In Matthew we  
have the pronoun au]tou? and a]po< supplanting the middle in Mark  
(cf. Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 120 f.). Radermacher (op. cit.,  
p. 119), however, as a result of his researches, finds in the  
koinh< "Unsicherheit im Gebrauch des Mediums."  The point of  
the middle is not the same always. So in Ac. 7:24 a]mu<nesqai=  
‘assist,’ not 'ward off from one's self,' but the force of the middle  
is present.  So in Col. 2:15, a]pekdusa<menoj ta>j a]rxa<j, it is not  
‘undress,’ but ‘throw off from one's self.’ Cf. also plhrou?sqai in 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 185. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 256. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 186. 
 4 Prol., p. 160. 
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Eph. 1:23 and plhrou?n in 4:10.  Moulton1 shows that there is  
as much freedom in the papyri in the use of active and middle  
as in the N. T.  Thus e]a>n ai[rh?te and e]a>n ai[rh?sqe (G. H. 36, B.C.  
95) occur side by side.  So gamei?sqai=nubere fell out of use. See  
also it, (f). 
 (e) EITHER TRANSITIVE OR INTRANSITIVE. Thus e]a>n mh> ni<ywntai 
ta>j xei?raj (Mk 7:3) and h!yanto au]tou?  (6:56), but e]ci<stanto (6:  
52) and ei]seporeu<onto (6:56)  are intransitive.  The middle is not,  
therefore, intransitive in itself: That is a matter that belongs to  
the verb-stem. As to the future middles, like bh<somai, see discus- 
sion a little later. Some verbs, indeed, are transitive in the active,  
but intransitive in the middle (a]po<llumi, a]po<llumai, fai<nw, fai<nomai).  
Cf. Hatzidakis, Einl., pp. 201 ff.; Thompson, Syntax, p. 161. 
 (f) DIRECT MIDDLE. It is necessary to discuss the various uses  
of the middle, but the divisions made by the grammarians are more  
or less arbitrary and unsatisfactory. They are followed here merely  
for convenience. The middle voice is very broad in its scope and  
no one word, not even reflexive, covers all the ground. It is essen- 
tially the voice of personal interest somewhat like the dative case.  
Grosse (Beitrage zur Syntax des griechischen Mediums and Passi- 
vums, 1891, p. 4) denies that the reflexive is the original use of the  
middle. But Rutherford (First Gk. Syntax, 1890, p. 74), derives  
both passive and middle out of the reflexive use. For the various  
uses of the middle in Homer, who is specially fond of this voice,  
see Monro, Homeric Gr., p. 7. But, curiously, Monro mentions  
"the Intransitive use" as one of the separate idioms of the  
middle. Nearly every grammarian2 has his own division of these  
"uses" of the middle, none of which the Greeks themselves had.  
Gildersleeve3 is justly impatient with this overrefinement and  
observes that "one must needs fall back on the way of the lan- 
guage," which "is capricious in such matters." It is needless to  
take up philosophical abstractions like "subjective" and "ob- 
jective." It is not possible to tell whether the direct middle  
(reflexive middle) was the original use of the voice or not. The  
direct middle is comparatively rare in Homer and in the early  
Greek generally.4  It began in the koinh< to disappear, before the  
active and the reflexive pronoun (cf. N. T.), but the direct middle 
 
 1 Prol., p. 158 f. He cites also suna?rai le<gon, B.U. 775 (ii/A.D.). But the  
pap. use the middle also. 
 2 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 117; Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 459 ff.; K.-G.,  
Bd. I, pp. 100 ff.; Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., pp. 49 ff. 
 3 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 278.  4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 7. 
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revived again as the indirect middle disappeared before the passive  
because of "its subtle meaning."1  Hence in Neo-Hellenic "al- 
most every transitive verb, if active, admits of a direct middle."2  
In modern Greek this direct reflexive is nearly the sole use of the  
middle.3  The modern Greek has no distinction in forms between  
middle and passive, but the middle signification survives. Thus  
lou<zomai means 'I bathe myself' (Thumb, Handb., pp. 111, 114).  
Thumb finds the direct reflexive use common. Moulton4 practi- 
cally confines this idiom in the N. T. to a]ph<gcato (Mt. 27:5), ‘he  
hanged himself,’ and even here Moulton suggests ‘choked’ as a  
truer English translation. This is indeed "a survival from clas- 
sical Greek," but there seem to be other N. T. examples also.  
The example cited by Winer5 from Jo. 8:59 (cf. also 12:36), 
e]kru<gbh, is passive, as Moulton6 points out. But in u$j lousame<nh 
(2 Pet. 2:22) the direct middle is evident, as Moulton admits in  
the Appendix (p. 238). Cf. lou<sasqe (Is. 1:16), 'wash you.'  Note  
also a]pelou<sasqe, 'washed yourselves' (1 Cor. 6:11, correct transla- 
tion in margin of Rev. V.). A good example also is qermaino<menoj  
(Mk. 14:54), 'warming himself' (Rev. V.). It is rather gratuitous  
to doubt the direct middle parakskeua<setai, 'prepare himself' (1  
Cor. 14:8).  But Moulton adds mh> sku<llou (Lu. 7:6) to Winer's  
list and illustrates by "the illiterate contemporary papyrus O.P.  
295,  mh> sklu<lle e[ath<n" (active and reflexive pronoun).  So also  
r[anti<swtai, (W. H., Mk. 7:4) and bapti<swntai (marg.) are both  
direct middles.  Zw?sai (Ac. 12:8), 'gird yourself,' is also direct  
middle.    !Aptomai (Col. 2:20) is probably direct middle, sub- 
ject yourselves to ordinances.'  And u[pota<ssesqe (Col. 3:18) may  
be also.   !Aptomai (‘fasten myself to,’ ‘touch’) is really the direct 
middle (Mk. 8 : 22).   ]Epekteino<menoj (Ph. 3:13) is ‘stretching 
myself forward.’  Cf. also u[pesteila<mhn (Ac. 20:27), 'withdraw  
myself'; a]ntitasso<menoj (Ro. 13:2), 'line one's self up against.'  
In the case of periba<llomai it is probable that we have the direct  
middle ‘clothe one's self’ (Mt. 6:29).  The accusative of the thing  
is added in Rev. 3:18.  It is possible to regard a]napau<esqe (Mt.  
26:45) as direct middle.  ]Apogra<yasqai, (Lu. 2:5) may be  
merely the direct middle, ‘enrol himself,’ though the causative  
idea is possible.  In Lu. 12:15   ]Anexo<menoi a]llh<lwn (‘guard yourselves  
from') follows the classic idiom.  ]Apogra<yasqai (Eph. 4:2)  
is also the direct middle, ‘holding yourselves back from one an- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 360..  4 Ib. 
 2 Ib.     5 W.-Th., p. 253., 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 156.   6 Prol., p. 156. 
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other.'  The same thing is true of a]pe<xesqai ei]dwloqu<twn (Ac.  
15:29).  In 1 Pet. 5:5 tapeinofrosu<nhn e]gkoubw<sasqe, ‘gird your- 
selves with humility,' we may have the same idiom.  In Ac. 18: 
5, sunei<xeto t&? lo<g&, we may have the direct middle, 'held him- 
self to the word.'  There are to be added, besides, some of the  
causative middles, like ba<ptisai. (Ac. 22:16), 'get yourself bap- 
tized' (cf. e]bapti<santo, 1 Cor. 10:2).  It is true that the list is  
not a large one, but the idiom is clearly not obsolete in the N. T.  
The causative middle has a wider use also, as will be shown  
directly. 
 (g) CAUSATIVE OR PERMISSIVE MIDDLE. Cf. the German sich, 
lassen. This occasional use of the middle does not distinguish  
it from the active and occurs both with the direct and the indi- 
rect use of the middle.1 It is just so in modern Greek (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 114 f.). It is, like transitive and intransitive, more  
the notion of the word than a phase of the middle voice.2 In  
later Greek the causative sense occurs only with the direct middle.3  
It is not to be forgotten that originally there was no passive form  
at all. The verb-idea and the context then alone decided the  
voice as between middle and passive. Even in the aorist and  
future, where the passive later has a distinct form, the line was  
not always sharply drawn, especially in the future. More about 
this a little later.  But in the aorist in particular one hesitates to  
find a passive voice in the middle form, though it sometimes  
happens. Some few of these causative middles could be explained  
as passives, but by no means all. Certainly e]klecame<nouj (Ac. 15: 
22) is a true middle.  A considerable residuum remains.  "In  
Tb.P. 35 (ii/B.C.)  e[auto>n ai]tia<setai, ‘will get himself accused,’ is a 
middle."4  In Ac. 22:16, ba<ptisai kai> a]po<lousai ta>j a[marti<aj sou, 
we have the causative middle, one a direct, the other an indirect,  
middle, 'get yourself baptized and get your sins washed away.'  
So then e]bapti<santo (W. H. text in 1 Cor. 10:2) is causative,  
though many MSS. read e]bapti<sqhsan.  Blass5 has eccentric notions  
of textual criticism, for he rejects the middle here and contends  
for it in Lu. 11:38 on the authority of one minuscule! Blass6  
also argues that the sense of 'let' or ' allow' belongs to the pas- 
sive rather than to the middle, but this is by no means certain.  
Thus a]dikei?sqe and a]posterei?sqe (1 Cor. 6:7) may be middles (cf.  
actives in next verse), ' let yourselves be wronged and robbed.' 
 
 1 Gildersleeve, Synt. of Class. Gr., p. 67.  4 Moulton, Prol., p. 162. 
 2 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 162.  5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 187. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 361.   6 Ib., p. 185. 
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This permissive sense of the middle is closely allied to the causa- 
tive and approaches the passive.1  In Lu. 2:5 a]pogra<yasqai may  
be (see (f) above) causative, ‘have himself enrolled,' though a]po- 
gra<gesqai (2:1) is passive.  In Mt. 5:42 dani<sasqai is to have  
money lent' (‘to borrow’).  Misqw<sasqai (Mt. 20:1) is to let  
out for wages' (‘to hire’).  In 1 Cor. 11:6, keira<sqw, kei<rasqai h}  
cura?sqai, (or cu<rasqai), we find the permissive middle.  Cf. curh<- 
sontai th>n kefalh<n (Ac. 21:24).  But a]poko<yontai (Gal. 5:12) is  
causative, ‘have themselves castrated’ (cf. Deut. 23:1).  So a]pe- 
lou<sasqe, according to text of Rev. V. (1 Cor. 6:11).  In Rev. 
3:5 peribalei?tai comes rather close to the passive sense.  See  
(f) above.  In Lu. 14:18, 19, e@xe me par^thme<non, we have a con- 
struction more like modern English.  The causative idea in a]na- 
kefalaiw<sasqai ta> pa<nta e]n t&? Xrist&? (Eph. 1:10) is not due to 
the voice, but to the verb itself (-o<w). 
 (h) INDIRECT MIDDLE.  In the flourishing period of the language  
this was by far the most frequent use, but it finally faded before  
the active and the intensive (reflexive) pronoun or the passive.2  In  
1 Cor. 15:28, u[potagh<setai, the passive may bear the middle force  
(Findlay, Expos. Gr. T., in loco).  But in general the indirect  
middle is abundant and free in the N. T. In the modern Greek  
Thumb gives no instances of the indirect middle.  The precise  
shade of the resultant meaning varies very greatly.  The subject is  
represented as doing something for, to or by himself.  Often the  
mere pronoun is sufficient translation. Each word and its context  
must determine the result. Thus in Heb. 9:12, ai]wni<an lu<trwsin  
eu[ra<menoj, Jesus is represented as having found eternal redemption  
by himself. He found the way. In Mt. 16:22, proslabo<menoj  
au]to<n, 'Peter takes Jesus to himself.'  In Mk. 9:8, peribleya<menoi,  
‘the disciples themselves suddenly looking round.’  In Lu. 8:27,  
ou]k e]nedu<sato i[ma<tion, ‘did not put a garment on himself.’  In 8:52, 
e]ko<ptonto au]th<n the word has really changed meaning, ‘they beat  
themselves for grief as to her’ (‘bewailed her’), actually a direct  
middle.  "We have, in fact, to vary the exact relation of the re- 
flexive perpetually if we are to represent the middle in the form ap- 
propriate to the particular example."3  That is precisely the case.  
So proskalesa<menoj (Mt. 10:1) represents Jesus as calling the dis- 
ciples to himself.  Cf. ei]skalou?mai (Ac. 10:23).  So proslamba<nesqe   
(Ro. 15:7; cf. also prosela<beto) is ‘take to yourselves.’  Kai<sara 
e]pikalou?mai (Ac. 25:11) is ‘I call upon Caesar in my behalf.'  Ai[rh<so- 
 
 1 Thompson, Synt., p. 162. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 360, 362. 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 157. 
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mai (Ph. 1:22) is 'I take for myself' (‘choose’), while kth<shsqe (Mt.  
10:9), though only in the middle, means 'provide for yourselves'  
(‘procure’).  In spasa<menoj th>n ma<xairan (Mk. 14:47), the possessive  
is probably sufficient, ‘drawing his own sword’ (cf. a]pe<spasen—  
au]tou? in Mt. 26:51).  ]Ektinaca<menoj ta> i[ma<tia (Ac. 18:6) is rather  
‘shaking out his clothes from himself,’ while a]peni<yato ta>j xei?raj  
(Mt. 27:24) is probably ‘he himself washed his hands.’  In  
a]pwqei?sqe au]to<n (Ac. 13:46; cf. Ro. 11:1) the idea is 'ye push it  
away from yourselves' (‘reject’).  ]Ape<dosqe (Ac. 5:8) is 'ye gave  
away for your own interest' (‘sold’).   ]Enosfi<sato (Ac. 5:2) means  
‘kept back for himself.’  In e]pideiknu<menai xitw?naj (Ac. 9:39) the  
women were 'showing garments belonging to themselves.'  Note  
the fulness of meaning in periepoih<sato (Ac. 20:28).  Cf. para- 
threi?sqe (Gal. 4:10), a]peipa<mhn, (2 Cor. 4:2), e]ktre<pomai (1 Tim. 
6:20).  In diezw<sato (Jo. 21:7) we have ‘he girded round himself.'  
Paraith<shsqe (Heb. 12:25) is 'beg off from yourselves' (‘reject’).  
In Col. 4:5, to>n kairo>n e]cagorazo<menoi, we have 'buying the oppor- 
tunity for yourselves out of the open market.'  ]Apoqe<menoi. (Heb.  
12:1) is 'laying aside from yourselves every weight.'  In e]cele<cato  
(Lu. 10:42) we have 'she selected for herself' (‘chose’).   ]Ene- 
didu<sketo (Lu. 16:19) is ‘he put clothes on himself,’ though this  
may be direct middle with accusative of thing added. Katoptri- 
zo<menoi (2 Cor. 3:18) is probably ‘beholding for ourselves in a  
mirror.’  In Ro. 3:25, o{n proe<qeto o[ qeo<j, note that it was God's  
own Son whom he set forth.  This free indirect reflexive use came  
to be the typical middle in the flourishing period of the Greek  
language.  No fixed rule can be laid down for the translation of  
this or any other use of the middle.  Even "deponents" like  
xra<omai may be indirect middles. This word from xrh< (‘neces- 
sity’) means 'I make for myself what is necessary with something'  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 158). An interesting group of middles occurs 
in Ac. 24: 22-25, a]neba<leto, diagnw<somai, diataca<menoj, 
parageno<menoj, metepe<myato, dialegome<nou, poreu<ou, metakale<somai. 
These are not all "indirect" middles, as is obvious. Cf. also e]kballo<menoi.  
(Ac. 27:38) and prosela<beto (Ro. 14:3).  It is interesting to note the difference  
between parei?xe in Ac. 16:16 (the damsel who furnished gain for  
her masters) and parei<xeto in Ac. 19:24 (Demetrius who furnished  
gain for his craftsmen and himself). So pei<qw is ‘to exercise  
suasion,’ and pei<qomai ‘to admit suasion to one's self’ (Moulton,  
Prol., p. 158). 
 (i) RECIPROCAL MIDDLE. Since e[autw?n was used in the recip- 
rocal sense, it was natural for the middle to fall in with this idiom. 
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Thus sunebouleu<santo (Mt. 26:4), ‘they counselled with one an- 
other,' does not differ radically from e]cele<gonto (Lu. 14:7), ‘they  
selected the first seats for themselves.'1  So also e]boule<santo 
(Jo. 12:10), sunete<qeinto (9:22), sunanami<gnusqai (1 Cor. 5:9), kri<- 
nesqai (6:1), e]ma<xonto (Jo. 6:52), dialego<menoj (Ac. 19:8. In Mk.  
9:34, pro>j a]llh<louj diele<xqhsan, we have passive deponent with 
reciprocal pronoun).2 The reciprocal middle survives in modern  
Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 114). For classic examples see Gil- 
dersleeve, Syntax, p. 66. 
 (j) REDUNDANT MIDDLE. Here the pronoun and the middle  
both occur. This idiom is found as early as Homer and indicates  
a dimness in the force of the middle on the part of the speaker.  
"The effect is artificial" according to Thompson.3  Gildersleeve  
(Syntax, p. 68) sees in this idiom the effort to bring out more  
clearly the reflexive force of the middle.  Moulton (Prol., p. 162)  
cites from the papyri e[atuto>n ai]tia<setai. Tb.P. 35 (ii/B.C.).  This  
redundance probably began very naturally.  Thus in Ac. 7:58,  
a]pe<qento ta> i[ma<tia au]tw?n, the personal pronoun is added, not the  
reflexive.  So in u[po<dhsai ta> sanda<lia< sou and peribalou? to> i[ma<tio<n 
sou (12:8) and a@leiyai< sou th>n kefalh<n (Mt. 6:17).  Cf. ni<ptontai 
ta>j xei?raj (Mt. 15:2) without the pronoun.  So in Lu. 14:1, kai> 
au]toi> h#san parathrou<menoi, the au]toi> wavers between mere personal  
and intensive.  Cf. the active in Eph. 5:27, parasth<s^ au]to>j e[aut&?.  
But in Jo. 19:24 the LXX quotation is given as diemeri<santo— 
e[autoi?j, while in Mt. 27:35 it is merely diemeri<santo.  Note also  
seauto>n parexo<menoj (Tit. 2:7) and poiou?mai — e[maut&? (Ac. 20:24).  
See also a]neqre<yato au]to>n e[aut ?̂ ei]j ui[o<n, (Ac. 7:21) and 1 Tim. 3:13  
e[autoi?j peripoiou?ntai.  Most of the examples, however, in the N. T.  
occur with verbs which are not found in the active. Cf. Lu. 9: 
23 a]rnhsa<sqw e[auto<n, Ac. 24:10 ta> peri> e]mautou? a]pologou?mai, 26: 2  
h!gnmai e]mauto<n, Ph. 3:12 e]mauto>n ou@pw logi<zomai. 
 (k) DYNAMIC (DEPONENT) MIDDLE.  "I would fain call the  
drip-pan middle, the pande<kthj middle, the middle that is put at  
the bottom to catch the drippings of the other uses."4 And this  
is the most difficult use of the middle to explain. Some writers  
distinguish between the dynamic and the deponent. Others, like  
Thompson,5 make the dynamic include the deponent. The name  
"deponent" is very unsatisfactory. It is used to mean the laying 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 157. 
 2 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 361.  3 Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 166.  
 4 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 277. 
 5 Synt., p. 161. 
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aside of the active form in the case of verbs that have no active  
voice. But these verbs in most cases never had an active voice.  
Moulton1 is clearly right in his contention that the term in reality  
applies as well to active verbs that have no middle as to middle  
verbs that have no active. The term is usually applied to both  
middles and passives that have no active (Clyde, Gk. Syntax, p.  
61).  Others2 use the term for middle verbs that have no longer  
a reflexive idea. But "deponent" is a very poor definition. Nor  
is the word "dynamic" much better.  Winer's remark3 is not  
very lucid: "From Middle verbs are to be carefully distinguished  
Deponents." They are indeed either transitive or intransitive,  
but some are in the middle voice, others passive. But the point  
about all the "dynamic" middles is that it is hard to see the dis- 
tinctive force of the voice. The question is raised whether these  
verbs have lost the middle idea or never had it. "Like the rest  
of us, Stahl has to go into bankruptcy," Gildersleeve4 remarks on  
Stahl's attempt to explain this use of the middle. Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 158) thinks that in these verbs "it is useless to exercise our in- 
genuity on interpreting the middle, for the development never  
progressed beyond the rudimentary stage."  But these verbs per- 
sist in the modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 113).  It is possible  
that the Greeks were more sensitive to the exact force of this  
middle than we are, just as they used the intensive particles so  
freely. Where guessing is all that we can do, is it not clear that  
these "dynamic" middles represent the original verb before the  
distinction was drawn between active and middle? The French  
says je m'apercois, 'I perceive.' The intensive force of this middle  
is partially seen in verbs of mental action which are so common in  
Greek, like ai]sqa<nomai (Lu. 9:45), a]rne<omai (Lu. 12:9), proaitia<omai  
(Ro. 3:9), a]spa<zomai (Ac. 25:13), diabebaiou?mai (Tit. 3:8), kata- 
lamba<nomai (Ac. 4:13, but note katalamba<nw in the same sense in 
Ph. 3:12), e]nte<llomai (Heb. 11:22), e]pilanqa<nomai (Mt. 16:5),  
eu@xomai (Ro. 9:3), h[ge<omai (Ph. 3:8), logi<zomai (Ph. 4:8), mai<nomai 
(Ac. 26:25), me<mfomai (Ro. 9:19), fei<domai (Ro. 8:32).  I imagine 
that the personal interest of the subject is not so difficult to recog- 
nise in such verbs, especially since in a word like katalamba<nomai   
it is not "deponent," but occurs also in the active.  The papyri  
vary,5 as does the N. T. in the use of poiou?mai and poiw? with nouns. 
Thus we have sumbou<lion poih<santej (Mk. 15:1), but mnei<an poiou<- 
 
 1 Prol., p. 153.     4 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 278. 
 2 Thompson, Synt., p. 161.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 159, 
 3 W.-Th., p. 258, 
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menoj (Eph. 1:16).  There is the utmost freedom in the matter in  
the N. T. Not all the "deponents" of mental action are middles 
in the aorist. Cf. bou<lomai, e]nqume<omai, e]pimele<omai, eu]labe<omai. These 
are commonly called passive deponents in the present as well as  
in the aorist and future, but the matter is not clear by any means.  
At any rate there are middle verbs which are very hard to explain,  
like gi<nomai. (Mt. 8:26), a@llomai (Jo. 4:14), a]fikne<omai (Ro. 16:19),  
diamartu<romai (Ac. 2:40), e@rxomai, (Jo. 1:39), e]rga<zomai (Mt. 25: 
16), kaqe<zomai (Mt. 26:55), ka<qhmai (Mt. 13:1), sune<pomai. (Ac. 20: 
4; cf. sequor).  Kei?mai is probably passive. It is not hard to see  
the reflexive idea in de<xomai. (Mt. 10:14).  Perible<pomai is always  
middle in the N. T. (cf. Mk. 3:5), accenting the movement of the  
eyes or concern expressed in the look. There are also passive  
deponents that correspond to this list that really do not seem to  
be passive in idea, like bou<lomai, du<namai, fobe<omai. Some of these  
verbs have both middle and passive forms, like gi<nomai (e]ge<neto, 
e]genh<qhn), de<xomai (e]de<cato, e]de<xqhn).  Not all of these middle "de- 
ponents" have middle forms in all tenses.  Cf. ge<gona, h#lqon, 
e]lh<luqa, e@laqon.  Then, again, some verbs have the deponent or 
dynamic middle only in the future, like o@yomai, though Homer is 
fond of the middle forms of this verb.1  But the aorist and future 
middle call for special treatment. 
 (l) MIDDLE FUTURE, THOUGH ACTIVE PRESENT. Some verbs, 
active in the other tenses, have the future only in the middle.  
No real explanation of this phenomenon is known. For a list see  
chapter VIII, VI, (d). Some of them are really separate verb- 
roots, as o[ra<w, o@yomai; e]sqi<w, fa<gomai. Others represent a special  
variation of the future form, like a]poqanou?mai, pesou?mai, pi<omai, but  
both komi<somai and komiou?mai.  Others are regular enough, like  
a]kou<somai, —bh<somai, gnw<somai, e@somai, qauma<somai, te<comai,  
feu<comai.   In other instances the old classic middle has vanished in the 
N. T. before the active future, as in a[marth<sw, a]panth<sw, a[pra<sw, 
gela<sw, klau<sw, kra<cw, pai<cw, r[eu<sw, etc.  Some verbs, like a]kou<w, 
za<w, use either voice in the future. Some of these middle futures  
create no difficulty.  Thompson2 calls them all "strict middles,"  
but most of them are as "deponent" as the verbs in the previous  
section. Clyde3 quotes Curtius' explanation that an act in the  
future lies mainly in the mind of the speaker. But on the whole  
the matter remains unexplained, though the number has greatly  
decreased in the N. T. as in the koinh< generally.4  See also Dieterich, 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 7. So the other poets. Thompson, Synt., p. 165. 
 2 Synt., p. 165.  3 Gk. Synt., p. 60. 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 154. 
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Untersuch., p. 205; Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 120. Moulton1  
justly takes "the existence of this large class of futures as addi- 
tional evidence of a close connection between the middle flexion and  
the stressing of the agent's interest in the action of the verb."  
The use of the middle future (and occasionally aorist) as passive  
comes under the passive voice, for it is really passive. See under IV. 
 (m) THE MIDDLE RETREATING IN THE N. T.  This is happen- 
ing because of the active (cf. a[marth<sw above) as well as the passive.  
This is true of the koinh< in general.2  There was a considerable  
amount of variation and even of confusion among writers in the  
later period.3  Different words had different histories in the mat- 
ter. But we have just seen from the list of "dynamic-deponent"  
middles plenty of evidence that from the day of Homer on the  
function of the middle voice was indistinct in many verbs.4  "The  
accuracy with which the middle was used would naturally vary  
with the writer's Greek culture."5  And, it may be added, with  
the author's feelings at the moment. The judgment of Simcox6  
is right, that the middle "is one of the refinements in Greek idiom  
which is perhaps beginning to be blurred in some of the N. T.  
writers, but is preserved to a greater or less extent in most."  
But it is no more "blurred" than in other writers of the koinh<.  
It is simply that all the distinctions of earlier times did not sur- 
vive with all the verbs. On the whole, in the N. T., ai]tw? is  
used colloquially and ai]tou?mai for the more elevated style, but  
usage varies with different writers as in the LXX. Cf. Abbott,  
Johannine Gr., p. 389. So u[stere<w in Heb. 4:1, but u[sterou?mai in  
Ro. 3:23.  But the change in the N. T. is mainly in the disuse  
of the middle, not in a new use of it. From Homer to modern  
Greek plenty of middles are hard to define, and the N. T. is no  
more erratic than the rest of Greek, not to say of the koinh<  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 159). But the delicate distinctions between  
the active and the dynamic middle are lost in modern Greek  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 112), if indeed they ever really existed. 
 IV. The Passive Voice (dia<qesij paqhtikh<). 
 (a) ORIGIN OF THE PASSIVE. See chapter VIII, VI, (e), for a 
discussion of the rise of the passive voice.7  In Sanskrit the middle 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 155. Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 42.  
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 363 f. 
 3 Hatz., Einl., pp. 194 ff. Cf. Thumb, Hellen., p. 127.  
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 158 f. 
 5 Ib., p. 159. 
 6 Lang. of the N. T., p. 95.  7 Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, pp. 121 ff. 
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was liable to be used in the passive sense.1  As is well known  
in Homer, the future passive forms do not occur except two,  
migh<sesqai and dah<seai (Stahl, Syntax, p. 66), and the distinction  
between aorist middle and aorist passive is indistinct. Indeed,  
strictly speaking, there was no passive voice as to form in  
Greek, as there was none in the original Indo-Germanic speech.2   
The passive sense was developed in various languages in different"  
ways. This sense may be due to verbs of state, but Greek fell  
upon various devices like the active of some verbs (kakw?j e@xw, 
pa<sxw), the mere use of the middle, the development of two special  
tenses by the use of active endings (aorist) and middle (future)  
with a special suffix. In Homer3 e]blh<mhn, e]kta<mhn, e]sxo<mhn occur 
as passives just like e]sxe<qhn, e@xomai.  "Even in Attic e]sxo<mhn  
appears as a passive, e]sxe<qhn being late."4  In Homer also the  
distinctive aorist passive form sometimes has practically the active  
or middle signification.5 This much of repetition is necessary to  
get the position of the passive clearly before us.  It is really no  
voice at all in form as compared with the active and middle.  Cf.  
French je me trouve and the use of reflexive pronouns in English. 
 (b) SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PASSIVE.  The subject is represented 
as the recipient of the action.  He is acted upon. The name  
"passive" comes from patior (cf. pa<sxw u[po< in Mt. 17:12). 
 ]Apoktanqh?nai (Mk. 9:31) occurs as well as a]poqnh<skein.  The use  
of peri<keimai as the transitive passive (Ac. 28:20) of periti<qhmi is 
somewhat different.  The idea of having an experience is very  
vague and allows wide liberty. The point to note is that at first  
this idea had no distinctive form for its expression. Only the  
context and the force of the verb itself could make it clear. The  
future passive, being built upon the earlier aorist passive, reflects  
the Aktionsart of the aorist.6 
 (C) WITH INTRANSITIVE OR TRANSITIVE VERBS. "Theoret- 
ically the passive ought to be formed from transitive verbs only  
with an accusative object."7  But Greek follows no such narrow  
rule.  That is an artificial rule of the Latin which Greek knows 
nothing about.8  Cf. kathgorei?tai u[po> tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn (Ac. 22:30).  
Other N. T. examples are diakonhqh?nai (Mk. 10:45), e]gkalei?sqai (Ac. 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., pp. 201, 275. 
 2 Thompson, Synt., p. 162.   3 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 464.  
 4 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 278. 
 5 Sterrett, The Dial. of Hom., N. 27.  6 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 464.  
 7 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour, of Philol., 1908, p. 279. 
 8 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 359. 
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19:40), eu]arestei?sqai, (Heb. 13:16), kategnwsme<noj (Gal. 2:11),  
marturei?sqai (Ac. 6:3), xrhmati<zesqai (Mt. 2:12).  Blass (Gr. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 185) notes that "only in Lu. 2:26 do we have h#n  
au]t&? kexrhmatisme<non."  The passive is used with both active and  
middle verbs. Thus we have from logi<zomai both e]logisa<mnh and  
e]logi<sqhn.  Cf. eg]eno<mhn and e]genh<qnh from gi<nomai. 
 (d) THE PASSIVE USUALLY INTRANSITIVE. But it is not neces- 
sarily so.  Dida<skw, for instance, is transitive in the passive, as 
e]dida<xqhte (2 Th. 2:15), and note kathxhme<noj thn o[do<n (Ac. 18:25). 
See also 1 Cor. 9:17; Lu. 7:25; 9:25; Gal. 2:7.  Transitive  
passives are usually verbs that in the active have two accusatives  
or an accusative of the thing with the person in the dative or ab- 
lative.  This accusative of the thing is retained in the passive. 
Cf. e]pisteu<qhsan ta> lo<gia tou? qeou? (Ro. 3:2), peribeblhme<nouj stola>j 
leuka<j (Rev. 7:9).  For full list see "Accusative" in chapter XI, 
Cases.  Cf. also th>n a!lusin tau<thn peri<keimai (Ac. 28:20).  The  
transitive passive " deponents," like mh> fobhqh?te au]tou<j (Mt. 10: 
26), call for special discussion a little later. Certainly there is  
no "passive" sense in poreuqh?nai.  The vernacular1 in later times  
preferred the active to passive.  Cf. ai]tou?sin (Lu. 12:20) as a  
N. T. illustration.  In a[gni<sqhti, (Ac. 21:24) the passive appar- 
ently has the force of 'let' or ‘get’ (cf. the causative middle).  
Cf. also perite<mnhsqe (Gal. 5:2).2  It is possible so to regard a]dikei?sqe  
and a]posterei?sqe (1 Cor. 6:6 f.).  Sometimes, indeed, it is difficult  
to tell whether a verb is middle or passive. Cf. ptwxoi> eu]agge- 
li<zontai (Mt. 11:5), proexo<meqa (Ro. 3:9), e]ndunamou?sqe (Eph. 6: 
10).  Indeed, as already said, in all the Greek tenses save the  
aorist and the future it is always an open question whether we  
have middle or passive.  "The dividing-line is a fine one at best"  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 162).  Only the context and the verb-idea can 
decide.  So with e]gei<romai (Mt. 27:63), periespa?to (Lu. 10:40) 
and qoruba<z^ (10:41), bia<zetai (Mt. 11:12).  Cf. perfects in Ac.  
13:2; 25:12; Ro. 4:21; 1 Pet. 4:1; Jo. 9:22. 
 (e) AORIST PASSIVE.  This tense calls for special comment.  
As already stated, in Homer the aorist middle form, like the other  
middle forms, was sometimes used as passive.3  In itself there is  
no reason why this should not be so. The distinctive passive  
aorist (second and first) grew up side by side with this use of the  
aorist middle.   ]Efa<nhn and e@bhn are really the same form at 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 359. 
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 185. 
 3 Seymour, The Hom. Dial., p. 74. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 464. 
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bottom.1  Out of this intransitive aorist active (cf. a]po<lwla) grew  
the so-called second aorist passive forms (–hn) with active endings.  
We have e]ku<bhn (Jo. 8:59) from the transitive kru<ptw) (cf. e]sta<lhn  
from ste<llw, etc.) and e]xa<rhn (Jo. 14:28) from the intransitive  
xai<rw.  It is probable that h]ge<rqh sometimes (as in Mk. 16:6) is  
merely intransitive, not passive, in idea. Moulton (Prol., p. 163)  
says "often." In 1 Cor. 15:15 f., etc., the true passive "empha- 
sizes the action of God." But u[peta<ghsan (Ro. 10:3) is more likely  
passive in sense, like e]koimh<qhn (1 Th. 4:14), 'was put to sleep'  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 162).  Moulton quotes from the papyri "a  
purely middle use of koimhqh?nai, ‘fell asleep’," h[ni<ka h@mellon koimhqh?nai 
e@graya, Ch.P. 3 (iii/B.C.).  He finds a "clear passive" in i!na ta> 
pro<bata e]kei? koimhqh?i, F.P. 110 (i/A.D.), but e]kollh<qh (Lu. 15:15) can 
be explained as passive or middle in sense. In a few verbs (e@sthn 
e]sta<qhn) a distinction was developed.2  W. F. Moulton thinks  
(Winer-M., p. 315, n. 5) that "a faint passive force" may be ob- 
served in staqh?nai in the N. T., but hardly in Mk. 3:24.  Cf. also  
intransitive staqh<somai in Mt. 12:25, 26.  ]Esta<qhka in modern 
Greek is aorist passive for ste<kw, ‘stand,’ and e]sth<qhka for sth<nw,  
'place' (Thumb, Handb., p. 145).  The correct text (W. H.) in  
Ac. 21:3 is a]nafa<nantej th>n Ku<pron (active), not a]nafane<ntej (pas- 
sive).  But still some MSS. do have this transitive second aorist  
passive participle. If one keeps in mind the origin of this aorist  
passive form (from the active), he may be the less surprised to  
find it also transitive like the active. Already in Homer this was  
true. 
 The so-called passive "deponents," verbs which had no active,  
formed the aorist with the passive form. But they were not always  
intransitive. Some of them were so, like poreu<omai (Mt. 8:9),  
metame<lomai, (Mt. 27:3), du<namai (Mt. 17:16), but most of them  
are really transitive.  They probably represent a survival of the  
old active origin of the aorist passive forms.3  As examples of  
the transitive passive deponents note e]boulh<qh (Mt. 1:19), e]deh<qh  
(Lu. 5:12), e]nqumhqe<ntoj (Mt. 1:20), e]pemelh<qh (Lu. 10:34), e]fobh<qh  
(Mt. 14:5).  These passive aorists have precisely the construc- 
tion that the middle or active would have so far as case is  
concerned.  The distinctive passive sense is absent. Some of the  
"deponents" have both a middle and a passive aorist with a dis- 
tinct passive sense. Thus note the middle and passive voices side 
 
 1 Giles, Comp. Philol., p: 410; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 465. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 181. 
 3 See ch. VIII, vt, (e), for list of these N. T. passive aorists. 
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by side in a]rnhsa<menoj and a]parnhqh<setai (Lu. 12:9).  It so happens  
that this context is full of passive forms.  Some of them in the  
strict passive sense, like e]pisunaxqeisw?n (12:1), sugkekalumme<non e]sti>n 
o{ ou]k a]pokalufqh<setai (12:2), gnwqh<setai (12:2), a]kousqh<setai and  
khruxqh<setai (12:3), pwlou?ntai and ou]k e@stin e]pilelhsme<non (12:6), 
h]ri<qmhntai (12:7), a]feqh<setai (12:10).  But note also the passive 
deponents fobhqh?te (12:4 f.), fobh<qhte (12:5), fobei?sqe (12:7).  
Cf. also a]pode<casqai (Ac. 18:27) and parede<xqhsan (15:4), where the  
voices are distinguished, qea<sasqai tou>j a]nakeime<nouj (Mt. 22:11) and  
pro>j to> qeaqh?nai au]toi?j (Mt. 6:1), logisa<menoj (Heb. 11:19) and 
e]logi<sqh (Lu. 22:37), i]a<sato (Lu. 9:42) and i]a<qh (Mt. 8 : 13),  
e]ru<sato (Col. 1:13) and e]ru<sqhn (2 Tim. 4:17), e]xari<sato (Lu. 
7:21) and xarisqh?nai (Ac. 3:14).  One may note also par^th<santo   
(Heb. 12:19) and e@xe me par^thme<non (Lu. 14:19, perfect passive); 
e]cele<cato (Mk. 13:20), but o[ e]klelegme<noj (Lu. 9:35);  koresqe<ntej 
trofh?j (Ac. 27:38) and h@dh kekoresme<noi e]ste< (1 Cor. 4:8).  It is 
possible to see a difference also between e]ge<neto (Jo. 1:14) and  
genhqh<tw (Mt. 6:10).  ]Apekri<qhn (Mt. 25:9) steadily drove out  
a]pekri<nato (Ac. 3:12), though both are used transitively with no  
difference in sense. The papyri more frequently1 have a]pekrina<mhn,  
though both forms continue in the koinh<.  Cf. also a]pologhqh?nai (Lu. 
21:14), diele<xqhsan (Mk. 9:34), e]qauma<sqh (Rev. 13:3), though  
with passive sense in 2 Th. 1:10.  As a result of this inroad of  
the comparatively new passive forms the aorist middle forms  
vanished.  In modern Greek the passive aorist form is almost  
invariably used for both the middle and the passive ideas.  This  
tendency seen in the N. T. (and the rest of the koinh<) has triumphed  
over the aorist middle.2  In Ro. 10:3, t ?̂ dikaiosu<n^ tou? qeou? ou]x 
u[peta<ghsan, the Rev. V. translates `they did not subject themselves  
to the righteousness of God.' 
 (f) FUTURE PASSIVE. As has been mentioned several times  
already, Homer has only two future passive forms (second futures).  
The passive voice indeed occurs but rarely in the Boeotian dialect.3  
The future in –qh<somai is comparatively late. At first, certainly,  
the distinction between passive and middle (and active also, --hn,  
–qhn) was "a distinction of function, not of form."4  It is not  
surprising to find the middle future form in Homer used with the  
passive sense (cf. all the other tenses save aorist), where the forms 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 161. 
 2 Cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 362; Hatz., Einl., pp. 196 ff.; Jebb in V.  
and D.'s Handb., p. 315.  3 Claflin, Synt. of the Boeot. p. 67.  
 4 Gildersleeve, Synt. of Class. Gk., p. 61. 
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for the two voices are identical. In later prose the future middle  
form continued to be used in the passive sense even in the great  
prose writers (Herodotus, Thucydides, Xenophon, Plato, De- 
mosthenes).1  In the LXX Conybeare and Stock (Selections, p. 
75 f.) find the same idiom. Cf. Ex. 12:10, ou]k a]polei<yetai a]p ]  
au]tou? e!wj prwi<, kai> o]stou?n ou] suntri<yetai a]p ] au]tou?.  It is quite within 
bounds, therefore, to speak of "medio-passives" in the future as  
in the aorist.2 The idiom appears in the papyri.3  So narrow is the  
dividing-line between middle and passive. Is peribalei?tai (Rev.  
3:5) middle or passive in sense?  The same ambiguity exists as  
to a]poko<yontai (Gal. 5:12).  Considering the rather large list of  
verbs4 that once used the middle future as passive in sense the  
idiom is rare in the N. T. In general, therefore, the future passive  
form has made its place secure by the time of the koinh<.  Even verbs  
that have no active form have the future passive as well as the 
future middle.  Thus a]parnh<somai. (Mk. 14:31), but a]parnhqh<somai. 
(Lu. 12:9); i]a<somai (Ac. 28:27), but i]aqh<setai (Mt. 8:8); and in  
Ro. 2:26 logisqh<setai is passive in sense.  But the future passive  
form was destined, like the other futures, to disappear as a dis- 
tinct form. Only the compound tense occurs in the modern Greek.5  
But, meanwhile, the future passive form took over the uses of the  
vanishing future middle forms.6  It is possible to find a passive 
sense in e]panapah<setai. (Lu. 10:6), metamelhqh<setai (Heb. 7:21),  
a]nakliqh<sontai (Mt. 8:11), koimhqhso<meqa (1 Cor. 15:51), kollhqh<- 
setai. (Mt. 19:5).  Cf. also qaumasqh<sontai (Rev. 17:8), peisqh<sontai  
(Lu. 16:31), fanh<setai (Mt. 24:30), u[potagh<setai (1 Cor. 15:28).7 
In 1 Cor. 15:28 note also u[potag ?̂, which reinforces the argument  
for the true passive.  But the future passive may also be devoid  
of the passive idea and even transitive just like the aorist passive. 
Cf. a]pokriqh<somai (Mt. 25:37), e]ntraph<sontai to>n ui[o<n (Mt. 21:37),  
fobhqh<somai (Heb. 13:6).  The passive a]faireqh<setai (Lu. 10:42)  
has the usual sense, but one wonders if in w$n te o]fqh<somai< soi (Ac. 
26:16) the passive voice is transitive and even causative (cf.  
Is. 1:12).  Cf. the examples of reflexive passives in the LXX  
(Conybeare and Stock, Sel., p. 76), like o@fqhti= ’show thyself’ (1 
 
 1 Gildersleeve, ib., p. 73 f. Cf. Hartel, Abriss der Gr. d. hom. and herod.  
Dial., 1888, p. 40. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 463 f. 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 162. 
 4 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 61; Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 171. 
 5 Cf. Thumb, Handb., pp. 115, 125. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 363. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 163. Cf., for the LXX, Helbing, Gr., p. 98. 
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Ki. 18:1).  It is possible, of course, for w$ to be attracted to the  
case of tou<twn from oi$j (‘in which,’ ‘wherein’).  Then o]fqh<somai<   
soi would be ‘I will appear to thee.’  Note the new present o]pta<- 
nomai (Ac. 1:3).  But the future middle persisted in genh<somai, 
dunh<somai, e]pimelh<somai, poreu<somai. 
 (g) THE AGENT WITH THE PASSIVE VOICE. As already noted, 
the Greek has no difficulty in using a verb in the passive which  
was not used with the accusative in the active.  Thus note e]gkalei?- 
sqai (Ac. 19:40), kathgorei?tai u[po> tw?n  ]Ioudai<wn (Ac. 22:30), pepi<- 
steumai to> eu]agge<lion (Gal. 2:7).1  A few verbs idiomatically use the  
dative with the passive. Thus e]gnw<sqh t&? Sau<l& (Ac. 9:24), eu[re<qhn   
(Ro. 10:20), e]fa<nh (Mt. 1:20), w@fqh (1 Cor. 15:7 f.), qeaqh?nai (Mt. 
6:1).2  The direct agent is most commonly expressed by u[po< (Mt.  
4:1), the intermediate by dia< (Mt. 1:22).  The agent (see chapter  
on Prepositions) is also expressed by a]po< (2 Cor. 3:18), e[k (Gal. 4:  
4), para< (Jo. 17:7).  See also discussion under Instrumental Case  
(chapter XI, Cases) for discussion of au]t&? with e]sti>n pepragme<non 
(Lu. 23:15), whether dative or instrumental.  In the N. T., as  
in ancient Greek (Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 72), the instrument  
is sometimes personified and treated as an agent.  Cf. ka<lamon u[po> 
a]ne<mou saleuo<mon; (Mt. 11:7). 
 (h) IMPERSONAL CONSTRUCTION. This is the usual idiom in 
the Coptic in lieu of the absence of the passive.  But it is often  
rather rhetorical than syntactical as Moulton shows.3  He com-  
pares also the French on, the German man, the English one.  
Wellhausen4 shows how in the Aramaic this impersonal plural  
was common. One notes ai]tou?sin (Lu. 12:20), where a passive 
would be possible. Cf. suna<gousin kai> ba<llousin kai> kai<etai (Jo. 15: 
6) where the passive occurs in kai<etai.  Note in particular e]chra<nqh 
kai> suna<gousin au]ta< (Jo. 15:6).  Cf. also tre<fwsin au]th<n (Rev. 12:6).  
The use of the impersonal passive like pisteu<etai and o[mologei?tai  
(Ro. 10:10) is another matter and calls for no comment.  It is  
rare in Greek as compared with Latin (Gildersleeve, Syntax, p.  
77). Cf. the plural in 10:14 f. See also the personal construction  
in 1 Cor. 15:12 ei] de> Xristo>j khru<ssetai o!ti. 
 
 1 Cf. Gildersleeve, Synt., etc., p. 77.  
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 185. 
 3 Prol., p. 58 f. 
 4 Einl., p. 25 f. 
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                                 TENSE (XRONOS) 
 
 
 I. Complexity of the Subject. 
 Probably nothing connected with syntax is so imperfectly un- 
derstood by the average student as tense. This is due to various  
causes. 
 1. THE DIFFICULTY OF COMPARING GREEK TENSES WITH GER- 
MANIC TENSES. "The translators of our English version have  
failed more frequently from their partial knowledge of the force  
of the tenses than from any other cause."1 Ignorance, one may  
add, both of English and Greek still stands in the way of proper  
rendering of the Greek. The English, like the other Germanic  
tongues,2 has only two simple verb-forms. We have a great  
wealth of tenses in English by means of auxiliary verbs, but they  
do not correspond with any of the Greek tenses.3  It is the com- 
monest grammatical vice for one to make a conjectural translation  
into English and then to discuss the syntactical propriety of the  
Greek tense on the basis of this translation.4  Burton5 indeed justi- 
fies this method for the benefit of the English student of Greek.  
But I submit that the practice brings more confusion than help.  
"The Aorist for the English Perfect, and the Aorist for the English  
Pluperfect" Burton urges as "a pertinent illustration." But that  
method keeps the student at the English standpoint, just the thing  
to be avoided. The Greek point of view affords the only sure  
basis of operation. Winer6 laments that "N. T. grammarians  
and expositors have been guilty of the greatest mistakes" here,  
though it cannot be said that Winer himself always lives up to  
his just ideal. Translation into English or German is the least  
point to note in judging a tense. 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 123.   2 K.-G., Bd. I, p. 129.  
 3 Weymouth, On Rendering into Eng. of the Gk. Aorist and Perf., 1894,  
p. 11. 
 4 Cf. Broadus, Comm. on Matthew, p. 54 note. 
 5 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 4 f.  6 W.-Th., p. 264.  
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 2. BAD INFLUENCE OF THE LATIN ON GREEK GRAMMARIANS. 
Most of the older Greek grammars were made by men who knew  
Latin better than Greek. Even to-day1 the study of the Greek  
tenses is hampered by the standpoint of Latin idioms which de- 
veloped under very different conditions. This is true of school  
grammars2 in particular, whereas Latin has had no influence on  
the Greek tenses themselves by the time of the koinh<.  The perfect  
and the aorist blend in Latin, while that is not true in Greek till 
a very late date (1000 A.D.).3  The separate Greek development 
(cf. the Sanskrit) was due to the genius and spirit of the Greek  
people and has continued throughout the history of the language,4  
though in modern times the Greek tenses have suffered serious  
modification. The Latin tenses must be left to one side. The  
time element is more prominent in the Latin. 
 3. ABSENCE OF HEBREW INFLUENCE. There is no time ele- 
ment at all in the Hebrew tenses. Hence it is not strange that the  
LXX translators had much trouble in rendering the two Hebrew  
tenses (perfect and imperfect) into the Greek with its richness  
of tense. A similar difficulty exists for the English translators.  
Curious devices (possibly slips) sometimes occur, like e]gw< ei]mi. 
kaqi<somai (B in Ju. 6:18), e@somai dido<nai. (BA in Tob. 5: 15).5 But 
such translation Greek left no lasting impress on the Greek of  
the N. T. save in prose<qeto pe<myai (Lu. 20:12; cf. Ex. 25:21).  
The problems of the Greek tenses are not to be solved by an ap- 
peal to the Semitic influence. 
 4. GRADUAL GROWTH OF THE GREEK TENSES. There is no 
future optative in Homer and no future passive. The aorist pas- 
sive is also rare.6  The past perfect is rare in Homer,7 and it does  
not occur with the idea of relative time. "In the examination of  
tense usages, we must be careful to observe that tenses, in the  
sense in which the word is now used, are of comparatively late  
development."8  In the beginning the verb-root was used with  
personal suffixes. At first this was enough. Some verbs developed  
some tenses, others other tenses, some few all the tenses. 
 
 1 Mutzbauer, Die Grundl. d. griech. Tempusl., 1893, p. i. 
 2 K. Roth, Die erzalllenden Zeitformen bei Dion. von Hal., p. 5. 
 3 Ernault, Du Parfait en Gree et en Lat., 1886, p. 164. Cf. Jann., Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 440. 
 4 Mutzb., Die Grundl. d. griech. Tempusl., 1893, p. vi f. 
 5 Cf. Swete, Intr. to 0. T. in Gk., p. 308. 
 6 Sterrett, Dial. of Hom., N. 42. 
 7 Monro , Hom. Gr., p. 44. 
 8 Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 482. 
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 5. "AKTIONSART" OF THE VERB-STEM. Aktionsart ("kind of ac- 
tion") must be clearly understood. The verb-root plays a large part 
in the history of the verb. This essential meaning of the word 
itself antedates the tense development and continues afterwards. 
There is thus a double development to keep in mind. There were 
originally two verb-types, the one denoting durative or linear 
action, the other momentary or punctiliar action.1 Hence some 
verbs have two roots, one linear (durative), like fe<rw (fero), the 
other punctiliar (momentary), like h@negkon (tuli).  So o[ra<w, ei#don; 
tolma<w, e@tlhn.  With other verbs the distinction was not drawn 
sharply, the root could be used either way (cf. fh-mi<, e@-fh-n; 
le<g-w, e@leg-o-n).  All this was before there was any idea of the 
later tense.  So e@-fag-on, is punctiliar, while e]sqi<w is linear or 
durative.  Moulton2 rightly observes that this is the explanation 
of "defective" verbs. Moulton notes e@xw as a word that can be 
used either for durative, as in Ro. 5:1, or punctiliar, like aorist 
e@sxon (cf. e@sxej and e@xeij in Jo. 4:18).  The regular idiom for a 
papyrus receipt is e@sxon para> sou?.  This matter of the kind of 
action in the verb-root (Aktionsart) applies to all verbs.3  It has 
long been clear that the "tense" has been overworked and made 
to mean much that it did not mean. The verb itself is the begin- 
ping of all. But scholars are not agreed in the terminology to be 
used. Instead of "punctiliar" (punktuelle Aktion, Brugmann), 
others use "perfective" (Giles, Manual, p. 478). But this brings 
inevitable confusion with the perfect tense. All verbs may be 
described as "punctiliar" (punktuell) and "non-punctiliar" (nicht- 
punktuell).  But the "non-punctiliar" divides into the indefinite 
linear (durative) and the definite linear (completed or perfect). 
The notion of perfect action as distinct from point action came 
later. The three essential4 kinds of action are thus momentary 
or punctiliar when the action is regarded as a whole and may be 
represented by a dot (.), linear or durative action which may be 
represented by a continuous line ----, the continuance of per- 
fected or completed action which may be represented by this 
graph *------.  The distinction between punctiliar and perfected 
action is not clearly drawn in the verb-root itself.  That is a 
later refinement of tense. Brugmann5 credits this "perfected" 
idea to the perfect stem.  "Iterative" action belongs to certain 
 
 1 Giles, Man., etc., p. 477 f. 
 2 Prol., p. 110 f.  3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 469. 
 4 Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, p. 131; Stahl, brit.-hist. Synt. d. griech. Verbums, p. 86 f. 
 5 Griech. Gr., p. 472. 
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stems (reduplicated, like gi<gnomai), but it is not a fundamental  
kind of action. 
 6. THE THREE KINDS OF ACTION EXPRESSED IN TERMS OF 
TENSE. These ideas (punctiliar, durative, perfected state) lie be- 
hind the three tenses (aorist, present, perfect) that run through  
all the moods. The forms of these tenses are meant to accentu- 
ate these ideas.1  The aorist stem presents action in its simplest  
form (a@-oristoj, ‘undefined’).  This action is simply presented as  
a point by this tense.  This action is timeless.  The present is also  
timeless in itself as is the perfect.2 It is confusing to apply the  
expression "relations of time" to this fundamental aspect of tense,  
as is done by some grammars.3  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 121)  
uses Zeitart and Zeitstufe, but why Zeitart instead of Aktionsart?  
It is better to keep "time" for its natural use of past, present and  
future, and to speak of "kind of action" rather than "kind of  
time."4 These three tenses (aorist, present, perfect) were first  
developed irrespective of time. Dionysius Thrax erred in explain- 
ing the Greek tenses from the notion of time, and he has been  
followed by a host of imitators. The study of Homer ought to  
have prevented this error. The poets generally do not bring the  
time relations to the fore.5  Even Paul (Principles of the History  
of Language, p. 300) falls into this error. It is doubtless easier6  
to trace the history of the verb than of the noun, but as many  
mistakes lie along the way. 
 7. TIME ELEMENT IN TENSE. But for the indicative the Greek  
tenses would have had a simple history. There are no past  
tenses in the subjunctive. The future subjunctive is an anomaly  
of very late Greek. The future optative occurs only in indirect  
discourse and is not found in the N. T. The time element in the  
infinitive is confined to indirect discourse and me<llw.  Time in the  
participle is only relative to the principal verb. It is thus kind of  
action, not the time of the action, that is expressed in these forms.7   
But in the indicative the three grades of time had tenses of their  
own. The Greeks evidently felt that there was no need for time  
in the other modes except in a relative sense.  As a matter of fact,  
the real time of subjunctive, optative, and imperative is future 
 
 1 K.-G., Bd. I, p. 130.  2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 469. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 433; Gildersleeve, Synt. of Class. Gk., p. 79. 
 4 Cf. Benard, Formes Verb. en Grec, 1890, p. 279. 
 5 Mutzb., Die Grundl. d. griech. Tempusl., 1890. 
 6 Sayce, Intr. to the Sci. of Lang., vol. II, 1880, p. 149. 
 7 Cf. Spyridis, Lang. grec. actuelle ou mod., 1894, p. 287. 
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in relation to speaker or writer.1  It was evidently with difficulty  
(cf. absence of time in Hebrew) that time was expressed in a posi- 
tive (non-relative) sense even in the indicative.  It is only by the  
augment (probably an adverb) that past time is clearly expressed.2  
"Homer and later Greek writers often use the present with an 
adverb of time instead of a past tense, a construction which has  
an exact parallel in Sanskrit and which is therefore supposed to  
be Indo-Germanic."3  There is no really distinctive form for the  
present indicative. The future was a later development out of both  
the present and aorist. See chapter VIII, Conjugation of Verb.  
The augment was not always used. Homer used it only when it  
suited him. But past time was objective and the three kinds of  
action (punctiliar, durative, perfected) were regularly expressed  
with the tenses (aorist, imperfect, past perfect). There is Aktions- 
art also in the present and future time, but the tense development  
did not go on to the full extent here. There are only two tense- 
forms in the present and practically only one in the future. But  
both punctiliar and linear action are expressed, but not differen- 
tiated, in the present time by the same tense, as is true also of  
the future. The kinds of action exist, but separate tense-forms  
unfortunately do not occur.4 There might thus have been nine  
tenses in the indicative: three punctiliar (past, present, future),  
three linear (past, present, future), three perfect (past, present,  
future).5   Because of this difference between the indicative and  
the other moods in the matter of time some grammars6 give a  
separate treatment to the indicative tenses. It is not an easy  
matter to handle, but to separate the indicative perhaps accents  
the element of time unduly. Even in the indicative the time  
element is subordinate to the kind of action expressed. A double  
idea thus runs through tense in the indicative (kind of action,  
time of the action). 
 8.  FAULTY NOMENCLATURE OF THE TENSES. There is no con- 
sistency in the names given the tenses, as has already been ex- 
plained. Cf. chapter VIII, (b).  The terms aorist, imperfect  
and perfect (past, present, future) are properly named from the  
point of view of the state of the action, but present and future  
are named from the standpoint of the time element. There is 
 
 1 Goodwin, Gk. Moods and Tenses, 1890, pp. 23, 27. 
 2 Cf. Seymour, Trans. of the Am. Philol. Asso., 1881, p. 89.  
 3 Giles, Man., etc., p. 487.  4 Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, p. 131.  
 5 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 120 f. 
 6 Cf. Goodwin, Gk. Moods and Tenses, pp. 8, 22. 
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no time element in the present subjunctive, for instance. But the  
names cannot now be changed, though very unsatisfactory. 
 9. THE ANALYTIC TENDENCY (Periphrasis).  This is the Com- 
mon way of expressing tense in the Germanic tongues. It  
was not unknown to the older Greek and was very frequent in  
the LXX under the Hebrew influence. See an extended list in  
Conybeare and Stock, Selections from the LXX, pp. 68-71   The  
tendency is strong in the N. T. See the summary already given  
(pp. 374-376). In the modern Greek the periphrastic form has  
displaced the usual inflected forms in all the tenses but the  
present, imperfect and aorist. These are "simple." The rest  
are "compound" (Thumb, Handb., p. 115).1  This analytic ten- 
dency affected the durative and perfect kinds of action. It did  
not suit the purely punctiliar idea. 
 10. THE EFFECT OF PREPOSITIONS ON THE VERB. This is 
another aspect of Aktionsart.  This subject has already been  
briefly discussed from the standpoint of the prepositions.2  Del- 
bruck3 has worked the matter out with thoroughness and he is  
followed by Brugmann.4 Moulton5 has applied the principle to  
N. T. verbs. The point is that often where the simple verb is  
durative it is rendered "perfective" by the preposition in composi- 
tion.  This peculiarity is common to all the Indo-Germanic tongues  
and reaches its highest development in the Germanic (cf. English  
and German) and the Balto-Slavic languages.6  Thus we in Eng- 
lish say bring and bring up, burn and burn up, carry and carry off,  
come and come on, drive and drive away (home, in, off, out), drink  
and drink up, eat and eat up, follow and follow up, go and go away,  
grow and grow up, knock and knock down, make and make over,  
pluck and pluck out, run and run away, speak and speak out, stand  
and stand up, take and take up, wake and wake up, work and work  
out.7  The "imperfective" simplex becomes "perfective" in the  
compound. Prof. A. Thumb8 has a paper " Zur Aktionsart der  
mit Prapositionen zusammengesetzten Verba im Griechischen," in  
which he compares some tables of Schlachter for Thucydides with  
some by Prof. S. Dickey for the N. T. Thucydides shows for the  
present tense 260 simplicia verbs to 83 compound, for the aorist  
158 to 199. Dickey has investigated about thirty N. T. verbs 
 
 1 Jebb in V. and D.'s Handb., pp. 323, 326. 
 2 Cf. ch. XIII, iv, (i).    6 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 482. 
 3 Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, pp. 146-170.  7 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 112. 
 4 Griech. Gr., pp. 482 ff.    8 Indoger. Forsch., XXVII. 
 5 Prol., pp. 111-115. 
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like a]pe<xw, etc.  He reports for the present tense a proportion of  
1160 simplicia to 83 compound, for the aorist 885 to 226. It is un- 
fortunate that the term "perfective" is used for this idea, since it  
inevitably suggests the perfect tense. Some writers1 use "perfec- 
tive" also for the aorist or punctiliar action, a means of still fur- 
ther confusion. Brugmann2 uses "Perfektive Aktion" for the  
effect of the preposition in composition and "Perfektische Aktion"  
for the perfect tense, a distinction hard to draw in English. Latin  
and Greek both show abundant illustrations of this use of prep- 
ositions. Cf. sequor and consequor, facio and efficio, teneo and  
sustineo.  Moulton3 thinks that the freedom in the position of  
the preposition in Homer helped the adverb to retain its force  
longer than in later Greek and Latin.  The point of the preposi- 
tion here is best seen in the prepositions a]po--, dia--, kata--, sun--.4  
But even in these the actual majority of examples preserve the  
original local meaning and so are not perfective. But in Lu. 8:29, 
polloi?j xro<noij sunhrpa<kei au]to<n, the perfective sense of su<n combines 
with the past perfect tense and the locative (or instrumental)  
polloi?j xro<noij to denote "not the temporary paroxysm, but the  
establishment of a permanent hold" (Moulton, Prol., p. 113). So  
ginw<skw is durative (‘gaining knowledge,’ as in Mk. 13:28), e@gnwn  
is effective (‘grasping the point,’ as in Lu. 16:4, e@gnwn ti< poih<sw),  
e]piginw<skw is perfective (‘knowing my lesson,’ as in 1 Cor. 13:12),  
and e]pignw?nai also (‘recognising,’ as in Mt. 14:35).  Moulton (ib.,  
p. 114) calls particular attention to a oi[ a]pollu<menoi. (1 Cor. 1:18), ‘the  
perishing,’ where the destiny is accented by a]po<, and the process is  
depicted by the tense. In Heb. 6:18, oi[ katafugo<ntej, the perfective  
sense of kata<, coincides with the effective aorist.  So even when  
the tense is durative, the notion of completion is expressed in the  
preposition as contemplated or certain. In te<qnhken (Lu. 8:49)  
the perfect tense of the simplex is sufficient, but not so in a]pe<qanen,  
(Lu. 8:53).  qnh<skw as simplex became obsolete outside of the  
perfect, so that a]pe<qnhsken (Lu. 8:42; cf. 2 Cor. 6:9; Heb. 11:21)  
occurs for the notion of 'dying.'  "The linear perfective expressed  
its meaning sufficiently, denoting as it does the whole process  
leading up to an attained goal."5  Moulton notes also the itera- 
tive use of a]pe<qnh<skw in 1 Cor. 15:31, and the frequentative in  
1 Cor. 15:22.  See also the "perfective" use of a]poktei<nw, the  
active of a]poqnh<skw.  In a]po<llumi and a]po<llumai (a]po<lwla) the sim- 
 
 1 So Giles, Man., p. 478; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 187. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 472.  4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 482. 
 3 Prol. p. 112.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 114. 
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plex is obsolete. Even in the present tense the force of a]po-- is 
obvious. Cf. toi?j a]pollume<noij (1 Cor. 1:18), a]po<llumai (Lu. 15:17),  
a]pollu<meqa (Mt. 8:25), where Moulton1 explains a]po- as suggest- 
ing "the sense of an inevitable doom."  Cf. also e]kfeu<gw (Mt. 2:13),  
‘to flee,’ with diafeu<gw (Ac. 27:42), and e]kfeu<gw (Heb. 2:3), ‘to  
escape,' katafeu<gw (Heb. 6:18), 'to find refuge '; thre<w (Ac. 24:23),  
‘to watch,’ with diathre<w, ‘to keep continually’ (Lu. 2:51), and  
sunthre<w (Lu. 2:19), ‘to keep together (safely)’; spa<w (Mk. 14:47),  
'to draw,' with diaspa<w (Mk. 5:4), 'to draw in two'; kai<w (Jo. 15:6),  
‘to burn,’ with katakri<nw (Ac. 19:19), ‘to burn up’; kri<nw (Jo. 5:30),  
‘to judge,’ with kaatakri<nw (Mt. 12:41), ‘to condemn’; lu<w 
3:16), 'to loosen,' with katalu<w (Mt. 24:2), 'to destroy'; e@xw  
(Ac. 13:5; Rev. 10:2), 'to have' or 'hold,' with e]pe<xw (Ac. 3:5),  
‘to hold on to,’ and sune<xw (Lu. 8:45), ‘to hold together’ or ‘press,’   
and a]pe<xw (Mt. 6:5), ‘to have in full,’ etc.  As to a]pe<xw for  
‘receipt in full,’ see Deissmann, Light, p. 110 f.  The papyri and  
ostraca, give numerous illustrations. It is not necessary to make  
an exhaustive list to prove the point. Cf. menw? kai> paramenw? (Ph.  
1:25), xai<rw kai> sunxai<rw (2:17), where the point lies in the prep- 
osition, though not "perfective" here.  So ginwskome<nh kai> a]naginw- 
skome<nh (2 Cor. 3:2), a]naginw<skete h} kai> e]piginw<skete (1:13), metrei?te  
a]ntimetrhqh<setai (Lu. 6:38), e@xontej--kate<xontej (2 Cor. 6:10).  Cf. 
e@kbale (Mt. 22:13). In some verbs2 the preposition has so far  
lost its original force that the "perfective" idea is the only one  
that survives.  Dr. Eleanor Purdie (Indog. Forsch., IX, pp. 63-153,  
1898) argues that the usage of Polybius as compared with Homer  
shows that the aorist simplex was increasingly confined to the  
constative sense, while the ingressive and effective simplex gave  
way to the "perfective" compounds.  Moulton3 is inclined to  
agree in the main with her contention as supported by the papyri  
(and Thumb thinks that modern Greek supports the same view).  
At any rate there is a decided increase in the number of compound  
verbs. The ingressive and effective uses of the aorist would natu- 
rally blend with the "perfective" compounds. But it remains  
true that the Aktionsart of the verb-root is often modified by the  
preposition in composition. 
 11.  “AKTIONSART” WITH EACH TENSE. It is not merely true 
that three separate kinds of action are developed (punctiliar, dura- 
tive, perfected), that are represented broadly by three tenses in  
all the modes, though imperfectly in the present and future tenses  
of the indicative. The individual verb-root modifies greatly the 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 114.  2 Ib., p. 112.  3 Ib., pp. 115-118. 
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resultant idea in each tense. This matter can only he hinted at  
here, but must be worked out more carefully in the discussion of  
each tense. The aorist, for instance, though always in itself merely  
point-action, "punctiliar," yet may be used with verbs that accent  
the beginning of the action or the end of the action. Thus three  
distinctions arise: the unmodified point-action called "constative,"  
the point-action with the accent on the beginning (inceptive) called  
"ingressive," the point-action with the accent on the conclusion  
called "effective."  The names are not particularly happy, but  
they will answer.  "Constative" is especially awkward.1  In real- 
ity it is just the normal aorist without any specific modification  
by the verb-meaning. Hirt2 does not use the term, but divides the  
aorist into "ingressive" and "effective" when there is this special  
Aktionsart. But the use of these demands another term for the  
normal aorist.3 As an example of the "constative" aorist for the  
whole action take e]skh<nwsen (Jo. 1:14), for the earthly life of Jesus. 
So also e]chgh<sato (1:18), while e]ge<neto (1:14) is "ingressive," and 
accents the entrance of the Logos upon his life on earth (Incar- 
nation).  ]Eqeasa<meqa (1:14) is probably "effective " as is e]la<bomen   
(1:16), accenting the result ("resultative," Brugmann, Griech.  
Gr., p. 475).  So likewise in the so-called "present" tense various  
ideas exist as set forth by the various "classes" of verbs or "con- 
jugations."  The perfect and the future likewise have many varia- 
tions in resultant idea, growing out of the varying verb-idea in  
connection with the tense-idea. These must be borne in mind  
and will be indicated in the proper place in discussing each tense. 
 12. INTERCHANGE OF TENSES. The point here is not whether 
the Greeks used an aorist where we in English would use a per- 
fect, but whether the Greeks themselves drew no distinction be- 
tween an aorist and a perfect, a present and a future. It is not  
possible to give a categorical answer to this question when one  
recalls the slow development of the Greek tenses and the long  
history of the language.  There was a time long after the N. T.  
period4 when the line between the aorist and the perfect became  
very indistinct, as it had been largely obliterated in Latin. It is  
a question for discussion whether that was true in the N. T. or not.  
The subject will receive discussion under those tenses.  The future  
grew out of the present and the aorist.  The present continued to  
be used sometimes as vivid future, as is true of all languages.  But  
it is a very crude way of speaking to say that one tense is used 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 109.   3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 475. 
 2 Handb. d. Griech etc., p. 392.  4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 440. 
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"for" another in Greek.  That would only be true of ignorant  
men. In general one may say that in normal Greek when a cer- 
tain tense occurs, that tense was used rather than some other be- 
cause it best expressed the idea of the speaker or writer. Each  
tense, therefore, has its specific idea. That idea is normal and  
can be readily understood. Various modifications arise, due to  
the verb itself, the context, the imagination of the user of the  
tense. The result is a complex one, for which the tense is not wholly  
responsible.  The tenses, therefore, are not loosely interchange- 
able. Each tense has a separate history and presents a distinct  
idea. That is the starting-point. Winer (Winer-Thayer, p. 264)  
is entirely correct in saying:  "No one of these tenses strictly and  
properly taken can stand for another."  Writers vary greatly in  
the way that the tenses are used.  A vivid writer like Mark, for  
instance, shows his lively imagination by swift changes in the  
tenses.  The reader must change with him. It is mere common- 
place to smooth the tenses into a dead level in translation and  
miss the writer's point of view. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p.  
124) is doubtful whether in the N. T. we are justified in making  
"sharp distinctions between the imperfect, aorist or perfect; a  
subjunctive, imperative, or infinitive of the aorist or present."  
But for my part I see no more real ground in the papyri and in- 
scriptions for such hesitation than we find in the ancient Attic  
Greek. Thumb (Handb., p. 116) notes that modern Greek, in  
spite of heavy losses, has preserved the distinction between linear  
and punctiliar action even in the imperative and subjunctive. I  
shall discuss the tenses according to the three ideas designed by  
them rather than by the names accidentally given. 
 II. Punctiliar Action. 
 This is the kind of action to begin with. It is probably not  
possible always to tell which is the older stem, the punctiliar  
or the linear. They come into view side by side, though the  
punctiliar action is logically first. The aorist tense, though at first  
confined to verbs of punctiliar sense, was gradually made on verbs  
of durative sense. So also verbs of durative action came to have  
the tenses of punctiliar action.1 Thus the tenses came to be used  
for the expression of the ideas that once belonged only to the  
root.  The Stoic grammarians, who gave us much of our termi- 
nology, did not fully appreciate the aorist tense. They grouped  
the tenses around the present stem, while as a matter of fact in  
many verbs that is impossible, the root appearing in the aorist, 
 
 1 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, pp. 241, 316. 
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not in the prsent.  Cf. e@-sth-n (i !-sth-mi), e@-lab-o-n (lamba<n-w), etc.  
This error vitiated the entire theory of the Stoic grammarians.1  
Grammatical forms cannot express the exact concord between  
the logical and the grammatical categories,2 but the aorist tense  
came very near doing it.  By Homer's time (and Pindar's) the  
distinction between the aorist and imperfect tenses is fairly well  
drawn, though some verbs like e@-fh-n remain in doubt.3  So we  
start with th aorist tense. In modern Greek the ancient aorist  
is the base-form on which a number of new presents are formed  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 143).  J. C. Lawson (Journ. of Th. St., Oct.,  
1912, p. 142) says that Thumb would have smoothed the path of  
the student if he had "dealt with the aorist before proceeding to  
the present." 
 1. THE AORIST (a]o<ristoj). The aorist, as will be shown, is not  
the only way of expressing indefinite (undefined) action, but it is  
the normal method of doing so. The Greek in truth is "an aorist- 
loving language" (Broadus).4  In the koinh< the aorist is even more  
frequent thal in the classic Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 120),  
especially is this true of the N. T.  
 Gildersleeve5 does not like the name and prefers "apobatic,"  
but that term suits only the "effective" aorist. The same thing  
is true of "culminative." The name aorist does very well on the  
whole. I doubt if the aorist is a sort of "residuary legatee," taking 
what is left of the other tenses. The rather, as I see it, the aorist  
preserved the simple action and the other tenses grew up around  
it. It is true that in the expression of past time in the indicative  
and with all the other moods, the aorist is the tense used as a  
matter of course, unless there was special reason for using some  
other tense. t gives the action "an and fur sich." The common  
use of the "imperfect" with verbs of speaking (e@fh, e@lege) may  
be aorist in fact. 
 (a) Aktionsart in the Aorist. 
 (a) Constative Aorist.  There is still a good deal of confusion  
in the use of terms.  Gildersleeve (Syntax of Attic Gr., p. 105)  
prefers "complexive" to "constative." Moulton6 comments on  
Miss Purdie's use of "perfective" in the sense of "punctiliar." 
 
 1 Steinthal, Gesch. d. Sprach., p. 306 f. 
 2 Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. 300. 
 3 Cf. Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1883, p. 161; Monro, Hom. Gr.,  
pp. 32, 45. 
 4 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 137. 
 5 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 397 f.  6 Prol., p. 116. 
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So Giles1 uses "perfective or momentary" for the aoristic action,  
but he also (p. 478 note) uses constative.  But Moulton2 also  
makes a distinction between "constative" and "punctiliar,"  
using "punctiliar" for real point-action and "constative" for  
what is merely treated as point-action. That is a true distinction  
for the verb-root, but the growing number of constative aorists  
was in harmony with the simple idea of the tense.  Brugmann3  
rests constative, ingressive and effective aorists, all three on the  
punktuell idea and draws no sharp distinction between "punctil- 
iar" and "constative."  Delbruck4 divides the punktuell or aorist  
into Anlangspunkt or Ingressive, Mittelpunkt or Constative and  
Schlusspunkt or Effective.  The constative accents the "middle  
point." The idea of Delbriick and Brugmann is that punktuell  
action is "action focused in a point."' "The aorist describes an  
event as a single whole, without the time taken in its accomplish- 
ment."6  It seems best, therefore, to regard "constative" as  
merely the normal aorist which is not "ingressive" nor "effec- 
tive."  The root-difference between the aorist and the imperfect  
is just this, that the aorist is "constative" while the imperfect  
"describes."7  The "constative" aorist just treats the act as a  
single whole entirely irrespective of the parts or time involved.8   
If the act is a point in itself, well and good. But the aorist can  
be used also of an act which is not a point.. This is the advance  
that the tense makes on the verb-root. All aorists are punctiliar  
in statement (cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 109). The "constative" aorist  
treats an act as punctiliar which is not in itself point-action.  
That is the only difference. The distinction is not enough to  
make a separate class like ingressive and effective over against  
the purely punctiliar action. Thumb (Handb., p. 122) passes by  
"constative" as merely the regular aorist "to portray simply an  
action or occurrence of the past," whether in reality punctiliar  
or not. He finds both ingressive and effective aorists in modern  
Greek. But Thumb uses "terminative" for both "ends" (initial  
and final), a somewhat confusing word in this connection. The  
papyri show the same Aktionsart of the aorist. So note constative 
 
 1 Man., p. 481 f.    3 Griech. Gr., pp. 475-477. 
 2 Prol., p. 116, but not on p. 109.  4 Vergi. Synt., Bd. II, p. 230. 
 5 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 184. But Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, p. 157,  
"momentan, effektiv, ingressiv." 
 6 Moulton, Intr. to the Stu. of N. T. Gk., 1895, p. 190, 
 7 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 302. 
 8 Moulton, Prol., p. 109, prefers "summary" to "constative." 
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o!ti me e]pai<deusaj kalw?j, B.G.U. 423 (ii/A.D.).  Thus in Jo. 2:20, 
Tessera<konta kai> e{c e!tesin oi]kodomh<qh o[ nao>j ou$toj, we have a good 
example of the constative aorist.  The whole period of forty-six 
years is treated as a point. In Mt. 5:17, h#lqon, we have a very 
simple constative aorist, just punctiliar and nothing more, describ- 
ing the purpose of Christ's mission. It is true that the constative 
aorist in this sense is far more frequent than the ingressive and 
the effective uses of the tense. This has always been so from the 
nature of the case. The increasing number of "perfective" com- 
pounds, as already shown, increased the proportion of constative 
aorists.1  When the action is in itself momentary or instantaneous 
no difficulty is involved. These examples are very numerous on 
almost any page of the N. T. Cf. in Ac. 10:22 f., e]xrhmati<sqh, 
metape<myasqai, a]kou?sai, e]ce<nisen, sunh?lqon.  See the aorists in Ac. 
10:41 f.  Cf. Mt. 8:3; Ac. 5:5.  This is the normal aorist in all 
the moods.  But verbs that are naturally durative may have the 
aorist. In e]karte<rhsen (Heb. 11:27) we have a verb naturally 
"durative" in idea, but with the "constative" aorist.  Cf. also 
e]kru<bh tri<mhnon (Heb. 11:23), where a period of time is summed 
up by the constative aorist.  Cf. e]basi<leusen o[ qa<natoj a]po>  ]Ada>m 
me<xri (Ro. 5:14).  A good example is e@zhsan kai> e]basi<leusan 
meta> tou? Xristou?  xi<lia e@th (Rev. 20:4).  Here e@zhsan is probably  
ingressive, though zh<swmen is constative in 1 Th. 5:10, but e]basi<- 
leusan is clearly constative.  The period of a thousand years is 
merely regarded as a point.  Cf. also Jo. 7:9 e@meinen e]n t&? Galilai<%, 
10:40 e@meinen e]kei?.  See also Ac. 11:26 e]ge<neto au]toi?j e]niauto>n o!lon 
sunaxqh?nai e]n t^? e]kklhsi<%, 14:3 i[kano>n xro<non die<triyan, 18:11  
e[ka<qisen e]niauto>n kai> mh?naj e!c 28:30 e]ne<meinen dieti<an o!lhn.  Cf. Eph. 2: 
4.  See a]ei>--diete<lesa in B.G.U. 287 (A.D. 250). Gildersleeve (Syntax,  
p. 105) calls this "aorist of long duration" (constative). 
 For a striking example of the constative (summary) use of the  
aorist, note e]f ] &$ pa<ntej h!marton (Rom. 5:12).  Note in particular  
the summary statements in Heb. 11, as a]pe<qanon ou$toi pa<ntej (13), 
ou$toi pa<ntej—ou]k e]kmi<santo (39).  Gildersleeve's "aorist of total 
negation" (Syntax, p. 106) is nothing more than this. Repeated  
or separate2 actions are thus grouped together, as in Mt. 22:28, 
pa<ntej e@sxon au]th<n.  So tri>j e]rabdi<sqhn, tri>j e]naua<ghsa (2 Cor. 11: 
20).  In Mk. 12:44, pa<ntej—e@balon, au!th de>--e@balen, the two actions 
are contrasted sharply by the aorist.  There is no difficulty in ei$j 
u[pe>r pa<ntwn a]pe<qanen: a@ra oi[ pa<ntej a]pe<qanon (2 Cor. 5:14).  
The same verb may sometimes be used either as constative (like e]basi<- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 115.  2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 193. 
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leusan, 'reigned,'  Rev. 20:4 above) or ingressive (kai> e]basi<leusaj,  
‘assumed rule,’ Rev. 11:17, though true here of God only in a  
dramatic sense). Thus e]si<ghsen (Ac. 15:12) is 'kept silence'  
(constative), but sigh?sai (verse 13) is ingressive as is e]si<ghsan  
(Lu. 9:36).  Cf. Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 21.  In  
Gal. 5:16, ou] mh> tele<shte, we have the constative aorist, while  
plhrw?sai is effective in Mt. 5:17.  In line with what has already  
been said, balei?n may mean 'throw' (constative), 'let fly' (ingres- 
sive) or 'hit' (effective).  Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 130.  Illustra- 
tions occur in the N. T. in e@balen au]to>n ei]j fulakh<n (Mt. 18:30,  
constative, ‘cast’ or ‘threw’), ba<le seauto>n e]nteu?qen ka<tw (Lu. 4:9,  
ingressive, 'hurl.'  Note e]nteu?qen, as well as "perfective" force of  
ka<tw.  Cf. Mt. 5:29), e@balen kat ] au]th?j (effective, 'beat,' Ac. 27:  
14). 
 (0) Ingressive Aorist.  This is the inceptive or inchoative  
aorist. It is not, however, like the "constative" idea, a tense- 
notion at all. It is purely a matter with the individual verb.1  
Thus e]ptw<xeusen, 2 Cor. 8:9, is 'became poor'; Ro.  
14:9, is 'became alive' (cf. a]pe<qanen just before).2  Perhaps in  
Jo. 16:3, ou]k e@gnwsan, the meaning is 'did not recognise.’3  But  
this could be constative. But it is clear in Jo. 1:10.  So in o!soi 
e@labon au]to<n (Jo. 1:12) the ingressive idea occurs, as in ou] pare<la- 
bon in verse 11.  Cf. e@klausen (Lu. 19:41) = 'burst into tears' and  
e@gnwj (vs. 42) = ‘camest to know.'  So e]da<krusen (Jo. 11:35).  In  
Mt. 22:7 w]rgi<sqh = 'became angry.'  Cf. also mh> do<chte (Mt. 
3:9), a]fu<pnwsen (Lu. 8:23), e]qumw<qh (Mt. 2:16).  In Lu. 15:32  
e@zhsen is ingressive, as is e]koimh<qh (Ac. 7:60), i]sxu<samen mo<lij  
(Ac. 27:16), mish<swsin (Lu. 6:22), h]ga<phsen (Mk. 10:21), e]luph<- 
qhte (2 Cor. 7:9), plouth<shte (2 Cor. 8:9).  The notion is com- 
mon with verbs expressing state or condition (Goodwin, Moods 
and Tenses, p. 16).  Moulton quotes basileu<saj a]napah<setai, 'having  
come to his throne he shall rest,' Agraphon, O.P. 654. See also 
e@laba bia<tikon para> Kai<saroj, B.G.U. 423 (ii/A.D.). Moulton (Prol., 
p. 248) cites Jo. 4:52, komyo<teron e@sxen, 'got better,' and com- 
pares it with e]a>n komyw?j sxw?, Tb.P. 414 (ii/A.D.). Another in- 
stance is h@ggisan Mt. 21:1.4  Cf. e]kth<sato (Ac. 1:18). 
 (g) Effective Aorist.  The name is not particularly good and  
"resultant aorist" is suggested by some scholars. Gildersleeve5 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 193. See Gildersl., Synt., p. 105. 
 2 Ib.    3 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 328. 
 4 These ingressive aorists are often denominative verbs. Cf. Gildersl., Synt.  
of Att. Gk., p. 104.   5 Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 104. 
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suggests "upshot aorist."  Giles1 calls it aorist of the "culminat- 
ing point," following Monro.2  But the idea is that emphasis is  
laid on the end of the action as opposed to the beginning (ingres- 
sive). This is done (if done) by the verb itself (Aktionsart).  The  
following examples will make the matter clear: poih<sate karpo<n 
(Mt. 3:8), klei<saj (6:6), e]te<lesen (7:28), w[moiw<qh (13:24), e]ne<prh- 
sen (22:7), e]ke<rdhsa (25:20), e@peisan, (27:20), e]lu<qh (Mk. 7:35),  
e]sta<qhsan (Lu. 24:17), e]kru<bh (19:42), h@gagen (Jo. 1:42) a]pe<- 
sthse (Ac. 5:37), plhrw<santej (12:25), e@pesen (20:9), e]pau<santo  
(21:32), e]kw<lusen (27:43), e@maqon (Ph. 4:11), e]ni<khsen (Rev. 
5:5).  A good example of the effective aorist in the papyri is  
e@swse,  B.G.U. 423 (ii/A.D.). So then in the case of each aorist  
the point to note is whether it is merely punctiliar (constative) or  
whether the verb-idea has deflected it to the one side or the other  
(ingressive or effective). It needs to be repeated that there is at  
bottom only one kind of aorist (punctiliar in fact or statement).  
The tense of itself always means point-action. The tense, like  
the mode, has nothing to do with the fact of the action, but only  
with the way it is stated. Sometimes it will not be clear  
from the context what the Aktionsart is. The "perfective" force  
of prepositions applies to all the tenses. It must be said also that  
the Aktionsart in the aorist (ingressive, effective) applies to all  
the modes. Indeed, because of the time-element in the indica- 
tive (expressed by the augment and secondary endings) the real  
character of the aorist tense is best seen in the other modes where  
we do not have notes of time.3  It is merely a matter of con- 
venience, therefore, to note the aorist in the different modes, not  
because of any essential difference (outside of the indicative).  
One is in constant danger of overrefinement here. Gildersleeve4  
criticises Stahl5 for " characteristic prolixity" in his treatment of  
the tenses. A few striking examples are sufficient here. 
 (b) Aorist Indicative. The caution must be once more re- 
peated that in these subdivisions of the aorist indicative we have  
only one tense and one root-idea (punctiliar action). The varia- 
tions noted are incidental and do not change at all this funda- 
mental idea. 
 (a) The Narrative or Historical Tense.6  It is the tense in which  
 
 1 Man., p. 498.   3 Moulton, Prol., p. 129. 
 2 Hom. Gr., p. 48.  4 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 400.  
 5 Krit.-hist. Synt., pp. 148-220. 
 6 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 19. It is the characteristic idiom in  
the indicative.  Cf. Bernhardy, Wiss. Synt., 1829, p. 380.
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a verb in ordinary narrative is put unless there is reason for  
using some other tense. Hence it is enormously frequent, in the  
Greek historians. Writers vary greatly, of course, in the use of  
the tenses as of words, but in the large view the point holds.  
The aorist holds its place in the papyri and in the modern Greek  
as the usual tense in narrative (Thumb, Handb., p. 122).  Almost  
any page in the Gospels and Acts will show an abundance of  
aorist indicatives that illustrate this point. Cf., for instance,  
the eight aorists in Ac. 13: 13 f. (no other tense), the eight  
aorists in 21:1 f. (no other tense), the three aorists in 25:1 f.  
(no other tense). In these instances the tenses are not all in  
indicative mood, though predominantly so. See again the fifteen  
aorists in Ac. 28:11-15 (one perfect).  The aorist was used in  
narrative as a matter of course. Note the many aorists in  
Heb. 11. 
 The redundant use of the verb as in labw>n e@speiren (Mt. 13:31)  
= took and sowed' is not a peculiarity of the aorist tense. Cf. 
a]ph?lqen kai> ei#pen (Jo. 5:15) = ‘went and told.’  Nor is it a peculi- 
arity of Greek.  It belongs to the vernacular of most languages.  
But we no longer find the iterative use of a@n with the aorist ac- 
cording to the classic idiom (Moulton, Prol., p. 167). 
 (b) The Gnomic Aorist.  Jannaris1 calls this also "empiric  
aorist," while Gildersleeve2 uses "empirical" for the aorist with  
a negative or temporal adverb, a rather needless distinction. The  
real "gnomic" aorist is a universal or timeless aorist and prob- 
ably represents the original timelessness of the aorist indicative.3  
This aorist is common in Homer4 in comparisons and general  
sayings. The difference between the gnomic aorist and the  
present is that the present may be durative.5  But general truths  
may be expressed by the aoristic present. Gildersleeve (Syntax,  
p. 109) compares this use of the aorist to the generic article.  
Winer6 denies that this idiom occurs in the N. T., but on insuf- 
ficient grounds. Abbott7 rather needlessly appeals to the "Hebrew  
influence on Johannine tense-construction" to explain e]blh<qh kai> 
e]chra<nqh (Jo. 15:6) after e]a>n mh< tij me<n^ e]n e]moi<.  It is a general 
construction here and is followed by three presents (aoristic).  
This is a mixed condition certainly, the protasis being future 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 436.   2 Synt., p. 112. 
 3 J. Schmid, Uber den gnomischen Aorist der Griech., 1894, p. 15. Cf.  
Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 278. 
 4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 48 f.  6 W.-Th., p. 277. 
 5 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 54. 7 Joh. Gr., p. 327. 
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(third class, undetermined with some likelihood of determination).  
But e]doca<sqh (Jo. 15:8) is possibly also gnomic.  Cf. pa<ntej h{mar- 
ton kai> u[sterou?ntai (Ro. 3:23).  But in Jo. 15:6, 8, we may have  
merely the "timeless" aorist, like o!tan qe<l^j, e]ch?lqej, in Epic- 
tetus, IV, 10, 27. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 124) so thinks and  
adds, what I do not admit:  "The genuine gnomic aorist appears  
to be foreign to the Hellenistic vernacular."  It survives in mod- 
ern Greek, according to Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 436.  Moulton  
(Prol., pp. 135, 139) admits it in N. T., but (p. 134) considers Jo.  
15:6 the "timeless" aorist, like a]pwlo<mhn ei@ me lei<yeij in Eur., Alc.,  
386.  There are other examples, like e@kruyen (Mt. 13:44) which is 
followed by presents u[pa<gei, pwlei?, h]go<rasen (13:46), sune<lecan— 
e@balon (13:48), w[moiw<qh (18:23), e]ka<qisan (23:2), eu]do<khsa (Lu.  
3:22), e]dikaiw<qh (7:35), e]di<dacen (Jo. 8:28), a]ne<teilen and the 
other aorists in Jas. 1:11, e]ka<lese—e]do<case (Ro. 8:30), e]chra<nqh-- 
e]ce<pesen (1 Pet. 1:24; LXX, Is. 40:7).  It is true that the time- 
less Hebrew perfect is much like this gnomic aorist, but it  
is a common enough Greek idiom also. Cf. further Lu. 1:51- 
53.  It is not certain that eu]do<khsa (Mt. 3:17; 17:5; Mk. 1:11;  
Lu. 3:22) belongs here.  It may be merely an example of the  
timeless aorist used in the present, but not gnomic. See under  
(e).  Burton (N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 29) finds it difficult and  
thinks it originally "inceptive" (ingressive). 
 (g) Relation to the Imperfect.  The aorist is not used "instead  
of" the imperfect.1  But the aorist is often used in the midst of  
imperfects. The Old Bulgarian does not distinguish between  
the aorist and the imperfect.  In modern Greek, aorists and  
imperfects have the same endings (Thumb, Handb., p. 119),  
but the two tenses are distinct in meaning. Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 122) thinks that in the koinh< he finds the im- 
perfect used as aorist, as in e]k tw?n i]di<wn e]pu<ei (e]poi<ei) to>n bwmo<n 
(Inscr. de la Syrie 2413a), and diesa<feij for diesa<fhsaj (P. Lond., 
XLII, Kenyon 30). But I venture to be sceptical. In both pas- 
sages the imperfects make perfectly good sense. Radermacher  
urges the common use of e]teleu<ta, but that may be merely de- 
scriptive imperfect.  I grant that it is "willkurlich" in Herodotus 
(in 1214) to say diefqa<rh kai> teleut%?, as in Strabo (C 828) to have  
e]teleu<ta—diade<dektai.  It is "rein stilistisch," but each writer  
exercises his own whim.  Winer2 properly remarks that it "often 
 
 1 Monro, Hom Gr., p. 46; Leo Meyer, Griech. Aoriste, p. 97; Gildersl., Am.  
Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 243; Moulton, Prol., p. 128.  #Hn may be either aorist  
or imperfect.      2 W.-Th., p. 276. 
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depends on the writer" which tense he will use.  Why "often"?  
Why not "always"?  The presence of aorist, imperfect and past  
perfect side by side show how keen the distinction was felt to be.1  
Blass2 seeks to distinguish sharply between e@legon and ei#pon, but 
with little success.  The trouble, as already stated, is probably  
that e@legon may be either aorist (like e@lipon) or imperfect. He  
admits that Thucydides introduces his speeches either with e@lege   
or e@lece.  Gildersleeve,3 like Stahl, denies "an actual interchange  
of tenses."  In any given incident the speaker or writer may have  
the choice of representing it in narrative by the aorist (punctiliar)  
or the imperfect (durative).  An interesting example is found in  
Mk. 12:41-44.4  The general scene is presented by the descrip- 
tive durative imperfect e]qew<rei and the durative present ba<llei.  
It is visualized by polloi<--e@ballon.  But the figure of the widow  
woman is singled out by the aorist e@balen. The closing reference 
by Jesus to the rest is by the constative aorist pan<tej e@balon. 
Note also the precise distinction between ei#xen and e@balen at the  
end. Where the aorist and the imperfect occur side by side, it is to  
be assumed that the change is made on purpose and the difference  
in idea to be sought. In juxtaposition the aorist lifts the cur- 
tain and the imperfect continues the play. Cf. e]nu<stacan (ingres- 
sive, 'fell to nodding') and e]ka<qeudon (‘went on sleeping’) in Mt. 
25:5.  So Ti<j mou h!yato; kai> perieble<peto (Mk. 5:32). ‘He began 
to look around because of the touch.'  See also e]lu<qh o[ desmo>j th?j 
glw<sshj au]tou?, kai> e]la<lei o]rqw?j (7:35).  A similar distinction ap- 
pears in a@ggeloi prosh?lqon kai> dihko<noun au]t&? (Mt. 4:11); e@pesen kai> 
e]di<dou (13:8); kate<bh lai?lay—kai> suneplhrou?nto (Lu. 8:23); h#re to>n 
kra<batton au]tou? kai> periepa<tei (Jo. 5:9); a]ne<bh—kai> e]di<dasken (7:14);  
e]ch?lqon kai> e]krau<gazon, (12:13).  In Lu. 8:53 note katege<lwn and 
a]pe<qanen.  Once again note ei@damen--kai> e]kwlu<omen in 9:49 and 
kateno<oun kai> ei#don (Ac. 11:6).  Cf. further Ac. 14:10; 1 Cor. 3:6;  
Mt. 21:8; Mk. 11:18; Jo. 20:3 f.  In 1 Cor. 10:4 note e@pion 
--e@pion; in 11:23, pare<dwka, paredi<deto.  The same sort of event 
will be recorded now with the aorist, as polu> plh?qoj h]kolou<qhsen 
 (Mk. 3:7), now with the imperfect, as h]kolou<qei o@xloj polu<j (5: 
24).  Cf. Lu. 2:18 and 4:22.5  But the changing mood of the  
writer does not mean that the tenses are equivalent to each  
other. A word further is necessary concerning the relative fre- 
quency of aorists and imperfects. Statistical syntax is interesting, 
 
 1 Gildersl., Synt., p. 114.   2 Or. of N. T. Gk., p. 192. 
 3 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 398. 
 4 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 30. 5 Ib. 
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laborious and not always conclusive. Schlachter1 has applied  
statistics to Homer.  In both Iliad and Odyssey the aorists in  
the indicative are more numerous than the imperfects. Gilder- 
sleeve2 found a similar result in Pindar.  Jacobsthal (Der Ge- 
brauch der Tempora und Modi in den kretischen Dialektinschriften)  
finds the aorist surpassing the imperfect.  But Hultsch3 found  
the imperfect very abundant in Polybius, and Prof. Miller4  
has added statistics for other writers. "The imperfect divides  
the crown with the aorist in different proportions at different  
times and in different spheres."5  A further extended quotation  
from Gildersleeve6 is pertinent: "Not the least interesting is the  
table in which Schlachter has combined his results with Pro- 
fessor Miller's and from which it appears that the use of the aorist  
indicative gradually diminishes until it finds its low-water-mark  
in Xenophon. Then the aorist thrusts itself more and more to  
the front until it culminates in the N. T. The pseudo-naivete of  
Xenophon suggests an answer to one problem. The Hellenica  
has the lowest percentage of imperfects, but it mounts up in the  
novelistic Kyropaideia. The other problem, the very low per- 
centage of the imperfect in the N. T. — e.g. Matthew 13 per  
cent., Apocalypse 7 — Schlachter approaches gingerly, and well  
he may. It stands in marked contrast to Josephus whose 46 per  
cent. of imperfects shows the artificiality of his style, somewhat  
as does his use of the participles (A. J. P., IX 154), which, accord- 
ing to Schlachter, he uses more than thrice as often as St. John's  
Gospel (41:12).  This predominance of the aorist indicative can  
hardly be dissociated from the predominance of the aorist im- 
perative in the N. T. (Justin Martyr, Apol. I, 16. 6), although the  
predominance of the aorist imperative has a psychological basis  
which cannot be made out so readily for the aorist indicative.  
Besides, we have to take into consideration the growth of the  
perfect and the familiar use of the historical present, which is  
kept down in St. Luke alone (A. J. P., XX 109, XXVII 328)."  
The personal equation, style, character of the book, vernacular  
or literary form, all come into play. It largely depends on what 
 
 1 Stat. Unters. Uber den Gebr. der Temp. und Modi bei einzelnen griech.  
Schriftst., 1908. 
 2 Am. Jour. of. Philol., 1876, pp. 158-165. 
 3 Der Gebr. der erzahlenden Zeitf. bei Polyb. (1898). 
 4 Am. Jour. of Philol., XVI, pp. 139 ff. Cf. also L. Lange, Andeut. uber  
Ziel und Meth. der synt. Forsch., 1853. 
 5 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 242.  6 Ib., p. 244. 
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the writer is after. If he is aiming to describe a scene with vivid- 
ness, the imperfect predominates. Otherwise he uses the aorist,  
on the whole the narrative tense par excellence.1 "Hence the  
aorist is the truly narrative tense, the imperfect the truly descrip- 
tive one; and both may be used of the same transaction."2 
 (d)  Relation to the Past Perfect.  It is rather shocking, after  
Winer's protest that the tenses are not interchanged, to find him  
saying bluntly:  "In narration the aorist is used for the pluper- 
fect."3  Burton4 helps the matter by inserting the word "Eng- 
lish" before "pluperfect." Winer meant "German pluperfect."  
Gildersleeve5 does much better by using "translated." "We  
often translate the aorist by a pluperfect for the sake of clear- 
ness." Goodwin6 adds more exactly that the aorist indicative  
merely refers the action to the past "without the more exact  
specification" which the past perfect would give. That is the  
case. The speaker or writer did not always care to make this  
more precise specification. He was content with the mere narra- 
tive of the events without the precision that we moderns like.  
We are therefore in constant peril of reading back into the Greek  
aorist our English or German translation. All that one is entitled  
to say is that the aorist sometimes occurs where the context "im- 
plies completion before the main action,”7  where in English we  
prefer the past perfect. This use of the aorist is particularly com- 
mon in subordinate clauses (relative and temporal and indirect  
discourse).8 It must be emphasized that in this construction the  
antecedence of the action is not stressed in the Greek. "The  
Greeks neglected to mark the priority of one event to another,  
leaving that to be gathered from the context."9  Strictly therefore  
the aorist is not used for the past perfect. The Greeks cared  
not for relative time.  In Mt. 14:3 it is plain that e@dhsen and  
a]poe<qeto are antecedent in time to h@kousen, verse 1, and ei#pen in 
verse 2, but the story of the previous imprisonment and death  
of John is introduced by ga<r in a reminiscential manner. In  
Mt. 2:9 o{n ei#don points back to verse 2.  Cf. also o!ti e]gi<mwsen 
(Mt. 22:34); o!te e]ne<paican au]t&? e]ce<dusan au]to<n (27:31).  So in 28:2 
 
 1 Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., p. 158. 
 2 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 77.   4 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 22. 
 3 W.-M., p. 343.     5 Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 109. 
 6 Gk. Moods and Tenses, p. 18. Cf. Gildersl., Synt., p. 109. 
 7 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 47. 
 8 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 437. 
 9 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 76. Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, p. 169. 
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e]ge<neto is antecedent to h#lqen in verse 1.  In 27:18 note in par- 
ticular ^@dei o!ti pare<dwkan and compare with e]gi<nwsken o!ti parade- 
dw<keisan in Mk. 15:10 (cf. oi!tinej pepoih<keisan in verse 7).  Here 
Mark did draw the distinction which Matthew did not care to  
make.  In Lu. 19:15 we have oi$j dedw<kei,  but ti< diepragmateu<santo. 
Other examples where the antecedence is not expressed, though  
true, and the aorist is used, are e]pela<qonto (Mk. 8:14), e]peidh<per 
e]pexeirhsan (Lu. 1:1), w[j e]te<lesan (2:39), e]peidh> e]plh<rwsen (7:1),  
e]nedu<sato (8:27), a{ h[toi<masan (Lu. 24:1), w[j e]geu<sato (Jo. 2:9),  
o!ti h@kousan (4:1), o{n ei#pen (4:50), e]ce<neusen, (5:13), w[j e]ge<neto 
(6:16), o!ti a]ne<bleyen (9:18), o!ti e]ce<balon (9:35), o!pou u[ph<nthsen 
(11:30 and note e]lhlu<qei), ou{j proe<gnw (13:12); w[j a]pe<bhsan (21:9), 
ou{j e]cele<cato (Ac. 1:2), o!te e@niyen (Ro. 8:29. Cf. 30 also). In  
Jo. 18:24, a]pe<steilen ou#n, the presence of ou#n makes the matter  
less certain.  If all is transitional, there would be no antecedence.  
But if ou#n, is inferential, that may be true, though Abbott con- 
siders it "impossible."1  Clyde2 calls the aorist "an aggressive  
tense, particularly in the active voice, where it encroached on the  
domain of the perfect, and all but supplanted the pluperfect."  
That is true, and yet it must not be forgotten that the aorist  
was one of the original tenses, much older than the perfects or  
the future. In wishes about the past (unattainable wishes) the  
N. T. uses o@folon (shortened form of w@felon) with the aorist indi- 
cative (1 Cor. 4:8) o@felo<n ge e]basileu<sate.  A similar remark ap- 
plies to use of the aorist indicative in conditions of the second  
class (past time), without a@n in apodosis (Gal. 4:15) or with a@n  
(Jo. 11:21).  In both cases in English we translate this aorist by  
a past perfect. 
 (e) Relation to the Present. The so-called Dramatic Aorist is  
possibly the oldest use of the tense. In Sanskrit this is the com- 
mon use of the tense to express what has just taken place.3  One  
wonders if the gnomic or timeless aorist indicative is not still  
older. The absence of a specific tense for punctiliar action in the  
present made this idiom more natural.4 This primitive use of  
the aorist survives also in the Slavonic.5  Giles suggests that "the  
Latin perfect meaning, like the Sanskrit, may have developed  
directly from this usage." The idiom appears in Homer6 and is 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 336. Cf. Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 23. 
 2 Gk. Synt., p. 76. 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 329.  4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 129. 
 5 Giles, Man., etc., p. 498. "The aorist is used not uncommonly of present  
time." Ib., p. 497.    6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 48. 
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found chiefly in the dramatic poets where a sudden change comes,1  
or in colloquial speech or passionate questions.2  It is a regular  
idiom in modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 123) as pei<nasa, I  
grew hungry,' ‘am hungry still.'  This aorist is used of actions  
which have just happened. The effect reaches into the present.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 247) quotes a traveller in Cos who "had a  
pleasant shock, on calling for a cup of coffee, to have the waiter  
cry "  @Efqasa."  The Greek can still use a past tense in passion- 
ate questions affecting the present.3  Moulton4  speaks of "cases  
where an aorist indicative denotes present time," though he  
adds: "None of these examples are really in present time, for  
they only seem to be so through a difference in idiom between  
Greek and English."  This latter statement is the truth.  The  
aorist in Greek, particularly in dialogue, may be used for what  
has just happened.  It seems awkward in English to refer this  
to past time, but it is perfectly natural in Greek. So we trans- 
late it by the present indicative. From the Greek point of view  
the peculiarity lies in the English, not in the Greek.  The examples  
in the N. T. are numerous enough in spite of Winer5 to be worth  
noting.  Moulton6 has made a special study of Matthew con- 
cerning the translation of the aorist. "Under the head of ‘things  
just happened’ come 9:18 e]teleu<thsen (with a@rti), 5:28 e]moi<- 
xeusen, and 14:15 parh?lqen and 17:12 h#lqe (with h@dh); 6:12  
a]fh<kamen, 12:28 e@fqasen, 14:2, etc., h]ge<rqh, 16:17 a]peka<luye, 
18:15 e]ke<rdhsaj, 20:12 e]poi<hsan --aj, 26:10 h]rha<sato, 26:13  
e]poi<hse, 26:65 e]blasfh<mhsen, h]kou<sate, 26:25, 64 ei#paj, 27:19 
e@paqon, 27:46 e]gkate<lipej, 28:7 ei#pon, 28:18 e]do<qh (unless 11:  
27 forbids) and perhaps e]genh<qh."  Certainly this is a respectable  
list for Matthew.  Add e]meri<sqh (Mt. 12:26).  These all can be  
translated by the English 'have.'  Eu]do<khsa (Mt. 3:17 and par- 
allels) is a possible example also.  Cf. o{n eu]do<khsen h[ yuxh< mou 
(12:18, LXX).  It is a "timeless" aorist7 and may be gnomic,  
as already pointed out.  Cf. 2 Pet. 1:17; Mk. 10:20, e]fula- 
ca<mhn e]k th?j neo<thtoj; e]ce<sth in Mk. 3:21; a]pe<xei, h#lqen—paradi<dotai 
(14:41).  Other examples of the aorist for what has just happened 
are in h]ge<rqh, ou]k e@stin w$de (Mk. 16:6); h]ge<rqh---e]peske<yato (Lu. 
7:16); h]go<rasa, e@ghma (14:18-20); e@zhsen, eu[re<qh (15:32); e@gnwn 
(16:4); e]kru<bh (19:42); o@ntwj h]ge<rqh (24:34); proseku<nhsan (Jo. 
 
 1 Goodwin, Gk. Moods and Tenses, p. 18. 5 W.-Th., p. 278. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 437.   6 Prol., p. 140. 
 3 Gildersl., Synt., p. 113.   7 Moulton, Prol., p. 134 1.  
 4 Prol., p. 134. 
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4:20); h@kousaj (11:41); a]ph?lqen (12:19); h#lqon ei]j th>n w!ran tau<thn  
(12:27); h#lqen (13:1); nu?n e]doca<sqh (13:31), but e]do<casa (17:4) 
points backward, 'I did glorify thee,' while e]doca<sqh in 15:8 is 
possibly gnomic; e]pia<sate nu?n (21:10); e]dou<lwsa, e]geno<mhn (1 Cor.  
9:19, 20, 22.  Cf.  poiw? in verse 23); e@pesen, e@pesen (Rev. 14:8; 
18:2).1  With this use of the aorist adverbs of time are common 
to make clear the present relation of time.  Cf. touto h@dh tri<ton 
e]fanerw<qh (Jo. 21:14) where tou?to has the effect of bringing the  
action forward.  For a sharp contrast between the aorist and 
present see e@sxej, kai> nu?n o{n e@xeij (Jo. 4:18). So e@qusa kai> a]ci[w?], 
B.G.U. 287 (A.D. 250).  Cf. also Lu. 10:24.  See in particular  
e@gnw, e@gnwn and e@gnwsan in Jo. 17:25.  The timeless aorist is well  
illustrated in the participle in Lu. 10:18, e]qew<roun to>n Satana?n 
peso<nta. 
 (z) Relation to Present Perfect.  The problem just here is not  
whether the present perfect is ever used as an aorist. That will  
be discussed under the present perfect. If the distinction be- 
tween the two tenses was finally2 obliterated, as early happened  
in Latin,3 there would be some necessary confusion. But that  
has not happened in the N. T. period.  Jannaris4 notes it regu- 
larly about 1000 A.D. It is undeniable that the early Sanskrit  
used the aorist chiefly for "something past which is viewed with  
reference to the present" and it disappeared before the growth  
of the other more exact tenses.5  The perfect may be said to be a  
development from the aorist, a more exact expression of com- 
pleted action than mere "punctiliar" (aorist), viz. state of com- 
pletion. But in the Greek the aorist not only held its own with  
the other tenses, but "has extended its province at the expense  
of the perfect," particularly in the N. T. period, though different  
writers vary greatly here.6  But was the aorist used "for" the  
perfect?  Clyde7 says: "The aorist was largely used for the per- 
fect."  Winer8 replies: "There is no passage in which it can be  
certainly proved that the aorist stands for the perfect." Gilder- 
sleeve9 more correctly says: "The aorist is very often used where  
we should expect the perfect," i.e. in English. But the trans- 
 
 1 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 135.   2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 440.  
 3 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 78. Still, in Lat. the aorist must be noted for sequence  
of tenses. Cf. Meillet, L'Aoriste en Lat., Revue de Phil., 1897, p. 81 f. 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 437. Cf. Hatz., Einl., p. 204 f. 
 5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., pp. 298, 329. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 199.   8 W.-M., p. 344. 
 7 Gk. Synt., p. 78.    9 Synt., p. 107, 
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lation of the aorist into English will call for special discussion a  
little later. What is true is that the action in such cases "is re- 
garded as subordinate to present time,"1 in other words, the  
precise specification of relative time which we draw in our English  
perfect is not drawn in the Greek. The Greek states the simple  
undefined punctiliar action in a connection that suggests present  
time and so we render it in English by our "have."2  But Farrar3  
is right in insisting that we do not explain the Greek tense by the  
English rendering.  In truth, the examples given under the head  
of "Relation to the Present" (e) may often be rendered by the  
English "have" with tolerable accuracy.4  Sometimes the use  
of an adverb or particle helps the English. The examples are  
rather numerous in the N. T., as in the papyri,5 where the aorist  
and the present perfect occur side by side.  Thus xwri>j w$n a]pegra- 
ya<mhn kai> pe<praka, 0.P. 482 (ii/A.D.); th?j genome<nhj kai> a]popepemme<nhj 
gunaiko<j, N.P. 19 (ii/A.D.).  Moulton adds: "The distinction is  
very clearly seen in papyri for some centuries."  In most in- 
stances in the N. T. the distinction is very sharply drawn in the  
context, as in o!ti e]ta<fh, kai> o!ti e]gh<gertai (1 Cor. 15:4).  So e]kti<sqh, 
e@ktistai (Col. 1:16).  Cf. Ac. 21:28.  In most instances where  
we have trouble from the English standpoint it is the perfect,  
not the aorist that occasions it, as in pe<praken kai> h]go<rasen (Mt.  
13:46).  We shall come back to this point under the present  
perfect. As a rule all that is needed is a little imagination on the  
part of the English reader to sympathize with the mental alertness  
expressed in the changing tenses, a sort of "moving picture" 
arrangement.  Cf. kateno<hsen ga>r e[auto>n kai> a]pelh<luqen kai> eu]qe<wj 
e]pela<qeto o[poi?oj h#n (Jas. 1:24).  The single point to note con- 
cerning the aorist in those examples where we use "have" is that  
the Greeks did not care to use the perfect.  Cf. ou]k e]lh<luqa ka- 
le<sai dikai<ouj (Lu. 5:32) with ou] ga>r h#lqon kale<sai dikai<ouj (Mt. 
9:13), just two ways of regarding the same act.  That is the  
whole story and it is a different thing from saying that the  
aorist is used "for" the present perfect. Here are some of  
the most interesting examples in the N. T. where "we" in  
English prefer "have":  h]kou<sate (Mt. 5:21); eu$ron (8:10); a]ne<gnwte   
(12:3); e]paxu<nqh kai> h@kousan kai> e]ka<mmusan (13:15, LXX, Is. 6:10. 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 48. 
 2 Goodwin, Gk. Moods and Tenses, p. 18; P. Thomson, The Gk. Tenses in  
the N. T., p. 24. 
 3 Gk. Synt., p. 125. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 140,  5 Ib., p. 142 f. 
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Likely enough the timelessness of the Hebrew perfect may have  
caused this translation into the aorist so common in the LXX), 
h]kurw<sate (Mt. 15:6); sune<zeucen (19:6); a]ne<gnwte o!ti kathrti<sw (21: 
16); a]fh<kate (23:23); kate<sthsen (24:45); e]poi<hsen (27:23)1;  h]ge<rqh   
(28:6), e]ce<sth (Mk. 3:21), a]pe<qanen (5:35; cf. ti< e@ti sku<lleij; 5: 
35.  Cf. a]lla> kaqeu<dei); ei@damen (Lu. 5:26); paredo<qh (10:22); h!marton  
(15:21); e@gnwsan (Jo. 7:26); a]fh?ken (8:29); e@labon (10:18); e@deica 
(10:32); e]do<casa (12:28. Cf. doca<sw); e@niya (13:14); e]celeca<mhn  
(13:18); h]ga<phsa (13:34); e]gnw<risa (15:15); ou]k e@gnwsan (16:3);  
h#ran—e@qhkan (20:2); e]pia<sate (21:10).2  Cf. Mk. 14:8. Abbott  
remarks, that the Greek perfect does not lay the same stress on  
what is recently completed as does the English "have."  Cf. also ou]k 
e@gnw (1 Jo. 4:8. Cf. 1 Cor. 8:3); e]fanerw<qh (1 Jo. 4:9.  Contrast 
a]pe<stalken in verse 9 and h]gaph<kamen, h]gaph<samen in margin, in 
verse 10 with h]ga<phsen and a]pe<steilen in verse 10); e@labon (Ph.  
3:12); e@maqon (4:11); e]ka<qisen (Heb. 1:3); e]ce<sthmen (2 Cor. 5:13).  
The same event in Mk. 15:44 is first mentioned by h@dh te<qnhken  
and is then referred to by h@dh (or pa<lai) a]pe<qanen.  The 
is not here very great, but each tense is pertinent.  However,  
te<qnhken means practically ‘to be dead,’ while a]pe<qanen = 'died,'  
‘has died.’  Cf. Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 108. 
 (h) Epistolary Aorist.  This idiom is merely a matter of stand- 
point. The writer looks at his letter as the recipient will. It is  
probably due to delicate courtesy and is common in Latin as  
well as in the older Greek, though less so in the later Greek.3  
The most frequent word so used was e@graya, though e@pemya was  
also common.  The aorist has its normal meaning.  One has  
merely to change his point of view and look back at the writer.  
In 1 Jo. 2:12-14 we have the rhetorical repetition of gra<fw,  
e@graya (note the perfects after o!ti).  But in 1 Jo. 2:21 e@graya   
may be the epistolary use, though Winer4 protests against it.  
Here as in 2:26, tau?ta, e@graya, the reference may be not to the  
whole epistle, but to the portion in hand, though even so the  
standpoint is that of the reader. Cf. also 5:13.  In 1 Cor. 9:  
15 also the reference is to the verses in hand. In Eph. 3:3, kaqw>j 
proe<graya e]n o]li<g&, the allusion may be to what Paul has just  
written or to the whole epistle, as is true of e]pe<steila (Heb. 13:  
22).  Certainly gra<fw is the usual construction in the N. T. (1  
Cor. 4:14; 14:37; 2 Cor. 13:10, etc.).   @Egraya usually refers 
 
 1 Most of these exx. from Mt. come from Moulton, Prol., p. 140.  
 2 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 324. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 437.  4 W.-Th., p. 278. 
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to an epistle just finished (Phil. 19; 1 Pet. 5:12; 1 Jo. 5:13),  
but even so the standpoint veers naturally to that of the reader.  
This is particularly so in Gal. 6:11 which probably refers to the  
concluding verses 11-18 and, if so, a true epistolary aorist. In  
Ro. 15:15 the reference may be1 to another portion of the  
same epistle or to the epistle as a whole. In 1 Cor. 5:9, 11,  
e@graya refers to a previous letter, as seems to be true also in 2  
Cor. 2:3, 4, 9; 3 Jo. 9.  But e@pemya is found in undoubted  
instances as in Ac. 23:30; Eph. 6:22; Ph. 2:28; Col. 4:8.  
So a]ne<pemya in Phil. 12 and h]boulh<qhn in Text. Rec. 2 Jo. 12.  
Curiously enough Gildersleeve2 says: "The aorist in the N. T.  
[Ep. aor.] is clearly due to Roman influence, and is not to be  
cited." The epistolary aorist is more common in Latin (cf.  
Cicero's Letters), probably because of our having more epistolary  
material.  The idiom occurs often enough in the papyri. Cf. 
e@pemya, B.G.U. 423 (ii/A.D.), e@graya u[pe>r au]tou? mh> i]do<toj gra<mmata, 
P.Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66).  There is therefore no adequate reason for  
denying its presence in the N. T. examples above. 
 (q) Relation to the Future.  The future was probably (cf. Brug- 
mann, Griech. Gr., p. 480) a late development in the language,  
and other devices were at first used, like the present indicative,  
the perfect indicative, the aorist subjunctive. The aorist indica- 
tive was also one of the expedients that never quite disappeared.  
It is not exactly, like the epistolary aorist, a change of stand- 
point. It is a vivid transference of the action to the future (like  
the present e@rxomai, Jo. 14:3) by the timeless aorist.  The aug- 
mented form is still used, but the time is hardly felt to be past.  
This idiom, survives in the Slavonic also.3  It is a vivid idiom  
and is still found in modern Greek.4  Thumb (Handb., p. 123) cites 
ki a}n me< soubli<sete, e!naj Graiko>j e]xa<qh, ‘even if you impale me only 
one Greek perishes.’  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 124) cites from  
Epictetus, o!tan qe<l^j e]ch?lqej. Gildersleeve5 calls it "a vision of  
the future." Burton6 considers it "rather a rhetorical figure than  
a grammatical idiom," but the idiom is not so strange after all. 
Cf. Eur., Alc., 386, a]pwlo<mhn ei@ me lei<yeij=’I perish if you leave 
me.’  The examples are not numerous in the N. T. and some  
of them may be gnomic. Cf. e]a<n sou a]kou<s^, e]ke<rdhsaj to>n a]delfo<n 
sou (Mt. 18:15.  Cf. para<labe as the next apodosis in verse 16  
and e@stw in verse 17); e]a>n kai> gamh<s^j, ou]x h!martej (1 Cor. 7: 
 
 1 Blass,. Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 194. 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 437. 
 2 Synt., p. 128.    5 Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 114. 
 3 Giles, Manual, p. 499.   6 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 23. 
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28); o!tan me<ll^ salpi<zein, kai> e]tele<sqh (Rev. 10:7), probably also 
e]a>n mh< tij me<n^ e]n e]moi<, e]blh<qh—kai> e]chra<nqh (Jo. 15:6), though 
this may be merely gnomic, as already stated.  Cf. the use of 
e]meri<sqh and e@fqasen in Mt. 12:26, 28 in a condition of the  
present time.  In Jo. 13:31 e]doca<sqh (twice) is explained (verse  
32) by doca<sei kai> eu]qu>j doca<sei.  Cf. p. 1020 (standpoint). 
 (i) Aorist in Wishes.  The special use of the aorist indicative  
in wishes about the past and conditions determined as unfulfilled 
will be discussed in chapter XIX, Modes.  
 (k) Variations in the Use of Tenses.  Where so much variety is  
possible, great freedom is to be expected. In modern English we  
make a point of uniformity of tense in narrative. The Greeks  
almost made a point of the opposite. It is jejune, to say no  
more, to plane down into a dead level the Greek spontaneous 
variety. Cf. h[marton kai> u[sterou?ntai (Ro. 3:23).  In Matt. 4:11,  
for instance, we have a]fi<hsin, (historical pres.), prosh?qon (aor.), 
dihko<noun (imperfect).  In Mt. 13:45 f. note e]sti<n, zhtou?nti, eu[rw<n, 
a]pelqw<n, pe<praken, ei#xen, h]go<rasen.  "When they wished to narrate 
a fact, or to convey a meaning, there is good ground for holding  
that they employed the tense appropriate for the purpose, and  
that they employed it just because of such appropriateness."1  
That is well said. The explanation is chiefly psychological, not  
mere analogy, which is true of only a few tenses, especially in  
late Greek (Middleton, Analogy in Syntax, 1892, p. 6). Jan- 
naris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 437, lays probably too much stress on  
"the terminal homophony of the two tenses" (aor. and perf.). 
 (l) Translation of the Aorist into English.  The Greek aorist  
ind., as can be readily seen, is not the exact equivalent of any  
tense in any other language. It has nuances all its own, many  
of them difficult or well-nigh impossible to reproduce in English.  
Here, as everywhere, one needs to keep a sharp line between the  
Greek idiom and its translation into English. We merely do the  
best that we can in English to translate in one way or another  
the total result of word (Aktionsart), context and tense.2  Cer- 
tainly one cannot say that the English translations have been  
successful with the Greek aorist.3  Weymouth in his New Testa- 
ment in Modern Speech has attempted to carry out a consistent  
principle with some success.  Moulton4 has thought the matter 
 
 1 P. Thomson, The Gk. Tenses in the N. T., p. 17. 
 2 Weymouth, On the Rendering into Eng. of the Gk. Aorist and Perfect,  
1894, p. 15,   3 Thomson, The Gk. Tenses in the N. T., p. 23.  
 4 Prol., pp. 135-140. 
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important enough for an extended discussion. He makes clear  
that the Greek aorist is true to itself, however it is rendered into 
English. Take tine>j e]koimh<qhsan (1 Cor. 15:6), for instance, ‘fell 
asleep (at various times),’ Moulton explains, "and so have fallen  
asleep."  In Mt. 3:7 u[pe<deicen may be translated by 'has warned,'  
but 'warned' will answer.  The English past will translate the  
Greek aorist in many cases where we prefer "have."  Burton1  
puts it clearly thus:  "The Greek employs the aorist, leaving the  
context to suggest the order; the English usually suggests the  
order by the use of the pluperfect."  The Greek aorist takes no  
note of any interval between itself and the moment of speaking,  
while the English past takes note of the interval. The Greek  
aorist and the English past do not exactly correspond, nor do the  
Greek perfect and the English perfect.2  The Greek aorist covers 
much more ground than the English past. Cf. dio> e]klh<qh o[ a]gro>j 
e]kei?noj  ]Agro>j Ai!matoj e!wj th?j sh<meron (Mt. 27:8), where the Greek 
aorist is connected with the present in a way that only the  
English perfect can render. See also e!wj a@rti ou]k ]̂th<sate (Jo. 
16:24).  From the Greek point of view the aorist is true to its  
own genius.  The aorist in Greek is so rich in meaning that the  
English labours and groans to express it.  As a matter of fact  
the Greek aorist is translatable into almost every English tense  
except the imperfect, but that fact indicates no confusion in the  
Greek.3 
 (c) The Aorist Subjunctive and Optative.  The aorist of these 
two " side-moods"4 may very well be discussed together. The  
two moods are not radically different as we shall see. 
 (a) No Time Element in the Subjunctive and Optative.5  There 
is only relative time (future), and that is not due to the tense at  
al1.6  The subjunctive is future in relation to the speaker, as is  
often true of the optative, though the optative standpoint is then  
more remote, a sort of future from the standpoint of the past. 
 (b) Frequency of Aorist Subjunctive.  As between the aorist and  
present in subjunctive and optative, the aorist is far more common.  
For practical purposes the perfect may be almost left out of view;  
it is so rare. As a rule in these moods the action is either punctil- 
iar (aorist) or durative (present). The contrast between point and  
linear action comes out simply and clearly here. It is just that 
 
 1 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 27. 
 2 Ib., p. 24 f.   3 Thompson, Gk. Synt., 1883, p. xix. 
 4 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of 1908, p. 401. 
 5 K.-G., Bd. Up. 182.  6 Stahl, Hist.-krit. Synt., p. 171. 
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seen between the aorist and the imperfect indicative.1  In the  
classical Sanskrit the subjunctive exists only in a remnant of the  
first person, which is treated as an imperative, but it is common  
enough in the early language.2  In Homer (both Iliad and Odyssey)  
the aorist is in great preponderance over the present (65 to 35  
for the average between subjunctive and optative, about the same  
for each).3  Gildersleeve4 considers the difference due to the nature  
of the constructions, not to mere lack of differentiation in the  
early stage of the language. The subj. is more common in Homer  
than in the later Greek and the aorist subj. is correspondingly  
abundant. There is no doubt that the aorist is gaining in the  
koinh< over the present in the subj., opt., imper. (Radermacher,  
N. T. Gr., p. 123).  The distinction is understood. Cf. me<xrij a}n 
h!lioj du<̂  (aim) and a@xrij a}n e]pi<kairon dok ?̂ (duration), I. G., XII,  
5, 647.  Radermacher cites also o!pwj lamba<nwsin and o!pwj la<bwsin,  
o!pwj u[pa<rx^ and i!na doq^? from a Pergamum inscr., N.13 (B.C. 300). 
He fears that this proves confusion between the tenses, and  
appeals also to the papyrus example i!na gra<fw kai> fluarh<sw (Deiss- 
mann, Light, p. 204).  But there is no necessary confusion here.  
The modern Greek preserves clearly the distinction between  
punctiliar and linear action in the subj. and uses the aorist and  
present side by side to show it (Thumb, Handb., p. 124). The  
situation in the N. T. is even more striking.  Mr. H. Scott,  
Birkenhead, England, writes me that he finds only five present  
subjs. in Acts and one (13:41) is a quotation. In the Pauline  
Epistles (13) he notes 258 dependent aorist subjs. and 161 de- 
pendent pres. subjs. Gildersleeve5 complains of Stahl's weari- 
someness in proving what "no one will dispute." The point is  
that the aorist subj. or opt. is used as a matter of course unless  
durative (linear) action is to be emphasized or (as rarely) the com- 
pleted state is to be stressed (perfect). But variations occur even  
here. Thus Abbott6 notes only two instances of the pres. subj. 
 
 1 Clyde, Gk. Synt., p. 82; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 194. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 298. 
 3 Schlachter, Statist. Unters., pp. 236-238. 
 4 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 245.   5 Ib., p. 400. 
 6 Joh. Gr., p. 370 f. But there is little point in these exceptions. Abbott  
rightly notes the variations in the major uncials between –i<s^ and –i<z^ in  
Mk. 9:43-47. Mr. H. Scott finds e]a<n with pres. subj. also (W. H.) in Mk.  
1:40; 9:47 (4 in all). In Lu. he adds 5:12 (=Mk. 1:40); 10:6, 8, 10  
(e]a<n to be supplied); 13:3; 20:28 (8 in all).  In Mt. he notes 5:23; 6:22,  
23; 8:2 (=Mk. 1:40); 10:13 bis; 15:14; 17:20; 21:21; 24:49 bis; 26:35  
(12 in all). But he makes 78 aor. subjs. with e]a<n in the Synoptics. 
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with e]a<n in Mk. (9:45; 14:31) and two in Lu. (6:33; 19:31),  
apart from and except clauses with e@xw and qe<lw.  The aorist  
subjunctive with e]a<n occurs in Synoptics 24 times, present 79.  
But in John there is more diversity between the two tenses.  
"Most Greek writers observe the distinction between the aorist  
and present subjunctive, as Englishmen observe that between 
‘shall’ and unconsciously and without any appearance of  
deliberately emphasizing the difference. But we have seen above  
(2511) that John employs the two forms with great deliberate- 
ness, even in the same sentence, to distinguish between the begin- 
ning of 'knowing' and the development of it."1  Cf. i!na gnw?te kai> 
ginw<skhte (10:38) and ei] tau?ta oi@date, maka<rioi< e]ste e]a>n poih?te au]ta< 
(13:17), where the pres. is again used purposely.  Note also John's 
ti< poiw?men (6:28) and Luke's ti< poih<swmen (3:10).  We need not fol- 
low all the details of Abbott,2 but he has made it perfectly clear  
that John makes the sharp distinction between the aor. and pres.  
subj. that is common between the aor. and imperf. ind. Cf. e]a<n tij 
thrh<s^ (Jo. 8:51) and e]a>n thrw?men (1 Jo. 2:3); o!ti a}n ai]th<shte (Jo. 
14:13) and o{ a}n ai]tw?men (1 Jo. 3:22).  But Paul also knows the  
punctiliar force of the aor. subj. Cf. a[marth<swmen (Ro. 6:15) with  
e]pime<nwmen (6:1), where the point lies chiefly in the difference of  
tense.  See also 2 Tim. 2:5, e]a>n de> kai> a]ql^? tij, ou] stefanou?tai e]a>n 
mh> nomi<mwj a]qlh<s^.  Cf. poih?te in Gal. 5:17.  In deliberative ques- 
tions the aorist subj. is particularly common, as in dw?men h{ mh> dw?men  
(Mk. 12:14).  In ei]rh<nhn e@xwmen (Ro. 5:1) the durative present  
occurs designedly = ‘keep on enjoying peace with God,’ the  
peace already made (dikaiwqe<ntej).  Moulton (Prol., p. 186) thinks  
that the aorist subj. in relative clauses like o{j a}n foneu<s^ (Mt.  
5:21), or o!pou e]a>n katala<b^ (Mk. 9:18), or conditional sentences  
like e]a>n a]spa<shsqe (Mt. 5:47) "gets a future-perfect sense."  But  
one doubts if after all this is not reading English or Latin  
into the Greek.  Cf. Mt. 5:31.  The special construction of the  
aorist subj. with (ou] mh<) (Jo. 6:35; 18:11) comes up for discussion  
elsewhere (pp. 929 f., 1174 f.). 
 (g) Aktionsart.  The three kinds of point-action occur, of  
course, in the aorist subj. Thus in i!na marturh<s^ (Jo. 1:7) the  
aorist is merely constative, as is e]a>n mei<hnte e]n e]moi< (Jo. 15:7).  Cf. 
e]a>n mh< tij me<n^ e]n e]moi< (15:6).  In Jo. 6:30, i!na i@dwmen kai> pisteu<sw- 
me<n soi, the ingressive use is evident in pisteu<swmen = ‘come to be-  
lieve’ (cf. i!na pisteu<hte in verse 29). Cf. also i!na pistue<swmen kai>  
a]gapw?men (1 Jo. 3:23); peripath<swmen (Ro. 6:4; 13:13).  The 
 
 1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 381.  2 Ib., pp. 369-388. 
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effective aorist is seen in pw?j plhrwqw?sin (Mt. 26:54).  Cf. o!tan 
katargh<s^ (1 Cor. 15:24) for the "perfective" use of the prepo- 
sition also.  In the modern Greek the aorist subj. preserves 
Aktionsart (Thumb, Handb., p. 124). 
 (d) Aorist Subjunctive in Prohibitions.  It seems clear1 that orig- 
inally both in Sanskrit and Greek prohibition was expressed only 
by the subj.  Hence the growth of the imperative never finally 
displaced it.  In particular the aorist subj. held its place in pro- 
hibitions as against the aorist imper. (a late form anyhow).  This 
distinction has held in the main right on through. In the N. T. 
examples of the aor. imper. in prohibitions do occur in the third 
person, but the aor. subj. survives. In the second person the 
rule is still absolute.  Moulton2 has given a very interesting dis- 
cussion of the development of the discovery of the distinction 
between the two constructions. The aor. subj. is of course 
punctiliar, and the present imper. linear.  Inasmuch as the pro- 
hibition is future, the aorist subj. would naturally be ingressive. 
Gottfried Hermann long ago made the distinction, but a few 
years ago Dr. Henry Jackson tells how one day he got the idea 
from a friend (quoted by Moulton2):  "Davidson told me that, 
when he was learning modern Greek, he had been puzzled about 
the distinction, until he heard a Greek friend use the present 
imperative to a dog which was barking. This gave him the 
clue.  He turned to Plato's Apology, and immediately stumbled 
upon the excellent instance, 20 E, mh> qorubh<shte, 'before clamour 
begins,' and 21 A, mh> qorubei?te, 'when it has begun.'  "This dis- 
tinction is clearly in harmony with the punctiliar aorist subj. and 
the durative present imper.  It is maintained in ancient Greek 
and in modern Greek, and Moulton3 shows how the papyri abun- 
dantly illustrate it.  Unfortunately the present imperative is rare 
in the papyri from the nature of the. subject-matter, but the few 
examples agree to the distinction drawn. The aorist subjunctive  
is abundant enough.  Moulton (Prol., p. 123) finds in O.P. (all  
ii/A.D.) six aorist subjs. with mh<.  Thus mh> a]melh<s^j refers to a re- 
quest in a letter.  Cf. also mh> a@llwj poih<s^j, o!ra mhdeni>--proskrou<s^j. 
But tou?to mh> le<ge, 'stop saying this,' is in a letter in reference to 
what had already been said. So mh> a]gwni<a, ‘don't go on worrying' 
Another good example is in Hb.P. 56 (iii/B.C.), su> ou$n mh> e]no<xlei 
au]to<n.  Moulton clinches it by the modern Greek mh> gra<f^j (to  
one already writing) and mh> gra<y^j (to one who has not begun), 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 240. 
 2 Prol., p. 122.   3 Ib., p. 122 f. 
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The distinction is not admitted by all modern scholars.1  But the  
difficulty lies mainly in the use of the present imperative, not in  
the aorist subj. Examples like mh> qauma<s^j (Jo. 3:7) do occur,  
where the thing prohibited has begun.  Here it is the constative  
aorist rather than the ingressive which is more usual in this  
construction. Moulton2 quotes Dr. Henry Jackson again:  "Mh> 
dra<s^j always, I believe, means, 'I warn you against doing this,'  
‘I beseech you will not’; though this is sometimes used when  
the thing is being done; notably in certain cases which may be  
called colloquial or idiomatic, with an effect of impatience, mh<  
fronti<s^j, 'Oh, never mind!' mh> dei<s^j, 'Never fear!' mh> qauma<s^j, 
‘You mustn't be surprised!'"  Add also mh> fobhq ?̂j (Mt. 1:20).  
But, as a rule, it is the ingressive aorist subj. used in prohibitions  
to forbid a thing not yet done or the durative present imper. to  
forbid the continuance of an act.  The N. T. is very rich in ex- 
amples of both of these idioms because of the hortatory nature of  
the books.3  Moulton4 finds 134 examples of mh< with the pres. 
imper. and 84 of mh< with the aorist subj. In Matthew there are 
12 examples of mh< with the pres. imper. and 29 of mh< with the  
aorist subj.  But these figures are completely reversed in the  
Gospel of Luke (27 to 19), in James (7 to 2), in Paul's Epistles  
(47 to 8) and John's writings (19 to 1).  The case in Jo. 3:7 has  
already been noticed.  It may be said at once that the excess  
of examples of pres. imper. over aorist imper. is the old situation  
in Homer.5  In the Attic orators, Miller (A. J. P., xiii, 423) finds 
the proportion of mh> poi<ei type to mh> poih<s^j type 56 to 44, about  
the same as that in the N. T., 134 to 84.  In the N. T. this pre- 
dominance holds except in Matthew, 1 Peter and Rev. (Moul- 
ton, Prol., p.124).  The aorist imper. was an after-growth, and yet  
is very common in the N. T. (and LXX) as compared with the  
older Greek.6  In a the Lord's Prayer, for instance, every tense is  
aorist (Mt. 6:9-13).  Gildersleeve remarks that the aorist suits  
"instant prayer."  But cf. Lu. 11: 2-4.  However, the point is 
 
 1 Cf. R. C. Seaton, Cl. Rev., Dec., 1906, p. 438.  2 Prol., p. 126. 
 3 Ib., p. 123. Mr. H. Scott properly observes that "the correctness of these  
figures will depend upon how a repeated mh<  or mhde< without a verb is to be  
counted. E.g. is Mt. 10:9 f. to be counted as one or as seven?  The same  
question arises with a verb without a repeated e]a<n or i!na, etc.  It seems to  
me that these are merely abbreviated or condensed sentences and should be  
counted as if printed in extenso — as separate sentences. In that case Mt.  
10:9 f. would count seven instances of mh< with subj. aor." 
 4 Ib.   5 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 244, 
 6 Gildersl., Justin Martyr, p. 137. 
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here that in the N. T., as a rule, the idiom gives little difficulty. 
Cf. mh> nomi<shte (Mt. 5:17); mh> ei]sene<gk^j h[ma?j (Mt. 6:13; Lu. 11:4); 
mh> sth<s^j au]toi?j tau<thn (Ac. 7:60).  Cf. mh> salpi<s^j (Mt. 6:2), 
‘don't begin to sound,’ and mh> qhsauri<zete (6:19),  'they were  
already doing it.'  Note again mh> dw?te mhde> ba<lhte (Mt. 7:6)  
and mh> kri<nete (7:1).  With Mt. 3:9 mh> do<chte le<gein compare  
Lu. 3:8 mh> a@rchsqe le<gein.  But in Lu. 3:14, mhde<na diasei<shte 
mhde> sukofanth<shte, we have the constative aorist rather than the  
pres. imper. (the soldiers were present, if John spoke in Greek 
to them, more restrained at any rate).  In Lu. 11:7, mh< moi ko<pouj 
pa<rexe= 'quit troubling me,' while in Rev. 10:4, mh> au]ta> gra<y^j=  
‘do not begin to write.’  (Cf. h@mellon gra<fein in same verse.)  It is  
not necessary to labour the point.  But in Mt. 6:25 we have mh> 
merimna?te, implying that they were anxious in 6:34, mh> ou#n meri- 
mnh<shte, a general warning in conclusion.  Once more, in Mt.  
10:26, note mh> ou#n fobei?sqe au]tou<j, the warning against fearing 
evil men; in 10:31, mh> ou#n fobei?sqe= 'quit being afraid.’  In Jo. 
5:45, mh> dokei?te, it is implied that 'they had been thinking that';  
in 2 Cor. 11:16, mh< ti<j me do<c^, 'no one did, of course.’1  In Jo. 
6:43  mh> goggu<zete is interpreted by e]go<gguzon in verse 41.  Cf. 
mh> klai<ete (Lu. 8:52), 'they were weeping.'  In mh> do<c^ (2 Cor.  
11:16) and mh> e]couqenh<s^ (1 Cor. 16:11) the normal use of mh<   
with the aorist subj. occurs with the third person.  A good  
double example occurs in Lu. 10:4, mh> basta<zete balla<ntion  
(‘don't keep carrying’), and in mhde<na a]spa<shsqe (‘don't stop to  
salute’).  In Col. 2:21 mh> a!y^ a warning to the Colossian  
Christians not to be led astray by the gnostic asceticism.  In  
2 Cor. 6:17, a]kaqa<rtou mh> a!ptesqe, the prophet (Is. 52:11) assumes  
that the people were guilty, if xAQ be followed as by Paul, but  
B has a!yhsqe.  In Jo. 20:17, mh< mou a!ptou, Jesus indicates that  
Mary must cease clinging to him. Cf. mh<te o]mo<s^j (Mt. 5:36)  
and mh> o]mnu<ete (Jas. 5:12).  As to the present imperative fur- 
ther discussion belongs elsewhere, but a word is necessary here.  
Moulton2 thinks that "rather strong external pressure is needed  
to force the rule upon Paul." John has only one case of mh< with  
the aorist subj., and yet Moulton holds that all his uses of the  
present imper. fit the canon completely. Gildersleeve (Syntax,  
p. 164) says: " mh< with the present imperative has to do with a  
course of action and means sometimes 'keep from' (resist), some- 
times ‘cease to’ (desist)."  So ‘continue not doing,’ or ‘do not  
continue doing.’  One of the imper. presents is merely exclama- 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 196. 2 Prol., p. 125. 
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tory (cf. a@ge, Jas. 5:1).  Another, like o!ra with mhdeni> ei@p^j (Mt. 
8:4), is almost like a "sort of particle adding emphasis."1  If "a  
negative course of action" (Gildersleeve) is enjoined, it is not  
necessarily implied that one is doing the thing. Moulton's diffi- 
culty about Paul is thus obviated. Hence the answer2 to mh> 
poi<ei, which usually= 'Stop doing,' may be in a given case= 'Do  
not from time to time,' ‘Do not as you are in danger of doing,’  
‘Do not attempt to do’ or simply 'Continue not doing.'  In Eph.  
5:18 mh> mequ<skesqe may mean that some of them were getting  
drunk (cf. even at the Lord's Table, 1 Cor. 11:21), or a course of  
action (the habit) may be prohibited.  In mh> a[marta<nete (Eph. 
4:26) the imminent peril of sin may be implied (cf. o]rgi<zesqe).  
So in in mh> yeu<desqe (Col. 3:9) we may have the course of action,  
though the usual linear notion is pertinent. But cf. mh> a]me<lei 
(1 Tim. 4:14), mhdeni> e]piti<qei, and mhde> koinw<nei (5:22),3 and mh> gi<ne- 
sqe w[j oi[ u[pokritai< (Mt. 6:16), as illustrations of the point in dis- 
pute.  In the modern Greek "as a prohibitive the aorist subj. is  
on the whole less commonly used than the pres. subj." (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 127). Mh< with the present imper. survives in a few  
instances, but the subj. in modern Greek does practically all the  
work of prohibiting. 
 (e) Aorist Subjunctive with ou] mh<.  It is merely the tense that calls 
for comment here, not the mode nor the negative. The present  
subj. was sometimes used with ou] mh< in the ancient Greek, but no  
examples occur in the N. T.  The aorist is very natural as the  
action is distinctly punctiliar.  Of the 100 examples of ou] mh< in  
the W. H. text, 86 are with the aorist subj., 14 are future inds.4 
Cf. ou] mh> ei]se<lqhte (Mt. 5:20); ou]ke<ti ou] mh> pi<w (Mk. 14:25). 
The other aspects of the subject will be discussed elsewhere  
(chapters on Modes and Particles). 
 (z) Aorist Optative.  It is more frequent than the present in  
the N. T. This is partly due to the relative frequency of mh>  
ge<noito (cf. Gal. 6:14) and the rarity of the optative itself.  The  
distinction of tense is preserved. Cf. mhdei>j fa<goi (ingressive, Mk. 
11:14); plhqunqei<h (effective, 1 Pet. 1:2); kateuqu<nai—pleona<sai 
kai> perisseu<sai (constative, 1 Th. 3:11 f.).  Cf. d&<h (2 Tim. 1:16, 
18).  Cf. 2 Tim. 4:16.  These are wishes.  The aorist occurs  
also with the potential opt. as in ti< a!n poih<saien, (Lu. 6:11).  Cf.  
Ac. 26:29.  In the N. T. certainly the optative usually refers to  
the future (relatively), though Gildersleeve5 is willing to admit 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 124.  2 Ib., p. 125 f.   3 Ib. 
 4 Ib., p. 190.   5 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 403. 
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that Homer uses the potential opt. with to a few times of the  
past. The opt. in indirect questions has to be noted. 
 (d) The Aorist Imperative.  In Homer the aorist imperative, 
as already stated, is not so common as the present, while in the  
N. T. it is remarkably frequent.1  This frequency of the imper.  
is characteristic of the koinh< generally,2 though in the end the  
subj. came to be used in positive commands like the Latin.3   
There is no complication in the positive command, like the ban  
put upon mh> poi<hson from the beginning of our knowledge of the  
Greek language.4  Hence in the positive imperative we are free  
to consider the significance of the aorist (and present) tense  
in the essential meaning. Here the distinction between the punc- 
tiliar (aorist) and the durative (present) is quite marked.5  In- 
deed Moulton (Prol., p. 129) holds that to get at "the essential  
character of aorist action, therefore, we must start with the other  
moods" than ind. It is easier, for the time element is absent. 
Cf. peribalou? to> i[ma<tio<n sou kai> a]kolou<qei moi (Ac. 12:8).  It is ex- 
actly the distinction between the aorist and imperf. ind. (cf. 
e]celqw>n h]kolou<qei in verse 9).  The constative aorist, peribalou?, is 
like the preceding, zw?sai kai> u[po<dhsai ta> sanda<lia< sou.  In Jo. 5:8 
note a$ron to>n kra<batto<n sou kai> peripa<tei (the ingressive aorist and 
the durative, 'walking,’ ‘went on walking’), and the same tense- 
distinction is preserved in verse 9,  h#re---kai> periepa<tei (cf. further 
5:11).  In u!page ni<yai (Jo. 9:7) the present u!page is exclamatory  
(cf. e@geire a#ron in 5:8).  Cf. Mk. 2:9, 11.  In the midst of the  
aorists in Jo. 2:5-8 (the effective poih<sate, gemi<sate, a]ntlh<sate nu?n)  
the present fe<rete stands out.  It is probably a polite conative  
offer to the master of the feast.  In the Lord's Prayer in Mt. (6:9- 
11) note a[giasqh<tw, genhqh<tw, do<j, a@fej and ei@selqe--por<seucai in 
6:6.  In opposition to do>j sh<meron in Matthew we have di<dou to>  
kaq ] h[me<ran in Lu. 11:3, a fine contrast between the punctiliar  
and the linear action.6  So t&? ai]tou?nti do<j (Mt. 5:42) and panti> 
ai]tou?nti di<dou (Lu. 6:30); xa<rhte e]n e]kei<n^ t ?̂ h[me<r% (Lu. 6:23) and.  
xai<rete (Mt. 5:12); a@rate tau?ta e]nteu?qen, mh> poiei?te (Jo. 2:16, a, 
very fine illustration).  In Ro. 6:13 a pointed distinction in.  
the tenses is drawn, mhde> parista<nete ta> me<lh u[mw?n o!pla a]diki<aj t ?̂ 
a[marti<%, a]lla> parasth<sate e[autou<j (one the habit of sin forbidden, 
the other the instant surrender to God enjoined).  Cf. also nu?n  
 
 1 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 244 f.; Apr., 1909, p. 235.  
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 451. 
 3 Ib., p. 449.    5 Thomson, The Gk. Tenses in the N. T., p. 29. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 173.   6 Moulton, Prol., p. 129. 
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parasth<sate in verse 19.  In Lu. 7:8, poreu<qhti — poreu<etai, poi<h- 
son—poiei?, the presents are also aoristic.  As with the ind. the  
aorist (constative) may be used with a durative word.  So mei<nate   
e]n t^? a]ga<p^ t ?̂ e]m^? (Jo. 15:9).  The action, durative in itself, is  
treated as punctiliar.  Cf. Mt. 26:38, mei<nate w$de kai> grhgorei?te 
met ] e]mou? (Mk. 14:34).  So with makroqumh<sate e!wj th?j parousi<aj 
tou? kuri<ou (Jas. 5:7); th>n paraqh<khn fu<lacon (1 Tim. 6:20.  Cf.  
2 Tim. 1:14; 1 Jo. 5:21);  tau?ta para<qou (2 Tim. 2:2); sunako- 
pa<qhson (2:3); spou<dason (2:15).  Cf. the aorists in Jas. 4:9. 
Most of them call for little comment.  Cf. Jo. 4:16, 35.  Ab- 
bott1 notes the avoidance of the aorist imper. of pisteu<w, possibly  
because mere belief (aorist) had come to be misunderstood. The  
pres. imper. presses the continuance of faith (cf. Jo. 14:11).  
The real force of the effective aorist is seen in lu<sate to>n nao>n tou?- 
ton (Jo. 2:19).  In Mk. 15:32, kataba<tw nu?n, the "perfective"  
force of the preposition is added. Moulton2 notes that 1 Peter  
shows a marked liking for the aorist (20 aorists to 5 presents in  
commands, H. Scott), while Paul's habit, as already noted, is just  
the opposite. Moulton3 has an interesting comment on the fact  
that "in seven instances only do the two evangelists [Mt. 5-7  
and Luke's corresponding passage] use different tenses, and in all  
of them the accompanying variation of phraseology accounts for  
the differences in a way which shows how delicately the distinc- 
tion of tenses was observed." There may be variations in the  
translation of the Aramaic original (if the Sermon on the Mount  
was spoken in Aramaic?), "but we see no trace of indifference to  
the force of the tenses."  In the imperative also different writers  
will prefer a different tense.  One writer is more fond of the aorist,  
another of the present. Note the impressive aorists, a@rate to>n  
li<qon, lu<sate au]to>n kai> a@fete au]to>n u[pa<gein (Jo. 11:39, 44).  Abbott4 
rightly calls the aorist here more authoritative and solemn than  
the present would have been.  The aorist here accords with the  
consciousness of Jesus (11:41, h@kousaj).  The aorist imper. oc- 
curs in prohibitions of the third person, like mh> gnw<tw (Mt. 6:3); 
mh> kataba<tw (24:17); mh> e]pistreya<tw (24:18).  This construction  
occurs in ancient Greek, as mhde< se kinhsa<tw tij, Soph. Ai. 1180. 
But mh< and the aorist subj. was preferred.  In the N. T. this is  
rarely found (1 Cor. 16:11; 2 Th. 2:3; 2 Cor. 11:16). 
 (e) The Aorist Infinitive.  In Homer the durative (present) idea  
is more common than the punctiliar (aorist) with the infini- 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 319 f.  3 Ib. 
 2 Prol., p. 174.   4 Joh. Gr., p. 318 f. 
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Live, as with the imperative.1  There is, of course, no time in the  
inf. except relative time in indirect discourse. The history of the  
inf. belongs elsewhere, but here we have only to do with the excel- 
lent illustration of punctiliar action afforded by the aorist inf.  
Radermacher, p. 123, finds the aorist and the pres. inf. together in  
the Carthaginian inscr. (Audollent, 238, 29, Hi/A.D.), mhde> tre<- 
xein mhde> peripatei?n mhde> nikh?sai mhde> e]celqei?n.  So in the papyri 
B.G.U., I, 183, 25.  The features of the tenses in the inf., once  
they are fully established, correspond closely to the use in the  
moods.2  As a matter of fact originally the inf., because of its  
substantival origin, was devoid of real tense-idea (Moulton, Prol.,  
p. 204), and it was only by analogy that tense-ideas were asso- 
ciated with the inf. But still the aorist inf. deserves a passing  
word.  Take Ac. 15:37 f., for instance,3 Barna<baj de> e]bou<leto sun- 
paralabei?n kai> to>n  ]I. to>n kal. Ma<rkon.  Here the constative aorist is 
perfectly natural for the proposed journey.  But see the outcome, 
Pau?loj de> h]ci<ou—mh> sunparalamba<nein tou?ton.  Paul was keenly 
conscious of the discomfort of Mark's previous desertion. He  
was not going to subject himself again to that continual peril 
(durative). Cf. also Mt. 14:22, h]na<gkase tou>j maqhta>j e]mbh?nai (con- 
stative aorist), kai> proa<gein au]to<n (durative, 'go on ahead of him').  
An interesting example occurs in Jo. 13:36 f., ou] du<nasai< moi nu?n 
a]kolouqh?sai (constative aorist most likely); dia> ti< ou] du<namai< soi 
a]kolouqei?n a@rti  (durative, 'keep on following,' is Peter's idea).4  
The aorist inf. is the predominant construction with du<namai, du- 
nato<j, qe<lw, keleu<w, etc.5  The distinction in tenses is well observed.  
For du<namai see further lamba<nein (Jo. 3:27) and labei?n (14:17);  
basta<zein (16:12) and basta<sai (Rev. 2:2); pisteu?sai, (Jo. 5:44)  
and pisteu<ein (12:39).6  Abbott notes also that poih?sai occurs in  
John with du<namai, only in Jo. 11:37, whereas i]dei?n, ei]selqei?n, gennh- 
qh?nai are natural (3:3 ff.).  So with qe<lw note labei?n (Jo. 6:21);  
pia<sai (7:44), but e]rwta?n (16:19).  In Mt. 5:17 f. katalu?sai and  
plhrw?sai are effective, but sigh?sai (Ac. 15:13) is ingressive, while  
ai]th?sai (Mt. 6 : 8) is constative.  Cf. Lu. 7:24 f.  The aorist inf.  
is rare with me<llw (a]pokalufqh?nai, Ro. 8:18; Gal. 3:23, though  
a]pokalu<ptesqai in 1 Pet. 5:1).  So e@melon a]poqanei?n (Rev. 3:2). 
Cf. Rev. 3:16; 12:4.  A good example of the constative aorist 
 
 1 idea Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., p. 244. In Sans. the inf. has no tenses at all. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 204. Cf. Gildersl., Synt., p. 133 f.; Goodwin, Moods  
and Tenses, p. 30. Plato, Theat., 155 C, a@neu tou? gi<gnesqai gene<sqai a]du<naton. 
 3 Moulton, ib., p. 130.   5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 196 f. 
 4 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 361.  6 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 360 f. 
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inf. occurs in Ro. 14:21.1  The aorist inf. is used with an aorist 
as the ind., ou]k h#lqon katalu?sai (Mt. 5:17), the subj., ei@pwmen pu?r 
katabh?nai (Lu. 9:54), the imper., a@fej qa<yai (Mt. 8:22).  But  
the aorist inf. is common also with durative tenses like e]zh<toun  
krath?sai (Mk. 12:12); ou]k h@qelen--e]pa?rai (Lu. 18:13).  There 
is apparently no instance in the N. T. of an aorist inf. used to  
represent an aorist ind. in indirect discourse.2  In Lu. 24:46, 
o!ti ou!twj ge<graptai paqei?n kai> a]nasth?nai e]k nekrw?n, we have the 
usual timeless aorist, the subject of ge<graptai.  So mh> i]dei?n (2:26).  
In Ac. 3:18 paqei?n is the object of prokath<ggeilen.  The aorist  
and pres. inf. with prepositions vary a good deal.  The aorist  
occurs with meta< (Mt. 26:32; Lu. 12:5, etc.), with pro< (Lu. 2:21;  
Jo. 1:48); pro<j (Mt. 6:1); ei]j (Ph. 1:23); and even with e]n  
sometimes (Lu. 2:27), but only once with dia<, (Mt. 24:12).  Cf.  
Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 49 f.  The following are Mr.  
H. Scott's figures for the Synoptics: 
 
                                 ARTICULAR INFINITIVE 
to<       tou?     dia> to<   ei]j to<   e]n t&?   meta> to<  pro> tou?   pro>j  to<     Total 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
P  A   P  A      P    A     P   A     P   A      P   A       P   A          P    A         P  A  Perf. 
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
2   4   9   22    12   1      1    6    31  8       --   6       --   3           2    5         57  55   4  
   6       31     13         7         39                                    7            116 
                       Perf. 4 
                          17 
There are more articular presents than aorists in N. T. 
 (f) The Aorist Participle.  The tenses got started with the parti- 
ciple sooner than with the inf. (cf. Sanskrit), but in neither  
is there time except indirectly. The Sanskrit had tenses in the  
participles. The aorist part. is not so frequent in Homer as is  
the present.3  But "the fondness of the Greeks for aorist parti- 
ciples in narrative is very remarkable."4 
 (a) Aktionsart. That is present here also. Thus we find the  
ingressive aorist, metamelhqei< (Mt. 27:3); fobhqei?sa (Mk. 5:33);  
a]gnoh<santej (Ac. 13:27); a]gaph<saj (2 Tim. 4:10).  The effective 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 197. 
 2 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 53.  
 3 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 244.  
 4 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gr., p. 213. 
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aorist appears in plhrw<santej (Ac. 12:25), the constative in sun- 
paralabo<ntej (ib.).  Further examples of the effective aorist are 
pei<santej tou>j o@xlouj kai> liqa<santej to>n Pau?lon (Ac. 14:19); dikaiw- 
qe<ntej (Ro. 5:1).  The constative is seen again in paradou<j (Mt.  
27:4); pisteu<santej (Jo. 7:39).  The aorist participle in itself is,  
of course, merely punctiliar action. 
 (b)   [O and the Aorist Participle.  The punctiliar force of the  
aorist part. is well illustrated in this idiom. It differs from the   
relative (o!j + verb) in being a more general expression. In Mt.  
23:20 f., o[ o]mo<saj o]mnu<ei, we have identical action, not ante- 
cedent.  The aorist is, strictly speaking, timeless (Burton, Moods  
and Tenses, p. 69).   [O o]mo<saj= 'the swearer,'  o[ labw<n= ‘the re- 
ceiver,' etc. Cf. Seymour, "On the Use of the Aorist Part. in  
Greek," Transactions of the Am. Philol. Ass., 1881, p. 89. In John  
the examples, however, are usually definite.1  Contrast o[ labw<n  
(Jo. 3:33) probably= 'the Baptist' with pa?j o[ a]kou<saj — maqw<n (6:  
45) and oi[ a]kou<antej, oi[ poih<santej (5:25, 29).  [O+ aorist part.  
may be used with any tense of the ind.  Thus o[ labw<n in Jo. 3:  
33 occurs with e]sfara<gisen, pa?j o[ a]kou<saj (6:45) with e@rxetai, 
oi[ poih<santej (5:29) with e]kporeu<sontai. Cf. Mt. 26:52, pa<ntej 
oi[ labo<ntej ma<xairan e]n maxai<r^ a]polou?ntai.  In simple truth the 
aorist in each instance is timeless. It is not necessary to take it 
as= future perf.2 in an example like o[ u[pomei<naj ei]j te<loj ou$toj 
swqh<setai (Mk. 13:13).  So Mt. 10:39.  Note the resumptive  
ou$toj.  Cf. o[ gnou<j—kai> mh> e[toima<saj h} poih<saj darh<setai (Lu. 12:  
47).  Cf. Jo. 7:39; 16:2; 20:29, in all of which examples the  
simple punctiliar action is alone presented in a timeless manner. 
But in Jo. 3:13, ou]dei>j a]nabe<bhken ei]j to>n ou]rano>n ei] mh> o[ e]k tou? ou]- 
ranou? kataba<j, the content suggests antecedent action.  Cf. also  
6:41, e]gw< ei]mi o[ a@rtoj o[ kataba<j3; to>n a]postei<lanta in Mt. 10:  
40; Jo. 5:15, o[ poih<saj; Heb. 10:29.  [O and the aorist part.  
is sometimes used of an act past with reference to the time  
of writing, though future with reference to the action of the  
principal verb.4  This classic idiom occurs in the N. T. also.  Cf. 
 ]Iou<daj o[  ]Iskariw<thj o[ kai> paradou>j au]to<n, (Mt. 10:4; cf. also 27:3);  
usually the phrase is o[ paradidou<j (26:25; Jo. 18:2, 5).  So in  
Ac. 1:16 both genome<nou and sullabou?sin are future to proei?pe.  
In Col. 1:8 o[ kai> dhlw<saj is future to e]ma<qete.  So Jo. 11:2 (cf.  
12:3) h#n de> Maria>m h[ a]le<yasa to>n ku<rion mu<r& kai> e]kma<casa tou>j 
  
 1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 363. 
 2 As Abbott does, Joh. Gr., p. 362.   3 Ib., p. 364 f. 
 4 Goodwin, Gk. Moods and Tenses, p. 52 f.; Humphreys, Cl. Rev., Feb., '91. 
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po<daj au]tou?.  Cf. Ac. 7:35 tou? o]fqe<ntoj, 9:21 o[ porqh<saj. This 
development, though apparently complex, is clue to the very  
indefiniteness (and timelessness) of the aorist participle and the  
adjectival force of the attributive participle. 
 (g) Antecedent Action.  This is the usual idiom with the cir- 
cumstantial participle.  This is indeed the most common use of  
the aorist participle.  But it must not be forgotten that the aorist  
part. does not in itself mean antecedent action, either relative or  
absolute.1  That is suggested by the context, the natural sequence  
of events.  As examples of the antecedent aorist part. (ante- 
cedent from context, not per se) take nhsteu<saj—e]pei<nasen, (Mt. 
4:2); i]dw>n—metamelhqei>j e@streyen, (27:3); r[i<yaj — a]nexw<rhsen, 
a]pelqw>n a]ph<gcato (27:5).  These so-called antecedent aorists do  
not have to precede the principal verb in position in the sen- 
tence. Thus h@geiren au]th>n krath<saj th?j xeiro<j (Mk. 1:31), eu]xa- 
ristou?men—a]kou<santej (Col. 1:3, 4), me<llei kri<nein—parasxw<n (Ac. 
17:31), e]ka<qisen—geno<menoj (Heb. 1:3).  This idiom is very  
common in the N. T. as in the older Greek.2  Indeed, one par- 
ticiple may precede and one may follow the verb as in Lu. 4:35, 
r[i<yan—e]ch?lqen—bla<yan.  In Heb. 6:10 the aorist is distin- 
guished from the present, e]nedei<casqe—diakonh<santej toi?j a[gi<oij kai>  
diakonou?ntej.  In Ro. 5:16, di] e[no<j a[marth<santoj, there is a refer- 
ence to Adam (verse 14).  The principal verb may itself be 
future as in a@raj--poih<sw (1 Cor. 6:15).  In Lu. 23:19 h#n  
blhqei<j is punctiliar periphrastic (aorist passive), h#n being aoristic 
also.  Moulton (Prol., p. 249) cites h#n a]kou<sasa from Pelagia  
(inscr. 18). Cf. h#san geno<menoi in Thuc. 4, 54, 3, and ei#h fanei<j in  
Herod. 3:27.  See Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 125. 
 (d) But Simultaneous Action is Common also.  It is so with the 
circumstantial participle as with the supplementary.  Here again  
it is a matter of suggestion.  It is simple enough with the supple- 
mentary participle as in e@laqon ceni<santej (Heb. 13:2), though rare,  
the present suiting better (cf. Mt. 17:25).  The usual idiom is  
seen in e]pau<sato lalw?n (Lu. 5:4).  Indeed this simultaneous action  
is in exact harmony with the punctiliar meaning of the aorist  
tense. It is a very common idiom (chiefly circumstantial) in the  
N. T.3 as in the older Greek.4  So pe<myaj—ei#pen (Mt. 2:8); 
a]pokriqei>j ei#pen (22:1); h!marton paradou>j ai$ma di<kaion (27:4); 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 197; Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 70;  
Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 160. 
 2 W.-M., p. 433. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 131.  4 Goodwin, Gk. Moods and Tenses, p. 49 f. 
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te kalw?j e]poi<hsaj parageno<menoj (Ac. 10:33); xrhsa<menoj e]pe<streyen, 
(27:3).  Cf. Ac. 1:24; Ro. 4:20; Heb. 2:10.  It is needless  
to press the point except to observe that the order of the part. is  
immaterial. Note Ac. 10:33 above.  So in sw?son kataba<j (Mk.  
15:30); h#lqan speu<santej (Lu. 2:16.  Cf. sw?son kataba<j, Lu. 
19:5); e]martu<rhsen dou>j to> pneu?ma (Ac. 15:8); die<krinen kaqari<saj  
(15:9); e]poi<hsan a]postei<lantej (11:30); e]gkate<leipen a]gaph<saj (2  
Tim. 4:10); e]la<bete pisteu<santej (Ac. 19:2).  This construction 
of the part. after the verb is very common in the N. T.  The  
coincident use of the aorist tense occurs also with the imper- 
fect, as e]kpeplh<rwken—a]nasth<saj (Ac. 7:26), e]]pibalw>n e@kaien (Mk. 
14:72); the present, as a]pokriqei>j le<gei (Mk. 8:29); the per- 
fect, as sunh<llassen—ei]pw<n (Ac. 13:33); and the future,  
as kalw?j poih<seij prope<myaj (3 Jo. 6).1  In many examples only  
exegesis can determine whether antecedent or coincident action  
is intended, as in Heb. 9:12 ei]sh?lqen—eu[ra<menoj (Moulton, Prol., 
p. 132). So Moulton (ib., p. 131) notes ei]pou?sa a for antecedent and  
ei@pasa (BC*) for coincident action in Jo. 11:28.  The coincident  
aorist part. is common enough in the ancient Greek (Gilder- 
sleeve, Syntax, p. 141). The papyri show it also. Cf. eu] poih<- 
seij dou<j, F.P. 121 (iii A.D.), a constant formula in the papyri  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 131). Moulton (ib.) illustrates the obscure 
e]pibalw<n in Mk. 14:72 by e]pibalw>n sune<xwsen Tb.P. 50 (B.C.), 
'he set to and dammed up.' If it is coincident in Mark, it is so  
"with the first point of the linear e@klaien." 
 (e)  Subsequent Action not Expressed by the Aorist Participle. 
Some writers have held this as possible, though no satisfactory  
examples have been adduced. Gildersleeve2 denies that Stahl suc- 
ceeds in his implication.  "Coincidence or adverbiality will explain  
the tense."  Burton3 likewise admits that no certain instance of  
an aorist part. used to express subsequent action has been found.  
He claims the idiom in the N. T. to be due to "Aramaic influence."  
But we can no longer call in the Aramaic or Hebrew, alas, unless  
the Greek itself will not square with itself. The instances cited by  
Burton are all in Acts (16:23; 22:24; 23:35; 24:23; 25:13).  
"In all these cases it is scarcely possible to doubt that the par- 
ticiple (which is without the article and follows the verb) is  
equivalent to kai< with a co-ordinate verb and refers to an action 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 65. Cf. Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, 
p. 50. 
 2 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 408. 
 3 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 66. 
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subsequent in fact and in thought to that of the verb which it  
follows."1  This view is held by Prof. Sir W. M. Ramsay2 to  
apply to Ac. 16:6, and is in fact essential to his interpretation  
of that passage.  Rackham3 adds Ac. 12:25 and regards these  
examples as "decisive."  Another instance urged is Ac. 21:14.  
But are they "decisive" after all? Gildersleeve4 is still uncon- 
vinced. Blass5 bluntly says that such a notion "is not Greek"  
and even refuses to follow the uncials in Ac. 25:13 in read- 
ing a]spasa<menoi rather than a]spaso<menoi.  Moulton6 refuses to 
follow Rackham in his interpretation of Ac. 12:25:  "But to  
take sunparalabo<ntej in this way involves an unblushing aorist  
of subsequent action, and this I must maintain has not yet  
been paralleled in the N. T. or outside." And, once more,  
Schmiedel7 comments on Ac. 16:6:  "It has to be maintained  
that the participle must contain, if not something antecedent to  
‘they went’ (dih?lqon), at least something synchronous with it, in  
no case a thing subsequent to it, if all the rules of grammar and  
all sure understanding of language are not to be given up." The  
matter might safely be left in the hands of these three great  
grammarians. But an appeal to the examples will be interesting. 
As to Ac. 12:25, u[pe<streyan—plhrw<santej th>n diakoni<an, sunpara- 
labo<ntej  ]Iwa<nhn, there is no problem at all unless ei]j be read rather  
than e]c or a]po<.  It is true that xBL read ei]j, but that reading is  
contradicted by the context. In 11:30 it is plain that Barnabas  
and Saul were sent from Antioch to Jerusalem, and in 13:3, 5,  
they are in Antioch with John Mark. The great uncials are not  
always correct, but if they are right in reading ei]j, the text has  
been otherwise tampered with. Even granting the genuineness  
of ei]j and the "subsequent" aorist, we are absolutely in the dark  
as to the sense of the passage. With ei]j the coincident aorist is  
good Greek, but still leaves us in the dark. With e]c or a]po< there  
is no problem at all, plhrw<santej being antecedent, and sunpara- 
labo<ntej coincident.  In 16:6, dih?lqon de> th>n Frugi<an kai> Galatikh>n 
 
 1 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 66. 
 2 St. Paul the Traveller, p. 212. Cf. discussion in The Expositor in 1894  
and The Exp. Times, Aug., 1894. In The Exp. Times (1913) Ramsay has  
sought another interpretation of the passage without the notion of "subse- 
quent" action. 
 3 Comm. on Acts, p. 183 f. 
 4 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 408. Cf. also his Pindar Pyth., IV, 189. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 197 f. 
 6 Prol., p. 133. 
 7 Encyc. Bibl., II, p. 1599. 
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xw<ran, kwluqe<ntej u[po> tou? a[gi<ou pneu<matoj lalh?sai to>n lo<gon e]n t^?  
]Asi<%, the participle is naturally antecedent (or coincident).  Paul  
was headed west for Asia, but, being forestalled by the Spirit, he  
turned farther north through "the Phrygian and Galatic region."  
Later he tried to push on into Bithynia, but the Spirit again  
interposed and he deflected northwest to Troas (16:7 f.). One  
is not entitled to make kwluqe<ntej= kai>  e]kwlu<qhsan because of the 
exigencies of a theory that demands that "the Phrygian and  
Galatic region" be Lycaonia (southern part of the Roman prov- 
ince of Galatia), which had already been traversed (16:1 f.).  
Besides, the narrative in 16:6 seems to be not resumptive, but  
a new statement of progress.  Whatever the fate of the much  
discussed "South Galatian" theory, the point of grammar here  
is very clear.  Another so-called instance is in 16:23, e@balon ei]j  
fulakh<n, paraggei<lantej t& ? desmwfu<laki. This is so obviously a 
case of coincident action that it would never have been adduced  
but for need of examples to support a theory elsewhere.  Cer- 
tainly "in 17:26 o[ri<saj is not 'later' than the e]poi<hsen in time  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 133).  Still worse is the instance in 21:14, 
mh> peiqome<nou de> au]tou? h[ruxa<samen ei]po<ntej :  Tou? kuri<ou to> qe<lhma  
gine<sqw.  The participle is here necessarily antecedent or coincident 
(this last remark of acquiescence). So in 22:24, e]ke<leusen—ei@paj,  
the participle is coincident like the common a]pokriqei>>j ei#pen.  Cf. 
le<gwn in Heb. 2:11 f.; Ac. 7:35.  Precisely the same thing is true  
of e@fh — keleu<saj in 23:35.  In 24:23, a]neba<leto is expanded 
by three coincident aorist participles, ei]dw<j — ei@paj--diataca<menoj.  
There remains 25:13, kath<nthsan ei]j Kaisari<an a]spasa<menoi to>n 
Fh?ston.  Here Blass, as already noted, accepts the future a]spaso<- 
menoi, but the aorist is probably correct. But even so, if one  
simply notes the "perfective" force of the preposition in kath<nth-  
san, ‘went down,’ he will have no difficulty at all with the coinci- 
dent action of the aorist part. Kath<nthsan is the effective aorist  
and accents the end (reinforced by kat--).  They came down sa- 
luting' (‘by way of salutation’).  The salutation took place, of  
course, when they were "down" (kat—).  Findlay (in loco) con- 
nects a]sp. with the initial act of kath<nthsan.  Thus vanish into air  
the examples of "subsequent" action with the aorist part. in the  
N. T., and the construction is not found elsewhere. Moulton  
(Prol., p. 132) cites from the papyri, e]c w$n dw<seij S. –lutrw<sasa<  
mou ta> i[ma<tia dr. e[kato<n O.P. 530 (ii/A.D.), a clear case of coincident  
action.  The redemption of the clothes is obtained by paying the  
hundred drachma. 
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 (z) Aorist Participle in Indirect Discourse (Complementary Par- 
ticiple).  It is a rare construction on the whole,1 though more  
frequent with o[ra<w than with a]kou<w.2  This aorist part. is ab- 
solutely timeless, not even relatively past. It is another in- 
stance of the coincident aorist part. So o!sa h]kou<samen geno<mena  
(Lu. 4:23), e]qew<roun to>n Satana?n w[j a]straph>n e]k tou? ou]ranou?  
peso<nta (10:18).  In peso<nta we have the constative aorist.3  Contrast  
the perfect in Rev. 9:1, ei#don a]ste<ra e]k tou? ou]ranou? peptwko<ta ei]j  
th>n gh?n, and the present in Rev. 7:2, ei#don a@llon a]nabai<nonta 
(linear), and ei@dame<n tina e]n t& ? o]no<mati< sou e]kba<llonta daimo<nia (Lu. 
9:49).  Cf. ei#den a@ndra--ei]selqo<nta kai> e]piqe<nta (Ac. 9:12.  So in 
10:3; 26:13); h]kou<samen—e]nexqei?san (2 Pet. 1:18). 
 2. PUNCTILIAR (AORISTIC) PRESENT (o[ e]nestw>j xro<noj). The 
present tense is named entirely from point of time which only  
applies to the indicative. But a greater difficulty is due to the  
absence of distinction in the tense between punctiliar and linear  
action. This defect is chiefly found in the indicative, since in the  
subj., opt., imper., inf. and part., as already shown, the aorist is  
always punctiliar and the so-called present practically always lin- 
ear, unless the Aktionsart of the verb itself is strongly punctiliar.  
Cf. discussion of the imper. But in the ind. present the sharp  
line drawn between the imperf. and aorist ind. (past time) does  
not exist. There is nothing left to do but to divide the so-called  
Pres. Ind. into Aoristic Present and Durative Present (or Punc- 
tiliar Present and Linear Present). The one Greek form covers  
both ideas in the ind.4  The present was only gradually developed  
as a distinct tense (cf. the confusion about e@-fh-n, whether aorist  
or imperf.). The present is formed on punctiliar as well as linear  
roots. It is not wise therefore to define the pres. ind. as denoting  
"action in progress" like the imperf. as Burton5 does, for he has  
to take it back on p. 9 in the discussion of the "Aoristic Present,"  
which he calls a "distinct departure from the prevailing use of  
the present tense to denote action in progress." In sooth, it is  
no "departure" at all. The idiom is as old as the tense itself  
and is due to the failure in the development of separate tenses  
for punctiliar and linear action in the ind. of present time. 
"The forms ei]mi<, ei#mi, fhmi<, a@gw, gra<fw, etc., in which the stem  
has the form generally found only in aorists (§ 11, § 31) may be 
 
 1 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 408. 
 2 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 51.  3 Moulton, Prol., p. 134. 
 4 Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 120 f.; Sayce, Intr. to the Science of L., vol. II,  
p. 152 f.      5 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 6. 
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regarded as surviving instances of the 'Present Aorist,' i.e. of a  
present not conveying the notion of progress. We may com- 
pare the English use of I am, I go (now archaic in the sense of  
I am going), I say, (says she), etc."1  Hear Monro again: "The  
present is not a space of time, but a point," and, I may add,  
yields itself naturally to aoristic (punctiliar) action.  Some pres- 
ents are also "perfective" in sense like h!kw.  The so-called "pres- 
ent" tense may be used, therefore, to express an action simply  
(punctiliar), a process (durative or linear), a state (perfective or  
perfect).2  Some of the root-presents (like fh-mi<) are aoristic.  
The perfect came originally out of the root-meaning also (cf. 
h!kw, oi#da) and grew out of the present as a sort of intensive 
present.3  The notion of state in nikw?, kratw?, h[ttw?mai is really 
that of the perfect. So the momentary action in bh (e@-bh-n) be- 
comes linear in the iterative (bi-ba<-w, 'patter, patter.'  Moulton4  
clearly recognises that "the punctiliar force is obvious in certain  
presents."  The original present was probably therefore aoristic,  
or at least some roots were used either as punctiliar or linear,  
and the distinctively durative notions grew up around specially  
formed stems and so were applied to the form with most verbs,  
though never with all. In the modern Greek we find "the crea- 
tion of a separate aorist present (pa<gw)," while pagai<nw is linear.  
So pagai<nw is 'I keep going,' while pa<gw is 'I go' (single act).  
Cf. Thumb, Handb., p. 119. "As a rule the present combines  
cursive (durative, continuous, etc.) and aorist action" (ib., p. 120).  
The aoristic present= undefined action in the present, as aoristic  
past (ind.) =undefined action in the past. In the case of a@gw we  
see a root used occasionally for punctiliar, linear and even per- 
fected action. There are, besides the naturally aoristic roots,  
three special uses of the aoristic present (the universal present,  
the historical present, the futuristic present).5 
 (a) The Specific Present.  Gildersleeve6 thus describes this sim- 
plest form of the aoristic present in contrast with the universal  
present. It is not an entirely happy description, nor is "ef- 
fective present," suggested by Jannaris,7 since there may be in- 
gressive and constative uses also. The common ei]mi< (Jo. 10:11)  
is often aoristic.  A fine example of the constative aorist pres- 
ent occurs in Lu. 7:8, poreu<qhti, kai> poreu<etai—e@rxou, kai> e@rxetai-- 
poi<hson, kai> poiei?. Cf. e]coriki<zw se (Mt. 26:63); o[rw? (Ac. 8:23); 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 45. 2 Giles, Man., p. 484.  3 Ib., p. 491 f. 
 4 Prol., p. 119 f.   5 Giles, Man., p. 485. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 120. 
 6 Synt. of Cl. Gk., p. 81,  7 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 433, 
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a@rti ble<pw (Jo. 9:25).  The frequent e]gw> de> le<gw (Mt. 5:22, 28,  
etc.) is example of the specific aoristic present (constative).  So  
a]lhqw?j le<gw (Lu. 12:44).  Cf. soi> le<gw (Mk. 5:41);  fhsi<n (Mt. 
14:8); ou] lamba<nw—a]lla> le<gw (Jo. 5:34), etc.  In Mk. 2:5  
a]fi<entai is effective aorist present as in i]a?tai. (Ac. 9:34).  Cf. 
o!soi ou]k e@xousin, oi!tinej ou]k e@gnwsan (Rev. 2:24); po<qen h#lqon and 
po<qen e@rxomai (Jo. 8:14); e@xei--h#lqen (Jo. 16:21).  Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 247) notes how in Mt. 6:2, 5, 16, a]pe<xousi, the combination of  
the aoristic pres. and the perfective use of a]po< makes it very  
vivid.  "The hypocrites have as it were their money down, as soon  
as their trumpet has sounded."  The "perfective" a]pe<xw (Mk.  
14:41) is copiously illustrated in the papyri and ostraca (Deiss- 
mann, Light, etc., p. 111). 
 (b) The Gnomic Present. This is the aorist present that is time- 
less in reality, true of all time. It is really a gnomic present  
(cf. the Gnomic Aorist) and differs very little from the "Specific  
Present." In Mt. 23:2 e]ka<qisan is gnomic, and in verse 3 we  
have the aoristic presents (gnomic also), le<gousin ga>r kai> ou] poiou?sin.  
Note Jo. 9:8.  Cf. also w[j le<gousin (Rev. 2:24).  Good instances  
are found in 1 Cor. 15:42 ff., spei<retai.  So w!sper oi[ u[pokritai> 
poiou?si (Mt. 6:2).  Abbott1 has great difficulty with e]k th?j Gali- 
lai<aj profh<thj ou]k e]gei<retai (Jo. 7:52).  It is this gnomic present.  
It is not true, to be sure, but this was not the only error of the  
Sanhedrin. Cf. Mt. 7:8. 
 (c) The Historical Present. This vivid idiom is popular in all  
languages,2 particularly in the vernacular. "We have only to  
overhear a servant girl's 'so she says to me' if we desiderate  
proof that the usage is at home among us."3  Cf. Uncle Remus.  
Curiously the historic present is absent in Homer.4  But Gilder- 
sleeve5 applauds Stahl for agreeing with his position "that it  
was tabooed as vulgar by the epos and the higher lyric" (A. J. P.,  
xxiii, 245). It is absent from Pindar and the Nibelungenlied.  
Gildersleeve6 also observes that it is much more frequent in Greek  
than in English and is a survival of "the original stock of our  
languages." "It antedates the differentiation into imperfect  
and aorist." The "Annalistic or Note-Book Present" (like gi<g- 
nontai pai?dej du<o) is practically the same use of the aorist present.  
Moulto7 excludes genna?tai in Mt. 2:4, for that is more like the 
 
 1 Joh. Gr.,358.     5 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 393. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 434.   6 Syntax of Cl. Gk., p. 86. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 120 f.   7 Prol., p. 120. 
 4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 47. 
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futuristic (prophetic) use of the present. Brugmann1 divides the 
hist. pres. into "dramatic" and "registering" or annalistic pres- 
ents (cf. Gildersleeve). This vivid idiom is preserved in the 
modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 120). It is common enough 
in the LXX, since Thackeray (Gr., p. xx) notes 151 examples in 
1 Samuel, though it is rare in 2 Samuel and 2 Kings ("absent," 
Thackeray, Gr., p. 24). But Hawkins (Horae Synopticae, p. 213) 
finds it 32 times in 2 Samuel and twice in 2 Kings. Haw- 
kins (ib.) finds the hist. pres. in the LXX 337 times. Josephus 
uses it also. The N. T. examples are thus "dramatic." The 
hist. pres. is not always aoristic. It may be durative like the 
imperfect.2  This point has to be watched. Blass3 considers that  
the historical present "habitually takes an aoristic meaning," but 
room has to be left for the durative meaning also. It is common 
in the Attic orators and in the N. T., except in Luke where it is 
rare.4  Luke's Gospel has it only 9 times (possibly 11) and the 
Acts 13 times.  Hawkins, from whose Horae Synopticae (2d ed., 
pp. 143 ff.) these figures are taken, finds 93 historic presents in 
Matthew (15 of them in Parables), but 162 in John and 151 in 
Mark.  It is rare in the rest of the N. T.  It is most frequent 
in Mark, John, Matthew and in this order. Mark indeed uses 
it as often as 1 Samuel, though a much shorter book.  John's 
Gospel is much longer than Mark's, but when the discourses  
and dialogues are eliminated, the difference between John and 
Mark is not great.5  Moulton6 adds that the idiom is common 
in the papyri.  Cf. Par. P. 51 (ii/B.C.) a]nu<gw—o[rw?—kla<gw — 
e]poreuo<mhn—kai> e@rxomai--e@legon, etc.  Moulton illustrates le<gei 
]Ihsou? in the Oxyrhynchus Logia by Kai?sar le<gei, Syll. 376.  See 
also a]fh<rpasen kai> bou<letai, P. Oxy. 37 (A.D. 49).  Luke's mani- 
fest reluctance to use it (changing Mark's historical presents 
except in 8:49) is due to the fact that in Luke's time the con- 
struction was regarded as "too familiar for his liking." He is 
the scientific historian, while Mark and John are the dramatists. 
Different writers would feel differently about it. "Josephus 
would use the tense as an imitator of the classics, Mark as a man  
of the people who heard it in daily use around him; while Luke  
 
 1 Gk. Gr., p. 484 f. The hist. present demands merely that the reader  
take his stand with the writer in the midst of the moving panorama. Del- 
bruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 261. 
 2 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 11. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 188. 4 Ib. 
 5 Hawkins, Horae Synopticae, p. 143 f.  6 Prol., p. 121. 
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would have Greek education enough to know that it was not  
common in the cultured speech of his time, but not enough to  
recall the encouragement of classical writers whom he probably  
never read and would not have imitated if he had read them."1  
But what about John?  Jannaris2 remarks that the idiom was  
common in the late Greek as in the early. The personal equation  
may have to explain the variations in the Gospels. Blass3 un- 
dertakes to give a philosophy of the matter on the theory that  
the "circumstances," "incidentals" and "final results" are ex- 
pressed in the past tenses of the ind., while the "principal actions"  
are found in the historical present. He cites Jo. 1:29-42 in il- 
lustration (ble<pei—le<gei—e[maru<rhsen—i[sth<kei—le<gei—h@kou- 
san—le<gei—ei#pan—le<gei—h#lqan kai> ei#dan –h#n –h#n –eu[ri<skei— 
le<gei—h@gagen--ei#pen).  One doubts if the phenomena can be  
brought under any rule. Matthew and Luke use i]dou<, to enliven  
the narrative, while Mark and John avoid it.4  Mark has a habit  
of using kai< before the historical present, while John often employs  
asyndeton.5  But there is no doubt of the vividness of the narra- 
tive in Mark and John which is largely due to the historical  
presents. Modern literary English abhors this idiom, but it  
ought to be preserved in translating the Gospels in order to give  
the same element of vividness to the narrative. The historical  
present may begin6 a paragraph (often so), occur in the midst of  
aorists and imperfects, or alternate with aorists. In Mt. 3:1  
paragi<netai ]Iwa<nhj is preceded by a note of past time. In Mk.  
5:15 e@rxontai kai> qewrou?sin occur between aorists.  In Mk. 4:37  
the realistic gi<netai lai?lay is followed by the imperfect. As  
specimens of this present in parables see Mt. 13:44.  Sometimes  
the MSS. vary as between fai<netai and e]fa<nh (Mt. 2:13).  The 
variation in parables may be partly due to obscuration of the  
gnomic nature of the narrative. In such a wealth of material for  
illustration it is hard to select, but note John 20.  In verse 1 f.  
note e@rxetai--ble<pei--tre<xei--e@rxetai, all indicating the excite- 
ment of Mary.  Then the narrative goes on with aorists and im- 
perfects till Peter and John draw near the tomb, when we have 
ble<pei—e@rxetai--qew<rei (5-7) with two parenthetic aorists inter- 
jected (ou]k ei]sh?lqen, ei]sh?lqen).  In verse 8 the narrative is resumed 
by aorists. In verse 12 again qewrei? shows the surprise of Mary  
at seeing the angels (le<gousin—le<gei, verse 13), as in verse 14 
 
 1 Prol., p. 12k    4 Hawkins, Hor. Synop., p. 144. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 434.   5 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 350. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 18.S.  6 W.-Th., p. 267. 
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the present is used when she sees Jesus. Historical presents run  
through the dialogue with Jesus (15-18).  Then the resumptive  
tau?ta ei#pen.  That is enough to say on the subject. 
 (d) The Futuristic Present.  This futuris)ic present is gener- 
ally punctiliar or aoristic.1  The construction certainly had its  
origin in the punctiliar roots,2 but some of the N. T. examples  
(cf. English "I am going," as well as "I go") are durative, as  
Moulton3 shows. Thus in 1 Cor. 16:5 die<rxomai, (in contrast  
with die<lqw) means 'I am going through' (Macedonia).  Gi<nomai  
leans to the aoristic4 and so gi<netai (Mt. 26:2) may be punc- 
tiliar. "In au@rion a]poqnh<skomen (1 Cor. 15:32) we have a verb  
in which the perfective prefix has neutralized the inceptive force  
of the suffix –i<skw:  it is only the obsoleteness of the simplex  
which allows it ever to borrow a durative action."5  The aoris- 
tic origin of many present-stems has already been shown (and  
some perfectives like h!kw.  Thus all three kinds of action are  
found in the present (punctiliar, durative, perfect). All three  
kinds of time are also found in the present ind. (historical pres- 
ent= past, futuristic present= future, the common use for present  
time).  Some of these "momentary presents" are always future.  
So ei#mi in old Greek prose,6 but Homer uses ei#mi also as a pres- 
ent.7  The N. T. uses e@rxomai and poreu<omai in this futuristic sense  
(Jo. 14:2 f.), not ei#mi.  Indeed "the future of Greek was origi- 
nally a present" (Jebb in Vincent and Dickson's Handbook, p.  
323).  That is too strong, for the future ind. often comes from  
the aorist subj. In the N. T. such so-called futures as pi<esai and  
fa<gesai, (Lu. 17:8) are really old aorist subjs. Cf. Mt. 24:40 f.  
The futuristic pres. occurs in the inscriptions and papyri, as in  
Petersen-Luschan, p. 160, N. 190, a}n de< tij a]dikh<s^, u[po<keitai.  See  
a}m mh> pau<setai, e@rxetai, B. M. II, 417 (iv/A.D.), a]nti<grayon ka]gw> 
a]nabai<nw, 0. P. 1157, 25 f. (A.D./iii), gra<yon moi kai> pe<mpw au]t&? 
e]piqh<khn, 0. P. 1158, 23 f. (A.D./iii).  Cf. Radermacher, N. T. Gr.,  
p. 124. In South Italian Greek the futuristic present is the only  
means of expressing the future incl.8 The other use of the futur- 
istic present is the dramatic or prophetic.9  "This present — a  
sort of counterpart to the historic present — is very frequent in 
 
 1 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 309; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 484. 
 2 Giles, Man., p. 485.  3 Prol., p. 120. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 189.  
 4 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 393. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 120.  6 Gildersl., Synt., p. 84. 
 7 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 10. 
 8 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 434. 9 Giles, Man., p. 485. 
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the predictions of the N. T."1  It is not merely prophecy, but  
certainty of expectation that is involved. As examples note Mt. 
17:11  ]Hlei<aj e@rxetai kai> a]pokatasth<sei pa<nta, 24:43 poi<% fulak ?̂ 
o[ kle<pthj e@rxetai,  26:2 gi<netai kai> --paradi<dotai, 26:18 poiw? to> 
pa<sxa, 27:63 e]gei<romai Lu. 3:9 e]kko<ptetai kai> ba<lletai, 19:8  
di<dwmi kai> a]podi<dwmi, Jo. 4:35 o[ qerismo>j e@rxetai, 8:14 pou? u[pa<gw, 
8:21 u[pa<gw kai> zhth<sete, 10:15 th>n yuxh<n mou ti<qhmi, 12:26 o!pou 
ei]mi> e]gw< 20:17 a]nabai<nw, 21:23 ou]k a]poqnh<skei, 1 Cor. 15:26 
katargei?tai.  In Jo. 10:15 ff. ti<qhmi really covers the whole of 
Christ's life viewed as a unit (constative aorist).2  In Mk. 9: 
31 we have paradi<dotai, in Mt. 17:22 me<llei paradi<dosqai.  This 
use of me<llw and inf. is a sort of half-way station between the  
futuristic present and the punctiliar future. Cf. Jannaris, Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 443. The futuristic pres. startles and arrests atten- 
tion. It affirms and not merely predicts. It gives a sense of  
certainty.  Cf. in Mt. 18:12, a]fh<sei kai> poreuqei>j zhtei? together,  
and feu<gei (Rev. 9:6). 
 3. THE PUNCTILIAR (AORISTIC) FUTURE (o[ me<llwn xro<noj). 
 (a) Punctiliar or Durative.  The future is a "mixed tense"  
both in origin and meaning.3 The mixed origin was discussed  
in ch. VIII, (g). It was a late tense, little used in the early  
Vedic Sanskrit, and as a distinct form gradually disappeared  
from the modern Greek, where the periphrastic forms like qa> lu<w 
(lu<sw) alone occur.  But the modern Greek has developed thus two  
futures, qa> lu<sw punctiliar, qa> lu<w durative (Thumb, Handb., pp.  
116, 125).  The Germanic languages (cf. English shall and will)  
have only the periphrastic future. For the history of the future  
ind. see Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 552 ff.  In Sanskrit the fut.  
had no modes, i.e. it was confined practically to the ind. (Whit- 
ney, Sans. Gr., p. 201). The oldest roots are derived either  
from punctiliar presents (ind.) or aorist (punctiliar) subjunctives.4  
Cf. pi<omai, bh<somai.  Gradually the future was formed on dura- 
tive roots also.  Thus menw? ‘I shall remain.’  Some verbs formed  
two futures,5 one punctiliar, like sxh<sw from e@sxon= ‘I shall ob- 
tain,' the other durative, like e!cw ‘I shall have.’  The koinh< has  
dropped sxh<sw, as it has "generally got rid of alternative forms."'  
So also qre<comai (tre<xw) was durative and dramou?mai (e@dramon)  
punctiliar,7 though both are absent in the N. T. It is probable 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 189.  5 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 480. 
 2 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 352.  6 Moulton, Prol., p. 150. 
 3 Brug., Griech Gr., p. 479.  7 Thompson, Synt., p. 219.  
 4 Giles, Man., p. 447. 
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that in the future passive we have with most verbs a purely  
punctiliar future formed on the aorist stem. The middle future  
was usually durative, the future passive punctiliar.1  Very few of  
the list of examples given by Jannaris can be illustrated in the  
N. T. owing to the disappearance of the future middle before the  
future passive. In 1 Pet. 4:18 fanei?tai (LXX, Prov. 11:31) is  
durative and certainly fanh<setai (Mt. 24:30) is punctiliar.  So in  
Lu. 16:31 peisqh<sontai is punctilian, (effective), but pei<somai does 
not occur in the N. T.  So kth<sesqe ta>j yuxa>j u[mw?n (Lu. 21:19) 
seems to be durative, though no fut. passive of this verb appears  
in the N. T. So also sunaxqh<sontai (Mt. 24:28) is punctiliar (effec- 
tive).  But the very disappearance of the future middle (as with  
the Attic fobh<somai) threw the burden of the durative future2 on  
the future passive.  So fobhqh<somai in Heb. 13:6 is durative.  Cf.  
the durative a]rkesqhso<meqa (1 Tim. 6:8).  So also a]lla> kai> xarh<- 
somai (Ph. 1:18) is durative.  Cf. also Jo. 16:20, 22, though  
xarh<sontai in Lu. 1:14 is ingressive punctiliar, as plhsqh<setai  
(1:15) is effective punctiliar.  But in Jo. 16:20 both luphqh<sesqe  
and genh<setai seem ingressive.  In Heb. 9:28 o]fqh<setai (cf. Ac.  
26:16) is ingressive, but o@yomai may be either durative (Mt. 5:  
8; Jo. 1:50; 19:37; Rev. 22:4) or punctiliar (Jo. 1:39; Heb.  
12:14, etc.).  An excellent example of the effective future is  
found in o[ u[pomei<naj ei]j te<loj swqh<setai (Mt. 10:22).  So the same  
form in the future may be either punctiliar or durative, as  
proa<cw u[ma?j (Mk. 14:28) is durative, while a@cei is punctiliar (ef- 
fective= 'bring').3  Pei<somen, is punctiliar (effective) in Mt. 28:14  
and durative in 1 Jo. 3:19.  So gnw<somai is punctiliar or dura- 
tive (Rev. 2:23).  As punctiliar this verb may be either ingres- 
sive (1 Cor. 14:7, 9), effective (1 Cor. 4:19) or merely constative  
(Jo. 8:28, 32).  From the nature of the action as future this  
Aktionsart of the verb will not be as prominent4 in the future  
aorist as in the other punctiliar constructions. Blass5 even goes  
so far as to say that the future "is the one tense which does  
not express action [kind of action, he means], but simply a time  
relation, so that completed and continuous action are not diffe- 
rentiated." But it must be borne in mind that the future tense  
in itself makes as much distinction between punctiliar and dura- 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, pp. 114 ff., 170 ff.; Giles, Man., p. 483; Jann., Hist. Gk.  
Gr., p. 441. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 150.   3 Ib., p. 149. 
 4 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 33. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 201. 
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tive action as the present tense does.  The difference is that the  
future is usually punctiliar, while the present is more often dura- 
tive. The point need not be pressed.  Other examples of the  
punctiliar aorist are kale<seij (Mt. 1:21) ingressive; paraklhqh<sontai   
(Mt. 5:4) effective, and so xortasqh<sontai, but e]lehqh<sontai is in- 
gressive while klhqh<sontai is effective.  In 1 Cor. 15:22, 28 note 
zwopoihqh<sontai, and u[potagh<setai (effective).  In Jo. 8:32 note 
e]leuqew<sei effective= 'set free'  (cf. e]leu<qeroi genh<sesqe, verse 33).1  
So then both in origin and use the future is chiefly punctiliar. 
 (b) The Modal Aspect of the Future. The future indicative is 
not merely a tense in the true sense of that term, expressing  
the state of the action. It is almost a mode on a par with  
the subjunctive and imperative. Gildersleeve2 puts the matter  
plainly when he says: "The future was originally a mood."  
In both Greek and Latin the forms of the future come for the  
most part from the subj. and it must be treated as a mode as  
well as a tense.  Indeed Delbruck3 and Giles4 put it wholly under  
moods.  It partakes, as a matter of fact, of the qualities of both  
mood and tense, and both need to be considered.  The modal  
aspect of the fut. ind. is seen in its expression of will and feeling.  
Like the subj. the fut. ind. may be merely futuristic, volitional  
or deliberative.  We have a reflection of the same thing in our  
shall and will.  The fut. ind. has had a precarious history in  
Greek. Its place was always challenged by the present and  
even by the aorist ind., by the subj. and imper. modes, by peri- 
phrastic forms.  It finally gave up the fight as a distinct form in  
Greek.5  See under 3, (a). In the modern Greek the distinction  
between the periphrastic fut. and the subj. is practically lost.6   
The modal aspects of the fut. ind. appear clearly in subordinate  
clauses where the tense is common. In indirect discourse the  
future ind. merely represents the direct discourse (cf. Ro. 6:  
8).  The future with the descriptive or identifying relative7 (Jo.  
6:51) shows no modal features. But it is found in other relative  
clauses where purpose (Lu. 7:27) or result (Lu. 7:4) is ex- 
pressed. The future has also a modal value in temporal clauses  
(Rev. 4:9; 17:17), in final clauses (Lu. 20:10; Heb. 3:12), in 
 
 1 Moulton, p. 149.   2 Synt., p. 115. 
 3 Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 320 f. 
 4 Man., pp. 500, 505; Thompson, Synt., p. 218. 
 5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 552. 
 6 Blass, Hermeneutik and Krit., 1892, p. 199. 
 7 Gildersl., Synt., p. 115. 
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conditional sentences (Lu. 19:40), in wish (Gal. 5:12).  In Rev.  
3:9 the fut. ind. and the aorist subj. occur side by side with i!na.  
But in independent sentences also the modal aspects of the future  
appear. 
 (a) Merely Futuristic.  This is the most common use of the future  
and in itself would not be modal. It is the prospective, what  
lies before the speaker.1  The predictive2 (or prophetic) future  
has to be classed as aoristic (usually constative), though the  
question as to whether the action is durative or punctiliar may  
not have crossed the speaker's mind.  Cf. Mt. 21:37 e]ntra- 
ph<sontai,  41 a]pole<sei, 43 a]rqh<setai—doqh<setai, 24:31 a]postelei?, 
etc.  Cf. Mk. 13:24-27.  Further good examples of the predic- 
tive future are in Mt. 11:28 f.; 12:31.  Unfortunately in Eng- 
lish we have no established principle for the translation of the  
predictive future. In the first person it is done by "shall," and  
naturally by "will" in the second and third persons. It is not  
always easy to distinguish the merely futuristic from the volitive  
future, "but we have to reckon with an archaic use of the auxil- 
iaries which is traditional in Bible translations."3  The use of  
"shall" in the second and third persons is almost constant in the  
R. V. both for the volitive and the futuristic uses. If "shall"  
could be confined in these persons to the volitive and "will" to  
the futuristic, even "the solemnly predictive,"4 it would be a  
gain.5  Thus in Mk. 14:13 a]panth<sei would be 'will meet.'  In  
Mt. 11:28 f. a]napau<sw would be 'shall give you rest' (R. V. 
will'), eu[rh<sete will find' (R. V. 'shall’).  But a]napau<sw here may 
be volitive.  If so, 'will' is correct.  So in Mt. 12:31 a]feqh<setai  
would be ‘will be forgiven’ (R. V. ‘shall’).  Cf. also Mt. 26:13, 
lalhqh<setai= 'will be preached.' Moulton6 notes that a]parnh<s^ 
(Mt. 26:34; Mk. 14:30; Lu. 22:61) is often misunderstood  
because of the rendering 'shalt deny me.'  "It could not there- 
fore be Peter's fault if Jesus commanded him."  Here "will" is  
free from that peril.  Cf. Mt. 25:29, 32; Lu. 19:43.  With the  
negative the English "shall" becomes volitive when the Greek is 
not.  Cf. Mk. 13:31, ou] paraleu<sontai, (cf. ou] mh> pare<lq^ in 13:30). 
Sometimes (very rarely) ou] mh< occurs with the predictive fut. (cf. 
the usual aorist subj.) as in ou] mh> paraeleu<sontai (Lu. 21:33); ou] mh> 
eu[rh<sousin (Rev. 9:6); ou]ke<ti ou] mh> eu[rh<sousin (18:14; cf. a]ph?lqen, 
 
 1 Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 309.  
 2 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 34 f. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 150.     5 Moulton, Prol., p. 151. 
 4 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 34.  6 Ib., p. 150. 
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a]pw<leto).  The construction of ou] mh< with the fut. ind. is "mori- 
bund" in the N. T.,1 only 14 and some of these doubtful (MSS.  
vary greatly between aorist subj. and fut. ind.). Some of the 14  
are examples of the volitive future.  In Mt. 15:5 ou] mh> timh<sei  
is probably volitive,2  though some hold it predictive. 
 (b)  The Volitive Future.  The three divisions (futuristic, voli- 
tive, deliberative) glide into one another both in the subjunctive  
and the future incl.3  The volitive future is practically an impera- 
tive in sense, for the will is exercised. The futuristic glides im- 
perceptibly into the volitive "as in the colloquial su> o@y^, 'you  
will see to that,'  Mt. 27:4."4  Cf. u[mei?j o@yesqe (Mt. 27:24), e]kko<- 
yeij (Lu. 13:9).  In Heb. 8:5 the imperative and the fut. ind. 
occur together, o!ra poih<seij.  The impatient ou] pau<s^ diastre<fwn (Ac. 
13:10) is almost imperatival, certainly volitive.  "The future ind.  
is exceedingly common in this sense (volitive)."5  In legal precepts  
the fut. ind. is unclassical.6 But the idiom itself is classical and "is  
not a milder or gentler imperative.  A prediction may imply re- 
sistless power or cold indifference, compulsion or concession."7  It  
is exceedingly frequent in the LXX.  It is chiefly found in the N. T. 
in quotations from the 0. T.  Cf. kale<seij (Mt. 1:21), ou]k e@sesqe 
(6:5); e]rei?te (21:3) = ei@pate (Mk. 11:3).  Cf. Jas. 2:8; Ro. 13:9;  
Gal. 5:14.  The volitive future really includes purpose (will)  
in the first person, as well as in the second and (rarely) in the  
third. Thus proseu<comai, yalw? (1 Cor. 14:15) = ‘I will pray,’ ‘I  
will sing,’ not mere futurity.  So in a]nasta>j poreu<somai (Lu. 15:  
18) we seem to find ‘will,’ not mere declaration.  Most of the ex- 
amples are in the second person, like ou]k e@sesqe (Mt. 6:5), and  
are chiefly negative (4:7; Ac. 23:5; Ro. 7:7).  But some ex- 
amples occur in the third person also; though Burton8 is scep- 
tical.  Cf. e@stai in Mt. 20:26 f. (note qe<l^).  So Mk. 9:35.  In 
Lu. 10:6 we have e]panapah<setai e]p ] au]to>n h[ ei]rh<n^, while in Mt. 
10:13 e]lqa<tw h[ ei]rh<nh u[mw?n e]p ] au]th<n.9  In the volitive future 
‘will’ is the English translation for the first person, ‘shall’ for  
the second and third.  The rare use of mh< with the fut. ind. shows   
a volitive use.  Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 117) is sceptical, but 
Moulton (Prol., p. 177) cites from Demosthenes mh> boulh<sesqe 
ei]de<nai and from B. U. 197 (i/A.D.) mh> e]ce<stai, B. U. 814 (iii/A.D.) 
 
 1 Prol., p. 190.    2 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 35. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 18J 
 4 Ib., p. 177.    7 Glidersl, Synt., p. 116. 
 5 Ib., p. 176.    8 N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 35. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 209.  9 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 209. 
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mh> a]fh<sij, B. M. 42 mh> — krath<seij (ii/B.C.).  Blass1 quotes mhde<na 
mimh<sete from Clem., Hom., III, 69, and Moulton (Prol., p. 240) adds 
mh> qhsauri<setai, D in Mt. 6:19, and le<ceij de> mhde<n, Eurip., Med. 
822, and observes (p. 248) that MS. evidence should be watched 
on the point.  Sometimes ou] mh< occurs with the volitive future 
as in ou] mh> timh<sei. (Mt. 15:5); ou] mh> e@stai soi tou?to (16:22). 
In Mt. 26:35 ou] mh> a]parnh<somai is also volitive (cf. Mk. 14:31). 
The volitive future seems to be found in Lu. 10:19, ou]de>n ou] mh> 
u[ma?j a]dikh<sei (W. H. text), but it is durative.  But ou alone is the  
usual negative in the volitive future, as in ou]x a[pra<sei tij e]k th?j 
xeiro<j mou (Jo. 10:28. Cf. ou] mh> a]po<lwntai).  Cf. pres. imper.  
and fut. ind. side by side in Jo. 1:39 (cf. 1:46).  On ou] mh< see  
Modes and Particles.  It is possible that ou] katisxu<sousin au]th?j  
(Mt. 16:18) is volitive. 
 (g) Deliberative Future.  Burton2 has pointed out that ques- 
tions are of two kinds (questions of fact or questions of doubt).  
Questions of fact make an inquiry for information about the  
past, present or future. These questions employ the moods and  
tenses as other simple declarative sentences in both direct and  
indirect discourse.  But deliberative questions ask not for the  
facts, but about the "possibility, desirability or necessity" of a  
proposed course of action.  The subj. as the mood of doubtful  
assertion is perfectly natural here.  The future is also doubtful  
from the nature of the case.  So deliberative questions use either  
the subj. or the fut. ind. Deliberative questions (like questions  
of fact) may be merely interrogative or they may be rhetorical.  
The deliberative questions in the N. T. with the fut. ind. are all 
direct questions except Ph. 1: 22, ti< ai[rh<somai ou] gnwri<zw, where the  
punctuation is doubtful. (W. H. marg. have ti< ai[rh<somai.)3  In sxw?  
ti< gra<yw (Ac. 25:26) it is not certain whether gra<yw is fut. ind. or  
aorist subj.  In Lu. 11:5, ti<j e]c u[mw?n e!cei fi<lon kai> poreu<setai— 
kai> ei@p^ au]t&?, the fut. ind. (rhetorical) and aorist subj. occur side by  
side if we can trust the reading. Cf. Mt. 7: 6, with mh<pote; Eph.  
6:3, with i!na (0. T.).  The examples of the fut. ind. in deliberative  
questions are all disputed by some MSS. which have the aorist  
subj., so that Blass4 remarks that "the N. T. in this case prac- 
tically uses only the conjunctive"; but that is an overstatement,  
since the best MSS. (see W. H. and Nestle texts) support the  
fut. ind. in some instances. As an example of merely interroga- 
 
 1 Ib.   2 N. T. Moods and Tenses, pp. 36, 76 f.  
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 211. 
 4 Ib., p. 210. Cf. W.-Th., p. 279. 
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tive deliberative questions with fut. ind. take ei] pata<comen e]n ma- 
xai<r^ (Lu. 22:49).  In Jo. 18:39, bou<lesqe a]polu<sw, we may have  
the fut. ind. or the aorist subj., but note bou<lesqe.  The N. T.  
examples are nearly all rhetorical.  So Mt. 12:26 pw?j staqh<setai, 
Mk. 4:13 pw?j—gnw<sesqe, Jo. 6:68 pro>j ti<na a]peleuso<meqa.  Cf. fur- 
ther Ro. 3:5; 6:1 (the common ti< e]rou?men); 9:14; 1 Cor. 14:7, 
9, 16; 15:29, 51; 1 Tim. 3:5.  Cf. Lu. 20:15.  Cf. a]gora<swmen kai> 
dw<somen (Mk. 6:37). 
 (c) The Future in the Moods. The future differs from the  
other tenses in this respect, that in the moods where it occurs it  
has always the element of time. This is not true of any other  
Greek tense. 
 (a) The Indicative. It is far more common here than in the  
other moods. In direct discourse the fut. ind. expresses absolute  
time. Cf. to<te o@yontai (Lu. 21:27).  In the gnomic future the  
act is true of any time (cf. gnomic aorist and present). So mo<lij 
u[pe>r dikai<ou tij a]poqanei?tai (Ro. 5:7); xrhmati<sei (7:3), etc.  In  
indirect discourse the time is relatively future to that of the  
principal verb, though it may be absolutely past.  So with e]no<- 
misan o!ti lh<myontai (Mt. 20:10); ei#pen shmei<nwn poi<& qana<t& doca<sei 
to>n qeo<n (Jo. 21:19).2 
 (b) The Subjunctive and Optative. There never was a fut. im- 
perative. The so-called fut. subjs. in the N. T. have already  
been discussed. W. H. admit o@yshqe to the text in Lu. 13:28,  
but claim it to be a late aorist subj.3  The same thing may be  
true of dw<s^, read by MSS. in Jo. 17:2; Rev. 8:3, but not of  
kauqh<swmai in 1 Cor. 13:3.  This may be a lapsus calami4 for kau- 
xh<swmai.  Harnack (The Expositor, May, 1912, p. 401) quotes  
Von Soden as saying: " Kauqh<swmai — not kauqh<somai — is to be rec- 
ognised as the traditional form in families of MSS. which do not  
give kauxh<swmai."  But Harnack refuses to "saddle" Paul with  
this Byzantine "deformity." Jannaris5 thinks that these sporadic  
examples in late Greek are the fut. ind. "spelt with the thematic  
vowel (h and w) of the subjunctive."  One naturally thinks of  
the Latin subj. future.  The fut. opt. never had a place save in  
indirect discourse, and that is lost in the N. T. 
 (g) The Infinitive.  The future inf. was never a common con- 
struction and was almost confined to indirect discourse.6  The six 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 201. 
 2 Ib.    4 Ib.; Moulton, Prol., p. 151. 
 3 Appendix, p. 172.  5 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 556.  
 6 See the list in Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 486. 
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examples in the N. T. seem to be punctiliar save two (Ac. 11:  
28; Jo. 21:25).  Me<llw has the fut. inf. three times, but only in  
the case of  e@sesqai (Ac. 11:28; 24:15; 27:10).  The three other  
instances of the fut. inf. in the N. T. belong to ind. discourse.  
One (xwrh<sein) occurs with or oi#mai (Jo. 2:25), one (e@sesqai) with  
mhnu<w, or more exactly after e]piboulh< (Ac. 23:30, genitive absolute,  
mhnuqei<shj moi e]piboulh?j e@sesqai),1 one (ei]seleu<sesqai) with o]mhu<w 
(Heb. 3:18).  So that the fut. inf. "was already moribund for  
practical purposes."2  In the papyri Moulton found the fut. inf.  
often a mere blunder for an aorist. In Ac. 26:7, B has the fut.  
inf. after e]lpi<zw.  In the fut. inf. the time relation is only relative,  
as with all infinitives, not absolute as in the incl.3  Elsewhere with  
such verbs the aorist occurs as with e]lpi<zw (1 Cor. 16:7); me<llw 
(Ro. 8:18); o]mu<w (Ac. 2:30); o[mologe<w (Mt. 14:7); prosdoka<w (Ac. 
27:33); prokatagge<llw (Ac. 3:18); or the present inf. as with me<llw  
(Ac. 3:3); or the perfect inf. as with e]lpi<zw (2 Cor. 5:11). 
 (5) The Participle.  The future part. was later in its develop- 
ment4 than the other tenses of this very ancient, even prehistoric,5  
verbal adjective.  The fut. part. was never developed in the  
Boeotian Dialect.6  It is by no means dead in the papyri. Moul- 
ton7 notes "the string of final fut. participles in 0. P. 727 (ii/A.D.);  
B. U. 98 (iii/A.D., etc." See also koinologhso<menon P. Goodspeed 4 
(ii/B.c.) ta> — (s) taqhso<mena P. Tb. 33 (B.C. 112), and the list in 
0. P. 1118, 10 f (i/A.DB.).  It seems to me to be more common in  
the papyri than in the N. T.  Simcox8 suggests that its rarity in  
the N. T. is due to the use of other phrases. Cf. me<llw in Ac. 18:  
14; 20:3, 7 and e]rxo<menoj in Rev. 1:4, etc.  The time is, of course,  
only relative to that of the principal verb, as in e]lhlu<qei proskunh<swn  
(Ac. 8:27).  The anarthrous examples are volitive9 and are the  
most frequent.10  They are used for purpose or aim.  Cf. Mt. 27: 
49 e@rxetai sw<swn, Ac. 8:27 e]lhlu<qei proskunh<swn, 22:5 e]poreuo<mhn 
a@cwn, 24:11 a]ne<bhn proskunh<swn, 24:17 poih<swn paregeno<mhn, Heb.  
13:17 a]grupnou?sin w[j a]podw<sontej.  Cf. also v. 1. w[j eu[rh<swn in Mk. 
11:13.  These all seem to be punctiliar. Some MSS. also read  
a]spaso<menoi in Ac. 25:13.  This is surely a slim showing corn- 
 
 1 Simcox, Lang. of the N. T., p. 120, suggests omission of  me<llw.  
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 151. Cf. Hatz., Einl., pp. 190 ff. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 202. 
 4 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 71. 7 Prol., p. 230. 
 5Moulton, Prol., p. 151.    8 Lang. of the N. T., p. 126. 
 6 Claflin, Synt. of the B. Inscr., p. 73.  9 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 496. 
 10 Moulton, Prol., p. 151. That is, in the old Gk. Both volitive and futur- 
istic are rare in the N. T. 
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pared with the classic idiom.1  Some MSS. read komiou<menoi in 2  
Pet. 2:13, rather than a]dikou<menoi.  The future participle with  
the article is futuristic, not volitive.  So with to> e]so<menon (Lu.  
22:49); o[ paradw<swn (Jo. 6:64); ta> sunanth<sonta (Ac. 20:22); o[ 
kakw>swm (1 Pet. 3:13); to> genhso<menon (1 Cor. 15:37); o[ katakrinw?n,  
(Ro. 8:34); tw?n lalhqhsome<nwn (Heb. 3:5). 
 (d) The Periphrastic Substitutes for the Future.  The peri- 
phrastic future is as old as the Sanskrit and has survived the in- 
flected form in Greek. Some of these forms are durative, probably  
most of them, but a few are punctiliar. Tannaris notes in Soph- 
ocles, 0. C. 816, luphqei>j e@sei, and 0. T. 1146, ou] siwph<saj e@sei, 
but no examples of the aorist participle and e@somai occur in the  
N. T. They are all present parts. (like e@sesqe misou<menoi, Lu. 21:  
17) and so durative.  In the LXX we actually have the inf. with  
e@somai (Num. 10:2; 2 Sam. 10:11; Tob. 5:15).  The use of  
me<llw with the aorist inf. approaches the punctiliar future.2  Cf.  
h@mellen prosagagei?n (Ac. 12:6); me<llousan a]pokalufqh?nai (Ro. 8: 
18.  Cf. Gal. 3:23), with which compare the pros. inf. in 1 Pet.  
5:1.  The aorist inf. occurs also in Rev. 3:2, 16; 12:4.  The  
volitive future was sometimes expressed by qe<lw and in the later  
Greek helped drive out the future form. It is disputed whether  
in the N. T. qe<lw is ever a mere future.  But in a case like qe<leij 
ei@pwmen (Lu. 9:54) we note the deliberative subj.3  Cf. Mt. 13:  
28.  So bou<lesqe a]polu<sw (Jo. 18:39).  Bou<lomai is less frequent in 
the N. T. than qe<lw and can hardly be resolved into a mere future.  
It is purpose.  Cf. examples with the aorist inf. in Mt. 11:27;  
Ac. 5:28; 17:20.  With qe<lw the aorist inf. is the usual construc- 
tion, and it is nearly always easy to see the element of will as  
dominant. In a few cases qe<lw seems to shade off towards the voli- 
tive fut. ind. Cf. Jo. 5:40, ou] qe<lete e]lqei?n pro<j me, Ac. 25:9, qe<- 
leij—kriqh?nai;  Here we have an approach to the later usage, but  
the auxiliary has not yet lost its force.  Cf. also Jo. 6:67; 9:27;  
Jas. 2:20, where the formula is polite.  But in Jo. 7:17 the  
R. V. rightly preserves "willeth."  So in Mt. 16:24.  Herodotus  
shows a fondness for e]qe<lw as a quasi-auxiliary, and the connec- 
tion between him and the modern Greek usage is doubtless through  
the vernacular. Cf. Jebb in Vine. and Dickson, p. 326. Even 
 
 1 Cf. Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 335. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 443. Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 253.  
"The difference between pres. and aor. furnishes the explan. of me<llw with aor. 
ind." Giles, Man., p. 479. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 185. 
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du<namai may contain an "inceptive future."1  In Lu. 20:36 the  
MSS. vary between du<nantai, and me<llousin.  But in the N. T.  
du<namai retains its real force even in examples like Mk. 2:19;  
3:24; 10:38; 14:7; Jo. 13:37; Ac. 17:19.  In Ac. 25:26 note 
gra<yai ou]k e@xw (cf. sxw? ti< gra<yw). 
 III. Durative (Linear) Action. 
 The principles underlying the use of the tenses have now been  
set forth with sufficient clearness to justify brevity. 
 1. INDICATIVE. 
 (a) The Present (o[ e]nestw<j) for Present Time.  It has already 
been seen that the durative sense does not monopolize the "pres- 
ent" tense, though, it more frequently denotes linear action."  
The verb and the context must decide. 
 (a) The Descriptive Present.  Its graph is (---).  As with the 
imperfect, so with the present this is the most frequent use.  Cf.  
a]pollu<meqa (Mt. 8:25.  Contrast aorist sw?son.  So Mk. 4:38;  
Lu. 8:24); sbe<nnuntai (Mt. 25:8); e]n &$ e@xomai (Jo. 5:7); fai<nei 
(1 Jo. 2:8) ; sunxu<nnetai (Ac. 21:31); telei?tai (2 Cor. 12:9); qau- 
ma<zw o!ti ou!twj taxe<wj metati<qesqe (Gal. 1:6); e]pistre<fete (4:9); 
e@xousin, (Mk. 2:19).  Cf. 1 Th. 3:8.  In these examples the dura- 
tive action is very obvious and has to be translated by the  
progressive (periphrastic) form in English, 'We are perishing,'  
‘Our lamps are going out,’ etc.  But in the case of qauma<zw (Gal.  
1:6) 'I wonder' brings out the durative idea, though 'ye are  
changing' is necessary for metati<qesqe.  Cf. e@xei (Jo. 3:36) where  
‘has’ is durative.  Cf. zhtou ?men (Lu. 2:48), ou] qe<lomen (Lu. 19:14). 
 (b) The Progressive Present.  This is a poor name in lieu of a  
better one for the present of past action still in progress.  Usu- 
ally an adverb of time (or adjunct) accompanies the verb.  
Gildersleeve3 calls it "Present of Unity of Time."  Cf. e]sti>n e!wj  
a@rti (1 Jo. 2:9).  Often it has. to be translated into English by a  
sort of "progressive perfect" (‘have been’), though, of course, that  
is the fault of the English.  "So in modern Greek, e[ch?nta mh?naj 
s ] a]gapw? (Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 222).  The durative present in such  
cases gathers up past and present time into one phrase" (Moul- 
ton, Prol., p. 119).  Cf.  ]Idou> tri<a e@th a]f ] ou$ e@rxomai (Lu. 13:7); 
tosau?ta e@th douleu<w soi (15:29);  polu>n h@dh xro<non e@xei (Jo. 5:6);  
tousou?ton xro<non meq ] u[mw?n ei]mi< (14:9); a]p ] a]rxh?j met ] e]mou?  e]ste (15: 
27); pa<lai dokei?te (2 Cor. 12:19).  Cf. a]po> bre<fouj oi#daj (2 Tim. 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Cr., p. 443. 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 119. 
 3 Synt., p. 86. Cf. Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 189; Burton, N. T. Moods  
and Tenses, p. 10. 
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3:15).  It is a common idiom in the N. T.  Cf. 2 Pet. 3:4; 
1 Jo. 3:8.  In Jo. 8:58 ei]mi< is really absolute. 
 (g) The Iterative or Customary Present.  Its graph is (. . . . )   
Cf. e]gkrateu<etai (1 Cor. 9:25); pukteu<w and u[pwpia<zw kai> doulagwgw? 
(9:26 f.). So nhsteu<w di>j tou ? sabba<tou, a]podekateu<w pa<nta o!sa ktw?mai 
(Lu. 18:12); di<dwmi kai> a]podi<dwmi, (19:8, more likely it is a new  
purpose in Zaccheus, when it would be aoristic); o{ eu]logou?men (1  
Cor. 10:16); o{n klw?men (10:16); prolamba<nei (11:21); katagge<l- 
lete (11:26); e]sqi<ei kai> pi<nei (11:29); koimw?ntai (11:30); ou]x a[mar- 
ta<nei (1 Jo. 3:6); a[marta<nei (3:8).  Cf. Mt. 9:17.  Probably also  
afi<omen (Lu. 11:4). 
 (d) The Inchoative or Conative Present.  Either an act just  
beginning, like gi<netai. (Mk. 11:23), eu]qu>j skandali<zontai (4:17),  
liqa<zete (Jo. 10:32), ni<pteij (13:6), poiei?j (13:27), a@gei (Ro. 
2:4), or an act begun but interrupted like pei<qeij (Ac. 26:28;  
cf. 2 Cor. 5:11), a]nagka<zeij (Gal. 2:14), dikaiou?sqe (5:4), a]nag- 
ka<zousin (6:12).  Indeed liqa<zete (Jo. 10:32) and ni<pteij (13:6)  
may be regarded as conative also. This idiom is more common  
in the imperfect. Cf. Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 82. In English we  
have to use "begin" or "try." 
 (e) The Historical Present.  These examples are usually aoristic,  
but sometimes durative.1  In Mk. 1:12 we have e]kba<llei which  
is durative.  Cf. h@geto in Lu. 4:1 (but Mt. 4:1, a]nh<xqh).  So in  
Mk. 1:21 ei]sporeu<ontai is durative.  The same thing seems to be  
true of a]kolouqou?sin in 6 : 1. 
 (z) The Deliberative Present.  Rhetorical deliberative questions  
may be put by the present ind., but it is rather a rhetorical way  
of putting a negation than a question of doubt. Cf. ti< poiou?men; 
(Jo. 11:47), 'What are we doing?' Cf. ti< poih<sei (Mt. 21:40)  
with ti< poiw?mwn (Jo. 6:28) and ti< poih<swmen (Ac. 4:16). The im- 
plication of the question in Jo. 11:47 is that nothing was being  
done.  In Mt. 12:34, pw?j dunasqe a]gaqa> lalei?n ; a durative delib- 
erative question is expressed by means of du<nasqe and the pres.  
inf. Cf. a similar construction with dei? in Ac. 16:30.2  Cf. the  
same idiom in an indirect question (Col. 4:6; 2 Th. 3:7; 1 Tim. 
3:15).  The use of the pres. ind. in a deliberative question is a  
rare idiom. Blass3 finds parallels in colloquial Latin and an ex- 
ample in Herm., Sim., IX, 9, 1. 
 (h) The Periphrastic Present.  The examples are not numerous  
in the LXX.4  Cf. Num. 14:8; 1 Ki. 18:12, etc.  It is rare in 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 11.  3 Ib. 
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 210. 4 C. and S., Sel., p. 68. 
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the N. T. Moulton1 warns us that " e@xwn e]sti< and de<on e]sti< (with  
other impersonal verbs) are both classical and vernacular."  In  
the present tense the idiom is on purely Greek lines, not Semitic.  
For classical examples see Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 81). So the  
impersonal verbs (and e@xw) stand to themselves2 in support from 
ancient Greek and the koinh<.  Cf. e@stin e@xonta (Col 2:23); pre<- 
pon e]sti<n (Mt. 3:15); e]co<n (sc. e]sti<) in Ac. 2:29 and 2 Cor. 12:  
4; de<on e]sti<n (Ac. 19:36.  Cf. 1 Pet. 1:6).  Other examples are  
e[stw<j ei]mi< (Act 25:10), e@stin katerxome<nh (Jas. 3:15), e]sti>n prosana- 
plhrou?sa — a]lla> kai>  perisseu<ousa (2 Cor. 9:12), e]stin a]llhgorou<- 
mena (Gal. 4:24) and, in particular, explanatory phrases with  
o ! e]stin (Mt. 1:23; 27:33;  Mk. 5:41; Jo. 1:41).  Cf. further  
Ac. 5:25; Col. 1:6; 3:1; 2 Cor. 2:17. 
 (q) Presents as Perfects.  Here the form is that of the present,  
but the root has the sense of completion. The action is durative  
only in the sense of state, not of linear action. This is an old  
use of these roots.3  Cf. Lu. 15:27, o[ a]delfo>j h!kei (‘has come,’ ‘is  
here’).  Cf. e]ch?lqon kai> h!kw (Jo. 8:42).  See ch. VIII. So with  
kei?tai (Mt. 3:10), 'the axe lies at the root of the trees' (has  
been placed there); o[ dida<skaloj pa<restin, (Jo. 11:28) = 'the  
Teacher is come.'  Sometimes nika<w is so used (cf. Ro. 12:21;  
Rev. 15:2).  So h[ttw?ntai (2 Pet. 2:20).  Cf. a]kou<w in 1 Cor.  
11:18.  See also a]kou<etai (1 Cor. 5:1) which is rather iterative.  
 ]Adikw? in Mt. 20:13 is durative, but approaches a perfect in  
Ac. 25:11 (cf. pe<praxa). 
 (i) Perfects as Presents.  Some perfect forms have come to be  
used as practical durative presents, though not of the same  
word. Thus oi#da from ei#don= 'I have seen,' 'I know' (cf. Mt. 6:8). 
So e!sthka (Lu. 8:20), me<mnhmai (1 Cor. 11:2).  As to a]po<lwla that 
occurs in the N. T. in the participle (Mt. 10:6) and the same  
thing is true ei@wqa (Lu. 4:16), which occurs in past perfect. 
So be<bhka, ge<gona, de<doika, h]mfi<esmai, e]grh<gora, e@oika, ke<klhmai,  
ke<kthmai, pe<poiqa, pe<fuka, te<qnhka.  Cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 438. 
 (k) Futuristic Presents.  These are usually punctiliar, but some  
are durative.4  Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 83) calls this "Praesens  
Propheticum."  The absence of ei#mi in the N. T. is noticeable.  
The papyri illustrate abundantly this futuristic present (Moul- 
ton, Prol., p. 120). Since the pres. ind. occurs for past, pres- 
 
 1 Prol., p. 226.  Cf. also Schmid, Atticismus, III, p. 114; K.-G., Bd. I, pp.  
38 ff.      2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 204. 
 3 Goodwin, M.1 and T., p. 9; Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 10; Gildersl., Synt.,  
p. 87.      4 Moulton, Prol., p. 120. 
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ent and future time it is clear that "time" is secondary even  
in the ind. In the other moods it has, of course, no time at all.  
As examples of the durative present in this sense take paradi<dotai  
(Mt. 26:45), a]nabai<nomen (Mk. 10:33), u[pa<gw a[lieu<ein and e]rxo<meqa   
(Jo. 21:3), dei<rxomai (1 Cor. 16:5), e@xomen (2 Cor. 5:1).  Me<llw  
and the pres. inf. is, of course, a prospective present.  This idiom  
is very common in the N. T., 84 examples with the pres. (6 aor.,  
3 fut.) inf., though, of course, me<llw is not always in the pres. ind.  
Cf. Mt. 2:13; 16:27, etc. 
 (b) The Imperfect for Past Time (o[ paratatiko<j).  Here we have  
the time-element proper, the augment probably being an old  
adverb for "then," and the action being always durative.  "The  
augment throws linear action into the past."1  The absence of a  
true imperfect in English makes it hard to translate this Greek  
tense. 
 (a) Doubtful Imperfects.  They are sometimes called "aoristic"  
imperfects. This term is not a happy one, as Gildersleeve2 shows  
in his criticism of Stahl for his "synonym-mongering" and  
"multiplication of categories." The only justification for the  
term is that, as already shown in the discussion of the aorist, it  
is not possible always to tell whether some forms are aorist ind.  
or imperf. ind. The same root was used for both forms, as only  
one form existed and it is hard to tell which tense the form is. A  
certain amount of obscurity and so of overlapping existed from  
the beginning.3  We see this difficulty in h#n, e@fhn, e@legon, etc., par- 
ticularly in verbs of saying, commanding, etc.4  Modern Greek  
conceives of u[ph?ga, e]ph?ga and e@fera as aorists (Thumb, Handb., p.  
143). Thumb (Th. L.-Z., xxviii, 423) thinks that in the N. T.  
e@feron had begun to be treated as aorist, but Moulton (Prol., p.  
129) demurs, though he admits the possibility of punctiliar action 
in pro<sfere to> dw?ron in Mt. 5:24 (ib., p. 247).  See also fe<re kai> i@de, 
fe<re kai> ba<le in Jo. 20:27.  But one must not think that the  
Greeks did not know how to distinguish between the aorist and  
the imperfect. They "did not care to use their finest tools on  
every occasion,"5 but the line between aorist and imperf. was  
usually very sharply drawn.6  The distinction is as old as the  
Sanskrit.7 In modern Greek it still survives, though the differ- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 128.   2 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 394.  
 3 Giles, Man., p. 488; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 487; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 46. 
 4 Gildersl.,  Am. Jour. of Philol., XXIV, p. 180; XXIX, p. 4. 
 5 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 17. 
 6 Gildersl., Synt., pp. 91, 94.  7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 201 f. 
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ence between e@legen and ei#pen, is well-nigh gone,1 if it ever existed. 
The same thing is true of the usage of Achilles Tatius.2  Hence we 
need not insist that h#n (Jo. 1:1) is strictly durative always (im- 
perfect).  It may be sometimes actually aorist also.  So as to 
e@fh (Mt. 4:7);  e@legen (Mk. 4:21, 24, 26, 30, etc.), etc.  Blass, 
Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 192, fails to make a clean distinction. Note  
e]ke<leuon (Ac 16:22). 
 (b) The Descriptive Tense in Narrative.  But the linear action  
may be insisted on in the true imperfect. It is properly "nicht- 
punktuell." Though less frequent in Homer than the aorist  
it often "divides the crown with the aorist."3  The imperfect  
is here a sort of moving panorama, a "moving-picture show."  
The modern Greek preserves this idiom (Thumb, Handb., p.  
121).  In 1 Cor. 10:3 f. e@fagon and e@pion give the summary (con- 
stative) record, while e@pinon, presents an explanatory description. 
See further prosh?lqon kai> dihko<noun (Mt. 4:11); e@pesen kai> e]di<dou 
(13:8); e]nu<stacan kai> e]ka<qeudon (25:5).  Sometimes the change 
from aorist to imperf. or vice versa in narrative may be due 
to the desire to avoid monotony.  In Mt. 26:60 we have ou]x 
eu$ron, in Mk. 14:55 ou]x eu!riskon.  The aorist tells the simple 
story. The imperfect draws the picture.  It helps you to see the 
course of the act.  It passes before the eye the flowing stream of 
history.  It is the tense of Schilderung.4  Cf. ei#xen to> e@nduma au]tou? 
(Mt. 3:4), e]ceporeu<eto (3:5), e]bapti<zonto (3:6).  The whole 
vivid schen at the Jordan is thus sketched.  Then Matthew re- 
verts to the aorist (3:7).  Cf. h@rxonto in Jo. 19 :2.  So o{j w@feilen 
au]t&? (Mt. 18:28) aptly describes a debtor as e@pnigen, ‘the choking 
in his rage.’  See the picture of Jesus in e]qew<rei (Mk. 12 :41). Cf.  
e]qew<roun (Lu. 10 :18), e]cele<gonto (14 :7), perieble<peto (Mk. 5 :32), 
e]ci<stanto (Ln. 2:47; cf. Ac. 2:12).  Cf. Lu. 9:43-45; 16:19;  
Mt. 8:24.  A good example is e]kuli<eto a]fri<zwn (Mk. 9:20).  Cf. 
further, e@pipten kai> proshu<xeto (Mk. 14:35), the realistic scene in  
Gethsemane (Peter's description probably); e]pequ<mei kai> ou]dei>j  
e]di<dou (Lu. 15:16); w[mi<loun pro>j a]llh<louj (24:14); e]ceplh<ssounto 
(Mt. 7:28); e]ti<qei, (2 Cor. 3:13); h]kolou<qei kai> e]ka<qhto (Mt. 26:  
58).  A splendid example of the descriptive durative is e]siw<pa  
(Mt. 26:63)= ‘kept silent.'  So e]ple<omen (Ac. 21:3).  Note e]no<- 
mizon (Ac. 21:29) between past perfect and aorist.  Cf. e]]fi<lei 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 128. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 436. 
 2 Sexauer, Der Sprachgebr. d. rom. Schriftst. Achilles Tatius, 1899, p. 29.  
 3 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 242. 
 4 Hultsch, per Gebr. d. erzahlenden Zeitf. bei Polyb. 
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(Jo. 11:36), dieth<rei (Lu. 2:51. Cf. 2:19).  See the picture of  
Noah's time in Lu. 17:27.  Cf. e]poreu<onto xai<rontej (Ac. 5:41).  
Quite striking is h]lpi<zomen, in Lu. 24:21.  See further for the  
"imperfect and aorist interwoven" in narrative Gildersleeve,  
Syntax, p. 91.  An artist could describe his work by e]poi<hsa or  
e]poi<oun.  Gildersleeve notes (ib., p. 93) that in the inscriptions of  
the fourth cent. B.C. the imperfect is absent. It becomes com- 
mon again in the imperial time. 
 (g)  The Iterative (Customary) Imperfect.  Sometimes it is diffi- 
cult to tell whether an act is merely descriptive or is a series.  
Cf. polloi> plou<sioi e@ballon (Mk. 12:41); e]pni<gonto (5:13), where   
the separate details are well described by the vivid imperfect.  
The notion of repetition is clearly present in h]rw<ta e]lehmosu<nhn   
(Ac. 3:3); h]rw<ta au]to<n (Mk.  7:26).  Cf. Jo. 4:31.  The modern  
Greek keeps this usage (Thumb, Handb., p. 122).  It is not neces- 
sary to see any "aoristic" notion here.1  Cf. pareka<loun spoudai<wj   
(Lu. 7:4, W. H.); par^<nei (Ac. 27:9).  It is well shown in Barna<- 
baj e]bou<leto, Pau?loj h]ci<ou (15:37 f.), the one opposing the other. 
In Ac. 24:26 repetition is shown in w[mi<lei by pukno<teron meta- 
pempo<menoj.  Cf.  a@lloi de> a@llo ti e]pefw<noun (21:34); e]punqa<neto in  
verse 33;  kaq ] h[me<ran e]kaqezo<mhn (Mt. 26:55); e@tupton (27:30);  
o!pou h@kouon (Mk. 6:55), kathro<roun polla< (15:3); a]pe<luen o!n 
par^tou?nto (15:6. Cf. ei]w<qei a]polu<ein o{n h@qelon, Mt. 27:15); e]ne<- 
neuon (Lu. 1:62); e]ba<ptizen (Jo. 3:22);  e@lue (5:18); e]di<dosan (19: 
3); e]zw<nnuej (21:18); e]ti<qoun (Ac. 3:2); e]pi<praskon kai> dieme<rizon (2:  
45.  Cf. 4 : 34). Moulton (Prol., p. 128) represents the iterative  
imperfect by the graph (. . . . . . )  Cf. Ac. 16:18; 18:8; Mk.  
3:11; 4:33 f.  A good example is in Lu. 2:41, e]poreu<onto kat ] e@toj.  
 (d)  The Progressive Imperfect. Sometimes the imperfect looks  
backward or forward, as the case may be.2  Thus Ti< o!ti e]zhtei?te< 
me (Lu. 2:49); h{n ei@xete a]p ] a]rxh?j (1 Jo. 2:7); e]nekopto<mhn (Ro. 
15:22);  e@mellon (Rev. 3:2).  This idea is, however, often ex- 
pressed by me<llw,3 but without the backward look also. Cf. 
Lu. 9:31; 10:1; Jo. 4:47; 6:71, etc.  In e]kindu<neuon (Lu. 8:23)  
the verb itself expresses peril or danger.  Gildersleeve (Syntax,  
p. 97) calls this idiom "Imperfect of Unity of Time."  Cf. the  
"progressive" present in (a), (b).  The Text. Recept. gives a good 
example in h#n pa<lai to> ploi?on e]n me<s& th?j qala<sshj (Mk. 6:47). 
See also h#n ga>r e]c i[kanw?n xro<nwn qe<lwn i]dei?n au]to<n (Lu. 23:8). 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. 7 N. T. Gk., p. 191. 
 2 Burton, N. C. Moods and Tenses, p. 13 f. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 13. 
 3 Gildersl., Synt., p. 94 f. 
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 (e) The Inchoative or Conative Imperfect.  Here the accent is  
on the beginning of the action either in contrast to preceding  
aorists (just begun) or because the action was interrupted (be- 
gun, but not completed). The two sorts of inchoative action  
may be represented by two graphs, thus ( - —) for the first, (– )  
for the second.1  In English we have to say "began" for the one,  
"tried" for the other.  The modern Greek maintains this idiom  
(Thumb, Handb., p. 121). As examples of the first sort where  
"began" brings out the idea, note e]di<daske (Mt. 5:2. Cf. Jo. 7: 
14); e]la<lei (Mk. 7:35.  Cf. Lu. 1:64); e@klaien (14:72); dierh<sseto 
(Lu. 5:6); diela<loun (6:11); suneplhrou ?nto (8:23); e]peski<azen (9:  
34.  Note ingressive aorist e]fobh<qhsan); e]pe<fwsken (23:54); e]pe- 
gi<nwskon (Ac. 3:10); e]kh<russen (9:20); diekri<nonto (11:2); kath<g- 
gellon (13:5); e]qoru<boun (17:5); parwcu<neto (17:16); a]pelogei?to 
(26:1); e]poiou?nto (27:18); e]lu<eto (27:41).  Cf. Lu. 13:13, 17.  
In e]ka<loun (Lu. 1:59) we see both ideas combined.  The action  
was begun, but was sharply interrupted by ou]xi<, a]lla<, from Eliza- 
beth.  Cf. nu?n e]zh<toun, (Jo. 11:8).  A good instance of the inter- 
rupted imperf. is prose<feren in Heb. 11:17.  Examples of the  
conative imperfect (action begun, but interrupted) are diekw<luen  
(Mt. 3:14); e]di<doun, (Mk. 15:23, in contrast with ou]k e@laben); 
e]kwlu<omen (Lu. 9:49); e]zh<toun (Jo. 10:39; cf. 19:11); e]no<mizen 
(Ac. 7:25.  Note ou] sunh?kan); sunh<llassen (7:26.  Note a]pw<sato);  
e@peiqen (Ac. 18:4); h]na<gkazon (26:11); but not Gal. 1:13.  Moul- 
ton (Prol., pi 247) cites the conative pres. a]nagka<zousin (Gal. 
6:12). 
 (z)  The "Negative" Imperfect.  This is not a very happy piece  
of nomenclature, to use Gildersleeve's remark about Stahl's over- 
refinement, and yet it is the best one can do. "The negative  
imperfect commonly denotes resistance to pressure or disappoint- 
ment."2  As examples note o[ de> ou]k h@qelen, (followed by e@balen, Mt.  
18:30) and preceded by pareka<lei (iterative), ou]dei>j e]di<dou (Lu. 
15:16), ou]k h@qelen (15:28.  Note w]rgi<sqh), ou]k e]pi<steuen (Jo. 2:24),  
ou] ga>r h@qelen (Jo. 7:1), ou]dei>j e]to<lma (21:12), ou]k ei@wn (Ac. 19:30).  
Cf. Mt. 22:3.  
 (h) The "Potential" Imperfect.  This is a peculiar use of the  
tense for pres nt time, where the present ind. fails to meet the  
requirement o the situation. Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 97) calls it  
"modal" use, e@dei, etc.  The unfulfilled duty comes as a surprise.  
This “modal” force of the imperfect ind. appears still in the 
 
 1 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 128. 
 2 Gild sl., Synt., p. 95. Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 339. 
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modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 128).  There are several va- 
rieties of it.  Verbs of wishing form one class of passages. In  
a case like e]boulo<mhn (Ac. 25:22), bou<lomai would be too blunt  
(cf. 1 Tim. 2:8).  The exact idea is 'I was just on the point of  
wishing.' It is freely rendered 'I could wish' or 'I should wish.'  
I In 2 Cor. 1:15 e]boulo<mhn pro<teron has its usual signification. In  
Phil. 13 f.  e]boulo<mhn (a past preference) is set over against ou]de>n  
h]qe<lhsa (a past decision).1  Another example is h@qelon parei?nai 
pro>j u[ma?j a@rti (Gal. 4:20).  Note a@rti.  For the force of the pres- 
ent see 1 Cor. 10:20; Col. 2:1; and especially Lu. 19:14, of  
qe<lomen.  In Jo. 6:21, h@qelon, the usual notion occurs.  An ex- 
ample is found in Ro. 9:3, hu]xo<mhn, where Paul almost expresses  
a moral wrong.  He holds himself back from the abyss by the  
tense. He does not say eu@xomai (cf. 2 Cor. 13:7), nor eu]cai<mhn a@n  
(Ac. 26:29).  Note ou] yeu<domai in Ro. 9:1.  In Ac. 27:29 hu@xonto   
has its usual force. 
 Wishes about the present are naturally unattainable. In the  
ancient idiom ei@qe or ei] ga<r was used with the imperf. ind. or  
w@felon and the inf.  Callimachus, B.C. 260, uses w@felon with the  
ind.  The augmentless form o@felon appears in Herodotus (Moul- 
ton, Prol., p. 201). In the N. T. only o@felon is used with the 
perf. for wishes about the present. Cf. o@felon a]nei<xesqe (2 Cor.  
1:1); o@felon h#j (Rev. 3:15). 
 Verbs of propriety, possibility, obligation or necessity are also 
used in the imperfect when the obligation, etc., is not lived up to, 
has not been met.  Winer2 has stated the matter well. The 
Greeks (and the Latins) start from the past and state the real 
possibility or obligation, and the reader, by comparing that with 
facts, notes that the obligation was not met. The English and 
the Germans start from the present and find trouble with this 
past statement of a present duty (an unfulfilled duty). A distinc- 
tion is usually drawn between the present and the aorist infini- 
tives when they occur with these verbs (e]du<nato, w@feilon, e@dei, kalo>n 
h#n, krei?tton h#n, a]nh?ken, kaqh?ken).  The present inf. refers more di- 
rectly to the present, the aorist to an action in the past.  This is,  
however, only by suggestion. Thus in Mt. 18:33, ou]k e@dei kai> se> 
e]leh?sai, note w[j ka]gw> se> h]le<hsa.  Cf. also Mt. 23:23 tau?ta de> 
e@dei poih?sai ka]kei?na mh> a]fei?nai, (25:27) e@dei se balei?n, (26:9)  e]du<nato 
praqh ?nai kai> doqh ?nai, (26:24) kalo>n h#n au]t& ? (no inf. here), (Ac. 22:  
22) ou] ga>r kaqh<ken au]to>n zh?n, (24:19) ou{j e@dei e]pi> sou ? parei?nai, (26:  
32) a]polelu<sqai e]du<nato (note perf. inf.), (27:21) e@dei mh> a]na<gesqai 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 15.  2 W.-Th., p. 282. 
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kerdh?sai< te, (2 Pet. 2:21) krei?tton h#n au]toi?j mh> e]pegnwke<nai (perf. 
inf.), (2 Cor. 2:3) a]f ] w$n e@dei me xai<rein, (Col. 3:18) w[j a]nh?ken e]n 
kuri<& (Cf.  Eph. 5:4.)  But it must not be supposed that these  
imperfects cannot be used in the normal expression of a past ob- 
ligation or possibility that was met.  The context makes the  
matter clear. Cf. Lu. 13:16; 22:7; 24:26; Jo. 4:4, etc. In  
Lu. 15:32 e@dei applies to both the past and present, probably  
with an implication against the attitude of the elder brother.   In  
Heb. 2:10 e@prepen and 2:17 w@feilen have their natural past  
meaning. 
 Another instance where the imperfect refers to present time is in  
the second-class conditional sentences (see chapter XIX, Mode).  
When a condition is assumed as unreal and refers to present  
time, the imperfect tense is used both in the protasis and the  
apodosis in normal constructions.  See apodosis in Mt. 26:24  
and in Ac. 26:32 (both quoted above).  It is only the tense that 
calls for discussion here.  Cf. a[marti<an ou]x ei@xosan (Jo. 15:22, 24),  
where nu?n de<  is used to explain the point.  So ou]k ei#xej (Jo. 19: 
11).  In 1 Cor. 5:10, w]fei<lete a@ra--e]celqei?n, and Heb. 9:26, e]pei> 
e@dei--paqei?n, we only have the apodosis. Cf. ei] h#n –e]gi<nwsken a@n.  
(Lu. 7:39) as a type of the more usual construction with a@n. 
Cf. Lu. 17:6.  In Heb. 11:15 the imperfects describe past time. 
 (q)  In Indirect Discourse.  In general the imperfect in indir.  
discourse represents an imperfect of the direct discourse. But  
sometimes with verbs of perception it is relative time and refers  
to a time previous to the perception.1  Thus ei#xon to>n  ]Iwa<nhn o!ti 
profh<thj h#n (Mk. 11:32); ei#don o!ti ou]k h#n (Jo. 6:22. Cf ou]k e@stin 
in verse 24); o!ti prosai<thj h#n (9:8); e]pegi<nwskon o !ti h#n o[ kaqh<menoj  
(Ac. 3:10) while in 4:13 h#san is rightly antecedent to e]pegi<nw- 
skon, h@deisan o!ti—u[ph?rxen (16:3).  In Ac. 3:10 the idiom ap- 
proaches that in Jo. 1:15, ou$toj h#n o[ ei]pw<n (a parenthesis), where  
the verb is thrown back to past time.  Our idiom more natu- 
rally calls for e]sti<n, here.  Gildersleeve2 calls this the "imperfect  
of sudden appreciation of real state of things." 
 (c) The Periphrastic Imperfect.  It is easy to see how in the  
present, and especially in the future, periphrastic forms were felt  
to be needed to emphasize durative action. But that was the  
real function of the imperfect tense. The demand for this stress- 
ing of the durative idea by h#n and the present participle was cer- 
 
 1 Blass, Gr.lof N. T. Gk., p. 192; Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 339. This imperfect  
is particularly common in John. 
 2 Synt., p. 96 f. 
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tainly not so great.  And yet it is just in the imperfect in the N. T.  
that this idiom is most frequent. It is not unknown in the an- 
cient Greek.1  Schmid2 finds it rare in the koinh<, especially in the  
imperfect, where the N. T. is so rich in the idiom. He suggests  
the Aramaic influence, particularly as that language is fond of  
this periphrasis. Periphrasis is thoroughly Greek, and yet in the  
N. T. we have unusual frequency of a usage that the koinh< has  
not greatly developed except "where Aramaic sources underlie the  
Greek" (Moulton, Prol., p. 226). Gildersleeve (Syntax, p. 124)  
gives classical examples from Pindar, Thuc., Isocrates, etc.  It  
is true that in the N. T. the pres. participle with h#n occurs chiefly  
in Mark (19 times), Luke (31), Acts (28, but 17 of them in chap- 
ters 1-12), and just in those portions most subject to Aramaic  
influence (possible Aramaic sources).  Only 7 occur in Acts 13- 
28, and these mainly in the speech in 22 delivered in Aramaic.3  
The LXX4 gives abundant illustration of this analytic tendency  
in the imperfect.  Cf. Gen. 37:2; Deut. 9:24; Judg. 1:7.  Cf.  
Thackeray, Gr., p. 24. From Pelagia (p. 18) Moulton (Prol., p.  
249) cites h@mhn a]perxo<menoj.  For a papyrus illustration see o!sa 
h#n kaqh<konta, P. Oxy. 115 (ii/A.D.).  The idiom itself is therefore  
Greek, but the frequency of it in the N. T. is due to the Hebrew  
and Aramaic. Matthew has it 10 times, John 11, Paul 5.5  The  
Pauline examples (Gal. 1:22 f.; Ph. 2:26) are more like the 
classic independence of the participle.  It is usually the de- 
scriptive imperfect that uses the periphrastic form.  So h#n dida<- 
skwn (Mt. 7:29); h#n e@xwn (Mk. 10:22); h#san a]nabai<nontej (10:  
32); h#n proseuxo<menon (Lu. 1:10); kaiome<nh h#n (Lu. 24:32).  But 
sometimes it is the iterative imperfect as in h#n dianeu<wn (Lu. 1:  
22); h#n dida<skwn to> kaq ] h[me<ran (19:47).6  In Lu. 5:17 the peri- 
phrastic imperfect and past perfect occur in the same sentence.  
In Lu. 23:12 note prou*ph?rxon o@ntej (cf. Ac. 8:9). 
 (k) Past Perfects as Imperfects.  The present perfects of these 
verbs are merely presents in sense when compared with other  
verbs. So the past perfects have only an imperfect force. Thus 

@̂dei (Mt. 27:18); ei]w<qei (27:15); i[sth<kei. (Jo. 18:5). 
 (c) The Future for Future Time.  The future is mainly aoristic  
(punctiliar), as has already been shown, but sometimes dura- 
tive.7 The broad lines of the problem have already been 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, p. 38 f.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 227. 
 2 Atticismus, III, p. 113 f.   6 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 16. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 227.   7 Moulton, Prol., p. 149. 
 4 C. and S., Sel., p. 69. 
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drawn.  As already shown, the modern Greek has a special dura- 
tive future by means of qa> lu<w (pres. subj.).  See Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 160.  A summary statement of the durative future is given. 
 (a) The Three Kinds of Action in the Future (futuristic, voli- 
tive, deliberative).  These occur here also.  Thus merely futur- 
istic are sw<sei (Mt. 1:21); bapti<sei (Mt. 3:11); e]lpiou?sin (12:  
21); e@stai (Lu. 1:14 f.); e]pistre<yei and proeleu<setai (1:16 f.); e[l- 
ku<sw (Jo. 12:32); zh<somen (Ro. 6:2); kurieu<sei (6:14); basta<sei 
(Gal. 6:5); e]pitele<sei (Ph. 1:6); xarh<somai (1:18); zhth<sou- 
sin (Rev. 9:6).  Burton1 calls this "the progressive future." Cf. 
Ac. 7:6.  Durative also is a]dikh<sei with ou] mh< (Lu. 10:19).  So 
ou] mh> diyh<sei (Jo. 4:14; cf. 6:35); ou] mh> a]kolouqh<sousin (Jo. 10: 
5).  Examples of the volitive durative future are the legal pre- 
cepts (common in the LXX) so often quoted in the N. T. Cf. 
ou] foneu<seij (Mt. 5:21); ou] moixeu<seij (5:27); ou]k e]piorkh<seij, a]podw<- 
seij (5:33); a]gaph<seij (5:43; cf. a]gapa?te, verse 44); e@sesqe (5: 
48), etc.  Perhaps oi]kodomh<sw (Mt. 16:18)= 'I will' rather than  
‘I shall.’  In 1 Tim. 6:8, tou<toij a]rkesqhso<meqa, the resolution is 
volitive.  It is possible that we have the volitive use in Mt. 
4:4, ou]k e]p ] a@rt& mo<n& zh<setai o[ a@nqrwpoj.  The deliberative future  
may also be durative.  Cf. Mt. 18:21, posa<kij a[marth<sei; (merely  
interrogative) and Lu. 14:34, e]n ti<ni a]rtuqh<setai; (rhetorical).  Cf.  
aor., pres. and fut. ind. in Mt. 28:7. 
 (b) The Periphrastic Future.  The very failure of the future  
to express durative action clearly2 led to the use of the present  
participle e@somai.  In Lysias (2), 13, note e@sontai geno<menoi more  
like a future punctiliar (or perfect).  Cf. Mt. 10:22 and 24:9,  
e@sesqe misou<menoi (Mk. 13:13; Lu. 21:17); (Mk. 13:25) e@sontai 
pi<ptontej (Lu. 1:20) e@s^ siwpw?n, (5:10) e@s^ zwgrw?n, (17:35) 
e@sontai a]lh<qousai, (21:24) e@stai patoume<nh, (1 Cor. 14:9) e@sesqe  
lalou?ntej.  Cf. Gen. 4:12, 14; Deut. 28:29; Mal. 3:3, etc.  The 
frequent use of me<llw and the pres. inf. (durative) has already  
been mentioned.  The fut. of  me<llw itself occurs (Mt. 24:6) with  
the pres. inf. 
 2. SUBJUNCTIVE AND OPTATIVE.  The rarity of the press subj. 
(and opt., of course) has already been commented upon. The  
aorist is used as a matter of course here unless durative action is  
to be expressd. A few examples will suffice. Thus ti< poiw?men;  
(Jo. 6:28); e]a>n e@xhte (Mt. 17:20); e@xwmen (Ro. 5:1).  The sub- 
junctive is very common indeed, but not in the present tense.  
There is in the N. T. no instance of a periphrastic present subj. 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., p. 32. 2 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 444. 
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or optative.  John's free use of the pres. subj. has already been 
noted (Abbott, Joh. Gr., pp. 369 ff.).  Cf. e]a>n poih?te (13:17); e]a>n 
marturw? (5:31).  In Col. 1:18 note ge<nhtai prwteu<wn like e]ge<neto 
sti<lbonta (Mk. 9:3).  The present opt. survives in dunai<mhn (Ac.  
8:31); e@xoi, (Ac. 17:11); bou<loito (Ac. 25:20); qe<loi (Ac. 17:18;  
Lu. 1:62); ei@h (9:46; 15:26; 18:36; 22:23; Ac. 10:17). 
 3. IMPERATIVE. The contrast between the present imperative  
and the aorist subj. in prohibitions had to be set forth in con- 
nection with the punctiliar-aorist subj. The present imper. was  
found to be regularly durative. In Paul's frequent use of the  
pres. imper. with mh> the inchoative or conative or customary  
(prohibiting a course of conduct) use of the present is noticeable, 
as in mh> a]me<lei (1 Tim. 4:14); mhdeni> e]piti<qei (5:22); mhde> koinw<nei 
(ib.); mh> mequ<skesqe (Eph. 5:18); mh> yeu<desqe (Col. 3:9).1  Cf. mh> 
a]pai<tei  (Lu. 6:30).  In general mh< is used with the present  
imper. to forbid what one is already doing. Cf. mh> fobei?sqe 
(Jo. 6:20); mh> kri<nete (Mt. 7:1); mhke<ti a[ma<rtane (Jo. 5:14); mh> 
qauma<zete (5:28); mh> dokei?te (5:45); mhke<tei sku<lle (Lu. 8:49). 
The durative force of the pres. imper. is well seen in kaqeu<dete 
kai> a]napau<esqe (Mt. 26:45).  Cf. also pa<ntote xai<rete, a]dialei<ptwj 
proseu<xesqe, e]n panti> eu]xaristei ?te (1 Th. 5:16-22).  A good ex- 
ample is seen in Ac. 18:9, Mh> fobou ?, a]lla> la<lei kai> mh> siwph<s^j, 
‘He had been afraid, he was to go on speaking, he was not to  
become silent.’  Cf. 2 Tim. 2:16, 22 f.  The contrast between  
aorist and pres. imper. is often drawn in the N. T., as in Jo. 5:8;  
Mt. 16:24.  We note the periphrastic pres. imper. in i@sqi eu]now?n  
(Mt. 5:25); i@sqi e@xwn (Lu. 19:17); i@ste ginw<skontej (Eph. 5:5)2;  
e@stwsan kaio<menoi (Lu. 12:35).  Cf. Judg. 11:10; Prov. 3:5; gi<nou 
grhgorw?n (Rev. 3:2); 2 Cor. 6:14.  Moulton (Prol., p. 249) cites  
from Pelagia (p. 26) e@so ginw<skwn.  
 4. INFINITIVE.  The present inf. can be assumed to be dura- 
tive.  The matter has had some discussion in connection with the  
aorist inf. (punctiliar), but a few further examples will illustrate 
the usage. Cf. ta> au]ta> gra<fein u[mi?n (Ph. 3:1) and to> a]gapa?n 
au]to<n (Mk. 12:33) where the linear action is obvious.3  Indeed  
the force of the pres. inf. is so normal as to call for little corn- 
ment.4  Cf. ou] du<namai poiei?n (Jo. 5:30. Cf. Mt. 6:24); to> qe<lein  
Ro. 7:18); a[marta<nein (1 Jo. 3:9); proseu<xesqai (1 Cor. 11:13);  
tou? ptatei?n (Lu. 10:19), etc.  For the distinction between the 
 
 l Moulton, Prol., p. 125 f. Cf. Naylor, Cl. Rev., 1906, p. 348. 
 2 Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 204. 
 3 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 46.  4 Moulton, Prol., p. 204. 
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aorist and pres. inf. see e]mbh?nai— kai> proa<gein (Mt. 14:22).  Cf.  
ai]tei?n in Ac. 3:2.  The frequent use of me<llw and the pres. inf.  
has already been twice mentioned. In indirect discourse the  
pres. inf. merely represents the pres. ind. of the direct discourse.  
Cf. ei#nai (Mt. 22:23; Ro. 1:22); e]kba<llein (Lu. 11:18), etc.  
There is one instance in the N. T. of a pres. inf. in indir. discourse  
representing an imperfect incl.1  Luke has a periphrastic pres. 
inf., e]n t& ? ei#nai au]to>n proseuxo<menon, which occurs twice (9:18; 
11:1).  Cf. 2 Chron. 15:16.  Only two fut. infs. in the N. T.  
seem to be durative (Ac. 11:28; Jo. 21:25).  The pres. inf. is  
most natural with e]n (cf. Lu. 8:40), and is common with dia<   
(cf. Mt. 13:f.); ei]j (Ro. 12:2); but not (pres. 3, aor. 9) with  
pro<j (Mk. 13:22).  It is used only once with pro< (Jo. 17:5) 
and is not used with meta<.  Cf. Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, 
p. 49 f. 
 5. PARTICIPLE. The present participle, like the present inf., is  
timeless and urative. 
 (a) The Time of the Present Participle Relative. The time comes  
from the principal verb.  Thus in pwlou?ntej e@feron (Ac. 4:34.  
Cf. pwlh<saj h@negken in verse 37) the time is past; in merimnw?n du<natai 
(Mt. 6:27) the time is present; in e@sesqe misou<menoi (Mt. 10:22),  
o[ ble<pwn a]podw<sei (Mt. 6:18), o@yontai to>n ui[o>n tou ? a]nqrw<pou e]rxo<- 
menon, (24:30) it is future.  Cf. Mt. 24:46; Lu. 5:4; 12:43.  
Further examples of the pres. part. of coincident action are seen  
in Mt. 27:41; Mk. 16:20; Jo. 6:6; 21:19; Ac. 9:22; 10:44;   
19:9. 
 (b) Futuristic.  Just as the pres. ind. sometimes has a futuristic  
sense, so the pres. part. may be used of the future in the sense of  
purpose (by implication only, however). Cf. eu]logou?nta (Ac. 3:  
26); a]pagge<llontaj (15:27); diakonw?n (Ro. 15:25).  In Ac. 18:23,  
e]ch?lqen dierxo<menoj th>n Galatikh>n xw<ran, the pres. part. is coincident  
with the verb.  In 21:2 f. the pres. parts.  diaperw?n and a]poforti- 
zo<meon are futuristic (cf. 3:26; 15:27).  Blass, page 189, notes  
o[ e]rxo<menoj (Jo. 11:27) and e]rxo<menon (1:9).  This use of the pres.  
part. is common in Thuc. (Gildersleeve, A. J. P., 1908, p. 408). 
 (c) Descriptive.  But usually the pres. part. is merely descrip- 
tive. Cf. Mk. 1:4; Ac. 20:9; 2 Cor. 3:18; 4:18.  There is no  
notion of purpbse in a@gontej (Ac. 21:16).  In tou>j swzome<nouj (Ac.  
2:47) the idea is probably iterative, but the descriptive durative  
is certainly all that is true of tou>j a[giazome<nouj in Heb. 10:14 (cf.  
10:10). 
 
 1 Lu. 20:6, contrary to Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 52. 
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 (d) Conative.  It may be conative like the pres. or imperf. ind.  
as in pei<qwn (Ac. 28:23) or tou>j ei]serxome<nouj (Mt. 23:14). 
 (e) Antecedent Time.  By implication also the pres. part. may  
be used to suggest antecedent time (a sort of "imperfect" part.).  
So tuflo>j w}n a@rti ble<pw (Jo. 9:25).  See further Mt. 2:20; Jo.  
12:17; Ac. 4:34; 10:7; Gal. 1:23.  Cf. o[ bapti<zwn (Mk. 1:4). 
 (f) Indirect Discourse.  Cf. p. 864. An example of the pres.  
part. with the object of a verb (a sort of indir. disc. with verbs of  
sensation) is found in ei@dame<n tina e]kba<llonta daimo<nia (Lu. 9:49).  
The pres. part. is common after ei#don in Rev. (10:1; 13:1, 11;  
114:6; 18:1; 20:1, etc.).  Cf. Ac. 19:35, ginw<skei th>n po<lin ou#san. 
 (g) With the Article.  The present participle has often the itera- 
tive (cf. pres. ind.) sense. So o[ kle<ptwn (Eph. 4:28)=’the rogue.'  
Cf. o[ katalu<wn (Mt. 27:40); oi[ zhtou ?ntej (2:20).  The part. with  
the article sometimes loses much of its verbal force (Moulton,  
Prol., p. 127; Kuhner-Gerth, I, p. 266). He cites from the pa- 
pyri,  toi?j gamou?si, C. P. R. 24 (ii/A.D.). Cf. tou>j swzome<nouj (Ac.  
2:47).  So in Gal. 4:27, h[ ou] ti<ktousa, h[ ou]k w]di<nousa. 
 (h) Past Action Still in Progress.  This may be represented by  
the pres. part.  So Mk. 5:25; Jo. 5:5; Ac. 24:10.  Cf. Burton,  
N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 59. 
 (i) "Subsequent" Action.  Blass1 finds "subsequent" action  
in the pres. parts. in Ac. 14:22 and 18:23.  But in 14:22 note 
u[pe<streyan ei]j th>n Lu<stran—e]pisthri<zontej ta>j yuxa>j tw?n maqh- 
tw?n the aorist ind. is "effective" and accents the completion  
of the action.  The pres. part. is merely coincident with the  
“effective” stage.  It is a point, not a process in the aorist. 
 (j) No Durative Future Participles.  The few fut. parts. in the 
N. T. seem to be punctiliar, not durative, unless to> genhso<menon 
(I Cor. 15:37) be durative, but this example is pretty clearly  
ingressive punctiliar. 
 IV. Perfected State of the Action (o[ te<leioj h} sunteliko<j). 
 1. THE IDEA OF THE PERFECT. 
 (a) The Present Perfect.  The oldest of the perfects.  "The  
perfect is a present perfect."2 Such it was in the beginning un- 
doubtedly . The past perfect and future perfect are both built  
upon the present perfect stem. Both are comparatively rare,  
especially the future perfect.  The use was at first also confined  
to the indicative.  Moulton (Prol., p. 140) calls it the most im- 
portant exegetically of the Greek tenses. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 198. Cf. K.-G., Bd. II, p. 121 f.  
 2 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., p. 395. 
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 (b) The Intensive Perfect.  This use (or the iterative) was prob- 
ably the origin of the tense.  So o@llumai=’I perish,’ o@lwla= ‘I 
perish utterly.’1  Cf. also qnh<skw, te<qnhka ; mimnh<skw, me<mnhmai.  The 
iterative process is seen in a]pe<stalka (2 Cor. 12:17), e[w<raken  
(Jo. 1:18).  The "effective" aoristic present is close kin to the  
perfect, as we have already seen, in (Lu. 15:27); a]kou<w (1 Cor.  
11:18); a]dikw? (Ac. 25:11).  Reduplication, though not always  
used, was an effort to express this intensive or iterative idea.  So  
likewise the aorist of an action just accomplished, like e@gnwn ti< 
poih<sw, (Lu. 16:4), is near in idea to the present perfect, though  
there is a difference. More about the intensive perfect a little  
later. 
 (c) The Extensive Perfect.  This comes to be the usual force  
of the tense, Gildersleeve2 has put the thing finely:  "The perfect  
looks at both ends of an action."  It "unites in itself as it were  
present and aorist, since it expresses the continuance of com- 
pleted action."3  That is to say, the perfect is both punctiliar and  
durative.  The aorist (punctiliar) represents an action as finished,  
the linear present as durative, but the perfect presents a com- 
pleted state or condition. When the action was completed the  
perfect tense does not say.  It is still complete at the time of the  
use of the tense by speaker or writer.  In Jo. 1:32 teqe<amai in  
the mouth of John the Baptist refers to the baptism of Jesus  
some week before, but he still has the vision.  Cf. 1:34, e[w<raka 
kai> memartu<rhka, where there is a difference of time between the  
two words. When Andrew said to Peter eu[rh<kamen (1:41) his dis- 
covery is recent and vivid.  No single graph for the perfect can  
therefore be made.  In some cases the line of connection from  
the act (punctiliar) to the time of speaking would be very short,  
in others very long.  This line of connection is just the contribu- 
tion of the perfect tense as distinct from aorist and present.  As  
a matter of fact, in the combination of punctiliar and durative in  
the perfect it begins with the punctiliar and goes on with the 
durative thus (•-----), but the emphasis may be now on the 
punctiliar, now on the durative. In others the two are drawn  
almost to a point, but not quite. In still others there is a broken  
continuity thus (A • • • • > • • • • B).4  It is the perfect of repeated  
action. Cf. Jo. 1:18; 5:37; 2 Cor. 12:17. 
 
 1 Jebb in V. and D.'s Handb., p. 327. Cf. Giles, Man., pp. 449, 491 f. 
 2 Synt., p. 99.  Cf. also Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 395 f. 
 3 Blass, Cu of N. T. Gk., p. 198. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 144. 
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 (d) Idea of Time in the Tense.  In the ind. it appears in  
three forms with the notion of time (past perfect, present per- 
fect, future perfect).  In the other modes only the present per- 
fect occurs, but it has no time in itself and in the imper. and  
subj. is naturally future.  Often in the N. T., as in the Attic  
writers,1 a sharp distinction is drawn between the perfect and the  
aorist or the present. Cf. marturei? with a]pe<stalken and memartu<rh- 
ken in Jo. 5:36 f.; ei]sh<gagen—kai> kekoi<nwken, (Ac. 21:28); o!ti e]ta<fh,  
kai> o!ti e]gh<gertai (1 Cor. 15:4); e]kti<sqh-e@ktistai (Col. 1:16); h@san, 
e@dwkaj, teth<rhkaj (Jo. 17:6).  The perfect active is frequently in- 
transitive,2 as has been already shown under Voice.  Cf. i!sthmi, 
e!sthka, a]po<llumi, a]po<lwla, etc. 
 2. THE INDICATIVE. 
 (a) The Present Perfect (o[ e]nesw>j sunteliko>j h} parakei<menoj).  It 
is not clear how the notion of present time is conveyed by this  
tense in the ind. since it is absent in the subj. and imper., not to  
say inf. and part. Gildersleeve suggests that it "comes from the  
absence of the augment and from the fact that a completed  
phenomenon cannot complete itself in the future." But that ex- 
planation is not very satisfactory. The tense does occur some- 
times in the future, and the present perfect is older than the past  
perfect which rests on it. Perhaps at first it was just the perfect  
tense (cf. aoristic presents and timeless aorists) and was timeless.  
By degrees it came to be used only for present time. The rise of  
the past perfect made it clear. The pres. perf. is much more  
common in the koinh< than in the earlier Greek. "The perfect was  
increasingly used, as the language grew older, for what would  
formerly have been a narrative aorist" (Moulton, Prol., p. 141).  
In particular is this true of the vernacular as the papyri show. 
 (a) The Intensive Present Perfect.  Moulton3 calls these "Per- 
fects with Present Force." They are Perfecta Praesentia.  In  
reality they are perfects where the punctiliar force is dropped and  
only the durative remains (cf. past perfect). Gildersleeve4 dis- 
tinguishes sharply between the intensive use of emotional verbs  
and what he calls the "Perfect of Maintenance of Result."  But  
it is questionable if the difference does not lie in the nature of the  
verb rather than in a special modification of the tense.  A real  
distinction exists in 1 Jo. 4:14 between teqea<meqa and marturou ?- 
men.  Burton5 follows Gildersleeve, but he admits the doubt on 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 493.    4 Synt., p. 99 f. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 23.  5 N. T. M. and T., p. 37 f. 
 3 Prol., p. 147. 
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the subject.1  In these verbs when the perfect has lost the  
punctiliar notion it is due to the change in meaning of the verbs.2  
The list is rather large in Homer, particularly where attitude of  
mind is expressed.3  Giles (Man., p. 481) thinks that originally  
the perf. was either intensive or iterative like e!sthka, and that  
the notion of recently completed action (extensive) is a develop- 
ment. These almost purely durative perfects in the N. T. may  
be illustrated by e@oika (Jas. 1:6); a]ne<&ga (2 Cor. 6:11); oi#da (Mt.  
6:8); e!sthka (Rev. 3:20); e]ne<sthka (2 Th. 2:2); pe<poiqa (Ph. 2:24);  
ke<kragen (Jo 1:15) which is an example of Gildersleeve's emotional  
intensives and due according to Blass4 to the "literary language,"  
me<mnhmai (1 Cor. 11:2); te<qnhka (Lu. 8:49).  Most of these verbs  
have an inchoative or conative or iterative sense in the present.  
Moulton5 has shown from the LXX and the papyri that ke<kraga,  
is vernacular koinh< and not merely literary.  He thinks that, while  
kra<zw in the LXX is durative, ke<kraga is merely punctiliar.  See  
(q) The Aoristic Perfect.  It is possible also that pepisteu<kamen kai> 
e]gnw<kamen (Jo. 6:69) belong here.  It is less open to dispute that  
katabe<bhka (Jo. 6:38) is a present state.  Cf. kekoi<mhtai (Jo. 11:11).  
But more doubtful are h@lpika (Jo. 5:45); h!ghmai (Ac. 26:2);  
pe<peismai. (Ro. 8:38).6  But tea<raktai (Jo. 12:27) seems to fall  
under the intensive perfect.  Cf. e[stw>j ei]mi< (Ac. 25:10). 
 (b) The extensive Present Perfect = a completed state.  This 
act may be durative-punctiliar like h@ggiken (Mt. 3:2) with a 
backward 1ook (-----•).  Cf. thus h]gw<nismai, tete<leka, teth<rhka (2 
Tim. 4:7).  This consummative effect is seen in teth<rhkan (Jo.  
17:6), e]lh<luqen (12:23) and peplhrw<kate (Ac. 5:28).  Cf. Heb.  
8:13; 10:4.  In Jo. 20:29, o!ti e[w<raka<j me pepi<steukaj the cul- 
mination is just reached a few moments before.  But more fre- 
quently it is the punctiliar-durative perfect where the completed  
act is followed by a state of greater or less duration (•-----).  In 
Jo. 19:22, o! ge<grafa ge<grafa, we have an example of each.  Cf.  
the common ge<graptai (Mt. 4:7).  'It was written (punctiliar)  
and still is on record' (durative).  Thus is to be explained in- 
stances like ei@rhken in Heb. 10:9 (cf. ei#pon in 10:7).  'The state- 
ment is on record.'  It is only in appearance that prosenh<noxen and  
pepoi<hken (Heb. 11:17, 28) seem different.  This common usage in  
Hebrews has been compared to that in Thuc. vol. I, pp. 2, 6, etc. 
 
 1 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Bd. II, p. 269 f. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 15.  3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 22.  
 4 Gr. of N. IT. Gk., p. 198. Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 347 f. 
 5 Prol., p. 147.    6 Ib.; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 199. 
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Cf. further Heb. 7:6, 9, 11, 13, 16, 20, 23, where the perma- 
nence of the Jewish institutions is discussed. Jo. 6:25 ge<gonaj  
has punctiliar and durative ideas (‘earnest and art here’).  Cf.  
Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 347. In Col. 1:16 e]kti<sqh is merely punc- 
tiliar, while in same verse e@ktistai adds the durative idea, whereas  
in verse 17 again sune<sthken has lost the punctiliar and is only  
durative.  In 1 Cor. 15:4 e]gh<gertai stands between two aorists  
because Paul wishes to emphasize the idea that Jesus is still  
risen.  Usually h]ge<rqh was sufficient, but not here. Cf. e]sth<riktai 
(Lu. 16:26).  Cf. a]fe<wntai (Lu. 5:23); e]kke<xutai (Ro. 5:5).  John 
is especially fond of this use of the present perfect. Cf. 1:32,  
34, 41; 5:33, 36 ff.  In chapter 17 the present perfects call for  
special attention. Cf. 1 Jo. 1:1 for contrast between the pres- 
ent perfect and the aorist. 
 (g) The Present Perfect of Broken Continuity.1  As already ex- 
plained, we here have a series of links rather than a line, a broken 
graph (• • • • > • • • •).  Perhaps pe<praxa< ti in Ac. 25:11 is to be so 
understood.  But certainly it is true of a]pe<stalka (2 Cor. 12:17)  
where Paul refers to various missions to the Corinthians.  In  
particular Moulton2 notes the examples with pw<pote, as ou]dei>j 
e[w<raken pw<pote (Jo. 1:18).  Cf. further memartu<rhken (5:37); dedou- 
leu<kamen (8:33). 
 (d) The Dramatic Historical Present Perfect.  Here an action  
completed in the past is conceived in terms of the present time for  
the sake of vividness. Burton3 doubts if any genuine examples of  
the vivid historical perfect occur in the N. T. Certainly ke<kragen  
(Jo. 1:15) is a vivid historical tense even if only intensive in sense.  
Cf. marturei? just before. But by the term "historical" it is not  
meant that this use of the perfect is common in all narrative.  
But the Vedic Sanskrit has it often in narrative. It is a matter  
of personal equation after all.  Thus Xenophon, who "affects  
naivete," uses the present perfect much more frequently than  
Herodotus and Thucydides.4  It is rather the tense of the orator  
or the dramatist and is often rhetorical.5  Hence Isocrates and  
Demosthenes surpass Plato in the use of the present perfect.  
"The nearness of any department of literature to practical life  
may readily be measured by the perfect."6  Moulton7 notes how  
in the papyri there is an increasing use of the present perfect just 
 
 1 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 144. 
 2 Ib.    4 Gildersl., Am. Jour. Philol., XXIX, p. 396. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., p. 38.  5 Thompson, Synt., p. 216. 
 6 Gildersl., Am. Jour. Philol., 1908, p. 396. 7 Prol., p. 141. 
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because it is so largely the language of life.  He notes also how  
Socrates in Plato's Crito uses this vivid present perfect:  "tekmai<- 
romai e@k tinoj e]nupni<ou, o{ e[w<raka o]li<gon pro<teron tau<thj th?j nukto<j, 
where point of time in the past would have ei#don, as inevitable as  
the aorist is in English, had not Socrates meant to emphasize the  
present vividness of the vision."  This vivid perfect is found in  
John's Gospel in particular.  One only needs to have some imagi- 
nation himself.  Cf. teqe<amai. (1:32).  John still has that vision.  
So eu[rh<kamen (1:41).  The aorist would have been prosaic.  Cf. also  
a]pesta<lkate (5:33), a realistic change. (Cf. 1:19 ff.).  So also  
a]pe<stalken, in Ac. 7:35; kekoi<nwken in 21:28 and pepoi<hka in 2 Cor. 
11:25.  A striking instance of it is seen in Rev. 5:7, ei@lhfen,  
where John sees Jesus with the book in his hand.  It is dull to  
make an ei@lhfen here= e@laben.  Another example of this vivid perfect  
is e]sxh<kamen (2 Cor. 1:9), a dreadful memory to Paul.  So with  
e@sxhken in 7:5.  A particularly good instance is ge<gonen (Mt. 25:  
6), where the present perfect notes the sudden cry (cf. aorist  
and imperf. just before). Cf. ei@rhken in 2 Cor. 12:9.  Blass1 has 
observed that it occurs sometimes in parables or illustrations,  
and quite naturally so, for the imagination is at play. Thus is  
to be explained a]pelh<luqen, (Jas. 1:24) between two aorists.  James  
sees the man.  'He has gone off.' Cf. Mt. 13:46, a]pelqw>n pe<praken 
pa<nta o!sa ei#xen kai> h]go<rasen au]to<n.  In Lu. 9:36 e[w<rakan is "virtu- 
ally reported speech."2  Cf. a]khko<amen (Ac. 6:11, but h]kou<samen in  
15:24). 
 (e) The Gnomic Present Perfect.  A few examples of this idiom  
seem to appear in the N. T. The present was always the more  
usual tense for customary truths,3 though the aorist and the per- 
fect both occur.  Cf. tetelei<wtai (1 Jo. 2:5); de<detai (1 Cor. 7:  
39)4;  ke<kritai and pepi<steuken (Jo. 3:18); katake<kritai (Ro. 14:23); 
peplh<rwken (13:8).  Cf. Jo. 5:24; Jas. 2:10. 
 (z) The Perfect in Indirect Discourse.  It is misleading to say,  
as Blass5 does, that "the perfect is used relatively instead of the  
pluperfect" in such instances.  This is explaining Greek from the  
German.  Blass does not call this construction "indirect dis- 
course," but merely "after verbs of perception"; but see my  
discussion of Indirect Discourse in ch. XIX.  Cf. Lu. 9:36 ou]deni>  
a]ph<ggeilan ou]de>n w$n e[w<rakan, Ac. 10:45 e]ce<sthsan o!ti e]kke<xutai.  
In Mk. 5:33, ei]dui?a o{ ge<gonen au]t ?̂ h#lqen, the perfect preserves the 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 200.  4 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 39 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 144.   5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 200,  
 3 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 53 f. 
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vividness of the woman's consciousness.  Here the past perfect  
or the aorist could have been used (cf. Mk. 15:10; Mt. 27:18;  
Ac. 19:32).  It is akin to the reportorial vividness of the historical  
perfect.  It is not the perfects here that call for explanation from  
the Greek point of view.  It is rather the occasional aorists,  
imperfects or past perfects.  Cf. MS. differences in Mk. 3:8. 
 (h) Futuristic Present Perfect.  Since the present so often oc- 
curs in a futuristic sense, it is not strange if we find the present  
perfect so used also future perfect. This proleptical use of the  
perfect may be illustrated by dedo<casmai (Jo. 17:10), de<dwka (17: 
22), tete<lestai (19:28), se<shpen and ge<gonen and kati<wtai in Jas. 
5:2 f. (cf. e@stai kai> fa<getai).  This use is sometimes called "pro- 
phetico-perfect."  Indeed some of the examples classed as gnomic  
are really proleptical also. Cf. Jo. 3:18; 5:24; Jas. 2:10; Ro.  
13:8; 14:23.1 
 (q) The "Aoristic" Present Perfect.  The Present Perfect is  
here conceived as a mere punctiliar preterit like the aorist ind.  
We have seen how in some verbs the punctiliar idea drops out  
and only the durative remains in some present perfect forms (like  
oi#da).  It is not per se unreasonable to suppose that with some  
other verbs the durative idea should disappear and the form be  
merely punctiliar.  We seem to have this situation in ke<kraga in  
the LXX (Moulton, Prol., p. 147). The action itself took place  
in the past though the state following its completion is present.  
"By centering attention on the former, while forgetting the latter,  
\the perfect becomes aoristic. We must distinguish between the  
aoristic (punctiliar) and the preterit notions. We have seen  
that originally the tense was probably timeless. Nothing, then,  
but an appeal to the facts can decide whether in the N. T. the  
present perf. ind. ever= the aor. ind. (i.e. is preterit punctiliar).  
The Sanskrit2 shows a deal of confusion and freedom in the use  
of the pres. perf. ind. The blending of the perfect and aorist  
firms in Latin is also a point to note in spite of the independence  
of the Greek tense development. E. J. Goodspeed (Am. J. Theol.,  
X, 102 f.) regards Latin as having some influence on the ultimate  
confusion in the Greek. There is no doubt of the ultimate con- 
fusion in the late Greek3 (from A.D. 300 on) between the perfect  
and the aorist (see later). The use of --qhka and —hka in the aorist  
pass. ind. in modern Greek illustrates one way confusion could 
 
 1 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 15; Gildersleeve, Synt., p. 101. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 296. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 440; Moulton, Prol., p. 142. 
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arise (Thumb Handb., p. 144).  Cf. e@dwka, de<dwka.  In the modern  
Greek all other remnants of the old perfect form are gone save in  
the participle, which has lost its reduplication, like deme<noj.  But  
had it begun in the older Greek?  Jannaris1 answers Yes and  
cites Thuc. 1, 21, ou@te w[j poihtai> u[mnh<kasi—ou]te wpj logogra<foi 
cune<qesan.  But this may be the dramatic historical perfect.  
Jebb2 answers Yes and quotes Demosthenes and Lucian; but  
these again may be merely the rhetorical dramatic perfect. The  
grammarians and scholiasts, under the influence of the Latin,  
did come to lose all consciousness of any distinction and explained  
one tense by the other.3  The present perfect was always more  
common in every-day life, as we have noted. The papyri prove  
this abundantly.4  Moreover, the present perfect grew in popular  
use at the expense of the aorist, where the aorist might have been  
employed.  There is thus no strong presumption against the pos- 
sibility of such confusion in the N. T.  Besides, "the line between  
aorist and perfect is not always easy to draw."5  This is especially  
true of an event just past which may be described by either  
tense. Moulton6 admits that "the LXX and inscriptions show  
a few example of a semi-aoristic perfect in the pre-Roman age,  
which, as Thumb remarks (Hellenismus, p. 153), disposes of the  
idea that Latin influence was working" thus early. But Moulton 
rightly rejects i]dw>n o[ lao>j o!ti kexro<nike Mwu*sh?j (Ex. 32:1) as an 
instance (merely oratio obliqua).  Simcox7 says that "no one but  
a doctrinaire special pleader is likely to deny that in Rev. 5:7;  
8:5, ei@lhfen, and in 7:14, ei@rhka are mere preterits in sense."  
Well, I do deny it as to ei@lhfen in Rev. 5:7 and 8:5, where we  
have the vivid dramatic colloquial historical perfect. The same  
thing is possible with ei@rhka in 7:14, but I waive that for the  
moment. Burton8 is more cautious. He claims that the N. T.  
writers "had perfect command of the distinction between the  
aorist and the perfect," but admits that "there is clear evidence  
that the perfect tense was in the N. T. sometimes an aorist in  
force," though the idiom is confined within narrow limits."  
Some of the examples claimed by him for this usage I have ex- 
plained otherwise already.  Moulton9 sees that this confusion  
may exist in one writer, though not in another, but he admits a 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 439.  6 Ib., p. 142. 
 2 V. and D., Handb., p. 328. 7 Lang. of the N. T., p. 104. 
 3 Ib.; Jann., Gk. Gr., p. 339 f. 8 N. T. M. and T., p. 44. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 141.  9 Prol., pp. 143 ff. 
 5 Ib. 
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"residuum of genuinely aoristic perfects." He admits ge<gona  
to be "perplexing," though in the 45 examples in the ind.  
in the N. T. "it has obviously present time" and "the aoristic  
sense is not really proved for any of them." That is cer- 
tainly true.  There are instances in the N. T., as in the later  
Greek generally,1 where ge<gona approaches a present in sense, as  
in 1 Cor. 13:11, but its use as a mere preterit is not shown, not  
even by the examples quoted by Moulton2 from the papyri (0. P. 
478 and B. U. 136). The first has prosbebhke<nai—gegone<nai —  
teteleuke<nai, all three apparently vivid historical perfects. The  
example in Josephus (Apion, 4:21) may be the same.  We have  
left ei@lhfa, ei@rhka, e@sxhka, pe<praka.  The last Moulton3 refuses to  
admit as an aorist in sense, since "the distinction is very clearly  
seen in papyri for some centuries" between pepraka and h]go<rasa.  
He cites 0. P. 482 (ii/A.D.), xwri>j w$n a]pegraya<mhn kai> pe<praka. Be- 
sides in Mt. 13:46 pe<praken is in a vivid parable (dramatic his- 
torical perfect). Moulton notes the confusion as worse in illiterate 
papyri, like ou]k e]lousa<mhn ou]k h@lime (=h@leimmai), 0. P. 528 (ii/A.D.). 
As to e@sxhka the matter is more plausible in one example (2 Cor.  
2:13). Blass4 affirms the true present perfect sense for e@sxhka  
elsewhere in the N. T. (Mk. 5:15; 2 Cor. 1:9; 7:5; Ro. 5:2).  
Moulton5 replies that "we must, I think, treat all the Pauline  
passages alike."  But why?  He does not claim such uniformity  
for ge<gona in any N. T. writer.6  There is some analogy between  
e@sxhka and e@qhka and a]fh ?ka, and e@sxon may be ingressive, not con- 
stative. Moulton (Prol., p. 145) makes a good deal out of the  
fact that e@sxon occurs only 20 times in the N. T. and that thus  
e@sxhka may have come to mean 'possessed' (constative), but he  
admits that this does not suit in Ro. 5:2.  He cites a possible 
example from B. U. 297 (ii/A.D.) toi?j dikai<an ai]ti<an e]sxhko<si kai> a@neu 
tino>j a]mfisbhth<sewj e]n t ?̂ nom ?̂ genome<nouj (=—oij).  Radermacher 
(N. T. Gr., p. 122) thinks that the perfect in the koinh< comes  
within the sphere of the aorist at times. Thackeray (Gr., p. 24)  
thinks that ei@lhfa in Dan. q 4:30b and e@sxhka, 3 M. 5:20, belong  
here.  But if the whole case has to be made out from one ex- 
ample (2 Cor. 2:13; cf. 2 Cor. 7:5), it is at least quite proble- 
matical.  The only substantial plea for taking e@sxhka as preterit  
here is the fact that Paul did have a@nesij for his spirit after Titus 
 
 1 Cf. Buresch,  Ge<gonan (Rh. M., 1891, p. 231 note). 
 2 Prol., p. 146. 
 3 Ib., p. 142.     5 Prol., p. 145. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 200.   6 Ib., p. 146. 
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came.  But it was a partial a@nesij as the Epistle shows.  It is  
therefore possible that in 2 Cor. 2:13 we do have a present per- 
fect= preterit punctiliar (cf. e]ch?lqon), possible but not quite cer- 
tain.  Paul may have wished to accent the strain of his anxiety  
up to the time of the arrival of Titus.  The aorist would not have  
done that.  The imperfect would not have noted the end of his  
anxiety.  It was durative plus punctiliar.  Only the past perfect  
and the present perfect could do both.  The experience may have  
seemed too vivid to Paul for the past perfect.  Hence he uses the  
(historical dramatic) present perfect. That is certainly a pos- 
sible interpretation of his idea. Moulton (Prol., p. 238) in the  
Additional Notes draws back a bit from the preterit use of  
e@sxhka.  He had advanced it "with great hesitation" and as " a  
tentative account." "The pure perfect force is found long after  
Paul's day: thus in the formula of an IOU, o[mologw? e]sxhke<nai 
para> sou? dia> xeiro>j e]c oi@kou xrh?sin e@ntokon (B. U. 1015 in the early  
iii/A.D.), 'to, have received and still possess.'" We have ei@lhfa and 
ei@rhka left.  Take ei@lhfa.  In Rev. 3:3 we have mnhmo<neue ou#n pw?j 
ei@lhfaj kai> h@kousaj kai> th<rei, kai> metano<hson.  It is preceded by  
eu!rkhka in the proper sense.  This is an exhortation about the future.  
If h@kousaj had been a]kh<koaj no difficulty would exist.  The perfect  
would emphasize the permanence of the obligation. It is as easy  
to say that h@kousaj = a perfect as that ei@lhfaj = an aorist.  Both  
are abstractly possible and neither may be true. The reception  
may seem more a matter to be emphasized as durative than the  
hearing (punctiliar).  It is a fine point, but it is possible.  Cf.  
pepoi<hken kai> e]le<hsen in Mk. 5:19.  Cf. Jo. 3:32.  The mere fact  
of the use of aorists and perfects side by side does not prove con- 
fusion of tenses. It rather argues the other way. It is possible  
with Blass1 to see the force of each tense in e[w<raken and h@kousen  
in Jo. 3:32 (cf. 1 Jo. 1:1-3).  Note also ei]sh<gagen kai> kekoi<nw- 
ken, (Ac. 2:28).  Cf. Lu. 4:18 where the change is natural. 
Moulton2 does find such confusion in the illiterate documents 
among the papyri.  Simcox (Lang. of the N. T., p. 105) wishes to 
know what "distinction of sense" exists between e@labon and tete- 
lei<wmai in Ph. 3:12.  It is very simple and very clear.    @Elabon  
denies the sufficiency of Paul's past achievement, tetelei<wmai, de- 
nies it as a present reality.  Cf. Ro. 13:12.  I have already ex- 
plained ei@lhfa in Rev. 5:7 and 8:5.  There is surely no trouble 
about ei@lhfa in 2:28.  In 11:17 again, o!ti ei@lhfej th>n du<nami<n sou 
th>n mega<lhn kai> e]basi<leusaj, it is not ei@lhfej (punctiliar-durative, 
 
 1 G . of N. T. Gk., p. 199.  2 Prol., p. 142 f. 
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‘receivedst and still hast’) that calls for explanation, but e]basi<- 
leusaj, which may be used to accent the ingressive idea or as a 
practical equivalent of the perfect.  The use of ei@rhka (Rev. 7:  
14) and ei@rhkan (19:3) seems more like a real preterit than any  
other examples in the N. T.  In 7:14, B reads ei#pon.  I would  
not labour the point over these two examples.  If such a confu- 
sion of tenses occurred anywhere in the N. T., the Apocalypse  
would be the place to expect it.  And yet even the Apocalypse is  
entitled to a word in its defence on this point in spite of the fact  
that Moulton1 "frankly yields" these instances and Blass2 says  
that "the popular intermixture of the two tenses appears un- 
doubtedly in the Apocalypse." It is to be remembered that the  
Apocalypse is a series of visions, is intensely dramatic. It is just  
here that the rhetorical dramatic (historical) perfect so freely  
granted in the orators would be found. It is wholly possible that  
in this use of ei@rhka we have only this idiom.  "In history the  
perfect has no place outside of the speeches and the reflective  
passages in which the author has his say."3  It is curious how  
aptly Gildersleeve here describes these very instances of the  
present perfect which are called "aoristic."  So I conclude by  
saying that the N. T. writers may be guilty of this idiom,4 but  
they have not as yet been proven to be. Cf. e]xa<rhn o!ti eu!rhka in  
2 Jo. 4.  The distinction between the perf. and pres. is sharply  
drawn in Jas. 3:7, dama<zetai kai> deda<mastai. 
 (i) The Periphrastic Perfect.  For the origin of this idiom see  
discussion in connection with the Past Perfect, (b), (n). The use of  
e@xw (so common in later Greek and finally triumphant in modern  
Greek) has a few parallels in the N. T.5  Cf. e@xe me par^thme<non  
(Lu. 14:19) with Latin idiom "I have him beaten."  Cf. e@xw  
kei<mena (Lu. 12:19, pres. part. used as perf.), e]chramme<nhn e@xwn th>n  
xei?ra (Mk. 3:1).  Cf. Mk. 8:17; Heb. 5:14; Jo. 17:13, e@xwsin  
--peplhrwme<nhn.  Here the perf. part. is, of course, predicate, but  
the idiom grew out of such examples.  The modern Greek uses  
not only e@xw deme<no, but also deme<na, but, if a conjunctive pron.  
precedes, the part. agrees in gender and number (cf. French).  
So th>n e@xw i]dwme<nh, 'I have seen her' (Thumb, Handb., p. 162).  
Passive is ei#mai deme<noj.  The use of gi<nomai is limited. Cf. e]ge<neto 
 
 1 Prol., p. 145.   2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 200. 
 3 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 396. 
 4 E. J. Goodspeed (Am. Jour. of Theol., Jan., 1906, p. 102 f.) shows that  
the ostraca confirm the pap. in the free use of the perfect. 
 5 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 438. 
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e]skotwme<nh (Rev. 16:10), a mixture of tenses (cf. Mk. 9:3).  See  
Ex. 17:12; Ps. 72:14.  Peculiar is gego<nate e@xontej in Heb. 5:12.  
It is ei]mi< that is commonly used (about 40 times in the N. T.)  
with the perfect part. Cf. Num. 22:12; Is. 10:20.  Burton1  
notes that the intensive use of the perfect tense (cf. past perfect)  
is more common than the extensive.  As examples of the inten- 
sive (=present) take pepeisme<noj e]sti<n (Lu. 20:6).  So Jo. 2:17; 
Ac. 2:13, etc.  For the extensive use (= completed act) note e]sti>n  
pepragme<non (Lu. 23:15).  So Jo. 6:31; Heb. 4:2, etc.  In Ac. 
26:26 the main accent is on the punctiliar aspect (at the begin- 
ning, as in Jo. 6:31). 
 (k) Present as Perfect.  These examples, like h!kw, pa<reimi, h[tta<- 
omai, kei?mai, have already been discussed under 1, (a), (h).  Cf. a]po<-  
keitai, (2 Tim. 4:8). 
 (b) The last Perfect (o[ u[persunteliko<j). 
 (a) The Double Idea.  It is the perfect of the past and-uses the 
form of the present perfect plus special endings and often with  
augment. The special endings2 show kinship with the aorist.  
As the present perfect is a blending in idea of the aoristic (punc- 
tiliar) and the durative present (a sort of durative aoristic present  
combined), so the past perfect is a blend of the aorist and the  
imperfect in idea.3  It is continuance of the completed state in  
past time up to a prescribed limit in the past. As in the present  
perfect, so here the relation between the punctiliar and the dura- 
tive ideas will vary in different verbs.  The name u[persunteliko<j 
(plus-quamperfectum)= more than perfect in the sense that it  
always refers to an antecedent date, "a past prior to another  
past"4 is no, always true. 
 (b) A Luxury in, Greek. The Greeks cared nothing for rela- 
tive time, though that was not the only use for the past perfect, 
as just statd.5  Ordinarily the aorist ind. was sufficient for a  
narrative unless the durative idea was wanted when the imperfect  
was ready to hand.  Herodotus shows a fondness for the past  
perfect.6  It disappeared in Greek before the present perfect,7  
though in the N. T. it still survives in current, but not common,  
usage.8 It was never so frequent in Greek as the past perfect 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., p. 40.  3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 201. 
 2 Giles, Man., p. 457.  4 Thompson, Synt., p. 217. 
 5 Moulton., Prol., p. 148. It is absent from the Boeotian dial. (Claflin,  
Synt., etc., p. 72). 
 6 Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., p. 122. 
 7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 441. 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 201. 
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was in Latin. The N. T. idiom conforms to that of the older  
language. 
 (g)  The Intensive Past Perfect.  Present perfects that had  
come to be mere presents through accent on the durative idea  
and loss of emphasis on the aoristic (punctiliar) are virtual im- 
perfects when turned into the past. Cf. w[j ei]w<qei (Mk. 10:1).  
So @̂dein (Jo. 1:31), i[sth<keisan (Jo. 19:25; cf. Ac. 1:10 f.), e]pi- 
poi<qei. (Lu. 11:22) and even e]gnw<keite (Mt. 12:7),1 for e@gnwka 
sometimes is used like oi#da (1 Jo. 2:4).  So with h#n a]polwlw<j (Lu.  
15:24; cf. eu[re<qh).  Here we have a mere existing state in the  
past with the obscuration of the idea of completion (aoristic- 
punctiliar). But it is to be noted that the durative sense is usually  
a changed meaning from the aoristic sense. Cf. oi#da from ei#don.  
For this idiom in classic Greek see Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 103.  
Cf. also E. Schwartz, Index to Eus., pp. 214 
 (d) The Extensive Past Perfect.  The past perfect usually pre- 
sents a completed state or fixed condition in past time. As already  
said, it is not necessarily "a blend of past and praeterpast."2  In  
Latin the past perfect shows no trace of the Aktionsart of the per- 
fect; the past perfect is just time relatively past. The Greek past  
perfect expresses a state following a completed act in past time.3   
Sometimes it is made clear by the context that a considerable  
space of time had intervened, though this is quite incidental with 
the Greek.  Take Jo. 6:17, kai> skoti<a h@dh e]gego<nei kai> ou@pw e]lhlu<qei 
pro>j au]tou>j o[   ]Ihsou?j.  The verb in the sentence before is h@rxonto  
(descriptive) and the verb following is diegei<reto (inchoative).  The  
time of these imperfects is, of course, past.  But the two interven- 
ing past perfects indicate stages in the going (h@rxonto) before  
they reached the shore. Both h@dh and ou@pw help to accent the  
interval between the first darkness and the final appearance of  
Jesus which is soon expressed by the vivid historical present,  
qewrou?sin (6:19).  Here we have a past behind a past beyond a  
doubt from the standpoint of the writer, and that is the very rea- 
son why John used the past perfect here. In verse 16, w[j de> o]yi<a   
e]ge<neto kate<bhsan oi[ maqhtai<, he had been content with the aorist  
in both the principal and the subordinate clauses. He had not  
cared there to express relative time, to stress the interval at all.  
The tenses in Jo. 6:16-21, by the way, form a very interesting  
study.  John4 does, as a matter of fact, use the past perfect more 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 148.  2 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 397.  
 3 Brugmann, K. Vergl. Gr., pp. 569, 576. Cf. Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., pp. 
120 ff.     4 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 349. 
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frequently th n do the Synoptists.  He uses it to take the reader  
"behind the scenes" and often throws it in by way of parenthesis.  
Thus in 1:4 the past perfect a]pestalme<noi h#san points back to 
the aorist a]pe<steilan in 1:19.  In 4:8 a]pelhlu<qeisan is a paren- 
thetical explanation of what the disciples had done before this  
incident with the woman.  So in 9:22 sunete<qeinto has h@dh and  
notes a previous agreement.  In 11:13 ei]rh<kei points to a time  
just before, but note e@docan.  The tenses in 11:11-13 are, all in- 
teresting (ei#pe, le<gei, ei#pon, ei]rh<kei, kekoi<mhntai, poreu<omai, swqh<setai). 
In 11:19 e]lhlu<qeisan denotes antecedent action, and in 11:30,  
teqeime<noj, the interval is marked.  Cf. also 11:44, periede<deto.  
In 11:57 dedw<keisan points backward as is true of ou]de<pw ou]dei>j h#n 
teqeime<noj (19:41).  In 3:24 and 7:30; 8:20, the standpoint is  
later than the event described, but none the less it stretches  
backward though from a relatively future time.  But this dis- 
tinction is not confined to John.  Cf. Mt. 7:25, teqemeli<wto,  
which points pack to verse 24.  So in Mk. 14:44 dedw<kei refers to  
Judas' previous arrangement.  Cf. also e]kbeblh<kei in Mk. 16:9  
with e]fa<nh.  The tenses in Mk. 15:6-10 are interesting.  The  
three past perfects all refer to antecedent action.  Cf. &]kodo<mhto  
with h@gagon in Lu. 4:29, and with e]poreu<eto in verse 30.  In Lu.  
16:20 e]be<blhto suggests that the poor man had been at the door  
some while. In Ac. 4:22 gego<nei (cf. t&? gegono<ti) does not pre- 
cede a]pe<lusan verse 21) by any great amount of time, yet the in- 
terval is real (cf. 3:1-10).1  In Ac. 9:21 e]lhlu<qei is contrasted 
with e]stin o[ porqh<saj.  In 14:23 cf. pepisteu<keisan with pare<qento. 
Cf. Ac. 4:27 and 31.  In 14:26 the reference is to the begin- 
ning of the tour from Antioch.  In 20:16, kekri<kei, and 20:38,  
ei]rh<kei, the two ends of the action nearly come together, but in  
21:29 the antecedent action is clear.  In Jo. 11:30, ou@pw e]lhlu<- 
qei—a]ll ] h#n e@ti--o!pou u[ph<nthsen, the three past tenses of the ind.  
come out well.  In 11:56 f. ti< dokei? u[mi?n; o!ti ou] mh> e@lq^ ei]j th>n e[orth<n 
dedw<keisan, the three kinds of time (present, future, past) are all  
employed.  But in 12:16 the aorist ind. is employed, ou]k e@gnw- 
san to> prw?ton—to<te e]mnh<sqhsan, though antecedent time is indi- 
cated by to> prw?ton and to<te.  Here the past perfect would more  
exactly have marked off to> prw?ton.  If the previous time is to be  
depicted in its course, the past perfect is used (Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 163). 
 (e) The Past Perfect of Broken Continuity2 (• • • > • • •).  This  
is true of Lu. 8:29, polloi?j xro<noij sunhrpa<kei au]to<n.  It is an  
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 201.  2 Moulton, Prol., p. 148. 
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iterative past perfect in a series of links instead of a line, like the  
present perfect of broken continuity in Jo. 1:18.  Cf. the perf.  
inf. in Ac. 8:11. 
 (z)  Past Perfect in Conditional Sentences.  Usually the aorist  
ind. occurs in these conditions of the second class determined as  
unfulfilled in relation to the past. But sometimes the past per- 
fect appears. Cf. Jo. 19:11; Ac. 26:32; 1 Jo. 2:19.  See Con- 
ditional Sentences, ch. XIX. 
 (h) The Periphrastic Past Perfect.  This construction had al- 
ready begun in ancient Greek. In the third person plural of liquid  
and mute verbs it was uniformly done for the sake of euphony.  
It was occasionally found also with other verbs. In the modern 
Greek1 we find ei#xa deme<no, ‘I had bound,’ h@moun deme<noj or ei#xa 
deqei?.    @Exw was at first more than a mere auxiliary, though in  
Herodotus it appears as a true auxiliary.  The dramatists also  
use it often.2  In the N. T. the examples with ei#xon are not per- 
tinent.  Cf. sukh?n ei#xe<n tij pefuteume<nhn (Lu. 13:6); h{n ei#xon a]po- 
keime<nhn, (Lu. 19:20), really predicative accusative participles with 
e@xw.  But the past perfect with the perfect partic. and h#n is rather 
common.  Cf. Jo. 19:11. Burton3 notes that about two-thirds 
of them are intensive, and only one-third extensive.  As examples 
of the intensive use see Mt. 26:43, h@san bebarhme<noi; Lu. 15:24, 
h#n a]polwlw<j.  Cf. also Lu. 1:7.  Examples of the extensive type 
are h#san e]lhluqo<tej (Lu. 5:17); h#san proewrako<tej (Ac. 21:29).  For 
examples in the LXX see 2 Chron. 18:34; Judg. 8:11; Ex. 39: 
23, etc.  See also bebaptisme<noi u[ph?rxon (Ac. 8:16). 
 (q) Special Use of e]kei<mhn.  This verb was used as the passive 
of ti<qhmi.  The present was= a present perfect. So the imperfect  
was used as a past perfect, as in Jo. 20:12, o!pou e@keito to> sw?ma=  
‘where the body had lain’ or 'had been placed.'  So in Jo. 2:6 h#san 
kei<menai is a periphrastic past perfect in sense.  Cf. Lu. 23:53, h#n 
kei<menoj.  See also 19:20.  Perhaps a similar notion is seen in 
o[moqumado>n parh?san (Ac. 12:20). 
 (c) The Future Perfect  (o[ me<llwn sunteliko<j).  There was never 
much need for this tense, perfect action in future time.4  It is rare  
in ancient Greek and in the LXX (Thackeray, Gr., p. 194). The  
only active forms in the N. T. are ei]dh<sw, (Heb. 8:11, LXX, pos- 
sibly a mere future) and the periphrastic form e@somai pepoiqw<j (Heb.  
2:13, LXX also).  Both of these are intensive.  Most of the MSS. 
 
 1 Thumb, Handb., pp. 161, 165. 
 2 Jebb in Vine. and Dickson's Handb., p. 329., 
 3 N. T. M. and. T., p. 45.  4 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 395. 
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read kekra<contai in Lu. 19:40, but xBL have kra<cousin.  This is  
also intensive (cf. ke<kraga), if it is accepted, as it is not by W. H.  
nor by Nestle.  I note e@s^ moi mega<lhn xa<ritan kat[a] teqeim[e<]no(j),  
B. G. U. 596 (A.D. 84).  The modern Greek has a fut. perf. in qa> 
e@xw deme<no (Thumb, Handb., p. 162).  In h!cousin (Lu. 19:43) we  
have a practical future perfect (intensive).  For the rest the fu- 
turum exactum is expressed only by means of the perfect part. and  
ei]mi<.  This idiom is found in the LXX (the active in Gen. 43:8;  
44:32; Is. 58:14, etc.  The passive in Gen. 41:36; Ex. 12:6). 
N. T. examples are e@stai dedeme<non and e@stai lelume<non (Mt. 16: 
19); e@stai lelume<na (18:18); e@sontai diamemerisme<noi (Lu. 12:52).  
These all seem to be extensive.  For a sketch of the future per- 
fect see Thompson, Syntax of Attic Greek, p. 225 f.  This tense  
died before the I future did. 
 3. THE SUBIUNCTIVE AND OPTATIVE. The perfect optative 
is not found in the N. T.  It was always rare in the Greek of  
the early period. See Hatzidakis, Einl., p. 219.  The only in- 
flected perf. subj. in the N. T. is ei]dw?, which occurs ten times  
(Mt. 9:6; Mk. 2:10; Lu. 5:24, etc.).  But in this form the per- 
fect sense is gone.  See i!na ei]dh?te, P. B. M. 1178 (A.D. 194).  In- 
deed, the perf. subj. was always very rare in Greek. In the  
Sanskrit the perf. tense, outside of the Vedic language, never de- 
veloped to any extent except in the ind. and the participle.1  In  
the classic Greek it was in subj. and opt. a mark of the literary  
style and did not really belong to the life of the people.  The  
perf. subj. is absent from the vernacular modern Greek.  A little  
reflection will slow how usually there was no demand for a true  
perfect, combining punctiliar and durative, in the subj.  Even in  
the literary style of the older Greek, when the perf. subj. did  
occur it was often the periphrastic form in the active and nearly  
always so in the passive.2  "The perfect of the side-moods is true  
to the kind of time, completion, intensity, overwhelming finality."3  
By "kind of tine" Gildersleeve means kind of action, not past,  
present or future.  Cf. the LXX also, Is. 8:14; 10:20; 17:8.  
In Lu. 14:8 there appears to be a conscious change from klhq ?̂j   
to mh<pote $̂ keklhme<noj, possibly suggesting a long-standing invi- 
tation by the latter.  In Jo. 3:27, e]a>n mh> #̂ dedome<non, it is punc- 
tiliar-durative.  In 16:24, i!na ^# peplhrwme<nh (cf. 1 Jo. 1:4), the 
consummation is emphasized (durative-punctiliar), extensive per- 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 292. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 31 f. Cf. Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 140. 
 3 Gildersleeve, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908, p. 01. 
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feet (completed act). The same thing is true of 17: 19, i!na w#sin 
h[giasme<noi, and 17:23,  i!na w#sin teteleiwme<noi.  In Jas. 5:15, ka}n ^# 
pepoihkw<j, we seem to have the perfect of "broken continuity."  In  
2 Cor. 1:9, i!na mh> pepoiqo<tej w#men, it is merely intensive. 
 4. THE IMPERATIVE.  What has been said of the rarity of  
the perf. subj. can be repeated concerning the perf. imper.  Out  
of 2445 imperatives in the Attic orators the speeches themselves  
show only eight real perfects (Gildersleeve, Syntax, Part I, p.  
158.  Cf. also Miller, "The Limitation of the Imperative in the  
Attic Orators," A. J. P., xiii, 1892, pp. 399-436). In Is. 4:1 one  
may note kelh<sqw intensive.  The perfect imper. is common in  
Homer.1  In the late Greek it occurred most frequently in the  
purely intensive perfects or in the third person singular of other  
verbs.2  But it is gone from the modern Greek and is nearly dead  
in the N. T.  In Jas. 1:19 i@ste may be imperative (intensive)  
or ind. See the formula e@rrwsqe (Ac. 15:29) and e@rrwso in Text.  
Rec. (23:30).3  The only other example is found in Mk. 4:39,  
siw<pa, pefi<mwso, where it is also intensive like the others.  The  
durative idea is in both siw<pa (linear pres.) and pefi<mwso, 'put the  
muzzle on and keep it on.'  The periphrastic perf. imper. occurs  
in Lu. 12:35, e@stwsan periezwsme<nai (intensive).  Cf. kaio<menoi.  The  
time of the perf. imper. and subj. is, of course, really future.  
Cf. p. 848 (a). 
 5. THE INFINITIVE. There were originally no tenses in the  
inf. (see Sanskrit), as has already been stated. But the Greek  
developed a double use of the inf. (the common use, and indir.  
discourse). 
 (a) Indirect Discourse. In indir. discourse (cf. ch. XIX) the  
tenses of the inf. had the element of time, that of the direct.  
But in the N. T. there is no instance of the perf. inf. repre- 
senting a past perf. ind.4  The tense occurs in indir. discourse, 
but the time is not changed.  Cf. Ac. 14:19 e@suron e@cw th?j po<- 
lewj, nomi<zontej h@dh teqnhke<nai, (12:14) a]ph<ggeilen e[sta<nai. So  
ei]de<nai in Lu. 22:34; gegone<nai (Jo. 12:29); gegone<nai, (2 Tim. 2:18).  
These examples are also all intensive perfects.  So with Col. 
2:1, qe<lw u[ma?j ei]de<nai.  In 1 Tim. 6:17, para<ggelle u[pyhlogfronei?n, 
mhde> h]lpike<nai (indir. command), the intensive perf. again occurs.  
In Lu. 10:36, dokei ? soi gegone<nai, we have "the vivid present of  
story-telling."5  Cf. pepraxe<nai (Ac. 25:25).  On the whole the 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 22.  4 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 52. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 23 f.  5 Moulton, Prol., p. 146. So Heb. 4:1.  
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 2001, 
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perf. inf. is rather common (47 times, according to H. Scott) in 
the N. T.1  See further Jo. 12:18; Ac. 16:27; 27:13; Ro. 15:  
8; Heb. 11:3. 
 (b) Perfect Infinitive not in Indirect Discourse. 
 (a) Subject or Object Infinitive.  Cf. 2 Pet. 2:21, mh> e]pegnw- 
ke<nai, where the tense accents the climacteric aspect (durative- 
punctiliar) of the act and rather suggests antecedence (extensive)  
to h#n.  In Ac. 26:32, a]polelu<sqai e]du<nto, we have an instance of 
the obj. inf. with implied antecedence (extensive).  Note also do>j 
e]rgasi<an a]phlla<xqai (Lu. 12:58).  In Ac. 19:36 katestalme<nouj 
u[pa<rxein is a periphrastic form of the subject inf.  In 2 Cor. 
5:11 note pefanerw?sqai with e]lpi<zw.  Cf. 1 Pet. 4:3 (with a]rke- 
to<j.  Not very different is the use with w!ste (Ro. 15:19). 
 (b) With Prepositions.  At first it may seem surprising that the  
perfect tense should occur with the articular inf. after preposi- 
tions.  But the inf. does not lose its verbal character in such con- 
structions.  It is still a verbal substantive. It is, of course, only  
by analogy that the tense function is brought into the infinitive.  
For the papyri note e]pi> t& ? gegone<nai, P. Oxy. 294 (A.D. 22); u[pe>r 
tou ? a]polelu<sqai se, P. B. M. 42 (B.C. 168). Cf. meta> to> ei]rhke<nai 
(Heb. 10:15), the only instance with meta<.  Here the tense has  
the same force as ei@rhken in 10:9.  It stands on record as said.  
We find it with ei]j (twice), as in Eph. 1:18, ei]j to> ei]de<nai (intensive)  
and ei]j to> gegone<nai (Heb. 11:3).  It is most frequent with dia<   
and the acc. (7 times).  So Mk. 5:4, dede<sqai kai> diespa<sqai kai> 
suntetri<fqai (extensive).  See oi]kodomh?sqai (Lu. 6:48).  Cf. Ac. 18:  
2; 27:9.  In 8:11 we have the perf. inf. of "broken continuity."  
In the N. T. the perf. inf. with prepositions appears only with 
dia<, ei]j and meta<.  
 6. THE PARTICIPLE. 
 (a) The Meaning. The perf. part. either represents a state (in- 
tensive) or a completed act (extensive). Examples of the former 
are kekopiakw<j (Jo. 4:6); e[stw<j (18:18); to> ei]wqo<j (Lu. 4:16).  In- 
stances of the latter occur in o[ ei]lhfw<j (Mt. 25:24); pepoihko<tej 
(Jo. 18:18).  The perf. part. is quite common in the N. T. and  
preserves the usual idea of the tense. 
 (b) The Time of the Tense.  It is relative, not absolute.  It  
may be coincident with that of the principal verb, usually so in 
the intensive use.2  Cf. Jo. 4:6 kekopiakw>j e]kaqe<zeto, (19:33) ei#- 
don h@dh teqnhko<ta, (Ro. 15:14) e]ste—peplhrwme<noi.  But by sug- 
gestion the act may be represented as completed before that of 
 
 1 W.41., p. 334.  2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 71. 
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the principal verb and so antecedent action. Thus i[sth<keisan— 
pepoihko<tej (Jo. 18:18); prosfa<twj e]lhluqo<ta (Ac. 18:2); a]polelu- 
me<nhn (Lu. 16:18); ei]rhko<toj (Mt. 26:75).  This antecedent action  
may be expressed also by the intensive perfect as in e]ch?lqen o[ te- 
qhnkw<j (Jo. 11:44), but dedeme<noj is coincident action.  So in Mk.  
5:15 i[matisme<non is coincident, but to>n e]sxhko<ta antecedent.  Cf. 
Rev. 6:9.  The modern Greek keeps the perf. part. (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 167). 
 (c) The Perfect Tense Occurs with Various Uses of the Participle.  
The part. is used as attributive. Cf. oi[ a]pestalme<noi (Ac. 10:17).  
Sometimes a distinction is drawn between the aorist and the  
perf. part. Cf. o[ labw<n in Mt. 25:20 with o[ ei]lhfw<j (25:24);  
o[ kale<saj in Lu. 14:9 with o[ keklhkw<j (14:10).  Cf. 2 Cor. 12:21;  
1 Pet. 2:10.  The predicate participle also uses it.  Cf. Lu. 8:  
46; 16:18, 20 f.; Jo. 19:33; Ac. 18:2; Heb. 13:23.  With Rev. 
9:1, ei#don peptwko<ta, compare Lu. 10:18, e]qew<roun peso<nta (the 
state, the act). 
 (d) The Periphrastic Participle.  There are two examples of this 
unusual idiom. Cf. Eph. 4:18 e]skotwme<noi t^ ? dianoi<% o@ntej, (Col. 
1:21) o@ntaj a]phllotriwme<nouj.  The durative aspect of the perfect  
is thus accented.  Cf. Heb. 5:14 for e@xw used periphrastically. 



 
 
 
                                      CHAPTER XIX 
 
 
                                   MODE (  @EGKLISIS) 
 
 
 Introductory.  For a brief sketch of the number of the modes  
and the reasons for treating the indicative as a mode see Conju- 
gation Of the Verb, chapter VIII, v, (a). References are there  
given to the pertinent literature. The use of a@n is given a brief  
treatment below in connection with the modes. The subject of  
conjunctions is divided for logical consistency. The Paratactic  
Conjunctions belong to the same division with Paratactic Sen- 
tences, while Hypotactic Conjunctions fall under Hypotactic Sen- 
tences. The conjunctions could of course be treated in sepa- 
rate  or as a division of the chapter on Particles (XXI).  
That will be there done (v, 1) for Paratactic Conjunctions. Hy- 
potactic Conjunctions will there receive only summary treatment  
and can best be discussed in detail in connection with subordinate  
clauses. And there are advantages in the present method. It  
needs to be said also that the division of the treatment of modes  
into those of Independent and Subordinate Sentences (A and B)  
is purely arbitrary and for the sake of clearness. There is no real  
difference in the meaning of a mode in an independent and a  
dependent sentence. The significance of each mode will be suffi- 
ciently discussed under A (Independent Sentences). The inclu- 
sion of all the subordinate clauses under mode is likewise for the  
sake of perspicuity. Voice, tense, mode thus stand out sharply.1  
The difficulty of making a clear distinction in the significance of  
the mode has already been discussed in chapter VIII, pp. 321 ff.  
A mood is a mode of statement, an attitude of mind in which the  
speaker conceives the matter stated.2  Apollonius Dyskolos first  
described (moods as yuxikai> diaqe<seij.  That is a correct descrip- 
tion of the function of mood as distinct from voice and tense.3 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 445 ff., has this plan. I had already made my  
outline before reading his treatment of the subject. 
 2 Thompson, Synt. of Att. Gk., p. 185. 
 3 Cf. Bru., Griech. Gr., p. 498; K.-G., I, p. 200; Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt.,  
p. 220. See Sandys, Hist. of Class. Scholarship, III, p. 458. 
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The mode is the manner of the affirmation, while voice and tense  
have to do with the action of the verb (voice with relation of the  
subject to the action of the verb, tense with the state of the  
action). But even so the matter is not always clear. The mode  
is far and away the most difficult theme in Greek syntax. Our  
modern grammatical nomenclature is never so clumsy as here in  
the effort to express "the delicate accuracy and beauty of those  
slight nuances of thought which the Greek reflected in the synthetic  
and manifold forms of his verb."1  So appeal is made to psychology  
to help us out. "If the moods yuxikai> diaqe<seij, why is not every  
utterance modal?  Why does not every utterance denote a state  
of the soul?  A universal psychology would be a universal syntax."2  
Every utterance does denote a state of the soul.  This is one  
argument for treating the indicative as a mode.  The verb is neces- 
sarily modal from this point of view.  But the term is naturally  
confined to the finite verb and denied to the infinitive and participle.  
Dionysius Thrax does call the infinitive a mode, but he is not  
generally followed.3  Gildersleeve4 notes also that "moods are  
temporal and tenses modal."  He sees that the order moods  
and tenses is the natural sequence in the English (cf. chapter  
VIII, v, p. 320), but he follows the order tenses and moods in his 
Syntax of Classical Greek, though it is hard to separate them 
in actual study.  Gildersleeve5 laments also that dia<qesij came  
to be applied to voice and e@glisij to mode (cf. enclitic words  
as to accent), "but after all tone of utterance is not so bad  
a description of mood." It is possible that at the beginning  
the indicative was used to express all the various moods or  
tones of the speaker, as the accusative case originally included  
the whole field of the oblique cases. It was only gradually  
that the other moods were developed by the side of the indic- 
ative (thus limiting the scope of the ind.) to accent certain  
"moods of mind, i.e. various shades of desire,"6 more sharply.  
Thompson calls this development "artificial," since no other race  
but the Greeks have preserved these fine distinctions between in- 
dicative, subjunctive, optative, imperative, not to say injunctive 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 136. 
 2 Gildersl., "A Syntactician among the Psychologists," Am. Jour. of  
Jan., 1910, p. 74. 
 3 Cf. Steinthal, Gesch. d. Sprachw., pp. 309, 628. 
 4 Am. Jour. of Philol., XXIII, p. 127; XXX, p. 1. 
 5 Ib., XXX, p. 1; Synt. of Classic. Gk., p. 79. 
 6 Thompson, Synt., p. 510. 
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and future indicative (almost a mode to itself).  But that is too 
severe a term, for the modes were a gradual evolution.  The in- 
junctive was the unaugmented indicative, like lu<ou, lu<esqe, lu<sasqe, 
lu<qhte, lu<ete, lu<sate, sxe<j.1  Moulton2 says: "Syntactically it rep- 
resented the bare combination of verbal idea with the ending 
which supplies the subject; and its prevailing use was for prohi- 
bitions, if we may judge from the Sanskrit, where it still remains 
to some extent alive. The fact that this primitive mood thus 
occupies ground appropriate to the subjunctive, while it supplies 
the imperative ultimately with nearly all its forms, illustrates the 
syntactical nearness of the moods. Since the optative also can 
express prohibition, even in the N. T. (Mk. 11:14), we see how 
much common ground is shared by all the subjective moods." 
Yes, and by the indicative also.  The present indicative is often 
a practical future. Originally the subjunctive had the short 
vowel (cf. i@omen in Homer).  The distinction between the indic- 
ative and subjunctive is not always clear.3  The subjunctive in 
Homer is often merely futuristic. The affinity between the sub- 
junctive and the optative is very close. The indicative continued 
to be used in the volitive sense (past tenses) and of command 
(future tense).  Thus the other modes were luxuries of the lan- 
guage rather than necessities, while the indicative was the original 
possessor of the field.  As already shown (chapter VIII, v) the  
injunctive survived in the imperative and subjunctive. The  
future indicative continued to fulfil the function of all the modes  
(cf. the indicative before the rise of the other modes).  Thus the  
future indicative may be merely futuristic, or volitive, or delibera- 
tive. The same thing is true of the subjunctive and the optative.  
Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 184 f. Thompson (Syntax, p. 186) curiously  
says that "thee indicative, however, assumed some of the func- 
tions of the other moods."  If he had said "retained," he would  
have it right. He had just said properly enough:  "It would be an  
error, with regard both to their origin and functions, to regard  
the moods as separate and water-tight compartments."  The early  
process was from simplicity to variety and then from variety to  
simplicity (cf. again the history of the cases).  The struggle be- 
tween the modes has continued until in the modern Greek we  
have practically only the indicative and the subjunctive, and they 
 
 1 Moulton, Probl, p..165. 
 2 Ib. Cf. also Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 510. The injunctive had  
"a meaning hovering between the imperative, conjunctive and optative." 
 3 Giles, Man., 459. 
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are in some instances alike in sound (Thumb, Handb., p. 115 f.).  
The subj. is "considerably reduced" in use in the modern  
Greek.  The optative has disappeared entirely, and the im- 
perative, outside the second person, and the future indicative  
are expressed by periphrasis.  Even the infinitive and the par- 
ticiple in the koinh< have felt the inroads of the subjunctive.1   
It is true that as a rule we see the modes to best advantage in  
the simple sentence,2 though essentially the meaning in the com- 
pound sentence is the same. But it is true, as Gildersleeve3   
urges, that "the predominance of parataxis over hypotaxis is a  
matter of style as well as of period.  Hypotaxis holds fast to  
constructions that parataxis has abandoned.  The futural subjunc- 
tive abides defiantly in the dependent clause of temporal sen- 
tences and dares the future indicative to invade its domain.  The  
modal nature of the future, obscured in the principal sentence,  
forces itself upon the most superficial observer in the dependent  
clause."  In a broad sense the indicative is the mode of objective  
statement in contrast with the subjective modes developed  
from it. But the description needs modification and is only true  
in a general sense.  The N. T. idiom as of the koinh< in general will  
be found to differ from the classic Greek idiom here more than is  
true of the construction of the tenses.4  The disappearance of the  
optative is responsible for part of this change.  But the effort  
must now be made to differentiate the four modes in actual usage  
whatever may be true of the original idea of each.  That point  
will need discussion also.  The vernacular in all languages is fond  
of parataxis.  See Pfister, "Die parataktische Darsteliungsform in  
der volkstumlichen Erzahlung" (Woch. f. klass. Phil., 1911, pp.  
809-813). 
 
A. INDEPENDENT OR PARATACTIC SENTENCES (PARATAKTIKA 
                                                 ]ACIWMATA) 
 I. The Indicative Mode (lo<goj a]pofantiko<j or h[ o[ristikh>  
e@gklisij). 
 1. MEANING OF THE INDICATIVE MODE. 
The name is not distinctive, since all the modes "indicate." It  
is not true that the indicative gives "absolute reality,"5 though it 
 
 1 Thompson, Synt., p. 494. In the Sans. it was the subjunctive that went  
down in the fight. Cf. Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 201 f. 
 2 Ib., p. 495.    3 Am. Jour. of Philol., Jan., 1909, p. 2. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 205. 
 5 Bernhardy, Wiss. Synt. der griech. Sprache, p. 384. 
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is the “modus rectus.”  It does express “l'affirmation pure et  
simple.”1 The indicative does state a thing as true, but does not  
guarantee the reality of the thing.  In the nature of the case only  
the statement is under discussion.  A clear grip on this point will  
help one all along.  The indicative has nothing to do with reality  
("an sich").2 The speaker presents something as true.3  Actuality  
is implied, to be sure, but nothing more.4  Whether it is true or  
no is another matter.  Most untruths are told in the indicative  
mode.  The true translation into Latin of o[ristikh< would be finitus or  
definitus.5  Indicativus is a translation of a]posfantiko<j.  The indic- 
ative is the most frequent mode in all languages.  It is the nor- 
mal mode to use when there is no special reason for employing  
another mode. The assertion may be qualified or unqualified.6  
This fact does not affect the function of the indicative mode to  
make a definite, positive assertion. Cf. Jo. 13:8, for instance.  
A fine study of the indicative mode is afforded in Jo. 1:1-18,  
where we have it 38 times, chiefly in independent sentences.  The  
subjunctive occurs only three times (1:7 f.). The use of h#n, e]ge<- 
neto, h#lqen, ou]k e@gnw, pare<labon, e@labon, e@dwken, e]qeasa<meqa, etc., has  
the note of certitude and confident statement that illustrate finely  
the indicative mode. 
 2. KINDS OF SENTENCES USING THE INDICATIVE. 
 (a) Either Declarative or Interrogative.  The mere declaration  
probably (and logically) precedes in use the question.7  But there  
is no essential difference in the significance of the mode. This  
extension of the indicative from simple assertion to question is  
true of all Indo-Germanic tongues.8  Cf. Mt. 2:2; Mk. 4:7; Jo.  
1:19.  The simple assertion is easily turned to question. Cf. 
e]pei<nasa ga>r e]dw<kate< maoi fagei?n, e]di<yhsa kai> e]poti<sate< me, ktl, and 
po<te se ei#domen peinw?nta kai> e]qre<yamen, ktl. (Mt. 25:35-39).  For 
the change fromquestion to simple assertion see pisteu<eij tou?to;  
e]gw?  pepi<steuka (Jo. 11:26 f.).  Cf. Ac. 26:27.  The formula su> 
le<geij is sometimes used for the answer, as in Mt. 27:11; Lu.  
22:70;  Jo.18:37.  So also su> ei#paj in Mt. 26:25, 64.  The  
question without interrogative words is seen in Mt. 13:28; Jo.  
13:6; Ac. 21:37; Ro. 2:21-23; 7:7, etc.  Sometimes it is diffi- 
 
 1 Vandacle, L’Otatif Grec, 1S97, p. 111.   2 K.-G., Bd. I, p. 201.  
 3 Ib. Der Redende stellt etwas als wirklich. 
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 445. 
 5 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 297 f. 
 6 Burton, and T., p. 73. 
 7 Jann., Hisit. Gk. Gr., p. 445.  8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 205. 
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cult to tell whether a sentence is declarative or interrogative, as  
in 1 Cor. 1:13; Ro. 8:33 f. 
 For this very reason the Greek used various interrogatory par- 
ticles to make plain the question. Thus a#ra< ge ginw<skeij a{ a]na- 
ginw<skeij; (Ac. 8:30.  Note the play on the verb). Cf. Lu. 18:8;  
Gal. 2:17.  It is rare also in the LXX (cf. Gen. 18:9; 37:10;  
Jer. 4:10), but a@ra is common.1  It is a slight literary touch in  
Luke and Paul. The use of ei] in a question is elliptical.  It is  
really a condition with the conclusion not expressed or it is an  
indirect question (cf. Mk. 15:44; Lu. 23:6; Ph. 3:12).  It is  
used in the N. T., as in the LXX quite often (Gen. 17:17, etc.).  
This construction with a direct question is unclassical and may  
be due to the Septuagint rendering of the Hebrew h; by ei] as well 
as by mh<.2  Cf. Mt. 12:10, Ei] e@cestin toi?j sa<bbasin qerapeu?sai; see 
also Mt. 19:3; Mk. 8:23; Lu. 13:23; 22:49; Ac. 1:6; 7:1; 19:  
2; 21:37; 22:25.  Note frequency in Luke.  In Mk. 10:2 (parallel  
to Mt. 19:3) the question is indirect.  The idiom, though singular,  
has "attained to all the rights of a direct interrogative"3 by this  
time.  The idiom may be illustrated by the Latin an which in  
later writers was used in direct questions. So si, used in the Vul- 
gate to translate this ei], became in late Latin a direct interroga- 
tive particle.  A similar ellipsis appears in the use of ei] (cf. Heb.  
3:11) in the negative sense of a strong oath (from the LXX also).4  
The particle h# is found in the LXX Job 25:5 B, but not in the  
N. T.5  So far the questions are colourless. 
 The use of interrogative pronouns and adverbs is, of course,  
abundant in the N. T. Thus ti<j, either alone as in Mt. 3:7, with  
a@ra as in Mt. 24:45, with ga<r as in Mt. 9:5, with all as in Lu.  
3:10.6  See the double interrogative ti<j ti< in Mk. 15:24.  For ti< 
tou?to (predicative use of tou?to) see Lu. 16:2.  For the ellipsis  
with i!na ti< (cf. dia> ti< in Mt. 9:11; ei]j ti< in Mk. 14:4) see Mt.  
9:4, and for ti< o!ti note Lu. 2:49 (cf. ti< ge<gonen o!ti in Jo. 14:  
22).  The use of ti< in Ac. 12:18 and 13:25 is interesting.  Ti< is an  
accusative adverb in Mk. 10:18.  A sort of prolepsis or double  
accusative occurs in oi#da se> ti<j ei# (Mk. 1:24).  Other pronouns  
used in direct questions are poi?oj (Mk. 11:28), po<soj (Mk. 6: 
 
 1 Viteau, Etude sur le Grec du N. T. Le Verbe, p. 22. Some editors read  
a@ra in Gal. 2:17, but see Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 259. See a@ra in Mt. 18:1. 
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 260. 
 3 W.-Th., p. 509.  4 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 179.  
 5 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 22. 
 6 Cf. Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 178. 
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38), potapo<j (Mt. 8:27).  The sense of o ! in Mt. 26:50 is dis- 
puted, as of o!ti in Mk. 2:16; 9:11, 28;  Jo. 8:25.1  The use of  
interrogative adverbs is frequent. Cf. po<te (Mt. 25:38); e!wj 
po<te (Mt. 1:17); pw?j (Lu. 10:26); pou? (Lu. 8:25); posa<kij (Mt.  
18:21). 
 Alternative questions are expressed by h@ alone as in 1 Cor. 9:  
8, or with ti< —h@ as in Mt. 9:5.  The case of h} ti<j is different  
(Mt. 7:9). 
 Exclamations are sometimes expressed by the relative forms,  
like w[j w[rai?oi in Ro. 10:15, but more frequently by the inter- 
rogative proouns like po<sa (Mk. 15:4); phli<koj (Gal. 6:11); ti< 
(Lu. 12:49); posa<kij (Mt. 23:37).  Cf. po<son in Mt. 6:23. 
 (b) Positive and Negative.  If an affirmative or negative an- 
swer is expedited, then that fact is shown by the use of ou]  for  
the question expecting the affirmative reply and by mh< for the  
negative answer. As a matter of fact, any answer may be ac- 
tually given.  It is only the expectation that is presented by ou]  
or mh<.  This use of ou] is like the Latin nonne.  So ou] t&? s&? o]no<mati 
e]profhteu<samen ; (Mt. 7:22).  Cf. Mt. 6:25; 13:27; 13:55; Lu. 
12:6; 15:8; 17:17; 1 Cor. 9:1; 14:23; Jas. 2:5; Heb. 3:  
16, etc.  This lis the common classic construction. The use of  ou]  
may suggest indignation as in ou]k a]pokri<n^ ou]de<n; (Mk. 14:60. Cf.  
ou]k a]pekri<nato ou]de<n in verse 61).  So with ou] pau<s^ diastre<fwn; (Ac. 
13:10).  Surprise is indicated by ou]k a@ra in Ac. 21:38.  Ou]xi< is  
common. Cf. Lu. 6:39.  Ou]kou?n occurs once in the N. T. (Jo.  
18:37).  The presence of  mh< shows that the answer "no" is an- 
ticipated (the only instance of mh< with the indicative in a princi- 
pal sentence).  Gildersleeve2 calls ou] "the masculine negative"  
and mh< "the feminine negative." There is certainly a feminine  
touch in the use of mh< by the woman at Jacob's well when she  
came to the village.  She refused to arouse opposition by using 
ou] and excited their curiosity by mh<.  Thus mh<ti ou$to<j e]stin o[  
Xristo<j; (Jo. 4:9).3  The examples in the N. T. are very numer- 
ous.  The shades of negative expectation and surprise vary very  
greatly.  Each context supplies a slightly different tone. Cf.  
Mt. 7:9, 16; 1:23; 26:22, 25; Mk. 4:21; Lu. 6:39; Jo. 6:  
67; 7:26, 35, 47, 51 f.; 21: 5; Ro. 9:14; 11:1.  Both ou] and  mh<   
may occur in contrast in the same sentence.  So mh> kata> a@nqrwpon 
tau?ta lalw?, h} kai> o[ no<moj tau?ta ou] le<gei; (1 Cor. 9:8).  Cf. Lu. 6: 
39 mh<ti du<natai tuflo>j tuflo>n o[dhgei?n ; ou]xi> a]mfo<teroi ei]j bo<qunon 
e]mpe- 
 1 See oh. XV, Pronouns. 
 2 Am. Jour. of Philol., Jan., 1910, p. 78.   3 Cf. also Jo. 4:33. 
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sou?ntai;  The use of mh<ti is common (cf. ou]xi).1  The combination  
mh> ou] will be discussed in the chapter on Particles, but it may be  
noted here that ou] is the negative of the verb while mh< is the in- 
terrogative particle expecting the answer "no."  The English  
translation expects the answer "yes," because it ignores mh< and  
translates only ou].  Cf. 1 Cor. 9:4, 5; 11:22; Ro. 10:18, 19.  
The construction is in the LXX (Judg. 6:13, etc.) and in classic  
Greek. It is a rhetorical question, not a simple interrogative.2  
The kinds of sentences overlap inevitably so that we have already  
transgressed into the territory of the next group. 
 As already shown, the indicative is used indifferently with or  
without the negative in either declarative or interrogative sen- 
tences. The groups thus overlap. Cf., for instance, Jo. 1:2-8.  
The negative of a declarative independent sentence with the in- 
dicative is ou].  This outright "masculine" negative suits the  
indicative.  With questions, however, it is different, as has already  
been shown.  Thus it is true that mh< made a "raid" into the in- 
dicative, as ou] did in the early language into the subjunctive.3  
The optative uses either ou] or mh<, but that is another story.  The  
indicative with ou] makes a pointed denial.  Note the progressive  
abruptness of the Baptist's three denials in Jo. 1:20 f. 
 3. SPECIAL USES OF THE INDICATIVE. 
 (a) Past Tenses. 
 (a) For Courtesy.  It is true that the indicative "is suited by  
its whole character only to positive and negative statements, and  
not to the expression of contingencies, wishes, commands or  
other subjective conceptions."4 That is perfectly true.  The in- 
dicative is the normal mode for saying a thing. The other modes 
Gildersleeve5 aptly terms "side moods."  I consider, as already  
explained, the indicative the mode par excellence, and I doubt the  
value of such language as "the modal uses of the indicative."6 
It is not so much that the indicative "encroached upon the other  
moods, and in so doing assumed their functions, especially in de- 
pendent sentences,"7 as that the indicative, particularly in de- 
pendent sentences, retained to some extent all the functions of  
all the modes. It is true, as already said, that the indicative was 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 254. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 179. 
 3 Cf. Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., Jan., 1910, p. 78. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 199.   5 Synt. of Classic Gk., Pt. I, § 365. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 235. 
 7 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 186. 
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always the most virile of all the modes and has outlived them all.  
But, after the other modes became fully developed, these less fre-  
quent uses of the indicative seemed anomalous.  The courteous or  
polite use of the imperfect indicative is the simplest of these spe- 
cial constructions.  Here the indicative is used for direct assertion,  
but the statement is thrown into a past tense, though the present  
time is contemplated. We do this in English when we say: "I was  
just thinking," "I was on the point of saying," etc. So Ac. 25: 
22, e]boulo<mhn kai> au]to>j tou? a]nqrw<pou a]kou?sai. Agrippa does not 
bluntly say bou<lomai (cf. Paul in 1 Tim. 2:8; 5:14) nor e]boulo<mhn 
a@n, which would suggest unreality, a thing not true.  He does wish.  
He could have said bouloi<mhn a@n, (cf. Ac. 26:29, where Paul uses  
the optative), but the simple e]boulo<mhn is better.  The optative  
would have been much weaker.1  In 2 Cor. 1:15 e]boulo<mhn pro<- 
teron has its natural reference to past time.  Cf. e]boulh<qhn in 2  
Jo. 12 and Phil. 13, e]boulo<mhn, not ‘would have liked’ as Blass  
(Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 207) has it.  In Gal. 4:20, h@qelon de> parei?nai 
pro>j u[ma?j a@rti, Paul is speaking of present time (cf. o!ti a]porou?mai).  
He puts the statement in the imperfect as a polite idiom. The  
use of qe<lw is seen in Ro. 16:19.  The usual force of the mode  
and tense appears in h@qelon in Jo. 6:21.  The negative brings out  
sharply the element of will (cf. Lu. 19:14; Mt. 22:3).  In Ro. 
9:3, hu]xo<mhn ga>r a]na<qema ei#nai aut]o>j e]gw> a]po> tou? Xristou?, the same 
courteous even passionate) idiom occurs.  It is not eu@xomai as in  
2 Cor. 13:7 (he does not dare pray such a prayer), nor did he  
do it (cf. hu@xonto Ac. 27:29).  He was, however, on the verge of  
doing it, bit drew back.  With this example we come close to the  
use of the indicative for unreality, the so-called "unreal" indica- 
tive. See also chapter on Tense. 
 (b) Present Necessity, Obligation, Possibility, Propriety in  
Tenses of he Past.  This is the usual "potential" indicative.  
The imper ect of such verbs does not necessarily refer to the 
present.2  Thus in Jo. 4:4, e@dei au]to>n die<rxesqai dia> th ?j Samari<aj, it 
is simply a necessity in past time about a past event. So dei? in  
Jo. 4:20, 24 expresses a present necessity.  This use of the im- 
perfect e@dei thus differs from either the present or the ordinary  
imperfect.  The idiom is logical enough.3  It was a necessity and  
the statement may be confined to that phase of the matter, though 
the necessity still exists.  So Lu. 24:26, ou]xi> tau?ta e@dei paqei?n to>n 
Xristo<n; Cf. also Mt. 18:33; 23:23; 25:27; Lu. 11:42; 13:16 (cf. 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 283. 
 2 K.-G, Bd. I, p. 204 f.  3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 206. 
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dei? in verse 14); Ac. 27:21.  It is an easy step from this notion to  
that of an obligation which comes over from the past and is not  
lived up to.  The present non-fulfilment of the obligation is left  
to the inference of the reader or hearer. It is not formally stated.  
It happens that in the N. T. it is only in the subordinate clauses  
that the further development of this use of e@dei comes, when only  
the present time is referred to.  Thus in Ac. 24:19, ou{j e@dei e]pi>  
sou? parei?nai. They ought to be here, but they are not. Our Eng- 
lish "ought" is likewise a past form about the present as well as  
about the past.1  So 2 Cor. 2:3, a]f ] w$n e@dei me xai<rein.  In Heb.  
9:26, e]pei> e@dei au]to>n polla<kij paqei?n, there is an implied condition  
and e@dei is practically an apodosis of the second-class condition,  
which see. The same process is seen in the other words.  Thus  
in 2 Cor. 12:11, e]gw> w@feilon u[f ] u[mw?n suni<stasqai, we have a simple  
past obligation.  So in Lu. 7:41; Heb. 2:17.  Note common use  
of the present tense also, as in Ac. 17:29.  Cf. o{ w]fei<lomen poih?sai 
pepoih<kamen (Lu. 17:10), where the obligation comes on from the 
past.  But in 1 Cor. 5:10, e]pei>  w]fei<lete a@ra e]k tou? ko<smou e]celqei?n, 
we have merely present time under consideration and a practical  
apodosis of a second-class condition implied. I do not agree with  
Moulton2 that a@n, in such instances has been "dropped."  It simply  
was not needed to suggest the unreality or non-realization of the  
obligation.  The context made it clear enough.  Xrh< occurs only  
once in the N. T. (Jas. 3:10), whereas prosh<kei (Attic) is not found  
at all, nor e@cesti (but e]co<n) nor e]ch?n.3  But e]du<nato is used of the 
present time. So Jo. 11:37.  Cf. the apodosis in the second-class  
condition without to in Jo. 9:33; Ac. 26:32.  The use of w[j a]nh?ken  
(Col. 3:18) and a{ ou]k a]nh?ken (Eph. 5:4) are both pertinent, though 
in subordinate clauses. Note in particular ou] ga>r kaqh?ken au]to>n zh?n  
(Ac. 22:22), 'He is not fit to live.'  In Mt. 26:24, kalo>n h#n au]t&?  
ei] ou]k e]gennh<qh, we have the apodosis without a@n of a condition of  
the second class (determined as unfulfilled).  There is no condition  
expressed in 2 Pet. 2:21, krei?tton ga>r h#n au]toi?j mh> e]pegnwke<nai th>n 
o[do>n th?j dikaiosu<nhj.  Moulton4 finds the origin of this idiom in the 
conditional sentence, but Winer5 sees in it merely the Greek way  
of affirming what was necessary, possible or appropriate in itself.  
So Gildersleeve.6  The modern Greek preserves this idiom (Thumb, 
 
 1 Our transl. therefore often fails to distinguish the two senses of e@dei in Gk.  
Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 144 f. Cf. chapter on Tense. 
 2 Prol., p. 200. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Glc., p. 206.  5 W.-Th., p. 282. 
 4 Prol., p. 200.     6 Synt., Pt. I, p. 144. 
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Handb., p. 128). The use of e@mellon in Rev. 3:2 approaches this 
potential indicative.  Cf. Thompson, Syntax, p. 274.  For the use 
of the infinitive rather than the indicative see h} — pesei?n, in Lu. 16: 
17.  So also i!na and subjunctive as in Jo. 6:7.  Cf. Viteau, Le 
Verbe, p. 21. The use of o]li<gou or mikrou? with an aorist does not 
occur in the N. T.  Cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 445. 
 (g) The Apodosis of Conditions of the Second Class.  This 
matter has already been touched on slightly and is treated at 
length under Conditional Sentences. It can be merely sketched 
here. The condition is not always expressed and a@n usually is 
present. The use of a@n, however, in the apodosis is not obliga- 
tory.1  We know very little about the origin and meaning of a@n 
anyhow.  It seems to have a demonstrative sense (definite, then, 
in that case) which was shifted to an indefinite use. Cf. to>n kai> 
to<n ta> kai> ta<.2  Gildersleeve interprets it as a particle "used to 
colour the moods of the Greek language." With the past tenses 
of the indicative in independent sentences it is a definite particle.  
The effort to express unreality by the indicative was a somewhat 
difficult process. In Homer "the unreal imperfect indicative 
always refers to the past."3  So in Heb. 11:15.  Nothing but 
the context can show whether these past tenses are used in oppo- 
sition to the past or the present. The koinh< received this idiom of 
the unreal indicative "from the earlier age as a fully grown and  
normal usage, which it proceeded to limit in various directions."4 
In Jo. 15:22 we have a good illustration of this construction. 
We know that a[marti<an ou]k ei@xosan is in opposition to the present 
reality because it is followed by nu?n de> pro<fasin ou]k e@xousin.  The 
same thing is seen in verse 24 when nu?n de> e[wra<kasin follows.  In  
verse 19 a}n e]fi<lei is used, the usual construction.  In Lu. 17:6 
e]le<gete a@n and u[ph<kousen a@n are used after the protasis ei] e@xete (first- 
class condition).  This is a mixed condition.  So also the marginal  
reading in W. H. in Jo. 8:39 is e]poiei?te after ei] e]ste< and is fol- 
lowed by nu?n de> zhtei?te (cf. above).  The absence of to seems more  
noticeable in John's Gospel.  Cf. Jo. 19:11, ou]k ei#xej e]cousi<an kat ]  
e]mou ? ou]demi<an ei] mh> h#n dedome<non soi a@nwqen.5  Paul has the same6  
idiom.  Thus Gal. 4:15 ei] dunato>n tou>j o]fqalmou>j u[mw?n e]coru<cantej 
e]dw<kate< moi and Ro. 7:7 th>n a[marti<an ou]k e@gnwn ei] mh> dia> no<mou, th<n te 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 205.  2 Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 168 f. 
 3 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., Jan., 1909, p. 16. Cf. Stahl, Krit.-hist.  
Synt., p. 251 f. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 199.   5 Here xA read e@xeij. 
 6 But not in Acts. Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 206. 
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ga>r e]piqumi<an ou]k @̂dein ei] mh> o[ no<moj.  The MSS. vary in the support 
of a@n as in Gal. 4:15, where EKLP (and xc Dc) have it.  In Jo.  
18:36, B does not have a@n, while in 8:19, D does not have it,  
and the other MSS. differ in the position of a@n.1  This particle  
comes near the beginning of the clause, though not at the begin- 
ning. It does not precede ou]k (cf. Gal. 1:10).  It is sometimes  
repeated in successive apodoses (cf. Jo. 4:10), but not always  
(cf. Lu. 12:39).  Cf. Kuhner-Gerth, Bd. I, p. 247.  On the use  
of a@n in general see Thompson, Syntax, pp. 291 ff.  Hoogeveer:  
(Doctrina Partic. Linguae Graecae, ed. sec., 1806, p. 35) makes  
a@n mean simply debeo, a very doubtful interpretation. "The  
addition of a@n to an indicative apodosis produced much the same  
effect as we can express in writing by italicizing 'if.'"2 This  
emphasis suggests that the condition was not realized. The  
papyri likewise occasionally show the absence of a@n.3  The condi- 
tion is not always expressed.  It may be definitely implied in the 
context or left to inference.  So ka]gw> e]lqw>n su>n to<k& a}n e@praca au]to<   
(Lu. 19:23) and kai> e]lqw>n e]gw> e]komisa<mhn a}n to> e]mo>n su>n to<k& (Mt. 
25:27).  Here the condition is implied in the context, a con- 
struction thoroughly classical. But, in principal clauses, there is  
no instance of a@n with a past tense of the indicative in a frequent- 
ative sense.4  It only survives in relative, comparative or tem- 
poral clauses (cf. Mk. 6:56; Ac. 2:45; 4:35; 1 Cor. 12:2; Mk.  
3:11; 11:19).  So D in Mk. 15:6, o{n a}n ]̂tou?nto.  Both the aorist  
and the imperfect tenses are used thus with all in these subordinate  
clauses.  There was, considerable ambiguity in the use of the past  
tenses for this "unreal" indicative.  No hard and fast rule could  
be laid down.  A past tense of the indicative, in a condition with- 
out a@n, naturally meant a simple condition of the first class and  
described past time (cf. Heb. 12:25).  But in certain contexts  
it was a condition of the second class (as in Jo. 15:22, 24).  Even  
with a@n it is not certain5 whether past or present time is meant.  
The certain application to present time is probably post- 
Homeric.6  The imperfect might denote7 a past condition, as in  
Mt. 23:30; 24:43 (Lu. 12:39); Jo. 4:10; 11:21, 32; 1 Jo. 2: 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 206.  2 Moulton, Prol., p. 200. 
 3 Ib. Cf. Moulton, Class. Quart., Apr., 1908, p. 140. Moulton (Prol., p.  
200) cites without a@n O.P. 526 (ii/A.D.) ou] pare<benon, O.P. 530 (ii/A.D.) pa<lin soi 
a]pesta<lkein (ii/B.c.) ou]k a]pe<sthi, all apodoses of 2d class conditions. 
The mod. Gk. here uses the conditional qa< (Thumb, Handb., p. 195). 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 207. Cf. Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 170 f. 
 5 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., § 399. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 236 f.  7 Moulton, Prol., p. 201.  
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19; Heb. 11:15, or, as commonly, a present condition (cf. Lu. 7:  
39).  The aorist would naturally denote past time, as in Mt. 11:  
21.  The two tenses may come in the same condition and con- 
clusion, as in Jo. 14:28.  The past perfect is found in the protasis,  
as in Mt. 12:7; Jo. 19:11.  Once the real past perfect meets us  
in the conclusion (1 Jo. 2:19).  And note a a}n ^@deite in Jo. 14:7. 
 (d) Impossible Wishes.  These impracticable wishes were in- 
troduced in Attic by ei@qe or ei] ga<r, which used also w@felon with the  
infinitive. From this form a particle was developed o@felon (aug- 
mentless) which took the place of ei@qe and ei] ga<r.  The dropping  
of the augment is noted in Herodotus (Moulton, Prol., p. 201).  
As a matter of fact, this unfulfilled wish occurs only three times  
in the N. T.:  once with the aorist about the past, o@felo<n ge e]basi- 
leu<sate (1 Cor. 4:8), and twice with the imperfect about the  
present (2 Cor. 11:1; Rev. 3:15).   @Ofelon occurs once also with  
the future (Gal. 5:12).  Many of the MSS. (DcEFGKL) read  
w@felon in 2 Cor. 11:1, and a few do the same in 1 Cor. 4:8.  The  
idiom occurs in the LXX and in the inscriptions.  Cf. Schwyzer,  
Perg., p. 173.  The modern Greek expresses such wishes by na< or 
a@j and imperf. or aorist (Thumb, p. 128).  For e@dramon in Gal. 2:  
2, of unrealized purpose, see Final Clauses.  Radermacher (N. T.  
Gr., p. 127) quotes o@felon e@meinaj, Achilles Tatius, II, 24, 3, and  
w@felon e]gw> ma?llon e]pu<resson, Epict., Diss., 22, 12. 
 (b) The Present.  In Mt. 12:38, dida<skale, qe<lomen a]po> sou? sh- 
mei?on i]dei?n, the present seems rather abrupt.1  In Jo. 12:21, ku<rie, 
qe<lomen to>n  ]Ihsou?n i]dei?n, this is felt so strongly that it is translated:  
‘Sir, we would see Jesus.’  See also Jo. 6:67. Cf. e]boulo<mhn in  
Ac. 25:22 and eu]cai<mhn a@n, in 26:29.  There does not seem to be  
the same abruptness in qe<lw in 1 Cor. 7:7.  Cf. also fei<domai in  
7:28.  There were probably delicate nuances of meaning which  
sufficiently softened these words, shadings which now escape us.  
There is no difficulty about a]rkei? in 2 Cor. 12:9.  In a case like  
u[pa<gw a[lieu<ein (cf. e]rxo<meqa) in Jo. 21:3, the suggestion or hint is  
in the fact, not in the statement. The indicative is a definite  
assertion. The nature of the case supplies the rest.  In 1 Cor.  
10:22, h} parazhlou?men to>n ku<rion; the indicative notes the fact,  
while the surprise and indignation come out in the interrogative  
form. The question in Jo. 11:47, ti< poiou?men; is very striking.  
It may be questioned2 if the point is the same as ti< poiw?men; (cf.  
Jo. 6:28), like the Latin Quid faciamus?  The subjunctive of de- 
 
 1 Cf. Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 21. 
 2 Against Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 210. 
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liberation suggests doubt on the whole subject or expresses a  
wish to do something.  Blass1 cites the colloquial Latin for paral- 
lels for this idiom.  But we do not need such parallels here.  The  
inquiry of Caiaphas is rather indignant protest against the in- 
activity of the Sanhedrin than a puzzled quandary as to what  
they should do.  The indicative suits exactly his purpose. He  
charges them with doing nothing and knowing nothing and  
makes a definite proposal himself.  Winer sees the point clearly.2  
The same use of qe<lw noted above appears in questions of delib- 
eration as in qe<leij sulle<cwmen; (Mt. 13:28).  So bou<lesqe a]polu<sw;  
(Jo. 18:39).  Cf. Lu. 18:41.  Possibility or duty may be ex- 
pressed in questions also, as in pw?j du<nasqe a]gaqa> lalei?n ponhroi> 
o@ntej; (Mt. 12:34); ti< me dei? poiei?n i!na swqw?; (Ac. 16:30). This is 
the analytical method rather than trusting to the mode.3  "It is  
found possible, and more convenient, to show the modal character  
of a clause by means of particles, or from the drift of the context,  
without a distinct verbal form."4 
 (c) The Future.  The future indicative "was originally a sub- 
junctive in the main"5 and it has a distinct modal development.  
This fact comes out in the fact that the future tense of the indic- 
ative is a rival of the subjunctive, the optative and the impera- 
tive.6  Like the subjunctive and optative the future may be  
merely futuristic (prospective) or deliberative or volitive.  This  
matter has been discussed at length under Tenses, which see.  As  
an example of the merely futuristic note Mt. 11:28, of the voli- 
tive see Lu. 13:9, of the deliberative note Jo. 6:68. 
 II. The Subjunctive Mode (h[ u[potaktikh> e@gklisij). 
Some of the Greek grammarians called it h[ distaktikh<, some h[ 
sumbouleutikh<, some h[ u[poqetikh<.  But no one of the names is happy, 
for the mode is not always subordinate, since it is used freely in  
principal clauses, nor is it the only mode used in subordinate  
clauses. But the best one is h[ distaktikh<. 
 1. RELATIONS TO OTHER MODES. 
The development of the modes was gradual and the differen- 
tiation was never absolutely distinct. 
 (a) The Aorist Subjunctive and the Future Indicative.  These  
are closely allied in form and sense. It is quite probable that  
the future indicative is just a variation of the aorist subjunctive.  
Cf. e@domai, pi<omai, fa<gomai.  The subjunctive is always future, in 
 
 1 Ib. Cf. Thompson, Synt., p. 187.  4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 235. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 284.    5 Moulton, Prol., p. 199. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 210.   6 Thompson, Synt., p. 218. 
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subordinate clauses relatively future. Hence the two forms con- 
tinued side by side in the language. There is a possible dis- 
tinction. "The subjunctive differs from the future indicative in 
stating what is thought likely to occur, not positively what will 
occur."1  But in the beginning (cf. Homer) it was probably not 
so. Brugmann (Griech. Gr., p. 499) pointedly contends that many 
so-called future indicatives are just "emancipated short-vowel 
conjunctives." Cf. Giles, Manual, pp. 446-448; Moulton, Prol., 
p. 149. 
 (b) The Subjunctive and the Imperative.  These are closely al- 
lied.  Indeed, the first person imperative in Greek, as in San- 
skrit,2 is absent in usage and the subjunctive has to be employed 
instead. There is a possible instance of the subjunctive as im- 
perative in the second person in Sophocles, but the text is uncer- 
tain.3  The use of mh< and the aorist subjunctive in prohibitions 
of the second and third persons is also pertinent. Thus the 
subjunctive is in close affinity with the imperative. 
 (c) The Subjunctive and the Optative.  They are really varia- 
tions of the same mode.  In my Short Grammar of the Greek 
N. T.4  I have for the sake of clearness grouped them together.  I 
treat them separately here, not because I have changed my view, 
but in order to give a more exhaustive discussion. The closeness 
of the connection between the subjunctive and the optative is 
manifest in the Sanskrit. "Subjunctive and optative run closely 
parallel with one another in the oldest language in their use in 
independent clauses, and are hardly distinguishable in depen- 
dent."5  In the Sanskrit the subjunctive disappeared before the 
optative save in the imperatival uses.  It is well known that the 
"Latin subjunctive is syncretistic, and does duty for the Greek  
conjunctive and optative."6  Delbruck, indeed, insists that the 
two modes originally had the same form and the same meaning.7 
Delbruck's view has carried the bulk of modern opinion. But  
Giles8 is justified in saying:  "The original meaning of these moods  
and the history of their development is the most difficult of the  
many vexed questions of comparative syntax."  It is true that 
 
 1 Thompson, Gk. Synt., 1883, p. 133. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 216. 
 3 Cf. Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 149. 
 4 Pp. 129-131.  5 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 216, 
 6 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., 1907, p. 191. 
 7 Die Crundl. d. griech. Synt., p. 115 f. 
 8 Comp. Plilol., p. 502. 
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the subjunctive in Greek refers only to the future, while the  
optative is not bound to any sphere.1  But the optative is usually  
relatively2 future like our "should," "could," etc.  The use of the  
subjunctive was greater in Homer's time than afterwards.  The  
independent subjunctive in particular was more freely used in  
Epic than in Attic.  In the modern Greek3 the subjunctive has  
not only displaced the optative, but the future indicative and the  
infinitive.  But even so in modern Greek the subjunctive is rela- 
tively reduced and is almost confined to subordinate clauses  
(Thumb, Handb., pp. 115, 126).  The fut. ind. in modern Greek  
is really qa< (qana<) and subj.   G. Hamilton4 overstates it in say- 
ing: "This monarch of the moods, which stands absolute and  
alone, has all the other moods dependent on it." It is possible  
that originally these two moods were used indifferently.5  Van- 
dacle6 argues for a radical difference between the two moods, but  
he does not show what that difference is.  There were distinctions  
developed beyond a doubt in actual use,7 but they are not of a  
radical nature.  The Iranian, Sanskrit and the Greek are the  
only languages which had both the subjunctive and optative.  
The Sanskrit dropped the subjunctive and the Greek finally dis- 
pensed with the optative as the Latin had done long ago.8 
 2. ORIGINAL SIGNIFICANCE OF THE SUBJUNCTIVE. Delbruck9 
is clear that "will" is the fundamental idea of the subjunctive,  
while "wish" came to be that of the optative.  But this position  
is sharply challenged to-day.  Goodwin10 denies that it is possible  
"to include under one fundamental idea all the actual uses of  
any mood in Greek except the imperative." He admits that the  
only fundamental idea always present in the subjunctive is that  
of futurity and claims this as the primitive meaning from the  
idiom of Homer.  Brugmann11 denies that a single root-idea of  
the subjunctive can be found. He cuts the Gordian knot by three  
uses of the subjunctive (the volitive, the deliberative, the futur- 
 
 1 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., Jan., 1909, p. 11. 
 2 Cf. Buumlein, Unters. uber griech. Modi (1846, p. 25 f.). 
 3 Cf. V. and D., Handb., p. 321 f. 
 4 Latin of the Latins and Greek of the Greeks, p. 23. 
 5 Bergaigne, De conjunctivi et optativi in indoeurop. linguis. 
 6 L'optatif grec, p. xxiii.   7 Ib., p. iii. 
 8 Jolly, Ein Kapitel d. vergl. Synt., Der Konjunktiv und Optativ, p. 119. 
 9 Die Grundl., p. 116 f. Cf. Synt., II, pp. 349 ff. 
 10 M. and T., App., Relation of the Optative to the Subjunctive and other  
Moods, p. 371. 
 11 Griech. Gr., p. 499. 
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istic).  W. G. Hale1 identifies the deliberative and futuristic uses  
as the same. Sonnenschein2 sees no distinction between volitive  
and deliberative, to which Moulton3 agrees.  "The objection to  
the term 'deliberative,' and to the separation of the first two classes,  
appears to be well grounded."  He adds: "A command may  
easily be put in the interrogative tone." That is true. It is also  
true "that the future indicative has carried off not only the fu- 
turistic but also the volitive and deliberative subjunctives."  But  
for practical purposes there is wisdom in Brugmann's division.  
Stahl4 sees the origin of all the subjunctive uses in the notion of  
will. The future meaning grows out of the volitive. Mutzbauer5  
finds the fundamental meaning of the subjunctive to be the atti- 
tude of expectation. This was its original idea. All else comes  
out of that. With this Gildersleeve6 agrees: "The subjunctive  
mood is the mood of anticipation," except that he draws a sharp  
distinction between "anticipation" and "expectation." "Antici- 
pation treats the future as if it were present." He thinks that  
the futuristic subjunctive is a "deadened imperative."7  But  
Monro8 on the whole thinks that the futuristic meaning is older  
than the volitive.  So the grammarians lead us a merry dance  
with the subjunctive. Baumlein9 denies that the subjunctive is  
mere possibility. It aims after actuality, "a tendency towards  
actuality." At any rate it is clear that we must seek the true  
meaning of the subjunctive in principal clauses, since subordinate  
clauses are a later development, though the futuristic idea best  
survives in the subordinate clause.10  In a sense Hermann's notion  
is true that three ideas come in the modes (Wirklichkeit, Moglich- 
keit, Notwendigkeit).  The indicative is Wirklichkeit, the impera-  
tive is Notwendigkeit, while the subjunctive and the optative 
are Moglichkeit.  I have ventured in my Short Grammar11 to call 
the subjunctive and optative the modes of doubtful statement, to call,  
  
 1 The Anticipatory Subjunctive in Gk. and Lat., Stud. Class. Phil. (Chicago),  
I, p. 6. See discussion of these three uses of fut. ind. under Tense. 
 2 Cl. Rev., XVI, p. 166.  6 Synt., Pt. I, p. 147. 
 3 Prol., p. 184.   7 Ib., p. 148. 
 4 Synt., p. 235 f.   8 Hom. Gr., p. 231.  
 5 Konjunktiv und Optativ, p. 8 f. 
 9 Unters. uber die griech. Modi, p. 35. Cf. Wetzel, De Conjunctivi et Op- 
tativi apud Graecos Usu, p. 7. 
 10 Hammerschmidt, Uber die Grundb. von Konjunktiv und Optativ, p. 4. 
 11 Pp. 129-131. As a matter of fact both Delbruck and Goodwin fail to  
 establish a sharp distinction between the subjunctive and the optative. Cf.  
Giles, Man., p. 504. 
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while the indicative is the mode of positive assertion and the im- 
perative that of commanding statement. The modes, as already  
seen, overlap all along the line, but in a general way this outline  
is correct. The subjunctive in principal sentences appears in both  
declarative and interrogative sentences. Cf. ei]rh<nhn e@xwmen por>j 
to>n qeo<n (Ro. 5:1), ti< ei@pw u[mi?n; (1 Cor. 11:22).  It is found in  
both positive and negative statements.  Cf. dw?men h} mh> dw?men; (Mk.  
12:14), mh> sxi<swmen au]to<n, a]lla> la<xwmen (Jo. 19:24).  It is the  
mood of doubt, of hesitation, of proposal, of prohibition, of anti- 
cipation, of expectation, of brooding hope, of imperious will. We  
shall, then, do best to follow Brugmann. 
 3. THREEFOLD USAGE. The three uses do exist, whatever their  
origin or order of development.1  
 (a) Futuristic. This idiom is seen in Homer with the negative  
ou] as in ou]de> i@dwmi, 'I never shall see.'  It is an emphatic future.2  
This emphatic future with the subjunctive is common in Homer  
with a@n or ken and once without.  Gildersleeve3 calls this the "Ho- 
meric subjunctive," but it is more than doubtful if the usage was  
confined to Homer.  Moulton (Prol., p. 239) quotes P. Giles as  
saying:  "This like does for many dialects what the subjunctive  
did for Greek, putting a statement in a polite, inoffensive way,  
asserting only verisimilitude."  Note the presence of the subjunc- 
tive in the subordinate clauses with e]a<n (ei]).4  The presence of 
here and there with the subjunctive testifies to a feeling for the 
futuristic sense. See h!tij ou] katoikisq ?̂ (Jer. 6:8).  In the modern  
Greek, Thumb (Handb., p. 195) gives a} de>n pisteu<̂ j, where is  
for ou]de<n.  The practical equivalence of the aorist subjunctive  
and the future indicative is evident in the subordinate clauses, 
particularly those with ei], i!na, o!j and o!stij.  Cf. o{ prosene<gk^ (Heb. 
8:3).  This is manifest in the LXX, the N. T., the inscriptions 
and the late papyri.5  Blass6 pronounces w[j a@nqrwpoj ba<l^ (Mk. 
4:26) "quite impossible" against xBDI, A.   But Moulton7 quotes  
ou] teq ?̂ from inscriptions 317, 391, 395, 399 al. in Ramsay's Cities  
and Bishoprics of Phrygia, ii, 392.  For the papyri, Moulton  
(Prol., p. 240) notes B. U; 303 (vi/A.D.)  para<sxw= ‘I will furnish,’  
A. P. 144 (v/A.D.) e@lqw= ‘I will come.’  The itacisms in –s^ and  
–sei prove less, as Moulton notes.  The examples in the papyri  
of itacistic –sei, --s^, are "innumerable."  In Ac. 5:15, W. H. 
 
 1 Cf. Giles, Man., p. 505.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 240. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 198.   6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 321. 
 3 Synt., Pt. I, p. 153.    7 Prol., p. 240. 
 4 Brug., Greich Gr., p. 503. 
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print i !na—e]piskia<sei (B, some cursives).  Radermacher (N. T. 
Gr., p. 136) is quite prepared to take pw?j fu<ghte (Mt. 23:33) 
=pw?j feu<cesqe.  This is probably deliberative, but he makes a 
better case for e]n t&? chr&? ti< ge<nhtai (Lu. 23:31).  Blass1 notes 
that "the mixture of the fut. ind. and aorist conj. has, in com- 
parison with the classical language, made considerable progress." 
He refers to Sophocles, Lexicon, p. 45, where ei@pw soi is quoted as 
= e]rw? soi.2  In a principal clause in Clem., Hom. XI. 3, we have kai> 
ou!twj—dunhq ?̂, and Blass has noted also in Is. 33:24 a]feq ?̂ ga>r  
au]toi?j h[ a[marti<a.  We cannot, indeed, trace the idiom all the way 
from Homer. "But the root-ideas of the subjunctive changed 
it remarkably little in the millennium or so separating Homer from  
the Gospels; and the mood which was more and more winning  
back its old domain from the future tense may well have come to 
be used again as a 'gnomic future' without any knowledge of the 
antiquity of such a usage."3  It was certainly primitive in its sim- 
plicity4 even if it was not the most primitive idiom.  The use of ou] 
with the subj. did continue here and there after Homer's day. 
We find it in the LXX, as in Jer. 6:8 (above) and in the Phrygian 
inscription (above).  In fact, in certain constructions it is common,  
as in mh> ou] after verbs of fearing and caution.  Cf. 2 Cor. 12:20 
and MSS. in Mt. 25:9 (mh< pote ou]k a]rke<s^).  It is even possible that 
the idiom ou] mh< is to be thus explained.  Gildersleeve5 remarks  
on this point:  "It might even seem easier to make a belong to  
ai]sxhnqw?, thus combining objective and subjective negatives, but  
it must be remembered that ou] with the subjunctive had died out  
(except in mh> ou]) before this construction came in."  The vernacu- 
lar may, however, have preserved ou] with the subj. for quite a  
while.  Jannaris6 confidently connects ou] in this idiom with the  
subj. and explains mh< as an abbreviation of mh<n.  If either of these  
explanations is true, the N. T. would then preserve in negative  
principal sentences the purely futuristic subjunctive. Burton7 is  
clear that anyhow "the aorist subjunctive is used with ou] mh< in  
the sense of an emphatic future indicative." The ancient Greek  
sometimes employed the present subjunctive in this sense, but  
the N. T. does not use it. But the LXX has it, as in Jer. 1:19. 
So in Is. 11:9 we find ou] mh> kakopoih<sousin ou]de> mh> du<nwntai.  The  
future ind. with ou] mh< is rare in the N. T., but ou] mh< with the aorist 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 208.   5 Justin Martyr, p. 169. 
 2 See also Hatz., Einl., p. 218.   6 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 449. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 186.   7 N. T. M. and T., p. 78. 
 4 Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 2, 372. 
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subj. appears in the W. H. text 100 times.1  It cannot be said that  
the origin of this a construction has been solved. Goodwin2  
states the problem well.  The two negatives ought to neutralize  
each other, being simplex, but they do not (cf. mh> ou]).  The ex- 
amples are partly futuristic and partly prohibitory.  Ellipsis is  
not satisfactory nor complete separation (Gildersleeve) of the two  
negatives. Perhaps ou] expresses the emphatic denial and mh< the  
prohibition which come to be blended into the one construction.  
At any rate it is proper to cite the examples of emphatic denial  
as instances of the futuristic subjunctive.  Thus ou] mh< se a]nw ?, ou]d ]  
ou] mh< se e]gkatali<pw (Heb. 13:5); ou] mh> a]pole<s^ (Mk. 9:41); ou]ke<ti 
ou] mh> pi<w (Mk. 14:25).  Cf. Lu. 6:37 etc.  See ou] mh< in both prin- 
cipal and subordinate clauses in Mk. 13:2.  See also Tense. 
 It is a rhetorical question in Lu. 18:7 (note also makroqumei?.)  
rather than a deliberative one. In Rev. 15:4 we have the aor.  
subj. and the fut. ind. side by side in a rhetorical question, ti<j ou]  
mh> fobhq ?̂, ku<rie, kai> doca<sei to> o@noma;  See also the ti<j e]c u[mw?n e!cei 
fi<lon kai> poreu<setai pro>j au]to<n—kai> ei@p^ au]t&?; (Lu. 11:5).  It is 
difficult to see here anything very "deliberative" about ei@p^ as  
distinct from e!cei.  It may be merely the rhetorical use of the  
futuristic subj. in a question. Have the grammars been correct  
in explaining all these subjunctives in questions as "deliberative"?  
Certainly the future incl. is very common in rhetorical and other  
questions in the N. T. 
 (b) Volitive.  There is no doubt about the presence of the voli- 
tive subjunctive in the N. T. The personal equation undoubtedly  
cuts some figure in the shades of meaning in the moods, here as  
elsewhere.3  Gildersleeve4 would indeed make this "imperative  
sense" the only meaning of the mood in the standard language  
after Homer. He does this because the deliberative subjunc- 
tive expects an imperative answer. But, as already seen, that  
is a mooted question. Brugmann5 takes pains to remark that  
the element of "will" in the volitive subjunctive belongs to the  
speaker, not to the one addressed.  It is purely a matter of the  
context.  It occurs in both positive and negative sentences and  
the negative is always mh<.  The usage is common in Homer.6  
Monro interprets it as expressing "what the speaker resolves or in- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., 3d ed., p. 190. But in the Germ. ed., p. 300, Moul- 
ton names 74. He had given 78 in the first Engl. ed. 
 2 M. and T., pp. 389 ff. See also pp. 101-105. 
 3 Giles, Man., p. 505.   5 Griech. Gr., p. 500. 
 4 Synt., Pt. I, p. 148.   6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 197. 
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sists upon."  In principle the hortatory subjunctive is the same as  
the prohibitive use with It was a necessity for the first person,  
since the imperative was deficient there. Moulton1 ventures to  
treat this hortatory use of the first person subj. under the imper- 
ative, since the Sanskrit grammars give the Vedic subjunctive of  
the first person as an ordinary part of the imperative. The other  
persons of the Sanskrit subj. are obsolete in the epic period.  
Thus bharama, bharata, bharantu are compared with fe<rwmen 
fe<rete, fero<ntwn (Attic for koinh< fere<twsan).  Moulton2 appeals 
also to the combination of the first and second persons in con- 
structions like e]gei<resqe a@gwmen, (Mk. 14:42).  This example il- 
lustrates well the volitive idea in a@gwmen.2   The first person is  
usually found in this construction.  Cf. also a@gwmen (Jo. 11:7); 
fa<gwmen kai> pi<wmen (1 Cor. 15:32); e@xwmen (Ro. 5:1, correct  
text); fronw?men (Ph. 3:15); grhgorw?men kai> nh<fwmen (1 Th. 5:6).  
Cf. Lu. 9:33 in particular (infinitive and subj.).  In 1 Cor. 5: 
8, w!ste e[orta<zwmen, the subjunctive is hortatory and w!ste is an  
inferential particle.  Cf. further Heb. 12:1; 1 Jo. 4:7.  As ex- 
amples with mh< see mh> sxi<swmen (Jo. 19:24); mh> kaqeu<dwmen (1 Th. 
5:6).  The construction continued to flourish in all stages of the  
language.4  We have deu?te a]poktei<nwmen (Mk. 12:7.  Cf. deu?te  
i@dete, Mt. 28:6) and a@fej i@dwmen (Mt. 27:49).  In a@fej the sin- 
gular has become stereotyped.5  This use of a@fej was finally  
shortened into as in the modern Greek and came to be universal  
with the hortatory subjunctive of the first person and even for  
the third person imperative in the vernacular (as a}j e@x^ for 
e]xe<tw).  In the N. T. a@fej is not yet a mere auxiliary as is our 
"let" and the modern Greek a}j.  It is more like "do let me go."6   
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 134) quotes a@fej dei<cwmen, Epict. I, 
9, 15.  In the first person singular the N. T. always has a@fej or  
deu?ro with the hortatory subjunctive.7  Thus a@fej e]kba<lw (Mt. 7: 
 
 1 Prol., p. 175.    2 Ib. 
 3 See 1 Cor. 10 : 7-9 for the change from first to second persons. 
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 447. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 208. But see a@fete i@dwmen, (Mk. 15:36), though  
xD here read a@fej. 
 6 Moulton, Prol., p. 176. Jannaris (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 448) derives a@j from 
e!ase (e@ason), a@se.  
 7 It was rare in classic Gk. not to have a@ge or fe<re or some such word. Cf.  
Goodwin, M. and T., p. 88; Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 148 f. The volitive  
subj. is common in mod. Gk. (Thumb, Handb., p. 126) both for exhortations,  
commands, prohibitions and wishes. It occurs in the late pap. for wish, as  
kataciw<s^, P. Oxy. I, 128, 9. So in the inscr. toiau?ta pa<q^, Pontica III, 62, 8 
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4) = Lu. 6:42 and deu ?ro a]postei<lw (Ac. 7:34, LXX).  Moulton1  
cites a@fej e]gw> au]th>n qrnhn<sw from 0. P. 413 (Roman period).  We  
do not have to suppose the ellipsis of  i!na,  for a@fej is here the  
auxiliary.  In Jo. 12:7, a@fej au]th>n i!na thrh<s^, it is hardly prob- 
able that a@fej is just auxiliary,2  though in the modern Greek, as  
already stated, as is used with the third person. 
 In the second person we have only the negative construction  
in prohibitions with the aorist subjunctive, a very old idiom3  
(see Tenses, Aorist). "The future and the imperative between  
them carried off the old jussive use of the subjunctive in positive  
commands of 2d and 3d person. The old rule which in (‘Angli- 
cistic’) Latin made sileas an entirely grammatical retort dis- 
courteous to the Public Orator's sileam? — which in the dialect  
of Elis" (to go on with Moulton's rather long sentence) "pro- 
duced such phrases as e]pime<leian poih<atai Niko<dromor— 'let Nico- 
dromus attend to it,' has no place in classical or later Greek,  
unless in Soph., Phil., 300 (see Jebb).  Add doubtfully Ll. P. 1, vs.  
8 (iii/B.c.), Tb. P. 414 26ff. (ii/A.D.)."  See Moulton, Prol., p. 178.  
In the LXX, Jer. 18:8, note kai> e]pistraf ?̂, parallel with a]postra- 
fh<tw in 18:11.  In the modern Greek we have wishes for the fu- 
ture in the subj., since the opt. is dead.  So o[ qeo>j fula<c^, God  
forbid' (Thumb, Handb., p. 127).  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p.  
135) finds the subj. for wish in late papyri and inscriptions. It is  
even in the LXX, Ruth 1:9 A, d&? ku<rioj u[mi?n kai> eu!rhte a]na<pausin, 
but B has optative.  In the Veda the prohibitive ma is found  
only with the conjunctive, thus seeming to show that the imper- 
ative was originally used only in positive sentences. This idiom  
of mh< and the aorist subj. held its own steadily in the second  
person.  This point has been discussed at some length under  
Tenses.  Take as illustrations the following:  mh> fobhq^?j (Mt. 1:  
20); mh> nomi<shte (5:17); mh> ei]sene<gk^j (6:13).  The use of o!ra and  
o[ra?te with mh< and the aorist subj. is to be noted.  Some of these  
are examples of asyndeton just like a@fej.  Thus o!ra mhdeni< mhde>n 
ei@p^j (Mk. 1:44; cf. Mt. 8:4).  So also o!ra mh< (Rev. 22:9) where  
the verb poih<s^j is not expressed.  Cf. LXX o!ra poih<seij (Heb. 8: 
5) o[ra?te mhdei>j ginwske<tw (Mt. 9:30) and o[ra?te mh> qroei?sqe (24:6).  
With ble<pete it is not always clear whether we have asyndeton  
(parataxis) or a subordinate clause (hypotaxis).  In Lu. 21:8, 
 
(Anderson-Cumont-Gregoire).  Radermacher (N. T. Gk., p.128) cites also sunt 
mhqei<hsan kai> ge<nwntai, Acta Thomae, p. 129. 
 1 Prol., p. 175.   2 Ib.  
 3 Delbruck, Synt., p. 120; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 240. 
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ble<pete mh< planhqh?te, we may (p. 996) have parataxis as is possible1  
in Heb. 12:25, ble<pete mh> paraith<shsqe.  Cf. Ac. 13:40; Gal. 5:15. 
These forms occur with the third person also, as ble<pete mh< tij 
u[ma?j plan<as^ (Mt. 24:4).  But, per contra, see 1 Cor. 10:12 (mh< 
e@stai in Col. 2:8).  In 1 Th. 5:15, o[ra?te mh< tij kako>n a]nti> kakou ? 
tini> a]pod&?, parataxis is probable.  But the third person aorist 
subj. occurs with mh< alone as in mh< tij ou#n au]to>n e]couqenh<s^ (1 Cor. 
16:11); mh< ti<j me do<c^ a@frona ei#nai (2 Cor. 11:16); mh< tij u[ma?j e]ca- 
path<s^ (2 Th. 2:3).  Elsewhere mh< and the aorist imperative 
occur in the third person. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 134)  
quotes mh< and 3d person aor. subj. from koinh< writers, inscr. and  
papyri.  Careless writers even use mh> ou#n a@llwj poi ?̂j, B. G. U. III,  
824, 17.  Even Epictetus (II, 22, 24) has mh> au]to<qen a]pofai<n^.  No  
less volitive is an example with ou] mh<, like ou] mh> ei]se<lqhte (Mt. 5:  
20), which is prohibitive.  So ou] mh> ni<y^j (Jo. 13:8); ou] mh> pi<̂  (Lu.  
1:15).  There is the will of God in i]w?ta e!n h{ mi<a kerai<a ou] mh>  
pare<lq^ (Mt. 5:18) in the third person.  In Mt. 25:9, mh< pote 
ou] mh> a]rke<s^ h[mi?n kai> u[mi?n, the subj. is probably futuristic (or de- 
liberative).  In a late papyrus, 0. P. 1150, 6 (vi/A.D.), note dei?con 
th>n du<nami<n son kai> e]ce<lq^ where the 3d pers. subj. imperative like 
Latin. There are examples in the N. T. where i!na seems to be  
merely an introductory expletive with the volitive subjunctive. 
Thus i!na e]piq ?̂j (Mk. 5:23); i!na a]nable<yw (10:51); i!na perisseu<hte 
(2 Cor. 8:7);  i!na mnhmoneu<wmen (Gal. 2:10. Note present tense);  
i!na fobh?tai, (Eph. 5:33) parallel with a]gapa<tw.  Cf. i!na—dw<^ (d&?)  
margin of W. H., Eph. 1:17. Moulton2 finds in the papyri  
(B. U. 48, ii/iii A.D.) e]a>n a]nab ?̂j t ?̂ e[ort ?̂ i!na o[mo<se genw<meqa.  So  
also he cites ei!na au]to>n mh> duswph<s^j, F. P. 112 (99 A.D.), and  i!na 
mhde> tw?n to<kwn o]ligwrh<s^j (Cicero, Att. vi. 5). The modern Greek 
uses na< and subj. as imperative for both second and third per- 
sons (Thumb, Handb., p. 127 f.). Note also mh> i!na a]nastatw<s^j 
h[ma?j, B. G. U. 1079 (A.D, 41), not i!na mh<.  Moulton (Prol., p. 248) 
quotes Epict., IV, 1, 41, i!na mh> mwro>j #̂, a]ll ]  i!na ma<q^.  The use of 
qe<lw i!na (cf. Mk. 6:25; 10:35; Jo. 17:24) preceded this idiom. 
Moulton3 even suggests that proseu<xesqe i!na mh> e@lqhte ei]j peirasmo<n 
(Mk. 14:38) is as much parataxis as o[ra?te kai> fula<ssesqe (Lu. 12:  
15).  This "innovation" in the koinh< takes the place of o!pwj and  
the future ind. Moulton (Prol., p. 177 note) cites o!pwj moi mh> 
e]rei?j, Plato, 337 B, 'don't tell me,' where o!pwj=’in which case.’ 
The use of mh< after words of caution and apprehension is probably 
 
 1 But Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 278) holds the opposite view. 
 2 Prol., p. 179.   3 Ib., p. 178. 
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paratactic in origin.1  Moulton2 notes the use of the present subj.  
with expressions of warning as well as the aorist.  Thus in Heb. 
12:15, e]piskopou?ntej mh< tij r[i<za pikri<aj e]noxl^?.  But this construc- 
tion borders so closely on subordinate clauses, if not clear over  
the line, that it will be best discussed there. 
 Subordinate clauses show many examples of the volitive sub- 
junctive (as clauses of design, probably paratactic in origin, 
Moulton, Prol., p. 185).  See di ] h$j latreu<wmen (Heb. 12:28).  See  
discussion of Sub. Clauses. 
 (c) Deliberative.  There is no great amount of difference be- 
tween the hortatory (volitive) subjunctive and the deliberative.  
The volitive is connected with the deliberative in Mk. 6:24 f., 
ti< ai]th<swmai; qe<lw i!na d&?j.  Thus poih<swmen, ‘suppose we do it,’ and  
ti< poih<swmen; 'what are we to (must we) do?'  do not vary much. 
The interrogative3 is a quasi-imperative. Gildersleeve4 notes in  
Plato (rare elsewhere in Attic) a "number of hesitating half- 
questions with mh< or mh> ou] and the present subjunctive."  It is  
possible that we have this construction in Mt. 25:9, mh< pote ou]  
mh> (W. H. marg. just ou]) a]rke<s^ h[mi?n kai> u[mi?n.  It is but a step to 
the deliberative question.5  This is either positive or negative, 
as in Mk. 12:14, dw?men h} mh> dw?men; So also ou] mh< as in Jo. 18:  
11, ou] mh> pi<w au]to<; Cf. also Lu. 18:7; Rev. 15:4.  The aorist  
or the present tense occurs as in Lu. 3:10, ti< ou#n poih<swmen; 
and in Jo. 6:28, ti< poiw?men; so le<gw in Heb. 11:32.  Cf. the  
indicative ti< poiou?men; in Jo. 11:47 and the future ti< ou#n e]rou?men; 
(Ro. 9:14).  The question may be rhetorical (cf. Mt. 26:54;  
Lu. 14:34; Jo. 6:68; Ro. 10:14) or interrogative (cf. Mt. 6:  
31; 18:21; Mk. 12:14; Lu. 22:49).6  The kinship between  
delib. subj. and delib. fut. ind. is seen in Mk. 6:37, a]gora<swmen 
kai> dw<somen;  The first person is the one of most frequent occur- 
rence (cf. Ro. 6:1), ti< ai]th<swmai (Mk. 6:24).  But examples are  
not wanting for the second and third persons.  Thus pw?j fu<ghte 
a]po> th ?j kri<sewj th ?j gee<nnhj; (Mt. 23:33); ti< ge<nhtai; (Lu. 23:31). 
See further Mt. 26:14; Ro. 10:54.  It is sometimes uncertain  
whether we have the subjunctive or the indicative, as in e!teron 
prosdokw?men; (Mt. 11:3) and e]paine<sw u[ma?j; (1 Con 11:22).  But  
note ti< ei@pw u[mi?n; in the last passage.  In Lu. 11:5 we have both 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 212 f. 
 2 Prol., p. 178.   3 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 199, 229.  
 4 Synt., Pt. I, p. 152. Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 92. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 211. 
 6 Burton, N. T. Moods and Tenses, p. 77. 
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ti<j e!cei and ei@p^.  So ti< doi?, (Mk. 8:37, ACD dw<sei) may be com- 
pared with ti< dw<sei (Mt. 16:26).1  This ambiguity appears in ti<  
poih<sw; and e@gnw ti< poih<sw in Lu. 16:3 f.  The deliberative subj. 
is retained in indirect questions.  Cf. Mt. 6:31 with Mt. 6:25.  
The kinship between the deliberative subj. in indirect questions  
and the imperative and the volitive subjunctive is seen in Lu. 
12:4 f., mh> fobhqh?te—u[podei<cw de> u[mi?n ti<na fobhqeh?te: fobh<qhe  ktl.  
The deliberative subj., like the volitive, has various introductory  
words which make asyndeton (parataxis). These become set 
phrases like a@fesj, o!ra.  Thus pou ? qe<leij e[toima<swmen; (Mt. 26:17),  
qe<leij ei@pwmen; (Lu. 9:54).  In Lu. 18:41 we have ti< soi qe<leij   
poih<sw; and i!na a]nable<yw as the reply, using i!na in the brief  
answer.  Cf. further Mt. 13:28.  In Jo. 18:39, bou<lesqe ou#n  
a]polu<sw, we probably have the subj. also.  Some MSS. have  
ei] pata<cwmen; in Lu. 22:49.2  We may leave further discus- 
sion of the subj. to the subordinate clauses.  We have no ex- 
amples in the N. T. of a@n with the subj. in independent sentences  
(but see ke< and the subj. in Homer).  In subordinate clauses a@n  
is very common, though not necessary, as will be seen.3  (Cf.  
discussion of ei], o!stij.)  But Jannaris4 gives instances of a@n with  
the subj. in principal clauses (futuristic) in Polybius, Philo, Plu- 
tarch, Galen, etc.  With the disappearance of the fut. ind., the  
opt. and the imper., the subj. has the field as the "prospective  
mood."  It is found in the modern Greek as in ti< na> gi<n^ (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 126). 
 III. The Optative Mode (h[ eu]ktikh> e@gklisij).  It has already  
been shown that the optative does not differ radically from the  
subjunctive. Jannaris5 calls the optative the "secondary sub- 
junctive." 
 1. HISTORY OF THE OPTATIVE. For the facts see chapter on 
Conjugation of the Verb.  It is an interesting history and is well  
outlined by Jannaris6 in his Appendix V, "The Moods Chiefly  
Since A. (Ancient Greek) Times."  It retreated first from de- 
pendent clauses and held on longest in the use for wish in inde- 
pendent sentences like ge<noito.  But even here it finally went  
down before the fut. ind. and subj. The optative was a luxury 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 210. Cf. K.-G., Tl. I, p. 221. 
 2 Ib. 
 3 Cf. Paley, The Gk. Particles, p. 5. See Koppin, Beitr. zu Entwick. and  
Ward. der Ideen uber die Grundb. d. griech. Modi (1880). 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 564. On the subj. see further Earle, Cl. Papers, p. 221. 
 5 Ib., p. 450.     6 Ib., pp. 560-567. 
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of the language and was probably never common in the vernacu- 
lar.  Certainly it is very rare in the vernacular koinh< (both inscrip- 
tions and papyri).  It is a literary mood that faded before the  
march of the subj.  In a hundred pages of the Memorabilia of  
Xenophon the optative occurs 350 times.  He had a "hyperor- 
thodox love of the mood."1  Plato's Phaedo shows it 250 times  
in a corresponding space, but Strabo has it only 76, Polybius 37,  
Diodorus Siculus 13 times in a hundred pages.2  The 67 examples  
in the N. T. are in harmony with the koinh< usage.  Gildersleeve  
pithily says:  "The optative, which starts life as a wish of the  
speaker, becomes a notion of the speaker, then a notion of some- 
body else, and finally a gnomon of obliquity" (A. J. of Phil., 1908,  
p. 264).  In the LXX the optative is rare, but not so rare as in  
the N. T., though even in the LXX it is replaced by the subj.  
(Thackeray, Gr., p. 193) as in the late papyri and inscriptions  
(Radermacher, N. T. Gr., pp. 128, 135). 
 2. SIGNIFICANCE. There is no definite distinction between  
the subjunctive and the optative in the Sanskrit.3 The Latin put  
all the burden on the subj., as the Greek finally did. The San- 
skrit finally made the optative do most of the work. In a word,  
the optative is a sort of weaker subjunctive.4  Some writers make  
the opt. timeless and used definitely of the past.5  It is rather  
a"softened future"' sometimes flung back into the past for a  
Standpunkt.  We do not7 know "whether the opt. originally ex- 
pressed wish or supposition." The name does not signify anything.  
It "was invented by grammarians long after the usages of the  
language were settled."8 They just gave it the name eu]tikh< be- 
cause at that time the only use it had without a@n was that of  
wishing.  The name is no proof that wishing was the primitive or  
the only function or the real meaning of the mode.  We have  
precisely the same difficulty as in the subjunctive.  Indeed, the 
 
 1 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Phil., Jan., 1909, p. 19. According to Vandacle  
(L'Optatif Grec, p. 251) Plato et Xen. "ont donne a l'optatif la plus grande  
extension possible; Xenophon marque l'apogee." The optative he also de- 
scribes as "un instrument d'une delicatesse infinie." See further Kupff, Der  
Gebr. d. Opt. bei Diod. Sic. (1903); Reik, Der Opt. bei Polyb. und Philo (1907). 
 2 Schmid, Der Gebr. des Optativs bei Diod. Sic., 1903, p. 2. 
 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 218. In the original speech there was no clear  
distinction between the subj. and the opt. (Curtius, Temp. und Modi, 1846,  
p. 266). 
 4 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 384. 
 5 Baumlein, Griech. Modi, p. 177.  7 Ib., p. 231. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 229.   8 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 375. 
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optative has three values, just like the subjunctive, viz. the  
futuristic (potential), the volitive (wishes) and the deliberative.1   
In the first and third kinds a@n is usually present, but not always.  
Brugmann2 notes only two, omitting the deliberative as some  
scholars do for the subj. He does reckon a third use in indirect  
discourse, but this is merely the opt. in subordinate sentences  
and may be either of the three normal usages.  The rare fut.  
opt. in indirect discourse illustrates the point (not in the N. T.).  
There is no doubt of the distinction between the futuristic (po- 
tential) with negative ou] (cf. futuristic subj. in Homer) and the  
volitive use with mh< (cf. subj. again).3  But there was also a "neu- 
tral sense" that can hardly be classed either as futuristic or voli- 
tive.4  Gildersleeve5 calls this the "optative in questions," usually  
with a@n.  This is the deliberative use. 
 3. THE THREE USES. 
 (a) Futuristic or Potential. We begin with this whether it is  
the first in time or not. Delbruck6 has taken several positions on  
this point. The use of the negative ou] here shows its kinship with  
the future (cf. fut. ind. and aorist subj. in Homer).7  The a@n was  
not always present in Homer and it is not the a@n that gives the  
potential idea to the mode.  In poetry the use without a@n con- 
tinued.  "The optative is the ideal mood of the Greek language,  
the mood of the fancy."8  Moulton9 puts it clearly:  "It was used  
to express a future in a milder form, and to express a request in  
deferential style." Radermacher cites from Epictetus, II, 23, 1, 
a}n h!dion a]nagn&<h — a@n tij r[ ?on a]kou<sei, showing clearly that the opt. 
and the fut. ind. are somewhat parallel. Moulton (Prol., p. 194)  
cites Deut. 28:24 ff., where the opt. and fut. ind. alternate in  
translating the same Hebrew.  I do not agree with Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 128) in seeing in h@qelon p[arei?nai (Gal. 4:20) a mere  
equivalent of qe<loimi a@n.  See imperfect ind.  The presence of a@n  
gives "a contingent meaning"10 to the verb and makes one think  
of the unexpressed protasis of the fourth-class condition. The 
 
 1 Giles, Man., p. 510.  3 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 375. 
 2 Griech. Gr., pp. 504 ff.  4 Ib., p. 4. 
 5 Synt., Pt. I, p. 154. Stahl (Krit.-hist. Synt., p. 236 f.) notes a "concessive  
opt.," which is an overrefinement. It is merely a weakened form of wish  
(K.-G., Bd. I, p. 228) or of the potential use. 
 6 Cf. his Konjunktiv and Optativ, Syntaktische Forschungen, Att.-indische  
Synt. In the last of these he suggests that the potential and wishing functions  
are distinct in origin. 
 7 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 219.  9 Prol., p. 197. 
 8 Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 153.  10 Ib., p. 166. 
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idiom has vanished as a living form from the vernacular koinh< in 
the N. T. times.1  It appears only in Luke's writings in the N. T. 
and is an evident literary touch. The LXX shows it only 19 
times outside of 4 Maccabees and 30 with it.2  Moulton' notes 
one papyrus which does not have ay (cf. Homer), though he would  
suspect the text and read as Mahaffy does ou]qe>n a}[n] e]pei<paimi, Par.  
P. 63 (ii/B.C.).  But curiously enough Luke has only one instance 
of this "softened assertion" apart from questions. That is in Ac. 
26:29 (critical text) eu]cai<mhn a@n.  This fact shows how obsolete  
the idiom is in the koinh<.  The use of av here avoids the passion- 
ateness of the mere optative (Gildersleeve, Syntax, p. 157). The 
other examples in Luke's writings are all in questions and may 
be compared with the subj. in deliberative questions.  Only two 
examples appear of the opt. with a@n in direct questions.  They  
are pw?j ga>r a}n dunai<mhn e]a>n mh< tij o[dhgh<sei me; (Ac. 8:31.  The 
only instance of a protasis in connection with an optative apod- 
osis in the N. T.) and ti< a}n qe<loi o[ spermolo<goj ou$toj le<gein; (Ac. 
17:18).  Both are rhetorical questions and the second has a de- 
liberative tone; see (c).  In Ac. 2:12, E has ti< a}n qe<loi.  Moulton 
(Prol., p. 198) cites ti<j a}n d&<h from Job 31:31 and holds that it 
does not differ from ti<j d&<h elsewhere (Num. 11:29).  The other  
instances of a@n and the opt. are all in indirect questions, but the 
construction is not due to the indirect question.  It is merely re- 
tamed from the direct.  The use of the optative in an indirect 
question when the direct would have the indicative or the sub- 
junctive is not the point.  This is merely the classic sequence of  
modes in indirect questions.  See Lu. 8:9, e]phrw<twn ti<j ei@h.  So 
Lu. 22:23 (cf. a@n. in 24). Cf. Ac. 21:33.  In Lu. 1:29, D adds  
a@n and MSS. vary with some of the other examples (cf. Lu. 
18:36).  So a@n is correct in Lu. 15:26. Moulton (Prol., p. 198) 
cites Esth. 13:3 puqome<nou — pw?j a}n a]xqei<h and inscr. Magnes.  
215 (i/A.D.) e]perwt%?— ti< a}n poih<saj e]dew?j diateloi<h.  Moulton 
(Prol., p. 198) argues for "a minimum of difference" in the  
examples of indirect questions with and without a@n. The differ- 
ence is in the direct question. The examples with a@n (W. H.'s  
text) in indirect questions are Lu. 1:62; 6:11; 9:46; 15:26;  
Ac. 5:24; 10:17.4  In all of these instances the deliberative ele- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 197 f.; Blass, Gr. of N.T. Gk., p. 220.  2 Prol., p. 197. 
 3 Ib., p. 198. He notes also 4 Macc. 5:13, suggnw<seien without a@n.  In the  
Pap. a@n is usually present with the potential opt. (Radermacher, N. T. Gk., P.  
129). Sometimes 'laws occurs with the opt., i@swj--a]porh<seien in Joh. Philop. 
 4 Burton, M. and T., p. 80; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 220: 
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ment is undoubtedly present; see (c).  The same thing is true of  
Lu. 3:15 (mh< pote) Ac. 17:27 (ei]), but Ac. 25:16 (pri>n h@ in  
indirect discourse for subj. of the direct) is futuristic. 
 (b) Volitive. Moulton1 calls this use the "Optative Proper," a  
curious concession to the mere name. It has been the most per- 
sistent construction of the optative, and (in independent clauses)  
thirty-eight of the sixty-seven examples of the N. T. come under  
this category.2  Fifteen of the thirty-eight instances belong to mh<   
ge<noito, once in Lu. 20:16, and the other fourteen in Paul's  
Epistles (10 in Romans, 1 in 1 Cor., 3 in Gal.). Thumb considers 
the rare use of mh> ge<noito in modern Greek (the only relic of  
the optative) a literary phenomenon, but Moulton3 notes that  
Pallis retains it in Lu. 20:16.  Moulton compares the persistence  
of the English optative in the phrase "be it so," "so be it," "be  
it never so humble," etc.4  So he notes it in the papyri for oaths,  
prayers and wishes.5  0. P. 240 (i/A.D.) eu# ei@h, O. P. 715 (ii/A.D.) 
e@noxoi ei@hmen, 0. P. 526 (ii/A.D.) xai<roij, L. Pb. (ii/B.C.) o{j didoi<h 
soi, B. M. 21 (ii/B.C.) soi> de> ge<noito.  The N. T. examples are all  
in the third person except Phil. 20, e]gw< sou o]nai<mhn.  One is a  
curse mhke<ti mhdei>j fa<goi (Mk. 11:14) and is equivalent to the im- 
perative. "There is a strong inclination to use the imperative   
instead of the optative, not only in requests, where the impera- 
tive has a legitimate place in classical Greek as well, but also in  
imprecations, where it takes the place of the classical optative:  
a]na<qema e@stw, Gal. 1:8 f.  Cf. 1 Cor. 16:22."6  Only in Mk. 11:  
14 and Ac. 8:20, to> a]rgu<rio<n sou su>n soi> ei@h, do we have the opta- 
tive in imprecations in the N. T. The opt. comes very near the  
imper. in ancient Greek sometimes (Gildersleeve, p. 155). Cf.  
gi<noito, P. Par. 26 (B.c. 163).  In Ac. 1:20, where the LXX (Ps.  
109:8) has la<boi, Luke gives labe<tw.7  There are only 23 exam- 
ples of the volitive optative in independent clauses outside of mh> 
ge<noito.  Paul has 15 of this 23 "(Ro. 15:5, 13; Phil. 20; 2 Tim.  
1:16, 18; 4:16, and the rest in 1 and 2 Th.), while Mark, Luke,  
Acts, Hebrews, 1 Peter and 2 Peter have one apiece, and Jude  
two."8  They are all examples of the aorist optative except the  
present in Ac. 8:20.  The negative is mh< and a@n is not used. In 
 
 1 Prol., p. 194. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 79; Moulton, Prol., p. 194. 
 3 Ib., p. 240. 
 4 Cf. Sweet, New Eng. Gr.: Synt., pp. 107 ff. 
 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 195 f. 7 Ib. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. 1'. Gk., p. 220.  8 Moulton, Prol., p. 195. 
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2 Th. 3:16 d&<h is opt., not the subj. dw<̂ .  In 1 Th. 3:12 the  
context shows that perisseu<sai is opt. (not aor. inf. nor aor.  
middle imperative).1  The rare use of the volitive opt. with ei]  
(twelve cases in the N. T., but four belong to indirect questions),  
will be discussed under Conditional Sentences. If  i!na d&<h is the  
correct text in Eph. 1:17, we probably have a volitive optative,  
the i!na being merely introductory (cf. examples with the subj.).2  
It is hardly a case of final i!na with the optative. Blass3 reads  
d&? here subj. after B.  In modern Greek Dr. Rouse finds people  
saying not mh> ge<noito, but o[ qeo>j na> fula<c^ (Moulton, Prol., p.  
249), though na< is not here necessary (Thumb, Handb., p. 127).  
The ancient idiom with ei@qe and ei] ga<r is not found in the N. T.,  
as stated already several times.  @Ofelon with the future ind.  
occurs for a future wish (Gal. 5:12). 
 (c) Deliberative.  There is little more to add here.  The LXX4  
gives instances of ti<j d&<h; (Num. 11:29; Judg. 9:29; 2 Sam.  
18:33, etc.) without a@n as in Homer, where a deliberative subj.  
would be admissible.  See also Ps. 120 (119):3, ti< doqei<h soi kai> ti< 
prosteqei<h soi; In Lu. 6:11 Moulton5 remarks that ti< a}n poih<- 
saien in the indirect question is "the hesitating substitute for the  
direct ti< poih<somen;"  Why not rather suppose a "hesitating"  
(deliberative) direct question like ti< a}n qe<loi o[ spermolo<goj ou$toj 
le<gein; (Ac. 17:18).  As already remarked, the context shows  
doubt and perplexity in the indirect questions which have a}n and  
the opt. in the N. T. (Lu. 1:62; 6:11; 9:46; 15:26; Ac. 5:24; 
10:17).  The verbs (e]ne<neuon, diela<loun, ei]sh?lqen dialogismo<j, e]pun- 
qa<neto, dihpo<roun) all show this state of mind.  See indirect question  
ei] bou<loito in Ac. 25:20 after a]porou<menoj.  Cf. 27:39.  The de- 
liberative opt. undoubtedly occurs in Lu. 3:15, dialogizome<nwn mh< 
pote au]to>j ei@h o[ Xristo<j.  It is not therefore pressing the optative 
unduly to find remnants of the deliberative use for it (cf. subj.  
and fut. indicative). 
  
 1 They are all exx. of the third person save Phil. 20. Here is the list  
(with Burton's errors corrected by H. Scott): Mk. 11:14; Lu. 1:38; 20:  
16; Ac. 8:20; Ro. 3:4, 6, 31; 6:2, 15; 7:7, 13; 9:14; 11:1, 11; 15:  
5, 13; 1 Cor. 6:15; Gal. 2:17; 3:21; 6:14; 1 Th. 3:11, 12 bis; 5:23  
bis; 2 Th. 2:17 bis; 3:5, 16; 2 Tim. 1:16, 18; 4:16; Phil. 20; Heb.  
13:21; 1 Pet. 1:2; 2 Pet. 1:2; Ju. 2,  9. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 196. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 211. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 194. 
 5 Ib., p. 198. On the "development principle" of the opt. see Mutzbauer,  
Konj. and Opt., p. 155. 
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 IV. The Imperative (h[ prostatikh> e@gklisij). 
 1. ORIGIN OF THE IMPERATIVE. See chapter on Conjugation  
of the Verb for discussion of the various devices used by this  
latest of the modes in order to get a foothold.  Giles,1 after  
giving the history of the imperative forms (five separate strata),  
curtly dismisses it as not properly a mode and declines to discuss  
it under syntax.  So Radermacher passes it by in his N. T. Gr.  
Moulton,2 on the other hand, takes it up "first among the moods"  
because "it is the simplest possible form of the verb." It is the  
simplest in one of its forms like the interjectional a@ge, but it is  
also the latest of the modes and is without a distinct set of end- 
ings. Besides, it never dislodged the aorist subj. from the second  
person in prohibitions and finally gave up the fight all along the  
line. The modes were slower than the tenses in making sharp dis- 
tinctions anyhow, and in the Sanskrit "no distinction of meaning  
has been established between the modes of the present-system and  
those (in the older language) of the perfect- and aorist-systems."3  
The ambiguity of the imperative persists in the second person  
plural present where only the context can decide the mode. Thus 
e]rauna?te (Jo. 5:39); pisteu<ete (14:1); a]gallia?sqe (1 Pet. 1:6);  
oi]kodomei?sqe (2:5); telei?te (Ro. 13:6); kaqi<zete (1 Cor. 6:4); cf. 
Jo. 12:19.  The perfect form i@ste (Jas. 1:19; Heb. 12:17) shows  
the same situation. 
 2. MEANING OF THE IMPERATIVE. In original significance it  
was demand4 or exhortation. But, as will be shown, it was not  
confined to this simple idea. Besides, the notion of command  
(or prohibition) was expressed in various ways before the impera- 
tive was developed.  These uses of the other modes continued to  
exist side by side with the imperative till the N. T. time. Ex- 
amples of this will be given directly.  The imperative itself was  
extended to include various shades of the future ind., the subj.  
and the opt.  There is a general sense in which the imperative is  
distinct, as is seen in a]gapa?te tou>j e]xqrou>j u[mw?n (Mt. 5:44), but  
this idea of command easily softens to appeal as in ku<rie, sw?son, 
a]pollu<meqa (Mt. 8:25). 
 3. DISAPPEARANCE OF THE IMPERATIVE FORMS.  It was the 
last mode to get on its feet. It followed the optative into ob- 
livion save in the second person (Thumb, Handb., p. 154). There 
the forms held on in the main, but the present subjunctive with 
came also into use instead of mh< and the present imper., and 
 
 1 Man., pp. 464-473, 502. 3 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 220. 
 2 Prol., p. 171.   4 Delbruck, Die Grundl., p. 120. 
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finally the hortatory (positive) subj. also appeared as imper. In  
the third person (both positive and negative with mh<) a@j and  
the subj. drove out the imperative. Thus the imperative forms  
in modern Greek present a wreck, if indeed they were ever much  
else.1  The imperative, like the subjunctive, is always future  
in time, though it may apply to the immediate future as in  
"quit that." 
 4. ALTERNATIVES FOR THE IMPERATIVE. These, under all the 
circumstances, can be logically treated before the imperative  
itself. Indeed, they have already been discussed in the preceding  
remarks on tense and mode, so that little in addition is required. 
 (a) The Future Indicative.  See ch. XVIII, Tense, where it is  
shown that the Volitive Future is the equivalent of the impera- 
tive. The fut. ind., like the subj. and the opt., may be merely  
futuristic or volitive, or deliberative.  The volitive future is a   
matter of context and tone of voice, to be sure, but that is true  
also of the subj. and opt., and, in truth, of the real imperative. 
But more of the "tone of the imperative" further on. English,  
as well as Greek, continues to use this volitive future. Both posi- 
tive and negative (ou]) commands are given by the fut. ind. The  
negative is sometimes mh< as in mh> boulh<sesqe ei]de<nai (Demosthenes), 
mh> e]ce<stai (B. U. 197, i/A.D.), mhde<na mish<sete (Clem., Hom., III, 69).2 
So also ou] mh< with the fut. ind. is sometimes prohibition, as in ou] 
mh> e@stai soi tou?to (Mt. 16:22).  Cf. also Gal. 4:30.  But it is 
commonest in the simple future like su> o@y^ (Mt. 27:4); u[mei?j 
o@yesqe (27:24); e]kko<yeij (Lu. 13:9); ou]k e@sesqe (Mt. 6:5), etc.  It 
is true that this use of ou] proves the origin of this idiom to be "a  
purely futuristic form,"3 as is the case with the question ou] pau<s^  
diastre<fwn; (Ac. 13:10), but the tone of this future is volitive  
(imperatival).  The Latin use of the volitive future coincides  
with that of the Greek.  Gildersleeve4 says:  "It is not a milder  
or gentler imperative.  A prediction may imply resistless power  
or cold indifference, compulsion or concession." The exact  
shade of idea in this volitive future must be watched as closely 
as the imperative itself.  Cf. kale<seij (Mt. 1:21) with su> o@y^  
(Mt. 27:4).  Blass5 denies that this is a "classical" idiom (against 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 449, 451, 555 ff.; V. and D., Handb. (Jebb), p. 
322 f.; Thumb, Handb., p. 127. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 177. Cf. Gildersl., Synt., p. 117. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 177. 
 4 Synt., Pt. I, p. 116. Cf. W.-Th., p. 316. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 209. 
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Gildersleeve) and rather minimizes its use in the N. T.  Many  
of the examples do come from the 0. T. (LXX) legal language.  
Certainly in the LXX the fut. ind. often replaces the imperative  
under the influence of the Hebrew (Thackeray, Gr., p. 194). But  
examples occur where the two are equivalent.  Cf. a]gaph<seij in 
Mt. 5:43, with a]gapa?te in 5:44, e]rei?te in Mt. 21:3, with ei@pate  
in Mk. 11:3.  Some MSS. have e@stw rather than gurat in Mt.  
20:26. 
 (b) The Subjunctive.  The volitive subjunctive is quite to the  
point. In the first person this use of the subj. held its own al- 
ways in lieu of the imperative.  It is needless to repeat the dis- 
cussion of this matter (see Subjunctive in this chapter).  The use  
of  i!na with the subj. in an imperatival sense is seen Mk. 5:23 
(6:25);  Eph. 5:33 is there discussed also.  Cf. Tit. 2:4.  Let mh>  
sxi<swmen au]to<n, a]lla> la<xwmen, (Jo. 19:24) serve as an example.  So  
in the second person the aorist subj. held its place in prohibitions  
past koinh< times to the practical exclusion of the aor. imper. with  
mh<.  The two constructions existed in the koinh< side by side with  
the third person. Thus mh> gnw<tw (Mt. 6:3) and mh< tij e]couqenh<s^  
(1 Cor. 16:11).  Cf. do<j and mh> a]postraf ?̂j in Mt. 5:42.  The  
final triumph of the subj. over the imperative (save in the second  
person) has been shown.  Cf. the fate of the opt. before the subj. 
 (c) The Optative.  There is only one example, mhke<ti mhdei>j fa<goi   
(Mk. 11:14) in the N. T.  The distinction between a curse and  
a prohibition is not very great. The parallel passage in Mt. 21: 
19 has1 ou] mhke<ti e]k sou? karp>j ge<nhtai (volitive subj.). 
 (d) The Infinitive.  The idiom is very frequent in Homer.2  It  
occurs chiefly after an imperative.  The command is carried on  
by the infinitive. There is no need for surprise in this construc- 
tion, since the probability is that imperative forms like dei?cai (like  
the Latin legimini, Homeric lege<-menai) are infinitive in origin.3  It  
is true that the accent of the editors for the aorist active optative  
is different from the aorist active inf. in forms like kateuqu<nai, peris- 
seu<sai (1 Th. 3:11 f.), but the MSS. had no accent.  We could  
properly print the infinitive if we wished.4  So as to parakale<sai 
(2 Th. 2:17) where the accent is the same for both infinitive  
and optative (the imper. form aor. mid. sec. singl. is paraka<- 
lesai).  Cf. ba<ptisai and bapti<sai, one and the same form.  The  
idiom is less frequent in the Attic5 outside of laws and maxims, 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 179.  4 Moulton, Prol., p. 179. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 162. 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 222.  
 3 Giles, Man., p. 468. 
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but happens to be the one infinitive construction that is alive in  
the Pontic dialect to-day.1  Moulton2 expresses surprise at the  
rarity of this use of the inf. in the N. T., since it is common in  
the papyri. Cf. e]cei?nai, misqw?sai, A. P. 86 (1/A.D.).  Moulton  
(Prol., p. 248) notes that Burkitt (Evang. da-Mepharr. ii, 252 f.) 
reads tau?ta de> poih?sai ka]kei?na mh> a]fei?nai in Mt. 23:23.  Blass3 
notes also a revival of the simple inf. or the accusative and in- 
finitive in the later language in legal phraseology.  He explains  
the idiom as an ellipsis, but Moulton is undoubtedly correct in  
rejecting this theory.  There is no need of a verb of command  
understood in view of the etymology of a form like ba<ptisai.  The  
use of xai<rein as greeting in epistles (with the nominative) is ex- 
plained in the same way.  Cf. Ac. 15 23; 23:26; Jas. 1:1.  It  
is the absolute use of the infinitive as often. It is very common 
in the papyri, as Polukra<thj tw?i patri> xai<rein, P. Petr. II, xi, 1  
(iii/B.C.).  So Moulton (Prol., p. 180) denies the necessity of the  
ellipsis of a verb of command.  In Ro. 12:15 xai<rein and klai<ein   
are clearly parallel with eu]logei?te kai> mh> katara?sqe. So in Ph. 3:16  
stoixei?n is to be compared with the hortatory fronw?men.  Blass4  
needlessly wishes to emend the text in 2 Tim. 2:14, so as not to  
read mh> logomaxei?n.  This use of the inf. occurs also in Tit. 2:9.  
We probably have the same construction in mh> sunanami<gnusqai   
(2 Th. 3:14), though it may be explained as purpose.  In 1 Cor.  
5:12 kri<nein is the subject inf. In Lu. 9:3 after ei#pen the quo- 
tation begins with Mhde>n ai@rete and is changed to mh<te e@xein (indi- 
rect command).  In Mk. 6:8 f. both forms are indirect (one with 
i!na mhde>n ai@rwsin—the other with mh> e]ndu<sasqai.  The marg. in 
W.H. has mh> e]ndu<shsqe.  The MSS. often vary between the middle  
inf. and imper. or subj. Winer5 thinks that expositors have been  
unduly anxious to find this use of the infinitive in the N. T. But  
it is there. See further chapter XX, Verbal Nouns. 
 (e) The Participle.  Winer6 found much difficulty in the abso- 
lute use of the participle in the N. T. The so-called genitive ab- 
solute is common enough and the participle in indirect discourse  
representing a finite verb.  It would seem but a simple step to  
use the participle, like the infinitive, in an independent sentence  
without direct dependence on a verb.  Winer admits that Greek  
prose writers have this construction, though "seldom." He ex- 
 
 1 Hatz., Einl., p. 192. Cf. Thumb, Hellen., p. 130 f.  
 2 Prol., p. 179 f. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 222.  5 W.-Th., p. 316. 
 4 Ib.     6 Ib., pp. 350 ff. 
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plains it on the ground of ellipsis of the copula as is so common  
with adjectives (cf. Mt. 5:3-11).  He passes the poets by (often  
the truest index of the vernacular) and admits "the Byzantine  
use of participles simply for finite verbs."  T. S. Green1 says:  
"The absolute use of the participle as an imperative is a marked  
feature of the language of the N. T."  He explains it as an "Ara- 
maism."  To this W. F. Moulton2 expresses surprise and admits  
only "the participial anacoluthon," which, by the way, is very  
much the same thing.  But J. H. Moulton3 has found a number  
of examples in the papyri where the participle is fairly common  
for the indicative.  The instances in the papyri of the participle  
in the sense of the imperative are not numerous, but one of them 
seems very clear.  Thus Tb. 59 (i/B.c.) e]n oi$j e]a>n prosde<hsqe< mou 
e]pita<ssonte<j moi proqumo<teron.  It is preceded by a genitive abso- 
lute. Moulton gives another equally so: G. 35 (i/B.C.) e]pimelo<menoi 
i!n ] u[giai<hte.  Moulton4 cites also the Latin form sequimini (=  
e[po<menoi) for the second middle plural present indicative. The  
similar looking form sequimini imperative has an infinitive  
origin, as already shown. See chapter XX, Verbal Nouns, for  
other examples and further discussion. On the whole, therefore,  
we must admit that there is no reason per se why the N. T.  
writers should not use the participle in lieu of the imperative.  
It is, of course, a loose construction, as ellipsis is and anaco- 
luthon is, but it is not the mark of an uneducated person.  In the  
papyrus example (Tb. 59) given above Grenfell and Hunt call the  
writer "an official of some importance."  Moulton5 also trans- 
lates Thumb6 concerning the "hanging nominative" (common in  
classical and koinh< Greek) as saying that the usage "is the pre- 
cursor of the process which ends in modern Greek with the dis- 
appearance of the old participial construction, only an absolute  
form in —ontaj being left." In the ellipsis of the copula it is not  
always clear whether the indicative or the imperative is to be  
supplied. Cf. eu]loghto>j o[ qeo<j (2 Cor. 1:3).  Shall we supply  
e]stin or h@tw (e@stw) as we have it in 1 Cor. 16:22?  In a case like 
1 Pet. 3:8 f. it is plain that the unexpressed e@ste would be im- 
perative, but Moulton notes the curious fact that e@ste (impera- 
tive) does not appear in the N. T. at all, though we have i@sqi five  
times, e@stw or h@tw fourteen, and e@stwsan twice.7  There are in- 
 
 1 Gr., p. 180.   2 Prol., p. 223. 5 Ib., p. 225. 
 2 W.-Moulton, p. 732, n. 5 4 Ib.   6 Hellen., p. 131.  
 7 Mr. H. Scott notes the absence of e@ste in the H. R. Conc. of the LXX, 
in Veitch, in Kuhner-Bl., Mayser, Helbing, Thackeray.  In Goodspeed’s 
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stances more or less doubtful, as e]piri<yantej (1 Pet. 5:7), which is  
naturally taken with tapeinw<qhte as Moultonl now admits.  He  
evidently reacted too strongly against Winer.  This use of the  
participle should not be appealed to if the principal verb is pres- 
ent in the immediate context.  Sometimes it is a matter of punc- 
tuation as in Lu. 24:47, where W. H. give in the margin 
a]rca<menoi a]po>  ]Ierousalh>m u[mei?j ma<rturej tou<twn, instead of  
]Ierousalh<m: u[mei?j.  The marginal punctuation takes the participle as an im- 
perative.  The MSS. sometimes vary, as when xC give e]ndei<casqe   
in 2 Cor. 8:24, while B, etc., have e]ndeiknu<menoi.2  But a num- 
ber of unmistakable examples appear both in Paul and Peter,  
though "Paul was not so fond of this construction as his brother  
apostle."'3 Thus e@xontej (1 Pet. 2:12) must be so explained or  
taken as anacoluthon (cf. a]pe<xesqai).  So u[potasso<menoi (1 Pet. 2:  
18; 3:1) reminds one of Eph. 5:22, an "echo" according to  
Moulton.  Other examples occur in 1 Pet. 3:7, 9, possibly 16 
also; 4:8 ff.  Besides a]nexo<menoi and spouda<zontej (Eph. 4:2 f.) and  
u[potasso<menoi (5:2) in Paul the most outstanding example is in  
Ro. 12:9 f., 16 f.  These participles occur in the midst of impera- 
tives or infinitives as imperatives (12:15).  The asyndeton makes  
it impossible to connect with any verb.  In verse 6 e@xontej ap- 
pears as a practical indicative. Moulton4 adds to these 2 Cor. 
9:11 f. and Col. 3:16.  See also Heb. 13:5.  But Lightfoot5  
put in a word of caution when he said:  "The absolute participle,  
being (so far as regards mood) neutral in itself, takes its colour  
from the general complexion of the sentence."  The participle is  
not technically either indicative, subjunctive, optative or im- 
perative.  The context must decide. In itself the participle is  
non-finite (non-modal) like the infinitive, though it was some- 
times drawn out into the modal sphere. 
 5. USES OF THE IMPERATIVE. 
 (a) Command or Exhortation. In general the imperative keeps  
within the same limits observed in the classical language, but  
that is not a narrow groove.6  It is the mood of the assertion of  
one's will over another or the call of one to exert his will. Thus 
 
Index Pat. he finds it only in 1 Clem. 45:1, and the accent is doubtful here.  
He finds it also in Test. XII Pat. Reub. 6:1. It could have been used in  
Napht. 3:2 and in Ign. Eph. 10:2. 
 1 Prol., p. 181, against his former view in Expositor, VI, x. 450.  
 2 Ib. 
 3 Ib.   5 On Col. 3 : 16 f. 
 4 Ib.   6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 221. 
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a]gapa?te tou>j e]xqrou>j u[mw?n (Mt. 5:44); ei@selqe ei]j to> tamiei?o<n sou kai> 
pro<seucai (6:6); pa<ntote xai<rete (1 Th. 5:16).  Moulton1 finds 
the imperatives "normal in royal edicts, in letters to inferiors,  
and among equals when the tone is urgent, or the writer indis- 
posed to multiply words." The imperatives in Rev. 22:11 are  
probably hortatory. 
 (b) Prohibition.  This is just a negative command and differs  
in no respect save the presence of the negative mh<.  Thus mh> kri<- 
nete (Mt. 7:1), mh> fobei?sqe (Jo. 6:20).  Often the presence of the  
imperative in the midst of indicatives is shown by mh< as in mh> 
plana?sqe (1 Cor. 6:9).  We do, indeed, have a with the impera- 
tive in marked contrast, where the force of the negative is given  
to that rather than to the mode.  Thus in 1 Pet. 3:3, e@stw ou]x o[ 
--ko<smoj, a]ll ] o[ krupto>j th?j kardi<aj a@nqrwpoj.  The same explana- 
tion applies to ou] mo<non—a]lla< kai< in 1 Pet. 2:18, but mh< mo<non  
is regular in Jas. 1:22, etc., because of gi<nesqe understood.  In  
cases of contrast with ou]— a]lla< (with participles and impera- 
tives) the reason for ou] is thus apparent (H. Scott).  In Mt.  
5:37 ou} ou@ (like nai> nai<) is the predicate (like a substantive), not  
the negative of e@stw.  In 2 Tim. 2:14 e]p ] ou]de>n xrh<simon (a  
parenthetical expression of mh> logomaxei?n used as an imperative),  
the negative goes specifically with the single word xrh<simon.  Cf.  
also 1 Cor. 5:10.  The upshot is that mh> remains the negative  
of the imperative.  Cf. mh< moi ko<pouj pa<rexe (Lu. 11:7). 
 (c) Entreaty.  A command easily shades off into petition in  
certain circumstances. The tone of the demand is softened to  
pleading.2  Moulton3 notes that the imperative has a decided  
tone about it. "The grammarian Hermogenes asserted harsh- 
ness to be a feature of the imperative; and the sophist Protagoras  
even blamed Homer for addressing the Muse at the beginning  
of the Iliad with an imperative."4  The N. T. shows a sharp de- 
parture in the use of the imperative in petitions (rare in the older  
Greek and in the koinh<).  The prophet pleads with the imperative,  
not with potential optative or future indicative.  Jesus spoke  
with authority and not as the scribes.5  "Moreover, even in the  
language of prayer the imperative is at home, and that in its  
most urgent form, the aorist. Gildersleeve observes (on Justin  
Martyr, p. 137),  'As in the Lord's Prayer, so in the ancient Greek  
liturgies the aorist imper. is almost exclusively used. It is the 
 
 1 Prol., p. 173.   4 Ib. 
 2 Gilders1., Synt., Pt. I, p. 158. 5 Mt. 7:29. 
 3 Prol., p. 172. 
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true term for instant prayer.'"1 Gildersleeve2 denies that the  
N. T. shows "the absolute indifference that some scholars have  
considered to be characteristic of Hellenistic Greek" in the use  
of the imperative.  He credits Mr. Mozley with the observation  
that "the aorist imperative is regularly used in biblical Greek  
when the deity is addressed; and following out this generalization  
Herr Krieckers, a pupil of Thumb's, has made a statistical study  
of the occurrences of the two tenses in Homer, Hesiod, Sappho,  
YEschylos, Sophocles, Euripides, Aristophanes, with the result  
that in prayers addressed by men to men both present and aorist  
are often used, whereas in prayers addressed by men to gods the  
aorist largely predominates."  Examples3 of the imperative in  
petitions appear in Mk. 9:22, boh<qhson h[mi?n (Lu. 17:5) pro<sqej 
h[mi?n pi<stin, (Jo. 17:11) th<rhson au]tou>j e]n t& ? o]no<mati< sou. 
 (d) Permission.  All this is in strict line with the ancient Greek.4  
A good illustration is seen in Mt. 26:45, kaqeu<dete loipo>n kai> a]na- 
pau<esqe.  This is not a question nor necessarily irony.  It is too  
late to do Christ any good by keeping awake.  He withdraws his  
plea for watchfulness.  There is irony in plhrw<sate (Mt. 23:32),  
though it is the permissive use of the imperative.  The note of  
permission is struck in e]lqa<tw and e]pistrafh<tw (Mt. 10:13).  Cf.  
the fut. ind. in Lu. 10:6.  See further xwrize<sqw (1 Cor. 7:15);  
a]gnoei<tw) (14:38, W. H. marg.).  In 2 Cor. 12:16 e@stw de< is like  
our 'Let it be so' or 'Granted.'  In Mt. 8:31 a]po<steilon is en- 
treaty, u[pa<gete (32) is permissive.  In 1 Cor. 11:6 keira<sqw is  
probably hortatory. 
 (e) Concession or Condition.  It is an easy step from permis- 
sion to concession. This also is classical.5  Take Jo. 2:19, lu<sate 
to>n nao>n tou?ton, kai> e]n trisi>n h[me<raij e]gerw ? au]to<n.  This is much the 
same as e]a>n lu<shte.  It is not a strict command.  We have para- 
taxis with kai<, but it is equivalent in idea to hypotaxis with e]a<n. 
So with a]nti<sthte t&? diabo<l&, kai> feu<cetai a]f ] u[mw?n (Jas. 4:7 f.); 
a]na<sta e]k tw?n nekrw?n (LXX), kai> e]pifau<sei soi o[ Xristo<j (Eph. 5:14). 
See also mh> kri<nete, kai> ou] mh> kriqh?te:  kai> mh> katadika<zete, kai> ou] mh> 
katadikasqh?te:  a]polu<ete, kai> a]poluqh<sesqe:  di<dote, kai> doqh<setai 
u[mi?n (Lu. 6:37 f.).  Then again makroqu<mhson e]p ] e]moi<, kai> pa<nta a]podw<sw 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 173. 
 2 Am. Jour. of Philol., Apr., 1909, p. 235. 
 3 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 80. 
 4 Cf. Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 158; Miller, The Limitation of the Imperative  
in the Attic Orators, Am. Jour. of Philol., 1892, pp. 399-436. 
 5 Cf. K.-G., Bd. I, p. 236. 
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soi (Mt. 18:26).  So also tou?to poi<ei kai> zh<s^ (Lu. 10:28); e@rxesqe  
kai> o@yesqe (Jo. 1:39).  Cf. deu?te kai> poih<sw (Mt. 4:19).  Sometimes 
two imperatives are connected by kai< when the first suggests con- 
cession.  Thus Eph. 4:26, o]rgi<zesqe kai> mh> a[marta<nete.  So also 
e]rau<nhson kai> i@de (Jo. 7:52).  Cf. e@rxou kai> i@de (Jo. 1:46).  This  
seems simple enough. 
 (f) In Asyndeton.  It is a regular classic idiom1 to have a@ge,  
fe<re with another imperative.   @Age with klau<sate (Jas. 5:1) is  
an interjection like deu?ro a]kolou<qei moi (Mt. 19:21) and deu?te i@dete  
(Mt. 28:6).  See also Jo. 4:29; 21:12; Rev. 19:17.  More  
common is u!page and u[pa<gete with another imperative.  So u!page 
prw?ton dialla<ghqi (Mt. 5:24); u[pa<gete a]paggei<late (28:10).  See 
further Mt. 8:4; 18:15; 21:28; 27:65; Mk. 1:44; 6:38, etc.  
In Mt. 16:6 we have o[ra?te kai> prose<xete.  Cf. also Lu. 12:15. 
But asyndeton occurs in Mt. 24:6, o[ra?te mh> qroei?sqe.  So o[ra?te  
ble<pete (Mk. 8:15).  In Mt. 9:30 the persons and numbers are  
different, o[ra?te mhdei>j ginwske<tw.  In Rev. 19:10, o@ra mh<, the verb  
with mh< is not expressed.  For o!ra poih<seij see also Heb. 8:5  
(LXX).  The simplest form of asyndeton is seen in Ph. 3:2, 
ble<pete, ble<pete, ble<pete. 
 (g) In Subordinate Clauses.  The reason for treating this sub- 
ject here is that it is so rare that one may not catch it in the dis- 
cussion of subordinate clauses.  It is well established, though  
rare, in Demosthenes, Lysias, Plato, Thucydides and the tragic  
poets.2  The case of w!ste at the beginning of a clause is not perti- 
nent, for there it is a mere inferential conjunction, as, for in- 
stance, 1 Cor. 3:21,  w!ste mhdei>j kauxa<sqw.  Here w!ste is not a 
hypotactic conjunction.  Neither is the recitative o!ti, in point, as 
in 2 Th. 3:10, tou?to  parhgge<llomen u[mi?n, o!ti ei@ tij ou] qe<lei e]rga<ze- 
sqai, mhde> e]sqie<tw.  In 1 Cor. 1:31 there is probably an ellipsis of  
ge<nhtai after i!na, and the imperative kauxa<sqw is in the direct quo- 
tation after ge<graptai.  In 1 Pet. 1:6, e]n &$ a]gallia?sqe (probably 
imperative), W. H. begin a new sentence, but &$ points back di- 
rectly to kair&? as its antecedent.  The same situation occurs  
in 1 Pet. 3:3 with w$n e@stw.  In both examples the imperative  
appears with the relative.  Two other instances of this construc- 
tion are found in 1 Peter (a peculiarity of this Epistle).  They 
are &$ a]nti<sthte (5:9) and ei]j h}n sth?te (5:12).  We see it also in  
Heb. 13:7, w$n—mimei?sqe, and in 2 Tim. 4:15, o{n kai> su> fula<ssou.  
Cf. 0. P. 1125, 19 (ii/A.D.), w#n qe<ma kaqaro>n a]po> pa<ntwn a]nado<tw. 
 
 1 Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 162.  
 2 lb., p. 167. 
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Dio< at the beginning of the sentence was hardly felt as a rela- 
tive (inferential particle), but see 1 Cor. 14:13, dio> proseuxe<sqw.1  
 (h) The Tenses.  This matter received adequate discussion  
under Tenses.  It may simply be noted here that in positive  
sentences the aorist imperative is naturally common, especially  
frequent in the N. T. Cf. ei@selqe--pro<seucai (Mt. 6:6).  The 
distinction between the present and the aorist is well seen in a#ron 
to>n kra<batto<n sou kai> peripa<tei (Jo. 5:8). See also Jo. 2:16 and 
Ac. 12:8.  As an example of the periphrastic present note i@sqi 
e@xwn (Lu. 19:17).  The perfect is almost non-existent, but note  
pefi<mwso (Mk. 4:39).  The present imper. second person alone  
occurs in prohibitions which are forbidden as in course of action  
or as a present fact (‘quit doing it’).2  Cf. Ro. 6:13 for sharp  
differences in idea between mh> parista<nete (course of action) and  
parasth<sate (at once and for all).  In the third person a prohibi- 
tion may be either in the aorist imperative or the aorist subj.  
See the subj. mode for further remarks concerning the failure of  
the second person imperative aorist in prohibitions. 
 (i) In Indirect Discourse.  This subject will receive adequate  
treatment under this head (see below). All that is attempted  
here is to indicate that, when the imperative is not quoted  
directly (cf. 2 Th. 3:10), it may be expressed in an indirect  
command either by the infinitive (cf. le<gwn mh> perite<mnein mhde>  
peripatei?n in Ac. 21:21) or by a conjunction like i!na as in Mk.  
6:8, or thrown into a deliberative question as in u[podei<cw ti<na 
fobhqh?te (Lu. 12 :5): 
 
B. DEPENDENT OR HYPOTACTIC SENTENCES (UPOTAKTIKA 
                                        ]ACIWMATA) 
 Introductory. 
 (a) Use of Modes in Subordinate Sentences.  There is no essen- 
tial difference in the meaning of the modes in subordinate clauses 
from the significance in independent sentences. The division is 
not made on the basis of the modes at all.  Leaving out the 
imperative because of its rarity in subordinate sentences,the other 
three modes occur in almost all the subordinate clauses.  The 
same mode-ideas are to be sought here as there.  The subor- 
dinate clauses make no change in the meaning of mode, voice or 
tense. Burton3 does say: "Others, however, give to the mood or 
 
 1 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 511. 
 2 Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 164. See also Thompson, Synt., p. 190 f. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., p. 81. 
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tense a force different from that which they usually have in prin- 
cipal clauses.  Hence arises the necessity for special treatment of 
the moods and tenses in subordinate clauses."  I cannot agree to 
this as the reason for the separate treatment. Sometimes in in- 
direct discourse after secondary tenses there may be a sequence 
of modes (true also in ancient Greek with final clauses after sec- 
ondary tenses), but that is so slight a matter that it bears no 
sort of proportion to the subordinate clauses as a whole. Gilder- 
sleeve (A. J. of Phil., XXXIII, 4, p. 489) regards the subordinate 
sentence as "the Ararat in the flood of change" and parataxis and 
hypotaxis as largely a matter of style. Some of the modal uses 
have survived better in the subordinate clauses, as, for instance, 
the futuristic aorist subj. (cf. o!stij a]rnh<shtai in Mt. 10:33), but 
the subordinate clause did not create the idiom.  Originally 
there were no subordinate sentences.1  "In dependent, clauses the 
choice of the mood is determined by the nature of each individual 
case"2 as is true also of independent sentences.  The qualifica- 
tion made above about the sequence of modes was always op- 
tional and is absent from the N. T. except a few examples in 
Luke.  The great wealth of subordinate clauses in Greek with 
various nuances demand separate discussion.  But we approach 
the matter with views of the modes already attained. 
 (b) The Use of Conjunctions in Subordinate Clauses.  In chap- 
ter XXI, Particles, full space will be given to the conjunctions 
(co-ordinating, disjunctive, inferential, subordinating).  Here it is  
only pertinent to note the large part played in the Greek language  
by the subordinating conjunctions.  It must be admitted that 
the line of cleavage is not absolute.  The paratactic conjunctions  
were first on the field.3 Popular speech has always had a fondness  
for parataxis.4  In the modern Greek vernacular "the propensity 
for parataxis has considerably reduced the ancient Greek wealth 
of dependent constructions " (Thumb, Handb., p. 185). Hence 
long periods are rare.  So the Hebrew used  v; both as paratactic 
and hypothetic.  In the Greek kai< we see a partial parallel.5  In 
Mt. 26:15, ti< qe<lete< moi dou?nai ka]gw> u[mi?n paradw<sw, the kai< is almost 
equivalent to e]a<n.  So often in Luke, as in 9:51, e]ge<neto de>--kai<, the 
kai< clause is (like o!ti) the logical subject of e]ge<neto.  The common 
use of the recitative o!ti illustrates well the close connection be- 
subordinate and independent sentences.  The o!ti shows 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 552.  4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 451. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 452.  5 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 194.  
 5 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 552. 
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that the clause is the object of the preceding verb, but the clause  
is preserved in the direct (co-ordinate) form.  Cf. le<gete o!ti bla- 
sfhmei?j (Jo. 10:36).  Thus again a subordinate clause may be so  
loosely connected with the principal clause as to be virtually in- 
dependent.1  Thus the relative, as in Latin, often introduces a  
principal sentence, a paragraph, forsooth, as e]n oi$j (Lu. 12:1)  
and a]nq ] w$n (12:3).  But, on the whole, we can draw a pretty  
clear line between the independent and the dependent clause by  
means of the conjunctions.  The case of asyndeton, treated else- 
where (cf. The Sentence), concerns chiefly parataxis, but some  
examples occur in hypotaxis, as in kai> e]ge<neto—ei#pe<n tij (Lu. 
11:1) where the ei#pe<n clause is the logical subject of e]ge<neto. 
 (c) Logical Varieties of Subordinate Clauses.  Each subordinate 
clause sustains a syntactical relation to the principal clause after  
the analogy of the case-relations. The normal complete sen- 
tence has subject, predicate, object. Each of these may receive  
further amplification (see chapter X, The Sentence). The pred- 
icate may have a substantive (as subject or object). This sub- 
stantive may be described by an adjective. An adverb may be  
used with predicate, adjective or substantive. Thus the sen- 
tence is built up around the predicate. In the same way each  
subordinate sentence is either a substantive (subject or object  
like an o!ti clause), an adjective like o!stij or an adverb like o!pou.  
This is therefore a point to note about each subordinate clause  
in order to get its exact syntactical relation to the principal  
clause. It may be related to the predicate as subject or object,  
or to the subject or object as adjective, or to either as adverb.  
A relative clause may be now substantive, now adjective and  
now adverb. In simple truth most of the conjunctions have their  
origin as relative or demonstrative pronouns. In Kuhner-Gerth2  
the subordinate clauses are all discussed from this standpoint  
alone. Thumb (Handb., pp. 186 ff.) follows this plan. One  
questions the wisdom of this method, though in itself scientific  
enough.  Burton3 has carefully worked out all the subordinate  
clauses from this standpoint, though he does not adopt it. Then,  
again, one may divide these clauses according to their form or  
their meaning.4  Viteau5 combines both ideas and the result is  
rather confusion than clarification.  There may be a series of  
subordinate clauses, one dependent on the other.  So in 1 Cor. 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 194.  3 N. T. M. and T., p. 82. 
 2 Ti. II, 2. Bd., pp. 354-459.  4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 194 f.  
 5 Le Verbe: Syntaxe des Propositions, pp. 41-144. 
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1:14, eu]xaristw? o!ti ou]de<na u[mw?n e]ba<ptisa ei] mh> Kri<spon kai> Gai?on ;  
i!na mh< tij ei@p^ o!ti ei]j to> e]mo>n o@noma e]bapti<sqhte.  See also Mk. 6:55 
and section 10 in this chapter.  The infinitive and the participle  
are used also in subordinate clauses, but they do not directly con- 
cern the problem of the modes save in indirect discourse. They  
are so important and partake of the functions of both noun and  
verb to such an extent that they demand a separate chapter  
—XX. 
 1. RELATIVE SENTENCES. 
 (a) Relative Sentences Originally Paratactic.  The relative o!j,  
as is well known, was first an anaphoric substantive pronoun.1  At  
first the relative clause was paratactic, a principal sentence like  
the other.2  Cf. o!j ga<r in Homer, where o!j may be taken3 as de- 
monstrative or relative.  In its simplest form the relative was  
unnecessary and was not even a connective. It was just a rep- 
etition of the substantive.4  "The relative force arises where  
o!j (and its congeners) connects and complements."5  Indeed, the  
relative sentence is probably the oldest form of parataxis.6  It is  
only by degrees that the relative clause came to be regarded as a  
subordinate clause.7  As a matter of fact, that was not always  
the case, as has been seen in such examples as e]n oi$j, a]nq ] w$n (Lu.  
12:1, 3).  But it is not true that this subordination is due to the  
use of the subjunctive mode.8  The effect of case-assimilation (cf.  
gender and number) and of incorporation of the antecedent was  
to link the relative clause very close to the principal sentence.9   
Cf. Heb. 13:11. 
 (b) Most Subordinate Clauses Relative in Origin.  This is true 
not merely of o!ti and o!te which are accusative forms10 of o!, but  
also of other adverbs, like the ablative w[j, o!pwj, e!wj.  These sub- 
ordinating conjunctions therefore are mostly of relative origin." 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 556.  2 Ib., p. 559. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 186. Stahl, Hist.-krit. Synt., p. 523, points out that  
the relative sentence is either "synthetic or parathetic." 
 4 Schmitt, Uber den Ursprung des Substantivsatzes mit Relativpartik. im  
Griech., 1889, p. 12. 
 5 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 383. 
 6 Frenzel, Die Entwick. des relat. Satzb. im Griech., 1889, p. 4.  
 7 Thompson, Synt., p. 383. 
 8 Baron, Le Pronom Relat. et la Conj. en Grec, 1892, p. 61. 
 9 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 557. It was not always done (attraction) either in  
Herod. or Thuc. Cf. Reisert, Zur Attraktion der Relativsatze in der griech.  
Prosa, p. 30 f. 
 10 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 561. 11 Thompson, Synt., p. 384. 
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Cf. i!na, o[po<te and perhaps ei].   Pri<n, e]pei<, a@xri, me<xri are not relative. 
Thus the subordinate clauses overlap.  Burton,1 indeed, includes  
e!wj under relative sentences.  That is not necessary, since thus  
nearly all the subordinate clauses would properly be treated as  
relative sentences.  See the relative origin of various conjunctions  
well worked out by Schmitt,2 Weber3 and Christ.4  These clauses  
are mainly adverbial, though objective (and subject-clause also)  
o!ti (indirect discourse) is substantive simply.  The word w[j occurs  
in Homer with the three values of demonstrative, relative and  
conjunction (cf. English "that").5  But here we pass by these  
conjunctions from relative or demonstrative roots.6  The relative  
pronoun alone, apart from the adverbial uses, introduces the  
most frequent subordinate clause, probably almost equal in some  
authors to all the other classes put together. In 1 Peter the rela- 
tive construction is very common. Cf. 1 Pet. 1:6-12; 2:21-24.  
At any rate it is the chief means of periodic structure.7  Take as  
an instance the period in Ac. 1:1-2.  Note w$n, a@xri h$j h[me<raj, ou@j, 
oi$j, all the subordinate clauses in the sentence except infinitive  
and participles.  See also 1 Cor. 15:1-2, where four relatives  
occur and ti<ni lo<g& is almost like a relative.  Cf. further Ro. 9:  
4 f.  The relative sentence may be repeated indefinitely with or  
without kai<. 
 (c) Relative Clauses Usually Adjectival.  They are so classed 
by Kuhner-Gerth.8  The descriptive use followed the original  
substantive idiom just as the relative itself was preceded by the  
demonstrative.  Thus the use of the relative clause as subject  
or object like o[ and the participle is perfectly consistent.  So 
o{j a}n e]me> de<chtai de<xetai to>n a]postei<lanta< me (Lu. 9:48).  Cf. also 
Mk. 9:37; Ac. 16:12.  The descriptive character of the relative 
clause is well shown in th>n ma<xairan tou? pneu<matoj o! e]stin r[h?ma qeou? 
(Eph. 6:17).  Cf. o!j in 1 Tim. 3:16.  The adjectival use of the  
relative sentence is accented by the use of the article with it in 
Ro. 16:17, skopei?n tou>j ta>j dixostasi<aj kai> ta> ska<ndala para> th>n  
didaxh>n h{n u[mei?j e]ma<qete poiou?ntaj.  Here the relative clause is ad- 
jectival, but in itself a mere incident between tou<j and poiou?ntaj. 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., pp. 126 
 2 Ober den Ursprung des Substantivsatzes mit Relativpartik. im Griech. 
 3 Entwickelungsgesch. der Absichtsatze. 
 4 Der Substantivs. und das Rel. w[j. 
 5 Baron, Le Pronom Rel. et la Conjonction en Grec, p. 130. 
 6 Frenzel, Die Entw. des rel. Satzb. im Griech., p. 4. 
 7 J. Classen, Beob. uber den homerischen Sprachgeb., 1867, p. 6.  
 8 Bd. II, pp. 420 ff. 
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The clause is simply adjectival with pa?j o!j in Lu. 12:8.  That 
comes to be its most usual character.  So with di] h#j is in Heb. 
12:28.  
 (d) Modes in Relative Sentences.  There is nothing in the rela- 
tive pronoun or the construction of the clause per se to have any 
effect on the use of the mode.1  The relative, as a matter of fact, 
has no construction of its own.2  In general in dependent clauses 
the choice of the mode is determined by the nature of the indi- 
vidual case.3  Outside of relative clauses the choice in the N. T. 
is practically confined to the indicative and the subjunctive. 
The optative holds on in one or two examples.  With the relative 
some examples of the imperative occur, as has already been shown. 
Cf. 1 Cor. 14:13; Tit. 1:13; 2 Tim. 4:15; 1 Pet. 5:9; Heb. 
13:7. Cf. o@qen katanoh<sate (Heb. 3:1).  But the mode is not due 
at all to the relative.  In a word, the relative occurs with all the 
constructions possible to an independent sentence.4  The indica- 
tive is, of course, the natural mood to use if one wishes to make 
a direct and clear-cut assertion. Thus ou]dei>j e@stin o!j a]fh?ken th>n  
oi]ki<an (Mk. 10:29).  Cf. Jo. 10:12. The various uses of the sub- 
junctive occur with the relative.  The deliberative subj. is seen 
in pou? e]sti>n to> kata<luma< mou o!pou to> pa<sxa meta> tw?n maqhtw?n mou  
fa<gw; (Mk. 14:14; Lu. 22:11).5  Prof. Earle, in a fine paper 
on "The Subj. of Purpose in Relative Clauses in Greek" (Class. 
Papers, 1912, pp. 213 ff.) shows how Xenophon, Soph., Eurip., 
Plato and other Attic writers use the idiom.  Cf. Xen., Anab., II, 
4, 20, ou]x e!cousin e]kei?noi o!poi fu<gwsin.  See also Tarbell, Class. Re- 
view, July, 1892, "The Deliberative Subj. in Relative Clauses in 
Greek."  The subj. may be volitive as in Ac. 21:16, a@gontej par ]  
&$ cenisqw?men Mna<swni< tini, and in Heb. 8:3, o!qen a]nagkai?on e@xein ti 
kai> tou?ton o{ prosene<gk^ (cf. o{ prosfe<rei in Heb. 9 : 7). In Heb. 12: 
28, di ] h$j latreu<wmen, the subj. may be conceived as either volitive 
(hortatory) or merely futuristic, more probably volitive like e@xw- 
men.  Clearly futuristic is the subj. in Mt. 16:28, oi!tinej ou] mh>  
geu<swntai qana<tou.  These examples appear isolated.  Cf. subj.  
with w!ste (not relative) as in 1 Cor 5:8, w!ste e[orta<zwmen (de- 
liberative). But the futuristic subj., so rare in the independent  
sentence after Homer, is very common in the relative clause with 
 
 1 See, per contra, Baron, Le Pronom Rel. et la Conjonction en Grec, pp. 61  
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 189. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 452.  4 Thompson, Synt., p. 383. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 217, explains this subj. as due to a "final mean- 
ing." D in Mk. reads fa<gomai. 
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a}n and sometimes without a@n.  It is not the a@n that determines the  
subj., but the subj. usually has a@n.  Thus o{j ga>r e]a>n qe<l^ and o{j d ]  
a}n a]pole<s^ Rec. (Mk. 8:35).  Cf. o!stij thrh<s^ (Jas. 2:10), though  
AKLP read thrh<sei (itacism).  Cf. Mt. 10:33 and 38.  In such  
relative sentences the future indicative is also very common, the  
two forms being closely allied in form and sense. Cf. o{j a}n o[mo- 
logh<sei. (Lu. 12:8).  See also o!stij o[mologh<sei and o!stij a]rnh<shtai   
(Mt. 10:32 f.). 
 (e) Definite and Indefinite Relative Sentences.  Goodwin1 has 
made popular the custom of calling some relative sentences " con- 
ditional relatives." He has been followed by Burton.2  Jannaris3  
considers conditional relative clauses "virtually condensed clauses  
capable of being changed into conditional protases."  Almost any  
sentence is capable of being changed into some other form as a  
practical equivalent.  The relative clause may indeed have the  
resultant effect of cause, condition, purpose or result, but in it- 
self it expresses none of these things.  It is like the participle in  
this respect.  One must not read into it more than is there. Cf.  
o{j e@xei w#ta (Mk. 4:9) and o[ e@xwn w#ta (Mt. 13:9).  Cf. ei@ tij in  
Mk. 4:23.  One might as well say that o[ lamba<nwn (Jo. 13:20) is  
the same thing as o{j lamba<nei (cf. Mt. 10:38).  There is a change  
from participle to relative clause in Mt. 10:37 f., 41 f.  Cf. Mt. 12:  
30, 32; Lu. 9:50.  So then a}n tina pe<myw (Jo. 13:20) is a condi- 
tional clause.4  It is true that o!n tina does not occur in the N. T.,  
but ei@ tij and o!jtij differ in conception after all, though the point  
is a fine one.  The MSS. sometimes vary between ei@ tij and o!stij   
as we see in Mk. 8:34; 1 Cor. 7:13.  In Jo. 14:13 f. note  
o!ti a}n ai]th<shte and e]a<n ti ai]th<shte.  Note the distinction between  
o{ kexa<rismai and ei@ ti kexa<rismai, in 2 Cor. 2:10.  In Mk. 8:34 f.  
note ei@ tij qe<lei — o{j e]a>n qe<l^.   What is true is that the relative 
sentences are either definite or indefinite.  It is not a question of  
mode nor of the use of a@n, but merely whether the relative de- 
scribes a definite antecedent or is used in an indefinite sense.  
The definite relative is well illustrated by 2 Th. 3:3, pisto>j de< 
e]stin o[ ku<rioj o!j sthri<cei, or Mk. 1:2, to>n a@ggelo<n mou o{j kataskeua<sei  
th>n o[do<n mou.  So also xa<rin di ] h$j latreu<wmen (Heb. 12:28).  Cf. o! 
prosene<gk^ (Heb. 8:3).  But indefinite is o{j e@xei, doqh<setai au]t&? 
(Mk. 4:25).  In the same verse kai> o{j ou]k e@xei is indefinite, but kai>   
o{ e@xei is definite.  Indefinite also is o!soi h!yanto (Mt. 14:36) and 
 
 1 Moods and Tenses, p. 197. 
 2 N. T. M. and T., p. 119.  3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 470.  
 4 Cf. Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 169. 
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o!soi a}n h!yanto (Mk. 6:56).  So also with pa?j o{j e]rei? (Lu. 12:10)  
and pa?j o{j a}n o[mologh<sei (12:8).  Cf. o{j e@stai (17:31) with o{j e]a>n 
zhth<s^ (17:33) and o{j d ] a}n a]pole<sei.  Cf. Ac. 7:3, 7; Gal. 5:17.  
That it is not a question of mode is thus clear.  Cf. o{j e]a>n qe<l^   
with o{j a}n a]pole<sei (Mk. 8:35).  Thus note in Mk. 4:25 o{j ga>r   
e@xei doqh<setai au]t&?, but in Lu. 8:18 o{j a}n ga>r e@x^ doqh<setai au]t&?.1  
So in Lu. 12:8 we have pa?j o{j a}n o[mologh<sei e]n e]moi<, but in Mt.  
10:32 pa?j o{stij o[mologh<sei e]n e]moi<.  The use of o!stij is pertinent.  
It is either indefinite, as here, from the sense of tij= ‘any one’ or  
definite from the sense of tij = ‘somebody in particular,’ as in Lu. 
9:30, a@ndrej du<o sunela<loun au]t&? oi!tinej h#san Mwu*sh?j kai>   ]Hlei<aj. 
Examples of the definite use of o!stij may be seen in Mt. 7:26;  
16:28; 22:2; 27:55, 62, etc.  The indefinite use is seen in pa?j 
o!stij a]kou<ei (Mt. 7:24), o!stij e@xei (Mt. 13:12), o!stij u[yw<sei (Mt. 
23:12), but apparently no instance of o!stij a@n and the future ind.  
occurs. The indefinite use of o!stij with the subj. and a@n is uni- 
form (11 examples), as in o!stij e]a>n #̂ (Gal. 5:10), o!stij a@n poih<s^   
(Mt. 12:50).  Cf. Col. 3:17.  We also find o!stij a]rnh<shtai (Mt. 10:  
33), o!stij thrh<s^ (Jas. 2:10), but the definite use in Mk. 9:1.  In  
2 Cor. 8:12, ei] h[ proqumi<a pro<keitai, kaqo> e]a>n e@x^, eu]pro<sdektoj, ou] 
kaqo> ou]k e@xei, there is a pointed distinction between the subjunc- 
tive and the indicative modes.2  Thus the indicative occurs  
with either the definite or the indefinite and the subjunctive  
with the indefinite 122 times, the definite only Mk. 9 : 1= Mt.  
16:28.  One may make a positive statement about either a  
definite or an indefinite relative or a doubtful assertion about  
either.  The lines thus cross, but the matter can be kept distinct.  
The distinction is clearly perceived by Dawson Walker.3  The  
subjunctive with the indefinite relative, like that with o!tan and  
e]a<n, is futuristic (cf. also future indicative).  Moulton (Prol., p.  
186) argues that, since this subj. is futuristic and the aorist  
describes completed action, the aorist subj. here is really a fu- 
ture perfect. "Thus Mt. 5:21, o{j a}n foneu<s^, ‘the man who has  
committed murder.’"  But this seems rather like an effort to in- 
troduce the Latin idiom into the Greek and is very questionable. 
 (f) The Use of a@n in Relative Clauses.  This is the place for 
more discussion of a@n, though, sooth to say, the matter is not   
perfectly clear.  See also Conditions. It is probably kin to the  
Latin an and the Gothic an, and had apparently two meanings, 
 
 1 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 139. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 307. 
 3 Elem. Gk. Synt., 1897, p. 7. Cf. Baumlein, Unters. etc., p. 315. 
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‘else’ and 'in that case rather.'  Monro1 argues that the pri- 
mary use of a@n and ke<n is with particular and definite examples.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 166) translates  e]gw> de< ken au]to>j e!lwmai   
by the Scotch ‘I'll jist tak her mysel'.'  There was thus a limi- 
tation by circumstance or condition.  The use of a@n with relative,  
temporal and conditional clauses "ties them up to particular  
occurrences" (Moulton, Prol., p. 186). It is not always quite so  
easy as that.  This use of modal a@n appears rarely in modern  
Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 188).  "It is a kind of leaven in a  
Greek sentence; itself untranslatable, it may transform the  
meaning of a clause in which it is inserted" (Moulton, Prol., p.  
165). That is putting it a bit strong. I should rather say that it  
was an interpreter of the sentence, not a transformer. Moulton  
counts 172 instances of modal a@n, (e]a<n) in the N. T. (p. 166). Mat- 
thew leads with 55, then Mark 30, Gospel of Luke 28 and Acts  
only 10, Paul's Epistles 27, the Johannine writings only 20, He- 
brews 1, James 1.  Mr. H. Scott fears that these figures are not  
correct, but they are approximately so. The MSS. vary very  
much.  These examples occur with incl. or subj. Moulton finds  
739 cases of modal a@n in the LXX (Hatch and Redpath).  Of  
these 40 are with opt. (26 aorist), 56 with ind. (41 aorist, 6  
imp., 1 plup., 1 pres., 7 fut. ind.), the rest with subj. Rader- 
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 165) finds modal a@n in the koinh< decreas- 
ing and unessential with ind., subj. or opt. in relative, temporal,  
final or conditional clauses.  The use with indefinite or general  
statements was rare in Homer, but gradually came to be more  
frequent. But in the N. T. some examples of the definite use  
of a@n survive especially in temporal clauses. So in Rev. 8:1, 
o!tan h@noicen.  But o!tan sth<kete (Mk. 11:5) may be general.  
There is doubt also about o!tan o]ye> e]ge<neto (11:19).  But in Mk. 
6:56, o!soi a}n h!yanto, the construction is rendered more definite  
by a@n, though o!pou a}n ei]seporeu<eto in the same verse is indefinite.  
In Mt. 14:36 we have o!soi h!yanto, which is not more definite  
than Mark's construction.2  In Rev. 14:4, o!pou a}n u[pa<gei, the  
construction is indefinite.  In Ac. 2:45 and 4:35, kaqo<ti a@n tij 
ei#xen, we have repetition and so a general statement to that ex- 
tent. In Mk. 3:11, o!tan au]to>n e]qew<roun, it is general. In most in- 
stances in the N. T., therefore, the use of a@n is clearly in indefinite  
relative clauses whether with the indicative or subjunctive.3  It 
 
 1 Hom. Gr., p. 263 f.   2 Per contra see W.-Th., p. 306. 
 3 Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 217) quotes a}j a}n suntele<sousin, from an inscr. in 
Viereck's Sermo Graecus, p. 38. 
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cannot he said that a@n is necessary with the indefinite relative  
and the indicative.  It does not occur in the N. T. with o!stij and  
the future incl, but we have both o!stij o[mologh<sei (Mt. 10:32)  
and o!j a}n o[mologh<sei, (Lu. 12:8); o{j e@stai (Lu. 17:31) and o{j a}n   
a]pole<sei (Mk. 8:35).  For o{j a}n and fut. ind. see Compernass, De  
Sermone Pis., p. 38.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 145) cites o{j  
d ] a}n a]dikh<sei, Inscr. Petersen-Luschan, Reisen, p. 174, N. 223,  
21.  As already seen, the relative with the subj. usually has a@n, 
as ei]j h{n a}n po<lin ei]se<rxhsqe (Lu. 10:8); o!ti a}n prosdapanh<s^j (10: 
35).  Cf. &$ a}n bou<lhtai (10:22).  In a few examples the best  
MSS. do not have a@n, as in o!stij a]rnh<shtai (Mt. 10:33); o!stij 
thrh<s^--ptai<s^ de< (Jas. 2:10).  The use of e]a<n like a@n has been 
shown (cf. Orthography) to be very common with relatives at  
this period.  It is immaterial which is found.  So o{j e]a>n lu<s^ and  
o{j a}n poih<s^ (Mt. 5:19).  The MSS. often vary between e]a<n and  
a}n, as in Mt. 10:14; Ac. 7:7.  So also o!sa e]a>n qe<lhte (Mt. 7:12)  
and o!sa a}n ai]th<shte (Mt. 21:22).  But in the N. T., as in the  
papyri, a}n is twice as common in relative clauses.  Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 145) quotes o!soi – e]gli<pwsi, Inscr. Perg. 249, 26,  
and o{j a]naspara<c^ (or a}n a]sp.) I. Gr. XII, 1, 671. Moulton (Prol.,  
p. 169) cites C.P.R. 237 (ii/A.D.), o!sa au]t&? proste<khtai. He (ib., 
p. 168) quotes o!s ] a}n pa<sxete F.P. 136 (iv/A.D.), o!sa e]a>n pare- 
labo<mhn B.M. 331 (ii/A.D.).  The a}n is not repeated with the  
second verb.  So o{j a}n poih<s^ kai> dida<c^ (Mt. 5:19).  There is no  
instance of a@n in a relative clause with an optative in the N. T. 
But in Gen. 33:10 the LXX has w[j a@n tij i@doi pro<swpon qeou?.  So 
oi$j e]a>n tu<xoi, F.P. (see Moulton, Cl. Rev., 1901, p. 32). Rader- 
macher (N. T., Gr., p. 131) cites kaq ] o{ a}n me<roj stre<goito from 
Philo.  There is one instance of a@n with the infinitive in the  
N. T. (2 Cor. 10: 9), i!na mh> do<cw w[j a}n e]krofbei?n u[ma?j, but a@n is here  
probably the same as e]a<n and w[j a@n = ‘as if.’  The upshot of it all  
is that a@n has no peculiar construction of its own.  It is more  
frequent with the subjunctive than with the indicative in rela- 
tive sentences, but is not absolutely essential with either mode.1   
In the Attic the subj. is invariable with a@n, but "in the less cul- 
tured Hellenistic writers" (Moulton, Prol., p. 166) it occurs with  
the ind. also.  Curiously in the Gospel of John ap occurs with  
o!stij only in the neuter (Abbott, Johannine Grammar, p. 304). 
Always in the N. T. o!ti e]a<n= o!ti a@n unless in Mk. 6:23 the correct  
text is o!ti o{ e]a<n as in margin of W. H. The text is probably correct  
(cf. Lu. 10:35; Ac. 3:23, etc.). 
 
 1 Cf. K.-G., Bd. II, pp. 421, 424. 
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 (g) Special Uses of Relative Clauses.  As in Latin,1 the relative  
clause may imply cause, purpose, result, concession or condition,  
though the sentence itself does not say this much.  This is due  
to the logical relation in the sentence.  The sense glides from 
mere explanation to ground or reason, as in o{ kai> e]spou<dasa au]to> 
tou?to poih?sai, (Gal. 2:10).  In 1 Cor. 3:17, o[ nao>j tou? qeou? a!gio<j 
e]stin oi!tine<j e]ste u[mei?j, there is an argument in oi!tinej.  This is  
clearly true2 in Ro. 6:2,  oi!tinej a]peqa<nomen t ?̂ a[marti<%, pw?j e@ti 
zh<somen e]n au]t ?̂; Cf. also Ac. 10:41, oi!tinej sunefa<gomen kai> sune- 
pi<omen au]t&?.  See Gal. 5:4, oi!tinej e]n no<m& dikaiou?sqe.  Cf. Latin 
qui, quippe qui.  A good example is seen in Ro. 8:32, or o!j ge tou? 
i]di<ou ui[ou? ou]k e]fei<sato.  Cf. also a{ e@mellon (Rev. 3:2) and the com- 
mon a]nq ] w$n (Lu. 1:20).  Cf. Ac. 10:47; Ro. 1:25, 32; Ph. 2:  
20; Col. 3:5.  Only the ind. mode occurs in the N. T. in this  
construction.3  Purpose is also found in relative clauses (cf. Latin  
qui= ut is). Either the future ind. or the subj. is used for this  
construction. When the subj. occurs it is probably volitive.4  So  
Burton5 would explain all the cases of subj. of purpose with rela- 
tives, but wrongly.  The use in Mk. 14:14 is analogous to the  
retention of the subj. of deliberation in an indirect question.  
Cf. the subj. of purpose with relative clause in Attic Greek.6  
But the subj. construction is Homeric (like Latin also).  The Attic  
idiom is the future ind., and the future ind. also appears in the  
N. T. So o{j kataskeua<sei (Mk. 1:2= Mt. 11:10 = Lu. 7:27),  
o{j u[ma?j a]namnh<sei, (1 Cor. 4:17) which may be contrasted with  
the merely explanatory relative o!j e]sti<n mou te<knon in the same 
sentence.  So oi!tinej a]podw<sousin au]t&? (Mt. 21:41); oi{ proporeu<- 
sontai. (Ac. 7:40; Ex. 32:1); ou]k e@xw o{ paraqh<sw (Lu. 11:6) where  
the Attic Greek would7 have o!ti.  Sometimes i!na occurs where a  
relative might have been used.  So 2 Cor. 12:7 e]do<qh moi sko<loy 
--i!na me kolafi<z^, (Jo. 5:7) ou]k e@xw a@nqrwpon i!na ba<l^ me, (9:36) 
i!na pisteu<sw ei]j au]to<n.  Cf. Gal. 4:5; Rev. 19:15.  Viteau8 stri- 
kingly compares Mt. 10:26, o{ ou]k a]pokalufqh<setai and o{ ou] gnwsqh<- 
setai, with Mk. 4:22, e]a>n mh> i!na fanerwq ?̂ and i!na e@lq^ ei]j fanero<n. 
The variety of construction with o!j is illustrated by Mt. 24:2  
(Lu. 21:6), o{j ou] kataluqh<setai, and Mk. 13:2, o{j ou] mh> kataluq ?̂. 
 
 1 Draeger, Hist. Synt., Bd. II, p. 527. 
 2 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 118. 
 3 Cf. K.-G., Bd. II, p. 421.  5 N. T. M. and T., p. 126. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 185.   6 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 217. 
 7 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 218. 
 8 See Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 135. 
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The classic idiom preferred the fut. ind. for purpose with the  
relative (Schmid, Atticismus, IV, p. 621), but Isocrates (IV, 44)  
has e]f ] oi$j filotimhqw?sin.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 138) cites  
for the koinh<  Diod. XI, 21, 3,  di ] ou$ tro<pou—a]ne<l^; XIV, 8, 3, di ]   
w$n e]ce<lwsin; Ach. Tatius, IV, 16, 13, o!son—la<b^, etc. 
 Purpose is often contemplated result so that the consecutive  
idea follows naturally that of design.  Only the ind. future is used  
in the N. T., unless one follows Blass1 in taking o{ prosene<gk^ (Heb.  
8:3) as result.  A good instance of the future ind. is in Lu. 7:4,  
a@cio<j e]stin &$ pare<c^, which may be profitably compared2 with the  
non-final use of  i!na in Jo. 1:27, a@cioj i!na lu<sw.  Burton3 prefers  
to call this a "complementary limitation of the principal clause,"  
a sort of secondary purpose. But the notion is rather that of  
contemplated result.  The relative denotes a kind of consequence  
from a particular quality or state.4  See also Ph. 2:20 ou]de<na 
e@xw i]so<yuxon o!stij—merimnh<sei, Mk. 10:29 ou]dei>j e@stin o{j a]fh?ken  
th>n oi]ki<an, Lu.7:49 ti<j ou$to<j e]stin o{j kai> a[marti<aj a]fi<hsin; Cf. 2 Th.  
3:3 pisto>j o!j with 1 Jo. 1:9 pisto>j i!na.  
 An example5 of the concessive use of oi!tinej is seen in Jas. 4:14, 
oi!tinej ou]k e]pi<stasqe th?j au@rion poi<a h[ zwh> u[mw?n. 
 The conditional use of the relative clause is only true in a  
modified sense, as already shown. The relative o!j and o!stij,  
whether with or without does not mean ei@ tij or e]a<n tij, though  
the two constructions are very much alike.  There is a similarity  
between ei@ tij qe<lei (Mk. 9:35) and o{j a}n qe<l^ (10:43).  But I  
do not agree to the notion of Goodwin6 and Burton7 that in the  
relative clauses we have a full-fledged set of conditional sentences  
on a par with the scheme with the conditional particles. That  
procedure is entirely too forced and artificial for the Greek free- 
dom and for the facts. There is a general sort of parallel at some  
points, but it is confusion in syntax to try to overdo it with care- 
ful detail as Viteau8 does.   @An is not confined to the relative and  
conditional sentences, but occurs with e!wj, pri<n, w[j, and o!pwj  
(temporal and final clauses).  The indefinite relative like o!j e]a>n 
qe<l^ (Mk. 8:35) or o!stij o[mologh<sei (Mt. 10:32) is quite similar  
in idea to a conditional clause with e]a<n tij or ei@ tij.  But, after  
all, it is not a conditional sentence any more than the so-called 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 218. 
 2 Blass, ib., cites also i[kano>j lu?sai in Mk. 1:7. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., p. 126.   6 M. and T., pp. 195 ff. 
 4 Cf. K.-G., Bd. II, p. 422.   7 N. T. M. and. T., pp. 119 ff. 
 6 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 118.  8 Le Verbe, pp. 136 ff. 
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causal, final, consecutive relative clauses are really so.  It is only  
by the context that one inferentially gets any of these ideas out  
of the relative.  All that is true about the indefinite relative  
clauses has already been explained under that discussion. I there- 
fore pass by any treatment of the kinds of conditional sentences  
in connection with the relative clauses. 
 (h) Negatives in Relative Clauses.  When the subj. occurs the  
negative is mh<, as in is o{j a}n mh> e@x^ (Lu. 8:18), but ou] mh< is found in  
Mk. 13:2, o{j ou] mh> kataluq ?̂.  So in Mk. 9:1= Mt. 16:28 we 
have ou] mh<.  With the indicative the negative is ou], in o{j ou] 
lamba<nei (Mt. 10:38); o{j ga>r ou]k e@sti kaq ] u[mw?n (Lu. 9:50).  Oc- 
casionally when the relative is indefinite the subjective negative 
mh< occurs with the indicative.  So &$ mh> pa<restin tau?ta (2 Pet. 1:  
9);  o{ mh> o[mologei? (1 Jo. 4:3); a{ mh> dei? (Tit. 1:11).  So also D in Ac.  
15:29.  Moulton (Prol., p. 171) calls this use of mh< a survival of 
literary construction.  He gives also some papyri examples (ib., p.  
239) of mh< in relative clauses: B.U. 114 (ii/A.D.) h{n a]pode<dwken au]t&?  
mh<te du<natai labei?n, C.P.R. 19 (iv/A.D.) a{ mh> sunefw<nhsa. The use of  
mh< in relative clauses is more common in the koinh< than in the clas- 
sic Greek (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 171).  He cites examples  
from late Greek writers.  There is nothing gained by explaining  
ou] in relative clauses after the fashion of ei] ou] in conditional sen- 
tences as is done by Burton.1 
 2. CAUSAL SENTENCES. 
 (a) Paratactic Causal Sentences.  These do not properly be- 
long here, but there are so many of them that they compel  
notice. The common inferential particle ga<r introduces an in- 
dependent, not a dependent, sentence. Paul uses it usually to  
introduce a separate sentence as in Ro. 2:28; 1 Cor. 15:9.  In  
1 Cor. 10:17 both o!ti and ga<r occur.  It will be treated in the  
chapter on Particles.  Phrases like a]nq ] w$n (Lu. 12:3), dio< (Mt.  
27:8), dio<per (1 Cor. 8:13), o!qen (Ac. 26:19), di ] h{n ai]ti<an (2  
Tim. 1:6, 12), ou$ xa<rin (Lu. 7:47) are not always regarded as  
formally causal.  The construction is sometimes paratactic.  In- 
deed, the subordination of the o!ti and dio<ti clauses is often rather  
loose.2  Thus there is very little difference between o!ti (begins  
the sentence with W. H.) in 1 Cor. 1:25 and ga<r in 1:26.  Cf.  
also e]peidh< in 1:22.  See further o!ti in 2 Cor. 4:6; 7:8, 14, and  
dio<ti in Ro. 3:20; 8:7. The causal sentence is primarily para- 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., p. 180. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 274. Cf. also Burton, N. T. M. and T.,  
p. 98. 
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tactic.  See Mt. 6:5; Lu. 11:32; 1 Cor. 15:29; Heb. 10:2.  
 The subordinate relative is a later development.1 
 (b) With Subordinating Conjunctions. One may say at once  
that in the N. T. the mode is always the indicative.  There is no  
complication that arises save with e]pei< when the apodosis of a  
condition of the second class is used without the protasis as in  
Heb. 10:2, e]pei> ou]k a}n e]pau<santo.  Here the construction is not  
due at all to e]pei<.  In the same way we explain e]pei> e@dei in Heb.  
9:26 and e]pei> w]fei<lete a@ra in 1 Cor. 5:10.  There is ellipsis also  
in the rhetorical question in 1 Cor. 15:29, e]pei> ti< poih<sousin;  But 
in Ac. 5:38 f. two complete conditional sentences (e]a<n and ei],  
protasis and apodosis) occur with o!ti.  In a word, it may be said  
that the indicative is used precisely as in the paratactic sentences. 
Cf. Jo. 14:19, o!ti e]gw> zw? kai> u[mei?j zh<sete.  
 The negative is usually ou] as in 1 Jo. 2:16.  Once in the N. T., 
Jo. 3:18, o!ti mh> pepi<steuken, we have mh<, but ou] is seen in 1 Jo.  
5:10, o!ti ou] pepi<steuken.  "The former states the charge, quod 
non crediderit, the latter the simple fact, quod non credidit"  
(Moulton, Prol., p. 171).  Cf. o!ti mh< in Epictetus IV, 4, 11; IV,  
5, 8-9.  Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., pp. 162, 535.  The distinction is  
subtle, mh< being more subjective and ideal.  In Heb. 9:17, e]pei> 
mh> to<te (or mh< pote) i]sxu<ei, we likewise meet mh<.  In B. G. U. 530  
(i/A.D.), e]pi> mh> a]nte<grayaj au]t ?̂—o!ti ou]k e@pemyaj pro<j se, note e]pi> (ei]) 
mh< and o!ti ou]k with true distinction.  With ou] we have the objec- 
tive fact, with mh< the element of blame (me<mfetai) appears.  "The 
comparison of Plutarch with the N. T. shows a great advance in  
the use of o!ti mh<" (Moulton, Prol., p. 239). Cf. also E. L. Green,  
Gildersleeve Studies, pp. 471 ff.; Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 171.  
He cites o!ti mh> e@xeij, Epictetus IV, 10, 34.  It is making inroads on 
o!ti ou].  
 We sometimes have a]nq ] w$n in a truly causal sense as in Lu. 1:  
20, and that is true also of o!qen in Mt. 14:7.  In Heb. 2:18 e]n &$   
is practically causal.  So also e]f ] &$ is causal in Ro. 5:12; 2  
Cor. 5:4; Ph. 4:10.  Cf. kaqa> = ‘if right,'  P. Oxy. 38 (A.D. 49).  The 
classical e]f ]w$te does not occur in the N. T.  See  e]f ] &$ dw<sei, on 
condition that he give,' P. Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66). 
 Then w[j may have almost the force of a causal particle as in  
Jo. 19:33; Mt. 6:12 (cf. Lu. 11:4, kai> ga<r); 2 Tim. 1:3.  The  
same thing is true of kaqw<j in Jo. 17:2.  Kaq ] o!son is causal in  
Heb. 7:20 (9:27) and e]f ] o!son in Mt. 25:40, 45.  So kaqo<ti in  
Lu. 19:9 (cf. 1:7).  In Ac. 17:31 HLP. read dio<ti.  None of these 
 
 1 Cf. Nilsson, Die Kausalsatze itn Griech. his Arist. I, Die Poesie. 
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particles are strictly causal, but they come to be so used in cer- 
tain contexts in the later Greek.  We have w[j o!ti in 2 Cor. 5:19; 
w[j o!ti qeo>j h#n e]n Xrist&? ko<smon katalla<sswn e[aut&? (cf. our "since 
that").  Here the Vulgate has quoniam.  But in 2 Cor. 11:21 the  
Vulgate renders w[j o!ti by quasi, as in 2 Th. 2:2, w[j o!ti e]ne<sthken. 
Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 321 f. It is found also in Esther 
4:14 and is post-classical.1 
 Dio<ti is found in the Lucan writings, the Pauline Epistles,  
Hebrews, James and 1 Peter.  In the modern Greek2 it takes the  
form giati<.  Once (Ro. 8:21) some MSS.  (W. H. read o!ti) have 
dio<ti in the sense of objective o!ti (‘that’) as in later Greek (cf.  
late Latin quia = quod).  Instances of causal dio<ti may be seen in  
Lu. 1:13; Ro. 1:19, etc.  It is compounded of dia< and o!ti (cf.  
English "for that").  In Ph. 2:26 dio<ti is causal and o!ti is de- 
clarative.  In modern Greek dio<ti, survives in h[ kaqareu<ousa.  The  
vernacular has a]fou?, e]peidh<, giati< (Thumb, Handb., p. 194). 
 But all other causal particles are insignificant beside o!ti which  
grew steadily in use.3  It was originally merely relative and para- 
tactic.4  In 1 Jo. 4:3 note o! — o!ti and o!ti o! in Ro. 4:21.  It is  
accusative neuter rel. o!ti (cf. o!ti a}n prosdapanh<s^j, Lu. 10:35) and  
is more common as the objective particle in indirect discourse  
(subject or object clause) than as a causal conjunction.  In 1  
Jo. 5:9 o!ti occurs twice, once as causal and once as objec- 
tive particle.  In 2 Th. 3:7 f. exegesis alone can determine the  
nature of o!ti.  In Jo. 3:19 Chrysostom takes o!ti = 'because.'  
Cf. also Jo. 16:8-11 (see Abbott, Johannine Gr., p. 158).  The  
English "the reason that" (vernacular "the reason why") is simi- 
lar.  It is very common in 1 John in both senses.  In Jo. 1:15 
causal o!ti occurs three times in succession.  In Lu. 9:49, e]kw- 
lu<omen au]to>n o!ti ou]k a]kolouqei? meq ] h[mw?n, the present is used because 
of a sort of implied indirect discourse.  In Mk. 9:38 W. H. 
read  o!ti ou]k h]kolou<qei.  A good example of causal o!ti is seen in Ro. 
5:8.  The precise idea conveyed by o!ti varies greatly.  In Jo. 
9:17, ti< su> le<geij peri> au]tou?, o!ti h]ne<&ce<n sou tou>j o]fqalmou<j; the use 
of o!ti wavers between objective and causal.  Cf. also Mk. 6:17.  
But we need not appeal to the Hebrew5 for a justification of  
this balancing of two ideas by o!ti.  So in Jo. 2:18, ti< shmei?on dei- 
knu<eij h[mi?n, o!ti tau?ta poiei?j; Akin to this construction is that in 
 
 1 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 98..  3 Ib. 
 2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 454.  4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 189. 
 5 As Viteau does in Le Verbe, p. 100. The LXX does show the idiom, as in 
1 Ki. 1:8, ti< e@sti soi o!ti klai<eij; 
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Jo. 14:22, ti< ge<gonen o!ti, which is shortened into ti< o!ti in Ac. 5:  
4, 9.  There is a correspondence sometimes between dia> tou?to and  
o!ti.  (Jo. 10:17); dia> ti<  and o!ti (Ro. 9:31 f.).  Ou]x o!ti may be  
either objective or causal as in Ph. 4:11, 17; 2 Th. 3:9.  In  
the ancient Greek it meant 'not only do I say that, but I also  
say.'  But in the N. T. it either means 'I say this not because'  
or 'I do not mean to say that,' and usually the latter according  
to Abbott.1 
 We must have a word about e]pei<, e]peidh<, e]peidh<per.  As a matter  
of fact e]pei-dh<-per (note the composition) appears in the N. T. 
only in Lu. 1:1 (Luke's classical introduction).  This is un- 
doubtedly a literary touch.2   ]Epeidh< is read by W. H. in Lu. 7:1  
and Ac. 13:46, but e]pei> de< is put in the margin.  Eight other  
examples remain, all in Luke (Gospel and Acts) and Paul (1 Co- 
rinthians and Philippians). Cf. Lu. 11:6; 1 Cor. 1:21 f.  ]Epei<,  
obsolescent in the late Greek,3  is almost confined to Luke, Paul,  
the author of Hebrews. Elsewhere in Matthew, Mark and John.  
Two of these are examples of the temporal use (Mk. 15:42; Lu.  
7:1 W. H. marg.).  The ordinary causal sense is well illustrated in  
Mt. 21:46, e]pei> ei]j profh<thn ei#xon.  The classical idiom of the el- 
lipsis with e]pei< has already been mentioned and is relatively fre- 
quent in the N. T.  Cf. Ro. 3:6; 11:22; 1 Cor. 14:16; 15:29;  
Heb. 9:26; 10:2.  It occurs in the simplest form in e]pei> pw?j 
(Ro. 3:6) and e]pei> ti< (1 Cor. 15:29).  In 1 Cor. 14:16, e]pei> e]a<n,  
it is equivalent to ‘otherwise’ and in Ro. 11:22 to ‘else,’ e]pei< e]a<n  
su> e]kkoph<s^.  The apodosis of a condition of the second class oc- 
curs in 1 Cor. 5:10; Heb. 9:26; 10:2. 
 Verbs of emotion in classical Greek sometimes used ei] (con- 
ceived as an hypothesis) rather than o!ti (a direct reason).4  The  
N. T. shows examples of qauma<zw ei] in this sense (Mk. 15:44; 1 Jo.  
3:13), though qauma<zw o!ti is found also4 (Lu. 11:38; Gal. 1:  
6).   !Oti is the N. T. construction5 with a]ganakte<w (Lu. 13:14); 
e]comologe<omai (Mt. 11:25); eu]xariste<w (Lu. 18:11);  me<lei (Mk. 4: 
38); xai<rw (Lu. 10:20); xola<w (Jo. 7:23).  Cf. o!ti and e]f ] &$ in  
Ph. 4:10.  On the possible causal use of o!te and o!tan see article  
by Sheppard, The Cl. Rev., Sept., 1913. 
 (c) Relative Clauses.  This matter received sufficient discussion  
under Relative Clauses. For examples of o!j take Ro. 8:32; 
 
 1 Joh. Gr. p. 162.  2 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 101. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 454. 
 4 Cf. ib. 
 5 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 101. 
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Heb. 12:6.  For o!stij note Mt. 7:15; Ho. 6:2.  See also ou$  
xa<rin (Lu. 7:47) and di ] h{n ai]ti<an (8:47). 
 (d) Dia> to< and the Infinitive.  The construction is common in  
the N. T., occurring thirty-two times according to Votaw1 as  
compared with thirty-five for the 0. T. and twenty-six for the  
Apocrypha.  It is particularly frequent in Luke.2  Cf. Lu. 2:4;  
18:5; Ac. 4:2; 8:11, etc.  It is not in John except in 2:24, dia> 
to> au]to>n ginw<skein.  Blass2 rejects it here because the Lewis MS.  
and Nonnus do not have the passage.  Here note that o!ti is  
used side by side with dia> to<.  So in Jas. 4:2 f. we have dia> to> mh> 
ei]tei?sqai u[ma?j and dio<ti kakw?j ai]tei?sqe on parity. Cf. Phl. 1:7 
kaqw<j and dia> to<.  In Mk. 5:4, dai> to> dede<sqai kai> diespa<sqai kai>  
sunteteri<fqai, note the perfect tense and the repetition of the in- 
finitive.  Burton3 thinks that here dia< gives rather the evidence  
than the reason.  Why not both?  There is one example of the  
instrumental use of the infinitive to express cause, t&? mh> eu[rei?n me 
(2 Cor. 2:13).  The text of B has six examples in the LXX4  
(cf. 2 Chron. 28:22, t&? qlibh?nai au]to<n).  No examples of e]pi> t&? 
occur.5 
 (e) The Participle.  We do not have a@te, oi$on, oi$a, as in classical  
Greek, to give the real reason.  That is given simply by the parti- 
ciple as in di<kaioj w}n kai> mh> qe<lwn au]th>n deigmati<sai (Mt. 1:19).  It  
is "exceedingly common" (Moulton, Prol., p. 230).  Cf. Jas. 2:  
25; Ac. 4:21.  But w[j occurs with the participle to give the al- 
leged reason, which may be the real one or mere assumption.  
Thus in Mt. 7:28 f., w[j e]cousi<an e@xwn kai> ou]x w[j oi[ grammatei?j, the  
first w[j gives the ostensible (and true ground) of the astonishment  
of the people.  Cf. also Lu. 16:1;. Ac. 2:2.  But in Lu. 23:14,  
w[j a]postre<fonta to>n lao<n, Pilate does not believe the charge against  
Jesus to be true.  So also with w[j mello<ntwn in Ac. 27:30. 
 3. COMPARATIVE CLAUSES. The discussion in my Short Gram- 
mar6 forms the basis of this section. The conjunctions employed  
are all of relative origin, but the construction deserves separate  
treatment. 
 (a) The Relative o!soj. This is a classic idiom and occurs only  
in Hebrews, except once in Mark. In Heb. 1:4 the correlative  
is expressed and the comparative form of the adjective is found 
 
 1 The Use of the Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20. Mr. II. Scott notes pres. 24,  
aor. 1 (Mt. 24 : 12), perf. 7 times. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 236.   3 N. T. M. and T., p. 161.  
 4 Votaw, The Use of the Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 29. 
 5 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 101.   6 Chapter XXVIII.. 
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in both clauses.  Both correlative and relative are here in the 
instrumental case, tosou<t& krei<ttwn geno<menoj tw?n a]gge<lwn o!s& dia- 
forw<teron par ] au]tou>j keklhrono<mhken o@noma. The same phenomena 
are present in 8:6, save that the correlative is absent.  In 10:25  
there is no comparative in the relative clause.  The others are  
examples of kaq ] o!son.  In 3:3 there is no correlative, but the  
comparative appears in both clauses.  In 7:20 f. the correlative  
is kata> tosou?to, but there is no comparative in the relative clause.  
This is probably causal in idea, as is true of kaq ] o!son in 9:27,  
where there is no comparative, though we have the correlative  
ou!twj kai<.  The example in Mk. 7:36, o!son de> au]toi?j dieste<lleto 
au]toi> ma?llon perisso<teron e]kh<russon, lacks the correlative and has no 
comparative with the relative, but has a double comparison in  
the principal clause.  In Jo. 6:11 and Rev. 21:16, o!son is simply  
relative, not a conjunction.  The causal and temporal uses of  
o!son are discussed elsewhere. 
 (b) Relative o!j with kata<.  The singular kaqo< is found only in  
Ro. 8:26 kaqo> dei?, 1 Pet. 4:13 kaqo> koinwnei?te, and 2 Cor. 8:12  
kaqo> e]a>n e@x& eu]pro<sdektoj, ou] kaqo> ou]k e@xei, where a good distinction 
is drawn between the subjunctive and the indicative.  Cf. 0. P.  
1125, 14 (ii/A.D.) kaqo> misqoi? me<roj.  The construction with e]a<n is  
like that of the indefinite relative with e]a<n (a@n) and the subj.  The  
plural kaqa<, is found only once in the N. T. (Mt. 27:10).  Kaqa<per,  
however, is found seventeen times (three doubtful as compared  
with kaqw<j, Ro. 9:13; 10:15; 2 Cor. 3:18) and all in Paul's  
writings save in Heb. 4:2 (without verb).  It is thoroughly  
Attic and a slight literary touch.  Cf. 1 Cor. 10:10.  The mode  
is always indicative, but cf. kaqa> a]re<sk^ in Gen. 19:8.  In Ro.  
12:4 the correlative is ou!twj. 
 (c) Kaqo<ti in a Comparative Sense.  It occurs only twice (Ac.  
2:45; 4:35) and the same idiom precisely each time, kaqo<ti a@n tij 
xrei<an ei#xen.  Here ay seems to particularize each case from time  
to time (note imperfect tense), the iterative use of a@n, (Moulton,  
Prol., p. 167).  This usage approaches the temporal in idea. The  
classic idiom of the aorist ind. with a@n, no longer appears with  
these conjunctions. 
 (d)   [Wj  and its Compounds.  These are the most common com- 
parative particles.  The most frequent of all is w[j itself which has  
various other uses as exclamatory (w[j w[rai?oi oi[ po<dej in Ro. 10:  
15), declarative like o!ti (Ac. 10:28), causal (Mt. 6:12), temporal  
(Lu. 12:58), with the infinitive (Lu. 9:52; Heb. 7:9), as a final  
particle (w[j teleiw<sw, Ac. 20 : 24, W. H. text), with superlative 
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adverbs (w[j ta<xista, Ac. 17:15), with the sense of 'about,' as w[j  
disxi<lioi (Mk. 5:13) and with participles (w[j me<lwn, Ac. 23:  
20).  The richness of this particle is thus illustrated.  But the  
comparative relative adverb is the origin of them all.  In Heb. 
3:11; 4:3 w[j may be consecutive 'so,' but w[j is more often com- 
parative than anything else.  Usually w[j has a correlative.  Thus 
ou!twj—w[j  (1 Cor. 4:1); w[j—ou!twj (Ac. 8:32); w[j---ou!twj kai< (2  
Cor. 7:14); w[j—kai< (Gal. 1:9); i@soj--w[j kai< (Ac. 11:17); kai<-- 
w[j kai< (Mt. 18:33).  But often no correlative is expressed (cf.  
Mt. 8:13).1  The verb is not always expressed. Thus w[j oi[ u[pokri- 
tai< (Mt. 6:5).  This predicate use of w[j is very extensive.  Cf.  
w[j kai< (1 Cor. 7:7).  The mode is usually the indicative, as in  
Mk. 10:1, but the subj. occurs in Mk. 4:26, w[j a@nqrwpoj ba<l^  
(cf. w[j ou]k oi#den).  Blass2 considers this "quite impossible," but it is  
read by xBD.  Some late MSS. add e]a<n and others read o!tan, but  
surely e]a<n (a@n) is not "indispensable" to the subj. (cf. Mt. 10:33).  
In Gal. 6:10, w[j kairo>n e@xwmen, the temporal w[j is likewise minus  
a@n.  See Relative Clauses and discussion of a@n which is by no  
means necessary in these subj. clauses.  Cf. Radermacher, N. T.  
Gr., p. 164. In 1 Th. 2:7, w[j e]a>n trofo>j qa<lp^ ta> e[auth?j te<kna,  
we do have e]a<n, but the construction in Mark is not lawless. Kaqw<j  
comes next to w[j in frequency (chiefly with Luke and Paul).  It  
sometimes has the correlative.  So ou!twj kaqw<j (Lu. 24:24); 
kaqw<j —ou!twj (Jo. 3:14); kaqw<j — ou!twj kai< (2 Cor. 8:6); kaqw>j  
kai< — ou!twj kai< (Col. 3:13); kai< --kaqw>j kai< (Ro. 1:13); kaqw<j—kai<  
(Jo. 15:9); o[moi<wj kaqw<j (Lu. 17:28), and note kata>ta> au]ta< in verse 
30.  The correlative is not always expressed (Mt. 21: 6). So in  
Col. 1:6, kaqw>j kai<.  Sometimes the principal clause is unex- 
pressed as in 1 Tim. 1:3, or only ou] occurs, as ou] kaqw<j (1 Jo. 3:  
12; Jo. 6:58).  It is a late word but is abundant in the papyri.  
In the N. T. it occurs only with the indicative.  The word, as  
already noted, sometimes has a causal sense (Ro. 1:28).  It may  
have a temporal signification in Ac. 7:17.  It occurs in indirect  
question in Ac. 15:14, and is epexegetical in 3 Jo. 3.  Kaqw<sper is  
read only once in the N. T. (Heb. 5 : 4), though W. H. put it in  
the margin in 2 Cor. 3:18 (text kaqa<per).    [Wsei< is classical, but  
has no verb (cf. Mt. 3:16; Mk. 9:26, etc.) in the N. T., though  
it occurs with the participle w[sei< pro<bata mh> e@xonta poime<na (Mt.  
9:36).  Cf. also Ro. 6:13.  It is used in the sense of 'about' as  
in Lu 9:14, 28, etc.  It is commonest in the Gospels and Acts. 
 
 1 In general correlatives are rare in the LXX. Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 142. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 321. 
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In 2 Cor. 10: 9 we have w[j a}n e]kfobei?n (here alone in the N. T. 
with infinitive) = 'as if to frighten.'   !Wsper occurs with the in- 
dicative as in Mt. 6:2.  In Mt. 25:14 a parable is thus intro- 
duced, but with no correlative. But we have the correlative in  
Ro. 5:19 (6:4), w!sper—ou!twj kai<.  So Jo. 5:21.  So w!sper— 
w[sau<twj (Mt. 25:14-18); w!sper—ou!twj (13:40).  We find w!sper 
also with the participle (cf. Ac. 2:2).  Often the verb is wholly  
wanting as in Mt. 6:7.  We meet w[sperei< only once (1 Cor. 15:8)  
and that without a verb. 
 4. LOCAL CLAUSES. These are all relative adverbial sentences  
and are usually treated with relative sentences, but they are  
worthy of a separate note. The adverbs (conjunctions) used are  
o!qen, ou$, o!pou.  With o!qen only the indicative is found as in Lu.  
11:24, o!qen e]ch?lqon.  More common than o!qen is ou$ as in Mt. 2:  
9, ou$ h#n to> paidi<on.  Cf. past perfect in Ac. 20:8.  It occurs mainly  
in Luke's writings and always with the indicative save once in 
1 Cor. 16:6, ou$ e]a>n poreu<wmai.  Here the indefinite relative natu- 
rally has a@n and the subjunctive.   Ou$ is used with verbs of motion  
as well as with those of rest as this passage shows.  Cf. also Lu.  
10:1, ou$ h@mellen au]to>j e@rxesqai.  But o!pou is the usual local con- 
junction in the N. T., particularly in Matthew, Mark and John  
(Gospel and Revelation).  It occurs with verbs of rest as in Mk. 
2:4, o!pou h#n, and of motion as in Jo. 7:34, o!pou u[pa<gw.  The  
indicative is the usual mode.  Once, Mk. 6:56, o!pou a}n ei]sepo- 
reu<eto, we find a@n to emphasize the notion of repetition in the im- 
perfect tense, but this is not necessary.  Cf. o!pou h@qelej (Jo. 21:  
18).  Note the emphatic negative in o!pou ou] qe<leij (ib.).  Cf. also  
o!pou a}n u[pa<gei (Rev. 14:4) where a@n occurs with the present ind.  
(indefinite relative).  In o!pou fa<gw (Mk. 14:14; Lu. 22:11), as  
noted on p. 964, the subj. is probably deliberative, answering to 
pou? fa<gw in the direct question.  Cf. ou]k e@xei pou? th>n kefalh>n kli<n^  
(Lu. 9:58).  But the subj. with e]a<n in o!pou e]a>n a]pe<rx^ (Lu. 9: 
57) is the common futuristic subj.  So in the parallel passage in  
Mt. 8:19.  See further Mt. 24:28; 26:13; Mk. 6:10; 9:18;  
14:9, 14.  Curiously enough all the N. T. instances of o!pou with  
the subj. are found in the Synoptic Gospels.  There is ellipsis of  
the copula in Rev. 2:13, as is not infrequent with relatives.  
!Opou is used also in metaphorical relations, as in Heb. 9:16.  The  
correlative adverb e]kei?, occasionally appears with o!pou as in Lu.  
12:34; 17:37; Jo. 12:26.  Kai< is a correlative in Jo. 17:24.  
The use of o!pou in classical Greek is confined to indefinite sen- 
tences, but the N. T. shows a frequent use (especially in John) 
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where there is a definite antecedent.1  Cf. Jo. 1:28; 4:46; 7:   
42; 10:40; 12:1, etc. 
 5. TEMPORAL CLAUSES. 
 (a) Kin to Relative Clauses in Origin and Idiom. Blass2  
bluntly says that temporal clauses introduced by o!te and o!tan   
"are generally only a special class of relative sentence, and ex- 
hibit the same constructions."  The same thing is true of local  
sentences.  Burton3 carries this conception to such a point that  
he has no separate treatment of temporal sentences at all. This  
is surely going too far. Thompson4 sees the matter rightly when  
he says: "The vague original relative import becomes specialized."  
Hence we expect to find both definite and indefinite temporal  
clauses as with other relative (and local) clauses.  Definite tem-  
poral clauses may be illustrated by Mt. 7:28, o!te e]te<lesen o[  ]Ih- 
sou?j tou>j lo<gouj tou<touj, e]ceplh<ssonto oi[ o@xloi.  The indefinite is 
shown in Jo. 15:26, o!tan e@lq^ o[ para<klhtoj.  The temporal clause 
may be indefinite in its futurity, frequency and duration.5  In- 
definite futurity is the most common, indefinite duration the least  
common.  The modes used in temporal clauses in the N. T. are  
the indicative and the subjunctive.  These uses conform to the  
historical development of the two modes. There is one example  
of the optative in a temporal clause (Ac. 25:16, pro>j ou{j a]pekri<- 
qhn o!ti ou]k e@stin e@qoj  [Rwmai<oij xari<zesqai< tina a@nqrwpon pri>n h} o[  
kathgorou<menoj kata> pro<swpon e@xoi tou>j kathgo<rouj to<pon te  
a]pologi<aj la<boi peri> tou? e]gklh<matoj). Here, as is evident, the optative is  
due to indirect discourse, not to the temporal clause. The subjunc- 
tive with a}n (pri>n h} a}n e@x^--la<b^) occurs rather than the opta- 
tive according to sequence of modes.  This sequence was optional  
and a classic idiom, and so is found in the N. T. only in Luke's  
writings.  Observe that e@stin, is retained in the indicative.  This  
sentence is a fine illustration of the Greek subordinate clauses.  
In the context in Acts it is seen that four dependent clauses pre- 
cede the pri>n h@ clause in the long sentence.  The use of a@n or e]a<n   
in temporal clauses has very much the same history as in other  
relative clauses. The usage varies with different conjunctions  
and will be noted in each instance. The point of time in the  
temporal clause may be either past, present or future. It is a  
rather complicated matter, the Greek temporal clause, but not 
so much so as the Latin cum clause, "in which the Latin lan- 
 
 1 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 152 f.   4 Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 329. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 218.   5 Ib., p. 328. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., pp. 118, 126 ff. 
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guage is without a parallel."1  The different constructions may  
be conveniently grouped for discussion.  Just as the optative  
with temporal clauses vanished, so there came a retreat of va- 
rious temporal conjunctions.  As a result in the later Greek the  
construction is much simpler.2  
 (b) Conjunctions Meaning ‘When.'  The classic use of the op- 
tative for repetition with such clauses has been effectually side- 
tracked in the vernacular  koinh< (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 130).  
Only the ind. and subj. modes occur in these clauses.  ]Epei has  
vanished3 in this sense, save in Lu. 7:1 where it is a variant (mar- 
gin in W. H. and Nestle) for e]peidh<, the correct text.  Curiously  
enough this is also the only instance of the temporal use of e]peidh<   
in the N. T., e]peidh> e]plh<rwsen.  It is a definite point of time in  
the past and naturally the indicative occurs.  There are three  
examples of all with the subjunctive (Mt. 2:8, e]pa>n eu!rhte; 
Lu. 11:22, e]pa>n nikh<s^; 11:34, e]pa>n #̂ where it is parallel with  
o!tan ^#.  There are only two instances of h[ni<ka (2 Cor. 3:15, 
16, h[ni<ka a}n  a]naginw<skhtai, h[ni<ka e]a>n e]pistre<y^.  It is the indefi- 
nite idea as the subjunctive shows.  Note and e]a<n (indefi- 
nite also and with notion of repetition).  Nestle (AEH) reads 
o[po<te e]pei<nasen in Lu. 6:3, but W. H. and Souter (xBCD)  
have o!te.   [Opo<tan does not occur in the N. T.   !Ote and o!tan, 
are both common and in all parts of the N. T.  The connec- 
tion between o!te (cf. o!-qen, Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 254) and  
Homeric o!te and o!s te (Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 191) is disputed.4  
Cf. the conjunction o! from o!j and o!ti from o!stij.  Homer used  
o!te as a causal conjunction like o!ti.  Only the indicative (see be- 
low) mode appears with o!te in the N. T., but it occurs with past,  
present and future.  Usually the events are definite, as in Mt. 
21:1, o!te h@ggisan ei]j   ]Ieroso<luma.  The present time is rare, as in  
o!te ge<gona a]nh<r in 1 Cor. 13:11;  o!te z^? in Heb. 9:17. In Mk. 
11:1 e]ggi<zousin is the historic present.  The great bulk of the  
examples are in the past with the aorist indicative, though the  
imperfect occurs for custom or repetition, as in Jo. 21:18; Col.  
3:7.  The future indicative is naturally indefinite even when  
o!te is preceded by a word like w!ra (Jo. 4:21, 23) or h[me<ra (Ro. 2:  
16.  Incorporated in W. H.).  Souter's Rev. Text (so W. H.) has 
 
 1 W. G. Hale, Stud. in Class. Philol., The Cum Constructions, 1887, p. 259.  
Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 466. 
 3   ]Epei< was rare in Homer. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 226. 
 4 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 189 ff.; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 561; Riem. and  
Goelzer, Synt., p. 444 f. 
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e!wj ei@phte in Lu. 13:35, but Nestle still reads e!wj h!cei o!te ei@phte. 
The text is in much confusion, but at any rate here is manuscript  
evidence for the subjunctive with o!te without a@n.  This is in har- 
mony with what we saw was true of o!j and o!stij.  It is also a  
well-known Homeric idiom.1  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 164)  
cites o!te a@rchtai (Vettius, pp. 106, 36).  !Otan, naturally occurs  
more frequently with the subjunctive for indefinite future time. 
It is usually the aorist tense, as in Mt. 24:33, o!tan i@dhte.  The 
present subj. does occur when the notion of repetition is implied,  
as in Mt. 15:2, o!tan a@rton e]sqi<wsin. Cf. Mt. 6:2.  Once the idea  
of duration seems manifest (Jo. 9:5,  o!tan e]n t&? ko<sm& w#), but usu- 
ally it is future uncertainty simply. It is not necessary to take  
the common aorist subj. here as the Latin futurism exactum.2  
Cf. o!tan paradoi? in Mk. 4:29.  The a@n (o!te a@n) is always present  
save in the doubtful o!te ei@phte of Lu. 13:35.   !Ote with the subj.  
is found in poetry and in the Byzantine writers.3  So Test. XII  
Pat. Levi 2:10 o!te a]ne<lq^j e]kei?.  On the other hand a number of  
examples occur of o!tan with the indicative (cf. e]a<n and o!pou a@n)  
with the indicative).  Homer, Iliad, 20, 335, has o!te ken cumblh<- 
seai au]t&?.  So in Rev. 4:9 we find o!tan dw<sousin.  The close affin- 
ity in form and meaning of the aorist subj. with the future  
indicative should cause no surprise at this idiom.  In Lu. 13:  
28 BD read o!tan o@yesqe, though W. H. put, o@yhsqe in the text.  
A good many manuscripts likewise have o!tan with the future  
ind. in Mt. 10:19 and 1 Tim. 5:11.  Cf. o!tan e@stai in Clem.,  
Cor. 2, 12, 1.  Moulton (Prol., p. 168) notes in the papyri only  
a small number of examples of a@n with temporal clauses and the  
ind.  Thus o!tan e@bhmen in Par. P. 26 (ii/B.C.); e]pa>n e]puqo<mhn in  
B. U. 424 (ii/iii A.D.); o[po<tan a]nairou?ntai in B. U. 607 (ii/A.D.).  It  
is common in the LXX, Polybius, Strabo, etc.  See Jannaris,  
Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 463; Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 164. Ramsay  
(Cit. and B., ii, p. 477, no. 343) gives o!tan e@zwn e]gw< a "curious  
anti-Christian inscription" (Moulton, Prol., p. 239).  A few in- 
stances occur of o!tan, with the present indicative.  So o!tan sth<- 
kete in Mk. 11:25.  Here4 some MSS. have the subj., as in Ro.  
2:14 some read o!tan poiei?.  Cf. also various readings in Mk.  
13:4, 7.  This construction is not unknown in earlier writers,  
though more common in the koinh<.  Cf. Ex. 1:16; Ps. 101:3; 
 
 1 Cf. Mutzbauer, Konjunktiv and Optativ, p. 97. 
 2 W.-M., p. 387. 
 3 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 125. Cf. Jannaris, Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 463. 
 4 Cf. W.-M., p. 388, 
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Prov. 1:22; Josephus, Ant., xii, 2, 3; Strabo, I, 1, 7; Act. Apocr.,  
126.  In 2 Cor. 12:10, o!tan a]sqenw?, we probably have the present  
subj. Cf. 1 Th. 3:8, e]a>n sth<kete.  The examples of o!tan with the  
aorist or imperfect indicative are more numerous.  In Thucyd- 
ides o!te was always definite and o[po<te indefinite.1    !Otan, with  
the optative appears in Xenophon.2  The Atticists have e]peida<n  
and o[po<tan (sic) with the opt.  (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 165).  
In the koinh< the field of o!tan is widened, as already shown. Aga- 
thias uses o!tan with the aorist indicative.3  It is common in the  
Septuagint to have o!tan with past tenses (Gen. 38:11; 1 Sam.  
17:34, o!tan h@rxeto; Ps. 119:7, o!tan e]la<loun; Num. 11:9; Ps.  
118:32; Dan. 3:7).4  The usual notion is that of indefinite re- 
petition.  Thus we note it in Polybius 4, 32, 5,  o!tan me>n ou$toi h#san 
e]ge<neto to> de<on.  Strabo I, 1, 7 has o!tan fhsi<n.  Cf. also 13, 7, 10.  
In Tobit 7:11 observe o[po<te e]a<n.  In Mk. 3:11 we have o!tan  
au]to>n e]qew<roun, prose<pipton au]t&?.  Cf. o!pou a@n and o!soi a@n in Mk. 6: 
56.  But the koinh< writers used o!tan with the aorist indicative for  
a definite occurrence.  This is common in the Byzantine5 writers.  
In the modern Greek o!tan is freely used with the indicative.6  See  
Philo II, 112, 23, o!tan ei]j e@noia h#lqen.  Blass7 calls this quite in- 
correct, though the LXX has w[j a}n e]ch?lqen  ]Iakw<b (Gen. 27:30;  
cf. 6:4) of "a single definite past action.8"  There are two ex- 
amples in the N. T., Mk. 11:19, o!tan o]ye> e]ge<neto, e]ceporeu<onto e@cw 
th?j po<lewj (possible to understand it as repetition), and Rev. 8: 
1, o!tan h@noicen th>n sfragi<da th>n e[bdo<mhn.  But, as Moulton (Prol., 
p. 248) observes, it is possible to regard e]ceporeu<onto in Mk. 11:  
19 as pictorial rather than iterative and the papyri examples of  
o!tan, as seen above, allow either usage.  Simcox9 explains this  
"lapse" on the ground that Mark and the author of the Apoca- 
lypse are the least correct of the N. T. writers.  But the idiom 
belonged to the vernacular koinh<.  See Ex. 16:3, o@felon a]peqa<no- 
men—o!tan e]kaqi<samen e]pi> tw?n lebh<twn kai> h]sqi<omen a@rtouj.   [Osa<kij   
is only used with the notion of indefinite repetition.  It occurs 
 
 1 Winifred Warren, A Study of Conjunctional Temp. Clauses in Thucydides,  
1897, p. 73.   !Ote is found twice in 1 Thuc. with the optative, but Miss Warren 
reads o[po<te. 
 2 Baumlein, Unters. uber die griech. Modi und die Partik. ke<n und a@n, 1846,  
p. 322. 
 3 Reffel, Uber den Sprachgebr. des Agathias, p. 24. 
 4 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 123; W.-M., p. 388 f. 
 5 W.-M., p. 389. 
 6 Ib.; Mullach, Vulg., p. 368.  8 W.-M., p. 389. 
 7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 218.  9 Lang. of the N. T., p. 111. 
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four times in the N. T. (1 Cor. 11:25 f.; Rev. 11:6), each time  
with e]a<n and the subjunctive.  These points are all obvious. 
 [Wj is rather common in the N. T. as a temporal conjunction.  
It is originally a relative adverb from o!j and occurs in a variety  
of constructions.  The temporal use is closely allied to the com- 
parative.  Cf. w[j e]la<lei h[mi?n e]n t^? o[d&?, (Lu. 24:32).  So Jo. 12:  
36.  The temporal aspect is sharp in Mk. 9:21 where w[j means  
‘since.’  The examples in the N. T. are usually in the aorist  
or imperfect indicative as in Jo. 6:12, 16; Ac. 8:36 and chiefly  
refer to definite incidents.  In 1 Cor. 12:2, w[j a}n h@gesqe, we have  
the imperfect ind. with a@n for the notion of repetition (cf. o!tan).  
So in Aristeas 7, 34, w[j a}n hu@canto.  In modern Greek sa<n, (from  
w[j a@n) is used for 'when' (Thumb, Handb., p. 192).  The use of  
w[j a@n= 'as if' is that of conditional, not modal, a@n, and is very  
common in the papyri (Moulton, Prol., p. 167).  See Conditions.,  
As early as i/B.C. the papyri show examples of w[j a@n=o!tan (orig- 
inally w[j a@n=’as soon as’).  Cf. Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 164;.  
Rhein. Mus., 1901, p. 206; Hib. P. I, 44, 45. Radermacher (N. T.  
Gr., p. 164) gives w[j a@n oi#mai, Dion. Hal. and Dio Chrys., w[j a}n 
a@meinon e@docen, Luc. Alex. 22.  But w[j is used a few times with the 
subjunctive, thrice with a@n (Ro. 15:24; 1 Cor. 11:34; Ph. 2:  
23), once without a@n (Gal. 6:10), w[j kairo>n e@xwmen.  In classical  
Greek this futuristic subj. would have a@n (Moulton, Prol., p.  
248 f.).  With the last construction compare Mk. 4:26.  In the  
temporal use w[j a@n is not common in Attic.  In Mk. 9:21 note  
po<soj xro<noj—w[j.  In Ac. 17:15 we have w[j ta<xista, a remnant  
of the rather frequent use of w[j with superlative adverbs.  It is  
possible that kaqw<j has a temporal sense in Ac. 7:17 (cf. 2 Macc.  
1:31). 
 (c) The Group Meaning 'Until' ('While').  The words in this  
list have a more complex history than those in the preceding one.  
They are a@xri, me<xri, e!wj and pri<n.   @Axri (twice in the N. T.,  
a@xrij, Gal. 3:19 and Heb. 3:13) is more frequently a preposi- 
tion (cf. a@xri kairou?, Lu. 4:13) than a conjunction.  It is rare in  
Greek prose and a@xri a@n only in poetry.1  But Philo (I, 166, 20)  
has a@xrij a}n—sbe<seie.  But the simple conjunction is less fre- 
quent than the compound form (preposition and relative), as a@xri   
ou$ (Lu. 21:24) and a@xri h$j h[me<raj (Mt. 24:38).  Sometimes the  
MSS. vary between a@xri, me<xri, and e!wj, as in Mt. 13:30 (prepo- 
sition).  Cf. Ac. 1:22.  Past tenses of the indicative are used of  
an actual historical event.  No example of the simple a@xri ap- 
 
 1 Meisterh.-Schwyzer, Gr. d. attisch. Inschr., p. 251. 
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pears in this construction in the N. T., but we have a@xri ou$ a]ne<sth 
(Ac. 7:18) and a@xri h$j h[me<raj ei]sh?lqen (Lu. 17:27).  The only  
instance of the present ind. is in Heb. 3:13, a@xrij ou$ to> sh<meron 
kalei?tai.  Here the meaning is 'so long' (linear) or 'while' (cf.  
e!wj).  The more common use is with reference to the indefinite  
future.  In two instances (Rev. 17:17, a@xri telesqh<sontai, and  
2:25, a@xri ou$ a}n h!cw.  This latter could be aorist subj.) the future  
indicative is read.  Elsewhere we meet the subjunctive, either  
without a}n (a@xri sfragi<swmen, in Rev. 7:3 and a@xri telesq ?̂  in  
20:3, 5; a@xri ou$ e@lq^ in 1 Cor. 11:26; a@xri h$j h[me<raj ge<nhtai in 
Lu. 1:20) or with a@n (a@xrij a}n e@lq^ in Gal. 3:19, though W. H.  
put just a@xrij ou$ in the margin).  Here the time is relatively fu- 
ture to the principal verb prosete<qh, though it is secondary.  The  
subj. is retained instead of the optative on the principle of indi- 
rect discourse.  As a matter of fact a@n occurs only twice, the other  
instance being Rev. 2:25 above.  Cf. a@xrij o!tan plhrwq^?, 0. P.  
1107, 3 (v/A.D.).  Me<xrij (so twice, Mk. 13:30; Gal. 4:19, and  
once me<xri, Eph. 4:13) occurs only three times as a conjunc- 
tion.  In Eph. 4:13 it is me<xri simply, in the other examples  
me<xrij ou$.  In all three instances the aorist subj. is used without  
a@n, for the indefinite future.  The use as a preposition is more  
frequent.  Cf. me<xri  ]Iwa<nou (Lu. 16:16) and me<xrij ai!matoj (Heb.  
12:4).  It means 'up to the point of.’1  The koinh< writers show  
a rather varied use of me<xri (cf. Diodorus, Strabo, Polybius,  
Josephus, Justin Martyr).  They, like the papyri, have me<xri  
and me<xrij ou$ with and without a@n, (Radermacher, N. T. Gr.,  
p. 140).   !Ewj is much more frequent in the N. T. both as  
preposition (cf. e!wj o!tou, Mt. 11:23) and as conjunction.  The  
prepositional use is illustrated also in e!wj tou? e]lqei?n (Ac. 8:40).  
The prepositional use (more frequent than the conjunctional)  
goes back as far as Aristotle and denotes the terminus ad quem.  
 !Ewj is Attic for Homeric h$oj and Doric a!j.2  As with a@xri and  
me<xri, we find e!wj alone as a conjunction (Mt. 2:9),  e!wj ou$ (Mt.  
14:22) and e!wj oo]ranou? (5:25).  It is used both with the in- 
dicative and the subjunctive.  When an actual event is re- 
corded in the past only the aorist indicative is used.  This is the  
usual classic idiom.3  So e!wj h#lqen (Mt. 24:39), e!wj ou$ e@teken (1:  
25), e!wj o!tou e]fw<nhsan, (Jo. 9:18).  When the present ind. appears 
with e!wj the notion is 'while,' not 'until,' and it is either a con- 
temporaneous event, as in e!wj au]to>j a]polu<ei to>n o@xlon (Mk. 6:45. 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 563. 
 2 Ib., p. 200.   3 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 235. 
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Note dependence on h]na<gkasen, like indirect discourse), or a lively  
proleptic future in terms of the present, as in e!wj e@rxomai pro<sexe 
t ?̂ a]nagnw<sei (1 Tim. 4:13) and in Jo. 21:22 f.  It is possible to  
take Mk. 6:45 as this proleptic future.1  Indeed some MSS.  
here give also a]polu<s^ and –ei.  In Mt. 14:22 the reading (in the  
parallel passage) is e!wj ou$ a]polu<s^.  Cf. the construction with the  
Latin dum.  In Lu. 19:13 W. H. read e]n &$ e@rxomai instead of  
e!wj e@rxomai.  Instead of  e!wj h[me<ra e]sti<n (Jo. 9:4) W. H. have  w[j  
in the margin, though keeping e!wj in text (as does Nestle).  If  
e!wj is genuine, it is clearly 'while,' not 'until.'  In Jo. 12:35 f.  
W. H. read in the text an, not gun. We have, besides, e!wj o!tou ei#  
in Mt. 5:25.  Most of the examples of  e!wj deal with the future  
and have only the subj. after the classic idiom.2  The future, be- 
ing identical in form with the aorist subj., is possible in the cases 
of e!wj ou$ a]nape<myw (Ac. 25:21) and e!wj o!tou ska<yw (Lu. 13:8), but  
the regular subj. is the probable idiom.  In Lu. 13:35 some 
MSS. have e!wj h!cei (see (b)), but W. H. reject h!cei o!te.  Both  
e!wj ou$ and e!wj o!tou are used, but always without a@n. So e!wj ou$ 
a]ne<lwsin (Ac. 23:21) and e!wj o!tou plhrwq ?̂ (Lu. 22:16).  With  
simple gun it is more common to have a@n.  So e!wj a}n a[pod&?j (Mt.  
5:26), but note e!wj e@lq^ (10:23).   @An is not essential in this  
construction.  Cf. Lu. 12:59; 15:4; 22:34.  In Mk. 14:32, e!wj   
proseu<cwmai, the notion is rather 'while' than 'until.'  Cf. Mt.  
14:22; 26:36; Lu. 17:8.  But the note of expectancy suits the  
subjunctive.  In Mt. 18:30, e@balen au]to>n ei]j fulakh>n e!wj a]pod&? to> 
o]feilo<menon, the subj. is retained after secondary tense of the in- 
dicative as in indirect discourse.   !Ewj occurs after negative verbs  
also (cf. pri<n), as in Lu. 22:34.  Moulton (Prol., p. 169) quotes  
Tb. 6 (ii/B.C.) e!wj me<nwsin, G. H. 38 (i/B.C.) e!wj katab ?̂j.  In the  
papyri  a@n, as in the N. T., is often absent from these conjunctions  
meaning 'until.'  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 140) finds e!wj and  
the subj. common in the papyri, the inscrs. and the koinh< writers.  
Blass3 thinks he sees a certain affinity with final sentences in the  
subj. with these conjunctions for the future indefinite.  At any  
rate it is good Attic and should cause no trouble. The koinh< fully  
agrees with the ancient idiom.  It is, of course, a matter of taste  
with the writer whether he will regard a future event as a present  
reality or a future uncertainty to be hoped for and attained. 
 Pri<n is a comparative form (cf. superlative prw?-toj) like the Latin 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 128. But the proper sense of the indic. is  
better as an expression of the fact. Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 140. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 235. 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 219. 
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prius.1  It is the neuter accusative singular. It is really the same  
in idea as pro<teron, ‘before,’ ‘formerly.’  Pindar uses it as a prep- 
osition with the ablative pri>n w!raj=pro> w!raj.  The original con- 
struction with pri<n, was the infinitive, though the subj. and the  
optative occur with it in Homer.2  Homer has it 81 times with the  
infinitive, 6 with the subj., once with the opt. and not at all with  
the indicative.3  The word developed so much importance in the  
later Greek that Goodwin in his Moods and Tenses gives it a  
separate extensive discussion (pp. 240-254).  In the N. T. there  
are only fourteen examples of it and all of them in the Gospels  
and Acts.  Eleven of the fourteen are with the infinitive (cf. 
Homer).  Cf.  pri>n a]poqanei?n (Jo. 4:49), pri>n  ]Abraa>m gene<sqai (8:58). 
Six times we have pri>n h@, as in Mt. 1:18.  Luke alone uses the  
classic idiom of pri<n with the subj. or opt. after negative sentences.  
In both instances it is only relative future after secondary tenses, 
but in Lu. 2:26, mh> i]dei?n qa<naton pri>n [h}] a}n i@d^ to>n Xristo>n kuri<ou, 
the subj. is retained according to the usual rule in indirect dis- 
course in the koinh< (so often in the Attic).  In Ac. 25:16, as  
already explained (p. 970), pri>n h} e@xoi--la<boi after a]pekri<qhn o!ti  
ou]k e@stin, is changed from the subj. to the opt. as is possible in 
indirect discourse, a neat classic idiom found in Luke alone in the  
N. T. Some of the MSS. do not have ay in Lu. 2:26 and reads  
e!wj a}n here.  A few MSS. have pri<n h@ in Lu. 22:34.4  The papyri  
writers do not show the same consistency as Luke in the use of 
pri<n.5  But note mh<te dido<tw—pri>n au]t&? e]piste<llhtai., 0. P. 34  
(ii/A.D.).  For 'until'  e!wj kept the field.  Indeed in Lu. 22:34, ou] 
fwnh<sei sh<meron a]le<ktwr e!wj tri>j a]parnh<s^, we see e!wj where pri<n 
would usually come (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 164).  Very early  
pro> tou? and inf. also began to displace pri<n (see Verbal Nouns).  In  
the modern Greek pri<n holds its place (also pri> na<, o!so, protou?)  
with ind. and subj. (Thumb, Handb., p. 193).  The N. T. does  
not have e@ste, but the papyri show it.  Cf.  e@st ] a@n, Amh. P. II,  
81, 11 (iii/A.D.).  See also Job 13:22 x. 
 (d) Some Nominal and Prepositional Phrases.  We have al- 
ready seen in the case of a@xri, me<ri and e!wj how they occur with  
relative pronouns as conjunctional phrases. The same thing oc- 
curs with a number of temporal phrases. Thus a]f ] ou$.  In Lu.  
13:7 a]f ] ou$ is preceded by tri<a e@th as the terminus a quo.  It 
 
 1 Cf. Sturm, Geschichtl. Entw. der Konstr. mit pri<n, 1882, p. 4; Frenzel,  
Die Entw. der Satze mit pri<n, 1896, p. 12. 
 2 Sturm, ib., p. 145.  4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 219. 
 3 Ib., p. 6.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 169 note. 
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means 'since.' Cf. tri<thn tau<thn h[me<ran a@gei a]f ] ou$ in Lu. 24:21. 
In Rev. 16:18 it is the simple equivalent of a]po> tou<tou o!te as in  
the Attic Greek and Herodotus.  In these examples the indica- 
tive occurs, but in Lu. 13:25, a]f ] ou$ a}n e]gerq^?, the construction of  
e!wj is used for the uncertain future, the subj. with a@n.  The con- 
ception of a]po> tou<tou o!te has to be appealed to, 'from that mo- 
ment when,' ‘when once’ the master arises.  In like manner we  
see a]f ] h$j used for ‘since’ in Lu. 7:45; Ac. 24:11; 2 Pet. 3:4. 
In Col. 1:6, 9 we have the form a]f ] h$j h[me<raj.   ]En &$ is not  
always temporal.  It may be merely local (Ro. 2:1), instrumen- 
tal (Ro. 14:21) or causal (Ro. 8:3).  The temporal use is much  
like e!wj in the sense of 'while,' as in Mk. 2:19 (Lu. 5:34) e]n &$ o[ 
numfi<oj met ] aut]w?n e]sti<n.  Cf. Jo. 5:7, e]n &$ e@rxomai with e!wj e@rxomai  
in Jo. 21:22.  In Lu. 19:13 the Text. Rec. has e!wj e@rxomai,  
but e]n &$ is the true reading.  In 1 Pet. 1:6 e]n &$ has its antece- 
dent expressed in the preceding sentence and means 'wherein.'  
In Mk. 2:19 we see o!son xro<non for duration of time. In Mt. 9:  
15 the shorter e]f ] o!son occurs, while in Heb. 10:37 note o!son o!son  
(a Hebraism from the LXX, though paralleled in the papyri).  In  
Ro. 7:1 we read e]f ] o!son xro<non the fullest form of all.  Moulton  
(Prol., p. 169) cites C.P.R. 24, 25 (ii/A.D.) e]f ] o{n #̂ xro<non (note ab- 
sence of a@n). 
 (e) The Temporal Use of the Infinitive.  There are nine examples  
of pro> tou? and the infinitive.  In the LXX there are 35 examples  
(Votaw, The Infinitive in Bibl. Gk., p. 20).  These examples all have  
the accusative with the infinitive, as in pro> tou? u[ma?j ai]th?sai au]to<n  
(Mt. 6:8. Cf. Lu. 2:21; 22:15; Jo. 1:48 f.; 17:5; Ac. 23:  
15; Gal. 2:12; 3:23), except Jo. 13:19, pro> tou? gene<sqai, but  
even here it is implied.  The tense is aorist except a present in  
Jo. 17:5.  The sense is quite like pri<n (see before).  The in- 
scriptions (Moulton, Prol., p. 214) show scattered examples of pro>   
tou? and inf.  The use of e]n t&? as 'when' or 'while' is much more  
common.  It occurs only 6 times in Thucydides, Plato 26 times,  
Xenophon 16 times.1  But it is very common in the Septuagint  
as a translation of the Hebrew B; and the infinitive construct.  
Moulton2 admits a Hebraism here in the sense of 'during,' a  
meaning not found in the vernacular koinh< so far.  The construc-_  
tion is, however, very common in Luke, the most literary of the  
N. T. writers, and in all parts of his Gospel.  It is found both in  
the sense of 'while' and 'when.'  Usually it is the present tense  
that has the notion of 'while' and the aorist that of 'when.' So 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 215.  2 Ib., p. 249. 
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in Lu. 1:8 note e]n t&?  i[erateu<ein au]to<n, (2:27) e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n tou>j 
gonei?j to> paidi<on  ]Ihsou?n.  The examples are numerous (55 in the 
N. T.), but the LXX shows 500 instances,1 undoubted proof of  
the influence of the Hebrew there, where it is nearly as common  
as all other prepositions with the infinitive.  This use of e]n t&?   
and the infinitive is not always temporal.  In Lu. 12:15 it is  
rather the content than the time that is meant, In Lu. 1:21 it  
may be causal.  Meta> to< and the infinitive we find fifteen times  
in the N. T.  In the LXX the construction appears 108 times  
according to Votaw.2  It has the resultant meaning of 'after'  
and always has the aorist infinitive except the perfect in Heb.  
10:15.  It is found in Luke, Paul, Matthew, Mark, Hebrews,  
and chiefly in Luke.  A good example is found in meta> to> a]po- 
ktei?nai (Lu. 12:5).  See also Ac. 7:4; 10:41.  Mention should  
also be made of  e!wj tou? e]lqei?n in Ac. 8:40, as in the LXX  
(Judith 1:10; 11:19).  It occurs 52 times in the 0. T. and 16  
in the Apocrypha.  But note me<xri tou? plei?n , P. B. M. 854 (i/A.D.).  
On prepositions and inf. see Verbal Nouns. 
 (f) Temporal Use of the Participle.  This subject will demand 
more extended treatment under the head of the Participle (Verbal  
Nouns).  Here it may be noted that the participle does not of it- 
self express time.  We may in translation render the participle by a  
temporal clause with ‘as,’ ‘while,’ ‘since,’ ‘when,’ ‘after,’ etc., like  
the Latin cum.3  As a rule the unadorned participle in English is  
enough to bring out the idea.  The participle may be co-ordinated  
in translation with the principal verb by the use of 'and.'  The  
present participle is merely descriptive and contemporaneous, as 
a]poqnh<skwn (Heb. 11:21).  The aorist participle has either simul- 
taneous action, as a]spasa<menoi (Ac. 25:13), or antecedent, as e]m- 
ba<nta (Mt. 13:2).  The wealth of participles gave the Greek a  
great advantage over the Latin in this matter.  In the flourishing  
period of the language the temporal participle vied with the con- 
junctions in the expression of temporal relations.  In the koinh<   
this use of the participle is still quite live, as almost any page of  
the N. T. shows, though it has manifestly in places shrunk before  
the analytic tendency to use conjunctions and finite verbs. This  
tendency to use conjunctions is still more noticeable in modern  
Greek.4 
 
 1 Votaw, The Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20.  2 Ib. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 230. "We should not usually put a temporal clause  
to represent these, as it would overdo the emphasis." 
 4 Jebb in V. and D.'s Handb., p. 333. 
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 6. FINAL AND CONSECUTIVE CLAUSES. 
 (a) Kinship.  It is a difficult matter to correlate properly these  
subordinate clauses. They nearly all have relative adverbs as  
conjunctions. Often the same conjunction is used indifferently  
in a number of different kinds of clauses. So w[j in comparative,  
declarative, causal, temporal, final, consecutive, indirect inter- 
rogative, exclamatory.  In like manner o!pwj has a varied use.  
Cf. the Latin ut, which is comparative, final, apprehensive,  
consecutive.  The English that and German dass have a like his- 
tory.  Goodwin,1 therefore, treats "final and object-clauses" to- 
gether as pure final clauses, object-clauses with verbs of care and  
effort, clauses with verbs of fearing.  He gives a separate discus- 
sion of consecutive clauses.2  Burton3 practically follows Good- 
win. Viteau4 blends them all into one.  Winer practically ignores  
consecutive clauses.  Jannaris5 pointedly says that the popular  
speech "avoids the consecutive construction" and uses w!ste and  
the infinitive for either final or consecutive (cf. Latin ut and Eng- 
lish that) "thus confounding consecutive with final clauses."  It  
was not quite that.  As a matter of fact the various points of  
view shade off into one another very easily and sometimes quite  
imperceptibly.  It is not always easy to distinguish purpose and  
result in the mind of the writer or speaker.  The very word finis  
may be the end aimed at (purpose) or attained (result).  My  
colleague, Prof. W. 0. Carver, D.D., has suggested grouping  
these ideas all under result, either contemplated, feared or at- 
tained.  Some such idea is near the true analysis and synthesis.  
The later Greek showed a tendency to gather most of these  
ideas under i!na.6  
 (b) Origin in Parataxis.  It seems clear that these final clauses  
had their origin in parataxis, not hypotaxis.  The conjunctions,  
when used, were an after-development.  The step from parataxis  
to hypotaxis has already been taken when we meet the Greek of  
Homer,7  though the paratactic construction continued side by  
side in isolated instances. Examples like a@fej e]kba<lw (Lu. 6:42),  
bou<lesqe a]polu<sw (Jo. 18:39), qe<leij e[toima<swmen (Mk. 14:12) are 
probably instances of this original idiom rather than of a mere  
ellipsis of  i!na.8  Cf. also the possible origin of  ou] mh< as ou@: mh<.  This 
 
 1 M. and T., pp. 105-137. 
 2 Ib., pp. 217-233.   4 Le Verbe, pp. 71-95. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., pp. 83-100.  5 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 455. 
 6 Ib., p. 458. Thus o!pwj and w[j gradually disappear. 
 7 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 555,  8 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 109. 
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disconnected idiom was felt to be especially bare in the positive  
form, but the negative paratactic construction with mh< with  
verbs of fearing is present in Homer.1  Gildersleeve2 quaintly  
says:  "Parataxis, which used to be thrust into the background,  
has come forward and claimed its rights."  This grammatical  
sage, barring the infinitive and participle, adds:  "Nihil est in  
hypotaxi quod non prius fuerit in parataxi." The subjunctive,  
therefore, in final clauses is merely the volitive subj. of parataxis.3  
It was natural that the parataxis should be plainer in negative  
sentences, for alongside of mh< (originally the mere negative in para- 
taxis and the negative conjunction in hypotaxis) there came i!na 
mh<, o!pwj mh<.4  The whole matter is carefully worked out by Weber5   
with careful discussion of each construction in the various writers  
during the long course of Greek linguistic history from Homer  
through the Attic writers. 
 (c) Pure Final Clauses.  Here conscious purpose is expressed.  
This class constitutes the bulk of the examples and they are the  
easiest to understand.  The Greek is rich in variety of con- 
struction for this idea.  We can deal only with the idioms in the  
N. T.   @Ofra is not in the N. T. or LXX, nor is the idiom of o!pwj   
with the future indicative after verbs of striving. 
 (a)  !Ina.  The etymology of  i!na is not certain.  A fragment6 of  
Hesiod has i!n au]t&?.  Perhaps i!n-a is derived from this form.  
But at any rate in Homer i!na= e]kei? in Iliad, 10, 127. After  
Homer, especially in the poets, it has the meaning 'where,'  
‘in what place,’ ‘whither.’7  The exact connection between this  
local demonstrative and relative sense and the final ‘that’  
(ut) is not clear.8  But we have a similar transition in the  
Latin ut, English that, German dass.  Sophocles in his Lexicon  
of the Roman and Byzantine Periods gives nineteen uses of  
i!na for the Greek of that era. They may all be whittled down  
to three, viz. the pure final, the object-clauses or sub-final, the  
consecutive. There is no doubt that  i!na came to be used in all  
these ways in the Byzantine period. In the koinh< of the N. T.  
time the first two are abundantly shown. The ecbatic or con- 
secutive use is debatable in the N. T. But each in its order.  
Curiously enough the Attic inscriptions make a very sparing use 
 
 1 Ib., p. 108.    3 Moulton, Prol., p. 185. 
 2 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1883, p. 419. 4 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 107.  
 5 Entwickelungsgeschichte der Absichtsatze (1884, 1885). 
 6 Dyroff, Gesch. des Pronomen reflexivum, 1892, p. 71. 
 7 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 566.  8 Ib. 
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of  i!na, much preferring o!pwj and o!pwj a@n.1  So in epic and lyric  
poetry i!na is overshadowed by o@fra and in tragedy by w[j, though  
Aristophanes uses it in three-fourths of his final sentences and  
Plato and the Attic orators use it almost exclusively (Goodwin,  
Moods and Tenses, p. 109). The original use of  i!na, after the  
demonstrative and the relative, stage, was the pure final.  It is so  
in Homer, though Monro admits one instance of the object-clause.2   
Only the subj. occurs with it in Homer in this construction. This  
is the natural mode for the expectant note in clauses of purpose.3   
But it must not be overlooked that  i!na in no way controls the  
mode, for the idiom is at bottom paratactic in origin.4 But the  
indicative had a use also as well as the optative, as will presently  
be shown. A word further is needed concerning the tremendous  
development in the use of  i!na. Thucydides used o!pwj three times  
as often as i!na, and w[j as a final particle only twice.  Xenophon in  
the first three books of the Anabasis has o!pwj one and a half times  
as often as i!na, and w[j nearly as often as i!na.  But Polybius  
(books I–V) uses  i!na exclusively, and the N. T. has  i!na about  
twelve times as often as o!pwj and w[j perhaps once.  It is thus  
not simply that  i!na displaced o!pwj and w[j, but it gradually  
usurped the final use of the infinitive also.  It comes to be almost  
the exclusive means of expressing purpose, and in the modern  
Greek vernacular every phase of the subj. and the old future  
ind. can be expressed by na< ( i!na) and the subj.5   Na< is used  
also with the ind. The intention in modern Greek is brought out  
a bit more sharply by gia> na< (Thumb, Handb., p. 197). But the  
distinction is sometimes faint.  All in all it is one of the most  
remarkable developments in the Greek tongue.  The eight and a  
half pages of examples in Moulton and Geden's Concordance bear  
eloquent testimony to the triumph of  i!na in the N. T.  Nearly a  
page and a half of these examples are in the Gospel of John.  But  
we are now specifically concerned with the pure final use of  i!na.  
Here i!na is in the accusative case of general reference.  Thus in  
e]lh<luqa i!na ma<qw (cf. veni ut discam, 'I am come that I may learn')  
i!na is really a demonstrative.  'I am come as to this,' viz. 'I may  
learn.'  The conjunction is supplied to avoid the asyndeton and  
is in apposition with ma<qw.  As already explained, the subj. is the  
predominant mode, as in tou?to de> o!lon ge<gonen i!na plhrwq ?̂ (Mt. 1: 
 
 1 Meisterh.-Schw., p. 253 f.  2 Hom. Gr., p. 207.  
 3 Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., p. 479; Mutzbauer, Konj. and Opt., p. 76. 
 4 Goodwin, M. and. T., p. 107; Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 211. 
 5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 416 f.; Jebb in V. and D., pp. 319-323. 
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22).  Cf. Ph. 3:8.  The negative with i!na is mh<, as in i!na mh> 
kriqh?te (Mt. 7:1).  The aorist subj. is the normal tense, of course,  
as in i!na metadw? (Ro. 1:11), though the present occurs to denote 
a continuous action, as in i!na pisteu<hte (Jo. 13:19).  Cf. i!na gnw?te 
kai> ginw<skhte (Jo. 10:38).  The perfect subj. occurs in ei]dw?, as  i!na   
ei]d ?̂j (1 Tim. 3:15); i!na ei]dw?men (1 Cor. 2:12);  i!na ei]dh?te (1 Jo.  
5:13).  Cf. also Jo. 17:19, 23; 1 Cor. 1:10; ,2 Cor. 1:9 ( i!na  
mh> pepoiqo<tej w#men);  i!na pareskeuasme<noi h#te (2 Cor. 9:3).  The 
subj. is regularly retained after a secondary tense of the indica- 
tive as in a]ne<bh i!na i@d^ (Lu. 19:4); e]peti<mhsen i!na mhdeni> ei@pwsin  
(Mt. 16:20).  Cf. Mk. 8:6.  There is no instance in the N. T.  
of the optative used with  i!na after a secondary tense of the indica- 
tive.  It is true that W. H. read i!na d&<h in the text of Eph. 1:17  
( i!na dw<^ or d&? in the margin), but this is after a primary tense, ou]  
pau<omai.  It is the volitive use of the optative and is not due to  
i!na.  It is like the optative in a future wish.1  This use of the  
opt. with i!na after a wish is not unknown to classic Greek.2  It  
is the subj., not the opt., that is seen in i!na plhroi?j (Col. 4:17),  
i!na paradoi? (Mk. 14:10) and in the sub-final i!na o]noi? (Mk. 9:30).3  
In Homer and the early writers generally the rule was to use the  
opt. with the final clauses after secondary tenses, but in the Attic  
orators the two modes (subj. and opt.) are on a par in such a con- 
struction, while Thucydides prefers the subj., though Xenophon is  
just the reverse.4  In the N. T. the optative in final clauses after  
secondary tenses is non-existent.  In 2 Tim. 2:25 mh< pote d&<h  
is after a primary tense as in Eph. 1:17, and here again the text  
is uncertain (cf. dw<̂  in margin and a]nah<ywsin in text.)  The Atti- 
cists (Arrian, Appian, Herodian, 4th Macc., Plutarch) made a  
point of the opt. with i!na as "the hall-mark of a pretty Attic  
style" (Moulton, Prol., p. 197).  The N. T. writers, more like  
Diodorus and Polybius, fail "to rival the litterateurs in the use  
of this resuscitated elegance."  Moulton speaks also of "the 
 
 1 Cf. W.-H., vol. II, App., p. 168.  2 W.-M., p. 363. 
 3 On the sparing use of the opt. with final sentences in late Gk. see the tables  
in Diel, De enuntiatis finalibus apud Graecarum rerum scriptores posterioris  
aetatis, 1894, pp. 20 See also Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 132. Moulton  
(Prol., p. 197) notes how the Atticists revelled in the opt. with i!na, o!pwj, w[j, 
Josephus has 32 per cent. opts., Plut. 49 (Lives), Arrian 82, Appian 87!  Polyb.  
has only 7, Diodorus 5.  These are true koinh< literati. Moulton finds only one  
pap. of this period with opt. with i!na, O.P. 237 (late ii/A.D.), i!na — dunhqei<hn. In  
iii/A.D. he notes L.Pw.,  i!n ] –ei@hi in primary sequence. Tb. 1 (ii/B.C.) actually  
has h]ci<wsa xrhmatisqh<soito. 
 4 Weber, Entwickelungsgeschichte der Absichtsatze, p. 243. 
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riot of optatives" in the artificial Byzantine writers.  On the  
whole subject of final clauses see Gildersleeve on "The Final  
Sentence in Greek," 1883, p. 419, A. J. of Philol., IV, pp. 416 ff.,  
VI, pp. 53 There is no trouble to find in the papyri, inscr. and  
koinh< writers generally abundant examples of  i!na and the subj. in  
pure design (Radermacher, N.T.Gr., p.138).  But while the subj. is  
the normal construction, the indicative is also present.  In clas- 
sical Greek  i!na was not used with the future ind.1  It was not com- 
mon even with o!pwj, w[j and mh<.  The similarity in form and  
sense (not to mention itacism of –^ and –ei) made the change very  
easy and, indeed, the text is not always certain as between the  
aorist subj. and the future ind.  Thus in 1 Cor. 13:3  i!na kauxh<- 
swmai is supported by xAB, i!na kauqh<swmai by CK and i!na kauqh<- 
somai by late documents.2  In Gal. 2:4 the best documents have  
i!na katadoulw<sousin instead of —swsin.  In Jo. 17:2 the MSS. vary 
between i!na dw<sei and dw<s^.  So in Jo. 15:8 note i!na fe<rhte kai> 
ge<nhsqe (genh<sesqe in margin of W. H.); Eph. 6:3, i!na ge<nhtai kai>  
e@s^.  But the idiom is well established in the N. T., especially in  
the Apocalypse.  Thus i!na qewrh<sousin (Jo. 7:3); i!na curh<sontai   
(Ac. 21:24); i!na e]rei? (Lu. 14:10); i!na qh<sw (1 Cor. 9:18);  i!na 
dw<sousin (Lu. 20:10); i!na kenw<sei (1 Cor. 9:15); i!na kerdhqh<son- 
tai (1 Pet. 3:1); i!na sfa<cousin (Rev. 6:4); i!na dw<sei (8:3); i!na 
h!cousin—gnw?sin (3:9); i!na e@stai kai> ei]se<lqwsin (22:14), etc.  This 
last example may be non-final. In some of these examples the  
subj. and ind. future occur side by side.  In Mk. 6:56 and  
Ac. 5:15 note i!na ka@n (only instances of a@n with i!na in the N. T.).  
This is not modal a@n, but ka@n as ‘even’ = kai< (Jannaris, Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 165; Moulton, Prol., p. 167).  In Rev. 13:15 the  
MSS. vary between i!na poih<s^ and –ei, and in 16 between i!na   
dw?sin and dw<sei (poiei? i!na sub-final).  The usage is thus on a  
firm foundation in the N. T.  It is in the LXX also.  See i!na  
e@stai in Lev. 10:6 and in other writers of the koinh< (Iren.,  584 A,  
i!na e@s^).3  But i!na occurs also with the present ind.  This is  
a rare construction in the N. T. and is not a classic idiom.  It  
occurs only three times in the N. T.  Thayer calls it "a solecism  
frequent in the eccl. and Byzantine writers."  It is so common  
in late writers as not to surprise us in the N. T.4  Thus 1 Cor.  
4:6 i!na mh> fusiou?sqe, Gal, 4:17 i!na zhlou?te and 1 Jo. 5:20  
i!na ginw<skomen.  The first two are possible subjunctives.  W. H.  
read i!na mh<tij du<natai in the margin of Rev. 13:17, and various 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 115.   3 Moulton, Prol., p. 35. 
 2 Approved by Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 212. 4 W.-M., p. 362. 
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MSS. support the present ind. with i!na in Jo. 4:15; 5:20; 17:  
3; Gal. 6:12; 1 Th. 4:13; Tit. 2:4; 2 Pet. 1:10; Rev. 12:6.1  
In the earlier Greek writers we do find  i!na used with past tenses  
of the indicative.2  The idea was to show that the purpose was  
dependent on an unfulfilled wish or unattained action.  But this  
refinement does not appear in the N. T. except in two examples  
with mh< pwj.  With all the wide extension of  i!na in Western Hel- 
lenistic,3 at the heart of it there is the pure telic idiom.   !Ina with  
the imperative in 1 Cor. 1:31 is due, of course, to the quotation.  
 !Ina is repeated three times in 2 Cor. 12:7.  In Jo. 11:37, poih?sai 
i!na kai> ou$toj mh> a]poqa<n^, one is reminded of the Latin facere ut 
(sub-final). Westcott (Hebrews, p. 342 f.) gives a list of all the  
examples of  i!na in the Epistle (20).  Only two of o!pwj. 
 (b)   !Opwj.  It is compounded of the neuter accusative rela- 
tive o! and the indefinite adverb  pw<j.4  It occurs in indirect  
questions as in Lu. 24:20 in the sense of  'how,' the usual interrog- 
ative sense, and note article also as in to> pw?j (Lu. 22:2).   !Opwj   
in a sense is the connecting link between the various kinds  
of final sentences.5  Thucydides and Xenophon preferred o!pwj   
to i!na, and Aristotle has i!na only a few times (W. Schmid, Atti- 
cismus, III, p. 87).  Polybius does not use o!pwj at all in books  
I–V.  The N. T. has  i!na 493 times, o!pwj 52 (Jannaris, p. 417)  
as far as Colossians.  Scott counts i!na 746 times in text of W. H.  
(not including 6 of  i!na ti<–) and 58 of o!pwj.  Thumb does not  
give o!pwj as a final particle in modern Greek (Handb., p. 197).  
Even in later Greek o!pwj was a sign of literary affectation.6   
As already noted, in the fourth and fifth centuries B.C. o!pwj   
was quite the rule in the Attic inscriptions.7  It is rare in Homer  
and never has ke< or a@n in pure final clauses in  the Homeric  
language.8  This idiom with a@n first appeat's in AEschylus. In  
the great Attic writers and the Attic inscriptions the subjunc- 
tive, the future indicative and the optative after secondary tenses,  
all are found.  The future indicative occurred chiefly with verbs of  
striving, though sometimes in pure final clauses.9  The negative 
with this future indicative was mh< (o!pwj mh<), though no example 
 
 1 Cf. W.-H., App., pp. 167, 169, 171. See further Meyer on 1 Cor. 4 : 6. 
 2 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 120. The Mod. Gk, has na< with past tenses  
of the ind. (Thumb, Handb., p. 198). 
 3 Moulton, Pro1., pp. 41, 205, 211. 
 4 Brug., Griech. Or., p. 565; Delbruck, Konj. and Opt., p. 61. 
 5 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 348. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 417.  8 Goodwin M. and T., p. 
 7 Meisterh.-Schw., p. 253 f.  9 Ib., p. 113 f. 
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occurs in the N. T. Moulton (Prol., p. 177 note) finds in the  
papyri a few survivals of o!twj mh< and the fut. ind., though mostly  
ousted by  i!na mh<.  Cf. Hb. P. 45, 60, 168 (iii/B.C.), Tb. P. 414  
(ii/A.D.). Stahl (Syntax, p. 360) calls o!pwj and fut. ind. Attic.  
In the N. T. the optative does not occur in this construction. In  
the Atticists it is revived as with i!na.1  The fut. ind. with o!pwj   
in pure final clauses has practically vanished from the N. T.  The 
one example in Ro. 3:4, o!pwj a@n dikaiwq ?̂j kai> nikh<seij is a quo- 
tation from the LXX (Ps. 51:6), but changed from subj. there.  
But o!pwj qanatw<sousin is a variant reading in Mt. 26:59, and  
the future ind. is possible in Mt. 2:8, o!pwj proskunh<sw, though  
it is probably the aorist subj.  Other variant readings where the  
future ind. is supported with o!pwj are 1 Cor. 1:29, kauxh<setai,  
and Mk. 5:23 o!pwj zh<setai, (here W. H. read i!na zh<s^).  But at  
any rate the use of the future ind. with  o!pwj in pure final clauses  
is not quite dead in the N. T. period, though surely dying.  Else- 
where the aorist subj. alone occurs save in Lu. 16:26 (bis), 28  
and Mt. 6:4.   !Owpj no longer2 has a@n in final clauses save in  
the quotation from Ps. 51:6 (Ro. 3:4) and three passages in  
Luke's writings (Lu. 2:35 o!pwj a}n a]pokalufqw?sin Ac. 3:19 f.  
o!pwj a}n e@lqwsin--kai> a]postei<l^, 15:17 o!pwj a}n e]kzhth<swsin from 
Amos (so A, but B without a@n) 9:12).    @An is a variant reading  
in Mt. 6:5 and is found very often in the LXX.  Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 158) finds o!pwj a@n in Diodorus XIV, 80, 8, Aris- 
teas, § 239, inscr. of Halicarnassus (iii/B.C.), Jahrb. d. Ost. Inst.  
XI, 56.  But it is rare and o!pwj steps into the background be- 
fore i!na.  The revival of o!pwj in the third and fourth cent. A.D.  
was Atticistic and did not affect, the vernacular.  The inscriptions  
and the papyri for the first century A.D. show the prevalence of  
i!na over o!pwj (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 157 note).  The nega- 
tive is, of course, always mh<, as in Ac. 20:16, o!pwj mh> ge<nhtai.  The  
subj. is used indifferently after primary tenses (Mt. 6:2, poiou?sin 
o!pwj docasqw?sin) and secondary tenses (Ac. 9:24, parethrou?nto 
o!pwj au]to>n a]ne<lwsin).  Cf. Ro. 9:17.  It is interesting to note that  
in the N. T. o!pwj is almost confined to Matthew and Luke's  
writings.  The literary flavour of Luke explains his use of the  
idiom, but we do not look for literary ear-marks in Matthew.  
The one example in John (11:57) occurs side by side with i!na  
(i!na mhnu<s^, o!pwj pia<swsin) and may be used for the sake of variety  
as in i!na ge<nhtai o!pwj ge<nhtai, (2 Cor. 8:14).  Cf. also Lu. 16:28; 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 197; Jana., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 417. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 211. 
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1 Cor. 1:29; 2 Th. 1:12, though i!na—i!na appear in 1 Cor.  
4:6; Gal. 4:5.1  In 1 Cor. 1:17 note i!na mh< and o!pwj mh<  1:  
29.  But  i!na has "invaded the territory of o!pwj, as with fronti<zein  
and spouda<zein" (Moulton, Prol., p. 206).  In modern Greek o!pwj   
has lost all telic force (Thumb, Handb., p. 198).  Sometimes  
o!pwj represents the main purpose and the infinitive the subor- 
dinate purpose, a construction amply illustrated in the papyri.2  
So then, though o!pwj as a pure final conjunction is disappearing  
in the N. T., it yet occurs with the same concept on the whole. 
 (g)  [Wj.  It was not a favourite final particle with Thucydides  
(only twice), though Xenophon used it nearly as much as i!na.  It  
is not surprising to find only one instance of it in the N. T. and  
that one not certain.  xB read w[j teleiw<sw in Ac. 20:24 instead of  
w[j teleiw?sai (cf. Lu. 9:52).  W. H. and Neste read teleiw<sw, but  
Souter (Rev. V.) gives teleiw?sai.  It is the last leaf on the tree  
and a fluttering one at that.  The form could be the future incl.  
or aorist subj. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 158) finds final w[j  
merely a reminiscence in the koinh<, but it is needless to cite Mk. 
4:26 f., w[j a@nqrwpoj ba<l^, since this is not final at all, but com- 
parison.  On w[j a@n in final sentences see Schmidt, Joseph. Bloc.,  
p. 409, for statistics.  Radermacher quotes F. P. 118 (110 A.D.), 
poreu<ou--e!wj to>n e]kei? e]laiw?na poti<s^j, where e!wj is used as final w[j. 
Per contra in modern Greek, Moulton (Prol., p. 249) notes that  
w[j takes the meaning of e!wj as well as its own. 
 (d) Mh<, mh< pote, mh< pwj.  Negative purpose is expressed by i!na 
mh<, o!pwj mh< also, but originally it was done merely by mh< in a para- 
tactic sentence.3  In Homer and the early writers mh< is far in  
excess of  i!na mh<, o!pwj mh<, but in Aristophancs and Herodotus the  
reverse is true, while in Plato and Xenophon mh< as a final con- 
junction has about gone.  It is rare in the Attic historians and  
orators generally.4  Originally a negative adverb (subjective nega- 
tive) it came to be used also as a conjunction.  Cf. Latin ne.  The  
idioms mh> ou] appears in Homer in a few final clauses, and after  
Homer mh> ou] is used with verbs of fearing.5  In the N. T. i!na mh< 
(1 Cor. 1:17) and o!pwj mh< (1:29) have the run over the con- 
junction mh<.  Only the subj. is used, though in Ac. 27:42 mh< tij 
diafu<goi is a variant reading, but diafu<g^ is correct after the 
secondary tense of the incl.  In Mk. 13:36, mh> eu!r^ a primary tense 
occurs in the principal verb.  In Col. 2:4 W. H. read i!na mhdei>j 
 
 1 Ib.    2 Moulton, Prol., p. 220.  
 3 Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 107, 112. 
 4 Ib., p. 112.   5 Ib., p. 107. 
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paralogi<zhtai instead of mh< tij (the variant reading).  See also mh< 
tij logi<shtai (2 Cor. 12:6).  Both mh< and mh< pwj are preserved as 
final conjunctions in the modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 198). 
The use of mh> pote and mh< pwj is practically the same.  Mh< pwj ap- 
pears with the subj. (Paul) after (secondaryand primary tenses.  
So e@pemya mh< pwj kataisxunqw?men (2 Cor. 9:3 f. Note also i!na mh< 
in 9:3, 4) and mh< pwj ge<nwmai (1 COr. 9:27).  In Gal. 2:2 (mh< pwj 
e@dramon) and 1 Th. 3:5 (mh< pwj e]pei<rasen) we have a difficult con- 
struction.  One view is to take it as an indirect question.  This  
is possible in Gal. 2:2, but not in 1 Th. 3:5.  Even in Gal.  
2:2 there would be an ellipsis of a participle like zhtw?n maqei?n. 
Moulton (Prol., p. 201) suggests that e@dramon as an "after-thought"  
in Gal. 2:2 has plenty of classical Parallels.  Cf. Goodwin, Moods 
and Tenses, § 333. In 1 Th. 3:51 we have mh< pwj e]pei<rasen kai>  
ge<nhtai side by side.  It is better therefore to take tre<xw in Gal.  
2:2 as subj. also.  Thus in both examples we have the subj.  
and the aorist ind. This is in accord with the ancient idiom  
where in pure final sentences a past tense of the incl. was used  
if it is distinctly implied that the purpose was not attained.1 
That is precisely the case here. Paul did not run in vain. The  
tempter did not succeed with the Thessalonians.  It is thus un- 
fulfilled purpose that Paul neatly expresses in accord with the 
Attic diction.  Mh< pote loses the notion of time in pote and has 
rather the idea of contingency, ‘but perchance’ rather than 'lest at  
any time.'  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 158) thinks that pote< and  
pw<j often distinguish deliberative (dubitative) from final mh<.  As  
a strictly final particle it occurs either with the subj. or the future  
ind., though the subj. is more common.2  For the fut. ind. note  
Mt. 7:6 mh< pote katapath<sousin (correct text, though the aorist  
subj. has support), Mk. 14:2 mh< pote e@stai.  In Lu. 12:58 note 
mh< pote katasu<r^ kai> a]podw<sei.  Both subj. and fut. ind. likewise 
occur in Mt. 13:15 (Ac. 28:27) mh< pote i@dwsin--kai> i]a<somai (LXX, 
Is. 6:10).  So also in Lu. 14:8 f., mh< pote #̂ keklhme<noj (note per- 
fect subj.) kai> e]rei? (cf. i!na e]rei? in verse 10).  The normal subj. is  
seen in Lu. 14:12, mh< pote a]ntikale<swsin.  The opt. in the N. T.  
is wanting in final sentences as in .Lses of repetition (Rader- 
macher, N. T. Gr., p. 131). W. H. read mh< pote d&<h (opt.) in 2  
Tim. 2:25.  But even so, if true, it not a pure final clause but a  
kind of indirect question as in Lu. 3:15, only in 2 Tim. 2:25  
the opt. occurs after a primary tense.  It is hardly just to say 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T. p. 120 f. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 86. 
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with Moulton1 that here Paul "misused an obsolete idiom,"  
since the opt. after primary tenses occurs occasionally with i!na  
in the papyri.2  Cf. mh< pote au]tw?n xrei<a ge<noito, eu]qe<wj au]tou>j e]ce<la- 
son, P. Oxy. I, 118, 38.  But it is more than likely, as Moulton  
argues, that in 2 Tim. 2:25 we should read subj. dw<̂ , since a]nah<- 
ywsin undoubtedly is subj.  The epic dw<̂  is supported by e]a>n   
gnw<̂ , Clem., Paed., III, 1. (Moulton, Prol., p. 193.) 
 (e) Relative Clauses.  This construction in the earlier Greek,  
like the Latin, had either the subj. or the opt.  The Attic added  
the future ind. which largely displaced the subj. and the opt.3   
The N. T. follows the Attic use of the fut. ind. Cf. oi!tinej a]po- 
dw<sousin (Mt. 21:41); ou{j katasth<somen (Ac. 6:3).  See 1 Cor. 4:  
17, o!j a]namhn<sei.  Blass4 explains the occasional return to the  
subj. as due to i!na.  See o!pou fa<gw (Mk. 14:14); par ] &$ cenisqw?men   
(Ac. 21:16); o! prosene<gk^ (Heb. 8:3); di ] h$j latreu<wmen (12:28).  
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 138) quotes B. U. III, 822 (ii/A.D.)  
eu$ron georgo<n ti<j (=o{j) au]ta> e[lu<s^, Diodorus, XIV, 8, 3, di ] w$n  
e]ce<lwsi ta> tei<xh.  The N. T. hardly uses the relative clause of  
purpose as freely as the Attic Greek. 
 (z)  The Infinitive.  A brief statement is alone necessary here,  
since the infinitive receives full discussion in the next chapter.  
Suffice it to say that the infinitive is exceedingly common in the  
N. T. for the notion of pure purpose.  Votaw5 counts some 1,285  
such instances of the simple infinitive of purpose in "biblical  
Greek."  He gives the figures for the N. T. alone as 211.  He  
notes that "this use of the infinitive is second only to that of  
general object in order of relative frequency of occurrence."  
Moulton (Prol., p. 205) notes that the inf. of purpose is more  
common in the N. T. than in Attic, and he agrees with Thumb  
(Theol. Lit., 1903, p. 421) in the theory that this frequency of the  
inf. of purpose in the koinh< is due to the Ionic dialect. It has sur- 
vived in the Pontic dialect of modern Greek, though elsewhere  
displaced by na< and the subj.  Cf. e[toima<swmen fagei?n (Mt. 26:17) 
and e[toima<swmen i!na fa<g^j (Mk. 14:12).  The telic inf. is common 
in the koinh< writers generally (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 152).  
Cf. Xenophon of Eph., 393, 28, e]lhlu<qei proseu<casqai.  It is com- 
monest with verbs of movement (Moulton, Prol., p. 205), as in  
e]a>n a]nabw? ka]gw> proskunh?sai, Par. P. 49 (ii/B.C.).  This infinitive may  
be resolved easily into the original dative (or locative), as in Jo. 
 
 1 Prol., p. 194.   4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 217. 
 2 Ib., p. 197.   5 The Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 10.  
 3 Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 216 
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21:3, u[pa<gw a[lieu<ein, 'I go a-fishing'; Mt. 2:2, h@lqomen proskunh?sai, 
we went up for worshipping.’1  It is easy to see the purpose  
in the dative form of proskunh?sai, but less clear in the locative  
a[lieu<ein, (probably due to syncretism).  Moulton2 suggests that  
the locative was originally a sort of designed result and gradually  
the line of cleavage vanished between the two forms as was true  
of  i!na (and ut).  "The burden of making purpose clear is in all  
these cases thrown on the context; and it cannot be said that any  
difficulty results, except in a minimum of places."  This idiom  
has a much wider range in Homer than in Attic writers and is  
again more prevalent in the N. T. than in the Attic.3  A few ex- 
amples must suffice: ou]k h#lqon katalu?sai, a]lla> plhrw?sai (Mt. 5:17); 
o[  ]Ihsou?j a]nh<xqh—peirasqh?nai u[po> tou ? diabo<lou (4:1); ou]k h$lqon ka- 
le<sai dikai<uj (Mk. 2:17); pa<resmen a]kou?sai (Ac. 10:33).  Cf. Lu. 
18:10; Ac. 11:25; 12:13; 13:44, etc.  Less frequent is the inf. 
with tou? for the idea of purpose.  Votaw4 notes but 34 such exam- 
ples of direct purpose in the N. T., though the 0. T. shows 734. 
These 34 are almost confined to Matthew, Luke and Acts. Cf. 
tou ? a]pole<sai (Mt. 2:13); to? spei?rai (Lu. 8:5); tou? ai]tei?n (Ac. 3:2). 
See both together in Lu. 1:76 f., 79; 2:22, 24, parasth?sai—kai> 
tou? dou?nai.  For a full discussion see "Articular Infinitive" (Verbal 
Nouns).  Paul seems to avoid it as a rule.  But see Ro. 6:6; Ph. 
3:10.  The use of w!ste and the inf. for pure purpose is rare in 
the N. T., some half-dozen instances.5  Only probable examples 
should be claimed (p. 1089). Thus w!ste e]kba<llein (Mt. 10:1). 
Cf. Mt. 15:33; 24:24; 27:1; Lu. 4:29; 20:20.  Radermacher 
(N. T. Gr., p. 160) cites P. Oxy. I, 52, 7 (325 A.D.), e]poistale<ntoj w!ste  
th>n dia<qesin e@ggrafon prosfwnh?sai.  For further examples of telic 
w!ste in the inscriptions and writers of the koinh< see Koch, Obser- 
vationes grammaticae, p. 20.  It is more frequent in the LXX. 
Radermacher even cites a case of final w!ste with the subj. in a 
late papyrus; B. G. U. III, 874, gegra<fhka u[mi?n w!ste pe<myhte.  There 
are two examples of w[j in W. H., w[j e[toima<sai (Lu. 9:52, other 
editors w!ste) and w[j e@poj ei]pei?n (Heb. 7:9).  In Ac. 20:24 most 
editors have w[j teleiw?sai, but not W. H. The articular infinitive 
with prepositions is very common in the N. T. as in the LXX, 
about one-half of all the examples of the articular infinitives.6  For 
a discussion of prepositions with the inf. see Verbal Nouns. Both 
ei]j to< and pro>j to< occur with the inf. in the papyri, the latter 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 204.   4 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 21. 
 2 lb., p. 207.    5 Ib., p. 10. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 223.  6 Ib., p. 19. 
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more frequently.  They both seem "to carry the thought of a  
remoter purpose." (Moulton, Prol., p. 220.) Moulton cites 
B. U. 226 (i/A.D.) o!pwj ei]d ?̂ pare<sestai (=qai) — pro>j to> tuxi?n, 0. P. 
237 (ii/A.D.) o!pwj fronti<s^j— pro>j to> mh>--e]ntugxa<nein.  The pa- 
pyri have ei]j to> e]n mhdeni> memfqh?nai as a "recurrent formula."  Cf.  
P. Fi. 2 (iii/A.D.) 4 times.  Moulton gives numerous papyri ref- 
erences for telic ei]j to<.  The examples with ei]j to< are the most  
common of all in the N. T. (72 instances).  As a rule these  
indicate purpose more or less strong, though not always.  It is  
particularly common in Paul (50 exx., H. Scott). So ei]j to> sth- 
rixqh?nai (Ro. 1:11), ei]j to> ei#nai (8:29).  Cf. 4 Th. 3:5; Eph. 1:  
12; Ph. 1:10).  The instances of pro>j to< are ew (12) and chiefly  
in Matt. and Paul.  Cf. pro>j to> qeaqh?nai (Mt. 6:1); pro>j to> dun<nasqai   
(Eph. 6:11).1 
 (h) The Participle.  The future participle, so common in this  
construction in the Attic Greek, has nearly vanished from the  
N. T. as from the rest of the koinh<.  A few remnants survive like  
e@rxetai  ]Hlei<aj sw<swn (Mt. 27:49), a]ne<bhn proskunh<swn and poih<swn, 
(Ac. 24:11, 17).  Cf. Ac. 8:27.  So also the present participle  
occasionally occurs where purpose is implied.  Thus a]pesta<lka- 
men a]pagge<llontaj (Ac. 15:27).  Cf. e@pemyan a]gge<llontaj (Thuc.  
VII, 26, 9).2  Cf. also Mk. 3:31.  A good example is Ac. 3: 
26, a]pe<steilen au]to>n au]tolou?nta.  See Participle (Verbal Nouns) and 
Tense for further remarks. 
 (d) Sub-Final Clauses (really object or subject clauses like o!ti  
clauses ).  There are a considerable number of clauses which are  
not pure purpose and yet are not result. They are the bridge,  
in a sense, between the two extremes. They are found with verbs  
of striving, beseeching, commanding, fearing. In some instances  
the clause is hardly more than an object-clause. The same con- 
junctions are here used in general, and this shows that no hard  
and fast line was drawn in the matter. Various divisions are  
made of these verbs.3  Burton4 calls them object-clauses of ex- 
horting, of striving, of fearing, of subject and predicate, of com- 
plementary and epexegetic clauses, of conceived result. But even  
so they overlap and run into one another. 
 (a)   !Ina.  Here again the main conjunction is i!na.  All these  
varieties noted by Burton are seen with i!na save with verbs of 
 
 1 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 161 f. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 198. 
 3 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 122 ff. 
 4 N. T. M. and T., p. 83. 
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fearing. As we have seen,1 there were two tendencies in the  
koinh<.  One was the spread of the Ionic use of the inf. of purpose,  
the other was the wide extension of  i!na in Western Hellenistic.  
So the i!na in the non-final or sub-final sense, once rare,2  now comes  
to be exceedingly common.  The development came on soon  
after the close of the classical age.3  But Thackeray (Gr ., pp. 24,  
194) finds it rare in the LXX.  It came to be used in almost  
any sense that the infinitive bore and finally displaced it. This  
weakened use of ba is one of the characteristics of the koinh< and  
is richly illustrated in the N. T., particularly in the writings of  
John.  Thus in Mt. 5:29, sumfe<rei i!na a]po<lhtai, the i!na clause is  
the subject of sumfe<rei and is a subject-clause in the nominative  
case.  There is a great variety of phrases4 which thus use i!na.  So  
a]rketo>n i!na ge<nhtai (Mt. 10:25; 18:6).  Cf. 1 Pet. 4:3 (inf.).  
See also i[kano>j i!na (Mt. 8:8), though elsewhere inf.; a@cioj i!na (Jo. 
1:27), but inf. in 1 Cor. 16:4, as often; sunh<qeia u[mi?n i!na (Jo. 
18:39); e]lh<luqen w!ra i!na (Jo. 12:23); e]moi> ei]j e]la<xisto<n e]stin i!na 
(1 Cor. 4:3); e]mo>n brw?ma< e]stin i!na (Jo. 4:34); lusitelei?---i!na (Lu.  
17:2); tou?to, i!na e@lq^ (Lu. 1:43); zhtei?tai i!na (1 Cor. 4:2); xara>n i!na 
(Ph. 2:2).  Thus the i!na clause is seen to be either nom. or acc.,  
simply, or in apposition with a substantive.  In John5 the appo- 
sitional use is very frequent.  So au!th i!na (Jo. 17:3); mei<zona tau<- 
thj, i!na (15:13, ablative); e]n tou<t& i!na (15:8, locative); xa<rin, i!na   
(3 John 4, accusative).  Cf. Jo. 6:39; 1 Jo. 3:1, 11, 23; 4:21; 
2 Jo. 6; 1 Cor. 9:18; Rev. 2:21.  In Jo. 15:12 i!na a]gapa?te   
(subj.) is in apposition with e]ntolh<.  Some of these are comple- 
mentary or epexegetic clauses.  In the subject and object (or  
appositive) clauses the subjunctive is usually found, though occa- 
sionally the fut. ind., as in e]rre<qh i!na a]dikh<sousin (Rev. 9:4).  See  
further examples of the fut. ind. in Rev. 3:9; 6:11; 13:12;  
14:13 (especially common in the Apocalypse).  In Rev. 9:5 
we have e]do<qh i!na mh> a]poktei<nwsin au]tou<j, a]ll ] i!na basanisqh<sontai. 
In Jo. 17:3 some MSS. read i!na ginw<skousin (read by Treg. and  
Tisch.). Object-clauses with i!na after verbs of striving, beseech- 
ing, etc., largely displace o!pwj.  Many of these verbs use also the  
infinitive and a few retain o!pwj.6  Blass7 gives a careful list of 
the construction in the N,. T. with each of these verbs. See also  
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 205. 
 2 It is seen as early as Demosthenes (IV, 28). 
 3 Jebb in V. and D.'s Handb., p. 320. 
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 228.  6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 225 f. 
 5 W.-Th., p. 338 f.    7 Tb. 
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Thayer under i!na (2).  Cf. Acta Pauli et Theclae, 29, pro<seucai 
u[pe>r tou? te<knou mou, i!na zh<setai.  With these verbs i!na gives the 
purport or object rather than the purpose.  This use of  i!na is very  
rare1 in classic Greek, though in itself not out of harmony with  
the Greek genius.  The parallel between i!na in this sense and o!ti   
is seen in Jo. 11:50; 1 Jo. 5:3, 9, 11.  Per contra see 1 Jo. 5:  
13 for distinction.  Cf. also o!ti in. Mt. 13:13 with i!na in Lu. 
8:10.  It is worth repeating that in the modern Greek (except  
in the Pontic dialect) it is universal (na<) to the exclusion of the  
inf. and o!pwj.  It is common after verbs of saying (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 189).  The examples in the N. T. are too numerous  
to give a complete list.  But note i!na after a]ggareu<w (Mt. 27: 
32); a]gallia<omai, (Jo. 8:56); a]gwni<zomai (Jo. 18:36); ai]te<omai (Col.  
1:9); a]pagge<llw (Mt. 28:10.  So paragge<llw, Mk. 6:8); a]po- 
ste<llw (Ac. 16:36); a]fi<hmi, (Mk. 11:16); bouleu<omai (Jo. 12:10);  
and sumb. (Mt. 26:4);  ble<pw (1 Cor. 16:10); gra<fw (Mk. 9:12);  
diaste<llomai (many MSS. in Mt. 16:20); de<omai (Lu. 9:40); di<dwmi 
(Mk. 10:37); e]ntolh>n di<dwmi (lamba<nw), as in Jo. 11:57 (13:34; 
15:12); e]nte<llomai (Mk. 13:34); e]pitima<w (Mt. 12:16; 16:20, 
W. H.);  e]corki<zw (Mt. 26:63); e]rwta<w (Mk. 7:26); ei#pon (Mt. 4: 
3); and le<gw (Ac. 19:4); qe<lw (Mk. 6:25); e@stin qe<lhma (Mt. 18:  
14); zhlo<w (1 Cor. 14:1); zhte<w (1 Cor. 4:2); khru<ssw (Mk. 6:12);  
merimna<w (1 Cor. 7:34); parakale<w (Mt. 14:36); pei<qw (Mt. 27:  
20); poie<w (Jo. 11:37); proseu<xomai (Mk. 14:35); sunti<qemai (Jo. 
9:22 and inf.); ti<qhmi (Jo. 15:16); fula<ssomai (2 Pet. 3:17).  
This is a most interesting list.  Kalker (Questiones de elocutione  
Polybiana, 1880. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 20) has shown how  
Polybius favours i!na with verbs of commanding like ai]te<omai, pa- 
ragge<llw), etc.  No real distinction in sense can here be drawn  
between the inf. and  i!na.  The later koinh< (and so the N. T.) car- 
ried this use of  i!na much further than did Polybius, who had more  
affinity with the old literary Greek.  There is no need to appeal  
to Latin influence for this sub-final use of  i!na, as Moulton (p. 208)  
abundantly shows from the papyri.  So 0. P. 744 (i/B.c.) e]rwtw? se 
i!na mh> a]gwnia<s^j, N. P. 7 (i/A.D.) e@graya i!na soi fulaxqw?si, B. U.  
531 (ii/A.D.) parakalw? se i!na kata<sx^j, 0. P. 121 (iii/A.D.) ei#pa< soi 
ei!na dw<swsin. Moulton (Prol., pp. 177, 208) recalls the old jussive  
subj. as sufficient explanation of this use of  i!na.  Radermacher  
(Rh. M., LVI, 203) and Thumb (Hellen., p. 159) support Moulton  
against the Latin influence theory. Per contra see Goetzeler,  
De Polybii El., pp. 17 ff.; Kalker, Quest.; Viereck, Sermo Grae- 
 
 1 It is found in Hom. Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 128. 
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cus, p. 67.  Moulton scores his point and observes also that the  
inf. was not driven out by i!na in the papyri, see (e).  Cf. A. P. 135  
(ii/A.D.), e]rwtw? se mh> a]melei?n mou.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p.  
155 f.) gives numerous other examples of non-final  i!na in papyri  
and inscriptions.  The subj. is the usual mode employed even 
after secondary tenses.  Thus e]bouleu<santo i!na a]poktei<nwsin (Jo.  
12:10).  In Mk. 9:30, ou]k h@qelen i!na tij gnoi?, we have still the  
subj., not the opt.  As already noted, i!na d&<h in Eph. 1:17 is  
an optative of wish after a primary tense.  It is here also the  
subfinal  i!na.  Cf. Phil. 14; Col. 4:12.  Moulton1 points out how  
closely akin are proseu<xesqe i!na mh> e@lqhte (Mk. 14:38) and o[ra?te  
kai> fula<ssesqe (Lu. 12:15).  The paratactic origin of the i!na con- 
struction is thus well illustrated.  "An innovation in Hellenistic  
is i!na c. subj. in commands, which takes the place of the classic  
o!pwj c. fut. indic."2  Moulton cites a moderate number of ex- 
amples of this abrupt use of i!na in the papyri.  So F. P. 112 (99 
A.D.) e]pe<xon (=wn) Zwli<lwi kai> ei!na au]to>n mh> duswph<s^j, letter of 
Cicero (Att. 6:5) tau?ta ou#n prw?ton me<n, i!na pa<nta s&<zhtai: deu<teron 
de<, i!na mhde> tw?n to<kwn o]ligwrh<s^j, B. U. 48 (ii/iii A.D.). i!na o[mo<se 
genw<meqa.  There is a doubtful ex. of this sense of  i!na in Soph., 
Oed. C. 155, though o!pwj was so used.3  It appears in Arrian and 
Epictetus.  In the modern Greek the na< clause sometimes "ap- 
proaches the nature of a principal sentence" (Thumb, Handb., 
p. 198).  But this elliptical imperative is undoubted in the N. T. 
Cf. Mk. 5:23, i!na e]lqw>n e]piq ?̂j.  So also Mt. 20:32; 1 Cor. 7: 
29; 2 Cor. 8:7; Eph. 4:29; 5:33.  With this construction com- 
pare the asyndeton without i!na in Mk. 10:36, ti< qe<lete poih<sw 
u[mi?n.  As already explained (p. 430), this may be parataxis (two  
questions).  Cf. i!na in Mk. 10:35 and Gal. 5:17.4 
 (b)   !Opwj.  It is much rarer in the N. T. in these constructions.  
It no longer occurs with the future ind. after verbs of striving.  
The papyri show o!pwj occasionally in this sense also. Moulton 
(Prol., p. 208) cites B. M. 21 (ii/n.c.) h]ci<wsa< se o!pwj a]podoq ?̂, while  
"a]ciw? c. infin. occurs in the same, papyrus."  Radermacher (N. T.  
Gr., p. 141 f.) quotes Theoph. ad Autolycum, 2, 34 e@stw soi e]reu- 
na?n ta> tou? qeou? o!pwj dunh<sei, inscr. from Magn., 90, 12 (ii/B.C.) 
e]fro<ntisen o!pwj—a]pokatastw?sin.  The few examples in the N. T. 
are all in the subj. Burton notes only three (Mt. 12 14; 22:15; 
Mk. 3:6), and all three after sumbou<lion e@labon (e]di<doun).  The  
clause thus thus partakes of the nature of an indirect deliberative 
 
 1 Prol., p. 178.  2 Ib.  3 W.-M., p. 396.  
 4 See art. by Jann., Expositor, ser. V, vol. IX, p. 296. 
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question (cf. Mk. 11:18,  pw?j).  They are all after secondary  
tenses.  There are some instances in the N. T. of  o!pwj after verbs  
of beseeching, though many verbs that in Attic had this idiom no  
longer have it.  Thus o!pwj and the subj. occur with de<omai. (Mt.  
9:38), ai]te<omai (Ac. 25:3), e]rwta<w (Lu. 7:3), parakale<w (Mt. 8:  
34), proseu<xomai (Ac. 8:15). 
 (g) Mh<, mh< pwj, mh< pote.  The usual construction in the nega- 
tive sub-final clauses is i!na mh<, but a small list of verbs commonly  
have mh<< as the conjunction.  This is true of verbs meaning 'to  
take heed,' to care for, ‘fear.’1  It is a much narrower range  
than the sub-final use of  i!na.  In the N. T. the subj. always oc- 
curs with mh< except in Col. 2:8 ble<pete mh< tij e@stai.  Thus ble<pete 
mh< tij u[ma?j planh<s^ (Mt. 24:4).  Treg. and Tisch. read the fut. ind.  
in 2 Cor. 12:21, but W. H. and Nestle rightly have tapeinw<s^ (cf.  
verse 20).  The pres. subj. occurs in Heb. 12:15 e]piskopou?ntej 
mh> e]noxl^?.  Elsewhere we have only the aor. subj.  Thus after 
ble<pw (Mk. 13:5); o[ra<w (Mt. 18:10); skope<w (Gal. 6:1); fobe<o- 
mai, (Ac. 27:17).  In Ac. 23:10 some MSS. have eu]labe<omai, but  
fobe<omai is correct.  This construction with fobe<omai is rare in  
the N. T. (Luke, Paul and Hebrews) and is apparently a literary  
touch.  Cf. Ac. 27:29.  In Ac. 5:26, e]fobou?nto ga>r to>n lao>n mh> 
liqasqw?sin (note subj. after secondary tense), there is a prolepsis  
of to>n lao<n.2  Mh< pwj is found after ble<pw with the aor. subj. (1 Cor.  
8:9) and fobe<omai (2 Cor. 11:3; 12:20).  Cf. Gal. 2:2 in 6, (c),  
(d) Pure Final Clauses.  If the fear is about an object in the  
present or past, the ind. is used.  Cf. p. 1045.  Thus in Lu. 11:35, 
sko<pei mh> --e]sti<n, and in Gal. 4:11, fobou?mai u[ma?j mh< pwj ei]k ?̂ 
kekopi<aka ei]j u[ma?j.  This is in strict accord with Attic idiom.3  
The papyri show it also (Moulton, Prol., p. 193).  So Par. P. 49  
(ii/B.c.) a]gwniw? mh< pote a]rrwstei?, N. P. 17 (iii/A.D.) u[fwrou?me mh> 
a@ra e]nqrw<skwn e@laqen u!dati.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 141) adds  
examples of fut. ind., as Enoch 6:3, fobou?mai mh> ou] qelh<sete; Dio 
Chrys., xxxiv, 44, ou] ga>r e@sti ki<ndunoj, mh> Mallwtw?n e]some<nwn a]sqene<- 
steroi do<cete.  The negative in such a clause is ou].  Thus fobou?mai 
mh< pwj ou]x oi!ouj qe<lw eu!rw (2 Cor. 12:20).  This is to show contrast  
to Cf. Col. 2:8, mh< tij e@stai--kai> ou].  Sometimes a verb of  
fearing is implied, though not expressed (cf. elliptical use of  i!na 
and  i!na mh<).  Thus Ac. 5:39, mh< pote eu[reqh?te.  This is a possible 
explanation of mh< pote ou] mh> a]rke<s^ (or mh< pote ou]k) in Mt. 25:9 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., pp. 88, 951f. 
 2 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 95. 
 3 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 133. 
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(note negatives) and mh< pote d&<h (2 Tim. 2:25).  Mh< pote is used  
with the aorist subj. after prose<xw (Lu. 21:34; Heb. 2:1), with  
a present subj. after fobe<omai (Heb. 4:1), with a pres. opt. after  
dialogi<zomai (Lu. 3:15, ind. question), with a fut. ind. after ble<pw  
(Heb. 3:12).  These clauses are of paratactic origin.1  This  
paratactic construction survives in the use of o!ra with the im- 
perative (Mt. 9:30; 24:6), but even so the clause may be de- 
pendent in actual use as in Mt. 18:10; 1 Th. 5:15.  Some  
doubt2 arises concerning the clauses with ble<pw which have a  
paratactic origin, but are practically dependent.  Those in the  
third person are clearly so (Mk. 13:5; Ac. 13:40, etc.).  This  
argues for a like usage in Lu. 21:8; Gal. 5:15; Heb. 12:25. 
 (d) The Relative Clause.  It is a classic idiom for complemen- 
tary relative clauses to be used in a sub-final sense.3  As examples  
of this idiom in the N. T. note a@cio<j e]stin &$ pare<c^ (Lu. 7:4); ou]k 
e@xw o{ paraqh<sw (11:6); ou]de<na e@xw o!stij merimnh<sei (Ph. 2:20).  Cf.  
sxw? ti< gra<yw (Ac. 25:26) and ti> gra<yai ou]k e@xw (ib.).  Rader- 
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 138) quotes from Achilles Tatius, IV, 16, 3, 
a]pogeu<somai tosou?ton o!son ka]kei<nh la<b^. 
 (e) The Infinitive.  With verbs of exhorting, beseeching, etc.,  
the infinitive was the normal idiom in the ancient Greek. In the  
N. T. it still occurs twice as often as i!na and o!pwj together.4  Some  
of these verbs have only the inf. in the N. T., as ai]sxu<nomai, a]cio<w, 
a]ske<w, bou<lomai, doke<w, e]a<w, e]piqume<w, e]pipoqe<w, e]pitre<pw, e]pixeire<w, 
keleu<w, o]kne<w, paraine<w, peira<w, spouda<zw, ta<ssw and compounds, 
fronti<zw, fobe<omai in the sense of 'to be afraid to do' (Mt. 2:22).  
Many of the verbs that use sub-final i!na may have the inf. also.  
Thus poih<sw u[ma?j gene<sqai (Mk. 1:17).  So also bouleu<omai, ai]te<omai,  
proseu<xomai, le<gw etc.  Cf. a@cioj lu?sai (Ac. 13:25) and a@cioj i!na  
lu<sw (Jo. 1:27).  In 2 Cor. 9:5 the inf. is used after the i!na  
clause to express an epexegetic or complementary purpose (tau<thn 
e[toi<mhn ei#nai), a rather common usage.  Cf. in 1 Cor. 9:15 both  
i!na and the inf. in a broken sentence.  Moulton5 argues that  
in Paul the majority of cases of tou? with the inf. are epexegetic  
(Ro. 1:24; 7:3; 8:12; 1 Cor. 10:13) or adnominal (Ro. 15:  
23; 1 Cor. 9:10; 16:4; 2 Cor. 8:11; Ph. 3:21) or the ablative  
construction (Ro. 15:22; 2 Cor. 1:8).  Certainly tou? mh> e]lqei?n in  
Lu. 17:1 is not purpose, nor tou? ei]selqei?n in Ac. 10:25.  Cf. also  
Mt. 21:32, tou? pisteu?sai.  Luke uses tou? and the inf. more than 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., pp. 185, 248. 4 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 87. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 89. 5 Prol., p. 218 f. 
 3 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 217. 
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any other N. T. writer.  The papyri show this non-final use of tou?  
and the inf. (Moulton, Prol., p. 219 f.).  So B. U. 1031 (ii/A.D.) 
fro<nhson tou? poih?sai, B. U. 164 (ii/iii A.D.) pei?sai au]to>n tou? e]lqei?n,  
B. M. 23 (ii/B.C.) prosdeome<nou mou tou? peripoih?sai.  In Lu. 18:1,  
pro>j to> dei?n, is not final.  Ei]j to< and the inf a we find chiefly in 
Paul (44 examples, Moulton, Prol., p. 218.  Mr. H. Scott makes  
50 by counting the verbs instead of the preposition). The con- 
struction is always final in the other N. T. writers. But Paul  
has non-final uses, as in 1 Th. 2:12; 4:9. 
 (z) Ei] and o!ti.  In Lu. 17:2 we have lusitelei? ei] e@rriptai h} i!na 
skandali<s^, where ei] and i!na introduce subject-clauses.  Cf. also 
ei]= o!ti in Mk. 9:42. In Lu. 19:21, e]fobou<mhn se o!ti a@nqrwpoj  
au]sthro>j ei#, the rare use of o!ti with fobe<omai may be causal.  It is  
made easier by the proleptic use of se.  The usual object-clause  
with o!ti belongs to indirect discourse. 
 (e) Consecutive Clauses. 
 (a)   !Ina.  It is debatable whether i!na has ecbatic use in the  
N. T.  There is in itself no reason why it should not have it, since  
undoubtedly it was so used in the later Greek.1  It occurs also in 
modern Greek, as ei#nai na> xa<s^ kanei>j to> mualo< tou, ‘that is for one 
to lose his reason’ (Thumb, Handb., p. 197).  The parallel of the  
Latin ut may have had some influence on this late Greek.  The  
development, however, was in the vernacular, and out of the sub- 
final use of  i!na, and the Latin influence was not needed.  There is  
not space to follow the long debate in the grammars and com- 
mentaries on this subject. Kuhner2 held that i!na had the ecbatic  
sense, but Thayer3 boldly accepts the verdict of Fritzsche and  
Winer who "have clearly shown that in all the passages adduced  
from the N. T. to prove the usage the telic (or final) force pre- 
vails."  W. F. Moulton4 agreed with Winer as against Fritzsche  
in the admission of the sub-final use of i!na, but he balked at the  
consecutive idea. "But it does not follow that the weakened  i!na  
is generally equivalent to w!ste: this use of  i!na is rather, as we can  
still perceive in most cases, an extension of eo eonsilio ut."  Yes,  
in most cases, beyond a doubt.  I once had just this feeling and  
stood against5 the admission of the consecutive force of  i!na.  J.  
H. Moulton6 confesses to a similar development of opinion on  
this subject.  He had once7 committed himself against the ec- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 455.   2 Gr., § 555, 2, Anm. 3.  
 3 Lexicon, p. 304. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 114, holds to the strict use of  i!na. 
 4 W.-M., p. 421.     6 Prol., p. 206. 
 5 Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., pp. 153, 155. 7 Intr. to N. T. Gr., p. 217. 
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batic i!na, but now he confesses himself "troubled with unsettling  
doubts." He boldly advocates1 the freedom of commentators to  
interpret  i!na as the context demands (final, sub-final, consecutive).  
Ellicott2 had defended just this principle, and he is the most  
severely grammatical of commentators.  The commentator must  
have grammar, but he needs the grammar of the author on whose  
work he is making comments. So, also Sanday and Headlam on  
Ro. 11:11 (mh> e@ptaisan i!na pe<swsin) pointedly interpret it thus:  
i!na expresses the contemplated result."  They appeal to Elli- 
cott, Lightfoot and Evans in support of this laxer use of  i!na as  
against Winer and the Germans.  They also (p. 143) quote Chry- 
sostom's exposition of i!na in Ro. 5:20: to> de> i!na e]ntau?qa ou]k ai]tio- 
lagi<aj pa<lin a]ll ] e]kba<sew<j e]stin.  Lightfoot admits the consecutive 
force of  i!na in Gal. 5:17; 1 Th. 15:4.  He is correct in both  
instances.  See also Lu. 1:43.  In Jo. 16:2, e@rxetai w!ra i!na do<c^  
it is almost temporal.  It is argued that, where i!na seems to be  
used in a consecutive clause, it is the divine purpose that is to be  
considered.  But certainly no such explanation is possible in Ro.  
11:11.  There is such a thing as the divine purpose and it is 
seen3 in Lu. 9:45, h#n parakekalumme<non a]po ] au]tw?n i!na mh> ai@sqwntai 
au]to<.  Cf. also Mt. 1:22, i!na plhrwq ?̂.  But surely no such pur- 
pose4 appears in Jo. 6:7 ou]k a]rkou?sin au]toi?j i!na e!kastoj braxu> la<b^.   
Here we have contemplated result, it is true, but it is result just  
the same.  It is probably just out of this idiom (conceived result)  
that the use of  i!na for actual result came.  Burton5 admits this  
conceived result as in Heb. 10:36, and seeks to explain Jo. 9:2, 
ti<j h!marten—i!na tuflo>j gennhq ?̂;  But the effort is not successful. 
He denies that there is a certain, "scarcely a probable, instance  
in the N. T. of a clause denoting actual result conceived as such."6 
He considers7 Rev. 13:13, poiei? shmei?a mega<la, i!na kai> pu?r poi ?̂ e]k- 
tou? ou]ranou? katabai<nein, as the most probable instance of  i!na de- 
noting actual result.  But there are others just as plain, if not 
clearer.  Thus 1 Jo. 1:9, pisto<j e]stin kai> di<kaioj, i!na a]f ?̂ ta> a[mar- 
ti<aj.  Blass8 places this beside a@dikoj e]pilaqe<sqai (Heb. 6:10) and  
thinks that the consecutive use of  i!na grew out of the infinitive in  
that sense.  With this Moulton9 agrees.  Cf. also Rev. 9:20, ou] 
meteno<hsan, i!na mh> proskunh<sousin, with ou] meteno<hsan dou?nai au]t&? 
do<can 
  
 1 Prol., p. 209.    6 Ib., p. 04. 
 2 On Epli. 1 : 17.   7 Ib. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 210.   8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224. 
 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 228.  9 Prol., p. 210.  
 5 N. T. M. and T., p. 92 f. 
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in 16:9.  Note in particular 1 Jo. 3:1, where the clause kai< e]smen   
accents the ecbatic force of  i!na.  This use is possible also in Jo.  
9:36; Mk. 11:28.  In Mk. 4:22, e]a>n mh> i!na fanerwq^?, we have  i!na  
(cf. a]ll ] i!na) used like w!ste and the inf. (cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T.  
Gk., p. 218).  In Mk. 2:10 i!na we have real purpose. The  
consecutive  i!na appears outside of the N. T. as in Arrian (Diss.  
Epict., II, 2, 16) ou!tw mwro>j h#n, i!na mh> i@d^.  Sophocles in his Lexi- 
con gives a quite extensive list of passages in the koinh< writers  
where i!na  has the consecutive sense.  He has probably claimed  
too many, but some of them are real instance.  Even Josephus  
has i!na in the sense of conceived result.1  Radermacher (N. T.  
Gr., p. 156) cites Epictetus, IV, 3, 9, e]leu<qeroj ga<r ei]mi kai> fi<loj tou? 
qeou? i!n ] e[kw>n pei<qwmai au]t&?.  Several other examples occur in Epic- 
tetus.  So, then, we conclude that i!na has in the N. T. all three  
uses (final, sub-final, consecutive), and thus runs a close parallel  
with the infinitive which it finally displaced.2  Sophocles cites  
several examples of consecutive  i!na from the LXX. One of these  
is certainly pertinent, Wisdom of Sol. 13:9, for i!na du<nwntai fol- 
lows tosou?ton and i!na has the force of w!ste. 
 (b)   !Wste.  This conjunction is merely w[j and te<= 'and so.'  In 
Homer w[j is both a demonstrative and a relative.  Either idea  
may appear in w!ste.  It is really a comparative particle.3  In the  
early writers the inf. was more common than the ind. with w!ste.  
Thus in Euripides the inf. occurs 130 times to 20 indicatives.  In  
Thucydides it is 144 to 82, but in Plato it is 253 to 240.  The  
consecutive sentence began with the inf. and was extended to the  
finite verb.4  In late Greek it returned to the inf. construction.  
Cf. Green, Diodorus and the Peloponnesian War, 1899, p. 21. Of  
the 95 instances5 of w!ste in the N. T. probably 30 do not come  
up for discussion under either final or consecutive clauses.  The  
word in these examples is merely an introductory inferential par- 
ticle like all.  The structure is wholly paratactic.  In this sense  
of 'therefore' the particle occurs with the ind. nineteen times.  
Cf. Mt. 12:12, w!ste e@cestin.  Once the subj. appears, 1 Cor. 5:  
8, w!ste e[orta<zwmen.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 161) even quotes 
P. Oxy. IV, 743, 27 (ii/B.C.) w!st ] a}n tou?to se qe<lw ginw<skein, and there 
are other instances like it. The other eleven instances have the 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224.  2 Moulton, Prol., p. 210. 
 3 Cf. Gildersl., The Consec. Sent. in Gk., Am. Jour. of  Philol., 1886, p. 167. 
 4 Cf. Berdolt, Der Konsekutivsatz in der illtern griech. Litteratur, 1896, 
pp. 21-27. 
 5 Mr. H. Scott makes 95 times by counting the verbs, Geden 83. 
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imper. (pres.).  Cf. w!ste blepe<tw (1 Cor. 10:12).  See 1 Cor. 3:21;  
11:33, etc.  Of the hypotactic examples 62 have the infinitive  
and only two the indicative.  In the Attic Greek actual result  
was expressed by w!ste and the indicative, while w!ste and the inf.  
(‘so as to’) denoted a result naturally or necessarily following the  
preceding cause.1  In the N. T. there are only two instances  
of the ind. with w!ste (as a hypotactic conjunction).  They are 
Jo. 3:16, o!twj ga>r h]ga<phsen o[ qeo>j to>n ko<smon w!ste to>n uio>n to>n 
monogenh? e@dwken, and Gal. 2:13, kai> sunupekri<qhsan au]t&? oi[ loipoi> 
  ]Ioudai?oi w!ste kai> Barna<baj sunaph<xqh au]tw?n t ?̂ u[pokri<sei.  Here the 
actual result is distinctly accented.  Blass2 on the flimsiest grounds  
seeks to oust w!ste in Jo. 3:16 by o!ti and to put the inf. in Gal.  
2:13, so as to get rid of this construction entirely in the N. T.  
Moulton3 rightly shows small patience with such "summary"  
methods in textual criticism.  The construction with the ind. is  
not quite obsolete in the vernacular koinh<, but in the LXX it is  
almost absent.  This classic idiom stands, therefore, in the N. T.,  
but only to make the contrast sharper.  Of the 62 instances of  
w!ste with the inf. in the N. T. they are nearly all consecutive,  
not final nor even sub-final.  Even in the classical Greek the inf.  
with w!ste in the sense of actual result was displacing4 the ind.  
and in the vernacular it grew rapidly. Cf. w!ste—a]polelu<sqai, 
B. G. U. 27 (ii/A.D.).  This is a distinct encroachment on the  
old idiom and has a wider range than in Attic.5  In Ac. 14:1 
note ou!twj w!ste.  See Mt. 13:32 w!ste e]lqei?n ta> peteina> tou? ou]ranou? 
kai> kataskhnoi?n e]n toi?j kla<doij au]tou?, (Mk. 4:37) w!ste h@dh geni<zesqai 
to> ploi?on, (Ac. 15:39) w!ste a]poxwrisqh?nai au]tou>j a]p ] a]llh<lwn.  Ta- 
tian took w!ste consecutive in Lu. 4:29  (Moulton, Prol., p. 249).  
Consecutive w!ste and inf. is too common in the inscriptions and  
papyri for Radermacher to mention (N. T. Gr., p. 160). We do  
not have w!ste after a comparative (h} w!ste) in the N. T.  There is  
no example of  w!ste nor of e]f ] &$te in the sense of 'on condition  
that.'  In Gal. 2:9 i!na has practically that idea. 
 (g)   [Wj.  Thayer considers that in Heb. 3:11 and 4:3 we have  
the consecutive use of w[j.  It is a quotation from the LXX (Ps.  
94:11) and is possible, though the simple 'as' is sufficient.6  But 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 223 ff. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224. 4 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 99. 
 3 Prol., p. 209.   6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224. 
 6 In Xen. Ws rather than w!ste occurs both with the inf. and the modes.  Cf.  
Wehmann, De w!ste particulae usu Heroditeo Thucydideo Xenophonteo, 1891,  
p. 40. 
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(in has kept its place as a consecutive particle in the koinh< (Rader- 
macher, N. T. Gr., p. 160). 
 (d)   !Oti.  There is no doubt about the consecutive use of OT  
in the later Greek.1  We find it in the LXX, as in Ex. 3:11, ti<j   
ei]mi e]gw> o!ti poreu<somai pro>j Faraw<;  Cf. also 2 Ki. 8:13.  The in- 
stances in the N. T. are not numerous, but they are very clear. 
Thus Mk. 4:1, ti<j a@ra ou$to<j e]stin o!ti kai> o[ a@nemoj kai> h[ qa<lassa 
u[poakou<ei au]t&?;   In Mt. 8:27 note potapo>j o!ti (cf. ou!twj w!ste).  See  
also Heb. 2:6 (Ps. 8:5); Lu. 4:36. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., 
p. 160) quotes Acta Christophori, 68, 18, toiou?toi ga<r ei]sin oi[ qeoi>  
u[mw?n o!ti u[po> gunaiko<j e]kinh<qhsan.  Moulton (Prol., p. 249) gives ti< 
didoi?j toi?j a]mnoi?j sou, o!ti zwh>n ai]w<nion e@xousin; Pelagia, 20.  It occurs  
in Theocritus 25 me<gaj—tosou?ton o!ti—die<koya, x, 14 e]j tosou?- 
ton o!ti.  C. Abbott (Joh. Gr., p. 534) takes o!ti as consecutive in  
Jo. 14:22, ti< ge<gonen o!ti h[mi?n me<lleij e]mfani<zein; Abbott finds no  
instance of consecutive o!ti in the Egyptian papyri.  The idiom  
is common in the late Greek.  Akin to it is the modern Greek use 
of pou? as consecutive (Thumb, Handb., p. 197). The same idea  
is found in Jo. 7:35. 
 (e) The Relative.  This is a common classic idiom. The mode  
is the ind. and the negative ou].2  In Latin the subj. is the mode 
with qui.  The tense is usually the fut. ind., though the con- 
struction is rare3 in the koinh<.  But one may note in the N. T., 
Mt. 10:26 and in particular 24:2, ou] mh> a]feq ?̂ w$de li<qoj e]pi> li<qon 
o!j ou] kataluqh<setai.  See also Lu. 8:17; 1 Cor. 6:5; Ro. 8:32.  
In Jo. 5:7, a@nqrwpon ou]k e@xw i!na ba<l^, we see i!na usurping this  
province of the relative.  Cf. Rev. 19:15.  See "Relative" under Sub-final. 
 (z) The Infinitive.  The inf. with w!ste has been discussed, but  
we have left the simple inf., the articular (tou?) inf., ei]j to< and the 
inf.  There are apparently examples of each construction in the  
N. T.  Thus the simple inf. of result is seen in Lu. 1:54, a]ntela<- 
beto  ]Israh>l paido>j au]tou? mnhsqh?nai e]le<ouj; at any rate it is used here  
very freely.  Blass4 considers the infinitives in Lu. 1:72 used  
"quite incoherently."  But in Ac. 5:3 yeu<sasqai has a consecu- 
tive idea, as has e]pilaqe<sqai in Heb. 6:10.  See also a]noi?cai in Rev.  
5:5 and dou?nai in 16:9.  Cf. Lu. 1:76, 78 f.  It is probable that  
originally the Dative –ai in the inf., do<menai as opposed to do<men, 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 455; Moulton, Prol., p. 249. Cf. Compernass, § 38.  
See Sophocles' Lexicon. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 218 f. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 468.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224. 
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expressed "designed result" (Moulton, Prol., pp. 204, 207), but  
this idea shrank into the background.  This idiom is found in the 
papyri,1 as in 0. P. 526 (ii/A.D.), ou]k h@mhn a]paqh>j a]lo<gwj se a]polei<- 
pein.  Meyer on Ro. 7:3, tou? mh> ei#nai, argues that tou? and the 
inf. never expresses result, a position which I once held.2  But the  
evidence is too strong to resist.  See Infinitive for distinction be- 
tween actual and hypothetical result. Radermacher (N. T. Gr., 
p. 154) quotes Acta Barnabae, 10, mh> bia<s^ Barna<ban tou? mh> po- 
reu<esqai, as consecutive.  The idiom is not common in the papyri  
as is true of  tou? and inf.  (Moulton, Prol., p. 220).  It belongs  
chiefly to the LXX and Byzantine writers, and Moulton puts it  
in "the higher stratum of education in the main." The epexe- 
getic use occurs, as in C. P. R. 156 e]cousi<an—tou?--qe<sqai, 0. P.  
275 tou? a]pospasqh?nai e]pi<teimon.  This construction (tou? and the inf.) 
had a very wide development in the N. T. in opposition to the  
encroachments of  i!na.  See Lu. 17:1 and Ac. 10:25, where tou?   
and the inf. is practically the subject of the verb (cf. original  
dative and locative cases).  Luke has two-thirds of the examples  
of tou? and the inf. in the N. T.  Only half of these (in Gospel and  
Acts) seem clearly final according to Moulton.3  He holds that of  
the 13 examples in Paul none are unmistakably final, though Ro.  
6:6 and Ph. 3:10 are probably so.  In both instances tou? and  
the inf. is epexegetic of a i!na clause (Moulton, Prol., p. 218).  In  
Paul ‘so as to’ will usually express his idea with tou? and the inf.  A  
clear instance in Luke is seen in Ac. 7: 19, e]ka<kwsen tou>j pate<raj 
tou? poiei?n=’so as to make.’  Blass4 cites a parallel from the LXX  
(1 Ki. 17:20), su> e]ka<kwsaj tou? qanatw?sai to>n ui[o>n au]th?j.  Other LXX 
instances are Gen. 3:22; 19:21; Is. 5:14.  Cf. Ro. 7:3 (epex.,  
consec., p. 1067), tou? mh> ei#nai.  It is probable in Lu. 9:51; Ac. 
18:10; 20:3; 27:1; Ro. 1:24.  Cf. tou? e]rwth?sai and o!pwj kata- 
ga<g^j in Ac. 23:20.  So with ei]j to< and the inf.  Its most natural  
signification is aim or purpose, but, just as with  i!na, so here re- 
sult is sometimes the idea. Meyer in his note on Ro. 1:20, ei]j to> 
ei#nai au]tou>j a]napologh<touj, insists that the meaning of ei]j to> is 
always purpose.  In this particular instance divine purpose  
may be the idea, though result is the probable conception. See 
Sanday and Headlam in loco.  Ellicott on 1 Th. 2:12, ei]j to> 
peripatei?n (after parakalou?ntej ktl.), admits the sub-final use of ei]j 
to<  (cf. i!na) after verbs of exhorting (cf. 1 Th. 3:10), though  
denying the ecbatic use.  But it is only a step to go on and that 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 210.   3 Prol., p. 217. 
 2 Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 156. 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 236. 
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the N. T. writers took.  See the epexegetic use of  ei]j to< in 1 Th.  
4 9.  Winer1 admitted the consecutive use of ei]j to< and the inf.  
as in 2 Cor. 8:6, as ei]j to> parakale<sai h[ma?j Ti<ton, 'so that we be- 
sought Titus.'  This idiom is not present in the Johannine wri- 
tings, though it is very frequent in Paul's writings especially Ro.  
and 1 Th.) and Hebrews.  Notice taxu>j ei]j to> a]kou?sai, bradu>j ei]j 
to> lalh?sai (Jas. 1:19).  In Heb. 11:3, ei]j to> gegone<nai, we have 
a clear example of result.  Note the perfect tense with notion of  
permanence.2  See also fronei?n ei]j to> swfronei?n (Ro. 12:3), where 
purpose is impossible.  Cf. Gal. 3:17.  As to pro>j to< and the inf.  
the point is not clear.  Purpose is undoubtedly present as in  
Mt. 6:1; Eph. 6:11, and there is total absence of purpose in Lu.  
18:1, pro>j to> dei?n.  It is not certain, in spite of Blass' comment,3  
that in the N. T. pro>j to< expresses result.  In Mt. 5:28, pro>j to> 
e]piqumh?sai, either purpose or result is possible.  W. F. Moulton4  
denies that the idiom ever conveys mere result, but admits that  
it may have subjective purpose as in 1 Th. 2:9.  J. H. Moul- 
ton5 holds that this is the idea in all the four examples in Paul's  
writings.  See further 2 Th. 3:8; 2 Cor. 3:13. 
 7. WISHES.  The use of the optative for a future wish like  
a[gia<sai (1 Th. 5:23), mh> ge<noito (Gal. 6:14), is not a hypotactic  
construction.  This is pure parataxis and has already been dis- 
cussed under the Optative.6  See Optative Mode.  The only hypo- 
tactic sentence for the expression of a wish in the N. T. is that  
with o]fei<lw, which comes in the late Greek to be used as a par- 
ticle.  Even here it is possible to regard the construction as  
paratactic, but note ei] ga<r and ei@qe.  It is the second aorist ind.  
of o]fei<lw without the augment.   @Ofelon, with the inf. occurs in  
Herodotus, and the form is thus probably Ionic.7  For koinh< par- 
allels see "Impossible Wishes" under Indicative Mode.  Cf. w@fei- 
lon suni<stasqai in 2 Cor. 12:11.  It is found in the LXX8 as a  
conjunction, as in Ex. 16:3, o@felon a]peqa<nomen.  Cf. Num. 14:2;  
20:3.  Moulton9 suggests that its application to the second and 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 413 f.   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 236. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 219.   4 W.-M., p. 414 note. 
 5 Prol., p. 218. See further Ogden, De infinitivi finalis vel consecutivi  
constructione apud priscos poetas Graecos, 1913. 
See ch. on " Wishes " in my Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 157. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 201. 
 8 In W.-Sch., p. 29, reference is made to ei] o@felon e]fu<lacaj in Job 14: 13 and  
ei] ga>r o@felon dunai<mhn in Job 30:24.  Evidently o@felon was not felt to be suffi- 
cient alone. 
 9 Prol., p. 201. 
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third persons is due to the meaning ‘I would’ rather than ‘thou  
shouldst.’  As a matter of fact its use in the N. T. is very limited,  
though ei@qe and ei] ga<r are wanting as particles of wishing.  For  
a wish about the past we have the aorist ind.  So o@felo<n ge e]basi- 
leu<sate (1 Cor. 4:8).  Cf. Ps. 118 (119):5.  For a wish about  
the present we have the imperfect ind.  So 2 Cor. 11:1, o@felon 
a]nei<xesqe, and Rev. 3:15, o@felon h#j.  The Text. Rec. here has  
o@felon ei@hj, but it is baseless.  However, we do find the fut. ind.  
for a future wish.  So Gal. 5:12, o@felon a]poko<yontai.  Wishes as  
a separate idiom are vanishing in the N. T.  But o@felon appears  
in Lucian, Athenagoras, Greg. Naz., Socrates.  Cf. Sophocles'  
Lexicon.  To compensate for this loss we have the strong assever- 
ations with ou] mh< (Mt. 13:14), the use of ei] like the Hebrew Mxi 
(Mk. 8:12; Heb. 4:3), ei] mh<n (Heb. 6:14), the use of the parti- 
ciple like the Hebrew inf. absolute (Mt. 13:14).  The distinction  
between wish and supposition with ei] was sometimes hard to make  
in Homer.1  The relation between wishes and conditions is not  
clear. 
 8. CONDITIONAL SENTENCES. 
 (a) Two Types.  No hypotactic clause is more important than  
this.  For some reason the Greek conditional sentence has been  
very difficult for students to understand. In truth the doc- 
tors have disagreed themselves and the rest have not known  
how to go.  The theory of Hermann, followed by most Germans  
(Winer,2 Blass3), is the one that I learned from Broadus and have  
expounded in my Short Grammar.4  It is also that of Gilder- 
sleeve.5  This theory in brief is that there are four classes of con- 
ditions which fall into two groups or types.  The two types are  
the determined and the undetermined.  The point in "deter- 
mined" is that the premise or condition is assumed to be true (or  
untrue).  A positive statement is made in either case and the  
conclusion follows logically from this premise. The indicative is  
the one used for this type (the first and second class conditions,  
real and unreal, or fulfilled and unfulfilled). The other type is the  
undetermined condition.  Naturally the indicative is not allowed  
here.  The element of uncertainty calls for the subj. or the opta- 
tive.  The difference therefore between the third and fourth class  
conditions is just that between the subj. and the opt.  They are  
both modes of doubtful, hesitating affirmation, but the optative 
 
 1 Monro, Horn. Gr., p. 227. Cf. Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1909, p. 14. 
 2 W.-M., pp. 363 ff.   4 Pp. 161 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 213 f.  5 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, pp. 435 ff. 
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is more remote than the subj.  In this type the premise is not  
assumed to be either true or untrue.  The point is in the air and  
the cloud gathers round it.  But there is less mist over the subj.  
than the opt.  In broad outline this is the classification of the  
conditional sentences which I hold to be true.  Thompson1 is  
surely right in saying that no division can claim any higher right  
than that of convenience and intelligibility, except that I should  
like to add that the exposition should be in harmony with the  
facts of the historical development of the Greek language. There  
is no nobler achievement in syntax than the Greek conditional  
sentence before it broke down from the loss of the optative and  
the future indicative.  In the modern Greek it is therefore a  
wreck, and there is corresponding obscurity between the various  
classes of conditions, as in English, in spite of special develop- 
ments to make atonement for the loss.2  In broad outline these  
four classes of conditions may be termed Reality, Unreality,  
Probability, Possibility.  The word Probability is, however, too  
strong a term for the third-class condition (e]a<n and the subj.). La  
Roche3 prefers "objektive Moglichkeit" for the third class and  
"subjektive Moglichkeit" for the fourth class (ei] and the opt.).  
This is also the language of Winer,4 "objective possibility" and  
"subjective possibility."  Farrar5 prefers the words Possibility,  
Impossibility, Slight Probability, Uncertainty.  Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 142) calls ei] with ind. "objektiv," e]a<n with subj.  
"an sich objektiv," ei] with opt. "subjektiv," ei] with past tenses  
of ind. "Irrealitat."  So it goes.  Radermacher thinks also that,  
to understand the Greek conditions, we must distinguish sharply  
between the vernacular and the koinh< ("so mussen wir Scharf  
scheiden zwischen Volkssprache and der Koine"), a mistaken  
view in my judgment. It is best to use koinh< for both the ver- 
nacular and literary language. This brings us face to face with  
the other theory, the one adopted by Farrar. It was expounded  
by Goodwin6 and has had quite a vogue in America and Eng- 
land.7  This theory calls for "particular" and "general" supposi- 
tions as a fundamental element. This is a false step in itself. As 
 
 1 Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 296. 
 2 Jebb, V. and D.'s Handb., pp. 330 ff.; Thumb, Handb., p. 194 f. 
 3 Beitr. zur griech. Gr., 1893, pp. 14, 18. He uses "Wirklichkeit" and  
"Irrealitat" (pp. 8, 28) for the others. 
 4 W.-M., p. 364.   5 Gk. Synt., p. 156 f. 
 6 See Proc. of the Am. Acad., vol. VI; Jour. of Philol., V, pp. 186-205,  
VIII, pp. 13-38; M. and T., pp. 145 ff. 
 7 Adopted by Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 296. 
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Gildersleeve1 shows, each of the four classes of conditions may be  
particular or general.  That point has no bearing on the quality  
of the condition.  Goodwin's past general supposition, where alone  
a show of distinct structure is made, is a mixed condition (see later  
under fourth class condition):  But the point on which I wish to  
attack Goodwin's scheme is chiefly in his definition of the first and  
second class conditions.  That involves the third also, as will be  
seen.  Goodwin confuses the "fact" with the "statement" of the  
fact. He describes the first condition thus:  "When the protasis  
simply states a present or past particular supposition, implying  
nothing as to the fulfilment of the condition, it takes a present or  
past tense of the indicative with ei]." The words to which I ob- 
ject, besides "particular," are "implying nothing as to the fulfil- 
ment of the condition."  This condition pointedly implies the  
fulfilment of the condition.  It is the condition of actuality, real- 
ity, Wirklichkeit, and not mere "possibility" as Farrar has it (see  
above) a la Goodwin.  This is the crux of the whole matter.  
Once see that the first class condition with the ind. implies the  
reality of the premise, all else follows naturally. In the discussion  
of the second class condition Goodwin2 properly says: "When the  
protasis states a present or past supposition, implying that the  
condition is not or was not fulfilled, etc."  This is the condition  
of unreality as the other is that of reality and the indicative is, of  
course, used with both.  Hence the subj. and the opt. conditions  
fall apart to themselves as undetermined.  The point about all  
the four classes to note is that the form of the condition has to  
do only with the statement, not with the absolute truth or cer- 
tainty of the matter.  Examples will be given directly to show that  
the second class condition is sometimes used where the fact is  
just the opposite.  The same thing is true of the first class condi- 
tion.  We must distinguish always therefore between the fact  
and the statement of the fact. The conditional sentence deals  
only with the statement. This point is clearly seen in Kuhner- 
Gerth, II, p. 465, except that the third class is lost sight of and  
merged with the first. Burton3 follows Goodwin through all his 
 
 1 Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, pp. 435 ff. Gildersl. still objects to the distinc- 
tion of "particular" and "general" suppositions which Goodwin brought into  
fashion. That merely depends on the character of the apodosis. Cf. Am.  
Jour. of Philol., 1909, p. 10.   2 M. and T., p. 147. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., pp. 100 ff. Farnell (Gk. Conditional and Rel. Sent., 1892)  
also follows Goodwin, as does R. H. Smith (The Theory of Cond. Sent. in Gk.  
and Lat., 1894). 
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ramifications.  A word further is demanded by way of warning.  
One must not try to explain the Greek condition by the English  
or German translation.  The English is often hopelessly ambigu- 
ous, while the Greek is perspicuous if one will only give it a  
chance to speak for itself. The true explanation is only possible  
by the approach from the Greek standpoint.  And that is by the  
mode, not by ei] or e]a<n.   ]Ea<n is nothing but ei] a@n.  The a@n is not  
essential to either protasis or apodosis.  Homer1 used ei] with the  
subj. with or without ke< or a@n.  The Attic Greek2 sometimes has  
ei] a@n with the opt. and Demosthenes used ei] a@n with the past ind.  
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 127) quotes Joh. Philop. De aeterni- 
tate 430, 28 (iii/A.D.) ei]—h]du<nato a@n.  He gives also (p. 163) ka}n   
— bohqoi<h, Diod. XI, 37, 3; e]a>n mh>— r[u<saito, Diod. I, 77, 3.  The 
modern Greek uses a@n (for e]a<n) with any tense of the ind. (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 194).  There is no principle involved in a@n, simply  
custom.  In modern Greek the subj. is used, of course, more freely  
since the fut. ind. and the opt. have vanished.3  Jolly holds that  
the ind. was a later development with conditional sentences in  
Greek and that the first attempt was made with the subj. and  
the opt. He thinks that the use of the ind. was the result of a  
clearer conception of the logical possibilities of the conditional  
clause. The subj. was more common in the Zend and the  
Sanskrit (and Latin) than in the Greek.4  Here as always a@n is  
difficult to explain. "Now it has a definite reference, now it is  
indefinite.  Sometimes the reference is supplied by the context,  
sometimes by the opposite."5  See The Use of a@n in Relative  
Sentences in this chapter.  We shall first examine the standard  
forms of the conditional sentence and then note the variations  
and modifications. 
 (b) Four Classes. 
 (a) Determined as Fulfilled.  This class of condition assumes  
the condition to be a reality and the conclusion follows logically 
and naturally from that assumption. Gildersleeve (Am. Jour. of 
Philol., 1882, p. 435) observes that this is the favourite condition:  
"It is the favourite condition when one wishes to be or seem 
fair, the favourite condition when one is sure of the premiss."  
The construction is ei] (sometimes e]a<n)6 and any tense of the in- 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 210 f. 2 Baumlein, Unters., pp. 352ff.  
 3 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 463; Thumb, Handb., p. 194 f. 
 4 Cf. Jolly, Ein Kapitel vergl. Synt., 1872, p. 122 f. 
 5 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, p. 449. 
 6 The origin of ei] is uncertain.  Ei] is the same as al in Homer (and Doric). 
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dicative in the protasis.  The apodosis varies very greatly.  It  
all depends on what one is after, whether mere statement, pre- 
diction, command, prohibition, suggestion, question.  Hence the  
apodosis may be in the indicative (any tense) or the subjunctive  
or the imperative.  There is no necessary correspondence in  
tense between protasis and apodosis.  The variation in the mode  
of the apodosis has no essential bearing on the force of the con- 
dition.  This condition, therefore, taken at its face value, assumes  
the condition to be true. The context or other light must deter- 
mine the actual situation.  The apodosis is the principal clause,  
but since the protasis is the premise, the protasis usually pre- 
cedes the apodosis.  The apodosis may be declarative or inter- 
rogatory, positive or negative.  This condition is so frequent in  
the N. T. that no exhaustive list can be given, but representative  
examples must suffice.  Thus in Mt. 12:27, ei] e]gw> e]n Beezebou>l 
e]kba<llw ta> daimo<nia, oi[ ui[oi> u[mw?n e]n ti<ni e]kba<llousin;  This is a good 
example (cf. also Gal. 5:11) to begin with, since the assumption  
is untrue in fact, though assumed to be true by Jesus for the sake  
of argument.  The question is a reductio ad absurdum.  In verse 
26, ei] o[ Satana?j to>n Satana?n e]kba<llei, e]f ] e[auto>n e]meri<sqh, there is 
the additional point of change of tense in the apodosis.  He was  
already divided against himself, in that case, before he casts him- 
self out.  But the tense may be merely due to a quick change  
of view-point as accomplished (timeless aorist in reality). This 
point comes out well in verse 28, ei] de> e]n pneu<mati qeou? e]gw> e]kba<llw 
ta> daimo<nia, a@ra e@fqasen e]f ] u[ma?j h[ basilei<a.  Note a@ra with the 
aorist.  For the past ind. in both clauses see Ac. 11:17 (ei] e@dwken, 
ti<j h@mhn); 1 Cor. 15:2; Rev. 20:15 (ei@ tij ou]x eu[re<qh, e]blh<qh).  For  
the present ind. in both clauses note Mt. 19:10 (ei] ou!twj e]sti<n — 
ou] sumfe<rei); Ro. 8:9; Jo. 15:18; 1 Cor. 15:12.  The presence  
of the perfect in protasis (15:14, 17, 19) or apodosis (15:13, 16)  
does not vary the point. In 2 Cor. 2:5, the perfect is followed by  
the perfect. The fut. ind. may, though rarely in the N. T., occur  
in both clauses, as in Mt. 26:33 (ei] skandalisqh<sontai, skandalisqh<- 
somai).   Cf. Mk. 14:29; Lu. 19:40; 1 Cor. 3:15; 2 Tim. 2:12; 1  
Cor. 3:14 f.  But such little niceties cut no figure in this con- 
struction.  There is perfect liberty to mix the tenses ad libitum.  
So past and present (Lu. 19:8 f.; 11:18; 2 Cor. 7:8, 14; Ro. 
 
Lange (Der horn. Gebr. der Partikel Ei]) makes it exclamatory. But Hale  
(The Orig. of Subj. and Opt. Cond. in Gk., Harv. Stu. in Class. Philol., 1901)  
treats it as a demonstrative in the locative case, meaning 'in that case.'  
This is more probable. 
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4:2; 15:27; 1 Jo. 4:11), past and future (Jo. 3:12; 15:20;  
Lu. 16:11), present and future (Mt. 17:4; Jo. 5:47; 11:12;  
Ac. 5:39; 19:39; Ro. 8:11).  In 1 Cor. 9:11 ei] e]spei<ramen and  
ei] qeri<somen occur side by side.  Examples of the imperative in the 
apodosis occur as in Mk. 4:23 ei@ tij e@xei w#ta a]kou<ein, a]koue<tw. Cf. 
Mt. 5:29; 8:31; Lu. 4:3; Ac. 16:15; Jo. 7:4; 18:23.  In Lu. 
4:3, ei] ui[o>j ei# tou? qeou?, ei]pe<, we have a good example of the first 
class condition.  The devil would not, of course, use the second  
class (assumed to be untrue), for that would be an affront to  
Christ.  The third and fourth classes would throw doubt on the  
point.  The temptation, to have force, must be assumed as true.  
The devil knew it to be true.  He accepts that fact as a working  
hypothesis in the temptation.  He is anxious to get Jesus to  
prove it, as if it needed proof for Christ's own satisfaction and  
for his reception.  If the devil used Aramaic, then we have  
Christ's own translation of it or that of the Evangelist.  In Jo.  
18:23 (ei] kakw?j e]la<lhsa, martu<rhson peri> tou? kakou?), however, the as- 
sumption is not a fact, though Christ treats it as such for argu- 
ment's sake.  Cf. Lu. 23:35, 37. In Jo. 20:15 note the aorist  
ind. (ei] e]ba<stasj) and the imper. (ei]pe<).  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk.,  
p. 215) takes ei] qe<leij in the late koinh< to be like the French s'il  
vous plait.  Cf. Mt. 17:4.  For the subj. in the apodosis note Gal. 
5:25, ei] zw?men pneu<mati, pneu<mati kai> stoixw?men. The use of e]a<n with  
the ind. is rather more frequent in the late koih<.  Finally ei] came  
to be "a mere literary alternative."1  In the koinh< in Pisidia and  
Phrygia e]a<n occurs with the aorist ind., the pres. ind. and the  
future ind. as well as with the subj.2  The papyri examples are  
unmistakable, as e]a>n dei? in Tb. P. 58 (ii/B.C.), e]a>n oi#den B. U.  
546 (Byz.), e]a>n fai<netai, A. P. 93 (ii/A.D.), e]a>n d ] ei]si<n 0. P.  
(ii/A.D.), e]a>n keleu<eij 0. P. 1150, 2 f. (vi/A.D.), e]a>n maxou?sin Par.  
P. 18, e]a<nper e]kplhrw<sousin Par. P. 62 (ii/B.c.).3  Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., pp. 83, 163) cites others from the papyri and in- 
scriptions.  So Heberdey-Wilhelm, Reisen, p. 137, e]a>n de< tij qh<sei;  
Eum. Hippiatr., p. 244, 30, e]a<nper e]no<rxhj e]sti<n.  Perhaps ex- 
amples like e]a>n h#n are not to be counted as instances, since h#n  
for #̂ is sometimes subj.4  In general, the difference between ei]  
and e]a<n is considerably lessened in the koinh<, though it must be 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 420. 
 2 Compernass, De Sermone, p. 35 f. 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 168. 
 4 Ib., pp. 49, 168, 187; Cl. Rev., XVIII, p. 108. For the usage of the 
LXX see Sterenberg, The Use of Cond. Sent. in the Alex. Version of the Pen- 
tateuch, 1908. 
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remembered that e]a<n was never confined to the subj. nor ei] to the  
ind. and opt.  ]Ea>n h#sqa occurs in Job 22:3, and Moulton1 quotes  
it from Hb. P. 78 (iii/B.c.) as "certainly subj." Cf. also e]a>n h#san   
Tb. P. 333 (iii/A.D.), and a number of undoubted examples of e]a<n  
with past, present and future tenses of the ind. from koinh< writers  
are given in Sophocles' Lexicon under e]a<n.  Thayer calls it "a  
somewhat negligent use, met with from the time of Aristotle on."  
It was just a normal development in the koinh< till in the modern  
Greek a@n, is used indifferently with either ind. or subj.  So a}n to< 
 ]kanej, 'if you did so,' a}n diya<s^j, 'if you thirst' (Thumb, Handb., 
p. 194 f.).  Theophylact in his Proem to Luke has e]a>n mh> e]qa<rrei,  
In the N. T. we note e]a>n oi@damen (1 Jo. 5:15); e]a>n sth<kete (1 Th. 
3:8), where the distinction is clear between the two modes (ind.  
and subj.).  In 1 Th. 3:8 xD have sth<khte, but in Lu. 6:34  
there is considerable support for e]a>n danei<zete, as there is for e]a<n te 
a]poqnh<skomen in Ro. 14: 8.  In Gal. 1:8 a few MSS. read e]a>n eu]ag- 
geli<zetai.  It is possible to treat e]a>n marturw? as pres. ind., Jo. 5:  
31; 8:14.  There is undue scepticism on Blass' part2 concerning  
e]a<n and the fut. ind.  It is true that the MSS. are generally di- 
vided, but there is no real room for doubt about following xBCE  
in Ac. 8:31, e]a>n o[dhgh<sei, except for possible itacism with –^.  That  
is possible also in Rev. 2:5 where W. H. read e]a>n metanoh<s^j.  
But there is no room for itacism in Mt. 18:19 e]a>n sumfwnh<sousin,  
supported by xBDELD 33, although rejected by W. H. and Nestle  
(FGKM have –wsin), nor in Lu. 19:40 e]a>n siwph<sousin, nor in Rev.  
2:22 e]a>n mh> metanoh<sousin.  In Mt. 18:19 the editors seem un- 
willing to follow the MS. evidence for the fut. ind.  It is mere 
tradition to feel that e]a<n has to have the subj.  Besides, we have 
e]a>n e@s^ and e]a>n mhke<ti prosqh<sw Hermas, Mand. V, 1. 2 and 
Mand. IV, 3. 7.  In Lev. 22:9 we find e]a>n bebhlw<sousin.  There is 
at any rate no great difference in the resultant sense between the  
fut. ind. and the aor. subj. and it was a very natural develop- 
ment.  Cf. Homer's use of ke< with both.  But, when all is said,  
as a matter of fact, in the N. T. as in the koinh< generally, the rule  
is for ei] to appear with the incl. and e]a<n with the subj.  In 1 Cor.  
7:5 we have ei] mh<ti a@n (bracketed by W. H.) without a verb.  It  
is matched by the papyri.3   Thus B. U. 326 ei@ ti e]a>n — katali<pw,  
0. P. 105 (ii/A.D.) ei@ ti a@llo ai]a>n (e@)xw, B. M. 233 (iv/A.D.) ei@ ti 
a}n—a]nalw<s^j, Tb. P. 28 (ii/B.C.) ei] ka}n du<natai.  In these the modal  
a@n (e]a<n) is separated from ei] and used as if with o!j, o!pou.  Rader- 
 
 1 Prol., p. 168. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 215.  3 Moulton, Prol., p. 169. 
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macher (N. T. Gr., p. 162) cites also Joh. Philop., De aetern., p.  
85, 19, ei] ou]k a}n –u[pa<rx^.  Deissman1 sees no analysis of e]a>n mh< 
ti in this, though Moulton contends for this explanation.  The  
use of ei] peri<keitai in Mk. 9:42 in the sense of  o!ti Blass (Gr. of  
N. T. Gk., p. 215) calls "quite incorrect."  He means it is  
not "classic."  Note the irony in 1 Cor. 14:38, ei@ tij a]gnoei?,  
a]gnnoei?tai. 
 The negative of the protasis in the first class condition is  
practically always ou] in the N. T. We have ei] ou] as a rule, not  
ei] mh<.   In the classic Greek the rule was to use ei] mh<, and ei] ou]  
appeared only where the ou] coalesced with a single word (the  
verb generally) or for sharp antithesis or emphasis.2  But in the  
N. T., as in the koinh< generally and occasionally in the Attic,3 we  
meet ei] ou] in the condition of the first class.  Jannaris4 notes 34  
examples of ei] ou] in the N. T., but Moulton5 finds only 31 of this  
class of condition.  There are only two in the second, so that there  
is a slight discrepancy.  In truth ei] mh< occurs only five times with  
the simple logical condition, and the examples are not quite nor- 
mal except the one in Mk. 6:5, ou]k e]du<nato ei] mh> e]qara<peusen (a 
simple past condition), and in 1 Tim. 6:3, ei@ tij—mh> prose<rxetai. 
(Blass calls this an "abnormal" instance from the literary style  
and unlike the N. T. idiom). But see 1 Cor. 15:2 e]kto>j ei] mh> 
ei]k ?̂ e]pisteu<sate, 2 Cor. 13:5 ei] mh<ti a]do<kimoi< e]ste, Gal. 1:7 ei] mh< 
tine<j ei]sin.  Elsewhere the negative is ou].  This is in harmony with 
the meaning of ou] and the ind. mode.  The definite negative goes  
with the definite mode.  This is the condition of supposed reality  
and ei] ou] is the natural combination.  In general Blass6 is correct  
in saying that ou] is the negative of the ind. and of the other  
modes including the inf. and part.  This, of course, was not the  
Attic standard, but that was hopelessly gone even for the Atti- 
cists.7  In the modern Greek de<n, (from ou]de<n) supplants ou] with the  
ind. and mh<(n) goes with the subj.  That is the goal, as Moulton 
observes,8 which is not yet reached in the N. T., for mh< occurs in 
questions of doubt with the ind. and ei] mh< still holds on.  Even in  
the modern Greek, Thumb (Handb., p. 195) gives de<n, with subj.  
or ind. in conditions as a} de>n pisteu<̂ j and a} de>n ph<gaina.  Rader- 
 
 1 B. S., p. 204.    4 Ib. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 477.   5 Prol., T. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 429.  6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 253. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 170. Cf. Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1880, first copy. 
 8 Prol., p. 170. Cf. P. Thouvenin, Les Negations dans le Nouveau Testa- 
ment, Revue de Philol., 1894, p. 229, 
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macher (N. T. Gr., p. 172) cites Pap. Wess. xxvi, ei] ou] di<dotai<.  
But the point to get clear is that in the first class condition the  
normal negative in the koinh< is ei] ou].  Moulton counts the idiom  
6 times in Luke, 3 in John, 16 in Paul, 2 in James, and one each  
in Matthew, Hebrews, 2 Peter and Revelation.  As examples 
take Lu. 18:4 ei] kai> to>n qeo>n ou] fobou?mai ou]de> a@nqrwpon e]ntre<pomai 
and Jo. 1:25 ei] su> ou]k ei# o[ Xristo<j.  In the latter case the nega-  
tive is very emphatic.  So in Jo. 5:47 ei] ou] pisteu<ete.  Cf. further 
Lu. 12:26; 16:11, 31; Jo. 3:12; Ro. 11:21; 1 Cor. 15:13, 15- 
17; 2 Th. 3:10.  Sometimes ou] practically coalesces with the  
verb, as in Lu. 14:26; 1 Cor. 7:9; 11:6; 16:22; 1 Tim. 5:8;  
Rev. 20:15.  The notion of contrast is seen in Jo. 10:37 ei] ou]  
poiw?, ei] de> poiw?.  Note also ka}n mh> pisteu<hte.  So in 5:46 ei] pi- 
steu<ete, ei] de>--ou] pisteu<ete.  See further Lu. 11:8; Jas. 2:11; 2  
Pet. 2:4.  In Mt. 26:42 note ei] ou] du<natai tou?to parelqei?n e]a>n mh> 
pi<w.  In Ro. 11:21, ei] ou]k e]fei<sato, ou]de> sou? fei<setai, it is hardly 
possible to translate ei] ou] by 'unless.'  The same thing is true in  
1 Cor. 9:2 and 15:29.  Cf. e]a>n mh< in 9:16. 
 (b)  Determined as Unfulfilled.  In this somewhat difficult con- 
dition only past tenses of the ind. occur. The premise is as- 
sumed to be contrary to fact. The thing in itself may be true,  
but it is treated as untrue. Here again the condition has only to  
do with the statement, not with the actual fact. A good illustra- 
tion is found in Lu. 7:39 ou$toj ei] h#n o[ profh<thj, e]gi<nwsken a@n. The 
Pharisee here assumes that Jesus is not a prophet because he al- 
lowed the sinful woman to wash his feet. Jesus is therefore  
bound to be ignorant of her true character. The form of the con- 
dition reveals the state of mind of the Pharisee, not the truth  
about Jesus' nature and powers. As a matter of fact it is the  
Pharisee who is ignorant. For this reason I cannot agree with  
Moulton's statement1 that the ind. is not suited to the expression  
of contingencies, wishes, commands or other subjective concep- 
tions.  On p. 201 Moulton recovers himself by saying that "these  
sentences of unfulfilled condition state nothing necessarily unreal  
in their apodosis," and "the sentence itself only makes it untrue  
under the circumstances."  I should add " as conceived by the  
speaker or writer."  Surely the ind. is the mode for positive and  
negative statements, for directness of statement and clarity of  
expression.  But one must emphasize the words "statement"  
and "expression."  The ind. does not go behind the face value  
of the record.  Most untruths are told in the ind. mode.  The 
 
 1 Prol., p. 199. Goodwin, M. and T. (p. 147), sees clearly on this point. 
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statement of unreality here from the standpoint of the speaker  
or writer, is as clear cut and positive as that of reality in the first  
class condition.  The term "unreal" as applied to this use of the  
ind. properly belongs only to the standpoint of the user.  To him  
the case is impossible and he makes a positive statement to that  
effect with the ind.  By the ind. mode the condition is determined.  
Whether it is fulfilled or unfulfilled is a more difficult matter.  
This idea has to be conveyed by suggestion.  It is not a question  
of positive or negative, but of definite assumption of unreality.  
The "unreality" does not come from the ind.  That in its origin  
is a matter wholly of the context.  Take Mk. 6:5, for instance, 
ou]k e]du<nato ei] mh> e]qera<peusen.  In the abstract it is not possible to 
tell which class of condition we have here.  Its is either first or  
second, we know.  If the writer is talking about the present  
time in terms of past time, then it is a second class condition de- 
termined as unfulfilled.  The Greek fell upon the use of the past  
tenses of the ind. as a device to help in this matter.  An unful- 
filled condition about present time was expressed in terms of the  
imperfect ind.  An unfulfilled condition about past time was ex- 
pressed in terms of the aorist or the past perfect ind.  There is the  
analogy of wishes to justify it, if, indeed, wishes did not come  
out of this construction (ei@qe, ei] ga<r).  The origin of this precise  
point is obscure.1  In the context one must seek for light and help. 
In Mk. 6:5 (ou]k e]du<nato e]kei? poih?sai ou]demi<an du<namin, ei] mh> o]li<goij 
a]rrw<stoij e]piqei>j ta>j xei?raj e]qera<peusen) it is clear that a definite 
past event is chronicled.  So it is a condition of the first class, de- 
termined as fulfilled. But in Jo. 15:22 (and 24) ei] mh> h@lqon kai>  
e]la<lhsa au]toi?j, a[marti<an ou]k ei@xosan, how is it?  Is it a simple his- 
torical narrative about a past situation?  Is it a hypothesis about  
the present time in terms of past time to suggest its unreality?  
Fortunately here the context shows.  The very next words are 
nu?n de> pro<fasin ou]k e@xousin peri> th?j a[marti<aj au]tw?n (Cf. also nu?n de<  
in verse 24).  The contrast with the present and actual situation  
is made in plain terms.  In Jo. 9:41 we have nu?n de< even after a@n.  
This is not always clone in the context and one is either left to  
his wits or a@n is added to the apodosis.  In verse 19 of John 15  
we have  ei] e]k tou? ko<smou h#te, o[ ko<smoj a}n to> i@dion e]fi<lei.  "The addi- 
tion of a@n to an indicative hypothesis produced much the same  
effect as we can express in writing by italicising 'if' "2 or by add- 
 
 1 Cf. Wilhelmus, De Modo Irreali qui Vocatur, 1881, p. 3. Mod. Gk. no  
longer has this idiom. It uses a@n with the past ind. and qa< in the apodosis for a@n. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 200.  
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ing to the apodosis 'in that case.'  This is the definite use of a@n.  
But it is a mistake to say, as some writers1 do, that a@n in the apod- 
osis is essential to the second class condition.  Even Moulton2  
says:  "The dropping of a@n in the apodosis of unfulfilled conditions  
was classical with phrases like e@dei, e]xrh?n, kalo>n h#n."  The absence  
was so undoubtedly, but was a@n ever really necessary with these  
verbs?  When a@n was used with them, there was a slight change  
of meaning.  The N. T. is in perfect accord with ancient idiom 
when it has kalo>n h#n ei] ou]k e]gennh<qh (Mt. 26:24); e]du<nato ei] mh> e]pe- 
ke<klhto (Ac. 26:32); ei] mh> h#n, ou]k e]du<nato (Jo. 9:33), not to men- 
tion the apodosis alone in Mt. 25:27; Lu. 19:23; Ac. 22:22; 27:  
21; 2 Cor. 2:2 ; 12:11; 2 Pet. 2:21.  In Ac. 24:19, as ou{j e@dei e]pi> 
sou? parei?nai kai> kathgorei?n ei@ ti e@xoien pro>j e]me< it is a mixed cond.  
(protasis in fourth class) and the apodosis is itself a relative clause.  
But the idiom goes further than these verbs of propriety and  
possibility and obligation, as is seen in Gal. 4:15, ei] dunato<n, e]dw<- 
kate< moi; Jo. 15:22, 24; 19:11, ou]k ei#xeij, ei] mh> h#n soi dedome<non Ro.  
7:7, ou]k e@gnwn ei] mh> dia> no<mou and ou]k @̂dein ei] mh> e@legen.  In 1 Cor. 
5:10, e]pei> w]fei<lete, we have the apodosis of this condition.  Moul- 
ton (Prol., p. 200 note) cites 0. P. 526 (ii/A.D.) ei] kai> mh> a]ne<bene 
e]gw> ou] pare<benon; 0. P (ii /A.D.) ei]—pare<keito, a]pesta<lkein 
Rein. P. 7 (ii/B.C.) ou]k a]pe<sthi, ei] mh> h]na<gkase.  But in most cases 
the a@n regularly appears in the apodosis, though not as the first 
word.  Thus ei] e]genonto, pa<lai a}n meteno<hsan (Mt. 11:21).  In Ac. 
18:14 f. we have the second and first class conditions side by 
side, ei] me>n h#n a]di<khma< ti h} r[%diou<rghma ponhro<n, w#   ]Ioudai?oi, kata>  
lo<gon a}n a]nesxo<mhn u[mw?n, ei] de> zhth<mata< e]stin peri> lo<gou kai>  
o]noma<twn kai> no<mou tou? kaq ] u[ma?j, o@yesqe autoi<. Here Gallio neatly  
justifies his own impatience by the first condition (second class) and shows  
his own opinion by the second condition (first class).  Sometimes  
a@n is repeated with two verbs as in ei] ^@dei, e]grhgo<rhsen a}n kai> ou]k a}n 
ei@asen (Mt. 24:43), but it is not repeated in the parallel pas- 
sage in Lu. 12:39 ei] ^@dei, e]grhgo<rhsen a}n kai> ou]k a]fh?ken, though 
W. H. have one verb in the margin.    @An is repeated also in Jo. 
4:10. 
 The simplest form of this condition is when the imperfect occurs 
in both clauses or the aorist in both. In the former case present  
time is generally meant, as in Lu. 7:39 ei] h#n, e]gi<nwsken a@n , 
Jo. 5:46 ei] episteu<ete, e]pisteu<ete a@n.  So also Jo. 8:42; 9:41; 15:19; 
 
 1 Bamberg, Hauptregeln der griech. Synt., 1890, p. 45.; Conditional Clauses  
in Gk., p. 2, Anonymous Pamphlet in Bodleian Library. 
 2 Prol., p. 200. 
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18:36; 1 Cor. 11:31; Gal. 1:10; Heb. 8:4, 7.1  In Jo. 8:19,  
ei] @̂deite--a}n @̂deite, we have the same construction, for this past  
perfect has the sense of the imperfect.  In Heb. 11:15, ei] e]mnh- 
mo<neuon—ei#xon a@n, however, the reference is to past time as the  
context makes clear.  It is descriptive of an unreal hypothesis in  
the.past of a continuous nature.  ‘If they had kept on remember- 
ing, 'they would have kept on having.' This is a classical idiom,  
though uncommon. Another example is seen in Mt. 23:30, ei] 
h@meqa e]n tai?j h[me<raij tw?n pate<rwn h[mw?n, ou]k a}n h@meqa.  Only the con- 
text can help one tell the kind of condition in 1 Cor. 12:19 and  
Heb. 7:11, for the apodosis appears in the form of a question  
without a@n and the verb.  The other normal condition of this  
class is where the aorist ind. occurs in both clauses, as in Mt. 11: 
21 ei] e]ge<nonto, pa<lai a@n meteno<hsan, Mk. 13:20 ei] mh> e]kolo<bwsen 
ou]k a}n e]sw<qh.  This refers to past time.  Cf. Mt. 25:27; 1 Cor. 2:  
8; Jo. 14:2; Heb. 10:2 (only apodosis).  Sometimes one tense  
occurs in one clause, another in the other.  The standpoint is  
shifted.  Thus in Jo. 14:28 ei] h]gapa?te, e]xa<rhte a@n, Gal. 3:21 
ei] e]do<qh, a}n h#n, Heb. 4:8 ei] kate<pausen, ou]k a}n e]la<lei.  Cf. also Jo.  
15:22, 24.  It is not always certain that the present reference of  
h#n can be insisted on, since there was no separate aorist form of 
ei]mi<.  Sometimes h#n is aorist.  So as to Jo. 11:21, 32, ei] h#j, ou]k a}n 
a]pe<qanen.  But the point of difference is certainly made in Jo. 18: 
30, ei] mh> h#n poiw?n, ou]k a}n paredw<kamen.  Cf. Ac. 18:14; Mt. 26:24.  
In Jo. 4:10, ei] @̂deij, su> a}n  ^@thsaj, we have the same thing.  Cf.  
also Mt. 24:43.  In Ac. 18:14 note in the next verse ei] de< e]stin, 
o@yesqe (first class).  In 1 Jo. 2:19 we have the past perfect  
in the apodosis ei] h#san, memenh<keisan a@n the solitary example.2  But  
the past perfect occurs in the protasis as in Ac. 26:32, a]pole- 
lu<sqai e]du<nato, o[ a@nqrwpoj ou$toj ei] mh> e]peke<klhto Kai<sara.  Cf. also 
ei] e]gnw<keite, ou]k a}n katedika<sate (Mt. 12:7), though Westcott3 takes  
this as a "real imperfect" like @̂dein above.  The periphrastic  
past perfect we find in Jo. 19:11 ou]k ei#xej, ei] mh> h#n dedome<non.  
Moulton4 has given a list of the times that a@n appears in the apod- 
osis in the N. T. with the ind. imperf. (17 times), the ind. aor.  
(24) and the past perfect (1).  In Lu. 17: 6 we have the pres.  
ind. and the imperf. combined, ei] e@xete, e]le<gete a@n.  This is really  
a mixed condition (first and second classes).  Cf. Jo. 8:39, ei]  
 
 1 Cf. Westcott on Heb., pp. 111 ff., for an excellent summary of the second  
class conditions. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 201. 
 3 On Heb., p. 113.    4 Prol., p. 166. 
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e]ste<, e]poiei?te (the margin of W. H.).  Radermacher (N. T. Gr.,  
p. 163) quotes P. Oxy. IV, 729 (137 A.D.)  e]a>n de> mh> e]kw<lusen Zeu<j 
e@zhsen a@n, where note e]a<n with aorist ind. like the modern Greek  
a}n to> h@ceura (Thumb, Handb., p. 195). 
 The negative of the second class condition is in the N. T. al- 
ways mh< except twice, Mt. 26:24 (Mk. 14:21) kalo>n h#n au]t&? ei] 
ou]k e]gennh<qh.  Here the ou] is very emphatic.  Elsewhere we have  
ei] mh< as in Mt. 24:22 (note mh< in protasis, ou] in apodosis); Jo. 
9:33; 15:22, 24; 18:30; 19:11; Ac. 26:32; Ro. 7:7.  In itself  
ei] mh< is three times as common in the N. T. as ei] ou], but outside  
of the five examples of ei] mh< in the first class conditions above  
and one in the third class (Lu. 9:13) ei] mh< is confined to the  
second class condition and to the elliptical use like plh<n in the  
sense of 'except' or the phrase ei] de> mh< meaning 'otherwise' with- 
out a verb (cf. ei] mh< thus in Mt. 12:4; Lu. 4:26; ei] de> mh< in Jo.  
14:11).1  See a bit later on this point.  As already noted, modern  
Greek uses a}n de<n in this condition (Thumb, Handb., p. 195). 
 (g) Undetermined, but with Prospect of Determination.  This  
class uses in the condition clause the mode of expectation (Er- 
wartung), the subj.  It is not determined as is true of the first and  
second class conditions.  But the subj. mode brings the expecta- 
tion within the horizon of a lively hope in spite of the cloud of  
hovering doubt.  W. G. Hale2 considers that the subj. in this  
condition is due "to a fusion of volitive subj. and the anticipatory  
subj." Monro3 thinks it is the quasi-imperative sense (volitive  
subj.). He argues that the use of mh< with the subj. (cf. prohibi- 
tions) proves this.  But Moulton4 replies that "the negative mh<,  
originally excluded from this division of the subjunctive, has  
trespassed here from the earliest times."  So he urges that the  
subj. with e]a<n (as with o!tan) is the futuristic, not the volitive, use.  
The futuristic subj. in Homer may have ou], but usually mh< with  
the subj. in conditions, and yet some cases of ei] ou] with the subj. 
occur in Homer when a coalesces with the verb as ei] ou]k e]qe<lwsin,  
Iliad 3. 289, ei] ou]k ei]w?sin, 20. 139.  In Jer. 6:8 we still have h!tij 
ou] katoikisq ?̂ in B.  The truth probably is that in some instances 
this subj. is futuristic, in others volitive or deliberative.  The  
point is a fine one as one can readily see. Gildersleeve5 finds the 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 254; Moulton, Prol., p. 171. 
 2 The Origin of Subj. and Opt. Conditions in Gk. and Lat., Harv. Stu. in  
Class. Philol., 1901, p. 115. 
 3 Hom. Gr., p. 230. Stahl, Ciriech. histor. Synt., p. 390, makes it futuristic. 
 4 Prol., p. 185.  5 AM. Jour. of Philol., 1909, p. 11. 
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prevalence of the subj. in conditional (as in temporal) clauses due  
to the-greater exactness of the subj. here. It enables one, since 
it has a "tendency to realization" (Tendenz zur Wirklichkeit),1  
to make a difference between the indicative and the optative  
conditions, though it has more affinity with the optative, except  
in the case of some future indicative conditions which come very  
close to the subj. idea.  The kinship in origin and sense2 of  
the aorist subj. and fut. ind. makes the line a rather fine one  
between ei] and the fut. ind. and e]a<n and the subj. indeed, as we  
sometimes have e]an and the fut. ind. in the first class condi- 
tion, so we occasionally meet ei] and the subj. in the third class  
condition.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 162) notes ei] and subj. at  
first as a "vulgarism," but surely the classic usage answers that.  
The inscriptions have usually only e]a<n and aorist subj. he finds.  
But he finds also abundant instances of ei] and subj. in koinh<  
and late writers.  So Epictetus, II, 18, 11 ei] mh< tij e]calei<y^, Vet- 
tins, 274, 11 e]i de< tij logi<shtai, Hippiatr., 177, 2 ei] prossx ?̂j,  
Demetrius, De eloc. 21, 11 ei] ge<nhtai, Pausanias, II, 35, 3 ei] —  
u[dreu<wntai.  So in Lu. 9:13 ei] mh<ti a]gora<swmen, 1 Cor. 14:5 e]kto>j 
ei] mh< deirmhneu<̂  Ph. 3:12 ei] katala<bw (possibly also ei@ pwj katan- 
th<sw in verse 11),  Rev. 11:5 ei@ tij qelh<s^ (text of W. H., but  
margin qe<lei or qelh<sei).  In Ro. 11:14, ei@ pwj parazhlw<sw kai> 
sw<sw, we may also have the aorist subj.  In 1 Th. 5:10 we  
have ei@te grhgorw?men ei@te kaqeu<dwmen.  It is in the midst of a final 
sentence with i!na.  In 1 Cor. 9:11 some MSS. read ei] qeri<swmen.  
This construction occurs occasionally in classical Greek.  It was  
frequent in Homer and in the Attic poets, but is rare in our nor- 
malized texts of Attic prose, though a few examples occur in  
Time., Plato, Xenophon.3  This "laxity" increased till finally ei],  
like o!te, vanishes before e]a<n (a@n) which is used indiscriminately  
with ind. or subj., while ei] is a mere "literary alternative."  In  
modern Greek a@n has driven ei] out of the vernacular.  In 
Deut. 8:5 AF have ei@ tij paideu<s^.  Cf. Judg. 11:9.  Moulton4  
finds the same construction in the papyri as does Deissmann,5 
 
 1 Griech. Modi, p. 177. 
 2 Gildersl. (Am. Jour. of XXXIII, 4, p. 490) complains that in  
Germany no standing is given to his distinction between the "minatory and  
monitary" use of ei] with the. future indicative. He first promulgated it in  
1876. 
 3 Jann., Mist. Gk. Gr., pp. 420, 464. 
 4 Prol., p. 187. Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 167. 
 5 B. S., p. 118. 
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though it is rare in the early papyri.1  Moulton (Prol., p. 
187) cites 0. P. 496 (ii/A.D.) ei] de> h#n (=^#), though he2 seems  
curiously unwilling to admit the examples in the N. T.  As  
to e]kto>j ei] mh< in 1 Cor. 15:2, we have the ind. with this com- 
bination.  Deissmann (B. S., p. 118) cites inscr. e]kto>j ei] mh> e]a>n-- 
qelh<s^.  It is true that in the N. T as a rule ei] goes with the ind. 
and e]a<n with the subj.  It is mainly in the future conditions that 
the line is breaking down.  In Mt. 12:29 we have e]a>n mh> dh<s^ and  
then diarpa<sei, but W. H. break the sentence into two.  Besides 
the normal e]a<n and the occasional ei] in this condition we have  
also a@n (shortened form of e]a<n, not the modal a@n).  Thus Jo. 12:  
32 a}n u[ywqw?, 13:20 a}n tina pe<myw, 16:23 a@n ti ai]th<shte.  It occurs 
in the N. T. only six times (cf. a}n mh< in Jo. 5:19) and all in John. 
Cf. Ac. 9:2 x.  But note Lu. 12:38, ka}n—ka}n e@lq^ kai> eu!r^ (contrac- 
tion of kai> + e]a<n).  Cf. Mt. 21:21; Lu. 13:9.  It is absent from the  
Attic inscriptions, but supplants e]a<n in modern Greek.  It is not  
clear why e]a<n disappeared thus in odern Greek.  The Ionic form 
is h@n.3  The future conditions are na urally the most frequent of all. 
 Just as the second class condition was debarred from the fu- 
ture, so the third class condition is confined to the future (from 
the standpoint of the speaker or writer).  The first class condition 
covers past, present and future.  In I Cor. 10:27 note ei@ tij 
kalei? and e]a<n tij ei@ph.  In Ac. 5:38, e]a>n ^# and ei]—e]sti<n, a real 
distinction is preserved.  Gamaliel gives the benefit of the doubt 
to Christianity.  He assumes that Christianity is of God and 
puts the alternative that it is often in the third class.  This 
does not, of course, show that Gamaliel was a Christian or an  
inquirer.  He was merely willing to score a point against the 
situation, but e]a<n and the subj. ontemplate the future result  
Sadducees.  Here, indeed, the su position is about a present 
(turn out to be).  So e]a<n e@xhte in 1 Cor. 4:15; e]a>n ^# in Mt. 6:22. 
 ]Ean qe<l^j in Mt. 8:2 is future in conception. In Jo. 5:31, e]a>n 
marturw? (possibly pres. ind.), the idea would be ‘if perchance I 
bear witness.’  Cf. also 8:14.  I such instances the matter  
may be looked at as a present realty (so ei] skandali<zei. Mt. 5:29) 
 
 1 The Phrygian inser. show similar exx. Cf. Ramsay, Cities and Bish. of  
Phrygia, II, 292. Burton (N. T. M. and I ., p. 105) admits that it is an over- 
refinement to rule out ei] and the subj. C . Moulton, Prol., p. 240. 
 2 Prol., p. 187. 
 3 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 43; Meisterh.-S p. 225 f. In Jo. 5:19 we have 
both uses of a@n (conditional and modal). In Mk.  5:28  note e]a>n a@ywmai ka}n 
tw?n i[mati<wn, not a repetition of modal a@n, but a particle ka@n= ‘even.’ 
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or a future possibility (so e]a>n skandali<s^, Mk. 9:43).  Cf. also  
e]a>n a]gaph<shte in Mt. 5:46 with ei] a[gapa?te in Lu. 6:32 (in verse 
33, e]a>n a]gaqorpoih?te).1  In Jo. 13:17 note ei] tau?ta oi@date, maka<rioi< 
e]ste e]a>n poih?te au]ta<.  Here we have the first and third class con- 
ditions happily combined with clear distinction.  Jesus assumes  
the knowledge as a fact, but the performance is doubtful. 
 The tense is usually the aorist, though sometimes the pres. subj. 
occurs.  Thus e]a>n a]kou<s^ (Mt. 18:15); e]a>n diy%? (Jo. 7:37).  In 2 
Tim. 2:5 note e]a>n de> kai> a]ql ?̂ tij, ou] stefanou?tai e]a>n mh> nomi<mwj 
a]qlh<s^, where the distinction is drawn between the two tenses.  I  
doubt the propriety, however, of reading a future perfect sense  
a la Latin into this aorist subj. as Moulton2 does.  He cites Mt.  
5:47, e]a>n a]spa<shsqe, but surely the simple aorist conception is suf- 
ficient.  John's fondness (see Tenses) for the pres. subj. with e]a<n  
has been discussed.3  In Jo. 3:27 we have the periphrastic per- 
fect; e]a>n mh> ^# dedome<non.  Cf. also Jas. 5:15, ka}n #̂ pepoihkw<j.  The 
conclusion of this condition is naturally most frequently the  
future ind.  Thus Mt. 9:21 e]a>n a!ywmai, swqh<somai; Jo. 16:7 e]a>n 
poreuqw?, pe<myw; Ac. 5:38 e]a>n #̂, kataluqh<setai Mt. 5:13;  
28:14; Jo. 7:17; 12:26; 14:15; Ro. 2:26.  But this normal 
apodosis is by no means universal.  Thus note ou] mh> e@lq^ in Jo. 
16:7 after e]a>n mh> a]pe<lqw.  See also Jo. 8:51.  Cf. Ac. 13:41. 
In Mk. 14:31 note ou] mh> a]parnh<somai.  The imperative may occur  
in the apodosis as in Mt. 18:15, e]a>n a[marth<s^, u!page e@lecon.  So 
Mt. 10:13; 18:17; 26:42; Ro. 12:20; 13:4; Ph. 2:1.  But  
ofttimes the conclusion is stated in terms of the present either as  
a present hope or a vivid projection into the future (futuristic  
present).  So in 2 Cor. 5:1, e]a>n kataluq ?̂, e@xomen.  The condition is  
future in conception, but the conclusion is a present reality, so  
confident is Paul of the bliss of heaven.  Cf. Mt. 18:13.  In 18:  
12 both the fut. and the pres. ind. appear in the apodosis.  A  
lively sense of present need is seen in Mt. 8:2.  A practical turn  
is given by the pointed question in Mt. 5:47.  In Ro. 14:8 note 
e]a<n te—e]a<n te.  A maxim often has the pres. ind. in the apodosis.  
Thus ou] du<natai ou]dei>j—e]a>n mh> prw?ton dh<s^ (Mk. 3:27).  Cf. Jo. 
8:16, 54; 11:9; 12:24; 1 Cor. 7:39, 40; 2 Tim. 2:5.  The pres.  
perf. is likewise so used, as in Ro. 14:23, o[ de> diakrino<menoj e]a>n 
fa<g^ katake<kritai.  So Jo. 20:23; Ro. 2:25; 7:2.  More difficult  
seems the aorist ind. in the apodosis.  The aor. ind. is sometimes  
timeless as is always true of the other modes (see chapter on 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 215. 
 2 Prol., p. 186.  3 Cf. Abbott, Joh. G p. 371. 
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Tenses where papyri parallels are given).  That may be the ex- 
planation here.  It is possible also to explain it as a change of  
standpoint.  The protasis looks to the future, while the apodosis  
turns back to the past.  Such vivid changes in language are due  
to the swift revolution in thought.  See Mt. 18:15, e]a>n a]kou<s^, 
e]ke<rdhsaj; Jo. 15:6, e]a>n mh< tij me<n^ e]n e]moi<, e]blh<qh e@cw kai> e]chra<nqh 
(cf. e]doca<sqh i!na fe<rhte also of the future); 1 Cor. 7:28, e]a>n kai>  
gamh<s^j, ou]x h!martej: kai> e]a>n gn<m^ h[ parqe<noj, ou]x h!marten.  For a 
similar idiom see Ignatius, Ep. to Romans 8:3; to Polycarp 5:2.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 247) cites Epict., a}n me>n strateu<swmai, a]phlla<ghn.  
See also Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 586.  In Mk. 10:30, e]a>n mh> la<b^, we  
have e]a>n mh< almost in the sense of o{j mh<.   Cf. also e]a>n mh> i!na in Mk. 
4:22.  The use of ei] ou] and e]a>n mh< side by side is seen in Mt. 26: 
42, ei] ou] du<natai tou?to parelqei?n e]a>n mh> au]to> pi<w.  Cf. also Jo. 10: 
37, ei] ou] poiw? and ka}n mh> pisteu<hte. 
 (d)  Remote Prospect of Determination.  Hale1 attributes "the 
Greek optative assumption to a fusion of the true opt. and the  
potential opt." The use of the opt. in the protasis of this condi- 
tion is probably volitive, since the negative2 is mh<.  That is cer- 
tainly true of the optative in wishes with ei] or ei] ga<r (ei@qe).3  But  
the deliberative use occurs a few times with ei] in indirect ques- 
tions. The potential opt. in the apodosis with a@n is more difficult  
to explain.  It is certainly not volitive any more, not more than  
mere fancy (Vorstellung), the optative of opinion,4 and apparently  
futuristic.  This fourth class condition is undetermined with less  
likelihood of determination than is true of the third class with the  
subj.  The difference between the third and fourth classes is well  
illustrated in 1 Pet. 3:13 f.  So Jesus draws a distinction in  
Lu. 22:67.  The use of the opt. in both apodosis and protasis  
accents the remoteness of the hypothesis.  And yet it is not in  
the category of unreality as in the second class.  It floats in a  
mirage, but does not slip quite away.  It is thus suitable not  
merely for real doubt, but it also fits well the polite temper of  
courteous address.  It is evident that this condition will be com- 
paratively infrequent.  It is an ornament of the cultured class  
and was little used by the masses save in a few set phrases (or  
wishes).  It is not strange, therefore, that no complete example  
of this fourth class condition appears in the LXX, the N. T. or  
the papyri so far as examined.5  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., pp. 
 
 1 Origin of Subj. and Opt. Cond., Harv. Stu. in Class. Philol., 1901, p. 115. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 196.  4 Gildersl., Am. J. of Philol., 1909, p. 7. 
 3 Cf. Monro, Horn. Gr., p. 227. 5 Moulton, Prol., p. 196. 
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133, 143) with all his diligence produces no example of the opt.  
in both condition and conclusion in the current koinh<.  In the  
modern Greek it has disappeared completely.  In the N. T., as  
in the LXX, the instances of the protasis are very few.  Moulton1  
notes only 13 in the LXX apart from the Atticistic 4 Maccabees.  
Of these he observes that 2 are wishes, 5 are cases of w!s(per) ei@  
tij and 2 are indirect questions.  There are in the N. T. only 11  
examples.  Some of these are indirect questions.  Thus in e@legon  
ei] bou<loito poreu<esqai (Ac. 25:20) we have the opt. of ind. dis- 
course.  The direct was ei] bou<l^.  The same thing is true of  
27:39, e]bouleu<onto ei] du<naito e]ksw?sai to> ploi?on.  There is implied 
indirect discourse or purpose (cf. the classic use of ei] for pur- 
pose).2  So we see aim in Ac. 17:27, zhtei?n ei] a@ra ge yhlafh<seian 
au]to>n kai> eu!roien, and 20:16, e@speuden ei] dunato>n ei@h.  In 27:12,   
pw?j du<nainto, we have both purpose and implied indirect discourse.  
In 24:19, ei@ ti e@xoien, the protasis is more nearly that of the  
proper fourth class condition, but even so it is a mixed condition,  
since the apodosis e@dei belongs to the second class.  Blass3 ven- 
tures to suggest ei@ ti e@xousin as more correct.  But it is needless  
to change the text.  These examples are all in Acts, one of the  
more literary books of the N. T.  Paul has only the stereotyped  
phrase ei] tu<xoi. (1 Cor. 14:10; 15:37), which is a, true example of  
this protasis, "if it should happen."  The two other examples are 
in 1 Pet. 3:14 ei] kai> pa<sxoite dia> dikaiosu<nhn, maka<rioi, and 3:17  
krei?tton a]gaqopoiou?ntaj, ei] qe<loi to> qe<lhma tou? qeou?, pa<sxein.  The 
idiom is a mere torso, as is evident.  In 0. P. 1106, 7 (vi/A.D.),  
ei] ga>r e]pime<noien, plh?qoj e]pisth<setai stratiwtiko<n, we have a mixed 
condition. 
 The apodosis with a@n (the less definite a@n) is more frequent and  
occurs both in direct and indirect discourse.  Since the potential  
opt. in the N. T. never occurs in connection with the protasis,  
the matter was discussed sufficiently under The Optative Mode  
in Independent Sentences (see this chapter, III, 3, (b) ).  This po- 
tential opt. is practically the apodosis of an unexpressed protasis.  
But the exx. occur in questions save one (Ac. 26:29).  Twice the  
questions are direct (Ac. 8:31; 17:18).  The rest are indirect  
(opt. preserved as in the direct).  Cf. Lu. 1:62 ti< a}n qe<loi, Ac.  
5:24 ti< a}n ge<noito.  So Lu. 6:11.  The deliberative element in  
some of these questions is well illustrated in Lu. 9:46; Ac. 10:  
17.  The MSS. vary in some cases about the presence of a@n as 
 
 1 Ib.    2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 228 f.  
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 221. 
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in Lu. 18:36.  The examples are all in Luke's writings.  In Ac.  
8:31 we do indeed have a protasis, but not of the fourth class.  
It is a mixed condition.  The disappearance of this opt. condi- 
tion led to the enlarged use of the first and third classes. In  
Ro. 3:6 and 1 Cor. 15:35 the fut. ind. is used where the po- 
tential opt. would have suited the Attic idiom.1  
 (c) Special Points. 
 (a) Mixed Conditions. The human mind does not always  
work in stereotyped forms, however excellent they are. Gram- 
matical construction is merely the expression of the mental con- 
ception. Freedom must be acknowledged without any apology.  
I say these somewhat commonplace things because of the bill of  
"exceptions" which meet us in so many grammars at this point.  
It would have been a miracle if the four classes of conditions were  
never "mixed," that is, if the protasis did not belong to one  
class, while the apodosis fell in another. In P. Goodsp. 4 (ii/B.C.),  
ei] e@rrwsai, ei@h a@n, we have the protasis of the first class and the  
apodosis of the fourth.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 132) quotes 
Pastor Hermae, Sim. IX, 12, 4 ou]dei>j ei]seleu<setai ei] mh> la<boi, 
Theoph. Ad Autolycum ei] ma>r ba<boi—e]kkau<sei.  Thus in Lu. 17:6,  
ei] e@xete, e]le<gete a@n, we have a protasis of the first class (determined 
as fulfilled) and the apodosis of the second (determined as unful- 
filled).  The same thing is true of the marginal reading in the  
text of W. H. in Jo. 8:39, ei] e]ste<, e]poiei?te.  In Ac. 24:19, ou{j e@dei 
e]pi> sou? parei?nai kai> kathgorei?n ei@ ti e@xoien pro>j e]me<, we find a prot- 
asis of the fourth class with an apodosis of the second class.  
Then again in Ac. 8:31, pw?j ga?r a}n dunai<mhn e]a>n mh< tij o[dhgh<sei me; 
we have a protasis of the first class (barring. itacism) and an apod- 
osis of the fourth.  The examples like 1 Cor. 7:28 do not amount  
to mixed condition, since it is merely a question of the standpoint  
in time of the apodosis, though this apodosis does more naturally  
go with the first class condition. There may be two protases, as  
in 1 Cor. 9:11, and both of the same class, or the two may belong  
to different classes, as in Jo. 13:17. 
 (b)  Implied Conditions.  Sometimes the apodosis is expressed,  
while the protasis is merely implied by a participle, an impera- 
tive or a question. In such examples one must not think that  
the participle, for instance, means 'if.' Thus in Ro. 2:27 te- 
lou?sa with krinei? suggests a condition of either the first or the  
third class according as one conceives it.  The condition is hinted  
at, not stated. The same thing is true of lambano<menon in 1 Tim. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 220. 
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4:4 and metatiqeme<nhj in Heb. 7:12.  Cf. also Heb. 2:3; 1 Cor.  
11:29; Gal. 6:9.  This use of the participle is still very fre- 
quent1 in the N. T.  In Mt. 16:26 we have e]a>n kerdh<s^, while in 
Lu. 9:25 note kerdh<saj.  In Lu. 19:23, ka]gw> e]lqw>n su>n to<k& a}n au]to> 
e@praca, the apodosis calls for a condition of the second class (con- 
text).  The imperative is used where a protasis might have been 
employed.  Thus in Mk. 1:17, deu?te o]pi<sw mou, kai> poih<sw.  The 
adverb deu?te has the force of an imperative.  There is an implied  
condition here.  So also 11:24 pisteu<ete kai> e@stai.  Cf. Mt. 7: 
7; 11:28; 19:21; Lu. 7:7; Jo. 2:19; 14:16; Jas. 4:7.  The imp.  
may be (Jas. 1:5) the apodosis of an expressed condition and the  
implied protasis of another conclusion.2  In Eph. 4:26; o]rgi<ze- 
sqe kai> mh> a[marta<nete, two imperatives together practically answer  
as protasis and apodosis.  In Mt. 7:10, h} kai> i]xqu?n ai]th<sei—mh<  
o@fin e]pidw<sei au]t&?; the two questions do the same thing in a rough 
sort of way (anacoluthon), not technically so.  In Mt. 26:15, ti< 
qe<lete< moi dou?nai ka]gw> u[mi?n paradw<sw au]to<n, the question takes the 
place of the protasis.  Here kai< joins the two parts of the sentence,  
but in Jas. 5:13 we have question and imperative in separate  
sentences. Cf. also 1 Cor. 7:21.  These devices are all found in  
the classic idiom.3 
 (g) Elliptical Conditions.  An incomplete condition is really a  
species of ellipsis or aposiopesis and is common to all languages.4  
Ellipsis of the copula in the apodosis (1 Cor. 12:19) or the prot- 
asis (Ro. 8:17) is not the point.  That is, of course, common.  
So Ro. 4:14; 8:17; 11:16; 1 Cor. 7:5; 1 Pet. 3:14; 2 Cor.  
11:16.  There may be the absence of either protasis or apodosis.  
The apodosis is wanting in some instances.  The suppression of  
the apodosis in Lu. 13:9, ka}n me>n poih<s^ karpo>n ei]j to> me<llon-- 
amounts to aposiopesis.5  See also 19:42, ei] e@gnwj kai> su<.  Cf. 
further Mk. 7:11; Jo. 6:62; Ac. 23:9.  In Lu. 22:42 the aposio- 
pesis disappears from the text of W. H. (pare<negke, not parenegkein). 
In 2 Th. 2:3, e]a>n mh> e@xq^, we have a mere anacoluthon as in  
Ph. 1:22.  These protases belong to either the first, second or  
third classes.  The lonely protases of the fourth class discussed  
above (cf. 1 Pet. 3:14, 17) come in here also.  We have a species  
of anacoluthon.  The structure of the sentence is changed so  
that the corresponding apodosis does not follow. In the same 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 230. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 110.  3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 461. 
 4 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 166. 
 5 W.-Th., p. 600. 
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way (suppression of apodosis) is to be explained the use of ei] like  
Mxi in the sense of 'not,' in solemn oaths or questions.  The apod- 
osis is wanting.  So ei] doqh<setai t^? gene^? tau<t^ shmei?on (Mk. 8:  
12).  So Heb. 3:11 (4:3, 5) ei] e]leu<sontai (Ps. 94-95:11).  This is 
aposiopesis.  The full expression is seen in Gen. 14:23; Num.  
14:30; 1 Sam. 14:45.  It is an apparent imitation of the Hebrew  
idiom, though not un-Greek in itself.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr.,  
p. 184) treats this idiom in Mk. 8:12 as due to translation from  
the Hebrew (Aramaic).  Analogous to this is ei] mh<n, in Heb. 6:14,  
if ei] is not really h# changed by itacism (cf. Ezek. 33:27; 34:8).  
Hort1 holds to the difference between ei] mh<n and h# mh<n and would  
take ei] in Heb. 6:14 as the true ei].  But Moulton2 makes out a  
good case from the papyri and the inscriptions for taking it as  
merely a variation of h# mh<n.  He finds eleven papyri examples of  
ei# mh<n from ii/B.C. to i/A.D.   Particularly clear is the Messenian  
Mysteries inscr., Michel 694, ei# ma>n e!cein.  If so, it does not come in  
here.  But the use of ei] in questions is pertinent.  Thus ei] o]li<goi 
oi[ swzo<menoi; (Lu. 13:23).  Cf. Mt. 12:10; Lu. 12:26; 22:49;  
Ac. 17:27; 19:2.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 136) takes ei] in  
questions=h# as in Lu. 22:49.  This is possible on grounds of ita- 
cism, but it does not entitle Radermacher to say "werden muss."  
The use of the condition in the sense of 'to see if' borders on  
this elliptical construction.  Something has to be supplied before  
the protasis in order to make the idea clear.  The apodosis is  
virtually contained in the protasis.  It is a classic3 idiom and  
reappears in the papyri.4  So 0. P. 743, o!loj diaponou?mai ei]   !E. xal- 
kou?j a]po<lesen.  The protasis here may conform to the first class 
condition as in ei] e@xei (Lu. 14:28); ei@ pwj h@dh pote> eu]odwqh<somai   
(Ro. 1:10).  So Mk. 11:13; Ac. 8:22.  In Ph. 3:12, ei] kai> kata- 
la<bw, we have the third class and possibly also in Ro. 11:14.  
But in Ac. 27:12 it is the fourth class, ei@ pwj du<nainto.  The use  
of ei] in the indirect question, as in Mk. 3:2, ei] qerapeu<sei, corre- 
sponds closely with the preceding.  Cf. also 11:13.  The same  
thing is true of ei] in the sense of o!ti, as in Ac. 26:23.  This is also  
true of ei] with verbs of wonder, as in Mk. 15:44; Ac. 26:8. 
 The protasis itself is sometimes abbreviated almost to the van- 
ishing point, as in ei] mh< without a verb, in the sense of ‘except’ (Mt.  
5:13).  Here ei] and mh< seem to coalesce into one word like plh<n.  
Cf. 11:27, ou]dei>j e]piginw<skei to>n ui[o>n ei] mh> o[ path<r.  This is very 
common as in classic Greek. Sometimes we have ei] mh> mo<non as in 
 
 1 App., p. 151.   3 Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 180 
 2 Prol., p. 46.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 194. 
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Mt. 21 : 19. The origin of this use of ei] mh< was the fact that the 
verb was identical with the preceding one in the apodosis and so 
was not repeated.  From this ellipsis the usage spread to mere 
exceptions to the previous statement, a limitation simply.  Ei] mh<  
may make exception to a preceding negative as in Gal. 1:19, 
e!teron de> tw?n a]posto<lwn ou]k ei#don ei] mh>   ]Ia<kwbon to>n a]delfo<n. The 
effect here is to make ei] mh< seem adversative instead of exceptive. 
Cf. Mt. 12:4.  For e]a>n mh< in this construction see Gal. 2:16. 
In 1 Cor. 7:17 ei] mh< has the sense of ‘only’ and is not to be con- 
strued with peripatei<tw.  The use of ei] mh< occurs in questions ex- 
petting a negative answer, as in Mk. 2:7, ti<j du<natai a]fie<nai a[mar- 
ti<aj ei] mh< ei$j o[ qeo<j; In 1 Cor. 7:5, ei] mh<ti [a@n], we have ti (cf. ei@ 
ti in Mt. 18:28) added and possibly also a@n.  B here omits a@n, 
possibly to "case a difficulty" as Moulton1 suggests.  If genuine, 
it would be a sort of analysis of e]a<n into ei] a@n, that occurs in the 
illiterate papyri.  For examples see under 8, (b), (a).  For ei] mh<ti   
with the ind. pres. see 2 Cor. 13:5 and the subj. aorist.  See Lu. 
9:13.  The use of e]kto>j ei] mh< probably comes by analogy from 
e]kto>j ei] (cf. Latin nisi), but it occurs in the N. T. without verbs 
only in 1 Tim. 5:19.  Elliptical also are ei] mh> i!na (Jo. 10:10); 
ei] mh> o!ti (2 Cor. 12:13); ei] mh> o!tan, (Mk. 9:9).  In Jo. 14:11 
note ei] de> mh< in the sense of 'but if not,' otherwise.'  Cf. Mk. 2: 
21; Rev. 2:5, 16.  For ei] de> mh<ge see Lu. 5:36.  Other forms of 
ei] used elliptically are ei@ per (Ro. 3:30); w[sei< (Mt. 3:16); w[spe- 
rei< (1 Cor. 15:8).  Ei] de> mh< and ei] de> mh< ge became such fixed  
phrases2 that they occur even when the preceding sentence is 
negative (Mt. 9:17) or where e]a>n mh< would be more natural (Lu. 
10:6, where the phrase answers to e]a>n ^#.  Cf. Lu. 13:9.  In 
Jo. 14:2, ei] de> mh< ei#pon a@n, the conclusion is expressed. 
 In 2 Cor. 10:9 we have w[j a@n without a verb= ‘as if.'  It is  
common to have ei@te--ei@te (1 Cor. 8:5) without the verb.  The use  
of ka@n without the verb is also found in the sense of 'if only,' ‘at  
least.’  So in Mk. 5:28; 6:56.  In 2 Cor. 11:16 we have both 
ei] de< mh< ge and ka@n (de<chsqe to be supplied).  In Lu. 12:38 note  
ka@n —ka@n.  The suppression of the protasis occurs in all the ex- 
amples of the potential opt. already discussed, as in Ac. 26:29.  
Even in the deliberative questions of the opt. with Ccv the same  
thing is true.  Cf. Ac. 17:18 (direct);  Lu. 1:62 (indirect).  The  
protasis is also suppressed sometimes with e]pei<.  Cf. 1 Cor. 15 
29, e]pei> ti< poih<sousin;  Here a protasis of the first or (more prob- 
ably) of the third class must be supplied.  So in Ro. 3:6; 11:6, 
 
 1 Prol., p. 169. 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 111. 
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22.  In 1 Cor. 14:16, e]pei> e]a>n eu]log ?̂j pw?j e]rei?, the ellipsis still 
occurs in spite of e]a<n.  In Heb. 9:26, e]pei> e@dei, and 10:2, e]pei> ou]k 
a}n e]pau<santo, the protasis would belong to the second class, as is  
true also of e]pei> w]fei<lete a@ra in 1 Cor. 5:10.  In 7:14, e]pei> a@ra 
e]sti<n, the protasis would be of the first class. 
 (d) Concessive Clauses.  These are really just conditional1  
clauses with the addition of kai<.  In kai> ei] and kai> e]a<n (ka@n) the 
sense is ‘even if’ and is climacteric.  Burton2 seeks to draw quite  
a distinction between concessive and conditional clauses.  He 
cites Mt. 26:33, ei] pa<ntej skandalisqh<sontai e]n soi<, e]gw> ou]de<pote 
skandalisqh<somai, as an instance of the concessive idea without  
kai<.  It is possible that we may read the idea into this passage  
because in the parallel passage in Mk. 14:29 we read ei] kai< —  
a]ll ]  e]gw<.   Cf. also ka}n de<^ in Mt. 26:35 with e]a>n de<̂  in Mk. 14:  
31.  The use of ei] (e]a<n) in the sense of ‘though’ shows that there  
is at bottom no essential difference.  The structure is precisely  
the same as the conditional sentence.  They are, to repeat,  
nothing but conditional sentences of a special tone or emphasis.  
The use of kai< was to sharpen this emphasis either up or down. 
 With kai> ei] the supposition is considered improbable.3  With  
kai> ei] the truth of the principal sentence is stoutly affirmed in the  
face of this one objection.  It is rhetorically an extreme case.  In 
1 Cor. 8:5, kai> ga>r ei@per ei]si>n — [a]ll] h[mi?n ei$j qeo<j, we have an in- 
stance.  In Mk. 14:29 the true text is ei] kai<, not kai> ei].  In 1 Pet. 
3:1 W. H. read simply ei].  In late Greek kai> ei] vanishes before  
kai> a@n (e]a<n).4  So in the N. T. we have kai> e]a>n kri<nw (Jo. 8:16).  
So also Gal. 1:8.  For ka@n see Jo. 8:14, ka}n marturw?.  So Mt.  
21:21; 26:35.  See Jo. 10:38, ei] de> poiw?, ka}n e]moi> pisteu<hte.  The 
clauses with e]a<n and the subj. are, of course, third class condi- 
tions.  Sometimes5 kai> ei] and ka@n can hardly6 be considered as  
strong as ‘even if.’  They may be resolved into 'and if.'  So Mt.  
11:14; Lu. 6:32; Mk. 16:18; Jo. 8:55; Rev. 11:5. 
 Much more common is ei] kai<.  This phrase means 'if also.'  
Here the protasis is treated as a matter of indifference.  If there  
is a conflict, it makes no real difficulty.  There is sometimes a  
tone of contempt in ei] kai<.  The matter is belittled.  There is  
often some particle in the conclusion in this construction as in 
Lu. 18:4, ei] kai> to>n qeo>n ou] fobou?mai ou]de> a@nqrwpon e]ntre<pomai, dia< ge 
to> pare<xein, ktl.  Note ge as in 11:8.  Cf. Col. 2:5, ei] kai< — a]lla<. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 215.  4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 465. 
 2 N. T. M. and T., p. 112.  5 Thayer's Lexicon. 
 3 Paley, Gk. Part., p. 31.   6 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 114. 
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There is considerable variety with ei] kai<.  Thus in 2 Cor. 7:8 we  
have a condition of the first class (so Lu. 11:8; 18:4, etc.), 
while in 1 Pet. 3:14, ei] kai> pa<sxoite, we have one instance of the 
fourth class.  With e]a>n kai< and the subj. we find, of course, the  
third class.  So Gal. 6:1, e]a>n kai> prolhmfq ?̂.  Cf. 2 Tim. 2:5.  
In 1 Cor. 7:28, e]a>n kai> gamh<s^j, the notion is 'if even' rather 
than ‘also’ (cf. kai> e]a>n gh<m^).  In Mt. 18:17 note e]a>n parakou<s^   
au]tw?n, and e]a>n de> kai> th?j e]kklhsi<aj parakou<s^.  There is nothing 
peculiar about Ro. 14:8, e]a<n te zw?men—e]a<n te a]poqnh<skwmen (Cf. 
Ex. 19:13.)  Cf. ei@te--ei@te with the ind. (1 Cor. 3:22) or the  
subj. (1 Th. 5:10).  The use of the participle for concession (see  
kai<per w@n, Heb. 5:8) will be treated under the Participle.  For  
the use of ka@n even after e]a<n see Mk. 5:28. 
 (e) Other Particles with ei] and e]a<n.  These have no effect on 
the condition as a distinct class, though they modify the precise  
idea in various ways.  This point will be treated more exactly  
under Particles.  But note ei] a@ra (Mk. 11:13; Ac. 8:22); ei@ ge   
(Eph. 4:21); ei] a@ra ge (Ac. 17:27 opt.); ei@ ge kai< (2 Cor. 5:3); ei] 
de> mh<ge (Lu. 5:36); ei] ou#n (Mt. 6:23; Heb. 7:11); ei@per (Ro. 3:  
30); e]a<nper (Heb. 3:14; 6:3); ei@ pwj (Ro. 1:10, the fut. ind.; Ac.  
27:12, the opt.).  In Mk. 8:23 ei@ ti is in direct question. 
 9. INDIRECT DISCOURSE (Oratio Obliqua). 
 (a) Recitative   !Ote in Oratio Recta.  Direct quotation is more 
frequent in primitive language, in the vernacular, and in all vivid  
picturesque narrative.  It is the dramatic method of reporting  
speech.  It is natural in Homer, in the Old Testament and in the  
Gospels, in Aristophanes and in Shakespeare, and in Uncle Remus.  
The prolonged indirect discourse in Thucydides and in Livy, in  
Xenophon and Caesar, is more or less artificial. In the LXX little  
use is made of indirect discourse.  The direct quotation may not  
be as verbally exact as the indirect,1 but it is more lively and in- 
teresting.  As a rule the direct discourse is simply introduced with  
a word of saying or thinking. The ancients had no quotation-marks  
nor our modern colon.  But sometimes tin was used before the  
direct quotation merely to indicate that the words are quoted. We  
find this idiom occasionally with o!ti, more seldom with w[j, in the  
Attic writers.2  It is very rare3 in the LXX, since the Hebrew so  
frequently has a special participle like ‘saying.’  But see Gen. 28:  
16. In the N. T. Jannaris4 counts 120 instances of recitative o!ti. 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 130.  2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 285. 
 3 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 50; but see on the other hand Con. and Stock, Sel.,  
p. 114.       4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 472. 
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The idiom appears chiefly in the historical books.  See Mt. 7:23,  
o[mologh<sw o!ti ou]de<pote e@gnwn u[ma?j.  This particular instance can be 
looked upon as indirect discourse, since the person is the same in  
both clauses and the tense and mode are unaffected.  It is prob- 
able that indirect declarative clauses grew out of constructions of 
this nature.1  But in Mt. 27:43, ei#pen o!ti qeou? ei]mi> ui[o<j, there is  
no doubt at all.  See 26:74, o]mnu<ein o!ti ou]k oi#da to>n a@nqrwpon, and  
26:75, ei]rhko<toj o!ti pri>n a]le<ktora fwnh?sai tri>j a]parnh<s^ me.  So 
Mk. 1:37; 2:12, 16; 4:21; 8:28; Jo. 10:36; Ac. 25:8; Ro.  
4:17.  In Mt. 16:7 we have (W. H., but R. V. marg. has cau- 
sal) recitative o!ti (o!ti a@rtouj ou]k e]la<bomen); while in verse 8 the  
indirect (probably causal) use, o!ti a@rtouj ou]k e@xete;  In Mk. 6:23 
(W. H. marg.) we have a direct quotation with o!ti, in Mt. 14:7  
the same thing appears as indirect discourse without o!ti.  In Jo. 
10:34, a]pekri<qh—ou]k e@stin gegramme<non o!ti e]gw> ei#pa qeoi< e]ste, note 
a treble direct quotation, once with o!ti and twice without.  In Jo.  
1:50 the first o!ti is causal, the second is indirect discourse.  The  
o!ti in the beginning of Jo. 20:29 is causal.  In Jo. 20:18 o!ti is  
recitative, causal in 3:18, declar. in 3:19.  It is doubtful whether  
first o!ti is recitative or causal in Jo. 21:17.  In Ro. 3:8, o!ti poih<- 
swmen (hortatory subj.), o!ti is also recitative.  So in 2 Th. 3:10  
o!ti is merely recitative.  The instances of direct quotation  
without o!ti are very numerous.  Cf. Mt. 8:3; 26:25.  Some- 
times the same thing is reported with o!ti (Mt. 19:9) or without  
o!ti (Mk. 10:11).  For single words quoted without agreement  
with the word with which they are in apposition note o[ dida<skaloj   
and o[ ku<rioj in Jo. 13:13.  W. H. seek to indicate the presence of  
recitative o!ti by beginning the quotation with a capital letter as  
in all their quotations.  Cf. Jo. 9:9.  This redundant o!ti may  
occur before direct questions as in Mk. 4:21; 8:4.  It continues  
common in the koinh< and the modern Greek uses pw?j in this idiom.2 
 (b) Change of Person in Indirect Discourse.  Sometimes this 
was not necessary, as in Jo. 18:8.  So in Mt. 16:18, ka]gw> de< soi   
le<gw o!ti su> ei# Pe<troj, there is no change in the second person. Cf.  
also Jo. 11:27; Gal. 2:14.  But in Mt. 20:10, eno<misan o!ti plei?on 
lh<myontai, the direct discourse would have lhmyo<meqa.  So Lu.  
24:23.  Compare e]la<bomen in Mt. 16:7 with e@xete in v. 8.  Note  
ti< fa<gwmen (direct) in Mt. 6:31, but ti< fa<ghte (indirect) in 6:25.  
In Mk. 9:6, ou] ga>r @̂dei ti< a]pokriq ?̂, the direct would be ti< a]pokriqw?; 
 
 1 Schmitt, Uber den Urs pr. des Substantivsatzes, 1889, p. 66. 
 2 Thumb, Handb., p. 192. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 472. Kai> to<tej ei#pe   
pw?j De< sou to<  ]lega e]gw<; then he said, Didn't I tell you so?' 
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The person may be both ways in the same sentence, as in Ac. 1: 
4, parh<ggeilen—perime<nein th>n e]paggeli<an tou? patro>j h{n h]kou<sate<  
mou.  See further under Mixture. 
 (c) Change of Tense in Indirect Discourse.  Mr. H. Scott objects 
to the wide scope here given to the term "inqirect discourse" to  
cover "object clauses" after o[ra<w, ktl., but I conceive the prin- 
ciple to be the same.  After primary tenses there is, of course,  
no change in mode or tense.  Note Mt. 16:18 above.  See also 
Mk. 11:24, pisteu<ete o!ti e]la<bete kai> e@stai u[mi?n.  It is only after 
secondary tenses that any change occurs.  Usually even then there  
is no change of tense in Greek.  Thus o!pou h@kouon o!ti e@stin (Mk. 6: 
55).  So with a]kou<saj o!ti basileu<ei—e]fobh<qh (Mt. 2:22).  So h]lpi<- 
zomen o!ti au]to<j e]stin (Lu. 24:21).  See also Mt. 21:45; Mk. 6:49,  
Lu. 1:22; Jo. 2:17; 6:24.  Cf. Gal. 2:14, ei#don o!ti ou]k o]rqopodou?- 
sin.  So Jo. 11:13.  In Jo. 21:19 the future ind. is retained after  
ei#pen shmai<nwn.  Cf. Mt. 20:10.  So in Lu. 5:19 the aorist subj.  
occurs.  In Mk. 2:16 we have o!ti e]s-i<ei twice, the first in ind.  
discourse and the second with interrogative o!ti.  But sometimes the  
ancient Greek, even the Attic,1 used a past tense of the indicative  
in ind. discourse where the direct had the tenses of present time.  
The N. T. shows occasionally the same construction. In a case 
like Jo. 1:50, ei#po<n soi o!ti ei#do<n se, the aorist tense belonged to the 
direct.  Cf. 9:30, 32, 35.  So as to the imperfect h#n and aorist  
a]ne<bleyen in Jo. 9:18.  Cf. also Lu. 13:2.  In Mt. 27:18, ^@dei 
o!ti dia> fqo<non pare<dwkan au]to<n, the aorist is used for antecedent  
action.  Cf. paradedw<keisan in Mk. 15:10.  See also Mt. 16:12, 
o!ti ou]k ei#pen.  But in Jo. 2:25, au]to>j ga>r e]gi<nwsken ti< h#n e]n t&? a]n- 
qrw<p&, the direct form2 would have e]stin, not h#n.  So with @̂dei ti< 
e@mellen poiei?n (6:6); ou]k e@gnwsan o!ti to>n pate<ra au]toi?j e@legen (8:27). 
Cf. also 11:51; 12:16, 33; 18:32.  In Ac. 19:32, ou]k h@deisan ti<noj 
e!neka sunelhlu<qeisan, the past perfect stands when the direct would  
have the present perfect.  In Ac. 16:3, @̂deisan o!ti  !Ellhn o[ path?r 
au]tou? u[ph?rxen, the imperfect may indicate that Timotheus' father  
was no longer living, though it is not the necessary meaning, as  
we have just seen. Cf. Mk. 11:32; Jo. 6:22-24; 16:19; Ac. 22: 
2; 1 Pet. 1:12.  In Ac. 22:29, e]fobh<qh e]pignou>j o!ti  [Rwmai?o<j e]stin 
kai> o!ti au]to>n h#n dedekw<j, we see both constructions combined. In 
 
 1 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 263. 
 2 Cf. Robertson, Short Gr., p. 1S1. As a matter of fact, the primitive  
method in oratio obliqua was probably this very change of tense as in Eng.  
We have it more frequently in Hom. than the change of mode or the graphic  
retention of tense. Cf. Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p,. 402. 
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Jo. 11:40, ou]k ei#po<n soi o!ti e]a>n pisteu<s^j o@y^ the subj. and the 
fut. ind. are retained after secondary tense, unless o!ti is recitative.  
This preservation of the original tense appears in clauses not 
strictly in indirect discourse.  In Lu. 9:33, ei#pen—mh> ei]dw>j o{ le<gei,  
the present tense is retained in the relative clause o{ le<gei, as it is  
in the causal clause in 9:49, e]kwlu<omen au]to>n o!ti ou]k a]kolouqei? meq ]  
h[mw?n.  In Jo. 21:25, xwrh<sein, the future inf. stands for the future  
ind. in the direct, as teqnhke<nai does in Ac. 14:19 for the perfect  
ind.  In Lu. 20:6 ei#nai really represents the imperfect indicative  
of the direct. 
 (d) Change of Mode in Indirect Discourse.  The rule with the 
Greek was not to change the tense.  The mode after past ten- 
ses, with more freedom, was either retained1 or changed to the  
corresponding tense of the optative mode.  The optative, as the  
most remote in standpoint of the modes, suited this idiom very  
well.  The imperfect and past perfect indicative were, however,  
retained, though even here the optative sometimes appeared.2  
When the aorist optative represented an aorist indicative of the  
direct discourse the opt. represented past time.3 Usually the op- 
tative and subjunctive are future as to time.  We have the  
optative in the N. T. in indirect discourse only in Luke.  It  
was in the koinh< a mark of literary care, almost Atticism, quite  
beyond the usual vernacular.  And with Luke the idiom is almost  
confined to indirect questions.  Luke never has the opt. after  
o!ti or w[j.  Once (Ac. 25:16) in a subordinate temporal clause  
the optative occurs where the subj. with (cf. Lu. 2:26) or without  
all would be in the direct, pri>n h} e@xoi--te la<boi.  And even here ou]k 
e@stin, after o!ti comes just before.  This change in the subordinate  
clause was also optional in the ancient idiom.4  If a@n was used  
with the subj. in the direct it was, of course, dropped with the  
change to the optative in the indirect.  Similar to this is the use  
of ei] and the optative with dependent single clause either as prot- 
asis with implied apodosis or purpose like ei] yhlafh<seian (Ac..17:  
27); ei] dunato>n ei@h (20:16); ei@ pwj du<nainto (27:12).  Here after 
primary tenses we should have e]a<n and the subj. or ei] and the  
future ind.  Cf. Ph. 3:12; no. 1:10.  Cf. ti< gra<yw in Ac. 25:26.  
As already explained also, the indirect questions with ei] and the 
 
 1 In archaic Lat. the incl. was used in indirect discourse as in Gk. Cf.  
Draeger, Hist. Synt., Bd. II, p. 460. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 263. 
 3 Madvig, Bemerk. Uber einige Punkte der griech. Worthig. 1848, p. 23. 
 4 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 273. 
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optative (Ac. 25:20; 27:39) are instances where the indicative  
would be used in the direct.  Even in indirect questions Luke  
usually keeps the mode of the direct.  So the indicative as in  
to> ti<j—dokei? (Lu. 22:24), the subjunctive as in to> pw?j—a]pod&?   
(22:4) or the optative as in to> ti< a}n qe<lo (1:62).  The indicative  
is never changed to a subjunctive as in Latin.  When the subj. in  
Greek occurs in an indirect question it does so because it was the  
subj. in the direct.  Thus ou] ga>r h@dei ti< a]pokriq ?̂ (Mk. 9:6).  Cf.  
Mt. 6:25, 31, ti< fa<ghte, ti< fa<gwmen.  So Lu. 22:2, 4; Ac. 4:21.  
Cf. subj. with i!na after secondary tenses (Ro. 1:13; 1 Pet. 4:6).  
The use of the optative (as distinct from subj.) in indir. dis- 
course was a Greek development.  We see the beginning of it in  
Homer.  The optative, however, does occur in Lu. (18:36, W. H.  
text, margin a@n) in an indirect question where the direct had the  
indicative.  Cf. potapo>j ei@h in 1:29.  So 8:9, e]phrw<twn ti<j ei@h.  
In Ac. 21.33, e]punqa<neto ti<j ei@h kai> ti< e]stin pepoihkw<j, both con- 
structions occur side by side.  The variation here in the mode  
(retention of the ind.) gives a certain vividness to this part of  
the question.  See Optative in Paratactic Sentences where the  
koinh< parallels are given. In gi<noito kratei?n pa<shj h$j a}n ai[rh?sqe 
xw<raj, P. Par. 26 (B.C. 163), there is no sequence of mode.  The  
subj. is with the indefinite relative and the opt. is a wish.  It has  
been already (under Optative) shown that a@n, and the opt. in an  
indirect question is there because it was in the direct (cf. Ac. 17:  
18, ti< a}n qe<loi; with Lu. 1:62, to> ti< a}n qe<loi).  Sometimes, one  
must admit, the difference between the two is reduced to a mini- 
mum, as in the papyri occasionally.1  So in Lu. 9:46, to> ti<j a}n  
ei@h (cf. to> ti<j ei@h) in Lu. 22:23).  See also Lu. 15:26; Ac. 10:17.  
But there is always a shade of difference.  The manuscripts re- 
flect this haziness in the variations between ind. and opt. as in  
Lu. 22:23; Ac. 2:12, et cet.  In Lu. 3:15, mh< pote ei@h, we   
also have the opt. in an indir. question.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr.,  
p. 165) quotes Diod. I, 75, 5, e]peida>n—pro<sqoito.  The Atticists  
used it often. 
 (e) The Limits of Indirect Discourse.  It is not always easy to  
draw the line between indirect discourse and other constructions.  
Thus Jannaris2 uses it only for declarative clauses with o!ti or w[j.  
Burton3 confines it to indirect assertions and indirect questions,  
but admits that it also covers indirect commands and promises.  
Take Mt. 14:7, w[molo<ghsen au]t ?̂ dou?nai o{ e]a>n ai]th<shtai. The in- 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 198.  2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 471 f.  
 3 N. T. M. and T., p. 131. So most of the grammars. 
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finitive dou?nai is the direct object of the verb and does not seem  
to be in indir. discourse, for in Mk. 6:23 the direct form has 
dw<sw.  But, after all, it is practical indir. discourse, though the  
analogy of tense construction breaks down in this instance.  But 
note fut. infinitive with w@mosen in Heb. 3:18, according to the  
principle of indirect discourse.  On the whole it is best to consider 
three classes or kinds of indirect discourse:  declarative clauses,  
indirect questions, indirect commands. 
 (f) Declarative Clauses (Indirect Assertions). 
 (a)  !Oti and the Indicative.  There is no clear instance of w[j in  
this sense in the N. T.  It was common in the ancient Greek.1   
Just as final o!pwj retreated before i!na, so declarative w[j did before  
o!ti.2  In late Greek  i!na monopolized the field as a final particle 
and divided it with o!ti as a declarative conjunction.  We do have  
w[j in indirect questions a few times as will be shown.  This is 
more likely the meaning even in Ac. 10:28, e]pi<stasqe w[j a]qe<miton.  
Reeb3 points out that Demosthenes uses w[j for what is false and  
o!ti for what is true.  The German wie is used like w[j with verbs  
of reading, narrating, testifying.  With these verbs w[j is more  
than just on (‘that’).    !Oti expresses the thing itself and w[j the  
mode or quality of the thing (Thayer).  With this explanation  
it is possible to consider it as declarative, though really mean- 
ing 'how.'  Cf. Lu. 24:6, mhn<sqhte w[j e]la<lhsen.  So in Lu. 8:47  
with a]pagge<llw, 23:55 after qea<omai, Ac. 10:38 after oi#da, Ac.  
20:20 with e]pi<stamai, Ro. 1:9 with ma<rtuj (so Ph. 1:8; 1 Th.  
2:10).  The manuscripts vary in some passages between w[j and 
o!ti and pw?j.  W. H. bracket do in Lu. 6:4 and read pw?j in Mk.  
12:26 and o!ti in Jude 5, though w[j is retained in 7.4  In all these  
passages it is possible to regard w[j as the 'how' of indirect ques- 
tion rather than declarative. The encroachment of pw?j on o!ti is  
to be noticed also.  Cf. Mt. 12:4 after a]naginw<skw (and Mk. 12:  
26), Mk. 12:41 after qewre<w, Mk. 5:16 after dihge<omai, Lu. 14:  
7 after e]pe<xwn, Ac. 11:13 after a]pagge<llw (so 1 Th. 1:9).  In 
the later Greek pw?j comes gradually to be equivalent to o!ti.5  
Gradually  pw?j gained the ascendency over o!ti till in the modern 
Greek it became the regular declarative particle. See Thumb,  
Handb., p. 190.  In Ro. 10:15; 11:33, w[j is exclamatory.  The  
koinh< writers and the papyri show this same retreat of w[j before 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 258.  2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 571. 
 3 De Particulorum o!ti et w[j apud Demosthenum Usu, 1890, p. 38. 
 4 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 230 f. 
 5 Hatz., Einl., p. 19. 
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o!ti and the inroad of pw?j on o!ti (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 159).  
Cf. B. U., I, 37 (51 A.D.), oi#daj pw?j—xrh<zwi Epictetus often  
after o[ra<w.  There is, however, no doubt of the use of w[j o!ti in  
the declarative sense= ‘that.’  It is an unclassical combination,  
but it appears in the LXX (Esther 4:14) and in the koinh< writers.1  
It is like the Latin quasi in the Vulgate.  The late papyri (fourth  
cent. A.D.) show that w[j o!ti came in the vernacular to mean  
simply ‘that.’2  Moulton cites also two Attic inscriptions from  
the first century B.C. which have w[j o!ti in the sense of w[j or o!ti   
alone.  The editors have removed o!ti from w[j o!ti in Xenophon's  
Hellen. III, ii, 14, ei]pw>n w[j o!ti o]knoi<h.  Moulton agrees to Blass'  
stigma of "unclassical" on w[j o!ti, but Paul has koinh< support for  
his use of it in 2 Cor. 5:19; 11:21; 2 Th. 2:2.  But o!ti has  
won its place in the N. T. not only over w[j, but also over the in- 
finitive.  The use of the inf. in indir. discourse3 takes quite a sub- 
ordinate place in the N. T. Luke alone uses it to any extent.  
The periphrasis with o!ti has superseded it in nearly all the N. T.  
writers.4  The use of o!ti is the common way of making a declara- 
tion in indirect discourse in the N. T. There arose also dio<ti in  
the declarative sense5 (cf. late Latin quia=quod), but no example 
occurs in N. T.  The classic causal sense of dio<ti prevailed.  
It is sometimes doubtful whether o!ti is causal or declarative  
as in Ac. 22:29.  The context must decide.  Finally, as noted,  
pw?j came to be the normal declarative conjunction in the ver- 
nacular over the inf. as  over w[j and o!ti) as the infinitive disap- 
peared from indir. discourse.6  The only mode used with o!ti in the  
N. T. is the ind. In Ro. 3:8 (subj.) o!ti is recitative.  At bottom  
o!ti is just o! ti, and Homer sometimes used o! te in the declarative  
sense (and 6).  Cf. o!ti o!te together in 1 Cor. 12 
 The verbs after which o!ti is used in the N. T. cover a wide  
range.  Indeed, o!ti comes also after substantives like a]ggeli<a (1  
Jo. 1:5); kri<sij (Jo. 3:19); lo<goj (Jo. 15:25); marturi<a (1 Jo. 5:  
11); ma<rtuj (2 Cor. 1:23); parrhsi<a (1 Jo. 5:14), causal in Ac. 22:  
14; fa<sij (Ac. 21:31).  It is in apposition also with e]n o]no<mati 
(Mk. 9:41).  We see also e]n tou<t& o!ti (1 Jo. 3:16).  Some- 
 
 1 See Sophocles' Lexicon under w[j.  Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 413.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 212) gives C.P.R. 19 (iv/A.D.) prw<hn bibli<a e]pide<dwka t^? s ?̂ 
e]pimelei<% w[j o!ti e]boulh<qhn 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 212.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 211. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 231.  5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 413.  
 6 Mitsotakis, Praktische Gr. der neugriechischen Schrift- and Umgangs- 
sprache, 1891, p. 235. 
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times o!ti itself seems to imply e]n tou<t& (Ro. 5:8) or peri> tou<tou 
(Mk. 1:34) or ei]j e]kei?no (Jo. 2:18).  Cf. tou?to o!ti (Rev. 2:6). 
Another irregularity of construction is the prolepsis of the sub- 
stantive before o!ti (and change of case) as in 1 Cor. 16:15.  This  
idiom is sometimes called the epexegetic use of o!ti.  Cf. further  
Ac. 9:20.  It is a rather common idiom.  Cf. Mt. 25:24.  See  
especially Jo. 8:54.  In Ro. 9:6 note ou]x oi$on de> o!ti.   In 1 Cor.  
15:27 dh?lon o!ti is almost adverbial, but that is not true of pro<- 
dhlon o!ti in Heb. 7:14.  The elliptical ti< o!ti (Lu. 2:49) may be  
compared with ti< ge<gonen o!ti, in Jo. 14:22.  The elliptical ou]x 
o!ti (cf. Jo. 6:46) is like the corresponding English "not that."  
The o!ti clause may be in the nominative (subject clause) as in  
Mk: 4:38, ou] me<lei soi o!ti a]pollu<meqa;  More usually it is, of  
course, in the accusative (object clause) as in Jo. 11:27, pepi<- 
steuka o!ti.  The o!ti clause may also be in apposition with the loca- 
tive as in Mk. 9:41.  In Gal. 1:20, i]dou> e]nw<pion qeou? o!ti, we have  
a solemn oath as in a]lh<qeia o!ti (2 Cor. 11:10); pisto>j o!ti (1:18);  
pa<rtuj o!ti (2 Cor. 1:23); o]mhu<w o!ti (Rev. 10:6); zw? e]gw<, o!ti (Ro. 
14:11, LXX).  Rarely the personal construction occurs with o!ti  
as in 1 Cor. 15:12, Xristo>j khr<ssetai o!ti.  In Jas. 1:13 we either  
have recitative o!ti or oratio variata.  In Jo. 4:1 we have one o!ti 
clause dependent on another.   !Oti may be repeated in parallel  
clauses as in Jo. 6:22; Ac. 17:3; 22:29; 1 Cor. 15:3 ff.  In 1 Jo.  
5:9 we have two examples of o!ti, but one is causal.  In Jo. 1: 
15 ff. the three are all causal.  In Jo. 11:50 we have o!ti and i!na  
in much the same sense.  Not so 1 Jo. 5:13.  Cf. i!na in 1 Jo. 5:  
3 with o!ti in 5:11. 
 The verbs that use declarative o!ti in the N. T. are very numer- 
ous.  A few have only o!ti.  Thus Mk. 11:32, a!pantej ei#xon to>n 
  ]Iwa<nhn o!ti profh<thj h#n (note h#n).  Blass1 calls this use of e@xw a  
Latinism like habeo.  Cf. also u[polamba<nw o!ti (Lu. 7:43), a clas- 
sical construction.  So also lale<w (Heb. 11:18); sumbiba<zw (Ac. 
16:10); sfragi<zw (Jo. 3:33); gnwri<zw (1 Cor. 12:3); e]mfa- 
ni<zw (Heb. 11:14); e]comologe<w (Ph. 2:11); kathxe<w (Ac. 21: 
21); khru<ssw (1 Cor. 15:12); a]podei<knumi (2 Th. 2:4); mhnu<w 
(Lu. 20:37); u[podei<knumi (Ac. 20:35); fanero<omai (2 Cor. 3:3);  
a]pokalu<ptw (1 Pet. 1:12); paradi<dwmi (1 Cor. 15:3); parati<- 
qhmi (Ac. 17:3); profhteu<w (Jo. 11:51).  The great mass of 
the verbs of perceiving, showing (contrary to Attic), knowing,  
believing, hoping, thinking, saying, declaring, replying, testify- 
ing, etc., use either the declarative o!ti or the infinitive.  In Lu. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 231, 
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9:18 f. with le<gw we have the inf. and o!ti side by side.  So  
also in Ac. 14:22 with parakale<w.  Outside of the verbs le<gw,  
e]pimarture<w,  katakri<nw and parakale<w the infinitive in indir. dis- 
course in the N. T. is confined to the writings of Luke and Paul  
and Hebrews according to Viteau,1  "comme vestige de la langue  
littóraire."  But even with Luke and Paul the rule is to use o!ti.  
Blass2 has a careful list of the uses of these verbs.  In margin of  
W. H. in Jo. 5:15 we have a]nagge<llw with o!ti, but the text has  
ei#pon.  But see o!ti also in Ro. 2:4 (a]gnoe<w), Mt. 12:5 (a]naginw<skw), 
Lu. 18:37 (a]pagge<llw), Ac. 25:16 (a]pokri<nomai), 1 Jo. 2:22 (a]rne<o- 
mai), Ac. 17:6 (boa<w), 1 Pet. 2:3 (geu<omai), Ro. 10:5 (gra<fw), Mt.  
16:21 (deiknu<w), 1 Cor. 1:11 (dhlo<w), Ac. 10:42 (diamartu<romai), Ac. 
17:3 (dianoi<gw), Mk. 8:31 (dida<skw), Mt. 6:7 (doke<w), Ac. 9:27  
(dihge<omai), Lu. 24:21 (e]lpi<zw), Mt. 6:26 (e]mble<pw), 1 Cor. 11:2  
(dihge<omai), Ac. 13:32 (eu]aggeli<zomai), Lu. 18:11 (eu]xariste<w), Rev.  
2:4 (e@xw kata< tinoj), Lu. 11:38 (qauma<zw), Jo. 6:5 (qea<omai), Ac. 4: 
13 (katalamba<nomai), Lu. 12:24 (katano<ew), 2 Cor. 5:14 (kri<nw), 2  
Pet. 3:5 (lanqa<nw), Mt. 3:9 (le<gw), Ac. 23:27 (manqa<nw), 2 Cor. 1:  
23 (ma<rtura to>n qeo>n e]pikalou?mai), Heb. 7:8 (marture<w), Ac. 20:26  
(martu<romai), Mt. 27:63 (mimnh<skw), Mt. 5:17 (nomi<zw), Mt. 15:17  
(noe<w), Mt. 26:74 (o]mnu<w), Jas. 1:7 (oi@omai), Ro. 9:1 (ou] yeu<domai),  
1 Cor. 15:3 (paradi<dwmi), Heb. 13:18 (pei<qomai), Jo. 6:69 (pi- 
steu<w), Ro. 4:21 (plhrofore<w), 2 Cor. 13:2 (proei<rhka kai> prole<gw,  
cf. Gal. 5:21), Ac. 23:34 (punqa<nomai), Lu. 15:6, 9 (sugxai<rw), Jo. 
18:14 (sumbouleu<w), Ro. 8:16 (summarture<w), Mt. 16:12 (suni<hmi),  
Ju. 5 (u[pomimnh<skw) 1 Cor. 10:19 (fhmi<), Lu. 10:20 (xai<rw), 1 Tim.  
1:12 (xa<rin e@xw tini<).  I cannot claim that this is a complete list,  
but it is the best I can do with the help of H. Scott, Blass, Thayer,  
Moulton and Geden, and Viteau's list.  At any rate it gives one  
a fairly clear idea of the advances made by o!ti on the classic infin-  
itive idiom. Some verbs still share the participle with o!ti, but  
not verbs of showing.  These no longer appear in the N. T. with  
the participle.3  So with o!ti note ble<pw (Heb. 3:19); qewre<w (Mk.  
16:4).  Cf. Ac. 19:26, qewre<w and a]kou<w.  So also e]piginw<skw (Lu.  
7:37); e]pi<stamai (Ac. 15:7); eu[ri<skw (Ro. 7:21); mnhmoneu<w (Ac. 20:  
31); o[ra<w (Mk. 2:16).  Besides some verbs appear with either o!ti,  
the infinitive or the participle.  Thus a]kou<w (Mt. 5:21; Jo. 12:18; 
Lu. 4:23); ginw<skw (Mt. 21:45; Heb. 10:34; Lu. 8:46); logi<zomai  
(Ro. 8 : 18; 2 Cor. 10 : 2 both inf. and part.); oi#da (Ac. 16 : 3; Lu.  
4:41; 2 Cor. 12:2); o[mologe<w (Mt. 7:23 unless recitative o!ti; 
 
 1 Le Verbe, p. 51.  2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 231 f.  
 3 Ib., p. 233. 
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Tit. 1:16; 2 Jo. 7).  In Ac. 27:10 we find used with the in- 
finitive "quite irregularly" Blass1 calls it.  But it is just the classic  
mingling of two constructions seen in the more usual form in Ac.  
14:22, where a change is made from the inf. to o!ti and dei?.  Dif- 
ferent verbs had varying histories in the matter of o!ti.  It was  
not a mere alternative with many.  With a]kou<w, for instance, o!ti 
is the usual idiom.  The same thing is true with ginw<skw, oi#da, 
le<gw, nomi<zw, pisteu<w.  But with fhmi<, in classical Greek almost  
always with the infinitive (Ro. 3:8), we twice have o!ti (1 Cor. 
10:19; 15:50).  For o!ti and then the inf. see Mk. 8:28 f.  The  
substantive nature of the o!ti clause is well shown in 1 Th. 3:6.  
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 159) cites o!ti-u[pa<rxein from Proklus'  
In rem publ., II, 225, 22.  The o!ti clause is often called an object  
clause and may be in the nominative or in the accusative. 
 (b) The Infinitive.  With some verbs we have only single in- 
stances of the infinitive of indir. discourse in the N. T.  So with  
boa<w (Ac. 25:24); ginw<skw (Heb. 10:34); katalamba<nomai (Ac. 25:  
25); h[ge<omai (Ph. 3:8); noe<w (Heb. 11:3).   ]Apokri<nomai has it  
only thrice (Lu. 20:7; Ac. 25:4).  See also a]pagge<llw (Ac. 12: 
14); a]parne<omai (Lu. 22:34); diisxuri<zomai (Ac. 12:15); dhlo<w  
(Heb. 9:8); e]pagge<llomai (Mk. 14:11; Ac. 7:5); e]pimartu<romai  
(1 Pet. 5:12); katakri<nw (Mk. 14:64); marture<w (Ac. 10:43);  
proaitia<omai (Ro. 3:9); prokatagge<llw (Ac. 3:18); shmai<nw (Ac. 
11:28); xrhmati<zw (Lu. 2:26).  Some of these are words that are  
not used with any construction very often, some occur only with 
the infinitive, like e]pideiknu<w (Ac. 18:28); prosdoka<w (Ac. 3:5; 28  
6); u[pokri<nomai (Lu. 20:20); u[ponoe<w (Ac. 13:25; 27:27).  There  
is, besides, the inf. with bou<lomai, qe<lw, keleu<w, etc., more exactly 
the simple object inf.  Other verbs that have occasionally the  
inf. are in the list given under (a), those with either o!ti or the inf.  
like a]rne<omai, (Heb. 11:24); gra<fw (Ac. 18:27); deiknu<w (Ac. 10:28); 
dida<skw (Lu. 11:1); diamartu<romai (Ac. 18:5); dianoi<gw (Ac. 16:14.  
Cf. tou? in Lu. 24:45); eu]aggeli<zomai (Ac. 14:15), sumbouleu<w (Rev. 
3:18).  In Luke and Paul the inf. of indir. discourse is fairly  
common with le<gw (Lu. 9:18, 20, etc. Cf. Mt. 12:24; Mk. 3:  
28) and with nomi<zw (Lu. 2:44; Ac. 7:25, etc.). 
 In the old Greek the inf. was the favourite construction in in- 
direct discourse.2  The Latin had it in all its glory, but the grad- 
ual disappearance of the inf. from late Greek made it wither  
away.  Indeed, it was a comparatively late development in Greek 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 233. 
 2 Cf. Goodwin, M, and T., p. 267. 
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anyhow and is rare in Homer.1  It is not easy to draw the line  
between bou<lomai and keleu<w with the inf. on the one hand and  
le<gw and nomi<zw with the inf. on the other.2  At bottom the con- 
struction is the same.  The question of the case of the substantive  
or adjective used with this inf. is not vital to the idiom.  It is  
really a misnomer to call it "the accusative and infinitive."  That  
is, in fact, more frequently the case found with this inf., but it is  
so, not because the idiom calls for it per se, but simply because  
the infinitive can have no subject, not being a finite verb (cf. the  
participle).  Hence when a noun (not the object) occurs with the  
inf. in indir. discourse it is put in the accusative of general refer- 
ence, if there is no word in the sentence in another case for it  
naturally to agree with by apposition.  This matter was dis- 
cussed under Cases, but will bear some repetition at this point  
since it is so often misunderstood.  Clyde3 correctly sees that,  
since the inf. itself is in a case and is non-finite, it cannot have a  
subject.  Monro4 thinks that the accusative was a late develop- 
ment to assist the "virtual" predication of the later inf.  Some- 
times this acc. itself is the direct object of the principal verb (so  
verbs of asking, ad.).  Gildersleeve has a pertinent word:  "I look  
with amazement at the retention [by Cauer in his Grammatica  
Militans] of Curtius' utterly unsatisfactory, utterly inorganic ex- 
planation of the acc. c. inf. in oratio obliqua, against which I  
protested years ago (A. J. P., XVII, 1890, 517): h@ggeilan o!ti o[ 
Ku?roj e]ni<khse becomes e@ggeilan to>n Ku?ron o!ti e]ni<khsen, but o!ti e]ni<- 
khsen=nikh?sai" (A. J. P., XXXIII, 4, p. 489).  To go no further, 
Gildersleeve shows that the o!ti construction is later than the  
acc. c. inf.  But the grammarians went astray and called this  
accusative the "subject" of the inf., and, when some other case  
appears with the inf., it is an "exception" to the rules of the gram- 
marians, though in perfect harmony with the genius of the Greek  
inf.  Even Moulton5 says:  "In classical Greek, as any fifth-form  
boy forgets at his peril, the nominative is used regularly instead  
of the accusative as subject to the infinitive when the subject of  
the main verb is the same."  Now, there is no doubt about the  
presence of the nominative in such an instance. But why say  
"instead of the accusative"?  The nominative is normal and  
natural in such a construction.  This construction probably, al- 
most certainly, antedated the accusative with the inf.6  We still 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 162.  4 Hom. Gr., p. 162. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 269.  5 Prol., p. 212. 
 3 Gk. Synt., p. 139.   6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 162. 
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meet it in the N. T.  The oldest idiom was to have no noun with  
the inf., as in Lu. 24:23, h#lqan le<gousai kai> o]ptasi<an a]gge<lwn e[wra- 
ke<nai.  The context makes it perfectly clear that the word o]ptasi<an   
is the object of e[wrake<nai and the rest is matter of easy inference.  
Cf. Ac. 26:9 (with dei?n); Jas. 2:14; 1 Jo. 2:6, 9; Tit. 1:16.  
In the majority of cases in the N. T. the noun is not repeated  
or referred to in the predicate.  So in Lu. 20:7 we have a]pekri<- 
qhsan mh> ei]de<nai, but in Ac. 25:4 Fh?stoj a]pekri<qh threi?sqai to>n Pau?- 
lon ei]j Kaisari<an, e[auto>n de> me<llein.  It is easy to see why Pau?lon   
has to be in the acc. if expressed at all.  We could have had  
au]to<j rather than e[auto<n which probably is just co-ordinated with  
Pau?lon.  Cf. krith>j ei#nai in Ac. 18:15; Mt. 19:21 te<leioj ei#nai, 
Ph. 4:11 e@maqon au]ta<rkhj ei#nai, where the principle is the same,  
though not technically indirect discourse; it is the predicate  
nominative.  So with bou<lomai, qe<lw, zhte<w, etc.  The personal  
construction is a good illustration of the nominative.  Cf. Heb.  
11:4, e]marturh<qh ei#nai di<kaioj.  The nominative occurs also in  
Ro. 1:22, fa<skontej ei#nai sofoi<.  See further Ro. 9:3; 1 Cor. 3:  
18; 8:2; 14:37; 2 Cor. 10:2; Heb. 5:12; Jas. 1:26; Jo. 7:4  
(W. H. text).  In a case like Lu. 20:20 dikai<ouj ei#nai is inevitable  
because of u[pokrinome<nouj.  But there are a good many examples  
in the N. T. where the nominative could have been properly re- 
tained and where the accusative has crept in, perhaps owing to a  
tendency towards uniformity rather than to any special Latin  
influence as Blass supposed.1  Moulton2 notes the same tendency  
in the koinh< outside of Latin influence.  Moulton (Prol., p. 249)  
refers to AEschylus, P. V. 268 f., with the note of Sykes and Wynne- 
Wilson, and to Adam's note on Plato, Apol., 36 B., for classical ex- 
amples of acc. with inf. where nom. could have occurred.  Cf. Ro.  
6:11, u[mei?j logi<zesqe e[autou>j ei#nai nekrou<j.  It is rare in the classical  
Greek for the accusative to occur in such sentences.3  The N. T.  
undoubtedly shows an increase of the ace. where the nominative  
was the rule for the older Greek.  So Ro. 2:19, pe<poiqaj seauto>n 
o[dhgo>n ei#nai tuflw?n, where au]to<j (cf. Ro. 9:3) would have been suf- 
ficient.  Cf. also Ac. 5:36 (cf. 8:9) le<gwn ei#nai< tina e[auto<n, (Ph. 
3:13) e]gw> e]mauto>n ou@pw logi<zomai kateilhfe<nai, (Heb. 10:34) ginw<- 
skontej e@xein e[autou>j krei<ssona u!parcin, (Eph. 4:22) a]poqe<sqai u[ma?j 
(some distance from the verb e]dida<xqhte).  See also Ac. 21:1; Ro.  
1:20 f. Blass, p. 238, thinks that in 2 Cor. 7:11 the class.  Greek  
would have had o@ntaj, not ei#nai.  Even so, but the N. T. has 
 
 1 Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 238 f. 
 2 Prol., p. 212 f.  3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 237. 
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ei#nai.  An example like Lu. 20:20 (see above) is hardly pertinent,  
since the participle on which the inf. depends is itself in the accu- 
sative.  Cf.  6:4.1  In Ac. 25:21, tou? Pau<lou e]pikalesame<nou 
threi?sqai au]to<n the pronoun could have been assimilated to the  
case of Pau<lou (au]tou?).  So also in Lev. 2:9; 3:9, tw?n lego<ntwn 
 ]Ioudai<ouj ei#nai e[autou<j (different order in 3:9).  We find the same  
lack of assimilation in Ac. 22:17, moi—mou--me, and in 25:27  
moi—pe<mponta and in Heb. 2:10 au]t&?—a]gago<nta.  In 2 Pet. 3:3, 
ginw<skontej is clue to anacoluthon (cf. 1:20) as with a]pe<xesqai— 
e@xontej (1 Pet. 2:11 f.) and with stello<menoi (2 Cor. 8:20).  So  
Lu. 1:74  h[mi?n r[usqe<ntaj, 5:7 mete<xoij e]lqo<ntaj.  The Greek of the  
N. T. did sometimes have assimilation of case as in Ac. 16:21, 
a{ ou]k e@cestin h[mi?n marade<xesqai ou]de> poiei?n  [Rwmai<oij ou#sin. So also 
15:25, e@docen h[mi?n genome<noij o[moqumado>n e]klecame<noij (–ouj margin of  
W. H.) pe<myai (cf. accusative retained in verse 22, e]klecame<nouj).  
Cf. also Lu. 1:3; 9:59; 2 Pet. 2:21.  Contrast e@doce< moi of Lu.  
1:3 with e@coca e]maut&? of Ac. 26:9.  The same situation applies  
to the cases with the articular infinitive.  Cf. Mt. 26:32, meta> to> 
e]gerqh?nai< me proa<cw.  Here the me is not necessary and au]to<j could  
have been used.  So with Lu. 2:4, dia> to> ei#nai au]to<n.  The au]to<n is  
superfluous, as in Heb. 7:24.2  Cf. Lu. 10:35, e]gw> e]n t&? e]pane<rxe- 
sqai< me a]podw<sw soi.  See further Lu. 1:57; 2:21; 24:30; Ac.  
18:3.  It is easy to show from this use of the articular inf. that  
the inf. has no proper "subject."  The accusative is due to other  
reasons.  Take Lu. 2:27, e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n tou>j gonei?j to> paidi<on 
 ]Ihsou?n, where the context makes plain that paidi<on is the object of  
ei]sagagei?n and gonei?j the acc. of general reference.  The article  
t&? must be considered in explaining this instance.  Cf. Lu. 18:  
5; Ac. 1:3; 27:4; Heb. 5:12 (three accusatives in W. H.'s text).  
The acc. with the inf. was normal when the substantive with the  
inf. was different from the subject of the principal verb.  Cf. Ro. 
3:8, fasi<n tinej h[ma?j le<gein o!ti (note inf. after fhmi<, and o!ti after  
le<gw, but it is recitative o!ti.  In Lu. 24:23, le<gousin au]to>n zh?n   
we see le<gw with the acc. and inf.  Typical examples are seen in  
Mt. 17:4, kalo<n e]stin h[ma?j w$de ei#nai  Ac. 12:14; 14:19; 16:13; 
24:15; 1 Pet. 3:17; 5:12; 1 Cor. 14:5; Heb. 9:8.  See further  
Verbal Aspects of Inf., (d), in next chapter. 
 The tense of the original is preserved in the inf. as a rule. A  
case like Mt. 14:7,  w[molo<ghsen au]t^? dou?nai o{ e]a>n ai]th<shtai, may 
  
 1 See also Lu. 23:2, le<gonta au[to>n ei#nai.  
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 212. Cf. Zeitlin, The Accusative with Inf. and some  
Kindred Constr. in Eng. (1908). 
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seem a bit disconcerting since in the direct discourse in Mk. 6:23 
we find dw<sw.  But the future is aoristic anyhow.  The line be- 
tween indir. discourse and the simple object inf. is not sharply 
drawn.  Cf. Ac. 23:12.  In Lu. 20:6, pepeisme<noj ga<r e]stin  ]Iwa<- 
nhn profh<thn ei#nai, the inf. represents h#n of the direct.  There was 
no help for this, since there is no imperfect inf.  The future inf. 
in indir. discourse is rare, but see Jo. 21:25; Ac. 23:30 (see Ten- 
ses). Examples of the perfect inf. in this idiom occur in Ac. 
12:14; 14:19; 16:27; 25:25; Heb. 9:8. Cf, o[mologei? ei]lhfe<nai, 
P. Oxy. 37 (A.D. 49). 
 There is little more to say.  The use of tou? and the inf. as sub- 
ject has been noted (pp. 996, 1002).  See tou? e]lqei?n, Lu. 17:1,  
where ta> ska<ndala is the acc. of general reference while this geni- 
tive inf. is itself in the nominative case.  See also Ac. 10:25.  
We do not have a@n with the inf. in indir. discourse.  In 2 Cor. 10:  
9, i!na mh> do<cw w[j a}n e]kfobei?n, we have w[j a@n=’as if.’  It is not the  
a@n in apodosis.  Nestle in his N. T. gives at 1 Pet. 5:8 zhtw?n  
ti<na katapiei?n, but surely tina> is the correct accent.  W. H. places  
even this in the margin.  Souter prints tina>, departing from R. V.  
which has tina.  But Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 147) cites Cal- 
linicus in Vita Hypatii, 57, 12, pou? eu[rei?n, and 113, 11, ti< poih?sai  
(cf. German Was tun?).  It may be worth while to add that  
frequently we meet an inf. dependent on an inf. (cf. inf. on part. in  
Lu. 20:20).  I have noticed the idiom in Luke, Paul, Mk., Heb.  
Cf. Lu. 6:12, e]celqei?n au]to>n ei]j to> o!roj proseu<casqai, where the first  
is in indirect discourse, and Ac. 18:2, dia> to> diatetaxe<nai Klau<- 
dion xwri<zesqai pa<ntaj tou>j  ]Ioudai<ouj, where the second is indirect 
discourse (indir. command).  Cf. Ro. 15:8. 
 (g) The Participle.  Middleton1 suggests that the use of the  
participle in indir. discourse is older than the inf. This may be  
true, since in the Sanskrit it developed much more rapidly than the  
inf. But there were cross-currents at work in indirect discourse.  
Just as the inf. was circumscribed by the declarative o!ti, so the  
participle was limited by o!ti or the infinitive.  Thus verbs of  
showing (dei<knumi, dhlo<w) and of manifesting (fanero<w) no longer  
occur with the participle in the N. T.  However, we have the  
participle with fai<nomai (‘appear’), as in Mt. 6:16.  Besides, the  
participle has disappeared from use with ai]sqa<nomai, manqa<nw, me<- 
mhnmai, suni<hmi.  The participles with manqa<nw in 1 Tim. 5:13 are  
additional statements, as the Revised Version correctly translates.  
With the inf. manqa<nw means 'to learn how,' not ‘to learn that.’ 
 
 1 Analogy in Synt., p. 64. 
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Cf. Ph. 4:11; Tit. 3:14.  But some verbs in the N. T. still  
have the participle in indir. discourse.  They are verbs of percep- 
tion by the senses (hearing, seeing, knowing).  In the ancient  
Greek the nominative was used when the participle referred to  
the subject of the verb.  Thus o[rw? h[marthkw<j meant 'I see that I  
have sinned.’  In the N. T., however, we have declarative o!ti in  
such clauses  (Mk. 5:29; 1 Jo. 3:14).1  Viteau2 rightly insists on  
a real difference between the participial conception and the de- 
clarative o!ti or the inf.  If the idea is one of intellectual appre- 
hension merely, an opinion or judgment, we have o[rw? o!ti (Jas.  
2:24).  If it is a real experience, the participle occurs as in Mk. 
8:24, w[j de<ndra o[rw? peripateou?ntaj.  So in Ac. 8:23, his ei]j su<ndesmon 
o[rw? se o@nta.  There is something in this distinction.  Cf. ble<pw   
o!ti (Jas. 2:22), but the participle in Heb. 2:9,  ]Ihsou?n e]stefanw- 
me<non.  In Mk. 8:24 we have o!ti with ble<pw and the part. with  
o[rw?.  The realistic quality of the part. is finely brought out in  
Mk. 9:1, e!wj a}n i@dwsin th>n basilei<an tou? qeou? e]lhluqui?an e]n duna<mei. 
Note the tense as in Lu. 10:18, e]qew<roun to>n Satana?n—peso<nta.  
Cf. 9:49; 21:20; Ac. 11:13; 17:16.  See Jo. 19:33, w[j ei#don   
h@dh au]to>n teqnhko<ta.  The tense of the direct is preserved.  See  
for qewre<w, Mk. 16:4 and Lu. 24:39, kaqw>j e]me> qewrei?te e@xonta.  
For e]pi<stamai take Ac. 15:7 and 24:10.  Cf. also mnhmoneu<w with  
o!ti. (Ac. 20:31) and the part.  (2 Tim. 2:8).  It is very clear in  
eu[ri<skw (see o!ti in Ro. 7:21) which, as in classic Greek, is com- 
monly used with the participle.  See Mt. 1:18; 12:44; Lu.  
23:2; Ac. 9:2.  In Mt. 1:18 we have the passive construction  
eu[re<qh e@xousa.  In Lu. 23:2 we find three participles.  Dokima<zw in  
the N. T. has only the inf. (Ro. 1:28) and the participle (2 Cor.  
8:22).  So with h[ge<omai (Ph. 2:6; 3:7).  Cf. also e@xe me par^th- 
me<non (Lu. 14:18).  In 2 Jo. 7 note the part. with o[mologe<w.  In  
verse 4, peripatou?ntaj with eu[ri<skw, the case agrees only in sense  
with e]k tw?n te<knwn.  The difference between o!ti with oi#da (Ac. 23:  
5) and the part. is clear (2 Cor. 12:2), though this is the only in- 
stance of the part. with this verb.  It prefers o!ti, but may have the  
inf. (Lu. 4:41).  The difference is even clearer in ginw<skw.  See o!ti  
in Mt. 21:45, the inf. in Heb. 10:34.  The usual idiom is o!ti,  
but note Lu. 8:46, e@gnwn du<namin e]celhluqui?an a]p ] e]mou?, where Christ  
thus graphically describes the terrible nervous loss from his heal- 
ing work.  He felt the power "gone" out of him.  In our ver- 
nacular we speak of a sense of "goneness."  See also Ac. 19:35;  
Heb. 13:23.  But see Mk. 5:29, e@gnw t&? sw<mati o!ti i@atai. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 246.  2 Le Verbe, p. 531f. 
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Mk. 5:30 e]piginw<skw has the attributive participle after it.  
 ]Akou<w also occurs with declarative o!ti (Mt. 5:21; 32 times),  
the inf. (Jo. 12:18; 1 Cor. 11:18) or the part. (Ac. 7:12; 14:  
9; 3 Jo. 4; 2 Th. 3:11, etc.).  These examples have the accu- 
sative when the thing is understood.  Blass1 curiously calls the  
acc. incorrect in Ac. 9:4; 26:14.  The genitive with fwnh< does  
occur in 11:7; 22:7.  Blass has an overrefinement on this  
point.  As with the acc. construction of the part. with a]kou<w, so  
most of the genitive examples are found in the Acts. So 2:6;  
6:11; 14:9, etc.  But see also Mk. 12:28, a]kou<saj au]tw?n suzh- 
tou<ntwn.  So 14:58; Lu. 18:36; Jo. 1:37.  The perfect part. in  
this construction is seen in Lu. 8:46; Jo. 19:33, etc.  For the  
aorist see Lu. 10:18.  In Mk. 6:8 we have oratio variata.  The  
sentence starts with  i!na and concludes with the inf.  Hence the  
part. u[podedeme<nouj is construed with the inf.  See the acc. part. in  
Rev. 4:4 as explained by ei#don in verse 1, though i]dou< and the  
nominative have come between. 
 (d) Kai> e]ge<neto.  One hardly knows whether to treat this con- 
struction as indirect discourse or not.  It is a clear imitation of  
the Hebrew yhiy;va and is common in the LXX with two construc- 
tions.  It is either kai> e]ge<neto kai< with finite verb (or e]ge<neto de<) as  
in Gen. 24:30; 29:13; Josh. 5:1, etc.), or we have asyndeton,  
kai> e]ge<neto plus finite verb (Gen. 22:1; 24:45, etc.).  For e]ge<neto  
we often find e]genh<qh (1 Sam. 4:1; 11:1, etc.).  This asyndeton  
is also common in the future as kai> e@stai with finite verb (Is.  
9:16; 10:20, 27, etc.).  This kai> e@stai construction is quoted a  
few times in the N. T. (Ac. 2:17, 21; Ro. 9:26) from the LXX.  
For kai> e@stai kai< see Ex. 13:11 f.  W. F. Moulton2 has pointed  
out that the idiom occurs when the principal sentence has some  
note of time. J. H. Moulton3 quotes Driver (Tenses, § 78) as  
describing the yhiy;va construction in a similar fashion, "a clause 
specifying the circumstances under which an action takes place."  
All the examples of these two constructions in Luke fit this de- 
scription.  Luke has in the Gospel eleven of the kai> e]ge<neto kai< ex- 
amples and twenty-two of the kai< e]ge<neto type.  For kai> e]ge<neto kai<  
see Lu. 17:11; without the second kai< 17:14.  See in particular  
Lu. 8 and 9.  It is frequently the case that Luke has e]n t&? and the  
inf. with the idiom.  So 9:51, e]ge<neto de> e]n t&? sumplhrou?sqai—kai> 
au]to>j e]sth<risen.  Here kai> is almost equivalent to o!ti.  So kai> e]ge<- 
neto e]n t&? ei#nai—ei#pe<n tij (11:1).  We have kai> e]ge<neto kai< also in 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 246. 
 2 W.-M., p. 760, n. 2.  3 Prol., p. 16. 
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Mt. 9:10.  The form kai> e]ge<neto Moulton1 counts outside of  
Luke only twice in Mark and five times in Matthew with the 
phrase e]ge<neto o!te e]te<lesen.  Cf. Mt. 7:28.  Moulton is concerned 
to show against Dalman that the idiom is not Semitic.  He ad- 
mits the Hebraism in kai> e]ge<neto kai<, but doubts as to kai> e]ge<neto 
(asyndeton).  But surely the LXX has left its mark in this point  
also.  The LXX does not have e]ge<neto (or gi<netai) and the infini- 
tive (but cf. 2 Macc. 3:16 h#n — titrw<skesqai).  In the N. T. we  
find it in Mt. 18:13; Mk. 2:15; five times in Luke and seventeen 
times in Acts.  Cf. u[mi?n gi<noito kratei?n, P. Par. 26 (B.C. 163-2). 
The other two constructions are absent from the Acts, showing  
that in the Gospel Luke was more directly using Semitic sources 
or imitating the LXX on the point.  But even inf. with e]ge<neto  
is not ancient Greek, which used sune<bh.  We have sune<bh and  
the inf. in Ac. 21:35.  The modern Athenian vernacular has  
sune<bh o!ti on while the country districts2 use e@tuxe na<.  Moulton finds 
the inf. with gi<netai in the papyri and rightly in the vernacu- 
lar koinh< the origin of this idiom.  There is no essential difference  
between the inf. with gi<netai and e]ge<neto.  Cf. Ac. 9:32; 16:16;  
9:32, 37, 43; 11:26, etc.  Outside of Luke (Gospel and Acts)  
the inf. with e]ge<neto is confined to Mk. 2:23, which Moulton calls 
"a primitive assimilation of Lu. 6:1."  See Ac. 10:25,  e]ge<- 
neto tou? ei]selqei?n.  This is Moulton's presentation, which is cer- 
tainly more just than the mere description of "Hebraism" for  
all these constructions.3  We do not have the o!ti clause with  
gi<netai or e]ge<neto in the N. T. 
 (g) Indirect Questions. 
 (a) Tense.  See (c) under Indirect Discourse.  It may here be  
simply stated that when the principal verb is primary no change   
in tense occurs.  When it is secondary, still no change appears as  
a rule, though occasionally one does see it, as in, Jo. 2:25; 6:6; 
18:32.  But note e]punqa<neto pou? genna?tai (Mt. 2:4);  e]qew<roun pou? 
te<qeitai (Mk. 15:47).  Cf. Ac. 10:18.  Note difference between  
present perfect in Mk. 15:44 and the aorist in the same verse.  
For the future ind. see Jo. 21:19; Mk. 11:13. 
 (b) Mode.  It is only necessary to say that as a rule the same  
mode is retained in the indirect question that was in the direct.  
Thus see Mk. 5:14; 15:47; Lu. 8:36; 23:55; Ac. 10:29, where  
the indicative occurs.  We have the ind. after secondary as well  
as primary tenses.  This is the common idiom in the N. T. as in 
 
 1 Ib.    2 Ib., p. 17. 
 3 As in Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 142 
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the koinh<.  In all instances where a subj. appears in this con- 
struction it is due to the fact that the subj. would have been  
present in the direct (deliberative subj.).  Note ti< fa<gwmen; in 
Mt. 6:31 and ti< fa<ghte (6:25).  See also pou? me<neij; of Jo. 1:38 
and ei#dan pou? me<nei of verse 39 for the retention of the indicative.  
The Latin changed the ind. to the subj. in indirect questions, but  
the Greek did not.  This deliberative subj. occurs after primary 
tenses as in Lu. 9:58, ou]k e@xei pou? th>n kefalh>n kli<n^, and after sec- 
ondary tenses also as in Mk. 9:16, ou] ga>r @̂dei ti< a]pokriq ?̂.  Cf. also  
Mk. 6:36; Lu. 5:19; 12:36.  So also the optative occurs a few  
times where it was in the direct.  This is the construction with a@n   
which has already been discussed twice.  See Ac. 17:18, ti< a}n  
qe<loi, for the direct form, and Lu. 1:62, ti< a}n qe<loi, for the indirect.  
Cf. Lu. 9:46; Ac. 5:24.  In 2 Tim. 2:25, mh< pote d&<h (W. H. have  
dw<̂  in margin), we have the optative without a}n after a primary  
tense if d&<h be correct.  Moulton1 considers the subj. here a  
"syntactical necessity." We heed not moralize, therefore, on  
this instance of the optative even if it is genuine. Radermacher  
(Neut. Gr., p. 132) shows that the Atticists frequently used the  
opt. after a primary tense, as copyists often fail to catch the spirit  
of a thing. The papyri (ib.) have some illustrations of the same  
idiom. The other examples of the opt. in indirect questions are  
all after secondary tenses and the change is made from an indica- 
tive or a subj. to the optative.  These examples all occur in Luke.  
As instances of the opt. where the direct had the incl. see Lu. 1:  
29; 3:15; 18:36.  See Ac. 21:33 for both modes.  In Ac. 17: 
27, ei] a@rage yhlafh<seian, the opt. represents a subj. with e]a<n after 
a primary tense.  So in Ac. 27:12.  In no instance where the  
opt. without a@n occurs in the indirect discourse is it necessary.  
In all these examples the indicative or the subj. could have been  
retained.  The infinitive with ti<na in 1 Pet. 5:8 is read by Nestle,  
but not by W. H. or Souter.  See under (f),( b). 
 (g) Interrogative Pronouns and Conjunctions Used.  One notes  
at once the absence of o!stij in this construction, the common  
classic idiom.  We do have o!ti once in Ac. 9:6, lalhqh<setai< soi 
o!ti se dei? poiei?n.  Elsewhere the most usual pronoun is ti<j and ti< 
as in Ac. 10:29; 21:33.  We even have ti<j ti< a@r^ in Mk. 15:24  
(double interrogative).  Tischendorf reads ti<j ti< in Lu. 19:15,  
but W. H. have only ti<.  Thin double use appears rarely in the  
older Greek.2  As a rule the distinction between ti<j and o!j is pre- 
 
 1 Prol., pp. 55, 193. Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 134.  
 2 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 68. 
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served in indirect questions, as in Jo. 13:24 (cf. 13:12).  The  
occasional confusion between ti<j and o!j was discussed under Pro- 
nouns.  See 1 Tim. 1:7 and Jas. 3:13.  Now and then the sim- 
ple relative pronoun or adverb is used in an indirect question, as  
was true of classical Greek also.  So Mk. 5:19 f. o!sa, Lu. 8:47 
di ] h{n ai]ti<an, Ac. 15:14 kaqw<j, 1 Th. 1:5 oi$oi, and the various  
examples of w[j discussed in connection with Indirect Assertions  
(Lu. 8:47; Ac. 10:28, 38, etc.) which are more likely to be  
understood in the sense of 'how,' and so indirect questions.  Cf. 
Lu. 6:3 f. (o! and w[j), Mt. 10:19 (doqh<setai pw?j h} ti< lalh<shte) 
Lu. 17:8 (ti<).  Other interrogative words used are pou? (Mt. 
2:4), po<qen (Jo. 8:14), poi?oj (Rev. 3:3), po<te (Lu. 12:36), pw?j 
(Lu. 8:36), phli<koj (Gal. 6:11), po<soj (Mt. 16:9), potapo<j (Lu. 
1:29).  The correlative words, besides the lone instance of 
o!ti in Ac. 9:6, are o!pwj  (Lu. 24:20), o[poi?oj (1 Th. 1:9).  In  
Mk. 14:14 (Lu. 22:11) pou?—o!pou fa<gw; most likely the o!pou  
clause is an indirect question with the deliberative subj., but  
it may be the volitive subj. simply.  There are plenty of in- 
stances of ei] in indirect questions (see Conditional Sentences) as  
in Mk. 15:44 after qauma<zw and e]perwta<w; Lu, 14:28 after yh- 
fi<zw; 14:31 after bouleu<omai; Mt. 26:63 after ei#pon; 27:49 after  
o[ra<w; Mk. 3:2 after parathre<w; Jo. 9:25 after oi#da; Ac. 4:19 
after kri<nw; 10:18 after punqa<nomai; 19:2 after a]kou<w; 2 Cor. 2:9 
after ginw<skw; 13:5 after peira<zw.  There are, besides, those 
passages1 where a word is suppressed, like Mk. 11:13; Eph. 3:2;  
Ph. 3:12; 2 Th. 2:15.  See also the optative with ei] in Ac.  
17:27; 25:20; 27:12.  This is all quite classical and gives no  
trouble.  We find mh< also used like an indirect question after sko- 
pe<w (cf. p. 995) with the ind. (Lu. 11:35) and mh< pote after dialogi<- 
zomai with the opt. (Lu. 3:15).  In Jo. 7:17 an alternative indi- 
rect question occurs with po<teron—h@.  The only other alternative  
construction in an indirect question is in 2 Cor. 12 : 2 f. after oi#da,  
and is ei@te--ei@te.  In all these points the N. T. is in harmony  
with the koinh<.  The use of ti< with the subj. (Mk. 6:36) or the  
future ind. (Ac. 25:26 possibly subj. aor.) may be compared with  
pou? after e@xw in Lu. 9:58.  In Col. 4:6 pw?j after ei]de<nai is to be  
distinguished from the use of the inf. after oi#da (‘know how to  
do.’  Cf. Lu. 11:13).  In Mk. 2:24, i@de ti< poiou?sin; the i@de is prob- 
ably just the interjection as in Mt. 25:25.  For the acc. and the  
ind. question side by side see Mt. 16:9. 
 (d)  The Article with Indirect Questions.  This classical idiom 
 
 1 Cf. Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 62. 
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appears in Luke and Paul.  See to> ti< (Lu. 1:62), to> ti<j (9:46), to> 
pw?j (22:4).  So Paul has to> pw?j in 1 Th. 4:1 and to> ti< in Ro.  
8:26 (cf. ti< to< in 8:27).  See also 22:23 f.; Ac. 4:21;  
22:30.  The substantive nature of the indirect question is well  
shown also in Jo. 4:10.  Cf. Lu. 24:19 f. 
 (h) Indirect Command.  As already explained, this construction  
is somewhat vague and the line is hard to draw between this and  
other idioms. 
 (a) Deliberative Question.  A direct command may be turned  
into a deliberative question in the indirect with the subjunctive.  
The volitive idea of the imperative thus glides into the delibera- 
tive.  In Lu. 12:5, u[podei<cw de> u[mi?n ti<na fobhqh?te: fobh<qhte to>n, ktl., 
we have the point illustrated both in the direct (imperative) and  
the indirect (deliberative subj.).  Here the only difference be- 
tween the two forms is the accent.  Cf. mh> fobhqh?te in verse 4.  In  
Mt. 10:28 we have fobei?sqe.  Obviously this is a natural, though  
not very frequent, turn for the Command to take. 
 (b) The Conjunctions i!na and o!pwj.  These may be used after  
verbs of commanding and beseeching.  This idiom does not differ  
clearly from the sub-final construction.  It is a species of purpose  
(or sub-final. See Final Clauses).  The examples there given  
might suffice, but note the following:  Mk. 6:8 parh<ggeilen au]toi?j 
i!na mhde>n ai@rwsin, Mt. 16:20 e]peti<mhsen toi?j maqhtai?j i!na mhdeni> ei@pw-
sin, 2 Th. 3:12 paragge<llomen kai> parakalou?men e]n kuri<&   ]Ihsou? 
Xrist&? i!na—e]sqi<wsin, Ac. 25:3 ai]tou<menoi o!pwj metape<myhtai.  See 
further Mt. 8:34; Lu. 16:27; 1 Cor. 1:10.  In Lu. 16:27 f. we  
have the purely final idea in both o!pwj and i!na which are sub- 
ordinate to the first i!na after e]rwtw?.  But we cannot follow this  
use of  i!na after qe<lw and such verbs where it is more or less purely  
objective. The recitative o!ti with the imperative in 2 Th. 3:10  
is not an instance of indirect command, but simply the direct  
command preserved. 
 (g) The Infinitive.  It seems more obvious and is still common  
in the koinh<, though retreating before  i!na.  The negative is, of  
course, mh<.  This use of the infinitive must not be confounded  
with the idiom for indirect assertion (declarative) as in Mk. 12: 
18, oi!tinej le<gousin a]na<stasin mh> ei#nai.  Note Ac. 21:21, le<gwn mh> 
perite<mnein au]tou>j ta> te<kna mhde> toi?j e@qesin peripatei?n, where we have 
prohibition, not assertion (note incidentally the two Accusatives)  
with le<gwn (same verb as above).  So also 23:12, le<gontej mh<te 
fagei?n mh<te pei?n.  Cf. 21:4.  Simple enough is the construction  
after ei#pa in Lu. 9:54, ei@pwmen pu?r katabh?nai;  See also Mk. 8: 
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7.  In Mt. 16:12, sunh?kan o!ti ou]k ei#pen prose<xein (cf. prose<xete in 
verses 6 and 11), we have the declarative o!ti and the indicative  
followed by the inf. in indirect command.  In im. 2:26, h#n au]t&?  
kexrhmatisme<non mh> i]dei?n qa<naton, the construction is like that of in- 
direct command, but the sense comes nearer to the mere object  
infinitive.  See the direct dw<sw in Mk. 6:23 reproduced in the  
indirect by dou?nai (Mt. 14:7).  There is a certain amount of free- 
dom taken in such transference to the indirect.  In Ac. 18:2, dia> 
to> diatetaxe<nai Klau<dion xwri<zesqai pa<ntaj, the inf. is dependent on 
an inf.  Other instances of the inf. in indir. command are seen in 
Ac. 25:24, bow?ntej mh> dei?n au]to>n zh?n, 26:20, a]ph<ggellon metanoei?n. 
In 2 Th. 3:6 we have paragge<llomen ste<llesqai, while in verse 
12 we have i!na.  In verse 10 the direct quotation follows this  
same verb.  In Mk. 6:8 f. we have both i!na mh> ai@rwsin and mh> 
e]ndu<sasqai (marg. of W. H., Mh> e]ndu<shsqe) after parh<ggeilen.  Luke  
(9:3-5) gives it all in the direct form.  In 2 Th. 3:14, tou?ton 
shmeiou?sqe, mh> sunanami<gnusqai au]t&?, the inf. is not in indirect com- 
mand, but rather the inf. used in the direct as the equivalent of 
the imperative.  But in 1 Cor. 5:11, e@graya u[mi?n mh> sunanami<gnu- 
sqai (so also verse 9), we de have indirect command. 
 (i) Mixture.  Strictly this point belongs to the chapter on  
Figures of Speech (cf. also, Oratio Variata, The Sentence), but  
a word is called for here.  We have mixture of several sorts as  
in the classic Greek. In Ac. 19:1 f., Pau?lon e]lqei?n kai> eu[rei?n,  
ei#pe<n te, we have the infinitive (object-clause subject of e]ge<neto) 
and the finite clause ei#pe<n te side by side.  Cf. Ac. 4:5 f. for  
inf. followed by kai< and the indicative.  So in Lu. 9:19 we  
have the infinitive construction and the o!ti construction side by 
side after a]pokriqe<ntej ei#pan.  In Ac. 14:22, parakalou?ntej e]mme<nein 
t ?̂ pi<stei kai> o!ti—dei?, the construction glides from the inf. into 
o!ti.  In Ro. 3:8 the recitative o!ti is dependent on the inf. 
le<gein after fasi<n.  In Ac. 9:27, dihgh<santo pw?j e]n t^? o[d&? ei#den to>n  
ku<rion kai> o!ti e]la<lhsen au]t&?, kai> pw?j ktl., we have a change from ind. 
question to indirect assertion and then back again to indirect  
question.  The change may be from the indirect to the direct 
as in Ac. 1:4, perime<nein th>n e]paggeli<an tou? patro>j h{n h]kou<sate< mou. 
Cf. also 23:22.  See also Jo. 12:29.  This change appears in  
Mk. 6:8 f., if the true text is e]ndu<shsqe.  But the change may  
be just the reverse, from the direct to the indirec is in Ac. 23: 
23, ei#pen  [Etoima<sate—kth<nh te parasth?sai.  In 27:10 o!ti occurs 
with the inf., a mixture of the o!ti and the infinitive constructions  
in indirect assertions.  This use of o!ti with the inf. appears in. 
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classic Attic (cf. Xen., Cyr., 1, 6, 18, etc.).  See Jannaris, Hist.  
Gk. Gr., p. 570. Moulton (Prol., p. 213) gives a papyrus example,  
0. P. 237 (ii/A.D.), dhlw?n o!ti ei] ta> a]lhqh? fanei<h mhde> kri<sewj dei?sqai 
to> pra?gma.  See further Winer-Moulton, p. 426. 
 (j) The Subordinate Clause.  A complex sentence may be  
quoted in indirect discourse as readily as the simple sentence.  
This principal clause follows the usual laws already discussed.  
Secondary tenses of the indicative in the subordinate clause  
suffer no change at all in mood or tense.1  This is obviously true  
after primary tenses, as in Gal. 4:15, marturw? u[mi?n o!ti ei] dunato<n 
--e]dw<kate< moi.  Here the copula h@n is suppressed.  In Lu. 19:15  
note ei#pen fwnhqh?nai—oi$j dedw<kei.  So after primary tenses the pri- 
mary tense follows, as in Mk. 11:23, le<gw o!ti o{j a}n ei@p^--e@stai 
au]t&?.  Cf. Ac. 25:14 f.  But even after secondary tenses the rule  
is to retain the tense and mode of the direct much more than in  
the Attic where the mode was quite optional.2  See Lu. 9:33, ei#pen  
mh> ei]dw>j o{ le<gei.  Another example of the relative clause appears in  
Mt. 18:25, e]ke<leusen—praqh?nai—kai> o!sa e@xei.  Even after a con-  
dition of the second class the primary tense may be retained, as 
in Lu. 7 39, e]gi<nwsken a}n ti<j kai> potaph> h[ gunh> h!tij a!ptetai au]tou? 
o!ti a[martwlo<j e]stin.  For a causal sentence see e]kwlu<omen au]to>n o!ti 
ou]k a]kolouqei? meq ] h[mw?n (Lu. 9:49).  A temporal clause with the 
subjunctive appears in Mt. 14:22, h]na<gkasen—proa<gein—e!wj ou$ 
a]polu<s^.  See also Ac. 23:12 a]neqema<tisan—e!wj ou$ a]poktei<nwsin 
In 25:16, however, we have the optative in the subordinate  
clause of time with pri>n h} (e@xoi, la<boi), after a]pekri<qhn, the sole ex- 
ample.  It is in Luke, as one would expect.  The change here is  
from the subj. to the opt.  In Lu. 7:43, o!ti &$, only the subordinate  
relative clause is given. 
 10. SERIES OF SUBORDINATE CLAUSES. It is interesting to  
observe how rich the Greek language is in subordinate clauses  
and how they dovetail into each other.  It is almost like an end- 
less chain.  The series may run on infinitum and yet all be in  
perfect conformity to the genius of the language.  I have col- 
lected quite a number of examples to illustrate this complexity of  
structure, some of which are here given.  A typical one is Mk.  
11:23.  After le<gw o!ti we have o!j a}n ei@p^ which has oratio recta, 
but the relative clause proceeds with kai> mh> diakriq ?̂ a]lla> pisteu<̂  
o!ti o{ lalei? gi<netai.  The relative o{ lalei?, is the fourth involution of 
subordinate clauses after le<gw.  Cf also Jo. 17:24.  A similar 
multiplicity of subordinate clauses is found in Ac. 25:14-16. 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 273.  2 Ib., p. 272. 
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After a]ne<qeto le<gwn we have oratio recta.  The first step is the rela- 
tive clause peri> ou$--e]nefa<nisan, on which hangs pro>j ou{j a]pekri<qhn, 
which in turn is followed by o!ti ou]k e@stin and that by xari<zesqai,  
and this again by pri>n h} e@xoi--la<boi.  The pri>n h@ clause is the  
fifth involution in the oratio recta.  Cf. also Ac. 3:19 ff. (pro>j to> 
e]califqh?nai, o!pwj a}n, o{n dei? de<casqai, w$n).  In Ac. 11:13 there are  
five involutions.  The complications axe not, of course, always  
so many.  In Lu. 7:39 the oratio recta has a series of three (ti<j —  
h!tij — o!ti).  See the threefold series in Ro. 3:8, kaqw<j fasi<n tinej 
h[ma?j le<gein o!ti, ktl.  So also Mk. 6:55, perife<rein o!pou h@kouon o!ti 
e@stin (infinitive, relative, declarative).  So again 1 Cor. 11:23 f.  
(o!ti, $̂, ei#pen and oratio recta).  Here also the o! clause is in appo- 
sition with the o!ti clause. Cf. Lu. 19:15 (inf., i!na, ti<).  In Ac.  
7:25, e]no<mizen sunie<nai tou>j a]delfou>j o!ti, ktl., we have two forms of  
indirect assertion (the inf., then o!ti), one dependent on the other. 
So also o!ti follows dia> to> le<gesqai in Lu. 9:7 f.  In 4:10 we  
have the o!ti clause and then the articular inf.  In Jo. 6:24 the  
o!ti clause is subordinate to the o!te clause.  In 1 Jo. 5:9 we have  
a o!ti clause dependent on a o!ti clause.  In Jo. 4:1 we have w[j — 
o!ti—o!ti.  In Mt. 16:20 the sequence is i!na—o!ti.  So Jo. 16:  
4; 17:23.  In Mk. 14:14 we have two cases of oratio recta, one  
dependent on the other.  In Lu. 24:7 it is w[j—o!ti.  Cf. i!na —  
i!na in Gal 3:14.  In Col. 1:9 the i!na clause and the infinitive  
peripath?sai are parallel.  The instances are numerous where  
one infinitive is dependent on another infinitive.  Thus e]celqei?n 
proseu<casqai (Lu. 6:12); doqh?nai fagei?n (8:55); pro>j to> dei?n proseu<- 
xesqai (18:1); dia> to> tetaxe<nai Klau<dion xwri<zesqai, after e]lhluqo<ta 
(Ac. 18:2); dei?n pra?cai (26:9); gegenh?sqai ei]j to> bebaiw?sai (Ro. 15:  
8); kathrti<sqai ei]j to> gegone<nai (Heb. 11:3).  In Ac. 23:30, mhnu- 
qei<shj moi e]piboulh?j ei]j to>n a@ndra e@sesqai, the future inf. in indirect  
discourse is dependent on the participle in the genitive absolute.  
In Heb. 9:8, tou?to dhlou?ntoj tou? pneu<matoj tou? a[gi<ou pefanerw?sqai,  
the perfect inf. follows the genitive absolute.  There are various  
other combinations.  These are given as illustrations.  No rules  
are called for about the using of a series of subordinate clauses.  
The presence of so many of them in Luke, Paul and Hebrews  
shows the literary quality of a more periodic structure. 



 
 
 
 
                                   CHAPTER XX 
 
 
 
        VERBAL NOUNS (  ]ONOMATA TOU   [RHMATOS) 
 
 
 I. Kinship. The finite verb, verbum finitum (das bestimmte  
Verb), has now been discussed as adequately as the space in this  
grammar allows.  Originally there was no difference between  
verb and noun (see Conjugation of the Verb).  But gradually  
there was developed a difference.  It was done largely by the  
help of the pronouns which were added to the verb-stems.  Nouns  
also had their own inflection.  But a considerable body of words  
partook of the nature of both verb and noun and yet did not cut  
loose from either.  In a sense therefore the finite verb is a com- 
bination of verb and pronoun while the non-finite verb combines  
verb and noun.  These verbal nouns are the non-finite verb, ver- 
bum infinitum (das unbestimmte Verb).1  They failed to add the  
personal pronominal endings of the finite verb and so did not  
become limited to a subject (finite).  And yet they developed  
tense and voice and were used with the same cases as the finite  
verb. In so far they are true verbs.  On the other hand they are  
themselves always in a case like other nouns.  The verbal sub- 
stantive comes to drop its inflection (fixed case-form) while the  
verbal adjective is regularly inflected in the singular and plural  
of all three genders just like any other adjective.  These verbal  
nouns may be regarded either as hybrids or as cases of arrested  
development, more properly deflected development, for they con-  
tinued to develop in a very wonderful way.  The Greek of the  
Attic period would be barren indeed if robbed of the infinitives  
and the participles. The names are not distinctive, since both  
are participles2 (partake of the nature of both verb and noun)  
and both are non-finite or infinitives (are not limited to a subject  
by personal endings).  The root-difference between these lies not 
 
 1 K.-B1., Bd. II, p. 4. 
 2 In K.-G. (Bd. II, p. 1) the ch. begins thus: "Lehre von den Partizipialen;  
dean Infinitiv and dem Partizipe." Both are "participles" and both are  
"infinitives." 
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in the verbal idea, but in the noun. It is the difference between  
substantive and adjective.  Both are verbals both are nouns, but  
one is a substantive and the other is an adjective. These general  
remarks may help one to understand the history and usage of  
both infinitive and participle. 
 II. The Infinitive (h[ a]pare<mfatoj e@gklisij or a]pare<mfaton   
r[h?ma)  
 1. ORIGIN.  There is no real ground for difference of opinion  
on this subject, however much scholars may argue as to the sig- 
nificance of the infinitive.1  In the Sanskrit the infinitive did not  
have tense or voice. The root used was that of a substantive  
closely connected with a verb.2  But it is verbal in Sanskrit also  
in the notion of action, nomina actionis.  In the Veda and Brah- 
mana the number of these verbal nouns is very large.  They are  
used with cases, the cases corresponding to the verb, but that  
phenomenon appears in Latin and Greek.  In Plautus "we even  
find the abstract noun tactio in the nominative governing its  
case just as if it were tangere.  Classical Greek has a few well- 
known examples of a noun or adjective governing the case ap- 
propriate to the verb with which it is closely connected."2 The  
same thing occurs in the N. T. also. Cf. koinwni<a fwti< (2 Cor.  
6:14).  See chapter on Cases.  These substantives have enough  
"verbal consciousness " to "govern" cases.3  In the old San- 
skrit these verbal substantives occur in any case (except the  
vocative, which is not a real case).  The later Sanskrit has only  
one such case-ending so used, the accusative in –tum or –itum  
(cf. the Latin supine).4  But for the developments in other lan- 
guages, especially in the Greek and Latin, these Sanskrit verbal  
substantives would not have been called infinitives.  But they  
show beyond controversy the true origin of the infinitive before  
tense and voice were added.  They were originally substantives  
in any case, which were used as fixed case-forms (cf. adverbs)  
which had a verbal idea (action), and which were made on verbal  
roots.  The Latin shows three cases used in this way: the loca- 
tive as in regere, the dative as in regi and the accusative as in  
the supine rectum.5  The Greek infinitive shows only two case- 
endings, the dative —ai as in lu<sai (cf. also doFe<nai, dou?nai, with  
Sanskrit davane; Homeric Fi<dmenai with Sanskrit vidmane) or the 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 297. 3 Ib p. 203. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 202.  4 Whitney, Sans. Gr., pp. 347 ff.  
 5 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 202; Giles, Man. of Comp. Philol., p. 469; Vogrinz,  
Gr. d. hom. Dial., 1889, p. 139. 
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locative in lu<ein.1  Thus in the Greek and Latin it is only oblique  
cases that were used to form the infinitives.2  It is then as a 
substantive that the infinitive makes its start.  We see this in the  
Sanskrit davane vasunam= dou?nai tw?n a]gaqw?n.3  This substantive 
aspect is clearly seen in the use of panto<j with tou? zh?n in Heb.  
2:15.  The first4 step towards the verbal idea was in the con- 
struction dou?nai ta> a]gaqa<.  Moulton5 illustrates the border-land of  
the English inf. by the sentence:  "He went out to work again."  
If we read "hard work" we have a substantive; but if we read  
"work hard," we have a verbal notion.  Strictly speaking, dou?nai   
ta> a]gaqa<= 'for giving the good things,' while i]dei?n ta> a]gaqa<='in  
seeing the good things.'  This was the original etymological sense  
as the Sanskrit makes clear.  See further chapter on Conjugation 
of Verb. 
 2. DEVELOPMENT.  In the Sanskrit we see the primitive in- 
finitive without tense or voice.  In the modern Greek the in- 
finitive, outside of the Pontic dialect, has disappeared save with  
auxiliary verbs, and even so it is in a mutilated state, as with  
qe<lei lu<ei, h@qelea deqei?, e@xw de<sei, remnants of the ancient infini- 
tives lu<ein, deqh?nai, de<sai (Thumb, Handb., pp. 162, 167).  Between  
these two extremes comes the history of the rise and fall of the 
Greek infinitive.  We may sketch that history in five periods.6  
 (a) The Prehistoric Period.  The infinitive is simply a substan- 
tive with the strict sense of the dative or locative case.  Cf. the  
Sanskrit.  We may infer also that there was no tense or voice.  
This original epexegetical use of the inf. as the dative of limita- 
tion has survived with verbs, substantives and adjectives.  So  
o[ xro<noj tou? tekei?n (Lu. 1:57).  Cf. our "a wonder to behold."  
See du<nati douleu<ein (Mt. 6:24), o[rmh> u[bri<sai (Ac. 14:5), i[kano<j 
lu?sai (Mk. 1:7).  See also Jas. 1:19, taxu>j ei]j to> a]kou?sai, where 
ei]j to> reproduces the dative idea. 
 (b) The Earliest Historic Period.  The case-form (dative or lo- 
cative) begins to lose its significance. In Homer the dative idea is  
still the usual one for the infinitive, in harmony with the form.7  
With verbs of wishing, commanding, expecting, beginning, being  
able, etc., the dative idea is probably the original explanation of 
 
 1 Cf. Giles (Man., p. 470) for lu<-ein, and its relation to the Sans. —san-i. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 515.   4 Ib. 
 3 Ib.      5 Prol., p. 203. 
 6 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 143, has four. But see Robertson, Short Gr.  
of the Gk. N. T., p. 188. 
 7 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 154. 
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the idiom. Cf. oi@date dido<nai (Mt. 7:11), ‘knows how to give’ 
(for 'giving').  Homer has bh? d ] i]e<nai= ‘stepped’ for 'going.'  But 
already in Homer there are signs that the case-form is getting 
obscured or stereotyped.  It occurs as apparent subject with 
impersonal verbs and as the logical object of verbs of saying in 
indirect discourse.1  The use of pri<n with the inf. is common also 
in Homer.   Pri<n would naturally be used with the ablative, like 
pura and the infinitive in Sanskrit,2 and so the Greek idiom must 
have arisen after the dative or locative idea of the inf. in Greek 
was beginning to fade.3  In Homer the inf. is already a fixed 
case-form.  The disappearance of –ai as a distinct case-ending in 
Greek may have made men forget that the usual inf. was dative. 
This dative inf. was probably a survival of the old and once  
common dative of purpose. Gradually the inf. passed from 
being merely a word of limitation (epexegetic) to being subject 
or object. We see the beginning of this process in Homer, 
though there is only4 one instance of the article with the inf., 
and that is in the Odyssey (20. 52), to> fula<ssein.  But even 
here to< may be demonstrative.5  But in Homer the inf. has tense 
and voice, a tremendous advance over the Sanskrit inf.  This 
advance marks a distinct access of the verbal aspect of the inf. 
But there was no notion of time in the tense of the inf. except in 
indir. discourse where analogy plays a part and the inf. represents 
a finite mode.6  This use of the inf., afterwards so common in 
Latin, seems to have been developed first in the Greek.7  But it 
was the loss of the dative force as an essential factor that allowed 
the inf. to become distinctly verbalized.8  As it came to be, it 
was an imperfect instrument of language.  As a verb it lacked 
person, number and time except in indirect discourse.  As a 
substantive it lacked inflection (without case or number) after it 
came to be limited to two cases. Even after the case-idea van- 
ished and it was used in various cases it was still indeclinable.9  
 
 1 Ib., pp. 157, 159.  2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., § 983. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 158. It seems a bit odd to find Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 145) saying of the inf.: "in seiner urspriinglichen Bedeutung 
als Modus." The inf. is not a mode and the original use was substantival,  
not verbal. 
 4 Monro ib., p. 179. 
 5 Birkletn, Entwickelungsgesch. des substantivierten Infin., 1888, p. 2 f. 
 6 Monro, Hom. Gk., pp. 158 ff. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 515. 
 7 Goodwin, Moods and Tenses, p. 299. 
 8 Gildersl. Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, p. 195. 
 9 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 568. 
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The addition of tense and voice to the fixed case-form of the  
substantive with verbal root was possible just because of the 
obscuration of the case-idea. 
 (c) The Classic Period from Pindar on.  The articular infini- 
tive is often used and there is renewed accent on its substanti- 
val aspects.  The inf. is freely used with or without the article  
in any case (except vocative) without any regard to the dative or  
locative ending.  Pindar first uses the neuter article to< with the  
inf. as the subject.1  "By the assumption of the article it was  
substantivized again with a decided increment of its power."2  
It is to be remembered, however, that the article itself is a de- 
velopment from the demonstrative and was very rare in Homer  
with anything.  Hence too much must not be made of the later  
use of the article with the inf.  Hesiod shows two examples of the  
article with the inf. Pindar has nine and one in the accusative.3  
The absence or ambiguous character of the article in early Greek  
makes it necessary to be slow in denying the substantival aspect  
or character of the inf. in the Homeric period.4  Hence it is best  
to think of the article as being used more freely with the inf. as  
with other nouns as the article made its onward way.  The greatly  
increased use of the article with the inf. did serve to restore the  
balance between the substantival and verbal aspects of the inf.  
now that tense and voice had come in.  The enlarged verb-force  
was retained along with the fresh access of substantival force.  
"The Greek infinitive has a life of its own, and a richer and  
more subtle development than can be found in any of the cog- 
nate languages."5  The infinitive, thus enriched on both sides,  
has a great career in the classic period of the language, especially  
in Thucydides, the Orators, Xenophon and Plato.  It has a  
great variety of uses.  In general, however, it may be said that  
the inf. was not as popular in the vernacular as in the literary  
style for the very reason that it was synthetic rather than analytic,  
that it lacked clearness and emphasis.6  But it was not till the  
koinh< period that the inf. began to disappear.7 
 (d) The Koinh< Period.  The inf. begins to disappear before  i!na  
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 143. 
 2 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, p. 195. 
 3 Birklein, Entw. d. subst. Infinitivs, p. 4 f. 
 4 Jann., Dist. Gk. Gr., p. 576. Hesseling (Essai hist. sur l'infinitif grec,  
1892, p. 5) puts the matter too strongly. 
 5 Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, p. 195. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 569.   7 Ib., p. 480. 
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ion the one hand and o!ti on the other.  Jannaris1 outlines the 
two chief functions of the inf. in its developed state to be pro-  
spective (purpose like i!na) and declarative (subject or object like  
o!ti and i!na ultimately also).  The fondness for analysis rather 
than synthesis, particularly in the vernacular, gradually pushed 
the inf. to the wall. The process was slow, but sure. There is 
indeed a counter tendency in the enlarged use of tou? and the 
inf. in the koinh<, particularly in the LXX under the influence of 
the Hebrew infinitive construct, and so to some extent in the 
N. T. So from Polybius on there is seen an increase of tou? and 
the inf. side by side with the enlarged use of  i!na and o!ti.  The  
two contradictory tendencies work at the same time.2  On the  
whole in the koinh< the inf. has all the main idioms of the classic 
age (with the marked absence of e]f ] &$te) and the new turn given 
to tou? and e]n t&?.  The Hebrew did not use the inf. as much as 
the Greek and never with the article.  Certainly the inf. is far 
less frequent in the LXX than in the comparatively free Greek 
of the N. T., about half as often (2.5 to the page in the LXX, 
4.2 in the N. T.).3  But the Hebrew has not, even in the LXX, 
introduced any new uses of the inf. in the Greek. The Hebrew  
inf. construct had no article and was thus unlike tou? and the  
inf.  The total number of infinitives in the N. T., according  
to Votaw,4 is 2,276.  The number of anarthrous infs. is 1,957,  
of articular 319.  The inroad of  i!na and o!ti is thus manifest as  
compared with the Attic writers.  The writings of Luke show  
the largest and most varied use of the inf., while the Johannine  
writings have the fewest.5  Paul's use is very uneven.  Votaw6  
finds the same inequality in the case of the apocryphal books.  
The papyri show a similar situation.  Different writers vary  
greatly, but on the whole the inf. is dying save in the use with  
auxiliary verbs, and it is going even there as is seen from the 
use of  i!na with qe<lw in the N. T.  Cf. Mk. 9:30.  In the koinh<   
we find  i!na with bou<lomai and du<namai in Polybius, the LXX and  
later koinh< writers.7  As the inf. disappears in the later Greek  
strange combinations appear, as in Malalas and Theophanes we 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 568. 
 2 Kalker, Questiones de Elocutione Polyb., 1880, p. 302. 
 3 Votaw, The Use of the Inf. in Bibl. Gk., 1896, p. 55 
 4 lb., p. 50. 
 5 Ib., p. 52.   6 Ib. 
 7 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 248. Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 574,  
for list of verbs with ba in late Gk. 
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meet pro> tou? with the subjunctive (pro> tou? e]pirri<ywsin, pro> tou? 
e[nwqw?sin).1  The inf. never had a monopoly of any construction  
save as the complement of certain verbs like bou<lomai, qe<lw, etc. 
This was probably the origin use of the inf. with verbs and it  
was true to the dative case-idea.2  It was here alone that the inf.  
was able to make a partial stand to avoid complete obliteration. 
 (e) The Later Period.  Outside of the Pontic dialect the inf. is  
dead, both anarthrous and articular, save with the auxiliary  
verbs.3  The use of qe<lw as a mere auxiliary is common enough 
in Herodotus and probably was frequent in the vernacular then  
as it was later.4  "The fortunes of the infinitive were determined 
by its nature."5  The increased use of abstract nouns made it  
less needed for that purpose, as the fondness for i!na and o!ti made  
it less necessary as a verb.  The N. T. is mid-stream in this cur- 
rent and also midway between the rise and the end of this river.  
The writers will use the inf. and i!na side by side or the inf. and  
o!ti parallel.  Even in the classical Attic we find o!pwj after pei- 
ra<omai (Xenophon).6  As o!pwj disappeared i!na stepped into its 
place.  In Latin ut was likewise often used when the inf. could  
have occurred.  The blending of i!na and o!ti in the koinh< helped 
on the process. 
 In the N. T. the exclusive province of the inf. is a rather nar- 
row7 one.  It still occurs alone with du<namai and me<llw.  It has a  
wide extension of territory with tou?.  But on the whole it has  
made distinct retreat since the Attic period. The story is one of  
the most interesting in the history of language. 
 3. SIGNIFICANCE. Originally as we have seen, the infinitive  
was a substantive, but a verbal substantive. This set case of an  
abstract substantive has related itself closely to the verb.8  The 
Stoic grammarians9 called it a verb, a]pare<mfaton r[h?ma, a]pare<mfa- 
toj e@gklisij.  Apollonius Dyskolos10 called it a "fifth mode" and 
the later grammarians followed his error. Some of the Roman  
grammarians actually took infnitivus in the sense perfectus, 
 
 1 Rueger, Beitr. zur hist. Synt. d. griech. Sprache, 1895, p. 11. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 154. 
 3 Jebb in V. and D.'s Handb., p. 324. 
 4 Ib., p. 326. G. Meyer (Essays and Studien, 1885, p. 101) says that the  
Albanians are the only Slavic folk "dem ein Infinitiv abgeht." It .is due to  
the mod. Gk. 
 5 Thompson, Synt. of th,,, Attic Gk., p. 247. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 221.    7 Ib., p. 222. 
 8 Curtius, Erlaut., p. 296. 
 9 Jolly, Gesch. des Inf. im Indoger., 1873, p. 16.  10 Ib., p. 22. 
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just as they mistranslated genikh< by genitivus.1  Bopp2 rightly  
perceived that the inf. has a nominal origin and was later ad- 
justed to the verb in Greek.  It is not a real verb in the very  
height of its glory.3  And yet the consciousness of the nominal  
origin was partially obscured even in the time of Homer.  The  
original case-form is so far forgotten that this dative may appear  
in the nominative and the accusative.  The tenses and voices  
have developed.  But Brugmann4 seems to go too far in saying  
that already the inf. was "only" a verb in the popular feeling.  
Moulton,5 indeed, harks back to Apollonius Dyskolos:  "The  
mention of 'The Verb' has been omitted in the heading of this  
chapter, in deference to the susceptibilities of grammarians who 
wax warm when lu<ein or lu<saj is attached to the verb instead of  
the noun.  But having thus done homage to orthodoxy, we pro- 
ceed to treat these two categories almost exclusively as if they  
were mere verbal moods, as for most practical purposes they 
are."  He states, it is true, that every schoolboy knows that in  
origin and part of the use the inf. is a substantive, but "nearly  
all that is distinctive is verbal."6  I venture to say that this is  
overstating the case. It is not a mere question of the notion of 
the user of the infinitive in this passage or that. The history is  
as it is.  In the full development of the inf. we see the blending 
of both substantive and verb. In this or that example the  
substantival or the verbal aspect of the hybrid form may be dom- 
inant, but the inf. in the historical period is always both substan- 
tive and verb.  It is not just a substantive, nor just a verb, but  
both at the same time.  The form itself shows this. The usage  
conforms to the facts of etymology.  It is not true that the article  
makes the inf. a substantive as Winer7 has it.  As a matter of  
fact, therefore, the inf. is to be classed neither with the noun nor  
with the verb, but with the participle, and both stand apart as  
verbal nouns.  The article did enlarge8 the scope of the inf. just  
as the use of tense did.  The Germans can say das Trinken and  
French le savoir like the Greek to> gnw?nai.  There is no infinitive  
in Arabic. As a matter of fact, the inf. because of its lack of end- 
ings (here the participle is better off with the adjective endings)  
is the least capable of all parts of speech of fulfilling its functions.9  
 
 1 Ib., pp. 31 ff.     2 Vergl. Gr., p. 3. 
 3 Cf. Schroeder, Vber die formelle Untersch. der Redet. im Griechischen  
and Lateinischen, p. 10. 
 4 Griech. Gr., p. 515. 3 Ib.   8 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 298. 
 6 Prol., p. 202.  7 W.-M., p. 406.  9 W.-M., p. 399, 
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In its very nature it is supplementary.  It is either declarative or  
prospective,1 but always a verbal substantive.  There is a differ- 
ence between to> pra<ssein and h[ pra?cij.  Both have, verbal stems  
and both are abstract.  The difference2 lies in the tense and  
voice of pra<ssin.  But pra<ssein has all that is in pra?cij plus tense  
and voice.  I decline, therefore, to divide the infinitive into the  
anarthrous and articular uses so popular in the grammars. These  
uses do exist, but they simply represent two uses of the inf. in 
its substantival aspects.  They do not affect the verbal side of  
the inf. at all.  The inf. may properly be discussed under its sub- 
stantival and its verbal aspects.  But even so a number of uses  
cross over as indirect discourse, for instance, or the inf. to express  
purpose (with or without the article).  We must look at both  
sides of the inf. every time to get a total idea of its value.  A  
number of points of a special nature will require treatment. 
 4. SUBSTANTIVAL ASPECTS OF THE INFINITIVE. 
 (a) Case (Subject or Object Infinitive).  Here I mean the cases 
of the inf. itself, not the cases used with it.  The inf. is always in a  
case. As a substantive this is obvious. We have to dismiss, for  
the most part, all notion of the ending (dative or locative) and  
treat it as an indeclinable substantive.  A whole series of common  
expressions has the inf. as subject besides the ordinary verbs.  
Thus note 1 Cor. 9:15 kalo<n moi ma?llon a]poqanei?n, (Heb. 4:6; 
9:27) a]po<keitai toi?j a]nqrw<poij a!pac a]pqanei?n, (Mt. 18:13) e]a>n ge<nh- 
tai eu[rei?n a]uto<, (3:15) pre<pon e]sti>n h[mi?n plhrw?sai, (Ac. 21:35)  
sune<bh basta<zesqai, (Lu. 6:12) e]ge<neto e]celqei?n au]to<n, (18:25) eu]ko- 
pw<tero<n e]stin ei]selqei?n, (Jo. 18:14) sumfe<rei a]poqanei?n, (Mt. 22:17) 
e@cestin dou?nai, (Heb. 9:5) ou]k e@stin nu?n le<gein, (Ac. 27:24) dei? para- 
sth?nai, (Ac. 2:24) h#n dunato>n kratei?sqai, (Ph. 3:1) ta> au]ta> gra<- 
fein ou]k o]knhro<n.  So Ac. 20:16; 2 Pet. 2:21. All this is simple  
enough.  The articular inf. is likewise found in the nominative  
as in Mk. 9:10, ti< e]stin to> e]k nekrw?n a]nasth?nai.  Here the article is  
not far removed from the original demonstrative.  Cf. 10:40, to> 
kaqi<sai ou]k e@stin e]mo>n dou?nai, where dou?nai is probably the original 
dative ‘for giving.’  One naturally feels that the articular inf.  
is more substantival than the anarthrous, as in Ro. 7:18, to> qe<- 
lein para<keitai< moi, but that is no correct.  The subject-inf. oc- 
curs freely both with and without the article in the N. T. as in 
the koinh< generally.  See Mt. 15:20 to> fagei?n, (Mk. 12:33) to>  
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 568, f.  Cf. Henry, Revue de Linguistique de la  
Philologie. Comparee, vol. XX, ii. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 153. 
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a]gapa?n, (Ro. 7:18) to> qe<lein and to> katerga<zesqai.  Add 1 Cor. 
7:26; 11:6; 2 Cor. 9:1; Ph. 1:21, 24, 29; Heb. 10:31; Ro. 14: 
21.  The origin of this nominative or subject is probably due 
to its use with impersonal expressions.  Moulton1 illustrates it 
by the Latin humanum est errare, where the force of the locative 
form errare may be seen by translating:  ‘There is something 
human in erring.'  This may have been the original idiom, but 
it has gone beyond that to mean:  'Erring is human.'  English 
students often forget that ‘erring’ is here infinitive, not parti- 
ciple, both in sense and history.  It is a step further in the N. T. 
to see tou? and the inf. used as subject nominative.  Cf. Lu. 17: 
1; Ac. 10:25; 1 Cor. 16:4.  In 2 Cor. 7:11 the substantival as- 
pect of the inf. is shown by the use of the pronoun au]to> tou?to to> 
luphqh?nai in the nominative with kateirga<sato.  Cf. the inf. in the  
predicate nom. with tou?to in Ro. 1:12, tou?to de< e]stin sunpara- 
klhqh?nai.  So in Ro. 13:11, w!ra h@dh u[ma?j e]c u!pnou e]gerqh?nai, where 
the inf. is in predicate apposition with w!ra.  Originally it was 
doubtless ‘time for arising.’  In 1 Th. 4:6 we have both the 
anarthrous and articular inf. in apposition with tou?to.  Cf. also 
the appositive inf. in Ac. 15:28; Jas. 1:27; 1 Th. 4:3; Ro. 
4:13. 
 The object-infinitive in the accusative is quite common 
both with and, particularly, without the article. In the N. T. 
more than half of the instances of the inf. come in here, the ob- 
ject-inf. with verbs of various sorts.2  In the LXX, however, it 
is rare in proportion to the other uses. The accusative case is 
to us more manifest when the article occurs.  See Ph. 2:6, ou]x 
a[rpagmo>n h[gh<sato to> ei#nai i@sa qe&?, where the articular inf. is the 
direct object of h[gh<sato.  So in 2:13, with o[ e]nergw?n kai> to> qe<lein 
kai> to> e]nergei?n.  Cf. Ac. 25:11, ou] paraitou?mai to> a]poqanei?n.  See 
further 1 Cor. 14:39; 2 Cor. 8:10. In Ph. 4:10, a]neqa<lete to> 
u[pe>r e]mou? fronei?n, the acc. may be that of general reference.  Cer- 
tainly in 1 Th. 3:3, to> sai<nesqai, this is true.  Blass3 calls it 
here "quite superfluous."  In Ro. 14:13 to> mh> tiqe<nai. is in ap- 
position with the accusative tou?to, as in 2 Cor. 2:1.  In 2 Cor. 
10:2, de<omai to> mh> parw>n qarrh?sai, we should naturally look for 
the ablative with de<omai.  The instances without the article are 
more numerous.  A fairly complete list of the verbs in the N. T. 
that have the inf. in indirect discourse was given in the chapter on 
Modes (Indirect Discourse, pp. 1036 ff.).  These infs. are in the acc., 
 
 1 Prol., p. 210.  2 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl.Gk., p. 57.  
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 234. Cf. 2 Esd. 6:8  to> mh> katarghqh?nai. 
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though some of them may possibly preserve the original dative  
or locative idea. But the acc. with the inf. is that of general  
reference, while the inf. itself is in the acc. case, the object of the  
verb of saying or thinking. Cf. Lu. 2:44, nomi<santej au]to>n ei#nai.  
The occasional use of the nom. predicate, as in Ph. 4:11, e@maqon 
au]ta<rkhj ei#nai, accents the acc. character of the object-inf.  This  
point is clear also in the case of indirect commands where the  
noun or pronoun is in the dative and the inf. in the acc., as in 1  
Cor. 5:11, e@graya u[mi?n mh> sunanami<gnusqai.  The illustrations are  
numerous and need not be multiplied (see list under Indirect  
Discourse).  With bou<lomai, du<namai, qe<lw the dative makes a good  
idea and was probably so understood in the beginning.1  It may  
be questioned, however, if in actual usage this idiom is not also  
the acc.  Cf. Mt. 1:19 e]boulh<qh a]polu?sai, (1:20) mh> fobhq ?̂j para- 
labei?n, (5:34) le<gw u[mi?n mh> o]mo<sai, (16:12) ou]k ei#pen prose<xein,  
(Lu. 18:1) pro>j to> dei?n proseu<xesqai (both infs. in the acc., one with  
pro<j, the other general reference with dei?n), (Ro. 15:8) le<gw   
Xristo>n dia<konon gegenh?sqai (cf. Ac. 27:13), (2 Cor. 10:2) logi<zomai 
tolmh?sai, (1 Th. 4:11) parakalou?men perisseu<ein kai> filotimei?sqai 
h[suxa<zein kai> pra<ssin ta> i@dia kai> e]rga<zesqai (note the interrelation  
of these infs.).  See further Mk. 9:28; 12:12; Lu. 16:3; Jo. 5:  
18; Ro. 14:2; Gal. 3:2; 1 Cor. 10:13.  In the acc. also are the  
articular infs. with prepositions like ei]j (Ro. 1:11); dia< (Ac. 8:  
11); meta< (Lu. 22:20); pro<j (Mt. 5:28). 
 But the inf. occurs in the other oblique cases also with more  
or less frequency.  The genitive, for instance, appears with the  
prepositions a]nti< (Jas. 4:15); dia< (Heb. 2:15, dia> panto>j tou? 
zh?n); e!neka (2 Cor. 7:12); e!wj (Ac. 8:40).  The only instance of  
an attribute with the infinitive in the N. T. is Heb. 2:15,  
except in apposition with tou?to.  It was rare in classic Greek  
and confined to pronouns.  Cf. to> au]tou? pra<ttein, Plato, Rep.  
433.  The genitive may be found with e]pilanqa<nomai as in Mk.  
8:14, e]pela<qonto labei?n (cf. e]pilaqe<sqai tou? e@rgou in Heb. 6:10.  
But we have ta> o]pi<sw in Ph. 3:13).  At any rate in Lu. 1:9,  
e@laxe tou? qumia?sai (cf. 1 Sam. 14:47), we have an undoubted  
genitive.  Cf. also metemelh<qhte tou? pisteu?sai (Mt. 21:32).  The  
very common use of tou? with the inf. must also be noted.  Most  
of these are genitives, as in tou? a]pole<sai (Mt. 2:13).  The free use  
of tou? with the inf. where the case is not genitive will be discussed  
under a special section under the article with the inf.  Cf., for  
instance, Lu. 17:1; Ac. 10:25; 20:3; 27:1.  The gen. occurs 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 154. 
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with substantives just as other substantives are used.  This is  
a fairly common idiom.  See Ac. 27:20 e]lpi>j pa?sa tou? sw<ze- 
sqai, (1 Cor. 9:10) e]p ] e]lpi<di tou? mete<xein,  (Ro. 15:23) e]pipo<qeian 
de> e@xwn tou? e]lqei?n, (1 Pet. 4:17) kairo>j tou? a@rcasqai, (Heb. 5:12)  
xrei<an tou? dida<skein.  Note, in particular, Ro. 11:8, e@dwken au]toi?j 
o[ qeo>j pneu?ma katanu<cewj, o]fqalmou>j tou? mh> ble<pein, kai> w#ta tou? mh> 
a]kou<ein, where the infs. are parallel with katanu<cewj.  Cf. Lu. 1:57,  
74; 2:6; 10:19; 21:22; 22:6, etc.  Note especially Ph. 3:21,  
kata> th>n e]ne<rgeian tou? du<nasqai au]to>n kai> u[pota<cai. Let these suffice.  
They illustrate well how the inf. continued to be regarded as a  
real substantive. The genitive occurs also with adjectives as in  
bradei?j tou? pisteu?sai (Lu. 24:25); e!toimoi< e]smen tou? a]nelei?n (Ac.  
23:15).  The genitive is found with a@cioj (the anarthrous inf.) as 
in Lu. 15:19, 21, a@cioj klhqh?nai (cf. Rev. 5:4, 9).   In 1 Cor. 16:4  
tou? poreu<esqai may be due to a@cion, but is probably used as subj.  
nominative in a rather loose way.  The inf. ins the genitive is  
specially common in Luke and also in Paul.1  
 The ablative illustrations are not very numerous, but they are  
clear.  Thus we have the abl. with verbs of hindering as in Mt.  
19:14, mh> kwlu<ete au]ta> e]lqei?n pro<j me, and Lu. 4:42, katei?xon au]to>n 
tou? mh> poreu<esqai.  The classical Greek had also to< and the inf., as  
in 1 Cor. 14:39, and to> mh< after verbs of hindering, which last  
does not occur in the N. T., so that it is probable that an inf.  
without the art. as in Mt. 19:14 is in the abl., though not cer- 
tain.  Moulton (Prol., p. 220) illustrates Lu. 4:42 and Ac. 14: 
18 by B. U. 164 (ii/iii A.D.) pei?sai au]to>n tou? e]lqei?n, J.H.S., 1902, 369 
(Lycaonian inscription) t&? dixotomh<santi< me tou? to> loepo>n zh?n, B. U. 
36 (ii/iii A.D.) tou? zh?n metasth?sai, N. P. 16 (iii/A.D.) kwlu<ontej tou? 
mh> spei<rein.  See further Lu. 24: 16 e]kratou?nto tou? mh> e]pignw?nai 
au]to<n, Ac. 10:47 du<natai kwlu?sai< tij tou? mh> baptisqh?nai, 14:18  
kate<pausan tou? mh> qu<ein.  Cf. also Ac. 20:20, 27; Ro. 11:10;  
15:22; 2 Cor. 1:8; Heb. 7:23; 1 Pet. 3:10.  Cf. in the LXX,  
Gen. 16:2; 20:6; Ps. 38:2; 68:24 (quoted in Ro. 11:10); Is.  
24:10; 1 Sam. 8:7; Jer. 7:10.2  The abl. occurs also with prep- 
ositions as e]k in 2 Cor. 8:11, e]k tou? e@xein and pro<, in Mt. 6:8 
pro> tou? ai]th?sai.  In Ac. 15:28, tou<twn tw?n e]pa<nagkej, a]pe<xesqai, the 
inf. is in the abl., in apposition with the preceding words. 
 The only instance of the inf. in the instrumental in the N. T.  
occurs in 2 Cor. 2:13, t&? mh> eu[rei?n me Ti<ton.  The inf. is not found 
with su<n in the N. T.  Votaw (Inf. in Biblical Greek, p. 29) notes 
six examples of the instrumental t&? and the inf. in, the LXX text 
 
 1 Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 234.  2 Cf. Viteau, Le Verbe., p. 172. 
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of B (2 Chron. 28 : 22; Eccl. 1 : 16; Is. 56 : 6; 4 Macc. 17: 20,  
21).  But other MSS. vary. Moulton (Prol., p. 220) cites L. Pb. 
(ii/B.C.), a@llwj de> t&? mhqe<n ] e@xein. 
 The locative occurs with e]n as in e]n t&? eu]logei?n (Lu. 24:51).  
It is extremely frequent in the N. T., especially in Luke.  The  
possible Hebraistic aspect of the idiom comes up under Prep- 
ositions with the Inf.  There remains, of course, a possible loc- 
ative use of a form like lu<ein.  But one doubts if this original  
idea is preserved in the N. T.1  Cf. Mt. 16:3, ginw<skete diakri<nein,  
which is more naturally explained as a dative:  'ye have knowl- 
edge for discerning,' though 'in discerning' makes sense.  But  
with the dative it is different.  There is no instance of the dative  
inf. with a preposition, but the original dative is clear in all ex- 
amples of purpose without tou? or a preposition.  Thus Mt. 5:17, 
ou]k h#lqon katalu?sai, a]lla> plhrw?sai, ‘I came not for destroying, but  
for fulfilling.’  So Lu. 12:58, do>j e]rgasi<an a]phlla<xqai, ‘give dili- 
gence for being reconciled.'  Cf. Mt. 7:11; 16:3 with oi#da and 
ginw<skw.  See further Mt. 2:2, h@lqomen proskunh?sai, ‘we came for  
worshipping’;  Jo. 21:3, u[pa<gw a[lieu<ein, 'I go a-fishing.'  So Ro. 3: 
15, LXX, o]cei?j e]kxe<ai ai$ma, 'swift for shedding blood.'  The substan- 
tive also has the dative inf. in Ro. 9:21,  e]cousi<an poih?sai, 'power 
for making.'  See further 1 Pet. 4:3, kateirga<sqai, 'for having 
wrought'; Gal. 5:3, o]feile<thj poih?sai, 'debtor for doing'; Heb.  
11:15, kairo>n a]naka<myai, 'time for returning.'  This was the orig- 
inal idiom and, with all the rich later development as verbal  
substantive, the inf. did not wholly get away from the dative 
idea. 
 (b) The Articular Infinitive.  We have to cross our tracks fre- 
quently in discussing the inf. in a lucid fashion.  Numerous ex- 
amples of the articular inf. have already been given in treating  
the cases of the inf.  But the matter is so important that, it 
calls for special investigation.  If we pass by the doubtful ar- 
ticular inf., to> fula<ssein, in the Odyssey,2 we still find (cf. p. 1054)  
a few examples in the oldest Greek (two in Hesiod, nine in Pin- 
dar, nine in the Lyrics).3  The use of the article with the inf. grew  
with the growth of the article itself.  But it is not to be overlooked 
that in Homer the anarthrous inf. had already developed nearly 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol  D. 210. 
 2 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 179. Gildersl. (Am. Jour. of Philol., 1912, p.  
488) gave this name ("articular infinitive") to the idiom. "I watch the fate  
of my little things with a benevolent detachment." 
 3 Birklein, Entwickelungsgeschichte, p. 91. 
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all the constructions of this verbal substantive.1  The addition of  
the article made no essential change in the inf. It was already  
both substantive and verb.  But the use of the article greatly en- 
larged the range of the inf.  It is extended to new uses, especially  
with prepositions.  The article was first used with the nom., then  
the acc. and then the other cases. The use of tou? and t&? with  
the inf. is wholly post-Homeric.2  In the Dramatists and Herodo- 
tus it is still chiefly in the nom. and acc., though we do find tou? 
and t&?, and we see the inf. used with prepositions also.3  In Thu- 
cydides the articular inf. suddenly jumps to great prominence, 
occurring 298 times,4 especially in the speeches.  Of these 163  
occur with prepositions.5  He even uses to< with the future inf.  
and with a@n and the inf.  The orators likewise use the art. inf.  
very freely.  It was especially in Demosthenes that "the power  
of taking dependent clauses" was fully developed.6  Only the  
Pontic dialects, as already noted, keep the inf. as a living form,  
and a few substantives preserve a mutilated form) like to> fagi< 
(‘eating’) to> fagei?n, to> fili<, (‘kissing’) = to> filei?n (Thumb, 
Handb., p. 117).  In the N. T. we see all this power still retained  
with the further development in the use of tou?.  The inf. itself, as  
we have seen, is retreating in the N. T., but it still possesses the  
full range of its varied uses.  The articular inf. has all the main  
uses of the anarthrous inf.  Votaw (The Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 51)  
finds 22 uses of the inf. (19 anarthrous, 15 articular), but some  
of these overlap and are artificial.  Moulton (Prol., p. 214) con- 
cludes from a study of the inscriptions that the articular inf. 
only invaded dialects as the koinh< was starting.  There is no 
essential differenece in idea, and the mere presence or absence of 
the article is not to be pressed too far.  Jannaris7 admits that 
sometimes the verbal character is completely obscured.  On that 
point I am move than skeptical, since the inf. continues to have  
the adjuncts of the verb and is used with any voice or tense.  
Jannaris8 thinks that in late Greek the substantival, aspect grew  
at the expense of the verbal and the articular inf. had an in- 
creasing popularity. I admit the popularity, but doubt the dis- 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 315. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 164.  3 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 315.  
 4 Birklein, Entwickelungsgeschichte, p. 91. 
 5 Gildersl., Contrib. to the Hist. of the Inf., Transac. of the Am. Philol.  
Asso., 1878, pp. 5-19. 
 6 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 315. Hypereides, he adds, even exceeds Demos- 
thenes. 
 7 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 576.   8 Ib., p. 577. 
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appearance of the verbal aspect.  Jannaris makes the mistake of  
taking "substantival inf." as coextensive with "articular inf."  
Blass1 questions if the article always has its proper force with the 
inf. and suggests that perhaps sometimes it merely occurs to show  
the case of the inf.  Here again I am skeptical.  Why does the  
case of the inf. need to be shown any more than other indeclin- 
able substantives?  In Mt. 1 the article does serve to distinguish 
object from subject.  I have never seen an articular inf. where  
the article did not seem in place.  Moulton2 considers the use of 
the article "the most characteristic feature of the Greek infinitive 
in post-Homeric language."  Blass3 seems puzzled over the fre- 
quency of the articular inf. in the N. T., since it is chiefly confined 
to Luke and Paul, whose writings have most affinity with the 
literary language.  Jannaris4 notes how scarce it is in the writings  
of John and in unlearned papyri and inscriptions, doubtful in the 
mediaeval period, and absent from the modern vernacular. "The  
articular infinitive, therefore, could not resist any longer the ten- 
dency of the time, whether it was conceived as a noun or as a 
verb."5  The analytic tendency drove it out finally. Moulton5  
has made some researches on the use of the articular inf. in the 
dialect inscriptions.  He does not find a single instance in Lar- 
field's Boeotian inscriptions.  He finds one from Lesbos, one from 
Elis, one from Delphi, a few from Messene, etc.  He notes the  
silence of Meisterhans on the subject.  The conclusion seems to  
be inevitable that the articular inf. is as rare in the Attic ver- 
nacular as it was common in the Attic orators.  It is "mainly a 
literary use, starting in Pindar, Herodotus and the tragedians,  
and matured by Attic rhetoric." Aristophanes uses it less than 
half as often as Sophocles and Aristophanes gives the Attic ver- 
nacular.  And yet it is not absent from the papyri. Moulton7  
counts 41 instances in vol. I of B. U.  The N. T. uses it about as  
often to the page as Plato. He scores a point against Kretsch- 
mer's view that the Attic contributed no more to the koinh< than  
any one of the other dialects, since from the literary Attic "the  
articular inf. passed into daily speech of the least cultured people  
in the later Hellenist world."8  Polybius9 deserves to rank with  
Demosthenes in the wealth of his use of the inf. He employs the 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Uk., p. 233.  5 Ib. 
 2 Prol., p. 213.    6 Prol., pp. 213 ff. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 233.  7 Ib., p. 213. 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 579.   8 Ib., p. 215. 
 9 Allen, The Inf. in Polyb. Compared with the Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 47. 
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inf. in all 11,265 times, an average of 7.95 to the page.  He has  
the articular inf. 1,901 times, an average of 1.35 to the page.  In  
the N. T. the inf. occurs 2,276 times, an average of 4.2 times to  
a page.  The articular inf. is found in the N. T. 322 times, an  
average of .6 times to a page.  The N. T. shows fewer uses, in  
proportion, of the articular inf. than the 0. T. or the Apocrypha.  
Of the 303 (Moulton) instances, 120 are in Luke's writings and  
106 in Paul's Epistles.  But Votaw1 counts 319 in all.  The  
MSS. vary in a number of instances and explain the difference.  
Moulton2 gives the figures for all the N. T. books thus: James  
7, Hebrews 23, Gospel of Luke 71, Paul 106, Acts 49, 1 Peter  
4, Matthew 24, Mark 13 (14), John 4, Revelation 1, not in Col.,  
Philem., Past. Eps., Joh. Eps., 2 Pet., Jud. Luke has the most  
varied use of the articular inf., and Paul's is somewhat uneven.3  
The use of the articular inf. in the various cases has already been  
sufficiently discussed.  In general one may agree with Moulton4  
that "the application of the articular infin. in. N. T. Greek does  
not in principle go beyond what is found in Attic writers."  The  
special use of the articular inf. with prepositions is reserved for  
separate discussion.  There is little doubt that the first use of  
to< with the inf. was demonstrative as it was with everything.5  
In Mk. 9:10,  ti< e]stin to> e]k nekrw?n a]nasth?ani, the article is almost 
demonstrative, certainly anaphoric (cf. verse 9).  The same thing 
is true of 10:40 where to> kaqi<sai refers to kaqi<swmen in verse 37. 
It is not necessary to give in detail many examples of the articu- 
lar inf. in the N. T.  I merely wish to repeat that, when the  
article does occur with the inf., it should have its real force.  
Often this will make extremely awkward English, as in Lu. 2:27, 
e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n tou>j gonei?j to> paidi<on.  But the Greek has no con- 
cern about the English or German.  It is simply slovenliness not  
to try to see the thing from the Greek standpoint.  But we are  
not to make a slavish rendering.  Translation should be idio- 
matic.  It is hardly worth while to warn the inept that there is  
no connection between the article to< and the English to in a sen- 
tence like Ph. 1:21, e]moi> ga>r to> zh?n Xristo>j kai> to> a]poqanei?n ke<rdoj. 
Here the article to< has just the effect that the Greek article has  
with any abstract substantive, that of distinction or contrast.  
Life and death (living and dying) are set over against each other.  
See further Mt. 24:45; Lu. 24:29; Ac. 3:12; 10:25; 14:9; 21: 
 
 1 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., pp. 50 ff.  4 Prol., p. 215. 
 2 Prol., p. 216.    5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 164.  
 3 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 52. 
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12; 25:11; Ro. 4:11, 13, 16, 18; 13:8; 14:21; 2 Cor. 8:10 f.; 
9:1; Ph. 1:23, 29; 2:6; 4:10; 1 Th. 3:2 f. 
 Some special words are needed about tou? and the inf.  The  
question of purpose or result may be deferred for separate dis- 
cussion.  We have seen how the genitive inf. with tou? occurs with  
verbs, substantives, adjectives and prepositions.  The ablative  
inf. with tou?  is found with verbs and prepositions.  The ablative  
use is not here under discussion, since it involves no special diffi- 
culties save the redundant mh<.  We may note that in Critias tou?   
was very common with the inf.1  We see it also in Polybius in  
various uses named above.2  It is an Attic idiom that became  
very common in the postclassical and Byzantine Greek.3 Cf.  mh> 
a]melh<s^j tou? e]noxlh?sai qwni<&, O. P. 1159, 11-13 (iii/A.D.).  There  
is no special difficulty with tou? and the inf. with verbs as object  
except in a case like Mt. 21:32 where tou? pisteu?sai "gives rather  
the content than the purpose of metemelh<qhte."4 
 The instances with substantives like Ac. 14:9, e@xei pi<stin tou? 
swqh?nai, give no trouble on the score of the article.  It is the case  
(objective genitive) that has to be noted.  So with Ph. 3:21, th>n 
e]ne<rgeian tou? du<nasqai.  As to adjectives, as already noted, it is  
doubtful if in 1 Cor. 16:4, e]a>n de> a@cion #̂ tou? ka]me> poreu<esqai, the 
inf. is to be taken with a@cion as genitive.  Moulton5 so regards it, 
but it may be a loose nominative, as we shall see directly. But  
there is a use of tou? and the inf. that calls for comment.  It is 
a loose construction of which the most extreme instance is seen  
in Rev. 12:7, e]ge<neto po<lemoj e]n t&? ou]ran&?, o[ Mixah>l kai> oi[ a@ggeloi 
au]tou? tou? polemh?sai meta> tou? dra<kontoj. This inf. (note the nom. 
with it) is in explanatory apposition with po<lemoj.  Moulton6  
cleverly illustrates it with the English: "There will be a cricket 
match — the champions to play the rest."  It is a long jump to  
this from a case like Ac. 21:12, parakalou?men tou? mh> a]nabai<nein 
au]to<n, where the simple object-inf. is natural (cf. 1 Th. 4:10 f.).  
Cf. also Ac. 23:20, sune<qento tou? e]rwth?sai se o!pwj kataga<g^j.  
"This loose inf. of design" is found twelve times in Thucydides,  
six in Demosthenes and five in Xenophon.7  These writers prefer  
the prepositions with tou? and the inf. Polybius in his first five  
books has this simple tou? and the inf. only six times, all negative.8  
 
 1 Birklein, Entwick., p. 9.   4 Moulton, Prol., p. 216. 
 2 Allen, The Inf. in Pdyb., pp. 29 ff. 5 Ib. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 578.  6 Ib., p. 218. 
 7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 578. Cf. Birklein, Entwick., p. 101. 
 8 Jann., ib. 
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The normal use of tou? with the inf. was undoubtedly final as it 
was developed by Thucydides, and in the N.T. that is still its 
chief use.1  But many of the examples are not final or consecu- 
tive.  It is only in Luke (Gospel 24, Acts 24) and Paul (13) that 
tou? with the inf. (without prepositions) is common.2  They have 
five-sixths of the examples.3  And Luke has himself two-thirds of 
the total in the N. T.  Matthew has seven.  John avoids it.  
Moulton4 shows that of Paul's "thirteen" examples three (Ro. 6: 
6; 7:3; Ph. 3:10) either final or consecutive, two (Ro. 15:22; 2 
Cor. 1:8) are ablative, five occur with substantives (Ro. 15:23; 
1 Cor. 9:10; 16:4; 2 Cor. 8:11; Ph. 3:21), four are epexegetic  
(Ro. 1: 24; 7:3; 8:12; 1 Cor. 10:13).  In Luke calls about half are 
not final.  It is this loose epexegetical inf. that calls for notice.  
We find it in the LXX (cf. Gen. 3:22; 19:19; 31:20; 47:29, 
etc.).5  It is possible that this very common idiom in the LXX is  
due to the Hebrew l;.  It does not occur in Polybius.6 In the 
LXX also we see tou? and the inf. used as the subject of a finite 
verb in complete forgetfulness of the case of tou?.  Cf. 2 Chron.  
6:7, e]ge<neto e]pi> kardi<an Dauei?d tou? patro<j mou tou? oi]kodomh?sai oi#kon. 
So 1 Sam. 12:23; 1 Ki. 8:18; 16:31; Ps. 91:3; Is. 49:6; Jer. 
2:18; Eccl. 3:12; 1 Esd. 5:67.7  One must recall the fact that 
the inf. had already lost for the most part the significance of the 
dative ending —ai and the locative –i (–ein).  Now the genitive 
tou? and the dative –ai are both obscured and the combination is  
used as subject nominative.  We have this curious construction  
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 216.  2 Ib., p. 217. 
 3 Mr. H. Scott gives the following list for Toy and the inf.: 
 
     Pres.  Aor. 
 
   Paul  13  4 
   Synoptics 9  22 
   Acts  11  13 
   Heb.  1  3 
   Rev.  —  1 
   Jas.  ---  1 
   1 Pet.  ---  1 
     34  45 
      79 (less 9 fr. LXX, 4 Paul,  
       5 Ac.=70) 
 
 4 Prol., p. 217. Cf. also Gal. 3:10.  5 Cf. W.-M., p. 410 f. 
 6 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 53. Cf. Gildersl., Am. J. of Phil., vol. XXVII, p. 105 f.  
 7 Votaw, The Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 28. 
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in Lu. 17:1, a]ne<ndekto<n e]stin tou? mh> e]lqei?n.  See also Ac. 10: 25, e]ge<- 
neto tou? ei]selqei?n, and 27:1, e]kri<qh tou? a]polei?n.  Cf. further 20: 
3.  It is naturally rarer in the N. T. than in the LXX. Moul- 
ton (Prol., p. 220) gives a papyrus example closely allied to it,  
0. P. 86 (iv/A.D.) e@qoj tou? parasxeqh?nai.  See Winer-Moulton, p.  
411, for numerous examples in LXX.  But very much like it is 
the use of tou? as object-inf., with e]nte<llomai in Lu. 4:10 (Ps. 90:  
11); kataneu<w in 5:7; sthri<zw in 9:51; poie<w in Ac. 3:12; kako<w in 
7:19; e]piste<llw in 15:20; parakale<w in 21:12; sunti<qemai in 23:  
20.  Cf. also e!toimoj tou? in Ac. 23:15.  This is surely "a wide 
departure from classical Greek."1  It is, however, after all in  
harmony with the genius and history of the inf., though the 
nominative use of tou? comes from the LXX. 
 The vernacular papyri show a few examples of tou? and the  
inf.  It is found in the inscriptions of Pisidia and Phrygia.  Cf.  
Compernass, p. 40.  Moulton2 illustrates Lu. 1:9 with a]melei?n   
tou? gra<fein, B. U. 665 (i/A.D.); Mt. 18:25 and Jo. 5:7 (e@xw) with i!n ]  
e@xi tou? pwlei?n, B. U. 830 (i/A.D.);  1 Cor. 9:6 with e]cousi<an---tou? 
--qe<sqai, C. P. R. 156; Lu. 22:6 with eu]kairi<aj—tou? eu[rei?n, B. U. 
46 (ii/A.D.).  He concludes that the usage is not common in the  
papyri and holds that the plentiful testimony from the LXX 
concurs with the N. T. usage to the effect "that it belongs to  
the higher stratum of education in the main."  This conclu- 
sion holds as to the N. T. and the papyri, but not as to the  
LXX, where obviously the Hebrew inf. construct had a consider- 
able influence. Moulton seems reluctant to admit this obvious  
Hebraism. 
 (c) Prepositions.  We are not here discussing the inf. as pur- 
pose or result, as temporal or causal, but merely the fact of the 
prepositional usage.  The idiom cannot be said to be unusual in  
classical Greek.  Jannaris3 agrees with Birklein4 that classical  
writers show some 2000 instances of this prepositional construc- 
tion.  The writers (classic and later) who use the idiom most  
frequently are Thucydides, Xenophon, Polybius, Diodorus, Diony- 
sius, Josephus, Plutarch, Dio Cassius. The most prolific user of  
the construction is Polybius (1053 instances) and Josephus next 
(651 times).5  If the prepositional adverbs be added to the strict 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 159. In late Gk. this use of tou? and the inf.  
came to displace the circumstantial participle and even finite clauses, only to  
die itself in time. Cf. Jann., WA. Gk. Gr., p. 483. 
 2 Prol., p. 219 f.   4 Entwickelungsgesch., p. 103. 
 3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 576.  5 Krapp, Der substantivierte Inf., 1892, p. 1. 
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list of prepositions, the number is very much enlarged, especially  
in Polybius, who has 90 with xa<rin, 115 with a!ma, 504 with dia<,  
160 with pro<j, 74 with ei]j, 24 with e]n, 90 with e]pi<, 33 with meta<,  
41 with peri<, only one with para<.1  The idiom was here again later  
than the articular inf. itself and was also Attic in origin and  
literary.  But it is common also in the Greek inscriptions accord- 
ing to Granit.2  It is rare in the papyri, according to Moulton,3  
save in the recurrent formula, ei]j to> e]n mhdeni> memfqh?nai, and (cf.  
990) in the case of pro>j to<.  Cf. pro>j to> tuxi?n, B. U. 226 (i/A.D.); 
pro>j to> mh>--e]ntugxa<nein, 0. P. 237 (i/A.D.); pro>j to> --dehqh?nai (ib.). 
Votaw4 finds the prepositional inf. almost one-half of all the  
articular infs. in the 0. T., the Apocrypha and the N. T., the pro- 
portion being about the same in each section of the Greek Bible. 
Not quite, all the prepositions were used with the inf. in ancient  
Greek, the exception5 being a]na<.   ]Amfi< had it only with the geni- 
tive, kata<, with the accusative, para<, with the acc., peri< with the  
acc. and gen., pro<j with acc. and loc., u[pe<r with the ablative, u[po<   
with the ablative.6  It was not therefore freely used with all the  
usual case with the different prepositions.  As a rule the article  
was essential if a preposition occurred with an inf.  The reason  
for this was due to the absence of division between words.  It  
was otherwise almost impossible to tell this use of the inf. from  
that of composition of preposition with the verb if the two came  
in conjunction.  Cf. a]nti> tou? le<gein in Jas. 4:15.  A few instances  
are found without the article.  Thus a]nti> de> a@rxesqai (note pres- 
ence of de< between) in Herodotus I, 210. 2.  It appears thus three  
times in Herodotus.  So also in AEschines, Eum. 737, we have  
plh>n ga<mou tuxei?n.7  So Soph., Ph., 100. Winer8 finds two in  
Theodoret (cf. IV, 851, para> sugklw<qesqai).  The papyri give us  
ei]j ba<yai, 0. P. 36 (i/A.D.), and the common vernacular phrase9 ei]j 
pei?n (‘for drinking’).  Cf. do<j moi pei?n in Jo. 4:10.  Moulton10  
cites also an example of a@xri from Plutarch, p. 256 D, and one  
from an inscription of iii/B.C. (0. G. I. S. 41, Michel 370) e]pi> —  
lamba<nein.  The instances without the article are clearly very few.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 81) suggests that the significant frequency of 
 
 1 Allen, The Inf. in Polyb., p. 33.  ]Ek 25, pro< 12=1179 for all. 
 2 De Inf. ef Part. in Inscr. Dialect. Graec. Questiones Synt., 1892, p. 73.  
 3 Prol., p. 220.     4 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 19. 
 4 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 320. 
 5 Cf. Birklein, Entwickelungsgesch., p. 104. These preps. "retain this dis- 
qualification in the N. T." (Moulton, Prol., p. 216). 
 7 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 246. 9 Moulton, Prol., p. 216. 
 8 W.-M., p. 413.    10 Ib. 
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ei]j pei?n in the papyri is due to Ionic influence.  The LXX furnishes 
several instances of anarthrous ei]j, as ei]j e]kfugei?n in Judg. 6:11  
(cf. 2 Esd. 22:24; Sir. 38:27; Judith 4:15).  Note also e!wj   
e]lqei?n in 1 Macc. 16:9; e!wj ou$ oi]kteirh?sai in Ps. 122:2 (so Ruth 
3:3); me<xrij ou$ e]ggi<sai in Tob. 11:1.  Cf. also plh<n with anar- 
throus inf. in Polybius, etc. 
 The tenses have their full force in this prepositional construc- 
tion, as in Mk. 5:4, dia> to> --dede<sqai kai> diespa<sqai kai> --suntetri<- 
fqai.  Naturally some tenses suit certain prepositions better, as  
with the present tense.1  The principles of indirect discourse apply  
also to the inf. with prepositions.  Cf. meta> to> e]gerqh?nai< me proa<cw 
(Mk. 14:28).  In the N. T. the accusative seems to occur always  
even when the nominative predicate would be possible,2 as in  
dia> to> me<nein au]to<n (Heb. 7:24).  So also Lu. 11:8.  But note Xen.,  
Cyr., I, 4. 3, dia> to> filomaqh>j ei#nai. 
 It is not necessary for the article to come next to the inf. as  
in Mt. 13:25.  Several words may intervene and the clause  
may be one of considerable extent. Cf. Mk. 5:4; Ac. 8:11; Heb.  
11:3; 1 Pet. 4:2.  But the N. T. does not have such extended  
clauses of this nature as the ancient Greek, and the adverbs usu- 
ally follow the inf.3  The English "split inf." is not quite parallel. 
 In the 0. T. there are 22 prepositions used with the inf. and  
the Apocrypha has 18, while the N. T. shows only 10.4  Of these 
only eight are the strict prepositions (a]nti<, dia<, ei]j, e]n, e]k, meta< 
pro<, pro<j) and two the prepositional adverbs e!neka and e!wj.  It  
remains now to examine each in detail. 
 ]Anti> tou? is not rare with the inf. and is chiefly found in the  
Greek orators.5  But we have it in Thucydides, Xenophon and  
Plato. Herodotus6 has only 11 instances of the preposition with  
the inf., but 5 of them are with a]nti<.  It does not occur in Polyb- 
ius.  In the N. T. we have only one instance, Jas. 4:15, a]nti> 
tou? le<gein.  Votaw gives one for the LXX, Ps. 108:4, a]nti> tou? 
a]gapa?n. 
 Dia< has 33 instances in the N. T., all but one (genitive, Heb.  
2:15, dia> panto>j tou? zh?n) in the accusative.  Mr. H. Scott reports  
the 33 exx. thus: Phil. 1, Jas. 1, Heb. 4, Mk. 5, Mt. 3, Lu. 9,  
Ac. 9, Jo. 1.  The 0. T. has it with the inf. 35 times and the 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 50. 
 2 W.-M., p. 415.   3 Ib., p. 413. 
 4 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Ck., p. 20. 
 6 Birklein, Entwiek., p. 104. 
 6 Helbing, Die Prapositionen bei Herod., p. 148. 
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Apocrypha 26,1 all with the accusative.  The idiom dia> to< is  
so frequent in Xenophon and Thucydides that as compared with  
o!ti it stands as 2 to 3.2  In later Greek (koinh< and Byzantine) it  
comes to displace even i!na and o!pwj though finally shifting to  
dia> na<, in modern Greek (cf. English "for that").3  It is not sur- 
prising therefore to find it in the N. T. with comparative fre- 
quency. Dia> to< is frequent in Luke's writings, and once in Paul's  
Epistles, and rare in the other N. T. writers.4  It is always  
the cause that is given by dia> to<, as in Mt. 13:5 f., dia> to> mh> 
e@xein.  It is not merely the practical equivalent o!ti and dio<ti, 
but is used side by side with them.  Cf. Jas. 4:2f. dia> to> mh> ai]tie?- 
sqai u[ma?j—dio<ti kakw?j ai]tei?sqe.  It may stand alone, as in Lu. 9: 
7; 11:8, or with the accusative of general reference as in indirect  
discourse, as in Lu. 2:4; 19:11.  Note two accs. in Ac. 4:2.  
The perfect tense occurs seven times, as in Mk. 5:4 (ter); Lu.  
6:48; Ac. 8:11; 18:2; 27:9.  In Mk. 5:4 it is the evidence, not  
the reason, that is given.5  Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 236) un- 
necessarily rejects Jo. 2:24. 
 Ei]j to> is in comon also with the inf. without much difference in  
sense from e]pi> t&? and pro>j to< with the inf.6  But the N. T. does  
not use e]pi> with the inf.  There is no doubt about the final use of  
ei]j to< whatever, is true of the consecutive idea.  In the late Greek  
Jannaris7 notes a tendency to use ei]j to< (cf.  bradu>j ei]j to> lalh?sai in  
Jas. 1:19) rather than the simple inf.  Cf. 1 Th. 4:9.  But this  
tendency finally gave way to i!na.  The 0. T. has ei]j to< 124, the  
Apocrypha 28 and the N. T. 72 times.8  In the N. T. it is more  
common than any other preposition with the inf., e]n coming next  
with 55 examples.  Moulton9 counts only 62 instances of ei]j to<   
in the N. T., but Votaw is right with 72.  Paul has it 50 times.  
There are 8 in Hebrews and only one each in Luke and Acts, a  
rather surprising situation.  The papyri10 show scattered examples  
of it.  Cf. ei]j to> e]n mhdeni> memfqh?nai, P. Fi. 2 (111/A.D.)  4 times.  In 1  
Pet. 4:2, ei]j to> --biw?sai, note the long clause.  There is no doubt  
that in the N. T. ei]j to< has broken away to some extent from  
the classic notion of purpose.  That idea still occurs as in Ro.  
1: 11, ei]j to> sthrixqh?nai.  This is still the usual con fiction.  Cf.  
Ro. 3:26; 7:4; 8:29; Eph. 1:12; Ph. 1:10; 1 Th. 3:5; Jas. 
  
 1 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20.   6 Birklein, Entwick., p. 107. 
 2 Birklein, Entwick., p. 107.    7 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 487. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 373 f.    8 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20. 
 4 Viteau, Le Verbe, p. 165.    9 Prol., p. 218. 
 5 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 161.   10 Ib., p. 220. 
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1:18; 1 Pet. 3:7; Heb. 2:17, and other examples in Mt. and  
Heb., to go no further.  In Paul we notice other usages.  In 
Ph. 1:23, e]piqumi<an ei]j to> a]nalu?sai, we have it with a substantive  
and in Jas. 1:19 it occurs with the adjectives taxu<j and bradu<j.  
It is epexegetic also with the verbal adjective qeodi<daktoi in 1   
Th. 4:9.  Besides, we find it as the object of verbs of com- 
mand or entreaty giving the content of the verb as in 1 The 
2:12; 3:10; 2 Th. 2:2, e]rwtw?men ei]j to> mh> taxe<wj saleuqh?nai. 
Cf. also 1 Cor. 8:10.  So in Mt. 20:19; 26:2; 1 Cor. 11:22  
there is a really dative idea in ei]j to<.  Just as i!na came to be non-  
final sometimes, so it was with ei]j to<, which seems to express con- 
ceived or actual result (cf. tou? also) as in Ro. 1:20; 12:3; 2 Cor.    
8:6; Gal. 3:17.  Cf. the double use of w!ste for 'aim' or 'result!1  
The perfect tense can be used with ei]j to< as in Eph. 1:18 ei]j to<  
ei]de<nai and Heb. 11:3 ei]j to> gegone<nai, the only instances.  But   
the present occurs 32 times, the aorist 38, the perfect 2=72.  
These developed uses of ei]j to< occur to some extent in the LXX  
(1 Ki. 22:8; 1 Esd. 2:24; 8:84).  
 ]En t&? appears in the tragedies.2  It is found 6 times in Thu-  
cydides, 16 in Xenophon, 26 in Plato.3  But Blass4 observes that   
the classical writers did not use e]n t&? in the temporal sense of 
‘while’ or ‘during.’  Moulton5 sought to minimize the fact that 
in the 0. T. e]n t&? occurs 455 times (45 in the Apocrypha) and  
that it exactly translates the Hebrew B; and held that it did not  
in principle go beyond what we find in Attic writers.  But he  
took that back in the second edition6 under the suggestion of  
Dr. E. A. Abbott that we must find Attic parallels for 'during.'  
So he now calls this "possible but unidiomatic Greek."  In the  
N. T. we have. e]n t&? and the inf. 55 times and 3/4 in Luke.  
In the Greek Bible as a whole it is nearly as frequent as all the  
other prepositions with the inf.7  The Semitic influence is un- 
doubted in the 0. T. and seems clear in Luke, due probably to 
his reading the LXX or to his Aramaic sources.8  Cf. Lu. 1:8;   
8:5 (e]n t&? spei<rein); 24:51; Ac. 3:6; 4:30; 9:3, etc. Jan- 
naris9 sees here a tendency also to displace the participle. The   
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 236; Moulton, Prol., p. 219; Burton, N. T. 
M. and T., p. 161. 
 2 Birklein, Entwick., p. 108. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 215.    5  Prol., p. 215. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 237.     6 P. 249. 
 7 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20. 
 8 But Dalman, Worte Jesu, p. 26 f., denies that it is an Aramaean constr. 
 9 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 379. 
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idiom is not confined to Luke's writings.  Cf. Mt. 13:4; 13:25;  
Mk. 4:4; Heb. 2:8; 3:12, etc.  Ordinarily it is the present inf.  
as in Mt. 13:4; Lu. 8:5; Ac. 3:26, where the Attic writers  
would have the present participle.  But in Luke we have also 
the aorist inf. as in 2:27 e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n, (3:21) e]n t&? baptisqh?- 
nai, where Blass1 sees the equivalent of the aorist participle (cf. 
  ]Ihsou? baptisqe<ntoj) or a temporal conjunction with the aorist in- 
dicative.  One questions, however, whether the matter is to be 
worked out with so much finesse as that.  The aorist inf. with e]n  
t&? occurs only 12 times in the N. T.2  It is more correctly just  
the simple action of the verb which is thus presented, leaving the  
precise relation to be defined by the context, like the aorist par- 
ticiple of simultaneous action.  Cf. e]n t&? u[pota<cai in Heb. 2:  
8; Gen. 32:19, e]n t&? eu[rei?n.  This is all that e]n t&? should be  
made to mean with either the present or the aorist.  Cf. Mt.  
13:4; 27:12; Lu. 8:40; 9:29.  The idea is not always strictly  
temporal.  In Ac. 3:26 (cf. Jer. 11:17), 4:30, it is more like  
means.  Votaw3 sees content in Lu. 12:15; Heb. 3:12.  In  
Heb. 8:13, e]n t&? le<gein, the notion is rather causal.  The con- 
ception is not wholly temporal in Lu. 1:21.4  No other  
preposition occurs in the N. T. with the inf. in the locative case.  
But cf. e]pi> t&? e]mai> parame<nin, 0. P. 1122, 9 f. (A.D. 407). 
 !Eneken tou? appears in Xenophon, Plato and Demosthenes, usu- 
ally as final, but also causal.5  Sophocles in his Lexicon quotes  
the construction also from Diodorus and Apophth.  There is  
only one instance of it in the N. T., 2 Cor. 7:12, e!neken tou? fane- 
rwqh?nai th> spoudh>n u[mw?n, where it is clearly causal as with the two 
preceding participles, e!neken tou? a]dikh<santoj, e!neken tou? a]dikhqe<ntoj 
(a good passage to note the distinction between the inf. and the 
part.).  The case is, of course, the genitive. 
 ]Ek tou, likewise, appears in the N. T. only once with the inf. 
(2 Cor. 8:11, e]k tou? e@xein), but the case is ablative.  Its usual  
idea in Attic prose is that of outcome or result.6  Votaw7 gives no  
illustration from the 0. T., but three from the Apocrypha. Blass8  
takes it in 2 Cor. 8:11, to be equivalent to kaqo> a}n e@x^.  More 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 237.   3 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 50.   4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 237. 
 5 Birklein, Entwick., p. 106. It is found in Polyb. also. Cf. Kalker, Ques- 
tiones, p. 302; Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 35. Lutz (Die Casus-Adverbien bei  
Att. Redn., 1891, p. 18) finds it "zuerst bei Antiphon." 
 6 Birklein, Entwiek. p. 105. 
 7 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20.    8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 237. 
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likely it is meant to accent the ability growing "out of" the pos- 
session of property, whatever it may be.  In Polybius e]k tou? with  
the inf. has a more varied use (departure, source of knowledge,  
source of advantage).1  He uses it 25 times. 
 @Ewj tou?, likewise, occurs but once (Ac. 8:40, e!wj tou? e]lqei?n), 
and with the genitive.  Birklein does not find any instances of  
e!wj tou? and the inf. in the classic writers, though he does note 
me<xri tou? and less frequently a@xri tou?.2  Cf. me<xri tou? plei?n, P. B. 
M. 854 (i/ii A.D.).  But in the O. T. Votaw3 observes 52 instances  
of e!wj tou? and 16 in the Apocrypha.  Cf. Gen. 24:33; Judith 8: 
34.  We have already noted the anarthrous use of e!wj e]lqei?n in 
1 Macc. 16:9 A.  Cf. Gen. 10:19, 30, etc.  So also e!wj ou$ and  
me<xri(j) ou$ and the inf., 1 Esd. 1:49, and Tob. 11:1 B.  It is rather  
surprising therefore that we find only one instance in the N. T.  
and that in the Acts.  The construction is probably due to the  
analogy of pri<n and the inf. 
 Meta> to< is found only a few times in Herodotus, Plato and  
Demosthenes.4  It appears, however, thirty-three times in Polyb- 
ius and usually with the aorisit tense.5  The idea is temporal and  
the aorist is a practical equivalent for the aorist participle. In  
the 0. T. Votaw6 finds it 99 times and only 9 in the Apocrypha.  
There are 15 examples in the N. T. and the case is the accusative  
always.  Meta> to< vanished with the inf. in modern Greek.7  The  
aorist is always used in the N. T. save one perfect (Heb. 10:15). 
See Mk. 1:14; 14:28, meta> to> e]geqh?nai< me.  Eight of the examples 
occur in Luke's writings (Lu. 12:5; 22:20; Ac. 1:3; 7:4; 10:  
41; 15:13; 19:21; 20:1).  See also Mt. 26:32; Mk. 16:19; 1  
Cor. 11:25; Heb. 10:15, 26. 
 Pro> tou? in the ancient writers was used much like pri<n and in  
the temporal sense.8  It gradually invaded the province of pri<n,  
though in the N. T. we only meet it 9 times.  It is not com- 
mon in the papyri nor the inscriptions.9  See Delphian inscr.  
220, pro> tou? paramei?nai.  Polybius has it 12 times.10  In the  
0. T. we find it 46 times, but only 5 in the Apocrypha.11  The  
tense is always the aorist save one present (Jo. 17:5) . Cf. Gal.  
3:23, pro> tou? e]lqei?n th>n pi<stin.  There is no essential differ- 
 
 1 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 34 f.   7 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 386. 
 2 Entwick., p. 105.    8 Entwick., p. 105. 
 3 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20.   9  Moulton, Prol., p. 214. 
 4 Birklein, Entwick., p. 108.   10 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 33. 
 5 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 41.  11 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20. 
 6 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20. 
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ence in construction and idea between rrpiv and the inf. and  
pro> tou? and the inf.  The use of pri<n with the inf. was common  
in Homer before the article was used with the inf.  The usage  
became fixed and the article never intervened.  But the inf. with  
both pri<n, and pro< is in the ablative case.  Cf. ablative1 inf. with  
pura in Sanskrit.  Pri<n was never used as a preposition in com- 
position, but there is just as much reason for treating pri<n as a  
prepositional adverb with the ablative inf. as there is for so con- 
sidering e!wj tou?, not to say e!wj alone as in e!wj e]lqei?n (1 Macc. 16: 
9).  The use of the article is the common idiom.  The fact of pri<n   
and the inf. held back the development of pro> tou?.  In modern  
Greek pro> tou? as protou? occurs with the subj. (Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 193).  In the N. T. pri<n is still ahead with 13 examples.  The  
instances of pro> tou? are Mt. 6:8; Lu. 2:21; 22:15; Jo. 1:48;  
13:19; 17:5; Ac. 23:15; Gal. 2:12; 3:23. 
 Pro>j to< is the remaining idiom for discussion.  It was used by  
the ancients in much the same sense as ei]j to< and e]pi> t&?, 'looking  
to,' with a view to.'2  The idiom is very common in Polybius,3  
150 examples, and there are 10 of pro>j t&?.  But in the 0. T. we  
have only 14 examples and 12 in the Apocrypha.4  The N. T.  
shows 12 also.  Some of the LXX examples are of pro>j to< (Ex.  
1:1; 2 Macc.7:14), but in the N. T. they are all pro>j to<. 
the papyri Moulton5 finds pro>j to< rather more common than ei]j   
to<.  In the N. T. Matthew has it five times (5:28; 6:1; 13:30;  
23:5; 26:12).  These express aim unless 5:28 is explanatory  
of ble<pwn.6  Mark has it once, 13:22.  Luke has it twice (18:  
1, where pro>j to> dei?n means 'with reference to'; Ac. 3:19 only  
xB, while other MSS. read ei]j).7  Paul's four examples (2 Cor  
 3:13; Eph. 6:11, DEFG ei]j; 1 Th. 2:9; 2 Th. 3:8) all give the  
"subjective purpose."8  Both present (3 times) and aorist (9  
times) tenses occur.  Cf. pro>j to> qeaqh?nai in Mt. 6:1. 
 (d) The Infinitive with Substantives.  Numerous examples of  
the inf. with substantives were given in the discussion of the cases  
of the inf.  The matter calls for only a short treatment at this  
point. The use of the inf. with substantives was ancient9 and  
natural, first in the dative or locative and then in the genitive 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., § 983; Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 15S. Homer used pri<n  
with the inf. after both positive and negative clauses. 
 2 Birklein, Entwiek., p. 107.  6 Ib., p. 218. 
 3 Allen, Inf. in Polvb., p. 33.  7 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 236. 
 4 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 20.  8 W.-M., p. 414 note. 
 5 Prol., p. 220.    9 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 154. 
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with tou?.  It was always common in the classic Greek.1  The  
usage is common in Polybius with both the anarthrous and the  
articular inf.2  The same thing is true of the 0. T. and the Apoc-  
rypha.3  It is so frequent as not to call for illustration.  The  
meaning is that of complement and the inf. most frequently oc- 
curs with words of time, fitness, power, authority, need, etc.  It  
is abundantly used in the N. T. both with and without the article. 
Some anarthrous examples are (Mt. 3:14) xrei<an baptisqh?nai, (Lu.  
2:1) do<gma a]pogra<fesqai, (Jo. 1:12) e]cousi<an gene<sqai, (19:40)  
e@qoj e]ntafia<zein, (Ac. 24:15) e]lpi<da me<llein, (Ro. 13:11) w!ra e]ger- 
qh?nai, (Gal. 5:3) o]feile<thj poih?sai, (Heb. 7:5) e]ntolh>n a]podekatoi?n, 
(Rev. 11:18) kairo>j kriqh?nai, etc.  These are all real datives and  
the construction is common enough in the N. T., more so than  
in the LXX.  In Ph. 1:23 note e]piqumi<an ei]j to> a]nalu?sai.  The  
same substantives may have tou? and the inf., though now, of  
course, the case is genitive.  Cf. (Lu. 1:57) xro<noj tou? tekei?n, (2: 
21) h[me<rai tou? peritemei?n, (10:19) e]cousi<an tou? patei?n (Ac. 14:9) 
pistin tou? swqh?nai, (27:20) e]lpi>j tou? sw<zesqai, etc.  It occurs 
ten times in Luke's writings and nine in Paul'sEpistles.  It is  
about as common in proportion as in the LXX.4  See further  
Lu. 1:74; 2:6; 21:22; 22:6; Ac. 20:3; Ro. 1:24; 8:12; 11:8;  
15:23; 1 Cor. 9:10; 10:13; 2 Cor. 8:11; Ph. 3:21; 1 Pet. 4:17;  
Heb. 5:12, etc.  Since the inf. is a substantive, the genitive re- 
lation with other substantives is obvious and natural. 
 (e) The Infinitive with Adjectives.  This idiom is likewise clas- 
sical and is common from Homer on.5  As already shown, the  
case varies with different adjectives.  This inf. is complementary 
as with substantives.  It is natural with adjectives as any other  
substantive is.  It held on longest with dunato<j, i[kano<j, but other  
adjectives in late koinh< began to give way to ei]j to< (cf. Jas. 1:19, 
taxu>j ei]j to> a]kou?sai, bradu>j ei]j to> lalh?sai) rather than the simple 
inf. and finally this disappeared before i!na (cf. Mt. 8:8, i[kano>j 
i!na).6  In the LXX and the N. T. the inf. with adjectives is less  
frequent than with substantives.  We have it with both the an- 
arthrous and the articular inf. See (Mt. 3:11) i[kano>j basta<sai, 
(Mk. 10:40) e]mo>n dou?nai, (Lu. 15:19) a@cioj klhqh?nai, (Jas. 3:2) du- 
nato>j xalinagwgh?sai, (1 Cor. 7:39) e]leuqe<ra gamhqh?nai, (Heb. 5:11)  
dunsermh<neutoj le<gein, (1 Pet. 4:3) a]rketo>j kateirga<sqai, etc.  It is 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 301.   3 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., pp. 15, 25. 
 2 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., pp. 23, 32.   4 Ib., p. 27. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p.155 f. For Polyb. see Allen, Inf. in Polyb., pp. 23, 32. 
 6 Jann., Hist. Gk. Cr., p. 487. 
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more common with a@cioj, dunato<j, i[kano<j.  The only adjective that  
often has tou? and the inf. in the 0. T. is e!toimoj.1  We find it also  
with adverbs as in Ac. 21:13, deqh?nai a]poqanei?n e[toi<mwj e@xw (so 2  
Cor. 12:14).  The articular examples are less frequent.  But note  
(Lu. 24:25) bradei?j tou? pisteu<ein, (Ac. 23:15) e!toimoi tou? a]nelei?n.  
Some would add 1 Cor. 16:4, a@cion tou? poreu<esqai, but see Cases 
of the Inf. 
 (f) The Infinitive with Verbs.  This usage came to be, of course,  
the most frequent of all.  It started as a dative or locative, then  
a sort of accusative of reference,2 then the object of verbs with  
whatever case the verb used.  It is both anarthrous and articu- 
lar.  It is not necessary to go over again (see Cases of the Inf.)  
the varied uses the inf. with verbs, whether the object of verbs  
of saying or thinking in indirect discourse, verbs of commanding 
or promising, direct object of verbs (auxiliary inf.), verbs of 
hindering,3 etc.  As a matter of fact they are all object-infs. what- 
ever the case (acc., gen., abl., dat., instr.).  Votaw4 notes that in  
the N. T. this use of the inf. is four times as common as any  
other.  It is usually the anarthrous inf., but not always.  Even  
du<namai and a@rxomai (not N. T.) are used with tou? and the inf. Jan- 
naris5 has made a careful list of the verbs that continued for a  
while in late breek to use the inf. against the inroads of  i!na.  
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 150) argues that in general the N. T.  
use of the inf. With verbs is like that of the koinh<.  The inf. lalh?sai   
with e]parrhsiasa<meqa (1 Th. 2:2) is not a Hebraism, but a Hellen- 
ism.  But surely it is not necessary to call this usage an Atticism.  
In the discussion of  i!na (see pp. 430, 994) the displacement of 
the inf. by i!na even after verbs like qe<lw was sufficiently treated.  
Schmid6  "shows how this ‘Infinitivsurrogat’ made its way from 
Aristotle onwards."7  In the N. T. it is chiefly in the Gospel of  
John that we find this use of  i!na.  "The strong volitive flavour  
which clung to i!na would perhaps commend it to a writer of John's 
temperament.”8  But after all, the inf. with verbs has not quite  
disappeared from John's Gospel.  Jannaris9 has worked out the  
situation in John's Gospel as between this use of the inf. and i!na. 
 
 1 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 27. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 154.   4 Inf. in Bibl. p. 7. 
 3 See Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 4S7.  6 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 574 f. 
 6 Atticismus, Bd. IV, p. Sl. Cf. also Hatz., Einl., p. 215. 
 7 Moulton, Prof, p. 211.    8 Ib. 
 9 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 572 f. For an extended list of the verbs in the N. T.  
used with the complementary inf. see Viteau, Le Verbe, pp. 157 
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He finds i!na, about 125 times and the inf. with verbs about 129  
times.  Of these 57 belong to du<namai (37) and qe<lw (20).  There  
are besides, 10 with dei? and 12 each with zhte<w and with me<llw.  
The rest are scattered with di<dwmi, e@xw, o]fei<lw, doke<w, a]fi<hmi, 
ai]te<w, e]rwta<w, a@rxomai, etc.  It is clear, therefore, that the inf.  
with verbs is by no means dead in the N. T., though the shadow  
of  i!na is across its path.  As illustrations of the great wealth of  
verbs with the inf. in the N. T. note (Mt. 11:20) h@rcato o]neidi<zein, 
(27:58) e]ke<leusen a]podioqh?nai, (Mk. 12:12) e]zh<toun krath?sai, (Lu.  
16:3) ska<ptein ou]k i]sxu<w, e]paitei?n ai]sxu<nomai.  Almost any verb 
that can be used with a substantive can be used with the inf. 
The use of the inf. with prosti<qemai is a Hebraism.  Cf. Ex. 14:  
13.  See Lu. 20:11 f., prose<qeto pe<myai.  It means 'to go on and 
do' or 'do again.'  It is the one Hebraism that Thumb1 finds  
in Josephus, who is Atticistic.  The articular inf. with verbs is 
much less frequent.  But note to> a]gapa?n after o]fei<lw (Ro. 13:8);  
paraitou?mai to> a]poqanei?n, (Ac. 25:11); tou? peripatei?n after poie<w (Ac. 
3:12); e]pistei?lai tou? a]pe<xesqai (15:20); katei?xon tou? mh> poreu<esqai, 
(Lu. 4:42). In 1 Ki. 13:16 we have tou? e]pistre<yai with du<namai.  
These are just a few specimens.  See Cases of the Inf. 
 (g) The Appositional Infinitive.  The grammars draw a dis- 
tinction here, but it is more apparent than real as Votaw2 well  
says.  The inf. in apposition is that with nouns; the epexegetical  
inf. is used with verbs. But at bottom the two uses are one.  
They are both limitative.  With nouns the appositional inf. re- 
stricts or describes it.  It is a common enough idiom in classical  
Greek3 and is found also in the LXX.  In the N. T. observe Ac. 
15:28  plh>n tou<twn tw?n e]pa<nagkej, a]pe<xesqai, (Jas. 1:27) qrhskei<a 
kaqara> kai> a]mi<antoj—au!th e]sti<n, e]piske<ptesqai. Cf. further Ac. 
26:16; 2 Cor. 10:13; Eph. 3:6, 8; 4:17; 1 Th. 4:3 f.; Heb.  
9:8; 1 Pet. 2:15 (ou!twj).  The articular inf. may also be apposi- 
tional as in Ro. 14:13, tou?to kri<nate ma?llon, to> mh> tinqe<nai.  So also  
2 Cor. 2:1; 7:11; Ro. 4:13; 1 Th. 4:6 bis.  In the N. T. and  
the Apocrypha it is only to< (in the articular use) that is apposi- 
tional, but in the 0. T. 15 out of the 17 instances have tou? with- 
out any reference to the case of the noun.4  It is worth noting  
that i!na is common also in appositional clauses (cf. Lu. 1:43;  
1 Cor. 9:18), especially in the writings of John (Jo. 4:34; 15:8; 
 
 1 Hellen., p. 125. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 233. 
 2 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 17. 
 3 Cf. Hadley and Allen, § 950; Goodwin, § 1517.  
 4 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 29. 
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17:3; 1 Jo. 3:11, 23; 4:21; 5:3, etc.).  We find o!ti also in 1 Jo.  
2:3; 3:16).1 
 5. VERBAL ASPECTS OF THE INFINITIVE.  It is worth repeat- 
ing (p. 1057) that the inf. is substantive as well as verb. Each  
inf. does not, of course, have all the substantival and verbal uses,  
but each inf. has both substantival and verbal aspects.  The  
uses vary with each example.  The verbal aspects do not exclude  
the substantival, though some2 writers say so.  Per contra, Jan- 
naris3 holds that "the verbal nature of the substantival infinitive  
 was sometimes completely lost sight of."  This I do not concede.  
After tenses came to the verbal substantive its dual character  
was fixed. But, pp. 1050, 1056 f., the inf. did not come to the  
rank of a mode. 
 (a) Voice.  The Sanskrit inf. had no voice. In Homer the inf.  
already has the voices, so that it is speculation as to the origin.  
It is possible that the original Greek inf. had no voice.  This is an  
inference so far as the Greek is concerned, but a justifiable one. 
Moulton4 illustrates it well by dunato>j qauma<sai, ‘capable for won- 
dering,' and a@cioj qauma<sai, 'worthy for wondering,' when the first 
means 'able to wonder' and the second 'deserving, to be wondered  
at.' They are both active in form, but not in sense.  "The middle  
and passive infinitives in Greek and Latin are merely adaptations  
of certain forms, out of a mass of units which had lost their in- 
dividuality, to express a relation made prominent by the closer  
connection of such nouns with the verb."5  There was so much  
freedom in the Greek inf. that the Sanskrit –tum did not develop  
in the Greek as we see it in the Latin supine. Gradually by  
analogy the inf. forms came to be associated with the voices in  
the modes.  Practically, therefore, the Greek inf. came to be used  
as if the voices had distinctive endings (cf. the history of the  
imper. endings).6  Thus in Lu. 12:58, do>j e]rgasi<an a]phlla<xqai 
a]p ] au]tou?, it is clear that the passive voice is meant whatever the  
origin of the form –sqai.  The reduplication shows the tense also. 
The same remark applies to Mk. 5:4, dia> to> dede<sqai kai> diespa<sqai  
u[p ] au]tou? ta>j a[lu<seij.  See also 5:43, ei#pen doqh?nai au]t^? fagei?n.  No 
special voice significance is manifest in fagei?n, which is like our 
 
 1 See Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 229. 
 2 As, for instance, Szczurat, De Inf. Horn. Usti, 1902, p. 17. He claims that  
the Horn. inf. came to serve almost all the ideas of the finite verb. 
 3 Hist. Gk. Gr p. 576.  4 Prol., p. 203.  5 Ib. 
 6 In Ac. 26:28, pei<qeij Xristiano>n poih?sai, one notes a possible absence of the  
strict voice in poih?sai.  But it is a hard passage. 
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‘eating’ and is the acc. of general reference with doqh?nai which in  
turn is the direct object of ei#pen.  But doqh?nai has the passive force  
beyond a doubt.  Cf. further a]polelu<sqai e]du<nato in Ac. 26:32 and  
e!neken tou? fanerwqh?nai in 2 Cor. 7:12.  In general, therefore, after  
the inf. is fully developed, the voice in the inf. appears exactly 
as in the modes.  So tou? a]pe<xesqai (Ac. 15:20); a]pogra<yasqai (Lu. 
2:5); e]pilaqe<sqai (Heb. 6:10); gamhqh?nai (1 Cor. 7:39); klhqh?nai 
ui[o<j (Lu. 15:19).  Cf. qea<sasqai (Lu. 7:24) and qeaqh?nai (Mt. 6:1). 
 (b) Tense.  See chapter on Tenses for adequate discussion of  
this point.  Some general remarks must here suffice.  As the  
Sanskrit inf. had no voice, so it had no tense.  In the original  
Greek there was possibly no tense in the inf., but in Homer the  
tense is in full force.1  There is no time-element in the inf. (cf.  
subj., opt. and imperative) except as the future inf. echoes the  
expectation of a verb like e]lpi<zw (or me<llw) or as the inf. repre- 
sents a fut. ind. in indirect discourse (see Indirect Discourse under  
Modes).  It is probably true that originally there was no distinc- 
tion between aorist (punctiliar) and present (linear) action in the  
inf.  In Sanskrit and Latin the infinitives and supines have no  
necessary connection with the present stem (cf. supine tactum and  
inf. tangere).2  "The s inlu?sai has only accidental similarity to  
link it with that in e@lusa."3  Moulton4 tersely adds: "But when  
once these noun-forms had established their close contact with  
the verb, accidental resemblances and other more or less capri- 
cious causes encouraged an association that rapidly grew, till all  
the tenses, as well as the three voices, were equipped with infini- 
tives appropriated to their exclusive service."  But even so at  
first the tense of the inf. had only to do with the kind of action 
(punctiliar, linear, state of completion), not with time. 
 In general, as with the subj., opt. and imper., the aorist inf.  
came to be the natural5 one unless some reason for the present  
or perf. or fut. existed.  Cf. katabh?nai (Lu. 9:54); paqei?n (Lu. 24: 
46); katalu?sai (Mt. 5:17); proseu<casqai (Lu. 18:10); a]kou?sai (Ac.  
10:33); e]kxe<ai (Ro. 3:15), etc.  Sometimes, as in e@dei poih?sai 
(Mt. 23:23), the inf. was used to suggest antecedent action.  But  
the timeless aorist may point to what is future, as in Lu. 24: 
46 above.  Cf. also Lu. 2:26; Ac. 3:18.  Essentially, it does  
neither.  Cf. me<llw with aor. inf.  So me<llonta e]negk[ei?]n, P. Grenf., 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 160.   3 Ib. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 204    4 Ib. 
 3 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 59, notes 5,484 aorists and 3,327 presents in  
the Gk. Bible. In the N. T. the ratio is 4:3, in the 0. T. 2:1. 
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ii, 77 (iii/A.D.).  In indirect assertions the aorist inf. represents  
the aor. indicative, but the N. T. seems to show no instance like 
this.1  However, that is a mere accident, for note e]n t&? ei]sagagei?n 
tou>j gonei?j to> paidi<on tou? poih?sai au]tou<j. (Lu. 2:27) where the same  
principle applies.  Contrast the tense of poih?sai and pei<qeij in  
Ac. 26:28.  In Lu. 24:46, ge<graptai paqei?n to>n Xristo<n, we have  
the timeless aorist in indirect discourse. 
 The present inf. with some verbs would accent linear action  
and with others the inf. would not draw the point, sharply. Some  
writers have a fondness for the present.2  One can see the 
force of linear action in h[ma?j dei? e]rga<zesqai (Jo. 9:4) and in to> 
a]gapa?n au]to<n (Mk. 12:33).  Cf. also stoixei?n, in 3:16.  In 1  
Jo. 3:9, ou] du<natai a[marta<nein, the linear notion is prominent (cf.  
ou]x a[marta<nei in verse 6).  It is also quite normal with me<llw, with  
which it occurs 84 times in the N. T. to 6 of the aorist.  See Mt.  
14:22 for both aorist e]mbh?nai and present proa<gein in same sen- 
tence.  Cf. also Ac. 15:37 f.  The usual tense-distinction may be  
assumed to exist, though in a case like le<gein (Heb. 5:11) the  
point is not to be stressed.  The present inf. in indirect assertion  
represents the same tense of the direct, as in Mt. 22:23; Lu. 11:  
18, etc.  Rarely the present inf. represents an imperfect indica- 
tive as in Lu. 20:6. 
 The perfect inf. is common also in indirect discourse to stand  
for the same tense of the direct, as in Jo. 12:2. A.c. 12:14; 14:  
19; 16:27.  This is natural enough.  But the perfect inf. is found  
also in the complementary inf. as Ac. 26:32, a]polelu<sqai e]du<nato.  
Note Lu. 12:58, do>j e]rgasi<an a]phlla<xqai.  But we also find the  
perfect tense with the articular inf. (so aorist and present) as in  
Mk. 5:4; Lu. 6:48; Ac. 27:9.  In the N. T. there are in all 47  
perfect infs. and the same number in the 0. T.3  Of the N. T.  
examples 23 are anarthrous, 8 articular.  The papyri show the  
articular perf. inf. Cf. e]pi> t&? gegone<nai, P. Oxy. 294 (A.D. 22);  
u[pe>r tou? a]polelu<sqai se, P. Br. M. 42 (B.C. 168). 
 The future inf. is increasingly rare.  Thucydides even used to<  
with the future inf.  The same construction is found in Polybius.4  
But in the koinh< the future inf. is weakening rapidly.  This dis- 
appearance of the fut. inf. is partly due to the retreat of the fu- 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 53. 
 2 Gilders1., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1882, p. 193. Madvig, Bemerkungen uber  
einige Punkte des Griech., 1848, p. 321, shows how the inf. has only the time  
of the principal verb. 
 3 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 50.  4 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 48. 
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ture tense in general1 and partly to the apparent kinship between  
the future and aorist forms. In the papyri Moulton2 notes that  
the future inf. is sometimes used in the koinh< as equivalent to the  
aorist or even the present, since the sense of the future was van- 
ishing.  Cf. xwrh<sein in Jo. 21:25 (xBC), while the other later  
MSS. give xwrh?sai.  In the 0. T. the fut. inf. (anarthrous always)  
occurs only 14 times and only 6 in the N. T. The Apocrypha  
has, however, 54, but almost all in 2 and 3 Maccabees.3  Three  
of the N. T. examples are with me<llw (Ac. 11:28; 24:15; 27:10).  
Another is in Ac. 23:30 and is dependent on a participle after a  
past indicative. In Ac. 26:7 the margin of W. H. (after B) has 
katanth<sein (text —h?sai) with e]lpi<zei.  In Heb. 3:18 note w@mwsen   
mh> ei]seleu<sesqai (LXX).  Another example is in Jo. 21:25, after  
oi#mai.  Moulton (Prol., p. 219) cites xrh> e[toima<sein, B. U. 830 (i/A.D.). 
 (c) Cases with the Infinitive.  In general the inf. uses the same  
case that the finite verb does.  So the genitive in Heb. 6:10 
e]pilaqe<sqai tou? e@rgou, the dative in 1 Cor. 7:39 &$ qe<lei gamhqh?nai,  
the acc. in Ac. 23:15 tou? a]nelei?n, the instrum. in Mt. 15:20 to> 
a]ni<ptoij xersi>n fagei?n, the locative in Ac. 21:21 mhde> toi?j e@qesin 
peripatei?n, the ablative in Ac. 15:20 tou? a]pe<xesqai tw?n a]lisghma<- 
twn, the predicate nominative in Ac. 17:18 kataggeleu>j ei#nai, the  
predicate accusative in Ro. 2:19 pe<poiqaj seauto>n o[dhgo>n ei#nai, or 
the acc. of general reference in ind. discourse in Mk. 12:18.  But  
this brings us again to the acc. in indirect assertion, a matter al- 
ready treated at some length. (See Accusative Case, Indirect Dis- 
course, and the next section.) But the thing to note is the real  
verbal nature of the inf. in the matter of cases. Note the three  
accusatives with tou? dida<skein in Heb. 5:12, two objects, one of 
general reference. The cognate neuter plural is seen in polla> 
paqei?n (Mt. 16:21). 
 (d) The Infinitive in Indirect Discourse.  The frequent ob- 
scuration of the cases with the inf. in indirect discourse justifies  
some additional remarks besides those in the chapter on Modes.  
The inf. is not finite and, like the participle, has no subject. By  
courtesy the grammars often say so, but it beclouds more than  
it clears to do so. The case of the predicate4 with the inf. is the 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 486, 552 ff. 
 2 Prol., p. 204 f. Cf. Hatz., Einl., pp. 142, 190; Kalker, Quest., p. 281. 
 3 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 59. 
 4 Cf. Delbruck, Vergl. Synt., Tl. II, p. 460. Brug. (Griech. Gr., p. 518)  
takes the acc. as originally the obj. of the verb. That was not always true,  
as we have seen in Indirect Discourse (pp. 1037 ff.). 
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place to start.  Cf. Mt. 19:21, ei] qe<leij te<leioj ei#nai.  See also 2  
Cor. 10:2, de<omai to> mh> parw>n qarrh?sai, where the nominative oc- 
curs within the domain of the accusative articular inf.  But note 
Mk. 14:28, meta> to> e]gerqh?nai< me proa<cw.  The true nature of the acc. 
with the inf. as being merely that of general reference comes out 
well in the articular inf., as in Jas. 4:2, ou]k e@xete dia> to> mh> ai]tei?sqai 
u[ma?j.  It is not necessary here to go over again the steps taken 
under Modes, but simply to insist on the true nature of the ac- 
cusative with the inf.  It stands, indeed, in the place of a finite  
verb of the direct statement, but does not thereby become finite  
with a subject.  From the syntactical standpoint the construc- 
tion is true to both the substantival and verbal aspects of the  
inf.  The subject of the finite verb, when thrown into the acc.,  
takes this turn because of the limitations of the inf.  When it is  
retained in the nominative, it is by apposition with the subject  
of the principal verb or by attraction if in the predicate.  Draeger  
sees this point clearly in his treatment of the latter in Latin  
where the acc. with the inf. is much more frequent than in Greek.1  
"The name is confessedly a misnomer," say King and Cookson.2  
Schmid3 also sees the matter clearly and makes the acc. with the  
inf. the acc. of general reference.  The usual beaten track is taken  
by Jolly,4 but the truth is making its way and will win.  Schmitt5  
admits that the acc. is not the grammatical subject, but only the  
logical subject.  But why call it "subject" at all?  Schroeder6  
properly likens it to the double accusative with dida<skw, as in  
dida<skw au]to>n peripatei?n.  The late Sanskrit shows a few examples 
like English "if you wish me to live:"7  The use of the acc. with  
the inf. early reached a state of perfection in Greek and Latin.  
Schlicher8 notes 130 instances of it in Homer with fhmi< alone as  
against 15 with w[j o!ti.  We see it in its glory in historians like  
Xenophon and Thucydides in Greek and Cesar in Latin.  Vo- 
taw9 notes the rarity of the construction in the 0. T. and Apoc.  
(46 verbs), while the N. T. has 27 (83 exx.) verbs which use the  
idiom.  But even in the N. T., as compared with the ancient  
Greek, the construction is greatly narrowed.  The particular 
 
 1 Hist. Synt., Bd. II, pp. 380, 446.  3 Uber den Infinitiv, p. 40. 
 2 Introd. to Comp. Gr., 1890, p. 214.  4 Gesch. de Inf., p. 247. 
 5 Uber den Urspr. des Substantivsatzes, p. 5. 
 6 Uber die formelle Untersch. der Redet., p. 28. 
 7 Wilhelmius, De Inf. linguarum Sanscritae, Beoticae, Persicae, Graecae,  
Oscae, Vmbricae, Latinae, Goticae Forma et Vsv, 1873, p. 5. 
 8 Moods of Indirect Quotation, Am. Jour. of Theol., Ja ., 1905. 
 9 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 9. 
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verbs in the N. T. which may use the acc. and the inf. in indirect  
assertion were given under Modes.  A general view of the matter  
discloses a rather wide range still. But the idiom, being largely  
literary, is chiefly found in Luke, Rom. and 1 Cor.  The other  
writers prefer o!ti.  Luke, in fact, is the one who makes the most  
constant use of the idiom, and he quickly passes over to the direct  
statement.  There is with most of them flexibility as was shown.  
Blass1 has a sensible summary of the situation in the N. T.  There  
is, in truth, no essential difference in the Greek construction,  
whether the inf. is without a substantive, as in Ac. 12:15 diisxu- 
ri<zeto o!twj e@xein, with the acc., Ac. 24:9 fa<skontej tau?ta ou!twj 
e@xein, or with the nom. Ro. 1:22 fa<skontej ei#nai sofoi<.  Cf. Ac. 
17:30; 1 Pet. 3:17.  Words like dei?, a]na<gkh may be followed by  
no substantive (Mt. 23:23; Ro. 13:5).  Cf. Lu. 2:26.  In 1 
Pet. 2:11, we have only the predicate w[j paroi<kouj—a]pe<xesqai.  
Freedom also exists.  In Mk. 9:47 we have kalo<n se< e]stin mono<- 
fqalmon ei]selqei?n, while in Mt. 18:8 we read kalo<n soi< e]stin mono<- 
falmon ei]selqei?n.  Even in Matthew the predicate adj. is acc., 
though it might have been dative, as in Ac. 16:21.  Further ex- 
amples of the predicate dative when an accusative is possible are  
seen in Lu. 1:3; 9:59; Ac. 27:3 (xAB); 2 Pet. 2:21.  But see  
Ac. 15:22, 25; Heb. 2:10.  The case of the inf. itself is not the  
point here.  There are besides verbs of willing, desiring, allow- 
ing, making, asking, beseeching, exhorting, some verbs of 
commanding, the inf. with pri<n, w!ste, to<, tou?, prepositions and 
the articular infinitive.  With all these the acc. may occur.  
A difficult inf. occurs in Ac. 26:28, e]n o]li<g& me pei<qeij Xristiano>n 
poih?sai.  Is me the object of pei<qeij or of poih?sai?  Can pei<qeij be 
‘try by persuasion’?  Prof. W. Petersen suggests that this is a 
contamination of e]n o]li<g& me pei<qeij Xristiano>n ei#nai and e]n o]li<g& me 
poih<seij Xristiano<n.  But verbs differ. Keleu<w, for instance, always  
has the acc. and the inf., while the dative comes with ta<ssw (Ac. 
22:10), e]pita<ssw (Mk. 6:39), and verbs like e]nte<llomai, e]pitre<pw,  
paragge<llw, and impersonal expressions like sumfe<rei, e@qoj e]sti<n 
a]qe<miton, ai]sxro<n, etc.  As shown above, kalo<n e]stin is used either 
with the acc. or the dative, as is true of le<gw (cf. Mt. 5:34, 39  
with Ac. 21:21; 22:24).  Blass2 adds also Ac. 5:9, sunefwnh<qh 
u[mi?n peira<sai.  He notes also that prosta<ssw occurs with the acc.  
(Ac. 10:48) as is true of e]pita<ssw (Mk. 6:27) and ta<ssw (Ac.  
15:2).  Even sumfe<rei appears with the acc. and inf. (Jo. 18:14)  
and e@cestin (Lu. 6:4, where D has the dative, as is true of Mt. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 239-241.  2 Ib., p. 240. 
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12:4).  With e]ge<neto Blass1 observes how clumsy is e]ge<neto< moi— 
gene<sqai me (Ac. 22:17).  The acc. and inf. occurs with e]ge<neto (Ac.  
9:32) and the dative also in the sense of it 'befell' or 'happened  
to' one, as in Ac. 20:16.  In Ac. 22:6, e]ge<neto< moi—periastra<yai 
fw?j, the two constructions are combined.  Blass2 further observes  
the independence of the inf. in adding an ace. of general reference  
besides the acc. with a verb of asking, as in Ac. 13:28 ]̂th<santo 
Peila?ton a]naireqh?nai au]to<n, (1 Th. 5:27) o[rki<zw u[ma?j a]nagnwsqh?nai 
th>n e]pistolh<n.  In Ac. 21:12, parekalou?men—tou? mh> a]nabai<nein au]to>n 
ei]j   ]Ierousalh<m, the au]to<n is acc. of general reference with the inf.,  
which is itself in the genitive as to form, though the real object of  
the verb.  There is no instance in the N. T. of the inf. in a sub- 
ordinate clause unless we follow Nestle in 1 Pet. 5:8, zhtw?n ti<na 
katapiei?n.  There are sporadic examples of such a construction  
due to analogy of the inf. in the main clause.3  Cf. 0. P. 1125, 14 
(ii/A.D.), ou{j kai> kurieu<ein tw?n karpw?n. 
 (e) Personal Construction with the Infinitive.  Many verbs and  
adjectives allowed either the personal or the impersonal con- 
struction with the infinitive.  The Greek developed much more  
freedom in the matter than the Latin, which was more limited  
in the use of the impersonal.4  In the N. T. the impersonal con- 
struction occurs with fixed verbs like dei?, Ac. 25:24, bow?ntej mh> 
dei?n au]to>n zh?n mhke<ti, where note inf. dependent on inf. as is 
common enough (Ac. 26:9; Lu. 5:34; Heb. 7:23;  Mk. 5:43; 
Lu. 6:12; 8:55).  So also with e@cestin, etc.  The impersonal con- 
struction is seen also in Lu. 2:26; 16:22; Ph. 3:1; Heb. 9:26,  
etc.  The inf. with impersonal verbs is somewhat more frequent in  
the N. T. than in the LXX.  On the whole the personal construc- 
tion with the inf. is rare in the N. T.5  But in the N. T. doke<w has  
the personal construction, as in Ac. 17:18, dokei? kataggeleu>j ei#nai 
(cf. Jas. 1:26; Gal. 2:9, etc.), but we find e@doce< moi in Lu. 1:3  
(cf. Ac. 15:28, etc.) and even e@doca e]maut&? dei?n pra?cai (Ac. 26:9).  
The koinh< seems to use it less frequently than the ancient Greek.  
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 148) quotes Vett. Valens, p. 277, 19, 
do<cei—u[pa<rxein au]th?n th>n ai@resin.  We have dedokima<smeqa pisteu- 
qh?nai (1 Th. 2:4) and e]marturh<qh ei#nai (Heb. 11:4).  One may 
compare the personal construction with o!ti (1 Cor. 15:12; 2 Cor. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 241.   2 Ib. 
 3 Cf. Middleton, Analogy in Synt., p. 9. Maximus of Tyre has it in a rel.  
clause. Durr, Sprachl. Unters., p. 43. 
 4 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 239. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 239. 
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3:3; 1 Jo. 2:19).  The personal construction occurs with pre<pei   
(Heb. 7:26).  The impersonal has the acc. and the inf. (1 Cor.  
11:13), the dative and the inf. (Mt. 3:15), both the dative and  
the acc. (Heb. 2:10).  Cf. W. F. Moulton in Winer-Moulton, p.  
402.  The love of the passive impersonal appears in Ac. 13: 
28 ]̂th<santo Peila?ton, a]naireqh?nai au]to<n and in 5:21, a]pe<stilan 
a]xqh?nai au]tou<j (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 148).  The nominative  
predicate with the inf. and the nom. in indirect discourse is to be  
noted also. 
 (f) Epexegetical Infinitive.  As already remarked, there is no  
essential difference between the appositional and the epexegetical  
use of the infinitive.  The epexegetical inf. is added to a clause  
more or less complete in itself, while the merely appositional is 
more simple.1  It is common in the dramatists.  This use is prob-  
ably adnominal2 in origin, but it drifts into the verbal aspect  
also.  We see a free use of the limitative3 inf. in w[j e@poj ei] pei?n   
which only occurs once in the N. T. (Heb. 7:9).  Brugmann does  
not agree with Granewald that this is the original epexegetical or  
limitative inf., though it is kin to it.  Blass4 applies "epexegetical"  
merely to the appositional inf.  It is in the epexegetical inf. that  
we see more clearly the transition from the original substantive  
to the verbal idea.  It is hard to draw the line between do<gma 
a]pogra<fesqai pa?san th>n oi]koume<nhn (Lu. 2:1) and pare<dwken au]tou>j  
ei]j a]do<kimon nou?n, poiei?n ta> mh> kaqh<konta (Ro. 1:28).  The first is appo- 
sitional, the latter epexegetical.  A good instance of the epexeget- 
ical inf. is seen in 2 Cor. 9:5, where tau<thn e[toi<mhn ei#nai w[j eu]logi<an 
is subsidiary to the i!na clause preceding, as is often the case.  Vi- 
teau5 notes that the construction is frequent in the Epistles.  Cf. 
Eph. 1:16-18 ( i!na—ei]j to> ei]de<nai), 3:16 f. ( i!na –krataiwqh?nai, katoi- 
kh?sai, Col. 1:10 (i!na –peripath?nai), 4:3 (i!na—lalh?sai).  Further  
examples occur in Lu. 1:54 mnhsqh?nai, 1:72 poih?sai kai> mnh- 
sqh?nai, 1:79 e]pifa?nai tou? kateuqu?nai, Ac. 17:27 zhtei?n, 2 Pet. 3: 
2 mnhsqh?nai.  The LXX6 shows rather frequent instances of the  
articular inf. in this sense (cf. Gen. 3:22; Judg. 8:33; Ps.  
77:18).  The N. T. shows very few.  Indeed, Votaw finds only 
one, that in Gal. 3:10, e]pikata<ratoj pa?j o{j ou]k e]mme<nei pa?sin toi?j 
gegramme<noij e]n t&?  bibli<& tou? no<mou tou? poih?sai au]ta<. But certainly 
 
 1 Thomspon, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 239. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 517. 
 3 Granewald, Der freie formelhafte Inf. der Limit. im Griech., p. 21 f.  
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 229. 
 5 Le Verbe, p. 161.   6 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 26. 
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tou? a]tima<zesqai (Ro. 1:24) after pare<dwken is just as truly epexeget- 
ical as is poiei?n in verse 28 after  pare>dwken.  So also Ro. 7:3; 8:  
12; 1 Cor. 10:13.  Burton1 looks at the epexegetical inf. as "an  
indirect object," as in Lu. 10:40, h[ a]delfh< mou mo<nhn me kate<leipen 
diakonei?n.  There is no doubt that in such instances the inf. is in  
the original dative case with the dative idea.  See further Mk.  
4:23; 6:31; Lu. 7:40; 12:4; Ac. 4:14; 7:42; 17:21; 23:17,  
18, 19; Tit. 2:8, etc. 
 (g) Purpose.  It is but a step from the explanatory or epexe- 
getical inf. to that of design.  Indeed, the epexegetical inf. some- 
times is final, a secondary purpose after i!na, as in Eph. 1:18; 3:  
17; Col. 1:10, etc.  The sub-final or objective use of the inf. is  
also a step on the way.  This use was very common in the ancient  
Greek, but was partially taken up by i!na in N. T.2  But many  
verbs, as we have seen, retain the sub-final inf. in the N. T. as  
in the rest of the koinh<.  Blass' careful lists and those of Viteau  
were given under Indirect Discourse.  This notion of purpose is  
the direct meaning of the dative case which is retained. It is the  
usual meaning of the inf. in Homer,3 that of purpose. It goes  
back to the original Indo-Germanic stock.4  It as always more  
common in poetry than in prose.  The close connection between  
the epexegetical inf. and that of purpose is seen in Mk. 7:4, a  
pare<labon kratei?n (‘for keeping,’ ‘to keep’).  So Mt. 27:34, e@dwkan 
au]t&? piei?n oi#non (‘for drinking,’ ‘to drink’).  So Mt. 25:35, e]dw<- 
kate< moi fagei?n.  The inf. with the notion of purpose is exceedingly 
frequent in the LXX, second only to that of the object-inf. with  
verbs.5  It was abundant in Herodotus.6  Hence Thumb7 thinks 
its abundant use in the koinh< is due to the influence of the Ionic  
dialect.  Moulton8 agrees with this opinion. This is true both of  
the simple inf. of purpose and tou? and the inf.  The Pontic dia- 
lect still preserves the inf. of purpose after verbs like a]nabai<nw,  
etc.  It is noteworthy that this inf. was not admitted into Latin  
except with a verb of motion.  Moulton (Prol., p. 205) cites Par.  
P. 49 (ii/B.C.) e]a>n a]nabw? ka]gw> proskunh?sai, as parallel to Lu. 18: 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., p. 147. 
 2 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255 f.; Humphreys, Th Problems of Greek,  
Congress of Arts and Sciences, 1904, vol. III, pp. 171 ff. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 154. 
 4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 516; Delbruck, Grundr., IV, pp. 463 ff.  
 5 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 10. 
 6 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 240. 
 7 Theol. Lit., 1903, p. 421. 
 8 Prol., p. 205. 
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10, a]ne<bhsan—porseu<casqai.  Moulton1 notes this correspondence 
between the ancient and the modern vernacular and agrees with  
Thumb's verdict again that the result is due to the two conflict- 
ing tendencies, one the universalizing of  i!na, which prevailed in  
Western Hellenism and resulted in the disappearance of the inf. in  
modern Greece, while the idealizing of the inf. in Pontus serves  
to illustrate to-day the N. T. idiom. The N. T. use of the inf.  
of purpose includes the simple inf., tou? and the inf., ei]j to< and  
the inf., pro>j to< and the inf. w!ste and the inf.  There is no ex- 
ample of e]f ] &$ te.  First note the simple inf., all in the original  
dative case.  This use had a wider range in Homer than in the  
Attic writers.  Thus Mt. 2:2 h@lqomen proskunh?sai au]t&?; (5:17) 
ou]k h#lqon katalu<sai, a]lla> plhrw?sai; (7:5) diable<yeij e]kbalei?n to>  
ka<rfoj (11:7) ti< e]h<lqate ei]j th>n e@rhmon qea<sasqai (so verse 8, i]dei?n); 
20:28; (Mk. 3:14) a]poste<ll^ au]tou>j khru<ssein (5:32) perieble<- 
peto i]dei?n; (Lu. 18:10) a]ne<bhsan proseu<casqai; (Jo. 4:15) die<rxwmai 
e]nqa<de a]ntlei?n; (Ac. 10:33) pa<resmen a]kou?sai; (2 Cor. 11:2) h[rmo- 
sa<mhn u[ma?j –parasth?sai; (Rev. 5:5) e]ni<khsen—a]noi?cai; (16:9) ou] 
meteno<hsan dou?nai.  These examples will suffice.  It is very com- 
mon in the N. T.  It is not necessary to multiply illustrations of  
tou? after all the previous discussion.  The 0. T. shows the idiom  
in great abundance, though the construction is classic.  It was  
used especially by Thucydides.2  This was a normal use.  We  
have already noticed that Paul makes little, if any, use of this  
idiom.3  It is possible in Ro. 6:6; Ph. 3:10.  Indeed, Votaw4  
notes only 33 instances of tou? and inf. of purpose in the N. T.,  
and these are chiefly in Matthew, Luke and Acts. Note (Mt. 2: 
13) zhtei?n tou? a]pole<sai, (13:3) e]ch?lqen tou? spei<rein, (Lu. 21:22)  
tou? plhsqh?nai pa<nta, (24:29) tou? mei?nai.  See further Ac. 3:2; 5: 
31; 26:18; 1 Cor. 10:7; Gal. 3:10; Heb. 10:7, etc.  The use  
of tou? mh< is, of course, the same construction.  Cf. Ro. 6:6, tou? 
mhke<ti douleu<ein h[ma?j.  Cf. Ac. 21:12.  In Lu. 2:22 note parasth?- 
sai, and in verse 24 tou? dou?nai.  Purpose is also expressed by ei]j to< 
as in 1 Th. 3:5, e@pemya ei]j to> gnw?nai, and by pro>j to< as in. Mt.  
6:1, pro>j to> qeaqh?nai.  In the N. T. w!ste with the inf. of purpose  
is rare.  Originally purpose was the idea with w!ste, or conceived  
result.  Actual result with w!ste was expressed by the indicative. 
 
 1 Prol., p. 205. Allen gives no ex. of the simple inf. of purpose in Polyb.,  
only tou?, w!ste, e]f ] &$te.  Cf. Inf. in Polyb., p. 22. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 216. Thuci was the first to use tou? and the inf. for  
purpose (Berklein, Entwickelungsgesch., p. 58). 
 3 Ib., p. 217 f.     4 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 21. 
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In the LXX the notion of purpose is still common, especially in 
the books of Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus.1  In the N. T. there are  
only 8 instances, leaving out Ac. 20:24, according to W. H., and  
only 7 if we follow W. H. in Lu. 9:52.  See Mt. 10:1, e@dwken 
au]toi?j e]cousi<an w!ste e]kba<llein kai> qerapeu<ein.  And w!ste (=w[j, te, 
‘and so’) is simply 'so as,' not 'so that.'  See also Lu. 4:29, w!ste 
katakrhmni<sai. Cf. further Mt. 15:33; 27:1; Lu. 20:20.  Burton2  
thinks that in Mt. 27:1 w!ste gives rather content than pur- 
pose.  One must not confuse with tou? and the inf. of purpose  
the somewhat analogous construction of tou? and tou? mh< after  
verbs of hindering.  This is in reality, as was shown, the abla- 
tive and the regular object-inf. (substantival aspect).  Cf. Lu.  
4:42; Ac. 20:27; Ho. 15:22.  Votaw3 notes 22 verbs in the  
LXX and the N. T. that use this idiom.  The only common one  
is kwlu<w.  See further Final Clauses in chapter on Modes for  
papyri examples. 
 (h) Result.  Purpose is only "intended result," as Burton4 ar- 
gues.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 153) says that the difference  
between purpose and result in the inf. is often only in the more  
subjective or objective colouring of the thought.  It is hard to  
draw a line between conceived result and intended result. Blass5   
explains a number of examples as result that I have put above  
under Purpose, as Rev. 5:5; 16:9.  It is largely a matter of  
standpoint.  The line of distinction is often very faint, if not  
wholly gone.  Take Rev. 5:5, for instance, e]ni<khsen o[ le<wn a]noi?cai.  
The lion had opened the book and so it was I actual result.  So 
also Ac. 5:3, dia> ti< e]plh<rwsen o[ satana?j th>n kardi<an sou, yeu<sasqai< 
se.  Ananias had actually lied. In the ancient Greek also the  
distinction between purpose and result was not sharply drawn.6   
The inf. may represent merely the content7 and not clearly either 
result or purpose, as in Eph. 3:6, ei#nai ta> e@qnh.  Cf. also 4:22, a]po- 
qe<sqai.  This is not a Hebraistic (Burton) idiom, but falls in na- 
turally with the freer use of the inf. in the  koinh<.  See also Ac. 
15:10 e]piqei?nai zugo<n, (Heb. 5:5) genhqh?nai a]rxiere<a.  Where it is 
clearly result, it may be actual or hypothetical.8  The hypothet- 
ical is the natural or conceived result.  The N. T. shows but 12 
 
 1 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 10.  2 N. T. M. and T., p. 150. 
 3 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 24. Cf. W.-M., p. 409. 
 4 N. T. M. and T., p. 148. 
 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 224.   6 Baumlein, Modi, p. 339. 
 7 W.-M., p. 400. See Burton, N. T. M, and T., p. 150 f.  
 8 Allen, Inf. in Polyb., p. 21, 
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instances of the simple inf. with the notion of result, according to  
Votaw.1  In the 0. T. it is quite common.  The 12 examples in  
the N. T. are usually hypothetical, not actual.  So Ro. 1:10 eu]o- 
dwqh<somai e]lqei?n pro>j u[ma?j (Eph. 3:17) krataiwqh?nai, katoikh?sai, (6:  
19) gnwri<sai, (Col. 4:3) lalh?sai, (4:6) ei]de<nai, (Heb. 6:10) e]pila- 
qe<sqai.  It is here that the kinship with purpose is so strong.  Cf.  
Rev. 16:9.  But some examples of actual result do occur, as in Lu.  
10:40; Ac. 5:3; Rev. 5:5.  In the 0. T.2 we have actual result  
with tou? and the inf., but no examples occur in the N. T.  Not  
more than one-half of the examples of tou? and the inf. in Luke, who  
gives two-thirds of the N. T. instances, are final.3  Some of these  
are examples of hypothetical result.  See discussion of Result in  
chapter on Mode for further discussion and papyri examples.  It  
is rather common in the 0. T., though not so frequent in the 
N. T.4   It is possible to regard Mt. 21:32, metemelh<qhte tou? pisteu?- 
sai, thus, though in reality it is rather the content of the verb.5   
There is similar ambiguity in Ac. 7:19, e]ka<kwsen tou? poiei?n.  But 
the point seems clear in Ac. 18:10, ou]dei>j e]piqh<setai< soi tou? kakw?sai< 
se, and in Ro. 7:3, tou? mh> ei#nai au]th>n moixali<da.  If tou?  can be oc- 
casionally used for result, one is prepared to surrender the point  
as to ei]j to< if necessary.  It is usually purpose, but there is ambi- 
guity here also, as in Mt. 26:2; 1 Cor. 11:22, where the purpose  
shades off toward hypothetical result. In Ac. 7:19 we seem to  
have hypothetical result, ei]j to> mh> zwogonei?sqai.  So also Ro. 6:  
12, ei]j to> u[pakou<ein.  It is true also of Heb. 11:3, ei]j to> gegone<nai.  
See further Ro. 12:3; 2 Cor. 8:6; Gal. 3:17.6  Votaw7 argues  
for actual result in Ro. 1:20, ei]j to> ei#nai au]tou>j a]napologh<touj.  It  
is hard to deny it in this passage.  But it is w!ste and the inf. that  
is the usual N. T. construction for this idea with the inf.  As  
already shown (see Mode) nearly all of the 62 examples of w!ste   
and the inf. in the N. T. have the notion of result.  Once Votaw8  
notes an instance of hypothetical result in the N. T., 1 Cor. 13: 
2, ka}n e@xw pa?san th>n pi<stin w!ste o@rh meqista<nein.  Burton9 goes fur- 
ther and includes in this category Mt. 10:1; 2 Cor. 2:7.  But  
these debatable examples are n harmony with the usual am- 
 
 1 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 13. 
 2 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 25. Cf. Ruth 2:10, ti< o!ti eu$ron xa<rin e]n o]fqal- 
moi?j sou tou? e]pignw?nai< me; See also 2 Chron. 33:9; 1 Macc. 14:36. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 217. 
 4 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 25.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 216. 
 6 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 161; Moulton, Prol., p. 219. 
 7 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 21. 
 8 Ib., p. 14.     9 N. T. M. and T., p. 149. 
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biguity as to result and purpose.  There is no doubt about the  
examples of actual result with w!ste.  Thus Mt. 13:54 e]di<dasken 
au]tou>j w!ste e]kplh<ssesqai kai> le<gein, (Mk. 9:26) w!ste tou>j pollou>j 
le<gein, (Lu. 12:1) w!ste peripatei?n a]llh<louj, (Ac. 5:15) w!ste e]kfe<- 
fein.  See also Ac. 15:39; Ro. 7:6; 2 Cor. 7:7; Ph. 1:13, etc.  
There is one instance in the text of W. H. where w[j occurs  
with the inf., Lu. 9: 52, w[k e[toima<sai with the idea of purpose  
involved.  Cf. w[j sxei?n 0. P. 1120, 19 f. (iii/A. D.).  The use of  
w[j e@poj ei]pei?n (Heb. 7:9) is the absolute idea, as already shown.  
Different also is w[j a}n e]kfobei?n (2 Cor. 10:9) = ‘as if.'  A clear  
case of result occurs in Epictetus, IV, 1, 50, ou!twj—mh> a]podu<- 
rasqai. 
 (i) Cause.  There is only one example in the N. T. of the ar- 
ticular inf. without a preposition in this sense.  That is in 2 Cor.  
2:13, t&? mh> eu[rei?n, and it is in the instr. case as already shown.  
The LXX shows a half-dozen examples, but all with variant  
readings.1  But it is common with dia> to< to have the causal sense,  
some 32 times in the N. T.2  See Prepositions and Substantival  
Aspects of the Infinitive.  Cf. Mt. 13:5 f.; Mk. 5:4; Lu. 6:48;  
Jas. 4:2 f.  There is one instance of e!neken tou? in 2 Cor. 7:12. 
 (j) Time.  Temporal relations are only vaguely expressed by  
the inf.  See Tense in this chapter for the absence of the time- 
element in the tenses of the inf. except in indirect discourse. 
Elsewhere it is only by prepositions and pri<n, (an adverbial prep- 
osition in reality) that the temporal idea is conveyed by the inf. 
Antecedent time is expressed by pri<n or pro> tou?.  For pro> tou?, see 
Mt. 6:8; Lu. 2:21, etc. Pri<n, or pro> tou? (so in Mt. 1:18; Mk.  
14:30; Ac. 7:2; W. H. have pri>n h@ in the margil in Ac. 2:20)  
occurs with the inf. 11 times, all aorists (all in Gospels and 
Acts).  We have it only twice with finite verb after negative  
sentences, once with the subj. (Lu. 2:26), once with the opt.  
(Ac. 25:16), both in Luke (literary style).  See, for the inf.,3   
Mt. 26:34 pri>n a]le<ktora fwnh?sai, (Jo. 4:49) pri>n a]poqanei?n.  See  
further Mt. 26:75; Mk. 14:72; Lu. 22:61 (five of the instances  
are practically identical); Jo. 8:58; 14:29; Ac. 2:20.  In He- 
rodotus, under the influence of indirect discourse, the inf. occurs  
with o!kwj, e]pei< e]peidh<, ei], dio<ti and the relative pronouns.4  Con- 
 
 1 Votaw, Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 29. 
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 161, mentions only 23. 
 3 The inf. with pri<n is common in Hom. See Monro, p.58. 
 4 Benard, Formes verbales en Grec d'apres le Texte d' Orodote, 1890, p.  
196. See also Sturm, Die Entwick. der Konstrukt. mit pri<n, 1883, p. 3. 
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temporaneous action is described by e]n t&?, especially in Luke.  
Cf. Lu. 1:21, e]n t&? xroni<zein.  See Prepositions with Infinitive for  
further remarks.  Subsequent action is set forth by meta> to< as in  
Mt. 26:32; Lu. 12:5, etc.  In Ac. 8:40, e!wj tou? e]lqei?n, we have  
the prospective future. 
 (k) The Absolute Infinitive.  This idiom is very common in  
Homer, especially as an imperative and in the midst of impera- 
tives.1  R. Wagner2 notes that in Homer this use of the inf. oc- 
curs with the nom.  The papyri still show examples like o[ dei?na 
t&? dei?na xai<rein.3  Gerhard4 holds that in such cases there is ellipsis  
of le<gei.  The Attic inscriptions5 frequently have the absolute  
infinitive as imperative.  Deissmann (Light from the Anc. East,  
p. 75) notes that, as in German, it is common in edicts and no- 
tices.  Cf. imperatival use of infinitive in modern French.  He  
quotes from the "Limestone Block from the Temple of Herod at  
Jerusalem" (early imperial period): Mhqe<na a]llogenh? ei]sporeu<esqai 
e]nto>j tou? peri> to> i[ero>n trufa<ktou kai> peribo<lou, 'Let no foreigner enter  
within,' etc. See also Epictetus, IV, 10, 18, i!na de> tau?ta ge<nhtai, 
ou] mikra> de<casqai ou]de> mikrw?n a]potuxei?n.  The imperatival use was  
an original Indo-Germanic idiom.6  It flourishes in the Greek  
prose writers.7  Burton8 and Votaw9 admit one instance of the  
imperatival inf. in the N. T., Ph. 3:16, t&? au]t&? stoixei?n.  But 
Moulton10 rightly objects to this needless fear of this use of the  
inf.  It is clearly present in Ro. 12:15, xai<rein, klai<ein.  The case  
of Lu. 9:3 is also pertinent where mh<te e@xein comes in between 
two imperatives.  Moulton himself objects on this point that  
this inf. is due to a mixture of indirect with direct discourse. 
That is true, but it was a very easy lapse, since the inf. itself 
has this imperatival use.  In 1 Th. 3:11; 2 Th. 2:17; 3:5  
there is the nominative case and the whole context besides the 
accent to prove that we have the optative, not the aorist ac- 
tive infinitive.  See Mode for further discussion. Moulton11 
quotes Burkitt as favouring the mere infinitive, not e@dei, in  
Mt. 23:23, tau?ta de> poih?sai ka]kei?na mh> a]fei?nai, after the Lewis 
Syriac MS., and also kauxa?sqai.— in 2 Cor. 12:1 after x.  The 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 162. 
 2 Der Gebr. des imper. Inf. ion Griech., 1891, p. 12. 
 3 Reinach, Pap. grecs et demotiques, 1905. 
 4 Unters. zur Gesch. des griech. Briefes, Phil. Zeitschr., 1905, p. 56. 
 5 Meisterh., p. 244. 
 6 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 516.  9 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 18. 
 7 W.-M., p. 397.    10 Prol., p. 179. 
 8 N. T. M. and T., p. 146.  11 Ib., p. 248. 
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imperatival use of the inf. was common in laws and maxims and  
recurs in the papyri.1  So A. P. 86 (i/A.D.) e]cei?nai, misqw?sai.  Rader- 
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 146) quotes Theo, Progymn., p. 128, 12,  
fe<re zhtei?n, where the inf. is used as a deliberative subj. would be.  
He gives also the Hellenistic formula, ei]j du<namin ei#nai th>n e]mh<n,  
Inscr. Pergam., 13, 31; 13, 34.  Hatzidakis2 notes that in the  
Pontic dialect this construction still exists. The epistolary inf.  
has the same origin as the imperatival inf. It is the absolute inf.  
This is common in the papyri. See Ac. 15:23; 23:26; Jas. 1:1, 
xai<rein.  The nom. is the nominative absolute al Cf. 2 Jo. 10,  
where xai<rein is the object of le<gete.  Radermacner (N. T. Gr.,  
p. 146) notes how in the later language the ace. comes to be used  
with the absolute inf., as in C. Inscr. lat. V. 8733, doune autwn= 
dou ?nai au]to<n.  It is just in this absolute inf. that we best see the  
gradual acquirement of verbal aspects by the inf.  It is probably  
the oldest verbal use of the inf.3  The construction in Heb. 7:9,  
w[j e@poj ei]pei?n, is but a step further on the way.  There is but one  
example of this absolute inf. with w[j in the N. T.4  Cf. tou? pole- 
mh?sai in Rev. 12:7, where it is an independent parenthesis. 
 (1) Negatives. The ancient Greek used mh< chiefly with the inf.  
except in indirect assertion where ou] of the directs was retained. 
But we see ou] with the inf. after verbs of saying as early as Ho- 
mer, fh>j ou]x u[pomei?nai, Iliad, XVII, 174.  Thus ou] won a place for  
itself with the inf., but many verbs retained mh<  as verbs of  
swearing, hoping, promising, etc.  But special phrases could have  
ou] anywhere and strong contrast or emphasis would justify ou].5  
Votaw6 finds 354 instances in the Greek Bible where the inf. it- 
self is modified by the negative.  Of these 330 have mh< and the 
rest have compounds of mh<.  The anarthrous inf. with he notes  
59 times in the 0. T., 32 in the Apocrypha and 47 in the N. T.,  
139 in all.  The articular inf. with mh< he finds in the 0. T. 136 
times (tou? 99, to< 37), in the Apocrypha 21 times (tou? 10, to< 11), in 
the N. T. 35 times (tou? 15, to< 20), 192 in all (tou? 124; to< 68).  With  
the anarthrous inf. the negative more frequently occurs with the   
principal verb as in ou] qe<lw.  We do have ou] in infinitival clauses,  
as will be shown, but in general it is true to say that the inf.  
directly is always negatived by mh< in the N. T.  This is true of 
 
 1 Ib., p. 179.  2 Einl., p. 192.  3 Moulton Prol., p. 203.  
 4 For the variety of uses of the absolute inf. in ancient R. see Goodwin,  
M. and T., pp. 310 ff. 
 5 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 414. 
 6 Inf. in Bibl. Gk., p. 58. 
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all sorts of uses of the inf.  So the subject-inf. uses mh<, as krei?t- 
ton h#n au]toi?j mh> e]pegnwke<nai (2 Pet. 2:21), both the anarthrous  
as above and the articular as in Lu. 17:1.  The object-inf.  
likewise has mh<, as in Lu. 21:14, qe<te e]n tai?j kardi<aij u[mw?n mh> 
promeleta?n.  For the articular accusative with mh< see Ro. 14:13.  
We have it with indirect commands as in Mt. 5:34, le<ge u[mi?n 
mh> o]mo<sai, and in indirect assertion as in Ac. 23:8, le<gousin mh> 
ei#nai a]na<stasin mh<te a@ggelon mh<te pneu?ma.  We have it with tou? mh< 
as in Jas. 5:17, tou? mh> bre<cai, and with prepositions as in 2 Cor.  
4:4, ei]j to> mh> au]ga<sai.  With verbs of hindering and denying the  
negative mh< is not necessary, but it was often used by the ancients  
as a redundant negative repeating the negative notion of the  
verb, just as double negatives carried on the force of the first  
negative.  It was not always used. When the verb itself was 
negatived, then mh> ou] could follow.1  But we do not find this  
idiom in the N. T. Examples of the N. T. idiom have already been  
given in this chapter.  The variety in the N. T. may be illus- 
trated. See Lu. 23:2 kwlu<onta fo<rouj Kai<sari dido<nai, (Ac. 4:17) 
a]peilhsw<meqa au]toi?j mhke<ti lalei?n, (Gal. 5:7) ti<j u[ma?j e]ne<koyen a]lh- 
qei<% mh> pei<qesqai, (Ro. 15:22) e]nekopto<mhn tou? e]lqei?n (Lu. 4:42)  
katei?xon au]to>n tou? mh> poreu<esqai, (Mt. 19:14) mh> kwlu<ete au]ta> e]lqei?n 
pro<j me, (1 Cor. 14:39) to> lalei?n mh> kwlu<ete (Ac. 14:18) mo<lij 
kate<pausan tou>j o@xlouj tou? mh> qu<ein au]toi?j (Ac. 8:36) ti< kwlu<ei me 
baptisqh?nai, (10:47) mh<ti to> u!dwr du<nati kwlu<sai< tij tou? mh> bap- 
tisqh?nai, (20:20) ou]de>n u[pesteila<mhn tou? mh> a]naggei?lai.  Rader- 
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 149) illustrates "the Pauline to> mh< with the 
infinitive" by Sophocles' Electra, 1078, to< te mh> ble<pein e[toi?ma and 
the inscr. (Heberdey-Wilhelm, Reisen in Kilikien, 170, 2), to> mhde<n ]  
a@llon--e]peisenenkei?n.  We may note also Ac. 4:20, ou] duna<meqa mh> 
lalei?n, where the negative is not redundant.  Cf. also Jo. 5:19,  
ou] du<natai poiei?n ou]de<n, where the second negative is redundant, but  
it repeats the ou].  Some MSS. have a redundant negative mh< with  
ei]de<nai in Lu. 22:34 (cf. 1 Jo. 2:22 after o!ti) and with prosteqh?- 
nai in Heb. 12:19.  So AP read a]ntile<gontej in Lu. 20:27. 
 Even in indirect discourse the same negative is repeated, as in  
Ac. 26:26, lanqa<nein au]to>n tou<twn ou] pei<qomai ou]qe<n.  Here ou]qe<n 
strictly goes with lanqa<nein in spite of its position after pei<qomai,  
but ou] is construed with pei<qomai, and so ou]qe<n, is used rather than  
mhqe<n or mhde<n.  But in Mk. 7:24, ou]de<na h@qelen gnw?nai, it is not  
best to explain ou]de<na with the inf. in this fashion.  This looks  
like the retention of the old classic use of ou] with the inf. which 
 
 1 See Thompson, Synt., pp. 425 ff. 
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the grammars are not willing to allow in the N. T.1  Epictetus 
uses ou] with the inf. as in IV, 10, 18, ou] mikra> de<casqai ou]de> mikrw?n 
a]potuxei?n.  As a matter of fact we have a number of other examples 
of ou] with the inf., too many to rule out without ceremony.  There 
is the case in.Heb. 7:11, ti<j e@ti xrei<a kata> th>n ta<cin Melxisede>k 
e!teron a]ni<stasqai kai> ou] kata> th>n ta<cin le<gesqai;  It is true that a 
comes just before kata> th>n ta<cin but it is rather orced to deny it  
any connection with le<gesqai.  Sec also Ro. 8:12, o]feile<tai ou] t ?̂ 
sarki> tou? kata> sa<rka zh?n, where, however, a occurs outside of tou? 
and is directly concerned with t ?̂ sarki<.  Other examples of sharp 
contrast by means of ou] are found, as in Ac. 10:40 f., e@dwken au]to>n 
e]mfanh? gene<sqai, ou] panti> t&? la&? a]lla> ma<rtusi; Ro. 7:6, w!ste dou- 
leu<ein e]n kaino<thti pneu<matoj kai> ou] palaio<thti gra<mmatoj; Heb. 13:9, 
bebaiou?sqai ou] brw<masin (but here no contrast is expressed). In 
Ro. 4:12, 16, with ei]j to<, we find ou] mo<non—a]lla> kai<. 
 (m)   @An with the Infinitive.  This classic idiom has vanished 
from the N. T. save in 2 Cor. 10:9, w[j a}n e]kfobei?n.  Even here it 
is not a clear case, since e]kfobei?n depends on do<cw and w[j a@n to comes 
in as a parenthetical clause, ‘as if’ (‘as it were'). 
 The treatment of the infinitive has thus required a good many 
twists and turns due to its double nature. 
 III. The Participle (h[ metoxh<). 
 1. THE VERBALS IN –toj AND –te<oj.  These verbals are not ex- 
actly participles inasmuch as they have no tense or voice.  They  
are formed from verb-stems, not from tense-stems, and hence 
are properly called verbal adjectives.2  In the broadest sense, 
however, these verbals are participles, since they partake of both 
verb and adjective. Originally the infinitive had no tense nor 
voice, and the same thing was true of the participle. For con- 
venience we have limited the term participle to the verbal ad- 
jectives with voice and tense. The verbal in –toj goes back to 
the original Indo-Germanic time and had a sort cf perfect passive 
idea.3  This form is like the Latin –tus.  Cf. gnwto<j, notus; a@gnw- 
toj, ignotus.  But we must not overdo this point.  Strictly this  
pro-ethnic –tos has no voice or tense and it never came to have 
intimate verbal connections in the Greek as it did in Latin and 
English.4  Thus amatus est and a]gaphto<j e]stin do not correspond, 
nor, in truth, does 'he is loved' square with either.  "Even in  
Latin, a word like tacitus illustrates the absence of both tense 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255.  
 2 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 262. 
 3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 200.  4 Moulton, Prol., p. 221. 
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and voice from the adjective in its primary use."1  Already in  
the Sanskrit voice and tense appear with some of the participles,  
but "the division-line between participial and ordinary adjec- 
tives is less strictly drawn in Sanskrit than in the other Indo- 
European languages."2 The ambiguity due to the absence of  
voice in the verbal in --toj was inherited from the original Indo- 
Germanic time.3  It becomes, therefore, a lexical, not a syntactical  
problem to decide in a given instance whether the verbal is  
"active" or "passive" in signification.  In itself it is neither. A  
similar problem is raised in compound adjectives like qeo-ma<xoi 
(Ac. 5:39), 'fighting God.'  In modern Greek the verbal in --toj  
is rare and is little more than an adjective (Thumb, Handb., p.  
151), though the new formation in –a<toj has more verbal force.  
This ambiguity appears in Homer and all through the Greek  
language.4  Blass5 overstates it when he says that in the N. T.  
"the verbal adjective has practically disappeared, with the ex- 
ception of forms like dunato<j, which have become stereotyped as  
adjectives." As a matter of fact the verbal in –toj is still com- 
mon in the N. T. as in the koinh< in general. Take, for instance,  
a]gaphto<j, a@gnwtoj, a]du<natoj, a]kata<gnwtoj, a]nama<rthtoj, a]nekto<j, 
a]o<ratoj,a@pistoj, a]po<blhtoj, a]resto<j, a]rketo<j, gennhto<j, grapto<j,  
didakto<j, dunato<j, eu]loghto<j, zesto<j, qaumasto<j, qnhto<j,  
qeo<pneustoj, o[rato<j, paqhto<j, parei<saktoj, pisto<j, fqarto<j,  
xrhsto<j, etc. It is true6 that the tendency is rather to accent the adjectival aspect  
at the expense of the verbal idea of these words.  But this also was true at the  
start, as we have just seen in the Sanskrit. The point to note  
is that the verbal does not denote voice. In Ac. 14:8; Ro. 15:  
1, a]du<naton is 'incapable,' whereas usually it is 'impossible,' as  
in Mt. 19:26 =Mk. 10:27, etc. In Ro. 8:3, therefore, it is  
doubtful whether to> a]du<naton tou? no<mou is the 'impotency' or the  
'impossibility' of the law.7  There is no' notion of tense or of  
Aktionsart in these verbals in –toj and so a]gaphto<j does not dis- 
tinguish8 between a]gapw<menoj, a]gaphqei<j and h]gaphme<noj.  Moul- 
ton thus properly notes the fact that in Mt. 25:41 we have  
kathrame<noi, 'having become the subjects of a curse,' not kata<ra- 
toi, 'cursed.'  It is interesting to note xar%? a]neklalh<t& kai> dedo- 
casme<n^ in 1 Pet. 1:8, but here a]nekla<lhtoj is active in sense, 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 221.   4 Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., p. 761. 
 2 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 347.  5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 37.  
 3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 200. 
 6 Cf. Viteau, Essai sur la Synt. des Voix, Revue de Philol., p. 41. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 221.   8 Ib. 
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‘inexpressible.’  The ambiguity comes also in our English parti- 
ciple 'borne' used for ai]ro<menon in Mk. 2:3, and the punctiliar  
‘brought’ used for e]nexqei?san in 2 Pet. 1:18.  With these Moul- 
ton1 contrasts h]rme<non (‘taken away’) in Jo. 20:1.  It is worth  
while to study a few more examples from the lexical point of  
view.  In general2 the passive sense is more common, as in a]gaph- 
to<j (Mt. 3:17); eu@qetoj (Lu. 9:62); didakto<j (Jo. 6:45); qeo<pneu- 
stoj (2 Tim. 3:16); qeodi<daktoj (1 Th. 4:9); grapto<j and krupto<j 
(Ro. 2:15 f.).3   Here (Ro. 2:15 f.) ta> krupta< is used just like a  
substantive (neuter adjective in plural).  But zesto<j (Rev. 3:15)  
is active in sense as a]su<netoj (Ro. 1:31), though a]su<nqetoj next  
to it (paronomasia) is made from the middle sunti<qemai (‘cove-  
nant').4   Suneto<j, sometimes passive in sense in the old Greek, is  
always active in the N. T., as in Mt. 11:25, but qnhto<j (Ro. 6:  
12) is 'liable to death,' not 'dying,' as paqhto<j (Ac. 26:23) is  
‘capable of suffering.’  Cf. the Latin adjectives in —bilis. 
 The verbal in –te<oj is later than that in -toj and does not oc- 
cur in Homer.  It is probably a modification of the verbal -toj to  
express the idea of the predicate-infinitive, like ‘this is not to eat  
(to be eaten).’5  It is really a gerundive and is used in the per- 
sonal or impersonal construction, more commonly the latter.6   
The personal is always passive in sense, while the impersonal  
is active and may be formed from transitive or intransitive  
verbs.7  It expresses the idea of necessity. It wall never as com- 
mon as the verbal in —toj and is not unknown in the papyri,8   
though not frequent.  It is more like the verb (and participle) than  
the verbal in -toj in one respect, that it often uses the cases of the  
regular verb.9  This is seen in the one example n the N. T. (Lu.  
5:38) oi#non ne<on ei]j a]skou>j blhte<on.  It is the impersonal construc- 
tion, though the agent is not here expressed.  This example of  
-te<on in Luke is a survival of the literary style (cf Viteau, "Essai  
sur la Syntaxe des Voix," Revue de Philologie, p. 38). See Theo, 
Progymn., p. 128, 12, ei] gamhte<on. 
 
 1 Ib., p. 222.   2 Riem. and Goelzer, Synt., p. 707. 
 2 In Sans. the verbal adjs. in -ta are sometimes called passive participles  
(Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 340). This form does not belong to the tense  
system. 
 4 Moulton, Prol., p. 222. 
 5 Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 184, 525.  7 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 368 f. 
 6 Riein. and Goelzer, Synt„ p. 707.  8 Moulton, Prol., p. 222. 
 9 But even with -toj this sometimes appears as in didaktoi> qeou? (Jo. 6:45)  
where we have the ablative. Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 5221 
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 2. HISTORY OF THE PARTICIPLE. 
 (a) The Sanskrit Participle.  This was more advanced in its  
development than the Sanskrit infinitive, which had no voice or  
tense. In the Veda the aorist present, perfect and future tenses  
have participles.1  The distinction in the structure of the parti- 
ciple as compared with the other verbal adjectives lies just in  
this point. The mere verbal is formed on the verb-stem, while  
the participle is formed on the tense-stem.2  In the Sanskrit also  
both voices (active and middle) show these participles. Thus  
already in the original Indo-Germanic tongue it appears prob- 
able that the participle existed with voice, tense, Aktionsart and  
government of cases.3  The Greek participle is thus rooted in this  
pro-ethnic participle as seen by the very suffixes –nt--, –meno–,  
–wos– (–us).4 
 (b) Homer's Time.  Already in Homer and Hesiod the parti- 
ciple occurs as a fully developed part of speech. It occurs on an  
average of 8 1/6 times per page of 30 lines.5  In Hesiod the parti- 
ciple is chiefly attributive, while the predicate participle is less  
common than in Homer.6  This use of the participle as the prac- 
tical equivalent of the hypotactic clause is a purely Greek develop- 
ment (copied by the Latin to some extent) within historical times.7  
The participle is a literary device, and flourished best with  
writers of culture who were filome<toxoi.8  Broadus used to call  
the Greek "a participle-loving language," and, taken as a whole,  
this is true.  Certainly the participle had its most perfect develop- 
ment in the Greek. The aorist participle died in the Sanskrit  
and did not appear in the Latin.  It is the aorist active participle  
which made the participle so Powerful in Greek. The English,  
like the Sanskrit and the Greek, is rich in participles, though the  
German is comparatively poor. "We gain a certain grandeur  
and terseness by the constructidn, a certain sweep, a certain peri- 
bolh<, such as Hermogenes recognises as lying in the participle."9   
This wealth of participles gives flexibility and swing td the lan- 
guage. 
 (c) The Attic Period.  In Herodotus the participle jumps to 
 
 1 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 202. 2 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 262. 
 3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 521 f. 
 4 Brug., Indoger. Forsch., V, pp. 80 ff.; Giles, Man., p. 473; Moulton, Prol.,  
p. 221. 
 5 Williams, The Part. in the Book of Acts, 1909, p. 7. 
 6 Bolling, The Part. in Hesiod, Cath. Univ. Bull., 1S97, III, p. 423.  
 7 Ib.      8 Jann., Hist. Gk. Or., p. 505. 
 9 Gildersl., Stylistic Effect of the Gk. Part., Am. Jour, of Philol., 1888, p. 142. 
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17 1/2 times per page of 30 lines.1  But Sophoeles has it only 9  
times on the same scale. Williams2 runs the parallel on with 13  
for Thucydides, 125 for Xenophon, 10 1/6  for Platt, 10 3/4 for De- 
mosthenes.  It is thus in the historians and orator and not the  
poets, that we see the participle in its glory. 
 (d) The Koinh<.  Here we note a sharp difference in the several  
styles of writing.  The Atticists like Josephus with 20, and 2  
Maccabees with 23 1/2, lead in conscious imitation of the ancients.  
They go beyond them in fact. But the writers of the literary  
koinh< follow close behind, as Polybius with 17 4/5, Strabo with 13 1/2  
and Plutarch with 14.  Certainly there is no sign of decay here.  
But in the LXX, Exodus, Deuteronomy and Judges give only  
6 1/6 while3 the papyri show 6 4/5.  This confirms the judgment  
that the vernacular was not fond of the participle and found it  
clumsy.  Jannaris4 quotes striking passages from Thucydides,  
Plato and Demosthenes which illustrate well the clumsiness and  
ambiguity of the participle in long, involved sentences.  Even in  
the older Greek in unconventional or unscholarly composition the 
accumulation of participles is shunned.  The clearer and easier  
analysis of co-ordinate or subordinate clauses was used instead.5  
In the N. T. we see the participle used on the whole  more fre- 
quently than in the LXX and the papyri.  The Hebrew had a  
certain restraining influence on the participle in the LXX.  In- 
the vernacular papyri the participle was held back on the prin- 
ciple just stated above. It is Luke who make most frequent  
use of the participle with 161 in the Gospel and 17 1/6 in the Acts  
per page of 30 lines.6  But 1 Peter follows close behind with 15 2/3 
and Hebrews with 14.  In the other Gospels Matthew has it  
12 1/2, Mark 11 2/3 and John 10 2/5.7  James has it 10 per page, while in 
the Epistles and Revelation it drops back to 8 and 9.  On the  
whole it is much as one would expect.  The more literary books 
lead (after Paul with only 9 per page average in Gal., 1 Cor., 
and Rom.).8 The historical books surpass the Epistles, while  
Hebrews here reveals its hortatory, sermonic character.  For 
a succession of participles see Ac. 12:25; 23:27; Heb. 1:3 f.;  
Mk. 5:15.  The details of the N. T. situation will come later. 
 (e) Modern Greek. The participle more and more came to be 
 
 1 Williams, The Part. in Acts, p. 7. 
 2 Ib., p. 10.    5 Ib., p. 505. 
 3 Ib.     6 Williams, Part. in Acts, p. 23. 
 4 Hist. Gk. Cr., p. 504.   7 Ib. 
 8 Ib., p. 22. Williams did not count 2 Cor. and the other Pauline Epistles. 
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scholastic and dropped out of the vernacular.1  In particular  
was this true of the circumstantial participle. The classic Greek  
by means of the participle developed the periodic style (le<cij 
katestramme<nh) and is seen at its highest in Isocrates.  See, for  
example, the "Ciceronian period" in Isocrates, p. 82.  Jebb2 con- 
trasts this with le<cij ei]rome<nh, simply tacking clause to clause as in  
Mt. 7:25, 27 and colloquial repetition of finite verbs as in Jo. 1 
47; 7:4.  But ble<pete, ble<pete, ble<pete (Ph. 3:2) has rhetorical ef- 
fect.  In the vernacular modern Greek, therefore, we see a retreat  
of the participle all along the line.  It is not dead as the infinitive,  
but is dying, though some vernacular writers are bringing back  
the use of the participle for literary purposes (Thumb, Handb.,  
p. 168).  The analytic tendency of modern language is against  
it.  See Jebb's remarks for the various devices used instead of  
the participle.  The only participles left in modern Greek are the  
indeclinable present active in —ontaj (cf. gerund in Latin), some  
middle (or passive) parts. in –ou<menoj or –a<menoj and perfect pas- 
sives like deme<noj (no reduplication).3  A few are made from aorist  
stems like i]dwme<noj (Thumb, Handb., p. 150).  The use of the part.  
in the modern Greek is very limited indeed. 
 3. SIGNIFICANCE OF THE PARTICIPLE. 
 (a) Originally an Adjective.  The infinitive was originally a sub- 
stantive, as we have seen. In the Sanskrit it did not acquire  
voice and tense, though it had the verbal idea of action. The  
participle, as we have seen, had made more progress in the San- 
skrit, but it was also originally an adjective. It never got away  
from this original adjectival idea.4 But we are not left to history  
and logic to prove this point. It so happens that some participles  
in form never became participles in fact. They are merely ad- 
jectives. Homer shows a number of such words.5  Cf. a@s-menoj. 
We see remnants of this usage in the N. T. like e[kw<n (Ro. 8:20),  
a@kwn (1 Cor. 9:17).  Other participles come in certain uses to be  
only substantives (adjectives, then substantives), though the true  
participial use occurs also. Cf. a@rxwn, ‘a ruler’ (Mt. 20: 5);  
h[gou<menoj, 'a governor' (Ac. 7:10); ta> u[pa<rxonta u[mw?n, ‘your belong- 
ings' (Lu. 12:33).  In general "the adjective represents a qual- 
ity at rest, the participle represents a quality in motion."6  But 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 505. 2 V. and D., Handb., p. 333.  
 3 Thumb, Handb., p. 167. pf. also Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 242.  
 4 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 522. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 54. Cf. Stahl, Krit.-hist. Synt., p. 681. 
 6 Bolling The Part. in Hesiod, Cath. Univ. Bull., 1897, III, p. 422. 
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not all verbs express motion. The mere adjectival notion is more  
common in the Latin, as in praeteritus, quietus, tacitus, etc.  In  
Mt. 17:17, genea> a@pistoj kai> diestramme<nh, the verbal adjective and  
participle occur together. 
 (b) The Addition of the Verbal Functions.  These functions are  
tense, voice and case-government.  There was originally no no- 
tion of time in the tense, nor does the tense in the participle  
ever express time absolutely. It only gives relative time by sug-  
gestion or by the use of temporal adverbs or conjunctions.1  The  
verbal idea in the participle thus expands the adjectival notion  
of the word.2  But the addition of these verbal functions does not  
make the participle a real verb, since, like the infinitive, it does  
not have subject.3  
 (c) The Double Aspect of the Participle.  The (very name parti- 
ciple (pars, capio) indicates this fact. The word is part adjective,  
part verb.  Voss calls it mules, which is part horse and part ass.4 
Dionysius Thrax says: Metoxh< e]sti le<cij mete<xousa th?j tw?n r[hma<twn 
kai> th?j tw?n o]noma<twn i]dio<thtoj.  In the true participle, therefore, we 
are to look for both the adjectival and the verbal aspects, as in  
the infinitive we have the substantival and the verbal.  The em- 
phasis will vary in certain instances.  Now the adjectival will be  
more to the fore as in the attributive articular participle like o[ 
kalw?n.5  Now the verbal side is stressed as in the circumstantial  
participle.  But the adjectival notion never quite disappears in  
the one as the verbal always remains in the other (barring a few  
cases noted above).  One must, therefore, explain in each in- 
stance both the adjectival and verbal functions of the participle  
else he has set forth only one side of the subject. It is true that  
the verbal functions are usually more complicated and interest- 
ing,6 but the adjectival must not be neglected. 
 (d) Relation between Participle and Infinitive. As already ex- 
plained, they are closely allied in use, though different in origin.  
Both are verbal nouns; both are infinitival; both are participial.  
But the participle so-called is inflected always, while the infinitive  
so-called has lost its proper inflection. The infinitive, besides, ex- 
presses7 the action in relation to the verb, while the participle ex- 
presses the action in relation to the subject or the object of the 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 522.  4 Farrar, Gk. Syn p. 169. 
 2 Ib.     5 Brug., Griech. Gr., p: 522. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 53.  6 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 163. 
 7 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 242. In general, on this Point, see Goodwin,  
M. and T., p. 357. 
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verb (or some other substantive or pronoun).1  The distinction  
between the participle and the infinitive thus becomes quite im- 
portant. Thus in Lu. 16:3, e]paitei?n ai]sxu<nomai, the idea is ‘I am  
ashamed to beg and do not do it,’ while e]paitw?n ai]sxu<nomai would  
be ‘I beg and am ashamed of it.’2  Cf. the analytic expression  
in 2 Tim. 1:12.  In Xenophon, Mem., 2, 6, 39, we have ai]sxu<no- 
mai le<gwn.  So a@rxomai in Attic Greek took the infinitive as a rule,  
linking the infinitive with the verb.  But sometimes the parti- 
ciple occurred, linking the action to the subject (or object) and  
so contrasting the beginning with the end.3  In the N. T. all  
the examples have the present infinitive except Lu. 13:25 
e[sta<nai.  In Lu. 3:23, a]rxo<menoj w[sei> e]tw?n tria<konta, we have 
neither with a]rxo<menoj.  Cf. Lu. 14:30, h@rcato oi]kodomei?n.  Rader-  
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 169) compares a]rca<menoj e]ceti<qeto (Ac. 11: 
4) with a]rcame<nh—kate<xomai (Xen. of Eph., p. 388, 31).  On the  
other hand, in the N. T. pau<omai occurs only with the participle,  
as in Lu. 5:4, e]pau<sato lalw?n.  Cf. Ac. 5:42; 6:13; Eph. 1:16;  
Col. 1:9; Heb. 10:2.  But in Ac. 14:18 note kate<pausan tou? mh>  
qu<ein, which well illustrates the difference between the inf. and  
the part.  The use of e]te<lesen diata<sswn (Mt. 11:1) Blass4 calls  
unclassical.  The part. alone occurs with e]nkake<w (Gal. 6:9; 2  
Th. 3:13).  Note also e]pe<menon e]rwtw?ntej (spurious passage in  
Jo. 8:7), but a@sitoi diatelei?te (Ac. 27:33) without o@ntej.  Cf.  
Ac. 12:16, e]pe<menen krou<wn, and Lu. 7:45, ou] die<lipen katafilou?sa. 
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 169) finds the part. with e]pime<nw   
in "vulgar literature."  He observes that many of these neater  
classical idioms with the part. do not appear in the N. T. 
Contrast with this the inf. in Ac. 20:20, 27, ou] ga>r u[pesteila<mhn  
tou? mh> a]naggei?lai.  There is no example of the inf. with fai<nomai  
in the N. T., but the part. occurs in Mt. 6:16, 18 (nhsteu<wn).  
The adjective alone is seen in Mt. 23:27, 28.  Cf. also Ro.  
7:13.  It is hardly on a par with the participle in Mt. 6:17  
in spite of Blass's insistence.5  Thoroughly classical also are 
proe<fqasen au]to>n le<gwn (Mt. 17:25) and e@laqon ceni<santej (Heb. 13: 
2), specimens of literary style.  The infinitive with profqa<nw   
occurs in Clem., Cor., II, 8, 2.  The part. with tugxa<nw does  
not occur in the N. T.  In the later koinh< the inf. takes the 
place of the participle with lanqa<nw, pau<omai and fqa<nw (Rader- 
macher, N. T. Gr., p. 169). The part. is found with u[pa<rxw 
 
 1 Cf. Schoemann, Die Lehre von den Redet. nach den Alten, 1862, p. 34. 
 2 Robertson, Short Gr., p. 194.  4 Ib. 
 3 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 245.  5 Ib. 
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(Ac. 8:16) and prou*pa<rxw (Lu. 23:12).  It is doubtful if the  
participle belongs to the verb in 1 Tim. 5:13, a]rgai> manqa<nousin 
perierxo<menai, but, if so, it is not to be understood as like the inf.1   
In Ph. 4:11; 1 Tim. 5:4, the inf. occurs with manqa<nw according  
to classic idiom.  At any rate, if perierxo<menai (1 Tim. 5:13) is a  
circumstantial part., something has to be supplied with a]rgai<.  
The part. in 1 Tim. 1:12, pisto<n me h[gh<sato qe<menoj, is certainly  
circumstantial.  The distinction between the inf. and the part.  
comes out sharply in indirect discourse also.  The inf. is more  
objective.  Thus note h@kousan tou?to au]to>n pepoihke<nai to> shmei?on 
(Jo. 12:18) and a]kou<omen ga<r tinaj peripatou?ntaj (2 Th. 3:11). 
The participle is a descriptive adjective even though in indi- 
rect discourse (cf. Lu. 4:23; Ac. 7:12).  See 1 Cor. 11:18 for the 
inf. again.  In Mt. 7:11, oi@date do<mata a]gaqa> dido<nai, the inf. with  
oi#da means 'know how to give.'  But in Lu. 4:41, @̂deisan to>n  
Xristo>n au]to>n ei#nai, it is mere indirect discourse.  For lithe part. see 
2 Cor. 12:2, oi#da— a[rpage<nta to>n toiou?ton (cf. Mk. 6:20).  In Ac. 
3:9 note ei#den au]to>n peripatou?nta.  Here we have the same root, 
though a different sense.  Oi#da is common with o!ti.  But ginw<skw  
occurs both with the inf. as in Heb. 10:34, ginw<skontej e@xein e[au- 
tou>j krei<ssona u!parcin, and the participle as in Heb. 13:23, ginw<- 
skete to>n a]delfo>n h[mw?n Timo<qeon a]polelume<non.  Cf. Lu. 8:46, e]gw> 
e@gnwn du<namin e]celhluqui?an, where the tense and participle both ac- 
cent the vivid reality of the experience.  But note the inf. in Mt.  
16:13.  The same thing is true of o[mologe<w as in Tit. 1:16, qeo>n 
o[mologou?sin ei]de<nai, and 1 Jo. 4:2, o{ o[mologei?  ]Ihsou?n e]n sarki>  
e]lhluqo<ta (cf. 2 Jo. 7).  Cf. also Ac. 24: 10 o@nta se krith>n e]pista<menoj and 
dokima<zw in 1 Th. 2:4 and 2 Cor. 8:22.  Note difference between 
i!na eu!rwsin kathgorei?n au]tou? (Lu. 6:7) and eu[ri<skei au]tou>j  
kaqeu<dontaj (Mk. 14:37).  Cf. Indirect Discourse.  Further examples of the  
supplementary participle come later.  These sufficiently illustrate  
the difference between the use of inf. and part. 
 (e) Method of Treating the Participle.  The hybrid character of  
the participle has led to a great deal of diversity in its treat- 
ment in the grammars. Prof. Williams2 gives an interesting  
summary in his monograph.  None of them are satisfactory be- 
cause they do not follow a consistent plan.  Part of the, divisions  
are from the adjectival, part from the verbal point of view. They  
are not parallel.  Thus we have Kuhner's complementary, attrib- 
utive, adverbial participles; Goodwin's attributive, circumstan- 
tial, supplementary; Burton's adjectival, adverbial, substantival; 
 
 1 W.-M., p. 436.  2 The Part. in Acts, pp. 1 ff. 
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Jannaris' adjectival and adverbial; Blass' attributive and in  
additional clause; Hadley and Allen's attributive and predi- 
cate; Delbruck-Brugmann's external, objective, adverbial. Then  
Williams1 adds another that no better, ascriptive, adverbial,  
complementary.  Thompson2 gives the attributive and the supple- 
mentary participle after saying that the nominal and the verbal  
classification is more elastic.  The only way to get symmetry in  
the treatment of the participle is to follow the line of its double  
nature (adjectival and verbal) and discuss the adjectival functions  
and the verbal functions separately. See the discussion of the  
infinitive.  That is to say, each participle must be considered as  
both adjectival and verbal.  Not all the adjectival aspects will  
be true of any one participle nor all of the verbal, but each one  
will have some adjectival and some verbal functions.  Thus alone  
can one get a clear statement of the many participial combina- 
tions and permutations.  As an Adjective the participle is attrib- 
utive (anarthrous or articular) or predicate.  It may even be  
substantival, especially with o[.  It is always declinable.  As a verb  
there is always voice and tense and there may be cases.  But any  
given anarthrous predicate participle may be either supplementary  
(complementary) or circumstantial (additional) or wholly inde- 
pendent (as indicative or imperative).  The articular participle is  
ruled out of this three-fold alternative, though it still has voice,  
tense and governs cases.  The articular participle is always at- 
tributive (or substantival).  The lines thus cross and recross in  
the nature of the case.  But a clear statement of all the essential  
facts can be made by taking the adjectival and the verbal aspects  
separately. In any given instance there is thus a double problem.  
Both sides of the given participle must be noted. 
 4. ADJECTIVAL ASPECTS OF THE PARTICIPLE. 
 (a) Declension.  The free declension of the participle in num- 
ber and gender and case (cf. per contra the infinitive) makes the  
task of noting the adjectival aspects comparatively simple. There  
are anomalies of agreement in these three points as with other  
adjectives.  Thus in Rev. 3:12 h[ katabai<nousa in apposition with  
th?j kainh?j  ]Ier. does not conform in case.  There is a difficulty  
of both case and gender in pepurwme<nhj in Rev. 1:15.  See also  
plh?qoj kra<zontej (Ac. 21:36) where the number and gender both  
vary.  In Mk. 4:31 note o!j o{n pa<ntwn tw?n sperma<twn where o@n  
takes the gender of spe<rma.  Cf also h#n kaqh<menai (Mt. 27:61). 
 
 1 The Part. in Acts, p. 5.  
 2 Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 249. 
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But these matters are discussed adequately in chapter on The  
Sentence. 
 (b) Attributive Participle. 
 (a) Anarthrous.  The article is not of course necessary with  
the attributive participle any more than with any other attrib- 
utive adjective.  Thus we have u!dwr zw?n (Jo. 4:10), 'living water,'  
which is just as really attributive as to> u!dwr to> zw?n (Jo. 4:11).  
When the article is used there is no doubt abort the participle  
being attributive.  When it is absent, it is an open question to  
be examined in the light of the context.  Note also 1 Cor. 13:1, 
xalko>j h]xw?n h} ku<mbalon a]lala<zon.  This construction (the anar- 
throus attributive) is not so common as the other uses of the  
participle,1 and yet it is not wholly absent from the N. T.  See 
h#xoj w!sper ferome<nhj pnoh?j biai<aj (Ac. 2:2) and qu<ra h]ne&gme<nh 
(Rev. 4:1).  It is not always easy to draw the line between the  
anarthrous attributive participle and the predicate participle of  
additional statement.  Cf. a]nh>r gegennhme<noj e]n Tars&? a]nateqram- 
me<noj de> e]n t&? po<lei tau<t^ (Ac. 22:3).  If o[ occurred before these par- 
ticiples, we should have the articular-attributive participle which  
is equivalent to a relative.2  So in Ac. 10:18, we have o[ e]pikalou<- 
menoj Pe<troj, but in 10:32, o{j e]pikalei?tai Pe<troj.  Cf. Lu. 6:48, 
o!moio<j e]stin a]nqrw<p& oi]kodomou?nti oi]ki<an, with Mt. 7:24, a]ndri> ou!stij 
&]kodo<mhsen au]tou? th>n oi]ki<an.  See also Lu. 6:49.  Cf. Ro. 8:24,  
e]lpi>j blepome<nh ou]k e@stin e]lpi<j.  Cf. Mt. 27:33.  The problem is 
particularly real in Mk. 5:25, 27.  W. H. indicate by the comma  
after e]lqou?sa that they regard the participles with gunh<  (ou#sa, pa- 
qou?sa, dapanh<sasa, w]felhqei?sa, e]lqou?sa) up to that point as attribu- 
tive.  They describe the woman who comes.  Then the sentence  
proceeds with the predicate-circumstantial participles (a]kou<sasa 
e]lqou?sa) before h!yato.  Luke (8:43) makes the matter plainer by  
putting a relative clause after the first participle.   The anar- 
throus attributive participle is closely bound to the substantive  
or pronoun even when it is an additional statement. See Mt. 
12:25, pa?sa basilei<a merisqei?sa kaq ] e[auth?j e]rhmou?tai.  See also 
Lu. 6:0; 2 Th. 2:4; Rev. 2:15.  In Mt. 13:19, panto>j a]kou<on- 
toj, we probably have the genitive absolute and so predicate cir- 
cumstantial, but even here au]tou? occurs, though remote.  Cf. pa?j o[ 
a]kou<wn (Mt. 7:26) and pa?j o!stij a]kou<ei (7:24), where we see how  
nearly these constructions approach each other.3  But the anar- 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 330. 2 Blass, Gr. of Nf T. Gk., p. 242. 
 3 This use of pa?j without art. occurs occasionally in class. Gk. See K.-G.,  
II, p. 608 f. 
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throus indefinite participle is clearly found in Jas. 4:17, ei]do<ti 
ou@n kalo>n poiei?n kai> mh> poiou?nti, a[marti<a au]t&? e]stin.  This passage 
may throw some light on Mt. 12:25.  In Mt. 13:35, dia> tou? 
profh<tou le<gontoj, we probably have the articular attributive  
participle, since the Greeks did not always place the attributive  
participle between the article and the substantive.1  The use of 
e@xwn is interesting in Rev.15:1, ei#don a]gge<louj e[pta> e@xontaj plhga<j. 
The anarthrous indefinite participle is seen also in a few con- 
structions like proseti<qento pisteu<ontej t&? kuri<& (Ac. 5:14), where 
the participle means ‘believing men’ and has plh<qh in apposition  
with it.  See also fwnh> bow?ntoj (Mk. 1:3, LXX), e]celeu<setai h[gou<- 
menoj (Mt. 2:6, LXX), ou]k e@stin suni<wn and ou]k e@stin e]kzhtw?n (Ro. 
3:11, LXX) where o[ is morel common, e@xeij e]kei? kratou?ntaj (Rev. 
2:14).  It is worth noting in this connection also the fact that  
occasionally a preposition occurs with an anarthrous participle  
(cf. infinitive).  So xwri>j khru<ssontoj (Ro. 10:14).  Here the 
idea is not ‘without preaching,’ but ‘without one preaching,’  
‘without a preacher.’  For ‘without preaching’ we must have 
xwri>j tou? khru<ssein.  See once (more xai<rein meta> xairo<ntwn, klai<ein 
meta> klaio<ntwn (12:15) and e]pi> poiou?ntaj (1 Pet. 3:12).  In 1  
Cor. 15:27, e]kto>j tou? u[pota<cantoj, we have the usual articular 
construction. 
 (b) Articular.  The articular participle occurs a few times in  
Homer.2  In general the Book of Acts has the articular participle  
in about the same proportion as the great Attic writers.3  All  
articular participles are, of course, attributive.  But the matter  
has some points of interest and cannot be dismissed with this  
general statement.  The examples are very numerous.  The sub- 
stantives may be expressed as in th>n h[toimasme<nhn u[mi?n basilei<an 
(Mt. 25:34); oi[ grammatei?j oi[ a]po>   ]Ierosolu<mwn kataba<ntej (Mk. 3: 
22).  Like other articular adjectives, the participle may come be- 
tween the article and the substantive, as in t^? u[giainou<s^ didaska- 
li<% (1 Tim. 1:10); tou? fainome<nou a]ste<roj (Mt. 2:7); th?j prokeime<nhj 
au]t&? xara?j (Heb. 12:2).  Cf. Jude 3.  The substantive may pre- 
cede and the article may be repeated, as to> u!dwr to> zw?n (Jo. 4:11);  
to> sw?ma to> genhso<menon (1 Cor. 15:37); t&? qe&? t&? dido<nti (1 Cor. 15: 
67).  Cf. Mt. 26:28; 27:44;  Jam. 5:1; Ro. 2:10.  In Mk. 12:38  
the article is repeated as in 1:40 (apposition) when the nom- 
inative reminds us of the common anacoluthon in Revelation. 
 
 1 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 330. 
 2 Vogrinz, Gr. des hom. Dialektes, 1889, p. 184.  
 3  Williams, The Part. in the Book of Acts, p. 46. 
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With proper names note  ]Ihsou?j o[ lego<menoj Xristo<j (Mt. 1:16);  
o[ e]pikalou<menoj Pe<troj (Ac. 10:18).  Cf. 1 Th. 1:10; 2 Tim. 1:  
8 f.  For a long passage see o[ — dida<skwn (Ac. 21:28).  The order 
of the words is not insisted on and in long passages the participle  
may follow without the repetition of the article, as in Mt. 6:30,  
to>n xo<rton tou? a]grou? sh<meron o@nta kai> au@rion ei]j kli<banon 
ballo<menon.  See also Ac. 12:10; 13:32; 26:4, 6; Heb. 2:2; Heb. 12:3,  
where in the long clause the participle with toiau<thn, comes in be- 
tween to>n and u[pomemenhko<ta and a good distance from a]ntilogi<an. 
Sometimes the article is, used with the participles but not with 
the substantive, as in paidi<oij toi?j e]n a]gor%? kaqhme<noij (Lu. 7:  
32); xrusi<ou tou? a]pollume<nou (1 Pet. 1:7); o@noma to> dedome<non (Ac.  
4:12); polu>j a]riqmo>j o[ pisteu<saj (Ac. 11:21); polloi> pla<noi oi[ 
mh> o[mologou?ntej (2 Jo. 7); a@nqrwpoi oi[--a]rnou<menoi, (Jude 4, where 
note the series of participles and one adjective a]sebei?j parallel  
with the participles).  Cf. also 1 Cor. 2:7.  The articular parti- 
ciple also occurs with pronouns,1 as in su> o[ e]rxo<menoj (Mt. 11: 
3); tina>j tou>j pepoiqo<taj (Lu. 18:9); tij o[ sulagwgw?n (Col. 2:8);  
au]toi?j toi?j pisteu<ousin (Jo. 1:12); su> o[ kri<nwn (Jas. 4:12); tine>j 
oi[ tara<ssontej (Gal. 1:7); polloi> oi[ fronou?ntej (Ph. 3:18. f.). 
Particularly in address do we find the articular participle, as in  
Mt. 7:23; 27:40; Lu. 6:25 (but note dative in 6:24); Ac. 2:  
14; 13:16.  The use of the articular participle with pa?j is com- 
mon, as pa?j o[ o]rgizo<menoj (Mt. 5:22); pa?j o[ a]kou<wn (Mt. 7:26),  
pa?j o[ le<gwn (7:21).  This is equal to the relative clause pa?j o!stij  
(Mt. 7:24).  In Ro. 2:1 pa?j o[ kri<nwn is used with a@nqrwpe.  Cf. 
pa<ntej oi[ a]kou<ontej in Ac. 9:21.  Here also o[ porqh<saj, is continued 
by kai> e]lhlu<qei as if it were a relative clause.  The articular parti- 
ciple sometimes occurs where it is followed by an infinitive.  Here  
it is still further complicated, but it is clear.  See th>n me<llousan 
do<can a]pokalufqh?nai (Ro. 8:18); ta> dokou?nta me<lh—u[pa<rxein (1 Cor. 
12:22).  Cf. also 2 Pet. 3:2.  The use of o[ w@n in Acts calls for  
special remark.  In Ac. 13:1, kata> th>n ou#san e]kklhsi<an, we see this  
idiom, which Moulton2 translates ‘the local church.’  Note 14:13  
D, tou? o@ntoj Dio>j Propo<lewj (or pro> po<lewj).  Cf. Ramsay's remark  
(Ch. in Rom. Emp., p. 52, quoting J. A. Robinson), that in Acts  
o[ w@n, "introduces some technical phrase, or some term which it.  
marks out as having a technical sense (cf. 5:17; 13:1 28:17), and  
is almost equivalent to tou? o]nomazonme<nou."  An ingenious person  
might apply this in Eph. 1:1 to the text with e]n   ]Efe<s& absent;  
but the usual view needs no defence against such an alternative. 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 243.  2 Prol., p. 228. 
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With ai[ ou#sai in Ro. 13:1 we may compare Par. P. 5 (ii/B.C.), 
e]f ] i[ere<wn kai> i[ereiw?n tw?n o@ntwn kai> ou]swn.  So N. P. 49 (iii/A.D.),  
tou? o@ntoj mhno<j ‘the current month.’  The passage in Ac. 5:17  
reads h[ ou#sa ai@resij, and 28:17 has tou>j o@ntaj tw?n   ]Ioudai<wn prw<touj.  
Moulton agrees, we may note, with Sanday and Headlam (in  
loco) in taking o[ w}n e]pi> pa<ntwn (Ro. 9:5) as referring to Jesus.  As  
is well known, the difficulty here is a matter of exegesis and the  
punctuation of the editor will be made according to his theology.  
But it may be said in brief that the natural way to take o[ w@n and  
qeo<j is in apposition to o[ Xristo<j.  It is a very common thing in  
the N. T., as already noted, to have o[ and the participle where a  
relative clause is possible.  But this idiom is common in the older  
Greek.  See Ac. 10:18, 32, and chapter on Article.  It remains  
then to speak of the frequent use of thearticular participle with-  
out a substantive or pronoun.  This idiom is too common for ex- 
haustive treatment, but some examples are given.  Cf. Mt. 10: 
40, o[ dexo<menoj u[ma?j e]me> de<xetai, kai> o[ e]me> dexo<menoj de<xetai to>n  
a]postei<lanta< me.  Note also o[ dexo<menoj and the next verse and o{j a}n 
poti<s^ in verse 42.  See further Mt. 10:37; Ac. 10:35; Rev. 1:  
3.  The question of the tense is interesting in some of these ex- 
amples, as in o[ eu[rw>n th>n yuxh>n au]tou? a]pole<sei au]th<n in Mt. 10:39,  
but that will be discussed a bit later.  Like a relative clause, the  
articular participle may suggest1 the notion of cause, condition,  
purpose, etc., as in Mt. 10:37, 39, 40, 41; Lu. 14:11; Ro. 3:5.  
But this notion is very indefinite. 
 (c) Predicate Participle.  From the adjectival standpoint all  
participles that are not attributive are predicate.  This aspect of  
the participle must be elucidated further.  The verbal aspect  
comes into special prominence with all the predicate participles.  
They will be touched very lightly here and receive full discussion  
under Verbal Aspects.  It may be said at once that all the supple- 
mentary and circumstantial participles are predicate.  One must  
not confuse the articular participle in the predicate like su> ei# o[ 
e]rxo<menoj (Lu. 7:19) with the real predicate participle.  Cf. Lu.  
16:15; 22:28.2  The predicate participle is simply the adjective  
in the predicate position.  That is, it is not attributive.  There  
are obviously many varieties of the predicate participle.  But the  
predicate adjective has had adequate treatment.  Cf. e@xe me par^- 
thme<non (Lu. 14:18).  Cf. also Heb. 5:14; Ac. 9:21. 
 (d) The Participle as a Substantive.  The adjective, though a 
variation from the substantive, is sometimes used as a substantive 
 
 1 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 167.  2 Ib., p. 169. 
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as in to> a]gaqo<n.  It is not strange, therefore hat the parti- 
ciple also shows substantival uses.  These are sometimes anar- 
throus, as in a@rxwn, (Mt. 9:18), h[gou<menoj (Mt. 2:6).  But, as a 
rule, the participle as a substantive is articular.  Cf. Lu. 12:33,  
ta> u[pa<rxonta u[mw?n, where the genitive shows the substantival  
character of this participle.  Cf. further 2:27 to> ei]qisme<non tou? 
no<mou, (1 Cor. 7:35) pro>j to> u[mw?n au]tw?n sumfe<ron, (Ph. 3:8) dia> to>  
u[pere<xon th?j gnw<sewj, (Mt. 14:20) to> perisseu?on tw?n klasma<twn (Ro.  
7:23) t&? o@nti (Heb. 12:11) pro>j to> paro<n, etc.  There are also the  
many examples where o[ and the part. is used without a subst. or 
pron., as in Mt. 10:39, o[ eu[rw<n and o[ a]pole<saj (cf. o[ a]gaqo<j, o[ ka- 
ko<j).  The substantive use of the participle is a classic idiom.1  
The use of the neuter participle as an abstract substantive is not  
so common in the N. T. as in the ancient Greek.2  But see further 
to> gegono<j (Lu. 8:56), ta> gino<mena (9:7), to> a]polwlo<j (19:10), ta> 
e]rxo<mena (Jo. 16:13), to> nu?n e@xon (Ac. 24:25), ta> mh> o@nta, ta> o@nta   
(1 Cor. 1:28), to> au]lou<menon (14:7), to> dedocasme<non (2 Cor. 3:10 f.),  
to> dokou?n (Heb. 12:10), etc.  In Lu. 22:49 note to> e]so<menon.  One 
is not to confuse with this idiom the so-called "substantive parti- 
ciple" of some grammars, which is a term used for the substanti- 
vizing of the verbal force of the participle, not the adjectival.  
Thus Burton3 calls the supplementary participle like that in 
Ac. 5:42, ou]k e]pau<onto dida<skontej, and in Lu. 8:46, e@gnwn du<namin 
e]celhluqui ?an a]p ] e]mou?, the "substantive participle."  I confess that 
I see nothing to be gained by applying "substantive" to the  
purely verbal aspects of the participle.  Confusion of thought is  
the inevitable result. See 5, (d), (d). 
 (e) The Participle as an Adverb.  The formation of adverbs 
from participles is due to its adjectival function. Cf. o@ntwj (Mk.  
11:32), o[mologoume<nwj (1 Tim. 3:16), u[perballo<ntwj (2 Cor. 11:  
23).  Besides, the participle itself (cf. neuter adjective polu<, etc.)  
sometimes has an adverbial force.  In particular note tuxo<n (1  
Cor. 16:6).  See also e]pibalw>n e@klaien (Mk. 14:72).  This ob- 
scure participle expresses coincident action (cf. Moulton, Prol., 
p. 131).  Cf. h#lqan speu<santej (Lu. 2:16), speu<saj kata<bhqi and  
speu<saj kate<bh (19:5 f.).  We cannot always draw a distinction 
between this use and the circumstantial participle of manner.  
The verbal and the adjectival standpoints come together. A  
number of the grammars apply the term "adverbial" to all  
the circumstantial participles.4  But it is more than doubtful if 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 331.  3 N. T. M. and T., p. 175 f. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 244.  4 So Burton, N. T. and T., p. 169 f. 
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one gains as much as he loses thereby.  It is true that logi- 
cally a sort of adverbial relation may be worked out, an adverbial  
addition to the sentence.1  But it does not help much from the  
syntactical point of view to insist on this fact in the exposition of  
the circumstantial participle.  As to form the circumstantial par- 
ticiple is still adjectival.  The adverbial notion is inferential and  
purely logical.  There is something, however, to be said for the  
adverbial aspect of the redundant participle in ble<pontej ble<pete  
(Mt. 13:14, LXX), which is on a par with a]ko ?̂ a]kou<stete. 
are attempts to translate the Hebrew inf. absolute.  Moulton2  
has found the idiom in AEschyluls and Herodotus, but the N. T.  
usage is clearly due to the LXX, where it is very common. Cf.  
also i]dw>n ei#don (Ac. 7:34), eu]logw?n eu]logh<sw (Heb. 6:14), from  
the LXX again.  Blass (Gr. of the N. T. Gk., p. 251) calls this  
construction "thoroughly un-Greek."  There are other pleonastic  
participles like the common a]pokriqei>j ei#pen (Mt. 3:15) which is  
somewhat like the vernacular "He ups and says" (Moulton  
Prol., p. 15 f.).  Cf. also tou?to ei]pw>n le<gei (Jo. 21:19), a]pelqw>n 
pe<praken (Mt. 13:46), 'he has gone and sold.'  So also a]nasta>j 
h#lqen (Lu. 15:20), 'he arose and came.'  Once again note labou?sa 
e]ne<kruyen (Mt. 13:33), 'she took and hid.'  This idiom is more  
Aramaic than Hebraic and is at any rate picturesque vernacular.  
But it is also Greek.  Pleonasm belongs to all tongues.  Rader- 
macher (N. T. Gr., p. 179) quotes Herod. VI, 67, 10, ei#pe fa<j;  
VI, 68, 5, e@fh--le<gwn.  Mr. Dan Crawford finds in the Bantu  
language "dying he died" for the, irrevocableness of death. We  
now turn to the verbal aspects of the participle, which are more  
complex. 
 5. VERBAL ASPECTS OF THE PARTICIPLE. 
 (a) Voice.  There is nothing of al distinctive nature to say about  
the voice of the participle in addtion to what has already been  
said (see ch. on Voice).  The voices run in the participles pre- 
cisely as in the verb itself.  We find the voice in the earliest Greek  
as in the Sanskrit.  All the nuances of the voices appear in the  
participle.  Cf. the active in dida<skwn (Lu. 13:10), zw?n, (Jo. 4:10);  
the middle in prosdexome<noij (Lu. 2:36), e]pikalesa<menoj (Ac. 22:  
16), spasa<menoj (Mk. 14:47); the passive in lupou<menoj (Mt. 19:  
22), th>n a]pokekrumme<nhn (1 Cor. 2:7), a]polelume<non (Heb. 13:23),  
e]pistrafei<j (Mk. 5:30), kwluqe<ntej (Ac. 16:6).  We may note  
in particular e@xe me par^thme<non (Lu. 14:18 f.), e@sesqe misou<menoi 
(Mt. 10:22) and e@sesqe lalou?ntej (1 Cor. 14:9).  In Mk. 5:26, 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 523. 2 Prol., pp. 14, 
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paqou?sa u[po> pollw?n i]atrw?n, the active participle has the construc- 
tion of the passive, but this is due to the verb pa<sxw, not to the 
voice.  Cf. also Gal. 4:9, gno<ntej qeo>n ma?llon de> gnwsqe<ntej u[po> qeou?.   
 (b) Tense. 
 (a) Timelessness of the Participle.  It may be said at once that 
the participle has tense in the same sense that "the subjunctive,  
optative and imperative have, giving the state of the action  
as punctiliar, linear, completed.  In the beginning1 this was all  
that tense meant in the participle.  The participle was timeless.  
Indeed the participle in itself continued timeless, as is well shown  
by the articular participle.2  Thus in Mk. 6:14,  ]Iwa<nhj o[ bapti<zwn,  
it is not present time that is here given by this tense, but the gen- 
eral description of John as the Baptizer without "regard to time.  
It is actually used of him after his death. Cf. oi[ zhtou?ntej (Mt. 
2:20).  In Mt. 10:39, o[ eu[rw>n a]pole<sei, the principal verb is future  
while the participle is aorist, but the aorist tense does not mean  
past or future time.  So in Mt. 25:20 and 24 o[ labw<n and o[ ei]lh- 
fw<j have no notion of time but only the state of the action.  But  
the tenses of the participle may be used for relative time.  In  
relation to the principal verb there may be suggested time. Thus 
o[ eu[rw>n a]pole<sei above implies that eu[rw<n is antecedent to a]pole<sei   
which is future.  In Ac. 24:11, a]ne<bhn proskunh<swn the principal 
verb is past, but the participle is relatively future, though abso- 
lutely past.  The relative time of the participle approximates  
the indicative mode and is able to suggest antecedent (aorist,  
present, perfect tenses), simultaneous (aorist, present tenses) and  
subsequent (present, future tenses) action.  The tenses of the  
participle must be studied with this distinction in mind.  But  
this notion of relative time "is deeply imbedded in the nature of  
the participle and the use is universal."3  Certainly this notion  
of relative time is more obvious in the Greek participle than in  
the Latin or in the modern languages.4  In the chapter on Tense  
the participial tenses were treated with reasonable clompleteness,-  
but some further remarks are necessary at this point.  A word 
needs to be said about the idiom ou$toj h#n o[ ei]pw<n (Jo. 1:15),  
ou$toj h#n o[ -- kaqh<menoj (Ac. 3:10), where the principal verb is  
thrown into the past. 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 522. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 126. He notes Heb. 10:14, tou>j a[giazome<nouj, as a good  
ex. of the timelessness of the part. 
 3 Gildersl., Synt. of Class. Gk., Pt. I, p. 139. 
 4 W.-M., p. 427. 
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    (b) The Aorist.  The Aktionsart of the aorist participle is suf- 
ficiently illustrated in the discussion of the aorist tense. There is,  
of course, no reason for not having the constative, ingressive or  
effective aorist in the participle.1  Schaefer2 argues that in most  
cases the participle uses the effective aorist.  That may be true,  
though there is nothing in the nature of the participle itself to  
cause it.  Blass3 thinks that the aorist participle contains the idea  
of completion, but even so that motion may be merely constative  
or ingressive. Goodwin4 holds that the aorist participle generally  
represents the action as antecedent to the principal verb.  Bur- 
ton5 has it more nearly correct when he insists that the aorist par- 
ticiple conceives of the event indefinitely or simply.  So Blass6  
denies that the aorist tense implies antecedent action. It is usu- 
ally assumed that the proper use of the aorist participle is ante-  
cedent action and that only certain verbs (as exceptions) may  
occasionally express simultaneous action.  But this is a misappre- 
hension of the real situation.  It is doubtless true, as Burton7  
notes, that the antecedent use furnishes the largest number of  
instances, but that fact does not prove priority or originality of  
conception.  "The aorist participle of antecedent action does  
not denote antecedence; it is used of antecedent action, where  
antecedence is implied, not by the aorist tense as a tense, but in  
some other way."8  Moulton9 is equally explicit:  "The connota- 
tion of past time was largely fastened on this participle, through  
the idiomatic use in which it stands before an aorist indicative to  
qualify its action.  As point action is always completed action,  
except in the ingressive, the participle naturally came to involve  
past time relative to that of the main verb."  It is probable that  
the original use of the aorist participle was that of simultaneous  
action.  From this was developed quite naturally, by the nature 
of the various cases, the antecedent notion. Cf. nhsteu<saj e]pei<nasen  
(Mt. 4:2) where the fasting expressed by the participle is given  
as the reason for the hungering expressed by the principal verb.  
For further examples of anteceden action see Mt. 2:14; 2:16;  
27:3; 2 Cor. 2:13.  For the articular aorist see Mt. 10:39; Lu.  
12:47; Jo. 5:15.  While this came to be the more common idiom 
 
 1 Schaefer, Das Partizip des Aoristes bei den Tragikern, 1894, p. 5. 
 2 Ib.     3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 197. 
 3 M. and T., p. 48. So Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 48. 
 5 N. T. M. and T., p. 59. 
 6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 197.  8 Ib. 
 7 N. T. M. and T., p. 61.   9 Prol., p. 130. 
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from the nature of the case, the original use of the aorist participle  
for simultaneous action continued. One has no ground for as- 
suming that antecedent action is a necessary or an actual fact  
with the aorist participle.1  The aorist participle of simultaneous,  
action is in perfect accord with the genius and history of the  
Greek participle. For numerous examples of both uses see the  
chapter on Tense.  A good instance is seen in Mt. 27:4, h!mar- 
ton paradou>j ai$ma a]q&?on.  So also u[polabw>n ei#pen (Lu. 10:30).  See 
Ac. 2:23,  tou?ton prosph<cantej a]nei<late, where the slaying was 
manifestly done by the impaling on the cross.  The two actions  
are identical per se.  Moulton (Prol., p. 131) observes that when  
the verb precedes the aorist participle it is nearly always the  
participle of coincident action.  He (Prol., p. 132) cites 0. P. 
530 (ii/A.D.), e]c w#n dw<seij—lutrw<sasa< mou ta> i[ma<tia.  It so happens 
that the N. T. shows a great number of such examples.  See Mk. 
15:30 sw?son kataba<j, (Lu. 2:16) h#lqan spei<santej, (Ac. 10:33)  
kalw?j e]poi<hsaj parageno<menoj.  Cf. Mt. 26:75.  In Ac. 10:29, h#lqon 
metapemfqei<j, the participle is antecedent in idea.  Acts, however,  
is particularly rich in examples of the coincident aorist participle  
which follows the verb.  See 10:39; 11:30; 13:33; 15:8, 9;  
19:2; 23:22, 25, 30; 25:13; 26:10.  It is in point of fact a  
characteristic of Luke's style to use frequently the coincident  
participle (both aorist and present) placed rater the principal  
verb.  This fact completely takes away the point of Sir W. M.  
Ramsay's argument2 for the aorist of subsequent action in Ac.  
16:6, where, however, it is more probably antecedent action, as  
is possible in Ac. 23:22.  The argument made against it under  
Tense need not be repeated here.3  Burton assents4 to the no- 
tion of the aorist of "subsequent" action in the participle, but no  
real parallels are given.  I have examined in detail the N. T. ex- 
amples adduced and shown the lack of conclusiveness about them  
all.  See chapter on Tense.  It is even claimed that subsequent  
action is shown by the participles (present as well as aorist) in  
Ac. 5:36; 6:11; 8:10, 18; 14:22; 17:26; 18:23; 28:14, but  
with no more evidence of reality.  Actual examination of each  
passage shows the action to be either simultaneous or antecedent. 
See also Lu. 1:9, e@laxe tou? qumia?sai ei]selqw>n ei]j to>n nao<n, where it 
is obviously coincident.  The same thing is true of Heb. 11:27, 
kate<lipen  Ai@gupton, mh> fobhqei<j.  Cf. also Ac. 7:35 o{n h]rnh<santo 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 131.  2 St. Paul the Traveller, p. 212. 
 3 See Ballentine, Biblibtheca Sacra, 1884, p. 7S7, for discussion of N. T, exx. 
 4 N. T. M. and T., p. 65. 
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ei]po<ntej, (13:22) ei#pen marturh<saj.  A case like 1 Pet. 1:20 f. is  
not, of course, pertinent.  However, the common use of the aorist  
participle in indirect discourse (as with all the supplementary  
participles) without any notion of time is to the point.  So Ac.  
9:12, ei#den a@ndra ei]selqo<nta kai> e]piqe<nta.  So e]qew<roun to>n Satana?n 
peso<nta (Lu. 10:18).  The action is purely punctiliar with no  
notion of time at all.  It is true that the articular participle is  
occasionally used (see chapter on Tense) for time past to the time  
of the writer, but future to the time of the principal verb.  As  
a matter of fact this aorist participle is timeless, as is shown by  
the use of o[ parabou<j in Mt. 10:4 and o[ paradidou<j in 26:25.  So  
o[ eipw<n in Jo. 5:12; o[ poih<saj 5:15; h[ a]lei<yasa 11:2.  It is the  
action alone that is under consideration, not the time of its 
performance.  See, per contra, o[ gnou<j—kai> mh> e[toima<saj h} pooih<- 
saj darh<setai (Lu. 12:47) where the aorist participle gives the  
simple action with a future verb.  Cf. Lu. 6:49 for the articular  
aorist part. with the present indicative.  Burton1 feels the weak- 
ness of his contention for "subsequent" action in the aorist  
participle when he explains that it is "perhaps due to Aramaic  
influence." There is no need for an appeal to that explanation,  
since the fact does not exist.  It is only in the circumstantial par- 
ticiple that any contention is made for this notion.  It is certainly  
gratuitous to find subsequent action in Ro. 4:19, mh> a]sqenh<saj t ?̂  
pi<stei kateno<hsen, not to mention 4:21; Ph. 2:7; Heb. 9:12.  
Burton reluctantly admits that, though in 1 Pet. 3:18 zwopoih- 
qei<j is "clearly subsequent to a]pe<qanen,"  yet it "is probably to be  
taken together with qanatwqei<j as defining the whole of the pre- 
ceding clause."  This latter view is, of course, true,  since the order  
of the participles is qanatwqei<j zwopoihqei<j.  The timelessness of the  
aorist participle is well shown in Jo. 16:2, o[ a]poketi<naj [u[ma?j] do<c^  
latrei<an prosfe<rein t&? qe&?.  Cf. also a]gago<nta—teleiw?sai. (Heb.  
2:10).  This coincident use of the aorist participle is by no  
means so rare in the ancient Greek as is sometimes alleged.2   
The action was specially likely to be coincident if the principal  
verb was also aorist.3  Like the other articular participles, the  
aorist participle may be the practical equivalent of the relative.  
So in Lu. 12:8 f. o{j a}n o[mologh<sei and o[ a]rnhsa<menoj are used side  
by side. 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., p. 66. 
 2 See Leo Meyer, Griech. Aor., p. 125. 
 3 Gilders1., Synt., Pt. I, p. 140. See Seymour, The Use of the Gk. Aorist  
Part., Trans. Am. Philol. Assoc., XII, p. 88 f. 
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  (g)  The Present.  As the aorist participle timeless and punc- 
tiliar, so the present participle is timeless and durative.  The  
participle is thus, like the infinitive, ahead of the present indica- 
tive, which does not distinguish between punctiliar and durative  
action.  A careful treatment of the force of the present participle  
has been given under Tense.  The real timelessness of this parti- 
ciple is shown in the fact that it is used indiscriminately with  
past, present or future tenses of the indicative.  So pwlou?ntej 
e@feron (Ac. 4:34); a]poqnh<skwn eu]lo<ghsen (Heb. 11:21); kai<per w}n   
ui[o>j e@maqen (Heb. 5:8); merimnw?n du<natai (Mt. 6:27); e@sesqe lalou?n- 
tej (1 Cor. 14:9).  The articular present especially shows the  
absence of time.  So oi[ dokou?ntej ou]de>n prosane<qento (Gal. 2:6); 
proseti<qei tou>j swzome<nouj (Ac. 2:47); o[ dexo<menoj u[ma?j e]me> de<xetai 
(Mt. 10:40); e]sqi<ete ta> paratiqe<mena (Lu. 10 :8) ; o[ ble<pwn e]n t&? 
krufai<& a]podw<sei (Mt. 6:18).  There will be Aktionsart in this 
participle also.  Some of these words are really punctiliar (de<xo- 
mai, for instance).  But, in general, the present participle gives  
linear action.  The present participle may have relative time.  
This relative time is usually simultaneous or coincident.  This  
is only natural.  Sometimes, however, this relative time may be  
antecedent action, a classic idiom.1  Example of this idiom were  
given under Tense, but add Jo. 9:8, oi[ qewrou?ntej to> pro<teron 
where the adverb of time helps to throw the participle back of  
e@legon, as a@rti with ble<pw makes the verb later than tuflo>j w@n in 9:  
25.  Cf. also Gal. l:23, o[ diw<kwn h[ma?j pote> nu?n eu]aggeli<zetai, where 
both participle and verb have adverbs of time by way of contrast.  
For other instances like these see Mt. 9:20 Mk. 5:25 Lu. 8:  
43; Jo. 5:5; Ac. 24:10; Eph. 2:13; Col. 1:21; 1 Tim. 1:13, etc.  
There are also undoubted instances of the present participle to  
express the notion of purpose, futuristic in conception, though  
present in form. Add to the instances already given the follow- 
ing: Mk. 3:31, e@cw sth<kointej a]pe<steilan kalou?ntej.  Here the first 
participle is only noticeable as the usual linear action (with aorist  
indicative).  The second participle, however, is practically pur- 
pose.  'They sent to him calling him.'  ‘They sent to call him.’ 
So also Lu. 13:6 h#lqen zhtw?n, (13:7) e@rxomai zhtw?n.  It is not 
strictly true that here the present participle means future or  
subsequent time.  It is only that the purpose goes on coincident  
with the verb and beyond. This prospective present part. (cf.  
present ind.) appears in Ac. 21:3, h#n a]pofortizo<menon to>n go<mon. 
'The ship was appointed to unload her cargo.' Cf. Mt. 6 : 30; 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 47; Gildersl., Synt., Part 1, p. 139. 
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11:3; 26:28; Lu. 7:19; 1 Chr. 15:57; Jas. 5:1; Ac. 3:26.  
The future is "simulated"1 also by the present participle when  
it is used for conative action.  It is, of course, not the participle  
that brings out this notion. See (Mt. 23:14) ou]de> tou>j ei]serxome<- 
nouj a]fi<ete ei]selqei?n (27:40) o[ katalu<wn to>n nao<n (Ac. 28:23) pei<- 
qwn au]tou<j.  The notion of repetition (iterative present) occurs  
also as in Ac. 2:47, proseti<qei tou>j swzome<nouj, 'kept adding those 
saved from time to time.’  So pwlou?ntej e@feron kai> e]ti<qooun (Ac. 4: 
34).  'They would from time to time sell and bring and place  
at the feet of the apostles.'  There is thus a sharp contrast from  
the specific instance of Barnabas, of whom it is said:  pwlh<saj 
h@negken (4:37).  It is not clear, (however, why the present parti- 
ciple occurs in 3:8, e]callo<menoj e@sth kai> periepa<tei, unless it is to  
note that he kept on leaping and walking (alternately).  Cf. this 
notion in verse 8, peripatw?n kai> a]llo<menoj.  Cf. also in 5:5, a]kou<wn 
pesw>n e]ce<yucen, where pesw<n is antecedent to the verb, but a]kou<wn is  
descriptive (linear).  The notion of distribution is perhaps pres- 
ent in Heb. 10:14, tou>j a[giazome<nouj, 'the objects of sanctification.'2  
Certainly o[ kle<ptwn is iterative in Eph. 4:28.  Cf. Ac. 1:20; 
Col. 2:8.  It is interesting to note the difference between the  
present and the aorist participle in Mt. 16:28, e!wj a}n i@dwsin to>n ui[o>n  
tou? a]nqrw<pou e]rxo<menon, and in Ac. 9:12, ei#den a@ndra ei]selqo<nta. The 
perfect participle of the same verb and in the same construction 
occurs in Mk. 9:1, e!wj a}n i@dwsin th>n basilei<an tou? qeou? e]lhluqui?an 
e]n duna<mei.  The three tenses of the participle of pi<ptw may also  
be illustrated by the punctiliar notion of the aorist in peso<nta in  
Lu. 10:18, the durative notion pipto<ntwn in Mt. 15:27 and  
of pi<ptontej in Mk. 13:25, the perfect notion of peptwko<ta in 
Rev. 9:1. 
 (5) The Perfect.  This tense brings little that is distinctive in 
the participle. Cf. teteleiwme<noi (Jo. 17:23), pepoihko<tej (18: 18),  
prosfa<twj e]lhluqo<ta (Ac. 18:2), kekopiakw<j (Jo. 4:6), peptwko<ta  
(Rev. 9:1), e]lhluqo<ta (1 Jo. 4:2), o[ ei]lhfw<j (Mt. 25:24).  The  
distinction between intensive and extensive was drawn under  
Tense.  Some of the intensive uses have lost the notion of  
completion (punctiliar) and hold on to the linear alone in the  
present sense.  Cf. e[stw<j ei]mi (Ac. 25:10), ei]dw<j (Mt. 12:25) 
with which contrast oi[ e]gnwko<tej (2 Jo. 1), suneidui<hj (Ac. 5:2),  
teqnhkw<j (Lu. 7:12), paresthkw<j (Jo. 18:22).  The periphrastic 
use of the perfect participle in past, present and future time  
has been sufficiently illustrated already.  So has the rare com- 
 
 1 Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 140. 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 127. 
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bination of perfect and present participle in Eph. 4 : 18; Col.  
1:21.  The perfect participle also is either articular or anar- 
-throus, attributive or predicate. For the predicate use see in 
particular Lu. 13:6 sukh?n ei#xe<n tij pefuteume<nhn, (Heb. 5:14) ta> 
ai]sqhth<ria gegumnasme<na e]xo<ntwn.  It needs to be noted again that  
the perfect participle has no time in itself.  In th nature of the  
case the act will be antecedent except where the tense has lost  
its true force as in e]stw<j, teqnhkw<j, ei]dw<j.  But it is only relative  
time, not absolute, and the leading verb may itself be punctiliar,  
linear or perfect, in the past, present or future.1  Just as the  
present participle may suggest antecedent action and so be a sort  
of "imperfect" participle (past time), so the perfect participle is  
sometimes2 used where a sort of past perfect sense results.  The  
action was finished and is now no longer the fact, though the  
state represented by the perfect once existed.  So e]pi> t&? sumbebh- 
ko<ti au]t&? in Ac. 3:10.  Cf. Mk. 5:15, qewrou?sin to>n daimonizo<menon 
kaqh<menon i[matisme<non ka> swfronou?nta, to>n e]sxhko<ta to>n legiw?na, 
kai>  e]fobh<qhsan.  This is a most instructive passage.  The historical  
present and the aorist indicative here occur side by side.  The  
attributive and the predicate participles appear side by side.  The  
present and the perfect participles come together.  Of the two per- 
fect participles, one, i[matisme<non, is still true (punctiliar plus linear)  
and describes the man's present state; the other, to>n e]sxhko<ta, is  
no longer true and describes the state of the man before Jesus  
cast out the demon, which casting-out is itself in the past.  This  
participle is therefore a sort of past perfect.  Cf. also Jo. 8:31.  
Another striking example is Jo. 11:44, e]ch?lqen o[ teqnhkw>j dede- 
me<noj.  Here dedeme<noj is still true, though teqnhkw<j is not.  Lazarus  
had been dead, but is not now.  We see the same situation in 1  
Cor. 2:7, th>n a]pokekrumme<nhn.  The wisdom of God is no longer  
hidden.  The point is still clearer in Ro. 16:25 musthri<ou xro<- 
noij ai]wni<oij sesighme<nou fanerwqe<ntoj de> nu?n, where the long silence is  
now expressly said to be broken.  Note the sharp contrast in the  
aorist participle with nu?n.  This distinction between the perfect  
and aorist participle is often clearly drawn.  See 2 Cor. 12:21  
tw?n prohmarthko<twn kai> mh> metanohsa<ntwn, (1 Pet. 2:10); oi[ ou]k h]leh- 
me<noi nu?n de> e]lehqe<ntej.  The same act may be looked at from either  
standpoint. One may not always care to add the linear aspect 
to the punctiliar.  Cf. o[ gegenhme<noj and o[ gennhqei<j in 1 Jo. 5:18,  
to>n e]sxhko<ta to>n legiw?na in Mk. 5:15 and o[ daimonisqei< in 5:18, 
 
 1 Cf. Gildersl., Synt., Pt. I, p. 142. 
 2 Cf. Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 72. 
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o[ labw<n in Mt. 25:18 and o[ ei]lhfw<j in 25:24.  Cf. e@gnwn du<namin 
e]celhluqui?an a]p ] e]mou? (Lu. 8:46) aud e]pignou>j th>n e]c au]tou? du<namin  
e]celqou?san (Mk. 5:30).  Adverbs lof time may occur with the  
perfect as with other tenses of the participle.  Cf. Jo. 19:33, h@dh 
teqnhko<ta.  There is a sort of harmony in o[ e[wrakw>j memartu<rhken 
(19:35).  The difference between the perfect and present tenses  
after ei#don is strikingly shown in Revelation.  Cf. ei#don ta>j yuxa>j 
tw?n e]sfagme<nwn (6:9), a@llon a@ggelon a]nabai<nonta (7:2), a]ste<ra e]k 
tou? ou]ranou? peptwko<ta (9:1).  Cf. also Mk. 5:33, fobhqei?sa kai>  
tre<mousa, ei]dui?a.  One must not confuse the perf. part. in Gal.  
2:11 and Rev. 21:8 with a present like yhlafwme<n& in Heb.  
12:18 (‘touchable’). 
 (e) The Future.  The future participle, like the future tense in  
general, was later in its development than the other tenses.  It  
is usually punctiliar also and has something of a modal value  
(volitive, futuristic) like the subjunctive (aorist).1  See discussion  
under Tense.  The future participle is always subsequent in  
time to the principal verb (cf. the present participle by sugges- 
tion), not coincident and, of course, never antecedent. Hence   
the future participle comes nearer having a temporal notion than  
any of the tenses.  But even so it is relative time, not absolute,  
and the future participle may occur with a principal verb in the  
past, present or future.  This idiom grew out of the context and  
the voluntative notion of the future tense.2  This point is well  
illustrated by the parallel use of me<llwn to express intention.  Cf. 
o[ paradw<swn au]to<n (Jo. 6:64) and o[ me<llwn au]to>n paradido<nai (12:4). 
As already shown, the future participle is much less frequent in  
the N. T. (as in LXX) than in the koinh< generally (as in the  
papyri). Another rival to the future participle is e]rxo<menoj 
(Jo. 1:9), o[ e]rxo<menoj (Lu. 7:19).  Both me<llw and e]rxomai (cf.  
ei#mi) are anticipatory presents.3  Cf. e]nestw?ta and me<llonta in Ro. 
8:38.  Nearly all the N. T. examples of the future participle  
(see chapter on Tense for discussion) are in Luke and Paul and  
Hebrews (the three best specimens of literary style in the N. T.). 
But see Mt. 27:49, sw<swn; Jo. 6:64, o[ paradw<swn; 1 Pet. 3:  
13, o[ kakw<swn.  For the Gospel of Luke see 22:49, to> e]so<menon.  
The rest of his examples are in the Acts, as 8:27, prosku- 
nh<swn, (20:22) ta> sunanth<sonta (22:5) a@cwn, (24:11) proskunh<- 
swn, (24:17) poih<swn.  For Paul see Ro. 8:34, o[ katakrinw?n (a 
 
 1 Cf. Delbruck, Synt. Forsch., IV, p. 97. 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 523. 
 3 There is an expectant note in to> e]kxunno<menon (Mt. 26:23). 
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question of editing, but cf. o[ a]poqanw<n, 1 Cor. 15:37, 
to> genhso<menon.  For Heb. see 3:5, tw?n lalhqhsome<nwn, (13:17)  
a]podw<sontej.  We find w[j in Heb. 13:17.  In conclusion one must 
note that the future part. disappeared wholly from the later  
Greek. The modern Greek does not know it at all.  Instead it  
uses na<  and the subjunctive.1  But in general in the N. T. the  
participle is still used in thorough accord with the ancient idiom  
so far as the tenses are concerned.2  In the papyri I note it more  
frequently than in the N. T.  Cf. koinologhso<menon, P. Goodsp. 4  
(ii/B.C.); ta> — [s] taqhso<mena, P. Tb. 33 (B.C. 112). 
 (c) Cases.  There is no need to tarry here tp prove the verbal  
force of the participle as to cases.  Precisely the same cases occur  
with the participle as with the finite modes of the verb. Cf. 
e]kbalw>n pa<ntaj (Mk. 5:40) and krath<saj th?j xeiro>j tou? paidi<ou (5: 
41).  These illustrations illustrate the point and that is enough. 
 (d) The Supplementary Participle.  The term supplementary  
or complementary is used to describe the participle that forms  
so close a connection with the principal verb that the idea of the  
speaker is incomplete without it.  The participle does not differ  
in reality from the adjective in this respect, and it is still an  
adjective like pisto>j me<nei (2 Tim. 2:13).  But it is the verbal  
aspect of the participle that is here accented.  The participle fills  
out the verbal notion. 
 (a) The Periphrastic Construction.  The general aspects of this 
idiom were treated in chapter on Tense (cf. also Conjugation of  
Verbs). It is only necessary here to stress the close connection  
between this participle and the principal verb as in h#n e]kba<llwn 
daimo<nion kwfo<n (Lu. 11:14).  In Ac. 19:36, de<on e]sti>n u[ma?j katestal- 
me<nouj u[pa<rxein, we have two examples of this idiom.  Cf. Lu.  
13:11.  Sometimes we find the periphrastic participle alone  
without the copula as in e]co<n (Ac. 2:29), ei] de<on (1 Pet. 1:6).  
But note e]co>n h#n (Mt. 12:4) and de<on e]sti<n (Ac. 19:36).  So pre<pon 
e]sti<n (Mt. 3:15).  Particularly interesting is ei]sin gegono<tej (Heb.  
7:23).  The periphrastic participle, as already noted, was far  
more common in the N. T. and the LXX than in the older Greek.  
But the reverse is true of certain verbs frequently so used in the  
Attic.  Radermacher3 thinks that the commonness of the peri- 
phrastic participle in the N. T. is due to the rhetorical tendency. 
 
 1 Cf. Jebb in V. and D., p. 335. 
 2 The fut. part. is rare in the inscr. Cf. Granit, De Inf. et Partic. in Inscr.  
Dial. Grace. Questiones Synt., 1892, p. 122. 
 3 N. T. Gk., p. 166. 
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This might apply to Hebrews, but surely not to the Synoptic Gos- 
pels and Acts.  Moulton (Prol., p. 226) admits that the Semitic  
sources of part of the Gospels and Acts account for the frequency  
of the periphrastic imperf. (cf. Aramaic).  Certainly the LXX is  
far ahead of the classic Greek and of the koinh< in general.  The  
papyri (Moulton, Prol., p. 226) show it often in fut. perfects and  
in past perfects.  Schmid (Attic., p. 113 f.) finds it rare in  
literary koinh< save in fut. perfects.  Moulton finds periphr. imperf.  
in Matthew 3 times, Mark 16, Luke 30, John 10, Acts (1-12) 17,  
Acts (13-28) 7, Paul 3. And even sb some of these examples are  
more adjectival than periphrastic. Cf. Ph. 2:26. See p. 888. 
 (b) A Diminution of the Complementary Participle.  This de- 
crease is due partly to the infinitive as with a@rxomai, doke<w.  See 
discussion in this chapter on Relation between the Inf. and the  
Participle.  But it is due also to the disappearance of the per- 
sonal construction and the growth of the impersonal with o!ti or 
i!na.  In Mk. 2:1, ei]selqw>n pa<lin ei]j Kafarnaou>m di  ] h[merw?n h]kou<sqh 
o!ti e]n oi@k& e]sti<n, the personal construction is retained even with 
the circumstantial participle.  Cf. also 2 Cor. 3:3, fanerou<menoi 
o!ti e]ste> e]pistolh> Xristou?.  But it is vanishing with the verbs where 
it was once so common.  See under Infinitive, 5, (e), for further re- 
marks.  Jannarisl has made a careful study of the facts in the later  
Greek.  It may be noted that oi@xomai does not occur at all in the  
N. T., though the LXX (and Apocrypha) has it 24 times, twice  
with the inf. it disappeared from the vernacular.  As to tugxa<nw   
it occurred only once with the participle (2 Macc. 3:9).  It has  
the inf. as well as i!na (na) in the later Greek, though it is very  
abundant with the participle in the papyri.2  Cf. t[ug] xa<nei Nei?loj 
r[e<wn, P. B. M. 84 (ii/A.D.).  But tugxa<nw fi<loj without w@n occurs 
also in the koinh< (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 169).  Curiously  
enough lanqa<nw appears once with the participle in the LXX  
(Tob. 12:13) as in the N. T. (Heb. 13:2).  In the koinh< the inf.  
supplants the part. as it had already gained a foothold in the old  
Greek.3  Note also the adverb as in la<qr% e]kba<llousin (Ac. 16:37).  
Fqa<nw continued in use through the koinh< but with the sense of  
‘arrive,’ ‘reach,’ not the idiomatic one 'arrive before.'  This latter  
notion appears in profqa<nw (cf. prolamba<nw), which has it once  
only in the N. T. (Mt. 17:25), while the inf. is seen in proe<laben   
muri<sai (Mk. 14:8).  As early as Thucydides the inf. is found with  
fqa<nw, and see also 1 Ki. 12:18.  It is, common in the koinh<.4  The 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 493.  3 Jain., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 493. 
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 228.  4 Ib., p. 494. 
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tendency to reverse the construction by using one of these verbs  
in the participial form is seen in tuxo<n (participial adverb) in 1  
Cor. 16:6.  It is possible that fai<nomai still shows the participial  
construction in Mt. 6:16, 18, but not in Ro. 7:13, where the  
participle is circumstantial, not complementary.  The impersonal  
construction gains1 on the personal in the koinh<.  In the N. T. we  
no longer have dh?loj ei]mi< nor fanero<j ei]mi<.  But we do have eu[re<qh 
e@xousa in Mt. 1:18.   @Arxomai has lost the part. in the N. T., but  
u[pa<rxw holds on to it, but not in the sense of 'begin,' rather of  
‘existing.’  Cf. both adjective and part. in Jas. 2:15 and 1 Tim.  
4:3.  It tends to sink into the level of ei]mi< as an auxiliary verb  
with the periphrastic participle, as in Ac. 8:16; 19:36.  The same  
thing is true of prou*pa<rxw in Lu. 23:12, but not in Ac. 8:9 where  
mageu<wn is circumstantial.  We have seen that pau<omai is true to  
the part. (cf. Lu. 5:4; Ac. 5:42, etc.) and that the part. occurs  
also with e]pime<nw (Jo. 8 :7), tele<w (Mt. 11:1), and that diatele<w  
has the adj. without w@n (Ac. 27:33).  Cf. also dialei<pw in Lu. 7 :45.  
See also the part. with e]gkake<w in Gal. 6:9; 2 Th. 3:13.  The  
part. with kartere<w in Heb. 11:27 is circumstantial, as is that  
with a]ne<xomai  in 1 Cor. 4:12 and with ka<mnw in Heb. 12:3.  The  
doubtful participle with manqa<nw in 1 Tim. 5:13 has already been  
discussed (Relation between Inf. and Part., 3, (d)).  Moulton2  
is positive that the absolute construction advocated by Weiss is  
intolerable and that we must either admit the supplementary  
participle here or boldly insert ei#nai with Blass.  Moulton3 is  
probably right in opposing the incorrectness of the part. with eu#   
pra<ssw in Ac. 15:29, e]c w$n diathrou?ntej e[autou>j eu# pra<cete.  At  
bottom this is the same idiom as we have in 10:33, kalw?j e]poi<h- 
saj parageno<menoj.  Cf. also Ph. 4:14; 2 Pet. 1:19; 3 Jo. 6. Blass4  
is right in including here ti< poiei?te lu<ontej (Mk. 11:5), ti< poiei?te 
klai<ontej (Ac. 21:13), h!marton paradou<j (Mt. 27 :4). 
 (g) Verbs of Emotion.  As a matter of fact it is not beyond  
controversy that the part. with these verbs of emotion is the  
supplementary and not the circumstantial participle.  At any  
rate the idiom comes to the border-line between the two con- 
structions. I do not wish to labour the point and so treat the  
construction as complementary.  The connection is not, however,  
so close with these verbs as is true of those in the two preceding  
lists.  Indeed, the connection varies with different verbs and with  
the same verb in different contexts. It seems clear enough in 
 
 1 Ib.   3 Ib., p. 228 f. 
 2 Prol., p. 229,  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 245. 
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Ac. 16:34, h]gallia<sato pepisteukw<j, and in 2 Pet. 2:10, ou] tre<mou- 
sin blasfhmou?ntej.  The examples with a]ganakte<w (Mt. 21:15, etc.)  
and xai<rw (Mt. 2:10, etc.) all seem to be circumstantial.1  The  
same thing is true of lupe<w.  The participle does not occur in the  
N. T. with ai]sxu<nomai.  The step over to the circumstantial parti- 
ciple of manner or cause is not very far to take.2 
 (d) Indirect Discourse.  This participle is clearly supplementary  
and in the N. T. is usually connected with the object of the prin- 
cipal verb. The nom.3 of the part. e@xousa appears with the pas- 
sive eu[re<qh in Mt. 1:18 as noted above.  The active in the N. T.  
would have had o!ti and the ind., if the reference was to Mary.  
The classic Greek could have said eu$ren e@xousa, but the N. T. 
Greek, eu$ren o!ti e@xei.  Cf. also eu[reqei>j w[j a@nqrwpoj in Ph. 2:8. 
But 1 Tim. 5:13 has to be noted.  This subject was treated in  
detail under Indirect Discourse (see Modes). See that discussion  
for details about the different verbs, some of which, besides the  
participial construction, may instead use the inf. or  o!ti and the  
indicative.  Here it is sufficient to give enough illustrations of  
this participle in indirect discourse with verbs of mental action  
to show the real complementary nature of the participle.  The  
tense, of course, represents the tense of the direct.  With most  
of these verbs (especially4 oi#da, manqa<nw, o[mologe<w) the participle  
is giving way to the inf. or o!ti, but still the idiom is common  
enough to attract notice in all parts of the N. T. Cf. gei<nwske 
sauto>n e!conta, P. B. M. 356 (i/A.D.).  It is common to explain this  
participle as the object of the principal verb after the analogy of  
the inf. in indirect discourse.  So Jannaris5 calls it "the objective 
participle" and Burton6 "the substantive participle as object."  
Blass7 more correctly perceives that it is the substantive or pro- 
noun that is the object while the participle is a predicate adjec- 
tive agreeing with this object.  It is easy to see this point where  
no indirect discourse occurs, as in Heb. 7:24, a]para<baton e@xei th>n  
i[erwsu<nhn, where e@xw does not mean to 'opine' and where the  
verbal adj. occurs.  But see the participle in 5:14, tw?n ta> ai]sqh- 
th<ria gegumnasme<na e]xo<ntwn, or, still better, Lu. 14:18, e@xe me par^- 
thme<non, where e@xw means 'consider' and we have the participle. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 245.  2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 495. 
 3 Blass, ib., p. 247. 
 4 The pap. show the same tendency. Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 229. See Ra- 
dermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 169. 
 5 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 497. 
 6 N. T. M. and T., p. 176.  7 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 246. 
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Cf. Mk. 3:1; Ac. 9:21, i!na dedeme<nouj au]tou>j a]ga<g^.  See also 24:27. 
Then note Ph. 2:3, a]llh<louj h[gou<menoi u[pere<xontaj.1  The addition 
of w[j does not change the real construction as in tou>j logizome<nouj 
h[ma?j w[j kata> sa<rka peripatou?ntaj, 2 Cor. 10:2; w[j e]xqro>n h[gei?sqe 
2 Th. 3:15.  In principle it is the double accusative, too common 
with some verbs, only the second ace. is a predicate adj., not a 
substantive. Cf. Ro. 10:9 (margin of W. H.), e]a>n o[mologh<s^j 
ku<rion   ]Ihsou?n, and 2 Jo. 7, o[mologou?ntej   ]Ihsou?n Xristo>n e]rxo<menon e]n  
sarki<.  The presence or absence of the copula does not materially 
change the construction when an adj. or substantive is the second 
ace. Thus note 2 Cor. 8:22,  o{n e]dokima<samen spoudai?on o@nta, and 
Mk. 6:20, ei]dw>j au]to>n a@ndra  di<kaion.  So we have no part. after 
ei#don in Jo. 1:50; Mt. 25:37, 38, 39; Ac. 8:23; 17:16.   Blass2 
calls this an "ellipse" of the participle, an idiom common in 
classical Greek.  It is hardly necessary to appeal to the "ellipse" 
to explain it.  The predicate force of  o@nta, comes out well in 
Ac. 8:23.  If no substantive or adjective is used, the participle 
is itself the full predicate and represents the predicate of the 
direct discourse. Cf. Mk. 12:28 a]kou<saj au]tw?n sunzhtou<ntwn (Lu. 
8:46) e@gnwn du<namin e]celhluqi?an a]p ] e]mou?.  The point to note is that 
even here in indirect discourse, where the participle represents the 
verb of the direct, the participle is still an adjective though the  
verbal force has become prominent. The examples are too nu- 
merous to discuss in detail or even to quote in full.  As represen- 
tative examples see Mt. 16:28 after ei#don (e]rxo<menon, but Mk. 9: 
1 has e]lhluqui?an), Mk. 5:30 after e]pi<stamai, 7:30. after eu[ri<skw   
(cf. also Lu. 23:2), Lu. 10:18 after qewre<w (cf. in particular Ac.  
7:56), Jo. 1:38 after e]pi<stamai, 7:32 after a]kou<w, Ac. 19:35 after  
ginw<skw, 24:10 after e]pi<stamai, Heb. 2:9 after ble<pw, Heb. 13:23  
after ginw<skw, 2 Cor. 8:22 after dokima<zw, Ph. 2:3 after h[ge<omai,  
2 Jo. 7 after o[mologe<w.  The punctiliar idea is present as in pe- 
so<nta in Lu. 10:18, or the linear as in e]ggi<zousan (Heb. 10:25),  
or the perfected state as in peptwko<ta (Rev. 9:1).  Cf. also Ac.  
2:11; 24:18; Mk. 9:38; 1 Jo. 4:2.  Burton3 explains as "the  
substantive participle" (see 4, (d)) also Jo. 4:39, t ?̂j gunaiko>j mar- 
turou<shj and Heb. 8:9, e]n h[me<r% e]pilabome<nou mou. The first ex- 
ample is really the attributive participle liken tou? profh<tou le<gontoj 
(Mt. 21:4).  The second example is more difficult, but it is a  
quotation from the LXX (Jer. 31:32) and is not therefore a  
model of Greek.  The mou has to be taken with h[me<r% and the 
 
 1 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 359 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 246.  3 N. T. M. and T., p. 176. 
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participle would be a circumstantial temporal use. It is prob- 
ably suggested by the original Hebrew, as Moulton (Prol., p. 47)  
admits. Cf. Barn. 2:28, e]n h[me<r% e]nteilame<nou sou au]t&?.  Cf. e]pi>  
parou?sin u[mei?n, B. G. U. 287 (A.D. 250).  The reference of Burton  
to Josephus, Ant. 10, 4. 2, does not justify the interpretation which  
he gives. 
 (e) The Circumstantial Participle or Participial Clauses. 
 (a) The General Theory.  There is but one difference between  
the supplementary and the circumstantial participle.  It lies in  
the fact that the circumstantial participle is an additional state- 
ment and does not form an essential part of the verbal notion  
of the principal verb.  The circumstantial participle may be re- 
moved and the sentence will not bleed.  It is still a true parti- 
ciple, predicate adjective as well as circumstantial addition to the  
verb.  In point of agreement the circumstantial may be related  
to the subject of the principal verb or the object, or indeed any  
other substantive or pronoun in the sentence.  It may have also  
an independent construction with a substantive or pronoun of its  
own (genitive or accusative absolute) or have no substantive or  
pronoun at all.  Once again the participle may be so indepen- 
dent as to form a sentence of its own and not merely be a sub- 
ordinate clause.  See the section on The Independent Participle  
as a Sentence.  Here we are dealing with the independent participle  
in a subordinate clause with various stages of independency from  
mere addition and agreement with a substantive or pronoun to  
complete isolation though still subordinate. Some of the gram- 
mars, Burton1 for instance, call this the "adverbial" participle.  
There is a slight element of truth here, but only so far as there is  
a sort of parallel with the subordinate conjunctional clauses which  
are adverbial (cf. o!te, i!na, w[j, etc.).  But it is distinctly misleading  
to treat this participle as adverbial. In fact, there is a constant  
tendency to read into this circumstantial participle more than is  
there.  In itself, it must be distinctly noted, the participle does  
not express time, manner, cause, purpose, condition or conces- 
sion.  These ideas are not2 in the participle, but are merely sug- 
gested by the context, if at all, or occasionally by a particle like 
a!ma, eu]qu<j, kai<per, pote<, nu?n, w[j.  There is no necessity for one  
to use the circumstantial participle.  If he wishes a more pre- 
cise note of time, cause, condition, purpose, etc., the various  
subordinate clauses (and the infinitive) are at his command,  
besides the co-ordinate clauses.  The vernacular increasingly 
 
 1 N. T. M. and T., pp. 166  2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 247. 
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preferred the co-ordinate or the subordinate clause with con- 
junctions to the rather loose circumstantial participle.1  We see  
the triumph of this analytic tendency in the modern Greek.2  
But it remains true that the participial clause was one of the  
great resources of the Greek language and in contrast the Latin  
seems very poor.3  The English comes next to the Greek in its rich  
use of the circumstantial participle. Moulton4 notes the failure  
of the English, even with the help of auxiliary verbs, to express  
the precise difference between lu<saj and lelukw<j (o[ labw<n and o[ 
ei]lhfw<j, for instance, in Mt. 25:18, 24).  He rightly also calls  
attention to the weakness of the Greek because of its wealth of  
participles, since so much ambiguity is possible.  Does a given  
circumstantial participle bear the notion of 'because' or 'al- 
though'?  Only the context can tell, and men do not always in- 
terpret the context correctly.  One more remark is necessary.  
By means of the circumstantial participle the sentence may be  
lengthened indefinitely.  Good illustrations of this freedom may  
be seen in the periodic structure in Thucydides, Isocrates, Lysias  
and Demosthenes.  But the N. T. itself has examples of it as is  
seen in 2 Pet. 2:12-15, blasfhmou?ntej, a]dikou<menoi, h[gou<menoi, e]ntru- 
fw?ntej. 
 (b) Varieties of the Circumstantial Participle.  Here are treated  
only those examples which have syntactical agreement in case 
with some substantive or pronoun in the sentence.  It may be  
repeated that this participle does not express the ideas called by  
the usual classification into participles of time, manner (means),  
cause, purpose, condition, concession. Hence it is proper to group  
the examples together.  The classification is only justified by the  
context and occasional use of a particle.5  The same classification  
is possible also for the absolute use of the participial clause. The  
examples are too numerous for exhaustive treatment. A few 
must suffice. 
 Time.  It is not the tense that is here under discussion, though 
naturally the different tenses will vary in the way that time is  
treated (antecedent, simultaneous, future), as already shown.  
The point more exactly is whether a given circumstantial parti- 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 499. 
 2 Jebb, in V. and D., p. 333.   3 Moulton, Prol., p. 229. 
 4 Ib. Cf. Alexander, Partic. Periphrases in Attic Orators (Am. Jour. of  
Philol., IV, p. 291 f.). 
 5 Certainly we cannot admit the idea that the part. itself has different  
meanings. Cf. Paul, Prin. of the Hist. of Lang., p. 158. 
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ciple occurs in a context where the temporal relation is the main  
one rather than that of cause, condition, purpose, etc.  It is usu-  
ally a mistake to try to reproduce such participles by the English  
‘when,' 'after,' etc., with the indicative.  To do this exaggerates  
the nuance of time as Moulton1 observes. It is generally sufficient  
to preserve the English participle or to co-ordinate the clauses  
with 'and.'  The slightness of the temporal idea is well seen in  
the pleonastic participles a]nasta<j (Mt. 26:62), a]pokriqei<j (Mt. 3:  
15, very common in the Synoptic Gospels.  John usually has 
a]pekri<qh kai> ei#pen as in 1:49),  a]pelqw<n (Mt. 13:46), labw<n (13: 
31, cf. verse 33), poreuqe<ntej (21:6).  Here the notion is temporal,   
but very slightly so.  Cf. also prosqei>j ei#pen in Lu. 19:11.  The use  
of  a]rca<menoj as a note of time is seen in Mt. 20:8 f.; Lu. 23:  
5; 24:47; Ac. 1:22. In Ac. 11:4, a]rca<menoj Pe<troj e]ceti<qeto au]toi?j 
kaqech?j, the part. is slightly pleonastic,2  but note contrast with 
kaqech?j as with e!wj tw?n prw<twn in Mt. 20: 8.  Cf. e]rxo<menoj[j]  
e@rxou, P. Tb. 421 (iii/A.D.).  Sometimes the temporal idea is much more  
prominent, as in diodeu<santej (Ac. 17:1), e]lqw>n e]kei?noj e]le<gcei to>n 
ko<smon (Jo. 16:8).  So also Mt. 6:17, su> de> nhsteu<wn a@leiyai.  Here  
the descriptive force of the participle is distinctly temporal.  In 
examples like Mk. 1:7 ku<yaj lu?sai to>n i[ma<nta, Ac. 21:32 para- 
labw>n sratiw<taj kate<dramen e]p ] au]tou<j, there is precedence in order 
of time, but it is mere priority with no special accent on the 
temporal relation.3  Cf. Mt. 2:16; 13:2.  In Ac. 24:25 f. we  
have some interesting examples of the participle.  In dialegome<nou 
au]tou? we see the temporal notion of 'while' with the genitive  
absolute.  In tou? me<llontoj the temporal notion in this attribu- 
tive part. is due to me<llw.  In geno<menoj it is mere antecedence with  
a]pekri<qh (almost simultaneous, in fact).  In to> nu?n e@xon the attribu- 
tive participle again has the temporal idea due to the words  
themselves.  In metalabw<n we have antecedence emphasized by  
kairo<n.  In a!ma kai> e]lpi<zwn we have the linear notion stressed 
by a!ma.  In pukno<teron au]to>n metapempo<menoj w[mi<lei au]t&? the note 
of repetition in pukno<teron reappears in participle and verb.  An  
interesting example is also seen in Heb. 11:32, e]pilei<yei me dih- 
gou<menon o[ xro<noj, where in a poetic way time is described as going  
off and leaving the writer discoursing about Gideon and the rest.  
In 1 Pet. 5:10, o]li<gon  paqo<ntaj, the adverb of time makes it clear.  
The note of time may appear in any tense of the participle and  
with any tense in the principal verb.  It is not always easy to 
 
 1 Prol., p. 230. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 249.  3 Ib., p. 248. 
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discriminate between the temporal participle and that of at- 
tendant circumstance or manner. Moulton1 and Blass2 make  
no distinction.  These two uses are the most frequent of all.  A  
good example of this ambiguity occurs in Ac. 21:32, where  
paralabw<n (cf. labw<n in ancient Greek) may be regarded as merely  
the attendant circumstance.  So also the notion of occasion  
wavers between time and cause.  Cf. a]kou<ontej (Lu. 4:28).  For  
w[j with this participle see 1 Cor. 7:29 
 Manner.  The ancient use of e@xwn in the sense of  ‘with’ occurs  
in Mt. 15:30 e@xontej meq ] e[autw?n xwlou<j, Mk. 14:3 e@xousa a]la<ba- 
stron mu<rou, Ac. 21:23 eu]xh>n e@xontej a]f ] e[autw?n.  Cf. also fe<rwn in  
Jo. 19:39. In Jo. 18:3 we have labw<n used in practically the  
same sense as meta< in Mt. 26:47.  Cf. also labw<n in Mt. 25:1.  
In Lu. 1:64,  e]la<lei eu]logw?n, the part. is one of manner, as in Mt.  
19:22 a]ph?lqen lupou<menoj, (Mk. 1:22) w[j e]cousi<an e@xwn, where w[j 
makes the point plainer, (1:4)  khru<sswn, where the participle is  
not the periphrastic construction with e]ge<neto, (1:5) e]comologou<me- 
noi, (Ac. 3:5) e]pei?xen au]toi?j prosdokw?n ti, (a picturesque bit of descrip- 
tion), (2 Th. 3:11) mhde>n e]rgazome<nouj a]lla> periergazome<nouj (a real  
pun).  It is hard to tell how to classify a participle like that in Gal.  
6:3,  mhde>n w@n.  It makes sense as temporal, causal or modal.  But  
there is no doubt in a case like Lu. 19:48 . e]cekre<meto au]tou? a]kou<wn 
or Ac. 2:13 diaxleua<zontej e@legon or w[j ou]k a]e<ra de<rwn (1 Cor. 9: 
26).  This notion of manner appears in the participles that  
have an adverbial notion like speu<saj (Lu. 19:5 f.),. e]pibalw<n (Mk.  
14:72), tuxo<n (1 Cor. 16:6), ble<pontej  (Mt. 13:14); prosqei>j ei#pen 
(Lu. 19:11).  Cf. also a]nable<yaj ei#pen in verse 5.  So also the  
pleonastic participles like a]pokriqei<j (see above) may be looked at  
either as temporal or modal or even adverbial.  See further kri- 
ma<santej (Ac. 5:30),  sumbiba<zwn (9:22) as good examples of the  
modal participle. Burton3 makes a separate division for the  
participle "of attendant circumstance," but this is not neces- 
sary and leads to overrefinement.  These examples are either  
temporal as in e]celqo<ntej (Mk. 16:20), e]klecame<nouj (Ac. 15:  
22) or modal as docazo<menoj (Lu. 4:15), a]nalabw<n (2 Tim. 4:11)  
or pleonastic as a]pekri<qhsan le<gousai (Mt. 25:9).  Blass' term  
"conjunctive" (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 249) throws no particular  
light on the point.  In 1 Tim. 1:13 a]gnow?n is manner.  In Ac. 
 
 1 Prol., p. 230.  2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 248. 
 3 N. T. M. and T., p. 173. Cucuel and Riemann (Rêgles Fondamentales  
de la Synt. Grecque, 1888, p. 110) consider this notion an "exception," but it  
is not necessary to do that. 
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18:18, keira<menoj, we have in truth both the temporal and the  
modal.  But it is easy to split hairs over the various circumstan- 
tial participles and to read into them much more than is there.  
Cf. 2 Cor. 4:1 f.  See bapti<zontej and dida<skontej in Mt. 28:19 f. 
as modal participles.  So a]gnow?n in 1 Tim. 1:13.  Cf. kata> a@gnoian 
in Ac. 3:17. 
 Means.  It is usual1 to distinguish means from manner in the  
participle.  There is a real point, but it is not always clear where  
manner shades off into means. But some instances are clear.  
Cf. Mt. 6:27, ti< merimnw?n du<natai prosqei?nai;  So also manteuome<nh 
in Ac. 16:16.  Thus the maid furnished the revenue for her  
masters.  In Heb. 2:10 a]gago<nta and 2:18 peirasqei<j we may  
also have instances of this notion, but the first may be temporal  
and the second causal.  Jannaris2 blends the treatment of man- 
ner and means and notes how this participle disappears in the  
later Greek. 
 Cause.  The ground of action in the principal verb may be sug- 
gested by the participle.  Cf. di<kaioj w}n kai> mh> qe<lwn au]th>n deigmati<- 
sai e]boulh<qh, Mt. 1:19; h!marton paradou>j ai$ma, 27:4;  e]xa<rhsan  
i]do<ntej, Jo. 20: 20.  As a matter of fact this idiom is very frequent.  
Cf. further Mt. 2:3, 10; Jo. 4:45; 21:12; Ac. 4:21; 9:26; 
24:22, ei]dw<j—ei@paj, Ro. 6:6, ginw<skontej, and ei]do<tej; 2 Pet. 
3:9; Col. 1:3 f.; 1 Tim. 4:8; Jas. 2:25.  For w[j with this parti- 
ciple see 1 Cor. 7:25, w[j h]lehme<noj.  In Ac. 24:22 ei]dw<j may be  
taken as 'wishing to know,' though Felix may also have actually  
had some knowledge of Christianity (cf. Paul's appearance before  
Gallio).  So also ei]dw<j (24:22) may mean 'wishing to know.'  
The N. T. no longer has a@te, oi$on, oi$a with the part. as classic 
Greek did.3  In Jo. 5:44 a 'causal participle lamba<nontej is co-  
ordinate with zhtei?te. 
 Purpose.  The use of the participle to express aim or design  
has already been discussed several times from different points of  
view (Tense, Final Clauses, Tense of the Participle).  This fine  
classic idiom is nearly gone in the N. T. Purpose is expressed  
chiefly by i!na or the inf.  For the future part. of purpose see  
Mt. 27:49; Ac. 8:27; 22:5; 24:11, 17.  In Heb. 13:17, w[j   
a]podw<sontej, there is as much cause as purpose.  Blass4 wrongly 
accepts a]spaso<menoi in Ac. 25:13.  The present part. is also used  
in the sense of purpose where the context makes it clear.  So 
Ac. 3:26,  a]pe<steilen au]to>n eu]logou?nta.  Cf. Lu. 13:6 f.; Ac. 15: 
 
 1 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 333. 3 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., p. 335. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 504.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 248. 
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27; RO. 15:25.  But it is not absent from the papyri.  Cf. P.  
Goodsp. 4 (ii/B.C.) a]pesta<lkamen—koinologhso<meno<n soi.  So also  
the present part., P. Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66), diakonou?[ n] ta kai> poio[u?] nta. 
 Condition.  The use of the conditional disappeared more  
rapidly than the temporal and causal in the later Greek.1  It is  
only the protasis, of course, which is here considered. It is still  
a common idiom in the N. T. In Mt. 16:26 we have e]a>n to>n 
ko<smon o!lon kerdh<s^, while in Lu. 9:25, we find kerdh<saj to>n ko<smon 
o!lon.  Here it is the condition of the third class plainly enough.  
See poih<saj e@s^ ktl., in B. G. U. 596 (A.D. 84).  In 1 Cor. 11:29, 
mh> diakri<nwn, it may be the first class condition with ei] that is the  
equivalent, but one cannot always be certain on this point.  Cf.  
Ro. 2:27, telou?sa; Gal. 6:9, mh> e]kluo<menoi; 1 Tim. 4:4, lambano<- 
menon; Heb. 2:3, a]melh<santej; 7:12, metati<qeme<nhj.   Moulton2 de- 
nies that the participle stands in the N. T. for a condition of the  
second class (unreal condition).  In Lu. 19:23, ka]gw> e]lqw>n su>n 
to<k& a}n au]to> e@praca, the participle is part of the apodosis, while  
the condition is implied in the 'preceding question.  Moulton3  
rightly notes that one can no longer decide by the presence of mh<  
with the participle that it is conditional or concessive, since mh<  
has come in the koinh< to be the usual negative of participles.  
There is no instance of ay with the participle in the N. T.,  
though Moulton (Prol., p. 167) quotes one in a koinh< inscr., 
I. M. A. iii, 174, diakio<teron a}n swqe<nta (in a despatch of Augus- 
tus).  For w[j a@n see Particles with Participles. 
 Concession.  This is also a frequent construction. Cf. Mt.  
14:9, luphqei<j.  The context calls for the adversative idea in  
7:11, ponhroi> o@ntej.  See further Mt. 26:60; 14:5; Mk. 4:31;  
Jo. 12:37; 21:11; Jas. 3:4; Ac. 13:28; Ro. 1:21,  32;  9:22;  
1 Cor. 9:19; Jude 5.  To avoid ambiguity the Greek often  
used particles to make the concessive idea plain, and this idiom  
survives in the N. T.  Cf. kai< ge—u[pa<rxonta (Ac. 17:27), kai< 
toi genhqe<ntwn, (Heb. 4:3), kai<per more frequently as in Ph. 3:4;  
Heb. 5:8; 7:5; 12:17; 2 Pet. 1:12.  In Heb. 11:12 we also  
have kai> tau?ta nenekrwme<nou.  Kai<toige occurs only with the finite  
verb as in Jo. 4:2.4   So koi<toi in Ac. 14:17.  It is worth while  
to note the survival of ou] with kai< ge in Ac. 17:27.5  Moulton  
(Prol., p. 231), admits Wellhausen's (Einl., p. 22) claim that lalei? 
blasfhmei?. (Mk. 2:7) is an Aramaism for two Aramaic participles, 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 502. 4 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 248. 
 2 Prol., p. 230.   5 Moulton, Prol., p. 230,  
 3 Ib., p. 229. 
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"the second of which should appear as a participle" as in: 
Lu. 22:65, blasfhmou?ntej e@legon.  But W. H. punctuate lalei?;  
blasfhmei?. 
 (g) The Absolute Participle in Subordinate Clauses.  It is not  
strange that the participle should have been used in clauses that  
stand apart from the rest of the sentence.  There it has its adjec- 
tival agreement.  It is but a step further than the ordinary cir- 
cumstantial participle which makes an additional statement.  All  
the varieties of the circumstantial participle can appear in the  
absolute participle. 
 Nominative Absolute.  It is possible thus to explain some ex- 
amples of anacolutha in ancient Greek1 and the N. T., though 
Blass2 demurs.  Cf. o[ pisteu<wn ei]j e]me<--potmaoi> e]k th?j koili<aj au]tou? 
r[eu<sousin (Jo. 7:38) ; e]pigno<ntej, de> --fwnh> e]ge<neto mi<a e]k pa<ntwn  (Ac. 
19:34); o[ nikw?n dw<sw au]t&?  (Rev. 3:21).  Cf. also tw?n qelo<ntwn and  
oi[ kate<sqontej (Mk. 12:40).  So Mk. 7:19; Rev. 2:26.  At any 
rate it is the nominativus pendens, and there is not any special  
difference.  In the modern Greek (Thumb, Handb., p. 169) the 
nominative absolute with the participle occurs, though rare, and  
usually a conjunctional clause has supplanted the genitive ab- 
solute. 
 Accusative Absolute . This construction was used with im- 
personal verbs or phrases like de<on, e]co<n, paro<n.  It was prob- 
ably an appositional addition to the sentence.3  It has nearly, if  
not quite, disappeared from the N. T. The adverb tuxo<n (1 Cor.  
16:6) is really an instance of it, but not so e]co<n in Ac. 2:29, 
where e]sti<n is probably to be supplied. Cf. e]co>n h#n (Mt. 12:4)  
and de<on e]sti<n (Ac. 19:36).  Cf. also ou] sumfe<ron me<n in 2 Cor. 
12:1.  But a possible accusative absolute is gnw<sthn o@nta (Ac.  
26:3), though it is very rare to see the accusative absolute with  
a substantive of its own.4  In such instances it was usual to have  
also w[j or w!sper.5  The accusative is an old idiom, appearing in  
the oldest Greek title known to us.6  But it came to be rather  
common in Thucydides.7  It was rare in the Attic orators. Luke  
avoids the accusative absolute in Ac. 23:30, by an awkward8 
 
 1 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 259. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 251. He calls it "antiquated." It was never very  
common. 
 3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 524. 
 4 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 339.  5 Thompson, Synt., p. 261. 
 6 Deiss., Exp. Times, 1906, Dec., p. 105. 
 7 Lell, Der Absolut-Akkusativ im Griech. bis zu Arist., 1892, p. 17. 
 8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 252. 
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use of the genitive absolute, mhnuqei<shj de< moi e]piboulh?j ei]j to>n a@n- 
dra e@sesqai.  The papyri use e]co<ntoj rather than e]co<n.1  We do not  
have the acc. absolute in Ph. 1:7, since u[ma?j o@ntaj is a resumption 
(apposition) of u[ma?j before. 
  Genitive Absolute.  It is by no means certain that the case 
is always genitive.  Indeed, it is pretty clear that some of these  
examples are ablative. Probably some are real genitives of 
time.2  The Sanskrit uses chiefly the locative in these absolute 
constructions.  It is possible that the Latin ablative absolute  
may sometimes be locative or instrumental.3  The use of the 
true genitive in the Greek idiom is probably to be attributed 
to expressions of time in the genitive case with which parti- 
ciples were used.  Then the temporal circumstantial participle 
was right at hand.  It is in Attic prose, particularly the ora- 
tors, that we see the highest, development of the idiom.4  The 
accusative absolute was just as idiomatic as this genitive-ablative 
construction, but it did not get the same hold on the language.5  
See Cases for further remarks.  The koinh< shows a rapid extension 
of the genitive absolute. "In the papyri it may often be seen 
forming a string of statements, without a finite verb for several  
lines."6   In the N. T. different writers vary greatly, John's Gos- 
pel, for instance, having it only one-fourth as often as the Acts.7  
The most frequent use of the idiom is when the substantive (or  
pronoun) and the participle stand apart with no syntactical con- 
nection with any part of the sentence. Cf. Mk. 4:17, ei#ta geno- 
me<nhj qli<yewj h} diwgmou? dia> to>n lo<gon eu]qu>j skandali<zontai; Ac. 12: 
18, genome<nhj de> h[me<raj h#n ta<raxoj ou]k o]li<goj; 18:20; 7:5; Eph. 2:20; 
Mk. 8:1;  2 Pet. 3:11;  Heb. 9:6-8, 15, 19.  These are perfectly 
regular and normal examples.  But sometimes the genitive abso- 
lute occurs where there is already a genitive in the sentence.  So  
Mt. 6:3, sou? de> poiou?ntoj—h[ a]ristera< sou; Jo. 4:51; Ac. 17:16.  In  
Mk. 14:3 we find a double gen. absolute o@ntoj au]tou?—katakeime<nou 
au]tou?.  Even in the classical Greek the genitive absolute is found 
when the participle could have agreed with some substantive or 
pronoun in the sentence.8  It was done apparently to make the 
 
 1 Ou]k e]co<ntoj, P. Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66). 
 2 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 524.  3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 167 f. 
 4 Cf. Spieker, The Genitive Abs. in the Attic Orators, Am. Jour. of Philol.,  
VI, pp. 310-343. 
 5 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 251.  6 Moulton, Prol., p. 74. 
 6 Gildersl., Styl. Effect of the Gk. Part., Am. Jour. of Philol. 1888, p. 153.  
 8 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 338. 
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participial clause more prominent.  The papyri show illustrations.  
of the same thing,1 as in B. U. 1040 (ii/A.D.) xai<rw o!ti moi tau?ta 
e]poi<hsaj, e]mou? metamelome<nou peri> mhdeno<j.  It is fairly common in the  
N. T.  We have it even when the part. refers to the subject of 
the verb, as in Mt. 1:18, mnhsteuqei<shj th?j mhtro>j au]tou? Mari<aj— 
eu[re<qh e@xousa.  In Ro. 9:1 the construction is regular, though moi  
and mou occur.  In Mt. 8:1 we find kataba<ntoj au]tou?— h]kolou<qh- 
san au]t&?.  Cf. 5:1; 9:18; 17:22; 2 Cor. 4:18, etc.  Likewise  
the genitive and the accusative come together as in Jo. 8:30, 
au]tou? lalou?ntoj—e]pi<steusan ei]j au]to<n.  Cf. also Mt. 18:25; Ac.  
28:17.  Quite unusual is Ac. 22:17 where we have moi u[postre<- 
yanti, proseuxome<nou mou and  gene<sqai me.  The N. T. occasionally 
uses the participle alone in the genitive absolute according to the  
occasional classic usage.2  In the papyri it is more frequent than  
in the N. T.3  In particular note the common e]co<ntoj, P. Oxy. 275  
(A.D. 66).  Cf. also dhlwqe<ntoj, B. U. 970 (ii/A.D.).  See Mt. 17:14,  
e]lqo<ntwn; 17:26, ei]po<toj; Ac. 21:31, zhtou<ntwn.  In Lu. 12:36, 
e]lqo<ntoj kai> krou<santoj eu]qe<wj a]noi<cwsin au]t&?, we have the genitive 
participle although au]t&? is present.  Cf. B. G. U. 423 (ii/A.D.) 
o!ti mou kinduneu<santoj ei]j qa<lassan e@swse, where me the object of  
e@swse is not expressed. 
 (f) The Independent Participle in a Sentence. There is no  
doubt that the use of the absolute participle (nominative, ac- 
cusative, genitive-ablative) is a sort of "implied predication."4  
It remains to be considered whether the participle ever forms an  
independent sentence.  We have seen that the inf. is occasionally  
so used.  It is but a step from the independent clause to the in- 
dependent sentence.  Did the participle take it?  The nominative  
absolute as a sort of anacoluthon appears in the ancient Greek. 
Cf. Plato, Apol. 21 C, kai> dialego<menoj au]t&? e@doce< moi o[ a]nh>r ei#nai 
sofo<j.  As the genitive-absolute, like other circumstantial par- 
ticiples, retreated before the conjunctional  clauses, there was  
an increasing tendency to blur or neglect the grammatical case  
agreements in the use of the participles.  The N. T., like the koinh<   
in general, shows more examples of the anacoluthic nominative  
participle than the older Greek.5  The mental strain of so many  
participles in rapid conversation or writing made anacolutha 
 
 1 Cf. Moulton, Prol., pp. 74, 236; Cl. Rev., XV, p. 437. 
 2 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 338. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 74. This idiom is common in Xen. Roche, Beitr., p.  
128. 
 4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 167.  5 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 259. 
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easy.1  "Hence even writers of systematic training could not but  
occasionally blunder in the use of the circumstantial participle."  
Jannaris had thus concluded that the late Greek showed an in- 
dependent use of the participle as anacoluthon.2  Blass3 would  
go no further than this. Viteau4 found abundant illustration of  
the independent use of the anacoluthic participle in the LXX.  
Viteau explains it as a Hebraism.  But Moulton5 claims that the  
subject is removed from the realm of controversy by the proof  
from the papyri. Thumb6 finds the idiom in classical Greek and  
in the koinh< (in the LXX, N. T., papyri, inscriptions, etc.).  It is  
easy to be extreme on this point of dispute. In the chapter on  
Mode (the Imperative) adequate discussion appears concerning  
the participle as imperative.  That discussion need not be re- 
peated.  It may be insisted, however, again that the participle  
in itself is never imperative nor indicative, though there seem to  
be examples in the N. T., as in the papyri, where, because of  
ellipsis or anacoluthon, the participle carries on the work of  
either the indicative or the imperative. In examples like 2 Cor. 
1:3,  eu]loghto>j o[ qeo<j, either e]sti<n or e@stw may be supplied with 
the verbal adjective.  It must not be forgotten that this is the  
work of the interpreter to a large extent rather than of the  
grammarian.  The manuscripts often vary in such examples  
and the editors differ in the punctuation.  But the grammarian  
must admit the facts of usage.  The papyri and the N. T.  
show that sometimes the participle was loosely used to carry  
on the verbal function in independent sentences.7  Cf. a]postu- 
gou?ntej to> ponhro<n, kollw<menoi t&? a]gaq&? (Ro. 12:9), for instance, 
where we have a complete sentence without connection with  
anything else.  The preceding sentence is h[ a]ga<ph a]nupo<kritoj 
(an independent sentence itself) and it is followed by a series of  
independent participles (verses 10-13).  In verse 14 we have 
abruptly eu]logei?te—kai> mh> katara?sqe (imperatives) and then the  
absolute infinitive xai<rein (imperatival also).  The point seems to  
be incontrovertible.  Cf. also Col. 3:16.  It is only necessary to  
add a word about the independent participle in the midst of in- 
dicatives, since this use is far more frequent than the imperative  
idiom just noted. In general it may be said that no participle 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p 505.  4 Le Verbe, pp. 200 
 2 Ib., pp. 500, 505.   5 Prol., pp. 180 ff., 222 ff. 
 3 Gr. of Gk. N. T., p. 283.  6 Hellen., p. 131. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 180, cites Meisterh., pp. 244-246, for the use of the  
imp. part. in decrees. It is the nominativus pendens applied to the part. 
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should be explained in this way that can properly be connected  
with a finite verb. In Ro. 12:6, e@xontej de< it is clear that we can- 
not carry on the participle as subordinate to e@xomen or e]smen in the  
preceding verses.  W. H. boldly start a new sentence.  In either  
case, whether we have comma or period before, we must take  
e@xontej as imperatival or indicative, on the one hand, or, on the  
other hand, supply e]sme<n or w#men as poiei?te is supplied in Ro. 13: 
11 with kai> ei]do<tej to>n kairo<n.1  But other examples leave no such 
alternative.  We may first summarize Moulton's satisfactory ex- 
position of the matter.  There is a striking similarity between  
the third person plural indicative and the participle in the Indo- 
Germanic tongues (*bheronti, ferunt, fe<rousi, bairand, etc.). The  
frequent ellipsis of est in the Latin perfect and passive is to be  
noted also. The probability that the Latin second plural middle  
indicative is really a participle which has been incorporated into  
the verb inflection (cf. sequimini and e[po<menoi) is also suggestive.  
This fact may point to the prehistoric time when the Latin used  
the participle as indicative.  The papyri  re-enforce the argument  
strongly.  We quote a bit from Moulton2:  "Tb. P. 14 (ii/B.C.), 
tw?i ou#n shmainome<nwi   [Hra?ti parhggelko<tej e]nw<pion, 'I gave notice in 
person' (no verb follows).  Tb. P. 42 (ib.), h]dikhme<noj (no verb fol- 
lows). A. P. 78 (ii A.D.) bi<an pa<sxwn e[ka<stote, etc. (no verb)." 
This may serve as a sample of many more like it. Moulton  
(Prol., p. 223) adds that use of the part. as ind. or imper. in the  
papyri is "not at all a mark of inferior education."  See 1 Pet. 2: 
12 where e@xontej does not agree with the paroi<kouj.  We may now  
approach the passages in dispute between Winer3 and Moulton.4  
Moulton passes by Winer's suggestion that in 2 Cor. 4:13  
e@xontej is to be taken with pisteu<omen.  This is probable, though  
awkward.  So in 2 Pet. 2:1 the participles can be joined with  
pareisa<cousin.  But in Ro. 5:11 it is, Moulton argues, somewhat  
forced to take ou] mo<non de<, a]lla> kai> kauxw<menoi otherwise than as  
independent.  If we once admit the fact of this idiom, as we  
have done, this is certainly the most natural way to take it here.  
Moulton is silent as to stello<menoi in 2 Cor. 8:20.  Winer connects  
it with sunepe<myamen in verse 18 and he is supported by the punc- 
tuation of verse 19 as a parenthesis by W. H.  But even so in  
verse 19 we have ou] mo<non de> a]lla> kai> xeirotonhqei<j (cf. Ro. 5:11)  
stranded with no verb. Moulton also passes by Heb. 6:8 and 2  
Pet. 3:5.  In Heb. 7:1  Moulton follows W. H. in reading o[ (not 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., pp. 180, 183 f.  3 W.-Th., p. 351 f. 
 2 Ib., pp. 223 f.    4 Prol., p. 224 f. 
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o{j) sunanth<saj on the authority of C*LP against xABC2DEK 17.  
So he sees no necessity for taking e[rmhneuo<menoj as an indicative.  
In Heb. 8:10; 10:16, Moulton takes didou<j as parallel with e]pi- 
gra<yw, whereas Winer would resolve e]pigra<yw into a participle.  
Here Moulton is clearly right.  In Ac. 24:5, eu[ro<ntej ga<r, we have  
anacoluthon as both Winer and Moulton agree.  Moulton adds:  
"Luke cruelly reports the orator verbatim."  Moulton omits to  
comment on Winer's explanation of the parenthetical anacolu- 
thon in 2 Pet. 1:17, labw>n ga<r.  It is a violent anacoluthon and  
Winer does not mend it.  Note 2 Cor. 5:6, qarrou?ntej, where after  
a parenthesis we have qarrou?men de< (resumptive).  But Moulton  
takes 2 Cor. 7:5 qlibo<menoi as an example of the "indicative"  
participle.  So does he explain Ro. 12:6 e@xontej, and e@xwn in  
Rev. 10:2.  In Ac. 26:20 the MSS. vary between a]pagge<llwn 
and a]ph<ggellon.  In Heb. 10:1 e@xwn will also be independent if  
du<natai be read.  In Ph. 1:30 e@xontej has u[mi?n, above and halts  
in the case agreement.  On the whole, therefore, we may con- 
clude that, while every instance is to be examined on its merits,  
a number of real examples of the idiom may be admitted in the  
N. T. Viteaul has entirely too large a list of such instances.  
Many of them admit a much simpler explanation as in Ph.  
1:30 above.  In Revelation, it is true, there is more than usual  
laxity in the agreement of the participle, especially when it is in  
apposition.  There is also a change from nominative to accusative  
between i]dou< and ei#don as in Rev. 4:1-5; 7:9; 14:1-3; 14:14,  
etc.  But there are real examples in Rev., as kai> e@xwn (1:16),  
le<gwn, (11:1).  With all this development along a special line we  
must not forget that the participle is both adjective and verb.  
Blass2 has a careful discussion of "the free use of the participle."  
In Col. 1:26 he notes that the participle a]pokekrumme<non is con- 
tinued by the indicative e]fanerw<qh.  Cf. Jo. 5:44. 
 (g) Co-ordination between Participles.  Blass3 uses the term 
"conjunctive" participle instead of a special use of the "cir- 
cumstantial" participle.  It is not a particularly happy phrase.  
But it does accent the notion that this participle, though an  
addition to the principal verb, is still joined to it in gram- 
matical agreement.  Blass4 shows clearly how identity of action 
may be expressed by two finite verbs, as well as by the pleonas- 
tic participle of identical action.  Cf. Jo. 1:25 kai> h]rw<thsan au]to>n 
kai> ei#pan (Mt. 15:23 h]rw<toun le<gontej), 12:44 e@kracen kai> ei#pen 
 
 1 Le Verbe, pp. 201   3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 247. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 284 f.  4 Ib., p. 250. 
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(Mt. 8:29 e@kracan le<gontej), 13:21 e]martu<rhsen kai> ei#pe (Ac. 13:  
22 ei#pen marturh<saj), 18:25 h]rnh<sato kai> ei#pen, (Mt. 26:70 h]rnh<- 
sato le<gwn), where John prefers the particularity of the finite  
verb.  But see also Lu. 6:48, e@skayen kai> e]ba<qunen, 'he dug and  
deepened'= ‘he dug deep.’  Cf. Jo. 8:59.  There remains the  
relation of participles to each other when a series of them comes  
together.  There is no rule on this subject beyond what applies  
to other words.  Two or more participles may be connected by 
kai< as in Ac. 3:8, peripatw?n kai> a[llo<menoj kai> ai]nw?n to>n qeo<n.  But we  
have asyndeton1 in Ac. 18:23, dierxo<menoj th>n Galatikh>n xw<ran, 
sthri<zwn tou>j maqhta<j.  Cf. Lu. 6:38, me<tron kalo>n pepiesme<non sesa- 
leume<non u[perekxunno<menon dw<sousin.  Sometimes kai< occurs only 
once as in Mk. 5:15, kaqh<menon i[matisme<non kai> swfronou?nta.  
may be a subtle reason for such a procedure as in Ac. 18:22,  
katelqw>n ei]j Kaisari<an, a]naba>j kai> a]spasa<menoj, where the first parti- 
ciple stands apart in sense from the other two. Cf. also Mk. 5:  
32.  In a list of participles one may be subordinate to the other 
as in Mk. 5:30, e]pignou>j e]n e[aut&? th>n e]c au]tou? du<namin e]celqou?san 
e]pistrafei<j.   This accumulation of participles is only occasional  
in the Synoptic Gospels (cf. Mt. 14:19; 27:48; and, in particu- 
lar, Mk. 5:25-27), but very common in Acts and the Pauline  
Epistles.  Blass2 concedes to Luke in Acts "a certain amount of  
stylistic refinement" in his use of a series of participles, while  
with Paul it is rather "a mere stringing together of words," an  
overstatement as to Paul. Luke was not an artificial rhetorician  
nor was Paul a mere bungler.  When Paul's heart was all ablaze  
with passion, as in 2 Corinthians, he did pile up participles like  
boulders on the mountain-side, a sort of volcanic eruption.  Cf.  
2 Cor. 3:8-10; 6:9 f.; 9:11ff.  But there is always a path  
through these participles.  Paul would not let himself be caught  
in a net of mere grammatical niceties.  If necessary, he broke  
the rule and went on (2 Cor. 8: 20).  But Moulton3 is right in  
saying that all this is "more a matter of style than of gram- 
mar."  It is rhetoric. 
 (h) Ou] and mh< with the Participle.  It is worth noting that in  
Homer4 ou] is the normal negative of the participle, mh< occur- 
ring only once, Od. 4. 684, and in an optative sentence of wish.  
It cannot be claimed that in Homer has won its place with  
the participle.  In modern Greek mh< alone occurs with the pres- 
ent participle (Thumb, Handb., p. 200). It is generally said that 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 250.  3 Prot., p. 231. 
 2 Ib., p. 251.    4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 262 f. 
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in classical Attic ou] is always the negative of the participle unless  
condition or concession is implied when the negative is mh<.  But  
if one looks at all the facts up to 400 B.C. he will go slow before  
he asserts that mh< is proof that the participle shows a conditional  
or concessive force.1  Jannaris2 claims the rule only for Attic,  
"though even here ou] is not rarely replaced by mh<,"  that is to  
say, the rule does not apply even in Attic.  The use of "replaced"  
is wholly gratuitous when it is admitted that the rule does not  
apply outside of Attic.  It is so hard to be historical always even  
in an historical grammar.  If one takes the long view, from  
Homer with its one use of to the modern Greek with nothing  
but ou] he sees a steady progress in the use of mh< which gradually  
ousted ou] altogether.  The Attic marks one stage, the koinh< an- 
other.  It is true that in the Attic there is a sort of correspondence  
between ou] and the participle and the indicative with ou] on the  
one hand, while, on the other, mh< and the participle correspond to  
the subjunctive or the optative with mh<.  But ou] occurred in 
Homer with the subj. and persisted with the indicative.  The  
lines crossed and the development was not even, but on the whole  
mh< gradually pushed ou] aside from the participle.  In the N. T.,  
as in the koinh< generally, the development has gone quite beyond  
the Attic.  In the Attic the use of ou] was the more general, while  
in the koinh< the use of mh< is normal.  In the N. T. there is no need 
to explain mh< with the participle.  That is what you expect.  Cf. 
Lu. 12:33 mh> palaiou<mena, Jo. 5:23 o[ mh> timw?n Ac. 17:6 mh> 
eu[ro<ntej, Heb. 11:13 mh> komisa<menoi.  In the N. T. it is ou] that 
calls for explanation, not mh<.  But it may be said at once that the  
N. T. is in thorough accord with the koinh< on this point.  Even  
in a writer of the literary koinh< like Plutarch3 one notes the in- 
roads of mh<.  The papyri go further than Plutarch, but still have  
examples of ou], like ou] kekomisme<nai P. Par. (B.C. 163), to>n ou]k e]n 
leukai?j e]sqh?sin e]n qea<tr& kaqi<santa 0. P. 471 (ii/A.D.), o]de<pw peplh- 
rwko<twn 0. P. 491 (ii/A.D.), ou] duna<menoj  A. P. 78 (ii/A.D.).4  Moul- 
ton5 thinks that in many of these papyri examples there is "the  
lingering consciousness that the proper negative of a downright  
fact is ou]."  In general it may be said of the koinh< that the pres- 
ence of a with the participle means that the negative is clear-cut 
 
 1 Howes, The Use of mh< with the Part., Harv. Stu. in Class. Philol.,1901, 
pp. 277-285. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Cr., p. 430.  3 Blass, Cr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255. 
 4 See further exx. in Moulton, Prol., p. 231. 
 5 Prol., p. 232. 
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and decisive.  Cf. Mt. 22:11 ou]k e]ndedume<non e@nduma ga<mou, (Lu. 6:  
42) ou] ble<pwn, (Jo. 10:12) o[ misqwto>j kai> ou]k w}n poimh<n, (Ac. 7:5)  
ou]k o@ntoj au]t&? te<knou (17:27) kai< ge ou] makra>n –u[pa<rxonta, (26:  
22) ou]de>n e]kto>j le<gwn, (28:17) ou]de>n poih<saj, (1 Cor. 4:14) ou]k e]n- 
tre<pwn, (9:26) w[j ou]k a]e<ra de<rwn, (2 Cor. 4:8) a]ll ] ou] stenoxwrou<- 
menoi, (Ph. 3:3) kai> ou]k e]n sarki> pepoiqo<tej, (Col. 2:19) kai> ou]  
kratw?n, (Heb. 11:1) pragma<twn ou] blepoume<nwn, (11:35) ou] prosdeca<me- 
noi, (1 Pet. 1:8) ou]k i]do<ntej (2:10) oi[ ou]k h]lehme<noi.  In all these we 
have no special departure from the Attic custom, save that in Ac.  
17:27 the participle is concessive.  But we have just seen that the  
Attic was not rigid about ou] and mh< with the participle.  In two  
of the examples above ou] and mh< come close together and the con- 
trast seems intentional.  Thus in Mt. 22:11 we have ou]k e]ndedu- 
me<non e@nduma ga<mou, while in verse 12 we read mh> e@xwn e@nduma ga<mou.  
The first instance lays emphasis on the actual situation in the  
description (the plain fact) while the second instance is the  
hypothetical argument about it.  In 1 Pet. 1:8 we read o{n ou]k 
i]do<ntej a]gapa?te, ei]j o{n a@rti mh> o[rw?ntej pisteu<ontej de> a]gallia?te. 
Here ou] harmonizes with the tense of i]do<ntej as an actual experience,  
while mh< with o[rw?ntej is in accord with the concessive idea in con- 
trast with pisteu<ontej.  Cf. Hort in loco who holds that the change  
of particles here is not capricious. "Though Blass thinks it arti- 
ficial to distinguish, it is hard to believe that any but a slovenly  
writer would have brought in so rapid a change without a rea- 
son."1  It may be admitted further that "in Luke, Paul and  
Hebrews we have also to reckon with the literary conscious- 
ness of an educated man, which left some of the old idioms even  
where mh<) had generally swept them away."2  See also ta> mh> kaqh<- 
konta (Ro. 1:28) and Text. Rec. ta> ou] a]nh<konta (Eph. 5:4).  Cf. 
mh< and ou] in Ac. 9:9.  Blass3 notes that the Hebrew xlo is regu- 
larly translated in the LXX by ou] without any regard to the  
Greek refinement of meaning between ou] and mh< with the par- 
ticiple.  Hence in the N. T. quotations from the LXX this  
peculiarity is to be noted.  Moulton4 observes also that, while  
this is true, the passages thus quoted happen to be instances  
where a single word is negatived by ou].  Cf. Ro. 9:25 th>n ou]k 
h]gaphme<nhn, (Gal. 4:27) h[ ou]k ti<ktousa, h[ ou]k w]di<nousa.  A case like  
Ac. 19:11, ou] ta>j tuxou<saj, is, of course, not pertinent.  It is a  
"common vernacular phrase,"5 besides the fact that ou] is not the 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 232.   4 Prol., p. 232. 
 2 Ib.     5 Ib., p. 231.  
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255. 
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negative of. the participle1 any more than it is in Ac. 19:11; 28:  
21.  Moulton2 also rules out ou]k e]co<n (2 Cor. 12:4) on the ground  
that it is the equivalent of the indicative.  The copula is not ex- 
pressed.  But note ou]k e]co<ntoj, Oxy. 275 (A.D. 66).  On this  
count the showing for ou] with the participle is not very large in  
the N. T. Luke has ou] five times with the participle (Lu. 6:42;  
Ac. 7:5; 17:27; 26:22; 28:17).  Paul leads with a dozen or so  
(Ro. 9:25; Gal. 4:27 twice; 1 Cor. 4:14; 9:26; 2 Cor. 4:8,  
9; Ph. 3:3; Col. 2:19; 1 Th. 2:4).  Hebrews has two (11:  
1, 35) and Peter three (1 Pet. 1:8; 2:10; 2 Pet. 1:16, ou]-- 
a]lla<).  Matthew has only one (22:11), and note mh> e@xwn in the  
next verse.  The MSS. vary also between the negatives as  
in Mt. 22:11, where C3D have mh< which Blass3 adopts with  
his whimsical notions of textual criticism.  At any rate Mat- 
thew, Luke (Gospel) and John use mh< almost exclusively with  
the participle, while Mark, James, the Johannine Epistles and  
Revelation do not have ou] at all with the participle.  In Ro.  
8:20, ou]x e[kou?sa, the old participle is merely an adjective as in  
Heb. 9:11.  In Ro. 9:25, to>n ou] lao<n, the negative occurs with a  
substantive (quotation from LXX). The ancient Greek would  
usually have added o@nta. 
 (i) Other Particles with the Participle.  The ancient Greek4  
had quite a list of adverbs (particles) that were used with  
the circumstantial participle on occasion to make clearer the  
precise relation of the participle to the principal verb or substan- 
tive. Some of these (like a!te, oi$on, oi$a) no longer occur with the  
part. in the N. T.  But some remain in use.  These particles,  
it should be noted, do not change the real force of the parti- 
ciple.  They merely sharpen the outline.  The simplest form of this  
usage is seen in the adverbs of time like to> pro<teron (Jo. 9:8);  
pote< (Gal. 1:23.  Cf. Eph. 2:13; Lu. 22:32); puno<teron (Ac. 24:  
26).  In Mk. 9:20; Jo. 5:6 note other expressions of time.  More  
idiomatic is the use of eu]qu<j as in ei]selqou?sa eu]qu<j (Mk. 6:25).  Cf.  
also h@dh o]yi<aj genome<nhj (Mk. 15:42), e@ti w@n (2 Th. 2:5) and  
a@rti e]lqo<ntoj Timoqe<ou (1 Th. 3:6).  Blass5 denies that a!ma with the  
participle in the N. T. suggests simultaneousness or immediate  
sequence.  He sees in a!ma kai> e]lpi<zwn (Ac. 24:26) only ‘withal  
in the expectation,’ not 'at the same time hoping.'  I question 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255 f.  2 Prol., p. 231. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255. Cf. Gildersleeve, Encroachments of  mh< on ou]  
in later Gk., Am. Jour. of Philol., I, p. 45 f. 
 4 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 340 ff. 5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 252. 
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the correctness of Blass' interpretation on this point.  Cf. also 
a!ma a]ne<ntej (27:40); proseuxo<menoi a!ma kai> peri> h[mw?n (Col. 4:3), 
where it requires some overrefinement to refuse the classic idiom  
to Luke.  Under the concessive participle we saw examples of  
kai< ge (Ac. 17:27), kai<toi (Heb. 4:3), kai<per (Heb. 5:8, etc.).  
There is also the use of o!mwj in the principal sentence to call at- 
tention to the concessive force of the participle (1 Cor. 14:7).  
So ou!twj points back to a participle of time or manner (Ac. 20:  
11).  Worth noting, besides, is kai> tou?to as in Ro. 13:11, though  
here a finite verb may be implied.  So also kai> tau?ta nenekrwme<nou 
(Heb. 11:12).  There remain w[j, w[si<, w!sper.  The use of w[sei<  
(Ro. 6:13) and of w!sper (Ac. 2:2) is limited to condition or  
comparison.  It is only with w[j that there is any freedom or 
abundance.  Blass1 notes the absence of the accusative abso- 
lute with w[j in the N. T. and its absence from the future parti- 
ciple save in Heb. 13:17, where it is not strictly design.  There  
is nothing specially significant in the phrase ou]x w[j, 'not as if,' in  
Ac. 28:19; 2 Jo. 5.  The N. T., like the classical Greek, uses w[j  
without the participle in abbreviated expressions like w[j t&? kuri<& 
(Col. 3:23); w[j e]n h[me<r% (Ro. 13:13); w[j di ] h[mw?n (2 Th. 2:2), 
etc., where the participle is easily supplied from the context.2  
In some instances one must note whether the particle does not 
belong with the principal verb.  But, common as w[j is with the  
participle, it does not change the nature of the participle with 
which it occurs.3  The participle with w[j may be causal, tempo- 
ral, conditional, manner, etc.  Then again w[j may be used to 
express the notion of the speaker or writer as well as that of one  
who is reported. In truth, cos implies nothing in itself on that  
point.  The context alone must determine it.4  The various uses 
of w[j itself should be recalled.  There may be nothing but com- 
parison, as in w[j e]cousi<an e@xwn (Mk. 1:22); w[j ou]k a]e<ra de<rwn 
(1 Cor. 9:26).  So also Mk. 6:34; 2 Cor. 6: 9 f.;  1 Pet. 2:13,  
16.  In Lu. 22:26 f. observe w[j o[ diakonw?n.  The causal idea is 
prominent in w[j h]lehme<noj (1 Cor. 7:25).  Cf. Heb. 12:27 and  
D in Ac. 20:13, w[j me<llwn.  The concessive or conditional notion  
is dominant in 1 Cor. 7:29 f.; 2 Cor. 5:20, w[j tou? qeou? paraka- 
lou?ntoj di ] h[mw?n.  So also in Ac. 3:12; 28:19; 2 Jo. 5.  In Lu.  
16:1, w[j diaskorpi<zwn, the charge is given by Jesus as that of the 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 253.  2 Ib. 
 3 Fuhrer, De Particulae w[j cum Participiis et. Praepositionibus punctae  
Usu Thucydideo, 1889, p. 7. 
 4 Goodwin, M. and T., p. 343. 
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slanderer (dieblh<qh) and the context implies that it is untrue (only  
alleged).1  Pilate makes a similar use of w[j a]postre<fonta to>n lao<n 
in Lu. 23:14.  He declines by the use of w[j to accept the cor- 
rectness of the charge of the Sanhedrin against Jesus.  For a  
similar use see w[j me<llontaj (Ac. 23:15); w[j me<llwn (23:20); pro- 
fa<sei w[j mello<ntwn (genitive absolute 27:30).  But in 2 Cor. 5:  
20 (see above) Paul endorses the notion that he is an ambassador  
of God and w[j is not to be interpreted as mere pretence.  God  
is speaking through Paul.  There is no instance of a@n with  
the participle in the N. T. as appears in classic Greek.  Winer2  
notes two instances of w[j a@n with the participle in the LXX  
(2 Macc. 1:11; 3 Macc. 4:1).  To these Moulton3 adds another  
(2 Macc. 12:4) and a genitive absolute example in the papyri, 
Par. P. 26 (11/B.C.), w[j a}n eu]takthqhsome<nwn.  Cf. also ib., w[j a}n u[po> 
th?j limh?j dialuo<menoi.  The inscrs. show it also, 0. G. I. S. 90, 23 
(ii/B.C.), w[j a}n—sunesthkui<aj.  Blass4 finds a genitive absolute 
with w[j a@n  Barnabas 6:11.  All this is interesting as fore- 
shadowing the modern Greek use of sa<n as a conjunction.5 
 
 1 Cf. Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 253. 
 2 W.-M., p. 378.  4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 253. 
 3 Prol., p. 167.  5  Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 167; Hatz., Einl., p. 217. 



 
 
 
 
 
                                    CHAPTER XXI 
 
 
                      PARTICLES (AI  PARAQHKAI) 
 
 
 I. Scope.  The word particle is a Latin diminutive, particula  
(cf. French particule) from pars.  It is a small part of something.  
Longinus terms this part of speech paraqh<kh with the notion that  
it was a word placed beside another.  No portion of syntax is  
treated with so little satisfaction in the grammars.  The gram- 
marians are not agreed as to what parts of speech should be  
called "particles." Riemann and Goelzer1 treat under this term  
(Les Particules) negative particles, particles of comparison and  
prepositions.  Jannaris2 includes prepositions, conjunctions and  
negative particles. Kuhner-Gerth3 here discuss conjunctions,  
prepositions and the modal adverbs, though they use the phrase  
"die sogenannten Partikeln."  Blass4 almost confines the dis- 
cussion of particles to conjunctions.  He makes the two terms  
equivalent: "Particles (Conjunctions)."  Winery uses the word  
broadly to cover all adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions.  
Monro6 limits the designation to certain conjunctions and ad- 
verbs "that are mainly used to show the relation between other  
words and between clauses." But he does not treat all conjunc- 
tions (paratactic and hypotactic) nor all modal adverbs. He  
passes by prepositions. Brugmann7 sees clearly that, as there is  
no real distinction between adverbs and prepositions, so there is  
no fast line ("keine feste Grenze") between "particles" and other  
adverbs.  All languages have a large group of words that pass  
over into the category of particles, but Brugmann cuts the Gor- 
dian knot by declaring that it is not a function of scientific gram- 
mar to delimit these words.  That is a matter of subjective  
standpoint.  He takes little interest in the various subdivisions  
of the particles, but he extends the term to its widest sense to 
 
 1 Synt., pp. 802-820.    5 W.-Th., pp. 356-512. 
 2 Hist. Gk. Gr., pp. 365-433.   6 Hom. Gr., pp. 240-269. 
 3 II, pp. 113-347.    7 Griech. Gr., pp. 525-550. 
 4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., pp. 259-275.  
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cover all modal adverbs, prepositions and conjunctions.  Brug- 
mann notes that many of these particles go back to the Indo- 
Germanic time and hence their etymology is unknown.  He treats  
the particles from the standpoint of their origin so far as known.  
Hartung1 takes a much narrower view of particles.  He discusses  
the paratactic conjunctions and the intensive particles.  He2 con- 
ceives that the greater portion of the particles have no mean- 
ing in themselves, but are merely modifications on other words  
or on whole sentences.  This is not strictly correct.  We are  
not always able to discover the original import of these words,  
but it is probable that they originally had a definite meaning.  
It is true that the particles are all subordinated to other words  
in various ways.  In a broad way it may be stated that there  
are four classes of words (verbs, nouns, pronouns, particles)  
in the sentence.  From this point of view the word particle  
covers all the adverbs, prepositions, conjunctions and inter- 
jections.  But it is impossible, as Brugmann holds, to make a  
perfectly scientific treatment of the particles without much over- 
lapping.  The interjections in one sense do not belong to gram- 
mar.  The negative and the interrogative particles cannot be  
properly treated under adverbs, though they are adverbs.  So  
also conjunctions are adverbs, but a good deal more. Intensive  
particles again are adverbs, but more.  It is not worth while to  
recount the story of the adverbs and the prepositions at this stage. 
They are particles, but they have received sufficient discussion  
in special chapters.  In the same way the construction of hypo- 
tactic conjunctions came in for somewhat careful treatment in  
connection with subordinate sentences under Mode. Hence, hy- 
potactic conjunctions do not here demand as much discussion as  
the paratactic conjunctions.  One has to be, to a certain extent,  
arbitrary in this field, since the ground is so extensive and so  
much remains to be clone.  There is still need of a modern and  
exhaustive treatise on the Greek Particles.  It was in 1769 that  
the Dutch scholar Hoogeveen3 wrote his book.  He was followed  
by Hartung.4  Klotz5 reworked the writings of Devarius.  In 
 
 1 Lehre von den Partikeln der griech. Spr., Tl. I, 1832; Tl. II, 1S33. 
 2 Ib., Tl. I, p. 37. Schroeder (Uber die formelle Untersch. der Reclet., 1874,  
p. 35 f.) writes well on the obscurity of the origin of particles and the use  
of the term. 
 3 Doctrina Particularum Linguae Graecae. Ed. Secunda, 1806. 
 4 See above. 
 5 De Graecae Linguae Particulis, vol. I, 1840; II, 1842. 
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1861 Baumlein produced his Untersuchungen uber griech.  Parti- 
heln.  Paley1 has carried the work on, as has Navarre.2  There  
are, to be sure, a great number of monographs on special groups  
or on single particles.3  "If any particular section of Greek gram- 
mar were taken as a specimen to illustrate the historical evolu- 
tion of the Greek language, no better representative could be  
selected than the section of the particles."4  Jannaris speaks thus,  
not because the grammars have treated the particles with such  
skill, but because the particles best show the growth and decay  
of parallel words before other new synonyms that are constantly  
coming into existence.  The particles come to a sharp point and  
gradually lose the edge and whittle down into platitudes.  Then  
they give way to others with more freshness. In general, the  
particles mark the history of the effort to relate words with each  
other, clause with clause, sentence with sentence, paragraph  
with paragraph.  They are the hinges of speech, the joints of  
language, or the delicate turns of expression, the nuances of  
thought that are often untranslatable.  We must here confine  
our attention to Intensive Particles, Negative Particles, Interrog- 
ative Particles, Conjunctions and Interjections.  This order is  
chosen for logical reasons simply, not because this was the order  
of development.  That we do not know.  The particles that are  
linked to single words logically come before conjunctions which  
have to do with clauses and sentences.  Interjections stand apart  
and so are put last in the list.  Some of the particles are employed  
with words, clauses and sentences (like a@ra, de<, ou#n), so that a strict  
division on this basis is not possible.5 
 II. Intensive or Emphatic Particles (paraqh?kai e]mfatikai< or  
paraplhrwmatikoi> su<ndesmoi according to Dionysius Thrax). 
 1. LIMITATIONS.  Here again there is no absolute agreement  
as to what particles are considered "emphatic" or "intensive."  
Winer, indeed, has no separate discussion of the intensive par- 
ticles like ge, per.  He admits6 that, while the Greek of the N. T.  
uses adverbs well in an extensive sense, it is defective in the in- 
tensive use.  Adverbs of place, time, manner, all come in abund- 
ance in the N. T. Thompson7 follows Winer in the absence of  
discussion of the intensive particles.  The intensive particles, in 
 
 1 The Gk. Particles, 1881. 
 2 Etudes sur les particules grecques, R. E. A., VII, pp. 116-130. 
 3 Cf. Hubner, Grundr. zu Vorlesungen uber die griech. Synt., pp. 70-87. 
 4 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 365.   6 W.-Th., p. 462. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 240.   7 Synt. of Attic Gk. 
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fact, as a rule receive poor handling in the grammars.1  But  
Paley2 properly sees that they are "an elaborately finished part  
of a most complex and beautiful machinery."  Poetry, especially  
tragic poetry, uses these emphatic particles more than other  
kinds of writing.  In Homer "they sustain and articulate the  
pulses of emotion.  By them alone we can perceive that Greek  
was the language of a witty, refined, intellectual, sensitive and  
passionate people.  It would be impossible in any book to tabu- 
late the delicate shades of meaning, the subtle, intricate touches  
of irony or pathos, the indescribable grace and power which the  
particles lend to many of the grandest passages in ancient litera- 
ture."3  It is only by a close study of the entire context that these  
can be felt.  They can never be fully translated from one lan- 
guage to another.  Thus it is impossible to reproduce in English  
the various shades of meaning of me<n and de< when in contrast.  
"The attempt to translate a particle leads to curious results.  
Dr. Cyril Jackson used always to render Trw?e<j r[a by 'the Tro- 
jans, God help them,' and a former head-master of Eton always  
distinguished between soi, 'Sir, to you', and toi, 'at your service'  
(Coleridge, Greek Classic Poets, p. 221).4  Indeed, it is not pos- 
sible to put into mere written language all that the look, the  
gesture, the tone of voice, the emphasis of the accent carried  
when heard and seen.  Cf. a Frenchman in conversation.  The  
spoken vernacular thus has all the advantage of the written style.  
All the vernacular cannot be reproduced on the page.  Cf. the  
charm of the actual speech of Jesus and Paul.  The N. T. is in  
the vernacular koinh<, but even so it does not reproduce to any  
great extent the witchery of the old Greek particles.  Time has  
worn them down very much. Still, we do find them here and 
there.  There is a good example in Ph. 3:8, a]lla> me<n ou#n ge kai>  
h[gou?mai.  So also ei@ pwj h@dh pote< (Ro. 1:10) and ti< e@ti ka]gw> w[j 
(3:7).  Cf. P. B. M. 42 (B.C. 168) ou] mh>n a]ll ] e]pei> kai< and 0. P.  
1164, 5 (vi/vii A.D.) ou] mh>n de> a]lla> kai<.  This shows that Paul 
at least knew how to indicate the finer shades of thought by  
means of the Greek particles. Blass5 notes that, in comparison  
with the Semitic languages, the N. T. seems to make excessive  
use of the particles, poor as the showing is in comparison with  
the classic period. "Modern Greek has lost the classical Greek  
wealth of connective and other particles which lend nicety and 
 
 1 Paley, The Gk. Particles, p. vi.  4 Ib. 
 2 Ib., p. ix.    5 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 259. 
 3 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 195. 
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precision of thought.  Only kai< (ou@te, ou]de<), h@ and the less com- 
monly used conjunctions a]lla<, plh<n, o!mwj have been retained.  
The loss of ga<r, a@ra has been compensated by new formations;  
but the ancient Greek te<, de<, me<n—de<, me<ntoi, mh<n, ou#n (gou?n), e@ti, 
dh<, ge<, pe<r have left no successors" (Thumb, Handb., p. 185).  
The papyri seem barren of intensive particles in comparison with  
the older Greek. Jannaris1 observes how these postpositive par- 
ticles (ge<, dh<, me<n pe<r, toi< and their compounds) tend in the  
later Greek either to disappear or to become prepositive.  The  
N. T. is in harmony with this result.  The same thing occurs  
with a@ra, which sometimes becomes prepositive, but that is not 
true of ga<r, de< ou#n.  Dionysius Thrax2 has a very extensive list 
of "expletive particles" or paraplhrwmatikoi> su<ndesmoi (ei]si> de> oi!de: 
dh<, r[a<, nu<, tou?, toi<, qh<n a@r, dh?ta, pe<r, pw<, mh<n, a@n, au#, nu?n, ou#n, ke<n, ge<, 
a]lla<, mh<n, toi<nun, toigarou?n).  Some of these (like a@ra, ou#n, a]lla<,  
and one might add ga<r, de<) are so prevailingly conjunctival that  
they are best treated under conjunctions.  Others (like ke<n, r[a<)  
belong to earlier stages of the language.  The discussion of a@n  
could have come here very well, since it is undoubtedly intensive  
whatever its actual meaning, whether it is blended with ei] into  
e]a<n or used with o!j, o!stij, i!na, o!pwj, w[j, etc., or used with the verb  
itself in the apodosis of a condition.  It is a modal adverb of em- 
phasis (now definite as in Rev. 8:1, now indefinite as in Mt. 23:  
18).  It is like a chameleon and gets its colour from its environ- 
ment or from its varying moods.  This fickleness of meaning is  
true of all the intensive particles.  Indeed, Dionysius Thrax is  
rather slighting in his description of these words, o!soi paro<ntej ou]de>n 
w]felei?n du<nantai ou@te mh>n xwrisqe<ntej lumai<nontai. He contradicts his 
disparagement by the use of mh<n in this very sentence. 
 The adverbial nature of the intensive particles is well shown  
by the variety of usage of the modal adverb ou@twj.  See Thayer's  
Lexicon for the N. T. illustrations, which are very numerous  
(some 200).  In Jo. 4:6, e]kaqe<zeto ou!twj e]pi> t ?̂ phg ?̂, we have a  
good example of the possibilities of ou!twj.  The local adverb pou<   
dwindles from 'somewhere' (Heb. 2:6) to 'somewhat' in Ro.  
4:19.  Cf. also dh< pou (‘surely’) in Heb. 2:16.  Some of the  
temporal adverbs also at times approach the emphatic particles.  
Cf. to> loipo<n in Ph. 3:1; 4:8 (see Kennedy in loco) almost3 =ou#n.  
But in the N. T. a@rti and h@dh are always strictly temporal. How- 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 400. 
 2 Cf. Uhlig's ed., p. 96, and Schol. Dion. Thrax in Bekk. An., 970. 10. 
 3 So mod. Gk., Thumb, Handb., p. 184. 
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ever, pote< sometimes loses its notion of ‘once upon a time’ (Gal.  
1:23) and fades into that of ‘ever’ as in 1 Cor. 9:7; Eph. 5:  
29.  In h@dh pote< (Ro. 1:10; Ph. 4:10) it is more the notion of  
culmination (‘now at last’) than of time.  But in mh< pote the notion  
of time may be wholly gone before that of contingency (‘lest per- 
chance’), as in Lu. 12:58.  In the N. T. we find undoubted in- 
stances of the non-temporal use of nu?n and nuni< where the sense  
differs little from dh< or ou#n.  Some of the passages are in doubt.  
But the logical and emotional use, as distinct from the temporal,  
is clear in Jo. 15:22, 24 where nu?n de< gives the contrast to the  
preceding conditions, 'but as it is.'  Cf. also 1 Jo. 2:28, kai> nu?n 
tekni<a, where John's emotional appeal is sharpened by the use of  
nu?n.  Cf. likewise kai> nu?n deu?ro in Ac. 7:34 (LXX).  Cf. kai> nu?n,  
B. U. 530 (i/A.D.).  In general, the N. T. language, like the Eng- 
lish, leaves most of the emotion and finer shades of thought to  
be brought out by the reader himself.  "The historical books of  
the N. T., and especially their dialogues and discourses, are only  
fully and truly intelligible to us in reading them in high voice in  
the original Greek text, and in supplying the intonation, the  
gestures, the movement, that is to say, in reconstituting by the  
imagination the scene itself."1 
 2. THE N. T. ILLUSTRATIONS. 
 (a) Ge<.  We may begin with ge<.  The origin of ge< is by no  
means certain.  In the Boeotian, Doric and Eleatic dialects it is  
ga<.  It seems to correspond2 to the k in the Gothic mi-k (German  
mi-ch).  Cf. Greek e]me<-ge.  Brugmann sees also a kinship to the  
g in the Latin ne-g-otium, ne-g-legere, ne-g-are.  Hartung3 con- 
nects it with the adverb za<.  It may also be the same word  
as the Vedic Sanskrit gha, which is used in the same way.4  Cf.  
further qui in the Latin qui-dem.  It is not so common in the  
koinh< as in the classic Attic (Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 29).  Its  
function is to bring into prominence the particular word with  
which it occurs.  It is enclitic and so postpositive.  The feelings  
are sharply involved when ge< is present.  It suits the Greek,5  
which "delights in pointed questions, irony and equivocal assent."  
But there is no English equivalent and it frequently cannot be  
translated at all.  Hartung6 sees in ge< a comparative element, while 
 
 1 Viteau, Etude stir le grec, 1896, p. ii. 
 2 Cf. Brun., Griech. Gr., p. 541. 
 3 Partikellehre, I, p. 344 f. Cf. K.-G., II, pp. 171-178.  
 4 K.-G., II, p. 171.   5 Paley, The Gk. Particles, p. 14.  
 6 Partikellehre, I, p. 326. 
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kai< is cumulative and arithmetical.  As a matter of fact, ge< brings  
to the fore the idea of the word with which it is used, but adds  
no distinctive notion of its own.1  Hubner2 calls it a concessive  
particle on a par with o!mwj.  But that is not always true of  
ge<.  The distinction made by ge< may be either the least im- 
portant or the most important (Thayer).  The resultant idea  
may be ‘at least,’ this much if no more, a concessive notion.  
We find this to be the significance of ge< in Lu. 11:8, dia< ge th>n 
a]naidi<an au]tou?.  Here, however, the ge< more properly belongs to  
a]naidi<an, since that is the point, not the preposition dia<.  The  
same slight variation from the classic idiom appears in 18: 
5, dia< ge to> pare<xein moi ko<pon th>n xh<ran tau<thn. The concessive  
minimizing idea comes out clearly in Jo. 4:2, kai<toige  ]Ihsou?j 
au]to<j.  See further a@ra ge and kai< ge in Ac. 17:27, and, in particu- 
lar, a]lla< ge u[mi?n ei]mi< (1 Cor. 9:2) where again the ancient idiom  
would prefer u[mi?n ge, ‘to you at least’ (if not to others).  Once  
more note ei@ ge in Eph. 3:2; 4:21; Col. 1:23, and ei] de> mh< ge in  
Mt. 6:1; 9:17, etc.  There is a keen touch of irony in Ro. 9:20,  
w# a@nqrwpe, menou?nge su> ti<j ei#; Cf. a@rage in Mt. 17:26.  On the  
other hand ge< means 'this much,' ‘as much as this,’ in other  
contexts.  So in Lu. 24:21, a]lla< ge kai> su>n pa?si tou<toij, where the 
ascensive force is accented by kai<, su<n and a]lla< (affirmative here,  
not adversative), and the climax of the crescendo is reached in  
ge<.  The same climacteric force of the particles occurs in Ph. 
3:8, a]lla> me>n ou#n ge kai> h[gou?mai pa<nta zhmi<an ei#nai.  'I go,' says 
Paul, 'as far as to consider all things to be loss.'  Cf. a@rage in Mt.  
7:20 and kai< ge in Ac. 2:18 (Joel 3:2).  So we have a#ra< ge in 
Ac. 8:30.  A fine example is o!j ge tou? i]di<ou ui[ou? ou]k e]fei<sato (Ro.  
8:32).  So 10:18.  There is irony again in kai> o@felo<n ge e]basileu<- 
sate (1 Cor. 4:8), and note the position of ge< apart from kai<.  In  
Homer ge< is very common with the pronouns,3  but in the N. T.  
we have only o!j ge (Ro. 8:32).  We no more find e@gw ge, but  
e]gw> me<n (Mt. 3:11), e]gw<--su< (3:14), e]gw> de< (5:22), au]to>j e]gw< 
(Ro. 9:3).  Indeed all of the thirty examples of ge< in the N. T.  
occur with conjunctions (paratactic or hypotactic) or other par- 
ticles except those in Lu. 11:8; 18:5; Ro. 8:32.  Cf. a[marti<a ge< 
e]stin (‘indeed it is sin’) in Hermas, Vis., i, 1.8.  The particles with  
which ge is found in the N. T. are a]lla< ge (Lu. 24:21); a@ra ge   
(Mt. 7:20); a#ra< ge (Ac. 8:30); ei@ ge (Eph. 3:2); ei] de> mh< ge (Mt. 
 
 1 Baumlein, Griech. Partikeln, 1861, p. 54. 
 2 Grundr., p. 85. Cf. also Nagelsbach, Comm. de particulae ge< usu Hom.  
1830, p. 4.     3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 258. 
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6:1); kai< ge (Ac. 17:27); kai<toige (Jo. 4:2); mh<tige (1 Cor. 6:  
3); o@felon ge (1 Cor. 4:8); menou?nge (Ro. 9:20).  Cf. dia< ge in Lu.  
11:8; 18:5.  Ga<r is compounded of ge< and a@ra, but it will be  
treated under conjunctions, though it is sometimes not much  
more than an intensive particle.  Cf. ti< ga>r kako>n e]poi<hsen (Mt. 
27:23). 
 (b) Dh<.  It has likewise an uncertain etymology.1  It appears  
in the Attic poets as dai< (cf. nh<, nai<) and is seen in composition  
with dh?-ta, dh<-pou, e]pei-dh<, h@-dh.2  In h@-dh we probably have3 h#   
and dh<.  It was originally temporal in idea and goes back to 
the Indo-Germanic period.  Jannaris4 thinks de< that and dh< are  
one and the same word (cf. me<n and mh<n) and holds that the  
difference is due to the transliteration from the old to the new  
alphabet when alone a distinction was made between e and e (h).  
Thus the spelling dh< was confined to the intensive particle,  
while de< was the form for the conjunction.  It is certain that in 
Homer there is confusion between and before vowels.5  
In Homer also dh< may begin a sentence, but in the N. T. as  
elsewhere all the examples are postpositive (but not enclitic).  
Blass6 does not treat it as an intensive particle, but as a con- 
secutive particle.  It is hard to follow Blass' theory of the par- 
ticles.  Like the other intensive particles it has no English or  
German equivalent and is a hard word to translate.  It is  
climacteric and indicates that the point is now at last clear and  
may be assumed as true.7  Cf. Latin jam nunc, nu?n—h@dh (1  
Jo. 4:3); h@dh pote< (Ro. 1:10).  The similarity in sense be- 
tween dh< and one usage of de< may be seen in Ac. 6:3, e]piske<- 
yasqe de< (dh<), where W. H. put dh< in the margin.  Cf. kai> su> de< in 
Lu. 1:76.  Dh< is not genuine in 2 Cor. 12:1.  There are left 
only six N. T. illustrations, counting dh< pou in Heb. 2:16, ou] ga>r 
dh< pou a]gge<lwn e]pilamba<netai.  In Mt. 13:23, o!j dh> karpoforei?, it 
occurs in a relative sentence, 'who is just the man who.’8  The  
other examples are all with the hortatory subjunctive (Lu. 2: 
15; Ac. 15:36) or the imperative (Ac. 13:2; 1 Cor. 6:20) in  
accord with the classical idiom.  There is a note of urgency in  
a]fori<sate dh< (Ac. 13:2) and doca<sate dh< (1 Cor. 6:20).  The pas- 
sage with dh< pote in Jo. 5:4 has disappeared from the critical text. 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 547. 
 2 Prellwitz, Et. Worterbuch, p. 73. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 256.  6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 273 f. 
 4 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 410.   7 Klotz ad Devar., II, p. 392. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 256.  8 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 274. 
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 (c) Ei# mh<n, nh< and nai<.  Somewhat akin to the positive note in  
dh< is the use of h# mh<n which is read by many MSS. in Heb. 6:14.  
The etymology of this adverb is again quite uncertain, though it  
is possible that it may have the same root as h@ (h#Fe, h[Fe<).1  Cf.  
h# dh< (h@dh).  In h@per (Jo. 12:43) and h@toi (Ro. 6:16) we have the  
comparative or disjunctive h@.  In Homer it was often used in  
connection with other particles.2  We may pass mh<n for the pres- 
ent.  If h# were genuine in Hebrews the usage would be in strict  
accord with classic construction for a strong asseveration. But  
certainly ei# mh<n is the true text.  This queer idiom appears a few  
times in the LXX (Ezek. 33:27; 34:8; 38:19, etc.).  It occurs  
also in the papyri and the inscriptions3 after iii/B.C.  Cf. ei# mh<n  
P. Oxy. 255 (A.D. 48).  So that it is mere itacism between h# and  
ei#.  The Doric has ei$ for h# where Moulton4 holds against Hort5  
that the distinction is strictly orthographical. See further chap- 
ter VI, Orthography and Phonetics, ii, (c).  So then ei# mh<n has to be  
admitted in the koinh< as an asseverative particle.  It is thus another  
form of h# mh<n.  Jannaris6 gives a special section to the "assevera- 
tive particles" nh< and ma<.  We do not have ma< in the N. T. and nh<   
only once in 1 Cor. 15:31, kaq ] h[me<ran a]poqnh<skw nh> th>n u[mete<ran 
kau<xhsin.   Nh< is a peculiarity of the Attic dialect and is used in  
solemn asseverations (oaths, etc.) and means ‘truly,’ ‘yes.’  It is  
probably the same word as nai<, the affirmative adverb which oc- 
curs over thirty times in the N. T.  Nai< may be simply 'yes,' as  
in Mt. 13:51.  It may introduce a clause as 'yea' or 'verily,' as  
in Mt. 11:9.  It is used in respectful address, Nai<, Ku<rie (Jo. 11:  
27).  It may be used as a substantive (like any adverb) with the  
article (2 Cor. 1:17) or without the article (Mt. 5:37), where  
it is repeated.  It occurs with a]mh<n in Rev. 1:7.  It stands in  
contrast with ou] in Mt. 5:37 and 2 Cor. 1:17.  There was an  
old form nai<-xi (cf. ou]-xi<).  But we do not know the etymology,  
though Brugmann7 compares it with the Latin ne and nae and  
possibly also with the old Indo-Germanic na-na (‘so — so’). 
 (d) Me<n.  We know a little more about which is postposi- 
tive, but not enclitic.  It is only another form of mh<n which occurs  
in the N. T. only in Heb. 6:14.  The Doric and Lesbian use ma<n   
and the Thessalian ma<--de<.  So then it seems probable8 that ma<n  
 
 1 Cf. Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 541; K.-G., II, p. 144. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 248. 
 3 Moulton, Prol., p. 46.   6 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 410. 
 4 Ib., p. 46.    7 Griech. Gr., p. 544. 
 6 App., p. 151.    8 Ib. 
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(ma< used with words of swearing after a negative), mh<n and me<n  
are one and the same word. Indeed, in Homer1 all three forms  
occur in the same sense.  That original sense is affirmative, mean- 
ing ‘surely,’ ‘indeed,’ ‘in truth.’  It is overrefinement to find in  
me<n (mh<n) the subjective confirmation and in dh< the objective at- 
testation.2  It is probable that in the change from the old alphabet  
to the new the transcribers adopted the two ways of spelling,  
common in Attic and Ionic (me<n and mh<n) with a notion that mh<n   
was merely emphatic with single words, while me<n was correlative  
(forwards or backwards) or antithetical.3  Questions of metre  
may also have entered into the matter. But there is no doubt  
at all that in itself me<n does not mean or imply antithesis.  The  
original use was simply emphatic confirmation of single words,  
usually the weightiest word in the sentence.  This use was gradu- 
ally left more and more to mh<n and other particles, but it is not  
anacoluthic, as Winer4 holds, for me<n to occur without the presence  
of de< or a]lla<.  The older language is naturally richer5 in this  
original idiom with mh<n, but it survives in the N. T. and is not to  
be regarded as unclassical or uncouth.  For an example in the  
papyri see B. U. 423 (ii/A.D.), pro> me<n pa<ntwn.  The old idiom sur- 
vived best in the vernacular and in poetry, while the literary  
prose was more careful to use the antithetical or resumptive me<n.  
This me<n, solitarium, as the books call it, may have a concessive  
or restrictive force.6  Cf. ei] me>n ga>r o[ e]rxo<menoj (2 Cor. 11:4),  
where there is no thought of de< or a]lla<.  It is seen also rather 
often in the Acts.  Cf. 1:18 ou$toj me>n ou$n e]kth<sato xwri<on, (3:13) o{n  
u[mei?j me>n paredw<kate (cf. u[mei?j de< in next verse which is copulative, 
not adversative), (3:21) o{n dei? ou]rano>n me>n de<casqai, (3:22) Mwush?j 
a@nqrwpoj me<n (17:12) polloi> me>n ou#n e]c au]tw?n e]pi<steusan, (21:39) e]gw> 
a@nqrwpoj me<n ei]mi, (23:18) o[ me>n ou#n paralabw<n (cf. also 23:31), (27: 
21) e@dei me<n, (28:22) peri> me>n ga>r th?j ai[re<sewj tau<thj, and the in- 
stances of oi[ me>n ou#n Acts 1:6; 2:41; 5:41; 8:25, where no 
contrast is intended.  See ei] me<n ou#n in Heb. 7:11; h[ me>n eu]doki<a in 
Ro. 10:1; e]f ] o!son me>n ou#n ei]mi> e]gw< in 11:13.  Cf. 2 Cor. 12:12; 
1 Th. 2:18, e]gw> me<n.  Cf. also the single instance of menou?n as  
one word (Lu. 11:28) which is obviously without contrast. The  
same thing is true of menou?nge (Ro. 9:20; 10:18; Ph. 3:8)  
however it is printed.  The main word is sharpened to a fine  
point and there is a hint of contrast in Ph. 3:8.  Indeed, most 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 251. 4 W.-Th., p. 575. 
 2 K.-G., II, p. 135.  5 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 409. 
 3 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 409. 6 Hartung, Partikellehre, II, p. 404. 
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of the instances of me<n ou#n in the N. T. are resumptive, not cor- 
relative or antithetical.1  There remain the instances where me<n   
implies contrast.  It is just a step in advance of the original idiom.  
Cf. Mt. 8:21, e]pi<treyo<n moi prw?ton a]pelqei?n, where there is nothing  
to correspond to prw?ton.  The e@peita is involved in what precedes.  
So with prw?ton and te—kai< in Ro. 1:16 and prw?ton — kai< in 2  
Cor. 8:5.  The kai< does not answer to the prw?ton.2  Just so we  
have to>n me>n prw?ton lo<gon in Ac. 1:1 without a deu<teron de< though 
the clear implication is that the Acts is the second book.  In 1 
Cor. 11:18, prw?ton me>n ga<r, the contrast is implied3 in verses 
20 ff., but in Ro. 1:8, prw?ton me>n eu]xaristw?, there is no hint of  
other grounds of thanksgiving.  This instance may be a change  
of thought on Paul's part (anacoluthon), or it may be the original  
use of me<n, meaning 'first of all in truth.'  Cf. prw?ton me<n in Ro.  
3:2.  In Ro. 7:12, o[ me>n no<moj, there is no contrast stated, but in 
verse 14 it is given by de<, yet without me<n.  In Col. 2:23, a!tina< 
e]stin lo<gon me>n e@xonta sofi<aj, the antithesis is really stated in ou]k 
e]n tim^?, ktl. without an adversative particle.  In 1 Cor. 5:3 the  
me<n stands alone, while a]pw<n and parw<n are contrasted by de<.  In  
Heb. 12:9 there is contrast between the me<n clause and the next,  
which has no particle (only polu> ma?llon).  In Ac. 26:4, 6, me<n is  
followed by kai> nu?n by way of contrast and by ta> nu?n in 17:30.  
Cf. me<n –kai> in 1 Th. 2:18,  me<n — te< in Ac. 27:21, where there  
is practically no contrast. But see o{ me<n—kai> e!teron in Lu. 8:  
5 ff., o{ me<n—kai> a@llo in Mk. 4:4 ff.  We have me<n—e@peita in Jo. 
11:6; Jas. 3:17; 1 Cor. 12:28.  These are all efforts to express  
antithesis. We see this also in me<n—plh>n in Lu. 22:22 and in 
me<n—a]lla< in Ac. 4:16; Ro. 14:20; 1 Cor. 14:17.  In Mk. 9: 
12 f. a]lla<, is independent of the me<n.  But it is the me<n—de< con- 
struction that is the most frequent in the N. T. as in the Attic  
Greek.  There are two and a half pages of examples of me<n in its  
various uses in the N. T. given in Moulton and Geden's Concord- 
ance, but even so the particle has made a distinct retreat since the  
Attic period.4 It is wholly absent from 2 Peter, 1, 2 and 3 John,  
2 Thessalonians, 1 Timothy, Titus (critical text) and Revelation.  
It occurs thrice in Jude, only once in Eph. (4:11), Col. (2:23),  
1 Th. (2:18), Jas. (3:17).  It is most frequent in Matthew, Acts, 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 267. Jann. (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 410) gives a very  
large list of illustrations of the original use of men, from anc. Gk. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 576. 
 3 But Blass (Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 267) takes it to be 'from the very outset' 
and so the original use of 1.47).    4 Ib., p. 266, 
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Romans, 1 Corinthians and Hebrews.  Paley1 thinks that me<n   
and de< may contain the roots of one (mi<a) and two (du<o).  But  
certainly the correlative antithesis is not necessary to either of  
them, though with de< there is the notion of addition.  Cf. in this  
connection me<n — kai< (Mk. 4:4; Lu. 8:5) and to<te me<n (Jo. 11:6).  
There are varying degrees of contrast where me<n and de< occur 
together.  There may be no emphasis on the me<n and very little 
on the which is not essentially adversative. The me<n may pre- 
serve almost its original idiom while de< has slight contrast.  So 
Lu. 11:48, a@ra ma<rture<j e]ste kai> suneudokei?te toi?j e@rgoij tw?n pate<rwn, 
o!ti au]toi> me>n a]pe<kteinan au]tou?j u[mei?j de> oi]lkodomei?te.  The whole sen- 
tence is quoted to show that it is agreement (correspondence), not  
opposition, that is here accented.  In verse 47 we have 8, but not  
me<n, which is hardly felt in 48.  See also Ac. 13:36 f.; Ph. 3:1;  
Heb. 7:8.  In particular we note this slight contrast when a  
whole is distributed into its parts as in Mt. 25:14 ff.; 1 Cor. 9:25.  
Cf. also Ac. 18:14 f.  But the distribution may amount to sharp 
division, as in 1 Cor. 1:12,  ]Egw> me<n ei]mi Pau<lou,   ]Egw> de>   ]Apollw<, 
  ]Egw> de> Khra?,   ]Egw> de> Xristou?.  It is thus the context that decides  
how pointed is the contrast.  It is not the words me<n and de< that  
inherently mean opposition.  Indeed, the contrast may be indi- 
cated by de< alone as in Mt. 5:22, 28, 32, 34, 39, 44; 25:46; Ac.  
12:9; Heb. 2:8; 4:13; 6:12.2  We see a good illustration of clear  
antithesis in John's words about his baptism and that of Christ in 
Mt. 3:11, e]gw> me<n—o[ de<.  See further 20:23; 22:8; 23:28; 25: 
33, kai> sth<sei ta> me>n pro<bata e]k deciw?n au]tou? ta> de> e]ri<fia e]c  
eu]wnu<mwn. The examples are numerous.  See oi[ me<n –oi[ de< (Ph. 1:16 ff.); ou{j 
me<n—ou{j de< (Jude 22); tine>j me<n—tine>j de< (Ph. 1:15); ei]j me<n—ei]j  
de< (Heb. 9:6 f.); oi[ me<n—a@lloi de< (Mt. 16:14); a@llh me<n--a@llh 
de< (1 Cor. 15:39); tou?to me<n—tou?to de< (Heb. 10:33); prw?ton me<n 
---e@peita de< (Heb. 7:2); ei] me>n ou#n—ei] de< (Ac. 19:38 f.); ei] me<n— 
nu?n de< (Heb. 11:15 f.), etc.  These examples fairly exhibit the  
N. T. usage of me<n.  It is often a matter of one's mood how  
much emphasis to put on me<n and de<, as in Mt. 9:37 and Mk.  
14:38.  In me<ntoi there is always strong contrast.  As examples  
of  me<n –a]lla< in sharp contrast see Ro. 14:20; 1 Cor. 14:17.  So 
also me<n—plh<n (Lu. 22:22). 
 (e) Pe<r.  It is probably a shortened form of peri< (cf. perfect) or  
pe<ri more exactly.3  It is both postpositive and enclitic and is  
usually in the N. T. printed as a part of the word with which it 
 
 1 The Gk. Particles, p. 34. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 266.  3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 545. 
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occurs.  But in Homer this is not true, while pe<r follows kai< only  
once.1  There is no doubt about the etymology of this particle.2  
Some3 even connect it directly with pe<ran or pe<ra.  Cf. peraite<rw  
(critical text in Ac. 19:39).  But this idea does not conflict 
with the other, for pe<ri, is the locative of pe<ra.  It is an Indo- 
Germanic root and the original notion of pe<ri occurs in peri- 
pi<mplhmi, peri-plhqh<j, nu-per, per-manere, per-tinax, sem-per, etc.  
It means then to do a thing to the limit (beyond), thoroughly.  
There is a note of urgency in pe<r.  It is intensive as ge< but prob- 
ably tends to be more extensive also.4  Sometimes the emphasis  
in pe<r is in spite of opposition5 as in kai<per which occurs six times 
in the N. T. (Ph. 3:4; Heb. 5:8; 7:5; 12:17; 2 Pet. 1:12),  
and always with participles, as kai<per w@n ui[o<j (Heb. 5:8).  The  
Textus Receptus has o!nper in Mk. 15:6, but W. H. read only  
o!n, but dio<per appears twice as an inferential conjunction (1 Cor.  
8:13; 10:14).  See a@sper, 0. P. 1125, 6 (iii/A.D.).  The other  
examples are all with conjunctions, as e]a<nper (Heb. 3:14; 6:3);  
ei@per (a half-dozen times, all in Paul, as Ro. 8:9; 1 Cor. 15:15);  
e]pei<per (some MSS. in Ro. 3:30, but the best MSS., as W. H.  
give, have ei@per); e]peidh<per (only Lu. 1:1); h@per (only the crit- 
ical text in Jo. 12:43); kaqa<per (some 17 times, all in Paul save  
Heb. 4:2), kaqw<sper (Heb. 5:4 and a varia lectio in 2 Cor. 3:18),  
w!sper (some 36 times, chiefly in Matthew, Luke and Paul, as  
Mt. 6:2), w[sperei< (once only, 1 Cor. 15:8). 
 (f) Toi< does not occur alone in the N. T., but only in composi- 
tion. It is enclitic as in  h@toi, kai<toi, me<ntoi, but it comes first in 
toigarou?n and toi<nun.  The etymology is not certain.  Brugmann6  
takes it to be a fixed form of the ethical dative soi< (toi<).  Others7  
take it as the locative of the demonstrative to<.  Kuhner-Gerth8  
consider it the locative of the indefinite ti>.  There seems no way  
of telling for certain. But it seems to have the notion of restric- 
tion and in Homer9 is often combined with adversative particles.  
In the N. T. we find h@toi, once (Ro. 6:16), kai<toi twice (Ac. 14:  
17; Heb. 4:3), kai<toige once (Jo. 4:2), me<ntoi eight times, five  
in John's Gospel as Jo. 4:27 and once in Paul (2 Tim. 2:19),  
toigarou?n twice (1 Th. 4:8; Heb. 12:1), toi<nun three times (Lu.  
20:25; 1 Cor. 9:26; Heb. 13:13).  !Omwj is an adversative par- 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 257.   6 Griech. Gr., pp. 402, 525. 
 2 Hartung, Partikellehre, I, p. 327.  7 Cf. Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 252 
 3 Baumlein, Partikeln, p. 198.   8 II, p. 149. 
 4 K.-G., II, p. 168.    9 Hom. Gr., p. 252. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 257. 
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tide that occurs three times in the N. T. (Jo. 12:42, here with  
me<ntoi; 1 Cor. 14:7; Gal. 3:15), twice with a participle. 
 III. Negative Particles (sterhtikai> paraqh?kai).  The use of the  
negative particles has been discussed already in various parts of 
the grammar in an incidental way in connection with the modes, 
verbal nouns and dependent clauses.  But it is necessary at this 
point to treat the subject as a whole.  It is not logical nega- 
tive that one, has here to deal with.  Many words are negative  
in idea which are positive in form.  Thus "empty" is negative,  
"cold" is negative, "death" is negative. Aristotle uses sterhtiko<j   
for this negative conception.  It is in reality an ablative idea  
as stere<w implies.  But the grammarian is concerned simply with  
those words that are used to make positive words (or clauses)  
negative.  This is the grammatical negative. There are, indeed,  
in Greek, as in English, negative post-fixes.1  But there is a com- 
mon negative Greek prefix a](n) called alpha privative, Sanskrit  
a(n), Latin in, Gothic un, English un.  In Sanskrit this prefix  
does not occur with verbs and is rare with substantives. It is  
there found chiefly with adjectives and participles.2  In Greek it  
occurs with verbs, but chiefly denominative verbs  like a]tima<zw.3  
The use of a]– (a]n– before vowels) is in the Greek still more  
common with adjectives and verbals.  See the chapter on For- 
mation of Words for details.  Cf. a]do<kimoj, a]diki<a, a]peiqh<j, a]su<netoj, 
a]su<nqetoj, a@storgoj, a]neleh<mwn (Ro. 1:28-30). 
 1. THE OBJECTIVE Ou] AND ITS COMPOUNDS. 
 (a) Origin. This is unknown. Hubschmann4 sees a connection  
with the Latin haud as do other scholars.5  Fowler6 takes it as  
an original intensive particle like pas in the French ne pas and 
–xi< (Indo-Ger. –ghi) in ou]-xi<.  The Zend ava is also noted and the  
Latin au (au-fero).7  But there is no doubt that a in the Greek  
took the place of the Sanskrit na, Latin ne- (ne-que, ne-scio; the re- 
lation of ne ne-quidem, ne-quam to this ne is not known), Gothic  
ni.  The use of the Greek ou corresponds to the Sanskrit na. 
 
 1 Anon., Notes on Negative Postfixes in Gk. end Lat., 1884, p. 6. 
 2 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 447. 
 3 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 529. 
 4 Cf. Das indoger. Vol:al-System, p. 191. 
 5 Cf. Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., XVIII, pp. 4, 123 f.; Horton-Smith, ib.,  
pp. 43 ff.; Brug., Griech. Or., p. 52S. 
 6 The Negatives of the Indo-Europ. Lang., 1896. Cf. Delbruck, Grundr.,  
IV, p. 519. 
 7 But Draegcr (Hist. Synt., p. 133) says that this connection with the Lat.  
haud cannot be shown. 
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 (b) History.  As far back as Greek goes we find ou], but a did  
not hold its own with mh< in the progress of the language.  Within  
the past century ou] has become obsolete in modern Greek outside  
of a few proverbs save in the Laconian and the Pontic dialects.1   
The Pontic dialect uses ki< from Old Ionic ou]ki<.  But modern Greek  
has ou]de< and ou@te (Thumb, Handb., p. 200).  In the Boeotian dia- 
lect, it may be noted, ou] never did gain a place.  We have seen  
ou]de<n used as an adverb, an idiom that goes back to Homer.2  
Jannaris3 explains that the vernacular came to use ou]de<n and mh-   
de<n, for emphasis and then on a par with ou] and mh<.  Then ou]de<n   
dropped ou] and mhde<n lost de<n, leaving de<n and mh< for the modern  
Greek.  At any rate this is the outcome.  De<n is the negative of  
the ind. in modern Greek except after na<, and final clauses when  
we find na> mh< (Thumb, Handb., p. 200). And de<n is the regular  
negative in the protasis of conditional sentences both with ind.  
and subj.4  The distinction between ou] and mh< did become more or  
less blurred in the course of time, but in the N. T., as in the koinh<   
generally, the old Greek idiom is very well preserved in the main.  
Buttmann5 even thinks that the N. T. idiom here conforms more  
exactly to the old literary style than in any other point.  De<n   
may represent mhde<n (Rendel Harris, Exp., Feb., 1914, p. 163). 
 (c) Meaning.  Ou] denies the reality of an alleged fact.  It is the  
clear-cut, point-blank negative, objective, final.6  Jannaris7 com- 
pares ou] to o!ti and mh< to i!na, while Blass8 compares ou] to the  
indicative mode and mh< to the other modes. But these analogies  
are not wholly true.  Sometimes, indeed, ou] coalesces with the  
word as in ou@ fhmi = not merely 'I do not say,' but 'I deny.'  So  
ou]k e]a<w (Ac. 16:7) = 'I forbid.'  Cf. ou] qe<lw (Mk. 9:30); ou]k e@xw   
(Mt. 13:12); ou]k a]gnoe<w (2 Cor. 2:11).  See also to>n ou] lao<n in  
Ro. 9:25 (LXX) where ou] has the effect of an adjective or a  
prefix.  Delbruck9 thinks that this use of ou] with verbs like the  
Latin ne-scio was the original one in Greek.  In the LXX ou]   
translates xlo. 
 (d) Uses.  Here it will be sufficient to make a brief summary, since  
the separate uses (pp. 917 f., 929 f., etc.) are discussed in detail in 
 
 1 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 182; Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 425. 
 2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 259.   3 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 426.  
 4 Thumb, Handb., p. 194 f.; Jebb, in V. and D., p. 339. 
 5 Gr. of the N. T. Gk., Thayer's Transl., p. 344. 
 6 Cf. Thouvemin, Les Negations dans le N. T., Revue de Philol., 1894, p. 
229.       7 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 427. 
 8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 253.   9 Synt. Forsch., IV, p. 147. 
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the proper places. The point here is to show how all the varied  
uses of ou] are in harmony with the true meaning of the particle. 
 (i) The Indicative. We meet ou] with the indicative in both in- 
dependent and dependent clauses. 
 (a) Independent Sentences.  Here the negative ou] is universal  
with the indicative in declarative sentences.  The force of ou]   
(ou]k before vowels, ou]x before aspirate) is sometimes very power- 
ful, like the heavy thud of a blow.  Cf.  ou]k e]dw<kate, ou]k e]poti<sate, 
ou] sunhga<gete, ou] perieba<lete, ou]k e]peske<yasqe (Mt. 25:42 f.).  The 
force of all these negatives is gathered up in the one ou] in verse  
44.  In verse 45 ou] and ou]de< are balanced over against each other. 
See ou]k e@pesen, in Mt. 7:25.  Cf. ou] pare<labon in Jo. 1:11.  In 
Mt. 21:29 see the contrast between e]gw<, ku<rie and ou]k a]ph?lqen.  
Note the progressive bluntness of the Baptist's denials till ou@  
comes out flat at the last (Jo. 1:21 f.).  In the N. T. ou] alone  
occurs with the future indicative used as a prohibition, though  
the classic idiom sometimes had mh<.  Cf. ou] foneu<seij (Mt. 5:21); 
ou]k e@sesqe w[j oi[ u[pokritai< (6:5), etc.  Still, Blass1 quotes mhde<na 
mish<sete in Clem., Hom., III, 69.  The volitive subjective nature  
of this construction well suits mh<, but ou] is more emphatic and  
suits the indicative.  In Mt. 16:22, ou] mh> e@stai soi tou?to, we have 
ou] mh>) in the prohibitive sense.  When ou] occurs alone = 'no,' as  
at the end of a clause, it is written ou@ as in ou@, mh< pote (Mt.  
13:29); to> Ou@ ou@ (2 Cor. 1:17). 
 But in interrogative (independent) sentences ou] always expects  
the answer 'yes.'  The Greek here draws a distinction between ou]   
and mh< that is rather difficult to reproduce in English.  The use  
of a negative in the question seems naturally to expect the an- 
swer 'yes,' since the negative is challenged by the question.  This  
applies to ou].  We may leave mh< till we come to it.  Ou] in questions  
corresponds to the Latin nonne.  Cf. Mt. 7:22, ou] t&? s& ? o]no<mati 
e]profhteu<samen ktl., where ou] is the negative of the whole long  
question, and is not repeated with the other verbs.  See further  
Mt. 13:55; Lu. 17:17; 1 Cor. 14:23.  In 1 Cor. 9:1 we have ou]  
four times (once ou]xi<).  The form ou]xi< is a bit sharper in tone.  
Cf. Mt. 13:27; Lu. 12:6.  In Lu. 6:39 we have mh< with one  
question, mh<ti du<natai tuflo>j tuflo>n o[dhgei?n; and ou]xi< with the other  
(side by side) ou]xi> a]mfo<teroi ei]j bo<qunon e]mpersou?ntai;  There is a  
tone of impatient indignation in the use of ou] in Ac. 13:10, ou] 
pau<s^ diastre<fwn ta>j o[dou>j tou? kuri<ou ta>j eu]qei<aj;  In Ac. 21:38, ou]k 
a@ra su> ei# o[ Ai]gu<ptioj; the addition of a@ra means 'as I supposed, 
 
 1 Gr. N. T. Gr., p. 254. 
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but as I now see denied.1  In Mk. 14:60 note the measured use  
of ou] and ou]de<n in both question, ou]k a]pokri<n^ ou]de<n; and the descrip- 
tion of Christ's silence, kai> ou]k a]pekri<nato ou]de<n.  In Lu. 18:7, ou]  
mh> poih<s^--kai> makroqumei? e]p ] au]toi?j; we come near having ou] mh< in 
a question with the present indicative as well as with the aorist  
subjunctive.  In a question like mh> ou]k e@xomen; (1 Cor. 9:4) ou] is  
the negative of the verb, while mh< is the negative of the sentence. 
Cf. Ro. 10:18, 19.  In 1 Cor. 9:8 we have mh< in one part of the 
question and ou] in the other,  mh> kata> a@nqrwpon tau?ta lalw?, h} kai> 
o[ no<moj tau?ta ou] le<gei;  In Mt. 22:17 (Lu. 20:22; Mk. 12:14)  
we have h} ou@; as the alternative question, and Mark adds h} mh<.  
Babbitt2 holds that "ou] is used in questions of fact, while in other  
questions (e.g. questions of possibility) mh< is used."  I doubt the  
correctness of this interpretation. 
 In declarative sentences the position of ou] is to be noted when  
for emphasis or contrast it comes first.  Cf. ou] and a]lla< in Ro.  
9:8.  So ou] ga<r—a]ll ] o! in 7:15.  In 7:18 f. note ou@: ou] side  
by side.  Cf. also position of ou] in Ac. 1:5; 2:15; Ro. 11:18 (ou] 
su<--a]lla<).  So a]ll ] ou]k e]gw< in 1 Cor. 6:12. 
 (b) Subordinate Clauses.  In principle the use of ou] is the same  
as in independent sentences. But there are some special adapta- 
tions which have already been discussed and need only brief men- 
tion here. 
 In relative clauses with the indicative ou] is almost the only  
negative used in the N. T., the examples of mh< being very few  
as will be seen directly.  This is true both with definite relative  
clauses where it is obviously natural, as in 2 Cor. 8:10, oi!tinej ou] 
mo<non—proenh<rcasqe (cf. Ro. 10:14; Jas. 4:14), and in indefinite  
relative clauses where mh< is possible, but by no means necessary,  
as in Mt. 10:38, o{j ou] lamba<nei (cf. Lu. 9:50; 14:33, etc.).  The  
use of ou] in the relative clause which is preceded by a negative 
is not an encroachment3 on mh<.  Cf. ou] mh> a]feq ?̂ w#de li<qoj e]pi> li<qon 
o{j ou] kataluqh<setai (Mt. 24:2).  It is a common enough idiom in  
the old Greek, as we see it in 10:26 (Lu. 12:2), ou]de<n e]stin keka- 
lumme<non o{ ou]k a]pokalufqh<setai.  Cf. Lu. 8:17, where the second  
relative has ou] mh> gnwsq ?̂ and Ro. 15:18 for the negative ou] in  
principal and relative clause.  In Mk. 4:25 note o{j e@xei and o{j   
ou]k e@xei.  Cf. o{ qe<lw and o{ ou] qe<lw (Ro. 7:15, 19).  Practically the  
same4 construction is oh with the relative in a question, as ti<j  
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 511. 
 2 Harv. Stu. in Class. Philol., 1901, The Use of Mid in Questions, p. 307.  
 3 W.-Th., p. 451.  4 Thouvemin, Les Negations, etc., p. 233 f. 
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e]stin o{j ou] in Ac. 19:35; cf. Heb. 12:7.  For further illustration  
of ou] with relative clauses see Mt. 12:2= Mk. 2:24; Jo. 6:64;  
Lu. 14:27; Jo. 4:22; Ro. 15:21; Gal. 3:10; Rev. 9:4. 
 In temporal clauses with the indicative ou] comes as a matter  
of course.1  This is true of a definite note of time as in Ac. 22:  
11, w[j ou]k e]ne<blepon, and of an indefinite period as in Jo. 4:21, w!ra 
o!te ou@te (cf. also 9:4, nu>c o!te ou]dei<j). 
 In comparative clauses with the indicative the negative comes  
outside in the principal sentence, since comparison is usually  
made with a positive note. So ou] kaqa<per (2 Cor. 3:13); ou] kaqw>j 
h]lpi<samen (8:5); ou]k ei]mi> w!sper (Lu. 18:11); ou]x w[j (Ro. 5:15 f.).  
We do have w[j ou]k a]e<ra de<rwn, in 1 Cor. 9:26 (participle) as in 2 
Cor. 10:14 we have ou] ga<r, w[j mh> e]fiknou<menoi, where the two nega- 
tives are in good contrast. 
 In local clauses likewise the use of ou] is obvious, as in o!pou ou]k  
ei#xen gh?n pollh<n (Mt. 13:5); o!pou ou] qe<leij (Jo. 21:18.  Here the  
ou] is very pointed); ou# de> ou]k e@stin no<moj (Ro. 4:15). 
 In causal sentences ou] is not quite universal, though the usual 
negative.  Cf. Mt. 25:45 e]f ] o!son ou]k e]poih<sate e[ni> tou<twn tw?n e]la- 
xi<stwn, (2:18) o!ti ou]k ei]si<n (Heb. 6:13) e]pei> kat ] ou]deno>j ei#xen, (1 
Cor. 14:16) e]peidh> ou]k oi#den.  See further Lu. 1:34; Jo. 8:20, 37;  
Ro. 11:6.  In Heb. 9:17 e]pei> mh> to<te [mh< pote marg. of W. H.]  
i]sxu<ei may be a question as Theophylact takes it, but W. H. do  
not print it so in the text.  But it is not a departure from an- 
cient Greek idiom to have mh< with the ind. in causal sentences as  
will be shown.  Cf. Jo. 3:18 with 1 Jo. 5:10. 
 In final clauses with the ind. ou] does not occur.  The reason for  
mh< in clauses of purpose is obvious even though the ind. mode be  
used (cf. Rev. 9:4, 20).  It is only with clauses of apprehension  
that ou] is found with the verb when mh< occurs as the conjunc- 
tion.  Cf. 2 Cor. 12:20, fobou ?mai mh< pwj ou]x eu!rw.  But this is the  
subj., not the ind.  Cf. here ou]x oi!ouj qe<lw and oi$on ou] qe<lete.  Cf.  
also Mt. 25:9.  In Col. 2:8 we have ble<pete mh< tij e@stai--kai> ou] 
kata> Xristo<n.  The kai> ou] is in contrast with kata> ta> stoixei?a tou? 
ko<smou, though as a second negative it would properly be ou] any- 
how.  But in Rev. 9:4 we have i !na mh> a]dikh<sousin—ou]de< --ou]de<. 
This2 does seem unusual and is almost an example of  i!na ou].  No  
example of a clause of result with a negative occurs in the indic- 
ative, but it would, of course, have ou]. 
 The use of ou] in conditional sentences has already received 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255.  
 2 Burton, N. T. M. and T., p. 181. 
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adequate treatment.  See Conditional Sentences, ch. on Mode.  
The details need not be gone over again here. There is no doubt  
of the fact that ei] ou] made encroachments on ei] mh< in the later  
Greek.1  Blass2 puts it "in direct contradistinction to the clas- 
sical language."  Thouvemin3 likewise treats this use of ei] ou] as  
"contrairement a l'usage classique — ou on le trouve exception- 
nellement."  It is only the frequency, the normality of ei] ou] in the  
N. T. that is remarkable. This is in full accord with the koinh<   
development, since4 in the modern Greek de<n "is regularly used in  
the protasis of a conditional sentence, alike with the indicative  
and with the subjunctive mood."  So a} de>n ph<gaina, 'if I had not  
gone' (Thumb, Handb., p. 195).  See Mt. 26:42; Lu. 12:26; Jo.  
1:25; 3:12; 5:47; 10:37; 2 Pet. 2:4; Ro. 8:9; 11:21; 1 Cor.  
16:22; 2 Cor. 12:11; Heb. 12:25, etc.  They are all condi- 
tions of the first class (determined as fulfilled) save one of the  
second class (determined as unfulfilled) in Mt. 26:24.  In 26:42  
ei] ou] and e]a>n mh< stand out sharply.  It is so nearly the rule with  
conditions of the first class in the N. T. that it is hardly necessary  
to follow out the analysis of Winer5 to bring the examples into  
accord with ancient usage. It is gratuitous to take ei] ou]de< as 
causal in Lu. 12:26, or to make ei] ou]k ei]mi< in 1 Cor. 9:2 a denial  
of a positive idea.  There are cases of emphatic denial, as ei@ tij ou]  
filei? (1 Cor. 16:22).  Cf. also 2 Jo. 10, ei@ tij e@rxetai kai> ou] fe<rei.  
Cf. also ei] ou] poiw? and ei] poiw? in Jo. 10:37 f., where the antithesis  
is quite marked.  See also the decisive negation in Jo. 1:25.  But,  
when all is said, ei] ou] has made distinct inroads on ei] mh< in the  
later Greek. 
 As to the negative in indirect discourse with the indicative, it  
only remains to say that the use of ou] is universal. Cf. Mt. 16: 
12, sunh?kan o!ti ou]k ei#pen prose<xein.  In 16:11 note pw?j ou] noei?te   
o!ti ou] peri> a@rtwn ei#pon u[mi?n; where each negative has its own force. 
Cf. also 1 Cor. 6:9. 
 (ii) The Subjunctive.  In Homer ou] was the negative with the  
futuristic subjunctive6 as in ou] de> i@dwmai, Iliad, I, 262.  This futu- 
ristic use of the subj., as we have seen (Modes), largely passed over  
to the future indicative,7 so that a disappears from the subjunc- 
tilre almost entirely both in principal and subordinate clauses. 
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 429.  4 Jebb, V. and D.'s Handb., p. 339. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 254.  5 W.-Th., pp. 477 ff. 
 3 Les Negations, etc., p. 233.  6 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 198. 
 7 Thompson, Synt. of Attic Gk., p. 498. Cf. W. G. Hale, The Anticipatory  
Subjunctive in Gk. and Lat., Cornell Stu., 1895. 
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One may compare the final disappearance of ou]  before mh< with  
participles.  In Jer. 6:8 B reads h!tij ou] katoikisq ?̂  where xAQ* 
have katoikisqh<setai.  It is to be remembered also, as already 
noted, that in the modern Greek de<n occurs in the protasis  
with subjunctive as well as with the indicative, as a a} de>n pisteu<̂ j   
(Thumb, Handbook, p. 195).  This is partly due, no doubt, to  
the obscuration of the ou] in de<n, but at bottom it is the futuristic  
use of the subj. We have already noted the use of mh> ou]x in 2  
Cor. 12:20 with eu!rw after fobou?mai, where the ou] is kept with the  
subj. (classic idiom) to distinguish it from the conjunctional mh<.  
It is also a case of the futuristic subj., not volitive as in final  
clauses with i!na or o!pwj.  In Mt. 25:9 the margin of W. H. has 
mh< pote ou]k a]rke<s^ without a verb of fearing, though the notion  
is there.  The text has mh< pote ou] mh<.  Jannaris1 boldly cuts the 
Gordian knot by denying that mh< in ou] mh< is a true negative. He 
makes it merely a shortening of mh<n.  If so, 'all the uses of ou] mh<   
with the subj. would be examples of ou] with the subj.  Some of  
these, however, are volitive or deliberative.  This view of Jan- 
naris is not yet accepted among scholars.  It is too simple a  
solution, though Jannaris argues that ou] mh<n does occur as in  
Soph. El. 817, Eur. Hec. 401, and he notes that the negation is 
continued by ou] de<, not by mh> de<.  Per contra it is to be observed  
that the modern Greek writes mh<n as well as mh<, as na> mh>n ei#xe 
para<dej, 'because he had no money' (Thumb, Handb., p. 200).  
But, whatever the explanation, we do have ou] mh< with the aorist  
subj. in the N. T.  We have had to discuss this point already  
(Tense and Mode), and shall meet it again under Double Nega- 
tives.  But in Jo. 18:11, ou] mh> pi<w; the answer is in accord  
with ou]. 
 (iii) The Optative.  In the N. T. there are no instances of the  
use of ou] with the optative.  It is only in wishes (volitive) that  
the optative has a negative in the N. T. and that is naturally mh<.2  
But this is just an accident due to the rapid disappearance of  
the optative.  There is no reason why a should not be found  
with the potential optative (futuristic) or the deliberative which  
was always rare. 
 (iv) The Imperative.  The most striking instance is 1 Pet. 3:3, 
w$n e@stw ou]x o[ --ko<smoj, a]ll ] o[ krupto<j, ktl.  It is the sharp contrast 
with a]ll ]  that explains the use of ou]x.  Cf. also ou] mo<non in 1 Pet.  
2:18, where the participle stands in an imperative atmosphere. 
 
 1 Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 433. 
 2 Robertson, Short Gr. of the Gk. N. T., p. 200. 
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Cf. also ou] with the inf. in the imperatival sense in 1 Cor. 5:10.  
Elsewhere with the imperative we have mh> mo<non (Jo. 13:9; Ph. 
2:12; Jas. 1:22).  Ou] is used in an imperatival connection with  
the fut. ind. (Mt. 5:21) and in questions of like nature (Ac.  
13:10). 
 (v) The Infinitive.   It is common to say that in the N. T.1 ou]  
does not occur with the infinitive, not even in indirect assertion.  
In Homer and in the classic Attic we do find ou] with the inf. in  
indirect assertion.  This is usually explained on the ground that  
the ou] belonged to the original indicative in the direct and is  
simply preserved in the indirect.  Monro (Hom. Gr., p. 262) ob- 
serves that in the old Sanskrit only finite verbs have the negative  
particles.  This question received full discussion under Mode and  
Verbal Nouns.  Only a brief word is allowed here.  The oldest  
use of the negative in indirect discourse was in the form ou@ fhsin 
dw<swn where ou] formally goes with fhsin, but logically with dw<sen.  
From this use Monro conceives there came a with the inf. itself.  
But the situation in the N. T. is not quite so simple as Blass2  
makes it.  In Jo. 21:25, ou]d ] au]to>n oi#mai xwrh<sein, the negative  
does go with oi#mai.  But this is hardly true in Mk. 7:24, nor in  
Ac. 26:26.  Besides ou] occurs in a number of clauses dependent  
on the inf., as in Heb. 7:11; Ho. 8:12; Ac. 10:41; Ro. 7:6;  
15:20; Heb. 13:9; 1 Cor. 1:17; Ac. 19:27.  For the discussion  
of these passages see Infinitive, ch. XX, 5, (l).  It is proper to  
say that in the N. T. we still have remnants of the old use of  
ou] with the inf., though in general mh< is the negative.  In Ro. 
15:20 ou]x o!pou after eu]aggeli<zesqai stands in sharp contrast with  
a]lla> kaqw<j.  In 2 Cor. 13:7 we have mh> poih?sai u[ma?j kako>n mhde<n 
ou]x i!na—a]ll ] i!na where the ou]x is clearly an addendum.  Burton3   
explains ei]j ou]qe>n logisqh?nai, in Ac. 19:27, "as a fixed phrase,"  
but even so it is in use.  Besides, there is mh> logomaxei?n e]p ] ou]de>n  
xrh<simon in 2 Tim. 2:14.  See also kai> ou] a after w!ste douleu<ein in  
Ro. 7:6.  The use of ou]de<n, with the inf. after ou] with the prin- 
cipal verb is common enough.  Cf. Mk.  7:12; Lu. 20:40; Jo. 
3:27; 5:30; Ac. 26:26, etc.  Burton4 notes that in the N. T.  
ou] mo<non occurs always (cf. Jo. 11:52; Ac. 21:13; 26:29; 27:10;  
Ho. 4:12, 16; 13:5; 2 Cor. 8:10; Ph. 1:29; 1 Th. 2:8) ex- 
cept once mh> mo<non in Gal. 4:18.  The use of ou] mo<non occurs both  
in limiting clauses and in the sentence viewed as a whole. 
 (vi) The Participle.  There is little to add to what was given on 
 
 1 Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 430. 3 N. T. M. and T., p. 184. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255.  4 Ib., p. 183 f. 
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the subject of ou] and mh< with the participle under the Verbal As- 
pects of the Participle (see Verbal Nouns).  Galloway1 thinks  
that it was with the participle that ou] was first used (as opposed  
to the Sanskrit negative prefix) before the infinitive had ou].  At  
any rate ou] is well established in Homer.  We may simply accent 
the fact that the encroachment of mh< on ou] with the participle 
gives all the greater emphasis to the examples of ou] which re- 
main.  Cf. o[ ou]k w}n poimh<n (Jo. 10:12); w[j ou]k de<rwn (1 Cor. 9:26).  
There is no trouble in seeing the force of ou] wherever we find it  
with the participle in the N. T.   
 (vii) With Nouns.  Here we see a further advance of the nega- 
tive particles over the Sanskrit idiom which confined them to the  
finite verb.  The Greek usually employs the negative prefix with  
nouns, but in a few instances in the N. T. we have ou].  So to>n 
ou] lao<n in Ro. 9:25 (LXX), ou] lao<j in 1 Pet. 2:10 (LXX), 
ou]k e@qnei in Ro. 10:19 (MfA xlo; Deut. 32:21).  But this is by no  
means a Hebraism, since it is common in the best Greek writers.  
Cf. h[ ou] dia<lusij in Thuc. 1, 137. 4 and h[ ou]k e]cousi<a in 5, 50. 3.  Cf.  
ou]k a]rxiere<wj in 2 Macc. 4:13.  As Thayer well says, ou] in this  
construction "annuls the idea of the noun."  The use of ou] to  
deny a single word is common, as in ou] qusi<an (Mt. 9:13).  Cf.  
ou]k e]me< in Mk. 9:37.  In general for ou] with exceptions see ou]k e]n 
sofi<% (1 Cor. 1:17), ou] me<lani (2 Cor. 3:3).  In 2 Tim. 2:14, e]p ]  
ou]de>n xrh<simon, it is possible that xhr<simon is in the substantival  
sense.  There is, of course, nothing unusual in the use of ou] with  
adjectives like ou] polloi> sofoi< (1 Cor. 1:26).  What is note- 
worthy is the litotes so common in the N. T. as in the older  
Greek.  Cf. met ] ou] polu< (Ac. 27:14); met ] ou] polla>j h[me<raj (Lu.  
15:13); ou]k o]li<ga (Ac. 17:4); ou]k a]sh<mou (21:39).  Cf. ou]k e]k me<- 
trou (Jo. 3:34); ou] metri<wj (Ac. 20:12).  Ou] pa?j and pa?j ou] have  
received discussion under Adjectives, and so just a word will  
suffice.  Ou] pa?sa sa<rc (1 Cor. 15:39) is 'not every kind of  
flesh.'  Cf. ou] panti> t&? la&? (Ac. 10:41); ou] pa<ntej (Mt. 19:11); ou] 
pa<ntwj (1 Cor. 5:10).  But ou]k a}n e]sw<qh pa?sa sa<rc (Mt. 24:22)  
means 'no flesh,' like the Hebrew xlo-lB.  The construction in  
both senses is more common in John than in the Synoptic  
Gospels.  It is perhaps worth while to note the use of ou]de<n or  
ou]qe<n (1 Cor. 13:2) as an abstract neuter in the predicate. In  
general, attention should be called to the- distinction made by  
the Greeks between negativing a word and a sentence.  This is  
one reason why with the imper., subj. and inf. we find ou] with 
 
 1 On the Use of Mh< with the Participle in Class. Gk., 1897, p. 6. 
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single words or phrases, where mh< is the normal negative of the  
clause. 
 (e) Kai> Ou].  In general when a positive clause is followed by a  
negative we have kai> ou] as in classic Greek.  Cf. Ro. 7:6 (with  
inf. as in Heb. 7:11).  See also Col. 2:8, 19.  So Lu. 8:14, sun- 
pni<gontai kai> ou] telesforou?sin.1  Cf. Mt. 9:13.  Once, indeed, in  
a peculiar case, we find kai< connecting two negative clauses, Lu. 
6:37, kai> mh> kri<nete kai> ou] mh> kriqh?te.  
 (f) Redundant or Pleonastic Ou].  There is one instance of ou]   
in indirect discourse where it is pleonastic according to the clas- 
sic idiom (see also the French ne).  It is in 1 Jo. 2:22, o[ a]rnou<- 
menoj o!ti   ]Ihsou?j ou]k e@stin.  Some MSS. have the pleonastic ou] in 
Mk. 9:39. 
 (g) Repetition of  Ou].  When the second is a single nega- 
tive, the full force of each is retained.  It is seldom that we  
find two examples of ou] in the same clause, as in 1 Cor. 12: 
15 f., ou] para> tou?to ou]k e@stin e]k tou? sw<matoj,  'It is not therefore 
not of the body.'  There are instances of ou] followed by mh< 
where both preserve the full force, Ac. 4:20, ou] duna<meqa—mh>  
lalei?n.  Cf. also ou]—mh< in 1 Cor. 9:6.  So also o[ mh> poiw?n di- 
kaiosu<nhn ou]k e@stin e]k tou? qeou? (1 Jo. 3:10).  Cf. 5:12.  The ex- 
amples are numerous enough when the second a is in a dependent  
clause. So ou]de>n ga<r e]stin kekalumme<non o{ ou]k a]pokalufqh<setai (Mt. 
10:26);  pw?j ou] noei?te o!ti ou], ktl. (16:11) ou] tolmh<sew ti lalei?n w$n 
ou] kateirga<sato Xristo<j (Ro. 15:18); ou]k oi@date o!ti—ou] klhronomh<- 
sousin (1 Cor. 6:9).  In Mt. 24:2 ou] follows ou] mh<.  See also 
Lu. 8:17.  The uses of mh> ou] and ou] mh< are treated later.  But 
note ou@, mh< pote—e]krizw<shte (Mt. 13:29) where ou] stands alone. 
The solemn repetition of ou]—ou] in 1 Cor. 6:10 is rhetorical. 
 (h) The Intensifying Compound Negative.  We have seen how  
ou] can be made stronger by xi< (ou]xi<, as in Lu. 1:60).  Brug- 
mann2 considers this an intensive particle and different from 
the Homeric3 ki< (ou]-ki<) which is like  ti (kij, ki, tij, ti).  So also 
ou]de< was originally just ou] de< (‘and not,’ ‘but not’) and is often 
so printed in Homer.4  In the sense of 'not even' see Mt. 6:  
29.  The form ou]dei<j is intensive also, originally 'not one indeed'5 
and was sometimes printed ou]de> ei$j (Ro. 3:10) for even stronger  
emphasis.  But ou] --tij also occurs (Jo. 10:28).  Cf. also ou]de<   
tij (Mt. 11:27); ou] du<n^ e@ti (Lu. 16:2); ou@te--tij (Ac. 28:21); 
 
 1 Cf. W. H. S. Jones., Cl. Rev., Mar., 1910. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 528.   4 Ib. 
 3 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 259,  5 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 528. 
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ou]—pote> (2 Pet. 1:21).  The adverbial form ou]de<n, occasionally  
occurs in Homer.  The form ou]qei<j (cf. Ac. 26:26), which flour-  
ished for a limited period in the koinh< has already had sufficient 
discussion.  Various other compound negatives were built up on 
ou], as ou]damw?j (Mt. 2:6); ou]de<pw (Jo. 20:9); ou]de<pote (Mt. 7:23);  
ou]ke<ti (Mt. 19:6).  Ou]kou?n was used so much in questions that it  
lost its negative force (Jo. 18:37), unless one writes it ou@koun. 
Ou@te is, of course, only ou] and te<.  These compound negatives  
merely strengthen the previous negative.  This emphatic repe- 
tition of the compound negative was once good vernacular in  
both English and German, but it gave way in literary circles  
before the influence of the Latin.1  It was always good Greek.  
This discussion does not apply to subordinate clauses (as in Jo.  
8:20) where each negative has its own force.  The use of ou]de< 
and ou@te belongs to the discussion of conjunctions (cf. ou@te —  
ou@te--ou]de< in Ac. 24:12 f.), but the examples in the N. T. of the  
other compound negatives with ou] are numerous.  Farrar2 gives  
some good illustrations of old English. "No sonne were he never  
so old of years might not marry," Ascham, Scholemaster. Modern  
English vernacular refuses to give up the piling-up of negatives.  
"Not nohow, said the landlord, thinking that where negatives  
are good, the more you heard of them the better" (Felix Holt, ii,  
198).  Again: "Whatever may be said of the genius of the English  
language, yet no one could have misunderstood the query of the  
London citizen, Has nobody seen nothing of never a hat not their  
own?"  So likewise the Hebrew uses two negatives to strengthen  
each other (cf. 1 Ki. 10:21; Is. 5:9).  A good example is Mk. 
5:3, ou]de> ou]ke<ti ou]dei<j.  So ou]dei>j ou@pw (11:2).  The commonest 
kind of example is like ou] du<nasqe poiei?n ou]de<n (Jo. 15:5).  Cf. 2  
Cor. 11:8.  Another instance of triple negative is Lu. 23:53,  
ou]k h#n ou]dei>j ou@pw.  The ou] is sometimes amplified3 by ou@te— 
are as in Mt. 12:32, as well as by ou]de<--ou]de< as in Jo. 1:25.  
Plato shows four negatives, ou]deni> ou]damh? ou]damw?j ou]demi<an koinwni<an 
(Phaedo 78 (I).  The combinations with ou] mh< may also be noticed, 
as ou]de>n ou] mh< (Lu. 10:19); ou] mh< se a]nw? ou]d ] ou] mh< se e]gkatali<pw 
(Heb. 13:5); ou]ke<ti ou] mh< (Rev. 18:14).  There is no denying the 
power of this accumulation of negatives.  Cf. the English hymn 
  "I'll never, no never, no never forsake." 
 (i) The Disjunctive Negative.  We frequently have ou] "where  
one thing is denied that another may be established."4  Here 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 499.  3 Cf. W.-Th., p. 499. 
 2 Gk. Synt., p. 1S9.  4 Thayer's Lex., p. 461. 
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there is sharp antithesis. The simplest form is ou] — de< as in  
Jas. 2:11, or ou] — a]lla< as in Mt. 15:11; Mk. 15:11; Lu. 8:52;  
Ac. 5:4; 1 Cor. 15:10; 2 Cor. 3:3, etc.  In Jo. 7:22 we have  
ou]x o!ti—a]lla<, as also in Ph. 4:17.  In Ph. 4:11 ou]x o!ti oc- 
curs alone without a]lla<.  In 2 Cor. 7:9 we have ou]x o!ti—a]ll ]  
o!ti.  In 1 Jo. 2:21 we have ou]k e@graya u[mi?n o!ti—a]ll ] o!ti where 
more naturally we might expect e@graya ou]x o!ti—a]ll ] o!ti. 
Winer1 makes rather overmuch of the possible rhetorical dis- 
tinctions between the varying shades of emphasis in the differ- 
ent contexts where ou] — a]lla<, occur.  Cf. further ou]x i!na—a]lla<   
(Jo. 6:38); ou]x i!na—a]ll ] i!na (Jo. 3:17).  We usually have a  
mo<non—a]lla> kai< (Jo. 5:18; Ro. 1:32, etc.), but sometimes  
merely ou] mo<non—a]lla< (Ac. 19:26; 1 Jo. 5:6).  Sometimes the  
negative is not expressed, but is to be supplied in thought as  
in Mt. 11:7-9.  Then again we may have only the negative as  
in ou] brw<masin (Heb. 13:9), leaving the contrast to be supplied in  
the thought.  The contrast may even be expressed by kai> ou] as in  
Mt. 9:13, e@leoj qe<lw kai> ou] qusi<an (A, LXX).  But we have already 
entered the sphere of the conjunctions as in the parallel ou@te — 
kai< in Jo. 4:11.  So 3 Jo. 10. 
 2. THE SUBJECTIVE NEGATIVE Mh< AND ITS COMPOUNDS. 
 (a) The History of Mh<.  The Ionic, Attic and Doric dialects  
have mh<, the Eleatic has ma<, like the Sanskrit ma. In the old 
Sanskrit ma was used only in independent sentences, while ned  
occurred in dependent clauses.2  In the later Sanskrit ma crept 
into the dependent clauses also. It was originally a prohibitive  
particle with the old injunctive which was in the oldest San- 
skrit always negative with ma.3  In the later Sanskrit ma was  
extended to the other modes. In the Greek we see mh< extended  
to wish and then denial.4  Wharton5 undertakes to show that mh<  
is primarily an interrogative, not a prohibitive or negative par- 
ticle, but that is more than doubtful.  Already in Homer "mh<  
had established itself in a large and complex variety of uses, to  
which we have to appeal when we seek to know the true nature  
of the modal constructions as we come to them."6  The distinc- 
tion between ou] and mh< goes back to Indo-Germanic stock and has 
 
 1 W.-Th., pp. 495 ff. 
 2 Thompson, Synt., p. 448; Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 528. 
 3 Thompson, ib., p. 499.   4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 260. 
 5 The Gk. Indirect Negative, 1892, p. 1. Cf. also Babbitt, The Use of  Mh< 
in Questions, Harv. Stu. (Goodwin Vol.). 
 6 Moulton, Prol., p. 170. 
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survived into modern Greek.  But from the very start mh< made  
inroads on ou], so that finally mh< occupies much of the field.  In the  
modern Greek mh< is used exclusively with participle, in prohibi- 
tions and with the subj. except in conditions, and occurs with na<  
(na> mh<) and the incl. Gildersleeve1 has shown in a masterly way  
how mh< made continual encroachments on ou].  In the N. T., out- 
side of ei] ou], advance of  mh< is quite distinct, as Gildersleeve 
shows is true even of Lucian.  So as to the papyri and the inscrip- 
tions.  The exact Attic refinements between ou] and mh< are not 
reproduced, though on the whole the root-distinction remains.2 
 (b) Significance of Mh<.  Max Miller3 gives an old Sanskrit  
phrase, ma kaphalaya, 'not for unsteadiness,' which pretty well  
gives the root-idea of mh<.  It is an "unsteady" particle, a hesi- 
tating negative, an indirect or subjective denial, an effort to pre- 
vent (prohibit) what has not yet happened. It is the negative of  
will, wish, doubt.  If ou] denies the fact, mh< denies the idea. 
made one advance on ou].  It came to be used as a conjunction.  
We see this use of ma in the late Sanskrit.4  But the origin of this  
conjunctional of mh< is undoubtedly paratactic in clauses of  
both fear and piirpose.5  It is obviously so in indirect questions6  
where mh< suggests 'perhaps.'  Campbell7 argues that "the whole 
question of the Greek negatives is indeterminate."  This is an  
extreme position, but there is no doubt a border-line between ou]  
and mh< which is very narrow at times.  One's mood and tone  
have much to do with the choice of ou] or mh<.  Cf. Jo. 4:29, mh<ti 
ou$to<j e]stin o[ Xristo<j; where a would have challenged the oppo- 
sition of the neighbours by taking sides on the question whether  
Jesus was the Messiah.  The woman does not mean to imply 
flatly that Jesus is not the Messiah by using mh< ti, but she raises 
the question and throws a cloud of uncertainty and curiosity over 
it with a woman’s keen instinct.  In a word, mh< is just the nega- 
tive to use when one does not wish to be too positive.  Mh< leaves  
the question open for further remark or entreaty.  Ou] closes the  
door abruptly.8  The LXX uses mh< for lxA.  
 
 1 Encroachments of Mh< on Ou] in Later Gk., Am. Jour. of Philol., I, pp. 45  
 2 Moulton, Prol., p. 170.  Cf. also Birke, De Particularum mh< et ou] Usu 
Polybiano Dionysmco Diodoreo Straboniano, 1897, p. 14 f. 
 3 Oxford inaugural Lecture, Note C. 
 4 Thompson, Synt., p. 448. 
 5 Moulton, Prol. p. 192 f. 
 6 Ib. 
 7 On Soph. Truch., 90. 
 8 Cf. Postgate, Contrasts of Ou] and Mh<, Cambridge Philol. Jour., 1886. 
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 (c) Uses of Mh<.  In general we may follow the outline of ou]. 
 (i) The Indicative.  Blass1 expounds the two negatives by say- 
ing that "ou] negatives the indicative, mh< the other moods, includ- 
ing the infinitive and participle."  But, unfortunately, the case  
is not so simple as that.  "In reviewing Blass, Thumb makes  
the important addition that in modern Greek de<n belongs to the  
indicative and mh<(n) to the subjunctive."2  But de<n occurs in the  
protasis with the subj. in modern Greek, as we have seen.  Be- 
sides, as Moulton3 adds, "mh< has not been driven away from the  
indicative" in the N. T.  It may be said at once that with  
the indicative is as old as historic Greek.4  The Sanskrit sug- 
gests that originally mh< was not used with the indicative.  But  
already in Homer mh< occurs with the indicative in prohibition,  
wish, oath, fear, question.5  "The essence of these idioms is the  
combination of the imperative tone — which shows itself in the  
particle — with the mood proper to simple assertion."6  But in  
the N. T. we no longer have mh< with the fut. ind. in prohibition,  
except in case of ou] mh<. 
 In independent sentences we have with the indicative only  
in questions.  "It's use in questions is very distinct from that  
of ou] and is maintained in the N. T.  Greek without real weaken- 
ing."7  In Jo. 21:5, paidi<a, mh< ti prosfa<gion e@xete;  we have a 
typical example with the answer Blass8 expresses needless  
objection to this "hesitant question," as Moulton rightly ex- 
pounds it.  Cf. Jo. 4:33; 7:26; and Ro. 11:1, mh> a]pw<sato;  
with the answer in verse 2, ou]k a]pw<sato. See Jo. 7:51, where  
Nicodemus adroitly uses mh< in a question and the sharp retort of  
the other members of the Sanhedrin mh> kai> su<;  The difference  
between ou] and mh< in questions is well shown in Jo. 4:33, 35.  In  
the use of mh< the answer in mind is the one expected, not always  
the one actually received as is illustrated in the question of the 
apostles at the last passover.  They all asked mh< ti e]gw< ei]mi, r[ab- 
bei<;  The very thought was abhorrent to them,  ‘It surely is not  
I.'9  But Judas, who did not dare use ou], received the affirmative  
answer, su> ei#paj (Mt. 26:25).  Mh<ti comes to be used intensively  
much like ou]xi< (both chiefly in questions). In the case of mh> ou]  
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 253.  2 Moulton, Prol., p. 170.  3 Ib. 
 4 Vierke, De mil Particulae cum Indicativo Conjunetae Usu Antiquiore, 1876. 
 5 Monro, Hom. Gr., pp. 260 ff.  6 Ib., p. 261. 
 7 Moulton, Prol., p. 170 f. Moulton gives an interesting note on the use of  
paidi<a as "lads" in the mod. Gk. 
 8 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 254.  9 Ib., p. 254. 
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in question (Ro. 10:13 f.; 1 Cor. 9:4 f.; 11:22) mh< is the in- 
terrogative article while ou] is the negative of the verb. 
 In dependent clauses mh< occurs with the indicative with the  
second class conditions (ei] mh<) always except in Mt. 26:24 (Mk.  
14:21).  Cf. ei] mh< in Jo. 15:22, etc.  There are also five instances  
of ei] mh< with the ind. in conditions of the first class.1  So Mk. 6:5;  
1 Cor. 15:22 Cor. 13:5; Gal. 1:7; 1 Tim. 6:3.  Cf. mh< in a few 
relative clauses, as a{ mh> dei? (Tit. 1:11); &$ mh> pa<restin tau?ta (2 Pet.  
1:9); o{ mh> o[mologei?, (1 Jo. 4:3, W. H. text).  Cf. Ac. 15:29 D.  There  
is a certain loofness about mh< here that one can feel as in Plato  
who, "with is sensitiveness to subtle shades of meaning, had in mh<  
an instrument singularly adapted for purposes of reserve, irony,  
politeness of suggestion."2  This use of with the relative and  
indicative is clearly a remnant of the literary construction.3  This  
literary use of mh< with the relative was often employed to charac- 
terize or describe in a subjective way the relative.  There is a soli- 
tary instance of mh< in a causal sentence, o!ti mh> pepi<steuken (Jo. 3 
18), which may be contrasted with o!ti ou] pepi<steuken (1 Jo. 5:10). 
For o!ti mh> e@xeij see Epictetus, IV, 10. 34, and o!ti soi ou], IV, 10. 35.  
Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 171) quotes fasi>n o!ti mh> dei?, Diog. of  
Oinoanda, Fragm. IV, 1. 9.  There is, besides, e]pei? mh> to<te i]sxu<ei 
in Heb. 9:17, according to the text of W. H., though they give  
in the margin  e]pei> mh< pote—diaqe<menoj;  In that case (the marginal  
reading) mh< pote would introduce a question.  See further Causal  
Clauses.  In clauses of design we have i!na mh< with the ind., as in 
Rev. 9:4, i!na mh> a]dikh<sousin.  The margin of W. H. in 13:17 has 
i!na mh< tij du<natai.  Moulton4 explains mh< with the ind. after verbs 
of apprehension as not originally a conjunction, but mh< in the  
sense of 'perhaps' (paratactic, not hypotactic).  So Lu. 11:35, 
sko<pei mh> to> fw?j—sko<toj e]sti<n.  Cf. also Col. 2:8; Heb. 3:12; 
Gal. 4:11; 1 Th. 3:5.  The papyri give abundant parallels. 
Moulton (Prol., p. 193) cites a]gwniw? mh< pote a]rrwstei?, P. Par. 49 
(ii/B.C.).  The use of mh< as a conjunction in clauses of design and  
fear with the indicative is parallel to the use of the negative par- 
ticle mh<, but does not fall here for discussion. 
 (ii) The Subjunctive.  After all that has been said it is obvious  
that mh< was destined to be the negative of the subj., first of the  
volitive and deliberative uses and finally of the futuristic also.  
The few remnants of ou] with the subj. have already been dis- 
cussed.  For the rest the normal and universal negative of the 
 
 1 Moulton, Prol., p. 171.  3 Moulton, Prol., p. 171. 
 2 Thomson, Synt., p. 441. 4 Ib., p. 192. 
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subj. is mh<.  Cf. mh> e]nkakw?men (Gal. 6:9).  In Mk. 12:14, dw?men h} 
mh> dw?men; (cf. ou@ just before), we see how well mh< suits this delibera- 
tive question.  The use of mh< with the aor. subj. in prohibitions  
need not be further stressed.  Wherever the subj. in a dependent  
clause has a negative (save after the conjunction mh< after verbs  
of fearing) the negative is mh<.  Cf. o!j a{n mh> e@x^ (Lu. 8:18); i!na mh> 
e@lqhte (Mk. 14:38), etc.  It is needless to give more examples. 
 (iii) The Optative.   It is only the optative of wish that uses mh<.  
It was rare to have the negative precative optative in the old  
Sanskrit.1  But already in Homer mh< is used with the optative for  
a future wish.  In the N. T. there is no example of mh< with the  
optative except in wish.  It is seen chiefly in mh> ge<noito, as in Ro. 
3:4, 6, 31; Gal. 6:14, etc.  But note also the curse of Jesus on  
the fig-tree in Mk. 11:14, mhdei>j karpo>n fa<goi. 
 (iv) The Imperative.  It seems that the imperative was origin- 
ally used only affirmatively and the injunctive originally only  
negatively with ma.  The oldest Sanskrit does not use ma with  
the imperative.2 In Homer we find once mh> e@nqeo (Il., IV, 410) 
and once mh> katadu<seo (Il., XVIII, 134) and once mh> a]kousa<tw (Od., 
XVI, 301).  The second person aorist imper. in prohibitions did  
not take root and the third person only sparingly (cf. p. 856).  
See Mt. 6:3, mh> gnw<tw.3  The original negative injunctive ap-   
pears in the form mh> poih<s^j (Latin ne feceris).  The imperative  
in Greek follows the analogy of this construction and uses mh<   
uniformly.  Cf. Lu. 11:7, mh< moi ko<pouj pa<rexe.  For the difference  
between mh< with the present imperative and mh< with the aorist 
subjunctive see Tenses and Modes.  Cf. Mk. 13:21, mh> pisteu<ete,  
wit Lu. 12:11, mh> merimnh<shte, and mh> fobei?sqe with mh> fobhqh?te  
(Mt. 10:28, 31).  It is obviously natural for mh< to be used with  
the imperative. For a delicate turn from ou] to mh< see Jo. 10:37.  
But Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 171) cites ou]deni> e]ce<stw from an  
inscr. (Benndorf-Niemann, Reisen in Lykien und Karien, 129 N.  
102). 
 (v) The Infinitive.  As we have already seen, the oldest Sanskrit  
inf. did not use the negative particles, and in Homer4 ou] appears to  
be the original negative.  But there are a few instances of pit with  
the inf. in Homer.   They occur when the inf. is used as an im- 
perative (cf. in the N. T. 1 Cor. 5:9; 2 Th. 3:14), for an oath, a  
will or an indirect command.  It is thus from the imperative and  
other finite modes that mh< crept into constant use with the inf. 
 
 1 Thompson, Synt., p. 499.  3 Ib. 
 2 Ib., p. 495 f.    4 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 263. 
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It came to be the normal idiom with the inf. outside of indirect  
assertion and in antithetical or emphatic phrases (see under ou]).  
Thompson1 challenges the statement of Gildersleeve:  "Not till  
the infinitive, came to represent the indicative (in indirect state- 
ment) could ou] have been tolerated with the infinitive." Thomp- 
son adds:  "But this toleration is established in Homer." Just as  
we saw mh< make inroads on ou] in other constructions (cf. parti- 
ciples), so it was with the inf.  Even in indirect statement.2  The  
came to be the rule (cf. the Atticist Lucian).  Even in the Attic   
ou] did not always occur with the inf. in indirect statement.2  The  
facts as to the use of mh< with the inf. in the N. T. have been  
already given. (see Infinitive and Indirect Discourse).  Cf., for 
instance, le<gousin a]na<stasin mh> ei#nai (Mk. 12:18); a]pekri<qhsan mh>  
ei]de<nai (Lu. 20:7).  In short, Blass3 says that in the N. T. "mh<  
is used throughout."  That is not quite true, as we have seen, but  
the limitations have already been given under ou].  Cf. Lu. 11:42, 
tau?ta de> e@dei poih?sai ka]kei?na mh> parei?nai.  Cf. 21:14.  The use of 
mh> lalei?n after ou] duna<meqa (Ac. 4:20) has already been noticed.  
Here mh< retains its full value.  We need not pursue the matter. 
Cf. tou? mh<  (Ac. 21:12); pro>j to> mh< (2 Cor. 3:13); ei]j to> mh< (4:4); 
dia> to> mh< (Mt. 13:5) t&? mh< (2 Cor. 2:13); w!ste mh< (Mt. 8:28),  
etc.  The redundant or pleonastic use of mh< with the inf. has  
likewise come up for consideration under the Infinitive.  In Lu.  
20:27 some MSS. read a]nti-le<gontej and thus mh< is redundant  
after a]nti<--, but xBCDL do not have a]nti—.  Then in 22:34 
xBLT reject with mh< with ei]de<nai after a]parnh<s^.  In Heb. 12:19 W. H.  
put mh< in the margin after par^th<santo.  But there is no doubt  
of the use of the redundant mh< in the N. T.  Cf. Lu. 17:1 a]ne<n- 
dekto<n e]stin tou? ta> ska<ndala mh> e]lqei?n, (24:16) e]kratou?nto tou? mh> 
e]pignw?nai au]to<n.  See also Lu. 4:42; 1 Pet. 3:10; Gal. 5:7.  But  
this pleonastic mh< is by no means necessary (cf. Ac. 8:36; Ro.  
15:22).  It does not usually occur with kwlu<w in the N. T., but  
note Ac. 10:47, mh<ti to> u!dwr du<natai kwlu?sai< tij tou? mh> baptisqh?- 
nai;  Here mh<ti is the interrogative particle expecting the an- 
swer 'no,' while mh< is redundant after kwlu<ein.  But in Ac. 24:23  
mhde<na is not pleonastic.  We do not have mh> ou], with the inf. in  
the N. T.  Here (after ou]) mh< stands alone and is not redundant  
(cf. Ac. 4:20) or is redundant (20:20, 27), as the case may be.  
The use of mh< and mh> ou] was not compulsory in the ancient Greek.4 
 
 1 Synt., p. 414.  2 Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 430. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 255. 
 4 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 324 ff.; Thompson, Synt., pp. 425 ff. 
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 (vi) The Participle.  We have seen already how the oldest San- 
skrit did not use the negative particles with the participle. In  
Homer we have only one instance of with the participle (Od.,  
IV, 684).1  But mh< gradually made its way with participles even  
in Attic Greek.  In the modern. Greek mh< has driven ou] entirely  
from the participial use.  In the N. T. ou] still hangs on, as we have  
seen, but that is all. The drift of the koinh< is for mh<, and a writer  
like Plutarch shows it.2  Mh< is the usual negative of the participle.  
The details were given in connection with Participles.  In the  
N. T. we need pay no attention to the Attic refinements on this  
point, which were not always observed even there.  We have mh<  
with the participle in the N. T. as a matter of course.  Cf. Mt.  
12:30 o[ mh> w@n and o[ mh> suna<gwn, (1 Tim. 5:13) ta> mh> de<onta (Lu.  
4:35) mhde>n bla<yan, (Ac. 20:22) mh> ei]dw<j.  In Mt. 22:11 f. and  
1 Pet. 1:8, a distinction, as was shown, seems to be drawn be- 
tween ou] and mh< with the participle.  Cf. Mt. 18:25; Lu. 12:  
33; Jo. 7:15; Ac. 9:9; 17:6; 1 Th. 4:5 (cf. Gal. 4:8), etc.  
The downright denial of a lingered on awhile in the koinh< (cf.  
papyri), but mh< is putting ou] to rout.3  
 (vii) Nouns.   The ancient Greek4 used mh< with substantives as  
o[ mh> i]atro<j (Plato, Gorg. 459 b), adjectives as oi[ mh> kaqaroi< (Ant.  
v. 82), or adverbs as to> mh> e]mpodw<n, (Thuc. ii, 45. 1).  In the N. T.,  
so far as I have noticed, mh< with substantives and adjectives  
occurs only in contexts where it is natural.  Thus in Lu. 10:4, 
mh> ph<ran, mh> u[podh<mata, we have just before mh> basta<zete balla<n- 
tion.  In Jo. 13:9, mh> tou>j po<daj mou mo<non, we have no verb, but 
ni<pte is to be supplied from the preceding sentence.  Cf. also  
Eph. 5:15; Jo. 18:40.  So in Ro. 12:11 mh> o]khroi< is in the  
midst of participles used in an imperatival sense.  In 1 Tim. 
3:3, mh> pa<roinon, mh> plh<kthn, the construction is dei? ei#nai.  This 
infinitival construction is carried on in verse 6 (in spite of the  
parenthesis in verse 5) by mh> neo<futon.  So as to verse 8 and Tit. 
1:7.  There is no difficulty as to the use of mh< in Col. 3:2 and 
2 Th. 3:6. 
 (d) The Intensifying Compounds with Mh<.  The same story in  
the main that we found with ou] is repeated with mh<.  There is  
no mhxi<, but we have mh<ti in this sense.  The examples in the  
N. T. are all in questions (cf. Mt. 7:16; Jo. 18:35) except one,  
ei] mh<ti (Lu. 9:13).  The position of mh< may give it emphasis as  
in Jas. 3:1 (cf. ou] in Mt. 15:11).  The use of the compound 
 
 1 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 263.  3 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 231 f. 
 2 Thompson, Synt., p. 255.  4 Thompson, Synt., p. 410 f. 
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negative as a second (or third) negative is simply to strengthen 
the negative s is true of ou].  Cf. Mk. 11:14 mhke<ti mhdei>j fa<goi,  
(Ac. 25:24) e]pibow?ntej mh> dei?n au]to>n zh?n mhe<ti, (Ro. 13:8) mhdeni> 
mhde>n o]fei<lete, (2 Cor. 13:7) mh>--mhde<n, etc.  Besides mhdei<j there  
is mhqe<n (Ac. 27:33), mhde< in the sense of 'not even' (Eph. 5:  
3),  mh<ge (Mt. 6:1), mhde<pote (2 Tim. 3:7), mhde<pw (Heb. 11:7),  
mhke<ti (Mk. 9:25), mh<pote (margin of W. H. in Heb. 9:17.  Else- 
where in the N. T. a conjunction), mhdamw?j (Ac. 10:14), mh<pou   
(Ac. 27:29), mh<pw (Ro. 9:11), mh<tige (1 Cor. 6:3), mh<tij (2  
Th. 2:3).  Mh<pwj is only a conjunction in the N. T.  If mh< is  
followed by ou] as in 1 Jo. 3:10, o[ mh> poiw?n dikaiosu<nhn ou]k e@stin 
e]k tou? qeou?, the last negative retains its force. So vice versa in Ac.  
4:20.  In Gal. 6:3 there is a sharp contrast between ti and  
mhde<n (both neater abstracts referring to a person.). 
 (e) Kai> mh<.  We saw that after a positive statement the nega- 
tive was carried on by kai> ou].  So also we have kai> mh< as in Eph.  
4:26, o]rgi<zesqe kai> mh> a[marta<nete, and in Lu. 1:20; 2 Cor. 12:21  
In Ac. 18:9 note mh> fobou? a]lla> la<lei kai> mh> siwph<s^j, where  
a positive command comes in between the two examples of p,77.  
In Jas. 3:14, per contra, mh> katakauxa?sqe kai> yeu<desqe kata> th?j  
a]lhqei<aj, the negative mh< seems to cover both verbs connected by  
kai< rather than mhde<.  Cf. also Lu. 3:14.  We have instances. 
also of kai< connecting a clause with the conjunction mh< pote (Mt. 
13:15 = Mk. 4:12).1  In Lu. 14:29, i!na me< pote qe<ntoj au]tou? qeme<- 
kion kai> mh> i]sxu<ontoj--a@rcwntai we have mh< pote with a@rcwntai and 
mh< with i]sxu<ontoj. 
 (f) Disjunctive Use of Mh<.  The simplest form of this con- 
trast is mh<--de< as in Lu. 10:20, mh> xairete—xai<rete de<.  Then we 
have mh<-- a]lla< as in mh> tou?ton a]lla> to>n Barabba?n, Jo. 18:40; mh> 
fobou? a]lla> la<lei, Ac. 18:9.  We have mh<--plh<n, in Lu. 23:28.  
In Lu. 10:20 we really have mh< o!ti –de> o!ti.  Moulton (Prol., 
240) does not find mh> o!ti in the N. T., but considers mh<tige in p.  
1 Cor. 6:3 as tantamount to it.  See Jo. 13:9 for mh> mo<non— 
a]lla> kai<.  So Ph. 2:12.  We need not trench further upon the  
conjunctions. 
 3. COMBINATION OF THE TWO NEGATIVES. 
 (a) Mh> ou].  This is very simple.  It is in the N. T. confined to  
questions where is the interrogative particle and ou] is the nega- 
tive of the verb.  Each negative thus has its own force, though  
it is a bit difficult to translate the combination into good Eng- 
lish. But it is good Greek. Moulton (Prol., p. 192) quotes 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Th., p. 494. 
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Plato's Protag. 312 A, a]ll ]  a@ra mh> ou]k u[polamba<neij.  Cf. also mh> 
ou]xi<, in Jer. 23:24.  So Ro. 10:18, mh> ou]k h@kousan;  We may 
render it 'Did they fail to hear?' expecting the answer 'No.'  
Paul repeats the same idiom in 10:19.  See further 1 Cor. 9:  
4 f.; 11:22.  1 Cor. 9:8 is not an instance, since mh< comes in  
one part of the question and ou] in the other.  We do have mh< 
pwj ou]x eu!rw after fobou?mai, in 2 Cor. 12:20, but here mh< is a  
conjunction and ou]x is the negative of eu!rw, both retaining their  
full force.  The construction in 1 Jo. 3:10 is not pertinent. 
 (b) Ou] mh<.  The use of ou]—mh< in Ac. 4:20 is not under discus- 
sion, nor the redundant mh< after ou] (Ac. 20:20, 27), but only the  
idiomatic ou] mh< with the aorist subj. (rarely present) or occasion- 
ally the fut. ind.  Cf. ou] mh> fa<gw, ou] mh> pei<nw in the boy's letter, 
P. Oxy. 119 (ii/iii A.D.).  See Is. 11:9, ou] mh> katkopoih<sousin ou]de>  
mh> du<nwntai.  Whatever the origin of this vexed problem, the neg- 
ative is strengthened, not destroyed, by the two negatives.  We  
need not here recount the various theories already mentioned.1  
See Tense and Mode.  Let it go at Gildersleeve's suggestion that 
was originally ou@ mh<.  Moulton (Prol., p. 249) quotes Giles to  
the effect that this explanation was offered in the Middle Ages  
the ancients have all our best ideas) and notes "in one if not  
both of the best MSS. of Aristophanes it is regularly punctuated 
ou@ mh<."  In Mt. 13:29 we have ou@ mh< pote—e]krizw<shte where mh<   
is a conjunction.  Gildersleeve notes that ou] mh< is more common  
in the LXX and the N. T. than in the classic Greek.2  But Moul- 
ton (Prol., pp. 187-192) will not let it go at that.  "In the LXX 
xlo is translated ou] or ou] mh< indifferently within a single verse, as  
in Is. 5:27."  It seems probable that the force of ou] mh< has  
worn down in the LXX and the N. T.  In the non-literary pa- 
yri "ou] mh< is rare, and very emphatic,"  Moulton notes.  He  
urges also that in spite of the 100 examples in the text of W. H.  
the idiom in the N. T. is as rare as in the papyri when the 13  
LXX quotations and the 53 from the words of Christ are removed,  
"a feeling that inspired language was fitly rendered by words of  
a peculiarly decisive tone."  But in these examples the force of  
ou] mh< is still strong. Of the other 34 some are probably weak- 
ened a bit as in Mt. 25:9; Mk. 13:2; Jo. 18:11.  It is only in  
the Gospels and the Apocalypse (66 and 18 respectively) that ou]  
mh< occurs with frequency.  It is interesting to observe that on  
this point Moulton gets the Gospels and Revelation in har- 
 
 1 Cf. Goodwin, M. and T., pp. 389 ff.; Thompson, Synt., pp. 431-438.  
 2 Justin Martyr, p. 169. 
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mony with the papyri by eliminating the 70 passages due to  
Semitic influence.  Cf. Gildersleeve (A. J. P., iii, 202 ff.) and Bal- 
lentine (ib., xvni, 453 ff.).  But Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 172)  
explains Mt.24:21, oi!a—ou]d ] ou] mh> ge<nhtai, not as a Hebraism,  
but as a "barbarism" like the Wesseley Papyrus xxvi, ou]d ] ou] mh> 
ge<nhtai< moi gunh<.  He quotes also Pap. Lugd. II, p. 107, 9, e]a>n 
qe<l^j gunai?kaj ou] mh> sxeqh?nai (Rev. 2:11); ou] mh> 
e@stai (Mt. 16:22).  There is a climax in Rev. 7:16, ou] – ou]de< 
se e]gkatali<pw.  Even ou] mh< was not strong enough sometimes, so  
that we have ou]de< and ou] mh< in Heb. 13:5, ou] mh< se a]nw? ou]d ] ou] mh<   
se e]gkatali<pw.  So also ou]de>n ou] mh> a]dikh<sei (Lu. 10:19).  In Mk.  
13:2 we have ou] mh< in both the principal and the subordinate 
(relative) clause. 
 IV. Interrogative Particles (e]perwthkai> paraqh?kai).  It is not  
the mode thatIlwe have under discussion here, but simply the  
particles used in the various forms of questions.1 
 1. SINGLE QUESTIONS. 
 (a) Direct Questions. 
 (i) No Particle at all. So sunh<kate tau?ta pa<nta; (Mt. 13:51). 
So 13:28 and fiery often.  Here the inquiry is colourless except  
as the tone of voice or context may indicate one's attitude.  In  
fact, most interrogative sentences have no interrogative word at  
all.  Cf. Lu. 13:2; Jo. 7:23; 13:6; Ac. 21:37, etc.  Hence it is  
sometimes a matter of doubt whether a sentence is interrogative  
or declarative. Cf. Jo. 16:31; Ro. 8:33; 14:22; 1 Cor. 1:13;  
2 Cor. 3:1; Heb. 10:2; Jas. 2:4, etc.  It may be doubtful also  
at what point the question ends.  Cf. Jo. 7:19; Ro. 4:1.  Winer2  
rightly says on this point grammar cannot speak. 
 (ii) The Use of Negative Particles.  They are used to indicate the  
kind of answ, expected.  This subject has already had suffi- 
cient discussion.  See under ou] and mh<.   Ou] expects the answer 
‘yes’ (cf. Mt. 7:22) and mh< the answer 'no' (cf. Jo. 7:31).  In 
Jo. 18:37 we ou]kou?n, according to W. H., which has lost its  
negative force, but ou@koun would preserve it.  Probably Pilate was  
hardly ready to go that far unless in jest.  The use of mh< varies  
greatly in tone.  The precise emotion in each case (protest, in- 
dignation, scorn, excitement, sympathy, etc.) depends on the con- 
text.  Cf. Jo. 4:29; 6:67; 7:47; Lu. 6:39; Ro. 10:18; 11:1.  
In Jo. 3:10 the first part of the question has no negative and the  
second part has ou]. 
 
 1 Cf. W.-Th., pp. 508 ff.; Robertson, Short Gr., pp. 177 ff.  
 2 W.-Th., p. 508. 
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 (iii) Other Particles.  There are not many.  There is a@ra (akin 
to root of a]r-ar-i<skw, 'to join'), an illative particle which occurs  
with ou]k as in Ac. 21:38, mh<ti as in 2 Cor. 1:17, or with ti<j as in  
Mt. 18:1.  This classic use is not strictly interrogative, but illa-  
tive in the interrogative sentence. But a#ra, from the same root1 
with more vocal stress, is interrogative.  Indeed, it is sometimes  
doubtful which accent is correct, as in Gal. 2:17, where a#ra is   
probably correct.  In Ro. 14:19, however, W. H. give a@ra ou#n  
We have a#ra in Lu. 18:8 and a#ra< ge in Ac. 8:30.  @Ara looks   
backward, a#ra forward.  But the accent is a question of edit-  
ing.  The use of ei] in direct questions is either a Hebraism2 or  
involves ellipsis.  Cf. Mt. 12:10, ei] e@cesti toi?j sa<bbasin qerapeu<ein; 
So also 19:3.  It is common in the LXX (cf. Gen. 17:17) but  
is foreign to the old Greek.  The classic Greek, however, did use  
ei] in indirect questions, and this fact may have made it easier for 
the direct use of ei] to arise.  Radermacher (N. T. Gr., p. 136) takes  
this ei]= h#.  The N. T. does not use h#, but the papyri have it: h# 
mei<nwi e]n bakxia<di; h# me<l(l)w e]ntunxa<nin; P. Fay. 137 (i/A.D.).  So 
the question to the oracle.  
 (iv ) Interrogative Pronouns.  The most common in the N. T. is 
ti<j cf. Mt. 3:7).  Other words are frequently added, as a@ra (24: 
45); ga<r (9:5); ou#n (Lu. 3:10).  The various uses of ti< as adverb  
(Mk. 10:18, Lu. 16:2); with prepositions, as dia> ti< (Mt. 9:11)  
and ei]j ti< (Mk. 14:4) or xa<rin ti<noj (1 Jo. 3:12); or elliptically, as   
ti< o!ti (Lu. 2:49) and i!na ti< (Mt. 9:4), need not detain us.  The  
double interrogative ti<j ti< appears in Mk. 15:24.  Both ti<j and  
poi?oj occur in 1 Pet. 1:11.  For potapo<j see Mt. 8:27, and po<- 
soj see 15:34.  We need not tarry longer on these elementary  
details.  
 (v) Interrogative Conjunctions.  These are common besides ti< (as  
in Mk. 10:18).  The possible exclamatory use of ti< in Lu. 12:  
49= 'how' is sustained by the modern Greek ti< kala<= 'how fine.'  
Cf. posa<kij (Mt. 18:21); po<te (25:38); e!wj po<te (17:17); pou? (Lu.  
8:25); pw?j (10:26); po<qen (Mt. 13 : 27), etc.  
 (b) Indirect Questions.  Here there must be either a pronoun  
or a conjunction.  
 (i) Pronouns.  The use of ti<j (ti<) is common.  Cf. Mt. 6:25;  
Lu. 9:46; Jo. 2:25; Ac. 19:32.  We find o!ti so used in Ac.  
9:6 and a! apparently so in 1 Tim. 1:7.  Certainly o[poi?oj occurs  
in this construction (1 Cor. 3:13).  The same thing is true of  
 
 1 Jann. (Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 411) notes the pre-Attic h# r[a. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 260. 
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o!soj (Mk. 5:19) and o[poi?oj (Jas. 1:24).  Cf. also poi?oj (Mk. 11:  
29); po<soj (M 27:13); potapo<j (Lu. 7:39); phli<koj (Heb. 7:4), 
and h[li<koj in Gal. 6:11 (margin of W. H.) if this reading be ac- 
cepted.  Cf. ti< in Ac. 12:18. 
 (ii) Conjunctions.  These are also common, as ei] (Mk. 15:44);  
po<qen and tou? (Jo. 3:8); po<te (Mk. 13:33); pw?j (1 Th. 1:9);  
o !pw<j (Lu. 24 :20); o!pou (Mk. 14:14); mh< pote (Lu. 3:15), etc. 
 2. DOUBLE QUESTIONS. These are rare. 
 (i) Direct. There is no instance of po<teron—h@.  We do have  
ti<j—h@ (Mt. 9:5; 23:17; 27:17), the later Greek caring little for  
the dual idea in po<teron.  We more commonly have simply  
with the second part of the question and nothing in the first, as in  
Lu. 20:2, 4; Ro. 2:3 f.  We may have h} ou} (Mt. 22:17) and h} mh<   
(Mk. 12:14).  Sometimes we have simply at the beginning of  
the question with a reference to an implied alternative (1 Cor.  
9:6; 2 Cor. 1:17).  This h@ may come in the middle of the  
sentence as in 1 Cor. 9:8.  The may even precede ti<j as in  
Mt. 7:9. 
 (ii) Indirect.  There is one instance of po<teron—h@ in an indi- 
rect question Jo. 7:17). 
 V. Conjunctions (su<ndesmoi).  In the nature of the case much  
had to be sail about the conjunctions1 in the treatment of the  
Sentence and also Subordinate Clauses.  The syntactical prin- 
ciples controlling both paratactic and hypotactic sentences have  
received adequate discussion.  But conjunctions play such an  
important part in the language that it is best to group them  
all together.  They connect words, clauses, sentences and para- 
graphs, and thus form the joints of speech. They have a very  
good name, since they bind together (con-jungo) the various parts 
of speech not otherwise connected, if they need connection, for  
asyndeton is always possible to the speaker or writer.  The point  
here is to interpret each conjunction as far as possible so that its  
precise functin may be clear. 
 1. PARATACTIC2 CONJUNCTIONS (su<ndesmoi parataktikoi<). 
 (a) Copulative. Conjunctions which connect words and clauses  
are evidently later in development than the words and clauses.  
The use of conjunctions came to be very common in the Greek  
so that the absence was noticeable and was called asynde- 
 
 1 The distinction between adv. and conj. is, of course, arbitrary. Conjs. are  
advs. just as the other particles are. Cf. Paul, Principles of the Hist. of Lang.,  
p. 406. 
 2 "Co-ordinating'' is from co-ordino, to range together. 
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ton.1  But it is a mistake to suppose that these connectives are  
necessary.  One may fail to use them as a result of rapidity of  
thought as the words rush forth, or they may be consciously 
avoided for rhetorical effect.  Cf. ble<pete, ble<pete, ble<pete in Ph. 
3:2, with Tennyson's "Break, break, break."  All this is entirely  
within the province of the speaker.  Cf. 1 Cor. 3:12, xruso<n,  
a@rguron, li<qouj timi<ouj, cu<la, xo<rton, kala<mhn.  Cf. also 1 Cor. 13: 
4-7 where the verbs follow one another in solemn emphasis with  
no connective save one de<.  In the same way contrast may be  
expressed without conjunctions as in 1 Cor. 15:43 f.2  In Luke  
and John there is a pleasing alternation of asyndeton and con- 
junctions. Cf. Gal. 5:22.  The first conjunctions were the para- 
tactic or co-ordinating, since language was originally in principal 
sentences.3  The copulative (connecting) conjunctions are the  
simplest and earliest type of the paratactic structure.  They  
simply present the words or clauses as on a par with each other.4  
The primitive conjunctions were monosyllabic like kai<, te<, de<.5 
 (i) Te<.  This word appears to be related to the Sanskrit ca, the  
Latin que (with labio-velar qu), and the Gothic –h.6  These words  
are all enclitic and postpositive. The Sanskrit is almost devoid  
of conjunctions which were so highly developed by the Greek  
and Latin, but ca is one of the few possessed by this ancient  
tongue.7 There is a striking connection between quis, que, quis-que  
and ti<j, te< ti>j.  The Thessalian dialect has ki>j for ti>j and ki<s-ke.  
We have ti<j te in the old Greek.  Te< shows this double pronomi- 
al origin in its use for and and ever (just like que, quis-que).8  
The indefinite use is distinctly Homeric.9  The use of e]pei< te, o!j te   
was old Ionic and continued in Attic tragedy, as oi$o<j te did in  
Attic prose.  Cf. Rademacher (N. T. Gr., p. 5).  Indeed, some  
scholars10 hold that the correlative use (te<--te<) was the original  
one, but this is doubtful.  It seems certain that te< indicates a  
somewhat closer unity than does kai<.  This close correlative use  
is certainly very old.  Cf. su< t ] e]gw< te in Homer.11  In the N. T. it 
is rare except in the Acts, where it occurs some 175 times.  It is  
common in all parts of the book and is thus a subtle argument 
 
 1 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 551. 
 2 Cf. W.-Th., p. 538.   3 Brug., ib., p. 552. 
 4 Cf. C. Pitman, Conjunctions., p. 5 f.; Blass, Gr. of N, T. Gk., p. 261. 
 5 W.-Th., p. 434.   6 Brug., Griech. Gr., pp. 529, 541 f. 
 7 Whitney, Sans. Gr., p. 417. 
 8 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 530. Cf. K.-G., II, pp. 536 ff. 
 9 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 242. 
 10 K.-G., II, p. 246.   11 Brug., Griech. Gr., p. 530. 
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for the unity of the work (we-sections and all).  It is something  
additional, but in intimate relation with the preceding.  We find  
te alone as in Ac. 2:33, where u[ywqei<j and labw<n are united by  
te.  Cf. also 10:22, where again two participles are connected.  
In 23:24, kth<nh te parasth?sai, the change from the direct to the  
indirect discourse is marked by te<, whereas kai< is used twice before  
to join minor phrases.  Te< puts parasth?sai on a par with e[toima<- 
sate.1  In the same way in 20:11 the first two participles are   
joined by kai< and then both are related to the next by te<.  The  
same idiom occurs in Jo. 6:18, where te gives an additional item  
somewhat apart from the kai< — kai< just before.  In Jo. 4:41 kai< 
— te< are not co-ordinate.  Kai< introduces the whole sentence  
and te< connects the two parts.  Cf. thus de<--te< in Ac. 2:37.  But  
te<--te< is strictly correlative.  Cf. the Latin que — que, English  
as — so.  See Ac. 2:46 where the two participles are co-ordinated.  
In Ro. 14:8 -- have te four times in succession with e]a<n.  There  
are here two pairs of conditions.  The parts of each pair are bal- 
anced carefully.  The disjunctive ei@te--ei@te (cf. 1 Cor. 12:26) is   
at bottom this same correlative use of te<.  So as to ou@te –ou@te 
(Mt. 12:32) and mh<te—mh<te (Ac. 27:20).  The use of te<--kai<  
is also common where there is an inner bond, though no hint is  
given as to the relative value of the matters united.  Cf. a]rxie- 
rei?j te kai> grammatei?j (Lu. 22:66); poiei?n te kai> dida<skein (Ac. 1:1);  
a@ndrej te kai> gunai?kej (8:12); e]kinh<qh te—kai> e]ge<neto (21:30); di- 
kai<wn te kai> a]di<kwn (24:15); mikr& ? te kai> mega<l& (26:22);  !Ellhsi<n 
te kai> barba<roij (Ro. 1:14);   ]Ioudai<ou te prw?ton kai>   !Ellhnoj (2:9),  
etc.  For te>  kai<--te<  see Ac. 9:15, and for te> kai<--te<--kai< 26 
20.  In Jo. 4:11, ou@te--kai<, we really have the te<--kai< (‘both  
and') construction.  Cf. Latin non que— et.  We even have ou@te 
--ou@te--kai< in Jo. 5:37 f.  In Ac. 27:20 mh<te—mh<te stand to- 
gether and both are parallel to te following.  Per contra we find  
te< -- de< in Ac. 19:2 and also 3.  The manuscripts often vary be- 
tween te< and de< (cf. Ac. 3:10; 4:14, etc.).  We have te> ga<r (com- 
mon from Aristotle on2) in Ro. 1:26 followed by o[moi<wj te kai<.  In  
Heb. 2:11 note te> ga<r—kai<.  As a rule te stands after the word  
or words that are paralleled, but this is not always so. 
 (ii) Kai<.  The etymology of this conjunction is disputed.  Cur- 
this3 makes it he locative case of the pronominal stem ka--, ko--, so 
 
 1 This classic iJiom is a mark of Luke's literary style. But in the koinh< te 
is on the retreat before kai<.  Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 401. 
 2 Cf. Hammer De te Particulae Usu Herodoteo Thucydideo Xenophonteo,  
1904, p. 92.    3 Gk. Etymology. 
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that it would ultimately come from the same root as te< (que).  
It would thus mean 'in this respect,' ‘this besides.’  Brugmann1   
finds its original sense in koino<j, Latin co-, cum, Gothic ga.  The  
idea would then be 'together with,' ‘in addition to.’  The Ar- 
kadian, South Achaean and Cypriote dialects use ka<j and ka<=kai<.  
Whatever the origin, it all comes to the same thing in the end.  
It is by far the most frequent of all the conjunctions or other  
particles in the N. T.  It is so common in fact that Moulton  
and Geden do not list it in their concordance.  This in itself is in  
accord with the later Greek idiom, as Thumb2 notes in Aristotle  
and in the modern Greek and Moulton3 in the papyri.  Moulton 
cites Par. P. 18, e@ti du<o h[me<raj e@xomen kai> fqa<somen ei]j Phlou<si, as 
parallel to Mk. 15:25; Jo. 4:35.  But there can be little doubt  
that the extreme fondness for parataxis in John's Gospel, for  
instance, is partially due to the use of kai< in the LXX for the He- 
brew which "means a hook and resembles a hook in shape."4  
It was certainly used to "hook" together all sorts of sentences.  
There is not the same unity in the older Greek in the matters  
united as is true of te<.  Kia, "connects in a free and easy manner"5  
and the Hebrew  v; still more loosely.  There are three main uses  
of kai< which appear in the N. T. as in all Greek. 
 The Adjunctive Use (‘Also’).  This is possibly the original use,  
though one cannot tell. It is thus like the Latin et-iam, English 
too (to) = addition to something already mentioned, and is com- 
mon enough in all stages of the language.6  A good example of 
this use of kai< is seen in Mt. 8:9, kai> ga>r e]gw> a@nqrwpo<j ei]mi u[po> 
e]cousi<an.  The kai< here points to Christ's relation to the boy.  
The centurion, like a true soldier, does not say that he is a man  
who gives orders, but rather one who obeys them.  He has the  
true military spirit and knows therefore how Jesus can cure the  
boy without going to see him.  The kai< is here very significant.  
Cf. ou!twj kai> u[mei?j in Mt. 7:12, where the Golden Rule is applied  
to Christ's hearers by kai<.  Cf. Jo. 7:3  i!na kai> oi[ maqhtai< sou, 
(12:10) i!na kai> to>n Lazaro<n.  This use of kai< is more frequent in  
Luke than elsewhere in the N. T.7  Cf. ka]gw< (Lu. 20:3); h} kai<   
(Lu. 12:41); de> kai< (12:54, 57); ti< kai< (1 Cor. 15:29); kai> ga<r   
(Mt. 8:9); e]a>n kai< (Gal. 6:1); ei] kai< (2 Cor. 11:15); kai> de< (Mt. 10: 
 
 1 Griech. Gr., p. 542. 
 2 Hellen., p. 129.   4 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 196. 
 3 Prol., p. 12.    5 Jann., Gk. G-., p. 401. 
 6 Cf. M. W. Humphreys, The Cl. Rev., 1897, vol. XI, pp. 140 
 7 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 140. 
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18); w[j kai< (Ac. 11:17); kaqw>j kai< (Ro. 15:7); ou!tw kai< (Ro. 6:11);  
o!j kai< (Ac. 2:6, 8); o[moi<wj kai< (Jo. 6:11); w[sau<twj kai< (1 Cor.  
11:25); kaqa<per kai< (1 Th. 3:12); dio> kai< (Lu. 1:35); dia> tou?to kai<  
(Lu. 11:49); a]lla> kai< (24:22), etc.  So then kai< in the sense of  
‘also’ occurs with nouns, pronouns, verbs, adverbs, conjunctions.  
It may refer to a word or a clause.  Cf. a@llwj te kai<, B. G. U. 530  
(i/A.D.).  For the use of o[ kai< see the Article, and for su>n kai< see  
Prepositions.1  It is common for kai< to sum up a sentence that  
precedes.  For the relative and articular participle see the kai< in  
the sentences in Mt. 5:39-43.  Here kai< balances the principal  
and the subordinate clauses.  So in the apodosis of a conditional  
sentence we find kai<, as in Jo. 14:7.  Cf. Heb. 7:26, where kai<   
almost means 'precisely,' and Mt. 6:10, where, it means 'just so.'  
Cf. Ro. 11:1.  So with a! we find it in the apodosis (Jo. 5:19).  
Cf. also after w!sper in 5:26.  Sometimes the kai< seems to be  
redundant as in Lu. 11:1, kaqw>j kai<, or w[j kai< in 1 Cor. 7:7.  We  
may indeed have kai< (‘also’) in both parts of the comparison, a  
studied balancing of the two members of the sentence as in Mt. 
18:33, kai> se<--w[j ka]gw<.  So Ro. 1:13, kai> e]n u[mi?n kaqw>j kai> e]n toi?j 
loipoi?j e@qnesin.  See oi#da kai<--oi#da kai< (Ph. 4:12). 
 The Ascensive Use (‘Even’).  The notion of 'even' is an advance  
on that of mere addition which is due to the context, not to kai<.  
The thing that is added is out of the ordinary and rises to a climax  
like the crescendo in music.  Cf. Latin adeo.  Cf. ou] mo<non, a]lla> kai<   
(Ac. 21:13; Ro. 13:5).  This use of kai< depends wholly on the 
context.  Cf. Mk. 1:27, kai> toi?j pneu<masi toi ?j a]kaqa<rtoij e]pita<ssei.  
(So Lu. 10:1 ).  Cf. also kai> oi[ telw?nai and kai> oi[ e]qnikoi<, Mt. 5: 
46 f.  See further Ac. 10:45; 11:1, 20; Gal. 2:13.  The use of  
kai> ei] belongs here.  (Cf. 1 Cor. 8:5.) 
 The Mere Connective (‘And’).  The difference between kai< as 
‘and’ and kai< as 'also' is very slight, whichever was the original  
idea.  The epexegetic or explicative use of kai< occupies a middle  
ground between 'also' and 'and.'  Blass2 treats it under 'also.'  
Cf. Lu. 3:1:, polla> kai> e!tera parakalw?n, where the "connective"  
force of kai< is certainly very slight.  So also Jo. 20:30, polla> kai> 
a@lla shmei?a.  See further Jo. 1:16, kai> xa<rin a]nti> xa<ritoj, where the 
clause is an explanatory addition.  Cf. (Ac. 22:25) kai> a]kata<kriton,  
(1 Cor. 2:2) kai> tou?ton e]staurwme<non, (Ro. 13:11) kai> tou?to (Latin  
idque) which is our 'and that too' where we combine ‘and’ and  
‘also’ (‘too’) in the kai<, (Heb. 11:12) kai> tau?ta (frequent in ancient 
 
 1 Cf. Deiss., B. S.; Hatch, Jour. of Bib. Lit., 1908, p. 142. 
 2 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 263. 
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Greek). See in particular Eph. 2:8, kai> tou?to ou]k e]c u[mw?n, where 
tou?to refers to the whole conception, not to xa<riti.  The simple  
copulative idea is, however, the most common use of kai< where  
words are piled together by means of this conjunction.  Sometimes  
the connection is as close as with te<.  Thus o[ qeo>j kai> path>r (2 Cor.  
1:3); kal ?̂ kai> a]gaq^? (Lu. 8:15).  But the words may be very  
loosely joined in idea, as oi[ Farisai?oi kai> Saddoukai?oi (Mt. 16:1). 
Kai< may be used to connect all sorts of words, clauses and sen- 
tences.  Thus le<gw   @Erxou, kai> e@rxetai (Mt. 8:9).  The use of kai<   
after the imperative is seen in Mt. 11:29.  The chain with kai<  
as the connective may go on indefinitely.  Cf. the four examples  
in Ph. 4:9; five in Ro. 9:4; the six in Rev. 7:12 (so 5:12).  So  
we have kai>> o!ti three times in 1 Cor. 15:4 (kai< to connect o!ti   
clauses).  In Rev. 12-16 every paragraph and most of the sen- 
tenes begin with kai<.  In fact it is true of much of the Apoca-  
lypse.  If one turns to First Maccabees, it is true even to a much  
grater extent than in the Apocalypse.  In First Maccabees kai<   
translates the Hebrew v;.  But Thumb1 has found this repetition  
of kai< in Aristotle so that the Hebrew influence simply intensified  
a Greek idiom.  We have noted the use of kai< with te< (te<--kai<. 
Cf. Ro. 1:20).  The use of kai<--kai< is far more common in the  
seise of ‘both — and’ as in Ac. 2:29, kai> e]teleu<thse kai> e]ta<fh. 
Cf Mk. 4:41; Ph. 2:13; Ac. 26:29.  Sometimes the connection  
almost amounts to 'not only, but also.'  In Col. 2:16 note 
kai<--h@.  Cf. ka@n--ka@n (Lu. 12 : 38).  A. Brinkmann contends that  
in the papyri and late Greek ka@n is sometimes ‘at any rate’  
and is never a mere link (Scriptio continua und Anderes, Rhein.  
Mis. LXVII, 4, 1912).  In Lu. 5:36 we have kai<--kai<--kai> ou]  
(so Jo. 6:36), and in Jo. 17:25 kai> ou]—de>--kai>.  It is usual to  
have kai> ou] after an affirmative clause as in Jo. 10:35.  Cf. kai>   
mh< in 2 Cor. 9:5.  See Negative Particles.  In Lu. 12:6 kai> ou]  
follows a question with ou]xi<.  Kai< connects two negative sentences  
in Lu. 6:37.  For ou@te--kai< see Jo. 4:11.  Sometimes kai< be- 
gins a sentence when the connection is with an unexpressed idea.  
Children use "and" thus often in telling stories and asking  
questions.  Cf. kai> su> h#sqa in Mt. 26:69 (and 73) like Et tu, Brute.  
See also Mk. 10:26, kai> ti<j du<natai swqh?nai.  So also Lu. 10:29;  
Jo. 9:36; 2 Cor. 2:2.  Cf. also the use of kai< in parenthesis as  
in Ro. 1:13, kai> e]kwlu<qhn a@xri tou? deu?ro.  The context gives other  
turus to kai< that are sometimes rather startling.  It is common  
to find kai< where it has to bear the content ‘and yet.’  So Jo. 
 
 1 Hellen., § 129. 
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3:19; 4:20; 6:49; 7:30; 1 Jo. 2:9.  The examples are common  
in John's Gospel (Abbott, Joh.. Gr., pp. 135 ff.).  See Jer. 23:21.  
In Mk. 4:4 note me<n—kai<.  In 1.Cor. 10:21 we have ou]—kai< in 
contrast.  Cf. Mt. 3:14, kai> su> e@rx^ pro<j me; So also Ph. 
1:22, kai> ti< ai[rh<somai.  This idiom occurs in Plato, and Abbott 
notes a number of them in the Gospel of John.  Cf. 1:5; 2:20; 
3:13; 5:39 7:27 f.; 8:57, etc.  In Lu. 12:24 kai< is almost  
equal to a]lla<, that is, the context makes contrast.  Cf. also Mt.  
6:26 (ou]—kai<); Mk. 12:12; Lu. 20:19; Jo. 18:28.  Tholuck1 
so takes kai< in Ro. 1:13 (the parenthetical kai<).  Sometimes kai<  
seems imitative of the Hebrew  v; by almost having the sense of  
o!ti or i!na (‘that’) as in Mt. 26:15; Mk. 14:40; Lu. 9:51; 12:15.  
In particular note kai> e]ge<neto kai< (as in Lu. 5:1, 12, 17, etc.).  In  
Mt. 16:6 observe o!ra?te kai<.  So Lu. 12:15 and Mt. 26:15.  In 
modern Greek kai< has so far usurped the field that it is used not 
only in all sorts of paratactic senses like ‘and,’ ‘but,’ ‘for,’ ‘or,' 
‘and so,’ but even in hypotactic senses for na< or pou?, declarative  
and even consecutive (Thumb, Handb., p. 184).  In Mk. 3:7 kai< 
comes near takng the place of o!, for in the next verse there are  
five instances of kai> co-ordinate with each other, but subordinate  
to kai< in verse 7.  Sometimes after kai< we may supply 'so' as in  
kai> la<mpei, Mt. 5:15; kai> ble<pomen, Heb. 3:19.  See also Ph. 4:7.  
This is a kind of consecutive2 use of kai<.  Cf. Lu. 24:18.  The  
fondness for co-ordination in the Gospels causes the use of kai<   
where a temporal conjunction (o!te)  would be more usual.  Cf.  
Mk. 15:25, h#n w!ra tri<th kai> e]stau<rwsan (Lu. 23:44).  But Blass3  
admits that this is a classic idiom.  Cf. Mt. 26:45; Lu. 19:43,  
where kai< drift further away from the ancient idiom.  Cf. also  
kai> i]dou< in the apodosis, 'and behold,' as in Lu. 7:12.  In 2 Tim. 
2:20 note kai< allowed by a{ me<n—a{ de<.  In Ph. 4:16 note kai<  
thrice (one= ‘even,’ two = ‘both — and’). 
 (iii) De<.   This conjunction is generally ranked wholly as an ad- 
versative particle.4  Monro5 says:  “The adversative de< properly  
indicates that he new clause stands in some contrast to what  
has preceded.  Ordinarily, however, it is used in the continuation  
of a narrative.”  As a matter of fact, in my opinion, Monro has  
the matter here turned round. The ordinary narrative use 
(continuative) conceive to be the original use, the adversative 
the developed and later construction. The etymology confirms 
 
 1 Beitr. zur Spracherklarung d. N. T., p. 35. 
 2 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 262.  4 So Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 407. 
 3 Ib.     5 Hom. Gr., p. 245. 
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this explanation, though it is largely conjectural.  Brugmann1 
associates it with the aksl. ze and possibly also2 with dh< and the  
enclitic ending –de< (oi@ka-de, o!-de, toso<j-de), while Hartung3 connects  
it with du<o, di<j, and Baumlein4 with deu<-teroj.  The enclitic –de thus  
means ‘again,’ ‘back,’ while the conjunction de< would mean 'in  
the second place' or ‘a second comment’ or an important addi- 
tion' (dh<).  But, however we take it, there is in the word no essen- 
tial notion of antithesis or contrast.  What is true is that the  
addition is something new5 and not so closely associated in thought  
as is true of te< and nkai<.  I prefer therefore to begin with the narra- 
tive and transitional (copulative) use of de<.  Kuhner-Gerth6 call  
this use of de< for ‘something new’ (etwas Neues) copulative and  
give it separate discussion.  Abbott7 has the matter correctly: 
"In classical Greek, calling attention to the second of two  
things, may mean (1) in the next place, (2) on the other hand."  
The first of these uses is the original one and is copulative.  The  
second is adversative.  Abbott notes also that de< in both senses  
occurs in Matthew and Luke nearly three times as often as in  
Mark and John.  Its use is mainly in the historical books of the  
N. T.  It is so common there that, as with kai<, Moulton and  
Geden do not give any references.  A good place to note the mere  
copulative force of de< is in the genealogy in Mt. 1:2-16 where  
there is no notion of opposition at all.  The line is simply counted  
from Abraham to Christ.  In verses 6 and 12 there are breaks, but  
the contrast is made by repetition of the names, not by de, which  
appears with every name alike.  In Mt. 23:4 we have both 
uses of de<.  The first is properly translated ‘yea’ and the second  
‘but’ (adversative).  See further 1 Cor. 4:7 (de< and de> kai>) where  
there is a succession of steps in the same direction.  So 15:35;  
2 Cor. 6:15 f.; Heb. 12:6; and in particular the list of virtues in  
2 Pet. 1:5-7.  Sometimes a word is repeated with de< for special  
emphasis, as dikaiosu<nh de< in Ro. 3:22 (cf. 9:30).  A new topic  
may be introduced by de< in entire harmony with the preceding  
discussion, as the Birth of Jesus in Mt. 1:18 (‘Now the birth of  
Jesus Christ,’ etc.).  The use of de< in explanatory parenthesis is  
seen in Jo. 3:19 (‘And this is,’ etc.); 19:23 (‘Now the coat,’ etc.).  
For w[j de< (‘and when,’ ‘so when’) in John see 2:9, 23.  In John 
 
 1 Griech. Gr., p. 547. 
 2 Ib. Cf. also Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 410. Cf. Klotz ad Dev., II, p. 355. 
 3 I, p. 156 f. 
 4 Part., p. S9.     6 II, p. 274. 
 6 W.-Th., p. 443.    7 Joh. Gr., p. 104. 
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as elsewhere it is sometimes not clear whether de< is copulative or  
adversative.  Cf. 3:1, h#n de<.  Is Nicodemus an illustration or  
an exception?1  The resumptive use of de<, after a parenthesis, to  
go on with the main story, is also copulative.  Cf. Mt. 3:1; Lu.  
4:1.  There is continuation, not opposition, in the use of kai> de<,  
as in Lu. 1:76 kai> su< de< where means ‘and’ and kai< ‘also.’  Cf.  
further Mt. 10:18; 16:18; Jo. 15:27.  In Jo. 6:51 we have kai>   
de< in the apodosis of the condition in this sense.  De< is always  
postpositive and may even occupy the third place in the sentence  
(Mt. 10:11) or even the fourth (Jo. 6:51) or fifth (1 Jo. 2:2) or  
sixth (Test. xiii, Patr. Jud. 9:1) as shown in chapter on Sentence. 
 In accord with the copulative use of de< we frequently have ou]de<  
and mh<de< in the continuative sense, carrying on the negative with 
no idea of contrast.  Cf. Mt. 6:26, ou] spei<rousin ou]de> qeri<zousin 
ou]de> suna<gousin.  So also 6:28; Mk. 4:22, etc.  In Jo. 7:5, ou]de> 
ga<r, we have ou]de< in the sense of 'not even' as often (Mt. 6:29,  
etc.).  In Mt. 16:15 ou]de< means 'not also' (cf. also 21:27, etc.).  
All three uses of kai< are thus paralleled in ou]de< (merely ou] de<).  For  
mhde< in the continuative sense see Mt. 7:6.  It means 'not even'  
in 1 Cor. 5:11.  For the repetition of continuative mhde< see 1 
Cor. 10:7-10.  In Mk. 14:68, ou@te oi#da ou@te e]pi<stamai (some MSS.  
ou]k—ou]de<), we come pretty close to having ou@te--ou@te in the merely  
continuative sense as we have in ou@te--kai< (Jo. 4:11; 3 Jo. 10). 
 (iv)  ]Alla<.  Here there is no doubt at all as to the etymol- 
ogy.  ]Alla<  is a virtual proclitic (cf. e@pi and e]pi<), and the neuter  
plural was a]lla< (a@lla, 'other things').  Baumlein2 does take a]lla<   
as originally an adverb.  But in reality it is ‘this other matter’3 
(cf. tau?ta and tou?to).  In actual usage the adversative came to 
be the most frequent construction, but the original copulative  
held on to the N. T. period.  It is a mistake to infer that a@lloj  
means 'something different.'  In itself it is merely 'another.'  
Like de< the thing introduced by a]lla< is something new, but not  
essentially in contrast.4  So the classic Greek used a]lla> mh<n in the  
emphatic continuative sense.5  Blass6 observes that "the simple  
a]lla< also has this force of introducing an accessory idea."  Cf. 
2 Cor. 7:11, po<shn kateirga<sato u[mi?n spoudh<n, a]lla> a]pologi<an, a]lla>  
a]gana<kthsin, a]lla> fo<bon, a]lla> e]pipo<qhsin, a]lla> zh?lon, a]lla>  
e]kdi<khsin.  All these six examples are confirmatory and continuative. See  
further Lu. 24:21, a]lla< ge kai> su>n pa?sin tou<toij, where it is cli- 
 
 1 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 105.   4 K.-G., II, p. 286. 
 2 Unters. uber griech. Partikeln, p. 7.  5 Ib. 
 3 Paley, Gk. Particles, p. 1.   6 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 269. 
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acteric, not contradictory.  The story is carried on by a]lla>  
kai< in verse 22.  Cf. also 2 Cor. 1:9; Lu. 12:7; 16:21.  In 
Ph. 1:18, xai<rw, a]lla> kai> xarh<somai, the connection is very close. 
The most striking example of all is Ph. 3:8, a]lla> menou?nge kai>  
h[gou?mai.  In 2 Cor. 11:1, a]lla> kai> a]ne<xesqe, the tone of irony 
akes it doubtful whether to take a]lla< as copulative or adver- 
sative.  These and similar passages are not a dropping of the  
adversative idea, but merely the retention of the original copula- 
tive meaning.  Abbott1 sees that "it is hard to find a satisfactory  
explanation of Jo. 8:26" along the usual line.  If one no longer  
feels impelled to translate by 'but,' the trouble vanishes.  Just  
make it 'now' or 'yea' and it is clear.  Abbott2 likewise considers  
axm "inexplicable" in 4:23, because it has to mean 'but.'  Cf.  
Jo. 16:2, a]ll ] e@rxetai w!ra, 'yea, the hour comes.'  The same  
use of a]lla< occurs also in negative sentences.  In 1 Cor. 3:3,  
a]ll ] ou]de> nu?n du<nasqe after ou@pw e]du<nasqe.  In 4:3, a]ll ] ou]de> after  
an affirmative clause.  In Ac. 19:2, a]ll ]  ou]d ], the thought answers  
the preceding question and is probably adversative, as is possible  
in 1 Cor. 3:3.  The a]lla< at any rate is negative like the ou]de<.  So  
as to a]ll ] ou]de>   [Hr&<dhj (Lu. 23:15). 
 (b) Adversative.  It should be stated again that not all of 
these conjunctions mean contrast (antithesis) or opposition, but  
the context makes the matter clear. The modern Greek keeps  
a]lla<, o!mwj, plh<n, but not de< and me<ntoi (Thumb, Handb., p. 185). 
 (i) De<.  In Jas. 1:13 f. note the two uses of de< (continuative  
and adversative).  Sometimes the positive and the negative are  
sharply contrasted and then de< is clearly adversative as in Mt.  
23:4, au]toi> de> ou] qe<lousin.  More obvious still is 6:14 f., e]a>n a]fh?te 
--e]a>n de> mh> a]fh?te.  Cf. also 6:23.  So mh> qhsauri<zete— qhsauri<zete 
de< (6:19 f.).  Cf. 1 Cor. 1:10, etc.  The contrast may lie in the  
nature of the case, particularly where persons stand in contrast  
as in e]gw> de< (Mt. 5:22, 28, 32, etc.), su> de<  (Mt. 6:6; 1 Tim. 6:  
11; h[mei?j de< (1 Cor. 1:23); u[mei?j de< (Mk. 8:29); the common o[ de< 
(Mk. 1:45), oi[ de< (Mt. 2:5); au]to>j de< (Lu. 8:37), au]to>j de>   ]Ihsou?j   
(Jo. 2:24), etc.  The contrast is made more manifest by the use  
of me<n, (see Intensive Particles) as in Mt. 3:11.  In 1 Cor. 2:6,  
sofi<an de> ou] tou? ai]w?noj tou<tou, an exception is filed to the preceding.  
This adversative use of de< is very common indeed.  Cf. further  
Mk. 2:18; Lu. 5:5; 9:9, 13; 24:21; Ac. 12:15; Ro. 8:9 ff. 
 (ii)  ]Alla<.  Just as a@lloj (cf. 2 Cor. 11:4) can be used in the  
sense of e!teroj (when it means 'different,' not merely ‘second’), so 
 
 1 Joh. Gr., p. 100.  2 Ib., p. 99. 
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a]lla< can mean 'another' in contrast to the preceding.  With a  
negative the antithesis is sharp as in Lu. 1:60, ou]xi<, a]lla> klhqh<- 
setai   ]Iwa<nhj.  So Jo. 6:32, ou] Mwush?j— a]ll ] o[ path<r (cf. 6:38).  
Cf. Mk. 9:37; 1 Cor. 15:37.  In verse 39 of 1 Cor. 15 note  
a]lla> a@llh me<n—a@llh de< where both a]lla<, and a@llh have the no- 
tion of difference due to the context.  In 1 Cor. 9:12 note a]lla<,  
twice.  In Mt. 15:11 ou] begins one clause and a]]lla< the other.  
Cf. 2 Cor. 4:5, ou] ga>r e[autou>j khru<ssomen, a]lla> Xristo>n  ]Ihsou?n 
ku<rion.  So Mt. 5:17.  In Lu. 12:51 note ou]xi< a]ll ] h@ and in 2 
Cor. 1:13, a@lla--a]ll ] h@ a sort of pleonastic use of a]lla<.  This 
is a classical idiom.1  Cf. also ou] mo<non—a]lla<, (Ac. 19:26) or  
a]lla> kai< (Ro. 5:3).  See Negative Particles.  For ou]x o!ti—a]lla< 
see Jo. 7:22, for ou]x i!na—a]lla< see 6:38.  For a]lla< ge in apod- 
osis see 1 Cor. 9:2, for a]lla<.  Col. 2:5, for a]ll ] ou], 1 Cor. 4:  
15.  Sometimes a]ll ] i!na may be elliptical as in Mk. 14:49; Jo.  
1:8.   ]Alla< alone may refer to an interruption in thought not  
expressed, as in Jo. 12:27.  One of the most striking instances of  
a]lla< occurs in Ac. 16:37, ou] ga<r, a]lla<, where ou] ga<r means 'not  
much' with fine shorn (cf. kai> nu?n; just before).  Both Winer and  
W. F. Moulton (W.-M., p. 566) felt certain that a]lla< never  
equalled ei] mh<, not even in Mt. 20:23 and Mk. 4:22.  But J. H.  
Moulton (Prol., p. 241) quotes Tb. P. 104 (i/B.C.), kai> mh> e]ce<stw  
Fili<skwi gunai?ka a@llhn e]pagage<sqai a]lla>   ]Apollwni<an, where a]lla<  
means practically 'except.'  See also Gen. 21:26.  Moulton sug- 
gests that, since ei] mh< (brachylogy) in Lu. 4:26 f.; Rev. 21:27,  
means 'but only,' the same may be true of a]lla<. 
 (iii) Plh<n.  Curtius gets it from ple<on (‘more’), but Brugmann2  
finds its original --meaning to be 'near by.'  At any rate it was  
a preposition (Mk. 12:32).  Cf. Ac. 15:28, ple<on plh>n tou<twn  
where the two werds exist together.  Probably its original use  
as a conjunction is seen in the combination plh>n o!ti (Ph. 1:18).  
It is chiefly confined to Luke's writings in the N. T.  As a con- 
junction it is always adversative (cf. Lu. 6:24; 12:31, etc.).  In  
Mt. 26:39 note plh>n ou]x w[j –a]ll ] w[j.  The classical language  
used it as a preposition and with o!ti, but Aristotle3 shows the  
existence of plh<n as a conjunction which developed in the ver- 
nacular.  Blass4 notes that Paul uses it at the end of an argument  
to single out the main point.  Cf. 1 Cor. 11: 11; Eph. 5:33; Ph. 3:  
16; 4:14. 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 269. 
 2 Griech. Gr., p. 550. 
 3 Blass, Gr of N. T. Gk., p. 268.  4 Ib. 
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 (iv) Me<ntoi.  This word is a combination of two intensive par- 
isles (me<n, toi<), and is used to mean 'however.'  Cf. Jo. 4:27;  
12:42.  It occurs in the N. T. only eight times. 
 (v)   !Omwj.  This word is even more rare than me<ntoi.  It occurs 
with two participles (1 Cor. 14:7; Gal. 3:15) and once with me<n-  
toi (Jo. 12:42). 
 (vi) Ei] mh<.  This phrase marks an exception, as in Mt. 12:4;    
Jo. 17:12.  We even have e]kto>j ei] mh< (1 Cor. 14:5; 15:2; 1 Tim.  
5:19). 
 (c) Disjunctives.  Dionysius Thrax calls this construction su<n- 
qesij diazeutikh<.  It was always possible to express alternative  
ideas without any conjunction (cf. the Latin nolens volens) or by 
copulative conjunctions (de<, kai<), a construction common in the  
vernacular1 (cf. Hebrew v;).  Dissimilar things may be united by  
kai< as in Col. 3:11, but we do not have to take kai< as being h@ or  
vice versa.2  
 (i)  @H.  Its origin from h]e< (enclitic) is held by Brugmann.3  They 
are equivalent in Homer. We may have just h@ as in Mt. 5:17.  
For h} kai< see Mt. 7:10; Lu. 18:11.  In the sense of 'or' h@ may  
be repeated indefinitely (Ro. 8:35).  In Ro. 1:21 we have ou]x—h@  
as in 4:13.  See mh<pw—mhde<--h@ (Ro. 9:11).  This use in negative 
clauses appears in Thuc. 1, 122, and later writers.  In 1 Th.   
2:19 note h} ou]xi> kai<.  In Mt. 21:23 we have kai> ti<j, while in  
Lu. 20:2 (parallel passage) the reading is h} ti<j.  This does  not 
prove kai< and h@ to be synonymous.  The logion was translated  
differently.  The modern Greek retains ou@te, mh<te and h@ (Thumb,  
Handb., p. 185).  In 1 Cor. 11:27, o{j a}n e]sqi<^ to>n a@rton h} tpi<n^ to>  
poth<rion tou? kuri<ou, some MSS. have Kai, but ij is the true text.  
This, however, does not mean that some partook of one element 
and some of the other, but that, whatever element was taken in 
this way, there was guilt.  The correlative use of h@ — h@ (‘either 
--or') is also frequent.4  Cf. Mt. 6:24; 1 Cor. 14:6.  In Ro. 6:  
16 note h@toi--h@.  As a disjunctive we have po<teron—h@ in Jo. 
7:17 and h@ — h@ — h@— h@ in Mk. 13:35.  For pri>n h@ see Mt.  
1:18; for h@ after qe<lw see 1 Cor. 14:19; after kalo<n, Mt. 18:8;  
after xara<, Lu. 15:7; for a]ll ] h@, Lu. 12:51.  Radermacher  
(N. T. Gr., p. 27) finds h@ toi—h@,  B. G. U. 956; h@ toi—h@ toi,  
 
 1 Jann., Hist. Gk. Cr., p. 406. 
 2 W.-Th., p. 440. 
 3 Griech. Gr., p. 541. 
 4 Cf. Margolis, The Particle h@ in O. T. Gk. (Am. Jour. of Sem. Lang. and  
Lit., July, 1909). 
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Vett. Val., p. 138, h@te--h@, I. G. XII, 2, 562, 5 (Roman  
time); h@te--h@te, Quaest. Barth., pp. 24, 30. 
 (ii) Ei@te--ei@te (e]a<nte—e]a<nte).  These conditional particles are 
like the Latin sive — sive.  Cf. 1 Cor. 10:31, ei@te--ei@te--ei@te. 
So 12:13; 14:7.  We have ei@te eight times in 3:22.  In 14:7 it  
follows h@ —h@ in verse 6.  For e]a<nte—e]a<nte see Ro. 14:8. 
 (iii) Ou@te--ou@te  (mh<te—mh<te).  We have seen that there is noth- 
ing inherent in ou@te to make it disjunctive.  Cf. Jo. 4:11; 3 Jo.  
10.  It is simply ou] and te< (cf. ou] de<, a negative copulative con- 
junction.  In Rev. 5:3 f. we have ou]de<--ou@te (cf. Gal. 1:12)  
and the next verse ou]dei<j—ou@te.  In Ac. 24:12 f. we have ou@te 
--ou@te--ou@te--ou]de<.  Cf. Lu. 20:35 f.  In Jo. 5:37 f. note ou@te   
– ou@te – kai> ou].  In 1 Cor. 6:10 note ou@te--ou@te--ou] – ou].  In 
Jas. 3:12 cf. are after question.  A good-example of the correla- 
tive ou@te--ou#te is 1 Cor. 3:7.  In Ro. 8:38 f. ou@te occurs ten  
times.  In Ac. 23:8 we find mh<--mh<te—mh<te.  This is also just 
a copulative negative conjunction (mh< te).  In Mt. 5:34-36 we  
have mh<--mh<te—mh<te – mh<te—mh<te.  In 2 Th. 2:2 we have  
mhde<--mh<te—mh<te.  In Lu. 7:33 mh<--mh<te, while in 9:3 mhde<n  
is followed by mh<te five times.  There is often some confusion  
in the MSS between mhde< and mh<te, ou]de<, and ou@te.  Blass1 rejects 
ou@te oi#da ou@te e]pi<stamai in Mk. 14:68 (xBDL), but on whimsical  
grounds. 
 (d) Inferential Conjunctions.  It is not easy to draw a dis- 
tinction between "inferential" and "causal." There is no  
doubt about a@ra and ou#n.  These are inferential paratactic par- 
ticles. What about ga<r?  Monro2 calls it causal.  Kuhner-Gerth3  
treat all three as causal.  Perhaps it is just as well to reserve  
the term "causal" for the hypotactic particles o!ti, e]pei<, etc.  One  
has to be arbitrary sometimes.  And even so these particles (a@ra,  
ou#n, ga<r) were originally just transitional or explanatory in sense.  
Blass4 calls them "consecutive" co-ordinate conjunctions. 
 (i)   @Ara. The etymology seems to be clear, though not ac- 
cepted by all scholars.  The root a]r-- (a]r—ar—i<skw, 'to fit') suits  
exactly.5  It means then 'fittingly, accordingly.'  Cf. our "ar- 
ticulate" (ar-ticulus).  The word expresses some sort of corre-  
spondence between the sentences or clauses.  It was postpositive  
in the ancient Greek, but in the N. T. it is not always so.  Cf. 
 
 1 Gr. of N.T. Gk., p. 265.  3  II, p. 317. 
 2 Hom. Gk., p. 253.   4 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 272. 
 5 Cf. K.-G., II, p. 317 f., for the discussion of the theories.  So Brug., 
Griech. Gr., p. 519. 
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Mt. 12:28; Ac. 17:27.  It occurs some 50 times in the N. T.,  
in Matthew, Mark, Luke, Acts, Paul's Epistles, and Hebrews.  
The original notion of mere correspondence is apparently pre- 
served in Lu. 11:48, a@ra ma<rture<j e]ste, 'so ye are witnesses.'  Cf.  
alsd Ac. 11:18.  In Mk. 11:13; Ac. 17:27, ei] a@ra has the idea  
of 'if haply.'  Klotz takes a@ra to describe the unexpected and  
strange, something extrinsic, while Baumlein considers it a par- 
ticle giving point to what is immediately and necessarily conclu-  
sive.  Most of the N. T. instances seem to be clearly illative.  Cf.  
Mt. 17:26 f.; Ro. 7:21.  It has ge added three times (cf. Mt.  
7:20; 17:26 f.; Ac. 17:27).  Paul is specially fond of a@ra ou#n 
(Ro. 5:18; 7:3, 25, etc.).  Once he has a@ra nu?n (Ro. 8:1).   @Ara   
occurs also in the apodosis (Mt. 12:28; Gal. 2:21).  We have  
mh<ti a@ra in a question in 2 Cor. 1:17. 
 (ii) Ga<r.  There is no doubt as to the origin of this word. It is  
a compound of ge< and a@ra and is always postpositive.  It is called 
su<ndesmoj ai]tiologiko<j, but it does not always give a reason.  It  
may be merely explanatory.  We have seen that a@ra itself was  
originally just correspondence and then later inference.  So then  
ge< can accent as an intensive particle either of these ideas.  It  
is a mistake, therefore, to approach the study of ga<r with the  
theory that it is always or properly an illative, not to say causal,  
particle.  It is best, in fact, to note the explanatory use first.  
Thayer wrongly calls the illative use the primary one.  The word  
is common in all the larger books of the N. T.  It is least common  
in the Gospel of John and in Revelation.  In Matthew and Luke  
it is much more frequent in the discourses and is rare in the strict  
narrative.  In Mark and John it is about half and half.1  In gen- 
eral the N. T. use of ga<r is in accord with that of the classic period.  
The explanatory use is common in Homer.2  The N. T. examples  
are numerous.  Cf. Mt. 19:12;  Mk. 5:42; 16:4; Lu. 11:30;  
18:32.  Here the explanation follows immediately.  Sometimes  
the explanation comes in by way of appendix to the train of  
thought.  So Mt. 4:18, h#san ga>r a[liei?j.  Cf. also Mk. 2:15; Ro.  
7:2.  In questions we have good examples, particularly ti< ga<r.  
So Mt. 27:23, ti< ga>r kako>n e]poi<hsen;  Cf. Ro. 3:3.  In Ac. 16: 
37, ou] ga<r a]lla<, we have to resolve ga<r into its parts and make  
the phrase= 'not much, but.'  In Jo. 9:30, e]n tou<t& ga<r, the man  
uses ga<r with fine scorn, 'why, just in this,' etc.  In Jo. 19:6  
it is hardly creditable to Pilate's common sense to take ga<r as  
illative.  Cf. also Jo. 7:41; Ac. 19:35; Mt. 9:5.  Ga<r sometimes 
 
 1 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 102.  2 Monro, Hom. Gr., p. 253. 
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gives the major premise (Mt. 26:52), more often the minor prem- 
ise (2 Pet. 1:15 f.), sometimes both (Jo. 3:19 f.).  The purely  
illative use of ga<r is simple enough, though the force of the  
ground or reason naturally varies greatly.  See Mt. 1:21, au]to>j   
ga>r sw<sei; (6:24) h} ga<r; (Ro. 8:18) logi<zomai ga<r.  Paul begins  
every sentence with ga<r in Ro. 8:18-24.  For kai> ga<r see Ro.  
11:1; 15:3.  The precise relation between clauses or sentences  
is not set for by ga<r.  That must be gathered from the con- 
text if possible.  Cf. Jo. 4:44.  Note ga<r — o!ti in 1 Tim. 6:7. 
 (iii) Ou#n.  The etymology of ou#n is unknown.  Brugmann1 thinks  
it probable that it is derived from *o[ e]n or o[ o[n (cf. o@ntwj, t&? o@nti). 
The Ionic also has w#n (so Lesbian, Doric, Boeotian).  But, how- 
ever that may be, it is important to note that the particle is 
not illative nor even consequential in Homer.2  It is merely a  
transitional particle relating clauses or sentences loosely together  
by way of confirmation.  It was common in this sense in Homer,  
though rare in fthe Attic writers save in me>n ou#n.  But it is very  
frequent in the Gospel of John as a mere transitional particle.  In  
this Gospel it occurs about 200 times, nearly as frequent as all 
 the rest of the N.T., though it is rare in the other Johannine  
writings.  In John's Gospel, outside of 8 examples in the words  
of Jesus, the rest occur in the narrative portion.3  Abbott4 seems  
puzzled over the many non-illative instances of  ou#n in John and  
suggests that “the writer perhaps had in view the objections of 
 controversialists”  But this is wholly gratuitous and needless in  
the light of a history of the particle.  Probably a majority of  
the instances in John's Gospel are non-illative as in Homer, the  
original use of the word.5  Luke preserves the literary Attic idiom  
by the common use of me>n ou#n as in Ac. 15:3, 30, etc.  But John  
boldly uses ou#n alone and needs no apology for doing so.  It just  
carries along the narrative with no necessary thought of cause or  
result.  It is, because of John's free use, one of the commonest  
particles in the N. T. and is oftener in the narrative books than  
in the epistles.6  It is interesting in John to take a chapter and  
note when ou#n is merely continuative and when illative.  Cf. ch. 
11, for instance, verses 3, 6, 12, 14, 16, 17, 20, 21, 31, 32, 33, 36, 
38, 45, 47, 54, 56.  So we start off again in 12:1 with o[ ou#n  ]Ihsou?j  
 
 1 Griech. Gr., p.549.   3 Abbott, Joh. Gr., p. 165. 
 2 Monro, Hom, p. 255.   4 Ib., p. 168. 
 5 Cf. K.-G., II. p. 326. See also Weymouth, App. A, Rendering into Eng. 
of the Gk. Aorist and Perfect, 1894. 
 6 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 272. 
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(continuative).  It is the commonest connective between sen- 
tences in this Gospel.  We moderns do not feel the same need  
for connecting-particles between independent sentences.  The an- 
cient Greeks loved to point out these delicate nuances.  The in- 
terrogative ou]kou?n occurs only in Jo. 18:37.  A good instance of  
the purely illative use is in Mt. 3:8, poih<sate ou#n karpo<n.  It is  
common in Paul's Epistles (Ro. 5:1; 6:12, etc.).  Paul is fond  
also of a@ra ou#n (Ro. 8:12) and of ti< ou#n (6:1, 15; 7:7; 8:31,  
etc.).  Ou#n is always postpositive. 
 2. HYPOTACTIC CONJUNCTIONS (su<ndesmoi u[potaktikoi<).  The 
conjunctions used in the N. T. with subordinate clauses have been  
discussed and the constructions given in detail already.  See  
Modes (Subordinate Clauses).  The relative, temporal, compara- 
tive, local, causal, final and consecutive, apprehensive, conditional  
and declarative conjunctions make a goodly list. But it is not  
necessary to go over the same ground again.  Most of these con-  
junctions, as previously shown, are of relative origin.1  All are  
adverbs.  It was necessary to treat at length the paratactic con- 
junctions which antedate the hypotactic in origin and were always  
exceedingly abundant in the vernacular. The hypotactic belong  
to the more highly developed speech, but one must not think that  
the hypotactic conjunctions regulate the construction of the sen- 
tence.  They get their meaning from the sentence, not the sentence  
from the conjunction.  The other view is a mechanical theory of  
language out of harmony with the historical growth of both mode  
and particle.2  Hypotaxis grew out of parataxis. This paratactic  
origin survives in many ways.  Cf., for instance, the relative at   
the beginning of sentences, as e]n oi#j (Lu. 12:1).  So also o!ti in  
1 Jo. 3:11 f.  The Greek is particularly rich in its subordinating  
conjunctions as compared with the Sanskrit and the Hebrew.  
Each subordinate clause possesses a case-relation toward the  
principal sentence as substantive, adjective or adverb, so that the  
sentence expansion is on the lines of the word-relations. In gen- 
eral the disappearance of the ancient Greek conjunctions from  
the modern Greek is noticeable.  [Opo<te (o[po<tan), a@xrij, me<xrij, ei], 
e]f ]  &$ "have entirely disappeared" (Thumb, Handb., p. 186).  
Thumb goes on with the story.  We have w[j in sa<n and w!ste na<=  
‘until.’    !Oti is gone before pou? and na<, though o!pwj has revived. 
 
 1 On the relative origin of conjs. like o!ti, o!te, o!pwj, w[j, e!wj see Baron, Le  
Pronom Relatif et la Conjonction, 1891, pp. 95 ff. 
 2 Cf. Nilsson, Die Kausalsiitze im Griech. his Arist. See also Gildersl., Am.  
Jour. of Philol., 1907, p. 354 f. 
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Na< has greatly extended its functions. Some survive greatly 
modified, like a]fou?, e]a<n, ei@te--ei@te, e]n&?, e]peidh<, pri<n, w[j pou? (e!wj), 
pou? (o!pou), protou?, etc.  The paratactic conjunctions are "pressed 
into service to form dependent clauses" as at the beginning.  
Parataxis turfs into hypotaxis. 
 VI.  Interjecitions.  Winer1 considers interjections to be mere  
sounds, and so entirely outside of the sphere of syntax and in- 
deed of graminar.  But one2 of the imperatival forms (a@ge) is  
exclamatory in origin.  Or is the interjection an imperative in  
origin?  We this form still used as an interjection in Jas.  
4:13.  So also i@de in Jo. 1:29, i@de o[ a@mnoj tou? qeou?.  Cf. deu?ro (Mk. 
10:21), deu?te (Mt. 11:28).  Deu?ro is very vivid in Jo. 11:43,  
La<zare deu?ro e@cw.   ]Idou< is either used absolutely (Mt. 11:10) or  
with the nominative (Rev. 4:1) and is of frequent occurrence.  
Kai> i]dou< is gold Greek, but its frequency reminds one of the  
Hebrew idiom.  We have e@a in Lu. 4:34.  Once ou]a< occurs (Mk.  
15:29) with the vocative.  So ou]ai< is found with the vocative in  
Lu. 6:25.  It is found absolutely in Rev. 18:10, 16, 19, ou]ai<,  
ou]ai<.  Twice it is used with the accusative (Rev. 8:13; 12:12),  
as the object of thought.  Usually the dative is found with ou]ai<   
as in Mt. 11:21; Lu. 6:24 f.; 11:42.  The word occurs mainly in  
Matthew and Like.  Sometimes we  w# have with the vocative 
as in Mt. 15:28, w# gu<nai.  So Ac. 13:10; Ro. 2:1; Gal. 3:1. 
There is usually some vehemence or urgency when w# is used. 
But not always.  See Ac. 1:1; 18:14.  In Ro. 10:15 w[j is an  
exclamatory particle, as ti< is in Lu. 12:49.  It is not quite true,  
therefore, to say that interjections lie quite outside of gram- 
mar.  Indeed, language may come from just these ejaculatory  
sounds, like "mama" with the babe.  Tragedians3 naturally use  
interjections more frequently.  People differ greatly in the use of  
"Oh" and "Ah."  The English audiences are fond of "Hear, 
hear," while the American crowds love to clap their hands or 
stamp their feet.  Farrar4 follows Scaliger and Destutt de Tracy 
in regarding them as words par excellence and as having high 
linguistic importance.  Grammar can deal with emotion as well  
as with thought. 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 35   2 Cf. Moulton, Prol., p. 171 f. 
 3 Muller, De interjeetionum apud Sophoclern, Euripidem que Usu, 1885, p. 3.  
 4 Gk. Synt., p. 201. 



 
 
 
 
                                       CHAPTER XXII 
 
 
            FIGURES OF SPEECH (GORGIEIA  SXHMATA) 
 
 
 I. Rhetorical, not Grammatical.  Strictly speaking there is no 
need to go further in the discussion of the points of syntax.  There  
are various matters that the grammars usually discuss because  
there is no N. T. rhetoric.  These points belong to language in 
general, though in some of them the Greek has turns of its own.  
Each writer has, besides, his own style of thought and speech. 
See discussion in chapter IV.  Under The Sentence we have 
a ready discussed the ellipsis (of subject, predicate or copula), 
matters of concord, apposition, the position of words (emphasis, 
euphony, rhythm, poetry, prolepsis, u!steron pro<teron, postpositive 
wards, hyperbaton, order of clauses), simple and compound sen- 
tences, connection between words (polysyndeton and asyndeton), 
connection between clauses and sentences (paratactic and hypo- 
tactic) and asyndeton again, running and periodic style, parenthe- 
sis, anacoluthon, oratio variata, connection between paragraphs. 
These matters call for no further comment.  They could have 
been treated at this point, but they seemed rather to belong to  
the discussion of sentences in a more vital way than the remain- 
ing rhetorical figures.  For attraction and incorporation see  
Cases and Relative Pronouns. The points now to be discussed 
have not so much to do with the orderly arrangement (su<nqesij)1   
as with the expression and the thought. 
 II. Style in the N. T.  The characteristics of the N. T. writers  
received treatment in chapter IV.  The precise question here is  
whether the writers of the N. T. show any marks of rhetorical  
study.  We have seen already (The Sentence, Rhythm) that the  
scholars are divided into two camps on this subject.  Blass2 
(but not Debrunner) argues that Paul's writings and the Epistle  
to the Hebrews show the influence of the rules of rhythm of the  
literary prose of Asia (Asianism) and Rome (Pausanias, Cicero, 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 295. 
 2 Die Rhythmen der asianischen and romischen Kunstprosa, 1905.  
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Curtius, Apuleius).  Deissmann1 will have none of it.  It is a  
pretty quarrel and, as usual, there is truth in both views.  One 
must get his bearings.  We can all agree with Blass2 at once 
that the N.T. writers are not to be compared on this point with 
the literary masters of Attic prose, but with writers like Polybius. 
We are surely of to look for the antithetic style of the Attic  
orators (Isocrates, Lysias, Demosthenes).3  If there is aesthetic  
beauty in 1 Cor. 13 or Heb. 11, it may be the natural aesthetic  
of Homer's rhapsodies, not the artificialities of Isocrates.  Blass4  
admits the poverty of the Oriental languages in the matter of  
periods and particles and does not claim that the N. T. writers  
rose above the 0. T. or rose to the level of Plato.  And yet  
Norden in his Antike Kunstprosa claims that in his best diction  
Paul rises to the height of Plato in the Phaedrus.  Wilamowitz- 
Mollendorff likewise calls Paul "a classic of Hellenism."  Sir  
W. M. Ramsay is a stout advocate for the real Hellenic influence 
on Paul's life.5  But Ramsay scouts the word "rhetoric" in con- 
nection with Paul:  "I can hardly imagine that one who had ever  
experienced the spell of Paul could use the word rhetoric about  
the two examples which he mentions from First Corinthians, and  
Romans."6  There was in Paul's time artificial rhetoric with  
which Paul evilently had no connection, nor did any of the writers  
of the N. T.  One cannot believe that Paul, for instance, studied  
at one of the famous schools of rhetoric nor that he studied 
the writings of the current rhetoricians.  This much may be 
freely admitted about all of the N. T. writers, who wrote in 
the language the people, not of the schools.  Deissmann 
correctly say:  “The history of Christianity, with all its wealth  
of incident, has been treated much too often as the history  
of the Christian literary upper class, the history of theologians  
and ecclesiastics, schools, councils and parties, whereas Chris- 
tianity itself has often been most truly alive in quarters remote 
 
 1 Theol. Lit., 1906, p. 434; The Expositor, 1908, p. 74. See also his St.  
Paul (1912). 
 2 Hermeneutik und Kritik, 1S02, p. 198. The true grammarian is but too   
willing to see the ether point of view. Cf. Gildersl., Am. Jour. of Philol., 1908,  
p. 266. 
 3 Hahne, Zur sprachl. Asthetik der Griech., 1896, p. 4. 
 4 Hermeneutik und Kritik, p. 19S. 
 5 Cf. the controversy between him and Principal Garvie in The Expositor  
for 1911 anent Garvie's book, Studies of Paul and His Gospel (1911).  
 6 The Expositor, Aug., 1911, p. 157. 
 7 Light from the Ancient East, p. 404. 
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fro councils."  This is all pre-eminently true and we must never  
forget that Jesus was a carpenter, John a fisherman and Paul  
a tentmaker. And yet Deissmann1 himself will say of John:  
"St. John has no liking for progress along an unending straight  
road; he loves the circling flight, like his symbol, the eagle.  
There is something hovering and brooding about his production;  
repetitions are in no wise abnormal with him, but the marks  
of a contemplation which he cherishes as a precious inheritance  
from St. Paul and further intensifies." There is a perfection of  
form in the Parables of Jesus that surpasses all the rules of the  
grammarians and rhetoricians. The eagle flight of John makes  
the cawing of the syntactical crows pitiful. The passion of Paul  
broke through all the traditional forms of speech. He lacked  
the punctilious refinements2 of the Stoic rhetoricians, but he had  
the cyclonic power of Demosthenes and the elevation of Plato.  
Even Blass3 sees that "the studied employment of the so-called  
Gorgian assonances is necessarily foreign to the style of the N. T.,  
all the more because they were comparatively foreign to the whole  
period; accident, however, of course produces occasional instances  
of them, and the writer often did not decline to make use of any  
that suggested themselves." This would seem modest enough to  
satisfy Deissmann. In particular Blass4 notes "the absence of  
rhetorical artifice in the Johannine speeches." He finds little of  
that nature in Mark and Luke. "But in Matthew there really  
is same artistic sense of style," but it is "mainly drawn from  
Hebrew and not from Greek." The many quotations in this  
Gospel show a close use of the LXX and the Hebrew 0. T.  And  
yet, on the whole, the Greek runs smoothly enough. Konig has  
a valuable article on "Style of Scripture" in the Extra Volume of  
Hastings' Dictionary of the Bible, but he deals mainly with the  
0. T.  There is in truth little that is distinctive in the style of  
the N.T. apart from the naturalness, simplicity, elevation and  
pass on of the writers.  It is only in the Epistle to the Hebrews  
that Blass5 finds "the care and dexterity of an artistic writer"  
as shown by his occasional avoidance of hiatus, but even here  
Blass has to strain a point to make it stick. Bultmann6 draws a  
definite parallel between the style of Paul and the Cynic-Stoic 
 
 1 Light from the Anc. East, p. 410. 
 2 J. Weiss, Beitr. zur paulinischen Rhetorik, 1897, p. 168. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 298.  
 4 Ib., p. 302.    5 Ib., p. 296. 
 6 Der Stil der paulinische Predigt and die kynisch-stoische Diatribe, 1910. 
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Diatribe and Makes his point, but even so one wonders if after  
all Paul uses question and answer so skilfully by reason of definite  
study of the subject or because of his dialectical training as a  
rabbi and his native genius in such matters.  It is per se, how- 
ever, entirely possible that Paul knew the common Stoic dialectic  
also as he did the tenets of current Stoicism (cf. Paul's work in  
Athens). The examples of figures of speech in the N. T. are due  
to the nature of speech in general, to the occasional passion1 of  
the writer, to the play of his fancy, to unconscious expression  
of genius, to mere accident.  We must not make the mistake of  
rating men like Luke, Paul, James and the author of Hebrews as  
boorish and unintellectual.  They lived in an age of great culture  
and they were saturated with the noblest ideas that ever filled  
the human brain.  As men of genius they were bound to respond  
to such a situation.  They do show a distinct literary flavour as  
Heinrici2 has so well shown.  In 1 Cor. 13 we have finish of form 
and thought.  Even John, called a]gra<mmatoj kai> i]diw<thj (Ac. 4:13), 
rose to the highest planes of thought in his Gospel.  Deissmann  
in his St. Paul goes to the extreme of making Paul a mere man of  
affairs devoid of theological culture, — an untenable position in  
view of Acts and Paul's Epistles when he says:  "His place is with  
Amos, the herdsman of Tekoa, and Tersteegen, the ribbon-weaver  
of Mulheim" (p. 6).  We may brush aside the artificial rules of  
Gorgias as too studied efforts for the N. T.  Indeed, the men of the  
time had larger refused to follow the lead of Gorgias of Sicily,  
though his name clung to the figures of speech.  His mannerisms  
were not free from affectation and pedantry.3  The Attic orators of  
the fourth century B.C. had their own rules for easy and flexible  
practical speech.  The writers and speakers of the later time  
modified these in their own way.  We are not concerned here to  
follow Blass4 in his effort to prove that Paul and the writer of  
Hebrews were students of the current rhetoricians. This we fail  
to see, but we do see that the language of the N. T. was a living  
organism and exhibits many of the peculiarities of human speech  
which the rhetoricians have discussed.  For convenience, therefore,  
we adopt their terminology. 
 
 1 Norden (Die ant. Kunstprosa, Bd. II, p. 508) speaks of Paul's use of rhe- 
torical figures as die to his "Ton." Heinrici (Zum Hellen. d. Paulus, Komm. 
zu II Kor.) sees Paul's "Eigenart." 
 2 Der literarische Charakter d. neut. Schriften, 1908. 
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 295. 
 4 Die Rhythmen der asianischen and romischen Kunstprosa, 1905. 
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 III. Figures of Idea or Thought (sxh<mata dianoi<aj).  Blass1  
observes that these figures of thought belong more to the later  
peiod of Attic oratory.  Some of them are distinctly rhetorical  
in character, as the rhetorical question of which Paul makes  
abundant use, especially in the Epistle to the Romans.  Blass2  
makes a good critique of such questions as showing dialectical  
liveliness and perspicuity, as in Ro. 3:1 ti< ou#n to> perisso>n tou? 
]Ioudai<ou; (4:10) pw?j ou#n e]logi<sqh; e]n peritom ?̂ o@nti h} e]n a]krobusti<%; 
This is quite like the diatribe in Epictetus and other koinh< writers  
(Radermacher, N. T. Gr., p. 182).  Cf. 1 Cor. 7:18 ff.  Other ques- 
tions are quite emotional, as in 2 Cor. 11:22.  In Ro. 8:31-35 we  
have a "brilliant oratorical passage," worthy of any orator in the  
world.  There are others almost equal to it, Ro. 6, 7, 9, 10, 11;  
1 Cor. 3, 4, 8, 9, 12, 13, 15;  2 Cor. 2, 3, 4, 5, 8, 10, 11, 13.  Here  
we have oratory of the highest kind with the soul all ablaze with  
great ideas.  The words respond to this high environment and  
are all aglow with beauty and light.  Certainly the Epistle to  
Hebrews is oratory of the highest order, as are the addresses in  
Acts.  Blass3 thinks that Luke is distinctly "unprofessional (idio- 
tisch)" in his manner of presenting the great speeches in Acts,  
i]diwtikh> fra<sij, not texnikh> fra<sij.  That is true, but one would 
have a martinet spirit to cavil at the word eloquence here.  The  
discourses of Jesus in Matthew, Luke and John are above all  
praise in content and spirit.  One cannot think that Jesus was a  
technical student of rhetoric, but he sang with the woodrobin's  
note, and that far surpasses the highest achievement of the best  
trained voice whose highest praise is that she approaches the  
woodrobin or the nightingale.  There is perfection of form in the  
thoughts of Jesus whether we turn to the Sermon on the Mount  
in Matthew, the Parables in Luke 15, or the Discourses in the  
Upper Room and On the Way to Gethsemane in John 14-17.  
The style of the reporters does not conceal the consummate skill  
of Christ as the "Master Preacher" of the ages. 
 There is undoubted use of irony (ei]rwnei<a) in the N. T.  We see it  
in the words of Jesus.  See the high scorn in kai> u[mei?j  plhrw<sate to> 
me<tron tw?n pate<rwn u[mw?n (Mt. 23:32).  This is the correct text, not 
plhrw<sete.  So also kalw?j a]qetei?te th>n e]ntolh>n tou? qeou? (Mk. 7:9) and  
o!ti ou]k e]nde<xetai profh<thn a]pole<sqai e@cw  ]Ierousalh<m (Lu. 13:33). 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 304. 
 2 Ib. The "Terminology of Grammar" is not fixed like the laws of the  
Medes and Persians. Cf. Rep. of the Joint Com. on Gr. Terminol., 1911.  
 3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 305. 
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There is more of it in Paul's writings.  Cf. 1 Cor. 4: 8; 2 Cor. 
11:19 f.; 12:13; Ro. 11:20.  There was never a more nimble 
mind than that of Paul, and he knew how to adapt himself to 
every mood of his readers or hearers without any sacrifice of 
principle.  It was no declaimer's tricks, but love for the souls of 
men that made him become all things to all men (1 Cor. 9:22). 
He could change his tone because he loved the Galatians even 
when they had been led astray (Gal. 4:20).  The rhetoricians call 
it prodiorthosis, as in 2 Cor. 11:21, e]n a]frosu<n^ le<gw (cf. also 11: 
1f., 16 f., 23) and epidiorthosis  as in Ro. 3:5, kata> a@nqrwpon le<gw. 
Cf. also 1 Cor. 7:6; 12:11; Ro. 8:34; Gal. 4:9.  So Paul uses 
paraleipsis, as 2 Cor. 9:4, mh< pwj kataisxunqw?men h[mei?j, i!na mh> 
le<gwmen u[mei?j, instead of mh< pote kataisxunqh?te.  As Blass1 suggests, 
Paul's innate celicacy of feeling makes him take the reproach 
on himself.  Cf. also Phil. 19, i!na mh> le<gw o!ti kai> seauto<n moi proso- 
fei<leij.   So in Ro. 7:4 Paul says kai> u[mei?j e]qanatw<qhte t&? no<m&  
frather than bluntly assert kai> o[ no<moj a]pe<qanen (or e]qanatw<qh).  There 
is sometimes of parallelism (heterogeneous structure).  Cf. 
1 Jo. 2:2, i[lasmo>j  peri> tw?n a[martiw?n h[mw?n, ou] peri> tw?n h[mete<rwn  
mo<non, a]lla> kai> o!lou tou? ko<smou, instead of tw?n o!lou tou? ko<smou.  
also Ph. 2:22, patri<--su>n e]moi<.  Cf. peripatei?n kai> a]spasmou<j in 
Mk. 12:38 f., th>n me<nousan e]n h[mi?n kai> meq ] h[mw?n e@stai in 2 Jo. 2. 
 V. Figures of Expression (sxh<mata le<cewj).  What Winer2 
calls "Broken and Heterogeneous Structure" (anacoluthon, oratio 
varicaata) has had sufficient discussion under The Sentence.  So as 
to asyndeton.  There remain a number of other points which may 
be grouped for convenience. 
 (a) PARALLELS AND CONTRASTS (Parallelismus membrorum). 
There are many illustrations of this idiom in the N. T., both in  
the Gospels and, Epistles.  The 0. T. is full of such words and  
phrases, particularly in the Psalms.  One who read these hymns  
much would naturally have his eye and ear trained to this form  
of rhythm.  We do not need to see conscious effort at poetry,  
though in 1 Tin. 3:16 we probably have a fragment of an early  
Christian hymn.  The Hebrew parallelism is manifest in Lu. 1:  
42-45 (the song of Elizabeth), 46-56 (the song of Mary), and  
68-79 (the son, of Zacharias), 2 : 29-32 (the song of Simeon).  
One does not have to go to the Greek rhetoricians.  The spirit of  
rhapsody here shown is due to the Spirit of God moving the heart  
and stirring the highest impulses of the soul.  There are other  
examples of primitive Christian song in the N. T., as in Eph. 5: 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 304.  2 W.-Th., p. 566. 
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14; Jude 24 f.; Rev. 5:12-14, and often in this book.  There is  
the perfection of poetic form in the noble prose in 1 Cor. 13; 15:  
54-7; Col. 1:10-12.  One hesitates to think that this use of  
antithesis or parallelism is artificial even if it is conscious.  This  
parallelism may be synonymous (Mt. 10:26; Jo. 1:17; Ro. 11:33)  
or antithetic (Jo. 3:6; Ro. 2:7).1  There are also examples of  
Chiasm or Reverted Parallelism (from the letter X) as in Phile- 
mon 5, th>n a]ga<phn kai> th>n pi<stin h{n e@xeij ei]j to>n ku<rion   ]Ihsou?n kai>  
ei]j pa<ntaj tou>j a[gi<ouj.  So Mt. 7:6; Ph. 1:15 f.; 1 Th. 5:6; Ph. 3:10.2  
I doubt very much if Paul was at all conscious of the stilted paral- 
lelism that Blass3 sees in 1 Cor. 1:25 with anaphora (the first  
words alike) as in ou] polloi<--ou] poloi<, or antistrophe (the last words  
alike) as in tou? qeou?—tou? qeou?--tw?n a]nqrw<pwn—tw?n a]nqrw<pwn, or sym- 
ploce (both alike) as in e]cele<cato o[ qeo>j i!na kataisxu<n^, e]cele<cato o[ qeo>j 
i!na kataisxu<n^.  Cf. Heb. 2:16.  The manuscripts vary a deal in 1  
Cor. 1:25 ff., and Blass has to juggle the text in order to make  
it come out in "rounded periods of three sections."  What  
if this finesse was praised by dilettante rhetoricians when they  
found it in Demosthenes or Cicero?  Surely Paul was not a  
"stylist" of the fashion of Cicero nor even of Demosthenes.  
Perhaps no orator "would have regarded the eloquence of this  
passage with other feelings than those of the highest admiration."  
Doubtless so, but for the passion and force, not for the mere  
word-play.  Just so the three poetical quotations (Ac. 17:28;  
1 Cor. 15:33; Tit. 1:12) do not justify straining after accidental  
lines in Ac. 23:5; Jas. 1:17; Heb. 12:12 f., or elsewhere.  Blass4  
is so fond of finding poetic parallelism in the Gospels that he  
actually makes it tilt the scales against the best manuscripts  
in some passages as in Mt. 5:45; 7:13 f.; 25:35.  This seems  
much like eisegesis. 
 (b) CONTRASTS IN WORDS.  There is the solemn repetition of  
a word with powerful effect (the epanadiplosis of the rhetoricians),  
but Blass does not claim this as a rhetorical device in the N. T.  
It is natural to strong emotion.  Cf. e]pista<ta e]pista<ta (Lu. 8:24);  
ku<rie ku<rie (Mt. 25:11); stau<rwson stau<rwson (Jo. 19:6); Rev. 18:2,  
e@pesen e@pesen.  See Ph. 3:2.  Cf. also the two hours of shouting in  
Ac. 19:34.  Climax is as old as Homer.  This is again a perfectly  
natural method of emphasis.  Cf. the links in the list of virtues  
in 2 Pet. 1:5-7.  See also Ro. 5:3-5; 10:14.  There is a cumu- 
lative force in the repetition.  Per contra, zeugma puts together 
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 639.    3 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 300 f. 
 2 Green, Handb. to N. T. Gk., p. 355.  4 Ib., p. 302. 
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words that do not properly go together, as in 1 Cor. 3:2, ga<la  
u[ma?j e]po<tisa, ou] brw?ma.  So also Lu. 1:64, a]ne&<xqh to> sto<ma au]tou?  
paraxrh?ma kai> h[ glw?ssa au]tou?.  Cf. 1 Tim. 4:3.  This construc- 
tion is usually explained as elliptical, one verb (as above) being  
used where two are necessary for the full statement. Kuhner- 
Gerth1 treat it as a species of brachylogy.  The use of synonyms  
is not absent in the N. T., though not in the richness of the classic  
idiom.  Cf. Lu. 8:15, e]n kardi<% kal ?̂ kai> a]gaq^?, and the use of a]ga- 
pa<w and file<w side by side in Jo. 21:15-17 where Peter makes a  
point of using file<w.  See chapter on Formation of Words.2  The  
play on words takes many turns. The onomatopoetic words like  
goggu<zw (cf. our "murmur ") are very simple.  Cf. Jo. 6:41. Ex- 
amples of initial alliteration occur, like ponhri<%, pleoneci<% (Ro. 1:  
29); u[brista<j, u[perhfa<nouj (1:30); a]peiqei?j, a]sune<touj, a]sunqe<touj,  
a]sto<rgouj, a]neleh<monaj (1:30 f.).  It is hard to tell whether this is  
conscious or unconscious. There are also instances of paronoma- 
sia and annominatio. Paronomasia is rather loosely applied in  
the books.  Winer3 uses it only for words of similar sound, while  
Blass4 confines it to the recurrence of the same word or word-  
stem, like kakou>j kakw?j (Mt. 21:41); e]n panti> pa<ntote pa?san (2 Cor.  
9:8); o[ no<moj nomi<mwj (1 Tim. 1:8), and uses parechesis for differ- 
ent words of similar sound, like limoi> kai> loimoi< (Lu. 21:11); e@maqen  
a]f ] w#n e@paqen (Heb. 5:8); fqo<nou fo<nou Ro. 1:29); a]sune<touj a]sun- 
qe<touj (1:31). See also 2 Cor. 10:12; Ro. 11:17.  The point is a  
fine one and need not be pressed.  But annominatio deals with  
the sense as well as the sound.  Thus Pe<troj and pe<tra in Mt.  
16:18; ginw<skeij a{ a]naginw<skeij (Ac. 8:30); u[perfronei?n—fronei?n 
--swfronei?n (Ro. 12:3); mhde>n e]rgazome<nouj, a]lla> periergazome<nouj 
(2 Th. 3:11).  Cf. also Mt. 27:9; Lu. 9:60; Ac. 23 :3; 2 Cor.  
3:2; 1 Cor. 11:29 ff.; Ph. 3:2 f.; 2 Cor. 4:8 f.; Ro. 1:20; 5:  
19; 12:15; Eph. 4:1.  Even so there is a certain amount of  
overlapping in the two figures. The ancients did not smile because  
a pun was made.  It was merely a neat turn of speech and was  
very common.  So Jesus says to Thomas, mh> gi<nou a@pistoj a]lla>  
pisto<j (Jo. 20:27). 
 (c) CONTRACTION AND EXPANSION.  It is difficult to draw lines  
between groups among these figures of speech. Zeugma, as we  
have seen, can very well come in here as a sort of ellipsis.  The  
ellipsis of subject or predicate came up for discussion under 
 
 1 I II, p. 570. 
 2 Cf. Trench, N. T. Synonyms; Heine, Synonymik d. neut. Griech.  
 3 W.-Th., p. 636.   4  Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 298. 
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The Sentence. But a few more words are needed here.  Cf.  
pisto>j o[ qeo<j (2 Cor. 1:18); o[ ku<rioj e]ggu<j (Ph. 4:5) as samples  
of the absence of the copula. So Jo. 14 : 11; Ac. 19 :28, 34; 2  
Cor. 11:6.  It is not always clear what verb is to be supplied, 
though ei]m< and gi<nomai are the most common.  Cf. fwnh> pa<lin e]k 
deute<rou pro>j au]to<n, Ac. 10:15; ou]k e]n lo<g& h[ basilei<a tou? qeou?, a]ll ]  
e]n duna<mei, 1 Cor. 4:20.  Cf. Jo. 21:21; 1 Cor. 5:12.  Usually the  
context makes clear what verb is wanting, as in Mt. 27:25;  
Ac. 18:6; Ro. 4:9; 5:18; 2 Cor. 9:7; Gal. 2:9; Rev. 1:4.  
In 2 Cor. 8:15 the participle e@xwn must be supplied with o[ ac- 
cording to a common Greek idiom.  Cf. also Ro. 13:7, t&? to>n 
fo<ron, where Winer1 supplies a]podido<nai keleu<onti.  Cf. also 1 Cor.  
4: 6.  It is easy to supply o[ qeo<j in passages like Heb. 1:7 le< 
gei, 4:3 ei@rhke.  The context supplies the noun in a case like 
Ac. 21:31, zhtou<twn te au]to>n a]poktei?nai.  Cf. Jo. 20:2, h#ran to> 
ku<rion (‘people took away’).  In Ac. 21:16, sunh?lqon kai> tw?n maqh- 
tw?n, supply tine<j as in Lu. 11:49, tina<j.  Many verbs are con- 
sidered clear enough without the object.  So dia<gw (sc. bi<on) in  
Tit. 3:3; prose<xw (sc. nou?n) in Lu. 17:3, e]pe<xw in 14:7, e]ne<xw (sc.  
xo<lon)  in Mk. 6:19; sumba<llw (sc. lo<gouj) as in Ac. 4:15 (cf. Lu.  
24:17, a]ntiba<llete with object); sullamba<nw in Lu. 1:31.  It is  
unnecessary (see Adjectives) to recount again the many instances  
of the adjective without a substantive where the gender and  
number and context make it clear.  A few common examples suf- 
fice.  For the absence of h[me<ra note t^? tri<t^ (Lu. 13:32); h[ au@rion 
(Mt. 6:34); th?j sh<meron (Mt. 27:8); t ?̂ e]xome<n^ (Lu. 13:33); t ?̂   
e]piou<s^ (Ac. 16:11); h[ e[ch?j (21:1); t ?̂ e[te<r% (Ac. 20:15).  Gh? is  
easily supplied in Mt. 23:15, h[ chra<, and in Heb. 11:26, e]n Ai]gu<p- 
tou.  Supply glw?ssa in Rev. 9:11, e]n t ?̂   [Ellhnik ?̂.  So with o[do<j 
in Lu. 5:19, poi<aj; 19:4, e]kei<nhj.  We miss i[ma<tion in Jo. 20:12,  
e]n leukoi?j, and u!dwr in Mt. 10:42, yuxro<n.  So with xei<r in Mt. 6:  
3,  h[ decia<, h[ a]ristera< and xw<ra in Lu. 17:24, e]k th?j –ei]j th<n.  Much 
more serious is the ellipsis in Mt. 26:5, and Gal. 5:13, where  
the context must supply both verb and subject.  Cf. also ou]x o!ti 
--- a]ll ]  in Jo. 7:22.  In a case like 2 Th. 2:3 f., o!ti e]a<n—o!ti, 
there is no apodosis expressed.  These are but samples of the  
ellipses common to Greek (cf. ei] de> mh<) as to all languages more or  
less.  It is not worth while to try to bring under this rhetorical  
figure all the lapses and turns of style in each writer.  Cf. the  
absence of the verb with i!na in 1 Cor. 1:31, with to> mh< in 4:6,  
with e!n de< in Ph. 3:13, with tou?to de< in 2 Cor. 9:6, with i!na  
 
 1 W.-Th., p. 590. 
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again in Gal. 2: 9.  Cf. also Mk. 14:29; 1 Cor. 10:24; 2 Cor.  
5:13. 
 Aposiopesis stands to itself since it is a conscious suppression of  
part of a sentence under the influence of a strong emotion like  
anger, fear, pity.  Curiously enough Blass,1 who sees so many  
rhetorical tropes in the N. T., denies that any instances of aposio- 
pesis occur in the N. T.  I do not consider his objections well  
founded.  We may dismiss Mk.7:11 and Lu. 22:42 because of  
the true text (see W. H.), and need not quibble over o!ra mh< in. Rev. 
22:9.  We may agree with Winer2 that we have simply anaco- 
lutha in 2 Th. 2:3 ff.  But we have left others like Mk. 11:32, 
a]lla> ei@pwmen: e]c a]nqrw<pwn;--e]fobou?nto to>n o@xlon.  See also Lu. 
13:9, ka}n me>n poih<s^ karpo<n ei]j to> me<llon—ei] de< mh<ge, e]kko<yeij auth<n. 
So again 19:42, ei] e@gnwj kai> su<.   So Jo. 6:62, e]a>n ou$n qewrh?te to>n 
ui[o>n tou? a]nqrw<pou a]nabai<nonta o!pou h#n to> pro<teron;  Then again Ac. 
23:9,  ei] de> pneu?ma e]la<lhsen au]t&? h} a@ggeloj--.  It is possible to 
regard Ro. 7:24 as aposiopesis.  What differentiates these pas- 
sages from ellipses or abbreviations of other clauses (cf. Mt. 25:  
14; Mk. 13:34; 2 Cor. 3:13) is the passion.  One can almost see  
the gesture and the flash of the eye in aposiopesis. 
 We need not follow minutely the various sorts of breviloquence  
or brachylogy that are possible.  Thought moves more rapidly  
than expression and the words often crowd together in a com- 
pressed way that may be not only terse, but at first obscure.  A 
good illustration occurs in Mt. 9:6, i!na de> ei]dh?te o!ti e]cousi<an e@xei o[  
ui[o>j tou? a]nqrw<pou e]pi> th?j gh?j a]fie<nai a[marti<aj—to<te le<gei t&? para-
lutik&?   @Egeire a#ro<n sou th>n kli<nhn, ktl.  Here the Evangelist has 
inserted to<te le<gei t&? par. before the conclusion to make it clearer. 
The same thing is done in the parallel passages in Mk. 2:10; Lu.  
5:24 (an incidental argument for a common document for this  
paragraph).  Cf. also Mk. 14:49, a]ll ] i!na plhrwqw?sin ai[ grafai<. 
So Jo. 13:18; 15:25.  Cf. Ac. 1:1, where h@rcato implies kai> die- 
te<lei before poiei?n te kai> dida<skein a@xri h$j h[me<raj, ktl.  See a similar 
use of a]rca<menoj in Mt. 20:8, Lu. 23:5.  A case like Lu. 24:47,  
a]rca<menoi, amounts to anacoluthon or the use of the participle as  
a principal verb.  Cf. also kaqari<zwn in Mk. 7:19.  Various ex- 
amples of ellipsis-like zeugma are also instances of brachylogy.  
No clear line of distinction appears.  So in comparisons we  
sometimes have to fill out the sense.  Cf. Rev. 13:11, ei#xe ke<rata 
du<o o!moia a]rni<&, i.e. ke<rasin a]rni<ou.  Cf. 1 Jo. 3:11 f.; 2 Pet. 2:1.  
Other instances of brachylogy may be seen in Lu. 4:26 f.; Jo. 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 294.  2 W.-Th., p. 600. 
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5:36; 15:11; Ac. 27:22; Gal. 2:16.  The so-called construc- 
tio praegnans belongs here also.  Cf. 2 Tim. 4:18, sw<sei ei]j th>n  
basilei<an, though ei]j of itself does not mean 'into.'  But note dia- 
sw<swsi pro>j Fh<lika (Ac. 23:24) where the notion is that of taking  
to Felix and so saving Paul.  Cf. also e]ka<qhto para> th>n o[do<n (Mk.  
10:46).  See also Lu. 11:13 o[ path>r o[ e]c ou]ranou?, (Col. 4:16) 
th>n e]k Laodiki<aj.  Blass1 distinguishes brachylogy from ellipsis in  
that brachylogy affects the thought rather than the grammatical  
form, but both ideas are usually present.  Cf. Ro. 11:18. It would  
be wearisome to endeavour to put a name or tag upon every struc- 
ture that seems defective from the standpoint of formal gram- 
mar or rhetoric.  "It will be seen that many of them are due to  
that agility and acuteness of the Greek intellect which enables  
the Hellene or Hellenist readily to sacrifice the grammar of a  
sentence to its logic, or in other words its form to its meaning.  
Hence arose the many forms of the sense-figure (sxh?ma pro>j to>  
shmaino<menon, constructio ad sensum)."2  We have seen illustra- 
tions of this construction kata> su<nesin under Concord (The Sen- 
tence) and only a few further are called for here.  Indeed, this  
section is largely an illustration of this principle.  In Jo. 15:6  
au]ta< refers to to> klh?ma; in Ac. 17:16 au]tou? points to Christ, who  
has not been mentioned; in 7: 24, to>n Ai]gu<ption, though no Egyp- 
tian had been mentioned; in 1 Cor. 7:36, gamei<twsan, the subject  
being drawn from the context (the two young people).  Winer3  
was glad to note a decline in emphasis on these overrefinements  
in his day.  These supposed abnormalities were called hypallage.  
From the present standpoint Winer himself yielded entirely too  
much to the very thing that he condemned.  What is the use in  
figuring out the various ways that Paul could have expressed  
himself in 2 Cor. 3:7, for instance?  The papyri have taught us  
to be chary about charging John with being ungrammatical in  
plh<rhj xa<ritoj (Jo. 1:14).  These matters simply show that the  
N. T. writers used a live language and were not automata.4  It  
is doubtless true that no other writer used repetition of word and  
phrase as did the author of the Fourth Gospel, but no one will  
deny that he did it with consummate skill and marvellous vivid- 
ness and dramatic power.5 
 
 1 Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 294. 
 2 Farrar, Gk. Synt., p. 202.   3 W.-Th., p. 634. 
 4 Cf. Emil Heinrich, Die sogenannte polare Ausdrucksweise im Griech.,  
1899, p. 26. 
 5 Cf. Abbott, Joh. Gr., pp. 401-465. 
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 There are many instances of pleonasm in the N. T. as in all  
vernacular speech.  It is of many sorts.  The same word may be  
repeated for clearness as in u[ma?j – u[ma?j (Col. 2:13); spou<dason— 
taxe<wj (2 Tim. 4:9).  This redundancy is usually due to the cus- 
tom of the language with no thought of the repetition,1 as in h$j 
--au]th?j (Mk. 7:25); perissote<rwj ma?llon (2 Cor. 7:13); o]u —mh< 
(Ac. 20:20, 27); e]kto>j ei] mh< (1 Cor. 15:2); a]pekri<qh le<gwn (Mk.  
15:9); a]na<sthqi kai> poreu<ou (Ac. 8:26); t&? oi]kodespo<t^ th?j oi]ki<aj 
like our "church-house" (Lu. 22:11); e@peita meta> tou?to (Jo. 11:7); 
prodramw?n e@mprosqen (Lu. 19:4); e]ca<gein e@cw Rec. (24:50); o!rk& 
w@mosen (Ac. 2:30); a]rnou<menoj o!ti ou]k e@stin (1 Jo. 2:22); pa<lin e]k 
deute<rou (Ac. 10:15), etc.  Cf. also the cognate accusative.  Re- 
dundances like these examples are not linguistic vices.  They seem  
pleonastic to the technical student who is unwilling to allow for  
the growth of the language.  Emphatic words have the constant  
tendency to become less so and to need re-enforcement.  This  
love of emphasis in the N. T. is natural to conversation and to a  
certain extent has the Oriental richness and wealth of colour.2  
We see the same thing in. the 0. T. and in the papyri letters.  
It is a sign of life and in particular life in the East. These vivid  
details give life and beauty to the picture.  Cf. e]ktei<naj th>n xei?ra 
(Mt. 26:51); e@rxetai  ]Ihsou?j kai> lamba<nei (Jo. 21:13); gra<yantej 
dia> xeiro>j au]tw?n (Ac. 15:23); w[molo<ghse kai> ou]k h]rnh<sato (Jo. 1:20).  
Epexegetical clauses arc common.  Cf. th>n logikh>n latrei<an u[mw?n  
(Ro. 12:1), in apposition with the infinitive clause, parasth?sai, 
ktl.  So 1 Cor. 7:26, o!ti kalo>n a]nqrw<p&, as an expansion of tou?to 
kalo>n u[pa<rxein.  In Jo. 7:35 o!ti is probably causal. 
 We meet hyperbole in Jo. 21:25, ou]d ] au]to>n oi#mai to>n ko<smon 
xwrh<sein ta> grafo<mena bibli<a.  Cf. also Mt. 13:32.  Litotes is  
common enough, as in Ac. 1:5, ou] meta> polla>j tau<taj h[me<raj; 14:  
28, xro<non ou]k o]li<gon.  See also 15:2; 19:11, 23 f.; 21:39; 27:  
14, 20; 28:2.  Meiosis is, of course, only a species of hyperbole by  
understatement.  Cf. Paul's use3 of it in 1 Th. 2:15; 2 Th.  
3:2, 7.  We may put together two remarks of Milligan.4  "St.  
Paul had evidently not the pen of a ready writer, and when he  
had once found an expression suited to his purpose found it  
very difficult to vary it." "St. Paul had evidently that highest  
gift of a great writer, the instinctive feeling for the right word,  
and even when writing, as he does here, in his most 'normal 
 
 1 Blass, Gr. of N. T. Gk., p. 295. 
 2 Cf. A. J. Wilson, Emphasis in the N. T., Jour. of Theol. Stu., VIII, pp. 75 
 3 Milligan, Comm. on. Thess. Epistles, p. lvii.  4 Ib., p. lvi f. 
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style, and with an almost complete absence of the rhetorical  
figures, so largely practised in his day, he does not hesitate to  
avail himself of the more popular methods of adding point or  
emphasis to what he wants to say." There is no necessary in- 
consistency in these two statements. Add another from Milligan1  
which will help to reconcile them.  "We readily recognise that  
the arresting charm of the Apostle's style is principally due to  
‘the man behind,’ and that the highest form of all eloquence, ‘the  
rhetoric of the heart,’ is speaking to us."  So it is with all the  
N. T. writers more or less.  They are men of genius, of varying de- 
grees of culture, and men of love for Christ and man.  Language  
with these men is not an end in itself. They do not say "pretty"  
things and toy with them.  As the words of Jesus are spirit and  
life, for they throb and pulse to-day (Jo. 6:63), so the Letters of  
Paul are barei?ai kai> i]sxurai<, as even his enemies admit (2 Cor. 10:  
10).  The Judaizers at Corinth did not discuss the rhetorical  
niceties of these Letters.  They felt the power of the ideas in  
them even when they resisted Paul's authority.  Paul used tropes,2  
but he smote hearts with them and did not merely tickle the fancy  
of the lovers of sophistry.3  Paul denied that he spoke e]n piqoi?j 
sofi<aj lo<goij, though his words seem to the lover of Christ to be  
full of the highest appeal to the soul of man.  One must discount  
this disclaimer not merely by Paul's natural modesty, but by  
contrast with the Corinthian's conception of piqo<j.  They loved  
the rhetorical flights of the artificial orators of the time. 
 (d) METAPHORS AND SIMILAR TROPES.  We need not tarry over  
antiphrasis, ambiguity, hendiadys, hypokorisma, oxymoron, peri- 
phrasis, polyptoton, syllepsis, and the hundred and one distinc- 
tions in verbal anatomy.  Most of it is the rattle of dry bones  
and the joy of dissection is gone.  We may pause over Metaphor  
(metafora<), since little progress could be made in speech without  
the picture of the literal and physical carried over to the moral  
and spiritual as in o[ poimh<n o[ kalo<j (Jo. 10:11).  Cf. the greatest  
metaphor in the N. T., Paul's use of sw?ma for the church (Eph.  
1:22 f.).  The Simile is just a bit more formal, as is seen in the 
use of o!moioj in Mt. 13:52, pa?j grammateu>j o!moio<j e]stin a]nqrw<p& 
oi]kodespo<t^.  Parables are but special forms of the metaphor or  
simile and form the most characteristic feature of the teaching of  
Jesus in so far as form is concerned.  The parable (parabolh<)  
 
 1 Comm. on Thess. Epistles, p. lvi f. 
 2 Cf. Heinrici, Zum Hellen. des Paulus, Komm. zu 2 Igor.  
 3 1 Cor. 2 : 4. 
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draws a comparison between the natural and the moral or implies  
it.  It may be a crisp proverb (Lu: 4:23) or a narrative illustra- 
tion of much length, as in the Sower (Mt. 13).  The Allegory  
(a]llhgori<a) is a parable of a special sort that calls for no explana- 
tion, a speaking parable (cf. the Good Shepherd in Jo. 10 and the  
Prodigal Son in Lu. 15).  Metonymy (metwnumi<a) and Synecdoche  
(sunekdoxh<) are so much matters of exegesis that they must be  
passed by without further comment. 
 It is certain that no words known to man are comparable in  
value with those contained in the N. T. Despite all the variety  
of diction on the part of the reporters, probably partly because  
of this very fact, the words of Jesus still fascinate the mind and 
win men to God as of old.  Kai> e]ge<neto o!te e]te<lesen o[  ]Ihsou?j tou>j 
lo<gouj tou<touj, e]ceplh<ssonto oi[ o@xloi e]pi> t ?̂ didax ?̂ au]tou?:  h#n ga>r  
dida<skwn au]tou>j w[j e]cousi<an e@xwn kai> ou]x w[j oi[ grammatei?j au]tw?n  
7:28 f.).  It is the constant peril of scribes and grammarians1 to  
strain out the gnat and to swallow the camel. I may have fallen  
a victim, like the rest, but at least I may be permitted to say at  
the end of the long road which I have travelled for so many  
years, that I joyfully recognise that grammar is nothing unless it  
reveals the thought and emotion hidden in language. It is just  
because Jesus is greater than Socrates and Plato and all the Greek  
thinkers and poets that we care so much what Luke and Paul  
and John have to tell about him. Plato and Xenophon hold us  
because of their own message as well as because they are the  
interpreters of Socrates. It matters not if Jesus spoke chiefly  
in the Aramaic. The spirit and heart of his message are enshrined  
in the Greek of the N. T. and interpreted for us in living speech  
by men of the people whose very diction is now speaking to us  
again from the rubbish-heaps of Egypt. The papyri and the  
ostraca tell the story of struggle on the part of the very class of  
people who first responded to the appeal of Paul (cf. 1 Cor. 1:  
26 ff.).  Christianity is not buried in a book. It existed before  
the N. T. was written.  It made the N. T. It is just because  
Christianity is of the great democracy that it is able to make uni- 
versal appeal to all ages and all lands and all classes. The chief  
treasure of the Greek tongue is the N. T. No toil is too great if  
by means of it men are enabled to understand more exactly the 
 
 1 Gildersl. is scornful of those who fear "that anthropology is going to invade  
the sacrosanct realm of syntax, which belongs, strictly speaking, to the microt- 
omists and statisticians — otherwise known as Dead Sea Apes." Am. Jour.  
of Philol., 1907, p. 235. 
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mind of Christ.  If one is disposed to think less of the N. T.  
because it stands in the vernacular koinh<, let him remember that  
the speech of these Christians was rich beyond measure, since out  
of it came the words of Jesus.  These were carried in the common  
tradition of the period and written down from time to time (Lu.  
1:1-4).  Paul was not a rhetorician, though a man of culture, but  
he cared much for the talk of the Christians that it should be 
worthy.   [O lo<goj u[mw?n pa<ntote e]n xa<riti a!lati h]rtume<noj, ei]de<nai pw?j 
dei? u[ma?j e[ni> e[ka<st& a]pokri<nesqai (Col. 4:6).  That was good advice 
for the Colossians and for all speakers and writers, grammarians  
included, and makes a fitting bon mot to leave with the rhetori- 
cians who might care to quibble further over niceties of language. 
 
 Tau?ta mele<ta, e]n tou<toij i@sqi. 
 



 
 
 
                                 ADDITIONAL NOTES 
 
 1. Kaqari<zw or kaqeri<zw (p. 183).  Mr. H. Scott furnishes me  
the following table for the variations between a and e in the aug- 
mented tenses of kaqari<zw: 
 
     e]kqaer  e]kaqar 
   x   0/8     8/8 
   B   2/7 Mt., Mk   5/7 
   A    7/7    0/7 
   C    4/5     1/5 
   D   0/6     6/6 
   Syr.   0/6     6/6 
 
 For LXX see Helbing and Thackeray. 
 
 2. Prothetic Vowels in the N. T. (p. 206). The following is a  
table of (probable) prothetic vowels in N. T. (supplied by Mr.  
H. Scott). 
 
BEFORE a   e   o   i 
r     e]-ruqro<j  o]-ru<ssw  
     e]-reu<gomai  
l  a]-lei<fw  e]-laxu<j, e]-leu<qeroj 
n  a]-neyio<j     o]-neidi<zw, o@-noma 
m  a]-moibh<, a]-mu<nw e]-me<, e]-mo<j  o]-mi<xlh  
xq     e]-xqe<j       i]-xqu<j 
st  a]-sth<r [a@-stron]  
  a]-stra<ptw  
fr        o]-fru<j  
k  a]-kou<w   e]-kei?, e]-kei?noj  (e]p-) o]-ke<llw 
q     e]-qe<lw 
d        o]-du<nh  
        o]-durmo<j [o]-du<romai] 
F  a]-ei<dw=%@dw 
  a]-oid=&]dh< 
t        o]-tru<nw 
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 3. Elision (p. 208).  Mr. H. Scott adds ou]d ] e]a<n (Lu. 16:31,  
W. H. text), ou]d ] h[ (Tisch., ou]de> h[ W. H.), ou]d ] au]to<n (Jo. 21:25).  
We have both kaq ] and kata> ei$j, but kata> e[kato<n (Mk. 6:40).  There  
is much variation with prepositions before nouns. 
 4. Parrhsi<a (p. 212).  Mr. H. Scott notes that out of 40 oc- 
currences in the N. T. 24 read parr-- without variant.  In the  
remaining 16 x reads parr– 13/16, B 10/16, A 14/14, C 9/10, 
D 7/14, L 8/9, Syr. 16/16.  In Gospels B always has par– ex- 
cept in Jo. 11:14, x only in Jo. 11:14. 
 5. Assimilation of e]n me<s& (p. 216).  Mr. H. Scott notes that  
the phrase e]n me<s& occurs 27 times in the N. T., of which 2 (Jo.  
8:3, 9) are in a spurious passage.  Hort (Notes on Orth., p. 150)  
observes that xBD never have e]mme<s&.  But A of Gospels and E  
of Acts always have e]mme<s&, while C has it 9/12 times. 
 6. Rules for Assimilation of Consonants (p. 216).  The fami- 
liar rules are given in all the school grammars (cf. Hadley and  
Allen, Goodwin, etc.), and need not be given here in detail. Note  
only these:  
 Before a t mute a p or k mute is co-ordinated. 
 Before  m  a p mute changes to m, 
    “       “   a k mute changes to g, 
    “       “   a t mute changes to s (analogy). 
 Before  s a p mute makes y  
    “       “   a k mute makes c, 
    “       “   a t mute drops out. 
 Before a labial n changes to m. 
    “       a palatal n changes to g (nasal) 
    “       l or r, n is assimilated. 
    “       s, n is dropped, and the preceding vowel is lengthened.. 
 Between two consonants s is dropped.  
 The insertion of s in some tenses is treated in the chapter on 
Conjugation of the Verb. 
 
 7. Metathesis (p. 221).  We find faino<lion in P. 0xy. III, 531,  
14 (ii/A.D.), but also fai[lo] ni<wn, B. U. iii, 816, 24 (iii/A.D.).  So   
the modern Greek felo<ni.  Fa<tnh (Lu. 2:7, etc.) is the Homeric 
and Attic form.  Moeris (212, 9) says that pa<qnh is the Hellenistic  
form. Modern Greek has pa<qnh.  Some LXX MSS. have it so. 
Cf. Thackeray, p. 106; Blass-Debrunner, p. 20.  
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 8. Enclitics and Proclitics (p. 233 f.). Rules for accent by  
Mr. H. Scott:  
                                          ENCLITICS 
Indefinite, ti>j in all its forms.  (b) perispomenon, 
Pers, pron., mou?, moi<, me<,   (c) paroxytone. 
 sou?, soi<, se<,         Enclitics retain their accent: 
Pres. indic., ei]mi< (except 2d sing. ei#); (a) if they begin or end a sentence; 
 fhmi<, fhsi<n, fasi<n  (b) if dissyllables, after a paroxy- 
Particles, ge<, te< and the inseparable  tone; 
 —de.     (c) if dissyllables, after perispo- 
Indef. adverbs, pote<, pou<, pe<r, pw<, pw<j.          mena. 
Enclitics incline their accent when  (d) after an elided vowel; 
   the preceding word is   (e) if dissyllables, after a proclitic. 
 (a) proparoxytone, 
 (b) properisimmenon,  If two or more enclitics occur to- 
 (c) a proclitic.      gether, each one receives the accent 
Enclitics lose their accent when the    of the preceding, the last being 
    preceding word is       unaccented.  Editors differ in 
 (a) oxytone,       practice as to this rule. 
 
                                         PROCLITICS 
Art., o[, h[, oi[, ai[.    Proclitics receive the acute accent: 
Prep., ei]j, e]k, e]c, e]n    (a) when they are at the end of a 
Conj., ei], w[j      sentence; 
Negative, ou] (ou]k, ou]x)   (b) when followed by an enclitic. 
 
 9. Boustrofhdo<n (p. 243).  The Greeks first wrote from right  
to left and then alternately.  This alternate method (right to 
left, left to right) was called boustrofhdo<n, 'as oxen turn at the 
plow.'  Cf. Geddes, A Compendious Greek Grammar, 1888, p. xiv.  
The Greeks had a fine system of abbreviations in frequent use.  
For full particulars see Thompson, Handbook of Greek and Latin  
Palaeography, pp. 86-96. 
 10. Perfect of o[ra<w (p. 364).  Mr. H. Scott counts the perf.  
active (indic., inf., part.) 34 times in the N. T. (Luke, Gospel 3,  
Acts 2; John, Gospel 20, Epistles 6; Paul 3).  Luke has —w— 
established 5 times, John's Gospel 20. xACD so always, B  
20/24.  In 1 Ep. John B has 6/6 —o—, Paul 3 —w— (x 3/3, B 2/3,  
C 2/2, D 1/3; —o— A 3/3). 
 
 11. Augment in the Past Perfect (p. 366). Mr. H. Scott notes  
that of the 15 out of 22 verbs with past perfects in the N. T.  
the active verbs arc equally divided as to augment.  Of the 7 
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passive verbs only qemelio<w is unaugmented.  Ba<llw is augmented  
in the passive, but not in the active.   Gi<nomai and i!sthmi have  
both the augmented and the unaugmented forms in the active. 
  
 12. List of Important Verbs. (Purely normal verbs are not  
listed here. Only the tenses are given that occur in the N. T.)  
Mr. H. Scott has rendered valuable aid in preparing it. 
]Agallia<w.  Pres. act. in 1 Pet. 1:8 and Rev. 19:7; aor. act. h]galli<asa 
    (Lu. 1:47), but the active does not occur in LXX.  The middle is in LXX 
    (Ps. 15:9) and the N. T. (Jo. 8:56, etc.).  The aor. passive appears in 
    Jo. 5:35 (a]galliaqh?nai, BL –sqh?nai). 
]Agge<llw (comp. a]n--, a]p--. di--, e]c--, e]p--, pro-ep-kat--, pro-kat--). 
     Simplex only in Jo. 20:18 a]gge<llousa, and Jo. 4:51 in xD. –aggelw?,  
     --h<ggeila, --h<ggelmai, --hgge<lhn.  The classic nor. pass. h]gge<lqhn does 
     not occur in LXX or N. T. 
 @Agnumi (only kat-a<gnumui as in Attic and LXX).  Three forms in N. T.: a fut.  
     act. kat-ea<cei.  (Mt. 12:20; LXX has kata<cw), an aor. act. kat-e<acan (Jo.  
     19:32 f.), an aor. pass. kateagw?sin (Jo. 19:31.  Cf. kateagh?nai in Plato, 
      etc.).  The copyists kept the augment where it did not belong, so that even a  
      pres. act. katea<ssw is found.  Cf. Jann., Hist. Gk. Gr., p. 253. 
 @Agw (comp. a]n--, e]p-an--, a]p--, sun-a]p--, di--, ei]s--, par-ei]s--, e]c--, e]p--,  
      kat--, met--, par--, peri-, pro-, pros-, sun-, e]pi-sun-, u[p-). The principal  
      parts are regular save the aorist active (usually the reduplicated second aorist  
      form h@gagon, but sometimes the rare sigmatic aorist h$ca as in Hesiod). 
Ai[re<w (comp. a]n-, a]f-, di-, e]c-, kaq-, peri-, pro-).  Simplex only middle.  
      –elw?, (as LXX), ai]rh<somai, -aireqh<somai; -ei?lon and –ei?la (middle  
      also); --^rou<mhn, --^<rhmai, -^re<qhn. 
Ai@rw (a]p-, e]c-, e]p-, met-, sun-, u[per-).  Principal parts regular.  Only note  
       imperative aor. act. a#ron and infl nor. act. a#rai, while ind. nor. act. is ^#ra 
       and fut. act. a]rw?. 
Ai]sqa<nomai.  Only once in N. T. (Lu. 9:45), aor. mid. ai@sqwntai. 
 ]Akou<w (di-, ei]s-, e]p-, par-, pro-, u[p-)  ]Akou<sw, h@kousa, a]kh<koa("Attic  
     perf."), a]kou<somai, a]kousqh<somai, h]kou<sqhn 
 ]Alla<ssw (a]p-, di-, kat-, a]po-kat-, met-, sun-).  ]Alla<cw, h@llaca,  
     h]llaca<mhn (Ro. 1:23, LXX); pass. –h<llagmai, -hlla<ghn, a]llagh<somai 
     (1 Cor. 15:51).  
 !Allomai.( e]c-, e]f-).  Aor. –a<mhn and –o<mhn.  Confined to Acts save Jo. 4:14.  
[Amarta<nw (pro-).  [Amath<sw, h!marton and h[ma<rthsa, h[ma<rthka. 
]Amfia<zw.  So W. H. in Lu. 12:28 instead of a]mfie<zw. 
 ]Amfie<nnumi, h]mfi<esmai 
 ]Anaqa<llw (only comp.).  ]Aneqa<lete (Ph. 4:10). 
 ]Anali<skw (only comp., also kat-an-).  Other tense-stems from a]nalo<w; a]na- 
      lw<sw; aor. act. inf. a]nalw?sai;  aor. pass. a]nalwqh?te (N. T. forms do not  
   show augment). In 2 Th. 2:8 W. H. in margin give a]naloi?, as present (so Attic  
   and LXX). 
]Anoi<gw (di-, e]c-,  Ac. 12:16 D).  The simplex oi@gw, oi@gnumi does not occur in 
    LXX or N. T. Imperf. dih<noige (Lu. 24:32); fut. a]noi<cw; nor. act. h@noice, 
    a]ne<&ce, h]ne<&ce.  The aor. ind. (22 times) is confined (H. Scott) to John (6), 
    Acts (5), Rev. (10), except dih<noicen (Lu. 24:45).  The predominant. form is 
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   h@noic- (16 times without v. r.) and read by W. H., except a]ne<&cen (Jo.  
   9:14), and h]ne<&cen (Jo. 9:17, 32). Pass. fut. a]noixqh<setai (Lu. 11:9 f. A);  
   a]noigh<setai (W. H., Mt. 7:7, 8=Lu. 11:9, 10). Aor. indic. occurs 9 times:  
   h]noi<xqh- (Rev. 20:12 (bis), di–, Lu. 24:31); a]ne&<qh— (Lu. 1:64); h]ne&<xqh–  
   (Mt. 3:16; 9:30; 27:52; Jo. 9:10; Ac. 16:26). 2d aor. indic. h]noi<gh– (4  
    times, Mk. 7:35; Ac. 12:10; Rev. 11:19; 15:5); subj. Mt. 20:33. Perf.  
    part. (only) 11 times: di-hnoigme<noj (Ac. 7:56); a]ne&gme<noj (Ac. 9:8; 10:  
    11; 16:27; Ro. 3:13; 2 Cor. 2:12);  h]ne&gme<noj (Rev. 3:8; 4:1; 10:2, 8;  
    19:11). 
 ]Anta<w (a]p-, kat-, sun-, u[p-).  The simplex does not occur. The parts. are  
    regular. Fut. infin. kat-anth<sein (Ac. 26:7, W. H. marg.); fut. part. sun- 
    a]nth<sonta (Ac. 20:22). 
 ] Apo-ktei<nw.  The simplex does not occur. Pres. varies between –ktei<nw,  
     -kte<nnw (2 Cor. 3:6 W. H. alt., Mt. 10:28 W. H. alt., Lu. 12:4 W. H.  
    alt.) and –kte<nnumi (Mk. 12:5); fut. a]po-ktenw?; aor. a]p-e<kteina; pass. inf.  
    a]po-kte<nnesqai (Rev. 6 :11); 1st aor. a]p-ekta<nqhn. 
 !Aptw (a]n-, kaq-, peri-).   $Hya, h[ya<mhn, h!fqhn. 
 ]Arne<omai (a]p-), a]rnh<somai, -arnhqh<somai, -hrnhsa<mhn, h@rnhmai. 
 [Arpa<zw (di-, sun—)   [Arpa<sw, h!rpasa; pass. 2d aor. h[rpa<ghn; 1st aor. h[rpa<sqhn; 
   2d fut. a[rpagh<somai. 
Bai<nw (only in comp., a]na-, pros-ana-, sun-ana-, a]po-, dia-, e]k-, e]m-, e]pi-, 
    kata-, meta-, para-, pro-, sum-, sug-kata-, u[per-).  –bh<somai, -e<bhn, -be<bhka. 
   Short forms of the imperative a]na<ba, a]na<bate. 
Ba<llw (a]mfi-, a]na-, a]nti-, a]po-, dia-, e]k-, e]m-, e]pi-, kata-, meta-, para-, par- 
    em-, peri-, pro-, sun-, u[per-, u[po-).  Imperf. e@ballon (e]c- e]p- sun-)  fut. 
    balw? (e]k-, e]pi-, par-em-, peri-).  1st aorist ("Alexandrian") e@balan (Ac. 
    16: 37); e]c- (Mt. 7:22 W. H. alt.; 21:39 W. H. alt.); e]p- (Ac. 21:27; Mk. 
    14:46); 2d aorist, e@balon (e]c-, e]p-, par-, peri-, sun-, u[p-); perf. beblhkw<j; 
    pluperf. e]k-beblh<kei. Mid. fut. peri-balei?tai (Rev. 3:5); 2d aor. a]n-, peri-, 
    sun-ebalo<mhn; pass. fut. blhqh<somai, e]k-; 1st aor. di-, e]c-, e]blh<qhn; perf. 
    be<blhmai, peri-; pluperf. e]be<blhto. 
Bare<w (e]pi-, kata-).  ]Eba<rhsa, beba<rhmai, e]barh<qhn (2 Cor. 1:8, Lu. 21:34). 
   Only passive save in compounds. 
Baru<nw.  The older verb is ousted in N. T. by bare<w except in Mk. 14:40,  
   kata-baruno<menoi.  It is read in Lu. 21:34 Rec. barunqw?si. 
Blasta<nw.  This is the old form of the pres.  The pres. in N. T. is blasta<w 
    (Mk. 4:27).  The aor. e]bla<sthsa may be from blasta<w or blaste<w, a form  
    of the pres. occurring in LXX. 
Ble<pw (a]na-, a]po-, dia-, e]m-, e]pi-, peri-, pro-).   @Eblepon, ble<yw, e@bleya; peri- 
   e]ble<peto; peri-pro-bleya<menoj. 
Game<w.  ]Ega<moun, Attic e@gnhma, late e]ga<mhsa, gega<mhka, e]gamh<qhn.  Gamizw is a  
   late form and only pres. active and pass. and imperf. pass. e]gamizonto ap- 
   pear in N. T.  Gami<skw likewise in pres. pass. stem appears in Lu. 20:34  
   (W. H.) and e]k-gami<skw in some MSS. in Lu. 20:34 Rec. 
Gi<nomai. (a]po-, dia-, e]pi-, para-, sum-para-, pro-).  Never gi<nomai like Attic.  
   ]Egino<mhn; genh<somai; part. genhso<menoj (1 Cor. 15:37), e]geno<mhn and e]genh<qhn.  
   Opt. ge<noito; part. geino<menoj. The frequent use of the part. in comp., 
   a]po-, dia-, e]pi-, para-, sun-para-, is noteworthy.  Gena<menoj is a frequent  
   variant. J. H. Moulton counts 69 instances of the part. (simple and  
   comp.) in Luke's writings, and 48 in remainder of N. T. It does not 
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   occur at all in the Johannine writings. "Strong perfect," ge<gona, gege<nh- 
   mai.  A in 1 Macc. 14:30 has e]ge<nhn, probably an error (cf. ge<gona).  
   Pluperf. gego<nei (Ac. 4:22), and e]gego<nei, (Jo. 6 :17). Gein– is a rather fre- 
   quent spelling, e.g. Ac. 21:11 xB*AD; 23:10 B*; Lu. 22:26 xBD; 42  
   xBAA; 1 Cor. 10:20 B*D*, etc. 
Ginw<skw (a]na-, dia-, e]pi-, kata-, pro-). Gnw<somai, e@gnwn, e@gnwka, e]gnw<kein, e@gnw- 
   smai, e]gnw<sqhn, gnwsqh<somai. Subj. aor. both gn&? (Jo. 7:51) and gnoi? (Mk.  
   5:43; 9:30; Lu. 19:15); imper. gnw?qi; inf. gnw?nai; part. gnou<j. 
Gra<fw (a]po-, e]g-, e]pi-, kata-, pro-).   @Egrafon, gra<yw, e@graya, ge<grafa; pass. 
   ge<grammai, -egegra<mmhn, e]pi-, e]gra<fhn, pro-.  Mid. 1st aor. a]po-gra<yasqai 
   (Lu. 2:5). 
Dei<knumi and deiknu<w (a]na-, a]po-, e]n, e]pi-, u[po-).  Dei<cw, e@deica; pass. e]dei<xqhn 
    (Heb. 8:5); perf. a]po-dedeigme<noj; mid. 1st aor. e]n-edeica<mhn. The pres. has  
   forms from -numi and —nu<w. 
De<rw.    @Edeira, darh<somai. 
De<xomai (a]na-, a]po-, dia-, ei]s-, e]k-, a]p-ek-, e]n-, e]pi-, para-, pros-, u[po-).  
      ]Edeca<mhn; pass. de<degmai,  --ede<xqhn. 
De<w (pros-).   ]Edeo<mhn, e]deh<qhn  In Lu. 8:38  W. H. read e]dei?to rather than  
     e]de<eto; (W. H. alt.) or e]deei?to. Impersonal dei? and e@dei. 
Di<dwmi (a]na-, a]nt-apo-, a[po-, dia-, e]k-, e]pi-, meta-, para-, pro-). Pres. para- 
    di<dwj (2d sing.), 3d pl. dido<asin (Rev. 17:13); subj. para-did&? (1 Cor. 15:24, 
    -didoi?. BEG); imperf. e]di<dosan (Jo. 19:3), par- (Ac. 16:4); fut. dw<sw; part.  
   a]po- (Heb. 13:17), para- (Jo. 6:64) dw<swn; -ka aor. e@dwka, 3d pl. e@dwkan;  
   2d aor. 3d pl. par-e<dosan (Lu. 1:2); imper. do<j; subj. dw?, d&?j (Mk. 6:25),  
   d&? (Jo. 15:16); subj. 3d sing. cont. doi? (Mk. 8:37), para- (Mk. 4:29), d&<h or  
   dw<^ (2 Tim. 2:25, Eph. 1:17); opt. 3d sing. d&<h (Ro. 15:5; 2 Th. 3:16; 2  
  Tim. 1:16, 18); inf. dou?nai; part. dou<j; perf. dedw<ka; plup. dedw<kein; mid. fut.  
   dw<somai, e]k- (Mt. 21:41); 2d aor. e]ce<deto (x Mt. 21:33 =Mk. =Lu.) with vari- 
   ant 1. –oto in each passage; plur. without variant, a]p-e<dosqe, -e<donto.  Pass.  
   pres. and imperf. –e]di<deto, di-- (Ac. 4:35), par- (1 Cor. 11:23), with variant 
   -oto in each case; fut. doqh<somai, a]ntapo-, para-.  1st aor. e]do<qhn, a]po-, e]p-, 
   par-; perf. de<domai.  Dr. Hort considers the change of the vowels in imperf.  
   and 2d nor. from –oto to –eto as probably euphonic.  Dide<w (a]po-, dia-, para-).  
   Pres. did&? (Rev. 3:9); imper. di<dou (Lu. 6:30; 11:3); part. a]po-didou?n (Rev.  
   22:2); imperf. e]di<dou (Mk. 3:6; Ac. 1:20), e]p-, par-; fut. dia-didw<sousin (Rev.  
   17:13 Rec.) ex fictione Erasmi. 
Du<namai.  Pres. 2d sing. du<nasai (Mt. 5:36; 8:2; Mk. 1:40; Lu. 6:42). Opt.  
    dunai<mhn (Ac. 8:31; 27:12, 39).  ]Eduna<mhn, and h]duna<mhn, dunh<somai, h]dunh<qhn 
    and h]duna<sqhn.  Du<nomai, 2d sing. du<n^ (Mk. 9:22 f.; Lu. 16:2; Rev. 2:2).  
   There are traces of this late Greek form in B in present tense in Mt. 19:12;  
   26:53; Mk. 10:39; Ac. 4:20; 27:15. 
Du<w (e]k-, a]p-ek [mid.], e]n-, e]p-en-, par-eis-, e]pi-). Simplex only, Mk. 1:32. 
    Pres. e]pi-due<tw 2d nor. e@dun, e@dusa (Mk. 1:32); mid. –edusa<mhn; pass. paeis- 
    edu<hn. 2d nor. (Ju. 4) e]n-dedume<noj. 
Du<nw (e]k-).  In pres. only. 
 ]Ea<w (pros-).  Ei@iwn, e]a<sw, ei@asa. Augt. esaF=eaF=ei-.  See Jannaris, § 719. 
  ]Eggi<zw (pros-).  @Hggizon, e]ggi<sw and e]ggiei? (Jas. 4:8 W. H. alt.), h@ggisa, 
    h@ggika. 
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 ]Egei<rw (di-, e]c-, e]p-, sun-).  ]Egerw?, h@geira, di-egei<reto (Jo. 6:18 di-hg. alt.), 
    e]gh<germai, h]ge<rqhn, e]gerqh<somai.   In Mk. 2:9 e]gei<rou, but usually intransitive 
    e@geire (cf. a@ge, e@peige) as Mk. 5:41.   @Egeirai not in N. T., nor e]grh<gora.  
 ]Edafi<zw.  ]Edafiaw?  ("Attic" fut.). 
 @Eqw.  Obsolete in pres. Ei@wqa, ei]w<qein. 
Ei]de<w and ei@dw (a]p-, e]p-, pro-, sun-, u[per-).  Not used in pres. Fut. ei]dh<sw   
   (Heb. 8:11, LXX). 1st aor. ei#da, ei@damen, ei@date, ei@dan (W. H. text 18 times  
   and 2 alt.). 2d aor. ei#don and i@don (ind. both complete); imper. i!de; subj. i@dw;  
   inf. i]dei?n; part. i]dw<n. 2d perf. oi#da complete, and i@ste (?), i@sasin (Ac. 26:4);  
   imper. i@ste (?): subj. ei]dw?; inf. ei]de<nai; part. ei]dw<j; pluperf. @̂dein complete.  As  
   ei#don and oi#da have the same root they are put together.  It does not seem  
   reasonable to divide the same root between ei#don and o[ra<w.  See i@dw. 
Ei]mi< (a@p-, e@n-, e@c-, pa<r-, su<n-, sum-pa<r-).   #Hn and mid. h@mhn, h#sqa, h@meqa; 
   imper. pres. i@sqi, e@stw h@tw, e@stwsan (e@ste 2d pl. does not occur); opt. ei@hn 
   e@somai, e@sesqai, e]so<menoj (Lu. 22:49). 
Ei#mi.  Only in comp. (a@p-, ei@s-, e@c-, e@p-, su<n-).  Only pres. (fut. sense) 3d 
   p1. –i<asi, ei]s- (Heb. 9:6); imper. ei@s-iqi (Ac. 9:6 B) and imperf. (-^<ein).  
 ]Elau<nw (i.e. e]la-nu<w) (a]p-).  Pres. inf. e]lau<nein.  1st aor. a]p-h<lasa; perf. e]lhla- 
   kw<j; imperf. pass. h]lau<neto. 
 !Elkw.  Pres. act. and pass. e]c-; inperf. ei$lkon; other tenses from e[lku<w.   [Elku<sw, 
   ei!klusa. 
 @Epw (a]nt-, a]p-, pro-).  Pres. not used. Fut. e]rw?.  1st aor. ei#pa, etc.;  imper.  
    ei]po<n (?), ei]pa<tw, --ate, -a<twsan;  part. ei@paj.   2d aor. ei#pon; imper. ei]pe<; subj.  
   ei@pw; inf. ei]pei?n; part. ei]pw<n. Perf. ei@rhka, 3d pl. —kan and —kasin (Ac. 17:28);  
   inf. ei]rhke<nai; part. ei]rhkw<j.  Pluperf. ei]rh<kei. Mid. 1st aor. a]p-eipa<meqa.  
   Pass. 1st aor. e]rrh<qh and e]rre<qh; part. r[hqei<j; perf. ei@rhtai; part. ei]rhme<noj. 
 ]Erga<zomai (kat-, peri-, pros-).  Ei]rgazo<mhn (Ac. 18:3 HIP) and h]rgazo<mhn   
    (W. H.), h]rgasa<mhn (Gosp.) and kat-eirga<sato (2 Cor. 7:11), ei@rgasmai (pas- 
    sive).  1st aor. kat-eirga<sqhn and kat-hr- (BDC, W. H. alt.). 
 @Erxomai (a]n-, e]p-an, a]p-, di-, ei]s-, e]p-eis-, par-eis-, sun-eis-, e]c-, di-ec-, e]p- 
   kat-, par-, a]nti-par-, peri-, pro-, pros-, sun-).   ]Hrxo<mhn, e]leu<somai, h#lqon 
   and h#lqa, e]lh<luqa.  Pluperf. e]lhlu<qein. 
 ]Erwta<w (di-, e]p-).  ]Hrw<twn and h]rw<toun, e]rwth<sw, h]rw<thsa; e]p-erwthqei<j, 1st 
   aor. pass. 
 ]Esqi<w and e@sqw (kat-, sun-).  Pres. only.  @Hsqion, fa<gomai, 2d sing. fa<gesai   
    (Lu. 17:8); e@fagon complete; opt. fa<goi (Mk. 11:14). 
Eu]aggeli<zw (pro–).  Active only, 1st aor. (Rev. 10:7; 14:6). Pro-, eu]hggeli- 
    zo<mhn, eu]hggelisa<mhn, eu]hgge<lismai, eu]hggeli<sqhn. 
Eu]doke<w (sun-), (eu], hu])dokou?men (1 Th. 2:8), (eu], hu])do<khsa  (eu]– in Gospels. In 
    the Epistles the reading varies). 
Eu]ri<skw (a]n-).  Eu!riskon and hu!r., eu[rh<sw, eu$ron (eu!ramen, etc.) and eu!rhsa (some  
    mss.) eu!rhka, hu[-, eu[risko<mhn, eu[reqhn, eu[reqh<somai, mid. eu[ra<menoj. 
@Exw (a]n-, a]nt-, a]p-, e]n-, e]p-, kat-, met-, par-, peri-, pro-, pros-, sun-, u[per-,  
   u[po-).  Ei#xon (ei@xamen, ei#xosan, as well as ei#xan and ei#xon), e!cw, e@sxon, e@sxhka, 
   ei]xo<mhn, e!comai; 2d aor. mid. a]n-esxo<mhn. 
Za<w (a]na-, sun-).  Pres. zw?, z&?j, z ?̂; inf. zh?n.  @Ezwn, zh<sw, zh<somai, e@zhsa. 
Zw<nnumi and zwnnu<w (i.e. zws-nu--) (a]na-, dia-, peri-, u[po-).  ]Ezw<nuon, zw<sw, 
   —e<zwsa, mid. fut. peri-zw<somai. 1st aor. e]zwsa<mhn, -e<zwsmai 
!Hkw (a]n-, kaq-).   #Hkon, h!cw h#ca (in subj.), h#ka in Mk. 8:3.  Some MSS. have 
   h@kousin instead of h!kasin.  BLA (W. H.) rend ei]si<n. 
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[Hsso<omai. once (2 Cor. 12:13).  Elsewhere h[tta<omai, h!tthmai, h[tth<qhn  
Qa<ptw (sun–).  @Eqaya, e]ta<fhn. 
qauma<zw (e]k--).   ]Eqau<mazon, e]qau<masa, e]qauma<sqhn, qaumasqh<somai and mid. qau- 
    ma<somai (Rev. 17:8 xB). 
Qnh<skw (a]po--, sunapo-).  Simplex perf. only, a]p-e<qnhskon; –qanou?mai, --e<qanon, 
    te<qnhka.  Both teqna<nai and teqnhke<nai (Ac. 14:19), but  teqnhkw<j. 
 ]Ia<omai.  Pres. i]a?tai, i]w<mhn mid. i]a<somai, i]asa<mhn; pass. i@amai ( i@atai Mk. 4:29),  
    i]a<q^n, i]aqh<somai. 
 @Idw obsolete.  For ei#don and ei#da see ei@dw (ei]de<w). 
 [Ik-ne<omai (a]f-, di-, e]f-).  Simplex not found in N. T. Pres. –iknou<menoj; 
   2d aor. a]fi<keto; inf. e]f-ike<sqai; part. a]f-iko<menoj. 
!Ihmi (i.e. *si-sh-mi) (a]n-, a]f-, kaq-, par-, sun-).  Simplex does not occur in LXX 
   or N. T. forms in –mi.  Pres. complete, a]n-, a]f-, sun-.  Fut. a]f-, sun-h<sw. 
    1st aor. a]f-, kaq-, sun-h?ka (complete).  2d aor. imper. a@f-ej; 2d pl. a@f-, 
   su<n-ete; subj. a]n-, a]f-, sun-w?,, etc.; inf. a]f-, par-, sun-ei?nai; part. a]n-, 
    a]f-ei<j.  Medio-pass. pres. a]f-i<emai; part. kaq-ie<menoj.  Fut. a]f-eqh<somai; 
   1st aor. a]n-, a]f-e<qhn; subj. a]f-eq^?; perf. a]f-e<wntai (Lu. 5:20); part. par- 
    eime<noj.  –i<w (a]f-, sun-).   Pres. (Lu. 11:4), a]f-, sun-i<ousin; subj.  
   sun-i<wsi; part. sun-i<wn (Ro. 3:11); imperf. h@f-ien (Mk. 1:34; 11:16). Pass.  
   pres. a]f-i<ontai (Jo. 20:23 W. H. marg.). –e<w (a]f-).  Pres. a]f-ei?j (Rev.  
   2:20, 2d sing.). 
!Isthmi, i[sta<nw, i[sta<w (a]n-, e]pan-, a]nq-, e]can-, a]f-, di-, e]n-, e]c-, e]p-[i<stamai], 
    e]f-, katef-, sunef-, kaq-, a]ntikaq-, a]pokaq-, a]pokaq-, meq-, par-, peri-, pro-, sun-).     
   Simplex has not the pres. and imperf. active or passive. Sth<sw, 2d aor.  
   e@sthn (complete), e@sthsa (complete), e!sthka, ei[[i<]sth<kein; mid. fut. sth<so- 
   mai; a]na-, e]pana-, a]po-, etc.  Passive a]nq-, a]f-, e]c-ista<mhn, e]sta<qhn, sta- 
    qh<somai.  Both e[stw<j and e[sthkw<j, e]c-estake<nai and e[sta<nai.  Both e!staka 
    and e!sthka. 
Kaqai<rw.  (dia-, e]k-).  –eka<qara, keka<qarmai.  Inf. kaqa?rai. 
Kaqari<zw (dia-).  Kaqariw?, e]kaqa<risa, kekaqa<rismai, e]kaqari<sqhn and e]kaqeri<sqh 
    (Mt. 8:3 =Mk.). 
Kaqe<zomai (dia–).  The simplex e@zomai does not occur in LXX or N. T. Pres.  
    part. kaqezo<menoj; imperf. e]kaqezo<mhn.  1st aor. part. para-kaqesqei<j. 
Ka<qhmai (sun-).  Pres. 2d sing. ka<q^ (Ac. 23:3); imper. ka<qou (Jas. 2:3); subj.  
   kaqh?sqe (Lu. 22:30); inf. kaqh?sqai; part. kaqh<menoj; imperf. e]kaqh<mhn; fut. 
   kaqh<somai. 
Kaqi<zw (a]na-, e]pi-, para- [Rec.], sun-).  The simplex i@zw does not occur in  
   LXX or N. T. Fut. kaqi<sw; 1st aor. e]ka<qisa; perf. keka<qika; mid. fut. kaqi<sesqe   
   (Mt. 19:28). 
Kai<w (e]k-, kata-). Kat-e<kaion, kata-kau<sw, kat-e<kausa, ke<kaumai, kat-eka<hn, e]c- 
    e]kauqhn, kata-kah<somai, kata-kauqh<somai. In 1 Cor. 13:3 some MSS. have kau- 
   qh<swmai (fut. subj., Byz.). 
Kale<w (a]nti-, e]n-, ei]s- [-mai], e]pi-, meta-, para-, sunpara-, pro-, pros-, sug-).  
     ]Eka<loun, kale<sw, e]ka<lesa, ke<klhka, ke<klhmai, e]p-eke<klhto, e]klh<qhn, klhqh<somai. 
    Mid. fut. e]pi-, meta-kale<somai, e]pi-, meta-, pros-ekale<sa<mhn. 
Ka<mnw.   @Ekamon, ke<kmhka 
Kera<-nnu-mi, kera-nnu<w (sug–).  The present does not occur in N. T.  ]Eke<rasea, 
    keke<rasmai, sun-. 
Kerdai<nw.  Pres. and imperf. do not occur. Fut. kerdanw? (1 Cor. 9:21 W. H.);  
    aor. subj. kerda<nw: a matter of editing. 
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Kerda<w.  Fut. kerdh<sw (Jas. 4:13); aor. e]ke<rdhsa; subj. kerdh<sw (1 Cor.  
    9:19-21).  Pass. fut. kerdhqh<somai (1 Pet. 3:1). 
Klai<w.   @Eklaion, klau<sw, e@klausa, klau<somai (Rev. 18:9 W. II. marg.).  
Kla<w (e]k-, kata-).   @Eklasa, e]kla<sqhn, e]c-. 
Klei<w (a]po-, e]k-, kata-, sug-).  Klei<sw, e@kleisa, ke<kleismai, e]klei<sqhn. 
Kli<nw (a]na-, e]k-, kata-, pros-).   ]Ana-klinw?, e@klina, ke<klika–.  Pass. fut. a]na- 
    kliqh<somai, -ekli<qhn, a]na-, kata-, pros-. 
Komi<zw (e]k-, sug-, e]ko<misa, sun-).  Pass. e]c-ekomi<zeto mid. komi<somai and komiou?- 
    mai (1 Pet. 5:4; some MSS. in Col. 3:25), e]komisa<mhn. 
Ko<ptw (a]po-, e]k-, e]n-, kata-, pro-, pros-).   @Ekopton, e]k-, pro-ko<yw, e@koya; 
    pass. 2d aor. e]c-eko<phn; 2d fut. e]k-koph<somai, e]koya<mhn, ko<yomai, a]po-. 
Kore<nnumi, kekoresme<noj, koresqei<j. 
Kra<zw (a]na-).   @Ekrazon, kra<cw, e@kraca and e]ke<kraca; 2d aor. a]n-e<kragon; 2d  
   perf. ke<kraga. Some MSS. have kekra<comai in Lu. 19:40. 
Kre<mamai, kremannu<w, krema<zw and krema<w (e]k-.)  The active pres. does not 
   occur.  ]Ekre<masa, e]krema<sqhn.  In Lu. 19:48, e]c-ekre<meto and –mato. 
Kri<nw (a]na-, a]po-, a]ntapo- [-mai], dia-, e]n-, e]pi-, kata-, sun-, u[po-, sunupo-).       
   Die<krina, krinw? pass. e]krino<mhn; kata-krinw?n (both a question of accent), e@krina, 
   ke<krika, kekri<kein, ke<krimai, e]kri<qhn, kriqh<somai. Mid. 1st aor. a]p-ekrina<mhn. 
Kru<ptw (a]po-, e]n-, peri-).   @Ekruya; 2d aor. peri-e<kruben (Lu. 1:24).  [This 
   may be the imperf. of kru<bw.]  Ke<krummai, e]kru<bhn. 
Kuli<w (a]na-, a]po-, pros-).  ]Apo-kuli<sw, a]po-, pros-eku<lisa; pass. e]kuli<eto, 
    keku<lismai, a]na-, a]po-. 
Lake<w or la<skw.  Both presents could give e]la<khse (Ac. 1:18). 
Lamba<nw (a]n-, a]nti-, sunanti- [–mai], a]po-, e]pi-, kata-, meta-, para-, sun-para-,  
   pro-, pros-, sun-, sun-peri-, u[po-).   ]Ela<mbanon, lh<myomai, e@labon; opt. la<boi. 
   La<be, not labe<; e]la<bate (1 Jo. 2:27); par-ela<bosan (2 Th. 3:6), e@laban (Jo. 
   1:12).  Ei@lhfa; ei@lhfej (Rev. 11:17); -ei<lhmmai, e]lh<mfqhn.  Pass. fut. para- 
   lhmfqh<somai; mid. 2d aor. e]labo<mhn; imper. e]pi-, pros-labou?. 
Lanqa<nw (e]k-, e]p- [–mai]).  Simplex active only, e@lqon.   ]Ep-elaqo<mhn, -le<lhs- 
    mai (e]k-, e]pi-).  
Le<gw, 'say' (a]nti-, dia-, e[pi-, pro-).  The simplex has pres. and imperf. act. 
   and pres. mid. only. Imp. e@legon, a]nt-, pro-; e@legan (Jo. 11:56 xD).  Pass. 
   imperf. di-elego<mhn; 1st aor. di-ele<xqhn; mid. 1st aor. di-eleca<mhn. 
Le<gw, ‘choose' (e]k-, e]pi-, kata-, para-, sul-).  Simplex has not this meaning.  
   Sul- is the only compound with active forms.  Fut. sul-le<cw; 1st aor. sune<- 
   leca; mid. pres. kata-, para-, sul-;  imperf. e]c-, par-elego<mhn; 1st aor. di-, 
   e]k-, e]pi-eleca<mhn; pass. perf. e]k-lelegme<noj. 
Lei<pw (a]po-, dia-, e]k-, e]pi-, kata-, e]n-kata-, peri-).   Simplex only pres. (act. 
   and pass.) except Tit. 3:13 W. H. marg.   @Eleipon, -lei<yw, -e<leiya, e@lipon; 
   pass. –le<leimmai,  -elei<fqhn. (Some MSS. have a compound of li-m-pa<nw in  
   pres. and imperf., Ac. 8:24.) 
Logi<zomai (a]na-, dia-, para-, sul-).  ]Elogizo<mhn, e]logisa<mhn, e]logi<sqhn, logi- 
   sqh<somai. 
Lou<w (a]po-).   @Elousa; pass. le<loumai and le<lousmai (Heb. 10: 22); mid. 1st  
   aor. e]lousa<mhn. 
Manqa<nw (kata-).   !Emaqon, mema<qhka. 
Me<lw.  Only me<lei, e@melen, impersonal. Pass. me<lomai, e]pi-, meta-; mid. fut. 
   e]pi-melh<somai. Pass. met-e]melo<mhn, e]pi-, met-emelh<qhn; meta-mehqh<somai.  
Me<llw.  @Emellon and h@mellon, mellh<sw. 
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Me<nw (a]na-, dia-, e]n-, e]pi-, kata-, para-, sun-para- [Rec.], peri-, pros-, u[po-),  
   @Emnon, menw?, e@meina, -meme<nhka, memenh<kein. 
Miai<nw. Memi<ammai, e]mia<nqhn. 
Mi<gnumi and mi<sgw (sun-ana-).   @Emica, me<migmai. 
Mimnh<skw (a]na-, e]p-ana-, u[po-).  –mnh<sw, me<mnhmai, e]mnh<sqhn, mnhsqh<somai 
Mnhsteu<w.   ]Emnh<steumai, e]mnhsteu<qhn. 
Nu<ssw (kata-).  @Enuca; 2d aor. pass. kat-enu<ghn. 
Chrai<nw. Pres. does not occur.  ]Ech<rana, e]ch<rammai, e]chra<nqhn.  
Cura<w.  The form Curasqai  occurs (1 Cor. 11:6), which may be accented cura?- 
   sqai (pres. inf.) or cu<rasqai (1st aor. mid. inf.).   ]Ecu<rhmai, curh<somai. 
Oi]kodome<w (a]n-, e]p-, sun-).   ]Wikodo<moun, oi]kodomh<sw, &]kodo<mhsa, (also oi]kod--), 
     &]kodo<mhmai, &]kodomh<mhn, &]kodomh<qhn (also oi]kod-), oi]kodomhqh<somai. 
 @Ollumi, and o]llu<w.  Simplex does not occur in N. T. It is confined in LXX  
   to Job, Prov. and part of Jer. (Thackeray, p. 279). Comp. a]p-, sun-a]p-.    
   Pres. act. a]p-ollu<w; pres. pass. a]p-o<llumai; imperf. a]p-w<llunto (1 Cor. 10:9);  
   fut. a]p-ole<sw and a]p-olw? (1 Cor. 1:19 Q) ; 1st aor. a]p-w<lesa; 2d perf. a]p-olwlw<j;  
   mid. imperf. a]=wllu<mhn; fut. a]p-olou?mai; 2d aor. a]p-wlo<mhn, sun-ap--; inf.  
   a]p-ole<sqai; part. a]p-olo<menoj. 
 [Omoio<w (a]f-).   [Omoiw<sw,  w[moiw<qhn (also o[moiw<qhn), o[moiwqh<somai, a]f-
wmoiwme<noj.  
[Ora<w (a]f-, kaq-, pro-).  Pres. complete. Imper. o!ra, o[ra?te; imperf. e[w<rwn, (3d 
   pl., Jo. 6:2); perf. e[w<raka (Gospels and Acts. In Paul and 1 John variation 
   between e[w-- and e[o-); plup. e[wra<kei; pass. pres. kaq-ora?tai; imperf. pro- 
   orw<mhn (LXX).  Stem o]p-: fut. o@yomai; fut. pass. o]fqh<somai; 1st aor. pass. 
   w@fqhn; 1st aor. mid. subj. o@yhsqe (Lu. 13:28).  Stem i]d-; see ei]de<w.  
 ]Oru<ssw (di-, e]c-).   @Wruca, e]c-, di-oruxqh?nai or di-orugh?nai (W. H. alt.). 
Pa<sxw (pro-, sum--).   @Epaqon, pe<ponqa. 
Pau<w (a]na-, e]p-ana-, sun-ana [–mai], kata-).  Simple aor. act. once only. Pau<sw, 
   e@pausa; mid. pau<omai, e]poauo<mhn, pau<somai, e]pausa<mhn, pe<paumai, -pah<somai. 
Pei<qw (a]na-).    @Epeiqon, e@peisa, pe<poiqa, e]pepoi<qein; pass. e]peiqo<mhn, pe<peismai, 
    e]pei<sqhn, peisqh<somai. 
Pia<zw and pie<zw e]pi<asa, pepi<esmai, e]pia<sqhn. 
Pi<mplhmi.  Pres. part.  e]mpiplw?n e@plhsa, e]m-peplhsme<noj, e]plh<sqhn, plhsqh<somai.  
Pi<nw (kata-, sum-).  Pio<mai (piesai<, Lu. 17:8), e@pion (both pei?n and piei?n, but  
   only pi<e),  pe<pwka, kat-epo<qhn. 
Pipra<skw, pepraka, pe<pramai, e]pra<qhn. 
Pi<ptw (a]na-, a]nti-, a]po-, e]k-, e]n-, e]pi-, kata-, para-, peri-, pros-, sum-).  
   @Epipton, pesou?mai, e@peson, e@pesa (3d pl. e@pesan, Gospel 5, Acts 2), pe<ptwka.  
   In Rev. 2:5 pe<ptwkej, Rev. 18:3 pe<ptwkan. 
Ple<w (a]po-, dia-, e]k-, kata-, para-, u[po-, -e<pleon (3d sing. e]c-e<plei contracted), 
   -e<pleusa. 
Ple<kw  (e]m-- only comp.), ple<komai; aor. act. part. ple<caj; 2d aor. pass. e]mplakei<j. 
Plh<ssw (e]k-, e]pi--).  Act. 1st aor. subj. e]pi-plh<c^j (1 Tim. 5:1); pass. pres.  
   e]k-plh<ssesqai; imperf. e]c-elhsso<mhn, 2d aor. e]plh<gh (simplex) and e]c-eplaghn   
   (see Veitch). 
Pni<gw (a]po-, e]pi-, sum-).   @Epnigon, e@pnica, e]pnigo<mhn,  a]p-epni<ghn.  
Pra<ssw.  Pra<cw,  e@praca, pe<praxa, pe<pragmai. 
Punqa<nomai.   ]Epnuqano<mhn, e]puqo<mhn. 
[Ranti<zw.   ]Era<ntisa (some MSS. e]rra<nt.),  r[era<ntisma (so W. H., but some MSS.  
   e]rr.. Mid. 1st aor. subj. r[anti<swtai (Mk. 7:4). 
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[Re<w (para-).   [Reu<sw; 2d abr. pass. –erru<hn. 
[Rh<ssw (dia-, peri-, pros- and r[h<gnumi).  The active forms belong to r[h<ssw  
   and the passive to r[h<gnumi.  Act.. pres. r[h<ssei, dia-; fut. r[h<cw; 1st aor. e@r(r)hca, 
   di-, peri-, pros-; pass. pres. r[h<gnuntai; di-er(r)h<gnuto (Lu. 5:6).  The 
   reading of Lu. 5:6 varies between di-er(r)h<gnunto and di-er(r)h<sseto. 
Sbe<nnumi and sbennu<w, sbe<nnumai, stem sbe(s)-.  Pres. sbe<nnute, sbe<sw, e@sbesa; 
  pass. sbe<nnumai.  
Sei<w (a]na-, dia-, kata-).   ]An-di-kat-e<seisa, sei<sw; pass. pres. seio<menoj; 1st aor.  
   e]sei<sqhn. 
Ska<ptw (kata-).   @Eskaya, -e<skammai (Ac. 15:16 Rec.). 
Ske<ptomai is not found in N. T. save in e]piske<ptesqai (Jas. 1:27; Heb. 2:6 Q),  
   e]pi-ske<yomai; 1st aor. mid. 
Spa<w (a]na-, a]po-, dia-, e]pi-, peri-).  Pres. inf. a]po-spa?n, a]na-spa<sw, a]po-e<spasa; 
    pass. peri-espw<mhn, -espa<sqhn, a]n-, a]po-, dia-;  perf. inf. di-espa<sqai. 1st nor. 
   mid. spasa<menoj (simplex). 
Spei<rw (dia-, e]pi-).   @Espeira, e@sparmai, e]spa<rhn, di-. 
Ste<llw.   Simplex only in pass. pres. (  ]Apo-, e]c-apo-, sun-apo-, dia-, e]pi-,  
   kata-, su(n)-, u[po-).   [Up-e<stellon, di-estello<mhn, -stelw?,  -e<steila, a]p-e<stalka 
   (a]pe<stalkan in Ac. 16:36), --e]stalmai, a]po-esta<lhn, di-, u[p-esteila<mhn. 
Sth<kw.  Cf. modern Greek ste<kw from e@sthka.  Imperf. e@sthkon in Jo. 8:44  
    and Rev. 12:4 according to W. H.  
Sthri<zw (e]pi–).  Sthri<cw (-i<sw in MSS., 2 Th. 3:3, W. H. alt.; cf. –iw? in LXX), 
    e]sth<rica and e]sth<risa, sthri<cai (opt. and inf.), e]sth<rigmai, e]sthri<xqhn. 
Stre<fw (a]na-, a]po-, dia-, e]k-, e]pi-, kata-, meta-, su(n), u[po-).   [Up-e<strefon, 
   -stre<yw, e@streya, -e<strammai, e]stra<fhn, meta-strafh<somai 
Strw<nnumi or strwnnu<w (kata-, u[po-).  Present does not occur.   @Estrw<nnuon,  
   e@strwsa, e@strwmai, kat-estrw<qhn. 
Sfa<zw (kata-).  Present does not occur.  Sfa<cw, e@sfaca, e@sfagmai, e]sfa<ghn. 
Sw<zw (dia-, e]k-).  Sw<sw, e@swsa, se<swka, e]swzo<mhn, se<swsmai, e]sw<qhn, swqh<somai. 
Ta<ssw.  (a]na- [-mai], a]nti-, a]po-, dia-, e]pi-dia- [-mai] , e[pi-, [–pro-] pros-, sun-, 
    u[po-).  @Etaca, dia-tetaxe<nai, te<tag- [mai]; 2d aor. di-, u[p-eta<ghn, dia-ta<comai; 
    2d fut. u[po-tagh<somai; 1st aor. dia-taxqei<j 1st nor. mid.  e]taca<mhn. 
Telew< (a]po-, dia-, e]k-, e]pi-, sun-).  –tele<sw, e]te<lesa, tete<leka, tete<lesmai, e]te- 
   le<sqhn, telesqh<somai. 
Te<llw (a]na-, e]cana-, e]n-).  Simplex does not occur in N. T. 1st aor. a]n-, 
   e]can-e<teila; perf. a]na-te<talka. pres. e]n-te<llomai; fut. e]n-telou?mai; perf.  
   e]n-te<talmai; mid. 1st aor. e]n-eteila<mhn. 
Te<mnw (peri-, sun-).  Simplex does not occur. 2d aor. peri-e<teomon; inf. peri- 
    temei?n; pass. pros., 1st aor. peri-etmh<qhn; perf. peri-temhme<noj. 
Ti<qhmi (a]na-, pros-ana-, a[po-, dia-, a]nti-dia-, e]k-, e]pi-, sun-e]pi-, kata-, sun-kata-, 
   meta-, para-, peri-, pro-, pros-, sun-, u[po-).  Act. pres. complete. Imperf.  
   e]ti<qei and e]ti<qesan, e]ti<qoun (from tiqe<w); fut. qh<sw; aor. e@qhka, -kaj, -kan (3d  
   pl.); imper. qe<j (e]pi-, pros-); subj. qw? (complete); inf. qei?nai; part. qei<j; perf.  
   te<qeika; mid. and pass. ti<qemai, te<qeimai, sun-ete<qeinto, e]tiqe<mhn (e]c-, pros-); mid.  
   fut. dai-, e]pi-qh<somai; 2d aor. e]qe<mhn (complete); imper. qou? (para-); qe<sqe 
   (a]po-);  inf. qe<sqai (a]po-, kata-);  part. qe<menoj (a]po-, dia-).  Pass. fut. teqh<- 
   somai; aor. e]te<qhn; inf. teqh?nai; part. teqei<j. 
Ti<ktw.  Te<comai,  e!tekon, e]te<xqhn.  
Tre<pw (a]na-, a]po-, e]k-, e]n-, e]pi-, meta-,  peri-, pro-)  Simplex not in N. T. 
   1st nor. a]n–,  e]p-e<treya; mid. pres. imperf. e]n-etrepo<mhn; 1st aor. part. pro- 
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   treya<menoj; pass. "strong" fut. e]k-, e]n-traph<sontai; 2d aor. e]k-, e]p-etra<phn; 
   perf. e]pi-te<traptai (1 Cor. 14:34 Rec.). 
Tre<fw (a]na--, e]k--, e]n-).   @Eqreya, -eqreya<mhn, te<qrammai, -etra<fhn. 
Tre<xw (ei]s-, kata-, peri-, pro-, pros-, sun-, e]pi-sun-, u[po-).  Pres. complete. 
      @Etrexon, e@dramon. 
Tri<bw (dia-, sun-).  Simplex does not occur. Pres. dia–, sun–; imperf. si-e<tribon;  
    fut. sun-tri<yw; 1st aor. di-, sun-e<triya; pass. pres. sun-tri<bomai; 2d fut. sun 
    tribh<somai; perf. inf. sun-tetri<fqai; part. sun-tetrimmen<noj 
Tugxa<nw (e]n-, u[per-en-, e]pi-, para-, sun-).   @Etuxon opt. tu<xoi, te<tuxa (Heb. 
    8:6 x*AD*KL),  te<teuxa (Rec., BE, or even tetu<xhka in MSS.). 
Fai<nw (a]na-, e]pi-).  Pres. –e<fana (fanh, Rev. 8:12, 18:23 is variously accented), 
    e]fa<nhn, fanh<somai and fanou?mai (LXX). 
Fei<domai.   Fei<somai,  e]feisa<mhn. 
Fe<rw (a]na-, a]po-, dia-, ei]s-, par-eis-, e]k-, e]pi-, kata-, para-, peri-, pro-, pros-, 
   sun-, u[po-).   @Eferon, e]fero<mhn, oi@sw,  -h<negka, indic. h@negkon; other parts  
   h]ne<xqhn; 2d perf. act. pros-enh<noxa 
Feu<gw (a]po-, dia-, e]k-, kata-).  Mid. fut. feu<comai; 2d perf. e]k-pefeuge<nai, 
    e@fugon. 
Fqa<nw (pro-).   @Efqasa, e@fqaka (1 Th. 2:16 W. II. marg.). 
 Fqei<rw (dia-, kata-).  Imperf. (?) e@-fqeiren (Rev. 19:2). Fqerw?, e@fqeira, --e<fqar- 
   mai,  e]fqa<rhn, fqarh<somai. 
Fra<ssw.    @Efraca,  e]fra<ghn, fragh<somai 
Fu<w (e]k-, sun-).  Pres. part. fu<wn; pass. 2d aor. part. fue<n, sun-fuei?sai. A  
    further form e]k-fuh (Mt. 24:32 = Mk..) may be accented –fu<̂  (W. H.) and  
    will then be active pres. subj. or 1st aor. subj.; or –fu ?̂ and will then be  
   pass. 2d aor. subj.  In this case ta> fu<lla is considered the subject. 
Xe<w (e]k-, e]pi-, kata-, sun-).  Simplex does not occur in N. T. and xu<nnuw  
   (simplex not in LXX or N. T.). Comp. e]k-, u[perek-, sun-.  Active part. 
   (Lu. 10:34); imperf. sun-e<xunnen (Ac. 9:22); fut. e]k-xew? (LXX); 1st aor. 
   e]k-, kat-e<xea; inf.  e]k-xe<ai (Ro. 3:15, LXX); 2d aor. (?) imper. e]k-xe<ete  
   (Rev. 16:1), sun-e<xeon (Ac. 21:27).  Hort. (II, p. 165) would refer the  
   above forms "to an otherwise virtually unknown 2d aor."  Pass. pres.  
   e]k-xei?tai (Mt. 9:17) and e]k-sun-, -u[per-ek]xu<nnomai; imperf. e]c-exu<nneto (Ac.  
   22:20); fut. e]k-xuqh<somai; 1st aor. e]c-, sun-exuqhn; perf. e]k-, sun-ke<xumai 
Xri<w (e]g-, e]pi-).   Aor. e@xrisa, e]g-xri?sai, (Rev. 3:18) may be inf. of 1st aor. 
   active (W. H.) or imper. of 1st aor. mid. (e@gxrisai). 
Xai<rw (sun-).  @Exairon, e]xa<rhn, xarh<somai, some MSS. xarw?, (Rev. 11:10).  
Xari<zomai. Mid. xari<somai, e]xarisamhn; pass. kexa<rismai, e]xari<sqhn, xarisqh<so- 
   mai. 
Xra<omai (kata-).  ]Exrw<mhn, e]xrhsa<mmhn, ke<xrhmai. Impers. xrh< only once (Jas. 3:10). 
Yu<xw (a]na-, a]po-, e]k-, kata-; a]n-, e]k-, kat-e<yuca).  Yugh<somai. 
 ]Wne<omai.   ]Wnhsa<mhn, not e]pria<mhn.  
 
 13. Ablaut.  It is important for the student to note the part  
played in Greek words, both root-syllables and other syllables, 
by ablaut or vowel-gradation. We find qualitative ablaut, as 
fe<rw, foroj and lei<pw, le<loipa. Then there is quantitative or  
qualitative-quantitative ablaut, as in i@men, ei#mi and lipei?n, lei<pw. 
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The subject is still more or less obscure as to the precise order of  
these vowel-changes and the precise factor in each change (ac- 
centuation, vowel-contraction, compensative lengthening). For  
a brief account see Wright, Comparative Grammar of the Greek  
Language, 1912, pp. 49-61; Brugmann, Kurze vergl. Gr., pp.  
138-50; Hirt, Handbuch der griech. Laut- and Formenlehre, pp.  
84-105. For a fuller discussion see Hirt, Der indogermanische  
Ablaut; Brugmann, Grundriss, vol. I, pp. 482-505. 
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                             72 f.; in the N. T., 82; part II, 141- 
A         376. 
x: see Sinaiticus.    Accumulation of prepositions: see 
a-text: see Syrian text.      prepositions. 
A: see Alexandrinus.   Accusative case: form, 248; double 
Abbreviations: of personal names,    accusative, 257; singular in third 
   171-3.        decl., 264 f.; plural, 265 f.; like 
Ablative case: form, 248; Doric geni-    nom. in -ej, 266; singular of adjec- 
   tive-ablative, 254; Attic gen.-abl.,    tives, 274; name, 466 f.; meaning 
   255 f.; name, 514; meaning, 514;    of, 467 f.; with verbs of motion, 
   rare with substantives, 514 f., with    468 f.; extent of space, 469; for 
   adjectives, 515 f.; with preposi-     time, 469-71; with transitive verbs, 
   tions, 516 f. and ch. XIII; with     471-7; cognate,  477-9; double, 
   verbs, 517-20 (of departure and     479-84; with passive verbs, 484-6; 
   removal 518, of ceasing and ab-      adverbial, 486-8; by antiptosis, 
   staining 518, of missing, lacking,    488; by inverse attraction, 488; 
   despairing 518, of differing, excel-    with the infinitive, 489 f.; acc. ab- 
   ling 519, of asking and hearing 519,    solute, 490 f., 1130; with preposi-  
   with the partitive idea 519, attrac-    tions, 491 and ch. XIII; compared 
   tion of relative 519 f.); after com-    with genitive, 506-10.   
   parative, 667.    Achaean: origin, 16; Achan-Doric, 
Ablaut: 1220 f.       17, 54, 266; Achaean-Dorian koinh< 
Absolute: use of cases, 416; nomina-    53, 63. 
   tive, 459 f.; accusative, 400 f.; geni- Active voice: endings, 337-9; displa- 
   tive, 512-4; positive adjective in     cing future middle, 356; meaning 
   absolute sense, 661; inf., 1092 f.;     of, 799; transitive or intransitive, 
   participle, 1130-2.       799 f., effect of prepositions, 800; 
Abstract nouns: 152, 794.      variation in tenses, 800 1.; causa- 
Accent: discussion of, 226-36 (age of    tive, 801 f.; with reflexives, 802; 
   Greek accent 226-8, significance    impersonal, 802; infinitives, 802; 
   of, in the koinh< 228 f., signs of 229,    as passive of another verb, 802 f.  
   later developments in 229 f., short-     Acts: 120-3. See Index of Quota- 
   ening stem-vowels 230 f., separate    tions, and passim in the volume. 
   words 231 f., difference in sense  Adjectives: with formative suffixes, 
   232 f., enclitics and proclitics 233-    157-60 (primitive, 157 f.; secon- 
   5, proper names 235, foreign words    dary, 158-60: from verbs 158, from 
   235 f.); rules for accent of enclitics    substantives 158, from adjectives 
   and proclitics, 1211.      159 f., from adverbs 160); com- 
Accidence: in the vernacular koinh<      pound, 161-9 (with inseparable 
                                                  1223 
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   prefixes 161 f., agglutinative or     formation of, 294-7 (fixed cases 
   juxtapositive 168 f.); declension     294, accus. 294 f., ablative 295, 
   of adjectives, 270-6 (origin of the     genitive 295, locative 295, instru- 
   adjective 270 f., inflection of ad-     mental 295 f., dative 296, suffixes 
   jectives with one termination 271f.,     296, compound adverbs 297, anal- 
   with two terminations 272 f., with     ogy 297, comparison of adverbs 
   three 273 f., the accus. singular     297); adverbial stems, 297-9 (sub- 
   274, contraction in 274 f., inde-     stantives 298, adjectives 298, nu- 
   clinable 275 f.); comparison of,     merals 298, pronouns 298, verbs 
   276-81 (positive 276, comparative     298 f.); use of adverbs, 299-300 
   276-8, superlative 278-81); in pred-      (manner 299, place 299 f., time 
   icate, 401; and substantive, 407;     300); scope of, 300-2 (relative be- 
   gender in, 412 f.; with vocative,     tween adverbs and prepositions 
   464; with genitive, 503-5; with     301, adverbs and conjunctions 
   ablative, 515 f.; with locative      301 f., adverbs and intensive par- 
   or instrumental, 523; with da-      ticles 302, adverbs and interjec- 
   tive, 537; distinguished from ad-     tions 302); adverbial accusative, 
   verbs, 549 f., 657; syntax of, ch.     486-8; genitive with, 505; dative 
   XIV, 650-75; origin of, 650; adjec-     with, 537 f.; syntax of, ch. XII, 
   tival or appositional use of sub-     544-52; special difficulties, 544; 
   stantive, 651 f.; as substantive,      nature of, 544; narrower sense of, 
   652-4 (any gender 652, masculine     544 f.; adverbs with verbs, 545 f. 
   652, feminine 652 f., neuter 654 f.);      (commonest 545, N. T. usage 545, 
   agreement with substantives, 654 f.     predicate uses 545 f., with e@xw 546, 
    (number 654 f., gender 655, case     with participles 546, loose relation 
   655, two or more adjectives 655);     546); with other adverbs, 546; with 
   attributive, 655 f.; predicate, 656 f.;     adjectives, 546 f.; with substan- 
   personal construction, 657 f.; with     tives, 547; as substantives, 547 f.; 
   cases, 658; with the inf. and clauses,     frequent use of, 548; as marks of 
   658 f.; as adverb, 659; positive,     style, 548 f.; distinguished from ad- 
   659-61 (relative contrast 659 f., as      jective, 549 f. (different meaning 
   comparative or superlative 660 f.,     549, difference in Greek and Eng- 
   with prepositions 661, comparison     lish idiom 549 f.); adverbial phrases 
   implied by h@ 661, in absolute sense     550-2 (incipient adverbs 550, prep- 
   661) ; comparative, 662-9 (contrast     ositional phrases 550 f., participles 
   or duality 662 f., degree 663, with-     551,1109 f.); the verb, 554 f.; prep- 
   out suffixes 663, double 663 f., with-     ositions, 554 f.; adjective as, 659; 
   out object of 664-6, followed by     article with, 765 f. 
   666, by the ablative 666 f., by   Adversative particles: 1187 f. 
   prepositions 667, displacing the su-  AEolic: lyric odes, 17; persistence of, 
   perlative 667-9); superlative, 669-     52; relation to Doric, 17, 53; influ- 
   71 (vanishing 669, few true in N. T.     ence on koinh<, 63; on the N. T., 82; 
   669 f., dative 670, no "Hebrais-     and here and there, ad libitum.  
   tic" 671); numerals, 671-5; with   AEschylus : see Index of Quotations. 
   inf., 1076 f.; part. originally, 1100 f.;  Affixes: 146. 
   adjectival aspects of part., 1104-  Agent: words expressing, 153 f.; da- 
   10; negatives with, 1163 f.      tive of, 542; with passive, 820. 
Adverbs: with formative suffixes,  Agglutinative : type of languages, 37; 
   160; agglutinative compounds,     compounds, 163-71. 
   169-71; neglect of adverbs, 293;   Agreement: see concord. 
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Aktionsart: 344 f., 823 f., 828 f., 831-     841-3, relation to present per- 
   5, 850 f., 858 f.       feet 843-5, epistolary 845 f., rela- 
Alexander the Great: 44, 49-51, 53 ff.,     tion to the future 846 f., in wishes 
   60-3, 66-8, 71, 239, etc.      847, variation in use of tenses 847, 
Alexandrian: grammarians, 31; do     translation of aorist into English 
   not treat adjectives, 650; no Alex-     847 f.); subjunctive and optative, 
   andrian dialect, 68, 91, 100, 213,     848-55 (no time-element 848, fre- 
   215, 227, 242.        quency of subj. 848-50, Aktions- 
Alexandrian type of text: 180 and     art 850 f., aorist subj. in prohibi- 
   passim.        tions 851-4, aorist subj. with qu< mh<, 
Alexandrinus: 179 and passim.      854, aorist opt. 854 f.); imperative, 
Allegory: 1207.        855 f.; infinitive, 856-8; participle, 
Alliteration: 1201.       858-64 and 1112-4 (Aktionsart 
Alphabet: original Greek, 178; law     858 f., .5 and aorist 859 f., ante- 
   enforcing Ionic alphabet, 181, 209,     cedent action 860, simultaneous 
   222.         action 860 f., subsequent action 
Alternative: pronouns, 745-50 (see     861-3, aorist participle in indirect 
   distributive); questions, 736 f.      discourse 863 f.). 
Amplification: of subject, 398-400;   Aoristic: see punctiliar, present, per- 
   of predicate, 400 f.       fect, future. 
Anabasis: passim. See Index of    Aphaeresis : 205 f. 
   Quotations.     Apocalypse: 101, 135 f.; solecisms in, 
Anacoluthon: discussion of, 435-40     413-6 and passim. See Index of 
    (suspended subject 436 f., digres-     Quotations. 
   sion 437-9, participle in 439 f.,   Apocrypha: passim. See Index of  
   asyndeton 440); distinction from     Quotations. 
   oratio variata, 440 f.; kinds of,   Apodosis: see 921-3 and conditional 
   1203 f.        sentences, 1007-27. 
Analogy: passim.    Aposiopesis: 1203. 
Anaphora: 1200.    Apostrophe: use of, 244. 
Anaphoric: see article, demonstra-   Appian: see Index of Quotations.  
   tive, relative.     Apposition: with substantive, 368- 
Anarthrous : attributive, 782-4; pred-     400; partitive, 399; predicative am- 
   icate, 790-6; participle, 1105 f.     plifications, 401; peculiarities in, 
Annominatio: 1201.       413 ff.; to vocative, 464; genitive of, 
Antecedent: see demonstrative, rela-     498 f.; appositional use of substan- 
   tive, preposition.       tive, 651 f.; with ou$toj, 698-700; 
Antiptosis: 488.       e]kei?noj 708; appositional inf., 1078 f. 
Antistrophe : 1200.    Aquila: see Index of Quotations. 
Antithesis: 1199 f.    Aramaic: 24; spoken by Jesus, 26-9; 
Aorist: second aorist of -mi verbs,     distinct from the Hebrew, 102; 
   307-11; forms of, strong and weak,     portions of the 0. T. in, 103; the 
   second and first, 345-50; passive,     vernacular of Palestine, 103 f.; Jo- 
   816 ff.; name, 831; Aktionsart in,     sephus' use of, in his War, 104; 
   831-5 (constative 831-4, ingressive     signs of, in the N. T., 104 f.; pos- 
   834, effective 834 f.); indicative,     sible use by Mark and Matthew, 
   835-48 (narrative or historical      105; proper names, 214 f., 236; on 
   tense 835 f., gnomic 836 f., relation     prepositions, 556 f.; and passim. 
   to imperfect 837-40, relation to past  Arcadian; 63, 67, 82, 84, 184, pas- 
   perfect 840 f., relation to present     sim. 
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Aristophanes: and the vernacular,     attributive 782-4, several attribii- 
   66. See Index of Quotations.      tives with kai<, same person or 
Aristotle: shows  influence of Ionic     thing, when distinguished, treated 
   and marks transition to Koun'7, 55,     as one, point of view, difference in 
   58, 128, 146, 148-53, 168 f., 171,     number or gender, with disjunctive 
   passim. See Index of Quotations.     particle 785-9); position with pred- 
Arrangement: see sentence.      icates, 789 f.; absence of, 790-6 
Arrian: see Index of Quotations.      (with proper names 791, with geni- 
Article: use by Peter, 127; with voca-     tives 791, prepositional phrases 
   Live, 465 f.; as possessive, 684; with     791 f., with both preposition and 
   possessive, 685; with reflexive, 690;     genitive 792 f., titles 793, words in  
   with ou$toj, 700-2; with e]kei?noj, 708;     pairs 793, ordinal numerals 793 f., 
   origin and development of, 754 f.     in predicate 794, abstract words 
    (a Greek contribution 754, derived     794, qualitative force 794, only ob- 
   from demonstrative 755); signifi-     jest of kind 794-6); with inf., 1062- 
   cance of, 755; method employed     8; articular part., 1106-8. 
   by, 756-8 (individuals from indi-  Article, indefinite: ei$j as, 674; tij  
   viduals 756, classes from classes     and ei$j, 796. 
   757, qualities from qualities 75S);  Articular infinitive: 1062-S.  
   varied usages of, 75S-76 (with sub-   Articular participle: 1106-S. 
   stantives, context, gender, proper  Artistic prose: see literary koinh<.  
   names, anaphoric 758-62, with ad-   Asianism: 60, 73, 57 f., passim. 
   jectives, resumptive, adj. alone,with  Aspirate : 191, 209; doubling of, 215; 
   numerals 762-4, with participles     aspiration of consonants, 219; ori- 
   764 f., infinitive 765, with adverbs     gin of the aspirate, 221 f.; varia- 
   765 f., with prepositional phrases     tions in MSS., 223-5; transliter- 
   766, with single words or whole     ated Semitic words, 225; use with 
   sentences 766, with genitive alone     r and rr, 225 f.; question of au]tou?, 
   767, nouns in predicate 767-9, dis-     226. 
   tributive 769, nominative with =   Assertion, sentence of : see indirect 
   vocative 769, = possessive 769 f.,     discourse. 
   with possessive 770, with au]to<j 770,  Asseverative particles: 1150. 
   with demonstratives 770 f., with   Assimilation: of consonants, 215-7; 
   o!loj, pa?j [a!paj] 771-4, with plu<j     rules for, 1210. 
   774 f., a@kroj, h@misuj, e@sxatoj, me<soj Associative case: see instrumental. 
   775, with a@lloj and e!teroj 775 f.,  Asyndeton: 427-44; imperative in,   
   with mo<noj 776); position with at-     949. 
   tributives, 776-89 (with adjectives,  Athens: losing its primacy in culture, 
   normal, repetition, one with sev-     67, passim. 
   eral, anarthrous substantives, par-  Attendant circumstance, participle of: 
   tieiples 776-9, with genitive,      see participle. 
   between article and gen., after gen.  Attic: 16, 17, 20, 22, 35 f., 41-4; tri- 
   without repetition, repetition with     umph of, 51; vernacular, the base 
   gen., absent with both, correlation     of the koinh<, 60-2; influence on 
   of article 779-82, with adjuncts or     N. T., 82; Attic inscriptions show 
   adverbs, between article and noun,     indifference to hiatus, 207; geni- 
   repeated, only with adjunct, only     tive-abl., 255 f . ; "Attic" declension, 
   with noun, when several adjuncts     260; ad libitum in the book. 
   occur, phrases of verbal origin,  Attica: 181 f. 
   exegetical questions, anarthrous   Atticism: not part of the koinh<, 50; the 
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   Atticistic reaction and its influence,     the forms 247 ff., blending of case- 
   58-60, 73; conservative influence     endings, syncretism of the forms 
   of, 177 f.; pronunciation, 239, pas-     249 f., origin of case-suffixes 250); 
   sim.         concord in, 413-6 (adjectives 413, 
Attraction of relative: inverse, 488;     participles 413, the Book of Rove- 
   to genitive, 512; to ablative, 519 f.;     lation 413-6, apposition 416, abso- 
   with o!j, 714-9; o!soj, 732 f.      lute 416); syntax of, ch. XI, 446- 
Attributive: adjective, 655 f.; positive     543; history of interpretation of, 
   article, 776-89. See participle.      446-9 (confusion 446, Bopp's con- 
Augment: discussion of, 365-8 (origin     tribution 446 f., modern usage 447, 
   of 365, where found 365, purpose     Green's classification 447 f., syn- 
   of 365, syllabic 365 f., temporal     cretisrn of the cases 448, freedom 
   366 f., compound verbs 367, double     in use of 448 f.); purpose of the 
   367 f.); in past perfect, 1211 f.      cases, 449 (Aristotle's usage, word- 
Authorized version: influence of, on     relations); encroachment of prepo- 
   English language, 92.       sitions on, 450-3 (reason 450, no 
         "governing " of cases 450, not used 
                   B        indifferently 450 f., original use 
         with "local" cases 451, 567, in- 
B: see Vaticanus.       creasing use of 451 f., distinction 
b-text: see Neutral text.       preserved in N. T. 453); distinctive 
Bezae, Codex: 179 f., passim.      idea in each case, 453-6 (funda- 
"Biblical" Greek: 5; view of E.      mental idea 453 f., cases not yet 
   Hatch refuted by Deissmann, 24 f.;     interchangeable 454, vitality of 
   the new point of view, 30; N. T.     case-idea 454, historical develop- 
   not "biblical Greek," 77-9, 88,      ment of the cases 454 f., method of 
   92, 112 f., passim.       this grammar 456); nominative, 
Bilingualism: in Palestine, 27-30; in     456-66; vocative, 461-6; accusa- 
   Brittany, Ireland, Scotland, Wales,     tive, 466-91; genitive, 491-514; 
   30, 69, 102 f.        ablative, 514-20; locative, 520-5; 
Blending: see cases.       instrumental, 525-35; dative, 535- 
Boeotian: 16, 52; influence of, 61, 63;     43; functions of prepositions with, 
   monophthongizing, 204 f.; pronun-     567-71; see discussion of each prep- 
   ciation, 240; passim.       osition in ch. XIII; adjective and 
boustrofhdo<n: 1211.          substantive, 655; with adjectives, 
Brachylogy: 1201, 1203.      658; 6s, attraction and incorpora- 
Breathings : 221-6; use with r and     tion, 714-9; o!stij, 728 f.; of inf., 
   rr, 225 f.; in Ionic, 240.      1058-62; with inf., 1082; participle, 
Breviloquence : see Brachylogy.     1119. 
Brittany, bilingual: 29.    Causal participle: see participle and 
Broken continuity: see perfect and     causal clauses. 
   past perfect.     Causal particles: see conjunctions 
Byzantine Greek: literature on, 22-4,     and causal sentences (hypotactic). 
   43, 155, 179, 183, 191, 210, passim.  Causal sentences: use of o!j, 724 f.; 
         paratactic, 962 f.; with hypotactic 
  C       conjunctions, 963 f .; relatives, 965 f .; 
         dia> to<, and the infinitive, 966; par 
C = Codex Ephraemi: passim.      ticiple, 966, 1128; inf., 1091. 
Cardinals: see numerals.   Causative verbs: 150; active, 801 f., 
Cases: number of, 247-50 (history of     middle, 808 f. 
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Cautious assertion: see final and con-     rivative 161, inseparable prefixes 
   secutive sentences.       161-3, agglutinative or by juxta- 
Chaldee (Aramaic): 211. See Ara-     position 163-71). 
   maic.      Compound sentences: order of clauses 
Chiasm: 1200.        in, 425; two kinds of sentences, 
Chinese : 250.        425 f.; two kinds of compound 
Christian :element in N. T. Greek:     or complex, 426; parataxis, 426; 
   chiefly lexical, 112-6; new conno-     hypotaxis, 426 f. 
   tations of familiar words, 115 f.  Conative action: 880, 885. 
Chysostom: passim..    Concessive: imperative as, 949;  
Circumlocutions: 330, 64S f.      clause, 1026; participle, 1128. 
Circumstantial participle: see parti-  Concord: and government, 397 f.; in 
   ciple.         person, 402 f.; in number, 403-9; 
"Classical Greek": 5, 89, passim.     in gender, 410-3; in case, 413-6. 
Clause: paratactic, 428 f.; hypotac-  Conditional sentences: apodosis of 
   tic, 429-31; inf. and part., 431 f.;     second class, 921-3; two types, 
   clauses with the adjectives, 658 f.     1004-7; four classes, 1007-22 (de- 
Climax: 1200.        tcrmined as fulfilled 1007-12, de- 
Collectives : see gender and number.     termined as unfulfilled 1012-6, un- 
Colloquial: see vernacular.      determined, but with possibility 
Colon: 243.        of determination 1016-20, remote 
Comma: origin of, 243.       possibility of determination 1021 f.); 
Common speech: see koinh<.      mixed conditions, 1022; implied 
Comparative: see adjectives.      conditions, 1022 f.; elliptical, 1023- 
Comparative clauses: with relative     6; concessive clauses, 1026 f.; other 
   o!soj,966 f.; relative with kata<, 967;     particles with ei] and e]a<n, 1027; par- 
   kaqo<ti, 967; w[j and its compounds,       ticiple, 1129. 
   967 ff.     Conjugation of verb: : ch.VIII, 303-76.    
Comparative grammar or philology:  Conjunctions: adverbs, 301; in sub- 
   8-12; the linguistic revolution, 8;     ordinate clauses, 951 f.; and all 
   sketch of Greek grammatical his-     through the discussion of hypotac- 
   tory, 8-10; the discovery of San-     tic clauses, 950-1049; paratactic, 
   skrit, 10; from Bopp to Brugmann,     1177-92 (copulative: te< 1178 f., kai< 
   10 ff.; importance of, 36; the origi-     1179-83, de< 1183-5, a]lla< 1185 f.; 
   nal Indo-Germanic speech, 38;      adversative: de< 1186 f., plh<n 1187, 
   Greek as a "dialect" of, 39 f.; ap-     me<ntoi 1188, o!mwj 1188, ei] mh< 1188; 
   plied to N. T. word-formation, 144;     disjunctive: h@ 1188 f., ei@te and 
   system of affixes, infixes, prefixes,     e]a<nte 1189, ou@te and mh<te 1189; in- 
   suffixes, 146-247,250, passim.      ferential: a@ra 1189 f., ga<r 1190 f., 
Comparison: of adjectives, 276-81;     ou#n 1191 f.);  hypotactic, 1192 f. 
   of adverbs, 297; syntax of, 661-9.  Consecutive : use of o!j; clauses, 
Complementary infinitive: see infini-     see final and consecutive.  
   tive (with verbs).    Consonants: changes, 209-21 (origin  
Complementary participle: see parti-     and character of the consonants 
   ciple.         209 f., the insertion of 210, the 
Composition: compound words corn-     omission of 210 f., single or double 
   mon in the N. T., 82; compound     211-5, assimilation of 215-7, inter- 
   verbs in -ew, 147 f.; discussion of     change and changing value of 217- 
   composita in the N. T., 160-71      9, aspiration of 219, variable final 
   (kinds of, proper, copulative, de-     219-21, metathesis 221). 
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Constative action: see aorist.      tory of the, 246 f.; first or a declen- 
Constructio ad sensum: illustrated     sion, 254-9 (Doric genitive-ablative 
   in, 400-424, 683 1., 1201.      singular 254 f., Attic genitive-abla- 
Constructio praegnans: 1204. See     tive 255, vocative in -a 256, words 
   also prepositions.       in -ra and participles in –ui?a 256; 
Contraction: discussion of, 203 f.; in     retention of  --a gen.-abl. 256, 
   second declension, 260 f.; in third de-     double declensions 257, heterocli- 
   clension, 268; in adjectives, 275 f.;     sis and metaplasm 257-9, inde- 
   in verbs, 341-3.       clinable substantives 259); second 
Contrasts: in Greek words, 175 f.; in     or o, 259-63 (the "Attic" 260, con- 
   comparison, 662 f.       traction 260 f., vocative 261, het- 
Co-ordination: 443 f.; between parti-     eroclisis and metaplasm 261-3, 
   ciples, 1135 f.        mixed declension 263, proper names 
Coptic: 215, 250 f., passim.      263); third decl., 263-9 (nomi- 
Copula: not necessary, 395 f.      native as vocative 264, accus. sin- 
Copulative conjunctions: 1177-86.     gular 264 f., accus. plural 265 f., 
Coronis: 244.        peculiarities in the nominative 
Correlation of article: see article.     267 f., gen.-abl. 268, contraction 
Correlative pronouns: 289 f., 298,     268, proper names 268 f., hetero- 
   709 f., 732.        clisis and metaplasm 269); inde- 
Crasis : 208.        clinable words, 269 f.; declension of 
Cretan dialect: passim.       adjectives, 270-81; numerals, 281- 
Crete : early Greek culture in, 43.     4; pronouns, 284-93; adverbs, 293- 
Culture : variations in N. T. writers,     302. 
   381.      Defective verbs: in voice, 799. See 
Cynic-Stoic diatribe: 420 f., 1196 f.     verbs. 
Cyprus: as purveyor of Greek culture,  Deictic: see demonstrative. 
   43; language and N. T. Gk., 82,  Deliberative: future, 875 f.; subjunc- 
   passim.        tive, 934 f.; opt., 940; questions, 
         1046. 
              D     Delphian: 266. 
D: see (Codex) Bezae.    Delta: 91. 
d-text: see Western text.   Demonstrative pronouns: inflection 
Dative: form, 248 ff.; syncretism,     of, 289 f.; nature of, 693; shades of 
   535; decay of dative, 535 f.; idea     meaning, 693; o[, h[, to<, 693-5; o!j, 
   of, 536; with substantives, 536 f.;     695 f.; o@de, 696 f.; ou$toj, 697-706 
   with adjectives, 537; with adverbs      (the deictic use 697, the contemp- 
   and prepositions, 537 f. and ch.     tuous use 697, the anaphoric use 
   XIII; with verbs, 538-43 (indirect     697 f., in apposition 698-700, use 
   object 538, dativus commodi vel in-     of article 700 f., without article 
   commodi, 538 f., direct object 539-     701 f., contrast with e]kei?noj 702 f., 
   41, with intransitive verbs 541,     antecedent of relative 703 f., gen- 
   possession 541, infinitive in dative     der and number 704, adverbial uses 
   541 f., of the agent 542, because of     704 f., phrase tou?t ] e@stin 705, with 
   preposition in composition 542 f.);     other pronouns 705, ellipsis 705, 
   ambiguous examples, 543; eth., 539.     shift in reference 706); e]kei?noj 706-9 
Declarative clauses: 915 f., and see      (the purely deictic 707, the con- 
   indirect discourse.       temptuous use 707, the anaphoric 
De-aspiration: increasing, 222 f.     707, the remote object 707 f., em- 
Declensions : ch. VII, 246-302; his-     phasis 708, with apposition 705, 
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   with article 708, antecedent to rela-     or more, contrast, antithetic); ar- 
   tive 708, gender and number 70S f.,     tide as, 769. 
   independent use 709); au]to<j, 709;  Division of words: not in old MSS., 
   correlative demonstratives 709 f.);     243 f. 
   article derived from, 755; article  Doric: purest Hellenic, 17; tenacity 
   with, 770 f.        of, 52; Doric-AEolic, 53; influence 
Demosthenes: in the New Attic, 52;     on the koinh<, 63; on the N. T., 82; 
   pronouncing Greek, 238. See In-     genitive-ablative, 254, passim.  
   dex of Quotations.    Doric: 16 f., 52-4, 62 f., 82, 118, 184 f.,  
Denial and prohibition, with oi)     193 f., 211, 224, 229, 240, 249, 254 f., 
   see aorist subj. and fut. ind.      267, passim. 
Denominative verbs: 147.   Double comparative and superlative: 
Deponents: 332 f., 811-3, 817 f.      663, 670. 
Derivation: derivative verbs, 147-50.  Double compounds: 160, 165, 565. 
Design, sentences of: see final.   Double consonants: 211-5. 
Diacritical marks: 226.    Double declension: 257. 
Dieresis: 204 f.; marks of, 244.   Double interrogative: 737. 
Dialects: fuller knowledge of the  Dual: origin and disappearance of, 
   dialects, 16 f., 39 f., 41-4, 46, 52 f.,     251 f. 
   71, 79, 110 f.; dialect-coloured ver-  Duality: in the comparative adjec- 
   nacular, 61-9, S2, 178 f.; accent in,     tive, 662 f.; with e!teroj, 749. 
   229-31, 238 ff.; declension in, 247;  Durative (linear) action: 823 f., 879-  
   passim.        92. 
Diatribe, Cynic-Stoic: 420 f., 1196 f.  Dynamic: see middle voice.  
Diffuseness: see pleonasm. 
Digamma: 209, 223 f.                                                            E 
Digraphs: 209. 
Digression: 437 f.    Ecbatic i!na: see consecutive clauses. 
Diminutives: frequent in the N. T.,  Ecbatic infinitive: see consecutive 
   82; less common than in modern     clauses and infinitive. 
   Gk., 155.     Editor's prerogative: 244 f. 
Diodorus Siculus: see Index of Quo-   Effective action: see aorist. 
   tations.     Egypt: 21, 56; peculiarities of koinh< in,  
Diphthongs: 204 f.       68, 91, 100 f., 111 f., 17S, 186, 189, 
Direct discourse: exchange with in-     191, 195 f., 200, 202, 257, passim. 
   direct, 442 f.; with recitative o!ti,  Elative: 278 f., 670. 
   1027 f.     Elean: 266. 
Discord: see concord.    Elision: 72, 206-8, 223, 226, 1210. 
Disjunctive particles: negative,   Ellipsis: of subject or predicate, 391; 
   1165 f., 1173; conjunctions, 1188 f.     of ou$toj, 705 f.; in general, 1201 f. 
Dissimilation: see assimilation.   Emphasis: position of, 417.1; in pro- 
Distributive numerals: see numerals.     nouns, 677 ff., 684 f., 686, 708. 
Distributive pronouns: inflection of,  Enallage: 454. 
   292 f.; syntax of, 743, 744-50; a]m-  Enclitics: accent of, 233 ff.; pronouns, 
   fo<teroi, 744 f.; e!kastoj, 745 f.; a@lloj,    681 f.; rules for accent of, 1211. 
   746-8 (absolutely, for two, adjec-   English: best English spoken in Edin- 
   tive, with article, a@lloj a@llo, ellip-     burgh and Louisville, 69. 
   sis, a@lloj and e!teroj, different, a]llo<- Epanadiplosis: 1200. 
   trioj); e!teroj, 748-50 (absolutely,  Epexegetic infinitive: 1086 f. — 
   with article, pair, different, three  Epexegetical apposition: 399. 
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Epic: 185, 204, passim.       985-7, w[j 987, mh<, mh< pote, mh< pwj, 
Epicene : gender, 252.       987-9, relative 989, infinitive 989- 
Epidiorthosis : 1199.       91, participle 991, 1128 f.); sub- 
Epimenides : see Index of Quotations.     final, 991-7 (i!na 991-4, o!pwj 994 f., 
Epistles: distinction from letters,     mh<, mh< pote, mh< pwj 995 f., relative 
   70 f., 85 ff., 197, 200, 239.      996, infinitive 996 f., 1087-9, ei] and 
Epistolary aorist: see aorist.      o!ti. 997); consecutive, 997-1003 i!na 
Erasmus: on pronunciation of Greek,     997-9, w!ste 999 f., w[j 1000 f., o!ti. 
   237, 240.        1001, relative 1001, infinitive 1001 
Etacism: 191.        ff., 1089-91). 
Etymology: work of the philosophers,  Final consonants (letters): 194, 219- 
   31; use of term, 143 f.       21, 248. 
Euphony: 419-23.    Finnish: 250. 
Euripides: see Index of Quotations.  First or a declension: 254-9, 267. 
Euthalius: 241.     Foreign words: 108-11, 235 f. See 
Exclamation: 461, 739, 741.      Latinisms. 
      Formation of words: in the vernacu- 
                      F        koinh<,  72; ch. 11,  pp. 143-76; 
         formative suffixes, 146-60; by com- 
Fayum Papyri: see Index of Quota-     position, 160-71. 
   tions.      Forms, rare: see declensions and con- 
Feminine: see gender.       jugation of verbs. 
Figures of speech: ch. XXII, 1194-   Formulas of citation: 1027 f. 
   1208;- rhetorical, not grammatical,   Fourth Book of Maccabees: see Index 
   1194; style in the N. T., 1194-7;     of Quotations. 
   figures of thought, 1198 f. (rhetor-   Fourth Gospel and Apocalypse: see 
   ical question, oratory, irony, prodi-     Index of Quotations. 
   orthosis, epidiorthosis, paraleipsis,  French: accent, 230; cases and prepo- 
   heterogeneous structure); figures     sitions of, 252; gender, 252; pas- 
   of expression, 1199-1208 (parallels     sim. 
   and contrasts: parallelism, synony-  Future: conjugation of, 353-7 (origin 
   mous or antithetic, chiasm or re-     of 353 f., Ionic-Attic 355, synco- 
   verted parallelism, anaphora, an-     pated 353 f., of liquid verbs 356, 
   tistrophe, poetry 1199 f.; contrasts     active and middle 356, second pas- 
   in words: epanadiplosis, climax,     sive 356 f., first passive 357, per-- 
   zeugma, brachylogy, synonyms,     phrastic 357); syntax of middle, 
   onomatopoetic, alliteration, pare-     813 f.; passive, 818-20; relation of 
   nomasia, annominatio, parechesis,     aorist to, 846 f.; punctiliar (aoris- 
   pun 1200 f.; contraction and ex-     tic), 870-6 ("mixed" tense, punc- 
   pansion: ellipsis, aposiopesis, brevil-     tiliar or durative 870-2, modal as- 
   oquence or brachylogy, constructio     pest of, merely futuristic, volitive, 
   praegnans, constructio ad sensum,     deliberative 872-6, in the modes 
   hypallage, pleonasm, hyperbole,     876-9: indicative 876, subjunctive 
   litotes, meiosis 1201-6; metaphors     and optative 876, infinitive 876, 
   and similar tropes: metaphor, sim-     participle 877 f., periphrastic sub- 
   ile, parable, allegory, metonymy     stitutes for 878 f.); durative (linear), 
   1206 f.).        888-9 (three kinds of action 889, 
Final and consecutive clauses: kin-     periphrastic 889); fut. ind. and nor. 
   ship, 980; origin in parataxis, 980 f ;     subj., 924 f.; fut. ind. as imperative, 
   pure final, 981-91 (iva 981-5, o!pwj     942 f., 1118 f. 
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Future perfect: 361, 906 f.   Gerundive: 157. See verbal adjec- 
Futuristic: modal aspect of future,     tives. 
   merely futuristic, 872-4; present,  Gnomic: aorist, 836 f.; present, 866; 
   869 f., 881; pres. part., 992; present     present perfect, 897. 
   perfect, 898; subj., 928-30; opta-  Gorgian figures: 1197 IT. 
   tive, 937-9.     Gothic : passim. 
      Grammar: the ideal grammar, 3; the 
                        G       pre-Winer period, 3; the service 
         of Winer, 4; the modern period,  
g-text: see Alexandrian text.      the service of Deissmann, Thumb, 
Gender: of adjectives, 156 f.; in sub-     Moulton, etc., 5-7; the new gram- 
   stantives, 252-4 (grammatical gen-     matical equipment, 8-31; sketch of 
   der 252, kinds of 252, variations in     Greek grammatical history, 8-10; 
   252 f., LXX illustrations 254); no     advance in general Greek grammar, 
   feminine inflection in second de-     12; critical editions of Greek au- 
   clension, 259, 261 f.; concord in,     thors, 13 ; grammatical monographs, 
   410-3 (fluctuations in 410 f., neu-     13; grammatical commentaries, 29; 
   ter singular 409, 411, explanatory     new point of view, 30; comparative, 
  o! e]stin and tou?t ] e@stin 411 f., the     31-48; in Alexander's time, 58-61; 
   participle 412, adjective 412 f.); of     Greek grammarians and Latin, 
   adjectives without substantives,     822; Alexandrian grammarians and 
   652-4; agreement with substan-     adjectives, 650; passim. 
   tives, 654; ou$toj, 704; e]kei?noj, 708;  Greek authors: 13 f., 55, 57-9, 86 f., 
   o!j, 712 ff.; o!stij, 729.      94, 109, 121, 128 f., 147, 191, 199, 
Genealogy in Matthew: 270.      203, 218, 227, 238, 251, 265 f., chap- 
Genitive : form, 248, 263, 491 f.; Doric     ter on Formation of Words, and 
   genitive-abl., 254 f.; Attic geni-     passim. See Index of Quotations. 
   tive-abl., 255 f.; name, 492; speci-  Greek language: sketch of Greek 
   fying case, 493 f.; local use, 494;     grammatical history, 8-13; relation 
   temporal use, 495; with substan-     to earlier tongues, 39; regarded as a 
   tives, 495-503 (possessive 495 f.,     whole, 40-45; unity of, 41 f.; peri- 
   attributive 496 f., predicate 497 f.,     ods of, 43; the Greek point of view, 
   appositive or definitive 498 f., sub-     46-48; passim. 
   jective 499, objective 499-501, of  Greek culture : 14 ff., 35; subject to 
   relationship 501 f., partitive 502,     non-Greek influences, 49, 58, 67, 
   position of 502 f., concatenation of     75, 84 f., 111 f., passim. 
   503); with adjectives, 503-5; with  Greek, later: see Byzantine or mod- 
   adverbs and prepositions, 505 and     em Greek. 
   ch. XIII; with verbs, 505-12 (very   Greek point of view: 46-8. 
   common 506, fading distinction  
   from acc. 506, verbs of sensation                                        
   507 f., of emotion 508 f., of sharing,                                     H 
   partaking, filling 509 f., of ruling 
   510, of buying, selling, being worthy  Headings, anarthrous: see article. 
   of 510 f., of accusing and condemn-   Hebraisms: 3; the old view, 24 ff.; 
   ing 511, due to prepositions in      the revolt of Deissmann, 25 f.; 
   composition 511 f., attraction of     number of, in N. T., 76 ff., 89; the 
   relative 512); of infinitive, 512;     traditional standpoint, 88 f.; trans- 
   absolute, 512-4, 1131 f.       lation, 89 f.; papyri and inscrip- 
German: passim.        tions disprove many, 90 f.; real, in 
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   N. T., 94-6; greater indirect influ-   Hypothetical sentences: see condi- 
   ence of the LXX, 96-102; trans-     tional sentences. 
   litcrated words, 225; variety in   Hysteron proteron: 423. 
   N. T. writers, 106-8; on preposi- 
   tions, 556 f.; fobei?sqai a]po<, 577; use                        I 
   of ei]j, 5 f.; superlative, 671; tense, 
   822; passim.     Identical pronouns: see intensive pro- 
Hebraists : 76 ff., 88 f., 90 f.      nouns. 
Hebrew: proper names, 214; trans-   Illative particles: see (inferential) con- 
   literated Hebrew words, 225; ac-     junctions. 
   cent of proper names, 236, 259,  Illiteracy: in the papyri, 70 f.; diver- 
   263, 268 ff., passim.       sity of culture, 85; passim. 
Hebrews: literary quality of, 106;  Imperative: origin of, 320, 327-30 
   peculiarities of, 132 f.; alone of      (non-thematic stem 327, thematic 
   the N. T. books avoids hiatus, 206,     stem 327 f., suffix -qi 328, suffix -tw 
   218; rhythm in, 1196 f.      328, old injunctive 328 f., forms in 
Hellenism: influence on Paul, 86.     -am, 329, form in -son 329, first per- 
Hellenistic : see koinh<.       son 329 f., prohibitions 330, perfect 
Hendiadys: 1206.       330, periphrastic 330, circumlocu- 
Herculaneum: 196, 223, passim.     tions 330); perfect, 360 f.; use of 
Hennas: see Index of Quotations.     aorist, 855 f.; present, 890; perfect, 
Herodotus: 13, 57, 59, 266, passim.     908; imper. and subj., 925; origin 
Heteroclisis: 257-9 (the first and     of, 941; meaning of, 941; disap- 
   second decls., the first and third);     pearance of imperative forms, 
   between second and third, 261 f.;     941 f.; alternatives for, 942-6 (fut. 
   between masculine and neuter of     ind. 942 f., subj. 943, opt. 943, in- 
   second, 262 f.; third decl., 269.     finitive 943 f., participle 944-6); 
Heterogeneous structure: 441 f.,     uses of, 946-50 (command or ex- 
   1199.         hortation 946 f., prohibition 947, 
Hiatus: 206-8, 219.       entreaty 947 f., permission 948, 
Historic present: see present.      concession or condition 948 f., in 
Historical method of study: ch. II,     asyndeton 949, in subordinate 
   31-48; historical element essential,     clauses 949 f., tenses 950, in indi- 
   31; descriptive historical grammar,     rect discourse 950); negative with, 
   41, 71, 78, 173-5; syntax, 386.      1161 f., 1170. 
History of words: 173 f.   Imperfect: relation of, to aorist, 837- 
Homer and Homeric Greek : 249, 252,     40; doubtful, 882 f.; descriptive 
   passim. See Index of Quotations.     tense in narrative, 883 f.; iterative or 
Hypallage: 1204.       customary, 884; progressive, 884; 
Hyperbaton: 423 f.       inchoative or conative, 885; " nega- 
Hyperbole : 1205.       tive," 885; potential, 885-7; in in- 
Hypocoristic : 171-3.       direct discourse, 887; periphrastic, 
Hypotaxis: 426 f., 429 f.; hypotactic     887 f.; past perfect as, 885.  
   sentences, 950-1049 (relative 953-   Impersonal verbs: active, 802; con- 
   62, causal 962-6, comparative 966-     struction, 820. 
   9, local 969 f., temporal 970-9,  "Improper" prepositions: see prepo- 
   final and consecutive 980-1003,     sitions, 554, 636 
   wishes 1003 f., conditional 1004-27,  Inceptive action: 150. 
   indirect discourse 1027-48, series  Incorporation of antecedent: 718 f., 
   of subordinate clauses 1048 f.).     731, 733. 
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Indeclinable words: accent, 236; sub-     junctions i!na and o!pwj 1046, in- 
   stantives, 259; various foreign      finitive, 1046 ff.); mixture, 1047 f.; 
   words, 269 f.; adjectives, 275 f.; ti<,     the subordinate clause, 1048. 
   736; ti, 744.     Individuality of N. T. writers: 116-37. 
Indefinite article : 674 f., 796.   Indo-European: see Indo-Germanic.  
Indefinite pronouns: inflection of,   Indo-Germanic : 10,37 ff., 145 ff., 209, 
   292; Tis, 741-4 (accent 741, relation     217, passim. See comparative phil- 
   to rig 741 f., as substantive 742,     ology (grammar)., 
   with numerals 742, with substan-   Inferential conjunctions : 1189-92.  
   tives 742 f., with adjectives 743, as   Infinitive : ending, 246; forms of, 368- 
   predicate 743, position of 743, as     71 (original terminology 368, fixed 
   antecedent 743, alternative 743,     case-forms 368 f., with voice and 
   negative forms 743 f., indeclinable     tense 369 f., no personal endings 
   ti 744); ei$j, 744; pa?j, 744; o[ dei?na,     370, article with 371, disappearance 
   744.         of inf. 371, N. T. forms 371); in ap- 
Independent sentences: see para.-     position, 399 f.; in clauses, 431 f.; 
   taxis.         accusative with, 489 f.; in genitive, 
Indicative: real mode, 320 f.; no mode     512; in dative, 541 f.; with adjec- 
   sign, 322 f.; use of aor. ind., 835-     tives, 658 f.; article with, 765; and 
   48; future, 876; meaning of, 914 f.;     voice, 802; use of aorist, 856-8; 
   kinds of sentences using, 915-8     future, 876 f.; perfect, 908 f.; as im- 
    (declarative or interrogative 915-7,     perative, 943 f.; causal use of dia< 
   positive or negative 917 f.); special     to<, 966; temporal use of, 978 f.; 
   uses of, 918-24 (past tenses, for     purpose, 989-91; sub-final, 996 f.; 
   courtesy 918 f., present necessity,     consecutive, 1001-3; in indirect 
   obligation, etc. 919-21, apodosis     discourse, 1036-40; in indirect 
   of second class conditions 921-3,     command, 1046-8; origin of inf., 
   impossible wishes 923, present     1051 f.; development, 1052-6 (pre- 
   923 f., future 924); in indirect dis-     historic period 1052, earliest his- 
   course, 1032-6; negative with,      toric period 1052-4, classic period 
   1157-60,1168 f.       1054-6, later period 1056-8); sub- 
Indirect discourse: exchange with     stantival aspects of inf., 1058-79 
   direct, 442 f.; aorist participle in,      (case, subject or object 1058-62, 
   863 f.; imperfect ind., 887; present     articular 1062-8, prepositions with 
   part., 992; perfect in; 897; inf. perf.,     1068-75, with substantives 1075 f., 
   908; recitative o!ti in oratio recta,     with adjectives 1076 f., with verbs 
   1027 f.; change of person in indirect     1077 f., appositional and epexe- 
   discourse, 1028 f.; change of tense     getical 1078 f.); verbal aspects of, 
   in, 1029 f.; change of mode in,      1079-95 (voice 1079 f., tense 1080- 
   1030 f.; limits of indirect disc.,     2, cases with 1082, in ind. disc. 
   1031 f.; declarative clauses (indi-     1082-5, personal construction with 
   rect assertions), 1032-43 (o!ti and     1085 f., epexegetical inf. 1086 f., 
   indicative 1032-6, infinitive 1036-     purpose 1087-9, result 1089-91, 
   40, 1082-5, participle, 1040-2,      cause 1091, time 1091 f., absolute 
   1122-4, kai< e]ge<neeto 1042 f.); indi-     1092 f., negatives with 1093-5, 
   rect questions, 1043-6 (tense 1043,     1162, 1171, a@n with 1095); relation 
   mode 1043 f., interrog. pronouns     between part. and inf., 1101-3. 
   and conjunctions used 1044 f.);  Infixes: 146. 
   indirect command, 1046 f., 1082-5  Inflectional languages: 37. 
  (deliberative questions 1046, con-  Ingressive action: see aorist. 
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Injunctive mood: 321, 328 f., 913.     poi?oj, 740 (qualitative, non-quali- 
Inscriptions : the Greek inscriptions,     tative, indirect questions); to<soj, 
   14-6, 52, 56 f., 66 ff., 76-80; more     741 f. (rarity, meaning, indirect, 
   literary than the papyri, 84, 90 f.,     exclamatory); po<teroj, 741 (rare, 
   96 f., 100 f., 106, 116, 130 f., 138 f.,     indirect questions); potapo<j, 741; in 
   148, 180, 181-93, 200, 202, ad libi-     indirect questions, 1044 f. 
   turn through the book. See Index  Intransitive: 330 f., 797 f., 806, 815 f. 
   of Quotations.     Inverse attraction: 488, 717 f. 
Inseparable prefixes: 161-3.   Ionic: earliest in literature, 16, 17; in- 
Instrumental case: endings, 249 f.;     fluence on the koinh<, 62 f.; on the 
   term, 525 f.; syncretistic, 526;      N. T., 82, 181-93, 200, 203-6, 210f., 
   place, 526 f.; time, 527 f.; associa-     217 f., ad libitum. 
   tive idea, 528-30; with words of  Iota adscript: 194 f., 209. 
   likeness and identity, 530; manner,  Iota subscript: 194 f. 
   530-2; with adjectives, 523, 530;  Ireland, bilingualism in: 30. 
   measure, 532; cause, 532; means,  Irony: 1198 f. 
   532-4; with prepositions, 534 f. and  Irrational final and v: 194, 219-21. 
   ch. XIII.     "Irregular" verbs: see list, 1212-20. 
Instrumental use of e]n: 589-91. See  Isolating languages: 37. 
   also locative.     Isolation of Greek, not true: 36-39. 
Intensive particles: adverbs, 302;  Itacism: 72, 178 ff., 182, 191 ff., 194- 
   prepositions, 563 f.; limitations,     7, 198-200, 239 f., 265 f., ad libi- 
   1144-7; ge<, 1147-9; dh<, 1149; ei# mh<n,     turn. See ch. on Orthography and 
   nh< and nai<, 1150; me<n, 1150-3; pe<r,     Phonetics. 
   1153 f.; toi<, 1154 f. 
Intensive perfect: see perfect tense.                                    J 
Intensive pronouns: declension of, 
   287; nominative use of au]to<j, 685 f.;  James, peculiarities of : 123 f. See 
   varying degrees of emphasis, 686;     Index of Quotations. 
   au]to<j with ou$toj, 686; au]to<j almost Jesus language of : both Aramaic 
   demonstrative, 686, in oblique      and Greek 26 9. 
   cases, 686 f.; side by side with re-  "Jewish" Greek: see "Biblical 
   flexive, 687; 6 667-65, 687.        Greek, Hebraisms, Aramaic, koinh<. 
Interjections: 302, 1193.   Jews: 83, 98 f., 102, etc.  
Interrogative particles: single ques-  John peculiarities of: 133 - 7. S 
   tions, 1175-7 (direct, no particle,     Index of Quotations. 
   negative, others, interrogative   Josephus: 28; an illustration of Atti- 
   pronouns, conjunctions, indirect,     cistic Gk. in contrast with 1 Mac- 
   pronouns, conjunctions); double     cabees, 87, 236, 269, passim. See  
   questions, 1177 (direct, indirect).     Index of Quotations. 
Interrogative pronouns: inflection of,  Jude: peculiarities of, 124 f. See In- 
   291 f.; ti<j, 735-40 (substantival or     dex of Quotations. 
   adjectival 735, absence of gender   Justin Martyr: see Index of Quota- 
   735, =poi?oj 735 f., indeclinable ti<     tions. 
   736, alternative questions 736 f., 
   double 737, as relative 737 f., pred-                                K 
   icate ti< 738, adverbial 738 f., with 
   prepositions 739, with particles  Kaqareu<ousa: 18; artificial modern 
   739, as exclamation 739, indirect     Greek, 36, 60, passim. 
   questions 739, ti<j or ti>j 739 f.);  Kinship of Greek words: 174 f. 
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Koinh<: 17, 18, 21-4, 32, 46; chapter     the N. T., 108-11, 131, 137, 144; 
   on, 49-74; term, 49; origin, 49; tri-     passim. 
   umph of the Attic, 51; fate of the   Latin authors: 85, 108 f., 128, passim. 
   other dialects, 52 f.; influence of     See Index of Quotations. 
   the dialects on the koinh<, 53; partial  Latin versions: passim. 
   koines, 53; effect of Alexander's  Latinisms: 10S-10, 131, etc.  
   campaigns, 53 f.; spread of the   Lesbian: 17, 184, 249. See AEolic. 
   koinh<, 54-60; a real world-speech,  Letters: as distinct from epistles, 70, 
   54-56; vernacular, 56; literary, 57 f.;     85 ff. 
   the Atticistic reaction, 58-60; char-  Lewis Syriac: passim. 
   acteristics of the vernacular koinh<,  Lexical: new knowledge of words, 
   60-73; vernacular Attic, the base     65 f.; N. T. lexicography needing 
   of the koinh<, 60-2; the other dialects     reworking, 144, passim. 
   in the koinh<, 62-64; non-dialectical  Limitative infinitive : see infinitive. 
   changes in, 64 f.; new words in, 65;  Linear action: see durative. 
   new forms of old words, 65 f.; poet-   Literary element in N. T.: 83-8. 
   ical and vernacular words, 65; new  Literary koinh<: true part of the koinh<, 
   meanings to old words, 66; i/A.D.     50, 57 f.; literary elements in the 
   the climax of the koinh<, 66; provin-     N. T., 83-8, 106; high standard of 
   cial influences in, 66-9; koinh< in     culture in the Greco-Roman world, 
   Asia Minor and in Alexandria, 67 f.;     85. 
   in Palestine, 69; koinh< a single lan-  Literary plural: 406 f., 677 f.  
   guage, 69; personal equation, 69-   Litotes: 1205. 
   71; resume of the characteristics of   Local cases : 451. See cases. 
   the vernacular koinh<, 71-4 (phonetics  Local clauses : 969 f. 
   and orthography 71 f., vocabulary   Locative: form, 249 f.; name, 520; 
   72, word-formation 72, accidence     significance, 520 f.; place, 521 f. 
   72 f., syntax 73 f.); adaptability of     time, 522 f.; with adjectives, 523; 
   the koinh< to the Roman world, 74 f.;     with verbs, 523 f.; with substan- 
   place of the N. T. in the koinh<,     tives, 524; with prepositions, 524 f. 
   76-140, 152 f., 159 f., 161-3, 171;     and ch. XIII; pregnant construe- 
   accent in, 228 f.; pronunciation in,     tion, 525. 
   236-41; ad libitum in the book.  Lucian: see Index of Quotations. 
         Luke: literary element in, 106; pecu- 
                       L        of, 120-3, 135, 179, 240, 
         passim. See Index of Quotations. 
Labials: assimilation before, 216, 264,  Luther's German Bible : influence of, 
   1210.         92. 
Language of Jesus: 26-9, 99, 102 f.,  LXX: see Septuagint. 
   105. See Jesus.    Lycaonian: vernacular surviving in 
Language, study of: the fascination     koinh<, 55 f. 
   of, 3; the new point of view, 8-12; 
   as history, 31; a living organism,                                            M 
   origin of, evolution in, changes in   Macedonian: influence on the koinh<, 
   vernacular, 33 f.; Greek not iso-     63 f.; words, 111. 
   lated, 36; common bond in, 37, pas-   Magnesia: 196, 200, 208, 223, passim.  
   sim.      Manner: see adverbs, instrumental 
Late Greek: see Byzantine.      case, participle. 
Latin: 36, 39, 46 f.; late Latin as ill  Manuscripts of N. T.: vary in or- 
   koinh<, 55, 74, 79, 103; Latinisms in     thography, 179-89, 191-231; show 
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   changes in pronunciation, 239 ff.;     966-9, local 969 f., temporal 970-9, 
   have beginnings of chapters and     final and consecutive 980-1003, 
   paragraphs, 241 f.; uncials have no     wishes 1003 f., conditional 1004-27, 
   distinction between words, 242 ff.;     indirect discourse 1027-48, series 
   ad libitum.        of subordinate clauses 1048 f.); 
Mark: Aramaic influence in, 106;     change of mode in indirect dis- 
   Latin, 110; peculiarities of, 118 f.     course, 1030 f. 
   See Index of Quotations.   Modern Greek: literature on, 22-4; 
Masculine: see gender.       importance for N. T. Gk., 44-6; 
Matthew: Aramaic influence in, 106;     illustrating N. T. Gk., 137 f., 147, 
   peculiarities of, 119 f., 135, passim.     150, 155, 177 f., 557, ad libitum. 
   See Index of Quotations.   Mood: see mode. 
Means : see instrumental case, par-   Music: 228. 
   ticiple.     Mycenaean age: 43 f. 
Meiosis: 1205 f. 
Metaphor: 1206.                                                                            N 
Metaplasm: 257-9, 261-3, 269. 
Metathesis: 221, 1210.    Names of persons: see proper names. 
Metonymy : 1207.    Narrative, tenses in, in Greek: see 
Middle : passive displacing, 333 f.;     aorist, imperfect, present, present 
   endings, 339 f., giving way to ac-     perfect. 
   tive, 356; perfect, 359; with reflex-  Negative particles: in relative clauses, 
   ive pronoun, 690 f.; origin of, 803;     962; with inf., 1093-5; with parti- 
   meaning of, 803 f.; acute difference     ciple, 1136-9; objective ou] and its 
   from active, 804; use of not obli-     compounds, 1155-66 (origin 1155, 
   gatory, 804-6; transitive or intran-     history 1156, meaning 1156 f., with 
   sitive, 806; direct, 806-8; causative     the indicative, independent sen- 
   or permissive, 808 f. ; indirect, 809 f .;     tences, subordinate clauses 1157- 
   redundant, 811; dynamic (depo-     60, with the subjunctive 1160 Er 
   nent), 811-3; middle future though     with the optative 1161, with the 
   active present, 813 f.; retreating in     imperative 1161 f., with infinitive 
   N. T., 814.        1162, with the participle 1162 f., 
Minuscules: 217, passim.      with nouns 1163 f., kai> ou] 1164, 
Mixed declension: 263. See declen-     redundant or pleonastic ou] 1164, 
   lions.         repetition of ou] 1164, intensify- 
Mode (mood): conjugation of, 320-     ing compound 1164 f., disjunctive 
   30 (number of 320 f., distinctions     1165 f.); subjective mh< and its coin- 
   between 321 f., indicative 322 f.,     pounds, 1166-75 (history of mh< 
   subjunctive 323 ff., optative 325 ff.,     1166 f., significance of 1167, uses 
   imperative 327-30); syntax of, ch.     of  mh<, indicative 1168 f., subjunc- 
   XIX, 911-1049; introductory dis-     tive 1169 f., optative 1170, impera,- 
   cussion, 910-4; in paratactic sen-     tive 1170, infinitive 1171, participle 
   tences, 914-50 (indicative 914-24,     1172, nouns 1172, intensifying com- 
   subjunctive 924-35, optative 935-     pounds 1172 f., kai> mh< 1173, dis- 
   40, imperative 941-50); in hypo-     junctive use 1173); combination of 
   tactic sentences, 950-1049 (use of     two negatives, 1173-5 (mh> ou] 1173 f., 
   modes in 950, use of conjunctions     ou] mh< 1174 f.). 
   in 951 f., logical varieties of sub-  Negative pronouns: ou]dei<j, ou]qei<j ou]de>, 
   ordinate clauses 952-1049: relative     ei$j, ei$j—ou], 750 f.; ou!tij, mh< tij, 
   953-62, causal 962-6, comparative     751 f.; ou] pa?j, mh> pa?j 76.5, 752 f. 
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Neuter: as substantive, 156, 267 f.;     lute, 459 f.; parenthetic, 460; in 
   see gender.        exclamations, 461; absolute, 1130. 
Neutral type of text: 180, 212, 219,  Non-thematic present stems: see  
   passim.        present tense. 
New material: ch. I, 3-30.   Northwest Greek: remains of, in the 
New Testament, Greek of: place in     koinh<, 53; influence of, 61, 63; on the 
   the koinh<, 76-140; chiefly the ver-     N. T., 82, 266, passim. 
   nacular, 76-83; not a biblical Greek,  Nouns : root-nouns, 145; substantive 
   77-79; proof that in the vernacu-     and adjective, 246; verbal, ch. XX; 
   lar, 79-83; the lexical proof from     negatives with, 1163 f., 1172. 
   the papyri and inscriptions, 80-2;   Number: in substantives, 251 f.; 
   accidence corroborated by papyri     concord in, 403-9 (subject and pre- 
   and inscriptions, 82; syntactical     dicate 403-7, substantive and adjec- 
   peculiarities, 82 f.; phrases com-     tive 407 f., representative singular 
   mon to N. T. and papyri, 83; liter-     408, idiomatic plural in nouns 408, 
   ary elements in N. T. Gk., 83-8;     idiomatic singular in nouns 409, 
   literary quality in the N. T., 84;     special instances 409); adjective 
   controversy now whether there is     and substantive, 654 f.; ou$toj, 704; 
   appreciable Semitic colouring in the     e]kei?noj, 708; o!j, 714; o!stij, 729; oi$oj, 
   N. T., 88 f.; view of Deissmann and     731. 
   Moulton, 89-93; some real Hebra-   Numerals: declension of, 281-4 (ori- 
   isms in the N. T., 92 f.; little direct     gin of 281, different functions of 
   Hebrew influence, list of probable     281, cardinals 281-3, ordinals 283 f., 
   Hebraisms, 94-6; deeper impress     distributives 284, proportionals 
   of the LXX in vocabulary, acci-     284, adverbs 284); syntax of, 671-5 
   dente and syntax, though great      (ei$j and prw?toj 671 f., simplification 
   variety in the LXX, 96-102; Ara-     of the 'teens 672, inclusive ordinal 
   maisms in the N. T., in vocabulary     672, distributives 673, cardinal 
   and in syntax, 102-5; variation in     e[pta<, 673 f., substantive not ex- 
   Aramaic and Hebrew colouring in     pressed 674, adverbs with 674, ei$j  
   different parts of the N. T., 106-8;     as indefinite article 674 f., ei$j-tij 
   Latinisms in the N. T., names of     675, distributive use of ei$j 675); 
   persons and places, military terms,     tij with, 742; article with ordinals, 
   words and phrases, syntax, 108-11;     793 f. 
   sporadic foreign words in the N. T., 
   111; the Christian addition, 112-6;                                       0 
   transfiguration of the vocabulary,  Object of verb: see case. 
   116; individual peculiarities of N.  Object-clauses: see hypotaxis. 
   T. writers, 116-37; see separate  Oblique cases: 247. See cases.  
   writers by name; N. T. Gk. illus-   Old Testament: 99. See Septuagint 
   trated by modern Gk., 137 ff.; syn-     and Index of Quotations. 
   tax of, 381-3.     Onomatopoetic: 1201. 
N. T. authors: 28 f., 76-139. See In-  Optative: origin of form, 320, 325-7; 
   dcx of Quotations.       perfect, 360 f., 907 f.; use of aorist, 
Nominative: nominativus pendens in     854 f.; future, 876; present, 889 f.; 
   the vernacular koinh<, 73; form as     opt. and subj., 925 f.; history of, 
   vocative, 264, 461; N. T. forms in,     935 f.; significance, 936 f.; three 
   267 f.; not the oldest case, 456;     uses, 937-40 (futuristic or potential 
   reason for, 457; predicate, 457 f.;     937-9, volitive 939 f., deliberative 
   sometimes unaltered, 458 f.; abso-     940); as imper., 943; in indirect dis- 
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   course, 1030 f., 1043 f.; negative     future, 877 f.; present, 891 f.; per- 
   with, 1161, 1170.       fect, 909 f.; participle as imperative 
Oratio obliqua: see indirect discourse.     944-6; causal, 966; temporal use, 
Oratio recta: see direct discourse.     979; purpose, 991; in indirect dis- 
Oratio variate: 440-3 (distinctive     course, 1040-2; history of part., 
   from anacoluthon 441 f., heteroge-     1098-1100 (Sanskrit 1098, Homer's 
   neous structure 441 f., participle in     time 1098, Attic period 1098 f., 
   442, exchange of direct and indirect     koinh< 1099, modern Gk. 1099 f.); 
   discourse 442 f.).       significance, 1100-4 (originally an 
Oratory: in Hebrews, 1198.      adjective 1100 f., addition of verbal 
Ordinals: see number.       functions 1101, double aspect of 
Orthography: in the vernacular koinh<,     1101, relation between part. and 
   71 f.; ch. VI, 176-245; the ancient     inf. 1101-3, method of treating 
   literary spelling, 177 f.      1103 f.); adjectival aspects of, 
Ostraca: 17-21; texts of, 22, 91, 191,     1104-10 (declension 1104, attribu- 
   266, passim.        tive, anarthrous, articular 1105-8, 
Oxyrhynchus papyri: see Index of     predicate 1108, as a substantive 
   Quotations.         1108 f., as an adverb 1109 f.); ver- 
          bal aspects of, 1110-41 (voice  
                       P        1110 f., tense 1111-9, timelessness 
Palatals: 216 f., 1210.       1111, aorist 1112-4, present 1115 f., 
Papyri: literature on, 17-22, 52, 56 f.,     perfect 1116-8, future 1118f., cases 
   66 ff. ; illustrate the vernacular koinh<,     1119, supplementary 1119-24, peri- 
   69; illiteracy in, 70 f.; and the N.     phrastic construction 1119 f., di- 
   T. Gk., 80-3; agreeing with the un-     minution of complementary 1120 f., 
   cials in orthography, 181; accidence     with verbs of emotion 1121 f., in-    
   and syntax of, 381; ad libitum      direct discourse 1122-4; circum- 
   through the book.       stantial, participial clauses 1124- 
Parable : 1206 f.       32 (general theory 1124, varieties 
Paragraph: discussion of, 241 f.; con-     of, time, manner, means, cause, 
   nection between, 444.       purpose, condition, concession 
Paraleipsis: 1199.       1125-30, absolute nominative, ac- 
Parallelism: 1199 f.       cusative, genitive 1130-2); inde- 
Parataxis : 426, 428; modes in para-     pendent, 1132-5; co-ordination 
   tactic sentences, 914-50, 953, 980 f.;     between, 1135 f.; ou] and mh< with, 
   paratactic conjunctions, 1177-92.     1136-9, 1162 f., 1172; other par- 
Parechesis : 1201.       tidies with, 1139-41).  
Parenthesis: 433-5; parenthetic nom-   Particles: elision with, 207; with sub-. 
   inative, 460.        ordinate clauses, 950-1049; with 
Paronomasia: 1201.       participle, 1036-41; scope, 1142- 
Participle : in –ui?a, 256; forms of, 371-     4; intensive or emphatic, 1144- 
   6 (name 371 f., verbal adjectives     55; negative, 1155-75; interroga- 
   372 f., with tense and voice 373 f.,     tive, 1175-7; conjunctions, 1177-93 
   in periphrastic use 374-6); gender      (paratactic, 1177-92, hypotactic 
   in, 412; case, 413; in clauses, 431 f.;     1192 f.); interjections, 1193. 
   in anacoluthon, 439 f.; in oratio  Partitive: apposition, 399, 746; geni- 
   variata, 442; ace. absolute, 490 f.;     tive, 502, 519; ablative, 519; use 
   gen. absolute, 512-4; adverbs with,     of e]k, 599; with e!kastoj, 746. 
   546; as adverbs, 551; article with,   Passive: supplanting middle, 333 f.;  
   764 f., 777-9; use of aorist, 858-64;     endings, 340 f.; future, second and 
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   first, 356 f.; perfect, 359; s in      563 f.; a]po<, 576 f.; dia<, 581 f.; 
   aorist, 362; with accusative, 484-6;     596 f.; e]pi<, 600; kata<, 606; para<, 613; 
   origin of, 814 f.; significance of,     peri<, 617; pro<j, 623; su<n, 627 f.; u[pe<r 
   815; intransitive or transitive,      629; "perfective" and " imperfec- 
   815 f.; syntax of aorist, 816 ff.;     tive," 826-8. 
   passive "deponents," 817 f.; future,  Pergamum: a centre of culture, 56 ff., 
   818-20; agent with, 820; impersonal     61, 63, 66, 75, 111, 208, 223, passim. 
   construction, 820.    Period: use of, 242 f. 
Past perfect: relation of aorist to,  Periodic structure: 432 f., 1200.  
   837-40; double idea, 903; a luxury   Periods of N. T. grammatical study: 
   in Greek, 903 f.; intensive, 904; ex-     3-7. 
   tensive, 904 f.; of broken continu-   Periods of the Greek language:  
   ity, 905 f.; in conditional sentences,     43 f. 
   906; periphrastic, e]kei<mhn, 906;  Periphrasis: with participle, 330, 357, 
   augment in, 1211 f.       374-6, 826, 878, 887 f., 889, 906, 
Patronymics: 155.       1119 f. 
Paul: 54 ff.; and Hellenism, 84-8,106;  Persian: words in N. T., 111. 
   peculiarities of, 127-31, 135, 179,  Person: concord in, 402 f., 712; 
   195, 218, ad libitum. See Index of     change in ind. disc., 1028 f. 
   Quotations.     Person-endings: 329, 335; active, 
Perfect, future: see future perfect.     335-9. 
Perfect, past: see past perfect.   Personal construction: with adjec- 
Perfect, present: of -mi verbs, 319 f.;     tive, 657 f.; with inf., 1085 f. 
   imperative, 330; conjugation of,  Personal equation: in the koinh<, 69 ff., 
   359-62 (name 359, original perfect     179. 
   359 f., k perfect 358 f., aspirated  Personal pronouns: question of au]tou?  
   359, middle and passive 359, decay     226; inflection of, 286 f.; nomina- 
   of perfect forms 359 f., in subjunc-     tive, 676-80 (emphasis in 676, first 
   tive, optative, imperative 360, in-     677 f., second 678, third 679 f.); 
   dicative 360-2, s in middle and     oblique cases, 680-2 (originally 
   passive 362); reduplication in, 363-     reflexive 680 f., au]tou? 681, genitive 
   5; completed state, 823 f.; relation     for possessive 681, enclitic forms 
   of aorist to, 843-5; present as per-     681 f.); frequency of, 682 f.; re- 
   feet, 881; perfect as present, 881;     dundant, 683; according to sense, 
   idea of, 892-4 (present, intensive,     683 f.; repetition of substantive, 
   extensive, time); present perfect in-     684. 
   dicative, 894-903 (intensive 894 f.,  Peter: peculiarities of, 125-7. See 
   extensive 895 f., of broken con-     Index of Quotations. 
   tinuity 896, dramatic historical   Philo: see Index of Quotations. 
   896 f., gnomic 897, in indirect dis-   Philology: see comparative grammar.  
   course 897 f., futuristic 898, "aoris-,  Phocian: 266. 
   tic" present perfect 898-902, pert-   Phoenician: words in N. T., 111, 182,  
   phrastic 902 f.); subj. and opt.,      209, passim. 
   907 f.; infinitive, 908 f. (indirect  Phonetics: in the vernacular koinh<, 
   discourse 908 f., not indirect disc.,     71 f.; ch. VI, 177-245. 
   subject or object, preposition 909);  Phrygia: old dialect of, 67.  
   participle, 909 f. and 1116-8 (mean-   Pindar: see Index of Quotations. 
   ing, time, various uses, periphras-  Pindaric construction: 405. 
   tic).      Plato: see Index of Quotations. 
"Perfective": use of prepositions,  Play on words : 1201. 
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Pleonasm: in pronouns, 683; ou], 1164,     767-9; article with, 789 f., 794; 
   1205.         participle, 1108. 
Pluperfect: see past perfect.   Prefixes: 146; inseparable, 161-3. 
Plural: 251. See number.   Pregnant construction: 525, 548, 
Plutarch: see Index of Quotations.     584 f., 591-3. 
Poetry: see rhythm.    Prepositional adverbs: new ones, 
Point-action: see punctiliar.      169 f. 
Polybius : see Index of Quotations.  Prepositions: double in composition, 
Polysyndeton: 1194.       160, 165; adverbs, 301; encroach- 
Pompeian: 186, passim.      ment on cases, 450-3; accusative 
Pontic infinitive: 1056, 1063.      with, 491; genitive with, 505; effect 
Position: of words, 417-25 (freedom     of compound preps. on case, 511 f., 
   417, predicate 417, emphasis 417 f.,     542 f.; with ablative, 516 f.; with 
   minor words in 418 f., euphony     locative, 524 f.; with instrumental, 
   and rhythm 419-23, prolepsis 423,     534 f.; with dative, 537 f.; phrases, 
   hysteron proteron 423, hyperbaton     550 f.; ch. XIII, 553-649; name, 
   423 f., postpositives 424 f., flue-     553 f. (some postpositive 553, orig-  
   tuating words 424 f., order of      inal use not with verbs 553, expla- 
   clauses in compound sentences     nation 553 f.); origin of, 554 f. 
   425); of genitive, 502 f.; of article      (originally adverbs 554, reason for 
   with attributive, 776-89; with pred-     use of 554, varying history 555); 
   icate, 789 f.        growth in use of, 555-7 (once none 
Positive : adjective, 276, 659-61.     555, still adverbs in Homer 555, 
Possessive pronouns : inflection of,     decreasing use as adverbs 555 f., 
   288 f.; article as, 684; only first     Semitic influence in N. T. 556 f., 
   and second in N. T., 684; emphasis,     modern Greek 557); in composition 
   684 f.; with article, 685; possessive     with verbs, 557-65 (not the main 
   and genitive, 685; objective use,     function 557 f., prep. alone 558, in- 
   685; instead of reflexive, 685; ar-     creasing use 558, repetition after 
   tide as, 769 f.; article with, 770.     verb 559 f., different preposition 
Postpositive : 424; some prepositions,     after verb 560 ff., second preposi- 
   553.         tion not necessary 562 f., dropped 
Potential: imperfect, 885-7; opt.,     with second verb 563, intensive or 
   937-9.        perfective 563f., double compounds 
Predicate : essential part of sentence,     565); repetition and variation of, 
   390 f.; only predicate, 390 f.; verb     565-7 (same prep. with different 
   not the only, 394 f.; copula not es-     case 565, repetition with several 
   sential, 395 f.; one of the radiating     nouns 566, repetition with the rela- 
   foci, 396 f.; expansion of, 400 f.     tive 566 f., 721, condensation by 
    (predicate in wider sense 400, inf.     variation 567); functions of, with 
   and part. 400, relation between     cases, 567-71 (case before prep. 567, 
   predicate and substantive 400, pro-     notion of dimension 567, original 
   noun 400, adjective 401, adverb     force of the case 567 f., ground- 
   401, prepositions 401, negative par-     meaning of the prep. 568, oblique 
   tides 401, subordinate clauses 401,     cases alone with 568, original free- 
   apposition and looser amplifica-     dom 568 f., no adequate division 
   tions 401) ; agreeing with subject,     by cases 569, situation in N. T. 
   403-6; position, 417; pred. nomina-     569 f.: with one case, with two, 
   five, 457 f.; vocative in, 464 f.; ad-     with three, one with four, each 
   jective, 655 f.; nouns with article,     prep. in a case 570 f.); "proper" 
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   prepositions in N. T., 571-636;  a]na,     tion 620 f., cases used with 621, 
   571 f.; a]nti<, 572-4; a]po<, 574-80     place 621, time 621 f., superiority 
   (original significance 575 f., mean-     622); pro<j, 622-6 (meaning 622 f., 
   ing " back " 576 f., "translation-     in composition 623, originally with 
   Hebraism" in fobei?sqai a]po< 577,     five cases 623, with ablative 623 f., 
   comparison with e]k 577 f., com-     with the locative 624, with the ac- 
   parison with para<. 578 f., compared     cusative 624-6); su<n, 626-8 (mean- 
   with biro 579 f.); dia<, 580-4 (root--     ing 626 f., history 627, in composi- 
   idea 580, by twos or between 580 f.,     tion 627 f., N. T. usage 628); u[pe<r, 
   passing between or through 581 ff.,     628-33 (meaning 629, in composi- 
   because of 583 f.); e]n, 584-91 (old     tion 629, with genitive 629 f., with 
   use with accusative or locative ablative     630-2, with accusative 
   584 f., older than ei]j 585 f., place     632 f.); u[po<, 633-6 (meaning 633, 
   586, time 586 f., among 587, in the     in composition 633, cases once used 
   case of 587 f., as a dative 588,      with 634 f., with the accusative 
   accompanying circumstance 588,     635, with the ablative 635 f.); the 
   amounting to 589, instrumental     "adverbial" or "improper" prepo- 
   use of 589-91); ei]j, 591-6 (original     sitions, 636 48 (a!ma 638, a!neu 638, 
   static use 591-3, with verbs of mo-     a@ntikruj 638, a]nti<pera 638 f., a]pe<nanti 
   tion 593 f., time 594, like a dative     639, a@ter 639, a@xri(j) 639, e]ggu<j 
   594, aim or purpose 594 f., predica-     639 f., e]kto<j 640, e@mprosqen 640, e@nan- 
   tive use 595 f., compared with e]pi<,     ti 640, e]nanti<on 640, e!neka 641, e]nto<j 
   para<< and pro<j 596); e]k, 596-600     641, e]nw<pion 641 f., e@cw 642, e]pa<nw 
    (meaning 596, in composition 596 f.,     642, e]pe<keina 642, e@sw 642 f  e!wj 643, 
   place 597, time 597, separation     kate<nanti 643, katenw<pion 644, kuklo<- 
   597 f., origin or source 598 f., par-     qen 644, ku<kl& 644, me<son 644, meta- 
   titive use of 599, e]k and e]n, 599 f.);     cu<, 645, me<xri 645, o@pisqen 645, o]pi<sw 
   bri, 600-5 (ground-meaning 600, in     645, o]ye< 645 f., paraplh<sion 646, 
   composition 600, frequency in N.     parekto<j 646, pe<ran 646, plh<n 646, 
   T. 600 f., with the accus. 601 f.,     plhsi<on 646, u[pera<nw 646 f., u[pere<- 
   with the gen. 602-4, with the loc.     keina 647, u[perekperissou? 647; u[po- 
   604 f., the true dative 605); kata<,     ka<tw, 647, xa<rin 647, xwri<j 647 f.); 
   605-9 (root-meaning 605 f., dis-     compound prepositions, 648; prep- 
   tributive sense 606, in composition     ositional circumlocutions, 648 f. 
   606, with ablative 606 f., with geni-      (me<son, o@noma, pros<wpon, xei<r); ad- 
   tive 607, with accusative 607-9);     jectives of comparison with, 661, 
   pera, 609-12 (root-meaning 609, in     667; article with, 766; effect on ac- 
   composition 609 f., loss of locative     tive voice, 800; with infinitive, 
   use 610, with genitive 610-2, with     1068-75. 
   accusative 612); para<, 612-6 (sig-  Present tense : 73, 119 f., 123, 145, 
   nificance 612, compared with pro<j     150, 203; of --mi verbs, 311-9; 
   613, in composition 613, with the     classes of present stems, 350-3 
   locative 614, with the ablative       (non-thematic reduplicated 350, 
   614 f., with the accusative 615 f.);     non-thematic with -na and -nu 351, 
   peri<., 616-20 (root-meaning 617, in     simple thematic 351, reduplicated 
   composition 617, originally with     thematic 351, thematic with suffix 
   four cases 617, with the ablative     351, 351-3, with s dropped 353); 
   617 f., with the genitive 618 f., with     relation of aorist to, 841-3; punc- 
   the accusative 619 f.); pro<, 620-2     tiliar (aoristic), 864-70 (specific 
    (original meaning 620, in composi-     865 f., gnomic 866, historical pres- 
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   ent 866-9, futuristic 869 f.); du-  Prothetic vowels: 205 f., 1209. 
   rative (linear) indicative, 879-82  Psilosis: 191, 222-5. 
    (descriptive 879, progressive 879 f.,  Psychological treatment of grammar: 
   iterative or customary 880, inchoa-     32. 
   tive or conative 880, historical 880,  Ptolemaic: 210, 220, 256, passim. 
   deliberative 880 f., as perfect 881,  Pun: 1201. 
   perfect as present 881, futuristic  Punctiliar action: 823 f., 830-79 
   881 f.); durative subj. and opt.,      (aorist 831-64, present 864-70, fu- 
   889 f.; durative imperative, 890;     ture 870-9). 
   durative infinitive, 890 f.; durative   Punctuation: discussion of, 241-5 (the 
   participle, 891 f. and 1115-6 (rela-     paragraphs 241 f., sentences 242 f., 
   tive time 891, futuristic 891, de-     words 243 f., editor's prerogative 
   scriptive 891, conative 892, ante-     245). 
   cedent time 892, indirect discourse  Purists: 3, 76 ff., 88, 90 f., 160, pas- 
   892, with the article 892, past ac-        sim. 
   tion still in progress 892, "subse-   Purpose: see final clauses.  
   quent" 892, durative future 892). 
Principal parts of important verbs in                                    Q 
   N. T.: 1212-20. 
Proclitics: accent of, 235; rules for  Qualitative use of anarthrous nouns: 
   accent of, 1211.       see article. 
Prodiorthosis: 1199.    Questions:  o!j in direct, 725; 5 in in- 
"Profane Greek": 5, 89.      direct, 725 f.; o!stij, direct 729 f., 
Prohibition: see imperative, aorist     indirect 730 f.; oi$oj, 731; o!soj, 733; 
   subj., future indicative, infinitive.     see direct discourse, indirect dis- 
Prolepsis : 423.        course, interrogative pronouns, in- 
Pronouns: 226, 234; declension of,     terrogative particles, mode; indi- 
   284-93 (idea of 284 f., antiquity of     rect, 1043-6; deliberative, 1046; 
   285, pronominal roots 285 f., classi-     single, 1175-7; double, 1177; par- 
   fication of 286-93); syntax of, ch.     tides in direct, 1175 f.; indirect, 
   XV, 676-753; personal, 676-84;     1176 f. 
   possessive, 684 f.; intensive and  Quotations in 0. T.: 206, 242 f.  
   identical, 685-7; reflexive, 687-92;  
   reciprocal, 692 f.; demonstrative,                                              R 
   693-710; relative, 710-35; inter- 
   rogative, 735-41; indefinite, 741-4;   Reciprocal pronouns: inflection of, 
   alternative or distributive, 744-50;     292 f.; reflexive as, 690; syntax of, 
   negative, 750-3.       692 f. 
Pronunciation: 71 f., 236-41.   Recitative  o!ti: 1027 f.; see direct dis- 
Proper names: abbreviated, 171-3,     course. 
   184, 205; doubling of consonants   Redundance: see pleonasm. 
   in Hebrew and Aramaic, 214 f.; ac-   Reduplication: discussion of, 362-5 
   cent of, 235; foreign names, 235 f.;      (primitive 362, both nouns and 
   mixed declension of, 263; in third     verbs 362, in three tenses in verbs 
   decl., 269 f.; article with, 759 ff.,     362 f., three methods in 363, in the 
   791, passim.        perfect 363-5). 
"Proper" prepositions: 554, 636 f.  Reflexive pronouns: inflection of, 
Pros&di<a: 228.       287 f.; personal originally so, 680 f., 
Protasis: see conditional clauses,     685; distinctive use, 687 f.; no 
   1007-27.        nominative, 688; indirect, 688; in 
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   singular, 688 f.; in plural, 689 f.;   Result: see consecutive clauses.  
   article with, 690; in reciprocal    Reuchlinian pronunciation: 240.  
   sense, 690; with middle voice, 690 f.,   Revelation: see Apocalypse. 
   811; use of i@dioj, 691 f.; with active  Rhetoric: figures of speech, 1194- 
   voice, 802.        1208. 
Relative pronouns : inflection of, 290 f .; Rhetorical questions : with the ind., 
   inverse attraction, 488; attraction     924; with the subj., 930; in Paul, 
   to genitive, 512; attraction to ab-     1198. 
   lative, 519 f.; repetition of preposi-   Rhythm: metrical passages so printed 
   tions with, 566 f.; list in the N. T.,     in W. H., 242; position as showing, 
   710 f.; name, 711; bond between     417-23; poetry, 421 f. 
   clauses, 711; o!j, 711-26 (in Homer   Roman Empire and the koinh<: 74 f.  
   711, comparison with other rela-   Romans: passim. See Index of Quo-.  
   tives 711 f., with any person 712,     tations. 
   gender 712 ff., number 714, case   Roots: in Sanskrit, 38; discussion of,  
   714-9, absence of antecedent 719 ff.,     144-6; verb-root, 344 f.  
   prepositions with antecedent and   Running style: 432 f. 
   relative 721, phrases 721 f., pleo- 
   nastic antecedent 722 f., repetition                                           S 
   of  o!j 723 f., consecutive idea 724, 
   causal 724 f., direct questions 725,  Sahidic: 202, passim. 
   indirect questions 725 f., idiom   Sanskrit: the discovery of Sanskrit, 
   ou]dei<j e]stin o!j 726); o!stij 726-31     10, 36 f., 39 f., 47, 143, 145 f., 246- 
    (varied uses 726, distinction be-     8; voice in, 798 f., ad libitum.  
   tween o!j and o!stij 726 f., indefinite   Second Epistle of Peter: passim. See 
   use 727, definite exx. 727 f., =value     Index of Quotations. 
   of  o!j 728, case 728 f., number 729,  Second or o declension: 257, 259-63. 
   direct questions 729 f., indirect  Semitic: 37, 88-108, 198, 205, 212, 
   730 f.); oi$oj, 731 f. (relation to o!j     225, 236, passim. See Aramaic and 
   731, incorporation 731, indirect     Hebrew. 
   question 731, number 731, oi$o<n te<   Sentence, the: punctuation of, 242 f.; 
   e]stin 732); o[poi?oj, 732 (qualitative,     discussion of, ch. X, 390-445; the 
   double office, correlative); o!soj,     sentence and syntax, 390; sentence 
   732 f. (quantitative, antecedent, at-     defined, 390-7 (complex conception 
   traction, incorporation, repetition,     390, two essential parts 390 f., one- 
   with o@n, indirect question, compari-     membered sentence 391, elliptical 
   son, adverbial); h[li<koj, 733 f.; o[     391, only predicate 391-3, only 
   734 f.; ti<j as, 737 f.       subject 393 f., verb not the only 
Relative sentences: originally para-        predicate 394 f., copula not neces- 
   tactic, 953; most subordinate      sary 395 f., two radiating foci 396 f., 
   clauses relative in origin, 953 f.;     varieties of the simple sentence 
   usually adjectival, 955 f.; modes     397); expansion of the subject, 397- 
   in, 955 f.; definite and indefinite,     400; expansion of the predicate, 
   956 f.; use of a@n in, 957-9; special     400 f.; subordinate centres in the 
   uses of, 960-2; negatives in, 962;     sentence, 402; concord in person, 
   causal, 965 f.; purpose, 989; sub-     402 f.; concord in number, 403-9; 
   final, 996; consecutive, 1001.      concord in gender, 410-3; concord 
Relative time: see tense.      in case, 413-6; position of words in, 
Repetition: of substantive, 684; of o!j,     417-25; compound sentences, 425- 
   723 f.; of o!soj or, 733.      7; connection in sentences, 427-44 
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   (single words 427, clauses 428-32,     398-400); subject and predicate as 
   two kinds of style 432 f., paren-     to concord, 403-7 (two conflicting 
   thesis 433-5, anacoluthon 435-40,     principles 403, neuter plural and 
   oratio variata 440-3, connection     singular verb 403 f., collective sub- 
   between sentences 443, between     stantives 404 f., singular verb with 
   paragraphs 444, forecasts 444 f.);     first subject 405 f., literary plural 
   independent or paratactic, 914-50;     406 f.); suspended, 436 f.  
   subordinate or hypotactic, 950–   Subjective: see genitive case, posses- 
   1049.         sive pronoun and middle voice. 
Septuagint: influence of Jews in Al-   Subjunctive: origin of form, 320,323– 
   exandria, 84; in the vernacular      5; perfect, 360 f., 907 f.; use of 
   koinh< of Alexandria, 91; Hebraisms     aorist, 848-54; future, 876; present, 
   in the LXX, 91; influence of the     889 f.; relation to other modes, 
   LXX on the N. T., nature of this     924 ff. (aor. subj. and fut. ind., 
   influence and character of the LXX     subj. and imper., subj. and opt.); 
   itself, 96-102; "septuagint-Grae-     original significance of, 926-8; 
   cisms" in Luke, 108,118-26,183–     threefold usage, 928-35 (futuristic 
   92,198-204,208-11,213-27, ad li-     928 ff., volitive 930-4, deliberative 
   bitum.        934 f.); as imper., 943; negative 
Sequence, rules of: see indirect dis-     with, 1160 f., 1169 f. 
   course.     Subordinate sentences: see hypo- 
Simile : 1206.        taxis. 
Sinaiticus, Codex : spelling of, 179,  Subsequent action in participle: see 
   passim.        participle. 
Singular: 251. See number.   Substantives: root-substantives, 145; 
Socrates: 75 f.        with suffixes, 150-7 (primitive 150 f., 
Solecisms: in the Apocalypse, 413-6.     derivative 151-7: from verbs 151– 
Sophocles : see Index of Quota-      4, from substantives 154-6, from ad- 
   tions.         jectives 156 f.); compound, 161-8 
Sources for study of koinh<: see ch. I      (inseparable prefixes, 161 f.; agglu- 
   and koinh<.        tinative 165-8); declension of, 246 
Southeast dialects: 211, passim.     70; number in, 251 f.; gender in 
Spoken Greek: see vernacular.      substantives, 252-4; with genitive, 
Stoic: grammarians, 143; dialectic,     495-503; with ablative, 514 f.; with 
   1197.         locative, 524; with dative, 536 f.; 
Style: in Scripture, 87; two kinds of,     appositional use of, 651 f.; adjec- 
   432 f.; in the N. T., 116-39, 1194-7.     tive as, 652-4; agreement of adjec- 
   See individual peculiarities.      tive with, 654 f.; substantival as- 
Sub-final: see final and consecutive.     pests of infinitive, 1058-79; with 
Subject: essential part of sentence,     inf., 1075 f.; participle as, 1108 f.; 
   390 f.; ellipsis of, 391; only sub-     negatives with, 1163 f. 
   ject used, 393 f.; one of the radial-   Suffixes: 146; comparative without, 
   ing foci, 396 f.; expansion of the     663. 
   subject, 397-400 (idea-words and  Superlative: forms, 278-81; positive 
   form-words 397, concord and gov-     as, 660 f.; displaced by compara- 
   ernment 397 f., group around 398–     tive 667-9; syntax of, 669-71.  
   400, subordinate clause 398, with   Supplementary: see participle. 
   the article 398, the adverb 398, the  Syncope: 203 f. 
   adjective 398, the substantive in   Synonyms: in Greek words, 175 f.; 
   an oblique case 398, or in apposition     phrases, 1200 f. 
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Syntax: in the vernacular koinh<, 73 f.;        tendency (periphrasis) 826, "per- 
   in the N. T., 82 f.; of LXX, 100;     fective " use of prepositions 826-8, 
   part III, 379-1208; meaning of syn-     Aktionsart with each tense 828f., 
   tax, ch. LX, 379-89 (backwardness     interchange of tenses 829 f.); punc- 
   in study of 379-81, N. T. limita-     tiliar action, 830-79 (aorist 830-64, 
   tions 381-3, advance by Delbruck     present 864-70, future 870-9); du- 
   383 f., province of 384-7, the word     rative (linear), 879-92 (indicative, 
   384 f., construction of words and     present, imperfect, future 879-89, 
   clauses 385 f., historical 386, ir-     subj. and opt. 889 f., imperative 
   regularities 386 f., method of this     890, infinitive 890 f., participle 
   grammar 387-9, principles 387,     891 f.); perfected state, 892-910 
   original significance 387, form and      (idea of perfect 892-4, indicative, 
   function 387 f., development 388,     present perfect, past perfect, future 
   context 388 f., translation 389,      perfect 892-907, subj. and opt. 
   limits 389); the sentence and syn-     907 f., imperative 908, infinitive 
   tax, 390.        908, participle 909 f.); tenses of im- 
Syriac versions: passim.      perative, 950; change in ind. dis- 
Syrian text (a-text): 179f., 189, 210f.,     course, 1029 f. 
   214 f., 219, 260, passim.   Textual criticism: passim. 
      Textus receptus: 199, 213, 217, pas- 
         sim. 
                        T    Thematic vowel: see present tense.  
Tarsus: new centre of culture, 67;   Thessalian: 192, 202, passim. 
   Paul learning Greek in, 239.   Third declension: 258, 263-9.  
Temporal clauses: kin to rela-    Thucydides: 265, passim. See Index 
   tive, 970 f.; conjunctions meaning     of Quotations. 
   "when," 971-4; group meaning   Time: cases used, 460-527 f., (nom. 
   "until," 974-7; some nominal and     460, acc. 469-71, gen. 495, locative 
   prepositional phrases, 977 f.; use of     522 f., instrumental 527 f.); dia<, 
   inf., 978 f., 1091 f.; participle, 979,     580 ff.; e]n, 586 f.; ei]j, 594; e]k, 597; 
   1125 f.        pro<, 621 f.; element in tense, 824 f., 
Tenses: of -mi. verbs in the N. T.,     894; temporal clauses, 970-9; time- 
   307-20; conjugation of, 343-68     lessness of participle, 1111. 
    (term tense 343 f., confusion in  Transitive verbs: 330 f.; with. accu- 
   names 344, verb-root 344 f., aorist     sative, 471-7; with genitive, etc., 
   345-50, present 350-3, future 353-     506 ff.; transitiveness and voice, 
   7, perfect 359-62, reduplication     797 f., 799 f., 806, 815 f. 
   362-5, augment 365-8); infinitive,   Translation Greek: in the LXX and 
   369 f., 1080-2; participle, 373 ff.,     portions of Gospels and Acts, 89 f., 
   1111-9; periphrastic tenses in N.     91 f., 93, 100 ff. 
   T., 374-6; syntax of, ch. XVIII,  Transliteration of Semitic words: 225.  
   821-910; complexity of subject, 
   821-30 (Greek and Germanic                                               U 
   tenses 821, influence of Latin on 
   Greek grammarians 822, Hebrew   Uncials: 179-81, 186, 189, 192 f., 195, 
   influence 822, gradual growth of     200, 202, ad libitum. 
   Greek tenses 822, "Aktionsart" of   Uncontracted vowels: see contrac- 
   the verb-stem 823, three kinds      tion. 
   of action 824, time-element 824 f.,  Unfulfilled condition: see conditional 
   faulty nomenclature 825, analytic     sentences. 
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Unification of Greek dialects in the  Vernacular: 17 f., 22 f., 34 ff., 44; 
   koinh<: 53-4; finally complete, 67.     "vulgar " Greek, 50; vernacular 
Universal language: the Greek, 49 f.;     koinh<, 60-73; vernacular Attic, 60-2; 
   Panhellenic, 49; origin of, 53 f.;     N. T. chiefly in the vernacular koinh<, 
   march towards universalism, 54; a     76-83; vernacular writers in the 
   real world-speech, 54-56; limita-     N. T., 76; dialect-coloured, 178 f.; 
   tions in, 64.        indifferent to hiatus, 207; ad li- 
         bitum. 
                      V     Verner's law: 11, footnote.  
      Verses: see rhythm. 
Vase-inscriptions: see inscriptions.  Vocabulary: 65 f.; in the vernacular 
Vaticanus, Codex: 179, passim.      koinh<, 72, 80-3, 87, passim. 
Verbal adjectives: in —te<oj and —toj, Vocative: 247; in first declension, 256; 
   157 f.; relation to participles, 372 f.;     in second declension, 261; in third 
   syntax of verbals in —toj and —te<oj,    decl., 264; nominative form, 264, 
   1095-7.        461; nature of, 461; various devices 
Verbal nouns: eh. XX, 1050-1141;     462 f.; use of w#, 463 f.; adjectives 
   kinship between infinitive and par-     with, 464; apposition to, 464; in 
   ticiple, 1050 f.; the infinitive, 1051–     predicate, 464 f.; article with, 465 f. 
   95; the participle, 1098-1141.   Voice: conjugation of, 330-43 (transi- 
Verbs : root-verbs, 145; with formative     tive and intransitive 330 f., names 
   suffixes, 146-50  (primitive verbs     of voices 331, relative age of 332, 
   146 f., secondary verbs 147-50);     "deponent " 332 f., passive sup- 
   compound verbs, 161-5 (with insep-     planting middle 333 f., personal 
   arable prefixes 161 f., agglutination     endings 335, cross divisions 335, 
   or juxtaposition 163-5); conjuga-     active endings 335-9, middle end- 
   tion of, 303-76 (difficulty of the     ings 339 f., passive endings 340 f., 
   subject 303, nature of the verb,     contract verbs 341-3); with infini- 
   relation to noun 303 f., meaning of     tive, 369 f., 1079 f.; with participle, 
   304, pure and hybrid 304, survival     373 f., 1110 f.; syntax of, ch. XVII, 
   of —mi verbs, cross division 306,     797-820; point of view, 797-9 (dis- 
   oldest verbs 306, gradual disappear-     tinction between voice and transi- 
   ance 306, second aorists 307-11,     tiveness 797 f., meaning of voice 
   presents 311-9, perfects 319 f.,     798, names of the voices 798, his- 
   modes 320-30, voices 330-43,      tory of 798, help from Sanskrit 
   tenses 343-68, infinitive 368-71,     798 f., defective verbs 799); syntax 
   participle 371-6); accusative with,     of active, 799-803; middle, 803-14; 
   471-86; genitive with, 505-11;      passive, 814-20. 
   ablative with, 517-20; with lo-   Volitive: future, 874 f.; subj., 930-4; 
   cative, 523 f.; instrumental with,     opt., 939 f. 
   528-32; dative with, 538-43; ad-   Vowels: original of vowel symbols, 
   verbial use, 551 f.; compounded     178; the original Greek vowels, 
   with prepositions, 557-65; syntax     181 f.; vowel changes, 181-203 
   of voice, ch. XVII, 797-820; syntax      (changes with a 182-6, with e 186 
   of tense, 821-910: syntax of mode,     91, with h  191-5, with i 195-9, with 
   911-1049; inf. with, 1077 f.; verbal     o 199-201, with u 201 f.; with w 
   aspects of inf., 1079-95; verbal as-     202 f.); contraction and syncope, 
   pects of participle, 1110-41; list of     203 f.; diphthongs and diaeresis, 
   important verbs in N. T., 1212-20;     204 f.; aphaeresis and prothetic 
   of hindering, 1061,1089,1094.      vowels, 205 f.; elision, 206–8; cra- 
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   sis, 208 f.; shortening stem-vowels,     145; with formative suffixes, 146- 
   230 f.         60; composita, 160-71; history of, 
Vulgate: passim.       173 f.; kinship of Greek, 174 f.; 
         contrasts in, 175 f.; punctuation of, 
                        W       243 f.; idea-words and form-words, 
Wales bilingualism in: in 30.      397; position of; in sentence, 417–  
Weltsprache:  44 f., 49-56, or 64, 79.      25; connection between, 427; word  
   passim.  See universal or koinh<     relations, 449; glory of the words  
Western text (d-text): 180, 214, 216,     of the N. T., 1207 f. 
   218 f., 253, 260, ad libitum.   World-language: see koinh<.  
Wish: mode and tense in impossible 
   wishes, 923; ways of expressing,                                               X 
   1003 f.      Xenophon, forerunner of the koinh<   
Word-formation: see formation of   55. 
  words. 
Words: number in the N. T., 81, 87,                                          Z 
   115; relation of words in origin,   Zeugma: 1200 f. 
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Only words are here given which are discussed, not the words in the lists of examples, 
many thousands of which are given in the text. See Index of Quotations. 
 
 
      a]gge<llw: compounds and forms of, 
                     A        338, 349, 1212. 
a]- (a]n-): prefix, 161 f., 168, 170, 273,  a]-genealo<ghtoj: 161. 
   516 1155.     a[gia<zw: 97, 115, 125, 131, 147; constr.,  
a]--: collective or intensive, 161.      855, 1003; part., 891. 
a: vowel, 181 f.     a[giasmo<j: 151. 
-a: voc. ending, 151, 256; vowel-  a!gioj: accent, 232; use, 115, 125, 
   changes with, 182-6, 191, 274,      777. 
   341 f., 326; Doric gen. abl., 254 f.;  a[gio<tatoj: 125. 
   stems in, 258, 267; acc. ending,  a[gio<thj: 65, 156. 
   264.f.; imper. ending, 337; aor.  a[giwsu<nh: form, 156, 201. 
   ending, 305, 337-9, 348 f.; 2d perf.  a[gni<zw: voice of, 816. 
   in, 358, 801; adverbs in, 526; pro-  a[gnismo<j: 151, 280. 
   thetic, 1209.     a]gno<hma: 153, 161.  
-%: dat. ending, 249, 256.      65, 156. 
a]baddw<n: 95.      a@gnumi: compounds and forms of, 
 ]Abba<: 26, 105, 131, 236; case, 461.     1212. See kat-a<gnumi. 
a]-barh<j: 161.     a]gora<zw: constr., 483, 510. 
a]gaqo-erge<w: 163, 204.   @Agoustoj: spelling, 185.  
a]gaqo-poie<w: 163.     a]gri-e<laioj: 161, 166, 168. 
a]gaqo-poii<a: 165.    a@gw: compounds and forms, 299, 302, 
a]gaqo-poio<j: 166, 168.      328, 330, 346 (h@gagon), 348, 351, 
a]gaqo<j: meaning, 176, 276, 653, 661;     363 (h@gagon), 368 (h@gagon), 391, 
   reading, 201; forms, 273.      428, 430, 1212;  –h?ca,, 348; constr., 
a]gqourge<w: 163, 204.       477; voice of, 330, 799 f.; meaning, 
a]gaqwsu<nh reading, 201.      865; transitive and intransitive, 
a]gallia<w: constr., 509; formation,     799, 800; use, 871, 931; part., 891; 
   150; forms, 1212.       use of a@ge, 124, 299, 302, 327, 328, 
a]ganakte<w: c. o!ti 965; c. part., 1122.     330, 391, 428, 799, 941, 949. 
a]gapa<w: constr., 478, 482; use, 1078,  a]gwgo<j: 326. 
   1201.      a]gwni<zw a]gw?na: 478. 
a]ga<ph: in koinh<, 152; gen. use, 14, 65,  a]delfo<j: 80, 81, 115.  
   80, 115, 499; and art., 758; mean-   a]delfo<thj: 154. 
   ing, 115, 768.     a]dhlo<thj: 156, 161. 
a]gaphto<j: discussed, 372, 1096.  a]dia<kritoj: 124, 161. 
 !Agar: 254, 411, 759, 766.   a]dia<leiptoj: 161. 
a]ggareu<w: 111.    a]dialei<ptwj: form, 170, 295. 
a]ggeli<a: o!ti with, 1033.   a]diafqori<a: 161.  
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a]dike<w: voice of, 472, 808, 816; use,  ai]w<nioj: 159, 272. 
   878, 881, 889; c. two acc., 482,  a]kaqa<rthj: 156.  
   484.      a]kaire<w: 147, 161.  
-a?doj  62.     a]kata<gnwstoj: 80, 161. 
 [Adramunthno<j: spelling, 210, 223.  a]kata<lutoj: 65, 161. 
a]dunate<w: 161.    a]katapa<stouj: form, 161; spelling, 185.  
a]du<natoj: 372.    ]Akeldama<x: 105. 
–a<zw: verb ending, 147 bis and n., 151.  –a<ki-j: suffix, 296. 
a]ei<: form, 185, 295; use, 300.   a]kmh<n: 160 , 294 , 488 , 546. 
a]qanasi<a: 130.    a]kolouqe<w: constr., 472, 528; in mod. 
a]qe<mitoj: 161; c. inf., 1084.      Gk., 138 n.; use, 880. 
a@qesmoj: 65, 161.    a]kou<w: a]kh<koa, 358, 363 bis, 364, 801; 
a]qete<w: 130, 161.       h@kousmai, 362, 364; c. cases, 449, 
a]qe<thsij: 65, 80, 161.       454, 506 f., 511, 519; in D always 
]Aqh<nhsi: case of, 249.       c. acc., 475 n.; in mod. Gk., 138 n.; 
ai-: c. augment, 367.       fut., 356, 813; voice of, 803; in or. 
ai: =ae, 238; =e, 186, 239; vowel-     obl., 864, 1035, 1042; c. o!ti, 1035, 
   changes, 186, 204, 327, 367.      1042; c. compl. part., 864, 1042,  
-ai: dat. ending, 249, 370, 542; inf.     1103; c. inf., 1042; use, 881, 901, 
   ending, 249, 370, 542, 1001,      1103, 1116; compounds and forms 
   1051 ff., 1067; opt. ending, 327,     of, 1212. 
   335.      a]kribe<statoj: form, 280 bis. 
ai]a<n: form, 190.    a]kribe<steroj: meaning, 665.  
a]i~dioj: form, 272.    a]kroath<rion:  65, 154.  
ai[matekxusi<a: 166.    a]krobusti<a: 102, 166. 
--ai<nw: verb ending, 147, 150, 349, 352. a]krogwniai?oj: 168 bis. 
ai[reti<zw: 149.     a@kroj: and art., 775.  
ai[re<w: voice of, 806, 809 f.; compounds  ]Aku<laj: 82. 
   and forms of, 339 (–ei?lan), 1212.  a!laj: 145, 254, 269. 
ai]ro<menoj: use, 1097.    a[leeu<j: p1. form of, 188. 
ai@rw: class, 352; fut., 356; transitive,  a]lei<fw: constr., 483.  
   799; voice of, 799; constr., 855 f.,  a]lektorofwni<a: 471.  
   1097; compounds and forms of,   a]ke<twr: 63, 65 n. 
   1212.      a]lh<qeia: 134-5, 256. 
–ai<rw: verbs in, 349, 352.   a]lhqh<j: 135. 
-aij:  dat. ending, 249.     a]lhqino<j: 135, 158.  
ai]sqa<nomai: 131; constr., 509; in or.  -a<lhqron: suffix, 174.  
   obl., 1040; form of, 1212.   a]lh<qw: 149 , 353. 
ai]sqhth<rion: 132, 171.   a]lla<: elision, 207; accent, 232-4; 
ai]sxri<a: 156.        form, 244, 294, 301; c. negative, 
ai]sxro<n e]stin: c. inf., 1084.      424, 752, 1166; use, 427 ff., 443; 
ai]sxro<thj: 130.       and asyndeton, 440; in mod. Gk., 
ai]sxu<nomai: intransitive, 473; use,     1146; discussed, 1185 ff. 
   1102; and part., 1122.    a@lla: form, 249, 294. 
ai]te<w: constr., 480, 482, 850, 857,  a]lla<ssw: constr., 473 n., 511; com- 
   1085; voice of, 805, 814, 820.       pounds and forms of, 1212. 
ai]tiatikh<: name of acc., 466.   a]llhgore<w: 81, 163. 
ai]ti<wma: 153.     a[llhlou<i*a: spelling, 95, 205, 225. 
ai]xmalwteu<w: 148, 479.   a]llh<lwn: form, 292; use, 690; dis- 
ai]xmalwti<zw: 149.        cussed, 692 f. 
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a]llogenh<j: 80, 168.       c. w[j, 968-9, 974; in conditions, 
a!llomai: compounds and forms of,     961, 1007, 1010 f., 1013-8, 1021 f., 
   1212.         1025 f.; c. indic., 957, 959, 969, 
a!lloj: use, 292 f., 692; in comparison,     1007, 1010; c. opt. 854 f., 936-8, 
   662; c. ei$j, 671; c. art., 695, 775 f.;     959, 1007; c. o!stij and subj., 957, 
   discussed, 746 ff.; and e!teroj, 749;     959; c. inf., 959, 969, 1040, 1095; 
   antithetic, 750.       c. part., 1129, 1141; in apodosis, 
a]llotri(o)epi<skopoj: 65, 82, 165, 166,    841, 887, 920-3; not in indep. subj. 
   204.         sentences, 935; not repeated with 
a@llo<trioj: and a@lloj, 748.      second verb, 959; in or. obl., 1030, 
a@logoj: form, 273.       1040, 1044; statistics, 958. See 
a!l-j: root of, 145.       o!j, o!soj, o!stij, etc. 
a!ma: origin, 249; num. adv., 284, 295,  –an: ending, 73, 155, 257; verb end- 
   301; case with, 451, 534, 63S; and     ing, 336, 338; for —asi, 73; verb- 
   meta<, 609; and su<n, 627; c. inf.,     stem in, 352; acc. s. in 3d decl., 
   1069; c. part., 1124, 1139; use,     67, 68, 82, 97. 
   1126, 1139.     –%?n: inf. ending, 194, 343. 
a[mara<ntinoj: 158.    a]na<: cases with, 451, 491, 524, 569 f.; 
a[marta<ntinoj: compounds and forms of,    in comp., 163, 166, 16S, 170, 476, 
   348, 1212; constative aor. of, 833;     561, 571; use, 556; in mod. Gk., 
   c. a[marti<an, 477; use, 850, 854.     557 f.; case-form, 570; discussed, 
a[marti<a: use, 134, 780.      571 f.; with a]po<, 575, with ei$j, 673; 
a[martwlo<j: 157.       in prepositional phrases, 791. 
a]mei<nwn: form, 277; use, 662.   –ana: in verbs, 349, 352. 
–a<menoj: ending, 374.    a]nabai<nw: forms, 328. 
a]metano<htoj: 80, 162.    a]naba<llw: use, 863. 
a]mh<n: and art., 759; Heb. influence,  a]na<bleyij: 151.  
   95 131.     a]na<gaion: 185, 260.     
a]mpelw<n: 154 and n.     a]ngenna<w: 65. 
a]mfi<: in comp., 451, 553, 555 f., 558;  a]nginw<skw:  o!ti with, 1032. 
   use in Homer, 524; case form, 524;  a]nagka<zw: constr., 857. 
   origin, 555; original use, 569; dis-  a]nagkastwj: 126. 
   use, 451, 569; and peri<, 620; non-  a]na<gkh: c. inf., 1084. 
   use with inf., 1069.    a]nazh?n: 80, 130, 147, 163. 
a]mfia<zw: reading, 184; compounds  a]naqa<llw: forms of, 348, 1212; 
   and forms, 352, 1212.       constr., 476. 
a]mfie<nnumi: constr., 483; forms of,  a]na<qema: spelling, 65, 153 bis and n., 
   352, 364, 1212.       187. 
a@mf-odon: 166.    a]naqemati<zw: 149. 
a]mfo<teroi: use, 80, 251 f., 2S2, 292;  a]nakaino<w: 65, 149, 152. 
   discussed, 744 f.; and art., 769.  a]nkai<nwsij: 152. 
a@mfw: use, 282, 292, 744.   a]na<keimai: 66. 
a@n:  form, 181, 190; =e]a<n, 190 f.,  a]nakefalaio<w: voice of, 809. 
   1018; crasis, 208, 984; position,  a]nakli<nw: voice of, 66, 819. 
   424; in LXX, 938, 958; use, 424,  a]nali<skw: compounds and forms, 1212. 
   841, 855, 887, 920, 922 f., 935 f.,  a]nalu<w: 82, 130. 
   937 ff., 956-9, 961, 967-71; c. tem-  a]name<nw: c. acc., 475. 
   poral particles, 961, 970; and o!soj,  a]namimnh<skw: constr., 482, 509. 
   733; meaning, 921; c. e!wj, 976; c.  a]na-mi<c: fixed case, 294, 460. 
   i!na 984; c. o!pwj, 985 f.; c. ou$, 969;  a]na<cioj: constr., 504. 
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a]napau<w: voice of, 807; use, 873.   a]nti<lhmyij: 80. 
a]napi<ptw: forms, 66, 338; c. acc., 486.  a]nti<lutron: 65, 166.  
a]nastato<w: 80, 149, 163.   a]ntimisqi<a: 115.  
a]nastre<fomai: 80.    a]nti<pera: use, 231, 638. 
a]nastrofh<: 126, 166.    a]nti<tupoj: 115. 
a]natre<fw ei]j: 481.     a]nti<xristoj: 115, 166. 
a]nafai<nw: constr., 486; voice of, 817.  a@ntlhma: 153.  
a]nafe<rw: 80.     a]ntofqalme<w: 81, 164.  
a]nekdih<ghtoj: 82, 162.   a@nw: in adj., 160; use, 296; adv., 298, 
a]nekla<lhtoj : use, 1096.      300. 
a]nemi<zw: 149.     –a<nw: verbs in, 147, 316, 352. 
a]nene<gkai: form, 338.     a@nwqen: 300.  
a]necerau<nhtoj:  82, 162.   a]nwteriko<j:  160. 
a@nesij: use, 900 f.     a]nw<teroj: 160, 296-8. 
a]neta<zw: 163.     a@cioj: constr., 658, 996; c. gen., 504;  
a@neu: use, 301, 553, 638.      c. inf., 369, 996, 1077, 1079.  
a]ne<xomai: c. augment, 368; constr.,  a]cio<w: meaning, 149; class, 351;  
   508; voice of, 807; c. acc., 486; c.     constr., 511.  
   part., 1121.     a]ci<wj: constr., 505.  
a]neyio<j: 162.     –aoj: equal to –wj, 267.  
a]nh<kw: use, 886.    a]pagge<llw: in or. obl., 1032, 1036.  
a]nq ] w#n: 208, 223, 556, 574, 963.  a]pa<gxomai.: voice of, 807. 
a]nqrwpa<reskoj: 65, 168 bis    a@paij: form, 272.    
 a@nqrwpoj: use 120.    a]panta<w: use, 873; in mod. Gk.,  
a]ni<sthmi: forms, 310, 328      138 n. 
a]noi<gw: c. augment, 368; compounds  a]pa<nthsij: 65, 152; c. ds, 91.  
   and forms of, 82, 349, 364, 368,  a]pa<nwqen: use, 637.  
   371, 895, 1212; intransitive, 800.  a!pac: use, 284, 296, 300.  
a]ntanaplhro<w: 160, 165.   a]parne<omai: fut., 818, 819; voice of, 
a]ntapo<domai: 151.       819; use, 873; in or. obl., 1036.  
a]nta<w: compounds and forms, 1213.  a!paj: and art., 771 ff.  
a]nti<: elision, 208, 223; cases with, 451,  a]pau<gasma: 153.   
   569 f.; case-form, 524, 570; in   a]peipa<meqa: spelling, 338. 
   comp., 163, 165, 170, 542, 563,  a]pelpi<zw: constr., 476; form, 164. 
   572; use, 556; in mod. Gk., 557;  a]pe<nanti: use, 170 bis, 639, 644.  
   in condensation, 567;  a]nti<j in  a]pe<rxomai: use, 905. 
   mod. Gk., 570; discussed, 572-4;  a]pe<xw: meaning, 828; use, 80, 577,  
   a]nq ] w$n, 208, 223, 556, 574, 696,     827, 866.  
   714, 722, 724, 953, 962-3; c. pro<,  a[plou?j: use, 284.  
   620; and u[pe<r, 630; and a]nti<pera,  a]po<: anticipatory position, 110; eli-  
   639; base of compound preposi-     sion, 208; cases with, 111, 469, 482,  
   tions, 639; c. w$n causal, 963; c. inf.,     534, 554, 568, 570; in adv. phrases,  
   1060, 1069 f.        297, 300, 548, 550; c. o[ w@n 135, 414,  
–anti: ending, 336.       459, 574 f.; "translation-Hebra-  
a]ntikaqi<sthmi: 133.       ism," 472; c. verbs, 511, 517 f.,  
a@ntikruj: use, 221, 231, 638.      559, 562, 566; for "partitive gen.," 
a]ntilamba<nomai: 131, 163.      515, 519; in comp., 164 f., 542, 563,  
a]ntile<gontej: reading, 1171.      827 f.; frequency, 556; in mod. Gk., 
a]ntile<gw: meaning, 66; c. inf., 1035.     138, 557; use, 561, 977 f.; in con- 
a]ntilh<mptwr: 80.       densation, 567; c. a]nti<, 574; dis-  
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   cussed, 574-80; and e]k, 596; and  a]postre<fomai: and case, 472, 484. 
   para<, 613 f.; and pro<j, 624; and  a]pota<ssomai: 80. 
   u[po<, 634; in prepositional phrases,   a]poti<qhmi:  voice of, 810. 
   791; for agent, 820.    a]potomi<a: 156. 
a]pografh<: formation, 151; meaning,  a]poto<mwj: 170 bis. 
    82.      a]pofeu<gw: constr., 476. 
a]pogra<fw: form, 164; voice of, 807,  a!ptw: compounds and forms, 353, 
   809.         1213; a!ptomai: constr., 508, 853; 
a]podei<knumi: constr., 480, 481.      c. mh<, 853; voice of, 806 f.  
a]podi<dwmi: voice of, 810.   a]pwqe<omai: voice of, 810. 
a]podoxh<: 151.     a]pw<leia: 115. 
a]po<qesij: 125.    a#ra: accent, 232; reading, 244; in in- 
a]poqnh<skw: constr., 479; meaning,     terrogation, 916 f.; use, 1176. 
   345, 827, 838, 845; use, 635, 869;  a@ra: use, 135, 207, 425, 429, 916 f., 
   voice of, 802, 815.        1146, 1157, 1176; position, 425,  
a]pokaqi<sthmi: augment of, 73, 368.         1189; in apodosis, 429, 1190; c. ti<j 
a]poka<luyij: 152.        916, 1176; c. ou#n, 1190; c. ou]k, 917,  
a]pokaradoki<a: 81, 166.       1157; lost in mod. Gk., 1146; dis- 
a]poktalla<ssw: 160, 165.       cussed, 1189 f.; accent, 232; sta- 
a]pokata<stasij: 152.       tistics, 135, 1190. 
a]pokatista<nei: reading, 316.    –ara: in verbs, 349, 352. 
a]poko<ptw: voice of, 809, 819.    a]rabw<n: spelling, 81, 105, 211 n., 212,  
a]po<krima: 80.     a@rage: use, 425, 1190. 
a]pokri<nomai: "deponent," 66, 334;  a]reskei<a: 152, 231. 
   aor. pass., 334, 340; aor. pass.   a]re<skw: constr., 479, 487; c. dat., 540; 
   part., 1126; constr., 473, 484; c.     a]r. e]nw<pio<n tinoj, 94. 
    pro<j, 626; voice, 818; c. o!ti, 1036;  a]reth<: 80, 101, 126 n., 148 n. 
   c. inf., 1036.     –a<rion: diminutive, 66. 
a]poktei<nw: use, 635; pass. voice of,  a]ristera<: 449. 
   802, 815; meaning, 827; forms,  a]rketo<j: 80. 
   352, 1213.     a]rke<w: forms, 210, 324; constr., 541; 
a]pokte<nnw: 73, 82.       use, 889. 
a]po<llumi: 311; formation, 147; fut.,  a@rk(t)oj: 210, 252. 
    335; perf., 358, 363, 800; voice of,    [Armageddw<n: 95. 
   800, 804; meaning of, 827 f.   a]rne<omai:  in or. obl., 1035 f.; com- 
 ]Apollw<j: reading, 172, 189, 235, 260.     pounds and forms, 1213. 
a]polou<w: voice of, 807, 809.   a]rotria<w: 65, 150. 
a]polu<trwsij: 115, 175.   a[rpagmo<j: 130, 151. 
a]poni<ptomai: voice of, 810.   a[rpa<zw: compounds and forms, 349, 
a]pople<w: contract verb, 342.       1213; h[rpa<ghn, 82. 
a]pore<omai: intransitive, 472.   a!rpac: use, 272. 
a]poski<asma: 153.    a]rrabw<n:  81, 95, 111, 212. 
a]postasi<a: 65, 152.    a@rrhta:  breathing, 212, 225. 
a]poste<llw: forms, 336; use, 894, 896,  a]rsenokoi<thj: 166. 
   905.      a@rti: use, 548, 1146; c. part., 1139. 
a]postere<w: constr., 472, 483; voice of,  a@rtoj: 115. 
   808, 816.     a]rxh<: acc. form adv., 294, 298, 487, 
a]po<stolh<: 115.       546. 
a]postolo<j: meaning, 53 n., 65, 65 n.,  –a<rxhj: in comp., 231, 257 f. 
   115.      a]rxi–: prefix, 161 f. 
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a]rxiereu<j: 115, 162.       679, 416; au]to<j "himself," 680; 
–arxoj: in comp., 257.       au]to>j o[, 686, 709, 770; c. per. pro., 
a@rxw: a]rca<menoi reading, 49; h@rcato    687; c. ou$toj, 686, 705; and e]kei?noj, 
   redundant, 107; use, 1102, 1121,     707 f.; c. o!j, 723; c. art., 770, 779; 
   1126; c. inf., 1077-8, 1102; not      resumptive, 698; pleonastic, 722; 
   used with part. in N. T., 1102,       in sense-figure, 1204. 
   1121; a]rca<menoj, 1126; and ellipsis,   au]tou?: question of, 226, 688 f.; use,  
   1203.         232, 287, 289; feminine, 254. 
a@j: in mod. Gk., 430, 923, 931.   a]faire<omai: constr., 480, 483; voice of, 
–aj: ending, 138, 254, 256, 265, 267,      819. 
   337.      a]fedrw<n: 154. 
–aj, –a?j: in proper names, 172, 254  a]felo<thj: 156, 162. 
   and n.      a@fej:  use, 82, 329, 430, 855 f., 931 f., 
a]sqe<nhma: 153.       935. 
–asi: ending (perf.), 336.   a@fesij: 97. 
 ]Asi<a:  c. art., 788.    a@fe<wntai:  63, 82, 342. 
 ]Asiano<j: 155 n.    a]fh?ka: 900.  
 ]Asia<rxhj: 80, 166.    a]fh?kej: 135. 
a]spa<zomai: constr., 80, 853, 862 f.  a]fi<hmi: forms of, 107, 315, 329, 337, 
a@shmoj: 80.        342, 347; constr., 855 f.; use, 931; 
a@spiloj: 64, 162.       c. inf., 855-8; c. i!na, 431; aor., 
a#sson: meaning, 665.       900. 
a]su<netoj: voice, 372; use, 1097.  a]fila<rguroj: 80, 162. 
a]su<nqetoj: voice, 372; use, 1097.  a]fi<w: forms of, 315, 335.  
a]sxhmone<w: 147.    a]fora<w: 132. 
-ate: per. end., 308.    a@frwn: voc. of, 463.  
a]teni<zw: 149, 162.    a]fup[no<w: 149. 
a@ter: use, 639.     -axou?:  suffix, 296. 
a@topoj: 80.     a@xri: with final 3, 221, 296; use, 639, 
a]to<j: in mod. Gk., 185.       954, 974; in prepositional phrases, 
–atoj: ending, 277, 279 f.      791; c. a@n, 975; c. inf., 1074. 
–a<tw: per. end., 308.    –a<w: confused with –e<w, 73, 82, 341; 
–a<twsan: per. end., 308.      verbs in, 147 ff., 184, 203, 316; 
au]qente<w: 80, 148, 164.      341 ff., 351. 
au]ca<nw: constr., 478; trans., 799. 
au@rion: form, 294.                                                                    B 
au]to–: in comp., 168.    b: 209; =v, 238, 240; in mod. Gk., 
au]to<qi: use, 296.       217; verb root in, 353. 
au]toma<th: form, 273.    —b—: inserted, 210. 
au]to<j: in problem of e[autou?, 226, 232; ba<al: 254, 411.  
   intensive, 287, 399, 416; semi-   Babulw<n: 269, 494. 
   demonstrative, 290, 686; gen.   baqe<a: 232. 
   form, au][tou?, adverbial, 298; posi-  baqe<wj: 160, 274. 
   tion of gen., 503; 3d per. pro., 679,  bai<nw: forms and compounds, 305-8, 
   683 f.; use of au]tou?, 681, 683; dis-     800, 1213;  -e<bhn, 348, 350. 
   cussed, 685-7, 709 f.; use, 688-90;  bai~on: 111. 
   kai> au]to<j, -h<, 122, 680; to> au]to<, 487; ba<llw: aor. of, 307, 338, 836, 847; 
   e]pi> to> au]to<, 83, 602; au]th< and au!th,    class, 352; trans. and intrans., 
   232, 680; o[ au]to<j "same," 290, 679,     799 f.; voice, 799 f., 815; meaning; 
   687, 770; au]to<j emphatic "he,"     834, 838; use, 905; compounds and 
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   forms, 1212 f.; e@balan, 338; balw?,  Ble<pw: c. subj., 82; in John, 134 n.; 
   356; be<blhka, 364.       constr., 330, 996; and asyndeton, 
bapti<zw: ba<ptisai accent, 943 f., and    430; and case, 471; c. a]po<, 73, 91, 
   form, 329, 332, 944; formation,     577; use of ble<pete, 330, 932 f., 955, 
   149; meaning, 66, 81, 115; constr.,     1110; in or. obl., 1035, 1041; com- 
   389, 47S, 482, 485, 520, 525, 533,     pounds and forms, 1213. 
   590, 592; voice of, 807 f.; use, 1073,  blhte<on:  157, 373, 486. See –te<on.  
   1111, 1128.     boanhrge<j: 95. 
baptisma: 65, 115, 153 bis.   boa<w: in or. obl., 1036. 
baptismo<j: 65, 115, 152 f.   bohqe<w: case with, 472, 541. 
baptisth<j: 65, 153.    bou<lomai: forms, 339; bou<lei, 82, 193, 
ba<ptw: 149, 353.       339; e]boulo<mhn, 886, 919; e]boulh<qhn, 
bar—: 105.        817; use, 80, 430, 876, 878, 886, 
ba<rbaroj: form, 272, 362.      919; c. subj., 876-8; c. i!na (not in 
bare<w: compounds and forms, 1213.     N. T.), 1055; in or. obl., 1036–S; 
baru<nw: forms, 1213.       c. inf., 1038, 1055 f., 1060. 
basilei<a: 115, 116, 125; b. tw?n ou]ranw?n, bouno<j: 111. 
   119.      bradei?on: 154. 
basileu<j: meaning, 116; "cases" of  bradu<nw: forms, 230. 
   pl., 447; voc. of, 465; and art., 760,  bradu>j t^? kardi<%: 487.  
   769.      bre<xw: trans. and intrans., 799, 802. 
basileu<w: causative, 801; constative,  broxh<:  80. 
   833; use, 902.     bu<ssoj: 95 bis, 105, 111. 
basi<lissa: 55, 65, 155. 
baskai<nw: and cases, 473.                                                  G 
basta<zw: constr., 80, 853.   g: 209, 216, 359. 
ba<toj: 95, 253.    –g--: inserted, 210. 
—bb—: 213 f.     ga<za: 111 bis. 
bebai<wsij: 80.    gazofula<kion: 166. 
be<bhloj: 362.     Galatikh< with art., 788. 
beelzebou<l: spelling, 95, 210.   game<w:  constr., 111, 1204; forms, 348, 
be<lteroj: form, 662.       1213. 
be<ltion: form, 277 f., 294, 299; adv.,  gami<skw: 150. 
    488; meaning, 665.    ga<moi: 408. 
bh<rulloj: reading, 199.   ga<r: use, 424, 433, 443, 962, 1189; in 
bia<zomai: 80, 816.       interrogation, 916; c. ei], 886, 940, 
biasth<j: 153.        1003 f., 1020; c. te< 1179; discussed, 
biba<zw: 362 n.         1190 f. 
biba<w: meaning, 865.    ge<:  use, 244, 291, 302, 424, 1144; kai< 
biblari<dion: 155.       ge c. part., 1129; discussed, 1147 ff.; 
bi<bloj: spelling, 111, 199.       enclitic, 207, 244, 1211. 
bibrw<skw: 65 n.    ge<enna: 97, 105. 
bio<w: forms, 348 bis, 354; constr., 479.  gemi<zw: constr., 506, 510. 
bi<wsij: 152.     ge<mw: c. acc., 455, 474. 
bla<ptw: constr., 472, 482, 484.   genesi<a: 65. 
blasta<nw: trans. and intrans., 799;  ge<nhma: reading, 80, 211, 213. 
   forms, 348, 1213.    genna<w: use, 866 f. 
blasfhme<w: and case, 473; constr.,  ge<noj: 448, 487. 
   479.      geu<omai: 105, 449; and case, 473, 507 f. 
ble<mma: 126.     gh?: and ellipsis, 272, 652, 1202. 
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ghra<skw: 150.        mod. Gk., 851; use, 875, 895; in or. 
-gi.: in verbs, 351.       obl., 1035 f. 
gia<: prep. in mod. Gk., 570, 982.  graw<dhj: 168.   
gi<nomai: 55, 61, 73, 82, 210; itacism  grhgore<w: 65, 148, 351; e]grh<gora, 148, 
   in, 197, 210; e]ge<neto with kai<, 95,     363. 
   102, 107, 122, 122 n., 393, 426,  gumniteu<w: 148, 191. 
    1042 f.; e]ge<neto c. acc. and inf.,  gumno<thj: 156.  
   1085; e]gena<mhn, 82; aor., 816; fre-  gunaika<rion: 155.  
    quency in Mt., 122; followed by   gunh<: and ellipsis, 652. 
    asyndeton, 429; in periphrastic 
    forms, 330, 902; gi<nesqai cases with,              D  
    497; c. advs., 545 f.;  e]ge<neto, 658,  d:  210, 240, 248. 
   829; voice of, 801, 818, 820; ge<-   -d-: inserted, 210 bis.  
    noito with mh<, 325, 854, 935, 939 f.,  -da: adv. end., 295. 
   1003; imper. of, 855; use, 869, 871,  daimo<nia: constr., 66, 404. 
   896 f., 905, 951, 1085, 1202; omis-  da<kru(on): 262.   
   sion of, 396; pred. nom., 457; subj.  danei<zw:  voice of, 809.  
   forms, 890; perf., 900; ge<gona, 333,  de<: elision, 207; origin, 301; c. art.,  
   358, 358 n., 801, 896, 900; ge<gonan,     290, 694 f.; conj., 301, 428 f., 440,   
   68, 336; ge<gonen o!ti, 1034; com-     443f.; postpositive, 424, 1188; 
   pounds and forms, 350-1, 1212 f.     kai<, 122; c. o!j 695 f.; c. ou$toj, 705;  
ginw<skw: compounds and forms, 82,     c. e]kei?noj, 707; antithetic, 750, 1145, 
   134, 210, 308, 324, 328, 330, 346,     1153; c. ei] mh<, 1025; c. negative, 
   1214; perf. redupl., 364; use of     1164; discussed, 1183-5; adversa- 
   gnwsto<n, 656; meaning, 827 f., 834,     tive, 1186. 
   904; aor. of, 843, 856; use, 871;  –de: suffix, 296, 1211. 
   plupf. =impf., 904; in or. obl., 1035f.,  dei?: form, 319; use, 880, 919 ff.; e@dei., 
   1041; c. inf., 1062, 1103; c. part.,     886, 919; c. inf., 1058 (as subject); 
   1103.         1078, 1084 f.  
glw?ssa: meaning, 115; and ellipsis,  deigmati<zw: 149. 
   652, 1202.     dei<knumi: use, 55, 135; compounds and 
glwsso<komon:  various readings, 204;     forms, 174 f., 306 f., 311, 327, 1214. 
   formation, 166; accent, 231.   deiknu<w: compounds and forms, 307, 
gnw<sthj: 151, 231.        311; in or. obl., 1035 f. 
gnwsto<j: 157.     dei?na: use, 292, 744. 
goggu<zw: meaning, 80; formation,  deipne<w: meaning, 80. 
   150; form, 358, 363; constr., 853.  deisidaimoni<a: 65, 81, 166.  
goggusth<j: 153.    de<ka: use, 282; in comp., 169, 283. 
Golgoqa<: spelling, 211; form, 105,  dekato<w: 65, 149. 
   236, 259.     de<n: in mod. Gk., 206, 928, 1011, 
gonu-: in comp., 164.       1156 ff., 1168. 
gonupete<w: formation, 164; and case,  decio<j: in comp., 168, 232; in com- 
   474.         parison, 662. 
grammateu<j: meaning, 80.   de<omai: forms, 342; e]dei?to, 203, 342; c. 
grapto<j: 157.        abl. and acc., 519; c. obj.-inf., 1059. 
grafh<: and pa?j, 772.    de<on: use with e]sti<, 80, 881, 1130. 
gra<fw: compounds and forms, 80,  de<rw: constr., 477 bis, 485; forms of, 
    346, 351, 406, 1214; ge<grafa, 358,     1214. 
   364; e@grayej, 82; e@graya, 845; e@gra- de<smh: 231. 
   fon, 346; constr., 845 f., 853; in  de<smioj: 65 n. 
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de<smoj: 262, 263 n.    diapore<w: 472. 
desmofu<lac: 166.    diaspa<w: meaning, 564, 828.  
deu?ro: form, 299, 302, 328; use, 430,  diaspora<: 97, 151.  
   931, 949, 1193.    dia<sthma: 151. 
deu?te: form, 299, 302; use, 328, 330,  diatagh<: 151. 
    430, 931, 949; in conditions, 1023.  diatele<w: c. part., 1121. 
deuterai?oi: use, 298.    diathre<w: meaning, 828.  
deu<teron: adv., 460, 488.   diatiqemai: 479 
deutero-prw?toj: 168.    diatri<bw: constr., 477.  
deu<teroj: form, 277; ordinal, 283 f.;  diafe<rw: case with, 455. 
   and ei$j, 671; e]k deute<rou, 597.   diafeu<gw: meaning, 828; constr., 987. 
de>xomai: voice of, 813; compounds  diafqei<rw: 486. 
   and forms, 1214.    dida<skw: 150; form, 331; constr., 474, 
de<w: de<w desma<j, 479, 482; pass. of, with    482 bis, 485, 486, 1083; voice of, 
   acc., 486; compounds and forms,     816; in or. obl., 1035 f. 
   342, 1214.     di<dwmi: compounds and forms, 190,  
dh<: use, 302, 443; discussed, 1149.     306, 307 ff., 311, 324, 326 f., 335, 
dhl-augw?j: 170.       337, 347, 409, 876, 1044, 1214; 
dh?lon: c. o!ti, 244, 1034.      di<dw, 311 n., 312, 335; didw?, 135, 
dhlo<w: in or. obl., 1036.      307, 311; dido<asi, 82; e]di<deto, 190, 
dhmo<sioj: loc. form, 295; use, 691.     312; e]di<dosan, 82, 312; e@dwka, 55; 
dhna<rion: 65, 108, 192.      e@dwsa, 309, 324, 348; de<dwkej, 82; 
dh<pou: use, 302.       d&<h, 326; do<j, 329; constr., 855, 940, 
dia<: elision, 208; c. enclitic, 244; in     983 f., 1032; use, 135, 905, 1062, 
   comp., 164, 168, 476, 529, 558, 561,     1080, 1135; decia>n d., 83; tiqe<nai, 
   563, 800, 827 f.; cases with, 491,     95, 102; in indirect command, 
   534, 565, 569 f.; frequency, 556; in     1047; dou?nai, 1052, 1058, 1132.  
   mod. Gk., 557; c. verbs, 560; in  diermhneuth<j: 166. 
   condensation, 567; case-form, 570;  diermhni<a: 166. 
   discussed, 580-4; and kata<, 606;  die<rxomai: constr., 472, 476, 477, 800, 
   and u[pe<r, 629; and u[po<, 636; c.     869. 
   me<son, 648; dia> ti< . . .; 244, 730,  dihge<omai: o!ti with, 1032. 
   739, 916, 1176; in prepositional  diisxuri<zomai: in or. obl., 1036. 
   phrases, 791; for agent, 820; c. inf.,  dikaiokrisi<a: 65, 166. 
   584, 858, 891, 909, 966, 1060, 1069 f.,  di<kaioj: meaning, 80, 115, 174, 176; 
   1091; c. tou?to, 965.       c. three endings, 273. 
diabai<nw: constr., 476, 800.   dikaiosu<nh: with subjective gen., 499; 
diaba<llw: meaning, 80.      use, 781. 
diazw<nnumi: voice of, 810.   dikai<ow: 149, 174. 
doaqh<kh: 116.     di<kh: 174. 
diakone<w: 540.     dio<: use, 132, 950. 
dia<konoj: 115.     Dio<nusoj: reading, 200. 
diakri<nomai: constr., 478.   dio<per: use, 1154. 
dialei<pw: c. part., 1121.   Dio<skoroj: 199. 
diamartu<romai: constr., 484; in or. obl., dio<ti: use, 80, 244, 430, 962, 964. 
   1035 f.     diplo<teron: form, 278, 299. 
dianoi<gw: in or. obl., 1035 f.   diplou?j: use, 284. 
diaparatribh<: 165-6.    di<j: adv., 284; spelling, 296, 298, 300. 
diaple<w: 476.     disxi<lioi: use, 283. 
diaporeu<omai: 476.    di<xa: adv., 284, 
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dixotome<w: meaning, 80.      reduplication and augment, 363-7; 
diya<w: formation, 147; aor. forms,     voc. ending, 462 f.; prothetic, 1209. 
   342; and case, 474, 508.   e@a: use, 302, 391, 1193. 
dogmati<zw: formation, 149; voice of,  e]a<n: form, 181, 190 f.; for a@n, 72, 80, 
   807.         83, 97, 181, 190 f.; a@n for e]a<n, 190 f.; 
doke<w: constr., 541, 853, 1085.      crasis, 208; constr., 220, 325, 850, 
dokima<zw: in or. obl., 1041; c. inf.,     928, 967, 969, 1129; c. indic., 82, 
   1085.         325, 1009; and o!stij, 727; and o!soj, 
doki<maion:  80, 126 n., 156, 158.     733; and o!pou, 969; use, 948, 968, 
do<kimoj: 80.        971, 1129; c. o!j, 957, 959; o!j a@n 
dolio<w: formation, 149; form, 336, 343.    (e]a<n) not= e]a<n tij 961; c. e]pei<, 965; 
do<ma: spelling, 153, 153 n., 200.     in conditions, 1005-27. 
–don: adv. suffix, 295 f.    e]a<nper: use, 1154. 
do<ca: 134, 148 n.    e]a<nte—e]a<nte: use, 1189. 
doca<zw: aor. of, 837, 843, 847, 853.  e[autou?: form, 185, 226, 287; use, 287, 
doul–: in comp., 164.       289, 687-90; for all three persons, 
douleu<w: 473 n., 540.       73, 97, 287-8; and i@dioj, 691 f.; and 
doulo<w: constr., 540.       art., 779; with mid. voice, 810. 
dra<ssomai: use, 474.    e]a<w:  ei@asen, 365; c. ou]k, 1156; com- 
du<namai: augment e-- and h–, 368;     pounds and forms, 1214.  
   compounds and forms of, 312, 340,   e!bdomoj: 125. 
   350, 351, 368, 1214; du<n^, 312, 314;   ]Ebrai*ko<j: 159. 
   voice of, 820; constr., 857; use,   ]Ebrai*sti<: form, 95, 205, 296, 298; 
   879 f., 886, 920; c. inf., 1055 f.,     use, 104, 106, 524. 
   1060, 1077 f.; c. tou?+Inf., 1077; c.  e]ggi<zw: meaning, 81; formation, 149; 
   i!na, 1055-6; in John, 1078.      constr., 623 f.; compounds and 
du<namij: use, 176.       forms, 1214. 
dunamo<w: formation, 149.   e]ggu<j: form, 248 n., 294, 298; in com- 
dunate<w: formation, 147.      parison, 298; constr., 538, 638; ad- 
dunato<j: c. inf., 369, 857, 1077, 1079.     jectival, 547; use, 549, 568, 639 f. 
du<nomai: reading, 312.    e]geirw: voice of, 799, 816, 817; usu- 
du<nw: intrans., 800; compounds and     ally trans., 799; use, 866, 896; 
   forms, 1214.        gnomic, 866; c. ei]j , 482; h]ge<rqh 
du<o: forms, 251, 282; du<o du<o Hebraism    intrans., 817; e]gh<gertai, 896; com- 
   (?), 74, 91, 284, 673; dusi<, 72, 82,     pounds and forms, 186, 1215. 
   251; and art., 769.    e]gkake<w: c. part., 1121. 
du<romai: spelling, 206.    e]gkale<w: constr., 511. 
dus--: in comp., 161 ff.    e]gkombo<omai: voice of, 808.  
du<w: compounds and forms, 348, 1214.   e]gkrateu<omai: 148, 478. 
dw<deka: use, 282.    e]gxri<w: 81, 232. 
dwdeka<-fulon: 166.    e]gw<:  crasis, 208; accent with enclitic; 
dw?ma: use, 65 n., 66, 80, 138; spelling,     230, 234 f., 286, 420; interchange 
   200.         with h[mei?j, 406; e]gw<n old form of, 
dwrea<n: 294, 298, 488.       285, 466; discussed, 677 f.; enclitic  
           forms of, 682, 1211; use, 685, 689, 
                     E        693; and e]kei?noj, 707; and a@lloj, 
e:  short vowel, 178, 181 f.; vowel-     746; position of mou, 779; use of 
   changes with, 178, 183-91, 324;     h[mw?n, 785; c. particles, 1148, 
   instead of o, 308; inserted by anal-  e]dafi<zw: forms of, 1215. 
   ogy, 349; with Doric fut., 354;   e]di<dosan; 82, 
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ee: in contraction, 342.       1016, 1024 f., 1160; 1169, 1187-8. 
e]qelo-qrhski<a: 166.       Also see ei] and mh<. 
e]qe<lw: form, 205 f.; use, 878, 886, 919.  ei# mh<n: discussed, 80, 1150. 
e]qi<zw: ei]qisme<noj, 364.   ei]mi<: compounds and forms, 188, 194, 
e]qniko<j: 15S.        220, 232 ff., 312 f., 325, 327 f., 330, 
eqnikw?j: 160.        337, 340, 350, 395, 908, 1215; 
e@qoj e]sti<n: 1084.       ei#mai, 145, 307, 312, 340; h#sqa, 312, 
e@qw: forms of, 358, 364, 1215; ei@wqa,     337; h#j, 337; h@mhn, 68, 312, 340; 
   801.         h@meqa, 312, 340; h#n in papyri some- 
ei:  187, 191-4, 195 f.,       times is subj. #̂, 220, 313, 325; 
  198, 204, 324, 367; =i, 196, 238,     e@stw, e@stwsan, 328; h@tw, 82, 328; 
  239; proper names in, 198.      in periphrastic forms, 118, 122, 
   augment of, 367.       330, 860, 877 f., 887-90, 903, 906 ff., 
-ei: 2d pers. mid. ending, 339.      950; constr., 330, 394 ff., 472, 481, 
-ei- : for -iei-, 72.       497, 545; c. nom., 457; c. gen., 497; 
ei]: accent, 233 f., 244, 1211; and o!ti,     c. dat., 457; inf. c. nom., 457; 
   430, 965; and ou$toj, 699 f.; and ga<r,     omission of, 395; c. ei]j, 95, 97, 458; 
   886, 940, 1003 f., 1020; use, 916,     e@stin c. tou?to, 234, 411, 705; mean- 
   928, 997, 1176; in interrogation,     ing, 415, 865; use, 874, 945 f., 
   122, 916; c. opt., 127; c. tij, 956;     1030, 1202; kai> e@stai in or. obl., 
   c. ou], 962, 1011, 1160; c. mh<n, 1004;     1042; o[ w@n, 1107; enclitic, 1211; ac- 
   c. mh<, 1160; c. kai<, 1026; in condi-     cent of e]stin, 233. 
   tions, 1005-27, 1129; ei] doqh<setai.  ei#mi: accent, 232 f.; compounds and 
   shmei?on, 94, 1024; in or. obl., 1030,     forms, 313, 350, 396, 1215; use, 
   1045; proclitic, 1211.       869, 881. 
-ei<a: ending, 152, 196 f., 326.   -ei?n: inf. ending, 342, 370. 
ei]de<w: compounds and forms, 1215.  -ein: inf. ending, 249, 370, 388; 
ei#don: forms, 223 f., 325, 339, 344, 360,     pluperf. ending, 339, 361. 
   366; no present, 344; ei#dan, 339;  -einoj: ending, 197. 
   perf. subj., 325, 360, 907, 983; use,  -eion: ending, 197. 
   413 f., 437, 441, 892, 1135; in or.  -eioj: ending, 197. 
   obl., 1041.     ei@per: use, 1154. 
ei#doj: meaning, 80.    ei]po<n: form, 231, 329, 338. 
ei@dw: i@smen, i@ste, i@sasin, 87, 238-9, 319; ei#pon: accent, 229, 231, 329; augment, 
   perf. subj., 325, 360; ei#dui?a, 62;     368; no present, 345; forms of, 327, 
   compounds and forms, 361, 906 f.,     329, 338, 345 f., 363, 368; ei#pa, 55, 
   1215.         61, 73, 338 bis, 346; ei]pe<  714, 327, 329, 
ei]dwlei?on: 154.       338; redupl., 363 bis; constr., 480, 
ei]dwlo-latrei<a: 161, 166.      484, 626, 902; c. prod. acc., 480, 
ei]dwlo-latreu<w: 161.       484; c. subj. in question, 930; c. 
-eie: opt. end., 327, 335.       o!ti, 1035; c. rpro>j au]to<n, 626; and 
ei@qe: in wish constr., 886, 940, 1003 f,     le<gw 838, 883; use, 930; in or. obl., 
--ei?ka: perf. end., 310.       1048. 
ei]kh?: 295.     ei]rhneu<w: constr., 486. 
Ei]ko<nion: spelling, 197.   ei]rh<nh:  Hebraic use, 95, 105, 115; 
ei@kosi: form, 221, 283.       ei]rh<nhn dido<nai, 105. 
ei@kw: perf. e@oika, 124, 364, 895.  ei]rhno--: in comp., 164. 
ei]kw>n qeou?: 97.    ei]j: spelling, 187; meaning, 80, 389, 
ei]li-kri<neia: 166, 223.       449, 561; in idiom, 401; case with, 
ei] mh<: use, 192 f., 747, 1011, 1014,     451, 481, 484, 491, 524, 535, 569 f.; 
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   in mod. Gk., 453, 535, 557; Sem-   e]kdu<w: c. two ace., 483. 
   itic influence, 457 f.; c. verbs, 469,  e]kei?: and aphaaeresis, 206; loc. form, 
   481, 540, 542, 559 ff., 562, 566;    249, 295; meaning, 299; constr., 
   in "pregnant construction," 525,     443, 548; as root, 706; use, 969. 
   1204; in adv. phrases, 550; fre-  e]kei?qen: 300. 
   quency, 556; in LXX, 481; c. pred.  e]kei?noj: Ionic kei?noj, 206, 706; use in 
   acc., 481 f.; ei]j a]pa<nthsin, 91, 528;     John, 134, 290; meaning and use, 
    ei]j ti< . . ., 739; rather than  dia<,     693; resumptive, 698, 707; e]kei<nhj  
   582; and e]n, 97, 123, 449, 453,     in Luke, 494; and u[mei?j, 707 f.; and 
   584 ff.; discussed, 591-6; and para<,     ou$toj, 702 f., 707; discussed, 289 n., 
   613; and pro<j, 624, 626; in prepo-     706-9; and art., 770. 
   sitional phrases, 792; c. inf., 658,  e]kei?se: form, 296; meaning, 299; 
   858 (aor.), 891 (pres.), 909 and     constr., 548; and o!pou, 722. 
   1072 (perf.), 990 f., 997, 1001 ff.,  e]kzh<thsij: 152. 
   1060, 1069-72, 1088, 1090; c. 1088,  e]kkake<w: 65. 
   and adj., 1072; reading, 862; anar-   e]kklhsi<a:  meaning 97, 115, 130; ab 
   throus, 1070; proclitic, 1211.      sent in John's Gospel, 134; origin, 
ei$j: root of, 145; and ou], 232, 751; in-     174. 
   declinable use, 282 f.; supplanting  e]kkre<mamai: form, 340. 
   ti>j, 83, 292; case, 460; and prw?toj,  e]klanqa<nw: constr., 509.  
   671; ei$j kaq ] ei$j, 105, 450, 460; kaq ]  e]kle<gomai: constr., 480; voice of, 808, 
   ei$j, 292, 294, 450, 460; to> kaq ] ei$j,     810,f. 
   487; ei$j e]c u[mw?n, 675; as indef. art.,  e]klekto<j: meaning, 115; accent, 231; 
   674, 796; equal to tij, 675, 744;     forms, 273. 
   distributive, 675; and a@lloj, 747;     e]kmukthri<zw: 65. 
   antithetic, 750.    e]kpi<ptw: voice of, 802.  
–ei?j: nom. and ace. plural ending, 265.  e]kple<w: form, 342. 
-ei<j in aor. pass. part., 373.   e]kporneu<w: c. ace., 486.  
ei]se<rxomai: constr., 855.   e]kte<neia: 80, 166. 
ei]sporeu<omai: voice of, 806; use, 880.  e]ktina<ssw: use, 65 n.; meaning, 80; 
ei#ta: use, 300, 429.       voice of, 810. 
ei@te: ei@te--ei@te, 1025, 1045, 1179, 1189. e]kto<j: use, 80, 296, 300, 640, 1025. 
ei#ten: literary, 119; form, 160, 183.  e]kfeu<gw: constr., 476; meaning, 828. 
ei@ tij qe<lei: 961.    e]kfu<w: forms, 232, 341, 350. 
e]k: in comp., 163 f., 168, 170, 215,  e]kxe<w: forms, 213, 342, 352. 
   828; c.  tou<tou, 444; c. verbs,   e]kw<n: formation, 157 n.; three end.,  
   510, 517 f.; for "partitive gen.,"     274; use, 298, 373. 
   515, 519; case with, 534, 570; in  ]Elaiw<n: case of, 232, 267, 269, 458 f.;. 
   adv. phrases, 548, 550; frequency,     ]Elaiw?n, 154 n.; e]laiw<n, 154. 
   556; in mod. Gk., 558; use, 561; c.  e]la<sswn: form, 72, 218, 277 f.; 
   a]po<, 575, 577; discussed, 596-600;     constr., 484 f.; adv,, 488. 
   and para<, 614; and u[po<, 636; for  e]la<ttwn: 72, 218. 
   agent, 820; c. inf., 1061, 1073;   e]la<ttone<w: 148, 218. 
   proclitic, 1211.    e]lau<nw: compounds and forms, 1215.  
e!kastoj: use, 61, 292; discussed,  e]lafri<a: 156. 
   745 f.; c. plu. verb, 746; c. ei$j, 746;  e]la<xistoj: form, 278 f., 669; double 
   and art., 745, 769; and pa?j, 771.      superlative, 278, 670. 
e[ka<teroj: use, 292, 745. See page 61.  e]lea<w: forms of, 184, 342. 
e[kato<n: use, 283.    e]lee<w: forms of, 342; transitive, 474.  
e]kba<llw: voice of, 803; use, 880.  e]lehmosu<nh: 65, 156. 
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e]leino<j: 204.        strumental, 73, 91, 95, 102, 452, 
e@leoj: 261, 262 n.       525-34, 589; locative, 520, 522-5,  
e]leu<qeroj: meaning, 662.      527, 531; agent, 534; place, 586;  
e!ligma: accent, 230.       time, 586; accompanying circum-  
e!lkw: compounds and forms, 1215;     stance, 588; sphere, 589; repeti- 
   ei]lkwme<noj, 364.       tion, 566-7; e]n toi?j, 83; e]n kuri<&,  
e[llhni<zw: 150, 153.       587; e]n Xrist&?, 587; and ei]j, 453,  
e[llhnisth<j: 153.       484, 520, 525, 559, 569, 585, 591-3; 
 [Ellhnisti<: form, 160, 296, 298; use,     and e]k, 599; and e]pi<, 600; and u[po<, 
   104.         636; in prepositional phrases, 792, 
e]lloge<w: formation, 148, 184; forms,     978; c. &$, 963; proclitic, 1211; sta- 
   342.         tistics, 556, 572, 586-7, 801, 858, 
e]lpi<zw: meaning, 115, 125; aspiration     1069. 
   of, 223 f.; forms, 338; constr., 476;  e!n: accent, 232. 
   use, 877, 884, 1080, 1082.   e!na: in mod. Gk., 282. 
 e]lpi<j: meaning, 115; e]f ] e[lpi<di, 72,  –e<nai: inf. ending, 370. 
    224.      e]nanti<on: 80; form, 170; use, 639 f. 
e]lwi~: 105, 205, 236.    e]ndei<knumi: form, 170; use, 573, 639 f. 
   ending, 188.     e@natoj: 213. 
e]mautou?: use, 287, 687-90.   e]ndei<knumi: reading, 946. 
e]mbai<nw: forms, 328.    e!ndeka: use, 282. 
e]mbateu<w: 65 n., 164.    e@ndesij: 57.  
e]mbrima<omai: forms, 341.   e]ndidu<skw:  80; formation, 150; 
e]mme<s&: assimilation of, 1210.      acc. c. pass. of, 485; voice of, 810. 
e]mo<j: statistics, 69; e]mou? compared  e]ndo<mhsij: 152. 
   with mou, 234, 286; use, 69, 134,  e@nduma: 151. 
   288, 496, 684; "case" of e]moi<, 447;  e]ndu<w: c. two acc., 483; acc. c. pass. of, 
   e]moi< with e]n 588; e]mou?, 682; with     485; voice of, 809. 
   au]to<j, 687; and art., 770.   e]ndw<mhsij: spelling, 152, 201. 
e]mporeu<omai: transitive, 474.   e]nedreu<w: meaning, 80; and case, 474. 
e@mprosqen: use, 300, 621, 640.   e@nedron: 166. 
e@mfutoj: 124.     e!neka: origin, 249; position, 301, 425, 
e]n.  iv: c. inf., 91, 107, 122, 431, 490, 587,     641; use, 641; c. inf., 1060. 
   858, 891, 978 f., 1042, 1062, 1069,  e!neken: spelling, 183, 187; aspiration, 
   1072 f., 1092; e]n t&? c. inf., 91, 95,     225; position, 425; use, 55, 641; c. 
   107, 107 n., 122, 587; e]n t&? c. inf.     tou?+inf., 1073, 1091. 
   in Luke, 91, 95, 107, 107 n., 122,  e]nerge<w: transitive, 455; c. acc., 476; 
   431, 587, 1042, 1062, 1092; in LXX,     meaning, 564. 
   452; assimilation, 216 f.; accent,  e]nqa<de: meaning, 299; use, 548. 
   229, 1211; meaning, 80, 449; and  e@ni: accent, 232; in mod. Gk., 313. 
   case, 451, 484 f., 520, 522-5, 527,  e]nkake<w: formation, 164; use, 1102. 
   531, 533 ff., 554, 569 f., 721; fre-  e]nne<a: use, 282. 
   quent use, 452 f., 556; in mod. Gk.,  e]norki<zw: constr., 484, 1085. 
   557; c. me<s&, 505, 521, 1210; c.  e!noxoj: meaning, 80; constr., 504, 535, 
   verbs, 510, 540, 559 f., 562; case-      537; c. gen., 504; c. dat., 504, 537; 
   form, 524, 570; in "pregnant con-     c. els, 535. 
   struction," 525, 548, 559, 585, 592;  –ent–: part. ending, 373. 
   in comp., 164, 542; as adverb,   e]ntau?qa: use, 299. 
   554 f., 585; in adv. phrases, 550;  e]ntafia<zw: 147. 
   origin, 555; discussed, 584-90; in-  e]ntafiasmo<j: 152. 
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e]nte<llomai: c. dat., 1084; c. inf., 1068.  e]pa<n: use, 971. 
e]nteu?qen: 300.     e]panapau<omai: voice of 819. 
–ento: in LXX, 340.    e]pa<nw: use, 642, 666. 
e]nto<j: use, 296, 300, 641.   e]pa<nwqen: use, 637. 
e]ntre<pw:  c. acc., 65 n., 455, 473, 484.  e]pei<: use, 132, 954, 963, 965, 971, 
e]ntroph<: 82.        1025 f.; not relative, 954.  
e]ntugxa<nw: 80.    e]peidh<: use, 965, 971.   
e]nw<pion: in papyri, 90; in Luke, 122;  e]peidh<per: use, 965, 1154.  
   constr., 80, 160, 170 bis, 540, 641.  e]peikw?j: 204.  
e]c: form, 215; in mod. Gk., 557; in  e]pei<per: use, 1154.  
   comp., 170; c. verbs, 558; cases  e@peita: use, 300, 549.   
   with, 568; in prepositional phrases,  e]pe<keina: accent, 232, 244; use, 642.  
    792; proclitic, 1211.    e]pektei<nw: voice of, 807.  
e]cagora<zw: voice of, 810   e]pe<rxomai: transitive, 455.   
e]cakolouqe<w: 148.    e]pe<xw: meaning, 477, 828;  o!ti, with, 
e]cana<stasij: 166,       1032.  
e]cauth?j:  170 bis.     e]phrea<zw: and case, 473. 
e@ceimi: forms, 314, 339.    e]pi<: in comp., 161 f.; elision, 223; e]f ] , 
e]ce<rama: 153.          223-4; e]f ] e[lpi<di, 224; cases with,   
e]ce<rxomai: 473 n.       451, 491, 524, 565, 568 ff.; case- 
e@cesti: constr., 491, 1084 f.      form, 524, 570; in "pregnant con- 
e]chge<omai: meaning, 829.      struction," 525; c. verbs, 540, 542, 
e]c <̂esan: 87, 339.        559 ff., 562, 566; in adv. phrases,  
e]ch?j: adv., 296; constr., 547.      550; frequency, 556; meaning, 561;  
e]cista<nw: voice of, 806.      and ei]j, 596; discussed, 600-5; and  
e]coleqreu<w: 148.       kata<, 607; and pro<j, 625; c. o!son, 
e]comologe<w: forms, 188; c. o!ti, 965.     733, 963; e]f ] &$te not in N. T., 963, 
e]con: use, 1130.       1000, 1055, 1088, 1088 n.; e]f ] &$  
e]corkizw: constr., 475.        963; in prepositional phrases, 792,  
e]corkisth<j: 153.        963, 978; e]pi> t&? + inf. in papyri,  
e]coudene<w: 149.        909; c. inf., 1069, 1071.   
e]coudeno<w: 149.    e@piase: in mod. Gk., 230. 
e]couqene<w: spelling, 219; forms, 342;  e]pibalw<n: 80.  
    constr. 853.     e]piginw<skw: meaning of, 827; use, 125,  
e]cousi<a: 115, 134 n., 148 n.      909; in or. obl., 1035, 1042.  
e]cupni<zw: 149.     e]pigra<fw: use, 1135. 
e@cw: adj. stem, 160; form, 296, 301;  e]pidei<knumi: voice of, 810. 
   use, 300, 642.     e]pideiknu<w: in or. obl., 1036. 
e@cwqen: use, 296, 300, 548, 642.  e]pi<qema: spelling, 188. 
e]cw<teroj: formation, 160, 278, 298;  e]piqume<w: and cases, 472, 473 n., 474,  
   meaning, 662.        508.  
e@oika: intransitive, 801.    e]pikale<w: voice of, 509.  
e[orth<: c. e]n, 523.    e]pikata<ratoj: 80.  
–eoj: in contraction, 274.   e]pilanqa<nomai: constr., 472, 473 n.,  
e]paggeli<a: 125, 479.       509; c. inf., 1060. 
e]pagge<llw: constr., 479, 1036.  e]pilhsmonh<:  151. 
e]paisxu<nomai: and case, 472, 485;  e]pi<lusij: abl. use, 514. 
   trans., 473.     e]pimartu<romai: in or. obl., 1035, 1036.  
e]paite<w: 65 n.     ee]pimele<omai: constr., 509; voice of, 
e]pakou<w: constr., 507.       820. 
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e]pime<nw: use, 850; c. part., 1121.   e]rwta<w: meaning, 66, 80, 90; com- 
e]piou<sioj: meaning, 80; origin, 159.     pounds and forms, 184, 341, 1215;  
e]pipo<qeia: 152.       h]rw<toun, 63, 184, 341; constr., 482;  
e]pipo<qhsij: 152, 168.       in papyri, 90; in indirect command,  
e]pisei<w: 65 n.        1046. 
e]pi<skopoj: 80, 115.     –ej: ending in mod. Gk., 138; acc. pl.,  
e]pi<stamai: forms, 224, 314, 328, 340;     62, 63, 82, 139, 184, 266; perf. and  
   in or. obl., 1035, 1041.      aor., 82, 337. 
e]pista<ta: 122.     e]sqi<w: compounds and forms, 204, 
e]pista<thj: 151.       340, 1215; fa<gomai, 324, 354, 813; 
e]piste<llw: meaning, 66; epistolary     fa<gesai, 340; meaning, 564; stems 
   aor. of, 845; c. inf., 1068.      of, 823. 
e]pistre<fw: meaning, 115; constr., 856; e@sqw: compounds and forms of, 204, 
   use; 948.        353 f., 1215. 
e]pisuna<gw: 160, 486.     e]sou?: for sou?, 68, 138. 
e]pisunagwgh<: 80, 166.    e[sperino<j: 158. 
e]pita<ssw: constr., 542, 1084.    e@sxatoj: form, 279 f., 669; and art., 
e]piti<qhmi: soi<, 477; e]pi<, 560.      769, 775. 
e]pitima<w: accent, 232; constr., 542.   e]sxa<twj: use, 299, 546, 799.  
e]pitre<pw: constr., 1084.    e@sw: use, 187, 231 n., 300, 642.  
e]pitugxa<nw: constr., 473 n., 509.   e@swqen: use, 300, 505, 548, 643.  
e]pifai<nw: form, 341, 349, 371 (-fa?nai).  e]sw<teroj: 160, 278. 
e]pifa<neia: 81.     e]ta<zw: 143. 
e]pifahn<j: 81.      e[tai?roj: use, 186, 725. 
e]pixorhge<w: 81, 164, 166.    e]teo<j: 143. 
e[pta<: use, 282; cardinal, 673.    e[tero--:  in comp., 164, 168. 
e[pta<kij: use, 281, 298, 300.    e[terodidaskale<w: 115, 164. 
e!pw: constr., 473; ei@rhka, 364, 899, 902; e[terozuge<w: form, 330. 
   ei]rh<kei, 905; compounds and forms,  e!teroj: form, 277; use, 292; and a@lloj, 
   342, 349, 1215.       746 f.; discussed, 748-50; and art., 
e]rauna<w: compounds and forms, 184,     775 f. 
   329.      –ethj: suffix, 231. 
e]rga<zomai: augment, 367; constr., 474,  e!toimoj: accent, 231; form, 272; c. inf., 
   484; meaning, 564; compounds     1068, 1077. 
   and forms, 1215; ei]rgasme<noj, 364.  e]tou?toj: in mod. Gk., 290. 
e]rgasi<an dou?nai: 109.   e@toj: form, 268; kaq ] e@toj, 223-4; c. e]n, 
e@rgon: e@rga 115; breathing, 223.     523. 
e@rhmoj: form, 231, 272 f.   e]tumologi<a: 143. 
e]riqei<a: 152, 231.    e@tumoj: 143. 
e@rij: form, 265 bis, 267.   eu: vowel-changes, 198, 201 f. 
e[rmhneu<w: use of part., 1135.   eu]- verbs begin. with, 367 bis. 
e@rxomai: constr., 313, 478 f., 538;  eu#: in comp., 164, 367; adv., 299; c. 
   compounds and forms of, 327 f.,     pra<ssw, 1121. 
   800 f., 1215; h#lqa, 82, 97; h@lqosan, eu]aggeli<zw: meaning, 115, 125, 134; 
   68, 97; e]lqa<tw, 328; e]lqe<, 327; e]lh<-     augment, 367; reduplication, 365; 
   luqa, 363, 801, 905; constative aor.     constr., 474, 483; trans. and in- 
   of, 833; use, 869, 904, 905, 948;     trans., 799; in or. obl., 1035 f.; 
   periphrastic use, 118; futuristic     compounds and forms of, 1215.  
   sense, 869; e]lqou?sa, 1105; use of  eu]agge<lion:  115, 133, 134. 
   part., 1118.     eu]aggelisth<j: 115, 153. 
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eu]a<restoj: 80, 168.       480, 487, 508, 789, 838, 843, 850; 
eu#ge: use, 299.        c. pred. ace., 480-1; c. adv., 299, 
eu]genh<j: form, 272.       546, 799; voice of, 799 f., 809, 815; 
eu]daimoni<a: 156.       c. kakw?j, 802, 815; stems of, 823; 
Eu]di<a: case of, 460.       meaning, 828; use, 879, 902, 906, 
eu]doke<w: meaning, 81; trans., 473 n.,      930, 946, 1122; e@xwn, 135, 881, 1106, 
   474; compounds and forms of, 164,     1122, 1126 f., 1134 f., 1202; "Lat- 
   837, 842, 1215.       inism," 108, 1034. 
eu]qe<wj: use, 549.    --e<w: verbs in, 147 ff., 184, 203, 341 ff., 
eu]qu--: in comp., 164, 296.      351; confused with –a<w, 73, 82, 184, 
eu]qu<(j): form, 294, 296; use, 549; c.     341 f. 
   part., 1124, 1139.    e!wj: use, 80, 297, 550, 643, 674, 953, 
eu]kaire<w: 81.        975 f.; in phrases, 550, 792; c. 
eu]loge<w: and case, 473.      ka<tw, 297, 550, 643; c. o!tou, 291, 
eu]logi<a: 53 n.        729, 975-6; c. po<te, 643; c. a@n, 976; 
eu]noe<w: forms, 330.        preposition, 643, 674, 792, 975; 
eu]odo<w: form, 325 n., 343.       adv., 643, 1075; conjunction, 953, 
eu]peri<statoj: 133.       975 f.; c. inf. (e!wj tou? e]lqei?n), 975, 
eu]proswpe<w: 80, 148, 164.      979, 1060, 1070, 1074, 1092. 
eu]raku<lwn: 108, 166.    e[wutou?: Ionic, 203. 
eu[ri<skw: 150; compounds and forms, 
   327, 338, 360, 1215; eu[re<, 327; as-                                       F 
    piration, 225; voice of, 809; use,  F: 365. 
    873, 883, 893, 1103, 1122, 1135; in  Fi<dioj: 289.  
    or. obl., 1035, 1041. 
--eu<j: ending, 272.                                                                    Z 
eu]sebh<j: form, 272.    z: 218, 240. 
eu]sxh<mwn: 80.    za<w: formation, 147; constr., 479; 
eu]fai<nw: 150.        compounds and forms, 194, 341 f., 
eu]xariste<w: meaning, 66, 80; voice of,    1215; future, 356, 813, 889; voice 
   474; c. o!ti, 965.       of, 807; meaning, 833 f.; z ?̂n, 341; 
eu]xariti<a: 81.        zw?n 1105. 
eu@xomai: use, 886, 919.   zesto<j: use, 1097. 
--eu<w: verbs in, 147 ff., 152.   zeu<gnumi: compounds and forms, 314. 
e]ffaqa<: 105, 215.    zeuthri<a: 157. 
 @Efesoj: form, 295.    zhleu<w: 148. 
e]fi<sthmi: form, 328.    zh?loj: 261, 262 n. 
e](ai])fni<dioj: form, 272.   zhlo<w: forms, 148, 203, 342; zhlou?te, 
e]xqe<j: 206.        203, 325, 342. 
e@xw: compounds and forms, 200 f.,  zhmio<w:  acc. c. pass., 485. 
   206, 319, 338, 346, 367, 870, 897,  Zhna?j: 172 bis. 
   900 f., 1215; ei@xosan, 63, 73, 82,  zhte<w: c. inf., 1038, 1078; c. i!na, 
   336, 887, 921; e@sxa, 73; ei#xan, 68,     1078. 
   73, 339; sxe<j, 329; e@sxon, 823;  ziza<nion: 95, 111. 
   e@sxhka, 364, 900; intrans., 799;  zugo<j: 262, 263 n. 
   intrans. in its compounds, 800,   -zw: verbs in, 348, 352; -sa-forms, 
   802, 815, 828; aspiration, 223;      348 f. 
   periphrastic forms, 330, 360; in   zwh<: meaning, 115, 134-5; spelling,  
   Rev., 414, 441; in anacolutha, 439;     200 f. - 
   e@xei impersonal, 457; constr., 477,  zwo-: in comp., 164. 
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zw<nnumi: 311; compounds and forms,  h$mai: compounds and forms, 314, 329, 
   314, 1215.        340, 350. 
zwnnu<w: compounds and forms, 314,   h[me<ra: Hebraic use, 95; gem use, 295, 
   1215.         497; loc. use, 522; gen.-abl. of, 
zwopoie<w: 82, 164.       256; and ellipsis, 652, 1202. 
zwopoihqei<j: use, 1114.   h[me<raj kai> nukto<j: 495. 
      h[me<teroj: form, 277; use, 286, 288,  
                   H        684. 
H: breathing, 222    h# mh<n: form, 192, 1024; use, 1150.  
h: origin, 178; long vowel, 178, 182,  h[mi-:  prefix, 161, 163. 
   191, 240; vowel-changes with, 184,  h!misuj: form, 199, 274 f.; c. art., 775. 
   187, 191-6, 324, 341, 361; h=i,  h[mi<wron: 204. 
   191, 192 n., 238-9; h and ei, 192,  --hn: noun end., 256; acc. sing. of adj. 
   240, 324; h and u, 195; nom. end.,     in –h<j, 62, 72, 97; verb end., 347, 
   267; after e, i, r,  274; augment,     349; in 2d aor. pass., 340, 347, 349. 
   286, 368; in fut. pass., 356; in 2d  - ?̂n: inf. end., 343. 
   aor., 340.     -hna: adverbs, 349. 
h@: use, 406, 412, 427, 432, 661, 663,  -h<nh: suffix, 151. 
   666, 789, 1158; "or," 406, 427,  h[ni<ka: 301; use, 300, 971. 
   666, 789, 1158; "than," 616, 661,  h@per: disputed reading, 633; use, 1154. 
   663 (ma?llon h@), 666, 789 (ma?llon h@); h@remoj: 159. 
   after comparative, 666; and para<,   [Hr&<dhj: gen.-abl. of, 255; and art., 
   616; in interrogation, 917; h} ti<j,     760. 
   917; in mod. Gk., 1146; in comp.,  [Hrwdianoi<: 110, 155. 
   1150; in double questions, 1177;  --hj: adj. in, 272; suffix, 296. 
   discussed, 1188 f.    --h?j: proper names, 172, 214, 255;  
h#: use, 1150.         gen.-abl. end., 255, 256, 295. 
-^: ending, 194, 232, 249, 256, 274.  h! sh: accent, 230. 
^: vowel-changes, 194 f., 198, 324;  h[sso<omai: constr., 479; forms, 1216. 
   h=i, 239; ^=oi, 326; in aor. subj.  h$sson: form, 218, 277. 
   and fut. ind., 193; iota subscript,  h[suxi<a: 80. 
   194.      h!suxoj: form, 272. 
h[ge<omai: meaning, 80; constr., 480,  h@toi: use, 1154. 
   481; in or. obl., 1036, 1041.   h[tta<omai: form, 341, 1216; meaning,  
h@dh: position, 423; constr., 546; use,     865. 
   1146.      h!tthma:  153, 218. 
h!dista: form, 294; meaning, 670; adv.       hu*:  vowel-changes, 205. 
   488. 
h[du<-osmoj: 166.                    Q 
hi: vowel-changes, 193 f.   q: consonant, 222. 
--hka: in mod. Gk., 898.   -q-: verb-stem, 353. 
h!kw: compounds and forms, 337, 358,  qa<: in mod. Gk., 353, 870, 889, 907, 926. 
   907, 1215; perf. sense but pres.  -qa: ending, 337. 
   form, 337, 358, 865, 869, 893;   -qai: inf. end., 370. 
   82.      qa<lassa: constr., 794. 
h]lei<: 95, 105.     qala<ssoij: 159. 
h[lika<: 80.     qa<lpw: 65 n. 
h[li<koj: use, 291 f., 710, 741; dis-  qa<natoj: meaning, 115; use, 784, 794. 
   cussed, 733 f.     qanatwqei<j: use, 1114. 
h@lioj: gender of, 252.    qa<ptw: compounds and forms, 1216. 
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qarre<w: in anacolutha, 440, 1135;  --qh<somai: verb end., 340, 357, 818. 
   constr., 474.     --qq-: 215. 
qa<rsoj: spelling, 217.    --qi: imper. suffix, 328. 
qauma<zw: various readings, 188; constr., qigga<w: constr., 508. 
   474, 532, 965; use, 879; q. qau?ma,  qli<bw: class, 351; use of part., 1135. 
   478; q. ei], 965; aorists, 818; coin-  qli<yij: accent, 230. 
    pounds and forms, 1216.      qnh<skw: compounds and forms of,  
qea<omai: aorists, 818; meaning, 829,     319, 1216; meaning, 345, 827, 845, 
    893 f.        893; use of inf., 1030. 
qeatri<zw: 149.    qnhto<j: use, 1097. 
qei?oj: 116.     qorube<w: aor. of, 851. 
qeio<thj: 65.     qrhskei<a: 124, 231. 
qe<lhma: 151.     qrhsko<j: 124, 231. 
qe<lhsij: 151.     qriambeu<w: meaning, 81, 108; forma- 
qe<lw: form, 205 f.; augment, 368; in     tion, 148; constr., 474; voice of, 800. 
   mod. Gk., 353; constr., 353, 391,  quga<trion: 118. 
   430, 431, 551, 857, 878; for fut.,  qumia<w: 150. 
   67; use, 919, 923 f., 933; as aux-  qumo<j: 151. 
   iliary verb, 1056; qe<lw i!na, 431,  qusiasth<rion: 138. 
   933, 1046, 1055-6; ou] qe<lw, 1093;  -qw?: subj. end., 310. 
   in or. obl., 1036; in indirect coin-  -qw: verbs in, 149, 353. 
   mand, 1046; c. inf., 551, 1038,  
   1055 f., 1060, 1078, 1093; c. aor. inf.,                            I 
   878; inf. of, 1058 f.; in John, 1078.  i: vowel-changes with, 187 f., 191 f., 
qe<ma: spelling, 153, 200.      195-9, 204 f., 207, 230, 237; i, 205; 
qeme<lion: 80, 262, 263 n.      loc. end., 249, 452, 520, 1067; class 
qemelio<w: formation, 149; form, 1212.     of verbs, 351, 363; in reduplica- 
--qen: suffix, 250 n., 296, 300.      tion, 363; in augment, 366 f.; dat. 
--qent-: in nor. pass. part., 373.      end., 520; prothetic, 1209. 
qeo—: in comp., 168.    i-: verbs begin. with, 367. 
qeo<pneustoj: 65, 168.    -i<: adv. suffix, 296, 452. 
qeo<j: gender of, 252, 253; double  -i<a: suffix, 156, 196 f., 273; for -eia, 
   decl., 257; vocative of, 261, 261 n.,     197. 
   463, 465; qee<, 463; reading, 477;  -iano<j: suffix, 155. 
   use of gen., 499 f., 516; ab1. of,  i]a<omai: fut., 819; voice of, 819; com- 
   514; meaning, 116 bis, 768; and art.,     pounds and forms, 232, 1216; 
   758, 761, 780, 786, 795; omitted,     aorists, 818. 
   1202.      --i<aj: gen. end., 259. 
qeo<fin: form, 269.    --ia<w: verbs in, 150, 351. 
qe<tw: in mod. Gk., 149.    i@de: accent, 231; adv., 302; interj., 
qewre<w: durative meaning, 80, 838; in     328, 391; i]de<, 327, 328. 
   John, 134 n.; impf. of, 843; in or.  i@dioj: compared with, au]to<j, 62, 80, 
   obl., 1032, 1035, 1041.      83, 134, 287, 289; i]di<an with kata<, 
   aor. suffix, 332, 357.       223-4, 609; discussed, 691 f.; and 
-qh-: in mod. Gk., 898.       art., 770. 
--qhn: aor, pass. end., 334, 340, 347.  i]dou<: adv. and interj., 302; kai> i]dou<, 
qhrio--: in comp., 164.       120, 122, 396; in elliptical sen- 
-qhj: aor. end., 332, 340, 356 f.; fut.,     tences, 391, 396; case with, 413, 
   357.         441, 460; c. nom., 460; use, 1193. 
qhsauri<zw: constr., 853.   i@dw: forms, 1216. 
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 [Ier%? Po<lei: declension, 257.      tion clauses, 1078; in final clauses, 
i[eratei<a: 152.        981-5, 991-4; non-final, 1072; i!na 
i[era<teuma: 153.       ti<, 244, 739, 916; and o!pwj, 987, 
i[erateu<w: 80, 148.       1056; in consecutive clauses, 997-9, 
i[ereu<j: 115.        1002; and o!ti, 1032, 1049, 1055, 
i[ero<j: spelling, 223, 225.      1056; in indirect command, 1046 f.; 
 ]Ieroso<luma: spelling of, 225; gender     and a]lla<, 1187; and ellipsis, 1202; 
   of, 253, 257; and art., 760; use, 120,      statistics in N. T., 985. 
   253, 253 n., 257, 263.    --inoj: suffix, 158, 197. 
i[erourge<w: form, 204; constr., 474.  –ion: ending, 154-6, 197, 273; dimin. 
]Ierousalh<m: use, 120, 253.      end., 66. 
i[erwsu<nh: spelling, 156, 201.   ]Io<pph: spelling, 214. 
–ie<w: fut. end., 355.    –ioj: ending, 159, 197, 273, 276. 
–i<zw: verbs in, 147, 149 ff., 351 f., 355;  i]oudai~zw: 150.  
   fut. of, 355.     ]Ioudai<kw?j: 160, 205. 
ih: in opt., 326.     ]Ioudai?oj:  95. 
i!hmi: compounds and forms, 306, 309,  –iou?si: fut. end., 355. 
   314, 1216.     –ij: ending, 261, 296. 
 ]Ihsou?j: form, 263; and art., 760.  –i@sasi: 87, 319. 
i[kano<j: to> i[kano>n lamba<nein, 108; to> i[. –ise<w: fut. end., 355. 
   poiei?n, 108; in Luke, 122; c.   i@sqi: 328, 330. 
   658, 1077.     --i<skw: verb suffix, 869. 
i[kano<w: constr., 480.    i!smen: 87, 238-9, 319. 
i[kne<omai: compounds and forms, 1216.  i]so--: in comp., 168. 
]Iko<nion: spelling, 197.    i@soj: accent, 231. 
–iko<j: words in, 158 f.; three termina-  ]Israh<l: and art., 760. 
   tions, 273; constr. of words in, 504.  –issa: suffix, 155. 
i[la<skomai: constr., 474.   i[sta<nw: 316. 
i[lasth<rion: 80, 154, 157.   i[sta<w: compounds and forms, 316. 
i!lewj: spelling, 62; meaning, 80; read-  i@ste: 87, 238-9, 319, 329, 360, 941. 
   ing, 260; form, 272.    i!sthmi: compounds and forms, 225, 
i[mati<zw: 80, 149.        231, 305, 306, 310, 315 f., 319 f., 
i[ma<tion: meaning, 408; and ellipsis,     346, 359, 366, 1212, 1216; i[stw?, 
   1202.         307; i!sth, 327; e@sthn, 346-8, 800, 
i[matismo<j: 152.       817; e]sta<qhn, 817; e!staka, 320, 359; 
--in:  in mod. Gk., 261.       e!sthka, 320, 358-9, 364, 895; (e)i[- 
i!na: in John, 24, 64, 69, 74, 82, 134,     sth<kein, 366; e[stw<j, e[sthkw<j 320, 
   138, 1055, 1077; rather than inf.,     734 f.; voice of, 800, 817. 
   111, 371, 996, 1054 f., 1071, 1077;  i[store<w: 80. 
   use, 120, 244, 393 f., 400, 430 f.,  --istoj: ending, 276 ff.  
   584, 907 f., 928 f., 933, 935, 940,  i]sxu<j: 148 n., 231. 
   943, 950, 960 f., 980, 1054 f.,   i]sxu<w: 351; constr., 478. 
   1087 f.; i!na plhrwq^?, 120; c. pres.  –i<sw: fut. end., 355. 
   indic., 325; i!na mh< c. indic., 127,  ]Itourai<a: c. art., 788. 
   194, 984, 1169; c. fut. indic., 127,  i]xqu<dion: 155. 
   194; =an auxiliary, 933; constr.,  –iw?: fut. in, 355. 
   201, 203, 292, 325, 330, 850; origin,  ]Iwa<nhj: forms, 194, 214, 255, 258. 
   249, 301; c. oin-os, 699; c. mh<, 134,  –i<wn: ending, 276 f. 
   983-4, 987, 995, 1169; i!na clause as  ]Iwsh?j: form, 263, 268. 
   subject, 393, 430, 992; in apposi-  ]Iwsh<f: and art., 761. 
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                    K     kai<per: use, 431, 1129; c. part., 1124, 
         1129, 1140. 
k: 216, 223, 346 f., 358 f., 1210; in   kairo<j: form and meaning, 522 f. 
   perf., 358.     kai<toi: use, 1129, 1140, 1154. 
-ka: suffix, 296, 308 ff., 319, 346, 358 f., kai<toige: use, 1129, 1154. 
   801; -ka aor., 308, 310, 346, 347,   kai<w: meaning, 828; compounds and  
   359.         forms, 185, 350, 352, 1216. 
kaq ]: in phrases, 62, 195, 209, 223 f.,  kak–: in comp., 164. 
   282, 963, 967, 1210.    ka]kei?: 208. 
kaqai<rw: compounds and forms, 1216.  ka]kei?noj: crasis, 208. 
kaqa<per: use, 967, 1154.   kakloge<w: and case, 473. 
kaqari<zw: meaning, 80; formation,  kakopa<qeia: 80, 156. 
    150; augment of, 1209; compounds  kako<w: o[ kakw<swn, 127; e. inf., 1068. 
   and forms, 183, 183 n., 1216.   kakw?j e@xein: 546, 799. 
kaqaro<j: 80.     kale<w: meaning, 115; constr., 478, 
kaqe<comai: forms and other com-     480; as copula, 394, 457; c. pred. 
   pounds, 1216.        acc., 480, 485; use, 485, 885; im- 
kaqei<j: in mod. Gk., 292,      perf. tense, 885; kale<sw, 349, 355; 
kaqei?j: 68.        compounds and forms, 349, 355, 
kaqech?j; 171.        907 f., 1216. 
kaqhghth<j: 138.    ka<llion: form, 277 f.; meaning, 665. 
kaqh<kw: use, 886.    kalo: in compounds, 164, 166. 
ka<qhmai: compounds and forms, 232,  kalo<j: meaning, 661; c. infinitive, 
   314, 329, 340, 350, 1216; ka<q^, 314.     1084; kalo<n c. ei]mi, 276, 886, 1084. 
kaqhmerino<j: 158.    ka<lu<ptw: class, 353. 
kaqi<zw: use, 866; compounds and   kalw?j: form, 248, 295; use, 299; kalw?j  
    forms, 1216.        e@xein, 299, 457, 546, 799. 
kaqi<sthmi: constr., 480, 481, 486.  ka<mhloj: 95, 192. 
kaqo<: use, 967; c. e]a<n, 967.   kammu<w: 204. 
kaqo<ti: use, 722, 963, 967; c. a@n, 967.  ka<mnw: c. part., 1121; forms of, 1216. 
ka<qou: 157, 314, 329, 340.   ka@n: 208, 984, 1025. 
kaqw<j: use, 433, 963, 968; in or. obl.,  kanei<j: in mod. Gk., 292. 
   1045.      karadoke<w: 164. 
kaqw<sper: use, 968, 1154.   kardi<a: inst., 487; loc., 523. 
kai<: crasis, 208, 984; use, 94, 133, 134,  kartere<w: forms of, 833; c. part., 1121. 
   135, 393, 426-9, 432, 443 f., 680,  kat: 204. 
   947 f., 951, 1041, 1136, 1188; de> kai<  kat ]: 207. 
   122; kai< i]dou, 120, 122; kai> au]to<j, -h< kata<: form, 80, 204, 223; in comp., 
   122; kai<= o!ti, 393, 426; kai<= 'and     163-5, 166, 169, 476, 511, 558, 561, 
   yet,' 426; kai< tau?ta, 1129, 1140; c.     827 f.; cases with, 491, 531, 569 f.; 
   au]tou?, 441; c. tou?to, 460, 487, 1140;    in adv. phrases, 550; kat ] o@nar, 83; 
   c. kai<, 427, 566; c. numerals, 672;     to> kaq  ] h[me<ran, 487; frequency, 556; 
   c. art., 694 f., 724; and ou$toj, 705;     in mod. Gk., 557, 570; with verbs, 
   with several attributives, 785-9;     560; case-form, 570; contrasted 
   and can, 968; correlative, 969; in     with a]na<, 571; contrasted with a]nti<., 
   concessive clauses, 1026; in or. obl.,     523; discussed, 605-9; and  para<, 
   1047; c. ge, 1129, 1140; in mod.     616; and u[pe<r, 630; with ei$j, 673; 
   Gk., 1146; c. negatives, 1164, 1173;     with o!son, 733, 963, 967; with o!j, 
   discussed, 1179-83.       967; in prepositional phrases, 792; 
kaino<j: meaning, 80, 176.      with inf., 1069. 
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katabai<nw: forms, 328, 330; constr.,  kath<wr: 80, 166. 
   856; use, 895     kath<xesij: 65. 
katabare<w: trans., 455, 476.   kathxe<w: 65, 485, 486. 
katabrabeu<w: c. ace., 477.                   katisxu<ein: trans., 455. 
kataggeleu<j: 80, 166.    kato<pisqen: use, 647. 
katagela<w: meaning, 330, 833.  katoptri<zw: voice of, 810.  
kata<gnumi: katea<cei, kateagw?sin, 365, kato<rqwma: 153. 
   1212.      ka<tw: adj. stem, 160; case, 296; use,  
katagwni<zw: 477.       298, 300. 
katadoulo<w: voice of, 802.   katw<teroj: 160, 278, 297, 298. 
katai<: case-form, 296, 605   kau?da: spelling, 211 
katakai<w: meaning, 828.   kaumati<zw: acc. c. pass., 485. 
kata<kli<nw: constr., 482.    kauso<w: 149. 
kata<krima: 80, 156, 166.   kauxa<omai: forms of, 341, 876; constr., 
katakri<nw: constr., 784; meaning, 828;     475. 
   in or. obi., 1035 f.    kafarnaou<m: 180, 184, 219.  
kata<krisij: 156.    ke: use, 354. 
katalale<w: trans., 455.   kei?: in mod. Gk., 206. 
katalamba<nw: voice of, 812; in or. obl., kei?mai: compounds and forms of, 316, 
   1036.         350, 357, 375; voice of, 813; special 
katale<gw: form, 341.       use of e]kei<mhn, 906. 
katallagh<: 115.    kei?noj: Ionic, 206. 
katalla<ssw: 115.    keiri<a: form, 197. 
kata<luma: 151, 166.    kei<rw: voice of, 809. 
katalu<w: meaning, 828; constr., 857.  keleu<w: constr., 514, 1084; in or. obl., 
kataneu<w: c. inf., 1068.      1036 f.; c. acc. and inf., 111, 857, 
katanta<w: use, 80, 863.      1078, 1084; c. obj. inf., 1036 f. 
kata<nucij:  151.    ke<llw: spelling, 206. 
katapau<w: trans. and intrans., 800.  ke<n: in rel. clauses, 958. 
katape<tasma: 80, 167.   ken--: in verbs, 164. 
katapone<w: 455.    keno<j: in comp., 169; c. abl., 372. 
katara<omai: and case, 473.   kenturi<wn: 109.  
kata<ratoj: use, 1096.    kenw?j: 160. 
katarge<w: aor. of, 851.   kera<nnumi: compounds and forms, 317, 
katskhno<w: form, 343.      1216. 
katasofi<zw: c. acc., 477.   kerannu<w: compounds and forms, 1216.  
kataste<llw: 65 n.    kerdai<nw: forms of, 232, 349, 1216.  
katafeu<gw: meaning of, 827 f   kerda<w: forms of, 1217. 
katafrone<w: c. gen., 573.   -kej: 2d pers. sing. end., 309, 337. 
kataxe<w: form, 342.    kefalaio<w: 149.  
kataxra<omai: 476-7.    kefalh<:  use, 781.  
kate<nanti: formation, 160, 171, 297;  kefali<zw: 149.  
   use, 639, 643 f.    kefalio<w: 149.  
katenw<pion: formation, 160, 171, 297;  kh?nsoj: 109. 
   use, 644.     kh?ruc:  accent, 230. 
katerga<zomai: meaning, 564.   khru<ssw: meaning, 115; use of part., 
katesqi<w: meaning, 564.      1106. 
kate<xw: 139.     Khfa?j: 105. 
kathgore<w: constr., 136, 473 n., 475 n., -ki-: 742. 
    511.      kinduneu<w: use, 884. 
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kinna<mwmon: 111.    kra<batoj: spelling, 65, 119, 213. 
ki<j (ki<): Thessalian Gk., 291.   kra<zw: intrans., 801; use, 895 1.; com- 
-kk-: 214.        pounds and forms, 325, 348, 361, 
klai<w: constr., 475, 853; meaning,     907, 1217; ke<kraga, 896, 898.  
   834; forms, 185, 352, 355, 1217.  krataio<w: 149. 
klau<da: form, 211.    krate<w: constr., 455, 473 n., 475, 
kla<w: compounds and forms, 185,      475 n., 508, 511; kind of action, 
   1217.          865. 
klei<j: accent, 231; forms, 265.   kra<tistoj:  278. 
klei<w: compounds and forms, 340,  kra<toj: 148 n. 
    1217.      krei<sswn: form, 218, 277 f., 299, 669; 
klhronome<w: constr., 475.      superlative of, 670; krei?sson with 
klhto<j: 115, 125.       h#n, 886. 
kli<banoj: 63.     krei<ttwn: 72, 218. 
kli<ma: spelling, 230.    kre<mamai: compounds and forms, 
klina<rion: 155.       316 f., 350, 1217. 
kli<nh: 80, 119.     kremannu<w, krema<zw and krema<w: com- 
klini<dion: 155.         pounds and forms, 317, 1217. 
kli<nw: trans. and intrans., 800; com-  kri: root, 175. 
   pounds and forms, 1217.   kri#ma: 153. 
knh<qw: 149, 353.    kri?ma: accent, 186; form, 230. 
kodra<nthj: 109.    kri<nw: constr., 478, 511; meaning, 828; 
koima<w: 65 n.; voice of, 817, 819; aor.     use, 905; compounds and forms, 
   of, 817, 848.        233, 1217. 
koino<j: readings, 202; use, 691.   kri<sij: in John, 134; o!ti with, 1033. 
koinwni<a: 115.     kru<bw: new pres., 147; imperf. of com-  
koinwno<j: constr., 504.       pound, 351. 
ko<kkinoj: 80, 158.    krupto<j: and art., 764. 
kola<zomai:80.     kru<ptw: constr., 483; voice of, 807,  
kolafi<zw: 80, 149.       817; compounds and forms, 1217. 
kolla<w: meaning, 80; voice of, 817,  krustalli<zw: 150. 
   819.      krufa?: Doric, 249, 295. 
kollubisth<j: 120, 154.   kta<omai: meaning, 80; constr., 472; 
kollou<rion: readings, 202.      voice of  810; forms of, 871.  
Kolabo<w: 149.     kti<zw: use, 896. 
Kolossai<: form, 184 f.   kti<sij: and pa?j, 772. 
kolwni<a: 109.     kti<sma:  151. 
komi<zw:  use, 878; compounds and  kti<sthj:  151, 231. 
   forms 813, 1217    kuklo<qen: use, 644. 
ko<poj: 65 n., 80.    ku<kl&: case-form, 295 f.; constr., 521, 
ko<ptw: constr., 475; voice of, 809;     644. 
    compounds and forms, 1217.   kuli<w: compounds and forms, 1217. 
kopia<w: meaning, 150; forms, 341  ku<minon:  95, 105, 111. 
kora<sion: 64, 80, 118, 155.   kuna<rion: 118, 155.  
korba<n: 95, 236, 270.    kuri<a: 81, 173.  
kore<nnumi: forms, 1217   kuriako<j: 80, 116, 158. 
kosmiko<j: use, 777.    kurieu<w: 473 n. 
ko<smoj: meaning, 115, 134; and art.,  ku<rioj: voc. of, 466; gen. or abl., 503; 
   796.         and art., 761, 785 f., 795; meaning, 
koustwdi<a: 109.       80, 81, 97, 116; e]n kuri<&, 115. 
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kurio<thj: 154.      likma<w: 80. 
kwlu<w: use, 838, 863; constr., 1089,   limo<j: gender of, 63, 63 n., 253, 253 n.,  
   1171.           410. 
kkwmo<polij: 167.     limpa<nw: 65 n., 147. 
      -lip- : root, 197. 
               L      li<tra: 109.  
      li<y: 80. 
l: 211, 216, 352, 356.     --ll—: 214. 
la-: in comp., 164, 169.    logei<a: 80, 152, 197. 
lagxa<nw: c. inf., 1060.    logi<a: 65. 
la<qra: 295.      logi<zomai: voice of, 816, 819; c. ei]j, 
lake<w or la<skw: form, 1217.       481; c. two acc., 489; o!ti with, 
lale<w: use of fut., 873; c. o!ti, 1034; in     1035; compounds and forms, 1217.  
   or. obl., 1048; a Hellenism, 1077.   logo-: in comp., 164, 167. 
lama<: 105.      lo<goj: meaning, 97, 134-5; formation,  
lamba<nw: compounds and forms of,     151; forms, 327; o!ti  with, 1033.  
   210, 231, 327 f., 939, 1217; e@laba,   loidore<w: and case, 473. 
   82; e@laban, 339; la<be, 231, 327-8;  loipo<n: to> loipo<n, 294, 487, 488; tou?  
   ei@lhfa, 359, 364, 899, 901; c. pred.      loipou?, 295. 
   acc., 480; c. 482; use of aor.    lou<w: compounds and forms, 80, 340,  
   part., 859, 1127, 1135; perf. use,      1217; constr., 486. 
   897, 899 ff.; meaning, 829.   lumai<nomai: and case, 473. 
lanqa<nw: constr., 551, 1102, 1120;   lupe<w: use, 871; c. acc., 473 n.; c.  
   compounds and forms, 1217.       part., 1122. 
lao<j: 63, 65 n., 407.     lu<ph: gen., 515. 
latreu<w: 164.      lusitele<w: c. dat., 472 
latreu<w: constr., 540.     lu<tron: 115, 175. 
legiw<n: 108, 188.     lutro<w: 97, 115. 
le<gw: compounds and forms, 329, 339,   lutrwth<j: 154. 
   1217; le<gwn, 136; e@legaj, 82;   luxni<a: 65. 
   constr., 97, 473, 479, 480, 484, 626,   lu<w: accent, 230; reading, 202; form,  
   1084; le<gwn and le<gontej, , indecl. in    328, 333, 347; constr., 856; in mod.  
   LXX, 415; and ei#pon, 835, 883;     Gk., 870; meaning, 828. 
   use, 866; c. pred. acc., 480, 484; c.  
   acc. and inf., 1084; in or. obl.,                   M 
   1035 ff., 1039, 1048. 
-leip-: root, 197, 351.     m.: 210, 216, 362. 
lei<pw: compounds and forms, 348,   -m-: inserted, 210. 
   351, 358, 1217; constr., 541;    -ma: suffix, 151, 153, 230. 
   e@leiya, 82.      maqhteu<w: formation, 148; constr.,  
leitourgi<a: 81, 193.       475; trans., 65, 800. 
leitourgiko<j: 80, 158, 169.    Maqqai?oj: spelling, 215. 
le<tion: 109.      --mai: per. end., 340. 
Leuei<j: 263.      ma<kar: adj., 272. 
lhno<j: 253, 410.     ma<kellon: 109. 
l^sth<j: forms, 409.     makra<n: adv., 294; adjectival, 547.  
li<banoj: 95, 96, 105.     makro-: in comp., 164, 169. 
Liberti?noj: use, 109; constr., 788.   makro<qen: a]po> makro<qen, 297, 300, 54S.  
liqo–: in comp., 164.     ma<lista: use, 279, 298, 488, 663, 670.  
li<qoj: gender of, 253; reading, 718.   ma?llon: constr., 276, 278 f., 298, 663; 
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   positive, 278, 663; ma?llon c. corn-  me<n: particle, 302; postpositive, 424; 
   parative, 278, 488; adv., 298, 663.     c. de<, 127, 132, 135, 428, 432, 747, 
mamwna?j: 95, 105, 111, 214, 254.     749, 1145, 1186; without de<, 440; 
Manassh?j: form, 268.      and asyndeton, 440; and art., 694; 
manqa<nw: in or. obl., 1040; c. inf.,     c. o!j, 695 f.; c. ou$toj, 705; c. a@lloj, 
   1038, 1040, 1103, 1122; c. part.,     747; c. e!teroj, 749; antithetic, 750, 
   1040, 1122; compounds and forms,     1145; discussed, 1150-3; c. kai<, 
   1217.         1183; c. ou#n, 695, 1151, 1191. 
ma<nna: 95, 270.    --men: per. end., 370; Homeric inf. end., 
marana<, qa<: 105.       249. 
Maria<m: 96, 214, 259.    -menai: Homeric inf. end., 370. 
marture<w: marturou?mai, 80; aor. of, 850; --meno--: part. suffix, 373. 
   use, 134, 135, 894; constr., 479,  menou?ge: use, 80, 425. 
   1085; in or. obl., 1036.   me<ntoi: use, 424, 1154, 1188. 
marturi<a: use, 135; o!ti with, 1033.  me<nw: constr., 475; compounds and 
ma<rtuj: c. art., 136, 414; o!ti with, 1033.    forms, 233, 475, 1218; fut., 356; 
mataio<thj: 156.       aor. of, 850, 856. 
ma<xaira: 82, 256.    me<rimna: 62.  
me<: prep. in mod. Gk., 535, 570.   merimna<w: c. mh< and imperative, 853. 
megalio<thj: 148 n., 156.   meristh<j: 154.  
megalwsu<nh: spelling, 156, 201.  me<roj: use, 487. 
me<gaj: forms, 294; use, 661; superla-  mesiteu<w: 148. 
   tive of, 278-9, 670.    me<son: adverb, 488; use, 294, 644, 648. 
megista<n: 155.    mesonu<ktion: 471. 
meqodei<a: 152.     Mesopotami<a: c. art., 788. 
meqo<rion: 156.     me<soj: in comp., 167; use, 550; c. dia<, 
mequ<skw: formation, 150; constr., 854.     581; and art., 775; me<s& c. e]n, 1210. 
mei<zwn: forms, 272, 274, 277; meizo<te-  Messi<aj: spelling, 105, 214 f.; use, 
   roj, 80, 277; in comparison, 80,     105, 416, 433. 
   663.      meta<: in comp., 164, 561; elision, 223; 
mei<romai: spelling, 206.      in phrases, 226; origin, 249; cases 
melantw<teron: use, 277.      with, 491, 524, 531, 533, 569 f.; 
meli<ssioj: 159.       and su<n, 526, 626 f.; frequency, 
me<llw: augment, 82, 368; forms of,     556; in mod. Gk., 557; c. verbs, 
   368 f., 1217; and tense, 824; constr.,     560, 562; case-form, 570; and e]n, 
   857, 870, 877 ff.; in periphrastic     588; and kata<, 607; discussed, 609 
   forms, 889, 891; imperf., 884; use,     12; and pro<j, 625; c. tau?ta, 704; c. 
   882, 884, 921, 1082, 1126; as adj.,     inf., 626, 858, 909, 979, 1039, 1060, 
   157 n.; me<llwn = 'future,' 373; c.     1069, 1074, 1092; c. perf. inf., 909; 
   inf., 1056, 1078; c. pres. inf., 870,     statistics c. inf., 858, 979, 1069, 
   882, 889, 891, 1081; c. fut. inf.,     1074, 1092. 
   369, 877, 882, 1080, 1082; c. aor.  metabai<nw: forms, 328. 
   inf., 857, 878, 882, 1056, 1078,  metadi<dwmi: constr., 510. 
   1081; c. part., 877-8, 1118, 1126;  metalamba<nw: constr., 510, 519. 
   use of part., 373, 1118.   metame<lomai: voice of, 819. 
me<lw:  me<lei c. o!ti, 965; compounds  metamorfo<w: constr., 486. 
   and forms, 1217.    metanoe<w: meaning, 115, 134; reading,  
me<mbra<na: 109.       1010. 
me<mnhmai: in or. obl., 1040   metacu<. verbs, 562; origin, 626; use, 
me<mfomai:  constr., 473, 475      645; c. art., 789. 
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metati<zqhmi: use, 879.    mh<pwj: use, 135, 244, 1173; discussed, 
mete<xw: constr., 509.       988, 995. 
me<toxoj: constr., 505.    mh<te: use, 427, 1179; discussed, 1189.  
metrio--: in comp., 164.   mh<thr: constr., 501. 
me<xri: and final 5, 221, 296; and a@xri,  mh<ti:  use, 292, 917, 1172. 
   639; use, 645, 954, 975; not rela-  mh<tij: form, 292; use, 743, 751, 933. 
   tive, 954; in prepositional phrases,  --mi-verbs: use, 147, 335 f.; discussed, 
   792; c. a@n, 975; c. inf., 979, 1074.     306-20; forms of, 345 ff., 350 ff., 
mh<: form, 244; in mod. Gk., 1167; en-     358. 
   croaches on ou], 74, 82, 1167; use,  -mi: suffix, 306; in opt., 335. 
   330, 401, 423, 430, 436 f., 751,  miai<nw: forms, 1218. 
   850-4, 890, 916, 925, 931, 933 f.,  mi<gma: spelling, 230. 
   937, 941 f., 962 f., 981; in interro-  mi<gnumi: compounds and forms, 317, 
   gation, 436, 850, 917 f., 1157, 1168,     1218. 
   1175; meaning, 930; in prohibi-  mikro<j: 80. 
   tions, 630, 851 f., 854-6, 947; in  mi<lion: 109. 
   relative clauses, 962, 1169; c. ind.,  mimnh<skw: constr., 448, 487, 509; c. 
   963, 1168-9; c. pres. imp., 430,     gen., 482; c. 67-1., 1035; c. pa<nta, 
   851-4, 890, 1170; c. aor. imp., 330,     479, 487; compounds and forms, 
   851 ff., 856, 925, 933, 1170; c. subj.     893, 1218. 
    in prohibitions, 330, 850 ff., 854,  mi<sgw: compounds and forms, 1218. 
    925, 930-3, 934, 941, 943, 981,  misqapodosi<a: 65, 167. 
   1169-70; c. subj., 437; c. nouns,  mi<sqioj: 159. 
   1172; c. o!ra, 430, 854, 932; c.  misqo<w: voice of, 809. 
   ble<pete, 430, 932; c. ge<noito, 325,  Mitulhnai?oj: use, 199. 
   401, 854, 939 f., 1003; c. pa?j, 292,  Mitulh<nh:  readings, 199. 
   437, 752 f.; c. ou] (see ob), 874 f.,  --mm--: 214. 
   917, 929, 934, 962, 1004, 1156-66;  mna?: 111. 
   mh> ou] . . . , 1169, 1171, 1173; c.  mnhmoneu<w:  c. gen. and acc., 509; c. 
   ti<j, 951; c. i!na (see i!na); c. pwj, 985,    o!ti, 1035, 1041; c. part., 1041; in 
   987 ff., 995 f.; c. o!pwj, 985 f.; c.     or. obl., 1035, 1041. 
   pote, 987 ff., 995 f.; c. ei], 1011,  mnhsteu<w: forms, 364, 1218. 
   1024 f., 1169; o!ti mh<, 1169; in final  mogila<loj: 80, 169, 210, 231. 
   clauses, 987 ff., 995 f.; in condi-  mo<dioj: 109. 
   tions, 1011 f., 1016 ff.; in indirect  mo<lij: use, 296. 
   command, 1046; c. inf., 423, 1061,  monh<: 80. 
   1066, 1093 ff., 1170-1; c. part.,  --monh<:  suffix, 151. 
   74, 127, 1136 ff., 1172; discussed,  mono--: in comp., 164. 
   1166-77; in or. obl., 1045.   monogenh<j: 97. 
-mh<: suffix, 151.    mo<noj: use, 423, 549, 657, 659; mo<non 
mhde<: use, 428, 1173, 1185.      adv., 657, 659; and art., 776; mo<non  
mhdei<j: form, 219; use, 282, 292, 750 f.,    c. ou], 947, 1161 f.; mo<non c. mh<, 947, 
   1094, 1156 ff.        1162. 
mhde<n: use, 1156    mono<fqalmoj: 62, 65, 120. 
mhqei<j: form, 72, 181, 219, 282; use,  --mo<j: suffix, 151 f. 
    282, 750 f., 1094, 1156 ff.   mosxo--: in comp., 164. 
mh<n: form, 929, 1151; c. ei], 1004, 1024;  mukthri<zw: 150. 
    c. ob, 1161.     mulw<n: 154, 231. 
mh<pote: use, 135, 203, 244, 1173; c.  muria<j: 283. 
   fut., 203, 988, 1147; c. subj., 988.  mu<rioi: use, 233, 283. 
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musth<rion:  81, 133, 146.   nouqesi<a: 65. 
mwre<: 95.     noumhni<a: 204. 
Mwsh?j: spelling, 203, 205; forms, 268.  nounexw?j: use, 297, 298; form, 170,  
         171. 
                 N     nou?j: 261. 
      --nj: acc. end., 265. 
n: medial, 214 f., 340, 352, 356, 362,  —nt—: part. end., 373. 
   1210; final, 216, 219-21, 258 f.,  --nu--: in verbs, 147, 306, 351. 
   264 f., 274, 296.    nu<kta kai> h[me<ran: 470, 495. 
–n: acc. sing. end. in 3d decl., 258,  --numi: verbs in, 311. 
   264, 274; adv. suffix, 296; becomes  nu?n: constr., 546 f.; form, 296; use, 
   -m, 362.        424, 548, 1117, 1147; a]po< tou? nu?n, 
–n–: class. in pres., 352; in root of     83; to< ta> nu?n, 487; c. de< 1013. 
    verb, 352.     nuni<: use, 290, 1147; loc. form, 296, 
na<: in mod. Gk., 138, 923, 933, 940,     523. 
   982, 994.     nu<c:  dat. form, 249; gen. merging into 
-na--: in verbs, 351.       adverb, 295; acc. nu<ktan, 97; c. e]n, 
nai<: discussed, 1150.       523. 
--nai: inf. end., 370 f.     nu<ssw: compounds and forms, 1218. 
nao<j: 55, 63, 97.    –nw: verbs in, 147, 352.  
na<rdoj: 96. 
nau?j: 80, 145.         C 
–ne–: in verbs, 352. 
neani<aj: type, 256.    c: 209, 216, 230.  
nekroi<: 80.     --ca: aor. in, 349. 
nekro<w: 149.     ceni<zomai: constr., 475. 
ne<oj: meaning, 176; comparative of  cenodoxei?on: 138. 
     664.         ce,sthj: 109. 
neo<futoj: 80, 169.    chrai<nw: compounds and forms, 836, 
newteriko<j: 159.        847, 1218. 
nh<: discussed, 80, 487,     cu<n: form, 626 f. 
nh--: prefix, 161, 163.    cura<w: forms of, 184, 342, 1218; voice 
nh<qw: 149, 353.        of, 809. 
nhpia<zw: 147. 
nhstei<a: 53 n.       O 
nhsteu<w: constr., 478.    o: vowel, 178, 181 f.; vowel-changes, 
nh?stij: form, 266, 275.      189 f., 196, 198-201, 367; o-verbs, 
nika<w: use, 135; nikw?n with art., 136,     308, 324, 367; o/e suffix, 147, 305, 
   243, 414; forms, 203; constr., 475;     323, 327; prothetic, 1209. 
   meaning, 865.     o[, h[, to<:  c. de< 290; c. nikw?n, 136, 243, 
ni<ptw: new pres., 147; voice of, 806.     414; crasis of tou?, 208; as d 
ni<tron:   96.         strative, 290; constr., 502; c. e]sti<n,  
–nn–: 213 ff.        411; tou? and inf. as subject, 1059; 
-nnw: in verbs, 352.       tou? and inf., 97, 122, 512, 858, 990, 
noe<w: in or. obl., 1036.       996, 1067, 1077, 1086-88 f.; as ab- 
nomi<zw: constr., 480; in or. obl.,1036 f.     lative, 1061; after nouns, 1061, 
no<moj: in Paul, 129 n.; in comp., 167;     1063, 1066; and inf., 765, 858, 
   use, 780; and art., 796.      1053-4, 1059, 1065; t&? and inf. 
nosso<j: 204.        (see c. inf.); c. inf., 122, 512, 584, 
nosfi<zw: voice of, 810.      587, 659, 858, 990, 996, 1001 ff., 
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   1039 f., 1042, 1054-69, 1078, 1080;  oi]kono<moj: 161. 
   reading, 599; discussed, 693-5,  oi]ktei<rw: 474.  
   754-96; o[ h#n, 135; to< ta< c. prep.,  oi]kth<rion: 65 n. 
   486, 487; c. ou$toj, 700; c. e]kei?noj  oi#mai: use, 406, 1082; c. ou], 1162. 
   and o!loj, 708; in Homer, 711; as  -oi?n,: inf. end., 194, 343, 371. 
   relative, 734 f.; c. ti<j, 739; c. a@lloj,  -oio: archaic gen. end., 494. 
   747; and aor. part., 859 f.; in rela-  oi$oj: use, 291, 429, 1139; and toiou?toj, 
   tive clauses, 956; in or. obl., 1045;      710; discussed, 731 f.; and o!ti, 
   c. w@n, 1107; proclitic forms of, 1211.     1034; in or. obl., 1045. 
o@gdooj: uncontracted, 275.   -oij: dat. end., 249, 266; loc. end., 452. 
o!de: use, 289 1., 693 f., 709; discussed,  oi[ th>n parali<an: disputed reading, 
   290, 696 f.; and ou$toj, 696, 702 f.;     469. 
    and art., 770.     oi@xomai: use, 1120. 
o[dhge<w: reading, 1010.    o]k: for ou]k, 199. 
o[do<j: meaning, 115; o[d& true dative,  o]ktw<: use, 282. 
   248; gender, 260; o[do>j qeou?, 105;  o]leqreu<w: compounds and forms, 189 f.  
   and ellipsis, 652, 1202.   o]li<gon: adv., 488. 
o]duna<w: forms, 341.    o]li<goj: in comp., 167, 168, 169; use, 
oe: contraction of, 325, 342.      660. 
o/e: thematic vowel, 145, 147, 323,  o]li<gwj: 160. 
   356.      o@llumi: use, 893; compounds and 
oh: contraction of, 325, 342.      forms, 317, 1218. 
o^: contraction of, 308.    o]llu<w: compounds and forms, 1218. 
o!qen: constr., 132, 300, 548, 962, 963,  o]loqreu<w: 148, 189, 189 n. 
   969.      o!loj: in comp., 167, 169; c. kata<, 607; 
oi: vowel-change, 195, 198, 204, 326;     c. ou$toj, 705; c. art., 708, 768, 
   oi=i, 238; oi=u, 239; oi-^, 326;     771 ff.; c. polu<j, 774. 
   o+i=oi 326; and augment, 367;  o]mei<romai: form, 164, 198, 206, 225. 
   old dat. end., 520.    -omen: per. end., 200. 
oi-verbs, 357.     o@mnumi: compounds and forms, 317, 
o@gnumi: compounds and forms, 317,     371; constr., 475, 479, 484, 1032; 
    1212.         c. e]n, 120, 588; c. ei]j, 120; use of 
oi#da: forms, 239, 319, 329, 337, 357-8,     aor. part., 859. 
   360, 363, 406; oi#daj, 337; oi#dej, 82;  o]mnu<w: constr., 479, 484. 
   i@ste, 87, 319, 329, 360, 908, 941;  o[moqumado<n: form, 295, 296. 
   @̂dei= imperf., 904; pres. perf., 898;  o!moioj: constr., 530, 1206; accent, 135, 
   non-redupl. perf., 357, 363; in-     231; fem., 272. 
   trans., 801; use, 135, 838, 1122,  o[moio<w: constr., 530; compounds and 
   1128; meaning, 881, 895, 904; in     forms, 1218. 
   or. obl., 1035 f., 1045; c. o!ti, 1035,  o[mologe<w: meaning, 80; forms from, 
   1103, 1122; c. inf., 1045, 1062,     295, 298; constr., 475, 478, 480, 
   1103, 1122; oi]d. ti<, 1044, 1045.     541, 1103, 1122; o[mol. o[mologi<an, 
oi@kade: form, 296.       478; c. e]n 108, 524, 588; in or. obl., 
oi]ki<a: 80.        1035, 1041. 
oi]kodespo<thj: 65, 164, 167.   o[mologoume<nwj: 160, 298. 
oi]kodome<w: compounds and forms of,  o[mou?: in comp., 164; adv. of place, 
    365, 1218; constative aor., 833;      295, 299. 
   fut., 889; oi]k. oi]ki<an, 479.   o!mwj: accent, 233; adv., 295; use, 423, 
oi@kodomh<: 65, 167.        1140, 1154, 1188; in mod. Gk., 
oi@koi: adv., 249, 295.       1146. 
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–on: per. end., 335, 348.       1041; use, 871, 893, 901; use of 
o@nar: kat ] o@nar, 120.       o!ra and o[ra?te, 932 f., 949; use of 
o]na<rion: 155.        parts., 1118; perf. of, 1211. 
o]neidi<zw: constr., 473, 475, 480, 482.  o]rgi<zomai: meaning, 834. 
o]neidismo<j: 66, 152.    o]re<gomai: constr., 508. 
o]niko<j: 158.     o]rqo–: in comp., 164. 
o]ni<nhmi: forms, 310, 348, 350.   o]rqo<j: use, 549, 659. 
o@noma: in "pregnant construction,"  o]rqri<zw: 65, 150. 
   525; "cases" of, 447; o]no<matoj, 452;  o]rqrino<j: 158. 
   o]no<mati, 487; c. ei]j, e]n, e]pi<, 120; in  o]rqw?j: use, 549, 659. 
   circumlocution, 649; of God, 135;  o[ri<zw: constr., 863. 
   meaning 'person,' 80, 91; o!ti in op-  o[rki<zw: constr., 475, 483. 
   position with, 1033.    o@rneon: 269. 
o]noma<zw: constr., 480.    o@rnic: spelling, 219, 267. 
o!nper: reading, 291, 710, 1154.   o!roj: contraction, 203, 268; and art., 
—onto: per. end., 340.       760. 
o@ntwj: form, 160, 295, 298, 302.  –oroj: ending, 199. 
oo: use, 202.     o]ru<ssw: compounds and forms, 349, 
o!per: use in LXX, 710.       1218. 
o@pisqen: use, 300, 645. 8s:    o!j: demonstrative, 290; relative, 291; 
o]pi<sw: c. verbs, 562; use, 301, 645.     followed by pronoun, 97; c. a@n and 
o[poi?oj: use, 291, 1176 f.; and toiou?toj,    e]a<n, 72, 191; c. ge, 244, 291; c. te, 
   710; and poi?oj, 740; discussed, 732;     290; o!n not expressed, 425; read- 
   in or. obl., 1045.       ing, 438; w$n with verbs, 511; &$ 
o[po<tan: use, 971.       with e]n, 587; =kai> ou$toj, 111; e]n oi$j, 
o[po<te: use, 300, 971; origin, 954.     696, 714, 722, 953; use, 693, 706, 
o!pou: adv., 295, 288 f., 548; use, 712,     928, 953 f., 956, 959; discussed, 
   722, 969;  o!pou a@n c. ind., 972 f.; in     695 f., 711-26; and ou$toj, 698, 703; 
   or. obl., 1045.        and toiou?toj, 710; in n Homer, 711; 
o]pta<nw: new pres., 73, 147; voice of,     o! with e]sti<n, 411, 713; and o!stij, 
   820.         726; value of, 728; and oi#oj, 731; 
o]ptasi<a: 66.        and me<n, antithetic, 750; and attrac- 
o!pwj: in John, 134; use, 430, 731, 933,     tion, 820; c. e]a<n, 959; and a@n, 961; 
   953, 980, 982; discussed, 985-7; c.     c. kata<, 967; in consec. clauses, 
   mh<, 980, 987; c. a@n in N. T. and     1001; in or. obl., 1044 f. 
   LXX, 986; and i!na, 992 f., 994;  –oj: ending, 157, 260 f., 263, 268, 274. 
   o!pwj plhrwq^?, 120; in final clauses,  o[sa<kij: use, 973. 
   994 f.; in or. obl., 1045; in indirect  –osan: per. end., 63 bis, 73, 335, 343; 
   command, 1046; c. inf., 1056; dis-     in mod. Gk., 138. 
   appearance of, 980 n., 981, 1056.  o!j a}n qe<l^: use, 961. 
o!ra: use, 330, 430, 874, 932, 935, 949.  o[sdh<per: reading, 710. 
o[rato<j: 157.     o[sdh<pote: use, 291. 
o[ra<w: in John, 134 n.; compounds  o]smh> eu]wdi<aj: 97. 
   and forms, 188, 324, 339, 344, 348,  o!soj: form, 291; and ou$toj, 698; and 
   364, 368, 876, 1211, 1218; fut.,     toiou?toj, 710; discussed, 732 f., 
   813; no aorist, 344; o@yei, 193, 339;                 966 f.; kaq ] o!son, and  e]f ] o!son, 963; 
  e[w<rakej, 68, 359; e[o<raka, 364; e[w<-     in rel. clauses, 956 ff.; in or. obl., 
   raka, 97, 134 n., 359, 365, 368;     1045; use, 1177. 
   e[w<rwn, 368; voice, 819.f.; roots,  o!sper: use, 291. 
   823; in or. obl., 864, 1035, 1038,  o]ste<a: 62, 203. 
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o]ste<wn: 203, 225, 260.       928 f., 937, 962 f., 965, 995; ou]x, 
o!stij: form, 290 f.; in LXX, 727,     224; C. tij, 751; c. ei$j, 751; mh<. 
   729; use, 693, 928; for o!j, 67; and     850, 854, 873 ff., 889, 929, 933, 
   toiou?toj, 710; discussed, 726-31;     942, 962, 9S0, 957, 1004; ou] mh< c. 
   and ti<j, 737; o! for o!ti, 960; e!wj o!tou,    fut., 874-5, 889, 929, 942, 1157, 
   291, 729; in rel. clauses, 956 f.,     1168, 1174; ou] mh< c. subj., 854, 929, 
   959-61; in or. obl., 1044 f., 1176.     934, 962, 1004, 1161, 1174; ou]d ]  ou]  
o]stra<kinoj: form, 158.      mh<, 854, 1165, 1175; ou] c. fut., 889, 
--ot--:  in perf. part., 373.      1157, 1162; mh< ou], 987, 1161, 1169; 
o!tan: use, 300, 325; in LXX, 325,     ou] . . . pa?j, 94; in interrogation, 
   927 f.; and ou$toj, 700; c. ind., 82,     917 f.; meaning, 930; c. mo<non - 
   118, 972; in temp. clauses, 958,     a]lla> kai<, 947; in conditions, 1011 f., 
   970 ff.        1016 ff.; c. inf., 947, 1093 ff., 1162; 
o!te: adv., 296, 300 f.; origin, 953;      c. part., 1136 ff.; discussed, 1154- 
   use, 953, 970 ff.; c. subj., 972.      77; c. kai<, 1183; proclitic, 1211. 
o! te: in Attic, 290.    ou$: accent, 229; personal pronoun 
--o<teroj: compar. end., 278.      (not in N. T.), 286, 679; relative, 
o!ti: in John, 134; origin, 953; wider     229, 298 f., 301 bis; adverb, 717, 
   use, 74, 82, 97, 111, 134; consecu-     722, 969; use, 286, 298 f., 301, 717, 
   tive, 1001; recitative, 97, 120, 433,     722, 969. 
   442, 951, 1027; epexegetic use,  ou]a<: accent, 231; use, 302, 1193. 
   1034; repetition of, 1034; driven  ou]ai<: gender, 270, 410; interjection, 
   out by pw?j, 1032 f.; drives out w[j,     302; in ellipsis, 391; case with, 135, 
   1032; position of verbs with, 965,     487; use, 1193. 
   1034 f.; and inf., 111, 120, 371,  ou]de<: elision, 207, 1210; and ei$j, 741; 
   437, 442, 489 f., 584, 1047, 1054 ff.;     use, 1156, 1165, 1185. 
   in place of inf., 111, 371, 489-90,  ou]dei<j: form, 219; use, 282, 292, 1094; 
   584, 1055 f.; ousts inf., 1054 f.; o!ti     c. e]stin o!j, 63, 726; discussed, 750. 
   and  i!na blending, 1055-6; causal,  ou]de<n: adverb, 457; use, 1156 
   962, 964, 997, 1192; and hiatus,  ou]qei<j: form, 72, 97, 181, 219; use, 
   206; c. e]sti<n, 233; and o! ti, 243,     282, 750, 1094. 
   291; w[j o!ti, 964, 1033; ti< o!ti, 916,  ou]kou?n: accent, 233, 1165, 1175; use, 
   1034; o!ti clauses, 120, 393, 400,     917, 1165, 1175. 
   426, 430, 951, 952, 954, 1001; o!ti  -ou<menoj: part. end., 374. 
   clause as subject, 393, 430, 1034;  ou#n: in Mark, 119; in John, 133-4, 
   in apposition, 400, 699, 1034, 1079;     134 n., 841; position, 424, 1192; 
   as object, 430, 951, 1034; with      use, 133, 424, 434, 443 f., 841; ti<  
   verbs of saying, 120; ‘prolepsis’ of     ou]n . . .;  916; in interrogation, 916; 
   subst. before, 1034; and ou$toj, 699;     discussed, 1111 f. 
   and e]kei?noj, 708; use, 724, 951-3,  -oun: verb end., 341, 343. 
   962-5, 997, 1054 f., 1085 f., 1122,  ou@pw: form, 296. 
   1192; in interrogation, 730, 916;  ou]rano<qen: 296, 300. 
   in or. obl., 1027-49; c. negatives,  ou]rano<j: use, 408. 
   963, 965, 1034, 1173; c. kai<, 1182;  -ouroj: ending, 199. 
   c. plh<n, 1187.    ou#j: 145, 156. 
o! ti: see o!stij.     -ouj: adj. end., 274. 
ou: vowel-changes, 199, 202 ff.   -ousan: in mod. Gk., 138. 
-ou: in gen., 62, 255, 295; in acc., 265;  ou@te: use, 428, 1156 ff., 1179; dis- 
   adv. end., 295.       cussed, 1189. 
ou], ou]k, ou]x: use, 401, 418, 423 f.,  ou@tij: form, 292; use, 743, 751. 
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ou$toj: c. e@sti, 207, 233, 244, 289 n.,  pagideu<w: 148. 
   399, 411 f., 416; use, 290, 401,  pa<gw: meaning, 865. 
   411, 419, 437, 693, 720, 843; with  paqhto<j: use, 157, 372, 1097. 
   proper names, 701; resumptive,  paida<rion: 66. 
   437, 693, 698; deictic, 693, 697;  paideu<w: 66, 138. 
   relative, 693, 710; anaphoric, 697;  paidio<qen: 119. 
   contemptuous use, 697; preceded  paidi<on: 155. 
   by articular part., 698; preceded   paidi<skh: 1361. 
   by o!j 698; followed by o!ti, 699;   pa<lai: form, 249, 296. 
   followed by i!na, 699; followed by   pa<lin: in comp., 167; form, 296; use,  
   ei], e]a<n, 700; followed by to<-clause,     300, 551. 
   700; c. au]to<j, 686; au]toi> ou$toi, 700,  pamplhqei<: form, 170, 171; spelling,  
   705; au]to> tou?to, 705; and o!de, 696,     197. 
   702; discussed, 697-706; and ei]kei?-   pandoxeu<j: 66, 219. 
   noj, 270, 708; pleonastic, 722 f.;   panh<gurij: 132. 
   and o!soj, 732; tou?to with ti<, 736;   panoikei<: form, 170, 171; spelling, 197.  
   tou?t ] e@stin, 207, 233-4, 244, 399,   pantax^?: form, 295, 300, 526. 
   411, 412, 416, 705; and art., 419,   pantaxou?: form, 296, 300; use, 299.  
   770; c. articular noun, 419, 701,   pa<nth(^): 295. 
   770; c. a!paj, 771; tau?ta pa<nta and  pa<ntoqen: 300. 
   pa<nta tau?ta, 705; and o!j, 723; c.   pa<ntote: form, 
   polu<j, 774; o!ti with prep. and,   pa<ntwj: 423. 170, 171; use, 300. 
   1033 f.; c. inf., 700, 1059; in idioms,   para<: in comp., 80, 165, 169, 565;  
   1111; c. kai<, 460, 487, 1181; tou?to       elision, 208; origin, 80, 249, 301;  
   with clause in apposition, 401, 698.     case-form, 301, 482, 570; cases  
ou!tw(j): form, 221, 248 295 f.; adv.,     with, 451, 491, 524, 534, 554, 565,  
   286, 298, 710; and ou$toj, 705; use,     567, 569 f.; instrumental case, 301,  
   965, 968, 1140, 1146.       613; c. abl., 482, 517-8, 554, 614;  
ou]xi<: form, 290; use, 296, 391, 917.     c. acc., 477, 491, 614, 792; c. loc.,  
o]fei<lh: 80, 153.       524-5, 542, 614; c. three cases, 451,  
o]fei<lhma: 153.       567, 569-70, 613; constr. in comp.,  
o]fei<lw: use, 841, 886; constr., 1003.      132, 477, 542; c. verbs, 517 f., 560,  
o@felon: use, 82, 841, 886, 923, 940,     562; agent, 534, 636, 820; para-- 
   1003 f.        para<, 560; para—a]po<, 561; u[per- 
o]fqalmo<j: 95, 102.       para<, 562; e]k- para<, 561; para- 
o@fra: not in N. T., 981-2.      in mod. Gk., 558, 570, 613, 615,  
o]xlo--: in comp., 165.       616, 625; in "pregnant construc- 
o@xloj: breathing, 225; use, 404, 407;     tion," 525; adv. phrases, 550; in  
   c. polu<j, 774.        comparison, 83, 132, 615-6, 667;  
o]ya<rion: 65, 66, 155.       frequency, 556; use, 561; 'beside,'  
o]ye<: constr., 517, 645 f.; meaning, 517.     613; and a]po<, 578 f.; and ei]j, 596;  
o]yi<a: 119.        and e]k, 596; discussed, 612-6; and  
o]yw<nion: 65, 66, 80, 155.      pro<j, 625; and unto, 636; in preposi- 
-o<w: verbs in, 147, 149, 342 f., 351.     tional phrases, 792; c. inf., 1069. 
      parabai<nw: 477. 
                    P      paraboleu<omai: 80, 148, 165-.  
      parabolh<: 134. 
p: 210, 223, 353, 1210.     paragge<llw: constr., 1047, 1084; c.   
-p-: inserted, 210.       o!ti, 1035; c. i!na, 1046. 
pagai<nw: meaning, 865.    para<deisoj: 80, 111. 
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paradi<dwmi: forms, 309, 347.    path<r:  voc, 461 f., 464; art. with  
paraqalassi<a: form, 273.      voc. of, 465; o[ pat. o[ ou]ra<nioj, 120; 
paraqh<kh: 80, 166.       o[ pat. o[ e]n toi?j ou]ranoi?j, 120.  
parai<: form, 260, 296, 301, 537.  patropara<dotoj: 80, 169. 
paraine<w: constr., 475.    Pau?loj: and art., 788; use, 1038.  
paraite<omai: voice of, 810.    pau<w: c. part., 1102, 1121; compounds  
parakale<w: meaning, 66; form, 943;     and forms, 1218. 
    constr., 475, 1035, 1085; c. tou? and   peda<: case of, 249; for meta<, 609.  
   inf., 1068.      pez^?: form, 295. 
para<lhtoj: 115, 161, 167.    peiqarxei?n: 163 n. 
paraku<ptw: 80.     peiqo<j: 157. 
paralamba<nw: readings, 336.   pei<qw: constr., 454, 478, 540, 1084;  
para<lioj: form, 273.       acc. c. pass., 485; voice of, 801,  
paraple<w: 472.       810; compounds and forms of, 351,  
paraplh<sion: use, 646.      871, 895, 1215; pe<ponqa intrans.,  
parauti<ka: 297.       801; pe<poiqa, 895. 
parafroni<a: 66, 156.    peina<w: aor. form, 342, 371; and case,  
parafulakh<: 57.       474, 508. 
paraxrh?mai: use, 297, 550.    peira<zw: voice of, 802. 
pareisdu<w: forms, 341.    peirasmo<j: 152. 
parei<se<rw: 80, 126 n.     peismonh<: 151.  
parekto<j: form, 171, 244; use, 646.   peleki<zw: 150. 
parembolh<: 64.     pe<mpw: 359; epistolary aor. of, 845 f.  
parepi<dhmoj: 80.     pe<nhj: use, 272. 
pare<rxomai: c. acc., 477, 800.    penqe<w: constr., 475. 
pa<resij: 80.      pepoi<qhsij: 151. 
pare<xw: voice of, 810; constr., 480,   pe<r: intensive, 302, 617, 1144; dis- 
   853.          cussed, 1153 f.; enclitic, 1211.  
parista<nw: meaning, 950.    pe<ran and a]nti<pera: c. ace., 294; use, 
pai<sthmi: constr., 473 n., 542, 855.      646. 
pa<roikoj: 65, 80, 102.     peri<: in comp., 165, 167, 477, 487,  
paro<n: 1130.        542, 562, 564; form, 301 f., 524,  
parocu<nomai: 80, 150.       570; c. cases, 471, 491, 509, 524,  
paro<j: gen. form, 301.       569 f.; c. verbs, 511, 560, 566; fre- 
parousi<a: 81.        quency, 556; in condensation, 567;  
parrhsi<a: meaning, 66; o!ti with,     and kata<, 608; discussed, 616-20;  
   1033; spelling, 212, 1210.      and pro<j, 626; and u[pe<r, 629, 632; 
pa?j: in Luke, 122; e]n panti<, e]n pa?si by    in prepositional phrases, 792; c.  
   Paul, 116, 117; indeclinable rap,     inf., 1069; use, 616. 
   274; c. mh, 292, 752 f.; use, 419,    peria<gw: c. two acc., 480; trans. and  
   436, 744; pa<nta adv., 487; c. nega-     intrans., 477; followed by e]n, 562;  
   tives, 437, 751-3, 1163; c. ou$toj,     literal sense, 617. 
   705; c. art., 708, 771 ff., 1107; c.   periba<llomai: constr., 475, 483, 485 f., 
   o!stij, 727; c. o!soj, 732; c. polu<j,     855; voice of, 807, 809, 819.  
   774; c. o!j, 957.     perible<pw: voice of, 809, 813; mean- 
pa<sxa: 95, 105, 270.       ing, 838. 
pa<sxw: compounds and forms of,   perie<rxomai: constr., 477; use, 1103.  
   327, 1218; c. kakw?j, 802; constr.,   perie<xw: 800, 802. 
   858.       perizw<nnumi: form, 330. 
Pa<tera: use, 183.     perii<sthmi:  c. acc., 477. 
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peri<keimai.: 65 n.; constr., 485; voice  pi<stij: meaning, 115, 134; gen. use, 
    of, 815-6.         499, 515, 704; pi<stei in Heb., 11, 
perilamba<nw: constr., 483.      533. 
perime<nw: c. acc., 475.    pisto<j: 115, 125.  
periou<sioj: etymology of, 159.  planh<thj: 125. 
peripate<w: constr., 855.   --plasi<wn: proportional, 284, 673. 
peripoie<w: voice of, 810.   plasto<j: 126. 
perirrai<nw: reading, 211.   platu<nw: constr., 486. 
perispa<omai: 66, 80.    plei?on: constr., 516, 666; stereotyped 
perissei<a: 80, 156.       form, 667. 
perisseu<sai: form, 940.   plei?wn: spelling, 187; use, 665; super- 
perisso<j: use, 279; constr., 516; in     lative of, 278, 670, 775; to> plei?ston, 
   comparison, 664; perisso<teroj, 279,    487; plei<w indecl., 276, 277 n.; in 
   298, 488.        idiom, 775. 
perite<mnw: 80.     ple<kw: compounds and forms, 1218. 
periti<qhmi: constr., 477, 483, 485;  pleonekte<w: 80, 455. 
   voice of, 815.     ple<kw: compounds and forms, 1218. 
peritomh<: 167.     pleonete<w: 80, 407. 
peritre<xw: c. acc., 477.   plhqu<nw: use, 125, 127, 871. 
perpereu<omai: 148.    plhmmu<ra: 155, 214, 232, 250. 
pe<rusi: form, 221, 295.   plh<n: use, 646; in mod. Gk., 1146; 
pe<tra: use, 1201.       discussed, 1187. 
ph<gnumi: and compounds, 317.   plh<rhj: indecl., 72, 97, 188, 274 ff., 
phli<koj: use, 292; discussed, 741; in     413, 463, 464; voc., 264, 463 f.; 
   or. obl., 1045.        constr., 1204. 
ph<xuj: forms, 80, 268.    plhro--: in comp., 72, 165. 
pia<zw: 63, 184; constr., 508; forms,  plhrofore<w: 72, 80, 147, 165. 
   1218.      plhro<w: forms of, 119, 133, 325, 343; 
pie<zw: forms, 184, 1218.       constr., 473 n., 483, 485, 510, 857; 
piqo<j: use, 1206.       o!pwj, i!na plhrwq^?, 120; meaning, 
pi<mplhmi: c. gen., 510; compounds     834; aor. of, 851; use, 948. 
    and forms, 317, 350, 1218.   plh<rwma: 105. 
pi<mprhmi: compounds and forms, 233,  plhsi<on: form, 294; use, 547, 646. 
   318.      plh<ssw: compounds and forms, 1218. 
pi<nw: compounds and forms, 204, 340,  ploia<rion: constr., 82, 521. 
    343, 371, 1218; pei?n, 72, 204, 343,  ploo<j: 261. 
   371; pi<omai, 354-5; pi<esai, 340; use,  -plou?j: adj. end., 284. 
   838, 883.     plou?toj: 63, 262, 262 n. 
pipra<skw: forms, 900, 1218; pe<praka; pneu?ma: meaning, 97, 115, 125; use, 
   900.         436, 590, 709; and art., 761, 795. 
pi<ptw: compounds and forms, 338,  pneumatiko<j: 115, 158 f. 
   351, 843, 1218; e@pesa, pe<sate, 338;  pneumatikw?j: use, 299.  
   pe<ptwkan, 135; parts., 864, 1116.  pne<w: form, 342. 
pisteu<w: in John, 134; constr., 115,  pni<gw: class, 351; compounds and 
   120, 453, 475, 485, 487, 540, 601;     forms, 1218. 
   c. e]n, 540, 601; c. e]pi<, 453, 601;  po<qen: 300; constr., 548; in or. obl., 
   pass. of, 816; pisteu<ete, mood of,     1045; in questions, 1176. 
   329; aor. of, 850, 856; 'entrust,'  poi?: form, 295. 
   485, 540, 816; in or. obl., 1036.  poie<w: forms, 325, 327; act. and mid., 
pistiko<j:  origin, 159 f.      802, 812; c, eu#, and kakw?j, 473; c.    
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   kalw?j, 473; c. karpo<n, 105; c. sum-   praitw<rion: 108, 131. 
   bou<lion, 105; mh< c. pres. inf. and   pra<ktwr: 81. 
   aor. subj., 852, 854, 856; constr.,   pra?oj: readings, 200; form, 274.  
   480, 850, 852, 854, 856; c. ti< and   prasiai<: in Mark, 119; case, 487; dis- 
   subj., 850, 923, 934; c. pred. acc.,     tributive, 673. 
   480; c. two acc., 484; voice, 802,   pra<ssw: c. two acc., 484; use of inf.  
   812; use, 884, 923, 934; in narra-     of, 1058; c. eu$, 1121; compounds  
   tive, 884; c. inf., 1068.      and forms, 359, 1218. 
poimai<nw poi<mnhn: 478.    pre<pw: constr., 541, 1086.  
poi?oj: interrogative, 291 f., 916;   presbu<teroj: meaning, 81 bis, 90, 115;  
    poi<aj in Luke, 494; and o[poi?oj, 732;    in comparison, 277, 664. 
    equal to ti<j, 735; c. art., 735; dis-,   presbu<thj: spelling, 201. 
    cussed, 740; in or. obl., 1045; in   pri<n: use, 431, 954, 976 f., 1049, 1053;  
   indirect question, 1176.      origin, 954; as prep., 977; c. subj.,  
po<lij: dat. form, 204; po<lewj, 447; c.     977; c. opt., 970, 977, 1049; c. h@, 
    qua<teira, 498; e]k, 578.      970, 1049; use in Homer, 977,  
polla<kij: form, 296.       1075, 1091 n.; common in Homer  
polu<j: in comp., 169, 171; acc. form,     c. inf., 977, 1053, 1075; c. inf., 431,  
    294; polu<  adv.  188; ta> polla<, 487;    977, 1074 f., 1091; statistics, 977,  
   polla<, adv., 120, 488; constr., 532,     1091. 
   660; in comparison, 664; c. art.,   pro<,: position, 110; elision, 206; cases  
   774 f.        with, 451, 569 f.; constr. in comp.,  
po>ma: spelling, 230.       165, 167, 169, 477; separation im- 
Po<ntoj: and in 788.       plied, 517; frequency, 556; c. verbs,  
poreu<omai: voice of, 816-7, 820;     560; discussed, 620-2; and pro<j,  
   constr., 473n., 479, 856; use, 122,     622 f.; and u[pe<r, 630; pro< tou? c.  
   869, 874.        subj., 1056; c. abl., 1061; in prepo- 
po<soj: use, 292; discussed, 740 f.; in     sitional phrases, 792; c. inf., 621,  
   direct question, 292, 916; in or.      858, 891, 977, 978, 1061, 1074 f.,  
   obl., 1045.        1091; c. pres. inf., 891; statistics  
potapo<j:  origin, 160; use, 292, 917;     of c. inf., 858, 977-8. 
   discussed, 7 c. ti<j, 736; in or.    proa<gw: constr., 477, 857, 871.  
   obl., 1045.      proaitia<omai: in or. obl., 1036.  
pote<: adv., 29f,; 300; c. mh<, 987 ff.,   progra<fw: old word, 81, 125; epis- 
   995 f., 1173; c. part., 1124, 1139;     tolary aor. of, 845. 
   meaning, 1147; enclitic, 1211.   pro<dhlon: c. o!ti, 1034. 
po<te: adv., 300; interrogative, 915,   pro<doma: spelling, 200. 
   917, 1176; in or. obl., 1045.    proei?pon: spelling, 338. 
po<teron: in double questions, 1177.   proe<rxomai: constr., 477. 
po<teroj: use, 292 and ti<j, 736; dis-   pro<qesij: 80. 
   cussed, 741; po<teron an adv., 292,   prokatagge<llw: in or. obl., 1036.  
   741, 1177.      proori<zw: constr., 480. 
poti<zw: constr.  484, 485.    pro<j: in comp., 165, 167; accent, 234;  
pou?: accent, 234; adv. (gen.), 295;     final letter of, 248; frequency of  
   use, 291, 298 f.; in mod. Gk., 723;     use, 122, 451, 491, 556; cases with,  
   in or. obl., 1945.       491, 524, 569 f.; c. ace., 122, 451;  
pou<: use, 298 f., 1146; enclitic, 1211.     separation implied, 517; case-form,  
--pouloj: suffix, 146.      524, 570; c. verbs, 542, 560 ff., 566;  
pou<j: use, 95; root, 145; accent, 231.     c. verbs of speaking instead of 
pra?gma:  80.        au]t&?, etc., 625-6; in mod. Gk., 570; 
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   and a]po<, 575; and ei]j, 596; and  prwi<: spelling, 205; use, 295, 471; and 
   para<, 613; discussed, 622-6; c. me     a!ma 638. 
   234, 286, 682; pro>j ti<, 736, 739; in  prwi*no<j: new word, 158; readings, 
   prepositional phrases, 234, 792; in     201, 205. 
   papyri, 990-1, 1069; c. inf., 858,  prwto–: in comp., 167, 169. 
    990 f., 1003, 1060, 1069, 1075,  prw?toj: comparison, 73, 280; ordinal, 
   108S; c. purpose inf., 1088; statis-     283 f.; prw?ton adv., 294, 297, 298, 
   tics c. inf., 858, 1003, 1069, 1075.     300, 460, 487, 488, 657, 659, 1152; 
prosanabai<nw: form, 328.      prw<twj numeral, 160, 298; mean- 
prosdoka<w: in or. obl., 1036.      ing, 516; use, 73, 97, 280, 306, 
prose<rxomai: use, 120.      549, 657, 659, 662, 669 f.; and ei]j, 
proseuxh<: 80, 91, 151.       671. 
proseu<xomai: form, 328; use, 874.  prwtoto<kia: 132. 
prose<xw: 81, 477.    prwto<tokoj: 80, 169, 233. 
prosh<lutoj: 157.    --pt--: in verbs, 351, 353.  
pro<sqema: spelling, 188.   pteru<gion: 156. 
pro<skairoj: 65, 169.    ptw?ma: 66. 
proskale<w: voice of, 809.   ptwxeu<w: meaning, 834. 
proskartere<w: 81.    pukno<teroj: meaning, 665; c. part., 
proskarte<rhsij: 80, 167.      1139. 
pro<<skomma: 115, 151.    punqa<nomai: forms, 1218. 
proskuli<w: constr., 543.   pu<rinoj: 158. 
proskune<w: constr., 448, 455, 476 f.,  purra<zw: 147, 213.  
   540 990.     purro<j: spelling, 212 f.  
proskunhth<j: 80, 154.   pw: enclitic, 1211. 
proslamba<nw: constr., 510, 519; voice –pw: origin, 296. 
    of, 809.     pw<pote: form, 249; use, 896. 
prosme<nw: 623.    pwj: use, 298; c. mh<, 987 ff., 995 f.; en- 
prosta<ssw: constr., 1084.      clitic, 1211. 
prosti<qhmi: c. inf., 87 n., 94, 96 n.,  pw?j: use, 302, 741, 985, 1032 f.; ex- 
   1078.         clamation, 302, 741; for o!ti 1032 f.; 
prosfa<gion: 156, 167.      to> pw?j, 985, 1028; in mod. Gk., 
prosfa<twj: 171.       102S, 1032; in or. obl., 1045; inter- 
prosfe<rw: form, 338.       rogative, 1176. 
prosfwne<w: use, 65 n.; trans., 455; 
   constr., 477.                                                                             R 
proswpo–: in comp., 165, 167.   r: 211-4, 216 f., 225 f., 352, 356, 364. 
proswpolhmpte<w: 94, 165.   r-verbs: redupl., 364. 
proswpolhmyi<a: 165, 167.   –ra: words in, 256. 
pro<swpon: use, 94, 95, 97, 102,     r[abbei<:  95, 416, 433.  
   285 n, 649; c. lamba<nein, 94, 97.  r[abounei<: 105. 
pro<teroj: form, 280, 283; adv., 487;  r[aka<: 105, 219. 
    meaning, 662; use, 669.   r[anti<zw: 66, 149; forms of, 211 f., 225, 
proti<qhmi: constr., 480; voice of, 810;     1218; r[eran–, 211, 225, 364; voice,  
   in periphrastic forms, 822.       807; constr., 486. 
prou*pa<rxw: c. part., 1103, 1121  r[antismo<j: 152.  
profh<thj: 81, 116.    r[a<pisma: 153.  
profhtiko<j: 169.    r[e<dh: 111. 
profqa<nw: use, 1120.    r[e<w: compounds and forms, 212, 342, 
proxeiri<sasqai: constr., 700.      355, 1219. 
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r[h?ma: ---‘thing,’ 94; breathing, 225.  sbennu<w: forms, 1219. 
-rhj: ending, 72, 82, 256, 275.   --se: suffix, 296. 
r[h<ssw: compounds and forms, 212,  seautou?: form, 226, 287; use, 288, 
   318, 1219.        687-90. 
r[htw?j: 160.     -sei: itacism in, 240, 928. 
r[i<ptw: forms, 21 , 364;    --sei<w: verbs in, 150, 351. 
   r[er-- in D, 211;    sei<w: compounds and forms, 1219. 
r[omfai<a: 65.     selh<nh: gender of, 252.  
-rr-: 217.     seo/e: fut. suffix, 354 f. 
r[u<mh: 64.     --s^: itacism in, 240, 928.  
r[u<omai: aor. of, 818.    s^mai<nw: in or. obl., 1036.  
[Rwmi*ko<j: 159.     shmei?on: use, 176.  
[Rwmai?oj: 159.     shmeio<w: 149. 
[Rwmai*sti<: 160, 205, 296.   sh<meron: form, 219, 294. 
[Rw<mh: initial r[, 212.    sh<pw: class, 351; voice of, 801. 
r[w<nnumi: forms, (e@rrwsqe), 212, 318,  -sqai: inf. end., 186, 240, 370. 
   330, 364, 908.     -sqe: per. end., 186, 240. 
      sqeno<w: 149. 
       S     --sqw: per. end., 328. 
s, j: 210, 214 f., 218, 220 f., 223, 248,  --sqwsan: per. end., 61, 73, 82, 328. 
    267, 296, 34c 114-6, 362, 1210.  --si: dat. end., 249; pronominal suf- 
--s--:  in fut., 354, in pres., 362; in perf.     fix, 306. 
    pass., 340,     -sia<w: verbs in, 150. 
-j: 221, 296 (adv.)    siga<w: meaning, 834; constr., 857. 
--sa: per. end., 305, 339, 346; 1st aor.  sika<rioj: 108. 
    end., 346.     si<kera: 105. 
sabaxqanei<: 105, 219, 236.   silwa<m: 95.  
sabaw<q: 95.     simiki<nqion: 108, 189, 192. 
sabbatismo<j: 152.    si<napi: forms, 111 bis, 268. 
sa<bbaton: 95, 105, 262; c.   sindw<n: 111. 
sagnh<nh: 151.     sinia<zw: 147. 
--sai: verb end., 329, 340 f., 369 f.;  -si-j: denoting action, 151 ff. 
   imper. end 329; 2d pers. sing.   sitisto<j: 158. 
   pass. end., 340.; inf. end., 370,   sitome<trion: 80, 167. 
   388.      siwpa<w: use, 883, 908; reading, 1010. 
salpi<zw: constr., 853.    --sk-verbs: 150, 352. 
Samsw<n: form,     ska<ndalon: history of, 174. 
sa<n: in mod. Gk., 974.    ska<ptw: compounds and forms, 1219. 
--san: 3d pl. end., 82.    --ske: verb suffix, 352. 
sanda<lion: 111.    ske<ptomai: root, 145-6; compounds 
Saou<l: 96.        and forms, 1219. 
sa<pfeiroj: 95, 9    sknho--: in comp., 167. 
sapro<j: 80.     skhno<w: meaning, 829. 
sarkiko<j: etymol gy, 158 f.   sklhro: in comp., 167, 169. 
sa<rkinoj:  etymology, 158.   sklhru<nw: 150. 
sa<rc: meaning, 115; use, 754.   --sko: verb suffix, 150, 352. 
saro<w: 149.     sko<loy: 81.  
satana?j: 95, 105    skopo<j: 146. 
sato<n: in pap? 105, 287.   skorpi<zw: 150.  
sbe<nnumi: forms, 318, 1219.   sko<toj: 134, 262.  
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sku<llw: meaning, 65 n., 81; voice of,  su<: position of, 418; voc., 461; dis- 
    807.         cussed, 678 f.; use, 693; c. au]to<j, 
--skw: verbs in, 150, 352.      e[autou?, 687, 689; and e]kei?noj, 707; 
smara<gdinoj: 81.       sou?, position of, 779; enclitic forms 
--so: per. end., 340.           of, 234, 286, 682, 689, 1211. 
--so/e: fut. suffix, 340, 355.   suggenh<j: 81, 272. 
Solomw<n: spelling, 268.   sugkri<nw: 66. 
–son: imp. end., 329.    suzeu<gnumi: 314. 
so<j: form, 288; use, 288, 684.   suka<minoj: 95, 96, 105. 
souda<rion: 81, 108.    sumbai<nw: sune<bh in or. obl., 392, 1043. 
sofi<a: 134.     sumbouleu<w: voice of, 811; in or. obl., 
spa<w: meaning, 564, 828; redupl. in     1036 f. 
   perf., 364; voice of, 805, 810; com-  sumbou<lion: c. poiei?n and dido<nai, 105; 
   pounds and forms, 364, 1219.      c. lamba<nein, 108, 119. 
spei<rhj: 62, 82, 232, 256.   summorfi<zw: 150. 
spei<rw: constr., 478; compounds and  su<mmorfoj: constr., 528. 
    forms 1219.     sumpo<sia: form, 460; case, 487; dis-  
spekoula<twr: 81, 108.       tributive, 119, 284, 673. 
splagxni<zomai: 150.    sumfe<rw: impersonal, 1058, 1084; c. 
spla<xna: form, 410.       dat., 539, 1084; c. i!na clause, 992; 
spoudai<wj: comp. adv., 488; use, 299.     c. acc. and inf., 1084; inf. subject 
spoud^?: form, 296.,       of, 1058, 1084. 
--ss--: 55, 61, 62, 72, 97, 218.   sumfutoj: constr., 528.  
stasiasth<j: 154.    sumfu<w: form, 341. 
stasij: 81.     sumfwne<w: reading, 1010; constr., 
stauro<j: 115.        1084. 
ste<gh: 65 n.     su<n: in comp., 165, 167, 169, 216 f., 
stei<bw: form, 198.       527 f., 528 ff., 558, 562; LXX use, 
stei<rw: form, 275.       451; case with, 451, 534, 569 f.; 
ste<llw: compounds and forms, 346,     sun-- c. dat., 528; su<n=kai<, 111; c.  
   1219; use of part., 1134.      acc., 451, 628; c. gen., 138 n., 628; 
stere<wma: 153.       sun--...meta<, ei]j, e]pi<, pro<j, 562; 
sth<kw: reading, 65, 66, 150, 1010;     use in Attic, 553; frequency, 122, 
   forms, 188, 224, 315, 320, 351, 1219.     556; c. verbs, 560; and e]n, 588; and 
sthri<zw:  c. inf., 1068; compounds and     kata<, 606; and meta<, 526, 610; and 
   forms, 230, 1219.       pro<j, 625; and a!ma, 627; oi[ su>n . . ., 
sto<: in mod. Gk., 453.       628; discussed, 626-8. 
st(o)iba<j: 198.    suna<gw: use, 120, 871. 
stoixe<w: use, 329.    sunagwgh<: 65, 124. 
sto<ma: use, 95, 102, 649.   sunagwgh<: 65 n.; use of part., 1135. 
strateu<omai: 81; str. stratei<an, 478. sunantilamba<nomai: 72, 80, 160, 163,  
strato--: in comp., 165, 167.      171. 
stre<fw: trans. and intrans., 800 bis;  sunei<dhsij: 81, 115. 
    compounds and forms, 1219.   sunerge<w: trans., 455, 477. 
strw<nnumi: compounds and forms, 318, sunergo<j: substantival, 504. 
   1219.      suneto<j: use, 1097. 
strwnnu<w: compounds and forms,  suneudoke<w: 81. 
   1219.      suneuwxe<omai: 81. 
stugna<zw: 147.    sune<xw: voice of, 808; meaning, 81, 
stu?loj: accent, 186, 231.      828. 
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—su<nh: ending, 15    taxino<j: 158. 
suni<hmi: accent, 233; forms, 315; in  ta<xion: form, 278 f., 297. 
   or. obl., 1040.     ta<xistoj:  for, 294, 297, 669; adv., 
sunista<nw: const., 480.        488. 
suni<sthmai: meaning, 81; use, 896.  taxu<: form, 294, 298, 488. 
sunparalamba<nw: constr., 857, 862.  te<:  origin, 301; c. rel., 290; conj., 301, 
sunstauro<w: 115.       1178 f.; position, 424; c. te<, 427; c. 
sunte<leia tou? ai]w?noj: 120.      kai<, 122, 427 f., 432, 566, 789; use, 
sunthre<w: meaning, 627, 828.      135 n., 207, 434; in Luke, 122, 
sunti<qemai: c. inf., 1068.      135 n., 428 (Acts); in Heb., 132; 
sfa<gion: 157.         in Homer, 711; enclitic, 1211. 
sfa<zw: compound and forms, 1219.  –te: adv. end., 296. 
sfagi<zw: 81.     tekni<on: 66, 232. 
sfu(d)ro<n: 210.    tekno–: in comp., 163 n., 165, 167. 
sfuri<j: 81, 219.    te<knon: c. gen., 497, 651. 
sxedo<n: form, 295.    tekto–: in comp., 165. 
sxolh<: 66, 82.     teleio<w: reading, 987. 
sw<zw: Aramaic, 105; meaning, 115;  teleiwth<j: 154. 
   constr., 598; part., 891; compounds  tele<w: meaning, 834; use, 901; c. part., 
    and forms, 1219.       1121; fut. tele<sw, 349, 355; pres. 
sw?ma: meaning, 81; use, 1206.         tel(e<)sw, 362; compounds and 
swmatikw?j: 160.           forms, 349, 1219. 
swth<r: meaning, 81 bis, 115, 116; and   te<llw: compounds and forms, 1219. 
   art., 786.     telw<nion: 65, 154. 
swthri<a: old word, 81, 97, 115, 116,  te<mnw: compounds and forms, 1219. 
    125, 157.     —te<oj: verbal form, 157, 304, 320, 
swth<rioj: form, 157, 272.      372 f., 486; discussed, 1095 
swfronismo<j: 152.    te<raj: use, 176. 
      —te<roj: compar. end., 277 f., 298, 660.  
               T     te<ssarej: reading, 63, 266, 282. 
t: 218, 223, 218, 1210.    tessareskaide<kotoj: form, 244, 284. 
–t–: verbs, 352.     te<ssera, tessera<konta: form, 62, 63, 
tabe<rnai: 109.       97, 183, 282-3. 
ta<de: use, 289 f., 696.    te<tartoj: form, 284. 
—tai: per. end., 340    tetra–: in comp., 165, 167, 204. 
taleiqa<: spelling of, 105; voc. of, 465.  tetra<dion: 154. 
tamei?on: 66, 72, 204.    tetra<kij: form, 296.  
--tamoj: early end., 279.   th<kw:  351. 
tapeino<j: 115.     thliko<sde: use, 709. 
tapeinofronsu<nh:  115, 156, 167.  thlikou?toj: form, 290; use, 709, 731; 
tartaro<w: 126.       and art., 771. 
ta<ssw: constr., 1084; compounds  thre<w: constr., 598, 850; meaning, 
    and forms, 349, 359, 1219.      828; teth<rhka, 895. 
–tatoj: form, 277, 279 f., 670; in mod.  th<rhsij: 81. 
    Gk., 668.     --th<rion: suffix, 154, 157, 157 n. 
tau]ta<: crasis, 208.    —thj: suffix, 151, 153 f., 156, 256, 272. 
ta<foj: 120.     —ti: adv. suffix, 296. 
ta<xa: 295.     ti< a}n qe,loi: in or. obl., 1044. 
ta<xeion: adv., 488; use, 197, 278, 664.  ti<qhmi: constr., 480; use, 900; tiqe<w, 
taxe<wj: 298.        318; ti<qw, 318; tiqw?, 82; qe<j, 329; 
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   te<qeika,, 364; c. ei]j, 482; compounds  to<poj: 81. 
   and forms, 306, 310, 318, 347, 350,   —toj: verbal form, 157 f., 276, 304, 
   1219.         320, 372 f.; adv. form, 296; com- 
ti<ktw: class, 351; forms, 1219.      parison of verbals in, 276; superla- 
tima<w: formation, 147; forms, 305,     tive end., 283; constr., 504; dis- 
   334, 351.        cussed, 1095 ff. 
timh<: 151.     toso<sde: use, 709. 
ti<j: ti<j for po<teroj, 61, 736; ti< and hia- tosou?toj: use, 290, 710; and art., 
   tus, 206; c. opt. in LXX and N. T.,      771. 
   940; interrogative, 291 f., 916, 940;  to<te: pronominal, 298; use, 300; 
   ti<...; 'why,' 298, 487, 738-9;      constr., 429; in Mt., 119, 443, 549. 
   ti< . . .; 'what,' 739, 916; ti . . .;  --tou?: gen., 262. 
   'how,' 739, 1176; ti< o!ti . . . , 730,  tou]nanti<on: 208. 
   739, 965, 1034; ti< tou?to . . .;, 736;  tou@noma: 208. 
   ti< ga>r . . ., 132, 739; ti< ou#n.. . , 132,  tou? ] e@stin: see ou#toj. 
   739; i!na ti<, 739; kata> ti<, 739; dia> ti<, Traxwni?tij: c. art., 788. 
   584, 739; ei]j ti<, 739; indeclinable  trei?j: forms, 282. 
   ti<, 736; ti< e]moi< (h[mi?n) kai> soi<, 395,  tre<pw: compounds and forms, 359, 
   539, 736; ti<j . . .h@s . . .;, 1177; as     1219. 
   relative 'who,' 737 f.; in object   tre<fw: use, 203; compounds and  
   clauses, 739; for o!stij, 67, 72; ti< in     forms, 359, 1220. 
   idioms, 395, 539, 730; c. gen., 515;   tre<xw: compounds and forms, 870,  
   discussed, 735-40, 1176; c. poi?oj,     1220. 
   740; and tij, 233, 739, 741, 1040;  tria<konta: form, 283. 
    in subj., 934 f.; ti< c. o!ti, 1034; ac-  triakosto<j: 284. 
   cent of ti<na, 233, 740, 1040; in or.   tri<bw: compounds and forms, 1220.  
    obl., 1044.     tri<j: form, 284, 296; tria<, 282; tri<a  
ti>j: ti and hiatus, 206; enclitic, 233,      tri<a, 91, 284. 
   234 f., 1211; position in sentence,  trisxi<lioi: use, 283. 
   235, 425; tina> constr., 490; c. gen.,  tri<toj: in mod. Gk., 284; adv., 488.  
   515; ti adv., 547; and ou$toj, 698; in   —tron: nominal suffix, 174.  
   Homer, 711; and tij, 233, 292, 739;  tropo--: in comp., 165, 219. 
   ti c. dia<, 584; c. ei$j, 292; discussed,  tro<pon: o{n tro<pon, 486, 487. 
   741-4; antithetic, 750; c. negative,  tro<pw: 487. 
   751, 987 f., 1164; and art., 778, 796.  trofo--: in comp., 165, 219.  
ti<tloj: 109.      trw<gw: 351. 
to<: substantivized neut. adj., 156 f.;  tugxa<nw: constr., 509, 1120; te<tuxa 
   to< before clauses, 118, 122; not the     trans., 801; compounds and forms, 
   art., 185; denoting quotation, 243;     1220. 
   c.  !Agar, 254, 411; forming adv.  tupikw?j: 160. 
   phrase, 249 f., 487; c. loipo<n, 470,  tu<ptw: class, 353. 
   487; c. inf., 118, 966.    Tuxiko<j: 159. 
toi<: use, 302; discussed, 1154 f.   Tuxo<n: adv. acc., 160, 488, 490, 1121, 
toigarou?n: use, 425, 1154.       1130. 
toi<nun: use, 425, 1154.    tw: accent, 233. 
toio<sde: form, 290; use, 709; and art.,  —tw: per. end., 328, 338. 
   771.      —tw-verbs: 352. 
toiou?toj: use, 290, 710, 731; and   —twr: suffix, 151. 
    o[poi?oj, 732; and art., 771.   —twsan: per. end., 55, 61, 63 n., 73, 
tolma<w: roots of, 823.       82, 328, 336, 338. 
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      u[perekperissou?: form, 170, 171, 297; 
                    U        --sw?j adv., 171, 297; use, 647. 
u: vowel-changes, 185, 195, 198-202,  u[perektei<nw: 477. 
   205, 230, 265; u=i, 238; dropped,  u[perentugxa<nw: 82, 165. 
   185; stems in, 24k, 249.   u[pere<xw: c. acc., 477. 
u!aloj: 184, 253.    u[perka<twqen: use, 647.  
u[bri<zw: and case, 473.    u[per&?on: 157. 
u[gei?a: 204.     u[phrete<w: constr., 540. 
u[gih<j: 275.     u[po<: elision, 208; form, 223, 226; 
u!dwr: gen. use, 495; loc. use, 521, 533,     constr. in comp., 165, 167, 477, 
  590.         542; cases with, 491, 517, 524, 532, 
u[eto<j: 65 n.        534, 536, 569 f.; case-form, 524, 
-u<zw: verbs in, 150.       570; frequency, 556; c. verbs, 560, 
ui:  238.        562; in condensation, 567; c. a]po<, 
-ui?a: participles in, 256, 274 f.      575, 579; and dia<, 582; and e]pi<, 600; 
-ui<hj: forms in, 275       and para<, 615; and u[pe<r, 630; dis- 
ui[o<j: meaning, 81 bis, 91, 95, 115, 116;     cussed, 633-6; in., prepositional 
   voc. of, 463; c. gen., 102, 497 f.,     phrases, 792; for agent, 820; c. inf., 
   501, 651, 781; ui[o<j fwto<j, 133.     1069. 
ui[oqesi<a: 65, 81, 115, 167.   u[poba<llw: meaning, 634. 
u!lh: 124.     u[podei<knumi: aor. of, 848. 
u[mei?j: form, see a-a, 195 f.; discussed,  u[pode<xomai: meaning, 633. 
   289 n., 678.     u[pozu<gion: 81. 
u[me<teroj: form, 277; use, 288, 684.  u[pozw<nnumi: meaning, 633. 
-umi: verbs in, 311.    u[poka<tw: use, 637. 
-u<nw: in comps., 147, 150, 213.   u[poka<twqen: use, 637. 
u[pa<gw constr., 855; use of u!page with  u[pokri<nomai: in or. obl., 1036. 
   another imperative, 428, 949.   u[po<krisij: meaning, 633. 
u[pakou<w: constr., 507; meaning, 634.  u[pokrith<j: meaning, 633. 
u[panta<w: constr., 47 n.; meaning, 634.  u[polamba<nw: constr., 480; meaning, 
u[pa<nthsij: 152; ei]j u[pa<nthsin, 528.    633; c. o!ti, 1034. 
u[pa<rxw: c. part., 1112, 1121.   u[polei<pw: c. acc., 477; meaning, 
u[pei<kw: meaning, 63       634. 
u[pe<r: in comp., 16 , 167, 171, 477;  u[polh<nion: 157, 167. 
   adv., 293, 450; constr., 784; cases  u[pome<nw: c. acc., 477. 
   with, 491, 569 f; u!per e]gw< 244,  u[pomimnh<skw: constr., 483, 509; mean- 
   450; separation implied, 517; fre-     ing, 634. 
   quency, 556; c. verbs, 560; in con-  u[ponoe<w: in or. obl., 1036. 
   densation, 567; c. a]nti<, 573 f.; and  u[pople<w: meaning, 634. 
   e]pi< 600; and kata<, 607; and peri<,  u[popne<w: constr., 475; meaning, 634. 
   616, 618; and pro<j, 623; discussed,  u[popo<dion: 65, 81 , 167. 
   628-33; c. comparatives, 83, 667;  u[po<stasij: 81. 
   c. inf., 1069.     u[postolh<: gen., 515. 
u[pera<nw: form, 161, 170, 171, 297;  u[potagh<: compounds, 167; use, 819.  
   use, 550, 646.     u[pota<ssw: voice of, 807, 809, 817; use, 
u[pera<nwqen: use, 647.       946. 
u[perballo<ntwj: origin, 160, 297 f.  u[poti<qhmi: trans., 455; meaning, 633. 
u[perbi<an: use, 550.    u[potre<xw: constr., 477; meaning, 634. 
u[pere<keina: form, 171 bis, 244, 297;  -u<rion: ending, 202. 
   use, 647.     u!sswpoj: 95. 
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u[stere<w: constr., 476, 478, 519, 541;  file<w: use, 1063, 1201; and a]gapa<w, 
    voice of, 814.        1201. 
u!steroj: form, 294; meaning, 662;  Filipph<sioi: 110. 
   adv., 488.     filo--: in comp., 81, 165, 169.  
u[yhlofrone<w: 163 n.    filoprwteu<w: 80, 165. 
u!yistoj: form, 279, 669.   fi<loj: 81. 
u[yo<w: constr., 480.    filostorgi<a: 81. 
—u<w: verbs in, 62.    filotime<omai: 81. 
      fimo<w: reading, 330; use, 908. 
 F     fobe<w: accent, 232; and case, 472 f., 
f: 215, 222, 353, 359.       485; constr., 479; 000. fob. fo<bon, 478; 
--fa: perf. in, 359.       e]fbh<qh, 817-8; c. a]po<, 577; aor. of, 
fa<goj: 157.        852 f.; use, 472, 871, 995, 997; in 
fa<gw: form., 340; ga<gomai, 324, 354;        indirect command, 1046. 
   use 883 1063.     fo<boj: and art., 758. 
fai<nw: class, 352; futs., 356; com-  foiniki<ssa: 155. 
   pounds and forms, 328, 341, 349,  foi?nic: accent, 230. 
   871, 1220; e]fa<nh, 340, 347, 350;  fora<: in mod. Gk., 284. 
   fa<n^ 349; use, 868; in or. obl., 1040;  fore<w: spelling, 201; forms, 349.  
   c. part., 1040; 1102, 1120.    fo<ron: 109. 
fanero<j: and art., 764.    forti<zw: constr., 484. 
farisai?oi: 105.    frage<llion: 109. 
fa<rij:  o!ti with, 81, 1033.   fragello<w: 109. 
fei<domai: origin, 295, 298; compounds  fra<zw: 352. 
   and forms, 295, 298, 1220.   fra<ssw: forms, 1220. 
feidome<nwj: 160, 295, 298.   fren--: in comp., 165, 167, 169. 
fei<dwloj: 157.    Frugi<a: c. art., 788. 
felo<nhj: 109.     fuga<j: use, 272. 
fe<rw: compounds and forms, 338, 363,  fulakh<:  c. e]n, 523. 
   430, 1220; h@negka, 55, 338; -ene<gkai fulaki<zw: 150. 
   338; h@negkon, 338, 363; roots, 823;  fulakth<rion:  154, 157. 
  constr., 855; use, 81, 882, 1097;  fula<ssw: constr., 476, 477, 483; form, 
   use of fe<re, 949.        352; c. a]po<, 111; ful. fulaka<j, 477, 
feu<gw: compounds and forms, 346,     479; voice of, 807. 
   351, 355, 828, 1220; constr., 476.  fusikw?j: 160. 
fhmi<: compounds and forms, 144-5,  fusio<w: spelling, 203, 342. 
   305, 310, 319, 337, 346, 434, 902;  fu<w: intrans., 800; compounds and 
   gory, 337, 346; punctuation, fhsi<,     forms, 350, 1220. 
   434; ‘aoristic’ pres., 865; in or. obl.,  -ff-: 215. 
   1036, 1039; c. o!ti, 1036, 1039;  fwnh<: in or. obi., 1033, 1042. 
   constr., 1083; c. inf., 1036, 1039,  fw?j: in John, 134; gen. use, 496 f.  
   1083; c. ou], 1156, 1162; enclitic 
   forms of, 1211.      X 
fqa<nw: meaning, 66, 81, 138; constr.,  x: 215 f., 222, 359. 
   551; use, 842, 1102, 1120; com-   -xa: adv. suffix, 296. 
   ponds and forms, 1220.   xai<rw: inf. with imp. sense, 329; x.  
fqei<rw: compounds and forms, 1220.     xara<n, 477; constr., 509, 855; voice  
-fi: suffix, 249.       of, 817; aor. pass., 817; aor. mid.,  
fia<lh: 184.        818; use, 871; use of xai<rein, 944, 
filadelfi<a: 65, 81.       1093; c. o!ti, 965; c. part., 1122; 
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   compounds and forms, 1220; fut.,  xrono-: in comp., 165. 
   356.      xruse<on: 62, 203. 
xamai<: case-form, 249, 296, 521, 537.  xruso<j: in comp., 168, 169; form, 202; 
xara<: gen., 515.       reading, 274. 
xa<ragma: 81, 116.    xu<nnw: new pres., 147, 213, 352. 
xari<zomai: forms, 311, 1220.   xw<ra: form, 248; and ellipsis, 272, 
xarin: adv., 294, 298; position, 425;      1202. 
   prep., 488; use, 72, 647; c. inf.,  xw<re<w: form, 369; use of inf., 1030; 
   1069.         reading, 1082. 
xa<rij: 81, 115, 265 bis.   xwri<j: form, 296; position of, 425; 
xarito<w: 149.        use, 647 f. 
xa<rthj: 109.     xw?roj: 109. 
xeile<wn: 62, 203, 208. 
xei<marroj: forms, 275.                        Y 
xei<r: in comp., 167 168, 169; use, 95,  y: 209, 230. 
   102, 649; and ellipsis, 652, 1202.  ya<llw :  use, 874. 
xeiro<grafon: 72, 16    yeuda<delfoj: 115, 168. 
xei<rwn: form, 278, 69.    yeudapo<stoloj: 115, 168.  
xeroubi<m: 95.     yeud(o)–: in comp., 165. 
xe<w: accent, 354; compounds and  yeu<domai: constr., 854. 
   forms 342 352, 354 1220. .   yhlafa<w: opt. form, 327; constr., 508.  
xqe<j: form 206.    yiqurismo<j: 152. 
xilia<j: 283.     yixi<on: 156. 
xi<lioi: use, 281 f., 283.    yuxh<: meaning, 81, 115, 126; instr.,  
xi<j:  283.        487; use, 689. 
xitw<n: 105, 111.    yuxiko<j: meaning, 115, 125; origin,  
xcj<: 283.        158. 
xoi?nic:  accent, 230.    yu<xw: compounds and forms 1220.  
xola<w: c. o!ti 965.    ywmi<zw: constr., 484. 
Xorazi<n: spelling, 205.    ywmi<on: 81. 
xorhge<w: trans., 455 
xorta<zw: meaning, 66, 82, 138.   W 
xra<omai: compounds and forms, 319,  w: 178, 182, 196, 199-203, 324, 367; 
   341, 1220; con .tr., 454, 473 n.,     w and o, 200 f. 
   476, 530, 532, 920.    w-: augment of, in verbs, 367. 
xrei<a: 81.     –w: compar. end., 276; verb end., 306, 
xreofeile<thj: 168, 201.       315 f., 335, 350 f. 
xrh<: 124, 319.     w#: use with voc., 111, 264, 302, 463, 
xr <̂zw: c. gen., 518       1193. 
xrhmati<zw: in or. ob1., 66, 1036.  w$de: pronominal, 298; use, 299, 548; 
xrhsteu<omai: 149.       reading, 696. 
xri<sma: accent, 2311    w/h: thematic vowel, 323. 
xristianoi<: 110, 15 .    –wloj: ads. end., 157. 
Xristo<j: meaning, 97, 101, 115;  --wmen: per. end., 200. 
   spelling, 192, 230; c. e]n, 115, 587,  --wn: nom. end., 154, 272; gen. end., 
   784; c. ei]j, 592 and art., 760 f.,     257; part. end., 374. 
   795; and  ]Ihsou?j, 795 f.   w]ne<omai: forms, 1220. 
xri<w: constr., 483; compounds and  w!ra: w!ran acc. of time, 470; c. e]n, 523. 
   forms, 1220.     w[j: origin, 295, 301; constr., 302, 401, 
xro<noj: c. e]n, 523; case, 527 f., 543.     431, 481, 661, 674; c. pred. acc., 
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   481; and toiou?toj, 710; temporal  w[saut<wj: adv., 298. 
   (in Lu. esp.), 122, 974; use, 953 f.,  w[sei<: use, 674, 968, 1140. 
   963, 967 f., 974, 980, 982, 1032,  w!sper: use, 431, 969, 1130, 1140, 1154. 
   1130, 1140, 1193; causal, 963; w[j  w[sperei<: use, 1154. 
   ‘about’ c. numeral, 674, 968; c.  w!ste: connecting particle, 431; c. inf., 
   o!ti, 964, 1033, 1049; c. part., 966,     431, 909, 990, 1000, 1088, 1090; c. 
   1124, 1127; in indirect questions,     perf. inf., 909; c. indic., 999 f., 
   1032; discussed, 987, 1032; dis-     1088; c. subj., 931, 990, 999; pure 
   appearance of, 980 n.; c. inf., 990,     purpose, 990, 1072, 10S9, 1090; 
   1091, 1093; in consec. clauses,     and  i!na, 999; intro. inferential 
   1000 f.; in conditions, 1021, 1025;     particle, 999; in consec. clauses, 
   in 1 Peter, 127; in Homer, 954; in     999 f., 1088; use and statistics, 135, 
   Lu., 122, 974, 1030; c. a@n, 974,     999. 
   1040 f.; ou]x w[j, 1140; proclitic,  -wsu<nh: 201. 
   1211.      w]ta<rion: 82, 156. 
-w?j: names, 172; adv., 248.   --w<teroj:  compar. end., 278. 
-wj: adv. end., 160, 295, 297 f.; neut.  w]ti<on:  65, 82, 156. 
   substantives, 267; part. end., 274,  wu*: 203, 205. 
   295, 374.     w]fele<w: accent, 233; constr., 472, 
--wsan: 62.        483 f., 485, 541. 
w[sanna<: 95.     --wj: in perf. part., 373. 



 
 
 
                                 IIDEX OF QUOTATIONS 
 
 
Complete for Scripture references and reasonably so for the other sources quoted. 
                             (Figures at end of lines refer to pages.) 
 
                                       (a) NEW TESTAMENT 
 
              Matthew    2:12                      561, 747, 800, 816 
1:1                      780, 793, 795  2:13  313, 476, 513, 828, 868, 
1:2                                       263                                             882, 990, 1060, 1088 
1:2-16                      760, 788, 1184    2:14                                                  1112 
1:4                                        269  2:15                                                    636 
1:6              255, 268 bis, 501, 1184  2:15, 22                                              299 
1:10                                 263 bis  2:16            231, 297, 298, 834, 
1:11                               269, 603                                                               1112, 1126 
1:11f.                                       501  2:17                                                      255 
1:12                    494, 781, 1184  2:18                                            475, 1159 
1:15                                            215  2:20                  392, 406, 892 bis, 1111 
1:16                                         1107  2:21                                                      559 
1:17                           576, 643, 773  2:22                       510, 574, 996, 1029 
1:18  514, 515, 977, 1041 bis, 1091,  2:23                                                  593 
           1121, 1122, 132, 1184, 1188  3:1                587, 697, 708, 868, 1185 
1:19           817, 966, 1060, 1128   3:2                         408, 609, 652, 762, 895 
1:20        261, 3 4, 350, 418, 463,  3:3                                                 255, 697 
           464, 514, 541, 817, 820, 852,  3:4                           231, 577, 620, 686 bis, 
                                        932, 1060                                                                    709, 883 
1:21              287, 459, 575, 679,  3:5                 255, 491, 624, 652, 773, 883 
            779, 872, 87 889, 942, 1191  3:6                    271, 525 bis, 586, 636, 651, 
1:22       349, 517, 534, 567, 582,                                                            760, 791, 883 
           636, 705, 774, 820, 982, 998  3:7                         213, 602, 735, 848, 883, 
1:23                    515, 611, 713, 881                         916, 1176 
1:24                                       541  3:8                                       504, 835, 1192 
1:25                               459, 975  3:9                               598, 834, 853, 1035 
2:1                255, 263, 408 bis, 575,  3:10                               418, 423, 771, 881 
                                   760, 762, 791          3:11                        418, 428, 516, 520, 586, 
2:2              231, 366, 370, 419, 540,                        590, 645, 658, 679, 889, 1076, 
        542, 810, 915, 990, 1062, 1088                                                              1148, 1153, 1186 
2:3               253, 263, 760, 772, 774           3:12                   260, 355, 533, 562, 575, 
2:4                 517 bis, 627, 773, 795,                                                      581, 606, 683, 722 
                                866, 1043, 1045  3:13                                                         575 
2:5                                     695, 1186  3:14                  235, 677, 682, 885, 1076, 
2:6        255, 559, 587, 652, 669,                                                              1148, 1183 
                       729, 1106, 1109, 1165  3:15                        221,309,315,393,772 
2:7                        530, 762, 1106                881, 1058, 1086, 1110, 1119, 1126 
2:8                  366, 860, 971, 986  3:16                    538, 561, 575, 578, 968, 
2:9 .   408, 642, 7 4, 840, 969, 975                                                                   1025, 1213 
2:10               258, 477, 484, 1122  3:17                    372, 460, 597, 697, 837, 
2:11                                         593                                                                    842, 1097 
 
                                                      1291 
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Matt.      Matt. 
4:1                           635, 820, 880, 990  5:22, 28, 32                                  1186 
4:2                           349, 860, 1112  5:22, 28, 32, 34, 39, 44                  1153 
4:3                                      329,993  5:23                                    849 
4:3, 6                                             781              5:24                 428, 470, 529, 621, 640,  
4:4.                             604, 649, 889                                                      657, 690, 882, 949 
4:5                                             756               5:25                 330, 375, 488, 573, 729 
4:6                              221, 548, 625                                                 890, 975, 976  
4:7             311, 319, 874, 883, 895  5:26                             255, 976 
4:8                                      311, 419              5:27                                     889 
4:9                                              705           5:28               474, 508, 773, 842, 1003 
4:10                                 391                     1060, 1075 bis 
4:11         540, 838, 847, 883  5:29                502, 539, 575, 681, 779, 
4:13             219, 273, 593, 613, 759           534, 992, 1009, 1018 
4:15                 469, 500, 646  5:29 f.                                                  687 
4:16                                 437  5:30                                     779 
4:17                                 576  5:31                                     850 
4:18       269, 615, 656, 1190  5:32            348, 517, 646, 764 bis, 773 
4:19                     419, 480, 517, 645, 949  5:33                                       224, 333, 889 
4:20                                                     770  5:34                      475, 588, 1060, 1094 
4:21     263, 501, 586, 620, 747, 770,  5:34 f.                                                   594 
                                                           780  5:34-36                                                  1189 
4:23             477, 499, 562, 617, 655  5:34, 39                                                 1084  
4:23-25                                               428  5:35                                     633 
4:24                         412, 799  5:36                            853, 1214 
4:25                                        28, 788  5:37                   279, 516, 618, 660, 947, 
5:1            307, 561, 593, 597, 756, 1132                                                           1150 bis 
5:2                                              885  5:38                                                    573 
5:3                               417, 523, 762  5:39          727, 746, 747 
5:3-10                                               757  5:39-43                                                   1181 
5:3-11                                 945  5:40                   437, 529, 538, 683, 802  
5:3-12                                 443  5:41                                183,562 
5:4                                       764, 872  5:42               311, 809, 855, 943 
5:6                                       474, 508  5:43                   330, 547, 646, 889, 943 
5:8                                395, 523, 871  5:44                   630, 889, 041, 943, 947  
5:9                                               485  5:45         392, 757, 764, 799, 801, 1200 
5:11  234, 392, 473, 505, 551  5:46                            735, 1019 
5:12                          621,855  5:46f.                                                  1181 
5:13              269, 534, 590, 739, 751,  5:47                687, 850, 1019 bis 
                                        768, 1019, 1024  5:48                       429, 678, 889 
5:14                                        505, 642  6:1                             244, 394, 542, 626, 818,  
5:15               221, 263, 428, 491, 633,                                        820, 858, 991, 1003, 1075 bis, 
                                  635, 757, 766, 1183                                    1080, 1088, 1148, 1148-9, 1173 
5:16                  640, 710, 782  6:2                              349,429, 577, 633, 687, 
5:17       231, 427, 428, 789, 833, 834,                                  853, 866 bis, 969, 972, 986; 1154 
                 853, 857, 858, 932, 990, 1062,  6:3                            652, 662, 856, 943, 1131, 
                           1080, 1088, 1187, 1188                              1170, 1202 
5:18               186, 405, 406, 561, 677,           6:4                               471, 653, 764, 986 
                                                    751, 933  6:5                          552, 828, 874 bis, 942, 
5:19          660, 669, 698, 712, 959 bis                                                         963, 968, 986, 1157 
5:20       516, 666, 667, 677, 854, 933           6:6             204, 777, 835, 855, 947, 950, 1186 
5:21                 212, 342, 349, 504 bis,  6:7                             184, 589, 591, 969, 1035  
         538, 541, 658, 844, 850, 889,  6:8                               482, 720, 726, 857, 881, 
          957, 1035, 1042, 1157, 1162                                             895, 978, 1061, 1075, 1091 
5:22               219, 502, 535, 537, 541,  6:9                                      459, 464, 779 
                         677, 744, 772, 1107, 1148  6:9-11                                        855 
5:22, 28                                                866  6:9-13                                422, 852 
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Matt.      Matt. 
6:10    334, 350, 396, 600, 818, 1181  7:19                                       402 
6:11                         159, 779  7:20                           425, 1148 bis, 1190  
6:12                538, 677 842, 963, 967  7:21                                     752 ter, 1107 
6:13               518, 575, 593, 652, 653,  7:22                     367, 524, 525, 708, 917, 
                                                    853, 932                    1157, 1175, 1213 
6:14 f.                                              1186  7:23                         559, 575, 1028, 1035, 
6:15                                1185                                                                      1107, 1165 
6:16            395, 427, 8:4, 1040, 1102  7:24                      468, 479, 602, 727, 772, 
6:16, 18                                              1121                                                  905, 957, 1105 bis, 1107 
6:17        683, 779, 811, 1102,  7:25           361, 366, 606, 905, 1100, 1157 
                                                           1126  7:26                  727, 752, 772, 957, 
6:18                   589, 891, 1102, 1115                                                                         1105, 1107  
6:19            231 405,853,875  7:27                                                     1100 
6:19 f.                             286, 687, 1186  7:28              350, 532, 835, 883, 970, 1043 
6:20                                  792  7:28 f.                                               966, 1207 
6:21                                 523  7:29                                                        394 
6:22               284, 768, 1018  8:1                                      597, 683, 1132 
6:22, 23                                               849  8:2                                  391, 1018, 1019, 1214 
6:23                    740, 9 7, 1027, 1186  8:3                     183, 391, 684, 770, 1028, 1216 
6:24       251, 573, 675, 748, 749, 751,  8:4                                 330, 338, 430, 595, 683, 
                   890, 1052, 1188, 1191                                                             849, 854, 932, 949 
6:25               539, 564, 738, 853, 917,  8:5, 8                                                         258 
                   935, 1028, 1044, 1176  8:8                                 329, 635, 653, 657, 
6:25, 31                                               1031                                              658 bis, 681, 819, 992, 1076 
6:26            561, 581, 105, 1183, 1185  8:9                                391, 817, 1180 bis, 1182 
6:27     515, 561, 733, 8 1, 1115, 1128  8:10                                   710, 844 
6:28                341, 606. 19, 799, 1185  8:11                   334, 357, 408, 819 
6:29                      502, 515, 807, 1164,  8:12                           278, 298, 803 
                                                           1185  8:13                                   818, 968 
6:30              532, 1107, 1115  8:15                                           367 
6:31             738, 934, 9 5, 1028, 1044  8:16                   392, 533, 653, 773 
6:32            404, 419, 705, 771  8:18                                   491, 646 
6:33                                  542  8:19                282, 292, 674, 675, 796, 969 
6:34               411, 509, 547, 594, 765,  8:20                      737, 757 bis, 800 
                                                   853, 1202  8:21                                 748, 1152 
7:1                         853, 890, 947, 983  8:22                                                 690, 858 
7:2                         534, 590, 718, 721  8:23                   525, 560, 585, 683 
7:3                    471, 685 bis, 738, 782  8:24                                   679, 883 
7:4                   34, 286, 329, 430, 596, 931  8:25                           828, 879, 941 
7:5                                582, 659, 1088  8:26                                                 738, 813 
7:6                          203, 538, 763, 853, 875,  8:27                        292, 507, 543, 741, 917, 
                              988, 1185, 1200                                                                         1001, 1176 
7:7                                         357, 1023  8:28                               597, 634, 708, 1171 
7:7, 8                                                 1213   8:29                 348, 621, 729, 1136 
7:8                                           773, 866  8:30                                                         499 
7:9                           439, 82, 917, 1177  8:31                                 948, 1009 
7:10                 231, 1023, 1188  8:32                           339, 570, 607 
7:11             40, 1053, 1062, 1103, 1129  8:34                   528, 609, 628, 771, 
7:12         427, 704, 732, 733, 959, 1180                                                                           995, 1046 
7:13                                                 800  9:1                                                 691, 692, 770 
7:13 f.                                                 1200  9:2                                                 315, 603 
7:14                             730, 739  9:4                         244, 395, 739 bis, 916, 1176 
7:15                        272, 477, 548, 589, 727,  9:5                                186, 617, 737, 916, 917, 
                                               729, 800, 966                                                              1176, 1177, 1190 
7:16                                392, 66, 576, 1172  9:6                                119, 319, 434, 443, 562, 
7:17                                                        221                                                                          907, 1203 
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Matt.      Matt. 
9:8                                      409, 710  10:28                    352, 472 bis, 473, 577 bis, 
9: 9                              314, 602, 800                                         1046, 1213 
9:9 ft                                215  10:28, 31                                               1170 
9:10         316 bis, 529, 1043  10:29                       355, 356, 510, 515, 603, 
9:11                            244, 916, 1176                                                               637, 638, 751 
9:13        261, 844, 1163, 1164, 1166  10:31                                   473, 519, 853 
9:14                                402  10:32                       108, 436, 475, 524, 541, 
9:15     300, 497, 559, 722, 733, 978                                                       588, 957, 959, 961 
9:16                914, 278, 604  10:32 f                                     956 
9:17             251, 292, 342, 352, 745,  10:33                      727, 951, 957, 959, 968 
                880, 1025, 1148, 1220                10:33, 38                                    956 
9:18                  433, 842, 1109, 1132                10:34                              603 
9:20                       212, 1115         10:35                                 284, 581, 607 
9:21                               1019  10:37                                       633, 1108 
9:22               264, 433, 462, 517, 575  10:37, 39, 40, 41                                1108 
9:24                                  512  10:37 f                                    956 
9:25                         300, 508  10:38                              956, 962, 1158 
9:26                                         708 bis  10:39             859, 1108, 1109, 1111, 1112 
9:27                         463, 474  10:40                            859, 1108, 1115 
9:29                                 609  10:41                         356, 389, 525, 595 
9:30                     368, 430, 932, 949, 996,  10:41 f                           593, 649 
                                             1213  10:42                         484, 653, 1108, 1202 
9:31                                708  11:1               683, 1102, 1121 
9:35                477, 655, 773  11:3                    748, 934, 1107, 1116 
9:36        211, 212, 364 bis, 619, 968  11:4                   104, 258, 726 
9:37                              1153  11:5                          652, 816 
9:38                                             995            11:7                765, 820, 1088 
10:1          500, 809, 990, 1089, 1090  11:7-9                                              1166 
10:2                                      657, 767  11:8        354, 589, 653, 1088 
10:4                            760, 859, 1114  11:9                                1150 
10:5                                      495, 500  11:10                       698, 703, 960, 1193 
10:6                              358, 800, 881  11:11                                 516, 587, 668 
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1:8              148, 505, 640, 658, 979, 1072  1:63                                                         457 
1:9                  231, 509, 1060, 1065, 1113  1:64                                297, 550, 885, 1127, 
1:10                                               888                                                1201, 1213 
1:12                  418, 560, 602  1:66                                           409, 736, 739 
1:13                                        480, 964   1:67-79                                                           422 
1:14             356, 357, 541, 871, 1078  1:68-79                                                         1199 
1:14 f.                                                889   1:70                                  107, 762, 783 
1:15                270, 505, 642, 871, 933  1:71                                             649 
1:16 f.                                                  889  1:72                                       509, 1001, 1086 
1:16, 17                                                  679  1:73                      475, 479, 485, 718 
1:17            255, 477, 562, 683  1:74                                        540, 1039, 1076  
1:18                                    739  1:75                                                    470, 527 
1:20          208, 353, 594, 714, 717, 721,  1:76                       560, 678, 694, 1149, 1185 
            728, 889, 960, 963, 975, 1173  1:76, 78 f                                           1001 
1:21         260 bis, 532, 979, 1073, 1092  1:76 f., 79                                              990 
1:22                        582, 680, 888, 1029  1:79                    231 bis, 341, 349, 371, 1056 
1:23                                     658  1:80.                                                             497 
1:24                                351, 617, 1217  2:1                                     185, 417, 561, 708, 809, 
1:25             224, 566, 721, 792                                                                             1076, 1086 
1:27                                     364  2:2                                82, 510, 657, 669, 701, 
1:28.                                                    611                                                                          704, 790, 793 
1:29             741, 938, 1031, 1044, 1045  2:3                                                       417, 746 
1:30                              614, 647  2:4                                         417, 578, 728 bis, 729, 
1:31                            480, 1202                                             966, 1039, 1071 
1.33                                                    602  2:5                                       216, 364, 801, 807, 809, 
1:34                                    1159                                                                               1080, 1214 
1:35                         409, 560, 764, 1181  2:6                                                    1061, 1076 
1:36           256, 267, 272, 275, 701, 790  2:7                                                      541, 1210 
1:37                                                   752  2:8                                                376, 477, 479 
1:38                                                    940   2:9                                                                542 
1:39                      255, 652, 708  2:10                                                  538 
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Luke      Luke 
2:11                                             350  3:18                 474, 749 bis, 1181 
2:12                                                   701  3:19                             258, 512, 619, 717, 719 
2:13    272, 404, 407, 412, 655, 656  3:20                                                 605 bis 
2:14                               242, 792 bis  3:21                                           371, 771, 1073 
2:15                          393, 714, 1149  3:22                            795, 837 bis 
2:16         759, 760, 861, 1109, 1113  3:23                                       1102 
2:18                             532, 619, 838  3:23-38                                                236, 761 
2:19                                    828, 884  3:24                                  215, 263 
2:20               429, 716, 717  3.25 f                                                            215  
2:21            457,.480, 621, 858, 978,  3:27                                  214, 236 
                          1039, 1075, 1076, 1091  3:29                                  215, 236 
2:22                   491, 561, 609, 1088  3:32                                                        214 
2:22,  24                                     990  3:33                            255 
2:24                                         204, 1088  3.35                                                       236 
2:25                              395, 602, 770  3:36                                                        236 
2:26                 362, 816, 858,977 bis,  3:37               184 
                 1030, 103o, 1047, 1080, 1084,  4:1                                     396, 880, 1185 
                                               1085, 1091  4:3                                          781, 1009 bis 
2:27        47, 490, 501, 619, 858, 979,  4:6                                                 701, 771 
                  1039, 1065, 1073; 1081, 1109  4.7                                     234, 540 
2:28                         473, 593  4:9                                                         834                       
2:29-32                                             1199  4:10           582, 762, 1068 
2:32                                210  4:13                        505, 576, 771, 791, 974 
2.33                               405, 412, 605  4:14                                           607 
2.35                                       687, 986  4:15                                                      1127 
2:36                                 723  4:16                        219, 299, 358, 523, 537, 
2:37              232, 495, 518, 559, 576,                                     881, 909 
                                         680 bis  4:17                                     29, 103 
2:38                      523, 541, 574, 686  4:18                           425, 641, 901 
2:39                              766, 800, 841  4:20                                   757, 773 
2:41              224, 270, 523, 608, 884  4:22       418, 496, 532, 651, 
2:42                                              497                        697, 838 
2:44         269, 469, 479, 496,  4:23                   402, 864, 1035, 1103, 1207 
                                   1036, 1060  4:25                        253, 255, 410, 523, 602, 
2:46                                               491                                                          604 
2:47                                  883  4:26 .                219, 263, 399, 1016 
2:48                                        402, 879  4:26 f.                                                1187,1203 
2:49                 502, 86, 739, 767, 884,  4:27                                   214, 603 
                            916, 1034, 1176  4:28                                         1127 
2:50                             680 bis  4:29                   365, 603, 905, 990, 
2:51                           828, 884                                                                         1000, 1089 
3:1                 189, 255, 510, 523, 788, 793  4:30                        550, 565, 581, 648, 775, 
3:2                           255 bis, 501, 603                                                                             791, 905 
3:5                                 458, 595, 652  4:34                 391 bis, 488, 539, 738, 1193 
3:6                                                 772  4:35                     230-1, 472, 482, 484, 648, 
3:8                                                853                                                                            860, 1172 
3:9                                                 870  4:36                                  735, 1001 
3:10                       850, 916, 934, 1176  4:37                                            261 
3:12                                         243, 996  4:38                                                          619 
3.13                                         187, 667  4:40                                                          800 
3:14                409, 532, 541, 582, 626,  4:41                           404, 1035, 1041, 1103 
                                      853, 1173  4:42                               643, 1061 bis, 1078, 
3:15                        939, 940, 988, 996,            1089, 1094 1171 
                  1031 1044, 1045, 1177  4.43                                            474 748, 776 
3:16                       355, 520, 521, 722, 828  5:1                                                   375, 615 
3:17                           260, 503  5:1, 12                                                           393 
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Luke      Luke 
5:1, 12, 17                                        1183  6:24 f.                                                   1193 
5:2 1                                 559  6:25               333, 356, 459, 466, 
5:3                                      597, 733                1107, 1193  
5:4                  431, 860, 891, 1102, 1121  6:26                                       208 
5:5                    339, 582, 604, 774, 1186  6:27                                       473 
5:6                      212, 318, 885, 1219 bis  6:27 f.                                                     428 
5:7                      529, 616, 745, 748, 769,  6:28                                  473 bis 
                                 1039, 1068  6:29                               518, 746 
5:9                              433, 628, 717  6:30                     855, 890, 1214 
5:10             353, 504, 528, 765, 889  6:32                           1019, 1026 
5:12                      334, 792, 817, 849  6:32 f.                                                    740 
5:14                                      442, 537  6:33                     687, 850, 1019 
5:17             323, 393, 788, 888, 906  6:34 .            576, 720, 721, 1010 
5:18                                              396  6:35                                             223, 476 
5:19             494, 506, 550, 561, 636,  6:37                   930, 1164, 1182 
            652, 740 bis, 1029, 1044,  6:37 f.                                                     948 
                                            1202  6:38                   184, 213, 718, 828, 1136 
5:20                       342, 1216  6:39               917 ter, 1157, 1175 
5:20, 23                                               315  6:40                                                    1105 
5:21                                                     703  6:41                                                      692 
5:23                                 896  6:42                312, 597 bis, 659, 686, 932, 
5:24                              434, 907, 1203                                                    980, 1138, 1139, 1214 
5:25                                               642   6:45                                       676, 762, 763 
5:26                                               845   6:47                                                       436 
5:27                         263, 612   6:48              212, 214, 232, 256, 365, 530, 
5:29                                263                                     551, 779, 909, 1071, 1081, 1091, 
5:30                                               611                                                                        1105, 1136 
5:32                                               844  6:48 f.                                                        712 
5:33                                 478  6:49                   212, 648, 785, 1105, 1114 
5:34                                    978, 1085  7:1                                   841, 965 bis, 971 
5:36               560, 1025, 1027, 1182  7:2                                                        546 
5:37                                              356  7:3                                                582, 995 
5:38                    157, 373, 486, 1097  7:4                                724, 872, 884, 961, 996 
6:1                    168, 393, 533, 560, 1043  7:5                                                        367 
6:2                                       235, 425  7:6                                                518, 807 
6:3                                300, 726, 971  7:7                                                      1023 
6:3 f.                                               1045  7:8                                        767, 856, 865 
6:4                   435, 714, 1032, 1039, 1084  7:9                                                290, 474 
6:6                                393, 684, 748  7:11 .         523, 530, 547, 660, 774 
6:7                                                     1103  7:12                                232, 536, 537, 680, 
6:8                                        680, 800                                1116, 1183 
6:11           327, 854, 885, 938,  7:16                                                        842 
                                 940 bis, 1021  7:17                                           586 
6:12      500, 582, 1040, 1049,  7:18                                 194, 258 
                                    1058, 1085  7:19 .          742, 1108, 1116, 1118 
6:13                           477, 577  7:19 f.                                                       748 
6:13-17                                                 428   7:21                                                       818 
6:14                                                 480   7:24                                                     1080 
6:16             501, 767  7:24 f.                                                         857 
6:17            28, 273, 579, 613  7:25                                               364, 816 
6:17 f.                                                 714  7:27                                 872, 960 
6:20                 593, 681, 683, 770, 910  7:28                                 234, 504 
6:21                           333, 356  7:30                                                535, 594 
6:22                                         641, 834  7:32                                      778, 792, 1107 
6:23                   208, 523, 855  7:33                                              519, 1189 
6:24                                     1107, 1187  7:35                                                        837 
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Luke      Luke 
7:36                                              742  8:33                                                     607 
7:37                      586, 1035    8:34                                                     339 
7:38                525, 533 bis, 645, 799  8:35                                       339 
7:38, 44                                              262  8:36                                         1043, 1045 
7:39               292, 727, 736, 741 bis,  8:37                                    1186 
      887, 923, 1012, 1014, 1048,  8:38                                 203, 342, 1214 
                                1049, 1177  8.39                                            608, 733 
7:40                     742, 1087  8:40                         107, 587, 891, 1073 
7:41            201, 668, 749, 750, 920  8:41                                      697 
7:42              393, 515, 737  8:42                      232, 680, 827 
7:42 f.                               608  8:43                                  367, 1105, 111 
7:43          659, 1034, 1048  8:45                                         828 
7:43, 47                                             720  8:46                                 234, 742, 910, 1035, 
7:44                               701                                       1041, 1042, 1103, 1109, 1118, 
7:45       581, 653, 717, 978,                                                                               1123 
                                 1102, 1121  8:47                        718, 721, 726 bis, 966, 
7:47             647, 720, 722, 774, 777,                                                                 1045 bis, 1032 
                                     962, 966  8:48                                                264, 462 
7:49        703, 724, 735, 961  8:49                     742, 827, 867, 890, 895 
8:1                                      587, 608  8:50                                                       549 
8:1, 22                                  680  8:51                                        752 
8:3                     214, 215, 599, 749  8:52                            475, 809, 853, 1166 
8:4                              313, 505, 583  8:53                         341, 827, 838 
8: 5                   107, 478, 695, 990, 1072,  8:54                         264, 465, 769 
                                 1073, 1153  8:55                                           1049, 1085 
8:5f                                 749  8:56                                       1109 
8:5 ff                                           1152  9:1                                                       427 
8:6-8                                      350, 749  9:3                           571, 944, 1092, 1189 
8:7                              216, 341, 644  9:3-5                                                     1047 
8:8                                      284, 777  9:5                                               437, 733 
8:9                            736, 938, 1031  9:6                                               299, 608 
8:10                               993  9:7                           233, 792, 1071, 1109 
8:11                                            704  9:7 f.                                     743, 750, 1049 
8:12                               233  9:8                                               636, 747 
8:13                                    625, 793  9:9                                         710 
8:14                             1164  9:9, 13                                      1186 
8:14 f.                                                704  9:10                                691, 733 
8:15                 176, 600, 1182, 1201  9:11                                        367 
8:16                        318, 634  9:12                                        800 
8:17         726, 64, 1001, 1158, 1164  9:13                   201, 666, 751, 762, 1016, 
8:18                           957, 962, 1170                    1017, 1025, 1172 
8:19                                530  9:14                                       482, 487, 968 
8:20                        349, 881  9:15                                        771 
8:21                                700  9:16                                        561 
8:22                        675, 680  9:18                        371, 375, 891 
8:23        834, 838, 884, 885  9:18, 20                                                 1036 
8:24              787, 879, 1200  9:18 f.                                                    1035 
8:25      541, 697, 917, 1176  9:19                              695, 1047 
8:26        573, 638, 639, 728  9:22                                579, 762 
8:27         527, 528, 809, 841  9:23                681, 688, 690, 811 
8:28                       234, 463, 464, 519  9:24                641, 688, 689, 698 
8:29               212, 262, 318, 392, 527,  9:25                                 816, 1023, 1129 
                               581, 827, 905  9:27                                              473, 743 
8:29 f.                                                  543  9:28                                   107, 434, 460, 968 
8:30                                  404  9:29                                    163, 748, 1073 
8:31                          252, 404  9:30                                                     957  
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Luke      Luke 
9:31                         343, 884  10:19                    875, 889, 590, 1061, 1076, 
9:32              529, 533, 582, 628, 766                                                                    1165, 1175 
9:33       1720, 726, 750, 931, 1030, 1048  10:20                            965, 1035, 1173 bis 
9:33, 41                                               299  10:21                         464, 524, 709, 764, 788 
9:34                                       431, 885  10:22                                             845, 959 
9:35                         507, 818  10:24                                     339, 678, 843 
9:36              337, 364, 657, 680, 720,  10:25                                             743, 796 
                         776, 834, 897 bis  10:26                                   423, 917, 1176 
9:37                              393, 529, 774  10:27                                                     765 
9:38                                       232, 541  10:28                                                     949 
9:39                                      231, 296  10:29                                   234, 547, 1182 
9:40                                              993  10:29, 36                646, 765 
9:41              264, 299, 463, 464, 623  10:30                       521, 524, 542, 634, 1113 
9:42                         212, 818            10:31                                                     165 
9:43                              537, 716, 717  10:31 f .                       565, 572, 613 
9:43-45                                               883  10:34                               508, 691, 817, 1220 
9:45                     509, 812, 998,1212  10:34 f.                                                     219 
9:46                             424, 491, 585, 739,  10:35                    107, 243, 291, 602, 681, 
                766, 890, 93S, 940, 1021, 1031,                                                   688, 729, 959 bis, 964, 
                         1044, 1046, 1176                         1039 
9:47                                               614  10:36                         501, 561, 585, 593, 908 
9:48                  668, 698, 954  10:37                                                     611 
9:49               611, 838, 864, 885, 892,  10:38                                             633, 743 
                               964, 1030, 1041, 1048  10:39                                     289, 613, 696 
9:50             607, 720, 956, 962, 1158  10:40                         529, 560, 565, 573, 618, 
9:51                     349, 426, 951, 1002,                           627, 816, 1087, 1090 
                         1042, 1068, 1183  10:40 f.                                                      620 
9:52                       621, 967, 987, 990,  10:41                                                      816 
                                    1089, 1091  10:42                  518, 559, 562, 728, 810, 819 
9:54          561, 858, 878, 935,  11:1                       371, 375, 429, 742 bis, 
                                     1046, 1080                                             891, 952, 1036, 1042, 1181 
9:55                                    731, 740 bis  11:2-4                                                       852 
9:56                                   748  11:3                    159, 487, 766, 855, 1214 
9:57                                   969  11:4                      315, 335, 541, 744, 773, 
9:58               969, 1044, 1045                              853, 880, 963, 1216 
9:59                       1039, 1084  11:5                      185, 738, 875, 930, 934 
9:60            582, 1201  11:6                       720, 726, 960, 965, 996 
9:61                                        536, 593  11:7                      300, 340, 362, 593, 853, 
9:62                                                     1097                                 947, 1170 
10:1                               284, 299, 571, 655,  11:8                       244, 518, 733 bis, 1012, 
                    673 bis, 749, 884, 969                                                   1026, 1027, 1070, 1071, 
10:3                                    644                                                     1148 bis, 1149 
10:4                               608, 853, 1172  11:9 f.                                              357, 1213 
10:5                                    537  11:9, 10 f                                       1213 
10:6                 334, 357, 394, 561, 819,  11:11                                436, 490, 573, 738 
                               874, 948, 1025  11:11 f.                                                        439 
10:6, 8, 10                                  849  11:13                                548, 599, 1045, 1204 
10:7                408, 561, 615, 709, 757  11:14                                                      1119 
10:8                         959, 1115  11:15                                           515 
10:8, 10                                                 437  11:15 f.                                                        749 
10:11                                     401, 539, 699  11:17                                                       750 
10:15                                         643, 678  11:18                                     750, 891, 1081 
10:16                                                 418  11:21                                                    690, 779 
10:17                                           543, 1181  11:22                            231, 366, 580, 904, 971 
10:18                   843, 864, 883, 910, 1041,  11:24                                                        969 
           1012, 1114, 1116, 1123 bis  11:26                                                        775 
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Luke      Luke 
11:27                                              219  12:26                        669, 670, 1012, 1024, 
11:28                                            1151                    1160 bis 
11:29                                              500  12:28                                   184, 352, 1212 
11:30                                            1190  12:29                                                     609 
11:32                                              963  12:30                                             419, 705 
11:33                                      231, 764  12:31                                                   1187 
11:34                                      284, 971  12:32                                     231, 261, 465 
11:35                          995, 1045, 1169  12:33                             215, 504, 1100, 1109, 
11:38                  32, 621, 808, 965, 1035                                                                     1137, 1172 
11:39                  399, 505, 642, 643, 786  12:34                                                     969 
11:40                                          547, 642  12:35                         313, 314, 328, 330, 360, 
11:42                  315, 477, 499, 500, 800,                                                                 375, 890, 908 
                          919, 1171, 1193  12:36                                 597, 1044, 1045, 
11:44                                               642                                                                     1110, 1132 
11:45                                               473  12:38                               158, 523, 794, 1018, 
11:46                                              484                1025, 1182 
11:47                                             1153  12:39                               471, 740, 922, 1014 
11:48                      529, 1153 bis, 1190  12:40                                                      718 
11:49                                       1181, 1202  12:41                                                    1180 
11:50                                       213, 796  12:42                                                      604 
11:51                                               789  12:43                                                      891 
11:52                                               265  12:44                                              604, 866 
11:54                                                   474  12:46                                         718 
12:1                31, 577, 587, 623, 696,  12:47                              479, 485, 626, 559, 
      714, 722, 727, 802, 818, 952,                                                                      1112, 1114 
                           953, 1091, 1192  12:47 f                                         653 
12:2                        627, 818 bis, 1158  12:48           436, 477, 479, 485, 659, 718,720 
12:3      696, 722, 724, 818, 952, 962  12:49                      302, 739, 917, 1176, 1193 
12:4                72, 577, 704, 752, 935,  12:50                                              302, 729 
                        1046, 1087, 1213  12:51                                          1187, 1188 
12:5              232, 560, 818, 858, 950,  12:52                                      361, 375, 907 
                 979, 1046, 1074, 1092  12:52 f                                                     605 
12:6           751, 818, 917, 1157, 1182  12:54, 57                                      1180 
12:7                                818 bis, 1186  12:57                                              109, 686 
12:8         108, 93, 459, 475, 524, 541,  12:58                         559, 909, 967, 988, 1062, 
  588, 684, 955, 956, 957 bis, 959                                                             1079, 1081, 1147 
12:8 f.                                                1114  12:59                                               775, 976 
12:8, 10                                               439  13:1                      290, 317, 611, 613, 686 
12:9          642, 812, 818, 819  13:2             616 bis, 661, 801, 1029, 1175 
12:10                    436, 459, 473, 594, 718,  13:3                                         849 
                                       818, 957  13:4                         253, 283, 616 bis, 724 
12:11                  334, 561, 739, 787, 1170  13:6                     906, 1115, 1117 
12:12                        523, 709, 726, 776  13:6 f.                                                     1128 
12:13                                              742 bis  13:7                       739 bis, 879, 977, 1115 
12:14                                                480  13:8                                       528, 620, 976 
12:15                    472, 476, 543, 598, 772,  13:9                      208, 394, 594, 874, 924, 
       802, 807, 933, 949, 979, 994,                                           942, 1018, 1023, 1025, 1203 
                             1073, 1183 bis  13:10                                                     1110 
12:16                                               349  13:11                                             627, 1119 
12:18                                               699  13:12                                               264, 518 
12:19                                           594, 902  13:13                                               367, 770 
12:20                   264, 392, 406, 463, 464,  13:13, 17                                         885 
                       523, 541, 816, 820  13:14                                               920, 965 
12:21                                                689  13:15                                                           746 
12:23                                    411, 516, 654  13:16                           283, 460, 518, 887, 919 
12:24                                606, 1035, 1183  13:17                                               542, 605 
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Luke 
13:19                      458, 595, 690, 791  15:4                                       976 
13:19, 21                  715  15:4, 7                                       213 
13:21                                               656  15:4, 8                                                     738 
13:23                                     916, 1024   15:6                               562 563, 786 805 
13:24       434  15:6, 9                                                  1035 
13:25                 188, 319, 800, 978, 1102  15:7                             661, 1188 
13:25, 26                                 324  15:8                               738, 917 
13:27                                       559, 773  15:9                               787, 805 
13:28                   188, 324, 339, 348, 876,  15:11                                                     743 
                                    972, 1218  15:13                                           771, 1163 
13:29                                                   254     15:14                             253, 410, 608, 680 
13:32                         653, 1202  15:15                                             675, 817 
13:33                  393, 652, 1198, 1202  15:16                              208, 716, 883 885 
13:34                  204, 219, 267, 348, 635,  15:17                              510, 532, 741 828 
                                          689, 718  15:18                                             594, 874 
13:35                   972 bis, 976  15:19                                 658, 1076, 1080 
14:1                         613, 811  15:19, 21                      1061 
14:2, 16                                               743  15:20                                                  1110 
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1:7                      583, 703, 707, 723, 850  1:44                               578, 598 
1:7 f                                 915  1:45                                    578, 720, 782 
1:7, 22                                              619  1:46                           428, 598, 743, 875, 949 
1:8                            505, 707, 708, 1187  1:47                                     1100 
1:9                            777, 891, 1118  1:48              621, 634, 635 bis, 683, 765, 
1:9, 41                                              762                                                               858, 978, 1075 
1:10                                834  1:49                     769, 781, 1126 
1:11                502, 691 ter, 767, 834,  1:50                    277, 396, 476, 634, 871, 
                                           1157                                              1028, 1029, 1123 
1:11 f.                                             563  1:51                               364, 423 
1:12          339, 732, 778, 834, 1076,  2:1                                                     762 
                                1107, 1217   2:2                                                      428 
1:13                       408, 534   2:2, 12                                                     405 
1:14            275, 276, 394, 407, 413,  2:4                                             539, 736 
       505, 767, 794, 818, 829 ter,  2:5                                             243, 729 
                                                       1204   2:5-8                                                     855 
1:15                  280, 434, 438, 473, 484,  2:6                                             571, 906 
   516, 640, 662, 670, 801, 887,  2:7                                                     510 
                          895, 896, 1111  2:9                             474, 506, 507, 841 
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1:16          407, 505, 574, 829, 1181  2:10               218, 277, 643, 678 
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1:18        133 n., 364, 536, 559, 586,  2:12               470, 680, 681, 686 
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2:5                                               593  3:11                           269, 407, 604, 655 
2:6                                             1042  3:12               334, 423, 818, 1065, 1068, 
2:7                                               224                                                                    1078, 1140 
2:9                                               186  3:13                                 649, 707, 1151 
2:9 f.                   427, 788  3:14                                 399, 651, 785, 818              
2:11                       770, 1123  3:15                                     714 
2:12                   692, 747, 883, 938, 1031  3:16                     517, 639, 644 
2:13                                  749, 903, 1127  3:17                                               609, 1128 
2:14                              1107  3:18              409, 858, 877, 1036, 1080 
2:15                      793, 1158  3:19                           649, 1075 
2:17                393, 531, 577  3:19 f.                                         986, 1049 
2:17, 21                                            1042  3:21                           716, 1151 
2:18                     747, 1148  3:22                                         733, 1151 
2:20                 561, 1091 bis  3:23                  148, 189, 598, 727, 959 
2:21                        720, 744  3:24                                                   732 
2:22             399, 534, 579, 698, 716  3:25                             625, 716 
2:23                   317, 339, 698, 1113  3:26             538, 549, 800, 891 bis, 991, 
2:24                      122, 1058                                          1072, 1073 bis, 1116, 1128 
2:25           234 bis, 367, 594  4:2                                  587, 966, 1071 
2:26                   224, 604  4:3                                                    538 
2:27                591, 593, 792  4:5 f                                                  1047 
2:27, 31                                502   4:6                                                           214.                           
2:28                                510   4:7                                    648, 655, 678, 740  
2:29            234, 587, 612, 881, 1119,  4:9                                    500, 703, 780 
                                  1130, 1182   4:10                                  656, 698, 705, 715 
2:30       479, 531, 877, 1205   4:10, 16                                                    656 
2:31                                593   4:11                      698, 703, 769 
2:32                         701, 714   4:12           635 bis, 749, 751, 778, 1107 
2:33      448, 498, 526, 543, 652, 781,  4:13                         127, 415, 691, 812, 887, 
                                            1179                                                                   1035, 1197 
2:34                                               652   4:14                                             1087, 1179 
2:36      772  4:15                                                1202 
2:37                       350, 1179  4:16                    656, 665 n., 880, 1152 
2:38              389, 592, 595, 780, 781,  4:17                                531, 538, 1094 
                                                   782, 795   4:18                                         546, 550, 607  
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Acts 
4:19                           516, 666, 1045  5:37                                      835 
4:20                 312, 677, 1094, 1164,  5:38                  547, 1018, 1019 
        1171 bis, 1173, 1174, 1214  5:38 f.                                                      963 
4:21      766, 905, 966, 1031,  5:39                  995, 1009, 1096 
                                 1046, 1128  5:41                    632, 884, 1151 
4:22    268, 498, 602, 666, 905, 1214  5:42                1102, 1109, 1121 
4:23                                733  6:1                                    104, 626, 782 
4:24                                              419   6: 2                                                           348 
4:25                                739   6:3                                  816, 989, 1149 
4:27                                905  6:5                                    173, 235, 275, 276 
4:29.                      224, 560, 765, 772  6:9                                                    788 
4:30                    1072, 1073  6:11              594, 634, 801, 897, 
4:31                                905                                                                    1042, 1113 
4:32                688, 691, 751  6:13                                    1102 
4:33                                311  6:14                                      701 
4:34        587, 884, 891, 892,  7:1                                    546, 800, 916 
                                  1115, 1116  7:2                          215, 419, 464, 1091 
4:35              190, 312, 318, 615, 922,  7:3, 7                                                        957 
                            958, 967, 1214  7:4                          561, 566, 721, 979, 1074 
4:36                487, 530, 579 bis, 714  7:5                   1036, 1131, 1138, 1139 
4:37                       891, 1116  7:6                                                    889 
5:1                          215, 256 bis, 457  7:7                                            203, 959 
5:2              256, 319, 517, 627, 810,  7:8                                            522, 760 
                                            1116   7:9                                                            308 
5:3                         1001, 1089, 1090  7:10                  339, 480, 481, 640, 1100 
5:4                             541, 965, 1166  7:12                        262, 536, 1042, 1103 
5:4, 9                                              739  7:13                              537, 587 
5:5                                     833, 1116  7:14                                589 bis 
5: 7                                  460, 581 bis  7:16              367, 510, 561, 716 
5:8                        308, 510, 710, 810  7:17                      716, 968, 974 
5:9                      529, 601, 965, 1084  7:18                      639, 748, 975 
5 : 12                            269 bis  7:19                       477, 703, 1002, 1068, 
5:13                                  529                                 1090 bis 
5:14               435, 453, 1106  7:20                      537, 671, 718 
5:15            194, 214, 928, 984, 1091  7:21                    339, 401, 482, 680, 811 
5:16                 404, 412, 617   7:22                                       772 
5:17             261, 1107, 1108  7:23                               207, 392 
5:19                  408, 581, 791  7:24                             805, 1204 
5:20                          497, 706  7:25                        315, 885, 1036, 1049 
5:21                        635, 1086  7:26 .      313, 522, 739, 861, 885 
5:22                                                800   7:27                                                           367 
5:23                  601, 603, 621  7:28                               206, 718 
5:24          405, 736 bis, 789, 938, 940,  7:29                                       589 
                                    1021, 1044   7:30                                                     760 
5:25                          233, 881  7:31                                       474 
5:26                          531, 995  7:34                187, 430, 932, 1110, 1147 
5:28                  224, 253, 510, 531 bis,  7:35                    253, 268, 649, 698, 778, 
                        697, 760, 878, 895                                                       860, 863, 897, 1113 
5.29                                        405, 747  7:35, 36, 37, 38, 40                         698 
5:30                 317, 603, 1127  7:36                                       794 
5:31                 480, 526, 1088   7:37                                       778 
5:34                                                 653   7:39                                                           537 
5:35                                   605  7:40                     436, 459, 541, 697, 701, 
5:36                 172, 233, 411, 540, 542,                                  703, 960 
                     581, 743, 1038, 1113  7:41                           367 bis, 532 
5:36, 37                                                 732   7:42              409, 463, 800, 1087 
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Acts 
7:43      244, 355, 517, 550, 642, 647  9:6                         313, 729, 731, 739, 1044, 
7:44                                               268                              1045, 1176, 1215 
7:45         367, 409, 582, 716  9:6, 34                                                     310 
7:48                                 424  9:7                           213, 449, 472, 506, 529 
7:49                                      735, 740  9:8                                                 1213 
7.51         300, 523, 542, 573  9:9                                       1138, 1172  
7:52                                 502  9:11                                                  310 
7:53                 482, 596, 728  9:11, 17                                                  762 
7:56                     1123, 1213  9:12                      864, 986, 1114, 1116 
7:57                          339,789  9:13               484, 733 
7:58                         256, 811  9:15                                  496, 704 1179 
7:60                         834, 853   9:17                                           716, 721  
8:1                    581,782,787  9:18                                    559 
8:2                                               802   9:20                                       698, 885, 1034 
8:3                  174, 419, 473  9:21                699, 769, 860, 905, 1107, 
8:4, 25                                       695, 696                                                     1108, 1123 
8:5                                                       684        9:22                             213, 891, 1127, 1220 
8:9             316, 743 bis, 888, 1038, 1121  9:24                                                        820 
8:10                                       704, 769  9:26                                  1128  
8:10, 18                                             1113  9:27                            244, 367, 1035, 1047 
8:11              523, 527, 533, 906, 909,  9:31                                  524, 607, 787 
                 966, 1060, 1070, 1071  9:32                         1043 1085 
8:12                                1179  9:32, 37,43                     1043 
8:14f.                                                728  9:34                                    866 
8.15                                        367, 995  9:35                                    269 
8:16            375, 560, 906, 1103, 1121  9:36                                                714, 716 
8:17                                                318 bis  9:38                        256, 505, 538, 568, 640 
8:19                                 706  9:39                 311, 529, 542, 732, 810 
8:20                          327, 939 bis, 940  9:42                                                  607 
8:21                                      541, 640  10:1                      258 
8:22                   430, 576, 1024, 1027  10:2                                   772 
8:23             458, 536, 593, 865, 1041,  10:3                                               471, 864 
                                                     1123 bis  10:5                                   609 
8:24        630, 706, 720, 1217  10:6                                   615 
8:25                        474, 1151  10:7                           272, 892 
8:26               328, 602, 608, 698, 703,  10:9                           538, 793 
               792, 1205  10:10                                                 623 
8:27      374, 877 bis, 991, 1118, 1128  10:11                               315, 603, 1213 
8:28                                                562  10:14                                       752, 1173 
8:30                 244, 571, 916, 1148 bis,        10:15                             396, 1202, 1205 
                                    1176, 1201  10:17                    579, 602, 890, 910, 938, 
8:31              194, 628, 890, 938, 1010,                                                        940, 1021, 1031 
                     1021, 1022 bis, 1214  10:18                    1043, 1045, 1105, 1107 
8:32                           715, 968  10:18, 32                                1108  
8:34                                   748  10:20                                                571 
8:35                                   367  10:21                                                735 
8:36             602, 743, 974, 1094, 1171  10:22                               561, 614, 1179 
8:38 f.                                          578, 597  10:92 f                                                833 
8:39                                          349, 479  10:23                                                 809 
8:40                 218, 593, 643, 975, 979,  10:25                   98, 393; 996, 1002, 1040, 
                           1060, 1074, 1092                      1043, 1059, 1060, 1065, 1068 
9:1                                          216, 507  10:26                                                  686 
9:2                      190, 482, 497, 1018, 1041  10:28                  314, 665, 967, 1032, 1036 
9:3                                        538, 1072  10:28, 38                                  1045 
9:4                                        506, 7042  10:29                212, 739, 1043, 1044, 1113 
9:4, 7                                                  762  10:30                                  471, 645, 793 
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Acts 
10:31                                              233  12:12                                                     255. 
10:32        399, 792, 794, 1105  12:13                                                     990 
10:33                861 bis, 990, 1080, 1088,  12:14                 231, 319, 358, 580, 621, 908, 
                                  1113, 1121          1036, 1039, 1040, 1081 
10:35                                             1108  12:15                            695, 1036, 1084, 1186 
10:36                               438, 718, 723  12:16                                  551, 1102, 1212 
10:37                               413, 458, 607  12:18                  224, 411, 484, 736, 739, 916, 
10:38                             219, 533, 1032                                                                      1131, 1177 
10:39                                     339, 1113  12:20                                                  235, 906 
10:40                                       537, 794  12:21                                              522, 603 
10:40 f.                                             1095  12:25                        235, 431, 835, 859 bis, 
10:41                 612, 752, 960, 979, 1074,                                                                   862 ter, 1099 
                                  1162, 1163  13:1                                      608, 1107 bis 
10:41 f                                  833  13:2                 566, 816, 1149 bis 
10:42                                     419, 1035  13:3                                        682 
10:43                                             1036  13:3,5                                                      862 
10:44                                               891  13:4                                              440, 686 
10:45                     578, 782, 897, 1181  13:5                214, 258, 269, 480, 
10:47                         231, 728, 960, 1061,                                                                          828, 885 
                                  1094, 1171  13:6                                        639 
10:48                                             1084  13:7                                                      574 
11:1                                 608  13:8                                279, 433 
11:1, 20                                             1181  13:9                                734, 761 
11:2                 599, 766, 885  13:10                            264, 330, 463, 464 ter, 
11:4                     1102, 1126                                        791, 795, 874, 917, 942, 1157, 
11:5                 315, 498, 639                                                                      1162, 1193 
11:6                         787, 838  13:11                                              639, 800 
11:7                                             1042  13:12                                                      218 
11:11                                               188  13:13                                                  620, 766 
11:13                          1032, 1041, 1049  13:13 f                                         836 
11:14                                        402, 405  13:15                                                      234 
11:15                                                566  13:16                                                    1107 
11:17                658, 736, 968, 1008, 1181  13:17                                                      611 
11:18                                1190  13:18                                 165 bis, 219, 528 
11:19                                 605, 657, 696  13:20                                               523, 527 
11:21                                               1107  13:22                               458, 482, 501, 780, 
11:22                                                643                               1114, 1136 
11:23                                               530  13:24                                                 94, 621 
11:25                                                990  13:25                 720, 736, 738, 916, 996, 1036 
11:26                    160, 192, 298, 659, 774,  13:26                                                       497 
                                      833, 1043  13:27                                               608, 858 
11:28               253, 410, 603, 728, 877 bis,  13:28                                 1085, 1086, 1129 
                             891, 1036, 1082  13:31                                       429, 602, 728 
11:29                                                 367  13:32                       423, 474, 483, 1035, 1107 
11:30                       714, 861, 862, 1113  13:33                                             861, 1113 
12:1                           578, 608  13:34                                                       392 
12:2                                         533, 534  13:36                                                       560 
12:3                                411, 434, 551  13:36 f.                                                     1153 
12:5                                                 629  13:37                                                       706 
12:6           408, 620, 621, 878  13:39                                       566, 720, 721 
12:7           310, 328, 559, 597  13:40                               409, 430, 933, 996 
12:8               314, 807, 811, 855, 950  13:41                                    597, 849, 1019 
12:9                       855, 1153  13:42                              313, 314, 594, 645 
12:10      477, 550. 728, 762, 777, 794,  13:44                                                      990 
                                   1107, 1213  13:45                                                      261 
12:11                                        339, 772  13:46                                              810, 965 
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Acts 
13:47                                      221, 482  15:22 f.                                     413, 439, 655 
13:49                                  582  15:22, 25                                    1084 
13:50                                 578, 788 bis  15:23                        582, 649, 696, 787, 944, 
13:51                                              197                                                                    1093, 1205 
14:1           197, 502, 710, 789, 1000  15:24                                                    897 
14:3                                      649, 833  15:24-26                                      432 
14:4                                                    695  15:25                                                  1039 
14:5      424, 625, 789, 1052  15:27                          686, 891, 991, 1128-9 
14:6                                             257  15:28                      186, 187, 518, 646, 1059, 
14:8      257, 521, 523, 1096                                                1061, 1078, 1085, 1187 
14:9        1042 bis, 1065, 1066, 1076  15:29                212, 299, 318, 330, 360, 364, 
14:10          423, 549, 656, 659, 789, 838       808, 908, 962, 1121, 1160, 1169 
14:11                                         28,104  15:32                                       349, 686 ter 
14:11-13                                428  15:35                                            477, 655 
14:12                                              258  15:36                                  546, 714, 1149 
14:13                                    621, 1107  15:37                                                    565 
14:14                                                  212  15:37 f.                                  857, 884, 1081 
14:15          483, 736 bis, 738, 789, 1036  15:38                                                        576 
14:16                                              521  15:39                                            1000, 1091 
14:17              204, 210, 300, 1129, 1154  15:41                                                    788 
14:18            606, 800, 1061, 1094, 1102  16:1 f.                                                    863 
14:19                319, 489, 859, 908, 1030,  16:2                                      566 
             1039, 1040, 1081, 1216  16:3                           394, 428, 801, 887, 
14:21                                              475                                                       1029, 1035 
14:21 f.                                              892  16:4                 311, 476, 562, 788, 1214 
14:22              524, 562, 892, 1035, 1036,  16:5                                 524 bis 
                                 1047, 1113  16:6          788, 862 bis, 863, 1110, 1113 
14:23                                              905  16:7                                           781, 1156 
14:26                                              905  16:71.                                                     863 
14:27                                              611  16:9                                            561, 581 
14:28                                    994, 1205  16:10                                                  1034 
15:1                                      530, 780  16:11               139, 244, 257, 367, 652, 1202 
15:11                                                  760             16:12                             263, 412, 497, 728, 
15:2                 515, 788, 1084, 1205                                                       729 bis, 954 
15:3                                             787  16:13                                            792, 1039 
15:3, 30                                    696, 1191  16:14                                            408, 1036 
15:4                                      788, 818  16:15                                            537, 1009 
15:4, 20                                              789  16:16                              728, 810, 1043, 1128 
15:6                                788  16:16 f.                                                       442 
15:7                           475, 1035, 1041  16:18                                               578, 884 
15:8                                               861  16:21                                           1039, 1084 
15:8, 9                               1113  16:22                           212, 609, 618, 628, 883 
15:9             219, 282, 580, 645, 750, 861  16:23                                               861, 863 
15:10                                                 1089  16:24                                                   278, 710 
15:11                               487, 531, 718  16:25                                              507, 608 
15:12                                               834  16:26                               262 bis, 367, 1213 
15:13                             834, 857, 1074  16:27                    431, 909, 1040, 1081, 1213 
15:14                                     968, 1045  16:28                                          299, 484, 688 
15:15                                               529  16:30                                  580, 924 
15:16                                             1219  16:31                                                     402 
15:17                       653, 713, 723, 986  16:33                    515, 576 bis, 771 
15:19                                               613  16:34                             170, 453, 530, 1122 
15:20                        518, 788,1068, 1078,  16:36                                     336, 993, 1219 
                                  1080, 1082  16:37                           339, 530, 653, 659, 686 
15:22                      173, 214, 628, 808,                                                   1120, 1187, 1190, 1213 
                                  1039, 1127  16:39                                                       578 
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Acts 
17:1   1126 18:17   256, 508, 539 
17:2                 408, 537, 576   18:18                                           342, 1127 
17:3        442, 1034 bis, 1035  18:20                                                   1131 
17:4               924, 669, 1163  18:22                                                   1136 
17:5                         165, 885  18:23                788, 891, 892, 1113, 1136 
17:6                572, 1035, 1137, 1172  18:24                                       172, 189 bis 
17:6, 8                                               258  18:25                             485, 524, 619, 816 
17:7                                               639  18:26                                                     665 
17:9                                 763  18:27                                           818, 1036 
17:10                              313, 728, 760  18:28                           311, 529, 582, 1036 
17:10, 15                                 314  19:1                       189, 233, 260 
17:11                                       487, 890  19:1 f.                                                   1047 
17:12                                             1151  19:2                 207, 234, 861, 916, 1024, 
17:13                                               760                                   1045, 1113, 1179, 1186 
17:14                                                   643  19:3                                          739, 1179 
17:15             279, 313, 316 bis, 339, 488,  19:4                      399, 416, 993 
                      669, 760, 968, 974  19:7                          283 n., 773 
17:16                  169, 224, 40S, 613, 760,  19:8                                           431, 811 
      885, 1041, 1123, 1131, 1204  19:9                              473, 891 
17:16-34                                              121  19:11                               253, 1138, 1139 
17:18           201, 529, 695, 787, 788, 890,  19:11, 23 f.                                    1205 
         938, 940, 1021, 1025, 1031,  19:12                                            189, 192 
                         1044, 1082, 1085  19:13                475, 484, 617, 759, 762, 791 
17:19                        187, 701, 785, 879  19:14                                    236, 255, 742 
17:20                        559, 736, 742, 878  19:15                            736, 762, 777, 791 
17:21                         749, 7.51, 773, 1087  19:16                 252, 559, 560, 607, 745 bis 
17:29                        187, 399, 464, 665  19:17                                      418 
17:23                                        362, 561  19:19                                           674, 828 
17:25                                                518  19:21                     310, 476, 688, 787, 1074 
17:26                              772, 863, 1113  19:22                                   586, 593, 800 
17:27             244, 327, 508, 939, 1021,  19:23                                                   224 
     1027, 1030, 1044, 1045, 1086,  10:24                                           224, 810 
              1129 bis, 1138 his, 1139,  19.25                                          620, 710 
           1140, 1148, 1149, 1190 ter  19:26             295, 494, 643, 697, 701, 1035, 
17:28        195, 422, 608, 694, 1200, 1215                                                                   1166, 1187 
17:29                                                920  19:27               219, 253, 257, 410, 518, 750, 
17:30                        487, 629, 1084, 1152                                             1162 bis 
17:31            550, 589, 590, 716, 860, 963  19:28                                                   395 
17:32                                                333  19:28, 34                                   1202 
17:34                                                187  19:29                                                   510 
18:2 236, 459, 487„530, 909, 910 bis,  19:30                                           423, 885 
     1040, 1047, 1049, 1071, 1116  19:31                                           258, 537 
18:3           367, 471, 486, 1039, 1215       19:32               301, 425, 641, 665, 692, 747, 
18:4                                  885                                              898, 1029, 1176 
18:5         529, 628, 808, 1036  19:33                                                   515 
18:6                         810, 1202  19:34                           436, 439, 1130, 1200 
18:7                           263, 529  19:35                 68, 253, 260, 653, 726, 892, 
18:8                           453, 884                                               1041, 1123, 1159, 1190 
18:9                 583, 792, 890, 1173 bis  19:36                         212, 375 bis, 881, 909, 
18:10                             477, 1002, 1090                         1119 bis, 1121, 1130 
18:11                                         672, 833  19:37                253 bis, 257, 410 
18:12                                 269, 296, 510  19:38                                                   541 
18:13                                                 616  19:38 f.                                    1153 
18:14                   368, 877, 1014, 1015 bis,  19:39                          545, 618, 1000, 1154 
                                                 1153, 1.193  19:40                 229, 511, 547, 815-16, 820 
18:15              110, 608, 686 bis, 766, 1038  20:1                                  1074 
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Acts 
20:3     497, 1002, 1060, 1068, 1076   21:18                                                     561 
20:3, 7                                              877  21:18, 26                               313, 314 
20:4         173, 205,235 ter, 236, 501,  21:19                                                     746 
                     528, 529, 639, 813  21:20                                                     741 
20:5                                471  21:21                    482, 521, 524, 773, 950, 
20:5, 23                                              475                                                 1034, 1046, 1082, 1084 
20:6                                             657   21:22                                         310, 337, 356 
20:7             313, 529, 653, 672, 792  21:23                                           541, 1127 
20:8                                969  21:24                         201, 324, 342, 412, 720, 
20:9              235, 579, 580, 835, 891                                                                 809, 816, 984 
20:11                                             1179  21:25                                             476, 483 
20:12                                             1163  21:26                                      313, 314, 522 
20:13                                     235, 1140  21:27                                  339, 1213, 1220 
20:14                                               199  21:28                         300, 526, 769, 783, 844, 
20:15           199, 214, 221, 505, 573, 638,                                                       894, 897, 901, 1107 
                             653, 748, 1202  21:29                 323, 362, 375, 883, 905, 906 
20:16          470, 472, 613, 905, 986, 1021,  21:30                                          774, 1179 
                                       1030, 1058, 1085  21:31                      213, 256, 774, 879, 1033, 
20:18            299, 312, 334, 561, 566, 717,                                                                     1132, 1202 
                     721, 773, 793, 1032  21:32                                 835, 1126, 1127 
20:20                                              1094  21:33                        251, 375, 736, 884, 938, 
20:20, 27            1061, 1102, 1171,                                                               1031, 1044 bis 
                                                 1174, 1205  21:34                                    692, 747, 884 
20:22                  374, 523, 765, 878, 1118,  21:35                                392, 1043, 1058 
                                                 1172, 1213  21:36                      404, 407, 412, 655, 1104 
20:23                                         262, 646  21:37                                  915, 916, 1175 
20:24                    480, 499, 811, 967, 987,  21:38                            769, 917, 1157, 1176 
                                      990, 1089  21:39                              1151, 1163, 1205 
20:26                           515, 576, 765, 1035  21:40                                            104, 770 
20:27                                       807, 1089   22:1                                      507 
20:28                   480, 510, 559, 810, 1032  22:2             28 bis, 29, 104, 542, 
20:30                                         687, 689                                                                      653, 1029 
20:31                             419, 1035, 1041  22:3            495, 497, 615, 1105 
20:33                                 282, 474, 508   22.4, 22                                                   639 
20:34                                                 441  22:5                           299, 374, 548, 877, 
20:35                             573, 663, 666, 679,                                                                    1118, 1128 
                                      708, 1034  22:6                   536, 539, 560, 617, 620, 
20:37                                                 515                                                        792, 1085 
20:38                     488, 659, 670, 716, 905  22:7                            506, 1042 
21:1        183, 235, 260, 263, 522, 547,  22:8, 13                                                    235 
                    653, 836, 1038, 1202   22:9                      449, 472, 506 
21:2 f.                                                 891  22:10                                     716 bis, 1084 
21:3                        290, 486, 54S, 817,  22:11                                          580, 1159 
                                      883, 1115  22:14                                         763, 1033 
21:4                                              1046  22:15                                            720, 773 
21:5                           548, 643  22:16                        329, 332, 808 bis, 1110 
21:6                                   691  22:17                              1039, 1085, 1132 
21:7                           205, 582  22:18                                                   784 
21:8                           339, 614   22:19                                                   608 
21:11                                        289, 690  22:20                                         213, 1220 
21:12           1065, 1066, 1068, 1085, 1088  22:21                                               469, 593 
21:13                         593, 657, 1077, 1121,  22:22                         393, 886, 920, 1014 
                                      1162, 1181  22:23                                                  799 
21:14                                   862, 863, 1214  22:24                           308, 718, 726, 861, 
21:16             393, 502, 515, 519, 599, 614,                                                                    863, 1084 
                     719, 721, 891, 955, 989, 1202  22:25                         258, 533, 916, 1181 
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Acts 
22:29                         1029, 1033, 1034  24:15 .              877, 1039, 1076, 1082, 1179 
22:30                 615, 766, 815, 820, 1046  24:15, 20                      686, 700, 705 
23:3        314, 340, 616, 678,  24:17                      535, 581, 594, 877, 1118 
                                  1201, 1216  24:18                                  578, 612, 1123 
23:4                                 473  24:19                          235, 886, 920, 1014, 
23:5              234, 422, 473, 484, 874,                                                                    1021, 1022 
                                   1041, 1200   24:20                                                        439 
23:6                          511, 791  24:21                   348, 363, 701, 702 bis, 716 
23:7                                               787  24:22                 235, 580, 619, 665, 1128 ter 
23:8                            745, 1094, 1189   24:22-25                                      810 
23:9              582, 1023, 1203  24:23                      540, 828, 861, 863, 1171 
23:10                              564, 995, 1214  24:24                         692 
23:11                                        221, 593  24:25              470, 487, 547, 551, 800, 1109 
23:12                 802, 1040, 1046, 1048  24:25 f.                                                  1126 
23:13                                        666, 802  24:26                       284, 529, 546, 637, 638, 
23:14                                473, 531, 689                                                        665, 884, 1139 bis 
23: 15                 490, 546, 659, 978, 1061,  24:27                        221, 265, 267 bis, 1123 
                         1068, 1075, 1077,  25:1 f.                                                    836 
                                    1082, 1141  25:3                            995, 1046 
23:17                                                 231  25:4                       586, 593, 1036, 1038 
23:17, 18, 19                            1087   25:5                              234, 534 
23:18                                      696, 1151  25:5, 8, 11                                     742 
23:19                                        736, 738   25:5, 22                                                   233 
23:20                       547, 968, 1002, 1066,  25:6                                     666 
                                   1068, 1141  25:7             153, 477, 619, 655 
23:21                        474, 517, 579, 976   25:8                                                 1028 
23:22                       235, 442, 1047, 1113  25:9                     265, 603, 878 
23:22, 25, 30                               1113  25:10               277, 362, 375, 482, 484, 603, 
23:23                 168, 232, 742, 793, 1047             665, 881, 895, 1116 
23:23 f.                                                442  25:11               472, 511, 720, 765, 809, 881, 
23:24                                    1179, 1204                                         893, 896, 1059, 1066, 1078 
23:26                                      944, 1093   25:12                                            429, 816 
23:27                        339, 431, 433, 778,  25:13                412, 580, 812, 861, 862, 863, 
                                    1035, 1099                                                    877, 979, 1113, 1128 
23:27 f .                                  243  25:14                            197, 234, 542, 608 
23:29                                                511  25:14f.                                                  1048 
23:30                    330, 594, 603, 846, 877,  25:14-16                                    1048 
        908, 1040, 1049, 1082, 1130   25:15                                                    787 
23:31                                              1151  25:15f.                                                   429 
23:34                              578, 740, 1035  25:16                     792, 939, 970, 977, 1030, 
23:35                                434, 861, 863                                                         1035, 1048, 1091 
24:1                                 607   25:17                                                  603 
24:2                                 236  25:18                              619, 718 bis, 719 
24:3                         300, 530   25:20                          472, 890, 940, 1021, 
24:5                       782, 1135                                                                    1031, 1045 
24:6                               288, 438, 724   25:21                                  580, 976, 1039 
24:6, 8                                             1181  25:22                            394, 886, 919, 923 
24:9               319, 705, 1084   25:23                            254, 405, 424, 608 
24:10                  597, 619, 811, 892, 1041,  25:24                      233, 404, 412, 530, 1036, 
                         1103, 1115, 1123                  1047, 1085, 1173 
24:11                    666, 714, 717, 877, 978,  25:25                                908, 1036, 1040 
                                   1111, 1118  25:26                        742, 743, 760, 875, 879, 
24:11, 17                374, 991, 1128                                                       996 bis, 1030, 1045 
24:12 f.                                    1165, 1189  25:27                                                  1039 
24:13                                   511 bis, 720  26:1                             367, 885 
24:14                                            699, 703  26:2                                   690, 811, 895 
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Acts  
26:3      439, 490, 608, 1130  27:12               244, 60S, 792, 1021, 1024, 
26:4           319, 773, 782, 792, 1215                                               1027, 1030, 1044, 1045 
26:4, 6                    1107, 1152  27:12, 39                                              1214 
26:5                   280 bis, 670  27:13                    235, 634, 665, 909, 1060 
26:7     463, 465, 522, 550, 718, 763,  27:13, 17                                    799 
                          877, 1082, 1213  27:14            166, 606, 702, 799, 834, 1163  
26:8                             430, 614, 1024  27:14, 20                                  1205 
26:9        231, 688, 1038, 1039, 1049  27:15                                    312, 572, 1214 
                                      1085 bis  27:16              211, 263, 477, 618, 634, 834 
26:10                                    714, 1113      27:17                          235, 314, 633, 995 
26:10-14                 432  27:17, 26, 29                                    802 
26:11                                              885  27:18                                                  885 
26:12                                       714, 780  27:19                                              212, 886 
26:13                       550, 633, 775, 864  27:20             224, 618, 765, 1061, 1076,  
26:14                       28, 104, 506, 1042                                                             1179 bis, 1205 
26:16           427, 700, 720, 724, 819, 871,  27:21                         464, 886, 920, 1014,  
                                              1078                                                     1151, 1152 
26:16-18                                              432  27:22                                 475, 517, 1204 
26:17                                        559, 713  27:23                                   497, 724, 758 
26:18                                          566, 1088   27:24                                                    1058 
26:19                                    272, 537, 962  27:25                                  487, 718, 758 
26:20                      585, 1047, 1135, 1179  27:27                 184, 284, 550, 581, 648, 
26:21                                               183                                         775, 1036 
26:22                    520, 640 bis, 720, 1138,  27:27, 33                                    672 
                                                 1139, 1179  27:28                                          231, 800 
26:23                  372 bis, 656, 1024, 1097  27:29            244, 266, 886, 919, 995, 1173 
26:24                    418, 420, 656, 661, 683,  27:30                        256, 476, 966, 1141 
                                                     774, 789  27:33              219, 244, 282, 471, 751, 877, 
26:25                                         233, 812                             1102, 1121, 1173 
26:26                  219, 323, 750, 903, 1094,  27:34                          451, 517, 570, 623 
                              1162 bis, 1165  27:35                                                  367 
26:27                                        538, 915  27:36                                          508, 519 
26:28                          192, 653, 880, 1079,  27:37                                                  773 
                                   1081, 1084  27:38                                 508, 810, 818 
26:29            291, 566, 646, 653, 660, 710,  27:39                              940, 1021, 1031 
       732, 854, 886, 919, 923, 938,  27:40                          157, 265, 309, 638, 
                             1021, 1025, 1162, 1182              653, 1140 
26:30                         314, 529, 786, 789  27:41              145, 232, 256, 264, 580, 885 
26:32                     886, 887, 906, 909, 920,  27:42                                  432, 828, 987 
       1014, 1015, 1016, 1080, 1081  27:43             212, 313, 518, 797, 800, 835 
27:1               256, 311, 459, 743, 1002,  27:44                                 601, 604, 696 
                                    1060, 1068  28:2                                       339, 1205 
27:11                       342  28:3                                   256 
27:2                   210, 223, 469  28:4                   317, 365, 597 bis, 697 
27:3                 532, 861, 1084  28:6         210, 233, 318, 1036 
27:3, 17                                                 476  28:7                   516, 617, 620  
27:4                                               1039  28:8                           162, 257 
27:4 f.                                                 469  28:11                                 199, 235, 613 
27: 4, 7                                                 634  28:11-15                                    836 
27:5       212, 257, 263, 476, 563, 608, 787  28:13                     189, 200, 298, 550, 657 
27:6                           235, 585  28:14                                               1113 
27:7                                                 477  28:15                                                528 
27:8        186, 214, 538, 568, 613, 640  28:16                                        167, 258 
27:9            261, 884, 909, 1071, 1081  28:17                      789, 1107, 1108, 1132, 
27:10                    162, 438, 877, 1036 bis,                        1138, 1139 
                                                 1047, 1082   25:19                                         1140 bis 
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Acts 
28:20           316, 485, 562, 613, 815, 816  2:4                           654, 763, 880, 1035 
28:21                       428, 752, 1139, 1164  2:5             497 
28:22                                             1151  2:6                                                     714 
28:23                     548, 792, 892, 1116  2:6 ff             441 
28:26                                           333, 356  2:7                                           500, 1200 
28:27                               204, 819, 988   2:8                                             100, 599 
28:30                                       774, 833   2:9                                    549, 757, 1179 
      2:10                                      1106 
      2:12                                                           589 
  Romans    2:13                       424, 757, 796 
1:1                                263, 496, 793  2:14                     537, 704, 778, 796, 972 
1:1-7                                  432   2:15                        311, 645, 728 
1:2                                                772  2:16                     590, 718, 721, 763, 971, 
1:5                                407, 500, 678                                                                           1097 bis 
1:6                                        504, 516   2:17                         341, 678, 796 
1:7                                396, 504, 576  2:18                                         764 
1:8                              583, 629, 1152  2:19                           489, 801, 1038, 1082 
1:9                                      589, 1032  2:21-23                                                        915 
1:10        603, 1024, 1027, 1030, 1090,  2:23                                  712, 796 
             1145, 1147, 1149  2:25                                796, 1019 
1:11                    983, 991, 1060, 1071  2:26                481, 683, 819, 1019 
1:12              244, 682, 700, 705, 1059  2:27                     583 bis, 778, 782, 
1:13            242, 547, 968, 1031, 1181,                                1022, 1129 
                                    1182, 1183   2:28                                         590, 764, 962 
1:14                              537, 764, 1179  2:28 f.                                           766 
1:15          221, 486, 608, 654,  3:1                               395, 408, 763, 1198 
                                        687, 766  3:1, 9                                                         739 
1:16                 472, 773, 1152  3:2                          413, 485, 659 bis, 816, 1152 
1:17            499, 514, 599, 781  3:3                           395, 739, 1190 
1:18                                          139, 606   3:4                                     193, 986 
1:19                    654, 763, 964  3:4, 6, 31                                 940, 1170 
1:20       272, 606, 654, 763, 787, 1002,  3:5                              315, 761, 876, 1108, 1199 
       1038, 1072, 1090, 1182, 1201  3:6                                        965 bis, 1022, 1025 
1:21                                  1188  3:7                                        678, 739, 1145 
1:21, 32                                   1129  3:7 f                                                               433 
1:22             319, 457, 489, 891,  3:8                      234, 319, 678, 763, 1028, 1033, 
                                      1038, 1084                                                       1036, 1039, 1047, 1049 
1:23                                   1212  3:9                                   391, 419, 423, 621, 812, 
1:24                     585, 996, 1002, 1067,                                                                              816, 1036 
                                      1076, 1087  3:10                                                 751, 1164 
1:25            396, 561, 585, 616  3:11                              315, 764, 1106, 1216 
1:25, 32                                                  960  3:12                     187, 638, 643, 751 
1:26               496, 561, 585, 651, 1179  3:13                  336, 343, 635, 1213 
1:27                                                  350  3:15                      1062, 1080, 1220 
1:28          968, 1041, 1086, 1087, 1138  3:18                                                  500, 639 
1:28-30                                                 1155  3:19                                            771 
1:29                  510, 533, 794, 1201 bis  3:20                                     752, 962 
1:29-31                                                  427  3:21                                     523, 781 
1:30                        232, 629, 794, 1201  3:22                                         500, 567, 1184 
1:30 f.                                                   1201  3:23                          476, 518, 814, 837, 847 
1:31                372, 1097, 1201  3:24                     175, 401, 779, 782 
1:32                          710, 1166  3:25                  154, 401, 480, 584, 589, 595, 
2:1                  402, 463, 464, 721, 748, 978,                                                                        781, 784, 810 
                                      1107, 1193  3:25 f.                                   567, 600, 624, 783 
2:3                     402, 459, 464, 678 bis, 699  3:26                        547, 599, 766, 781, 1071 
2:3 f                                    1177  3:27                                   498, 582, 740, 780 
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Rom.  
3:30                301, 1025, 1027, 1154  6:3 f.                                                     592 
3:31                   307, 316 bis  6:4                             493, 496, 651, 850, 969 
4:1                                             1175  6:5                                                     528 
4:2                                     739, 1009  6:6                         496, 699, 990, 1002, 1067 
4:3                                               393                                                               1088 bis, 1128 
4:3 ff                                             458   6:8                                             529, 872 
4:4                       523, 609, 757, 759  6:9                                                   1128 
4:5                                       258, 274  6:10                       479, 541, 715 
4:6                                       394, 722  6:10 f.                                                     539 
4:7                               367, 720, 724  6:11                481, 537, 588, 1038, 1181  
4:9                                    394, 1202  6:11, 23                                                     587 
4:10                              1198  6:12                 1090, 1097, 1192 
4:11        498, 780, 781, 782  6:13                  689, 855, 950, 968, 1140 
4:11 bis, 16, 18                                 1066  6:13, 16                                        316 
4:12                 423, 521, 548  6:14                       793, 796, 889 
4:12, 16                           423, 1095, 1162  6:14 f                                                    635 
4:13       400, 499, 796, 1059, 1078, 1188  6:14-8:32                          207 
4:14                            599, 766, 1023  6:15                                      850 
4:17       644, 717, 719, 1028  6:16                     720, 1150, 1154, 1188 
4:18                 207, 224, 616  6:17              461, 719, 721, 792 
4:19         207, 215, 299, 674,  6:18                                      518 
                                  1114, 1146  6:19              221, 537, 650, 856 
4:20         334, 532, 594, 861  6:20                                            313, 523 
4:21           724, 816, 964, 1035, 1114  6:21                 714, 721 bis, 722 
4:24                                  602  7:1                               602, 733 bis, 978 
5:1                200, 583, 598, 823, 850, 857  7:2                       500, 529, 1019, 1.190 
                      889, 928, 931, 1192  7:3                    426, 515, 876, 996, 1002 bis, 
5:2                                   224, 900 bis                                                          1067, 1087, 1090 
5:3                                      394, 1187   7:3, 25                                                 1190 
5:3-5                                             1200  7:4                                  499, 539, 1071 
5:5                       499, 500, 583, 896  7:5                                            312, 782 
5:6                                                567  7:6              721, 1091, 1095, 1162 bis, 1164 
5:6 f.                                                632     7:7                  768, 874, 915, 921, 940, 1014,  
5:7                        530, 652, 653, 763, 876                                                                    1016, 1192 
5:8                      315, 594, 784, 964, 1034  7:7-25                              402, 678 
5:9                                        518, 659  7:9                                          341, 1160 
5:10                                  529  7:10            232, 398, 539, 680, 698, 782 
5:11                  394, 1134 bis  7:12                                    1152 
5:12       348, 434, 438, 604, 684, 773     7:13               537, 550, 609, 940 n, 1102, 
                                       833, 963            1121 
5:13                          342, 796  7:14                                           158, 1152 
5:14                  605, 833, 860  7:15                                     1158 
5:14, 16                                                348  7:15, 19                                                   1158 
5:15                                 774  7:15 f., 20                                      698 
5:15f                   1159  7:16                                       319 
5:15,19                                                660  7:17                                       677 
5:16                                  860  7:18                    234, 399, 416, 431, 705, 
5:18               394, 438, 458, 500, 773,                                   890, 1058, 1059 
                                    1190, 1202  7:18 f.                                                   1158 
5:19                 394, 969, 1201  7:19                                       718 
5:20                   613, 722, 998  7:20                                       683 
6:1                                 850, 876, 934  7:21               539, 778, 1035, 1041, 1190 
6:1, 15                                               1192  7:22                               529, 780 
6:2                         539, 728, 889, 960, 966  7:23                    295, 530, 551, 748, 780, 
6:2, 15                                   940                                                                       796, 1109 
6:3                                                 784  7:24             461 bis, 497, 518, 706, 1203 
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Rom. 
7:2.5             287, 537, 540, 687, 770,  9:4 f.                                             724, 954 
                                       780 bis  9:5                   486, 604, 608, 766, 795, 1108 
8.1                                   425, 1190  9:6                           698, 724, 732, 752, 1034 
8:2                     402, 780, 784, 788  9:7                                                     207 
8:3     372, 419, 459, 491, 618, 654,  9:8                                           701, 1158 
           763, 780, 784, 978, 1096  9:9                                                     394 
8:4                                              778   9:10                                                     394 
8:5                                              767  9:11                  425, 434, 656, 782, 1173, 
8:6                                         780 bis                                          1188 
8:7                                              962  9:12                              218, 277, 394, 663 
8:8                                              540  9:13                               760, 967 
8:9     234, 589, 698, 761, 780, 795,  9:14               876, 917, 934, 940 
                       1008, 1154, 1160  9:15                                       474 
8:9 ff                                           1186  9:16                               342, 519 
8:11                                   584, 1009  9:17                 686, 699 705 986 
8:12             341 bis, 537, 996, 1067,  9:18                                       342 
   1076, 1087, 1095, 1162, 1192  9:19                               739, 812 
8:14                              533, 698, 732  9:19, 20                                                     423 
8:15                  29, 465, 595  9:20 .           402, 464, 545, 678 bis, 1148, 
8:16                                   529, 1035                                                        1149, 1151 
8:17                             395, .1023 bis  9:21                     503, 695, 1062 
8:18     535, 626, 661, 777, 857, 877,  9:22             496, 654, 763, 1129 
                878, 1035, 1107, 1191  9:22, 24                                                     438 
8:18-24                                             1191  9:23f.                                                        713 
8:20  224, 298, 349, 550, 1100, 1139  9:24                                      718 
8:21         503, 770, 780, 964  9:25             438, 1138, 1139 bis, 
8:22                         639, 772                                                                     1156, 1163 
8:23          498, 503, 577, 687   9:26                                                  1042 
8:24    448, 531, 533, 543, 742, 1105  9:27                       166, 474, 632 
8:26         529, 560, 565 bis, 573, 629,  9:29                                       367 
       722, 739, 766, 770, 967, 1046  9:30                             782, 1184 
8:27                        609, 1046  9:31 f.                                                       965 
8:28                                  477  10:1                             685, 1151 
8:29               480, 504, 528, 621, 841,          10:2                                       500 
                                     991, 1071   10:3                       781, 817, 818 
8:30                                        837, 841   10:5                                                   1035 
8:31                        630, 1192  10:6                                            499, 606 
8:31-35                                              1198  10:8                       394, 505, 649 
8:31-39                                               432  10:9                                     1123 
8:32       244, 291, 424, 509, 632, 724,  10:10                                             392, 820 
      725, 773, 812, 960, 965, 1001,  10:12                                     514, 594, 687 
                                         1148 ter  10:14                           506, 648, 706 bis, 720, 
8:33              504, 607, 652, 779, 1175                         721 bis, 934 bis, 1106, 
8:33 f.                                                 916                1158, 1200 
8:34              652, 765, 781, 878, 1118,  10:14 f.                                                     820 
                                     1119, 1199  10:15                   302, 395, 741, 917, 967 bis, 
8:35                         793, 1188                                                                     1032, 1193 
8:36                            481, 501  10:16                                           752 bis, 753 
8:37                                    629  10:18                     425, 506, 652, 1148, 1151 
8:38                          895, 1118  10:18, 19           918, 1158, 1169, 1174, 1175 
8:38 f.                               427, 432, 1189  10:19                     355, 657, 760, 1163, 1174 
8:39            499, 749, 779, 782  10:20                                             551, 820 
9:1      434, 444, 588, 886, 1035, 1132  11:1              810, 917, 1168, 1175, 1191 
9:3                           367, 575, 812, 886, 919,  11:1, 11                                                     940 
                                 1038 bis, 1148  11:2                                  529, 739, 1168 
9:4                                  409, 427, 1182  11:3                                      634 
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Rom. 
11:4                              254, 411, 739  12:21                         534, 763, 881 
11:6                              1159  13:1         444, 579, 1108 
11:6, 22                                            1025  13:2             807 
11:7                                509  13:3    201, 204 
11:8                    1031, 1076  13:3 f.             763 
11:10                              262, 1061 bis  13:4                                                         1019  
11:11               998 bis  13:5                                       1084, 1162, 118           
11:12                                              218  13:6                                       705 bis, 941 
11:13                            440, 602, 1151  13:7                             758, 1202 
11:14                                  1017, 1024  13:8                       748, 897, 898, 
11:15                                              411                                1066, 1078, 1173 
11:15 f.                                              395  13:9                    288, 688, 748, 758, 766, 
11:16                                  1023, 1181                                                      874 
11:17                    402, 418, 678, 1201  13:11                       298, 640, 666, 705, 1059,  
11:18                                      1158, 1204                                                        1076, 1134, 1140, 1181 
11:20                                     532, 1199  13:12                                          901 
11:21                         609, 1012 bis, 1160  13:13                                261, 792, 850, 1140 
11:22                          441, 524, 965 bis  14:2                                       695 bis, 1060 
11:23                                       418, 524  14:3                                       810 
11:24                   524, 525, 559, 561, 616  14:4                     402; 539, 541, 678, 694 
11:25                                       550, 791  14:4, 10    423, 738   
11:26                              324, 559, 779  14:5               290, 616, 692, 695 
11:27                              615, 704, 782  14:6                           539 
11:30      532  14:7.                                                      539                              
11:31                                      532, 685                                        201, 1010, 1019, 1027, 1179,                                           
11:32                                     627, 773                                                                 1189 
11:33         302, 395, 461, 463, 741, 795  14:9                              699, 834 
                                 1032, 1200  14:10                  678, 694 
11:33-36                                432  14:11                                                      1034 
11:36                  567, 583, 595, 759, 773  14:13                               1059, 1078 1094 
12:1              444, 583, 1205  14:14                                            588, 743 
12:1 f.                                              443  14:15                                            317, 708 
12:2                530, 609, 891               14:17                                            419, 784 
12:3             562, 583, 616, 629, 633,  14:19      325, 767, 1176 
              1003, 1072, 1090, 1201  14:20                                553, 1152, 1153 
12:4                                967  14:21                        268, 706, 721, 858, 978, 
12:5             244, 282, 294, 450, 460,                                                                     1059, 1066 
                    487, 568, 606, 673, 675, 692,  14:22                              706, 721 bis, 1175 
                                                   766, 774  14:23                                    897, 898, 1019 
12:6  439, 442, 581, 946, 1134, 1135  15:1                 372, 1096 
12:6-8                                               433  15:2                         746 
12:7, 9                                              758  15:3                                     1191   
12:8                                       561, 609  15:4                                              563, 685 
12:9                       396, 1133  15:5                                   326, 692, 1214 
12:9-13                                               439  15:5, 13                                              939, 940 
12:9 f., 16 f.                   946  15:7                                           809, 1181 
12:10-13   523 bis, 1133  15:8             499, 632, 909, 1040, 
12:11                                             1172                1049, 1060 
12:12                                               524  15:14                                                 686, 909 
12:14                                    439, 1133  15:15                                  298, 553, 665, 846 
12:15                         440, 944, 946, 1092,  15:16                              474, 498, 587, 594 
                                   1106, 1201  15:16, 19                         681 
12:16             440 bis, 594, 614  15:17                                                 486, 626 
12:17                                        440, 573  15:18                                      720, 1158, 1164 
12:15                       486, 598, 611; 766  15:19                                       644, 645, 909 
12:20                         342 bis, 454, 1019  15:20                               710, 748, 1162 bis 
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15:21                                   720, 1159  1:14                               235, 953 
15:22        470, 487, 762, 765, 774, 884,  1:15                                       744 
        996, 1061, 1067, 1089, 1094, 1171  1:16                       173, 255, 488 
15:23           152, 996, 1061, 1067, 1076  1:17                   418, 987 bis, 1162, 1163 
15:23-28                               434  1:18               500, 503, 537, 780, 
15:24                                     324, 974                                                                         827, 828 
15:25                                   891, 1129  1:18, 30                                                     539 
15:26                     367, 502, 528, 782  1:19                            356, 1218 
15:27                                   529, 1009  1:20                                             757, 764 
15:28                                                 582  1:21 f.                                                     965 
15:29                                             589  1:22                                                     962 
15:30                                             688  1:23                             174, 1186 
15:31                                      166, 783  1:23 f.                                                     539  
15:32                                529  1:24                                                           686 
15:33                                             396  1:25                           654, 663, 667, 763, 962 
16:1                       315, 782  1:25 ff.                                              1200 bis 
16:2       232, 505, 680, 687,  1:26                                          962, 1163 
                                     718, 721  1:26 ff.                                                   1207 
16:4                        633, 728  1:27                       411, 757, 762 
16:5                                235  1:27 f.                                                409, 763 
16:5 f.                                              728  1:28                             654, 1109 
16:6                                488  1:29                  752, 986, 987 ter 
16:7                      172, 337, 622, 728  1:31         949, 985, 1202 
16:8                                172  2:1, 3                                                     677 
16:9                                236   2:1-4                                                       85 
16:10                       172, 255, 759, 783  2:2                                                   1181 
16:11                               258, 259, 274   2:4                                    157, 566, 1206 
16:13                                               682   2:5              566 
16:14                     172, 173, 235, 255 bis  2:6            1186 
16:15                                       173, 773  2:7                   418, 586, 589, 621, 784, 1107, 
16:17           616, 758, 778, 783, 800, 954                1110, 1117 
16:18                                                771  2:7f.                                                           724 
16:19                       487, 605, 813, 919  2:8                                                    1015 
16:20                                                611  2:11 f.                                                        782 
16:21                                        173, 504  2:12                   325, 983 
16:23                                  235, 236 bis  2:13                        504, 516, 654 
16:25                               230, 527, 609  2:14                                       159 
16:25f                                             1117  2:15                               159, 208 
16:25-27                                             439  2:16                                       724 
16:26                                              772  3:1                                                158 bis 
16:27                               437, 438, 776  3:2                                            484, 1201 
      3:3                              158, 159, 267, 1186 bis 
              1 Corinthians    3: 4                                              743, 750 
            3:5                                                              583 
1:1                                         459,760   3:6                                                              838 
1:2                                                235  3:7                                            743, 1189 
1:4                                                765  3:8                                              691, 786 
1:5                                                772  3:11                                                     616 
1:6                                                500  3:12                           427, 560, 983, 1178 
1:8                                                792  3:13                      590, 731, 732 bis, 1176 
1:9                                        583, 782  3:14                                        233 
1:10                       203, 360, 419, 983,  3:14 f.                                                      1008 
                                   1046, 1186  3:15                                         350, 582, 1008 
1:11        265, 267, 502, 1035  3:17               412, 728, 729, 960 
1:12             255, 401, 497, 699, 1153               3:18               658, 1038 
1:13                        916, 1175  3.19                                                     474 
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3:21      497, 685, 949, 1000  6:13                                            703, 704 
3:22                      793, 1189  6:14                                                   582 
3:23                                            1027  6:15                  860, 940 
4:1                              481, 710, 968  6:16                                      233 
4:2                                      992, 993  6:18                              471, 640 
4:3                    458, 537, 670, 992, 1186  6:19                              497, 716 
4:4                              319, 627, 688  6:20                                    511, 1149 bis 
4:5                              752, 757, 763  7:1                            619, 720, 721, 722 
4:6             203, 260, 325, 342, 561, 587,  7:2                                                    408 
     607, 622, 630, 675, 721, 749,  7:5                      597, 751, 1010, 1023, 1025 
                      984, 987, 1202 bis  7:6                                         609, 1199 
4:7                                    341, 1184  7:7                    545, 688, 691, 605, 923, 968, 
4:8                428, 529, 818, 841, 923 bis,                                                                               1181 
              1004, 1148, 1149, 1199  7:9                                           218, 1012 
4:9                       480, 481, 769, 788  7:10                               518, 794 
4:11                         148, 191  7:12                               232, 680 
4:12                               1121  7:13               440, 442, 724, 956 
4:13                                 618  7:14                                           587, 1026 
4:14             845, 1138, 1139  7:15                              429, 948 
4:15       233, 283, 582, 1018,  7:16                               264, 462 
                                            1187  7:17                                                         1025 
4:17                 483, 712 bis, 724, 782,  7:18                                       740 
                                       960, 989  7:18 ff.                                                    1198 
4.19                                       356, 871  7:19                       394, 654, 751 
4:20                                              1202  7:20                                                     716 
4:21               394, 456, 534, 589, 737  7:21                             430, 1023 
5:1                        710, 727, 770, 803, 881  7:22                                       795 
5:3                                       705, 1152  7:23                                                     429 
5:4                                                 628  7:25                           1128, 1140 
5:6                                                 776  7:26                        320, 545, 1059, 1205 
5:7                                219, 349, 399  7:27                                                    432 
5:8                        498, 931, 955, 999  7:28                 536, 710, 846, 923, 1020, 
5:9                    757, 811, 1047, 1170                                                       1022, 1027 
5:9 f                                                423  7:29                                     319, 487, 994 
5:9, 11                          317, 846  7:29 f.                                           1127, 1140 
5:10       272, 887, 920, 947, 963, 965,  7:31                       476, 477, 533 
               1014, 1026, 1162, 1163  7:33                                       767 
5:11                 232, 1047, 1060, 1185  7:34                               523, 993 
5:12                     547, 736, 944, 1202  7:35                    287, 504, 537, 546, 547, 
5:13                                  689                             687, 689, 763, 1109 
6:1                                         603, 811  7:36                                   489, 629, 1204 
6:2                  233, 504, 516, 587, 652, 670  7:37                440, 549, 656, 700 
6:3                        751, 1149, 1173 bis  7:38                                218, 299 
6:4                                  423, 698, 941  7:39                     291, 716, 720, 733, 897, 
6:5                 232, 313, 409, 561, 648, 718,                                                            1076, 1080, 1082 
                                       726, 1001  7:39, 40                                                    1019 
6:6                                         460, 705  8:1-4                                                      435 
6:6 f.                                                 610  8:2                          1038 
6:6, 8                                                 487  8:3                                              698, 845 
6:7                        218, 293, 690, 808, 816  8:4                                                      424 
6:8                                        704, 705  8:5                       793, 1025, 1026, 1181 
6:9                            947, 1160, 1164  8:6                                      440, 533, 724 
6:10                      1164, 1189  8:7                                      500, 532, 743 
6:11               411, 654, 701, 704, 807,  8:9                                              537, 995 
                                               809  8:10                                            778, 1072 
6:12                                1158  8:11                                        317 
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8:13              268, 962, 1154  10:16                          429, 488, 718, 8S0 bis 
9:1                            364, 587, 917, 1157  10:17                            509, 773, 774, 962 
9:2                  244, 537, 1012, 1148,  10:18                                            760, 783 
                                 1160, 1187  10:19                    233, 234, 743, 1035, 1036 
9:3                              537, 703, 704  10:20                                              886, 1214 
9:4                                           1158  10:21                                  509, 791, 1183 
9:4 f.                                  1169, 1174  10:22                                    325, 516, 923 
9:4, 5                                              918  10:24                                          394, 1203 
9:5                                      477, 480  10:25                                                    263 
9:6                402, 1068, 1164, 1177  10:27 f.                                                  1018 
9:7                    478, 532, 770, 1147  10:29                               688 bis, 694, 739 
9:8                    208, 917 bis, 1158, 1174,  10:30                        402, 509, 530, 609, 632, 
                                           1177                                                   678, 720, 721 
9:9                                      508, 541  10:31                                                      1189 
9:9 f                                              223  10:33                479, 487, 504, 652, 660, 690 
9:10       224, 996, 1061, 1067, 1076  11:2                          479, 482, 487, 506, 881, 
9:11               681, 1009, 1017, 1022                                                                      895, 1035 
9:12              500, 681, 1187  11:3                              769, 781 
9:12, 15                                              533  11:4                              477, 606 
9:13                521, 542, 623  11:5              342, 530 bis, 656, 687, 789 
9:14                                598  11:6                 342, 371, 809, 948, 1012, 
9:15             439, 587, 704, 845, 984,                                                                    1059, 1218 
                                   996, 1058  11:8                                                     793 
9:16                      270, 1012  11:9                                      565 
9:17                   485, 550, 816, 1100  11:9, 12                                                    584 
9:18             477, 656, 759, 784, 984,  11:11                                                  1187 
                                                 992, 1078  11:12                                   565, 582, 773 
9:19             516, 540, 597, 660, 665,  11:13                      541, 687, 689, 890, 1086 
                                   775, 1129  11:14                                                    686 
9:19f.                                              539  11:15                                                        574 
9:19-21                                            1217  11:17                               218 bis, 277, 663 
9:19, 20, 22                               843  11:18 .              174, 487, 550, 585, 803, 881, 
9:21                 232, 349, 504, 516, 1216                                                  893, 1042, 1103, 1152 
9:22             742, 773, 1199  11:20                                            234, 562 
9:23                       504, 843  11:20 ff                                                 1152 
9:25           148, 478, 707, 880, 1153  11:21                            342, 695, 854, 880 
9:26          1127, 1138, 1139, 1140, 1154,  11:22                    918, 928, 934, 1072, 1090, 
                                  1159, 1163                                                                    1169, 1174 
9:26 f.                                                 880  11:23              190, 312, 561, 579, 838, 1214 
9:27         201, 244, 633, 988  11:23 f.                                                  1049 
10:1                                419  11:24                                    234, 595, 685 
10:9                           808 bis  11:25                                612, 1074, 1181 
10:3                                776  11:25f                                                   974 
10:3 f.                                                883  11:26                 880, 975 
10:4        201, 339, 418, 838  11:27                                  504, 787, 1188 
10:5                                418  11:28                                                    519 
10:6                488, 500, 704  11:29      880, 1023, 1129 
10:7-9                      931, 1088  11:29 ff                                                  1201 
10:7-10                                    403, 1185  11:30                                                    880 
10:9              317, 635, 1218  11:31                                                  1015 
10:10                                      189, 967  11:33                                                      1000 
10:11                      404, 626, 703, 707  11:33 f.                                                    562 
10:12                    320, 430, 933, 1000  11:34                                    521, 791, 974 
10:13              598, 632, 996, 1060, 1067,  12:2          407, 412, 563, 922, 974, 1033 
                                 1076, 1087  12:3                             116, 1034 
10:14                                        471, 1154  12:6, 11                                             476, 773 
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12:8                        696, 770  14:22                                              458, 537 
12:8, 10                                      746, 749  14:23                                           917, 1157 
12:9 f.                                        747 bis  14:24                                                     427 
12:9-11                                             758   14:25                                                     546 
12:10                                             166  14:26                                                     626 
12:11                   530, 580, 653, 1199  14:27                        170, 279, 470, 487, 550, 
12:12                                             419                                                    571, 670, 791 
12:13                           485, 757, 1189  14:28                                                     166 
12:13, 28                               793  14:29                                                     775 
12:15                                             550  14:31                                             606, 608 
12:15 f.                                   616, 1164  14:33                                                     497 
12:19                                 1015, 1023  14:34                                                   1220 
12:22                   663, 664, 777, 1107  14:35                                                    792 
12:23                                             668   14:37                                          845, 1038 
12:26                                           1179  14:38                                           948, 1011 
12:27                             550, 597, 792  14:39                          765, 1059, 1061, 1094 
12:28         300, 488 bis, 574, 696, 1152  15:1 f.                                            427, 724 
12:29                                     757, 774   15:1-2                                                    954 
12:31                     311, 551, 777, 784  15:2                 425, 530, 640, 738, 1008, 
13:1             129, 358, 1105                         1011, 1018, 1169, 1188, 1205 
13:1-3                                               758  15:3                  525, 550, 1034 bis, 1035 
13:2.            219, 316 bis, 609, 750, 751,  15:4            844, 894, 896, 1182 
                   772 bis, 1090, 1163  15:6           511, 548, 642, 666, 674, 848 
13:3     201, 324, 484, 504, 764, 876,  15:7 f.                                                    820 
                                   984, 1216  15:8           233, 244, 516, 669, 757, 969, 
13:4                                              148                                                      1025, 1154 
13:4-7                                            1178  15:9                 279, 658, 669, 713, 779, 962 
13:4, 8                                758  15:10                      411, 654, 712, 713, 720, 
13:7                476, 477, 774                                                                    791, 1166 
13:8                                357   15:11                                                      707 
13:10                                              766  15:12           658, 820, 1008, 1034 bis, 1085 
13:11                                      900, 971  15:13, 16                                  1008 
13:12            208, 564 bis, 582, 600, 625,  15:13, 15-17                                  1012 
                              649, 792, 827  15:14, 17, 19                                  1008 
13:13                       281, 405, 668, 758  15:15                                        607, 1154 
14:1                                993  15:15 f .                                   817 
14:5       548, 640, 1017, 1039, 1188  15:18                                                     783 
14:6            483, 1188, 1189  15:19                                                 204 
14:7             233, 357, 423, 581, 778,  15:21                                         395, 794 
           1109, 1140, 1155, 1188, 1189 bis  15:22                                             587, 827 
14:7, 9                                871  15:22, 28                                   872 
14:7, 9, 16                                876  15:23                                                 767 
14:8                                807  15:24                               312, 851, 1214 
14:9        323, 353, 582, 889,  15:26                                                 870 
                                 1110, 1115  15:27                 244, 395, 658, 1034, 1106 
14:10                                    392, 1021  15:28                       357, 657, 809, 819 bis 
14:11                                      272, 588  15:29                 630, 632, 963 bis, 965 bis, 
14:13                                      950, 955                                         1012, 1025, 1180 
14:15                                      533, 874  15:29, 51                                  876 
14:15, 19                                261  15:30                                        470, 677 
14:16                      460, 691, 759, 765,  15:31                      487, 685, 827, 1150 
                     965 bis, 1026, 1159  15:32                                539, 869, 931 
14:17                                   1152, 1153  15:33                 207, 422, 1200 
14:19                     233, 661, 792, 1188  15:34                                                 626 
14:20                                               524  15:35                             740, 1022, 1184 
14:21                               207, 591, 748  15:36                          264, 423, 463, 678 
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                       1153, 1163, 1187  1:13            476, 643, 828, 1187 
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1:8                    518, 632, 765, 996, 1061,  3:16                           207, 392, 617, 618 
                                              1067, 1.213  3:17                                                   769 
1:9              325, 360, 498, 577, 687, 897,  3:18                   486, 503, 530, 789, 810, 
                                 900, 908, 983, 1186                                              820, 891, 967, 968, 1154 
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2 Cor. 
4:1f.                                             1128  7:8                                                   1027 
4:2                       316, 338, 771, 810   7:8, 14                                           962, 1008 
4:3                                       234, 587  7:9                                   599, 834, 1166 
4:4                   503, 779, 1094, 1171  7:11           427, 481, 523, 686, 700, 705, 
4:5                                     584, 1187                                        741, 1038, 1059, 1078, 1215 
4:6                                       764, 962      7:12                 225, 429, 641, 846, 1060, 
4:7                                       497, 514                               1073, 1080, 1091 
4:8                                     596, 1138  7:13                           663, 1205 
4:8 f.                                             1201  7:14                     603, 632, 968 
4:8, 9                                             1139  7:15                                     612 
4:13                               1134   7:16                              217,474 
4:16         522, 681, 750, 766  8:1           587 
4:17         297, 551, 654, 763  8:2                                           262, 607 
4:18                       891, 1132  8:3         434, 609, 616 
5:1     399, 418, 498, 762, 779, 882, 1019  8:5                                       1152, 1159 
5:2 f.                                   563 bis, 600  8:6                     968, 1003, 1072, 1090 
5:3                        244, 563 bis, 1027   8:7                           195, 598, 933, 994 
5:4                       604, 722, 762, 963   8:8                                                   763 
5:5                                       498, 595  8:9                                      708, 834 bis 
5:6                             474, 560, 1135  8:10                221, 425, 523, 703, 1059, 
5:6 ff                                              440                                                                   1158, 1162 
5:6, 8                                               217  8:10 f.                                                   1066 
5:8                                               625  8:11             395, 600, 996, 1061, 1067, 
5:10                         582, 773                     1073 bis, 1076 
5:11         500, 877, 880, 909  8:12                            957, 967 
5:12         316, 439, 626, 792  8:13                                    395 
5:13       394, 539, 845, 1203  8:14                            707, 986 
5:14        499, 699, 833, 1035  8:15               218, 660, 763, 774, 1202 
5:15          517, 539, 631, 773  8:16                                         396, 585 
5:17                                  654  8:17                            657, 665 
5:18                                  774  8:18                  562, 582, 770, 1134 ter 
5:19                683, 964, 1033   8:18-21                                                  433 
5:20                      1140, 1141  8:19 f.                                          431, 439 
6:1                                                440  8:20           431, 699, 1039, 1134, 1136 
6:2                                440, 497, 507  8:22          488 ter, 530, 659, 664, 1041, 
6:3                                                440                                               1103, 1123 bis 
6:3 f.                                                442  8:23            395, 441, 504, 632 
6:4                                316, 454, 481  8:24                                                  946 
6:4 ff                                               591  9:1                                      782, 1059, 1066 
6:4-7                                               442 bis  9:2                          221, 261, 475, 548, 550 
6:7                                        582, 777  9:3                                          375, 983 
6:9                                        440, 827  9:3 f.                                                 988 
6:9 f.                            442, 1136, 1140  9:3, 4         988 
6:10                          523, 828  9:4                                               1199 
6:11                                  895  9:5                996, 1086, 1182 
6:13                          486, 487  9:6                                295, 604, 1202 
6:14             330, 375 bis, 528 bis, 529,  9:7                                394, 597, 1202 
                              625, 890, 1051  9:8                                                1201 
6:15                                  217   9:9                                                          272 
6:15f.                                              1184  9:10                                    799 
6:16                          216, 528  9:11 f.                                        946, 1136 
6:17                                  853  9:11, 13                                    439 
6:18                          458, 595  9:12                 323, 376, 435, 439, 536, 
7:1                                                576                 565, 881 
7:5          415, 439 bis, 897, 900 bis, 1135  9:13                            781, 783 
7:7                                     665, 1091  9:14                            562, 605 
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2 Cor. 
9:15                                605  12:1                                1092, 1130, 1149 
10:1     407, 424, 457, 474, 686, 688  12:2                   408, 622, 778, 793, 1035, 
10:1, 2                                              217                                           1041, 1103 
10:1-11:6                                407  12:2f.                                                    1045 
10:2       401, 407, 474, 481, 490 bis,  12:2, 4                                                     349 
          519, 743, 1035, 1038, 1059, 1060,  12:3                                      710 
                                 1083, 1123  12:4             212, 225 bis, 491, 881, 1139 
10:3                                407, 792 bis  12:6                              519, 988 
10:4                       537, 626  12:7              532, 536, 538, 629, 
10:5                       500, 593                                                                        960, 985 
10:7                       407, 497  12:9              488, 541 bis, 602, 664, 670, 
10:7, 11                                             699                        879, 897, 923 
10:8                                             407  12:9, 15                                                    279 
10:8, 13                                             716   12:10                                      973 
10:9          407, 597, 959, 969, 1025,  12:11                 478, 920, 1003, 1014, 1160 
                                    1040, 1091, 1095  12:12                             408, 757, 772, 1151 
10:10                       233, 392, 434, 1206          12:13                     218, 341, 479, 512, 1025,  
10:11         291, 407, 678, 392, 710, 434,                            1199, 1216  
10:12                315, 401, 529, 687, 1201  12:14                                          702, 1077 
10:12, 18                                316  12:15                               218 bis, 277, 596 
10:13                            407, 719, 1078  12:16                            392, 476, 856, 948 
10:14                    477, 561, 629, 1159  12:17                       436, 474, 488, 718, 720, 
10:16                  244, 297, 517, 547, 550,                                                          744, 896, 893 bis 
                  629 bis, 647  12:18                                           684, 770 
10:18                                     315, 707  12:19              297, 644, 696, 879 
11:1      368, 486, 543, 886, 923 bis,  12:20                 267, 408, 534, 539, 731 bis, 
                                              1004, 1186          929, 995 ter, 1159, 1161, 1174 
11:1 f., 16 f., 23              1199  12:21                       193, 475, 621, 716, 910, 
11:2            261, 349, 1088                                                           995, 1117, 1173 
11:3                      782, 995  13:1                                   478, 674, 702 
11:4                747, 748, 1151, 1186  13:2                           674, 1035 
11:5    297, 395, 519, 548, 550, 629  13:4                                                   598 
11:6             129, 395, 1202  13:5                 751, 1011, 1025, 1045, 1169 
11:8                     219, 1165  13:7                         394, 423, 656, 763, 886, 
11:9                                     750, 778                                919, 1162, 1173 
11:10                                           1034  13:9                                           698, 703 
11:15                                           1180  13:10                                           699, 845 
11:16           203, 234, 743, 853 bis, 933,  13:12                                              773 bis 
                                              1023, 1025 
11:19f                             1199 
11:20                                     606, 802                                          Galatians 
11:21                     434, 964, 1033, 1199 
11:22                                           1198  1:1                             567, 582, 778, 795 
11:23                 244, 293, 297, 450, 551,  1:2                                             773, 780 
             555, 558, 629 bis, 1109  1:4                             232, 618, 629, 778 
11:23 ff                                             442   1:5                                                     408 
11:23, 27                              784  1:6                        748, 749, 879 bis, 965 
11:24                                      615, 635  1:6 f.                                                747 bis 
11:25                              212, 833, 897  1:7                            764, 778, 785, 1011, 
11:25 f                                               793                                                        1107, 1169 
11:26                                              501  1:8                          313, 402, 406, 1010, 1026 
11:27                                              258  1:8f.                                                   616, 939 
11:28                      244, 537, 547, 646  1:9                                              483, 968 
11:29                                        677 bis  1:10                              922, 1015 
11:30                                              475  1:11                                        474 
11:32                              255, 258, 498  1:12                              582, 1189 
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Gal. 
1.13                                       783, 885  3:23                 857, 878, 978, 1074, 1075  
1:14                       298, 620, 633, 779   3:25                                        635  
1:16                           587 bis  3:28                        313, 419, 558 
1:18                                561  4:1                                      733, 751, 757 
1:19                      224, 1025   4:4                                                      820 
1:20                                     538, 1034   4:5                                              960, 987 
1:22                 376, 487, 530  4:6                                        26, 231, 465 
1:22 f.                                       412, 888  4:6 f.                                                          441 
1:23         659, 892, 1115, 1139, 1147  4:7                                                     395 
1:24                                 523  4:8                                                    1172 
2:1                                955, 283, 581  4:9                                  879, 1111, 1199  
2:1, 2                                                636  4:10                               613, 810  
2:2                   542, 923, 988 ter, 995  4:11                             995, 1169 
2:4                                613, 802, 984   4:12                                                     482 
2:5                                        367, 438  4:15                841, 921, 922, 1014, 1048 
2:5 f.                                                434  4:17                            203, 325, 342, 984  
2: 6                   438, 731, 732 bis, 743,  4:18                             186, 1162 
                                     751, 1115  4:19                               713, 975  
2: 6-9                                                130  4:20                             368, 784, 886, 919, 
2:7                        208, 485, 540, 546, 550,                                                                       937, 1199  
                                       816, 820  4:24                       704, 729 bis, 760, 881  
2:9                   394, 1000, 1085, 1202,  4:24 f.                                                    750  
                                 1203   4:24, 26                                                    727 
2:10                703, 714, 719, 723, 933, 960  4:25                   254, 398, 411, 530, 547,  
2:11                  608, 816, 1118                                                           759, 766  
2:12                  579, 978, 1075  4:25 f.                                                    760  
2:13         334, 530, 533, 1000 bis, 1181  4:26                              398, 547  
2:14              224, 626, 880, 1028, 1029  4:27                       663, 892, 1138, 1139 
2:15                                          530, 598  4:30                                                    942 
2:16                     752, 796, 1025, 1204  5:2                            399, 482, 484, 816 
2:17                  232, 916 bis, 940, 1176  5:3                                        1062, 1076  
2:18            316, 402, 480, 678  5:4                      518 bis, 562, 880, 960 
2:19                                  402, 539, 796  5:6                                                   583 
2:20                          479, 632, 715, 779  5:7                                       1094, 1171  
2:21                                  1190  5:10                           540, 727, 746, 957  
3:1                          349, 473, 608, 621, 723,  5:11                                   1008  
                                        792,1193  5:12                           809, 819, 873, 923, 
3:2                                        579, 1060                                          940, 1004  
3:4                                                  710  5:13                                 605, 692, 1202  
3:5                                                  394  5:14                288, 419, 688, 766, 773, 874 
3:7                                                  698  5:15                                          933, 996 
3:8                                                  367  5:16                                                  834  
3:10               598, 631, 720, 744, 773,  5:17                 698, 850, 957, 994, 998  
               1067, 1086, 1088, 1159  5:19                                          404, 729  
3:11                                 395  5:20                                           265, 267 
3:13                   317, 631 ter  5:20 f., 22 f.                                    794  
3:14                                            1049  5:21                                290, 771, 1035  
3:15            423, 1155, 1188  5:22                                        428, 1178 
3:16                              342, 604, 712  5:24                                                 767  
3:17                   580, 672, 699, 1003,  5:25                                 1009  
                                 1072, 1090  5:26                       541  
3:18                                583  6:1                      439, 995, 1027, 1180  
3:19              221, 349, 411, 647, 736,  6:3                      411, 743, 751, 1127, 1173 
                                      974, 975  6:4                                                  690  
3:21       777, 778, 940, 1015  6:6                                          486, 773 
3:20                                                423  6:5                                          692, 889 
3:21                          777, 7778, 940, 1015      6:6                                                  486, 773       
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Gal. 
6:7                                            698   9:15                                     589, 769, 783 
6:8                                             779  2:17                                             483, 547 
6:9           1023, 1102, 1121, 1129, 1170  2:18                              745, 769 
6:10     658, 670, 762, 763, 968, 974          2 20            498, 560, 787, 1131 
6:11               292, 533, 734, 741 ter,  2:21                                     772 
           846 bis, 917, 1045, 1177  3:1                                           488, 505 
6:12            148, 201, 325, 532, 698,  3:1-13                                                   435 
                     732, 880, 885, 985  3:2                          424, 1045, 1148 bis 
6:14       401, 796, 854, 940,  3:3                                                   845 
                                 1003, 1170  3:4, 13                                                   783 
6.15                                      234, 743  3:5                                           523, 787 
6:17                        295, 495  3:6                                                 1089 
      3:6, 8                                                 1078 
      3:8                  278, 439, 474, 483, 516, 663,  
                      Ephesians                                    670 bis, 773 bis 
1:1                                   582, 1107  3:8, 16                                                   262 
1:2                                      780, 991   3:10                                     654 
1:3                      396, 763, 781, 785  3:11 f.                                                      724 
1:3-14                                              433  3:12                                                    784 
1:4                                      297, 644  3:13                            412, 728, 729, 784 
1:5                                      226, 583  3:14                                     435 
1:6                                      503, 716  3:14-19                                                    433 
1:7                                              262  3:15                                                    772 
1:8                                              716  3:16                            309, 327, 593, 766 
1:10                226, 766, 809  3:16 f.                                                  1086 
1:12                      778, 1071  3:17                          1087, 1090 
1:13                      396; 453, 533, 540  3:17 (18)                                                  212 
1:13f.                                               713  3:18                                      787 
1:15         605, 766, 782, 783  3:19                              401, 519 
1:16                       813, 1102  3:20                       517, 548, 629, 647 bis 
1:16-18                                             1086  3:21                               408, 660 
1:17      309 bis, 326 bis, 327 ter, 398,  4:1                            478, 716, 783, 1201 
       933, 940, 983 bis, 994, 1214  4:2                                              440, 807 
1:18                   411, 909, 1072, 1087  4:2 f.                                                     946 
1:19                                 778  4:6                                                     567 
1:19                                                     716  4:7                                                     746 
1:20                                        408, 440   4:8                                             392, 479 
1:21                  413, 629, 647  4:9                             278, 298, 499, 665, 668, 
1:22                                                632                                 735, 766 
1:22                                            729, 1206  4:10                             297, 550, 647, 806 
1:23                              805-6  4:11                     424, 694, 1152 
2:1                                               789   4:12                                                     624 
2:2                                       497, 651  4:13                  503, 773, 975 bis 
2:3                       419, 497, 503, 530, 788  4.15                                                     712 
2:4                         478 bis, 482, 584, 833  4:16                               589, 745 
9:5                                               529  4:17                                           700, 1078 
2:5, 8                                               533  4:17 f.                                     405, 407, 412 
2:7                                       262, 784  4:18                  412, 515, 523, 910, 1117 
2:8                     582, 704, 705, 1182  4:21                507, 545, 588, 1027, 1148 
2:9                                               744  4:22                 280 bis, 283, 662, 1038, 1089 
2:10                       605, 681, 716, 776  4:25                                       746 
2:11                 774, 777, 783  4:26                605, 854, 949, 1023, 1173 
2:19         398, 516, 658, 782  4:28                             892, 1116 
9.13                                   1115, 1139  4:29                       626, 753, 994 
2:14                         480, 498, 769 bis  4:32                                      594 
2:14-18                                              433  5:3                                  541, 753, 1173 
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Eph.  
5:4                      714, 887, 920;1138  1:11                            483, 485, 510, 595, 694 
5:5              319, 330, 360, 406, 713, 753,  1:12                       608, 665, 766 
                                      786, 890  1:13                              262, 1091 
5:8                                       497, 651  1:14                        279, 540, 784 
5:11                                529  1:15              235, 265, 743 bis, 750, 1153  
5:12                                530  1:15                                                         1200 
5:14            310, 328, 422, 948, 1199  1:16 ff.                                      1153 
5:15                               1172  1:17                                       538 
5:15-22                     440  1:18                218, 487, 530. 646, 
5:18                 533, 854, 890                                              703, 871, 889, 1186, 1187 
5:19                                 690  1:19                                        787 
5:21                                                 500  1:20                                              787, 794 
5:22                 393, 757, 946  1:21                                      1065 
5:23      399, 416, 768, 781, 782, 794  1:21, 24, 29                                     1059 
5:24                         394, 794  1:22                     537, 698, 737, 810, 875, 
5:25                                               757                                           1023, 1183 
5:26                  521, 784, 811  1:23               130, 278, 442, 488 bis, 532, 
5:27                        687, 1023                                      546, 628, 664, 858, 1072, 1076 
5:29                                1147  1.23, 29                                                    1066 
5:30                                                260  1:25                                      613, 787, 828 
5:31                  560, 574, 623  1:26                                      588, 783, 784 
5:32                                 677  1:27                     439, 505, 529, 637, 766  
5:33      330, 746, 766, 769, 933, 943,  1:28                        412, 537, 729 
                                    994, 1187  1:29                           487, 632, 777, 1162 
6:1                                               757  1:30              414, 439, 530, 731, 1135 bis 
6:2                                               793  2:1                            130, 410, 744, 1019 
6:3                               299, 875, 984  2:2                                                      992 
6:4                                               757  2:3                              519, 690, 692, 1123 bis 
6:5                                       757, 782  2:4                                              292, 746 
6:6                                               792   2:5                                              699, 703 
6: 8                                               355  2:6                152, 407, 546, 1041, 1059, 1066 
6:9                                       315, 502  2:7                                                    1114 
6:10                                       550, 816  2:8                                    523, 645, 1122 
6:11                  502, 991, 1003, 1075  2:9                                         629 bis, 632 
6:12                 566, 651, 763  2:10                                                      503 
6:13                    563 ter, 777  2:11                      188, 795, 1034 
6:14                                 409  2:12                 564, 606, 634, 1162, 1173  
6:16                 589, 605, 652  2:13             560, 564, 632, 1059, 
6:17                                412, 712, 954                                                                               1182 
6:18 f.                                                618  2:15                    488, 505, 550, 644, 713, 
6:19                                              1090                                                            714, 775 
6:21                                        608, 785   2:16                                                      550  
6:22                                        699, 846   2:17                                              787, 828 
      2:17 f.                                                      627 
     Philippians    2:18                                     207, 487, 535 
1:1                          394, 628, 763, 783  2:20                                     960, 961, 996 
1:2                                                  795  2:21                                767, 773 
1:3                                          604, 772  2:22                               441, 1199 
1:5                                                  783  2:23                              224, 620, 687, 974 
1:6                          478, 686, 705, 776, 889  2:21                                        895 
1:6, 25                                                  699  2:25                                      172, 418, 502 
1:7                  491, 504, 566, 632, 658, 787,  2:26                      888, 964, 1120 
                                       966, 1131  2:27                        505, 601, 646 
1:8                                                1032   2:28                            297, 298, 545, 665, 846 
1:9                                          663, 699  2:29                                              480, 481 
1:10                  594, 991, 1071  2:30                   148 bis, 503, 781, 
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Phil. 
3:1           420, 487, 546, 550, 890, 1058,  1:3, 4                                                     860 
                       1085, 1146, 1153  1:4                                                     783 
3:2        471, 769, 949, 1100, 1178, 1200  1:5                                                    498 
3:2 f.                                            1201  1:6                                             881, 968 
3:3                  540, 769, 785, 1138, 1139  1:6, 9                                             717, 978 
3:4                                  1129, 1154  1:7                                     172, 255, 781 
3:5                              523, 598, 657  1:8                                      764, 779, 859 
3:6                                              261  1:9                      483, 435, 576, 600, 721, 784, 
3:7    396, 480, 481, 584, 698, 704, 1041                                                              993, 1049, 1102 
3:8              396, 481, 485, 504, 652, 764,  1:9 ff                                                     772 
           812, 983, 1036, 1109, 1145, 1148,  1:9-23                                                     433 
                                  1151, 1186  1:10                            1036, 1087 
3:9               588, 598, 685, 782, 783, 784  1:10-12                                                    1200 
3:10            150 bis, 990, 1002, 1067,  1:13                     212, 496, 497, 503, 818 
                                  1088, 1200  1:15                                     233, 234, 772 
3:11                                            1017  1:15, 23                                                      772 
3:12      605, 811, 812, 845, 901, 916,  1:16                567, 583, 588, 654 bis, 762, 
                        1017, 1024, 1030                                           763, 8474, 894, 896 
3:13    472, 489, 506, 509, 807, 1038,  1:17             234, 534, 622; 679, 774, 896 
                                  1060, 1202  1:18                  243, 375 bis, 890 
3:13 f.                                                 765  1:20                          226 
3:14              146, 547, 608, 656, 782  1:21                375, 777, 910, 1115, 1117 
3:15                              395, 749, 931  1:21 f.                                                     434 
3:16        329, 944, 1081, 1092, 1187  1:22                       437, 496, 644 
3:17                                 221   1:23                     243, 717, 1148 
3 :18                         473, 718  1:24                    165, 565, 574, 712, 784 
3:18 f.                                        413, 1107  1:24, 23 f.                                       724 
3:20                                 714  1:26                             440, 1135 
3:21           496, 528, 906, 1061, 1066,  1:27                               262, 713 
                                                 1067, 1076  1:29                                                    714 
4:2                                                235  2:1                             337, 364, 733, 886, 908 
4:3                                        612, 728  2:11                                                           116 
4:5                              546, 763, 1202  2:2                                     243, 262, 439 
4:7               477 499 629, 800, 1183   2:3                                                     243 
4:8               698, 724, 733, 765, 812, 1146  2:4                                                     987 
4:9                               698, 724, 1182  2:5                                 651, 1026, 1187 
4:10        348, 476, 487, 604, 963, 965,  2:7                                                     212 
                     1019 1059, 1066, 1147, 1212  2:8                     764, 787, 933, 995 bis, 1107, 
4:11          677, 687, 721 bis, 835, 845,                                                            1116, 1159, 1169 
                   1038, 1041, 1060, 1103, 1166  2:8, 19                                                   1164 
4:11, 17                                                965  2:10                                        712 
4:12        117, 342, 371, 1181  2:11                                        215 
4:13                                  478  2:12                                              152, 529 
4:14                      1121, 1187  2:13                       560, 789, 1205 
4:16                                1183  2:13f.              658 
4:17                        594, 1166  2:14                     524, 528, 634, 648, 783 
4 :13                                  172  2:15                              226, 474, 589, 805 
4:19                               962, 586, 783  2:16                              204, 1182 
4:20                                  785  2:17                                        712 
4:22                  548, 599, 670  2:18          65, 134, 477, 500, 551 bis, 535 
      2:19                         478, 713, 1138, 1139. 
                        Colossians    2:20                559, 576, 792, 807 
1:2                                       185, 408  2:21                                        853 
1:2, 6, 14, 16, 18, 20, 21, 22, 26,   2:22                                714, 789 
 27, 28                                 243  2:23             375, 626, 742, 881, 1152 bis 
1:3 f.                                             1128  3:1                                              529, 881 
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Col. 
3:1 f.                                              547  2:18             407, 1151, 1152 bis 
3:2                                            1172   2:19                            587, 1188 
3:3                                 588, 628 bis  3:1             521 
3:5                  727, 728, 758 bis, 960  3:2 f.                                                      1066 
3:7                                               971  3:3     186 n., 686, 1059 
3:9                                       854, 890  3:5                             458, 988 ter, 991, 1071, 
3:11               657, 712, 1188                            1088, 1169 
3:13              508, 690, 692, 742, 968  3:6                                579, 1036, 1139 
3:14                411, 605, 713  3:7                                           605, 787 
3:15                                499  3:8                           188, 879, 973, 1010 bis 
3:16            440, 560, 690, 946, 1133  3:9                                                   716 
3:17                               727, 729, 957  3:10              297, 629, 647, 1002, 1072 
3:18         393, 807, 887, 920  3:11                   327, 785, 1092 
3:18 ff.                                                757  3:11 f.                                          854, 943 
3:23                       550, 1140  3:11, 12                                                   940 
3:24                                              498  3:12                   327, 940, 1181 
3:25                       355, 1217  4:1                         439, 560, 739, 766, 1046 
4:1                                               788   4:2                                                   583 
4:3           407, 638 bis, 1086, 1090, 1140  4:3                         400, 518, 698, 1059 
4:5                                       625, 810  4:3 f.                                                 1078 
4:6                     269, 396, 439, 880, 1045,  4:5                                                 1172  
                                  1090, 1208  4:6                       233, 338, 629, 1059, 1078 
4:8                                       699, 846   4:7                                              605 bis 
4:9                                      355, 547  4:8                                                 1154 
4:10                                255  4:9           686, 997, 1003, 1071, 1072, 1097 
4:12                       172, 630, 772, 994  4:10                                                   774 
4:13                         244, 257  4:10 f.                                                   1066 
4:14                                  172 bis, 255  4:11                                   1060 
4:15                                172, 257, 608   4:12                                                   751 
4:16                                      600, 1204   4:13                                                   985 
4:17                                       343, 983  4:14                                            355, 817 
4:18                                               685  4.15                                                    618 
      4:15, 17                                                    778 
               1 Thessalonians    4:16                                            589, 783 
1:1                               173, 780, 796  4:17                           357, 528, 628, 638 
1:3                 498, 503, 779 bis, 780  5:2                                                    550 
1:5                        566, 731 ter, 1045  5:3                                            225, 267 
1:7 f.                                               787  5:4                                                   998 
1:8                                               782  5:5                                            496, 497 
1:9                     731, 732, 779, 795, 1032,  5:6                             497, 931 bis, 1200 
                                  1045, 1177  5:8                                            497, 498 
1:10               475, 778, 1107  5:10                 534, 628, 638, 833, 1017, 
2:2                                             1077                                      1027 
2:3                                               598  5:11                      293, 675, 692 
2:4                 485, 1085, 1103, 1139   5:12                                                    319 
2:7                                       505, 968  5:13                                            171, 647 
2:8               164, 198, 206, 225, 508, 722,  5:14                                      625 
                                   1162, 1215  5:15                      309 bis, 431, 573, 692, 
2:9                           593, 1003, 1075                   933, 996 
2:10                537, 545, 1032  5:16            947 
2:12                   787, 997, 1002, 1072  5:16-22                         890 
2:13                  545, 560, 791  5:19                                            218, 318 
2:14                                                530  5:22                         518 
9.15                                             1205  5:23                            940, 1003 
2:16                                1220                 5:25                                     619 
2:17                               559, 665, 778  5:27                                               484, 1085 
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 2 Thessalonians    1:10             224, 749, 777, 1100 
1:3                                      629, 693  1:11                  485, 776 
1:4                      287, 687, 689, 716  1:12                           1035, 1103 
1:5                                 511  1:13                 1115, 1127, 1128 
1:7                                              497  1:14                               629, 782 
1:8                                              787  1:15             652 
1:10                334, 485, 818  1:16                       657, 699, 771 
1:11                                     511, 714  1:17                                      776 
1:12                        786, 987  1:18                              261, 478 
2:1                                        632 bis  1:19                                      620 
2:2                   261, 582, 895, 964, 1033,  1:20                                      235 
                                    1072, 1140, 1189  2:2                                            582, 629 
2:3            497 bis, 856, 933, 1023, 1173  2:3                                                    642 
2:3 f.                                 1202, 1203  2:4                                                    423 
2:4                  234, 311, 562, 1034, 1105  2:6                            490, 573, 631, 770 
2:5                                                    1139  2:7                                            242, 401 
2:6                                      409, 411  2:8                            273, 431, 489, 886, 919 
2:7                                              792  2:9                                                            272 
2:8                                            1212   2:12                                                   510 
2:10                        499, 500   3:1                                                    508 
2:12                                532  3:2                                                    189 
2:13        339, 366, 501, 550  3:3                                                  613, 1172 
2:14                                714   3:5                                           876, 1172 
2:15                            485, 816, 1045   3:6                                           664, 1172 
2:17               940, 943, 1092   3:7                                                     765 
3:2, 7                                            1205  3:8                                           580, 1172 
3:3                            956, 961, 1219  3:13                                       811 
3:4                                              540   3:15                       729, 880, 983 
3:5                                    500, 1092  3:16                    242, 295, 401, 422, 428, 
3:5, 16                                                940                            534, 546, 551, 713, 793, 954, 
3:6                336, 560, 1047, 1172, 1217                                                                     1109, 1199 
3:7                                              880   4:1                                             499, 518, 668 
3:7 f.                                              964  4:3                         518, 785, 1121, 1201 
3:8                                 1003, 1075  4:4                                         1022, 1129 
3:9                                              965   4:6                                             543, 717 
3:10                  699, 950, 1012, 1028,  4:8                           272, 535, 547, 1128 
                                 1046, 1047   4:10                                                           565 
3:11     564, 617, 1042, 1103, 1127, 1201  4:13                                       976 
3:12                                  1046, 1047   4:14                                   508, 611, 854, 890 
3:13                     1102, 1121  4:15                                       589 
3:14              317, 329, 529, 698, 944,  5:1                        1218 
                                  1047, 1170   5:2                                                     772 
3.15                                      481, 1123  5:4                                           215, 1103 
3:16        309, 326, 940, 1214   5:5                             302. 547, 565, 623 
3:17                  493, 685, 713  5:8                           509, 516, 691, 1012 
      5:9                             218, 277, 488, 516, 666 
                      1 Timothy    5:10                                             163, 800 
1:1                                   235   5:11                              512, 972 
1:3                                        561, 968  5:13                   232, 272, 273, 477, 617, 
1:3-5                                                 439                    618, 638, 1040, 1103 bis, 
1:4                                                  152,782                   1121, 1122, 1172 
1:6                                          518, 714  5:14                                      919 
1:7                      325, 726, 737, 1045, 1176  5:17                      284, 511, 654 
1:8                         341, 342, 533, 762, 1201  5:18                                       223 
1:9                                   185, 539, 699  5:19                251, 603, 640, 1025, 1188 
1:9f.                                                   427  5:21                                      621 
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1 Tim. 
5:22                               854, 890 bis  2:25              135, 309 bis, 327, 565, 983, 
5:23                       779, 789                          988 bis, 989, 996, 1044, 1214 
5:24                                     235, 620   2:26                                                     707 
6:2                                             508  3:1                                             699, 769 
6:3                         609, 1011, 1169  3:3                                                    162 
6:4                             167, 267, 405  3:4                                    661, 663, 666 
6:5                     166, 483, 486, 518, 582  3:6                                            148, 155 
6:7                                              1191  3:7                                                  1173 
6:8                             324, 871, 889  3:8                                          255, 486 
6:10                      542, 617  3:9                                                   707, 708 
6:11                    476, 1186  3:11                        212, 731 bis 
6:12                                            478  3:14                                                    721 
6:13                                            603  3:15                                                    879 
6:15           495, 523, 660, 691, 785  3:16                    272, 772, 1097 
6:15 f.                                            776  4:11                                                   484 
6:17    163, 493, 496, 651, 783, 908  4:2                                                    328 
6:18                                    163, 204   4:7                                                    895 
6:20                     186, 261, 810, 856  4:8                                            498, 903 
6:21                               715  4:9                                                  1205 
      4:9-21                                                      759 
                     2 Timothy    4:10                  172, 184, 255, 547, 858, 861 
1:1                                             796  4:11            172, 535, 549, 1127 
1:3                                             963  4:13                   186, 221, 235, 255, 614 
1:5                                              485  4:15                                   419, 949, 955 
1:6                              483, 718, 722  4:16              779, 854, 939, 940 
1:6, 12                                                962  4:17                             212, 818 
1:8                                              472, 529  4:18                                                 1204 
1:8f                                           1107  4:19                                     235 
1:11                               485  4:21                     235, 255, 621 
1:12       166, 594, 658, 718, 
                           720, 726, 1102    Titus 
1:13                        717, 782  1:2                                                   224 
1:14                        613, 856  1:2 f.                                                   441 
1:15             214, 235, 269, 472, 484,  1:6                                                   234 
                                     497, 772  1:7                                                 1172 
1:16                235, 367, 485  1:11                   774, 962, 1169 
1:16, 18                      309, 326, 854, 939,  1:12           273, 422, 692, 1200 
                                      940, 1214  1:13                                     955 
1:17                                              665  1:14                                                   472 
1:18             277, 299, 488, 665, 733  1:15                                     362 
2:2                                   . 583, 698, 856  1:16                            1036, 1035, 1103 
2:3                                              856  2:3                                                   166 
2:5                     850, 1019 bis, 1027  2:4                            203, 762, 943, 985 
2:8                                    481, 1041  2:7                                    480, 690, 811 
2:12                                            1008  2:8                                          652, 1087 
2:13                              1119  2:9                                            691, 944 
2:14                      164, 605, 944, 947,  2:10                                            311, 780 
                                 1162, 1163  2:11                           272, 537, 653, 656 
2:15                                              856  2:12                                                    788 
2:16                                316  2:13                                     82, 786, 787 
2:16, 22 f                               890  2:14                      518, 618, 632 
2:17                                              235  3:1                                                    483 
2:18                        620, 908  3:2                                                    311 
2:19                      262, 1154  3:3                                                  1202 
2:20                              1183  3:5                                     261, 681, 715 
2:21                                              597  3:6                                                     716 
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Titus 
3:7                             224, 707, 779  2:10                       530, 565, 583 bis, 861, 
3:8                     509, 537, 764, 812                                                   887, 1039, 1084, 1086, 
3:9                                        265 bis                                                                     1114, 1128 
3:11                               687  2:11                             718, 1179 
3:12                      172, 235  2:11 f.                                                     863 
3:13            172 bis, 255, 260, 1217  2:12                                       216 
3:14                            1041  2:13                    323, 361, 375, 460, 906 
      2:14               412, 509, 687, 705 
             Philemon    2:15                 582, 1052, 1060 bis, 1070 
      2:16                 1146, 1149, 1200  
2                                           215  2:17                    474, 486, 530, 658, 887 
5                                 624, 1200                                                                       920, 1072 
9                                    201, 710  2:18             721, 722, 963, 1128 
10                                    713, 718  3:1                             505, 722, 785, 955 
12                            399, 416, 846   3:2                                                     661 
13                                    631, 919  3:3                    244, 511, 615, 661, 667, 722, 
13 f.                                               886                                                           733, 967 
14                             550, 763, 994   3:4                                                     742 
15                                             699  3:5                                  374, 878, 1119 
16                     491, 632, 663, 670   3:6                                     413, 789, 792 
18                                             342   3:7                                                     722 
19                   623, 685, 846, 1199  3:9                                                     717 
20               310, 509, 784, 939 bis,  3:11                        916, 968, 1000, 1024 
                                      940 bis  3:12                    330, 496, 504, 872, 996, 
22                                             638                                                  1073 bis, 1169 
23                                             172  3:13           221n, 608, 744, 745, 974, 975 
24                                       172 bis  3:14                                        1027, 1154 
      3:15.                                                     439 
          3:16               233, 583, 613, 917 
                        Hebrews 
      3:17                                       233 
1:1                                     545, 546  3:18                   877, 1032, 1082 
1:1 f.                 422  3:19                           1035, 1183 
1:1-3                                432  4:1                                  814, 908 n., 996 
1:2                      408, 480, 671, 775  4:2                            526, 903, 967, 1154 
1:3               496 bis, 586, 651, 781, 792,  4:3                          132, 778, 968, 1000, 1004, 
                           845, 860, 1099                                                  1129, 1140, 4154, 1202 
1:3, 4 f.                                             422  4:3, 5                                                    1024 
1:4             218, 420, 532, 615, 663, 667,  4:4                                              575, 653 
                  710 bis, 733 bis, 966  4:4, 10                                              518, 800 
1:5                                              420   4:6                                           474, 1058 
1:6                                              773  4:8                                                    1015 
1:7                                    626, 1202  4:9                                                      541 
1:8                                              465  4:11                                       744 
1:9                                      483, 528  4:12                     278, 504, 580, 633, 667 
1:10                                     234, 792  4:13                              625, 1153 
2:1             212, 279, 298, 3:50, 613, 996  4:15                                        530 
2:2                                    583, 1107  4:16                                        261 
2:2-4                                              432  5:1                               315, 486, 630, 762 
2:3                  710, 828, 1023, 1129  5:2                                       316, 485, 541 
2:4                                             151  5:3                                                      618 
2:6              234, 299, 411, 736, 742, 781,  5:4                             393, 762, 968, 1154 
                                     1001, 1146, 1219  5:5                                                            1089 
2:7                      484, 485, 602, 616  5:7                                               580, 598 
2:7, 9                                           218, 743  5:8                        720, 721, 1027, 1115, 1129, 
2:8                              1073 bis, 1153                                                       1140, 1154 bis, 1201 
2:9                   473, 485, 632, 1041, 1123  5:10                            485 
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Heb. 
5:11             523, 1076, 1081  7:24             401, 656, 789, 1039,  
5:12      233, 375, 482, 490, 584, 740,                             1070, 1122 
          903, 1038, 1039, 1061, 1076, 1082  7:25                                       550 
5:13                         395, 516  7:26                        667, 710, 1086, 1181 
5:14              497, 514, 580, 584, 757,  7:26 f.                                                     710  
                    789, 902, 910, 1108,  7:27                               280, 691  
                                  1117, 1122  7:28                       315, 418, 480  
6:1                                               498  8:1                              605, 705, 710 bis 
6:1, 3, 9, 11                                 407  8:2                                317, 408, 715 bis 
6:2                                               501  8:3                             928, 955, 956, 961, 989 
6:3                                   1027, 1154  8:4                                                     207  
6:4                                               473  8:4, 7                                                   1015  
6:4 f.                                       449, 507  8:5                   233, 392, 874, 932, 949, 1214  
6:5                                               474  8:6                        218, 728, 733 bis, 801, 
6:6                                        539, 613                                            967, 1220 
6:7                                584, 603, 708   8:7                                                     708 
6: 8                                      640, 1134  8:8                                     255, 473, 475 
6:9                        218, 485, 508, 637  8:9                                   514, 560, 1123 
6:10             506, 716, 860, 998, 1001,  8:10                     440, 479, 1135 
               1060, 1080, 1082, 1090  8:11             361, 746, 906, 1215 
6:11                                  311  8:12                                       260  
6:12                                1153  8:13                             895, 1073  
6:13                        475, 1159  9:1                                                     777  
6:13, 16                                               607   9:2                                             232, 714  
6:14            192, 551, 1004, 1024 bis,  9:2 f.                                                     660  
                             1110, 1150 bis  9:3                  408, 612 
6:17                               148, 654, 763   9:4                                             253, 348 
6:18                778, 827, 828  9:5                    154, 409, 517, 550, 629, 632, 
6:19       258, 259, 274;298, 418, 715                                                              647, 792, 1058 
7:1                             697, 701, 1134  9:6                                           313, 1215 
7:2                                     714, 1153  9:6 f.                                     1153 
7:3                                               594  9:6-8, 15, 19                                      1131 
7:4                       258, 292, 399, 418,  9:7                              441, 505, 637, 715, 769, 
                               741 bis, 1177                                                             776, 955 
7:5                 343, 371 bis, 412, 705,  9:8                       700, 1036, 1039, 1040, 
           1076, 1129, 1154                             1049, 1078 
7:6, 9, 11, 13, 16, 20, 23 .                 896  9:9                                                             413                              
7:7               218, 277, 409, 654, 752, 763  9:10                                                         1078   
7:7, 19, 22                                 218  9:11                  399, 412, 416, 705, 1139 
7:8                                   1035, 1153  9:12                  272, 339, 809, 861, 1114 
7:9         208, 967, 990, 1086, 1091, 1093  9:14                                       355 
7:11       604, 1015, 1027, 1095, 1151,  9:15                               501, 604 
                                                1162, 1164  9:16             969 
7:11, 13, 15                                 748  9:17             604, 963, 971, 1159, 
7:12                     1023, 1129                                                                     1169, 1173 
7:13                                              580, 721   9:19                                           214, 254, 686         
7:14                        719, 1034  9:19, 21                                                     212 
7:15                  279, 659, 663  9:20                                       716 
7:16                            158 bis  9:23               218, 615, 667, 686 
7:18                                                763   9:24                                                     574 
7:20                                        733, 963  9:25                               207, 589 
7:20 f.                                        435, 967  9:26               604, 887, 920, 963, 965 bis, 
7:20-22                                                710                1026, 1085 
7:20, 23                                                695  9:27             733, 963, 967, 1058 
7:21                          334, 819  9:28                                                           871 
7:23                 613, 1061, 1085, 1119  10:1          187, 392, 439, 550, 716, 1135 
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Heb. 
10:2        778, 963 bis. 965 bis, 1015,  11:22                                             260, 812 
                        1026, 1102, 1175  11:23                          833 
10:6, 8                                474  11:24                                      1036 
10:7                                   895, 1088  11:25                                                        529 
10:9                        895, 909  11:26                      480, 500, 575, 594, 1202 
10:10                                       719, 891  11:27                                833, 1113, 1121 
10:11                          617, 687  11:25                                          148 bis, 189 
10:13                                       487, 495  11:29                         476, 563, 565, 582 bis, 
10:14                      891, S95, 1111, 1116                                                                        652, 800 
10:15                            909, 979, 1074  11:31                               317, 529 
10:15 f.                                               439  11:32                          210, 420, 934, 1126 
10:15, 26                              1074  11:33                                       477, 509, 606 
10.16                                   440, 1135  11:34                             476, 748 
10:22                  211, 225, 340, 362, 485,  11:35                                                 1138 
                                    486, 1217  11:36                                                   749 
10:24                                               501   11:37                                           534, 590 
10:25                     124, 532, 710, 733 bis,  11:39                                                       833 
                                                  967, 1123  12:1                  168, 420, 425, 524, 542, 
10.26                                              612                        562, 583, 653, 810, 931, 1154 
10:27                                              743  12:1 f.                                                    432 
10:28                               251, 566, 604  12:1, 2                                                      764 
10:29                               434, 511, 859  12:2         154, 502, 512, 574, 575, 1106 
10:31                                             1059  12:3                       524, 635, 1107, 1121 
10:32                                       470, 475  12:4                      368, 645, 975 
10:33                            457, 705, 1153  12:5                              508, 509 
10:34                     218, 1035, 1036, 1038,  12:6                            966, 1184 
                                   1041, 1103  12:7                    738, 794, 1159 
10:35                                                728  12:8                                     420 
10:36                                                998  12:9           480, 532, 546, 1152 
10:37                               395, 733, 978  12:9, 25                                                   664 
10:39                                        497, 515  12:10                                             625, 1109 
11:1                        234, 1138  12:11                           448, 497, 515, 519, 
11:1, 35                                 1139                             625, 1109 
11:3              423, 909 his, 1003, 1036,  12:12                                                   315 
                1049, 1070, 1072, 1090  12:12 f.                                                 1200 
11:4                    667, 724, 1038, 1085  12:13                                                   421 
11:5                          365, 371  12:14                                   425, 648, 871 
11:6                                  234  12:14 f., 24                               422 bis 
11:7                        334, 1173  12:15                      496, 774, 800, 934, 995 
11:9                                  593  12:16                                  190, 308, 573 
11:10                                                262  12:17                          319, 360, 611, 941, 
11:11                                    616, 686, 793                                                                  1129, 1154 
11:12                  524, 704, 705, 777, 1129,  12:18                                    262, 536, 1118 
                                                  1140, 1181  12:18, 29                            542, 793 
11:13                               533, 833, 1137  12:19                          261, 818, 1094, 1171 
11:14                                              1034  12:20                                         508, 581 
11:15                 887, 921, 923, 1015, 1062  12:21                                         168, 221 
11:15 f.                                               1153  12:22                                            536, 760 
11:16                                      399, 416, 508  12:23                                   792 
11:16, 35, 40                                   218  12:24                                218, 615, 667 
11:17                                  359, 760, 885  12:25               430, 472, 791, 810, 922, 
11:17, 28                                     895                  933, 996, 1160 
11:18                                                 1034  19:27                                 766 bis, 1140 
11:19                                                   818  12:28      934, 955 bis, 956, 989 
11:20                                                  788  13:2          400, 472, 475, 509 bis, 551, 
11:21                         775, 827, 979, 1115                                                        860, 1102, 1120 
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Heb. 
13:4                               396  2:6                                       408, 510, 763 
13:5         207, 930, 946, 1165, 1175  2:7                                                        62, 776 
13:6        217, 334, 819, 871  2:8                                         874 
13:7                514, 949, 955  2:10                     956, 957, 959, 897, 898 
13:8                        206, 395  2.11                                        1012, 1166 
13:9          1095, 1162, 1166  2:13                               162, 512 
13:10                                 599  2:14                                           395, 1038 
13:11                              718, 719, 953  2:15             406, 412, 655, 1121 
13:13                                      425, 1154  2:16                                                           562 
13:15            108, 203, 268, 399, 524, 541              2:19 .                        404 
13:16                                        532, 816  2:19 f.                                                     430 
13:17                374, 634, 877, 1119 bis  2:20                                     273, 464, 878 
                                       1128, 1140, 1214  2:22             367, 477, 529, 1041 
13:18                               407, 678, 1035  2:24                                                         1041 
13:19                                 279, 545, 664  2:25            521, 526, 966, 1128 
13:20                                 777, 778, 784  3.1                                          423, 1172 
13:21                                         327, 940  3:2                                  488, 698, 1076 
13:22                                         583, 845  3:3                                                    418 
13:22 f                                    407  3:4                                  290, 709, 1129 
13:23                         664, 910, 1041, 1103,  3:5                                    991, 733, 737 
                                                  1110, 1123  3:6                                            233, 399 
13:24                                 548, 578, 766  3:7                            533, 534, 776, 902  
       3:8                                            124, 413  
                    James     3:9                                   473, 500, 785 
          3:10                    319, 920, 1220 
1:1                        329, 394, 944, 1093  3:11                                           653, 786 
1:2                                          524, 772  3:12                           417, 1189 
1:3                                                  763  3:13                           738, 1045 
1:5                                        518, 1023  3:14                            560, 1173 
1:6                          149, 478, 801, 895  3:15                                                   881 
1:7                                                1035  3:17              273, 424, 1152 bis 
1:8                                                  580  4:2                                                  1083 
1:11                                    837  4:2 f.                  805 bis, 966, 1071, 1091 
1:13                  516, 579, 1034  4:4                                                    411 
1:13f.                                                1186  4:5                                                    626 
1:15                                    232  4:7                                                  1023 
1:17         153, 233, 413, 421, 501, 655,  4:7 f                                                   948 
                                       772, 1200  4:8                                  355, 538, 1214 
1:18                          742, 1071  4:9                                            561, 856 
1:19                 319, 328, 329, 360, 429,  4:11                                      512 
        658 bis, 908, 941, 1003, 1052,  4:12                                         778, 1107 
                            1071, 1072, 1076  4:13           289, 299, 32S, 348, 474, 696, 
1:21                                     216                                        770, 799, 1193, 1217 
1:22                           947, 1162  4:14                728, 735, 740, 767, 
1:23                              530,698                                                             961, 1158 
1:24                731, 732, 844, 897, 1177  4:15                          574, 697, 708, 1060, 
1:25                             496, 780                                                        1069, 1070 
1:26                       231, 272, 1038, 1085  4:16                          710 
1:26                                                         124  4:17                        764 bis, 1106 
1:27 .          516, 700, 1059, 1078, 1219  5:1                     299, 391, 428, 430, 763, 854, 
2:1                                           408, 503                                                              949, 1106, 1116 
2:2                                                   124, 169  5:2                                                      801 
2:2, 3                                                       762  5-2 f.                                              405, 898 
2: 3                          314, 329, 340, 1216  5:3                                                      769 
2:4                                                  1175  5:4                                                      337, 579 
2:5                            480, 537, 716, 763, 917  5:6                                                              757 
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James 
5:7                               201, 652, 856  2:19 f                                                     411 
5:9             394, 621  2:20                                                     740 
5:10                                             480  2:21                               633, 784 
5:12             328, 427, 471, 475, 484,  2:21-24              954 
                                     622, 853  2:24                                             561, 723 
5:13      430, 515, 740, 1023  2:25                                      787 
5:14                        124, 328  3:1                    127, 324, 516, 638, 779, 946, 
5:15        208, 325, 300, 375,                                                             984, 1026, 1217 
                                    908, 1019  3:3                               127, 498 bis, 779, 947, 
5:17               392, 531 bis, 802, 1094                               949, 1161 
5:18                         348, 799  3:4                             200, 272, 274, 712, 779 
      3:6                         479 
      3:7                                                   1072 
                            1 Peter 
      3:7, 9, 16                         946 
1:2                       127 bis, 793, 854, 940  3:8                                             470, 487 
1:3                     774, 778, 783, 785  3:8 f.                                                         945 
1:4                                     273, 535  3:9                               208, 573 bis, 699 
1:5                     272, 769, 775, 783, 794  3:10                          1061, 1171 
1:6          881, 941, 949, 978, 1119  3:11                        561 
1:6-12                                     724, 954  3:12                                                  1106 
1:7                  654, 763, 778, 1107  3:13            127, 374, 878, 1118 
1:8                  127, 224, 531, 715, 1096,  3:13 f.                                                    1020 
       1135 bis, 1139, 1172, 1212  3:14                 127, 327, 478, 683, 1021, 
1:10                    597, 719, 721, 778               1023, 1027 
1:10 f.                                               563  3:14, 17                                                   1023 
1:11                                    594, 735  3:15                         482 
1:12                195, 778, 1029, 1031  3:16                              473, 721 
1:13                            314, 602, 777  3:17             127, 218, 1021, 1039, 1084 
1:14                      497, 782  3:18                    523, 618 bis, 757, 1114 
1:17                             127, 997, 779  3:18-99                                                     432 
1:18            272, 412, 656, 774, 777  3:19 f.                                                       778 
1:18 f.                                             533  3:20            399, 416, 560, 656, 705, 779 
1:19                               127  3:21                                                   714 
1:20                                             603  3:22                                                    792 
1:20f.                                           1114  4:1                                            518, 816 
1:24                               837  4:2                                348, 479, 1070, 1071 
1:25                       535, 778  4:3                            127, 364, 909, 992, 
2:1                                     408, 773               1062, 1076 
2:2                                            349  4:5                                                     793 
2:3                                    192, 1035  4:6                                   699, 792, 1031 
2:4                                              424  4:8                                             622, 789 
2:5                              338, 401, 941  4:8 ff                                                   946 
2:6                             392, 772, 800, 802  4:9                                                    638 
2:7                                      418, 715  4:11                                      396 
2:8                                              714  4:12                                            532, 626 
2:9                   xii, 101, 597  4:13                                     967 
2:10     910, 1117, 1138, 1139, 1163  4:14                  602, 767, 777, 779, 785 
2:11                      518, 728 bis, 1084  4:15                                                   204 
2:11 f.                                            1039  4:16          192 
2:12           497, 721, 789, 946, 1134  4:17                       395, 512, 1061, 1076 
2:13                                772  4:18                      357, 763, 871 
2:13, 16                                            1140  4:19                                      231 
2:15      343, 400, 700 bis, 779, 1078  5:1                            587, 779, 557, 878 
2:16                                                    127  5:2                                                    551 
2:18              946, 947, 1161  5:4                                  355, 498, 1217 
2:19                              500, 699, 704  5:5                                                    808 
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1 Peter 
5:6                                      258, 635  2:22               394, 502, 767, 807 
5:7                      212, 539, 560, 946  3:1                                                     701, 714 
5:8                740, 795, 1040, 1044, 1085  3:1 f.            127 
5:9              502, 505, 523, 541, 542, 687,  3:2                 503, 762, 779, 785, 1086, 1107 
                                     949, 955  3:2, 18                                                     786 
5:10                   195, 606, 778, 1126  3:3                                           775, 1039 
5:12     173, 415, 583, 593, 846, 949,  3:3, 8.                                                     699 
                                 1036, 1039  3:4                             653, 717, 880, 978 
5:13                                169  3:5                320, 582, 793, 794, 1035, 1134 
      3:6                                             201, 547 
      3:8                                                             281 
                      2 Peter    3:9                                           518, 1128 
1:1                 82, 127, 530, 785, 786 bis  3:10, 12                                                     374 
1:1, 11                   786  3:11                                  705, 741, 1131 
1:2                                      127, 940  3:14                               537; 542 
1:2-7                                             432   3:15                                                     480 
1:3                      101, 127, 533, 778  3:15 f.                                                     117 
1:4                              279, 670, 783  3:16                                 773 bis 
1:5                126, 460, 487, 686, 705 bis  3:17                          518 bis, 993 
1:5-7                                  1184, 1200 
1:8                                              315 
1:9            127, 423, 542, 720, 962, 1169    1 John 
1:10                        787, 985  1:1                             713, 724, 791, 896 
1:11          127 bis, 401, 785 bis, 786  1:1-3                                                      901 
1:12                 483, 656, 1129, 1154  1:2                                                      777 
1:14                                             127  1:3                                      611, 713, 724 
1:15                127, 333, 356  1:3, 6, 7                                                     528 
1.15 f                                                1191  1:4                                      406, 678, 907 
1:16                              1139  1:5                                    579, 699, 1033 
1:17   290, 438, 636, 709, 842, 1135  1:7                                                      518 
1:18             778, 864, 1097  1:9                                              961, 998 
1:19              185, 663, 1121  2:1                                                      406 
1:20           514, 518, 699, 772, 1039  2:2                  424, 441, 618, 685, 1185, 1199 
1:21                      751, 1165  2:3                            590, 700, 850, 1079 
2:1                  127, 613, 1134, 1203  2:4                                                      904 
2:3                      297, 440, 474, 551, 724  2:5                                  500, 897 
2:4                                  1012, 1160  2:6                                                      708 
2:4-10                                              438   2:6, 9                                                    1038 
2:5                              275, 348, 672   2:7                                                             884 
2:6                              257, 498, 539  2:8                                             713, 879 
2:7                                     212, 783  2:9                                           879, 1183 
2:8                      126, 434, 470, 597   2:12-14                                                     845 
2:10                      127, 1122  2:13                                      694 
2:11                        205, 665  2:16                              788, 963 
2:12                        473, 721  2:18                      573, 769, 794 
2:12-15                 1125  2:19              753, 906, 922, 923, 
2:13     355, 374, 485, 529, 560, 878               1015, 1086 
2:14        162, 185, 497, 516  2:20                                      230 
2 : 15                                521  2:21                    753, 845, 1166 
2 : 16                                             127  2:22                          1035, 1094, 1164, 1205 
2:17                        186, 704  2:24                                                   437 
2:19                        533, 534  2:25                   400, 416, 479, 538, 704, 
2:19 f.                                               218                                             718, 777 
2:20              341, 476, 785, 786, 881  2:26                                      845 
2:21      127, 219, 597, 887, 909, 920,  2:27            230, 339, 437, 1217  
     1014, 1039, 1058, 1084, 1094   2:28                                          473, 1147 
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1 John 
3:1                              135, 741, 999  5.18                                     226, 763, 1117 
3:4, 11, 23                                992  5:20              201, 325, 652; 703, 707, 763, 
3:2                                233 bis, 736                     776, 984 
3:4                                                      769  5:21                                             476, 689, 856 
3:6                                              880 
3:8        699, 880 bis                                            2 John 
3:9                                     890, 1081  1                                       273, 657, 713, 1116 
3:10                404, 1164, 1173, 1174  2                              441, 1199 
3:11 f.                                   1192, 1203  4                                   515, 902, 1041 
3:11, 23                                     699, 1079  5                                       339, 1140 bis 
3:12            425, 647, 652, 968, 1176  6                                              699, 992 
3:13                         532, 965  6 f.                                                      703 
3:14                       586, 1041  7                        480, 1036, 1041, 1103, 1107, 
3.15                                              753                    1123 bis 
3:16                           632, 1033, 1079  8                                       403 
3:19                                 871  10                                 792, 1093, 1160 
3:19, 24                                               699  12                              368, 625, 846, 919 
3:20                                       512, 667  13                                                      273 
3:21                   512 
3:22                                               850 
3:23                                                     850              3 John 
3:24                 442, 679, 716  2                                                   619 
4:1                                              752  3                                                    968 
4:2                         480, 1103, 1116, 1123  4                    277, 663, 685, 699, 704, 
4:3           546, 724, 962, 964, 1149, 1169                                                                      992, 1042 
4:7                                        692, 931  6                                          861, 1121 
4:8                                       794, 845  8                                            134, 633 
4:9                            584, 777, 845-9                                                                 235, 269, 846 
4:9, 10, 13                                 699  10                1166, 1185, 1189 
4:10                                               845  12                                                    635 
4:11                                             1009  13                                                    582 
4.13                               401, 519, 599  14                                                   625 
4:14                                               894 
4:16                                               768                     Jude 
4:17                         611, 699  1                                     501, 58S, 767 
4:18                                               758  2                                                     125 
4:19                                               549  2, 9                                                     940 
4:21               699, 992, 1079  3                         1106 
5:2                                       432, 700  4                        127, 265, 341, 613, 776, 786, 
5:3                    400, 699, 1034, 1079                1107, 1214 
5:3, 4, 9, 11, etc.                                704  5           125, 1032, 1035, 1129 
5:3, 9, 11                                993  7                    125, 263, 486, 748, 1032 
5:4                              258, 409, 698  9                                      125, 232, 529 
5:6                     583, 589, 657, 659, 1166  10                                                      473 
5:8                                               593  11                                                      510 
5:9                    393, 964, 1034, 1049  12                                                               704 
5:9, 11, 14                                 699  13                                                       272 
5:10                  226, 963, 1159, 1169  14                                               125, 589 
5:11             400, 1033, 1034  15                                                       716 
5:12                                             1164  16                                                439, 474 
5:13      360, 401, 418, 699, 778, 845,  18                                                       603 
                    846, 983, 993, 1034  20                                          280, 670 bis 
5:14                                    805, 1033  22                                                     1153 
5.15                             482, 805, 1010  22 f.                                                       696 
5:16                                       392, 477  22, 23                                                       342 
5:16 f.                                                 234  24                       505, 644, 1200 
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      3:2              375 bis, 857, 884, 890, 921, 960  
                         Revelation    3:2, 16                                                    878 
1:1                      258, 349, 780, 793  3:3                          470, 740, 901, 1045 
1:3                            764, 788, 1108  3:5                           475, 483, 485, 589, 809, 
1:4             135, 270, 394, 414, 459, 574,                              819, 1213 
                           764, 877, 1202   3:7                                            265, 762 
1:4, 8                              734, 735, 777  3:8                   94, 136, 420, 722, 1213 
1:5                136 ter, 202, 414, 458, 764,  3:9                   135, 307, 311, 324, 873, 
                                     777, 779                                 984, 992, 1039 bis, 1214 
1: 6                                               441  3:10                                                   598 
1:7                                    475, 1150  3:12                      136, 243, 414 bis, 459, 
1:8                               414, 769, 785                                                              655, 760, 1104 
1:9                                       504, 785  3:12, 21                                                   437 
1:10                                               645  3:14                                    759, 765, 777 
1:11                 218, 257, 263  3:15                       886, 923, 1004, 1097 
1:12                                 257  3:16                              184, 857 
1:13       216, 218, 219, 257, 258, 274,  3:17           204, 487, 751, 769, 777, 785 
                                       485, 530  3:18                   202, 216, 232, 483, 807, 
1:15                        414, 1104                                                      1036, 1220 
1:16           266, 414 bis, 1135  3:19                                                  148 
1:17             669, 762, 769 bis,  3:20                             707, 601 bis, 895 
                                        777, 785  3:21           414, 459, 586, 1130 
1:18                           231, 265  4:1                 136, 307, 328, 396, 412, 1042, 
1:19                                  404                                            1105, 1193, 1213 
1:20                          512, 715  4:1-5                                                     1135 
2:1                         203, 216, 274, 289  4:2                                                   601 
2:2                       135, 312, 857, 1214  4:3                                   211, 272, 530 
2:2, 9                                                 440  4:3 f.                                                   644 
2:3                                         309, 337  4:4                   266 bis, 274, 396, 485, 1042 
2:4                               309, 337, 1035  4:5                                           412, 713 
2:5                    309, 337, 1010, 1218  4:6                          216, 300, 505, 640, 644 
2:5, 16                              538, 539, 1025  4:7                                          201, 412 
2: 6                                             1034  4:8                  300; 412, 414, 644, 675, 793 
2:7                                               203  4:9                          324, 348, 601, 872, 972 
2:7, 17                                 341, 414, 437  4:10                            601, 642 
2:8                                       218, 775  4:11               427, 466 ter, 758 
2:9                                             1039  5:1                                                  565 
2:10                                               498   5:3                                                  427 
2:11                       599, 1175  5:3 f.                                                1189 
2:12                                      655, 777  5:4, 9                                                1061 
2:13      172, 235, 255, 614, 712, 969  5:5                      782, 835, 1001, 1088, 
2:14                           474, 482, 519, 1106                      1089 bis, 1090 
2:15                               1105  5:6                           320, 412, 414, 712 
2:16         534, 536, 590, 610  5:7                              897, 899 bis, 901 
2:17 .   203, 270, 441, 519 bis  5:8                                                   274, 713 
2:18                         263, 441  5:9                                           510, 589 
2:19                                 789  5:11                     231, 283 bis, 502, 644 
2:20       136, 315, 414, 1216  5:12                   427, 758, 1182 
2:22               203, 593, 1010  5:12, 13                                                   794 
2:23                                 871  5:12-14                        1200 
2:24         232, 392, 406, 654,  5:13                     603, 714, 758 
                                 775, 866 bis  6:1                                                   367 
2:25                    720, 975 bis  6:3                                                  368 
2:26         136, 414, 416, 437,  6:4                           203, 213, 437, 984 
                                    683, 1130  6:6                                           501, 511 
2:28                                               901  6:8                                   452, 590, 635 
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Rev. 
6:8, 13                                              635  11:4              410, 412, 704, 786 
6:9                                    910, 1118  11:5                                       1017, 1026 
6:10                        465, 505  11:6                                      974 
6:11    201, 213, 409, 802, 992, 1213  11:7                                      802 
6:15                        203, 268  11:8                                            727, 729 
6:16                                     338, 483  11:9                      315, 515, 599 
7:1                                      266, 752  11:9, 11                                       775 
7:2                    683, 722, 864, 1118  11:10                                          565, 1220 
7:3                                      609, 975  11:12                                            307, 328 
7:4                                              672  11:13                                            502, 709 
7.6                                              263  11:14                                    135, 270, 410 
7:9            136, 413, 441, 722, 816, 1135  11:15                                                  412 bis 
7:9, 13                                                485  11:17                       309, 337, 414, 734, 801, 
7:11        319, 339, 366, 644                                                             834, 901, 1217 
7:12           427, 758, 787, 794, 1182  11:18                                  414, 757, 1076 
7:14           349, 899, 902 bis  11:19                                                 1213 
7:16                      752, 1175  12:1                                     485 
7:17                        170, 262  12:3                                     213 
8:1                     204, 958, 973, 1146  12:4                224, 315, 857, 878, 1219 
8:3                               782, 876, 984  12:5                             349, 413 
8:4                                               529  12:6                  203, 392, 579, 820, 985 
8:5                          510, 899 bis, 901  12.6, 14                                                   723 
8:7                       350, 412, 502, 653, 779  12:7                         1066, 1093 
8:11                 253, 458, 598  12:9                             399, 777 
8:12       341, 349, 350, 1220  12:10                                           136, 262 
8:13    135, 391, 487, 537, 674, 1193  12:11                                           224, 584 
9:1                       231, 864, 910, 1116 bis,  12:12                                         537, 1193 
                                   1118, 1123  12:13                                           258, 728 
9:4                      752, 992, 1159 bis, 1169  12:14                           407, 502, 672, 775 
9:4, 20                   1159  12:15                                                   169 
9:5                                                992  12:17                                                   781 
9:6                        324, 709, 870, 873, 889  13:1                                     892 
9:8                                                339  13:2                                                   210 
9:10                                  272  13:3                     334, 496, 818 
9:11         104, 458, 653, 1202  13:4, 8                                                   476 
9:12                   270, 405, 410  13:8                                                   722 
9:13                                   782  13:10                                           590, 787 
9:14         255, 266, 412, 414, 604, 760  13:11                                         892, 1203 
9:16                                   580  13:12                                                   992 
9:19                                   273  13:13                                                   998 
9:20                           203, 998  13:14                                   256, 258, 713 
10:1                           485, 892  13:15                                                   984 
10:2          155, 414, 828, 1135  13:16                                   401, 787, 984 
10:2, 8                                                1213  13:17                                         984, 1169 
10:4                              853 bis  13:18                                             283 bis 
10:5                                   593  14:1                            320, 760 
10:6                                 1034   14:1-3                                                   1135 
10:7         474, 799, 847, 1215  14:3                                    672 
10:8                                                 155  14:4                                          958, 969 
10:9                           155, 339  14:6               474, 565, 799, 892, 1215 
10:10                                         155, 563  14:6, 8, 15, 17, 18                      747 
10:11                                                 605  14:7                                          414, 788 
11:1                                 1135  14:8                                    843 
11:2                                                 642   14:9                                          565, 601 
11:2, 19                           782  14:10                                          317, 680 
11:3                                  485   14:12                                                  414 
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Rev. 
44:13                      201, 518, 597, 992  18:92                                                      75 
14:14                      135,136,391,414,530,  18:23                                  341, 349, 1290 
                                     658,1135  18:24                                                    689 
14:15                                               590  19:1                                                    205 
14:18                                               265  19:2                                    1220 
14:19                                       253, 410  19:3                              337, 902 
14:20                        469, 517, 575, 642  19:4                                      283 
15:1                                1106  19:5                                                    459 
15:1, 6                                                  762  19:7                                     1212 
15:2               341, 475, 529, 598, 881  19:8                                      485 
15:3                  461, 464, 465  19:9, 17                                                     262 
15:4                  395, 930, 934  19:10                                                     949 
15:5                               1213  19:11                                                  1213 
15:6                  485, 560, 620  19:12                                                     414 
16:1        339, 342, 352, 1220  19:13                 135, 211, 364, 374, 485, 533 
16:2                          232, 342  19:14                                     407, 412, 485 
16:5                                  414  19:15                           503, 680, 960, 1001 
16:6                                  339  19:16                                                     660 
16:9           478, 485, 998, 1001, 1088,  19:17                                             269, 949 
                                    1089, 1090   19:20                                                     414 
16:10                         214, 375, 598, 903  19:21                                     260, 269, 599 
16:11                                                 598  20:1                               265, 892 
16:12                                         255, 760   20:2                              414, 714 
16:16                                                 104  20:3                                      528 
16:18-21,         546, 710, 723, 731 bis, 978  20:3, 5                                                    975 
16:19                                         458, 503  20:4                              833, 834 
16:21                                                 599   20:8                                                    722 
17:1                           774, 777  20:12                                  349, 714, 1213 
17:2                            441, 724   20:15                                        1008, 1012 
17:3        412, 414, 455, 474, 506, 510  21:1                              394, 413 
17:4                           156, 485  21:2                                      539 
17:5                                   233  21:3                                      611 
17:6                                   478   21:4                                      262 
17.7                                                 532   21:5                                      480 
17:8         334, 719, 819, 1216  21:6                                            337, 785 
17:9                           683, 723  21:8                            712, 1118 
17:10                        234, 747, 750, 764  21:9                                      777 
17:13                                   311, 1214 bis  21:11                                    150, 280, 670 
17:16                                                 590  21:11f.                                                   414 
17:17                                         872, 975  21:13                               254, 494, 791 bis 
17.18                                         234, 604,   21:14                                                    412 
18:1                                                892  21:14, 19                                      262 
18:2         260, 269, 843, 1200  21:16                             263, 405, 732, 967 
18:3                 337, 599, 1218  21:17                                     268, 672, 714 
18:6                   317, 580, 716  21:18                                                     201 
18:9                                 1217  21:18 (21)                                      253 
18:10                                       498, 1193  21:19                                                        262 
18:11                                                 475  21:20                                     168, 199, 204 
18:12                                 192, 280, 670  21:21                 282, 460, 555, 556, 568, 571, 
18:12f.                                                  441                                                                 673, 675, 746 
18:13                                                186   21:23                                                     541 
18:14                              348, 873, 1165  21:25                                                     793 
18:16                   485, 653, 710, 771, 1193  21:27                                           753, 1187 
18:17                                                 474   22:2             258, 300 bis, 311, 745, 1214 
18:19                                              1193  22:3                               166, 753 
18:20                                 461, 464, 786  22:4                                        871 
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22:9                                     932, 1203  22:16                                            399, 762 
22:11                                               947   22:19                                                    356 
22:13                                      429, 777  22:20                                                  105n. 
 
                                                     (b) OLD TESTAMENT 
 Genesis Exodus 
1:2                                             252  2:3-6                                                  192n 
2:24                                    574, 595  3:4                                       268 
3.15f                                             680  3:10                                                     187 
3:22         1002, 1067, 1086  3:11                                     1001 
3:24                                            639   5:22                                                     337 
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4:24                                             673  7:10                                                     211 
6:4                                             973  8:25                                       696  
6:17                               325  9:16                                                     699 
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13:11                                                 746  12:6                                       907 
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25:24                                               696   29:20                                                          775 
27:30                                                973   31.3                                                      485 
28:16                                              1027  32:1                        436, 899, 960 
29:13                                              1042   39:23                                                      906 
31:20                                                  1067 
32:19                                                  1073                 Leviticus  
33:10                                               959  2:13                                       269 
34:12                                                481  6:51f.                                                     254 
34:30                                                263  10:6                                                     984 
37.9                                                888  14:6                                                     254 
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11:29                                     938, 940  8:7                                                    1061 
14:2                              1003  11:1                                      1042 
4:8                                              880  12:23                                                    1067 
4:30                                             1024  14:45                                                    1024 
20:3                                             1003  14:47                                       1060 
22:12                                               903  17:34                                                      973 
      17:42                                                      680  
    
      Deuteronomy    18:16                                        680 
3:21                                              263  25:20                                                      256 
8:3                                      361, 649  
8:5                                                    1017                          2 Samuel (2 Kings) 
9:10                                364 
9:14                                             637  6:20                                                     739 
9:24                                             888    10:11                                                     878 
19:15                                              649  14:15                                                         722 
23:1                    809  15:2                                       649 
24:3                                                     669  18:33                                        940 
28:1                                                95 
28:24ff                                  937         1 (3) Kings 
28:29       889  1:8                                                            964  
29:18       738  4:19           254. 
30:14       649  8:18                                                         1067 
31:29                                                   669  8:39            670 
32:21                                                 1163  10:21           1165 
33:10        98  12:18                                                       1120 
      13:16                                      1078 
              Joshua    14:6                                                    341 
5:1                                  1042  16:31          1067 
9:12        437  17:20           1002 
10:10         507  17:20,  21                          465 
11:22         218  18:1             819 
17:13         531  18:12            880  
23:13                                   174   22:8          1072 
  
                                Judges                                                                       2 (4) Kings  
1:7                                                  888  
3:25                                                  265  3:13                                                      736 
6:11                                  1070  8:13                                      1001 
6:13         918  8.14                            729 
6:18                               97, 822  13:21                                                      260 
8:11                                     906  18:33                                           95 
8:33        1086    
9:6           801    1 Chronicles 
9:29                                    940  4:9                           633  
11:9        1017  5:10                                       643 
11:10           890  17:6                           729 
16:20         637   28:4                                                      588 
                               Ruth    28:6                          588 
1:9         932 
2:10        1090     2 Chronicles 
3:3        1070  3:1                                          98 
      6:7           1067 
                        1 Samuel (1 Kings)   15:16              891 
1:17         596  18:34            906 
4:1       1042  28:22                966, 1062 
7:2                                                 772   33:9           1090 
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Jeremiah     Daniel 
1:8                     473  2:22             171 
1:19                    929  3:7                          973 
2:8                     411  3:22            647 
2:18                              1067  4:30                                                           900 
2 22        96   6:14                                                      512 
2.28                                411  7:25             199 
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      1:28                                                     251 
  1 Maccabees   2:9                                                    157 
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14:36                                            1090    Enoch 
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15:23                                              260 
15:28                                              415 
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      3:10                                                       654 
  2 Maccabees   8:23                                                       654 
1:8                                            159 
1:11                                            1141    Susanna 0 
1:31                                              974  54                                                       741 
 
                                  TESTAMENT OF THE TWELVE PATRIARCHS 
Reuben        Gad 
1:10                                             654   3:1                                           654 
6:1                                             946    Joseph 
      17:8                                                         664 
                      Levi 
2:10                                                   972    Benjamin 
      7:4                                                       673 
  Judah                   Naphtali 
9:1                                   424, 1185  3:2                                                        946 
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                                     (c) INSCRIPTIONS 
Audollent     I G 
   Defixionum tabellae, ed. Au-       Inscriptiones Graecae 
       dollent (Paris, 1904)    xii, 2, 562, 5                                     1189 
No. 238, 29                                857      7 N. 240, 13                                          777  
Benndorf-Niemann        5, 647            849  
   Reisen in Lykien and Darien       5, 590            669   
129 N. 102                              1170      1, 671                                       959 
          5,29                                                      579  
B C H 
   Bulletin de correspondence   I M A 
       hellenique        Inscriptiones Maris Aegaei 
1901, p. 416 (lead tablet at    iii, 174                                                  1129 
      Amorgus)     109      325                                                    622 
1903, p. 235                               522    
      J H S 
C I G      Journal of Hellenic Studies 
   Corpus inscriptionum Grae-       (Hellenic Society)  
      carum     xix, 14                                                  535 
5834                                            192        92                                                  406 
C. Insc. Lat. (C I L)          299                                                  737 
    Corpus inscriptionum Lati-   1902, p. 349                                    728 
        narum     xxii, 1902, 369                                  1061 
v, 8733                                           1093    
      Kaibel 
Deissmann        Epigrammata Graeca 
    Light from the Anc. East,   1878, p. 269                                    274 
         p. 75              p. 134                        592 
"Limestone Block from the 
       Temple of Herod at Jerusa-   Letronne (Letr.) 
        lem"      1092       Recucil des inscriptions 
               grecques et latines de 
Delphian Inscription              l'E gypte, ed. Letronne 
    Inscriptions recueillies a                (1842) 
       Delphes (Wescher et Fou-                                      No. 70, 79, 92                                   478 
                cart) 
220                                              1074  149                                                 414 
      220                                                 521 
Heberdey-Wilhelm 
    Reisen in Kilikien    Michel 
170, 2                                              1094      Recueil  d'inscriptions 
137                                              1009          grecques, ed. C. Michel  
              (Brussels, 1900) 
Inscr. of Magn.  
    Die Inschrif ten von Magnesia   No. 370                                               1069 
        am Maander (von 0. Kern)   694           622       1024 
16, 29                                               511 
      OGIS 
215                                               938 
90, 12                                               994      Orientis Graeci inscriptiones  
                           selectae, ed. Dittenberger  
Inscription of Thera              (Leipzig, 1903-5) 
         Hermes     No. 41                                                1069 
1901, p. 445                                660          90, 23                                  1141 
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         484                                406   Pontica 
         458, 71     223      Studia Pontica, (Anderson- 
         223, 49     223                         Cumont-Gregoire) 
         177, 15    213       iii, 62, 8                                                  931 
         748, 20     213 
         117, 17      193  Priene 
         352, 66                                193      Inschriften von (herausg. von 
         458, 41     218          F. Hiller von Gaertringen) 
         565, 19      204  112, 98 f.                                   582 
         515, 26 f.     204  50, 39                                                 595 
         618, 2      204  111, 117                                   615 
      Ramsay, C. and B. 
P A S           Cities and Bishoprics of Phry- 
       Papers of American School             gia, by W. M. Ramsay, 2 
           at Athens               vols. (Oxford, 1895, 1897). 
ii, 397      172  ii, 292                                               1018 
iii, 375                                             172         317, 391, 395, 399                    928 
             343                                                 972 
Pergamon Inscr. 
    Die Inschriften von Perga-          391 (No. 254)                                 648 
       mon von M. Frankel           525                                                  668 
N 13 (B.C. 300)                      849  Syll. 
   249, 26      959  Sylloge inscriptionum grae- 
   13, 311                 1093     carum, ed. Dittenberger 
   13, 34                                             1093  No. 326, 12                                   160 
                                                                                          928, 52                                   375 
Perrot      Viereck 
   Exploration arch. de la Ga-        Sermo Graecus quo senatus 
      latie             populusque Romanus . . . 
p. 24, N 34                                  702         usi sunt, by P. Viereck 
Petersen-Luschan           (Gottingen, 1888) 
      Reisen im sudwestlichen   p 38                                                958 
           Kleinasien     Waddington 
p. 113, xviii A 5                                   599       Inscr. de la Syrie 
    160, N 190          869   2413

a
                       837 

    174, N 223, 21                      959   2614                                                595 
 
                                    (d) PAPYRI AND OSTRACA 
A. P. (P. Amh. and Amh. Pap.)       93                                               1009 
       Amherst Papyri, part ii (1901)      111 to 113                                   414 
No. 11, 26           723     135                                          611, 994 
       31           154      144                                                  928 
       50             470 
       77             527   B. M. (P. B. M.) 
       78                                        1134, 1137      British Museum Papyri, ed. 
       81, 11                         977          F. G. Kenyon (London, 
       86                 944, 1093         1893, 1898) 
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          Vol. i. Nos. 1-138 
No. 21                                      939, 994      303                                                         928 
       23                                              997      326         318, 410, 1010 
       37                                           1033      341                                                         691 
       42               290, 546, 618, 875, 909,       350                                                         318 
                                              1081, 1145    Vol. ii. Nos. 362-696 (1898) 
       69                   529  No. 363                             692 
       77       728       380                                                       487 
       84                   1120       385                                                       592 
            388                665 
                  Vol. ii. Nos. 139 ff.        423                         188, 419, 464, 514, 592, 
No  190       728                          833, 834, 835, 846, 1132, 1151 
       233       1010         424                                                       972 
       239               318, 737          530                           190, 963, 1147, 1181 
       331                      959          449                                          406 
       333         745           456                                         746 
       336                       745           531                993 
        356                    1122           543                 475 
        417         869           546               1009 
        854                                      979, 1074            596                         361, 907, 1129 
        1178                                   907            607                                    730, 972 
                           623                               671 
B. U. (B. G. U.)               664                                           631 
   Berliner Grieehische Urkunden             665                1068 
     Vol. i. Nos. 1-361 (1895)                     Vol. iii. Nos. 697-1012 (1903) 
No. 1                                                  522  No. 775                                                           806 
       16                       691          790                                             516 
        22                                                   470          814                                             874 
        27                                         611, 1000          816                                           1210 
        36                                                 1061          822                                     737, 989 
        45                                                   531          824                                             933 
        46                                                 1068          830                                 1068, 1082 
        48                                          931, 994          843                                              461 
         86                               689, 691           846                                      178, 414 
         110                          213           874                                              990 
         113                                       509           903                                              522 
         114                                       962            925                                              513 
         136                                       900            948                                      734, 737 
         146                                        478           956                                            1188 
         164                 997, 1061           970                             513, 589, 1132 
         168                                         691           998                                               614 
          179                                         942           1002                                               414 
          183                                 691, 857 
          197                                         874                                         Vol. iv. Nos. 1013 ff. 
           226                               991, 1069 No. 1015                                                901 
           229                                         660        1031                                                997 
           242                                         479        1040                                              1132 
           287                       833, 843, 1124         1079                            287, 488, 577, 582, 615, 
           297                                         900                                                                     692, 933 
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Ch. P.      Hb. P. (P. Rib. and Rib. P.) 
   Greek Papyri from the Cairo      Hibeh Papyri (all iii/B.c.) 
       Museum, ed. E. J. Good-         (1906) 
       speed (Chicago, 1902)    No. 42                                                    589 
No. 3                                               817         44                                                    406 
       4                                                  692         44, 45           974 
             45, 60, 168                                      986 
C. P. R. and P. E. R.                          56                                                     851 
   Corpus papyrorum Raineri,           78                                                   1010 
       ed. C. Wessely (Vienna, 
       1895)     K. P. 
No. 11                                               690     Papyri from Karanis, ed. E. 
       12                                               654         J. Goodspeed (Chicago, 
       19                                               962                      1900) 
        24                                       892, 978  No. 46                                        458, 481, 595 
        156                                  1002, 1068  L. P. 
        237                                 959     Papyri Graeci Musei anti- 
             quarii publici Lugduni-Ba- 
Deissmann            tavi, ed. C. Leemans (1843) 
    Ostracon, Thebes, 32-3 A.D.         828  a 35 f                                                        665 
      b                                  518 bis, 939, 1062 
Eudoxus      w                                        274, 516, 983 
    Papyrus of the Astronomer 
       Eudoxus, ed. Blass                   692   M. P. 
          Papyri from Magdola, in B C 
F. P. (Fay. P. and P. Fay.)            H 1902 ff., Jouget's ed. 
     Fayam Towns and their            (1912) 
     Papyri (1900)     No. 16 and 20                                            584 
No. 110                       817 
       112                                         933, 994  N. P. 
       118                622, 987          Geneva Papyri, ed. J. Nicole, 
       119, 276                                    595          2 vols. (1896, 1900)  
       121                                                  861   No. 7                                                           993 
       124                                                  495         16                                                         1061 
       136                                                  959         17                                                           995 
       137                      1176         19                                                           844 
                      25                                                           692 
G.                           38                    464 
     An Alexandrian Erotic Frag-            47                                                            535  
         meat, and other Greek            49                                                           1108 
         Papyri, chiefly Ptolemaic                50                    527 
         (1896)              56                      728 
No. 35                                     945           67                            252, 745 
               69                                                       252, 745 
G. H.      O. P. (P. Oxy. and Oxy. P.)  
   Greek Papyri, series II (1897)        Oxyrhynchus Papyri 
No. 15                             82, 786 
        23a              745, 746                      Vol. i. Nos. 1-207 (1898) 
        36               614, 806   No. 34                                                             977 
        38                      976         36                                                           1069 
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      37                195, 577, 632, 867, 1040   Vol. iv. Nos. 654-839 (1904) 
      38                                       578, 963  No  654                                                      834 
      48, 49, 722                                 635         715                                                       939 
      52                                               990         716                                                       668 
      79                                               484         724                      589 
      86                  1068         727               877 
      99      656          729     522, 1016 
      105      1010           742                522 
      112                     533           743       999, 1024 
      115                                                888           744                        71, 220, 509, 535, 993 
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                       Usener    Hippiatrici 
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                                                                       (f) LATIN 
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           ADDENDA TO THE SECOND EDITION 
 
Page xxiv, line 11. Field's book is now published as Notes on  
 the Translation of the N. T. (1899). 
Page xxx. Among numerous other works that should be noted  
 is A. Meillet's Apercu de la Langue Grecque (1913). So on  
 p. xxxv some notice should have been made of the Greek  
 Grammar by Prof. E. A. Sonnenschein, of Birmingham, and  
 of his other writings. Note also W. Larfield, Griechische Epi- 
 graphik (2. Aufg., 1913); 0. Hoffmann and P. Giirtchen,  
 Sammlung der griechischen Dialect-Inschriften, Bd. IV, Heft  
 4, Abt. 2 (1913), with grammar and index to the whole group;  
 M. N. Tod, "The Progress of Greek Epigraphy" (Journal of  
 Hell. Studies, Jan., 1915). 
Page 64, line 16. Add "a speaker" after "render," 
Page 138, line 1. Add "ends" after "usually." 
Page 143. "In fact the study of language shows that man is not  
 only a social animal, but an etymologizing animal as well."  
 F. H. Lee, "Etymological Tendencies of the Romans" (The  
 Classical Weekly, Jan. 17, 1914; p. 90). 
Page 151. On words in –iskoj, --i<skh like paidi<skh (Gal. 4:22) see  
  W. Petersen's "The Greek Diminutive Suffix 
 —ISKH--" (1913). He makes pai<di<skh (p. 195) mean "girlie"  
 (h[ pai?j). 
Page 172, note 6. Add: It should be noted that  [Erma?j is the short  
 form of any name that contains this name-element, like 
  [Ermo<dwroj,  [Ermokra<thj,  !Ermarxoj,  [Ermo<filoj,  [Ermoge<nhj. In 
     many cases the original unabridged name can only be guessed  
 at. Cf. Fick-Bechtel, pp. 113, 132. 
Page 180.  On pp. 19-26 of the Washington Manuscript of the  
 Four Gospels (Part I) by Sanders, there is a good discussion  
 of the spelling, grammatical forms, and scribal errors of this  
 interesting document. 'See also The Freer Gospels by E. J. 
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 Goodspeed (1914) in which monograph W is carefully com- 
 pared with Westcott and Hort's text. 
Page 180. Of the inscriptions on the tombs in Phrygia, Ramsay  
 says that the Greek was bad, even that of "persons of high  
 rank in their cities" (Expos. T., Jan. 17, 1915, p. 174). 
Page 202. On w and ou see oi@an a}n Boulhqou?men 0. P. 1126, 9 (A.D./v).  
Page 266. Note a]ro[u<raj]  te<ssarej 0. P. 1126, 6 (A.D./v). 
Page 304. Add this from Westphall: "The noun is a verb at  
 rest, and the verb is a noun in motion." 
Page 306 (b). The ending -mi in lu<oimi, e]qe<lwmi, is apparently a  
 new Greek formation. Cf. Brugmann, Griech. Gr., p. 346  
 (Brugmann-Thumb, pp. 314, 396). 
Page 326, line 16. It should have been noted that the middle  
 optative uses only the suffix –i- (tiqei<mhn, doi?to) as originally  
 did the active dual and plural (stai?men, tiqei?te). 
Page, 379. Thumb's revision of Brugmann's Griech. Gr. (4. Aufl.)  
         has for syntax pp. 414-672. 
Page 414. The sudden change from accusative with ei#don to nom.  
 so common in the Apocalypse is found in Ezek. 3:13, i@don   
 fwnh>n –kai> fwnh<. 
Page 417. Note the careful balancing of words in 1 Cor. 14:20. 
 In 14:26 note the asyndeton and repetition of e@xei. 
Page 424 (i), line 7. Add "Mt. 23:28" as another example of 
 in the fifth place and "Ro. 7:25" in sixth place. 
Page 424 (i) , line 12. Add "Mt. 22:28" as another example of  
 ou#n in the fourth place. 
Page 472. See Ezek. 2:6 for mh> fobhq ?̂j au]tou<j and 3:9 for mh>   
 fobhq^?j a]p ] au]tw?n. 
Page 490.  An example of tuxo<n= 'perhaps,' appears in Epictetus,  
 Ench. § 4. 
Page 537, line 15 from bottom. Add ui[o<j after monogenh<j. 
Page 539. A good instance of the ethical dative appears in Gal.  
 6:11 u[mi?n (‘mark you’). 
Page 560, line 6.  With e]piba<llei e]pi> i[ma<tion (Lu. 5:36) compare 
 e]piba<llei e]pi> i[mati<& (Mt. 9:16). 
Page 561. I gave no example of do-- followed by I note one  
 in Rev. 11:11 pneu?ma zwh?j ei]sh?lqen e]n au]toi?j, the reading of  
 A 18. 28** 36. 79. 95.  But CP 1. 7. 12. 17. 38 have simply 
 au]toi?j, while x B a130 give ei]j au]tou<j, and 49. 91. 96 have 
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 e]p ] au]tou<j.  W. H. doubtfully print e]n au]toi?j in brackets.  
 The variation shows how iv is giving way before dc. 
Page 576. The force of ar6 in composition as meaning 'in full'  
 comes out finely in Lu. 16:25 o!ti a]pe<labej ta> a]gaqa< sou e]n t^? 
 zw ?̂ sou. 
Page 580. Re "be-tween," note Beowulf, lines 859, 1298, 1686,  
 1957, bi saem tweonum. 
Page 587, line 4. Add: e]n mi%? tw?n h[merw?n (Lu. 5:17; 8:22; 20:1).  
Page 594. On ei]j like a dative, note th?j dedome<nhj ei]j se< (Ezek. 3:3).  
Page 599. On the partitive use of e]k in the koinh< see Raderma- 
 cher's review of Lietzmann's " Griechische Papyri" (Zeitschrift 
 f. d. osterr. Gymn., 1914, III. Heft, _Separatabdruck, p. 8): 
 "Die PrOposition E ist in der Koine der tiblichste Ersatz des 
 partitiven Genitivs." 
Page 607, line 10 from bottom. With kata> tou? pneu<matoj compare  
 h[ tou? pneu<matoj blasfhmi<a in Mt. 12:31. 
Page 608. The distributive use of both a]na< and kata< occurs in  
 1 Cor. 14:27. 
Page 609. For kata< with acc. in sense of 'like' (standard), note  
 Gal. 4:28 kata>   ]Isaa<k. 
Page 619. Cf. Job 1:5 for three examples of peri<. 
Page 644. Me<son as preposition appears in Epictetus, Bk. II, ch.  
 xxii, § 10, Ba<le kai> sou? kai> tou? paidi<ou me<son a]gri<dion (Sharp,  
 Epict. and N. T., p. 94). 
Page 657. On e]xo<mena as possible preposition see Ezek. 1:15, 19.  
Page 669. As examples of the true superlative in –tatoj, note 
 lamprota<t[^]po<lei  0. P. 1100 (A.D. 206), and e]n toi?j tw?n nomw?n 
 fanerwta<toij (ib.). Cf. also 0. P. 1102, 4 f. (A.D. 146). 
Page 686, line 2 from bottom.  After kai> au]tou<j add Mk. 1:19. 
Page 702. On the use of tau<thj without article in Acts 24:21,  
 see the magical incantation in 0. P. 1152, 4 f. (A.D./v–vi) 
 boh<qi h[mi?n kai> tou<t& oi@k&  
Page 720, line 9.  In 1 Cor. 15:10 the neuter gender is to be  
 noted. 
Page 724, line 7 from bottom.  In Lu. 7:43 o!ti &$ there is ellipsis  
 of the verb. 
Page 753. Sharp, in his Epictetus and the N. T. (1914), which is  
 full of suggestive parallels between the idiom of Epictetus and  
 that of the N. T., quotes (p. 13) Bk. II, ch. xxii, § 36, ei]dw>j 
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 a]kribw?j to> tou?  Pla<twnoj, o!ti pa?sa yuxh? a@kousa ste<retai th?j 
 a]lhqei<aj,  'knowing accurately the teaching of Plato that no  
 soul is willingly deprived of the truth,' a striking parallel to  
 pa?j — ou] in the sense of "no one." He quotes also from the  
 Rylands Papyri, vol. II, a papyrus dated 133 A.D., the mh>- 
 pa?j idiom, mh> e@xontaj pa?n pra?gma pro>j e]me<.  
Page 760. Note au!th h[   ]Ierousalh<m in Ezek. 5:5. 
Page 811.  See example of redundant middle in Hos. 3:2, e]mi- 
 sqwsa<mhn e]maut&. 
Page 812. Ramsay notes ei]s<lqoito on a tomb in Phrygia and adds  
 that the middle voice was loved in Phrygia (Expos. T., Jan.,  
 1915, p. 174). 
Page 823. The aorist is a sort of flashlight picture, the imperfect  
 a time exposure. Iterative action is like the repetition in  
 moving pictures. 
      Perhaps a word more should be said as to the point of  
 view of the speaker or writer. The same action can be  
 viewed as punctiliar or linear. The same writer may look  
 at it now one way, now the other. Different writers often  
 vary in the presentation of the same action. 
      Prof. C. W. Peppier, of Trinity College, Durham, N. C.,  
 contributes this note:  “   @Esxon, 'I got,' is the only aorist that  
 is always ingressive. Hence ei#xon, 'I had,' has to do duty as  
 both imperfect and aorist." 
Page 844. In The Expositor (May and June, 1915), Rev. Frank  
 Eakin, of Allegheny, has a very interesting discussion of  
 "The Greek Aorist" or more exactly "An Investigation  
 into the Usage of the Greek Aorist in the Now Testament,  
 and its Proper Translation into English." By a study of 800  
 aorist indicatives in the Gospel of John he shows that Wey-  
 mouth uses other tenses than the simple past in English in  
 21 per cent, Moffatt in 22, the A. V. in 18, and the R. V. in  
 8. He argues that modern knowledge as seen in Weymouth  
 and Moffatt, is freeing itself from the bondage of Winer's  
 mistaken conception of the Greek aorist which was followed  
 by the Revisers. Nothing is now clearer than that the Greek  
 aorist indicative cannot be made to square regularly with the  
 English past. It more commonly does so in narrative than  
 elsewhere, but no ironclad rule can he laid down. Mr. Eakin  
 concludes that the aorist is "to be regarded as what it essen- 
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 tially is — an indefinite tense — except when it is seen to derive  
 definition from the context." 
Page 880. With Jo. 13:27 oi{ poiei?j poi<hson ta<xeion compare poi<ei 
 a{ poiei?j (Epictetus IV. 9. 18). 
Page 889. A good example of the linear future appears in Gal.  
 6:16 stoixh<sousin. 
Page 895. Moulton (Exp., April, 1901, p. 280) quotes Plato,  
 Apol. 28C o!soi e]n Troi<% teteleuth<kasi, a reference to the Greek  
 Bible (Homer).  
Page 907. Note i!n ] w#men eu]hrgethme<noi 0. P. 1117, 18 (A.D. 178). 
Page 910. Note aorist and perfect participles in o[ th>n u[po<sx[esin] 
 dou>j kai> o[ th>n su<noyin ei]lhfw<j 0. P. 1117, 6 f. (A.D. 178). 
Page 927. Prof. Sonnenschein's more developed theory of the  
 subjunctive is to be seen in his little volume on The Unity  
 of the Latin Subjunctive (1910). He plausibly argues that  
 originally the subj. and opt. were identical in meaning like  
 the first and second aorist tenses and "only gradually differ- 
 entiated in Greek through a long process of development."  
 He makes the subj. (p. 54) stand midway between the ind.  
 and the imper. 
Page 929. Sonnenschein (Cl. Rev., April, 1902, pp. 165-169)  
 suggests "the interrogative imperative" or "the interroga- 
 tive prohibition" as the explanation of the origin of the use  
 of ou] mh< with the subjunctive and even for ou] mh< with the  
 future indicative by analogy or because of the future indica- 
 tive of command. But R. Whitelaw replies (Cl. Rev., June,  
 1902, p. 277) that the notion of a prohibitive mh< with future  
 indicative is untenable. On the whole one must admit that  
 the origin of the ou] mh< construction is unsolved. 
Page 932. Note o!ra mh> a]melh<s^j 0. P. 1158, 9 (A.D./iii). 
Page 935. On the history of the subj. and opt. see further F. 
 Slotty, Der Gebrauch des Konj. and Opt. -in den griech. Dia- 
 lekten (1915). 
Page 958. Note a Co in Ezek. 1:12, 20, and w[j a}n sunetele<sqhsan   
 in Job 1:5. 
Page 959. Note kaqw>j a}n ei@h in Ezek. 1:16. 
Page 964.  See declarative dio<ti (=o!ti) in Ezek. 5:13 e]pignw<s^   
 dio<ti e]gw> Ku<rioj lela<lhka. Cf. also 6:10, 13. Dr. James Mof- 
 fatt (The Expositor, Feb., 1915, p. 187, "Professor Robert- 
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 son's N. T. Grammar") says: "The use of dio<ti for o!ti may  
 be illustrated from Polybius, where the former seems to be  
 used after a preceding vowel to avoid hiatus; a similar prac- 
 tice may explain the interchange of w[j and o!ti, and of phli<koj  
 and h[li<koj." 
Page 968. For kaqw<j at the beginning of a sentence (1 Tim. 1:3)  
 see kaqw>j e]netila<mhn soi Oxy. P. 1299, 9-10. 
Page 994. J. Rendel Harris in a review of Moffatt's "New Trans- 
 lation of the N. T." (The Expositor, Dec., 1914, p. 537) 
 commends his rendering of Eph. 3:17 (the inf. katoikh?sai  
 and of Jo. 17:21 and Col. 2:2 (i!na) as wishes, and adds:  
 "These new renderings are a great improvement, even if for  
 the present grammarians are ignorant of them and the class- 
 ical scholars acknowledge them not." 
Page 1018. In Lu. 16:31 we have the first and third class con- 
 ditions side by side. 
Page 1043. But mh> ge<noito and the inf. does occur often enough  
 in the LXX, as in Gen. 44:7, 17; Josh. 22:29; 24:16; 1 Ki.  
 21:3; 1 Macc. 9:10; 13:5. 
Page 1069. In the Papyrus de Magdola 11 three examples of  
 para> to< and the inf. occur: para> to> ei#nai (line 5), para> to> mh> 
 du<nasqai (line 7), para> to> ei#nai (line 15). 
Page 1137. About negatives with the participle Robison (Syn- 
 tax of the Participle in the Apostolic Fathers, 1913, p. 39) 
 says that in the Apostolic Fathers mh< with its compounds  
 occurs 168 times, while ou] with its compounds is found 29  
 times. He adds that about 5% per cent of the participles  
 have negatives, an increase in comparison with classical  
 Greek "and shows the growth of the feeling that a participle  
 is equivalent to a subordinate clause." But Robison still  
 endeavours to preserve the purely subjective meaning of mh< 
 with the participle like the classic idiom. 
Page 1145. Add Lu. 14:26 e@ti te kai< as a good illustration of par- 
 ticles bunched together. 
Page 1154. Gildersleeve, Am. J. of Ph., 1912, p. 240; calls toi  
 "the confidential particle" and toi<nun "doubly so." "Toi is  
 an appeal for human sympathy, as rov is a resigned submis- 
 sion to the merciless rerum natura." 
Page 1179. The use of te kai< in pairs is well illustrated in Jas. 3:7. 
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Page 1183. The adversative use of Kai occurs in Ezek. 3:18, 19,  
 20. 
Page 1186. In 1 Cor. 14:20, 22 note the use of a]lla<--de< side by  
 side where the main contrast is presented by de< and the  
 minor one by a]lla<. 
Page 1200. The zeugma in Rev. 1:12 ble<pein th>n fwnh<n appears 
 in Ezek. 3:13 i@don fwnh>n pteru<gwn. 
Page 1206. An example of hendiadys occurs in Jas. 4:2, foneu<ete 
 kai> zhlou?te. 
Page 1286. Add "Mk. 5:22 . . . 502."  
Page 1287. Add "Mk. 9:7 . . . 506."  
Page 1292. Add " 7:2 . . . 546. " 
Page 1349.  Add "2 Macc. 6:21 . . . 184." 
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Page 37. In the Expos. T. for Dec., 1916, the late J. H. Moulton  
 accepts the suggestion of Hrozny and E. Meyer that the  
 Hittite language is a member of the Indo-European family  
 as is true of the Tokharian. 
Page 107, lines 16, 17. Add "Mt. 13:25" e]n t&? kaqeu<dein: "Lu. 
 12:15"  e]n t&? perisseu<ein. 
Page 109, line 9 ab imo.  To> i[kano>n poiei?n (Mk. 15:15). Mr. J. F.  
 Springer, of New York, furnishes me several citations of this  
 Latin idiom in Greek for 350 years, so that Mark's use of it  
 was neither at the beginning of the use nor when it was  
 dying out. The examples appear in Polybius, Historiae 32.  
 3 (7). 13 (cited in J. Schweighauser) and in Diogenes Laer- 
 tius, De Vitis, etc., 4. 50 (cited by Liddell and Scott); Her- 
 mas, Pastor Sim. 6. 5. 5; Appian, Bell. Pun., p. 68; Arrian,  
 Exped. Alex. 5, p. 370. Evidently Mark's idiom was current  
 for centuries. 
Page 115. Mr. H. Scott has counted the entire number of the  
 words in the text of W. H. for Matthew as 18,302; for Luke  
 19,461; for Acts 18,296. 
Page 118, line 10 ab imo. To Mk. 3:11 add "6:56; 8:35." 
Page 119, line 5. Mr. Scott gives this table for ou#n in Synoptics: 
 
    MARK  MATT.  LUKE  TOTAL 
In Narrative or Editorial   0 [16] 1  2  3 5 
In Speeches 
   without parallels   0  23  13 36 
    not used in the parallels  0  20  8 28 
   occurs also in parallels   4  11  7 22 
Total1     4  56  31 91 
 
Page 122, line 8. Luke has bi r43 c. inf. 42 times in all (Gospel 34,  
 Acts 8). Aorist 8 in Gospel, 1 in Acts; pres. 26 in Gospel, 7  
 in Acts. So Scott's count from Geden. 
 
 1 Matthew has 4=with Mark and 7 with Luke. Luke 7=are with Mat- 
thew only. See Abbott, Johannine Vocabulary, p. 360. 
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Pages 127-31. On Paul's Style in Preaching see able and dis- 
 criminating article by M. Jones in The Expositor for Oct.  
 and Nov., 1917. 
Page 150 f. "On the Origin of the Indo-European Stem-Suffixes"  
 see articles by Prof. Walter Petersen in Am. J. of Ph. for  
 April and July, 1916. A full survey of the material. 
Page 161 f. E. W. Burlingame discusses "The Compound Nega- 
 tive Prefix an-a in Greek and Indic" in the July, 1918, Am.  
 J. of Ph. 
Page 190 f. Prof. Walter Petersen calls attention to the fact  
 that, so long as a@n (‘if’) and modal a@n were distinguished in  
 vowel quantity, there was little confusion. When they be- 
 came alike in quantity, the syncretism in usage came. Mr.  
 Scott furnishes this table: 
 
Book  e]a<n for a@n (see Geden, p. 237) with 
  o!j o!soj    o!pou    o!stij  o[sa<kij  ou$    h[ni<ka    kaqo<  TOTAL 
Mt.  12 6 3      21 
Mk.  6 1 4 1     12 
Lu.  2        2 
Ac.  2        2 
Jo.  1        1 
1 Jo.  2   1     2 
3 Jo.  1        1 
Rev.   2   1    3 
Jas.  1        1 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  27 9 7 2 1    46 
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
1 Cor.  2   1 3 1   7 
2 Cor.        1 1 2 
Gal.  2        3 
Col.  1   1     2 
  5   3 3 1 1 1 14 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total  32 9 7 5 4 1 1 1 60 
 
Page 205, line 13. For example i]sxu<i*. 
Pages 208, 984. For ka@n=kai< note these examples:  Ou]k [e]] dh<lwsa<j 
 moi ka}n peri> th?j o[loklhri<aj. Oxy. P. XII. (iv/A.D.) 1593, 1. 5. 
 Ka}n nu?n, a]delfe<, pa<nta u[perqe<menoj a]nti<grayo<n moi (ib 1. 7).  
 Ka}n mosqi<on oi@nou moi fole<trison (ib., 1. 16). 
Page 224, line 5. Cf. Lightfoot's note on Phil. 2:23 concerning  
 a]fi<dw. Papyri examples are common. Cf. e]fiorkou?nti. Tb. 
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 P. 78, 1. 17, B.C. 110-8; TO &k,ctir)ptoi, Tb. P. 119, 1. 17, B.C.  
 105-1; tou? e]fetinou?; Oxy. P. XII, 1482, 1. 12 (ii/A.D.). 
Pages 232, 267. Note about  ]Elaiw<n Fay. P. 112, 11. 14, 15  
 (99 A.D.) e]pi<gnoqi ei] e]ska<fh w[ th?j Dionusia<doj e]laiw<n. Cf. also  
 nom. i]bi<wn, gen. i]bi<wnoj (Ibis-shrine) Tb. P. 62, 1. 23; 64,  
 11. 10, 11; 82, 1. 43.4 So i]bi<wn (gen.) in phrase i]bi<wn trofh< Tb.  
 P. 5, 1. 70; 62, 1. 19; 63, 1. 28; 82, 1. 38 (all ii/B.C.). 
Page 233, line 8. Per contra Mr. Scott notes his inability to find  
 an aorist indic. with o!j e]a<n(a@n) in the N. T. Cf. Mt. 16:19.  
 See Moulton's comment on p. 317 of the German Ed. of his  
 Proleg. 
Page 256 (c). On the accent of the vocative see Jannaris, Hist.  
 Gk. Gr., §§ 257, 281. 
Page 256 (c). Cf. t&? qwm%?. (Jo. 20:27). 
Page 264, end of (a).  See gu<nai in 1 Cor. 7:16. 
Page 266. An instance of pa<ntej (acc.) appears in tou>j e]n u@k&   
 pa<ntej Fay. P. 115, 1. 11, A.D. 101. 
Pages 279, 516. For perisso<j as a positive see Mt. 5:47; Jo.  
 10:10; 2 Cor. 9:1. 
Page 292 (h), line 10. Note a]po> tou?  d(e) i?( na) in P. Par. 574,  
 1. 1244 (iii/A.D.). 
Page 299, 4 (a). The use of e]sxa<twj e@xein (Mk. 5:23) appears,  
 Mr. Springer reports, in Diod. Siculus (ii/B.c.), Bibl. His- 
 torica, 10. 3. 4. Cited by Toiller in note to e]sxa<twj e@xein, in  
 Thomas Magister (Blancardi's edition, about 1757). Both  
 Sallier and Toiller cite Artemidorus, Oneirocritica (ii/A.D.)  
 3. 60 (61) as using it. Phrynichus (grammarian) also gives it  
 (ii/A.D.), Eclogce Nominum Atticorum ad e]sxa<twj e@xei. There  
 is also an example from Galen of doubtful genuineness Tar  
 e]sxa<twj e@xousin and a genuine one in Vita Porphyrii 99 by  
 Marcus Diaconus. 
Page 308. The form gnw? imperative occurs in B. M. CXXI, 613  
 (iii/A.D.). Mayser (p. 327) says: "Die Endung --qi findet  
 sich nur noch in i@sqei (=i@sqi, von ei#nai) and i@sqi. (von oi#da)." 
Page 309, line 19. Against Blass's scepticism concerning e@dwsa  
 note e@lge<n moi  ]Apo<llwn o!ti ou]de<n moi e@dwsen Oxy. P. 1066, 
 11. 11, 12 (iii/A.D.). Rev. W. H. Davis furnishes prodw<saj  
 from Hesychius: prodw<saj Hesychio condonandum, quem  
 etiam admisisse certum est. Vide Lobeck, Phryn.,  
 p. 723. 
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Page 311, line 2 ab imo. Note dei<di=di<dou in Oxy. P. 1185, 1. 12  
 (A.D. 200) a}n de> kai> oi#non ai]t ?̂, kondu<louj au]t&? dei<di. 
Pages 325, 360. Mr. Scott offers the following table on the use  
 of the perfect subjunctive in the N. T.: 
 
  mh< pote   e]a<n   i!na 
BOOK           Total 
       ei]dw? Perfect  ei]dw?,etc. Perfect       ei]dw?  Perfect 
  etc.  Part.   Participle      etc.  Participle 
Mk.             2:10    1 
Mt.           =19:6    1 
Lu.   14:8          15:24   2 
Jo.      3:27; 6:65..            16:24; 17:9, 23 5 
1 Jo.    2:29 ..          5:13        1:4  3 
2 Jo.                 12   1 
Jas.      5:15 .(active)    1 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
   1 1         3            4           5  14 
1 Cor.         13:2; 14:11            2:12         1:10 4 
2 Cor.          1: 9 (active); 9:3 2 
Eph.                 6:21   1 
1 Tim.                 3:15   1 
  — --- 2         3   3   8  1 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total  --- 1 3         3  7  8 22  
Periphrastic: 12 (all passive, except Jas. 5:15; 2 Cor. 1:9). 
 ei]dw?, etc., 
 
Page 334, line 19. For a]pekri<nato-form see also Mk. 14:61; Mt. 
 27:12; Jo. 5:17, 19. 
Page 335 f. Examples of –osan-forms occur in e]fa<gosan Oxy. P.  
 1007, 1. 29 (Gen. 3:16, vellum leaf of Gen. 2 and 3, iii/A.D.) 
 and in a fragment of Xenophon's Hellenica in Oxy. P. 226,  
 1. 16 (i/ii A.D.) e]pepo<mfosan. 
Page 337, line 16. For the --ej-form note 6.73 w[j e@pemye<j Oxy. P.  
 1489, 1. 4 (iii/A.D.); a]fh?kej and oi#dej Oxy. P. 1067, 11. 5,  
 20 (iii/A.D.); de<dwkej Oxy. P. 903, 1. 30 (iv/A.D.). It is not  
 quite so rare in the papyri as Mayser thought. 
Page 348, line 12. T. Nicklin (Cl. Rev., Aug., Sept., 1918, p. 115)  
 says re h#ca: "One would like to know if any other instances  
 can be adduced, and to have some fresh consideration of the  
 evidence." It so happens that I have just come across 
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 suna<caj in vol. XII, Oxy. P. 1414, 1. 21 (A.D. 270-5).  I have  
 learned to be chary about saying that the koinh< does not  
 show this form or that. A fresh papyrus may turn up and  
 prove me false. So we shall have to admit the h#ca-form. 
Pages 348, 1215. The form h$ca, (from h!kw) occurs in Oxy. P. 933,  
 1. 13 (ii/A.D.). Note also the infinitive fa<gai, Oxy. P. 1297,  
 1. 10; meth?lqai (note augment) P. Tor. i. 5. 27; e]pene<gkai B.  
 G. U. 250. 8 (all iv/A.D.). 
Page 360, 7, line 9. Mr. Scott counts 6 perf. imperatives out of  
 1623 imperatives and 22 perf. subjs. out of 1872 subjs. in the  
 N. T. An undoubted perfect imperative occurs in Oxy. P.  
 1409, 1. 21 (A.D. 298) i@stw. 
Pages 360 (cf. 109), 361, 375, 480, 809, 818, 902, 1108, 1110,  
 1122. In these references to the idiom e@xe me par^thme<non  
 (Lu. 14:18, 19) it is not meant that this is what is usually  
 called the periphrastic perfect, but only that it furnishes a  
 kind of analogy to the modern Greek perfect and the modern  
 English. The syntax of the Greek idiom is, of course, plain  
 enough, the predicate participle agreeing in case with the  
 object of e@xw as in Mk. 3:1; 8:17; Lu. 19:20. 
Pages 362, line 5, 375. The complete list of active periphrastic  
 perfects is Acts 5:25; 21:33; 25:10; 1 Cor. 15:19; Heb.  
 7:20, 23. A periphrastic perfect passive infinitive occurs in  
 Acts 19:36. 
Page 363. Note h]kouke<nai, Oxy. P. 237, 1. 23 (A.D. 186). 
Page 375, line 15 ab imo. Mr. Scott counts 32 present passive and  
 6 active perfects in the periphrastic form. 
Page 390. On "The Predicating Sentence" see able paper by  
 Prof. A. J. Carnoy in Trans. of Am. Ph. Ass., 1917, pp. 73-83. 
Pages 392, 1058. Re subject. infinitive Votaw finds 289 anarthrous  
 infs. with 39 verbs as predicates. Scott notes that 6€1, has  
 122 infs., gi<nomai 36 (32 Lu.), e@cestin 31 (Syns, and Acts 29),  
 kalo<n (e]stin) 21, eu]kopw<teron (Syn.) 13. Of verbs peculiar to  
 authors Mk. has 2, Mt. 4, Lu. (Gospel and Acts) 14, Heb. 3,  
 Paul 3, Jas. 1. For further details see Viteau, i. 151-2.  
 There are 23 subject to< infs. (12 pres., 11 aor.) confined to  
 Mt. 2, Mk. 4, Paul 16, Heb. 1. 
Page 394, line 6. For ei] de> mh< Mk. has 2 exx. (parallels in Mt.  
 and Lu. ei] de> mh<ge, Jo. (Gospel) 2, Rev. 2=6. For ei] de> mh<ge Mt. 
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 shows 2 exx., Lu. 5, 2 Cor. 1=8. Mr. Scott observes that  
 e]a>n de> mh< (or mh<ge) is not in the N. T. 
Page 394, line 14 ab imo. If do<tw is correct in 2 Cor. 9:7 Mr.  
 Scott affirms that it is the only instance of mh< and 3d sing.  
 aor. imp. by Paul. 
Page 395, line 10. For omitted e]sme<n add "Jo. 17:11, 22; Gal.  
 2:15. 
Page 404, 3. Mr. Scott notes that of the 174 N. T. examples of  
 o@xloj, sing. and plural, 118 are in the singular. Of these 63  
 are in an oblique case, 55 in nom. sing. Of these .55 there  
 are 44 with singular verb and 11 with plural verb. When  
 o@xloj is subsequently referred to in narrative or by some  
 speaker, the reference is always in the plural, whether verb  
 or pronoun au]toi?j, etc., except Rev. 7:9 where proximity is  
 probably the cause of the sing. That also is the only passage  
 where the relative is used. 
      Of the 31 exx. of plh?qoj only one (Ac. 5:14) is in the  
 plural; 12 are in oblique cases; 14 have nom. with sing. verb.  
 Only 4 (Mk. 3:8; Lu. 2:13; 19:37; 23:1) have plural verbs.  
 Where further reference is made (7 times), the verb is  
 always plural (kata> su<nesin, p. 412). 
 As to lao<j out of 141 exx. 123 are in oblique cases. Of 24  
 with sing. nom. only two (Ac. 3:11; Rev. 18:4) have plural  
 verb and there are only four plural noms. Where repeated  
 reference occurs, the reference is in the plural except Lu.  
 20:6; Ro. 11:2. 
      Mr. Springer finds numerous examples in LXX (Ex. 19:8,  
 9; Lev. 9:5; Dt. 22:18, 19, etc.) where a collective noun is  
 used with singular and with a plural verb as in Mk. 5:24;  
 Ac. 3:9, 10. 
Page 404, line 2 ab imo. Add "1 Thess. 2:20." 
Page 408, line 8 ab imo. Add a]po> a]natolh?j (Rev. 21:13). 
Page 414. Add "Ro. 12:6-8" for examples of acc. and nom. in  
 apposition (after ei@te). 
Page 424 (i), line 6. For me<n in fourth place add "Lu. 22:22." 
Page 460 (f). Mr. J. F. Springer furnishes the following note  
 which is pertinent: 
     Mk. 13:19, e@sontai ai[ h[me<rai e]kei?nai qli<yij: This expression  
is abundantly supported whether we regard ai[ h[me<rai e]kei?nai 
as subject or as the nominative of time. 
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                                         I 
                                  As Subject 
 kai> e@st u[mi?n h[ n>uc profulakh<, kai> h[ h[me<ra e@rgon (LXX Neh. 
4:22 (16),);  h[ nu>c1 e]kei<nh ei@h sko<toj (LXX Job 3:4); ou]xi> sko<toj 
h[ h[me<ra tou? kuri<ou kai> ou] fw?j; kai> gno<qoj ou]k e@xwn fe<ggoj au!th; 
(LXX Am. 5:20); e]ca<leiyi<j sou h[ h[me<ra e]kei<nh (LXX Mi. 7:11). 
 
                                        II 
                         As Expression of Time 
 
LXX:   Job 1:6, 13; 2:1  
  Esth. 4:11; 9:27  
  Hos. 2:3 (5); 7:5  
  Mi. 7 :14 
  Is. 11:16  
  Jr. 11:5; 39 (32) :20; 43 (36):2; 51 (44):6 
  Ba. 1:15, 20; 2:6, 11, 26 
 Theodotion: Dn. 9:7, 15 (cf. LXX). 
 Examples of the formula, w[j h[ h[me<ra a!th, are: LXX 1 Ki.  
22:13; 3 Ki. 8:24, 61; Neh. 9:10. 
 The plural e@sontai in Mk. 13:19 may be explained, he sup- 
poses, as due to its position near ai[ h[m. e]k. 
Page 464 (d). Add Oapto-aie TvcbX (Mt. 23:26). With 7ra7-7),o SLKaiE  
 in Jo. 17:25 compare ku<rie< mou pathr B. G. U. 423, 1. 11  
 (ii/A.D.). 
Page 466 (b). Cf. "you" (ace. form) used as nom. like "ye." 
Page 475, line 6. Kratei?n th?j xeiro<j occurs in the Gospels five  
 times. Mr. Scott notes Hermas, Vis. 3. 8. 3 7) Kparoiio-a Tar  
 xei?raj and Lightfoot's translation "the woman with the  
 strong hand." Cf. Mt. 28:9 tou>j po<daj. 
Page 476, line 6. Mr. Scott reports that proskune<w occurs 60 times  
 in the N. T., 30 with dative, 14 with ace., 16 other construc- 
 tions. 
Page 477, line 6 ab imo. Add polla<j and read 12:47 f. in next  
 line. 
Page 480, line 25. For poiei?n with acc. and inf. see Mt. 5:32;  
 Mk. 1:17; 7:37; Lu. 5:34; Jo. 6:10; Ac. 17:26; Rev. 13:13. 
 
 1 h[ nu<c is reading of B and S1, h[ h[me<ra of AS3,2 C. The example is suitable  
with either. 
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Pages 487, line 7 ab imo, 518, 3. For xrei<an e@xw absolutely see  
 Mk. 2:25, with ablative see Mt. 6:8, with tou?, and inf. see  
 Heb. 5:12, with inf. see Mt. 3:14, with i!na Jo. 2:25. 
Page 504, line 14 ab imo. Mk. 14:64 is probably the origin of 
 e@noxoj qana<tou in Mt. 26:66, but the idiom is still unusual. 
Pages 514, 1132. Mr. Springer notes unnecessary genitive abso- 
 lutes (like Mk. 6:22) in Thucydides 1. 114; Xenophon, Cyr.  
 1. 4, 20; LXX (Numb. 6:7; Dt. 15:10; 1 Ki. 9:11; 2 Mace.  
 9:2, etc.); (Aratus of Soli) Eratosthenes, Catasterismi 40. 
Page 522, line 10. Add "Mk. 6 : 21 =Mt. 14:6" to genesi<oij. 
Page 527 (d), line 5. Prof. Robert Law, of Knox College, Toron- 
 to, sends me this example of xro<n& i[kan&? in Plato, Leges 678 D. 
Page 530 (f), line 4 from end. It should be noted, Mr. Scott  
 reminds me, that o[moio<w is also used, with acc. of person  
 (Lu. 7:31) or thing (Mk. 4:30), while to whom or to what  
 the acc. is likened is put in the instrumental (assoc.). In  
 the passive, as usual, the ace. becomes the nom. and the  
 instrumental is retained (Mt. 13:24). 
Page 535. The syncretism of the dative forms (locative, instru- 
 mental, true dative) is ably and clearly discussed by Prof.  
 Walter Petersen under the caption "Syncretism in the Indo- 
 European Dative" (Am. J. of Ph., xxxvii and xxxix, 2, Jan.  
 and April, 1918). With great pains and skill he shows how  
 the psychology of the cases appears in the process of blend- 
 ing. He supports the thesis that the dative is not a purely  
 local case in origin and is not a purely grammatical case,  
 but syncretistic. Originally a case without ending, which  
 "secondarily received its endings by association with local  
 cases, and that these local cases then in turn thrust upon  
 the dative certain meanings like that of direction which  
 were foreign to it." It was originally a suffixless case of in- 
 direct object and borrowed its endings from certain local  
 cases. 
Page 537, line 10. Note u[mw?n and au]toi?j in Phil. 1:28. 
Page 560, line 10. Before 1 Pet. 5:7 add "Lu. 19:35." 
Page 566 (b). The preposition is not always repeated, even when  
 words intervene as in Mk. 2:21 7-6 to> kaino>n tou? palaiou?; Lu.  
 9:8; Ac. 26:18. Mr. Springer notes same idiom in Const.  
 Ap. 7:25. 
Page 570, line 9. Add "Mt. 27:48" labw>n spo<ggon plh<saj te o@couj 
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Page Note local sense in a]nti>j tou? marturi<ou opposite the 
 martyr's shrine Oxy. P. 941, 1. 3 (vi/A.D.). 
Page 573. The papyri show many examples of the substitutionary  
 use of a]nti<. Cf. a]nti> tw?n e@rgwn a]rgu<rion Oxy. P. 1409, 1. 20  
 (A.D. 278). So o]li<gon a]nti> plei<onoj Oxy. P. 1450, 1. 17 (A.D.  
 249-50). 
Page 596, 7. Mr. Springer notes examples in LXX (2 Ki. 14 :4);  
 N. T. (Mk. 1:10; Mt. 26:10; Lu. 6:20, etc.) and later writ- 
 ings (Didache 1:4; Hermas, Vis. 4. 3. 1) of ei]j where  e]pi<  
 would have been used in the earlier Greek. In the modern  
 Greek Eis is very common in such constructions. 
Page 601, middle. "Three cases." So Lu. 12:14, 42, 44. 
Page 604, 6, line 6. The reading of Text. Rec. in Mk. 2:4 e]f ]  &$ 
 is e]f ] o{ in Lu. 5:25. 
Page 606, 3. Sharp (Epictetus and the N. T., p. 104) quotes  
 Epict. IV, x, 20 ta>j xei?raj katafilh?sai for weakened sense  
 of kata—, just "kiss." 
Page 607, middle. Mr. Scott supplies some examples for the phrase 
 e@xein ti kata< tinoj Mt. 5:23; Mk. 11:25; Rev. 2:4, 14, 20. 
Page 623, line 1. For kai> pro<j (adverb) =and more see Oxy. P. 
 488, 1. 18 (ii/iii A.D.). 
Pages 625, middle, 626, line 9. For pro>j au]to<n rather than aural  
 with verbs of speaking to, Mr. Scott gives this table based  
 on Hawkins' Horae Syn., ed. 2, p. 45. 
 
BOOK ei#pon lalei?n le<gein e@fh  apekri<qh  OTHERS    TOTAL 
Mk. 1  3     4 
Mt. ..       --- 
Lu. 71 9 15 1 2 o[mile<w 1 99 
Ac. 29 9 5 4 4        1  52 
Jo. 10  8  1   19 
Heb.  1 1     2 
Paul         1 Th. 1        Ro. 1     2 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total 111 20 33 5 7          2  178 
 
Page 632, middle. The use of u[pe<r and ei]j with the same words is  
 interesting in Fay. P. 77, ei@rgastai u[pe>r xwmatikw?n e@rgwn 
 (A.D. 147) and Fay. P. 78, 1. 4 ei@rgastai ei]j xwmatika> e@rga  
 (A.D. 147). 
Page 643, 21, line 6. As prep. e!wj occurs 86 times, as conj. 62. 
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Page 643, line 12 ab imo. Of the seven examples of e!wj po<te 
 Mr. Scott observes that five Mt. 17:17 and =) have the 
 future, leaving Jo. 10:24; Rev. 6:10 with pres. ind. 
 701  
Page 653, line 10 ab imo. It is, of course, possible that to<poj or 
 xro<noj may be supplied in some of these examples. In that  
 case they would come under (b), p. 652. 
Page 661 (d). With kalo>n . . . h}  in Mt. 18:9 cf. kalo>n . . . h} in 
 Ign., Ro. 6:1. Mt. 
Page 671 (a). On the use of ei$j=prw?toj in Mk. 14 : 10 see dis-  
 cussion concerning primacy of Judas Iscariot (o[ ei$j tw?n dw<- 
 deka Mk. 14:10) by A. Sloman, Jour. of Theol. Studies, Oct., Ac. 
 1916; A. Wright, Jour. of Theol. Studies, Oct., 1916, and 
 The Interpreter, April, 1917; A. T. Robertson, The Expositor,  
 April, 1917; J. Rendel Harris, The Expositor, July, 1917. 
 Harris notes that o[ ei$j tw?n a[gi<wn a]gge<lwn, in Enoch xx does 
 not mean o[ prw?toj. 
Page 688, line 3 ab imo. xADL read seauto>n instead of e[auto>n  
 in Mk. 12:33. 
Pages 695, 696. Mr. Scott furnishes some very informing data 
 concerning the use of the demonstratives o[ and o!j. 
 
                             o[, oi[ me>n . . . o[, oi[ de<  
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Page 696. The use of relative Os and demonstrative o!j in the 
 same sentence appears in Oxy. P. 1189, 11. 6-7 (A.D.  117) 
 e]pistola>j du<o a{j e@graya h{n me>n soi> h{n de> Sabei<n&. So in 
 ll. 11-16 we see demonstrative and article th>n me>n. . . .th>n de>  
 ei]j to>n ktl.  Mr. Springer notes kai> o!j (dem.) in Xenophon, 
          Cyropcedia 2. 2. 7; 2. 2. 30; 3. 2. 18; 4. 1. 11. So Agathias 
 scholasticus (vi/A.D.) has kai> o!j  Historiae 2. 9; 4. 18 and 
 Menander Protector (vi/A.D.) Excerpta e Menandri Histo- 
 ria, 30. 
Page 700, line 2 ab imo. Add "Mt. 12:45" (2d); Ac. 2:40 where  
 ou$toj is last, and Mk. 9:38 where there are two adjectives. 
 In Ac. 1:25 there are two nouns. 
Page 701, line 6. Mr. Scott gives these examples of ou$toj in geni- 
 tive absolute Mt. 11:7; Lu. 21:28; Ac. 19:36; 28:9; Heb. 
 9:6; 2 Pet. 3:11. An instance of ou$toj joined to an adverb 
 appears in Ac. 15:8. In Rev. 19:9 the translation is "these 
 are," but in 21:5 and 22:6 "these words are." In Ac. 17:6 
 Moffatt translates "these upsetters." See Rev. 7:13. 
Page 702, line 1. Add "Jo. 4:54." 
Page 709, line 10. Mr. Scott offers this table, showing Synoptics  
 and Acts compared with John: Page 
 
 e]kei?noj with articular noun  e]kei?noj as pronoun 
 Mark    16    3 
  [161      3 
 Matthew    50    4 
 Luke     29    4 
 Acts    18    4 
 John     18    52 
 1 John   ---    7 
    ___    ______ 
    131    77=208 
Page 730, line 5. With Mk. 2:16 see o!ti.  cf. dia> ti< in Mt. 9:11.  
 Mr. Springer notes that o!ti----‘why’ in a direct question in  
 Barnabas, Ep. 8:5 871, o!ti de> to> e@rion e]pi> to> cu<lon; o!ti h[ basilei<a 
  ]Ihsou? e]pi> cu<lou ktl.; 10:1; o!ti poiw?; Aristophanes, Ranae  
 198; Gospel of Nic., Pass I, A. 14. 3. The use of o!ti in a  
 direct question seems clearly established by these examples. 
 He finds o!ti in indirect questions in Horn., Od. T. 464; Page 
 Lucian, De Asino, 32; Aristophanes, Plutus, 965; Xenophon Page 
 the Ephesian, De Anth. et Habr. 4. 2. 
Page 738, line 2 ab imo. Moffatt translates ti< in Mk. 2:24 by 
 "what" and Scott argues i@de as favouring "what." 
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Page 739, line 4. Add "LXX" to Ac. 4:25; 7:26. 
Page 759 f. Prof. Eakin (The Greek Article in First and Second  
 Century Papyri, Am. J. of Ph., July, 1916) shows that in  
 the papyri, as the N. T., the article is frequently absent in  
 titular expressions. He finds the same obscurity and uncer- 
 tainty about the use of the article with proper names in the  
 papyri as in classic Greek. He gives numerous examples of  
 the anaphoric use (the aforesaid and the use of the article  
 before the genitive of the father's or mother's name is very  
 frequent as Deissmann showed, cf. p. 767). But Prof.  
 Miller (Am. J. of Ph., July, 1916, Article before Genitives of  
 Father's Name) shows that in official language in the papyri  
 the article only appeared (as in classic Greek, Gildersleeve's  
 Synt. of Cl. Gk., § 580) before the genitive when the name  
 of son or daughter is in the genitive (or ablative), and even  
 this use vanished from the second century A. D. onward.  
 But the vernacular idiom has the article in nominative as in  
 Mt. 10:2. 
Page 760. On   ]Ihsou?j with article see von Soden, p. 1406.  
Page 762, line 11 ab imo. For full construction see Mt. 12:35. 
Page 764 (c). In Col. 1:7 f. note o!j e]stin and o[ kai> dhlw<saj as  
 parallel clauses. 
Page 770, bottom. Mr. Scott gives this note:  o[ . . . ou$toj  or ou$toj o[. 
 ou$toj (and cases) stands last (296 times), three times as often  
 as it stands first (98 times). The position of ou$toj (and cases)  
 varies in the same phrase without any apparent reason, e.g.,  
 Ac. 23:17, 18; Mt. 26:31-34. 
  ]Ekei?noj first 40 times, last 104 times. 
Page 773, line 5 ab imo. Mr. Scott remarks that oi[ pa<ntej is sub- 
 ject of verb in 3d person in Phil. 2:21, apparently of verb in  
 1st person in 1 Cor. 10:17; 15:51; Eph. 4:13, etc., and of  
 2d person in Jo. 7:21; 1 Jo. 2:21; 1 Pet. 5:5; 1 Cor. 1:10  
 — apposition to the pronoun implied in the ending of the  
 verb. See Jo. 1:16; 1 Cor. 12:13; Jas. 3:2. 
Page 773, bottom. For o[ pa?j see Jo. 5:22; 16:13; Rev. 13:12.  
Page 774.    !Oloj. Add  "Lu. 11:36 (bis)." 
Page 774, line 4 ab imo. Mr. Scott notes that o@xloj polu<j occurs  
 22 times in N. T. and o@xloi polloi< (Mt. 5, Lu. 2).    @Oxloj  
 i[kano<j occurs in Mk. 10:46; Lu. 7:12, and thrice in Acts. 
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Page 779, 2, line 6. It should be understood that this is the 
 usual Attic idiom. See further Col. 1:8 th>n u[mw?n a]ga<phn. In 
 Phil. 1:25 note th>n u[mw?n prokoph<n, but to> kau<xhma u[mw?n, in  
 1:26. 
Page 783, line 5 ff. Observe that all these examples are preposi- 
 tional adjuncts. 
Page 785, line 7. Add "Lu. 6:47" o[ e]rxo<menoj ktl. 
Page 788, line 21. Mr. Scott thinks we may over-refine on the  
 use and non-use of the article with proper names, and cites  
 the variations in Mk. 9:2; Mt. 17:1; Lu. 9:28 in the men- 
 tion of Peter, James, and John as in point. 
Page 791 (c). Prof. Eakin (Am. J. of Ph., July, 1916) shows that  
 in the papyri "anarthrous prepositional phrases" are com- 
 mon as in the N. T. Many of the identical phrases are fre- 
 quent like kata> kairo<n, e]n oi]ki<%, e]n xersi<n, ktl. 
Page 807, line 3 ab imo. Mr. Springer cites examples of middle 
 voice (fula<ssomai=’observe’) from LXX (Ex. 12:25; 13:10;  
 Lu. 18:4, 5; 18:26; 19:3; 19:19; Dt. 5:25; 10:12, 13;  
 3 Ki. 8:25; 1 Macc. 8:26; Aquila's translation Dt. 11:22 
 (ii/A.D.). He finds active in sense of 'observe' in Gen. 
 18:19; 26:5; Ex. 15:26; 19:5; Lev. 18:30; 22:9; Dt. 5:10; 
 6:17; 33:9. 
Page 839, line 8 ab imo. Mr. Scott makes out 859 present im- 
 peratives and 760 aorist imperatives. in the N. T. It is 
 Paul's usage that makes this situation, 323 presents and 99 
 aorists. 
Page 847. Note the change of tense in Jo. 11:13-15. 
Page 848 (c). Mr. Scott counts 459 present subjunctives, 1409  
 aorists, 22 perfects=1890 subjunctives in N. T. Readers of  
 this grammar have learned to be grateful to Mr. H. Scott for  
 his statistical knowledge of N. T. syntax so freely furnished.  
 Here follow some of his most valuable tables:  
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Pages 854 (c), 929, line 3 ab imo, 1174 (b), line 3. In Heb. 13:5  
 (LXX) e]gkatalei?pw is read by xACDcKIMP 17. Mr.  
 Scott thinks it odd that this reading escaped Text. Rec.  
 But it is rather Alexandrian than Syrian. 
    Mr. Scott again presents useful data on ou] mh< constructions  
 (see inset facing this page). 
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  W. H. Marginal Readings for ou] mh< 
  Text      Margin 
Mk. 13:31  oi[ lo<goi mou ou] pareleu<sontai   . . . ou] mh> pareleu<sontai 
Mt. 12:32   o{j a}n ei@p^ . . . ou]k a]feqh<seta     . . . ou] mh> a]feq^?  
       10:42  o{j a{n . . . ou] mh> a]pole<s^               . . . ou] mh> a]po<lhtai 
Lu. 10:19   ou]de>n u[ma?j ou] mh> a]dikh<sei       . . .  ou] mh> a]dikh<s^  
       22:68   e]a>n e]rwth<sw ou] mh> a]pokriqh?te   . . . ou] mh> a]pokriqh?te –| h} a]polu<shte |- 
Rev. 3:3      kai> ou] mh> gn&?j poi<an w!ran        . . . ou] mh> gnw<s^  
        9:6       kai> ou] mh> eu[rh<sousin au]to<n     . . . ou] mh> eu@rwsin au]to<n  
 
 Of these 7 readings only 3 (Mk. 13:31; Mt. 12:32; Lu. 22:68, 
add to the examples of ou] mh<.  The remaining 4 are only  
-| |- variations of existing examples.  Readings -|  |- are in the judg- 
ment of W. H. (Introduction, §385) “outside the pale of proba- 
bility as regards the original text”: so that only Mk. 13:31 
Mt. 12?32 can claim any right to be counted as additional ex- 
amples of ou] mh<.  
 
  SPEAKERS IN GOSPELS  
BOOK         TOTAL 
      Jesus   Peter  Thomas Others 
Mk.                8 [16:18] 14:31  ..   ..   9 (10) 
Mt.   18  16:22, 26:35 ..  ..  20 
Lu.   18  ..  ..  1:15  19 
Jo.  13  13:8  20:25  8:52; 11:56 17 
---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total  57 (58) 4  1  3  65 (66) 
                              Jesus spoke the Quotation. 
 
Page 854 (z). Mr. Scott gives the data for aorist and present op- 
 tative. Aorist occurs 45, present 22 times. But Paul has  
 aorist 31 and present 0 times, while the rest have aorist 14,  
 present 22 times. Mh> ge<noito occurs 15 times and ge<noito  
 without mh< twice. Opt. 67 times in all. 
Pages 856, line 8 ab imo, 933, line 9. Mr. Scott notes that 3d  
 sing. aor. imper. occurs 8 times in N. T.: Mk. 13:15 (twice)  
 =Mt. 24:7=Lu. 17:31; Mk. 13:16=Mt. 24:18=Lu. 17:31;  
 Mt. 6:3. 
Page 858, line 12. Mr. Scott gives the data for aor. inf. with  
 prepositions (meta< 14 times, pro< 8, ei]j 38, e]n 12, dia<. acc. 
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  1, e!neken 1, e!wj 1=84). There should be added to the table on  
 p. 858 for articular inf. in N. T.: pres. 164, aor. 148, perf.  
 10 = 322. 
Pages 888, 1120. On the periphrastic imperfect Mr. Scott ob- 
 serves that "Moulton (as usual) has counted Geden's ex- 
 amples. In Mark Geden omits 1:32 h#n e@sqwn; 2:32 kai> dia- 
 logizo<menoi; 14:5 qermaino<menoj." So Geden omits Mt. 24:38  
 (four subs.); 27:55, 61. In Luke Geden omits 5:16, and  
 grammatically 18:2 bis and 24:53 may be considered ex- 
 amples. In Acts Geden omits 18:18; 9:9; 16:9; 22:20, and  
 Jo. 18:18. In Paul Geden omits Phil. 2:26, but he counts  
 2 Cor. 5:19 which Moulton excludes. 
Page 891, line 10. Mr. Scott's figures for pres. inf. with preps.  
 are with e]n t&?,  43 times, dia< to> 24, pro<j to> 3, ei]j 32, e]k tou? 1, pro>  
 tou? 1, a]ti> tou? 1, dia> tou?, 700 1=106. 
Page 894, 2. Mr. Scott counts 868 perfect indicatives in the N. T.  
 of which 37 are periphrastic (5 active and 32 passive). John  
 (Gospel 205, 1 Ep. 60) has far the most and 1 Cor. (73) comes  
 next.  Oi#da alone occurs 208 times (Gospel of Jo. 61, 1 Ep. 13). 
Pages 903, 906, line 20. Mr. Scott reports his count of pluper- 
 fects in the N. T. as 142 in all. (Mk. 13 and one in 16:9,  
 Mt. 11, Lu. 31, Ac. 33, Jo. 46, 1 Jo. 1, Rev. 3, Gal. 2, Ro. 1.)  
 Of these 88 are simple and 54 periphrastic forms, divided  
 again into active (simple 81, periphrastic 13) 94 and passive  
 (simple 7, periphrastic 41) 48. These statistics are based  
 on form only ( @̂dein gives 34, i!sthmi 20). 
Page 908, line 4. Add "1 Cor. 1:10; 2 Cor. 9:3." There are 22  
 perf. subjs., 10 ei]dw?, 12 periphrastic (ten passive, two active). 
Page 909. Mr. Scott, by the table on page 1407, corrects Votaw's 
 error as to the number of perfect infinitives in the N. T. 
 Further investigation has shown that the number of per- 
 fect infinitives in N. T. is 47 (of which ten (10) are articular  
 - 31 separate verbs, but 47 instances). This may account  
 for Votaw's statement on p. 50, but he is undoubtedly in  
 error in making only 8 articular instances. 
Page 917, middle. MAI., Mr. Scott notes, occurs 54 times in N. T.  
 It is a favourite word of Luke (Gospel 17, Acts 3) 20, Mt. 9,  
 but not in Mk. It occurs in questions 43 times, 9 times in  
 denials (qualified by a]lla<) of a previous question or statement.  
 In Lu. 18:30 it is the equivalent of ou] mh<.  Ou]xi< in Lu. 4:22  
 is ou]k in Mt. and Mk., but Mt. has ou]xi< like Lu. 12:6. 
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BOOK  dia> to>    ei]j to>   meta> to>    TOTAL ANARTHROUS       GRAND 
                TOTAL 
Mk.  5:4 ter  . . . .    3  . .   3 
Mt.  . .   . .  . .  . .   ..  — 
Lu.  6:48  . . . .  1  6  7 
Ac.  8:11; 18:2;  . .  . .  3  6  9 
   27:9  
Jo.  . .  . .  . .   . .  2  2 
Heb.  . .    11:3  10:15  2  4  6 
1 Pet.  . .   . .  . .   . .  1  1 
2 Pet.  . .   . .  . .   . .  1  1 
1 Th.  . .   . . . .  . .  2  2 
1 Cor.  . .   . .  . .  . .  4  4 
2 Cor.  . .   . .  . .  . .   2  2 
Ro.  . .   . .  . .  . .       2 (+ 4:1 mg.)  2 
Ph.  . .   . .  . .   . .   2  2 
Col.  . .   . .  . .   . .   2  2 
Eph.  . .   1:18 . .   1  . .   1 
1 Tim.  . .   . .  . .  . .   1  1 
2 Tim.  . .   . .  . .  . .   1  1 
Tit.  . .   . .  . .   . .   1  1 
Total  7  2 1  10  37  47 
 
Pages 927, 1381. Prof. F. H. Fowler (Class. Weekly, April 16,  
 April 23, 1917) Subjects Sonnenschein's theory of "deter- 
 mined futurity" in "The Unity of the Latin Subjunctive"  
 to a sharp critique. He objects that Sonnenschein makes no  
 room for the personal determinant and ignores the Greek.  
 Fowler holds that in Greek "the subjunctive, starting with  
 the will meaning, developed the meaning of determined fu- 
 turity, that the optative, starting with the wish meaning, did  
 the same thing, and that the optative developed still another  
 meaning, that of contingent determined futurity." 
Page 928 (a). An instance of the futuristic subjunctive in an inde- 
 pendent sentence Occurs in Oxy. P. 1069, 11. 13-18 (iii/A.D.) ta<xa 
 ga>r dunasqw?men fo[r] utrei<se soi du<o kamh<louj [pu]rou?  kai>  
 pe<mye pro> se<n. The use of raxa with this subjunctive is to be observed. 
Page 931, line 3 ab Jannaris, § 1914, quotes this and other  
 examples from Epictetus. 
Page 932, line 1. Add deu?ro dei<cw (Rev. 17:1; 21:9). 
Page 934 (c). Mr. Scott notes that 7.1, in independent aorist sub- 
 junctive sentences occurs in Synoptics 28 times, Acts 3,  
 John 1 (Jesus, ti< ei@pw), 1 Cor. 1, and not in any other book. 
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 In independent present subjunctive sentences Ti occurs only  
 in Jo. 6:28; Heb. 11:32. 
Page 936. Mr. Scott has a complete table on page 1408 for the  
 optatives in the N. T. 
Page 936, 2. Sonnenschein (Cl. Rev., Feb., March, 1918, p. 211)  
 says: "As in Latin .the past subjunctive, so in Greek the op- 
 tative may be a, past prospective, owing to its inherent  
 meaning. This I have recognised in my Greek Grammar,  
 § 504 (c) (e.g., e!toimoj h#n tau?ta poiei?n a{ ei@poij, 'the things  
 which you should say'); for the corresponding meaning in  
 present time see Demosth. de Pace 11, plh>n di] a} a}n u[mi?n ei@pw 
 du<o, 'the two things which I shall tell you,' where ay with the  
 subjunctive expresses pure futurity, not generality." 
Page 940 (c), line 7. Mr. Scott thinks that the direct question 
 here would be ti< poih<swmen. I still adhere to my position in  
 the text. 
Page 940, line 7 ab In Lu. 1:29; 3:15 there is the optative  
 without a@n, the simple change of mode in indirect question  
 (indicative to optative). 
Page 941. Mr. Scott Offers this table for the imperatives in N. T.: 
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Page 949, line 11. The other imperative in this idiom is in the  
 aorist except Mt. 21:28 and perhaps Rev. 16:1 (durative  
 present). The idiom is not used by Luke and the word is  
 not used in Acts or by Paul. So Mr. Scott. 
Page 952, line 6. a pp. 696, 714, 722, 724, 953, 962, 963. 
Page 956. Mr. Springer notes o{j a@n and future indicative in  
 Athenische Mitteilungen 25. 470; Papers of the Am. School  
 II. 159; Inscr. Graecae, Senats Dekr. 73 a. 
Page 957, middle. The 122 indicatives with the indefinite rela- 
 tive are: pres. tense 52, imperf. 13, fut. 9, aor. 45, perf. 2,  
 pluperf. 1. So Mr. Scott. 
Page 958. Mr. Scott counts 191 examples (as against Moulton's 
 172, Prol., p. 166) of a@n and e]a<n constructions in the N. T.  
 according to the table on page 1410. 
Page 966 (d), line 4: Luke dia> to< and inf. 18 times out of the 
 32, pres. 14 (Gospel 8, Acts 6), perf. (Gospel 1, Acts 3). 
Page 969, line 4 ab imo.   !Opou occurs (Scott) in Mk. 15 times  
 (10 in speeches), 13 in Mt. (12 in speeches), 5 in Lu. (all in  
 speeches), 30 M Jo. (17 in speeches). 
Page 969, line 6 ab imo. Ellipsis also in Lu. 17:37; 1 Cor. 3:3;  
 Col. 3:11; Jas. 3:16. 
Page 969, line 8 ab imo. Mr. Scott gives this table for o!pou with  
 subjunctives: 
      MARK MATT. LUKE 
o!pou e]a>n  ei]se<lqhte    6:10            . .   . .  
    "       "    e]se<lq^    14:14  . .   . .  
    "       "    katala<b^   9:18  . .   . . 
     "     “   khruxq ?̂ to> eu]agge<lion   14:9  26:13  . .  
     “     to> pa<sxa . . . fa<gw   14:14  . .   22:11 
 . . . .  o!pu e]a>n a]re<rx^    . .   8:19  9:57 
o!pou e]a>n #̂ to> ptw?ma   . .   24.28  17:57 
          o!pou 
  Total     5  3  2 = 10 
 
Page 971, line 11 ab imo.   !Ote (only ind.) 101 times in the N. T.  
 (Scott), pres.,3, imperf. 16, aor. 75, fut. 6, perf. 1. 
Page 972, line 7.   !Otan with subj. 125 times (Scott), pres. 35, aor.  
 90, as given in the following table: 
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  Present Aorist    Present Aorist 
Mark  4  14  John  4  13 
Matthew 7  15  1 John  2  . . 
Luke  8  23  Revelations 2  5 
Acts  ..  2  Hebrews . .   1 
Paul  8  16  James  . .   1 
  27  70    8  20=125 
o!tan with indicative (Mk. 3, Rev. 2)             _5__ 
 o!tan in N. T.                130 
Page 972, line 18.    !Otan with the ind. only 5 times, pres. 1, aor.  
 2, imperf. 1, fut. 1. Mr. Springer notes o!tan with incl. in 
 Ignatius, Ep. ad Eph. 8:1; Barnabas, Ep. 10:3; 15:5. He  
 also offers o!tan de> pe<mpeij in L. P. (ed. C. Leemans, 1888)  
 III, 4. 
Page 974 (c).   @Axri(j) prep. 30, conj. 18 (ind. 7, subj. aor. 11).  
 So Scott gives this table for a@xri(j) as conjunction: 
 

 
 
 Note Oxy. P. 933 ll. 14, 15 (ii/A.D.) peri> th?j mikra?j e]gena<mhn 
 a@xrij a@n katapleu<s^. 
Page 975, middle.  !Ewj as preposition (Scott) 86 times, conj. 62  
 (ind. 13, subj. 49)=148.   !Ewj alone ind.'' 7, subj. 13, gon ay  
 subj. 19; e!wj o!tou ind. 2, subj. 3; e!wj ou$ ind. 4, subj. 14 (Scott). 
Page 977. HO) (ij). Scott notes in LXX as preposition pri>n   
 gene<sewj au]tw?n Dan. Sus. 35 o 42 q; as  adverb Aquila and  
 Sym. Prov. 8:26 pri>n h@; with subj. Ps. 57 (58):10; Jer. 40  
 (47):5; with inf. pres. 4 Mace. 9:27; Numb. 11:33 (B). 
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Page 978, line 3 ab imo. For data in N. T. see p. 107. 
Page 983, line 1. Mr. Scott gives data for  i!na mh< in the N. T. 
    There are 117 instances of  i!na with mh< in N. T. (indic. 4,  
 subj. pres. 37, aor. 75, perf. 1 (2 Cor. 1:10)). When the con- 
 struction with i!na is continued in a further clause by mh<, mh<  
 alone is repeated Mk. 4:12 LXX, Jo. 6:50, 11:50, 1 Jo.  
 2:28, 1 Cor. 1:10, 2 Cor. 4:7, Rev. 3:18, 8:12; and so with  
 i!na mh> Jo. 4:15, Rev. 7:1.  In Rev. 18:4 i!na mh> is repeated,  
 but in Rev. 16:15 neither is repeated. When the construc- 
 tion is continued with a]lla< 'but on the contrary,' i!na is not  
 repeated, Jo. 3:16, 6:39, 18:28, 2 Jo. 8, 1 Cor. 12:25. So  
 with de< Heb. 12:13.  In Rev. 9:5 i!na is repeated. 
Page 984, middle. See Oxy. P. 1068, 1. 19 (iii /A.D.) ei@na moi mar- 
 turh<sousin a]nelqo<ntej, example of i!na and future indicative. 
Page 986, line 6 ab imo.  Mr. Scott notes that o!pwj is almost  
 confined to Matthew and Luke, and gives the following data  
 for o!pwj in N. T.: 
 

 
 
 Ro. 3:4 (Ps. 50:6 Swete has aor. subj. twice).  
 [Of the 18 exx. in Matthew only two have any parallels:  Mt. 12:14= 
Mk. 3:6; Mt. 9:38=Lu. 10:2]
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 Purpose inf. 7 times, pres. 3 (Mt. 10:1 bis; Lu. 24:24), aor. 4 (Mt. 15:33;  
27:1; Lu. 4:29; 20:26). 
 w!ste with ind. aors. dependent twice (Jo. 3:16; Gal. 2:13). 
 w!ste not in James, 2 Pet., Jude, 1, 2, 3 Jo., Col., Phil., Eph., 1, 2 Tim.,  
Titus (11 books). 
 
            w!ste RENDERINGS BY R. V. 
 
  INDICATIVE INFINITIVE IMPERATIVE CONJUNCTIVE      TOTAL 
 
insomuch that  G. 2:13   23  . .   . .   24 
so that . . .      6   29  . .   . .   35 
so as . . . .      . .    3  . .   . .   3 
as to . . . .      . .          Mt. 15:33  . .   . .   1 
to        . .       (4 Lu. 9:52) 3 . .   . .   3 
that        1   3  . .   . .   4 
therefore .    R. 13:2  . .   . .   . .   1 
wherefore .        7   . .   10        1 Cor. 5:8  18 
so then . .        5   . .   1  . .  6 
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total .       21           62  11  1  95 
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Page 988. Mr Scott gives this table for 147076 constructions in  
 N. T.: 
 

 
 
 Lu. 12:58 has same form for pres. and aor. subj. I have counted it as aor. 
Mt. 25:9 may be independent. 
Page 990, middle. Blass, p. 235, points out that roS is added to  
 the second infinitive. Add "Ac. 26:18." 
Pages 995, line 6 ab imo, 1174, line 7. Mr. Scott thinks that  
 ou]x . . . ou] simply belongs to qe<lw according to ordinary rule. 
Page 999 ((3). Votaw counts eu]aggeli<zesqai with w!ste, but it is  
 more likely to be construed with the participle filotimou<- 
 menon which with ou!twj de> loosely carries on the w!ste clause.  
 Leaving out this example there are 95 exx. of w!ste in the  
 N. T. (See Mr. Scott's tables on page 1414). 
Page 1001 (d) , line 12.  Moulton, Germ. ed. (p. 332 n.), says that  
 Jo. 14 22I is consecutive. 
Page 1003, 7. Note Oxy. P. 1489, 1. 6 (iii/A.D.) ei@qe pa<ntaj pelplh<- 
 rwka w[j   ]Agaqo>j Dai<mwn. 
Pages 1007-16. Mr. Scott has valuable tables on pages 1416-17  
 for the constructions of ei] with indicative. The examples  
 cover both (a) and (b), the two first classes (determined as  
 fulfilled and unfulfilled). 
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            e]a<n  with the subjunctive Aorist in Protasis 
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Pages 1011, line 15, 1012, line 4. Scott remarks that Moulton  
 follows MG ei] ou], p. 262, with addition of Jo. 1:25, but there  
 are other doubtful examples (Jo. 3:12; 10:35; 2 Jo. 10;  
 Lu. 14:26; Jas. 1:23) so that Jannaris with 34 may be  
 correct. 
Page 1011, line 16 ab imo. Mr. Scott doubts if Mk. 6:4 is a real  
 condition, and thinks 1 Tim. 6:3 the only normal example of  
 with first class condition. 
Page 1016, line 10. Mr. Scott observes that Moulton (p. 171)  
 divides ei] mh< into three classes: 
  
 1. in protasis         10 
 2. 'except' (1) without verb expressed: 
  (a) preceded by negative     63 
  (b) tij . . . ei] mh<  . . ; . . .    10 
  (2) with verb expressed (Mt. 6:5; Gal. 1:7) .  2 
   ei] mh<ti      3 
   e]kto>j ei] mh<     3 81 
 3. 'otherwise':  ei] de> mh> 6, ei] de> mh<ge 8      14  
          ---- 
          105 
Page 1017. Mr. Scott gives two tables on pages 1418 and 1419  
 for e]a<n and the subjunctive: one for the present subjunc- 
 tive, one for the aorist subjunctive. He finds it difficult to  
 be accurate, because of the compound protases and apodoses  
 as in Mt. 5:23; 24:49; Lu. 20:28; 1 Cor. 13:1-3; Jas.  
 2:1-3. 
Page 1019, line 16. As already seen, Eav with present subjunctive  
 has future apodoses 30 times; MP with aorist subjunctive has  
 future apodoses 81 times. Mr. Scott adds figures for MI/  
 with perfect subjunctive and with the indicative. 
 
                    e]a<n WITH PERFECT SUBJUNCTIVE (Protasis)             (Apodosis) 
        Present     Future 
Jo. 3:27  e]a>n mh> #̂ dedome<non      ou] dunatai             . . 
Jo. 6:65   “      “    “    “      ou]dei>j du<natai       . .  
Jas. 5:15 ka}n a[marti<aj ^# pepoihkw<j    . .       a]feqh<setai   
1 Cor. 13:2  kai> (e]a>n) ei]dw?      ou]de>n ei]mi<     . .  
1 Cor. 14:11 e]a>n mh> ei]dw?     . .       e@somai   
1 Jo. 2 : 29   e]a>n ei]dh?te       ginw<skete     . .  
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
   6     4         2 
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Page 1023, line 7. For deu?te o]pi<sw mou see 4 Ki. 6:19. 
Page 1027 (6). Add to examples of ei@ pwj Ro. 11:14; Phil. 3:11  
 which can be construed as aorist subjunctive with skopw?n   
 implied (so Thayer). 
Page 1027 (a). Recitative o!ti occurs in Oxy. P. 1066, 11. 11, 12  
 (iii/A.D.). Mr, Scott finds, taking R. V. as basis, 184 exx. of  
 recitative o!ti in N. T. 
Pages 1028, line 1029, line 17. Mr. Scott considers Mk. 2:  
 16 a doubtful example. In favour of the interrogative is the  
 fact that Mt. and Lu. (the earliest commentators) read dia> 
 ti< . . . 
Page 1029. Mr. T. Nicklin (Cl. Rev., Aug.–Sept., 1918, p. 116)  
 suggests that a case like Ac. 4:13 shows that a distinction  
 was preserved between e]stin  and h#san in the indirect dis- 
 course. The imperfect carries the idea of "had been." He  
 insists on this meaning in Ac. 16:3; and even in Jo. 2:25;  
 6:6; 9:8. Something can be said for this view. 
Page 1030 f. Note Oxy. P. 1204, 1. 24 (A.D. 299) i!na de> e]nnomw<teron  
 a]kousqei<h after an aorist imperative. 
Page 1032. Note Oxy. P. 1483, 11. 15-20 (iii/iv A.D.) i@sqei w[j  
 like o!ti. 
Page 1033. For double indirect discourse see Jo. 4:1. 
Page 1034, line 1. In Mk. 1:34 =Lu. 4:41 o!ti is treated as causal  
 by some. 
Page 1034, line 12. Subject clause. Add "1 Cor. 6:7." 
Page 1035. Add gnwsto>n e@stw . . . o!ti  Ac. 4:10; 13:38 ; 28:28; 
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 xa<rij t&? qe&? o!ti Ro. 6:17; su<nfhmi o!ti Ro. 7:16; and perhaps 
 me<lei o!ti, Mk. 4:38; Lu. 10:40. 
Page 1036, line 6.  Mr. Scott observes that a]kou<w o!ti occurs 32  
 times, dec. and inf. 2 (Jo. 12:18; 1 Cor. 11:18).    ]Apokri<nomai 
 o!ti. (recitative) 3 times (Mk. 8:4; 12:29; Ac. 25:16), acc. and  
 inf. 3 (Lu. 20:7; Ac. 25:4 bis).   Nomi<zw o!ti, 4 times, inf. 10  
 (Luke and Paul).  Le<gw o!ti. 162 (and about 900 object clauses  
 without o!ti, inf. 35.  Oi#da o!ti. 133, inf. 12.  Pisteu<w o!ti 25,  
 inf. 2.  Ginw<skw o!ti. 71, inf. 3. Boa<w o!ti. 1, inf. 1. 
Page 1042, line 2. Mr. Scott has this table for the constructions  
 of a]kou<w in N. T.: 
  

 
 
Page 1042 (d), line 13. Mr. Scott's data for e]ge<neto construction  
 with note of time and without follow here: 
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   Ac. 10:251 
   Lu. 9:29 f         not included. 
 Mr. Scott expands the data for e]n t&? with e]ge<neto thus:  
  
  Luke Gospel 
 kai> e]ge<neto      6 e]ge<neto de<  4=10 
 ‘‘ “ kai<   7   ''             ''  kai< 3=10 
Lu. 9:29 " "   with noun as subj. 1   "       "  inf.  1= 2 
 Total     14    8=22 out of 38 
Act     0    2=2  2 
     14    10=24  40 
 
Page 1043, line 8. Mr. Scott gives this table for e]ge<neto with in- 
 finitive: Mt. 1, Mk. 2 (2:15, 23), Lu. 9 (6:1, 6, 6, 12; 16:22,  
 22; 3:21, 22, 22), Ac. 22 (4:5; 9:3, 32, 37, 43; 10:25; 11:26,  
 26, 26; 14:1, 1; 16:6; 19:1, 1; 21:1, 5; 22:6, 17, 17; 27:  
 44; 28:8, 17).  ]Ege<neto with infinitive occurs 25 times, but  
 'governs' 34 infinitives.  This raises the old difficulty of  
 counting verb or construction. In this case, as it is a  
 construction of e]ge<n-infin., the infinitive clearly should be  
 counted. 
Mk. 2:15 is the Only example of yiverac in this construction. 
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Page 1053. Meillet has a lucid article on "De Quelques Faits  
 Grammaticaux" (Revue des Etudes Grecques, juillet, 1916,  
 pp. 259-274). Page 264 he says: " L'histoire de l'infinitif grec  
 est done celle d'un developpement entierement neuf, propre  
 en grec, qui s'est fait avant l'epoque historique, suivi d'une  
 elimination totale, dont les debuts remontent a la periode  
 hellenistique." 
Pages 1059, line 11, 1078, line 15. For tou? infinitive as subject add  
 "Ac. 27 :1." Mr. Scott has this table for to< infinitive in N. T.: 
 

 
 
 
     If Mk. 10:40 and were classed as subject the difference  
 would be increased. 
     Mr. Scott notes that there are 992 anarthrous object infini- 
 tives in N. T. (Votaw's b.), occurring in every book of the N. T.,  
 but most numerous in Luke, and Acts (179) more than the  
 Gospels (156); in Paul f235 times, in John and Epp. 102.  
 There are 109 finite verbs producing these infinitives (Hva- 
 mai has 212, qe<lw 128, me<llw 95, a@rxomai, 91, bou<lomai 137,  
 zhte<w 33, parakale<w 29, o]fei<lw 23). For the tenses see Vo- 
 taw's table, p. 49. 
Pages 1060, line 15, 1094. R. V. takes Mt. 5:34 as aorist middle im- 
 perative (mh> o@mosai) instead of aorist active infinitive mh> o]mo<sai. 
Page 1061, line 5. In Ro. 11:8 bis the quotation here differs sig- 
 nificantly from the LXX text of Dt. 29:4. 
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Page 1061, line 16. Lu. 48 (Gospel 24, Ac. 24), Paul 17, Mt. 7,  
 Mk. 0, rest 8=80. So Mr. Scott counts. 
Pages 1061, 1089, 1094. Mr. Scott presents this table for "verbs  
 of hindering": 
 

 
 
 
    Votaw does not class Ac. 10:47 with "verbs of hindering,"  
 but with 'result,' and 1 Cor. 14:39 as an 'object' verb. See  
 Votaw, p. 24. 
Pages 1062-75. Mr. •Scott's table for articular infinitive in  
 N. T., W. H. text, is shown on pages 1426-27. 
Page 1067, note 2. Mr. Scott expands his data for Ta-infinitives  
 thus: 3 presents and 4 aorists in Mt., 6 presents and 18  
 aorists in liuke; 3 presents in 1 Cor., 2 in 2 Cor., 1 aorist in  
 Gal. (quotation), 7 presents and 2 aorists in Ro., one of each  
 in Phil. 
Page 1068, line 8. Mr. Scott thinks Lu. 5:7 surely "aim or pur- 
 pose." 
Page 1069. See Tb. P. 27, 1. 73 (B.C. 113) a@neu tou? dou?nai th>n a]sfa<- 
 leian. 
Page 1069, line 2. Cf. p. 647, 41 and note 5. There are examples  
 of  xa<ran tou? with infinitive in the papyri. See Tb. P. 38,  
 1. 17 (B.C. 113); Tb. 27, 1. 35 (B.C. 113); Tb. P. 6, 1. 37 (B.C.  
 140-39); T. P. 61 (a), 1. 47 (B.c. 118-7); Tb. P. 61 (b), 1. 44  
 (B.C. 118-7), ib., 1. 353. 
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Page 1069, line 11. Mr. Scott gives exact figures for relation of  
 prepositional infinitives to total articular infinitives: 0. T.  
 800 to 2107, Apocr. 161 to 349, N. T. 200 to 322, total 1161  
 to 2778. 
Page 1070, line 9. The figures for Ev T4; and infinitive are: with  
 pres. 43, aor. 12, perf. 0 in the N. T. (Scott). 
Page 1070, line 10. Mr. Scott refers to Vulgate "postquam" as  
 translation of meta> to< and infinitive as reason for taking the  
 infinitive clause as "absolute." So Blass, p. 239, "an inde- 
 pendent position." But the Greek idiom with the infinitive  
 was not "absolute" and the principles of indirect discourse  
 do apply. The acc. in Lu. 11:8; Ac. 18:3 is predicate adjec- 
 tive only. In Lu. 2:4; 19:11; Ac. 27:4 the ace. of general  
 reference occurs for what would be subject with a finite verb. 
      Dia> to< is not repeated with the second infinitive (Mk. 5:4;  
 Lu. 19:11; Ac. 4:2). Mr. Scott notes that dia> to< with aorist  
 occurs only in Mt. 24:12 (passive). There are 8 other  
 passives (pres. 4, perf. 4). 
Page 1075, line 13 ab imo. Four of Matthew's 5 examples are  
 peculiar to him and in 26:12 =Mark has a different construc- 
 tion. In Mk. 13:22 (=Mt. 24:24, p. 990) Matthew has 60-Te  
 ("pure purpose"). Paul has 4 examples. 
Page 1084, line 12 ab imo. Prof. Walter Petersen thinks that  
 gene<sqai, not eu#nai, was the original idiom, loosely changed to  
 ei#nai. 
Page 1088 (cf. 990). Mr. Scott adds this note: Votaw shows on  
 p. 46 how his 211 anarthrous purpose infinitives (d) are distrib- 
 uted in N. T. These infinitives are the product of 71 verbs;  
 e@rxomai (40) and its compounds (36) [e]ce<rxomai 17], a]poste<llw,  
 18, di<dwmi 15, are the most frequent.  I make 213 anar- 
 throus infinitives: pres. 36, aor. 176, perf. 1 (Lu. 12:58 which  
 Votaw has not counted, on p. 49). Matthew's 38 infinitives  
 are all aorists, while Mark has 3 pres. and Luke 10. (It is  
 odd that the passages with infinitive presents in Mark and  
 Luke have no = in Matthew, or have not infinitive where  
 the passages are =.) 
Page 1106, line 7 ab imo. Add "Mt. 2:2" o[ texqei>j basileu<j. 
Pages 1106, line 3, 1123. Mr. Scott thinks that le<gontoj in Mt.  
 13:35 is simply "when saying." He notes Mt. 1:22; 2:15,  
 17; 3:3; 4:14; 8:17; 12:17; 21:4; 27:9. 
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Page 1108 (c). Cf. Mk. 7:30 beblhme<non e]celhluqo<j, 
Page 1120, line 6, ab imo. Cf. Oxy. P. 935, 11. 20, 21 (iii/A.D.)  
 e@fqane ga>r probasta<caj. 
Page 1126, line 9. Mr. Scott offers these tables:  
 Finite Verb followed by le<gwn and kai> ei#pen: 
 

 
 
        ]Apokriqei>j (-e<ntej) followed by ei#pen, e@fh, le<gei, e@legen and  
 e]rei?:  
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Book         ei#pen e@fh le<gei  e@legen e]rei?   Total 
Mk.  5 . .  8  2  . .   15 
Mt.  43 1 . .   2  1  45 
Lu.  29 2 3  2  1  37 
Ac.  6 . .  . .   . .   . .   6 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Total  83 3 11  4  2  103 
 
Page 1142. Cf. Gildersleeve on Particles in Brief Mention (Am.  
 J. of Pk, July and Oct., 1916). 
Page 1163, line 21.  Ou] belongs to implied qe<lw in Mt. 9:13. 
Page 1166, line 4. Note ou]x o!ti in Phil. 3:12; 4:11, 17 to correct  
 misunderstanding and not in classic sense of "not only."  
 This is a, distinctive N. T. formula (cf. Jo. 6:45; 7:22; 2 Cor.  
 1:24; 3:5). When not followed by second clause in classic  
 Greek the meaning is "although." 
Page 1169, line 5 (cf. 1011). In Jo. 15:22, 24; 18:30; Ac. 26:32  
 ei] mh<  is in condition of second class. Mk. 6:5 can be regarded  
 as simply "except" ("if not" in origin, of course). 
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Page 1174 (b). Cf. ou] mh< construction with aorist indicative in 
 Oxy. P. 1483, 11. 9-11 (iii/iv A.D.) kai> e]cwdi<asaj toi?j au]toi?j w$n 
 ou]de> i{j mh> parede<cato timh<n. 
Page 1183 f. Gildersleeve is brilliant, as usual, in his comment  
 on de<, ge<, a@ra (Am. J. of Ph., July, 1916): "For generations  
 de< has been translated with distressing uniformity by ‘but’;  
 and head-master of Grayfriars school apostrophizes Pen- 
 dennis thus: 
     ‘Miserable trifler! A boy who construes de< and instead of  
 de< but, at sixteen years of age is guilty not merely of folly  
 and ignorance and dulness inconceivable but of crime,  
 deadly crime, of filial ingratitude which I tremble to con- 
 template.' 
     If the doctor had been spared to read Sir John Sandy's  
 translation of Pindar in which the 'but' translation is  
 dodged at every turn, one 'trembles to contemplate' the  
 consequences." 
     Of ge< Gildersleeve says that "emphasis is the refuge of  
 poverty" and gives it up. "As for a@ra, science tells us that  
 it is short for a]raro<twj.  The full translation would be 'ac- 
 cordingly,' but what after it is reduced to the canina littera  
  [r?  There is an a@ra of accord, there is an a@ra of discord, the  
 familiar a@ra of surprise." 
Page 1177 (i). There is also Mt. 20:15 ou]k . . . ; h@ . . .;  
Page 1187, line 15. For a]ll ]  i!na see also Jo. 13:18; 15:25.  
Page 1187, line 8 ab imo.  After Phil. 1:18 add "Ac. 20:23." 
Page 1234. Add: Infinitive depending on infinitive, 1040, 1047,  
 1049, 1085. 
Page 1378. Add to "Page 560, line 6," this: Cf. also Mt. 14:14 
 splagxni<zomai e]p  ] au]toi?j----Mk. 6:34 e]p ] au]tou<j and Mk. 9:22 
 e]f ]  h[ma?j and Lu. 7:13 e]p ] au]t ?̂.  With this verb Mark has 
 accusative only, Luke dative (loc.?) only, Matthew  accusative  
 and dative. See also e]cousi<a e]pi< with genitive “i,d. accusative  
 (Rev. 2:26; 16:9). 
     Jesus noticed small points of language (i]w?ta e{n h} mi<a kere<a  
 Mt. 5:18), though we have no documents from his pen. The  
 preacher can be accurate in details and have all the more 
 power in his speech. Ta> r[h<mata a{ e]gw> lela<lhka u[mi?n pneu?ma< 
 e]stin kai> zwh< e]stin, (Jo. 6:63).  All the people still hang on the  
 words of Jesus, listening (e]cekre<meto au]tou? a]kou<wn) Lu. 19:48) 
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 for hope and guidance in a world of disorder and despair.  
 The world will find the way out if it follows the leadership  
 of Jesus. I could not close these three years of further toil  
 on this grammar without this tribute, from my heart to the  
 Master, who makes all work worth while and who challenges  
 us all to share his own work while it is still day, before the  
 night comes when no one can go on with his work (p-yeq-EcrOat  
 Jo. 9:4).1 
  
 1 The Exp. Times for April, 1919, has the last article from the late Prof.  
Robert Law, of Knox allege, Toronto, on "Note on the Imperfect of Obliga- 
tion, etc., in the New Testament." I find myself in hearty agreement with 
his explanation of an antecedent obligation a debitum, not always lived up to. 
It is already set forth in this volume, pp. 886-7, 919-21,1014. 
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 A         a table, 1410; statistical tables, 
          1416 ff.; future, 1420. 
x: see Sinaiticus.    Apostolic Fathers: 1382. 
Ablative: c. xrei<an e@xw 1392, 1397.  Apposition: acc. and nom., 1390; to  
Absolute genitive: 139 ; c. ou$toj, 1396.      pronoun in verb, 1397. 
Accent: of the vocati , 1387.   Article: 1379; c. demonstrative, 1396;  
Accusative: change to nom., 1378;      absence in papyri, 1397; anaphoric  
   kata<  and acc., 1379; o! in 1 Cor.     use, 1397; c.   ]Ihsou?j, 1397; c. proper      
  15:10, 1379; nom. in apposition,     names, 1398. 
   1390; c. proskune<w, 1391; c. infini-  Articular infinitive: 1406; table of,  
    tive after poiei?n, 13 1; of a person      1426 f.; relation to prepositional  
    or thing, 1392; ace and inf. after      infinitives, 1428. 
    verbs, 1422; as predicate adjective,  Associative instrumental: 1392.  
    1428; general reference, 1428.  Asyndeton: 1378. 
Action: iterative, 1364 bis.   Attic idiom: 1398. 
Active voice: original suffix in opt.,  Augment: of an infinitive, 1389.  
    1378; periphrastic perfects, 1389,       
     1406; in LXX, 1398; pluperfects,    B 
    1406; aorist inf., 1424.      
Adjuncts: prepositional, 1398.   B: see Vaticanus.  
Adverb: kai> pro<j as adv., 1393; c.  Balancing of words: 1378.  
    ou$toj joined, 1396; pri>n h@ in LXX, 
    1412.       C 
Adversative use of kai<: 1383.   Case: 1389; oblique, 1390, 1392; after 
Anaphoric use of article: 1397.      splagxni<zomai, 1430. 
Aorist: compared with imperfect,  Clauses: subordinate, 1382; parallel, 
    1380; indicatives in John, 1380;      1397; subject, 1421; object, 1422; 
    participles, 1381; first and second      infinitive, 1428. 
    identical, 1381; with o!j e]a<n, 1387;  Collective noun: 1390. 
    imperfect c. mh<, 130; imperatives  Composition: a]po< in, 1379. 
    and subjunctives in N. T., 1398 f.;  Compounds: of mh< and ou] in Apostolic 
   table of subjunctives c. ou] mh<, opp.      Fathers, 1382; protases and apo- 
   1404; optative, 1405; inf. c. prepo-      doses, 1420. 
   sition, 1405; subj. c. e]a<n, 1420;  Conditions: first and third class, 
    subj. c. ei@ pwj, 1421; imperative in     1382; conditional e]a<n, 1410; statis- 
    papyri, 1421; middle imperative,      tical tables, 1416 ff.; first class, 
    1424; active inf., 1424; infinitives      1420; second class, 1429. 
    in Matt., 1428; indicative c. ou] mh<,  Conjunctions: e!wj, 1393, 1412; a@xri(j), 
    1430.          a table, 1412. 
Apocalypse: 1378.    Construction: ou] mh<, a table, opp. 1404, 
Apodosis: indicative and optative,      1430; a@n in N. T., 1410; w!ste, 1414; 
 
     1435 
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    mh<pote; 1415; a]kou<w,1422; e]ge<teto, Imperfect: compared with aorist, 
    1422 f."         1380; opt., 1405; periphrastic, 
Contrast: c. a]lla> -- de<, 1383.       1406; in indirect discourse, 1421.  
      Indefinite: aorist, 1381; relatives, 
                     D         1411. 
Dative: ethical, 1378, 1379; c. pros-  Independent sentences: c. futuristic 
    kune<w, 1391; discussed, 1392.      subj., 1407; ti< c. aorist subj., 1407. 
Declarative dio<ti: 1381.   Indicative: 1381 bis; c. o!j e]a<n, 1387; 
Demonstratives: tables, 1394 f.; 65,       perfect, 1406; future, 1411, 1413; 
    1396; dem. and article, 1396.       c. indefinite relatives, 1411; c. o!te, 
Direct Questions: 1396.        1411; c. o!tan, 1412; c. e]a<n, 1420; 
Direction: in dative case, 1392.       aor. c. ou] mh<, 1430. 
Distributive use of a]na<  and kata<: 1379. Indirect discourse: 1421 bis; princi- 
Dual: original suffix in opt., 1378.      pies of, 1428. 
Durative present: 1411.    Indirect Questions: 1396; change of 
          mode, 1409. 
                    E     Indo-European: family of languages, 
Ellipsis; of the verb, 1379; ellipses      1385; stem-suffixes, 1386. 
     cited, 1411.     Infinitive: 1382; c. mh> ge<noito, 1382; 
Enoch: book of, 1394.         in Papyrus de Magdola, 1382; c. 
Epictetus: 1378, 1379 bis, 1381, 1407.      e]n t&?, 1385, 1428; c. augment, 
Ethical dative: 1378.        1389; as subject, 1389; acc. and 
                     F         inf., 1391, 1422; c. tou?, 1392, 1415, 
           1424 f.; aorist c. prep., 1405; artic- 
Finite verb: a table, 1429.        ular, 1406 bis, 1426 f.; present c. 
Future: linear, 1381; indicative, 1381,       prep., 1406; perfect, 1406 f.; inf., 
      1411, 1413; futurity in subj. and       and dia> to<, 1411; in LXX, 1412; 
      opt., 1407 bis; av c. subj., 1409;       purpose, 1414, 1428; after e]ge<neto, 
     apodoses, 1420.        1423; aor. act., 1424; prepositional 
               and articular related, 1428, 1430. 
      G     Inscriptions: in Phrygia, 1378. 
Genitive: 1387; absolutes, 1392; c.  Instrumental case: 1392 bis. 
    ou$toj, 1396, 1397.    Interchange of w[j and o!ti: 1382, 1389.  
Gospel of John: 1380.    Iterative action: 1280 
Grammar: grammatical forms of W, 
     1377; dative not a grammatical 
     case, 1392; readers of, 1398.     J 
      Judas Iscariot: primacy of, 1394. 
                 H 
Hendiadys: 1383.     L 
Hiatus: 1382.      Language: study of, 1377; small  
History of subj. and opt.: 1381.       points of, 1430. 
Hittite language: 1385.    Linear action: 1380; future, 1381.  
      Locative case: 1392. 
                  I 
Imperative: 1381 bis; form gnw?, 1387;   M 
      perfect imperatives in N. T., 1389;   Margin: marginal readings for ou] mh<,  
     aor. imp. c. p15, 1390; aor. and pres.        1405. 
     imp. in N. T., 1398; table of, 1409;  Middle voice: optative, 1378; re. 
     aor. imp. in Matt., 1411; in papyri,       dundant, 1380; in Phrygia, 1380; 
     1421; aor. middle, 1424.       in LXX, 1398; aor. imp., 1424. 
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Mode: change of, 1 in indirect dis-      tives, 1388; imperatives and sub- 
course, 1409; in conditionalsen-       junctives, 1389; periphrastic, 1389 
tences, a table, 1416 ff.        bis; subjunctives in N. T., 1398,  
          1406; indicatives, 1406; infinitives, 
                    N         1406 f.; subj. c. e]a<n, 1420.  
Names: name-element, 1377; c. arti-   Periphrastic: number of forms, 1388; 
    cle, 1398.         perfect, 1389 bis; impf., 1406.  
Negatives: c. participle, 1379 bis;   Phrases: prepositional, 1398 bis. 
    preceding ei] mh<, 1420.   Phrygia: inscriptions in, 1378, 1380. 
New Testament: idioms, 1379; perf.   Plato: teaching of 1380 1381.  
     subj., 1387; anarthrous phrases,  Pluperfects: number in N. T., 1406.  
    1398; pres. and or. imperatives,   Position of arms: 1397. 
    1398; articular in ., 1406; impera-  Positive: terisso<j in cited, 1387.  
    tives, 1409; constructions c. a@n,   Preaching: style of Paul, 1386.  
    1410;  i!na mh<, 1413; data for o!pwj,  Predicate: participle, 1389; adj.,1428. 
    1413.      Prepositions: me<son and e]xo<mena, 1379;  
Nominative: changed from acc.,        not repeated, 1392; e!wj, 1393,  
    1378, 1387; of time, 1390.       1412; prepositional adjuncts, 1398; 
Noun: definition, 1378.        phrases, 1398; c. present infinitive,  
          1406; in LXX, 1412; prepositional 
           O         infinitive, 1426 ff.; de<, ge<, and a@ra,  
Object: clauses, without o!ti, 1422;      1430. 
    verb, 1425.     Present imperatives: number in N. T., 
Obligation: verbs of, 1431.       1398. 
Oblique  case : 1390 bis    Present infinitive: c. prepositions,  
Optative: suf. for middle, 1378; c.      1406. 
    subj., 1381; hist., 1381; aor. and  Present perfect: periphrastic form,  
    imp., 1405; futurity, 1407; table,      1389. 
    1408; past prospective, 1409; with-  Present subjunctive: number in  
    out a@n, 1409.          T., 1398; tables, 1402 f.; c. ti< in 
Origin: of ou] mh< c. subj., 1381; of      independent sentences, 1409; c. 
Indo-European stem-suffixes, 1386.      e]a<n, 1420. 
      Prohibitions: 1381 bis. 
       P     Protasis: c. relative or conjunction, 
           1410; in statistical tables, 1416 ff.  
Papyri: see List of Quotations.    Punctiliar action: 1380. 
Parallels: 1379; clauses, 1397.   
Participle: aor. and perf., 1381; c.   R 
    negatives, 1382 bis; bunched, 1382;  
    "confidential participle," 1382;  Recitative o!ti: 1421 bis, 1422.  
     predicate, 1389; c. o!utwj de<, 1415.  Redundant middle: 1380. 
Partitive use of e]k: 1379.   Relative pronoun: 1390, 1396. 
Passive: 1392; pluperfects, 1406;  Repetition: of e@xei, 1378; of  i!na, 1413, 
    perf. subjunctives, 1406, 1428.      of dia> to<, 1428. 
Past tense: compared with aor. find., 
    1380; subj., 1409        S 
Paul: style in preaching, 1386; use   Scepticism: of Blass, re e@dwsa, 1387.  
    of mh< and aor. imp., 1390; pres. and   Sentence: kaqw<j at beginning of, 1382;  
    aor. imp., 1398; pres. subj., 1403;      independent, 1407 bis. 
    aor. and impf. opt., 1405.   Septuagint: cited, 1382, 1390 f., 1393, 
Perfect: participles, 1381; subjunc-      1397, 1412, 1424. 
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Sinaiticus codex: 1378, 1394.       1411; o!tan c. subj., 1412; a@xri(j) as 
Speakers: in Gospels, 1405.       conj., 1412; o!pwj, 1413; w!ste 1414; 
Spelling: in W, 1377.        mh<pote, 1415; conditional sentences, 
Statistics: on pluperfects, 1406; fur-      1416 ff.; e]a<n c. perf. subj., 1420; c. 
    ther, see Tables.        indicative, 1421; a]kou<w, 1422; e]ge<- 
Subject: infinitive, 1389, 1424; in      neto, 1423; to< infinitive, 1424; verbs 
    Mk. 13:19, 1390 f.; clause, 1421.      of hindering, 1425; finite verb,1429. 
Subjective meaning of 1.1.71: 1382.  Teaching of Plato: 1380.  
Subjunctive: theory of, 1381; c. ou]   Tense: change of, 1398; subjunctive, 
    mh<, 1381; history, 1381; table on      a summary, 1404; in conditional 
    perf. subj., 1388, 1389, 1406; sta-      sentences, a table, 1416 ff. 
    tistics, 1398 ff.; tenses, 1404; fu-   Theory: of subjunctive, 1381; of de- 
    turity, 1407; present subj. c. ti< in      termined futurity, 1407.  
    independent sentences, 1409; o!pou   Time: nominative of, 1390 f. 
    c. subj., 1411; o!tan c. subj., 1411 f.;  
    in LXX, 1412; e]a<n and subj., 1418 f.,                                  U 
    1420; aor. c. ei@ pwj, 1421.   Uses: of te kai<, 1382; of a]lla<-de<,  
Subordinate clauses: 1382.       1383. 
Substitutionary use of a]nti<: 1393.  
Suffixes: for middle optative, 1378.                                         V 
Summary: of subj. tenses, 1404.   Vaticanus codex: cited, 1378. 
Superlative: in —tatoj, 1379.   Vellum: leaf of Gen. 2 and 3, 1388.  
Syncretism: 1386; of dat. forms,1392.   Verb: definition, 1378; of speaking, 
Synoptics: uses of e]kei?noj, 1396; ti<, in      1393; finite, 1424; hindering, 1425. 
    ind. aor. subj. sentences, 1407.  Verbs of obligation: 1431.  
Syntax: 1378, 1389; statistical knowl-   Vernacular: 1397. 
   edge of, 1398.     Vocative: accent, 1387. 
     T     Voice: middle, 1380; passive, 1392; 
           middle and active in LXX, 1398.  
Tables: ou#n in Synoptics, 1385; a@n   Vulgate: translation of, 1389, 1428. 
   and e]a<n, 1386; uses of perf. subj., 
   1388; verbs of speaking, 1393; de- 
    monstratives, 1394 f.; uses of e]kei?-                                     W 
   noj, 1396; aor. subj., 1398 ff.; pres.  Washington MS.: 1377 f. 
   subj., 1402 f.; aor. subj. in ou]   Wishes: 1382; in opt., 1407. 
   mh< constructions opp. 1404; subj.  Words: number in Matt., Lu., Acts, 
   tenses, 1404; speakers in Gospels,      1385; of Jesus, 1430. 
   1405; perf. inf., 1407; opt. in N.  
   T., 1408; imperatives, 1409; a@n                                           Z 
   constructions, 1410; o!pou c. subj.,  Zeugma: 1383. 
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a]kou<w: table of use, and c. o!ti, 1422.  de<: i!na . . . de<,  1413; meaning, 1430. 
a]lla<: c.—de<, 1383; i!na . . . a]lla<, 1413; dei?: subj. inf., 1389. 
    c. i!na, 1430.     dei?na: indef. pronoun, 1387. 
a@lloj (oi)--de<:  table of use, 1394 f.  deu?ro: table, 1399; c. subj., 1407. 
a@n: in rel. clause, 1381; spelling, 1386;  deu?te: in conditions, 1421. 
    tables c. subj., 1400, 1402; table c.  dia<:  c. art. (table), and anart. inf., 
    opt., 1408; in indir. quest., 1409;      1405 ff., 1426, 1428; c. ti<, 1421. 
    tables of constr., 1410 f.   di<dwmi: form, 1388; c. inf., 1428. 
a]na<: distributive, 1379.    di<kaie: case of, 1391. 
a]nti<: case of, 1393; (table c. anart.  dio<ti: for o!ti, 1381 f. 
   inf., 1427.     du<namai: c. anart. inf., 1424.  
a]natolh?j: form, 1390. 
a]peile<w: c. anart. inf., 1425.    E 
a]]po<: in composition, 1379.   e]a<n: table, for a@n, 1386; tables c. 
a]pokri<nomai: form, 1388; c. o !ti, 1422;    1388, 1400, 1402 f., 1418-20; c. de< 
    table c. verbs of saying, 1429.      mh<, 1389 f.; table c. pe<r, 1400; 
a]poste<llw: c. anart. inf., 1428.      table c. ind., 1421. 
a@ra: meaning, 1430.    e[auto<n: replaced by seauto<n, 1394.  
a@rxomai: c. anart. inf. 1424.   e]gkatalei<pw: reading, 1404. 
au]to<j, h<: without art., and in oblique  e@dwsa: form 1387.  
    cases, 1379; c. prop. noun, 1380;  e]qe<lwmi:  ending, 1378. 
    case, 1392.     ei]: c. de> mh<, 1389 f.; c. mh<, 1399, 1402, 
a@fej: table c. subj., 1399.       1420, 1429; table c. opt., 1408; 
a]fi<dw:  spelling, 1386.        tables c. ind., 1415 ff.; c. ou], 1420; 
a@xri(j): tables of use, 1401, 1412.     c. ti<j and pwj, 1400, 1421. 
      ei@dw: constr., 1378; perf. subj., 1388, 
                  B          1406. 
ba<llw: predicate part 1429.   ei]mi<: subj. inf., 1389; constr., 1390 f.;  
boa<w: c. on 1422.        in indir. disc., 1421, 1428.  
bou<lomai: table c. subj., 1399; c. anart.  ei]j: c. e]n, 1378 f.; like dat., 1379; for  
    inf. 1424.     e]pi< and u[pe<r, 1393; c. inf., 1405 f.;  
      tables c. art. inf., 1407, 1426. 
                 G     ei$j: for prw?toj, 1394. 
ge< meaning, 1430.    ei]se<lqoito: voice of, 1380. 
genesi<oij: case of, 1392,   ei@te: constr., 1390; tables c. subj., 
gi<nomai: c. inf., 1389; ge<noito, 1405;      1402 f. 
    e]ge<nto, tables of use, 1422 f.; gene<-  e]k: partitive, 1379; table c. art. inf., 
    sqai, 1428.        1427. 
ginw<skw: form, 1387; c. o!ti, 1422.  e]kei?noj: table as pronoun, 1396; c. 
gu<nai: case of, 1387.       1397. 
                                                      1439 
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e]kto<j: tables c. ei] mh<, 1402 f. 
 ]Elaiw<n: case of, 1387.    I 
e]n: c. expressions of time, 1379; c.  -i-  suffix, 1378. 
    art. inf., 1385, 1427; without art.,  i]bi<wn: case of 1387. 
    1398; c. inf., 1405 f.; table c. t&?  i@de: meaning , 1396. 
    and e]ge<neto, 1423.        c. art., 1380. 
e!neken: c. inf., 1405 f.; table c. art. inf.,   ]Ihsou?j: c. art., 1397. 
    1427.      i!na: in wishes, 1382; tables c. subj., 
e]nko<ptw: c. anart. inf., 1425.       1388, 1400, 1402 f., 1413; c. fut. 
e]capore<w: c. gen., 1392.       ind., 1413. 
e]capore<w: c. art. inf., 1425.   -iskoj, -i<skh: suffix, 1377. 
e]cousi<a: c. e]pi<, 1430.    i!sthmi: form, 1406.  
    tables in dep. sent., 1401 f.   i@stw: perf. impv. , 1389. 
e]pa<n: repeated, 1362; c. loc., 1393; re-  i]sxu<i*: spelling, 1386.  
    placed by ei]j, 1393; constr., 1430. 
[Erma?j: spelling, 1377.     K 
e@rxomai: c. anart. inf., 1428.   kaqw<j: beginning sent., 1382. 
-ej: ending, 1388.    kai<: adv., 1383; crasis, 1386; c. 53, 
e]sxa<twj: c. e@xw, 1387.       1396; c. dialogi<comai, 1406; C. o!j, 
e!teroj: table c. de<, 1394 f.       1429. 
e@ti: c. te kai<, 1382.    kalo<n: c. e@stin, 1389; c. h@ in compari- 
eu]aggeli<zesqai: constr., 1415.      son, 1394. 
eu]kopw<teron: subj. inf., 1389.   kata<: c. acc., 1379; in composition, 
e]xo<mena: prep., 1379.        and c. gen., 1393; anart. prep. 
e@xw: constr., 1378, 1389; meaning,      phrase, 1398. 
    1380.      kate<xw: c. art. inf., 1425. 
e!wj: prep., 1393, 1412; c. po<te, 1394;  kate<xw: c. art. inf., 1425. 
    tables c. a@n, ou$, and o!tou, 1401; c.  katoikh?sai: meaning, 1382. 
    inf., 1405 f.; c. art. inf., 1427.   krate<w: c. gen., 1391; c. art. inf., 1425.  
                   kwlu<w: c. anart. inf., 1425. 
               Z       
zhlo<w: hendiadys, 1383.    L 
zhle<w: c. anart. inf., 1424.   lao<j: case of, 1390 f. 
      le<gw: c. o!ti, 1422; meaning, 1428;  
                   H         table of le<gwn c. finite verb, 1429.  
h@: in comparison, 1394.    lu<oimi: ending, 1378. 

@̂dein: form, 1406. 
h!kw: form, 1389.     M 
h[me<ra: case of, 1390.     me<llw: c. anart. inf., 1424. 
h[me<ra: form, 1406.     me<n: postpositive in fifth and sixth  
htables c. tiv and Mv, 1401 ff.        place, 1378; in fourth place, 1390. 
ljEct: form, 1388 f.         c. inf., 1405 f.; tables c. art. inf., 
fic•tv: meaning, 1421.         1407, 1426 ff. 
      me<son: as prep., 1379. 
                  Q      me<xrij: table in dep. sent., 1401. 
qe<leij: table in interrog. sent., 1399.   mh<:  c. pa?j, 1380; after ou], 1381; c. 
qe<lw: constr., 1415; c. anart. inf., 1424.      part., 1382; c_ge<noito and inf., 
qermaino<menoj: form, 1406.      1382, 1405; table c. pote, 1388,  
Qwm%?: case of, 1387.        1390, 1400, 1402, 1408, 1415; table  
         c. ti<j, 1399; tables c. subj., 1399 f., 
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    1402; table c. pou, 1400; table c.  peri<: use, 1379. 
    pwj, 1400, 1402 f.; c. o!mosai, 1424.  perisso<j: positive, 1387. 
      phli<koj: for h[li<koj, 1382. 
                         N    pisteu<w: c. o !ti, 1422. 
nomi<zw: c. Orc, 1422.    plh?qtoj: use, 1390. 
    and inf., 1391; constr., 1409.   poie<w: tense of poiei?j, 1381; c. acc.  
                O         and inf., 1391; constr., 1409 
      poi?oj: table c. subj., 1400. 
o[, h[, to<: c. i[kano<n and inf., 1385; subj.  polla<j: case of, 1391. 
    inf., 1389; tables c. me<n and de<,  potapoj: table c. opt., 1408. 
    1394 f.; as rel. and dean. 1396 f.; c.  po<te: table c. subj., 1401. 
    pa?j, 1397; not repeated, 1398;  pou?: meaning, 1382; tables c. subj., 
    tables c. art. inf., 1415, 1425 ff.;      1399, 1402. 
    tables c. inf., 1424, 14 6.   pri<n: table c. a@n 1401; table c. h@ 
oi#da: c. o!ti, 1422.        1408; use, 1412. 
o[moio<w: constr., 1392.    pro<: c. inf., 1405 f.; table c. art. inf.,  
o]mo<sai: form, 1424.        1427. 
o!pwj: tables c. (e]a<n) subj., 1399 f.,  pro<j: c. kai< as adv., 1393; table c. 
    1402, 1411.         au]to<n and verbs of speaking, 1393; 
o!pwj: tables c. subj., 1400, 1402 f.;      c. inf., 1405 f.; table c. art. inf., 
    table of use, 1413.        1426. 
o!j: o!, 1379; c. e]a<n, 1387; tables c.  proskune<w: constr., 1391. 
    subj., 1400, 1402 f.; ou$ a@n, 1403; c.  prw?toj: replaced by ei$j, 1394. 
    a@n and fut. ind., 1411.   pw?j: tables c. subj., 1399 f.  
o[sa<kij: tables c. a@n and e[a<n, 1401 ff. 
-osan: ending, 1388.     S 
o!soj: tables c. a@n, 1400, 1402. 
o!stij: tables c. subj., 1400, 1402 f.  seauto<n: for e[auto<n, 1394. 
o!tan:  tables c. subj., 1401 ff., 1411 f.  splagxni<zomai: c. 1430. 
o!te: c. ind., 1411.    stoixh<sousin: linear fut., 1381.  
o!ti:  c. &$, 1379; in dir. quest., 1396; 
     recitative, 1421 f. 
ou]: after pa?j, 1379 f.; tables c. p.47,   T 
     1381, 1399; c. compounds, 1382; in-  -tatoj: superlative ending 1379.  
     set facing 1404, 1405, 1430; constr.,  ta<xa:  c. subj., 1407. 
     1415, 1429; c. o!ti, 1429; ou]k . . . h@  te: c. kai< 1382. 
     1430.     te<ssarej: case of, 1378.  
ou#n: postpositive in fourth place,  texqei<j: art. part. 1428. 
     1378; table of use 1385.   ti<: meaning, 1396; tables c. subj., 
ou]xi<: use, 1406.        1399 f., 1402 f.; use, 1407 ff.  
ou$toj: meaning, 1396;     ti<j: tables c. ti< 1408; c. a@n 1408, 
o]fie<lw: c. anart. inf., 1424.   toi: meaning, 1382. 
o@xloj: form, 1390; c. i[kano<j and polu<j, toi<nun: meaning, 1382. 
     1397.     to<poj: substantive, 1394.  
      tufle<: case of, 1391. 
 P     tuxo<n: adv. acc., 1378.  
paidi<skh: meaning, 1377. 
para<: c. art. inf., 1382.                 U 
parakale<w: c. anart. inf., 1424.   u[mi?n: case of, 1378. 
pa?j: c. ou] and mh<, 1380; case of pa<ntej, u[mw?n: case of, 1392 
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u[pe<r: for ei]j, 1393.              X 
u[poste<llw: c. art. inf., 1425.   xa<rin: c. art. inf., 1425. 
                   F     xrei<a: c. e@xw, 1392. 
      xro<noj: substantive, 1394. 
fqa<nw: meaning, 1429.            
fobe<w: constr., 1378.                     W 
foneu<w: hendiadys, 1383.   w[j: for o!ti, 1382; tables c. (a@n) subj., 
fula<ssomai: voice of, 1398.       1400-3. 
fwnh<: case of, 1378; zeugma, 1383.  w!ste: table of constr., 1414 f., 1428. 
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